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IHb bCONOMIC PRODUCTS OF INDIA

The Munj Grass iGWtt) SACCHaRUM
arundiraceum

(G Watt)

SABADILLA
Sabadllla, see Aaagraea officinalis, Ltnn Liliaceje Vol 1 336

SAB IA, Colebr Gen Pi 1 414

A genus of scandent shrubs which comprises about ten species natives

of tropical and temperate India Of these the most noticeable are Sabia
campanulas Wall (Bahai pata Kumaon) S limonacea Wall S lep

tandra Hook f (bimalt Nepal P lyengrtk Lepcha) S paniculata

Edgvo and S vmdissima hurz
With the exception of the last named which is an inhabitant of the

upper mixed forests of the Andaman Islands the above speues are found
m the lower ranges of the Eastern Himalaya the Khdsia hills and Assam
S. campanulata is the most westerly species being diffused along the Himd
laya to Simla They have a soft wood with large pores and broad
medullary ravs (FI Hr Jnd II 1 3)

SACCHARUM, Ltnn Gen PI III 1125

A genus of grasses which belongs to the tribe Andropogone^ They are

tall plants with compound ften dense panicles covered with long silky hairt*

The spikeiets are very small and there are no awns to the flowering glumes as

m the majority of the tribe Twelve species are described including sugar

cane (S officinarum) munj grass (S ciliare'' and kans (S spontaneum)

[ Northern India 6 ; GraminEjE

Saccharum arundinaceum, Retz Duthie Fodder Grasses of
Syn*—S BfcNGALENSR Rett S PROCERUM Roxb S FXALTATUM Roxb
Vein — 7eng Bkng S'arkartda Pb Sarpat Raj Adam cheruku

k< nda hanamoo (Roxb ) Tel Phoung ga Burm Ramluk Sing
References - Roxb FI Ind Ed C B C Si 82 Voigt Port Sub Cal

70s Elliot FI Andhr , 10 Irxmen Sys Cat Ce\ PI 106 Hackel in

DC Monogr Phan VI 117 Atkinson Him Dist 321 Drury U
PI 371 Liotard Paper making Mat f>6 68 Balfour Cyclop III

467 Rep Bot Gar Ganeshkhind Poona 1883-84 tz Gob N W P
IV Ixxx Gat Punjab (Delhi) 20 Journ Agn Horti Soc Ind
X 358

Habitat — A handsome perennial species with stems 10 to 20 feet high

found in Bengal Sikkim and Southern India Roxburgh (under S proce

rum) says By far the most beautiful of the genus 1 have met uith It

comes nearest in appearance to S officinarum, but is a taller and much
more elegant plant

’
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SACCHARUM
l ciliare

The Munj Grass

DOMESTIC
Culms

5

Domestic Uses —The culms are strong and straight and are employed
by the Natives for screens and various other economical purposes (Rox
burgh l c)

6

MEDICINE
Root

7
FIBRE
8
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Matting
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Ropes
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Thateh
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Flowering
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u
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Tables
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Saccharum ciliare, Anders / Duthie Fodder Grasses 2j
Syn — S Sara Roxb S Munja Roxb ?

Vern —Sara sarkanda sarkara sarpat sarpatta ramsar munja. Hind
Sar sara shar Beng Sar Santa L Sarkanda sarhar ikar (W
Districts) patawar (E Districts) N W P Palwa Oudh Sarkara
sa jbar kha kana k nda Pb Sara sa pat Ajm(r Dargd karre
Trans Indus Sar Sind Gundra pontka Tel Gundra tejanaka
shard Sans
The following names are also given to certain portions of the plant in

different localities —Munj leaf sneaths Sar leaves (PanjAb) Bind or
mnl culm or flowering stem (Doab) Sararhi (E Districts of N W
Prov ) Sentha kdna lower portion of flowering stem ,

Sirki til

upp rportioiof flovering stem Thill upper portion of flowering stem
(Lahore) Majon the entire flowering stem Tilak tilon the flowers
(PanjAb) Ghua the flowers (E Districts N W Prov )

References — Hackel in DC Monogr Phan VI 118 Roxb FI Ind
Fd C B C 82 Voigt Ilort Sub Cal fOS Brandis Fo FI S4^%
Stewart Pb PI 261 Aitchison Cat Pb and Srml PI 172 Sir W
hlli t Fl Andhr 6 $ 119 755 St W Jones Treat Pi h*d V 76
U C Di tt Mat Med Hind 293 3 10 316 Murray PI & D gs
Sind 12 Baden Powell Pb Pr 577 520

,
Atkinson Him TKst

(X N W P Gas) 321 Useful PI Bomb (XXV Bomb Gaz)
23b hcon Prod N W Prov Pt V ( Vegetables Spices and Fruits)
p/ too 10 1 Royle III Him Bot 416 Liotard Mem Paper making
Mat 24 28 66 67 68 Am 1 Akba 1 (Blochmann s Trans ) I 395
Settlement Reports —Panjab Dera Ismail Khan 34s Lahore i3
Jhang 23 Gizetteers —Panj b Dera Ismail Khdn tr Hoshia pur
14 Mussaffa garh 26 Jhelam 33 Montgome y 18 19 Karnal 19
Ludhiana 70 Jhang 18 Jalandhar 5 SI W P I 8$ IV Ixxx
Mysore and Coorg 1 68 Agn Horti Soc Ind —XII 331 XIII
*75 3 l5 XIV A 7 New Series I 108 VII 6 Ind Forester —

V

31 VII 179 VIII 177 XII 32 \ppend 23 Balfour Cyclop Ind
III 466 467

Habitat—A tall handsome grass 8 to 12 feet high abundant over the
greater part of North West India where especially in the Panjib it covers
large tracts of country It is sometimes also planted in lines as a bound
ary hedge more particularly in low lying localities subject to periodical

inundation It varies considerably in neight in the size and shape of the
inflorescence as well as in the quality of the fibre yielded by the leaf

sheaths It flowers after the rains are over and a little later than En&n
thus Ravenne a tall grass of similar habit of growth and with which it is

often confounded

Medicine —The root is officinal m the Panjdb under the name garba
gmda It is burned near women after delivery and near burns and
scalds its smoke being considered beneficial (Dr Stewart)

Fibre —The munj or fibre is much valued on account of its strength

elasticity and power of resisting moisture and is extensively employed in

the manufacture of rope string mats baskets andPAPER Munj matting
is said to be proof against the attacks of white ants In some of the PanjSb
Districts the mats or roies with which the earthen pots in wells are fast

ened are composed of munj The munj is burned at one end then beaten
with a mallet and finally wtsted into a rope Muni fibre according to

Baden Powell sells at R2 or R3 a maund in October and November
,

Strkt is the light thatch used for co\enng carts m wet weather and is

composed of the til or upper portion of the plowering stem the lower
and thicker parts called kana are used in the manufacture of chairs, tables,

S 16
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The Sugar cane (G Watt) SACCHARtnt
officinarum*

BASKETS and screens also for roofing for lining kachha wells and for

covering stores of grain* In the Jhelum District when wood is scarce kana

is used for rafters
Fodder—This grass is of too coarse a nature to be used for fodder

except when quite young In some of the Panj£b Districts however it is

stated that dunrg the cold weather the leaves of this grass a e often the

only pasturage for the cattle They are also chopped up and mixed with

bhusa gram oil-cake or green stuff In the early spring the grass is

fired and the young shoots afford fine fodder for cows and buffaloes In

the Jhang District only the inferior patches are thus treated as the plant

seldom produces mutt] khana after being burnt According to Ooldstream
the young flowering tops are regarded as good fodder for milch cows

Domestic & Sacred —Considerable confusion still prevails as to the

particular species of Saccharum which should be regarded as having

afforded the sacerdotal girdle Sir W Jones discusses the respective

properties of the present species and of S spontaneum in a brief paragraph

which will be found in the account below of that species

[
India 2j

Saccharum fuscum, Roxb / Duthie Fodder Grasses of Northern
Syn —Eriochrvsis fusca Tnn Miscanthus kuscus Benth
Vem —Ktlut tillik Hind Khun pati khort Beng Kihk tat neja

N W P Kandu rellu gaddi Tel Jkshwaltka Sans 1 he Sanskrit

name ikshu seems undoubtedly to denote the cultivated sugar-cane It

is somewhat cunous therefore that this species should be called the Sugar
cane-*wultka or valika that is thatch

References —Roxb FI 2nd hd C B C 79 Voigt Hort Sub Cal

70S Elliot FI Atidhr 81 Hackel in DC Monogr Phan II J2i

Drury U PI qyi Balfour Cyclop III 466 2nd Forester V22
179 Agn Hortt Soc Jour Ind X 358

Habitat—Frequent on moist ground in Bengal and along the base of

the Himalaya as far as Kashmir The flowering stems are 5 to 8 feet

high
Fibre —The culms are used in the manufacture of pens screens and

light fences the lpaves and reeds for thatch and the leaf sheaths like

those of most wild species of this genus may be used to supply the fibre

from which the sacrificial thread is prepared Elliot in Flora Andhrtt a

l c s«ys — 1 he best dark coloured reeds with which the natives write

are made from this species kandu means black scorched

S officinarum, Linn Hackel in DC Monogr Phanerog ,
VI 112

1 he Sugar cane
Note —'The reader may as well be warned that in the following attempt to

give in this place the names that denote the plant as distinct from those for

sugar and molasses the author is conscious of the numerous mistakes that

doubtless exist Some of the names signify preparations of sugar but they are

often used by authors to denote the plant and may thei efore have both meanings

Vera.— Ukh ganna uk tkh nai shakar nkhu kumad Hind , 2k ak

uk kushiar pur kullua kajuh ganna Beng Akh 1 shu Santal
Tu Newar ( henra Parbuttiah Uk akah chaku Nepal Ukh
ukht ketan khustyar katdn Rehar, Aku Uriya Jkh ukh ™kart

ukhart nkhu ganna puna-nkhu kanthi nkhu ,
N W P

Kumaon Shakar surkh khand ganna kam nd paunda tkh Pb
Kamand Sind G ndd us Deccan Serdi us got Bomb Usa aos

4s kabbu. Mar Sheradi herdi serdi nai sakar tins GVZ Karumbu
Tam Cheruku charki kam p la cheruku lavu^cheruku (a thick cane)

tillac heruku drukanupula krdnuga cherukulo bhedam pottikanapu {z

short jointed cane) Tel Khabbu basatirmata Kan Kannpa tebu

kartmba tibu mtra Malay Keydn kydn Burm Uk Sing Ikshu

rusala pundra (a special variety of sugar-cane is denoted by the name

> a S 30
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SACCHARUM
afficinarum

The Sugar cane

pundanka which is the cherukulo-bhedam of the 1 elegus) k wguruku
Sans Qasabus-sakar kasib shakar, kasabi shakar Arab Nat shakar
Pers K nsta Japanese Tibu, Java Fary, Madagascar Kan-chi
(S W & Central) chah chi tih chi (Canton) Shth mth sha t ang (sugar)

Chinese
The reader will find a further enumeration of vernacular names under Sugar

below and it need only be here repeated that although most of the above

denote the Sugar-cane some of the names given mean simply Sugar
References —Roxb FI Ind Ed C B C 79 Voigt Hort Sub Cal 70S

Kttn For FI Burnt II 548 f Dale & Gibs Bomb FI Supp 99
Ste art Pb PI 260-262 Aitchison Cat Pb and Sind PI >73

DC Ong Cult PI 1S4 159 Graham, Cat Bomb PI 239 Mason
Burma and Its People 505 817 Sir W Elliot FI Andhr 17 37 83 *<>7

IS* i?S Rumphius Amb 5 t 74 Linn Soc Jour XIX 65

XXVIII 197 Pharm Ind 252 ; Fliick & Hanb Pharmacog 649-

65$ U S Dispens i$th Ed 1254 Amshe Mat Ind I 407 II

460 0 Shaugnnessy Beng Dispens 638 Moodeen Sheriff1 Supp
Pharm Ind 219 V C Dutt Mat Med Hindus 265 300 Sakharam
Arjun Cat Bomb Drugs 154 K L De I idig Drugs Ind 102 103

Mur ay PI & Drugs Sind 12 Bidie Cat Fan rr Parts Exh 91

94 Bent & Trim Med PI 298 Smith Contr Mat Med and
Natural Hist China 188 207 Year Book Pharm 1871 150 ^9/73
200 201 204 208 212 213 214 2 is 261 1872 75 / 152 153 1*6 349 f

1873 46S 1874 214 252 1875 41 49 1876 63 1877 139 532 Jbj8

42 06 97 131 158 176 1879 77 1880 74 1881 116 117 118 1882

no nr ri7 1884 107 177 208 188s 118 1886 42 113 rt4 1887

104 107 108 141 3is 1888 33 36 ro5 112 1889 3 r 99 Watts
Diet Chemistry Vol V 464 474 j VI 1043 1046 VII Uo3mo
VIII Pt II 18^31841 Bell Chemistry of bood 97 * r4 Johnston
(Clurch Fd Chemistry of Common Life 177211 Agricultural

Chemt try 48 388 407 Johnson How Crops Grow 7 5 76 77 78 I Sj

186 /5 V 338 389 Birdwood Bomb Prod 214 250-253 ; Baden Powell

lb Pr 304109 383 Drury V PI Ind 371 375 Atkinson Him
Dist (Vol X N W P Gan) 321 692 Aitchi on Products of \V

Afghanistan and N E Persia 199 Duthie & Puller Field a td Garden
Crop s 55 61 f Fodier Grasses N Ind 2d Lseful Pi Bomb (Vol

XXV Bomb Gib) 185 212 277 Forbes Watson Industrial Survey of
India is 86 87 R yle I od Res i3 67 75 85-94 220 23 i 38r JpJ
Manual and Guide Saidapet F rm Madras 36 40 Lxotard Mem
Paper-making Mat 1415 Church Food Grains Ind 76 Kew Bulletin

188S 23 294 1891 10 35 Wallace India in 1887 223 230 Tropical

Agriculture 128 219 Sym nds Grasse Ind Pen 50 Schrottky Prin-

ciples of Ration il Aa tc tture applied to India 23o Ordinances of
Manu(Fd Bur tell & Hopkins) / e ture VIII 326 34 1 If
X 88 XI 167 XU 64 Aveen Ahbarx Gladwin s Tran I 68 71

79 84 89 140 341 142 346 348 &c II 27 41 44 Blochmann s

Trans Vol I 61 69-70 Linsch ten Voyage to hast Indie (Transl

Burnell Tiele & }ule) Vol I 95 >3o II 56 266 Milburn Orient

Commerce (1813) Vol 11 262 275 (1825), 3°5 3°7 497 Buchanan
H milton Jour Mysore Canara etc als Statistics of Dmajpur and
Account of the h tngdom of Nepal Hove s Tour in Bombay (1737) 17 99
&c Colebrooke s Husbandry f Bengal 126 Kirsop some account of
Cochin Chi ia 1750 Ob erVations on the Trale and Navigation of
Great Britain 1729 Stavorxnu Voyages to the East Indies, 1768

Staunton
, Account of Lord Macartney s Embassai to China 1793 M de

Guigne Vyage to Pekin Manilla and the Isle ofFrance 17 4 Nench
man Observations on the Report of the Directors of the East India Com
pany respecting the Trade between India & Eu ope r8oi Macpherson

Annuals of Commerce 1805 Macpherson History of the European
Commerce with India 1812 Edwards History of the British W st

Indies 1819 Young West India Common Place Book 1807 Craw-

fu d History of the Indian Archipelago 1820 Botham Observations

on the mode of cultivating a Sugar Plantation tn the East Indtes

Mar den History of Sumatra 181 / Raffles History of
Heyne Historical and Statistical Tracts ofIndia 1814 Abel Narrattve

of a fourney 1 1 the interior of China 1816 Barrow Travels in China

McCulloh Sugar and Hydrometers PorUr Tropical Agriculturist
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The Sugar cane (G Watt) SACCHARUJi
officinarum.

Porter Nature and Properties of the Sugar-cane Peretra Treatise on
Food and Diet HassaCl Food Adulterations / Bell Culture of the

Sugar cane and Distillation of Rum ( Calcutta 1831) W I Avans
Sugar-planter*s Manual 1 A Lion Mam facti re and Refining of
Sugar T Kerr Cuhvatton of the Sugar cane and Manufi ture of
Sugar H S Olcott Sorgho & imphae the Chi ese and African
Sugar-canes f DM Cook Culture and Manufacture of Sugarfrom
Sorghum R Niccol Sugar and 6 ugar Refining W Crookes Beetroot
Sugar tn Pngland and Ireland A Votlcker tul ivation and u es of

Sugar beet tn England {Journ Soc Art XIX 1871 ) F hah* Methods
of Extracting Sugarfrom Beet-root and Cane (J urn Soc Arts XIX
C H Gill Manufacture and Refining of Sugar (Ca itor l ecti re Soc
Arts 1872) Duncan and Newl mds the Alim process for purifying
Sugar J Shier Testing Ca e juice a id the pr tcess ofclanfic tion
V Drummond Report on Production of Sugarfrom Sorghi m L S
Ware the Sugar beet W G Le Due Sorghum Sugar f H lueker
Manual of Sugar Analysts R H Harland Manufacture of Sugar
from Sugar cane Grierson Bihar Peasant Life 232 237 Reports of
the various Agricultural Depart nents Fxp nmental barms and
Botanic Gardens Indian Fo e ter gth Jam ar\ /8h6 31st July l88f

gth October 1886 1st Octcher ih#7 gth June 188b 5th January ihhg
16th February i88g 24th March lS8g 22nd June 1889 lgth O tober

1889 Indian Agriculturist numerous p ssages Tropical An ricultunst
numerous passages Produce Maiket Review The Sugar cane
Indian Agricultural Gaeette {July 1885) / S mth Indian Observer
Spons Encyclopaedia II 1830 1077 Fncycl Brit XXII 623 Bal
four Cychp ind III 754 75” Morton Cycl Agrt 11 92593!
Ure Diet Indust Arts and Manuf III 883 IV 844 Smith s Diet
hcon PI 306 397 Sugar Growing and Refining by C Watford Loch
and G W Wtgner ana R H Harla id {1885) Sugar—A Hand b okfor
Planters and Refiners by G Wa ford Lock B F K Netvlands and J A
R Newlands {1888) A voluminous Official Corre pondencefrom the Pro-
ceedings of the hast India C mpany in the 18th Century down to 1891
Selection of Faritamentary Papers and Reports issued by the Board of
Trade etc etc

Many of the above works deal with sugar more than sugar cane . but it has
been thought desirable to give in this place the reference to all works of a
general nature and to reserve those of a more specific character for the va
nous chapters of this article to which they more especially belong

Habitat —A strong cane-stemmed grass from 8 to 12 feet high which
produces a large feathery plume of flowers cultivated throughout tropical

and sub tropical Asia and the Islands of the Indian and Pacific Oceans
it is principally grown for its sugar the expressed juice is boiled down
crystallisea and refined The only mention of this plant having been
found in a wild state in India is in the Transactions of the Agn Horti

cultural Society (VI , Proc 7) where Dr H H Spry is represented as

havine sent to Dr Wallich a small supply of sugar-cane procured from
Car Nicobar where it grows m a wild state This most interesting sub
ject seems to have been overlooked No modem botanist has recorded
the occurrence of this plant in the Nicobars or anywhere else m India as an
indigenous plant (r or an account of the cultivation see article Sugar,

PP 41 252 )

Fibre —The rbfusb of the sugar-cane mill has been recommended as
a paper material (Lxotard ) and is said by Stewart to be sometimes made
into well ropes and on the Chenab to be twisted into the rough cordage
used for tying the logs into rafts The destruction of the fibre is one of

the reasons why the Natives of many parts of India object to the improved
iron rollers now very generally employed in the expression of the juice

It is somewhat surprising that the dried fibrous refuse is not universally

employed as fuel tn Doiling the juice In India this may be saio to be only

very occasionally utilised the valuable fuel obtained from the sugar mill

being thrown away as useless and what is even more surprising it is in

many cases not even used as manure

Sugar can®
possibly wll t

in India
Zonf with pp
31 32 33 34
49 57 73 74

76 80
also regard
ing paunda
PP 7 52 64—

66
FIBRE
Refuse

3*
Cordage

32
Conf with

pp 7 8 7 *

no iff
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SACCHARUM
officinarum

The Sugar cane

K8DICINE
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Medicine—In the Materia Medtca of the Hindus compiled from Sans

krit authors sugar and treacle are said to have been largely used from

a very early age, principally for the purpose of disguising unpleasantly-

j

tasted medicines b or medicinal purposes old treacle is preferred to new

I The root also of the sugar-cane is said to have been employed in medi

f cine and to have been considered demulcent and diuretic (U C Dutt)

In Arabian works on Materia Medica sugar is described as detergent

and emollient and is prescribed in doses of twenty direms Many writers

speak of it as attenuant and pectoral It has also been supposed to have
virtues in calculous complaints ( Atnslte) in the Panjdb Baden Powell
says sugar is considered by the Natives to be heavy tonic and aperient

useful in heat delirium and disorders of the bile and wind In another
part of his work he remarks In cases of poisoning by copper arsenic

or corrosive sublimate sugar has been successfully employed as an anti

dote and white sugar hnely pulverised is occasionally sprinkled upon
ulcers with unhealthy granulations The Hindus set a gTeat value upon
sugar and in medicine it is considered by them «s nutritious pectoral and
anthelmintic I he use of sugar as an antidote for arsenical poisoning
is alluded to by manj writers (Chisholm Voigt etc )

In F uropean medicine sugar is employed for making syrups flectua
ries and lozenges and is regarded as useful not only for disguising the
unpleasant taste of drugs but also on account of the preserving influence it

exerts over their active constituents In India it is frequently emploved
in the preparation of piLLS The following statement of the Furopean uses
of sugar in pharmacy may be reprinted here since it summarises the facts

generally given in works on Materia Medica —
Medical and Pharmaceutical Uses— ‘The uses of sugar as an

aliment and condiment are numerous It is nutritious but not capable of

supporting life when taken exclusively as aliment on account of the absence
of nitrogen in its composition It is a powerlul antiseptic and is used tor

preserving meat and fish for which purpose it possesses the advantage
of acting in a much less quantity than is requisite of common salt and of

not altering the taste or impairing the nutritious qualities of the aliment
Professor Marchand has ascertained that a solution of sugar has no
action on the teeth out of the body It may hence be inferred that the
popular notion that sugar is injurious to the teeth is founded solely upon the
fact that the excessive use of sugar has a tendency to cause acid dyspepsia

4 The medical properties of sugar are those of a demulcent and as
such it is much used in catarrhal affections in the form of candy syrup
etc According to M Provencal it acts as a powerful antaphrodistac
wh£n taken tn the quantity of a pound or more daily dissolved in a quart
of cold water For an account of the supposed therapeutic power of the
vapour of boiling cane juice in bronchitis and incipient consumption
applied by living in a sugar h >use the reader is referred to the papers of
Dr 6 A Cartwright of New Orleans contained m the 47th and 51st
volumes of the Boston Med and Surg 'journal In pharmacy sugar is

employed to render oils miscible with water to cover the taste of medicines
to give them consistency to preserve them from change and to protect
certain ferruginous preparations from oxidation Accordingly it enters
into the composition of the compound infusion of roses of several mix
tures pills and powders of many fluid extracts syrups confections and
of all tne troches Molasses is used for forming pills for which it is well

fitted preserving them soft and free from momainess on account of its

retentiveness of moisture and antiseptic qualities

The influence of sugar m preventing changes in organic substances
may be ascribed to an extraordinary osmotic power in its solutions by

S 40
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which infusoria and all other of the lower forms of life to which fetmen MKDICIH*
tative processes are now generally ascribed are almost instantly destroyed
the organism collapsing through the rapid exosmose of its fluids into the

saccharine medium All the different kinds of sugar susceptible of the
alcoholic fermentation have this power [Dr Louis Afandl Archives
Gin de Mid 53 sir XVI 49 Juillet i860) {United States Dtspensa
tory p 1261 )

Food 8l Fodder —For an account of the extraction of sugar and of the FOOD
by products in the manufacture of that article, see Sugar Manufacture be Juicy

low A thick juicy variety of sugar cane is grown over almost the w hole va
^

e
^
y

of India which is largely used in the raw state as a sweetmeat It is stript of
e

-

*

its leaves cut up into lengths of about 1 to 2 inches and thus prepared may **

be seen exposed for sale in most of the bazars throughout the country The Cortf with

extent to which the cane is eaten does not appear to h ive been sufficiently P

taken into consideration in the estimates of yield of sugar from the acre-

age of cane Indeed in many parts of India it maj be almost said that

cane is exclusively cultivated as a fruit Thus of Montgomery it is

stated that sugar-cane is very little cultivated for sugar making but is

used simply as a pleasant article of food Of Coimbatore and a few other
districts the estimate has been made that the edible canes and seed canes
absorb about 10 to 15 per cent of the total crop It is probable that some
such figure should be allowed for the whole of India in other words the

area of sugar production should be accepted at 10 per cent less than the

actual area of the sugar-cane crop
The leaves of the sugar cane are employed as fodder Stewart men FODDER

tions that sugar cane is occasionally grown without irrigation the crop being Leaves
used as chart for feeding elephants The Financial Commissioner of the 42
Panjdb (in a report dated 1883) says that in Snlkot the inferior crops are

sometimes sold for fodder at *<50 to R70 per acre and in Multan at kioo q* w{f%
Mr T D Macpherson writing of Bengal says that the leaves stripped

pp ^ l2g
from the canes mixed with the crushed rt fuse obtained afttr the extrac

tion of the juice are given as fodder to cattle A very similar stitement
is nude of one district and another throughout India Thus in the Karnal
(Panjdb) we read that the cane is cut down and dressed on the spot by
stripping the leaves and cutting off the crown iganla) These are given

to the cattle to eat In Ludhiana the flag which remains after cutting off

the seed joints is either given to the cattle to eat or is used as fuel for the

boiling of the juice But more direct references occur to the use of sugar
cane as a fodder Thus for example of Gujranwala it is stated that a
red coloured cane known as chtnkha is

** sometimes grown only as a
fodder The tops known as bhadyas are at Khandesh used to feed the

cattle employed at the sugar mill

Mr Benton (of the Saidapet Farm Madras) furnishes the following

instructive notice regarding the value of sugar-cane as a fodder —
In order to test the capabilities of the crop as a fodder producer an

average row of canes was cut down in November the canes weighed
1 162® and the loppings 392ft or together 1 554ft equal to 131024ft
per acre worth at least R290 so that it would have been far more profit

able to have treated the crop as a fodder one whilst if the whole haa been
cut for fodder at the time tne single row of canes uas harvested there

would also have been a large saving in the cost of watering and weeding and
a large second crop would have been obtained There can be no doubt
but that sugar-cane as a fodder producer is almost unequalled by any crop

Our municipalities with their abundant supplies of manure might find

it worth while to grow sugar cane as a fodaer crop they might produce
it in all favourable localities at R5 per ton at which price it should meet
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SACCHARUM Domestic and Sacred Uses
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As having a bearing on the subject of the extended employment of

sugar cane as a fodder it may be stated that many writers on the subject

of the advantages of sugar or molasses as a fattening article of diet

maintain that it has another property and one highly injurious vie it tends

to render the breed sterile both male and female The reader will find

interesting particulars on this subject in the Journals of the Royal Agn
cultural Society of England

Domestic and Sacred —The refuse cane (after expression of the juice)

is sometimes dried and utilised as torches by the Natives of the central

parts of the Panjdb where the strips are called pachchtan At other

times they are twisted and made into ropes mats or chairs Owing to

these uses of the refuse objection is sometimes raised to the iron roller

mills as breaking up the cane to such an extent that the fibre is valueless

The refuse or megass is very generally used as fuel to boil the juice and
all too rarely is it employed as a manure

In its unrefined state sugar is used as a votive offering by the Hindus
at the shrine of their gods It is given by inferiors to superiors as a mark of

respect The cultivated plant cannot be said however to be held in the

same veneration as the wild Sara or Kata While the plant is not worship
ped as an emblem of the gods every operation in cultivation and manufacture
is governed by very pronounced religious observances and the ultimate pro

duct holds a nigh place in the esteem of the Hindu The bow of Kamadeva
(the Indian Cupid) is sometimes represented as made of sugar cane at other

times of sweet smelling flowers In either case the string is composed of bees
His five arrows are each tipped with the blossom presented to Kdmadeva
by Vasanta (Spring) Sir W Jones translates a passage on this poetic

conception as follows —
He bends the luscious cane and twists the string

With bees how sweet 1 but ah ’ how keen their string

He with five flow rets tips the ruthless dart

Which through five senses pierce enraptured hearts

Flowering &
feeding
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The intimate association of sugar cane and sugar with the Hindu
religion has been urged (in the historic chapter below) as justifying the
belief that the cane if not a native of India has at least been cultivated in

this country for a longer period than can be shown in connection with any
other part of the globe The Institutes of Manu make undoubted allusion

to sugar cane as well as to palm sugar honey and other saccharine sub
stances There is therefore, no room for the suggestion that sugar cane
has recently been substituted in the religious observances of Hinduism
for manna or honey Such substitution if it took place must have been
some 2 ooo or 3 000 years ago It has to be admitted however that the
earliest allusions in the classic literature of the Hindus to sweet substances
are such that it is impossible to determine what is actually meant An
interesting feature of some of the religious practices have obviously been
inculcated with the object of regulating and guiding the cultivator of
cane Thus for example the almost childish superstition against the
floweringof the cane has doubtless its origin in the observation that when
allowed to flower the cane loses its sweetness and degenerates until such
stems would probably prove valueless for the purpose of propagation
This would lead to the supposition also that it was early found that pro
pagation by means of seed was of no value m preserving the saccharine
property of the stems The flowering of the cane-was therefore pronounced

I a very ominous occurrence It was a funereal flower foreboding death to
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whomever might chance to look on it It is impossible in this place to

hnd space for the very extensive senes of passages that might be here

quoted regarding the religious observances connected with cane culture

and sugar manufacture The two which here follow rmy be accepted as
representative In i?g2 the Political Agent at Banares furnished a long
and most instructive report on sugar-cane from which the following may
be specially given as indicating the religious observances —

The attachment of the Natives to their established customs and usages
is well known and oirthe present occasion it may not be improper to state

some of the superstitious notions of the ryots respecting the cane as it will

tend to show that any improvement which may be attempted in the culture

thereof can only be effected by gradual steps and ihe most encouraging
and lenient measures

Ihe ryots consider the sugarcane (and also the betel plant) in a
sacred and superior light they even class it amongst the number of their

deutahs The first fifteen days of Kour (or September) termed Piter

e

putch are devoted by the Hindus to religious ceremonies and offerings on
account of their deceased parents relations and friends such of them as

have been bereft of their parents refrain from every indulgence during the

said period as being the season of mourning and mortification and as

they deem the performance of the higher rites of their religion (such as

making offerings of sweetmeats cloths jewels etc in the temples of their

several dei ties and also the sacrifices denominated Howm Jugg etc
) a

pleasure and enjoyment those are likewise carefully avoided
The sacred appellation of the cane amongst the ryots is Nafbele

and hence for the reasons above stated the immediate owners of the cane
plantations sedulously refrain from repairing to or even beholding them
during the continuance of the Pttereputch On the 26th of Cateeck

(or October) termed by the ryots Deauthan they proceed to the fields

and having sacrificed to Nag bele a few canes are afterwards cut and
distributed to the Bramins Until these ceremonies are performed ac
cording to the rules of established usage and custom no persuasion or

inducement can prevail upon any of them to taste the cane or to make any
use whatever of it

On the 25th of Jeyte (or May) termed the Desharah another usage
is strictly adhered to As it is usual with the ryots to reserve a certain

portion of the canes of the preceding year to serve as plants for their

new cultivation it very frequently happens that inconsiderable por
tions of cane remain unexpended after the said cultivation has been
brought to a conclusion Wherever this happens to be the case the pro

j

prietor repairs to the spot and having sacrificed to Nag*bele (as before

stated) he immediately sets fire to the whole and is exceedingly careful to

have this operation executed in as complete and efficacious a manner as
possible

*

The cause of this extraordinary practice proceeds from a supersti

tious notion of a very singular kind The act is committed from an ap
prehension that if the old canes were allowed to remain in the ground
beyond the 25th of Jeyte they would in all probability produce flowers

and seed for the appearance of these flowers they consider as one of the
greatest misfortunes that can befal them

They unanimously assert that if the proprietor of a plantation

happens to view even a single cane therein which is in flower the greatest

calamities will befal himself his parents his children and his property

in short, that death will sweep away most of the members or indeed the

whole of his family within a short period of time after his having seen the
cane thus in flower

SACRED
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SACRED I If the proprietor s servant happens to see the Rower and immediately

pulls it from the stalk buries it in the earth and never reveals the cir

cumstance to his master in this case they believe that it will not be

productive of any evil consequences But should the matter reach the

proprietor s knowledge the calamities before stated must according to

their ideas infallibly happen

In support of this belief many of the most aged zemindars and ryats

m this province recited several instances of the above nature which they

affirmed to have actually happened during their oun time and moreover
that they had been personal witnesses to the evils and misfortunes which

befel the unhappy victims of the discnption alluded to These super

stitious ideas must have originated at a very distent period since they are

now so firmly rooted in the minds of the ryots in this part of the country

As the new cane is in the strength of vegetation during the rains or

m the months of Saween and Bhadoon (July and August) the proprietors

in man) parts of this province carefully avoid repairing to or viewing
their plantations during those months lest a cane flower should accident

ally strike their sight and thus entail upon them those miseries which
they are fully persuaded must speedily follow such a circumstance

The ryots have several other singular notions in regard to the cane
but the particulars I have already taken the liberty to enumerate will

I sufficiently show that any measures which may be adopted for future

Improvement impro\ement in respect to the cultnation etc must be introduced with
difficult ci cumspection and care and must hold out a more than ordinary degree
4® of encouragement otherwise it will be extremely difficult to overcome those

prejudices and opinions which have acquired so absolute an ascendancy
over then minds and which appear to have been entertained in this part

of the country for ages past

The following passage may be given as illustrative of the agricultural

practices of the people of the present day —
Rites and sacrifices are pei formed on the germination of the cuttings

at the Naudurga festival in September October and m the following

month to avert a disease [sundx) which affects the crop But the most
important ceremonial connected with its growth is the Deothan in the end
of October This which celebrates the awaking of Vishnu after his

slumber in the infernal regions is to sugar cane what theArwan is to other
crops — a sort of harvest home Before this day no Hindu will eat the cane
and even jackals are said to avoid it But on the Deothan several stalks

are cut five being reserved by the owner of the crop and five each dis

tnbuted to the village priests and craftsmen On a board named the

Conf mthp sdltgram are daubed with cowdung and clarified butter the figures of

171 172
r V isnnu and his consort On the same receptacle ire set urd cotton and

other vegetable offerings while around it tied together by their tops the
farmer places his five cane stalks A burnt sacrifice and prayeis are
followed by the elevation of the saltgrdm During this last process the
women of the household repeat five times the following incantation —

Arise Oh Cod 1 Be seated Oh Lord '

Sp read thy cai pets God of Gaya G jadhar
Sit on them highest Rama of kampil
Arise God a tho sand times arise

*

All present then move round the salxgram The tops (jurt) of the five

cane stalks around it are severed hung up to the roof tree and burnt on
the arrival of the Hot1 festival some months later At the moment
declared auspicious by the presiding Brahman the reaping of the crop
begins ‘ The whole village is a scene of festivity and dancing and

Q a#
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The Kan» Giw (G H ntt)
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singing go on frantically Houses are set in order and marriages which

have been suspended during the rams recommence' (Bareilly Gas ) I

Saccharum spontaneum, Linn Dutkie Fodder Grasses
, 25 49

Syn

—

Imperata spontanea Beauv S sexidecumbens Roxb S I

CANALICULAT17M Rtfxb
/

Vein —Kdns kagara kosa kus kas Hind Kash kds khdgrd kashtya
Bbnq Kdns kdnsa kansi N W P Rata khagar Oudh Kdsh
jasha jhdnsk Kumaon Kdkt kans sarkara kdnh Pb Kash kaski
kdns Rai Khan kdhu khtu Sind Khan kans padar C P Kagara
Mar Rellu gaddt verrt cheruhu kaklieduru /tore gadt btlltt gaddt
Tel Thetkta kyn thek kay gyee Bo R M Kasd kasha khaggara
Sans Roxburgh gives khuri as the Bengali name for his S semi
decumbens and kagara for S spontaneum

References —Roxb FI lnd Ed C B C 79 Voigt Hort Sub Cal

70s Trtmen Sys Cat Cey PI 106 Data & Gibs Bomb FI 304
Stewart Pb PI 261 Aitchison Cat Pb & Stnd PI 172 Mason
Burma and Its People 524 816 Sir W Elliot FI Andhr 27 77 164
IQT Sir W Vones As Res IV 248 U C Dutt Mat Med Hindus
266 304 305 Murray PI & Drugs f Sind, J2 Birdwood Bomb Prod
320 Baden Powell Pb Pr 5/J Drury l PI lnd 376 Atkinson
Him Dist ( Vol X N W P Gaz) 321 Useful PI Bomb ( Vol XXV
Bomb Gaz ) 237 Econ Prod V W Prov Pt V ( Vegetables Spices

a: d F uits) 101 Liotard Mem Paper making Mat 10 19 66

Settlement Reports —Panj b Jhang 24 Central 1 rovinces Upper
Godavery 40 Jubbulpore 85 Nursingpore 57 Gazetteers —Panjab
Karnal 19 Hoshiarpur 14 Mi zaffargarh 26 Dera Ismail Khan
n 7hang 19 N W P 1,85 15 1 iV Ixxx Mysore & Coorg J
68 Agrt Horti Soc lnd —Jour X no 358 XIII 315 XIV 87
New Senes V Pro

( 1875 ) 56 lnd Forester IV 168. V 31 VII
179 IX 245 XII 565 App 23 Balfour Cyclop lnd III 467

Habitat —A coarse perennial grass with long creeping roots abun-
dant throughout India and up to about 6000 feet on the Himalaya It

varies in height according to the nature of the soil and appears to be
most at home in damp low lying ground where it throws up flowering stems
often 12 feet m height Being a gregarious gr^ss the snowy white pube
scence which surrounds the base of the spikelets renders it a conspicuous
feature when in flower this usually takes place soon after the rainy season
is over Owing to its vigorous root growth it is a most difficult plant

to eradicate from cultivated land In many districts of Northern India
and especially in Bundelkhand it has given much trouble to the farmers
by its encroachment on arable lands The best known remedy is to plough
up the land and smother the roots with a vigorous rainy season crop
On the other hand it is said that kans grass after a certain number
of years will wear itself out and disappear It is somewhat curious that

as with Saccharum officmarura, Roxburgh had not seen the ripe seed of

this speues
Fibre.— This grass is largely used as a thatching material and

the leaves are manufactured into ropes mats etc

Fodder—Kdns is a favourite fodder of buffaloes and is also when
young given to elephants In the Jhang District this grass is very
plentiful in the moist land adjoining the rivers when it affords valuable
pasturage for buffaloes so much so that the zamindars of those parts

affirm that if there were no kdns there would be no buffaloes and they con
sider it to be too valuable to be used for thatching In the Rohtak District

* it is said to be good for horses hence the proverb — Kans grass for the

horse a staff for a man and it is also said to be relished by camels and
goats (Gaz p 75) Roxburgh however says that S spontaneum (a

very common Bengal grass) is so very coarse that cattle do not eat it

except while very young '

Flowering
Conf withpp
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I Sacred & Domestic Uses —Sir William Jones (in Asxat Res l c )

says — This beautiful and superb grass is highly celebrated in the

I
Puranns the Indian God of war having been born in a grove of it which

burst into a flame It is often described with praise by the Hindu poets for

the whiteness of its blossoms which gives a large plain at some distance the

appearance of a broad river Atkinson (Him Dist tcts) states that in

Kumion the long rooting curculi are substituted for the kusha grass in

religious ceremonies by the local Brahmans Native ?ens are made from

the flowering stems In the Dacca District Taylor (Topog $g) says it is

one of the earliest plants to appear on newly formed churs and is chiefly

used for fuel

SUGAR AND SUGAR CANE
Sugar Fng iSucrr Fr Lucker Germ Lucchfro It Azucar Span

Ass uca r Port Sakhar Pus Lukier Polish Lukur Hung
htz*xoLp 01 2ouc%apO} Greek Saccharum Latin Shakkar
Pers Sukkar or As sukkar Arab Sakkara Sans

SOURCES OF SUGAR
Ainslie very justly remarks that the Hindus value sugar very highly

in its unrefined state it is offered at the shrines of their gods, it is presented
by inferiors to superiors as a mark of respect and is considered by the
Vytians as extremely nutritious pectoral and anthelmintic It may how
ever be remarked that the sugar of sugar cane is not alone the material so
used nor is it the only saccharine substance known to the Sanskrit authors
The allusions that exist in the classic literature of the Hindus to sugar
often clearly distinguish the special forms but it may be said that far
greater detail is given regarding sugar cane than any of the other sugar
yielding plants It may serve a useful purpose to give here a brief
enumeration of the chief Indian sugar yielding plants Fuller details
regarding these will be found in this work however under their respective
headings so that the most superficial account is all that need be here
given I he following enumeration will suffice to convey some idea of the
relative value of each plant in the sugar supply of India —
Acer Negundo

The Sugar maple of Nebraska

A rubrum
The Swamp maple of Pennsylvania

A saccharmum
1 he Sugar maple of the Northern States and of Canada
India possesses some 13 species of maple but up to the present date

none of these have been found to afford sugar In Vol I 67 will be found
a brief note on the subject of maple sugar in which the recommendation
is made that it might be of value to the inhabitants of some of the Alpine
tracts of India to ascertain whether some of the better known sugar yield
ing species could be cultivated on the Himalaya Dr Aitch iso n urged
this subject to the favourable consideration of Government many years
ago but apparently the experiment has never been tried in real earnest

Agave amencana
#

The American aloe may be said to have been completely acclimatised
in India but the juice obtainable from it in its native country is either not
yielded in India in sufficient abundance or the Natives of this country, have
not been made acquainted with the full properties of the plant Neither
liquor nor sugar are made from it in India See Vol I 135 136,
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Arenga sacchanfera

This is the Sago Palm of the Malaya etc but it is reported to be

found m Burma and in Onssa In Java it yields from its sap a large

amount of cane-sugar Ihe process of preparation pursued in that

country was described in detail by Dr J E deVry and nis account of it

will be found in Vol I 303 304 of this work Apparently the plant is too

scarce in India to tje regarded as a source of sugar

SUGAR
YIELDING
PLANTS

6

Beta vulgaris

The Beet though largely grown as a vegetable, to meet the European
demand is not utilized as a source of sugar in India A special form

recognised by Roxburgh as distinct from the European species under the

name B bengalensis, must have been early introduced into this country

It is grown by the Natives fairly extensively as a garden vegetable the

leaves being eaten See the article m Vol l 448 450

7 Borassas flabelliformis

The Palmyra Palm (the Bari tree or tal) is largely cultivated in India
Rheede alluaes to its being tapped in his day on the Malabar coast

The juice ras obta ned on tapping the flower stalk yields a large amount
of sugar This palm affords much of the jaggery sugar of Madras parti

cularly in Tinnevelly but in Western India it is more extensively employed
in the preparation of a fermented beverage Buchanan Hamilton wrote
in 1807 that in Mysore the jaggery from this plam was more esteemed
than that from the date In Bengal it is rarely if e\er tapped at all or at

least it is not utilized as a source of sugar It is apparently largely used
however as a source of sugar in Burma The reader will find much
useful information on Burmese palm sugar in the Journal Agn Hort Soc
India X (Old Series) 43 50 (Conf with the account given in Vol I

497 5°o of this work )

8 Caryota urens

This is the Sago Palm of India It is tapped for its juice very much
after the same fashion as is pursued with the palmyra and is the chief

source of palm sugar in Southern Ceylon Though sugar can be and
doubtless is made from the tree wherever it occurs in India

v
such as in

Onssa) the extent to which it is so utilised is relatively unimportant In
the Bombay Pre idency however sugar is more extensively used from it

than from the palmyra, (Conf with tne article in Vol II 208 )

9 Cocos nucifera

The Cocoa nut Palm is perhaps more extensively employed in Madras
as a source of sugar than in othei parts of India In this respect it may
be said (conjointly with Borassus flabelliformis) to take the place in South
India (except Mysore) of the date palm m Bengal (Conf with the
article m Vol II 452454)

zo Manna.
In Vol V 165 167 will be found a bnef review of some 13 or 14 plants

which m India are known to exude saccharine matters These cannot
well be viewed as sources of sugar but they enter like honey perhaps more
extensively than sugar itself into the pharmaceutic preparations of the
Hindus and from that point of view are important

zx Meha Azadirachta

The Neem Tree is known to afford a saccharine juice from which sugar
may be prepared , but it appears to be employed medicinally only and
cannot therefore be viewed as a source of sugar
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The Common Indian Date Palm is perhaps the most important source

of Palm sugar in India It is very extensively grown in Eastern Bengal
for that purpose and is also to be met with in Madras and Bombay In

Mysore it appears to be more important than either the palmyra or the

cocoa nut Robinson wrote a prize essay on palm sugar for the Agn
Hort Soc Ind —see their Journal Vol X 243274 For further mforraa
tion consult Vol VI p 209

13 Saccharum officinarura

This is the Common Sugar cane of which there are in India many very
distinct varieties each with well recognised properties

14 Sorghum aaccharatum

This form of sugar cane (commonly called Sorgho or Chinese Sor
ghum) has been introduced into India but does not appear to be very ex
tensively grown It is in fact perhaps more largely cultivated as a fodder
than as a source of sugar It seems probable however that it may have
afforded the sweet canes which were eaten in China prior to the mtroduc
tion of the manufacture of sugar but as opposed to that idea it may be
added that botanists seem to think that Sorgho was originally a native of

Africa The more distinctly African form of the plant (S kaffranum), the
Imphee cane Hackel has at all events reduced to S aaccharatum By
agriculturalists they are however regarded as different and it may be re-

iterated that S aaccharatum is the Sorgho or Chinese Cane and S kaffra

num the Imphee or African Sugat cane Both are extensively grown in

America and the latter was introduced into India at a much earlier date
than the former Conf with the article Sorghum aaccharatum in this

volume

15 Zea Mays
Many vnters affirm that it was from the stems of this plant that the

ancient Mexicans made their crude sugar As partly supporting that view
it may be added that sugar has been made from the stems of the Indian
corn 1 hus for example Mr C B Taylor of Palamow describes the
method he pursued in 1843 to prepare molasses from it He remarks
however that he failed to crystallize any of the juice but distilled some of

it into rum (Jour Agn Hort Soc Ind Vol If (Old Senes) 5^/)
More recently the subject has been discussed in India and m America
at the present time it is attracting considerable attention but the difficulty

to crystallize the sugar seems to be insurmountable

OTHER SACCHARINE YIELDING PLANTS
A much more extensive list of Indian plants that afford saccharine

substances might be drawn up tfnnthat given above—the sources of the
chemical substance cane sugar Most of the articles which might how-
ever be here dealt with are of greater interest as materials from which
alcohol is or might be prepared than as sources of sugar Some of them
are by products from other industries and if utihzable could be obtained
cheap and m great abundance Foremost among these should be men
tioned indigo sugar The reader might find it useful to peruse the remarks
on that subject (article Indigo) in Vol IV pp 444446 It will be seen

that the method of manufacturing indigo presently pursued is to cause
fermentation in the steeping vat whereby the Ind%can extracted from the

plant splits into indigo blue and indigo sugar the former substance being

by the fermentation, reduced to indigo-white only to have by an expensive
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Theory of the Formation of Sugar (G Watt )
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process of oxidation to be reconverted into blue indigo The indigo sugar I

is rejected as useless So in a like manner a large amount of sugar is an
mialjy thrown away by the coffee planters who fail to utilize the pulp of the

berry Jute cuttings may be reauced to a form of sugar and fermented
and distilled into a spirit or whisky The flowers of the mauha (Baasia

latifoha) contain a large quantity of saccharine matter which in the region

where the tree occurs plentifully is taken advantage of in the preparation

of an alcoholic beverage A writer in the Transaction of the Agrt
Horticultural Society of Indta [Vol III 173(1836)] recorded his having
failed to produce crystallizable sugar from tne maulia but he urged that

since beet was being so used in Euiope the question of utilization of mauha
flowers as a source of sugar should be investigated by the chemist 1 his

subject is again dealt within the Journal vol VII (New Senes) Proc

1884 p lxxxv Later on Messrs Turner Morrison & Oo furnished an
analysis of mauha sugar It contains 67 2 per cent so they found of

f
lucose but not even a trace of crystallizable sugar In addition to the

fanna yielding plants (which need not be here dealt with) there are other

sources of saccharine matter obtained through the instrumentality of

insects The Indian traffic in honey for example is very extensive

Halwa—a sweetmeat of camels milk and honey— is largely imported and
sold throughout the country Many fruits also are well known to afford

peculiar sweet beverages (sherbets

)

or to be capable of distillation into

liquors Among the latter may be mentioned the Pine apple the Eugenia,
Grewia Opuntia, and many others The Soma or Homa of the ancient

Sanskrit writers was very probablv a flavouring ingredient in its action

similar to hops which was used along with a maltose fermentation (see

Ephedra) Vol III , 246 251 )

OTHER _SACHARINK
PLANTS

THEORY OF THE FORMATION OF SUGAR

The above enumeration is by no means an exhaustive one of all the
plants which in India are known to afford sugar or saccharine matter
The formation of sugar rane within the tissues of plants is one of the

most obscure problems of vegetable economy Sugar is a carbo hydrate
that is to say a compound formed of carbon hydrogen and oxygen The
last two elements are present in the proportions in which they exist in

water hence the term a carbon hydrate Starch from the botanical point

of view might be said to be the simplest or primitive carbo hydrate be-

cause all the known members of the series of such compounds c«n be
expressed as derivatives from starch The departures in their composition
from that of normal starch are recognised as having been brought about
by obscure functional changes which have hitherto escaped the chemist s

methods of experimental determination They are vital modifications

the starch being reduced to one condition or raised to another according
to the varying requirements of life It is perhaps scarcely necessary to

explain that all the starches formed by plants are elaborated in the leaves

The carbonic acid absorbed from the air may roughly speaking be said

to enter into chemical union with the water brought up from the roots oxygen
being eliminated The assimilation of carbonic acid and the formation of

starch is thus so far effected independent of the food materia s drawn from the
soil by the roots But of course the activity of the process will depend greatly
upon the vigour of the plant and hence a starch yielding crop such as the
potato or the sugar cane, may be a very exhausting one although the pro-
duct for which it is grown is primarily derived from the air From starch
all the solid materials of the plant are built up —cellulose is simply a special
modification 0$ starch But starch as it is known to the chemist and as it is

presumed toJbeformed through the assimilation that takes place in the leaves

THEORY Of
FORMATION
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is a substance of only partial solubility To be carried from the leaves to

the growing parts of the plant it must therefore be rendered soluble The
exact method by which that change is effected has never been satisfactorily

explained A somewhat similar phenomenon occurs in germination The
starch stored up in the seed is rendered soluble through the action of the

ferment termed dt \stase The reader will find certain particulars of the

changes that take place in germination under the article Malt Liquors,

Vol V iji 136 The process of malting may be said to be an arrested

germination The action is allowed to proceed so far only as to effect the

change of the starch into a form of sugar which is often designated maltose

By further fermentation and destination alcohol is obtained from the

maltose an additional change taking place which could not be accom-
plished on starch direct It is believed that dtastase is present in the sap
of many plants that is to say that it is not confined to the germination of
the seed But maltose is by no means frequently found m plants The
so uble carbo hydrate most abundant is glucose or as it is often called
dextrose or grape sugar It thus seems necessary to presume the existence
in the sap of the plant of some other ferment than diastase or some reagent
so to speak which would produce grape-sugar from the starch formed in
the leaves This is met by the common belief that the action of dilute
acids on maltose (starch sugar ) is to convert that substance into glucose
Dilute acids abound in plants and if this supposed action could be con
firmed by direct chemical experiment the presence of glucose would be
readily accountable In the Kew Bulletin (February 1891) the formation
of sugar in the sugar-cane is discussed the object being to draw attention
to the subject of possible improvement of yield In that article the following
passages occur Leaving glucose for a moment we may turn our at
tention to cane sugar While the former is a migratory product destined
to afford matenal for the building up of tissues the latter as Sachs
correctly points out is a reserve-material * stored up for some future effort
of growth on a large scale such as the process of flowering Yet it is
singular that it is twice as soluble as glucose Nevertheless glucose seems
to be what may be called the sugar currency of the plant economy
and cane-sugar onl> the bullion or banking reserve The botanist is
quite clear as to what happens in a cane-sugar plant This is Sachs
account— Starch is assimilated in the leaves of the Beet in the petioles
it is found again in the form of glucose This glucose now enters the
growing and swelling root and is transformed into cane sugar in its
parenchymas

In the Journal of the Agri Horticultural Society of India July 1890 Mr
Griper published the results of his analyses of various parts of the sugar
cane stems These exhibit as Mr Griper says the gradual formation
of sugar in the sugar cane at different periods of its growth Summar
ising his results Mr Griper adds From the above analyses it will be
noticed—

nt —That the top joints contain no cane sugar in November when
nearly ripe

2nd -The glucose is invariably present being highest in September
in the top joints and lowest in November in the bottom joints * e when
the cane is about ripe

3rd—The top joints contain about 10 per cent more water than the
bottom ones and this ratio does not appear to alter during ripening

4th —The amount of water present is from 8 to 1 1 per cent more in
July than in November
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Analyses of c^ne-juice at different* periods gave the following re- FORMATIOH

Suits — SUGAR

ist Analysis 2nd Analysis 3rd Analysis

August 31st September 29th

1

December 10th

Height of canes to commence
ment of leaves 4i feet feet 5l feet

To end of leaves 9 104

Specific gravity of juice i 037
|

1 04 1 071

Cane-sugar 4 25 8 00 16 00
Glucose i 27 2 00 31
Ash 73 78 73
Albuminous matter i o' 89 323
Acidity 16

Water 92 08 88 33 79 71

1

100 TOO 100

'The rise in the amount of albuminous matter and decrease in the
glucose between September and December is parncularly noticed It

appears probable that the plant organism effects the conversion of the
glucose into cane-sugar by combination with the elements of water

This mav be so but so far as the writer can discover the formation of

cane sugar is even more obscure than the conversion of starch into glucose
Its formation has never been practically demonstrated it would be neces
sary to find out in what part of the plant and by what agency starch
reduced to glucose was made again to combine with water in order to
form cane-sugar leery was of opinion that at first uncrystal lizable sugar
is formed and that its subsequent transformation into cane sugar is due
to the force of vegetation and especially to the influence of light In the
Kew Bulletin from which some of the foregoing remarks have been
taken this difficult problem is briefly touched upon The experiments
performed by Brown & Morris lead to the supposition that maltose is

directly converted into cane sugar We cannot avoid the conclusion
these authors say that transformed starch is absorbed from the endo-
sperm by the columnar epithelium of the embryo in the form of
maltose and that this maltose by the more or less complicated meta
bolic processes of the living cells of the embryo is rapidly converted
into cane sugar We have been able to demonstrate in a very striking
manner the ability of the growing tissues of the embryo to convert
malt )se into cane-sugar This was done by cultivating the excised
embryos of barley upon a solution of maltose and determining the cane-
sugar in the plantlets after such cultivation Although under these cir

cumstances cane-sugar may be found within the embryo not a trace
can be discovered in the culture medium itself which we should expect if

the maltose were converted by the action of any secreted ferment When
on the other hand embryos are grown upon solutions of dextrose (glucose)
instead of maltose no cane sugar is formed in their tissue Brown &
Morris continue their discussion of this subject in order to demonstrate the
ultimate destination of cane sugar — The intimate connection they say
between cane sugar and starch in plants has been clearly shown of late
years by several chemists In the case of the tuber of the potato the
dependence of its reserve starch upon the previous existence of cane-sugar
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in the juices of the plant has bfhn very well shown by Alme Qir&rcHComft
rend iu8 (/8S9), 602) The same has been done for maize by H Lepfey

lCompt rend, 94 (1882 ) 1033), and for wheat by Balland (Compt

rend 106 (i888)9 161 0) In a senes of experiments whtch we conducted

a few years ago upon the barley plant taken from the fields at various

stages of its growth we were able to satisfy ourselves that cane sugar

forms a large proportion of the sugars existing in the sap of the plant and

that this cane sugar disappears pan passu with the formation and aecu

mulation of starch in the seed It is doubtless m the form of cane-sugar

and its products of inversion that the transference of carbo hydrates in the

grasses mainly takes place
The article in the Kew Bulletin concludes the discussion of the form

ation of cane sugar (briefly reviewed above) by giving a practical turn

to the lmestigation Cane sugar in the sugarcane we are told as
in the beet is as will be seen the derivative of starch This substance
rs the result of the putting together under the constraining action of solar

activity of the materials of carbonic acid and water In the field of nature
the process will be most effectively carried on and the result for the same
expenditure in cultivation must be largest where the supply of solar activity

is most abundant All things being equal the formation of sugar as a
product of solar activity ought in the tropics to be more easily and
cheaply accomplished than in temperate countries But it may be
assumed that ’he beet sugar producing sections of the Continent of

Europe will not much longer persist in the effort to foster certain of
their agricultural interests by taxing their home consumption of
sugar seeing that by so doing they make a gift of cheap sugar to

England and other countries The beet sugar producing nattons may
now be regarded as having gained the chief object thev aimed at namely
local production of sugar and a new branch of agricultural enterprise

The extraneous aid of bounties has doubtless forced beet sugar into

markets it could not otherwi e have reached and thus precipitated the
expansion of the trade The removal of the bounties would doubtless in

certain directions curtail the beet sugar demand and thus restore to the cane
industry a portion of its lost ground The question is not however so
much as might at first sight be supposed one of greater yield Even were
it the case that beet afforded con iderably less sugar t© the acre of land
than cane it will very probably as matters now stand always pay to pro-
duce sugar tn Europe rather than to import it from foreign and distant

countries An entire restoration of the monopoly of sugar supply to the cane

E
lanters would indeed be undesirable and need scarcely be looked for

leet root it may be said has educated Europe to the use of sugar, it has,

in fact expanded the demand as it has increased the facilities of production
Any serious tendency to return to the former price of sugar would be in

favour of beet production and therefore were there no other considerations
than these it may safely be predicted that beet will very likely preserve the

position it has attained even were the bounties entirely removed Until

some new source of supply or fresh discoveries ir chemical science disturb
once more the balance of the sugar market there will continue to be a
large demand for and a remunerative trade in beet sugar The ad-
vantages of tropical environment might be admissible as holding good were
the plants grown in the cold and warm countries identical in their chemical
and physiological properties but it breaks down when a comparison is

made between a temperate loving and a tropical plant regardless of

their individual characteristics But it may be asked—Has it been
demonstrated that the difference in yield is so very great as to lend direct

support to the argument advanced? Is the average yield of the forim of
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cane in the tropics very considerably greater than the average of the various

kinds of beet m temperate countries 7 Most writers affirm that cane gives

from 1 6 to 20 per Cent beet from 10 to 20 per cent The ^ leld from cane in

Barbados has been returned at 2$ tons (5 6ootb) of sugar but grey neck *

beet is spoken of as having given 8 333ft) These figures even if correct

are, however only individual returns—results always open to the charge
of being luxurious cultures 01 garden not field produce The yields in

one country or with any one particular form of cane or of beet are how
ever of less consequence than the average of all the sources from which
the world draws its supply For example the average commonly quoted
for cane would be considerably lowered were the yield obtained in India
and China to be returned along with the Colonial figures I

The future of the sugar trade is, however very much more obscure
than the hackneyed controversy of sugar bounties or even the advantages or
disadvantages of cane and beet The formation of sugar in the living
tissue of the plant is a problem regarding which the chemist is not likely to

much longer rest satisfied with the assurance that it is due to solar acti

vity Indeed it may be affirmed that the conversion of non crystallizable
into crystallizable sugar (when accomplished) will exercise a far greater
influence on the sugar trade than was produced by the abolition of slavery
or has been attained by the beet manufacturers And there are features in

the cultivation of both cane and beet that point to the possibility of ad
vances in this direction being attainable even by the cultivator of the
stock The progress made with beet cultivation has in fact prepared the
way for further advances Even in cane planting there are certain well
ascertained facts such as the observation that the different races of sugar
cane grown on the same field and therefore under the same degree of solar
activity jield different amounts of sugar The fact that a given variety of
sugar cane will not produce the same amount of sugar when grown on
different soils or under different systems of cultivation (such as the degree
and nature of manure or the abundance or scarcity of water) should also
be borne m mind Similar observations have been recorded in regard to
beet cultivation Thus for example it is very generally stated that the
nature of the season exercises much influence on the composition of sugar
beet especially on its richness in sugar which may range from 10 to 20
per cent (Encyclop Brit

)

Then again the formation of the sugar is

favoured not so much by a hot summer as by dry weather and unclouded
sky during autumn hence the root succeeds better in North France and
North Germany than in Central France and South Germany hence also
the prospects of remunerative culture in Canada and New Zealand and the
failure in Australia Nothing is so conducive to heavy crops as an abun
dance of rain during the hist two months growth of the plant (Spons
Encycl p 1832 Many Indian writers affirm that the canes of the sub
temperate tracts of India are richer m crystallizable sugar than the canes
of the tropical a fact opposed apparently to the theory of greater jield under
higher solar activity In this connection the reader might consult the remarks
regarding the canes of Nepal and of Kangra {pp 66 183) It may be said that
the crop cannot endure severe droughts but too much water makes the juice
thin and deficient in sugar A saline soil produces the same result It is
thus probable the lower yield of India as compared with other sugar cane-
growing countries is largely due to these causes vts overmuch water nnd
saline soils The writer has however failed to discover any very definite
statements regarding the behaviour of Indian sugar-cane but it would
seem safe to cc#ncluae these remarks by the affirmation that the future
success of cane as opposed to beet sugar must be towards the lowering of
the price at which the article can be placed in the market That object

FOMATIoil
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will best be attained by two separate senes of improvements--the one

directed towards increasing the yield of crystalhzable sugar in the cane,

and the other towards chemical and mechanical improvements to facilitate

and cheapen the production of sugar from the juice It may be said that

much chemical and engineering skill has for many years past, been

bestowed on the subject of beet sugar production The new facilities

brought to light from time to time have been tardily adopted by the sugar-

cane planters and in perfect fairness it may be said that the sugar cane

manufacturers of the world as a w hole have relatively to the beet root

producers done little or nothing to better themselves The successes of

their rivals have been solely attributed to the pernicious system of

bounties granted to beet sugar production Without desiring to add

another view to the voluminous cor troversy that has been thrust on the

public it may safely be said of the actual growers of beet root and the

manufacturers of beet sugar that in certain respects they deserve their sue

cess and have almost earned rather than received the boui ties they now
enjoy The political aspects of the question are how'ever entirely different

It is for the countries that issue bounty protected sugar to decide whether

the gain of a new branch of agricultural enterprise more than compen
sates for the taxation imposed on their own consumption of sugar The
operation of the bounty system has been briefly and pointedly stated by
the author of the article Sugar in the Encyclopcedtn Brttnmca thus —
The efforts of growers have been largely directed to the de\elopment of

roots yielding juice rich in sugar and especially in Germany these efforts

have been stimulated by the circumstance that excise duty on inland sugar

is there calculated on the root The duty is based on the assumption

that from \2\ parts of beet
1
part of gram sugar is obtained but in actual

practice 1 part of raw sugar is now yielded by 9 27 parts of root More
over when the sugar is exported a drawback is paid for that on which no

duty was actually levied and hence indirectly comes the so called bounty
on German sugar In 1836 for 1 part of sugar 18 parts of beet were used

in 1850 138 parts in i860 12 7
parts ana now (18^7) about 92-* parts

only are required In trance until recently the inland duty was calculated

on the raw sugar hence the French grower devoted himself to the produc

tion of roots of a large size yielding great we ght per acre and had no
motive to aim at rich juice and economical production Many processes

therefore have come into use in German factories which are not admit

able under the French methods of working But since 18*4 the French

manufacturer have had the power to elect whether duty shall be levied on

the roots they use or on the raw sugar they make and a large proportion

have already chosen the former It will thus be seen that with beet

sugar production prosperity meant essentially progression both chemically

and agriculturally

60 MICROSCOPICAL STRUCTURE AND RATIONALE OF EXTRACTION OF JUICE*

Fluckiger & Hanbury give the following practical observations on
these subjects — No crystals are found in the parenchyma of the cane
the sugar existing as an aqueous solution chiefly within the cells of the

centre of the stem The transverse section of the cane exhibits numerous
fibro vascular bundles scattered through the tissue as m other monocoty
ledonous stems yet these bundles are most abundant towards the exterior

where they form a dense ring covered with a thin epidermis which is very

hard by reason of the silica which is deposited in it In the centre of the

stem the vascular bundles are few in number the parenchyma is farr more
abundant and contains in its thin-walled cells an almost clear solution of

sugar with a few small starch granules and a little soluble albuminous
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matter This last is met with in larger quantity in the cambial portion of
| ruc*

the vascular bundles Pectic principles are combined with the walls of the ^jUREt
medullary cells which however do not swell much in water (IVtesner)

From these glances at the microscopical structure of the cane, the pro

cess to be follow^ for obtaining the largest possible quantity of sugar be

comes evident This would consist m simply macerating thin slices of the

cane m water which would at once penetrate the parenchyma loaded with

sugar without much attacking the hbro-vascular bundles containing more
of albuminous than of saccharine matter By this method the epidermal

layer of the cane would not become saturated with sugar nor would it

impede its extraction—results which necessarily follow when the cane is

crushed and pressed

The process hitherto generally practised in the colonies—that of

extracting the juice of the cane by crushing and pressing - has been elaboi

ately described and criticized by Dr leery of Mauritius In that island

the cane six varieties of which are cultivated is when mature composed
of Cellulose 8 to 12 per cent Jwgir 18 to 21 Water including albumi
nous matter and salts 67 to 73 Of the entire quantity of juice in the cane
from 70 to 84 per cent is extracted for evaporation and yields in a crys

talline state about three-fifths of the sugar which the cane originally

contained This juice called in French veson 9 has on an average the

following composition —
Albuminous mattei s o 03
Granulai matter ^starch)? o 10
Mucilage containing nitrogen o 22
Salts c 9
Sugar 18 36
Water 81 to

100 00

The first two classes of substances render the puce turbid and greatly
promote its fermentation but they easily separate by boiling and the juice

may then be kept a short time without undergoing change In many
colonies the yield is said to be far inferior to what it should be yet the
juice is obtained in a state allowing of easier punhcation when its evtrac
tion is not carried to the furthest limit

In beet root as well as in the sugar cane cane sugar was only said to
be present leery however has proved that in the cane some uncrystalhz
able (inverted) sugar is always present Its quantity varies much accord
mg to the places where the cane grows and its age 1 he tops of quick
growing young canes yield a *esou containing 2 4 per cent of uncr) stalhz
able sugar 3 6 of cane-sugar and 9 4 of water Moist and shady
situations greatly promote the formation of the former kind of sugar which
also prevails in the tops chiefly when immature Hence that observer
concludes that at first the uncrystalhzable variety of sugar is formed and
subsequently transformed into cane sugar by the force of vegetation and
especially by the influence of light Perfectly ripened cane contains only
A to A of «»ll their sugar in the uncrystalhzable state (Pharmacogra
pina by Fluckiger & Hanbury)

The writer has preferred to republish the above brief abstr »ct from the
pen of one of the most eminent of authors rather than to attempt acomptla
tion of the extensive literature that exists on the subject 1 he technical
reader who may desire more details would do well to consult the very able
and elaborate article on sugar which will be found in Spans Encyclopedia
Under t! e paragraph of references many works of spectal interest have
also been mentioned For more strictly scientific discussions on the

C
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microscopical structure of the cane and the formation of sugar a library of
botanical and chemical works may be readily obtained

Y CHEMICAL COMPOSITION OF CANE & CANE SUGAR

/ To give even the most elementary sketch of the chemistry of the
/ saccharine substances especially the practical bearings of the study on
/ the sugar industry would take many more pages than can be here devoted
I to the subject In amplification however of the remarks which have

J
already been made on the theory of the formation of sugar and the

J

microscopical structure of the cane the following brief passages may
be republished — I ormerly chemists called everything a sugar which
had a sweet taste and acetate of lead to this day is known as sugar of
lead in commerce and familiar chemical parlance but the term in its
scientific sense soon came to be restricted to the sweet principles in vege-
table and animal juices Only one of these—-cane sugar—was known
as a pure substance until 1619 when Fabrizio Bartoletti isolated the
sugar of milk and proved its individuality In regard to all other
sugars besides these two the knowledge of chemists Has in the highest

degree indefinite and remained so until about the middle of the eighteenth
century when Marggraf made the important discovery that the sugars of
thejuices of beet carrots and certain other fleshy roots are identical
with one another and with supar of the cane Lowitz subsequently show
ea that the granular part of honey is something different from sugar
this was confirmed by Proust who found also that Lowitz s honey sugar
is identical with a crystalhzable sugar present largely in the juice of the
grape s investigations extended to other sweet vegetable juices
also All those investigated by him owe their sweetness to one or more
of onl), three species (1) cane-sugar (2) grape sugar (3) (amorphous)
fruit sugar Proust s results obtain substantially to this day a number
of new sugars strictly similar to these three have been discovered since;
but none art at all widely diffused throughout the organic kingdom

The quantitative elementary composition of cane sugar was deter-
mined early in the nineteenth century by Gay Lussac & ThSnard, who may
be said to have virtually estiblished our present formula C„ O,
Under fermentation it has been explained how Gay Lussac came ?o mis
correct his numbers so as to bring them into accordance with what wenow express by C„ H, s O fl=:icia H S4 O lt Dumas & Boullay some
years later found that cane-sugar is what Gay Lussac 8c Thtnard s
analysis make it out to be while the corrected numbers happen to be
correct for grape-sugar Dumas * Boul lay's researches completed the
foundations of our present science of the subject Sugar’ is now a collec
tive term for two chemical genera named sarcharoses (all C,* H*. O,)
*n?idtl

UC0SeS
*
* P«) Sugars are colourless non volatile solidswa «' and a>so (though less largely) m aqueous alcohol from

either solvent they can in general be obtained in the form of crystals.The aoueous solution exhibits a sweet taste which however is only very
feebly developed in certain species All sugars are liable to ferments*

«?w an
i?
eS

l
3 TC,al character <>f ‘fie three principal vegetable sugars

is that when brought into contact as solutions with yeast (living- cells ofsaccharomvet s) under suitable conditions they suffer vinous fermenta
tion * e break up substantially into carbonic acid and alcohol Dex
trose and laevulose break up directly thus C, H

ls 0,= 2 C, H, 0+aC O,. Cane-sugar first under the influence of the soluble ferment In theyeast gets inverted and the invert sugar then ferments the dextrose dis-appearing at a greater rate than the Isevulose '
(EncycU Brit

)
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The great property of the glucose carbohydrates as compared with

the saccharose is their power or resisting the action of acids. If a saccha

rose such as cane sugar (commonly called sucrose) be boiled with very

dilute hydrochloric or sulphuric acids for example it takes up water ana
each molecule thereafter splits up into a molecule of d xtro e and one of

laevulose thus —

CHEMISTRY*

C lt ff tB 0,+H, 0-C<j Hi a Ofl + C.Hia06 Cane-su^ar + water »Dextiose
+ Laevulose

For some years past the aid of the polanscope has been embraced in

the analysis of sugar Since the principle ot that instrument and its

application to the sugar industry exemplifies at once the difference

between certain sugars, and manifests the properties of one of the most
objectionable constituents of cane juice it may be here very briefly ex
plained If a polarised ray of light be made to pass through a medium
such as a solution of cane sugar the plane of incidence is seen to be
different from that leaving the medium A polarised ray may in fact be
viewed as consisting of two circularly polarised rays one of which becomes
retarded in parsing through a dense medium That is to say it is rotated

to right or left With the sugars the rotation vanes both in regard to

the angle and the direction Cane sugar for example turns the plane >

of the polarised light to the right but if laevulose be employed it is

,

turned to the left—hence the name laevulose, or left hand rotatory glucose
The mixture of glucoses produced by the above detom p< sition of canr-
sugar possesses the laevo-rotatory power or polarised light—hence the

mixture has come to be called invert sugar
The glucose group of sugars are not similarly acted on by acids but as .

has been alreadv saia they break up directly into alcohol and carbonic
acid with yeast Before this result c^n be attained with cane-sugar it

must first be inverted but as acids are always present in the juice of the

cane the great danger in the sugar industry is the ease with which this

inversion takes place. Invert sugar is the uncrvstallizable portion of the
-saocharme juice it is separated as molasses in the raw sugar 9 manu
facture and as treacle in the hands of the refiner So far as the produc
tion of crystalline sugar is concerned it is a waste material which is most
profitably disposed of by its conversion into rum Chemistry has hitherto

failed to effect the transformation of uncrystallizable to crystall zable
sugar though, as already briefly explained this object is accomplished
within the tissue of the plant In the early state of the cane the percentage
of glucose is very high but as it matures the lower portions of the stem
get more and more sucrose and less and less glucose But even within i

the living plant the danger exists of mvernon taking place If the outer i

wail of the cane be injured such as by being eaten by rats ants jackals,
j

etc and air be admitted the heat of the atmosphere is sufficient to set up
wveruon and fermentation rapidly follows This danger is all the greater
when the mature cane has been cut and is ready for the mill Delay

:

means imminent danger of the production of more invert sugar The loss

is not merely the loss of the quantity thereby reduced but it has been
ascertained that for every proportion of invert sugar present in a juice

a corresponding amount of cane sugar may be said to be retained or
cannot be entnely crystallized out of the mixture All these dangers
increases then fore tenfold when the expressed juice is retained for any
time before removing from it the crystalhzable sugar brom what has
been said of the liability of cane sugar to invert or become non-crystal
lizable through the instrumentality of dilute acids in the presence of heat
the advantage of processes of boiling at low temperatures will be readily

appreciated The most general method of preventing this evil is however
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sulphuric acid by a prolonged action at a high temperature converts cane-sugar first

into uncrystallizable sugar afterwards into grape-sugar and finally into ulmtn and

tumtc add Vegetable acids are supposed to act m a similar way MaumenO has

found that cane-sugar under* oes the change into uncrystallizable sugar when kept for

& long time in aqueous solution as well as when heated with acids

When the boiling with acids is prolonged for several days in open vessels oxygen
is absorbed and besides ulmin and ulmic acid formic acid is generated Soubelran
admits the change of the uncrystallizable into grape-sugar but attributes it to a

molecular transformation of the sugar independently of the action of the acid as

according to his observation the conversion takes place only after rest In confirma
tion of his views this chemist state* that he found the same changes to be produced
by boiling sugar with water alone Not only does cane-sugar change into the incr>s

tallizable when boiled with water but as clearly shown by an experiment of M E
M Rault in aqueous solution under the influence of light at ordinary tempera
tures it slowly changes into glucose but this alteration does not take place in the
dark (P j Tr Jan 1872 p 643)

Cane sugar unites with the alkalies and some of the alkaline earths forming
definite combination which render the sugar less liable to change It also unites witn
lead monoxide Boiled for a long time with aqueous solutions of potassa lime 01

baryta* the liquid becomes brown formic acid is produced and two new acids are
generated one brown or black and insoluble in water called melassic acid the othei

colourless and very soluble named glu ic acid Alkalies and alkaline earths are said
to lessen the rotatory power of sugar in relation to polarised light but the suga
recovers its power when the alkali is saturated (yourn de Pharm 4 esJr IV
314)

The account above given of the action of acids and alkalies on cane-sugai
explains the way in which lime acts in the manufacture and refining of sugar l ne
acids naturally existing in the saccharine mice have the effect of converting the cane
sugar into uncrystallizable sugar by which a loss of the former is sustained The
lime by neutralizing these acids prevents that result An excess of lime however
must be carefully avoided as it injures the product of cane sugar both in quantity
and quality The change in sugar which precedes fermentation namely the conver
sion of cane-sugar into the unciystalhzable kind points to the necessity of operating
on the juice before that process sets in and hence the advantage of grind ng canes
immediately after they are cut and boiling the juice with the least possible delay

Molasses is of two kinds the West India and sugar house West India molas
ses is a black ropy liquid of a peculiar odour and sweet empyreumattc taste When
mixed with water ana with the skimmings of the vessels used in the manufacture of
sugar it forms a liq ior which when fermented and distilled yields runt Sugar
house molasses has tht same general appearance as the West India but is thicket
and has a different flavour Its sp gr is about 1 4 and it contains abot t 5 per cent
of solid matter Both kinds of molasses consist of uncrystallizable sugar and more
or less cane-sugar which has escaped separation in the process of manufacture or
refining and gummy and colouring matter When the molasses from cane-sugar is

treated with a boiling concentrated sol tion of bichromate of potassium and boiled
a violent re-action taxes place and the liquid becomes green but if it be adulterated
with only an eighth of starch sugar molasses the re action is prevented and the coloui
is not changedr (Dr G Retch) (United States Di pensatory)

Tests for the Presence of Sugar — Neither an aqueous nor
an alcoholic solution of sugar kept m large well closed and completely
filled bottles should deposit a sediment on prolonged standing (abs of
insoluble salts foreign matters ultramarine Prussian blue etc ) If a
portion of about 1 gm of sugar be dissolved in 10 c c of boiling water
then mixed with 4 or 5 drops of test solution c f nitrate of silver and about
2 cc of water of ammonia and quickly heated until the liquid begins to

boil not more than a slight coloration but no black precipitate should
appear in the liquid after standing at rest for five minutes (abs of grape
sugar and of more than a slight amount of inverted sugar; Cane
sugar may be distinguished from grape sugar by Trommers test which
consists m the use 01 sulphate of copper ana caustic potassa. If a solution

of can*-sugar be mixed with a solution of sulphate of copper and potassa
be added in excess a deep blue liquid is obtained which on being neated

CHEMISTR^
Action of
AoldS

Tests.
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CKBMISTftY lets fall after a time a little red powder A solution of grape-sugar

Tests similarly treated yields by heat a copious greenish precipitate which

rapidly changes to scarlet and eventually to dark red Prof Bottger
finds that when a liquid containing grape sugar is boiled with carbonate

of sodium and basic nitrate of b smuth a gray coloration or blackening
of reduced bismuth is produced Cane sugar similarly treated has no
effect on the test Dr Donaldson s test for sugar in the animal fluids is

formed of 5 parts of carbonate of sodium 5 of caustic potassa 6 of bitar

trate of potassium 4 of sulphate of copper and 32 of distilled water A
few drops of this solution being added to an animal fluid and the mixture
heated over & spirit lamp a yellowish green colour is developed if sugar
be present J Horsley s test for sugar in diabetic urine is an alkaline

solution of chromate of potassium a few drops of which boiled with the
urine* will make it assume a deep sap green colour Mr J Nlckfes points

out in the tetrachloride of carbon obtained by decomposing carbon di

sulphide by chlorine and aqueous vapour a new test for distinguishing
glucose and cane sugar This test mixed with cane sugar m a glass tube
kept for some time near ioo°C (2i2°F ) causes a darkening of the sugar
gradually increasing till it becomes black Glucose undergoes no such
change *

(
Journ de Pharm 4 sir 111 119) (United States Dispen

satory)
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Cane sugar does not precipitate the sub oxide of copper from alka
line solutions of cupric tartrate but it is very readily converted by boil

mg with dilute acid into invert sugar which does possess that propertt
Advantage is taken of this fact in what is generally called Fehling s test

,

A solution is made by dissolving 86 grammes of tartaric acid in crystals

with 104 grams of caustic soda To this is added 29 grammes of sul

phate of copper dissolved in water The bulk is then made by additional

water to 1 litre This is Fehling 3 solution and in its application for

the estimation of sugar it may be used either volumetncally or gravi
metrically 9

in either case it is necessary in the first place to have a stand
ard In the volumetric process which is the easier 62s gram of pure
cane-sugar is for this purpose boiled for ten minutes with about four
ounces of water acidulated with 5 drops of concentrated sulphuric acid
The solution is then cooled neutralised with solution of caustic soda and
made up to a bulk of 250 cubic centimetres Twenty five cubic centi

metres of the copper solution are then heated in a white glass flask to the
boiling point ana the sugar solution is run off into it from a burette care
being taken not to add more than will reduce the whole of the copper It

will generally be found that 40 c c of the sugar solution which correspond
to 1 gram cane sugar or 105 gram glucose will be required to reduce
the copper or decolourise 25 cc of copper solution If more or less

than 40 cc are required a corresponding difference will have to be
made in the quantities of cane sugar and glucose represented respectively

This result is applied m the examination of saccharine substances or
solutions in the following way If a known weight— say 8 grams —of a
liquid which contains glucose and cane-sugar be taken and made up to

250 c c and if it be found that 45 c c of this diluted solution are
required to reduce the copper in 25 c c of Fehling’s solution the per
centage of glucose is thus found —

250 X TOO XI
. t—7—5 *6 94 per cent the cane sugar equivalent or 7 30 per cent

45 x 5
glucose
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It is then necessary to make a second experiment to find the total

amount of sugar present A less weight than before— say 4 grams.-—is

taken and boiled for four minutes with about 4 ounces of water and 5 c c

of normal sulphuric acid to invert the cane sugar It is then neutralised

with soda and made up as before to 250 c c at 60 F (15 5
0 C ) and if

it be then found that 50 c c of this solution are necessary to reduce the

copper in 25 c c of Fehlfng s solution the total sugar m the liquid cal

culated as cane sugar is as follows —
—12 5 and 12 5—6 94—5 56 the percentage of cane-sugar pre-

sent (Bell Chemistry of Foods

)

It does no seem necessary to here detail the gravimetric method but
it may be said that the standard is the quantity of cuprous oxide precipi

tated by a given quantity of sugar solution A further chemical method
of determining the quantity of sugar present in a solution is based on the

production of alcohol from it as compared with the similar results with a
standard The quantity of alcohot formed or the loss of carbonic acid

being either or both of them resorted to for the determination of the sugar
The formula for the conversion of cane sugar into invert sugar as also that

for the further reduction of the mixed glucose to alcohol and carbonic acid

have been repeatedly given so that the reader should find no difficulty in

applying this method In working this system of analysis much labour is

saved by using Gilpin stables The most ready method and ihe one now
very largely employed however is that based upon the behaviour of a pola
rised ray of light on being made to pass through a solution of sugar The
principle of this analysis has already been briefly explained but it may be
further exemplified by giving an example If a tube 1 decimetre long
be filled with a solution of pure cane sugar containing 1 gram m every
c c of fluid it will rotate the plane of polarisation of 73 8 degrees to the
right and this is called the specific rotatory power of pure cane sugar
Rotation is in proportion to the length of the tube and the mass of sub
stance possessing the rotatory power water being quite neutral

It follows therefore that if we take a solution containing a decigram of

pure cane-sugar in every cubic centimetre of fluid the tube being the same
length as before, we obtain a rotation of 7 38 If we then take an impure
cane sugar and make a solution such that it shall contain 1 decigram in

every cubic centimetre of liquid fill a tube 1 decimetre in length with
such solution and find the rotation to be 6 3° We should supposing no
invert sugar to be present find the percentage of sugar by the following
proportion as 7 38 63 100 x The rule for finding the specific

rotation from the observed rotation is Divide the observed rotation by the
length of the tube multiplied by the weight of sugar in each c c of liquid

1 gram being the unit of weight and 1 decimetre the unit of length Thus
if a solution containing o 150 gram of sugar in every c c of fluid has an
observed rotatory power of 16® in a tube 2 decimetres long the specific
rotatory power would be

—

^
2 x 0 is

oWm55 33

and if this were a cane-syrup the percentage of sugar would be 73 8

53 33 100 x But raw sugars generally contain more or less invert

sugar and as glucose has a specific rotatory power of 56° to the right
while laevulose at a temperature of 37 2 F (14° C ) rotates 106 to the
left the specific rotation of invert sugar at 57 2

0 F must consequently

(2)
2

CHEMISTRY
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CHEMTSTKY to left If therefore at the temperature of 57 2 P we obtain a solution of

sugar which produces a specific rotatory power of 67
0 and we find by

Fehlmg s test that it contains 4 per cent of invert sugar we have the data

necessary for estimating the cane-sugar Let u=k the percentage of invert

sugar by Feh ling’s test b the specific rotatory power of the sugar
examined and x the percentage of crystallized cane sugar

(3) Then 100 b + 25 a

73 8

'HISTORY
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In the trade the percentage of crystallizable sugar is not regarded as
the sole criterion of value 1 he percentage corresponding to the angle

given by the mixed sugars is what is called by sugar merchants the

percentage of crystallized sugar and the percentage of ash as well as the

appearance of the sugar is taken into account along with this indication in

fixing the price It should also be remarked that beet sugar contains very

little invert sugar so little indeed that it is disregarded on the continent*

(Bell Chemistry of Food)

It may be here added that a rough and ready mode of ascertaining the

relative amounts of crystallizable sugar and mola ses present in khar or rab

—the raw material sold in India to the sugar manufacturer—was proposed

bv Mr J W Laidlay in the ^fourn Agn Hart 9oc of India IV 147 15c

This was based on the ascertained specific gravities of pure sugar and
molasses I he former he accepted as having the sp gr of 1 2299 at 84 F
the latter 1 37 Mixtures of these two he thought could be ascertained by
a se of scales sind a small bottle to hold say 500 or 1 o o grains of water
Having ascertained exactly the weight of the water contained in the bottle

he directed that the bottle should now be filled with khar and the contents
thrown into the water When dissolved the bottle should next be filled

with the solution when the weight of the solution divided by the weight
of pure water which the phial will contain will give the specific gr vity

The factor thus obtained was next to be used with the tables drawn up by
him in the nearest figure to which would show the amount of crystallizable

sugar and molasses present This system Mr La id Iay affirmed would be
useful w'hen more accurate chemical methods were not attainable

HISTORY OF SUGAR
Vernacular Names for the Preparations of Sugar—U O Dutt informs

us that twehe varieties of sugar-cane are mentioned by Sanskrit writers

but these cannot be all identified at present The products or prepara
tions of the sugar cane as described by Sanskrit writers are as follows —

1 Ikshu rasa or sugar cane juice

2 Phamta or sugar cane juice boiled down to one fourth It can be
drawn out in threads

3 Guda or sugar cane juice boiled to a thick consistence that is

treacle

4 Afatsyandika is sugar cane juice boiled down to a solid consistence
but which still exudes a little fluid on draining

5 Khanda is treacle partially dried or candied into w hi e sand like

grains

6 Sarkara or while sugar

7 Sttopald or sugar candy
8 Gaudt or fermented liquor obtained from treacle

9 Stdhu or fermented liquor obtained from sugar cane juice
The extent of the knowledge possessed by the early Sanskrit writers on

the subject of sugar cane is thus abundantly exemplified* and it will be
seen that some of the above names have accompanied the diffusion of the
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knowledge in this most important article of food pretty well over the whole
civilized world On one point only would it have been desirable to have
had more precis0 information vte the separate recognition of molasses
and treacle which are not the equivalents of guda or wr but the liquid

which drains from gdr as it cools or is isolated from raboy the refiner In

other words these svrups are the uncry^talhzable sugar removed from the

crystallized substance at two stages of its manufacture This distinction

has not been made so far as the writer can discover by any of the classic

Indian writers

For the vernacular and other names of the various forms of sugar and
preparations therefrom the reader might perhaps consult the chapter on
Manufactures p
Philological Evidence —The persistency with which certain Sanskrit

names appear and reappear m the various languages of India argues for

the knowledge in sugar having proceeded from a common centre The
Arabic kand is appaiently derived from the Sanskrit kha ida (candied
sugar) The Bengali gu a comes from the Sanskrit guda —a word which
Dutt s«avs is mentioned by Charaka and Susruta The hnghsh candy
is in a like manner derived from kand or khania and in both langua

r
ss it means the same thing vis sugar crystallized into large piece

lUckiger &Hanbury very properly point out that gura is an old classic i

name for Central Bengal and they add whence is derived the word
|

gula meaning raw sugar a ttrm for sugar universally employed in the

Malayan Archipelago where on the other hand they have their own
names for the sugar-cane although not for sugar It is significant

that tn the greed Bengal sugar producing district—Jessor— there are to

this day towns with large sugar refineries that bear names highly sug
gesti\e of their chief industry such as Khajura (which might be rendered
the town of date palms) and Magurd (th town of gt r) (Corf w ith the

detailed article below on the sugar manufactures and trade of Jessor

0 270) So in a like manner a town near Broach in Bombay came to

be known as Sakai pur on account of the good quality of sugar made there

Dutt views howevtr the fact of the early Sanskrit medical writers having
described crystalline sugar as proving that the manufactured article at

leist took its origin in Noithern India and not in Gaura Modern
historic records would seem to confirm this view since Bengal appears
to have learned much from China and pure white sugar is to this day
known as chim But the most striking name in the enumeration given

above is perhaps the Sanskrit sarkara which originally signified grit

or gravel hence crystallized sugar The root of the name khanda
means to crush and it may therefore be accepted that when first used

it denoted the expres ion of the cane stems and not as by modern usage
candied sugar So also the Sanskrit name guda indicated a mass* or

ball and was applied to the thickening of the juice by boiling in its

purest meaning therefore it conveyed the idea of a sweet syrup rather

than sugar In later Sanskrit pula was used for raw or unrefined sugar
and guda became associated with superior qualities or with sweetmeats
thus —Guda trtna sugarcane guda pi\hta a sweet meat guda mtsia
a sweetmeat cake guda sarkara refined sugar ganda prepared from
sugar or distilled eg rum S rk ira appears to have given origin not only

to the Arabic Persian Greek and Latin classic names but to the extensive

assortment of words m the modern languages of India and Europe which

are \ery nearlv the direct equivalents of the English word sugar The
qualifying additions to the Sanskrit root often met with indicate for the

most part the form or colour and the country from which obtained or the

plant which yielded the saccharine fluid It is significant that this should
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so uniformly be the case for had sugar been manufactured prior to this

discovery of sugar cane it seems probable that a greater number of specific

names would have even now survived in which little or no trace could

have been found to Sanskrit roots But that the Sanskrit classic authors

could have been acquainted with the sugar cane plant as indigenous to

their ancestral country is quite as improbable as that they should have
possessed definite information regarding the sugar yielding palms The
Sanskrit medical works were all written in India ana that too, during the

closing centuries of the classic epoch
Charaka wrote the oldest treatise extant on Hindu medicine ap

parently in the Panjdb and at about the beginning of the Christian era

ousruta compiled in Benares the first great Hindu work on surgery
during the time of the early Muhammadan conquests But it seems
probable that both these writers derived their knowledge of medical science

from the Greeks and their value as original Indian observers is thereby
greatly minimised But even allowing for such imperfections it may safely

be accepted that the glossary of vernacular names* in this work denotes an
intimate knowledge with the various forms and preparations of sugar which
is considerably more than 2 000 years old In the references to sweet sub
stances scattered throughout the older Vedas it is possible the allusion is

more to honey and manna than to sugar And this idea seems to have
descended to about the middle ages sugar being confused with honey
Even the Chinese first spoke of it as sht mi or stone-honey

Between the very earliest Sanskrit works ard the medical treatises

however there are several sources of information that carry the Hindu
knowledge in cane-sugar considerably further back than can perhaps be
shown for any other country To take but one example -the Institutes

of Manu There are numerous passages that clearly deal with sugar and
indeed mostly cane sugar Thus in Lecture VIII No 341 we read

If a twice born man being on a journey finds his provisions are ex
hausted and takes two sugar canes or two roots from the field of another
man he ought not to pay a fine* The punishment however for the theft

of gur is laid down as also that for stealing stuff to cause fermenta
tion The stealer of guda would we are told be punished hereafter
by becoming a vagguda (a species of bat) So again in Lecture X
mention is made of the crystalline form of sugar and of sweetmeats
The Institutes of Manu are older than the Sanskrit medical works
but unfortunately a difference of opinion prevails as to when they were
framed Sir William Jones assigned them to the period 1 250 to 500
B C but so fabulous an antiquity is now universally rejected Burnell
appears to have gone to the otner extreme when he attributed them
to the period 1 to 500 A D The more generally accepted view is that

they were begun two or three contunes before the advent of Christ but
that the first and twelfth lectures were not aided until considerably after

that event It ma> thus be safely accepted that the reference to a
field of sugar-cane in the passage quoted is fully 2 000 years old The
picture of the weary traveller helping himself with impunity to sugar
cane from the wavside field has a reality and vividness about it that
recalls the associations and scenes of modern India. The lesson of

the degree of appropriation of a neighbour s goods that would amount to

punishable theft might have been taught by other examples But the
illustration justifies the inference that sugar cane was as well understood
as any other crop and indeed that it w*%s perhaps the one from which such
petty thefts were likely to be made It may thus be accepted that sugar
cane was very generally cultivated in India during the time the Institutes

were written The author of that great work is believed to have been a

Sugar-cane In
India 2 000

1

years ago
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Panjdbi who wrote in and for the Deccan If therefore sugar-cane culti

vation originated in Bengal it would be necessary to allow at least 1 000
years for its perfection and diffusion to Northern and Western India It

is thus probable that sugar-cane has been cultivated in India for some
thing like 3 000 years

But in this connection it may be added that the early European waters

who speak of Indian sugar deal with it as a product of certain palms
For the most part they visited the Western and Southern coast so that

it is probably safe to assume sugar cane cultivation did not take a very

prominent place in the agriculture of India until almost modern times

Yule fit Burnell perhaps, gave to palm sugar an undue prominence

They wrote It is possible indeed and not improbable that palm sugar

is a much older product than that of the cane. The water was for some
time of that opinion but unless guda meant originally date palm jaggery
there is no otner Sanskrit nor any specific ancient vernacular name or

names for palm sugar The evidence deducible from language will be
seen to mostly favour an Indian origin fpr sugar cane if indeed its home
might not be justifiably narrowed into the eastern division One Indian

author speaks of having found sugar cane in a wild state Plants were
obtained by Dr H H Spry in 1837 from Car Nicobar and handed ovtr

to Dr Wallich The writer is not aware of any subsequent allusion to

this interesting collection so that it cannot be said Dr Wallich gave
any authority tor the report that the samples were those of a truly wild

plant On the contrary neither Dr Kurz nor Dr Pram (who have bota
nised in the Andaman and Nicobar Islands) make any mention of having
seen sugar-cane in these islands except as a cultivated plant Kurz how
ever specially alludes to Saccharum spontaneum as covering large tracts of

the northern side of Car Nicobar This may therefore have been the wild

sugar-cane alluded to by Dr Spry (Astattc Soc Beng your 1876 p 162 )

DeCandotle seeks however to extend the area of sugar cane eastward from
India to Cochin China He observes for example that Loureiro s allusion

to it would support the belief that sugar cane was possibly indigenous to

Cochin China This botanical opinion DeOandolle regards as obtaining
support from the fact that a Chinese author of the fourth century speaks
of it as a sweet bamboo which grows 9

in Cochin China DeUandolle
on the authority of Karl Ritter further tries to strengthen that opinion by
demonstrating that the vernacular names for it become diversified east
and south of Bengal Having first potnted out that forms of the Sanskrit
names exist in Bengal he adds But in other languages beyond the Indus
we find a singular variety of names at least when they are not akin to that
of the Aryans for instance panchadara in Telinga kvart in Burmese mta
in the dialect of Cochin China kart and tsche or tche in Chinese and
further south among the Malays tubu or tabu for the plant and quia for
the product It will however be observed that veiy nearly as striking a
diversity exists in the vernacular names currently used within India itself

besides which the name given by DeOandolle as Telegu for the plant is

mentioned by Ainstie and Roxburgh as that of a peculiar form of sugar
The word is probably derived from the circumstance that it denotes sugar
refined by means of the aquatic weed (Hydrilla verticillata*)— the pancha
dub—of Ganjam See p jii

Sir W Elliot who devoted much patient study to the Telegu names of
plants makes no mention of panchadara nor does that name appear in

Dr Moodeen Sheriff s enumeration of the synonymy of sugar and sugar

JUSTQBY

Sugar eane
possibly wild
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Conf with
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* In the provinces of India the following plants are all used for this purpose
Hydrilla vcrticillata Lagarosiphon Roxburgh! and Valiisneria spiralis
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I cane in Southern India It may therefore be rejected as a word of minor

importance since in every district of India almost special names exist for

the forms of sugar locally manufactured Such names are of necessity of

less importance to those that have a generic significance— the direct syno
nyms of the English sugar cane or sugar It has already been shown that

the Malay name guia is very probably taken directly from the Sanskrit

guda and the Bengal gura or gur But may it not be the case also that

the Burmese kynn (or kyam) the Chinese kan che and the Japanese kan&a
are but survivals of the Sanskrit root khand to cut or crush from which
comes khatida candied sugar Dr Montgomerie [Trots Agri H0H1
Soc Irtd X 1 5) tells us that the Mala) name ttbu or leak means flexible

and that teiu or rather tebu kahor denotes the white mealy incrustation

upon the joints They are names for cultivated forms and being descriptive

are probably modern He further tells us (p 71) that the Natives recognise
the purple or red cane as tubu malacca thus pointing out Malacca as the
place of origin but that they think the three light coloured varieties vie
tubu leak tubu Ulor (=-egg cane) and tubu kapur have been introduced
by the Buggese traders from the eastern islands m which case he adds
they may be varieties of the Otaheite cane An expert who reported on
the samples furnished by Dr Montgomerie to the Agri Horticultural
Society had previously affirmed that they were forms of Otaheite cane
Seep 55

Here and there throughout India there are often however remarkable
similarities m the names given to sugar yielding plants These may be
nothing more than coincidences but tney are at least quite as striking as
the dissimilarities occasionally noticeable in the names given m the lan
guages and dialects of India for sugar cane itself 1 hus for example while
the Sanskrit tkshu has survived in Bengal as ak and m Hindustan gener
rally as uk the date palm is in Tamil known as ichan or tshan and the
jaggery prepared from its juice tch cha vellnm In Telegu the date palm
is Known as ita and in Mala)a( as imte But a more curious case may be
mentioned in the very general name throughout India for Calotropis
gigantea the ak or akmda—a plant which yields manna It may also be
added that it is noteworthy that some of the Sanskrit names now restricted
in their signification to the cultivated forms of cane or to the preparation of
sugar should reappear as the vernacular names of some of the wild species
of Saccharum Thus for example sar or sarkara is given to almost any
species and that too even amongst the aboriginal tribes such as the
Santals It is common also to find a combination of the two chief names
such as sarkandn and k mda itself is by no means infrequently given as the
vernacular of a w lid species There is one singular point in connection
with the Sanskrit names vie that guda 13 never given to any form of
Saccharum wuld or cultivated It is restricted in its meaning to the
inspissated juice or tc sweetmeats

The culms of all the wild species more specially S arundmacenm
(the (\dave cheruku of the Telegu people) and S spontaneous yield a certain
amount of saccharine fluid and in consequence boys m Bengal may be
seen eating them There are indeed many considerations that might be
viewed as giving importance to the idea whi h would naturally be opposed
by botanists that it may be possible that one of these wild forms might
have given origin to the sugar-cane the cultivation of 3 000 years having
destro)ed its original specific characteristics

The writer is not however prepared to place much faith in the value of
philological evidence by itself but in all fairness to the opinions that have
been advanced it must be admitted that with no other Indian product can
there be shown a greater uniformity in the modem Indian names nor a
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more extensive distribution for the Sanskrit ones than is the case with
sugar Taking into consideration at the same time the fact that the

classic literature of India furnishes a more ancient histone record of sugar
cane cultivation than has as yet been shown for any other country there is

little room for doubt but that the world is indebted to India or at most
to Southern Asia, for sugar-cane Still further it might be contended
that the Indian methods of refining sugar though primitive as compared
with the modem European improvements are purely indigenous and are I

conducted on the same principles as the more skilled systems now followed

by the great sugar manufacturers and refiners What might be char
actensea as the superior indigenous methods may have come to Bengal
at the time the name chini was given to pure white sugar But tne

Natives of India even to the present day prefer a dirty crudely refined

sugar to the purer article

Botanical Evidence is by no means backward in lending confirma
tion to the idea of India having been the original home of the sugar cane
The genus embraces some 8 or 10 well recognisable species These are all

natives of the tropical and sub tropical regions of the Old World
India possesses fully half the total number and these too are in many
parts of the country remarkabl) abundant. The suggestion has already

been made that perhaps one of these wild species may prove the
ancestor of the cultivated stock Be that as it may confirmation of

the opinion that India is the home of the sugar cane plant, may be seen

in the abundance of wild species of Saccharum in the country which
philology and history agree in pointing out as the possible birth place of

the sugar-cane industry It has moreover been spoken of by certain

writers as wild in Car Nicobar and as spontaneous in Malabar
Historic Records —Incidentally it has been remarked that the

majority of the early European writers who speak of Indian sugar seem to

be alluding to the jaggery of palm juice The word jaggery comes how
ever from the Sanskrit sarkara and in the part of India with which the early
European travellers were most familiar(South India) palm sugar is relatively

even at the present day more important than in the other sugar producing
provinces But the term jaggery is equally applicable to cane-juice and
there are many undoubted references both to palm and cane jaggery that

carry the history of that substance back to the classic periods of Greece and
Rome The conquests of Alexander the Great seem to have facilitated

and extended the knowledge of sugar Eratosthenes (223 B C ) speaks
of the roots of a cane that were sweet to the taste both when eaten raw
and boiled Lucan (A D 65) refers to the sweet juice expressed from
reeds The Pertplus of the Erythrean Sea (A D 54 68) tells us that the
* honey from canes the (rax^apt of the early classic writers (Herodotus

Theophrastus Seneca Strabo etc ) was exported from Barygaza in the

Gulf of Cambay to ports of the Red Sea opposite Aden Unmistakeable
reference is made to sugar cane as cultivated on the shores of the Persian
Gulf in the ninth century The crusaders found it in Syria One of the
historians of that remarkable period (1108) says The crusaders found
sweet honeyed reeds in great quantity in the meadows about Tripoli

which reeds were called sucra Sanutus who wrote of 1306 says that in

the countries subject to the Sultan sugar cane was produced in large
quantities and that it was likewise carried to Cyprus, Rhodes Sicily and
other places belonging to the Christians. Europe was thus indebted to the
Saracens for the introduction of sugar cane cultivation Refined sugar is

recorded by the Chamberlain of Scotland * to have sold then (1329) at

about one ounce of standard silver by the pound ’ Marco Polo gives us
in the thirteenth century particulars regarding the sugar of Bengal the art of
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manufacturing which had long before been the object of an emissary to
Bengal from the Chinese Emperor Taitsung (627 650) Dr Smfth tells us
that in consequence of the information obtained thereby su^ar was desig
nated sha t ang the name of the dynasty being combined with the radical

for food Ramusio gives a different account Speaking of Fu chau he
says 1 he people knew not how to make fine sugar (gucchero) they only
used to boil ana skim the juice which when cold left a black paste But
after they came under the Great Can some men of Babylonia ({

0

of

Cairo) who happened to be at the court proceeded to this city and taught
the people to refine sugar with the ashes of certain trees

0
( Yule ftf

Burnell) In 1516 Barbosa wrote of the sugar of palms which they
call Yagara Of cane sugar (speaking very probably of Chittagong)
he says that the people make rruch and good white cane sugar but
they do not know how to consolidate it and make loaves of it so
they wrap up the powder in certain wrappers of raw hide 9

It would
appear that the art of making loaf sugar was discovered by a Venetian
in the fifteenth century Jagara is mentioned by Barros as an export in

1553 from the Maldives Garda de Orta described in 1563 the preparation

of palm lagra in Goa Speaking of Cochin Oaesar Frederike four

years later alluded to the giagra then prepared from the cocoa nut

Linschoten (1598) savs Of the aforesaid sura they likewise make sugar
which is called jagra they seeth the water and set it in the sun whereof
it becometh sugar but it is little esteemed because it is of a browne colour

(P 102) May not the sura alluded to be sjgar caneP Yule & Burnell
quote the above passage regarding sura among an enumeration of refer

ences to jaggery— mostly palm sugar But in several other places Uns
choten deals with the subject of sugar Thus {in Vol 1 95) he says of
Bengal the sugar and other wares were to be had in abundance The
much vexed question of the confusion between sugar and tabashtr made
by early writers is exemplified by Linschoten 1 hus he says All along
the coast of Malabar* there are many thicke rheeds especially on the
coast of Choramandel which rheeds by the Indians are called mambu and
by the Portingales bambu These mamhus have a certain matter within
them which is (as it were) the pith such as quilles have within them
which men take out when they make them pens to write the Indians
call it sacar mambu which is as much to say as sugar of bambu and is a
very medicinable thing much esteemed and much sought for by the Ara
bians Persians and Moores that call it Tabaxur There can be no
doubt from the above passage that Tabashtr, and not sugar is indicated
Linschoten was however perfectly familiar with the sugar cane proper
He gives for example (Vol II 266) a detailed account of it m connection
with the Canary Islands and he says in another place There are also
over all India many sugar canes m all places ana m great numbers but
not much esteemed The sugar cane of the Canary Islands was in his
time regarded as the best

But that the Natives of India were thoroughly familiar with every fea-
ture of the cane sugar industry at the very time Linschoten and certain
other European travellers were publishing their observations and dwelling
more fully on the subject of palm than cane-sugar there cannot be two opi-
nions Barbosa s account abstracted briefly above shows this to have been
the case but fortunately we possess in the Atn % Akbart so detailed a de-
scription of the methods of cultivation, manufacture of all forms of sugar

1

* May the confusion of tabashtr with sugar have eiven origin to the report that
sugarcane was spontaneous on the coast of Malabar? Conf with p 5
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and the distillation of spirits from it as to place the subject beyond doubt
Abul FazF the historian of the reign of the Emperor Akbar (A D 1590)
says u Sugar cane which the Persians call Natshakar is of various kinds
one species is so tender and so full of juice that a sparrow can make it

flow D) peeking it and it would break to pieces if let fall Sugar cane
is either soft or hard The latter is used for the preparation of brown
sugarcandy common sugar white candy and refined sugar and thus be
comes useful for all kinds of sweetmeats It is cultivated as follows

They put some healthy sugar cane in a cool place and sprinkle it daily

with water When the sun enters the sign of Aquarius they cut off

pieces a cubit and upwards in length put them into soft ground, and
cover them up with earth The harder the sugar cane is the deeper they
put it Constant irrigation is required After seven or eight months it

will come up The above extract will suffice to illustrate the fact that
about the time Linschoten discussed the subject of sugar cane m so ob
scure terms as to leave room for doubt as to whether he alluded to palm or
sugar cane jaggery every detail of the cultivation and manufacture was
fully known at least in Upper India and we have reason to believe that

this was the case in Bengal also

The Spaniards carried the cultivation and manufacture of sugar cane
to the Canary Islands in the fifteenth century but prior to that (1420) the
Portuguese had conveyed it from Sicily to Madeira and to St Thomas
Island In 1506 it was taken from the Canary Islands to San Domingo
The Dutch first established sugar works in Brazil in 1580 but on being
expelled from that countiy b> the Portuguese they carried the art of sugar
manufacture (16^5) to the West Indies Sugar was manufactured by the
English in Barbadoes m 1643 and in Jamaica in 1664 A spirited com
petition soon took place between the British and the French and Portu
guese manufacturers The British by greatly improving and cheapening
the manufacture were able to undersell the Portuguese in Brazil The
trade was at that time free but on the restoration of Charles II im
portation into Great Britain was by various Acts restricted to British

subjects By 1726 the French had so vastly improved their manufacture
in San Domingo that they began to compete with the British in the supply
of Europe and a serious decline in the British imports from the West
Indies accordingly took place

It will thus be seen that sugar production had spread from India to
Europe but more especially to the West Indies The record of subsequent
events recalls the similar migration but return again of indigo Towards
the close of the eighteenth century civil disturbances in San Domingo ruined
the French planters A greatly increased demand arose in British West
Indian sugar with a corresponding rise m the price. Raw West Indian
sugar of the worst description then so’d in Britain at nine pence per ft

and a memorial was accordingly addressed by the public to the East
India Company to lower the price by bringing Indian sugar to Britain
m competition with that of the West Indies In Milburn s Oriental Com
merce the following passage occurs regarding this critical stage of the
British sugar trade a stage which may be viewed as the starting point
of India s foreign traffic in the article The East India Company from
these considerations as well as from having been publicly called upon to
lend their assistance towards effecting a reduction of the price of sugar
gave every encouragement to the importation of it from the East Indies
and the vigorous efforts they made to relieve the public necessity increased
the cultivation of the sugar-cane in India to an amazing degree and
SeC

^*

reC* t0 ^er
d‘
a^ Provinces a participation in this important article of

trade. In 1792 the English Legislature with the object of guarding
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against a further rise in price imposed restrictions on exportation But this

state of affairs did not last long Apparently the exports from India had
some time previously begun to tell powerfully and an increased production
in the West Indies had also been brought about Accordingly in 1807, a
Committee of the House of Commons had actually to be appointed to con
sider the depressed state of the West Indian trade It was shown that an

> alarming fall in the price of sugar had taken place (since 1799) and it was
anticipated that unless some efficient remedy ’ was early thought of

r rum to the West Indian planters would rapidly supervene Various
measures were considered but none apparently put into force The sugar

I trade and the West Indian interest were left to shift for themselves and be
/ adjusted by natural causes Among the suggestions offered by the Com
1 mittee it was proposed to increase the consumption of sugar by intro-

I ducing its use into distilleries The imposition of a heavy duty on the
Indian sugar had not the desired effect Indian sugar had to pay an
import duty in 1792 of £37 16 3d per cent while the West Indian sugar
paid only £o 15 s per cwt Far from contemplating the removal of the
entire dut} on West Indian sugar however the Committee deplored its

threatened loss though they heartily sympathised with the West Indian
planters in the ruin which then seemed about to overtake them The Com

Jw, mittee thus recommended no practicable cure for the distressing problem
tfr*jif£y were convened to solve The duty on West Indian sugar amounted in

1$4^07 to £3 000 000 and the return export trade was valued at £6 000 000
The Committee could not they seemed to think recommend the sacrifice of

1 1 so important an item of the English revenue Popular feeling was strong
%%jnEngland against sugar manufactured by slaves Preference was given
to tntoe inferior article from India because it was made by freemen The
positit^mi w as a critical one but greater dangers were foreseen than those
connect*ed with sugar

Tup^mng now to the more immediate history of the Indian sugar trade
ltn^Bfaybe said that its progress no more than that of the West Indies was
^aevoid of fluctuations Indeed in 1776 the merchants of Calcutta memo-

rialized the Government on the decline of trade and the consequent losses
that had been sustained Even so late the memorial explained as the
period immediately preceding the capture of Calcutta in 1756 the annual
exportation was about 50 000 maunas which yielded a profit of abdut 50
per cent and the returns for which were generally in specie so that in the
20 years immediately preceding the capture it may be estimated that
there flowed into Bengal for this article no less than R60 00 000 which
was all clear gain to the country and of the most eligible kind the
production of the ground manufactured by the Natives And this flow
was regular always feeding but never overcharging the circulation
During the past 20 years the price of sugar has been gradually increasing
and tne exportation and growth diminishing in the same proportion so
that the price is now 50 per cent more than it was before that period The
charge of transportation is also greater and the price at foreign markets
not having risen m the same proportion the export is so trifling and casual,
that the sugar trade of Bengal is in fact annihilated It may be even
doubted if Bengal produces enough for its own consumption since there is
annually an importation from Benares and of candied sugar from China
the amount of which will be found equal to that of the trifling export which
yet continues *

Supposing the recovery of the trade to be an object deserving attention
we submit to your consideration whether it be attainable by any other
means than by encouraging Europeans distinguished by their property
situation and credit from ordinary adventurers to undertake the culttva*
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tion and manufacture of sugar after the method practised in the West
Indies by grants of unoccupied lands and other reasonable privileges We
admit that much will depend on the conduct of the first undertakers
but with proper management on their part and a reasonable support from
Government we think success would be infallible and that in a tew years
the Natives would follow the new method which would thence soon become
general throughout the country as the Italian mode of winding raw silk lately

introduced now is (East India Sugar Papers respecting the Culture
and Manufacture etc 1822 pp 12 16) It may be remarked that this

same proposal has been made on more occasions than one Indeed it will

be seen from the pages below that the self same suggestion has been ,

offered by a London mercantile firm and that it is at the present moment
before Government for consideration What was the result of the Calcutta
merchants effort to establish European sugar cultivation and manufacture
in 1776? The Governor General we are told, readily complied with the
request preferred and a grant of land was accordingly allotted in which
a sugar plantation was afterwards set on foot but after repeated expen
ments upon the soil it was found so universally infested with white ants,
that the Society were obliged to drop their scheme Before abandoning
the effort however they gave up cultivation and endeavoured to manufac
ture sugar from the cane they could purchase from the neighbouring
Native growers, and they produced both refined sugar and rum thus
evidencing the practicabilitv of their plan though that mode of p oducing
sugar with other circumstances made it inconvenient for them to persevere
m it But the Society (or Company as we should now call it) that tried
and failed to introduce into Bengal the sugar industry on the plan of the
West Indian plantations made certain important discoveries They found
that sugar-cane was the worst of all crops to put on newly cultivated land
because of the fact that white ants were very much more severe a plague
than on old cultivations It was at the period heie alluded to believed by
the refiners of Europe that Indian sugar cane contained too little crystal
Iizable sugar to be of any value for the market by the refiner The ex
pen ments performed by the first Indian Sugar Company demonstrated
what has been confirmed over and over again since that certain soils or
certain cultivated races of the sugar cane grown in India were quite as
rich in crystallizable sugar as the West Indian forms 1

Little progress seems to have been made in the Bengal sugar trade I

down to 1790 but in that year the duty which had hitherto been levied on
|

the coastwise exports of Bengal to other parts of India was cancelled It
j

was thought that by doing so Bengal might be able to compete with China
j

Manilla Batavia etc m the Bombay market The Mahrattas are spoken
of m the records of the trade towards the close of the eighteenth century
as great consumers of sugar Bombay was recognised as the province in
which cotton should be encouraged and Bengal that for sugar The inter
change of these commodities was accordingly viewed as the natural course
of trade between these provinces (Papers on Culture and Manufacture
of Sugar m British India 1822) Mr Bebb s very enlightened action
therefore in removing the sugar duty had an immediate effect Cultiva
tion of sugar cane was greatly extended through the profitable export
market thus opened up within India itself and once started the popular
turn in favour of Bengal extended Fxports were made to Flanders
America and some other countries. At this period also the East India
Company had recieved the memorial from the British public (above alluded

1

to) and the Drosperous state of the Bengal and North West cultivation
|

enabled the Company to assure the English Government that if the heavy
import duty which they held had by accident more than intention been I
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HISTORY imposed on Indian sugar were withdrawn and India placed on the same
footing with the West Indies they could permanently supply a consider
able quantity of sugar for the relief of Great Britain * But their request
was not granted and the high duty continued to be charged on Indian
sugar until 1836 The cheaper rate however at which sugar could be
produced in India as compared with the West Indies enabled the Com-
pany to compete m the European market in spite of the heavy import duty
their sugar had to bear But a more remarkable feature soon became
manifest It paid foreign traders to purchase the Bengal sugar and to
ship it to the European market in competition with the West Indian re-
exports from Great Britain to the Continent Sugar was also conveyed
from Bengal to America and even to the West Indies to be consigned
from these countries to Europe as colonial sugar and was thus admitted
into England itself on payment of the lower import duty It will thus be
seen that the West Indian sugar received for many years a distinct bounty
at the expense of Indian As might naturally have been anticipated the
action of the British Government very seriously retarded indeed curtailed
the Indian trade in sugar cane It is not to be wondered at therefore that

his East India Vade Mccum 1810) says Although the sugar-cane is sup

f

iosed by many to be indigenous in India yet it nas only been within tne
ast 50 years that it has been cultnated to any great extent Strange
to say the only sugar candy used until that time (20 years before the
date of his book) was received from China latterly however many
gentlemen have speculated deeply in the manufacture We now see
sugar-candy of the finest quality manufactured in various places of Bengal
and I believe it is at least admitted that the raw sugars from that quarter
are eminently good

But the East India Company rould not have been expected to long
remain silent The Court of Directors accordingly published in March
1822 a voluminous and comprehensive report on the whole question From
that report the following tables may be here extracted —

Ykars

1
Imported by Great Britain

|

Home consumption
From
British

Plantations

From
Foreign

Plantations

From East
Indies

From West
Indies

From East
Indies

Cwt Cwt Cwt Cwt Cwt
1817 3 440 565 1 92 780 127 203 3 220 595 33 * 3 *

1818 3 563 74 i 105 916 125 893 4 i5 f 239 37059
1819 3 665 520 138 032 162 395 2 672 226 24 775
1820 3,785 434 86 048 205 527 3 283 059 99440
1821 3 623 3 i 9 162 994 277 228 3 661 731 83 232

The report alluded to also gives the exports from Calcutta by private
traders during the above years as follows —

Years To England To other
countnes

Cwt Cwt
1817 129 858 199 288
1818 129 195 254 930
1819 *57 957 258 746
1820 134613 146 234
1821 1 1 2 830 132 137
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The Company^ share in the export traffic in sugar from India must,

therefore have been very small and, indeed during the period covered by
the above tables they are further shown to have imported an average

of 720*000 cwt from which they sustained a loss of £12 107

Incidentally mention has been made of the opposition which arose in

England to the consumption of slave labour sugar as also to the heavy
import dutv levied by Britain on Indian and certain other sugars The
effects of the controversy which then raged and of the strong prejudices

that arose in connection with free and slave made sugar may in fact be

said to have governed to a large extent the ultimate development of the

markets which have since become the world s chief sources of supply

When slavery was in time abolished in British colonies many West
Indian planters sold their possessions and removed to India They
were not long however in discovering to their utter ruin that there existed

In India other circumstances opposed to sugar planting on the European
pattern and circumstances too that were if anything more inimical to

success than the prohibitive import duty which prior to 1836 had been
imposed by Great Britain At one time that duty was alone regarded as

the obstacle that existed in the path of a future great trade When
therefore it had been removed and later on slavery prohibited it was but
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natural that some West Indian planters should have turned their attention

to India as a hopeful field of future enterprise At the same time the

duty on foreign sugars not manufactured by slave labour was also

lowered though it was preserved on the sugars of all slave countries with

which Britain did not chance to have commercial treaties There were
many considerations doubtless which actuated the Government of the time
to resist the equalization of duty claimed by the East India Company and
to attempt a protective policy in favour of colonial non slav$ made sugar
For a time the measures adopted were popular but when the effects of the
emancipation of the slaves reduced the average annnal sugar supply by
one half and thus doubled the cost of the article British philanthropy
gave place to more rational considerations Many writers of that period
were then found willing to openly condemn the popular opinions and
they had little difficulty in snowing the weakness of the national policy
They demonstrated conclusively that annually large quantities of British

proauce were exported to Cuba and Brazil but that the sugar of these
countries (the principal article they could return to England) being ex
eluded could not be brought to British ports It was accordingly conveyed
to Continental ports sola and the produce of slave labour converted into

wool flax silk and other goods which could be freely admitted into

England The support thus given to slavery would have been the same
haa the sugar purchased by English goods been thrown into the sea
The scarcity of sugar that arose raised the price of that all important
article until it could be clearly shoun that Britain had lost in its sugar
purchases £3440 ooo in one year, or £10 327 125 in three years Accord
ingly in 1846 the duty on all sugars whether foreign or British was
equalized and as will be found in another chapter it was in time entirely
removed

But a more serious difficulty was destined soon to oppose itself to the
growth of an Indian foreign sugar trade—a difficulty that may be said to
have parahzed the sugarcane trade of the world In 1747 Andreas
Sigismund Marggraf Director of the Physical Classes in the Academy
of Science in Berlin discovered the existence of common sugar m beet
root and m manv other such flesh} roots No use was however, made
of this discovery until Marggrafs pupil and successor, Franz Oarl
Achard, established a factory m Silesia m 1801 Through the policy of
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Napoleon I this new industry was, however, for a time ruined in Germany
but was able to struggle along in France and m 1830 it had become

firmly established By 1840 it nad grown to a national enterprise espe

dally in Germany and has since controlled the sugar market of the world

The influences of this new manufacture have been all powerful and wide

spread bringing ruin or expensive reforms into the utmost corners of the

sugar-cane producing area India has perhaps felt the effects of this

revolution fully as much as any other sugar-cane producing country It

would be impossible or nearly so to expect the time-honoured systems of

production and manufacture of crude sugar (the article which in India or

when exported is refined into superior sugars) to change in obedience to

foreign necessities. The apparatus necessary for direct manufacture is

beyond the means of the ordinary Indian sugar producer It was therefore

only what might have been anticipated that instead of attempting to com
pete the industry of refining or of preparing the article required by the

foreign refiners should have declined and the demand for crystallized

sugars been allowed to be more and more supplied by imported sugars
Many of the modern methods discovered in connection with the development
of beet sugar trade or which have been brought out m the keen competition
which has arisen between cane and beet sugars have been taken up by the
wealthy sugar planters of the colonies and hence as remarked these cane
sugar producers have m some respects felt the struggle that has recently

taken place less severely than has been experienced in India Still sugar
cultivation has by no means declined The trade has been almost revolu
tionized but the price and supply of the crude substance used by the
people of this country is more satisfactory than ever it has been The
consumption of crude sugar has greatly increased, as the exports of Indian
refined sugar have declined just as the imports of superior sugars have
increased with the decline of tne local refiner s trade The Indian peopleincreased with the decline of the local refiner s trade The Indian people
do nowand always have preferred a crude raw sugar or even molasses
to a refined or crystallized article and the sugar they thus use can be

f

iroduced at a price which not even beet has as yet been able to approach
t will thus be seen that it by no means follows that because the foreign

exports of India have for some years past shown a serious decline that
sugar production is ruined nor that the people are eating less sugar On
the contrary it seems probable that the beet sugar trade and direct cane
sugar manufacture have lowered the value of the article formerly prepared
for the refiner and thus cheapened the crude sugar used by the people
The derangement that has taken place within the past few years may be
demonstrated by the figures of the foreign trade since 1874 —

Years Imports of

sugar
Exports of

sugar

Annual average from 1874 75 to 1879 80
Cwt
550 284

Cwt
576 817

1880-81 to 1885-86 988 429 1 106557
1886-87 to 1890-91 1 842 217 1 058 311

Last year s actual Trade 2 743*49 1 824 741

These figures exhibit the trade in refined or crystallized sugar only
unrefined sugar during the period dealt with was imported in such small
quantities as to be unimportant It will thus be seen that India imported
last year three cwt for every cwt exported, whereas formerly it used to

export more than it imported
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For further particulars carrying this brief historic sketch to more de-

tailed modern commercial returns the reader should consult the chapters

below on Cultivation op Sugar in India Bounties paid to
and Duties levied on Sugar * and The Indian Trade in Sugar '

CULTIVATION OF THE SUGARCANE IN INDIA C
TI0N

VA’

VARIETIES OR RACES OF SUGAR CANE GROWN IN INDIA VARIETIKS

A Introduced Ca nes

The reader will find repeated reference to this subject m the some Introduced

what voluminous series of passages quoted below from the district go**
gezetteers and manuals But so very elaborate and in some cases conflict

ing are the statements which have been published on this subject that

the writer has found it the preferable course to allow the local authorities

to very largely speak for themselves instead of his attempting tojsummar
lse the opinions that have been advanced the more so since for the

present he is debarred from a personal investigation of the forms of cane
met with in India. It may be here also explained that the present chapter

is not intended to be an essay on all the forms of cane recognised by
planters in other parts of the world It has been conceived by the author
that one of the possible directions of improvement is the more careful

cultivation of the better canes actually in India To secure particulars of

these canes has therefore been the object with which this chapter has been
compiled In his Sugar Planters Companion Mr L. Wray furnished a
brief sketch of the better qualities of introduced canes but seems when he
wrote that essay to have been strangely prejudiced against the Indian
local forms as ne scarcely makes mention of them In his later publi

cation

—

The Practical Sugar Planter—he however has something to

say of the native canes more especially of the large red Assam form
The earliest Indian systematic classification of the introduced canes is

perhaps that given by Mr Joseph D Cruz the Agn Horticultural
Society s Head Gardener His paper appeared in Vol VI (1848) of the
Society s Journal it gives a brief statement of his experience in cultivat

ing the various introduced canes I ike Mr Wray however he also
practically ignores the indigenous forms but several subsequent writers

while adding certain particulars on the subject of the introduced canes
occasionally allude to tne native kinds It may be said that the writer is

unable to relegate to a definite standard of classification the particulars

!
iven by the early writers regarding Mauritius Otaheite Bourbon and
ava canes Ad he has accordingly given the facts here collated under the

names used by the authors consulted 1 he following brief review may
be accepted as conveying the chief facts which have been published by
the Agn Horticultural Society and by Roxburgh, Buchanan Hamilton
Wray and other Indian authors

I —MAURITIUS (OFTEN CALLED OTAHEITE) Mauritius

References —Agrt Hort Soc Ind —Trans III 42 43 {introduction into ^
ftjf*

Bombay in 1837) 55 5<5 {grown m the Deccan and causing consider
able inters t) {introduced throughout Saugor and Nerbudda) {Proc )

29 66 & 7z IV 187 {promt es to confer a considerable benefit on the
Agriculture and Commerce of the Bombay Presidency) V 186 {Proc
f°37) 38 56 {Gold medal of Society awarded to Major Sleeman for \

Mauritius
Canes

89

cane Nursery) VI Proc 25 34 03 VIf 94 Journal {Old Semes) II
Sel 90 289-29 r IV Sel 289 {Troops at Poona provided with sugar)
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Mauritius l

14$ VI $6 (cultivated in Col Sleentan s plantation at Jabalpurj

1838) VIII (Proc t8$3) 166 (Cultivation at Bogra by ¥ Payter) ; IX
(P/or 1854) 6r (Cultivated tn Societys Garden) X (Proc i8$8) 81
(Cultivated in Society s Garden) New Senes* Your IP d8 V 3d0
VI 99

Mr D Oruz remarks that this Cane was introduced into the Society 3
garden from Ool Sfeeman s plantation at Jubbulpur m February 1838
He remarks that it had previou ly been obtained from Bombay but that
the stock had disappeared It excels the red Bombay cane both in size
and quality* yields one rattoon crop and sometimes two on rich soils but
high moulding is necessary as the roots get considerably above ground
A rattoon crop Mr D Cruz however points out shoultf be little suited
for the mill seeing that it becomes hard close jointed and full of lateral
shoots It also gives much less juice than the first years plant As
fTown in the Society s garden Mr D Cruz tells us it averaged 9 to 10
feet in length and from six to seven inches in circumference Of so-called
Mauritius cane the early Indian records of the introduction of foreign
canes point to Western India as the province where the greatest progress
was made The importance placed on the subject may be gathered from
the following extract from an official letter addressed to the Secretary
Agtt Horticultural Society India by Mr Thomas Williamson Revenue
Commissioner dated the 1st April 1836 —

Coqf wtthp
68

In the Deccan it is now grown to a considerable extent great attention has
been bestowed on its culture by Mr Sundt at his estate near Poona Government
have made several extensive urchases ot canes from him they have been distributed
for cuttings in the Ahmednuggur and Poona districts m several parts of which the
cane now flourishes At a village near which I was encamped a few days ago
seven bighas were cultivated by one individual and the specimens he bi ought me of
the produce looked very good They wei e about three times the size of the common
cane Several respectable patels I ave during my present toiir expressed a wish to
have cuttings and I have taken measures to supply them

The superiority of this cane may now be considered as permanently established
In the Surat districts I understand its cultivation has been extended a good deal during
last year and I expect it will be further extended in the present season From the
cultivators in two purghannahs alone Government lately purchased upwards of 5 000
canes which have been distributed gratis among the people

In the Southern Concan the cane finds a congenial soil and the Acting Collector
gives a very gratifying account of its rising estimation among the ryots He reports
M am happy to be enabled to state that there is every reasonable prospect of the exten
sion of the Mauritius sugar cane throughout the Concan He mentions one instance
m which 10 000 canes had produced 2 khundies and 18 maunds of gur and he says
the result of the experiment so satisfied the growers and their tenants that the cane
immediately rose in general estimation It seems indeed to have now excited interest
m all parts of the Rutnagherry Collectorate Already remarks the Acting Col
lector seed cane has been bespoken from the stock now growii% by the surround
ing cultivators in the vicimt) and individuals at a distance have expressed their
willingness to plant it It will be satisfactoi y to the worthy propriet Jr of Powey*
to know that extensive benefits this exotic promises to diffuse over the whole country
are to be traced to some plants obtained from that estate

J

Next to Framjee Oowasjee Esq
,
the persons who deserve most credit for

this improvement are Mr Sundt and Hurrybhaf Omerashankur, Mamlatdaf
of the Chowrassee Pergunna in Guzerat and I would venture to propose that the
Society present them with a medal, or some other small token of its approbation *

(Transactions Aqrt Hortx Soc Ind , Vol III 55 )

Captain (afterwards Colonel) Sleeman may be said to have been the
most energetic expenmentor in the field of the introduction of foreign canes
into Western India For hts labours he obtained the Agn Horticultural
Society’s gold medal and he subsequently seems to have established a

* In another chapter of this article it will be learned that the Powey Estate in

1792 belonged to Dr H Scott who along with two other enterprising European
gentlemen founded it in that year
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sugar cane plantation at Jabalpur Speaking of the introduction into

the Saugor and Nerbudda Territory of what is probably the same plant

as above designated Mauritius cane he wrote in 1815 —
The results have been the proof by sue essf I experiments that sugar of excel

lent quality can be made in the Valley of the Nerbudda a thing- never believed by

the people before this plantation vas established 1 he si gar made by the aid of men

from the sugar districts in Oudh bore the same price in thebazaisas that brought

from Mirzapore *
,

. .

1 hat the sugar made from the Otaheite cane is rather better in quality than

that made from tne small straw coloured cane of the country and very far superior

to that made from the large purple cane
The cane after eight years planting was last season as fine in its beautilul

straw colour in its size the qi ality of its juice as when gathered for me in the

Mauritius by the present Secretary to the Government of that Colony Captain Dick,
m 1827 The plants I brought with me were deposited in the Botanical Gardens in

Calcutta in March 1827 and in the following cold season 1 was supnhed at Jubhul
pore with cuttings from these pia its I hese canes n w sent into the bazar as tney are

cut and sold as a fruit fetch about four times a much as the largest cane 01 the
country being much longer and the jt ice mui h finer

In planting I have adheied to the practice which prevailed in the Mauritius and
which will 1 think be everywhere found good This practice was described by me in

oneof the Calcutta Magazines of 1 27 an1 does not I presume differ much ftom that

of the West Indies (Transactions of the Agn and Hot ti Soc of Ind Vol 111

p 73)

The reader will discover the present position of the so called Mauritius
and of the other foreign canes of Western India by consulting the

passages quoted below from the Bombay Gazetteers It may also be
remarked that the paragraphs which follow on Otaheite cane should
be consulted It will there be seen that Dr Thomson maintained that

the so-called Mauritius cane of Indian writers is in reality the yellow violet

of Java which having been grown in Mauritius took the name of that
island with it to the countries to which it was subsequently conveyed

II —OTAHEITE—THE YELLOW AND STRAW COLOURED
References —Ag t Hort Soc I d —Trans 11 App 18 19 III 57

(Introduction into O dh) 7274 97 ( upplied to Saharanpur) 172 IV
164 190 (Bimbay Goiernment a ks Bengalf r a si pply) (Sleeman sent
xttoMeerxt i-hopal and Kosah) V 18 36 66 (1ntr duction into Azim
ghu ) (Propos l to send small ve sel to the Island of Otaheit for a
supply of canes) 204210 (P oc

) 2 4 12 37 38 46 5034 (/ remium
offered for it ci Itivation in Bengal) 5961 86 go 98 (cane sold at
Lucknow m 1837 at Rio per too) w4 f2i VI 56 §8 90-95 737 (In
troduction into Tenassinm from B tame Gar tens Cc leutta) 242 249
(successfully introduced into Dhera Dhun 183S) VII joj i0g jjq.

134 (Cultivated m Amherst in 1839) {Proc ) 22 38 39 78 (grown in
Aeimghu ) ,

n6 (grown at Sau^a 1 127 (gr wn at Secundra near
Agra) VIII (culture of it at Tipperah) 89 4^5 (grown tn Dacca in
1840) Journal (Old Series) 1 257 (Dr Thomson regards yellow
Otaheite as wrongly named it is m his opinion yellow Batavian cane)
11 (Pro ) 260 III 87 229 23o (grown for past five or six years m
Tavoy 1844) (Pror ) 75 (grown at Cuttack) i7p (taken up hyrayats of
Dacca in 1844) *V (Sel) 28 (Proc) xen IV (Sel) ?2
(Proc ) xl VI (Proc 1 Ixxxv Ixxxix VIII ( Proc 1853). 185 (Flow
inn# °f cane at Gowhatti in Assam) IX (Proc > xm Ixi X
(Proc 18$8) 87 etc etc etc

It is perhaps unnecessary to refer the reader to the long list of modern
authors who deal with the subject of Otaheite cane The above will serve
the purpose of demonstrating how thoroughly the effort to acclimatize the

# Mirzapore for many years figured prominently in the efforts made to establish
sugar-cane as a European industry The Honourable the East India Company had a
plantation and factory there as also a rum distillery Mr R Garden was Superin
tendent Conf with p 53

Mauritius*

Otaheit#.
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cane generally recognised by the name was prosecuted in India That

many recent and more especially scientific writers should now question the

possibility of any such cane being" recognisable from the countless series of

cultivated races which have been specialized is a matter of less import

ance than that canes of the class to which the Otaheite of the early writers

belongs have been fairly tried and proved valueless in India The reader

will find the subject spasmodically Drought before the public m the reports

of experimental farms and in the technical press that caters for the agn
cultural and planting interests It may however serve a useful purpose
to review very briefly the chief peculiarities of the cane as brought to

light on its introduction into India as also the fate that overtook the effort

to acclimatize it in this country
Mr Wray speaks apparently of this cane taken conjointly with the

Mauritius He says This variety of Cane and the Yellow Otaheite are
so much alike in all respects and have become so intermixed on West
Indian plantations that it is a matter of some difficulty to distinguish
between them the Bourbon however greatly predominates Of Otaheite
Cane there are two varieties which I am acquainted with these comprise
the yellow or straw coloured and the striped This latter which has
broad purple stripes is a little inferior in size to the former In appear
ance it is very similar to the Ribbon Cane of Batavia the difference being
m its greater size and the colour of its stripes which in the Batavian are
of a blood red on a transparent straw coloured ground When
Oaptain Cook first visited the Island of Otaheite he found these canes
growing in the greatest abundance and luxuriance but whether they
really are indigenous or not I leave to be argued elsewhere From
Otaheite they were taken to the West India Islands * Discussing the
produce of sugar from these canes Mr Wray says 2 J tons per acre or
even 3 tons are commonly obtained in Jamaica but he adds the general
calculation is 2 tons of plant canes that is canes of first year s growth
He accordingly affirms that an estate of 200 acres in cane would very
probably run thus —

Tons
50 acres plant canes «* IOO
50 do 1 st Ratoons =* 5o
50 do 2nd do m 30
50 do 3rd do = 20

— - . - ..

200 acres total crop * 00

Flowering

91
Conf with pp
8 9 11 47
61 83 88
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Concluding his notice he says These canes require a generous soil

careful fencing and attentive management Many soils which agree with
other varieties are unfit for their proper development whilst it is generally
remarked that they are more sensible of the injuries committed by the
trespassing of cattle etc during their early growth than other descriptions
The foliage of the Bourbon ana Yellow Otaheite is of a pale green leaves
broad ana drooping much and on arriving at maturity frequently arrows
or flowers especially on estates having a sea aspect This renders it

when in extensive fields exceedingly ornamental and graceful m appear
ance The striped cane is darker in the colour of its leaves and with less

droop 9 The Bourbon and Otaheite have been introduced many years
into India but from some strange cause they are held in great disrepute
Many persons I am acquainted with after having for sometime cultivated

them largely have reverted to the native canes in despair * They did
well for a time but a dry season came and they were literally eaten out of
the soil and destroyed by white ants Mr Wray says that though he
found his Otaheite to suffer from that pest it was not worse than the
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ordinary native forms grown side by side It will be seen by a comparison
of the above passages with the descriptions given by Mr Wray a few
years later (in his Practical Sugar Planter) that he must have seen

cause to materially alter his views. In that work he repudiates any
distinction between the Bourbon and the Otaheite He accordingly speaks

of these canes collectively under the latter name and remarks that there

are two forms the yellow or straw coloured and the purple-striped or

ribbon cane But if this be so then it may fairly well be asked— In what
respect does the so-called ribbon Otaheite differ from the ribbon Batavian

That they are one and the same from the botanist s stand point goes

without saying but that they differ in the hands of the planter or in the

respective countries where they are grown is equally true It has there-

fore seemed to the author desirable to bring together the various opinions

that have been published about these canes on the responsibility of the

original writers Mr D’Oruz for example says of Otaheite— This
variety the genuine Otaheite was received in November 1840 together with

some canes of a purple variety An experience of several years leads

me to the conclusion that this cane is superior to any other cultivated m the

Society s garden or indeed any other that has come within my observa
tion It is easy of culture hardy and exceedingly prolific which of

course adds to its value It needs less labour for watering replacing dead
cuttings and pulverizing holes than other foreign sorts Mr D Cruz
further remarked that when first planted it gave a magnificent crop and
four rattoon crops Fully 95 per cent of the cuttings put down in Octo-
ber sprouted This variety (the straw coloured Otaheite) Mr D Cruz
regarded as somewhat inferior in size to the Mauritius cane but it gives

more juice and is altogether richer in saccharine matter Another
writer whose opinions are of equal weight with those of Wray and D Oruz
viz Robinson, says in his Bengal Sugar Planter (p 113 )—a work pub-
lished in 1849—that The Otaheite cane was at its first introduction highly
prized and the produce it yielded per bigha so far surpassed that of any
other variety as to establish a pretty general opinion that any extra
expense incurred in its cultivation was more than compensated for by the
results of its yield A year or two after its introduction however its

virtues were found to have much degenerated and its greater liability to
the ravages of white ants and the high cultivation it required as compared
with other varieties now lost for it its character as the favourite and the
China and Native kinds came more into request as being hardier and
involving less risk in their returns

The chief Indian historic facts regarding the Otaheite cane (or per
haps in some cases confused with it of Mauritius cane also) will be found
briefly indicated m the paragraph above under References A few of these
however may be here still further elaborated in order to show how widely
it had been distributed and to manifest the view ertertained fifty years
ago regarding its value The Civil Surgeon at Tipperah had m 1840
distributed 25 000 plants in his district and expected that it would expel
all othtr kinds in two or three years In Dacca about the same time
Mr Dearman reported that the cane produced from rattoons improved
in quality Accordingly he was of opinion that the Otaheite cane on the
Dacca highlands if properly attended to would yield crops for several
successive years. The other kinds such as Manipur Singapore Batavian
and two indigenous sorts appear to be mere annuals Mr Dearman
feels sure that the many thousand btghds of high waste land, lving near
Dacca and beyond the reach of inundation offer a mine of wealth to any
one having the means and disposition to engage in the cultivation of the
Otaheite cane” In 1837 Mr J W Payter recommended the Agri

VARIETIES
Introduced
Canos 1

Otaheite*

Proposal to
charter a

ship to brio*
Otahiete
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CULTIFA- Horticultural Society to charter a small ship and to send it for a supply of
TiOM canes to the Island of Otaheite He offered to take Ri ooo share in the

VAJUBTIBS expenditure involved and was of opinion many more planters would be

Introduced equally willing to do so The Committee of the Society did not however
Cane* approve of the scheme but in their report on the proposal made the

Otaheite remark— The Secretary has ever been and still is a strong advocate

for the speedy introduction of the Otaheite cane and for the extermination

of the indigenous cane and hesitates not to hazard an opinion that in ten

years from this date this result will have been attained The story of the

failure of the Otaheite cane will be found as told by Mr Payter s successor

in the remarks below in connection with the Bogra district of Bengal * Dr
J V Thomson wrote in 1842 a paper entitled Remarks on the variety

of cane termed the Otaheite but which is supposed to be identical with

the yellow Batavia Cane He came to the conclusion that the so called

Otaheite cultivated in India was as stated in reality the Yellow Batavia
and that the true Otaheite had only recently been introduced by Mr
Pritchard via Sydney This error has been indicated above by giving as
a synonym for the Mauritius cane the fact that it is som etimes called

Otaheite but Dr Thomson goe further and maintains that Mauritius
got its cane from Batavia so that if that opinion be correct the information
given above under Mauritius cane should be transferred bodily to the

paragraph below on the Yellow (Violet) Batavia cane (see journal Agrt
Horti Soc Ind Vol 1 257 262) In a further volume of the Journal
(Old Series IV 143 147) Dr Thomson returns to this subject and his

remarks may be here given in full —
In my former paper on this subject I brought forward proofs from Mons Oos-

Signy S work Ameliorati i 1 dev Colonies that the cane now principally cultivated in

Mauritius is not the Otaheitean but the Batavian Cannes blanches of that gentle-
man which he inttoduced together with the other Batavian canes direct from Java in

1782 and not only distributed the Can re Hatches (rather jaunes) to Bourbon but
sent them to Cayenne Martinique and Saint Domingo in 1788 and 1789

Having since directed my attention more particulaily to the subject of the Mauri
tius canes I fin 1 that vhen the French weie expelled from Madagascar by the natives
m 1657 they ar stated to have earned with them to Bourbon where they first estab
lished themselves the gar-cane of Madagasca which was probably one or other of
the two yelliw vai leties which stand at the head of the appended list from Bourbon
the Fiench subsequently removed to the Mauntius of which they possessed themselves
in 1715 so that the Madagascar canes became in all probability the general stock of the
two islands I feel q ite satisfied that with such fine canes the French would give
thems 1 es no trouble to introduce others from so great a distance as Otaheite

The two kinds at p esent cultivated there vie the Madagascar and the Bata
vian yellow cane although probably so much alike as to lead to their being confound
ed together have no doubt characters sufficient to distinguish them from each other
which intelligent members of the Society can now do as they have been abundantly
introduced from both the Mau ltius and Bourbon and cultivated to a considerable extent
m the Society s nuisery giounds for many year under the appellation of Mauritius
Bouibon and Otaheite cane They may now be further compared with the genuine
Otaheite cane which was successfully introduced from that island several years ago
Subsequently I also received a box of canes fiom Otaheite which I am happy to say
are doing well and consist of tour different varieties vie —

1 A large pale yellow cane A large reddish yellow cane
A good sized striped cane

{Canne bla chest)

2 A large purple cane

I have received canes of the same description from Batavia but I entertain
doubts of thei identity with the Otaheitean canes or with any of the Madagascar canes
of the unmixed list

Independent of the canes introduced by the French into their islands originally

there exist in the great island of Madagascar a very considerable number of other fine

varieties of the sugar cane many of them very remarkable for their size and beauty

* See p 48
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and of all which the natives appear to know the respective qualities irrespective of

sugar making* as they appear to differ much m precosity product sweetness hard
ness etc etc some bein^ best grown on the alluvial banks of the rivers others on the
drier slopes of the mountains others again in the wet and swampy flats As the cane
ts only grown by the natives of Madagascar for eating and for making intoxicating

drinks by fermentation or distillation and consequently not upon any great or extend
ed scale it is most probable that the various Kinds originate in seminal varieties *

naturallj produced from many of the plants being neglected and allowed to run to

seed

w
VARIETIES
Introduced
Canes t

Otaheite.

Seeding of
Cane

While Government Agent at Madagascar from 1813 to 1816 I was instructed to

collect and forward to the Botanic Garden at the Maunti is all the varieties of sugar
cane I could obtain in duplicate of which the appended is a detailed list of those so

procured which I succeeded in conveying safely and delivering in a healthy and
growing state in 1815 to the Superintendent of the Mauritius Garden at Pample-
mouse As I left the island in 1816* 1 am unable to state the fate of these kinds out
suspect their value not being appreciated they attracted little attention and have
probably been dispersed or lost

Conf with pp
8 9 IT 44t
61 83-88

List of Sugar cane introduced into Mauritius from Madagascar in 1816 alluded
to above

A —Yellow Canes Yellow canes.
No 1 t Fary bavmavvow (—large yellow) a large yellowish cane probably ()2

identical with the original Mauritius and Bourbon cane
No 2 Fary-an Irafow a moderate sized cane of a pale yellowish colour
No 3 Fary c rowk a mode ate sized cane of a beautiful bright orange colour

when npe so called from its colour resembling that of the beak of the little ground
parrot

No 4 Fa y-boubaya of a moderate Bize and of a yellowish colour slightly tinged
with red N B — I ike one of my Otaheite canes

No 5 Fary boub ya mayna a variety of the above more deeply tinged and
with a brighter red (Mayna— red in Malg )

No 6 Firy-vonlon (Malgache name of a bamboo) 1 1 extremely large with long
joints and of a greenish yellow colour three inches in diameter 1

B —Red or Purple Canes Red or Purple
No 7 Fary carang (Prawn-coloured) a large cane of red colour above and of 93

a dark reddish purple towards the root so called from its predominating colour being
like that of the boiled sh imp

No 8 Fary andronfow mayna (red andravfow Malg ) a red variety of No 1

by its Malgache name whi h I doubt and consider it a distinct variety is only of a
moderate size with long joints of a purplish red coloui deeper to vards the root

No 9 Fary-maentee (black coloured Malg) a large cane of a very deep reddish
purple colour N B —Resembles the purple Batavian and Otaheitean canes

C —Striped Canes
No 10 Fary—(distinguishing name obliterated in my manuscripts) a large cane

with reddish purple stripes on a aark purple ground
No 11 bary ahombee (Bullock s horn Malg ) a very large cane, next m point

of size to No 6 Bamboo cane both in size and marks resembling a bullock s norn
colour mixed stupes and shades of a yellowish and reddish p rple

No 12 Fary mang tndavaJan or bay Gmghan (Ginghan cane) rather a large
cane of a dark reddish purple below and striped above with a yellowish red on a
bright reddish purple ground

No 13 Fray beesweet (Comb-striped Malg ) of a moderate size, more closely
and regularly striped with a yellowish and a purplish red colour

There are doubtless many more varieties of which I saw two or three but did not

f

irocure sets being en rout at the time of then offering themsc Ives to my notice
Agm Horti Soc Ind Journal Vol IV 146]

Striped
Canes

94

# This is a very ignificant remark both in the light of the controversy tegarding
the seeding of the cane and m the recently renewed interest in the possibility of
improvement by seminal selection

J

u
bay* ayvow Farv is the Matgache generic name of the sugar cane to

which they join a distinctive appellation descriptive of size colour etc
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It may be here incidentally added that modern botanists do not regard
the sugar cane as indigenous to Madagascar Thus for example the
Rev R Baron in a paper on the Ho a of Madagascar (L*nn Soc Jour
xxv 2g4) includes sugar cane among his introduced plants)

Mr E O Riley in a passage which will be found in connection with
sugar-cane cultivation in Tenasserim wrote in 1844 that the Otaheite cane
in fact all canes seemed to there enjoy a complete immunity from the at
tacks of white ants About the same time Major Jenkins made a similar
observation regarding the Otaheite cane in Assam Thinking that fact

might be due to the nature of the soil Mr O Riley forwarded to the
Agri Horticultural Society three samples of Tenasserim and Tavoy soils

These were analysed by Mr J Q 8cott {Journal Vol III 233-236)
who said of one—the Tenasserim—that it contained so many metallic oxides
as might make it offensive to insects The other two samples—Tavoy
soils—where the Otaheite cane was by Major Macfarquhar also said to

be free from the danger of destruction by white ants were examined by
Mr Scott and reported as simply good siliceous soils which contain
nothing more than such soils do in general Mr D Oruz m the paper
quoted above on sugar canes concludes by a statement of the number of

canes distributed by the Society in Bengal and Behar From 1839 to 1847
these amounted to 208 430 and we are told these were mostly Otaheite
cane

Subsequent reports speak of the greater favour that sprang up for

Chinese and Singapore canes but the facts given above will suffice to de
monstrate the activity displayed in the effort to introduce the Otaheite
cane A large share of the above distribution was made to the branch
Societies all over Bengal and these propagated the supply and each
issued in its neighbourhood enormous quantities so that the above by no
means represents the total amount actually issued to the rayats of Bengal
and Behar Thus for example we read of Tipperah alone that the local

Society distributed 25 000 plants But from Volume VI of the Society s

Journal (published in 1848) there occurs a remarkable interruption in the

interest in Otaheite cane It is next mentioned in Volume IX (published

1857) and gradually disappears from these journals the only trustworthy
records which exist of the remarkable period of India s interest m sugar
when it was thought all that was necessary to place India among the
foremost producing countries was the establishment of large plantations

of the superior qualities with central factories It is perhaps unnecessary
to produce further evidence of the extent to which the Otaheite or Bourbon
cane was diffused over India The present chapter may therefore be fit

tingly concluded by furnishing Mr Payter s account of its disappearance
from Bogra one of the chief sugar producing districts of Bengil and it

need only be added that a similar calamity befel these introduced canes in

every province of India —
My uncle introduced the Otaheitean and Bourbon varieties of cane into the

SAguna estates about the year 1840 He obtained the greater part of the supply from
the Agricultural Society s gardens m Calcutta and after increasing the quantity by
piopagating in nurseries he ultimately distributed it amongst the rayats of the kJtds

manats wl ence it became d ssemm&ted all over the country At first the people were
unwilling to take it on account of its novelty assigning various reasons for their re

fusal Some of the wisest however accepted and when its superiority in yield and

3
uahty became known it was eagerly sought for The yield per bighd was fully

ouble that of the indigenous plant and the gur made from it so much superior m
quality as to command an enhanced price in the market In short those who culttva

ted it in any quantity became comparatively rich The species introduced consisted

of several varieties of the white and purple Bourbon cane but m the course of a few
years it ail became of a uniform purple colour caused I suppose by some peculiarity

of soil In the season 1857 5b the c&nc manifested symptoms of decline ana ultimate
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ly rotted in the fields emitting a most offensive smell Since 1858 it has entirely d»s

appeared so that at the present tune (1861) not a single cane is to be found ana the

rayats have reverted to the cultivation of the native cane which though of a fair

land is not to be compared to the Rourbon I am unable to suggest any reason for

the failure which in this district and Rangpur has become complete In the latter

district the Bourbon cane was also much grown 1 he disease first showed itself in

Rangpur two or three years previous to its appearance in Dmajpur in fact the pto-

gress of the disease was from north to south the cane in pargana ( ildbirl d>mg
off the year prevtoi s to the disease mamf sting itself in Sig na which is 15 or

2o miles further south It may have been worn out by high cultivation or the soil
|

and climate combined may have caused it to deteriorate and decay

The reader will find below that the so-called Red Bombay cane which

had been introduced into Bengal suddenly died m each district after it

had been cultivated for a certain number of years The canes became
,

attacked by a worm and when in that slate tht) emitted so offensive a
smell that the fields could not be approached A similar observation is

however recorded with man) of the indigenous canes when too constantly

cultivated in the same district a fact which the Natives very generally re

cognise and every now and again obtain their seed-canes from a dis

tance
III —BOURBON CANE

References —Agn Hortt Soc /ml —7 ram VI Proc it 20 128 Ji ur

IV U4 (Intr tduced fr m Maintius and B trlnti JX U roc 16^4)

Ixt {Grrwn in tie irtv s Carden ) cell (6 onn ti Burm ) X
Pr c Ixxxvn B ai Practical S gar Platte j b Inard History
of the B iti h West India statistical Account f Beng l VIII 215219

Mr Wray says this cane was int oduced into the West India Islands fr m the
Isle de Bourbon (Reunion) but came or g nally from the Coast of Malabar where it

was found g owing spontaneously * When first taken to the Isle de Bourbon it is

stated to have been a small sized bi t soft and juicy cane By cultivation it how
ever increased wonderfully in size and richness of juice which speed ly caused it to be
generally cultivated in prefeience to the old species until at length it entirely super
seded them throughout the Island 1 his in fact has been the case in a great
measure wherever it has been introduced

Its good qual ties do not cons st merely in its ri h j nee and large ize. but it

has a d gree of ha dihood in its nature which renders it extremely valuable for

in tance, during seasons of long continued dro ght if the soil in which it is planted
be congenial no species of cane (save th Otaheite) can long withstand its destruc
tive inn ence The above passage app ared in Mr Wray* first paper (m the
Agn Hott Soc of India s Sfour tal ttidj) but in hi later pi blication (the Practical
Sugar PI n ter 1X48) it is slightly modified He the e say of Bou bon cane From
my own experience in Jamaica I can pronounce it a most val able cane but I

entertain a strong suspicion that it is in eal ty no r thcr than the Tibbu Lint of Singa
pore (sometimes called Oraheite cane) somewhat altered by change of soil and climate
It will thus be seen that Mr Wray came ultimately to hold very nearly the same
opinion as had been advanced by Dr Thomson but curiously enough he did not
see the necessity of his withdrawing from the theory that it came originally from
Malabar the Malabar origin if Bou bon cane is unhesitatingly affirmed in Edwards
History of the Brtftgk West India It is theie stated tnat in 1794 Sir John
Laforey Bart introduced the cane to the Island of Antigua from the French
Charaibean Islands. It was eported by the French to be the growth of the coast of
Malabar It was also viewed as m tch alike to the Otaheite cane Sir John
is reported to have said In the spring f 1794 a trial was made of the Malabar canes
on one of my plantations 160 bunches from h les of five feet *q lare were cut, they
produced upwards of 35oths of very good sugar I he produce was in the proportion
of 3 500ft* to an acre

Mr D Orur who wrote (184.7) on the canes grown in the Calcutta
Society s garden some years after the date < f Mr Wray s first paper makes
no mention of Bourbon canes nor apparently has any other Indian writer

VARIETIES*
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* Could this be read to mean indigenous 5 Conf with p 5 regarding cane
Jound in a wild state in Car Nicobar also with pp 34 and 57
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It is thus difficult to ascertain how far these forms—Otaheite Bourbon
Mauritius—of the early authors are distinct races or may be but other

names for one and the same thing One point may be regarded as

specially interesting namely the controversy as to the origin of these

forms The opinion has been advanced that the straw coloured Otaheite

was m reality yellow Batavian and that the true Otaheite is quite distinct

from the cane so designated in the East and West Indies It has been
contended by another writer that the Mauritius the Bourbon (as also the

straw coloured Otaheite) came originally from Madagascar By still

another that the Bourbon was a native of Malabar where it was found

spontaneously
9 While a fourth writer has added greatly to the confusion

by the opinion that the Bourbon was identical with the Singapore.

Out of all this confhction but one feature remains constant namely the

association of these superior qualities of cane with islands or insular in

fluences This fact mignt be viewed as adding a certain amount of con

firmation to the idea of the cane having been originally a native of

Southern Asia and the Malay Archipelago
From Madagascar in the extreme west to Java and the Philippine

Islands in the eist there is in some respects a greater diversity in the

names given to the plant than is the case in the more continental tracts

of Asia particularly India and China where the knowledge m the manu
facture of sugar seems to have undergone the greatest development

Crawfurd tells us however that from Sumatra to New Guinea and the

Philippines it is known by one name which with vtry slight variations

easily accounted for is tabu 1 his is a native term unknown so far as

our information extends to any language ancient or modern beyond the

pale of the Archipelago and we can therefore from analogical reason

ing entertain no d mbt but the sugar cane is an indigenous product of

these countries He then adds that the art of manufacturing sugar from

it is certainly foreign 1 here is no name for sugar except gula which is

of Sanskrit origin It is significant that the word Kan (sweet) in Chinese

should bear so close a resemblance to the Sanskrit Khanda which has very

nearly the same meaning and which even denotes the plant m some of the

Aryan languages of India Kanche in Chinese (the name for the cane)

literally means sweet bamboo

IV -BATAVIAN CANES (S Vlolaceum Taua )

References - Agn Hort Sac Ini —Trans V Proc 38 (a letterfrom a
cor esp ndent at Mauritius xndicati ig that the Otaheite cane wa n arty

exhausted a d hinting that Batavia might supply the w nt) VI Proc

6 (a promise to send 25 cases Batavu n suga ca le from the Isle de
Bourbon) 15 (a letter from Bourbon advising de patch of 18 ca es

Bat vian sugar canes for the Society s Nursery /AJp) Jot r I 337
(also known as Otaheite ) II Part I 4S—tf (classed ilo g with the
Bourbon and Otaheite the three being held 1 1 the highest rank) 143
(yaneti of ugar~cane by J C Thomson M D ) Wray the Practical
Sugar Planter 5 Si John l nporey in Edwards History of the British
West Indies 1 oigt Hort Sub Calc 70S

Sir John Laforey wrote in 1794 of these canes, The Batavian cane?
are a deep purple on the outside they grow short jointed and small m
circumference but bunch exceedingly and vegetate so quick that they

spring up from the plant in one third the time those of oui islands the
joints soon after they form all burst longitudinally They have the
appearance of being very hardy and bear dry weather well A few
bunches were cut ana made into sugar at the same time the experiment
was made with white canes The report made me of them was that they
yielded a great deal of juice which seemed richer than that of the ottiers,

but the sugar was strongly tinged with the colour of the kind , and it was
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observed that upon expression of them at the mill the juice was of a bright

purple but by the time it had reached through the upout to the clarifier a

very short distance it becomes of a dingy iron colour
* Crawford

( History

of the Indian Arhtpelago 1820) mentions three indigenous canes on

the Indian islands one a large cane often 2 inches in diameter which has
j

so dark-coloured a rind that it is unsuited for sugar manufacture because

it tinges the sugar

Mr Wray remarks that the Batavian with which he was familiar were

of three* descriptions vim -

1 he yellow violet the purple violet or Java cane and the transparent or ribbon

cane. The yellow violet so denominated in the West Indies differs trom the Bour

bon and Otaheite in being smaller less juicy considerably ha der of slower growth

and w th foliage much darker and more er ct When ripe it is usually of a straw-

colour its skin or nnd is thick and the pith hard but its juice is itch and tolerably

abundant It is seld n that this cane arrows but when it does o it emits a faint

but agreeable fragrance especially in the evening after a slight shower of rain at

which time it is pa ticu arly pleasing and may leadily be smelt even at a distance

Many persons have pronounc d it extremely similar to the perfume of a violet bank
from which circu nstance probably it has derived 1 s name The yellow violet does
not r qui e so ich a soil as those already tieatcd of (Bo 11 bon and Otaheite) but con
tents itselt w th that of an inferior description l his lenders it ol much importance in

planting out la ge tracts of land some portions of which ma^y be too p >or for its

s periors In Ja i aica it is usual in such places to plant the violet lhus
?
we often

see large patches of it flourishing in the mid t ol a held of B >urbon 1 he sugai

man lfactured Iroi this cane is of a very fine quality but by Jamaica planters it is com
monlv mixed with Bourbon plants acco ding to proportion lor the purpose of rectifying

the mice of the Utter This mixture gives excellent sugar I he Purple VIOLKT
or Large Java Cane is fully as thick as the Bourbon with joints from three to six

inches long In height it rang s fr m eight to ten fe t and the upper parts of the

stalk olten exhibit faint streaks which are imperceptible in the lower joints which are

of a pure purple colour The leaves are of a darker green than the yellow violet

when ripe and m perfection
f

it yields a juice generally esteemed more sweet and rich

than that of any < ther description of cane but being hard and comparatively dry
it is more difficult to grind and affords only a small quantity of juice It is very hardy
and thrives well in poor dry soils whilst it is often planted in the outer rows of the

cane* fields as a protect on against stray cattle which browsing along the roads and
at intervals break through fences and tear and trample down tne canes These
ravages would be very serious were the plants less hardy but fortunately this injury

it quickly recovers f om and shoots up again with astonishing rapidity This cane
vas introduced into the West India Islands 1 uch about the same time as the Bourbon
and is still much c ltivated there It is like the yellow violet generally mixed with

Bourbon plants In his Pra t al sugar Planter Mr Wray dd that in the

Straits the Malays term it Tibbu Etem (/item —black) and cultivate it much around
their houses, for eating

The Transparent or Ribbon Cane is of a transparent bright yellow with a

number of blood red treaks varying in breadth from a quarter to a full inch and
being very clear withal in its tints it presents a very pretty appearance Its leaves
a e of a green like that of the yellow violet but far more erect Its joints are f om six
to eight inches long four in circumference and six to seven in height In Jamaica
the transparent is generally planted in light sandy so Is whe e no other cane will

thrive sometimes it is planted promiscuously with the yellow volet Though its

nnd is thick and general texture hard yet it yields a good quality of juice of excel
lent quality which is easily converted into fine fair sugar The transparent is also
mixed with the Bourbon These descriptions of cane 1 consider are admirably
adapted to the East Indies more especially the first and last van ties (the yellow
violet and the transparent) Mr D Cruz says that the t ansparent Batavian was
introduced into India by M Richard in Februa y 1838 from Bourbon from which
circumstance it came to be known in India as Striped Bourbon There has been
a less demand for this cane than the other varieties and consequently it has only been
cultivated on a small scale

VARIETIES
Introduced
Cant#

Batavian

• In bis Practical Sugar Planter Mr Wray adds a fourth which he calls the

Tibbu Battavee or Batavian cane
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The fourth kind which Mr Wray describes in his later publication (The Practt

cal Sugar Planter) is called the Tibbu Batavee or Batavian Cane It is he says

common in the Straits of Malacca where it is cultivated by the Malays In appear
ance it is much like the yellow violet except in the peculiarity of its colour which is

rather greenish with a pink shade in parts
;

in some of the tower joints, this pink
colour is very bright and pretty whilst in the upper it is more faint and delicate the

joints are seldom more than from three to six inches apart In height size and
foliage it closely resembles the yellow violet although it differs from it in being
much softer more juicy and less hardy in habit In a rich soil it is prolific ana
rattoons well —its juice is rich clarifies easily and gives a fine sugar but on the

whole it is inferior to Otaheite variety yet requires an equally rich sol]

The most recent point of interest in Java canes may perhaps be regarded

as very remarkable In the Report of the Botanic Gardens of Saharanpur
for the year ending March 1891 mention is made of the visit of Mr R D
Kobus a Dutch gentleman who had been sent to India by the Govern
ment of Java in order to secure stock of Indian varieties of sugar cane
Mr Kobus explained that the sugar cane had been attacked m Java by a
disease supposed to be of fungoid nature which threatened to extinguish

the sugar industry there Mr Kobus recognised all the paunda forms (the

class grown in India to be eaten) as the same as the cane grown by the

Dutch m Java for sugar manufacture The ek or ganna canes (the class

specially grown tn India for sugar making) were he said entirely new to

him These are very much more hardv than the paundy canes and ac
cordingly Mr Kobus took back with him a large supply of these and was
hopeful thit he had thus secured a stock that might prove able to resist the
disease

Diseases
Conf with

pp 48 76

103
China
XOI

It is at least curious that Java should now come to India for a fresh
stock of cane If it got its original supply also from this country Java
had so improved its quality that as shown above Indian planters nearly half
a century ago were very anxious to bring back the Java improved canes
to this country It is just possible the paunda as also many of the canes
which like the paunda are eaten came from foreign countries (in their
present improved condition) but if that be so it is remarkable that they
should not be valued as sources of sugar at the present day

I he reader had perhaps better consult the special chapter on the
Diseases of the Sugar cane asamphfvmg the brief reference abote to
the disease which is giving so much cause for anxiety to the Dutch planters

V -CHINA CANE (s sinensis, Roxb FI Ind Ed C B C 80-81)

References —Pr cee tings of the Hon ble the Fast India Company—Official
notice of succes ful 1 itroauction into Botanic Gardens Calcutta 30th
Dec I7g7 Correspondence i7Q9 Agn Horti Soc Ind —

*

Trans III
62 (Culture in Canton) / (Proc ) go & 104 VI (Proc ) 30 44 VII
(Proc

) 78 (Cultivation in Goomsur and Astmghur) four (Old Senes)
IV (Sel ) 131 132 \ Cu tivated m Buxar & Dhoha tn 184$) (Proc ) Q2
V (Proc) 3 r (Favour ble progre s of at the Societys Garden) 40
VI 60 IX (Proc 1854) 61 : Rixb FI Ind Ed CBC Soil
Wray The Practical Sugar Plante 10-13 Voigt Hort Sub Calc
705 Boyle Productive Resources of India g2

The earliest account of this cane in India is that given by Roxburgh
That distinguished botanist regarded it as a distinct species from the
native sugar canes of India which he referred to S offidnartun The
distinction which he tried to establish has not however been maintained
by modern botanists but as enabling those interested m sugar-canes to
recognise this form it may be as well to mention that Roxburgh distin
guished the Chinese cane from the Indian by its having much flatter
leaves the margins of which were also hispid The flowering panicles he
tells us are ovate in general outline with simple or compound verticelled
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branches. The corolla, he adds is of two valves on the same side. The
Indian canes he separates from the Chinese by the following characters —
panicles spreading the branches alternate decompound and the corolla

one-valvea The most ready character therefore to separate the Indian
from the Chinese would seem to be the more compound inflorescences, the
branchf s of which were scattered instead of given off in whorls

The Chinese cane Roxburgh says was introduced into the Botanic
Garden at the close of the year 1796 in the hope of finding it m some
respects better than the common cane cultivated in India It promises
he continues considerable advantage particularly from its being so

sjlid and hard as to resist the forceps ot the white ants and the teeth

of the jackals two great enemies to our East Indian sugar plantations.

At the same time it bears drought much better than the sorts in gene-

ral cultivation It produces a profitable crop even to the third >ear;
while the common cane of India must be renewed every year It is also

said to yield juice of a richer quality
9 A correspondent of Roxburgh 8

(Mr Richard Garden of Mirzapore Culna in Bengal) furnished him in

1801 with particulars of his experiments with the then newly introduced

China cane. With respect to the product of the common Bengal sugar
canes,” writes Mr Garden I have never been able to collect an account
that can be depended upon the natives generally manufacture the juice

into jaggery in my neighbourhood which yields them nearly 14 katcha

maundsper bighd on an average and a profit of about 11 or 12 rupees the

bigha Neither the white ants nor jackals have committed any aepreda
tions on the China canes that I have planted although the latter have
often been seen among them which certainly gives these canes a decided

preference to the Bengal sugar canes I do not think the China ones
degenerate in the least nor do they improve they appear to me to remain
nearly in the same state If planted at the same time the Natives put their

canes into the ground they will not make such good returns as the Bengal
sort but planted in the West India mode in the month of September or
October and suffered to remain on the ground till December or January
twelve months they will then yield double the returns of what the Bengal
canes do which is owing in part to the length of time they are m the

ground and principal y to the ants and jackals not destroying them
whereas if the Bengal cane was to remain so long on the ground the
Natives would have great difficulty to prevent the greatest part of them
from being destroyed and the young shoots would suffer very much from
the hot winds and ants which I witnessed the second year I came to

Mirzapore but the shoots from the China canes I cut last January stood
the last hot season uncommonly well and will next January I have reason
to believe from their present appearance make half or nearly three fourths
the quantity of sugar they dia last January and that with the trifling

expense of clearing the ground twice cutting and manufacturing the
juice

Many other writers deal with the subject of Chinese cane and in a
singular uniformity as to the terms of appreciation Thus Mr Wray
says of this Chinese cane that he obtained his supply from the Agri Horti
cultural Society at Calcutta. 1 In its nature he remarks it is extremely
hardy and very prolific Du-ing the last hot season it remained uninjured
m every respect whilst the other canes were all either burnt up or eaten out
of the ground by white ants As the rains came on the China canes sprang
up wonderfully many roots having no less than thirty shoots which by
September had become fine canes about twelve feet in height three inches
m circumference and with joints from six to eight inches apart These
were cut in October and planted out yet although we have had a toler
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ably severe winter the cold appeared to have little or no effect in checking
their growth but Native Canes planted at the same time were entirely
kept back For their extreme hardiness in withstanding heat or cold
white ants jackals etc I can myself vouch and consider it a variety of

cane which deserves every attention Mr D Oruz writes much m the
same strain —

It is he says the hardiest of all varieties the white ant seldom or never touches
it its ability to stand all changes of season is also a great argument in favour of its

cultivation It yields several rattoon crops and requires less cate and trouble than
any other sort with which I am acquainted though if a small degiee of culture be
bestowed it repays the owner by an increased length and thickness I may here
mention that in consequence of the demand during 1845 f°r this variety being usually
great and much more than could be met the Garden Committee increased tne culti

vation to meet a probable large demand during the following season

Several correspondents of the Society have I observe lately borne witness to the
capability of this cane to stand drought and heat As the number of the journal m
' hich their experience is recorded may not be available to every reader of this paper
it may not be amiss if 1 transcribe verb tim the remarks of these gentlemen Mr F
NlCOl writing from Chandpoie factory Jessoie states —when comparing this variety to
certain otheis which he had also cultivated on a small scale in 1884 — the China cane
thrived the best and giew to a great height quite overtopping all the others Several
plants measured nine feet high the white ants did not touch it though they attacked
the Otaheite Singapore Bourbon and Dholee and t is ceitainly the best description
for land at all infested by these destructive insects Mr P P Carter of Bhoji
pore factory near Buxa in a communication dated June 1845 observes— Of the
five descriptions of sugarcane 1 obtained from the Society In March last the China
has succeeded so wondei fully in spite of white ants heat and every evil from which
the others (and even the country cane of the district) have suffered so scverelv that I

am veiy anxiot s to have some correct information of its q lalities Should it prove to
be a good yielding cane producing sugar of good quality I would cultivate ir in pre-
ference to Otaheite and very other description 1 know of I am rather curious to
know what height and thi kness it attains at full growth as from its present vigorous
appearance it piomises even to suipass the Otaheite while the seeds wee scarcely
thicker than my little finger And Mr S H Robinson writing shortly after
from Dhoba near Culna rema ks— Of all the vanetiesof cane I have tried the
China has proved by far the hirdiest in surmounting the attacks of white ants heat
and drought and it has yielded me a good crop at the rate of 2 >2 bazar maunds of
cleaned cane per beegah fi om the same situation in which Otaheite and two varieties of
blue cane were all b it destroyed by the white ants and in which common country
cane yielded its usual average of 150 maunds per beegah At the mill the China
yielded S5 per cent by weight of puce to 45 per cent trash the juice being of the
gravity indicated by 11 per cent of Baum^ s saccharometer which is equal to the
average of the best cane iuice 1 have seen produced in these parts so that there is
nothing in these premises to discourage the hope of its p oduce in sugar proving
infeiioi to the results it gives in the field Its aspect when growing also seems to con
firm its adaptability to this climate for though the canes are only from three quarters
of an inch to an inch in diameter it grows to the height of ten and twelve feet with
very ordinary cultivation and I have counted as many as 18 and 20 canes spring up
from one stole It has a bountiful supply of long slender leaves which keep their fresn
green appearance far bettei than the other varieties I had an October crop last year
half with China and half with country cane plants the latter barely survived th ough
January and were all cut off by the hot winds before March was over while the
China aie now (June) fine looking plants and I hope will be ready to cut by Novem
bernext (fourn Vol IV pp 271313 ) {Journ Agn & Horti Soc of Jnd
Vol VI pt I page 61 )

Mr Wray in his more recent publication {The Practical Sugar Planter) adds
certain particulars which are of interest to Indian observers One of his correspondents
(a practical planter in Bengal) wrote As you advised I wrote to the Society for five
hundred canes which arrived quite fresh I then cut them up allowing only one joint
to each piece and planting them in lines four feet asunder each way delivered them
up to he same chances as my Otaheite and native canes were exposed to The result
has been beyond my utmost hopes and this too after a season of unusual severity
which has grievously affected my native cane and as to my Otaheite what with hot
winds the white ants the long continued wet weather ana the detestable jackals
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I have saved but a very few whilst nothing seemed to injure or affect the China Cane
Did you ever know the Otaheite cane-sprouts to be devoured by caterpillars? I forgot

to put those depredators in the list of enemies to the Otaheite plant although they
certainly are very formidable ones as the partial destruction of many of my plants
testified They attacked the plant when only a few inches above the ground from
which many never recovered

1 understand that Indigo plants are often quite destroyed in the same way so

perhaps it may not happen again for some years This hope determines me in trying
the Otaheite once more when if it does not succeed I shall keep entirely to the China
cane which by the bye I am now extending as far as my plants will allow me I

am disgusted with the native cane and shall soon put them aside altogether Mr
Wray then comments I think these accounts of the China cane are sufficient to

establish the fact of its being a variety well suited to India although I need not say
that it is immeasurably inferior to the Otaheite wherever that cane can be cultivated
successfully It is now very common throughout Bengal although the natives think
it a native cane from its having been so long amongst them fhey have given it a
native name which I quite forget I met it in several places and recognized it at
once yet I never met but one native who knew it to be otherwise than a native cane
Certainly its neglected cultivation during 50 odd years in India has caused it to
degenei ate very much hence my advice to all persons desirous of trying it send to
the Society s Garden in Calcutta for it It is a very small sized cane being rarely
more than one and a quarter inch in diameter but it is be ter adapted for sugar candy
making than any other cane

VI -SINGAPORE CANES
References —Agn Hort Soc Ind —Trans IV (

Proc ) 5* $2 (arr val in
1837 of canes of this nature) V IS {Dr Mo itgomene s letter reporting
& Dr Walhch s acknowledgment of receipt) 71 {Proc ) 3o 66 {red cane
said 0 be native of Malacca) 90 104 VI 96 T03 {Balestier on Manu
facture of Sui*ar at Singapore) {Proc ) 16 20 44 0 93 108 128
Sfourn {Old Series) IV Proc 92 IX Proc {1S54) 51 Wray Practical
Sugar Planter 13

Singapore canes says Mr D Oruz were first received by the Society
from Dr W Montgomerie

In June 1887 Dr Montgomerie sent the fi st supply the second m the Octo
ber following In his communication advising de patch of the latter Dr MontgO
merie observe* that he has not been able to obtain anything satisfactory relative to
the origin of the canes grown at Singapore they form part of the sea stock of
almost all native vessels and as we have communication with all the East by such
means we may have got them either from Siam Borneo Celebes Java or any othei
neighbouring country The natives recognize the red or purple cane as the Tubu
Malacca pointing out Malacca as the place of origin but th y think the three fight
coloured vanties via 7 ubu Leah or Leah Tubu and Kapiur have been introduced
by the Buggere traders from the eastern islands and in such case they may most
probably be a variety of the Otaheite cane modified by the Malay which may have
been cultivated by tne natives 7 {Transactions Agri Hort Soc ofIndia Vol V
P 66 Appendix)

There is a material difference between this cane and other sorts It is more
transparent and pei haps handsomer looking than most other kinds in the Society s
garden and is I am aware held in much esteem by several planters It is of a light
yellow colour averagn g in height from eight to ten feet and from fo ir and a half to
five inches in circumference It has a light-coloured short broad leaf with a broad
white tripe down the mtddle of the leaf which serves to distinguish it from other sotts
Its cultivation is however precarious It suffers more from the ravages of jackals
who are extremely partial to it than other sorts It is also easily blown down by
high winds and when once prostated it is difficult to raise it again its natural brittle
ness causing it to break into pieces Other canes are of co irse more or less subject
to the same casualty but 1 have seldom experienced any difficulty in raising them up
again and securing the greater portion it might be worth the while of parties de
strous of growi g this particular variety to make an experiment for counteracting the
effect of the wind by planting China cane very thickly m borders eight or ten feet
wide all round tl e plots in which the Singapore sort is to be cultivated I have never
teste* the efficacy ol this experiment as tnere has been no occasion for it the quanti
ty cultivated in the Society s garden being on a comparatively small scale and
merely for the purpose of distribution but 1 have been induced to offer the sugges 1
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tion as possibly an easy and simple mode of securing a really fine variety of cane,

during the period of its growth against a stiff breexe or sudden blast of wind 1

should mention that the red or purple sort alluded to in the previous page was also

increased b it being afterwards recognised as identical with the red Bombay variety

its culture was discounted {Journ Agn & Hortt Soc Vol VI ft I II p 5$)

Mr Wray gives much greater detail regarding the canes of the Straits

Settlements of Penang Singapore and Malacca The principal” he says

are eight m number Of these first and foremost is the Salangore cane

by the Malays of Province Wellesley termed ttbbu bitting berabu (the

powdery bark cane) but by the Malays of Singapore and Malacca it is

named ttbbu cappor (the chalk cane) from its having sometimes a consi

derable quantity of a white resinous substance on the stalk This is the

finest description of cane in the Straits Settlements and perhaps in the whole

world In Province Wellesley it is universally cultivated on all the estates

and is only known to those planters as the China cane from the simple

circumstance of the Chinese cultivators in the province having been in the

habit of cultivating it for years before any European embarked in such
speculations in those parts I have cut as many as five of the larger

canes from one stool each cane from ten to fifteen feet long without
leaves and seven and a half inches in circumference (round the lower
joints) each cane weighed from 17 to 25ft That of 25ft weight I kept
some weeks in my house and numbers of people saw it it was thirteen

and a half feet long and two and a half inches in diameter yet it

was not by any means so large a cane as I have seen The place where
I found it growing was a newly cleared piece of jungle land whereon a
Malay had squatted built a house planted rice and some three acres
of sugar cane around it The Salangore cane is remarkable for the
quantity of cane itch (so termed in the West Indies) which is found on
tnat portion of the leaf attached to the cane stalk Sometimes touching a
growing cane incautiously I have had my hand covered w th it and
thousands penetrating deep into the flesh caused great irritation and
inflammation The leaves are very broad and deep serrated at the edges
with a considerable droop they are some shades darker in colour than
the Otaheite and have so good a hold on the stalk as very seldom to fall

off when dry as some canes do but require to be taken off by the hand
They rattoon better than any canes in the Straits and I have known
them to yield forty piculs (a picul is 133J& of granulated but undrained
sugar per orlong ( an orlong is one acre and a third) in third rattoons
From what 1 have seen I am disposed to think that in the West Indies
Mauritius and India they would dc found to rattoon better than any other
cane Mr Wray then proceeds to give some information as to the
yield of sugar afforded by Salangore cane He has known 6 sootb per
acre and was informed by a French gentleman m the Province of Welles
ley that he has in some cases obtatned as much as 7 200ft of sugar (un
drained) per acre from which he has secured 5 800ft of shipping sugar
well dried in the sun Mr Wray next describes the other forms of Straits
canes and these need not be more than briefly indicated —

Ttbu hut (clay cane) —This is the form which Mr Wray identifies as
the Otaheite of most writers It has alreadv been sufficiently indicated

Ttbbu ttlur ( or egg cane) —This is viewed as the form peculiar to
Tanne one of the New Hebrides This is a very clean and elegant cane
and is remarkable for the almost entire absence of canettch The leaves
are smooth and the stems bulge between the joints to such an extent as to
have obtained for it the name of egg-cane The leaves are shed as they
ripen and the structure of the stem is so fine and brittle as to cause it to
break readily—the chief danger in the cultivation of this cane It 19 very
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prolific and ts quickly and easily cultivated as every one of the large eyes

disposed along the stem shoots forth vigorously The stools have general

ly from 5 to 15 canes The juice is copious, of rich quahtj and can be

converted into fine sugar of a good strong sparkling grain It cannot

however be cultivated in situations exposed to wind nor m damp rich, soils,

owing to its tendency to snap off

Itbbu clam or Qbat is the Black or Medume cane of the Malays
This is a small but clean cane of a rich purple colour which colour it tm

parts to the hands of those who handle it or the lips of those who eat it

One remarkable character Mr Wray adds is the rich delicate pink

gradually darkening with age to a fine purple and dark green

The recognition by Mr D’Cruz of the red or purple sort of Singa J

pore cane as identical with the red Bombay variety is very interesting in

the light of the other suggestions and opinions (reviewed in the fortgoing

paragraphs) which point to the Bourbon and straw coloured Otaheite

canes being identical and to their having originally been derived from
Maldbar Dr Gibson, m an article on the Agriculture of the Deccan
(1843) deals fully with cane cultivation and tells us that Mauritius cane
had then shown distinct signs of ret ogression But he makes no men
tion of spontaneous canes nor of any feature of special excellence in the

local stock such as might have suggested its conveyance from Malabar to

the West Indies Mr Wray came to recognize Bourbon cane as the same
thing as Singapore so that the conclusion (and a not unnatural one) is un
avoidable that there appears to have been three or four sources of the canes
from which the early European cultivators obtained their stocks namely
India (possibly Malabar) Batavia Madagascar and the Straits By
high class cultivation in new countries one or other of these stocks appear
to have given origin to all the superior canes of which so much has been
written As in the case with the attempt to bring back to India the

greatly improved Carolina rice so the triumphs of the West Indian sugar
plantations have by no means proved suitable to India or the other

countries from which there is every reasor to believe the stock was origi

nally obtained Whether all the canes of Southern Asia and the Ar
chipelago had been derived from India m the first mtance (long anterior
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to the ittempt on the part of Europeans to cultivate cane and manufacture !

sugar) is a point on which we shall very probably never be able to arrive

at any very definite opinion That Inaia possesses a sufficiently com
prehensive series of what are populaily designated indigenous forms to

have given origin to the canes of tne Straps Batavia China Japan
Madagascar, etc is a fact that scarcely requires to be stated The
diversity recognised by the pioneers in European sugar planting between
Straits Batavian Madagascar etc canes was by no means so great as
can be now shown to exist in the modern races of cultivated canes
The conclusion arrived at may therefore be briefly stated that nothing has
been discovered m philology botanv or history that seriously upsets the
hypothesis that all the forms of cane emanated form a common species

which was very probably originally a native of India

B —The so called Indigenous Canes

VII —INDIAN CANES
References —Trans Agrt Hortt Sor Ind I {Ed r#36 Communication

dated 1* 24) {Black ra eg >wn tn Burdwan satd to yield a stong grained
sugar) J02 (tn Gas pur District there are said to have been three kinds
the be t Khura the se and Burh and the third an inferiorform not ip*-

emitted the 1st was usedfor making refined sugar and the *nd and 3rd
g&r) 121 11 {very superior qualities grown tn Assam t ut no sugar or
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spirit s manufactured there in 183$) 164-165 Report of experiments
c ndu tei by the So tety on the cultivations of canes at Akr {J> 392 of
hd tb38 \ show red Bombay whtte Bombay and red country kinds as
experimented with I/I (in Bengal and Assam three forms Pun
Kajuh Kailua) f>2 (Proceedings) Bombay cane said to be three times
the size of he gal indigen u\ 34 IV (thr efarms grow in Nepal) 104
VI (va leties grown m Mireapur viz Mhungo and IIuow h the latter
yields dark oloured jute ) 6-7 (Major Sleeman mentions the indi
genous canes f the Central P ounces viz a purple cane—- uchrunga—
and three g d straw coloure i canes—A us ar) Qi 92 iProc) 23 (a
specimen fPuri cane 18f et long) Hamilton (Bi chanan) Statistical
ciiricy f Dti jpur Run^pur I urmya Bhagalpur Behar Patna
Shahabaa an l Gnrnkpu Buchanan Hamilton s Journey through
Mysore etc The H b the hi t India C npanv pi bltshe l in 1822 a
sc te fpapers a d ffictal corre p ic 1 e e titled East I tdia Sugar
the follojvtng refere ice t that w k m y bt j^ive t as denoting the sugar
canes found in Bengal prior to the effort to introduce f reign canes —
The Resident of Benares rcportel in 77 pa that there were five canes
grown viz / unsar heonda Mu gu Ntvar Kiwahi—the two first were
tti g eatest repute the Reonda being a purble cane In Rad tag re there
were tw firms— whtte and a purple In RungPore the best cane was
eaxd t ha\e hie 1 ec gntscl as Kad^el ukh r bl ick cane In Santi
pore there were twi canes in 1792— the I ur and the Kadjul

In the numerous district accounts quoted in mother chapter of this
article bek w frequent mentun will be found of the forms of cane
grown at the present day So ducrsificd are these however that the
writer l as found it impossible to ittempt a classific ltton or to give a rc

view even of the statements m ide Fne folk wing passages arranged
undei provincial sections may h nsever be accepted as c nv eying some of
the chief ideas that prevail or h ive prtv uled regarding the so called indi

genous nnos but it w ill be c bserved in the rem irks ottered in this section

the ettort has been made to m only exhibit the canes which were cultivated
at about the time (

f
(if nit prior to) the rage f >r imported qualities It is

belit ved that the effect of the importation of foreign canes h is been largely
to destroy ill true of the canes which hid been adapted to the climates
and soils, in which they h id bten evolved after countless ages of culti

vation —
BENGAL (a) BENGAL —The Honourable the East India Company seeing the ne-

105 cessity th it existed to obtain definite inform itron regarding the canes of

India and their suitability for the purposes for which they were grown
called fo speu il investigations fnm its local agent The various reports

procuted were reviewed by the Board of Directors in 1792 and the follow

ing ici is ued accompanied with coloured illustrations —
ha ijuh — A purple coloured cane yields a sweeter richer juice than

the yellow or light coloured but in less quantities and is harder to press

It grows in dry lands scarcely any other sort in Beerbhoom much grown
in Radnagore some about S mtipore mixed wath light coloured cane
Grows also near Calcutta m some fields separate m others mixed with

puri or light coloured ccne When eaten raw is more dry and pithy m
the mouth but esteemed better for sugar than the pun and appears to be
the superior sort of cane Persons who have been West Indian planters

do not know it as a West Indian cane
Pun — A light coloured cane yellow inclining to white deeper yellow

when ripe and on rich ground West India planters say the same sort as
grows in the West India islands Softer more juicy than the kidjult but
juice less rich and produces sugar less strong Requires seven maunds of

puri juice to make as muchgwr or inspissated juice as is produced from six

of the kidjult Much of this kind is brought to Calcutta market, and
eaten raw
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Kullerah- This cane grows in swampy lands is light coloured, and C^JIVA

grows to a great height Its juice is more watery and yields a weaker TI0N

sugar than the kadjult However ^s much of Bengal consists of low VARIETIES

ground and as the upland canes are liable to suffer from drought as was Indigenous

the case last year ind in some degree with the present crop in May Canes

list it may be advisable to encourage the cultivation of it should the Bengal
sugar it produces be appro\ed though in a less degree thin other sugars

m order to guard against the effects of dry seasons Experiments ilone can

determine how far the idea of encouraging this sort may answer

Punsart reondi mungo (P mango) newar ktwa/u — Different sorts Con/ wtth

produced in Benares district but not known to the Board under these ? ,3*

names Punsart and reonda appear to be the most productive and the

most esteemed
Shortly after the appearance of the above Roxburgh studied the

canes of I-ower Bengal and in his blora InUci he proposes a classi

hcation which may be said to be identical with the abt \e namely into

the common yellow cane pun second the purple cane kijult (said to yield

a juice ith richer than that of the pun though the sugar made of it has an
objectionable colour) and third a very large light coloured cane called

kallu i which Roxburgh says grows in low swampy 1 inds

In the Transactions ana Journals of the Agri Horticultural Society

(especially the earlier volumes) frequent mention is made of the indigenous

canes These have perhaps been sufficiently indicated by the abstract

given under the paragraph ( f references One writer 1 i> s special stress Ratoonlng
on the fact that the ordinary cane of the vicinity of Calcutta when planted Conf
on newly cultured lanes in the Sunderb ms had vastly impn ved until it re- W 7* 77 7°,

semblecf the much prized Otaheite. It was further noted that the rattoons I

1

yielded a second and very considerably superior crop of canes to the first

Many of the early writers urge the suitability of Urge tracts of the delta of

the Ganges for sugar cultivation especially from Dacca to Chittagong
The great sugar producing area of Bengal (during the time of the Fast
India Company) may be said to have extended from C dcutta through
Eastern and Northern Bengal to Behar and Benares Dr Buchanan
Hamilton was directed to conduct a statistical survey of that region

and his report may be said to afford a mine of knowledge on all aspects of

the then pressing sugar question

He tells us that (from iHoq to 1814) there were two kinds of sugar cane
grown in Dinajpur vie khigra and kajolt or kajah The former was
a>ellowcane hard and not thicker than the finger and was only grown by
ind >lent farmers in the northern parts of the district The latter had a
tolerably thick stem deeply stained with purple it often t,rew 12 to 15 feet

in height In Ru nopur both the cants dready mentioned were also

found but the khag a was the most prevalent T rus was probably due to

its being too hard for both the white ant and the jackal and to the fact of

its being sufficiently stout to resist the winds without necessitating either

protection or of requiring its leaves to be tied up In Purniya he says
sugar-cane was most wretched and was confine j to the banks of the Kan
kayi The canes cultivated were 1st a most inferior kind known as
Hargou (from its resemblance to a common reed) this gave almost no
juice 2nd the major portion the khagrt cane 3rd a large kind called
bangsa the comparison to the bamboc Hamilton remarked holds good
only because of its being contrasted with the nargou 4th a little kajalt
The bangsa differs from the kajalt of Dinajpur in its stem being entirely

yellow In Bhagalpur cane was mainly cultivated Buchanan Hamilton
observed near the hill streams where it is copiously watered and in Raj
mahal where it attains considerable perfection In the interior of the
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district cane was seen to be fairly extensively grown but of inferior kinds
Bhacalpur thus afforded a greater variety in the forms of cane met with

than was the case with any of the other districts of the survey The kajh
Or Hamilton says was by far the best ard was confined to the Rajmahal
division The mango cane he regarded as of equally good quality if it

was not the same thing It was chiefly used for eating without prepara
tion I he paungdi and raungda uere he further tells us tolerably large
yellow canes ana one of them at least appeared to be the same with
the bang a of Purniya The ktrny 1 was a small poor cane The Collect
or of rt hagai pur wrote in 1792 that the chief discouragement against
sugar culture in that district was a salt of the nature of epsom salts with
which many of the wells are and of course much of the land is in the
district south of the Ganges impregnated and to which with great prob
ability is imputed the bitter taste that renders Bhagalpur sugar so much
inferior to that made in other districts This bad quality is not found in

the sugar made in Rajmahal but there as in Bhagalpur the cane is of in

ferior sue
In Behar (Patna) Dr Buchanan Hamilton observed six kinds of

cane being culm ited 1 hese were hetar haruka ma >go shakarchttta
raungia and p mnd 1 The three latter he remarked were thick and
their juice very swc<t on which account they were eaten but not used for
expression lhe ke ar w is a form with stems not thicker than the finger,
and w is the most common of ill being prcbibl) the same as the ke uya of
Bhaoalplr All the three kinds in common use f r the mill he adds had
yellow stems In Shahabad Dr Hamilton remarks there were during
the time of his surve\ seNen kinds of cane ^ row n vie reongrt or nod 1

saroft mango birukki bhorongt kura and bhurlt The) wire small
canes not tluckc than the finger and had all yellow stems The mtngo
was reckoned the best l fuse \ it tons kinds th ugh he could not make
out their distinctoe characteristics were id ipted for different soils The
hiph land near the villages was alleged to produce a large cane filled with
juice that gue litilc saccharine mattir it was therefore used as an edible
cane In Gorakhpur Dr Hamilton found f>ur kinds cultivated vte
reongra mango s iroti yo and bafuka all these he says were suitable lor

yielding extract

The more recent publications such as the district manuals while
largely compiling from the t Id authors (more particular!) Dr Buchanan
Hamilton) ha\e occasionally furnished new and interesting facts A sele
tion of a few of the more instructive passages will be found below in
the provincial chapter on cultivation but the following may be here given
since the) specialK refer to the varieties grown in remote parts of the
province —

Champaran —The plant seem tohn e been int cHucedab ut the year 1805 from
Aiungaihand U lkhpur lhe ku ds ot ane w h h aie most val ed a e man^o
Pdn dhl l Igatn 1 sa await and patnwar* cf which the two first are principally

f

'lown in P rgan ts Manpur and Batsaia from ma tgo is p oduced a vet) goodrai
or fine sugai wl de pdnsih't is generally ^ o n for ckakt or gur

In Dacca thete is a number 0! different varieties of canes grown he e some of
which are veiy hne and well suited to tl e sod on which they are cultivated First—
the kk grt is a thin hard cane that will grow on any land It is ge eraily grown on
land that will g ow no othet cane namely the low alluvial land on which stands four
to six feet of wute du ing the rams The juice is rich m sugar and capable of produ
cing hut-class , but the oittum is ve y poor compa ed with other varieties
Second the ikalsundar is a white cane with a reddish tinge thicker than the khagrt
but cann R stand stagnant water nearly so well as the latter This ts the variety that
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from having been grown long on much drier soil the kali or hajlt is a "hard

red cane having tew qualities to recommend itself F\fth—-the red Bombay is thz
same as the Bombay of West Bengal and the red Paunda of Saharanpur 1 nis was
the variety of cane that Oaptain Sleeman bro ght from the Mauritius It is a very

superior cane, suited to high land, but extremely delicate It was for a time largely

grown near Dacca but it does not seem to tiller well c n the ed clay and has almost

J
one out of cultivation St tk —the sharang known in the not th-castern part of the

(strict as the sharang of Dhalbaxar is a white cane somewhat interim to the jAom
shara or the Otaheite cane of West Bengal Seventh— 1 he white Bombay is perhaps
the same as the white Paunda of Saharanpur It is a tht k cane juicy and rich in

sugar somewhat harder than the skamsha a but grows to a much longer sue than

the latter It is a ha dy cane that will stand wet so 1 much bettei than the red

Bombay I aktng everything into considei ation this is 1 believe the best cane for

Lower Bengal

In LoHARDaoA it is stated 1 1 here are three varieties in cultivation via (i) the

bansa, (

2

) the punrt and (j) the kdjah I he A n t is a thin white cane less juicy

than the punrt and hard to press. The pun i is a little thi ker, but shorter con
taming a larger propot tion of juice and softer in textu e The th a va tety is so called

from tne purple colour of the cane j it is nr er grown by itself hut ciops up here and
there among the first two va i ties I he bdns yield a gur of a nicer colou than the

Punrt but having a bad s nell In T nu the punr is g >wn in p derence to the

bdns* which is however more la gely cultivated in other parts f the I ive Parganas
In Palamau Five d stinct varieties of sugarcane a r in uitivation These arc—

cwa-

VAMITltS,
Indigenous
Can—

:

Bengal

(i) Ketar a thin bit very tall variety grown in the cent al tuppehs of PaUmau
it corresponds to the bdnsd cane of the hi e Par^anAs

(2) Mamgo a thin and very short cane 4 or 5 feet high r< mmonly g < wn in Deo
gin in the north east f the s ib d vision I his van ty is extensively g own all over

south Behar and is val icd for the la ge p op< t on of igar to
j
n e which it yields

(p New

d

resembling the mantfo hut a little thicker new r cane yields & large

quantity of sugar area for a ea than mamgo but the gur has a saltish taste and is less

Valued
(4) Basin yielding a very bright colou cd gur but an inferior yield

(5) Bhunh all ed to the neatr but with shorter joints yielding a b ight coloured
gur

The first two va icties are commonly grown in Palamau
;
the other thiee a e but

little known The ketd is an early variety Ik ng reiped in Po and ea ly MAgh t

the other va teties at e late and their har est does not take place before balgun and
is continued to the first fortnight of Cheyt

<b) ASSAM —Numerous writers (half a century ago) allude incidentally

to the superior quality of canes found in Assam In fact the layered
canes of Assam and Bombay and the large canes of the lower hastern
Himalaya such as those of Nepal were by many persons held to be
identical with the superior canes of the Straits Thus Mr Wray wrote I

have seen only three varieties of large canes on the continent of India I

which are supposed to be peculiar to the country one is the large red

cane of Assam specimens of which were kindly sent me by Dr Keith
Scott the Honourable East India Company s Civil Surgeon at Gow
hatty in Assam This gentleman had established a sugar estate at Gow
hatty and made sugar so that he had experience of the right sort which
lends to his opinion considerable weight Dr 8cott wrote of these canes
that they * were juicy and sweet the sugar produced from them is of

an exceedingly fine gram and good colour they are moreover strong in

growth and much less apt to fall over than the Ot ihcite to which they are
fully equal in size as well as in quantity and quality of juice I a also
preparing for you some flowers* of this cane in different stages; which
I will despatch when quite dried I have now (January) canes in flower
which were planted last May »» It will be seen from Major Jenkins
report on Dr Scott sffowenng canes Chapter on Improvement by Seminal
Selection) that a mistake was apparently made either by Jenkins or Scott
The former gentleman speaks of the Gowhatt^ canes which were seen
flowering and seeding as hiving been the Otaheite form the latter of then
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I having been a large Assam cane which was quite as good as the Utaheite

It seems probable that Dr 8cotta version of the story is the correct one
the more so since he appeirs to have been in correspondence subsequently

with Mr Wray on the subject and that author accepted the Gouhatty
cane as a superior quality peculiar to Assam There are two features of

this cane which on passing it may be desirable to note 1st the fact that

there was in 1844. a sugar plantation and factory in Oowhatty under
European supervision and 2ndly that as in all the other Indian allusions

to the seeding of the cane the subject appears to have been allowed to be
forgotten

Mr Wray concludes his notice of the Assam red cane by alluding
to a similar kind found in Bengal In lower Bengal (he says) near
Calcutta and in the Straits of Malacca a large red cane abounds which
bears so exact a resemblance to Dr Scott s Assam cane that I conceive

it to bt the same identical variety somewhat improved in the rich and
fertile soil of Assam The red cane of Bengal is a large and fine cane
much used about Calcutta for sugar manufacture and I have had
brought to me by Natives sugar made from it by themselves (in their own
rough and primitive way) which exhibits a grain of immense size

strength and brilliancy They however say that it is not a good cane
for sugat making is the juice is very dirty and the sugar always dark
coloured I hese assertions however have no weight with me for I can
easily detect the cause and know that it can be avoided

To bring the history of the Assam canes down to more recent times it

is perhaps t nly necessary to quote a few passages from a very able note
on the subject written in 1883 by the late Mr E Stack then Director of

Agriculture in Assam It may be here pointed out however that Mr Stack
speaks of the superior qualities of Bombay or Bengal canes This would
seem to indie ite that the system of exchanging stock seems to have ex
tended even to Assam *nd the mystery of the true nature of the so-called

Bombav cine remains as great as ever Many writers are suspicious that
it may be the acclimatised stock of some of tne foreign canes but as
oppo t d lo that \ itw Scott and Wray may be pointed to as ha\ ing accept
ea these large canes as indigenous (or rather local) forms There seems
no doubt of the fact that India possesses so extensive a series of canes
that a proitss of selection and distribution of the superior qualities would
(as urged in another chapter) greatly improve the stock of the country as
a whole

Mr 8tack refers his remirks on the canes of Assam into those of

the two great divisions of the province vis the Brahmaputra and th^
Surma v illevs —

Ihk Brahmaputra Valley (Assam Propi-k )

The vanetie of sugar cane in the valley of the B ah naputra are not numc ous
and may be rankel as follow in the or ler of their importance —

1 Bagt (white) o an 1 mat* (amber-coloured)
2 Kanjri (red) kali (black) or teltya (» « the colou of ne vly exp essed mus

tard oil)

3 Beni, U or B >mb i cant

4 Mai hd and magar or megaid
Mugx and teltya — 1 he two first kind are regarded by the Natives as indigenous

They a e commonly grown together either intermixed at random or with the red
cane disposed roun 1 the ed^es of the fiel 1 as a protection to the more valuable yellow
cane against the depredations of men and animals A well-cultivated field of mugt
stands about seven feet in height and the canes measure a little irore than an inch
in diameter at the thi West part the colour is an amber yellow and the texture soft
and juicy The teltya on the other hand is hard and thin, of a deep red colour
often pasting into a dark shade of purple, whence its name kali or black and the
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average dimensions of the stalk do not exceed five or six feet in length by three-quar

ters or an inch m diameter 1 hese two vartetie of cane are mo e largely grown than
any other the mag being reoommende I b> its supc lor qualities as a sugai producer
while the hardmes. and unattractivenesa of the teltya rende it well adapted for the

careless style of cultivation which is affected by the A same e yot
Bengal or Bombay cane — I he cane called B ng la appea s to have been

brought from Bengal eithe at the time of Oaptam Welsh S cxf edition in 1793-94 (as

is the tradition in N< wgong) or b> Eu opcan s gar growers in Mmr ip some thirty

years ago In the Mangalda suh-diviMon whe e it 1 said to be f vc y ©cent intro-

a iction and also in N rth Lakhi npur this cane is t ailed by the alte native name of

Bambo or Bam implying a d >ubtf I connecti n with Bombay 11 is fo eign variety

of cane greatly e el tl e Assart esc in sire and juirmes 1 ut a a sugar prodi cer it

gene ally ank below the indigenous mugi 1 ke the country cane it is dm led

into yellow i pu a) and ed (felt) the lor ne whi hi rm ch the commoner is a

large s it cane with stalk a erasing eight fet t in heigl t an 1 an nch and a halt in

thickness while the litter 1 sa 1 in tl c Mingal lai ul 1 vi ion t 1 c even 1a gcr and
more juicy 1 he Bengal cane gr >wn chiefly in the southc n

j
11 1 of Kamr ip in

the Mangaldai b-d vi ion n Sil* gar and t sail in N ith l^ikhimp ir Fisc

whe e it s cultivated a a ga 1 jlant in t ny pat he f bas(t 1 nd close by the

yot dwell ng an! s eat n n the aw state alt being slightly heated to increase

it sweetne tl e
j

ice 1 t la a y up n c
j

un ling m 1 anal pills

I h >ugh yiel li >g m ch rn ju ct than th 0 nt y can th H ngal kind is apt to

\ k nt mill
j

re n c h ng and thu g ve m< t a h to tl mill A clcgc

neat variety 1 knovn l) the name of Asatt tya f*u 1 n k m
\

and hetrki purt
in Ut

j
A sam

* Other va xet es — The mahld tr milahd cane of ham p an 1 Da ring so
called f m it rest mbUnce t a k nd of ice 1 of the same nm an 1 the ma^ ird o
meg l I U| p r V s m are a ha 1 an 1 th n vt 1 ty of th c unt y mg and
wh egrrwnatall they a pla ted un 1 the lj,e of the 1 cl 1 or nienixclwtth
th mugt I y chincc lit cane like th telyai is so ha d and dry that it may
safely lx* I ft to p otert tself again t man an 1 bt a t

1
I w< 1 x al a teti ol cant appear to Ik* peculiar to the Manga! lai sub d vision

namely the bh felt resend 1 g mug but wit! hort intci vals between the joints

and the kdm t* i Ictw tn n 41 and / U\a 1 he fo me 1 used lot medi
anil pu joses nly

( h fly in d st dei of the kidneys) and the latte 1 is not mten
t onally g t wn at all

VAHIKTIBS.

Indigenous
Cams
Assam

Plantations
undsr

European

Ihh Slrma Vaiify (Syi hft avd Cachar)

Suga cane c ltivat 1 n t he S 1 ma V illty n much the san c fa h on as in tl c
alley of the Br ih aj ta tut the 1 x al 1 a nes f the nn n knJ of cane are

d ffeicnt In S> II t l le*% the so < ailed B ml 1 can we 1 nd the dh li or white
a d tl u 14 > d ci e n ( ha th B ml ay cant 1 highly csft med a the
largest and ju < e t and th best uga 1 r 1 c an 1 1 rw m *tu es g wn as a ga den

p oduct and t t n in the aw stat wl lc the l fngh an aj pears ti correspcndto
tl e muf, a 1 1 the sh m hr t or k m nyi t th teh of tl e A sam Valley Both
tlist ict pessess also a small ha d pccies, called kha^ir o iced cane which may be
c mpa ed to the malah of the \ssam Valley and in Cachar thi and the other in

ferior m ts a e said to 1 e most in favour as requiring les c e and being less liable
to disease the attack of g 1 bs and wild animals 1 he site chosen s h gh land in

the vi mity cf a village if pos die (th a) r fading 00m theie n the bank of a
river Oil-cake (parkat ) 1 1 ed os manu e a couole of rn nths after planting, if the
c Iti at > happen ti ha had a mustard crop of bis own and in Sylhet it is even
bought for the pu pose

Mr 6tack makes the following remarks regarding the possibility of
improving the Assam sugar cane cultivation His statements regarding
former factories are of considerable interest in reference to the remarks
which have been offered on the history of the effort to establish Euro-
pean sugar-cane plantations in India —

These eoterp lses are by no mean* the first of their kind A similar experiment
was tried m the preceding generation by a Mr Harriot in Cauhati and a Mr
Wood at Dohapara in the Goalpa a district and rums of old rum or sugar factories

existed or still e 1st near Jorhfct and at Numaligarh (now a tea ga den ) in the dis-

trict of Nowgong T he end of all these speculations whether from the dearness of

labour tn the Assam valley or as has been alleged in Gauhiti from mismanagement
of the concern was failure so complete that no record of them can now be obtained

Management.
Conf with
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and we do not know how far they depended on the produce of the country or sought
to supplement it by impoitations of 1 om Bengal It is probable that they all

staiteoin the lope of finding a new held for suga -cane in Assam and the efforts

made by Mr Harriot to introduce a better kind of cane were so far successful that

the best cine of the present day in Kamrup and Darrang traces its origin to them
1 he Native cane beinj, so small hard an 1 d y one obvious means of improvement is

the intrcduction of a bette stick from B n^al or elsewhe e and experience has

p oved that the soil and climate are sufficiently congenial but the cultivatoi will

take no steps in this di ccti n by himself an fin the large areas of thinly settled

country the Native cane will always be p ele red as needing less protection from
wild animats and entailing a smalle loss in the r destructi n whcie protection proves
insufficient I he rava^ of wild beasts are no t tfhng obstacle to tne developement
of cane cultivat on in this pa t of India

(0) NORTH WEST PROVINCES AND OUDH —Of Azamgarh district it ts

stated th it A number of varieties of sugar cane are known 1 hose which
are most in use are sarautid rakstda reonra mantro and phatnaiyd
The last is grown chiefly in the karhhir country The people are not
more particular about their selection of sugar-cane seed than about the
seed of other crops 9

In Bareilly thirteen forms are mentioned vim , (1)
the white and (2) black forms of paunda (3) thun (4) pandta (5) dantur
(6) bakn (7) churt (8; dhaur (9) a^holt (10} mittan (11) kaehaei (12)
neula and (13) ktitan The paunda forms are grown as edible canes.
In Gorakhpur four kinds are grown (i) ntthgujur a very tall cane (2)

sarott (3) b/i tunwirwar and (41 birokha or katirha In Jaunpurthe
cants grown are all small the largest being known as nas^anda the
next paundta the scroti t cane is tne thinest and kiwat the most inferior

form—a cane grown mostly around the margin of the fields to deceive the
pilfering wa\tarer One of the most instructive accounts of the canes of
the North West Provinces is that given by Mr Butt regardingthe district

of Shahjahanpur As that district has alwajsheld a high reputation
for its sugar and it possesses at the same time a I irge sugar factory—the
Rosa Works—Mr Butt 8 remarks on the forms of cane growm may be
here given in full —

1 he f kxI ranes c iltivated in Shahjahanpur ai e the pannda k tahra kalagana
and thin they a e seld >m o never pressed tor manufactu e and are c ltivated for

duect consumption as hod canes These va leties are chiefly culti ated as garden
crops near the city and the cultivation is most remuneiative they have rich sweet j ice

and soft fibre and these qualities fit them for use as food canes, but also render them
liable to damage from thieves and jackals or other animals and the crop must be
catefully watched the canes are also icputed to be delicate Of the other varieties

dikeha dhaunr matnd and dhur are perhap the best known
Dtkchan is aatd to be a new variety introduced within the last forty or fifty years

but it 1 now the can ua ally grown th ough ut the dist ict it grows freely in any
fairly good soil and gives a Urge and very q nek yield of juice a mdsha of

j ice

being expressed from dutchan in three fourths the time req nred for most other varie-

ties I he juice on the other hand is rather thin and gives a smaller proportion of
r b but in this respect the cane is said to have undergone a marked improvement
Dtkchan is a tall cane commonly ten fret high and having a very bulky appearance
as a growing crop It is said that advances were most freely made on a field of
dtkchan Dtkchan is now out of favour as in the last two or three years it has suffered
more from unfavoural le weather than any other cane and many cultivators are again
returning to dhaunr or matnd

Dhaunr is a vanety somewhat similar but on the whole inferior to dlkc&an It

ts said to lequue less careful cultivation and the fib e being ha der

exposed tr injury from cane- eaters biped or quadruped it also is commonly planted
and in Paw*) an especially dhaunr is commonly pfanted by ThAkurs and Brahmans
dtkchan by ku mi and other more careful cultivators

Mat 4 is in almost every respect the opposite of dtkchan. It is a small stunted
cane onlv abo t five feet high with v ry hard fibre and a small yield of June but in

quality the juice is the beat of all and gives the largest proportion of rub The
preparati n 1 more laborious and it i never sown in k w tying land as ordma y
floods cover the head of the cane and destroy it, while tallci canes high enough to
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keep the head above water are not materially injured by floods subsiding in a few
day*. Matni appears to be less cultivated than formerly as sometimes there is a
difficulty in obtaining cuttings for planting In explanation of this it may be added
that matnd is usually planted in cuttings from the entire cane (sabbdta). while with
other canes only the top piece next the arrow is planted ( aguwa or afhwdt) Matnd
is said to degenerate at once when planted as agutoa Some admirers of matnd go so
far as to claim fo it a yield of rdb per bigha double, and from the rdb a quantity of
kkand (dry sugar) some 15 per cent in excess of that from any other variety

Dhant is very commonly planted in lowlands subject to inundation It ia an
extremely tall cane very thin and with very hard fit re a small yield of juice but
of good quality Some cultivators assert that they would as soon grow or press the
stalks of stnthi grass but others praise dhant as one of the most paying canes and
its hard ri d and fibre protect it f om jackals Almost every variety has its admirers
and some prefer a mixed growth such as dtkehan dhan and dhanur holding that

the denser juice of the dham and dhanur assist the ultimate working p Generally
it would appear that the varieties with hard fibre and knots close together are best

suited for lowlands and can best w thstand the fl >ods but that they m 1st be suffici

ently tall to keen the heads above water and the canes with softer fibre are best

suited for upland cultivation Otne va icties are the agault somewhat \x\ee dtkehan
the rtlerta bha auka nyira mand^ah and atri g own |»ene ally m khAdir land

Having exhibited the chief North West forms mentioned in district

gazetteers it is perhaps unnecessary to do more in this place than to re-

publish Messrs Duthie & Fuller s account of the varieties grown in these

provinces as a whole since the passage that appeartd in the Field and
Garden Crops on that subject practically reviews all that had been pre-

viously written —

W
VARIETIES.

Indigenous

Dhanlordhur

xx8

The varieties of sugar-cane (grown at th present time) are very numerous and
as their names vary greatly in different districts it is a matter of some d ffic ilty to

identify them A broad sub-division may be made into ed 1 le and n n ed ble Cane
the former being grown for human food in the aw state and eaten as sweetm at

while the latter is intended for the pcoducton of sugar I dible cane is. as a rule

much the thicker, softer and juicier of the two and is grown with very high cultiva

tion Its principal variety w the one known as paunda • which is supposed to be a
recent introduction from Mauritius In the IMhra Dun district paund

a

is sed for

sugar making but elsewhere it is grown merely a a sweetmeat The most distinct

varieties of non edible cane a e (1 ) a tall soft tane growing as high as lo feet req ir

ing good cultivation and yielding a large proportion of ju ce (dtkehan in K hilkhand
barokha in Kawnpore) (2) a sho ter and rather harder cane not often more than

5 or 6 feet high yielding less but richer
j ice than the atx ve (agholi matna)

f (3)
a hard tall redd si cane of poor quality much grown in damp localities without
irrigation (chtn

)

(4) a dwarf white hard cane yielding more juice than chin but
reaemblmg it in being grown on second rate land (dno ) The two first va ietie* are

delicate and require a rich well manu red and well irrigated soil the two latter yield

a crop with much less care and expenditure and suffer much less hom flooding in

the rainy season

As having a possible bearing on the canes of the North West Provinces

it maybe pointed out that Munshi 8abhan Rai of Patiala published tn

Persian his Khulasntu t Tavodrikh — a work which furnishes interesting

P
articulars regarding sugar cane. It appeared in AD 1095 8her All

isos issued in 1804 a Hindustani work -the A atshn M hfil This while

claimed as an original work is literally a translation of the Persian

history amplified and moderamzed in minor details Through the kind
ness of Lieut Wolxey Haig the author has been furnished witn the follow

mg translation from the Aral h 1 Mahfil and it may be allowed that the

information it contains represents the currently accepted classification of

the canes of Upper India during the seventeenth century

• It will be seen that there was a cane in Behar and Bhagalpur that bore that
name, at the beginning of the present century or at least 30 years prior to the
introduction of Mauritius cane Conf with pp 57 to 66*
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The villagers and zemindars 0 / Oudh Lucknow and that district call it ukh
but among those of Delhi and the surrounding count y it is known as ikh 1 here are

many species of sugar cane and each has a di tinct name but the only names
commonly sed in Urdu are ganna katar and p undo, * The fir t of th se is

a generic name under which may be classed all species of sugar cane, but the other

two are names of distinct species 1 hus the katdra is a hard and slender cane, equal

in height to the paunda or perhaps a little longer but very hard and with little juice—
khdna mart etc arc made from K /here are two sorts of panndd vie the

black and the white Although the black is supe lor to most sorts of sugar-cane in

some points yet its sweetnes is combm d with a bitter and sometimes with a saltish

flavoui In spite cf this it is far from d ficient in sweetness However it is from its

hardness apt to injure the teeth and tongue of any one eating it

The white pau idd is in every way superior to any other kind of sugar cane
Its flavo r is principally in the knots but the pa ts in between the k lots are most
pleasant in taste and each of the k ot s f II >f

j
ice moreover it is so tender that a

toothless man o even a child at the breast can chew it without trouble

NEPAL
120

(d) NEPAL —Dr Buchanan Hamilton published in 1819 his Account of
the king tom ifN pat In that work he say s rtmark ibly little on sugar
cant though ne had only just completed bis survey of the sugar cane of

Eastern Bengal T he Ntwars he remarks make a very little extract
soft sugar and sugar candy but a large proportion of the cane is eaten
without preparation I he juice is generally expressed by a lever In
18^7 however Mr A Campbell furnished the Agri Horticultural Society
with a highly instriictivt 'ind detailed paper on The Agriculture and
Rural Fconomy if the Vail y of Nepal In that work much interesting
particulars occur regarding sugar cane There were three forms grown
vie the cht tu the kasha tu and gheno a tu These are the Newari
names and in Parbutiah they were known as sino ghetira (small reed like

cane) halo ghetira (purple cane) and sheto ghetira (white cane) Mr
Campbell remarks there are three kinds cultiv ited the large white one
the large purple cane and a small white retd like cane The latter is

most common in the valley its produce
1

poor compared with that of the
others 1 but it is suited f >r the only descriptions of soil allotted to its

g
rowth here vie a hardish cl iv or light sand In a foot note Mr
lampbell adds The purple mdl large white \ aricties ought not perhaps

strictly speaking to be enumerated as agricultural products of the valley
as they au only grown in very small quantiti in the gardens of the
wealthy The small white kind is the one usually grown as a crop
The large purple cane is considered t lie most pioductive of sugar The
fresh sug ir cene is a \er\ favourite food of the pt ople hence more than
half the crop innually raised is consumed in this way Almost all the
pui pie and large white cane grown is eaten fresh; the small reed like

cane alone being reserved fir sugar making The production of the
valley Mr Campbell adds was not however sufficient to meet the demand
and large quantities were imported from the neighbouring valley of Noa
koti 20 miles distant The cane of Noakoti is principally of the larger
kind the purple predominating while in the great valley the small reed
like cane is trie most abundant It is seldom much thicker than the little

finger or higher than 6 to 8 feet and is hard and juiceless The large
purple cane especially in the warmer \ allev of Noakoti attains a height of
10 feet and 6 inches in circumference Mr Wray (The Practical Sugar
Flint r) refers to a large black and yellow Nepal cane which were fully

equal to the superior cane of Assam

• mu t therefere ha\e been a name given in India to a certain edible cane
long anterior to the time when foreign canes were lottoduced
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(e) PANJAB -Mr Baden Powell in his Panjab Products gives the fol

lowing account of the canes of this provtnce —
Sugar-canes and Sugar therefrom Synonyms—humdd wn shakar

(Perm); Ganna ukk (Hindustan)

The first thing to be done is to describe the culture of the tsgar-cane itid the
way in which the juice is extracted and conve ted into sugar

In the Lahore district I obtained five kin Is of sugar-cane some of these were
merely va leties There is a i

urplt cane called hum id kal a hard thin cans
called kumddlahor another called kata and others the plants of which were
obtained from jSlandhar and SahAr&npiir The principal diffr ence bservableis in

the sire of the canes one sort is very thick and s cc lent and is p inequity used foi

eating it is cut p into peers peeled and sold in the st eets cont a y to what one
would s ppo«c the thin hard canes yield the greatest quantity and the beat syrup
the succulent ones are two watery

In Gujr&nwala Major (now Major General) Otarke mentions three kinds

of can Daui t rda and chxnkha Dai Id o \ hite is the best, treda is

yellowish chtnka wh ch is reddish and small produces good kand and cnini moist

sugar

The ibove pa^snge gpves i fairly comprehensive account of the canes
grown in the PmjAb but it may be amplified by a few passages from
more recent publicati ms In the Delhi Gazetteer it is stated three kinds

of cane are recognized ttB lain miratl sontha and paundx or gunna
(edible/ The lain or lalsi though not very sweet is rich in saccharine

matter In

—

Hoshiarpur—

F

ive kinds of sugar-cane are grown in this district —
(1) Cha i —A thin redd sh

j
cy cane w th a thin peel

(2) Dhaulu —Whiter thicker and rather more ea ily peeled

(3) hka — Resembles dhanlu only with dark coloured linns the peel is harder
and there is I as juice

(4) hanara — White very soft and juicy

(5) Pona —Thick* t an 1 the most
j ncy variety

1 he k nd aim st always sown except n the kolha or stream irrigated lands in

the 1 Us is chan Its juice is on id ed % perior to that of any other kind fo mak
mg s ga it s also less 1 alle t ini y fr m frost than dhanlu hut the latter is

some! mes t he found mixed with chan hk tr is not much thought of being the
hardest and 1 ast j ir> var ety and s me cultivators c tit down directly they ecog
ms it n a field A na a is g ne ally only culti ated in the h Us it 1* ve y soft an I

luicy and th pet pi hive a say ng that very little of it reaches the sugar press most
oe ng chewed by the men wo k ng in the hefds the quality of its juic also is inferior

to that f chan P na is never pressed and in only g own near t iwn* for chewing
A new kind of cane called kahu ha lately been introduced for experiment from the
Gu dispur district it is thick and 1 icy

j
bit it has not been tried long enough fr r

any defin te opinion to be formed of it The people seem to think the chan \g the
best kind for s gar

Of G jranwala it is stated that three varieties of cane are grown bib the
trim and ch nkha are most generally c Itivatcd the dowlo (dhaula ) or white a
delicate van ty g own in the t harkhar is este med the best b t the objection to
its mor extended culture is the extra laboui and att 1 t on it demands for which
agncult nsts consider the superior c op does not sufficiently compensate The treru
is a yellow sort and the cane is not so strong or straight The chxnkha is an inferior
kind and of red colou the cane is very sweet but gives I ttle juice this sort is

sometimes grown only for fodder Two or three varieties of cane are said to be
grown at Kanqra called chum etku

,
kund a i and a kind contaminga lot of

juice which is raised only for eating called p na It may be here added that the
sub-temperate canes of Kangra are weeter and r cher in saccharine matter than those
of the plains The following account is given of the varieties grown in Kama!
district

The principal varieties sown a e surta or sotha with a long soft thick white
cane; the best 01 all but somewhat delicate and especially fancied by jackals

Lalri with a hard thin red cane very hardy and will not spoil even if tha cutting
be long delayed j bat not very productive of Jmce !

VARIKTTKS.

Indigenous
Canes
PANJAB
121
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Merati or Merthi with a thick
?
short soft cane and broad leaves it is very pro-

ductive but requires high cultivation and suffers from excess of rain ; it is not much
grown

Pondd a thick sweet variety grown near the cities for eating only, as its juice is

inferior

* Around the city of Lahore, a good deal of the large thick tane
called pona is raised but gur or sugar is never extracted from this
species and it is merely grown for sale in the bazar ' The sugar cane
grown at Ludhiana is almost entirely grown for the manufacture of some
saccharine product (called katha cane) but in a few villages the ponda
or eating variety is raised There are three varieties

—

chan a soft juicy
cane which grows to a considerable height has a red colour and long
joints (port) dhar lu does not grow so high has small joints and is of a
green colour and less juicy while ghor*u or g aru is an inferior sort with
many joints and a great deal of leaf at the top very hard and yielding
much less juice than the others It is said to be suitable to sandy soils The
first of these (chan) is the real cane and the other two are mere degenera

|

tions no one ever keeps a ghorru stalk for seed and dhaulu is only
planted if there is not enough of chan

In the Montgomery district sugar cane is called ponda or paonda
There are two kinds the saharnt or Sahdranpuri and the dest or Jallan
dan The former is the coarser and larger of the two The dest is sweeter
softer and more juicy The treru cane of Sidlkot is distinguished by
having dark lines from joint to joint This peculanty is also said to exist

in the ekar cane of Hoshiarpur The mendku of this district is said to
have come from America but it does not meet with much favour, as its

juice though large in quantity is poor in quality

In a report on the sugar cane of the Panjdb written by the Junior
Secretary to Financial Commissioner information similar to that given
above (which has been taken from the Settlement Reports and Gazetteers)
was published in 1883 The paragraphs in that report on the cultivated
canes conclude as follows —

Distimt from all these kinds is the large succulent cane called paunda or
pona which is sold m towns for chewing It is not used for the manufacture of
sugar in the PanjAb proper but in PeshAwar it is preferred to all other kinds for crush
ing as it is said to give little trouble and its use is also extending m Bannu There
seems to be a tendency among the cultivators to distrust the larger varieties of cane
as they are not only more tender and subject to injury from frost but also as a rule.If, J

, 7
w

,
IV nijuij nviu Jivai uui Oiaw as a iuic

tne juice which they yield seems to be more watery and leas rich in sugar The culti
vators would undoubtedly adopt new varieties if they were established by practical
experiment to be really better sugar producers and at the same time not much more
(Utticult to cultivate than those which they already possess

PROVINCES —The following passage from an able report by

rl
" rTrd

;
ng sugar-cane cult.vat.on of the Central Princes

Fn£s -
peculiarities 0f the forms of the plant grown m these prov

I vallev^rett mJ*/
1* ®^own "J

the Jubbulpore Division and in the Nerbudda
includes soft ttock canes m fjj f

8*** known “ GaWHa lnd Barahl The claw
tk t0 a srreat extent as sweetmeats the chief of these are

C
t
ne ®5ld to ^ve been introduced by Colonel Sleeman the

of "ar?et,^ are^STt a
?
d tl

\
e red •*"P* called pachrang, A numb*

as *ara**
2.
h,c

£
bear d,fferent » Afferent district,

Siort thin and
the kuPaT sararu and kansta all of which are

for sugar mal^nt^Tu
a JUICi whlch 18 In some r«P®ct» better than that of

country fall into th^m^ T
l*

e grown in the Nagpur and Chhattisgarh

dhaortUmth vellowifh^Sf^
cUss

f
s» the fir

,
st comprising tl e finds known as bangla,

nurnleVamd iL \
ks)

V**'10#” and packrangi(sU\\a stnped with red an<S

stemmed class inihirit£*3?
f
F
lth

J
sta

l

|« °f a deep purple colour The second or hardstemmed class includes the hard white cane/and the reddish coloured Udu
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both of which yield juice with a strongly saline taste These two latter are the only

kinds ever grown without irrigation Speaking generally the cultivation of the Short

hard varieties occasions far less trouble and expense than that of the goiter kinds

They require less manure, less water and less expenditure on fencing since they are

not so liable to be devoured by pigs and jackals Indeed it is not uncommon to» see

borders of the ledx variety grown as a fence round a field of a more valuable kind of

cane I may mention here that sugar-cane is commonly called santa m the Nagpur
districts and kustar in Chhattisgarh

<g> CENTRAL INDIA & RAJPUTANA -Very little of a definite nature

can be furnished regarding the sugar canes of the great central tracts of

India This is to be regretted since it seems probable the forms met with in

the wanner and drier areas would be peculiarly interesting The multipli

city of the forms mentioned by some writers demonstrates only the extent

of the field of future research It is in fact essential that some standard
of comparison should be established not for the canes of Central India &
Rajputana only but for the whole of India Of no part of India in fact

has the canes been reduced to a scientific standard and practically nothing
has been determined as to the relation of the various canes to the climates

and soils on which they are found But in general terms it may be said

that it would appear heat beyond a certain maximum like a supenbund
ance of water operates adversely to the production of crystallizable sugar
A feature of such importance it might have been expected should have
early attracted attention but apparently it has been entirely neglected
Many planters it may almost be said preferred to waste their fortunes in

trying to cultivate cane on sites selected arbitrarily rather than to spend an
initial sum in testing the suitability of the crop for the selected locality

To arrive at some ideas on this subject it would seem that the extremes of *

climate should be first investigated and hence the importance of definite

experiments being performed in the dry hot tracts (such as much of Central
India and Rajputana) and the humid regions and damp and flooded soils

of Bengal

A good many reports have appeared on the subiect of the canes of
Central India and Rajputana but these for the most part mention them by
name only and thus furnish very little by which they can be recognized
and classified with the canes of other parts of India Thus for example
of Central India the following selection of passages may be given —

Major General W Kincaid Political Agent Bhopal wrote in 1882 The
chief varieties of sugar-cane planted in this part of the country are

—

1 Ponda—a white thick cane very tender which yields juice of a superior quality
and in larger quantity than other canes

2 Kansta—white with faint rusty-coloured stripes

3 Khajla—white and tender but thinner than Ponda
4 Munggee—white very hard and tall

5 Mootora—of a greenish-white colour and very hard
6 Kala—black
7 Nuggurwar—does not require irrigation
8 Bhurree ditto ditto thinner than Nuggurwar

. .
S gar-canes of the above vaieties except the last two grow in the three kinds of

land named below —
1 Morun also called Kulmut and Mar which is thick black loam free from

kunkur
2 Kabur~~brownish colour not quite free from kunkur
3 Styar land which has stone very near the surface
Nuggurwar and Bhurree canes, which require no irrigation will not grow except

in morun soil or m low moist localities

Captain O B Cooke Political Agent Bundelkhand furnished in the
same year a report in which he speaks of dhur bonst mutua munga
konn badouka hachhn rakhoti tunia sofaid stah and ratthmi canes
Captain O W K Barr Political Agent of Baghelkhand and Superintend
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ent of Rewah describes the methods of cultivation but makes no mention

of the kinds of cane grown Major F H Maitland gave jn 1882 some
useful particulars regarding the canes of the Charkhan State The kinds

grown he says are bansi kansi and dhaur Colonel O Martin, C B
Political Agent West Malwa in the same year wrote —

There are five varieties of sugar cane called

—

(1 ) Ponda—white stalk 2 inches in diameter io feet high superior quality and
used principally for eating

(a) Kala—as tall as first variety not so thick black stem much cultivated
principally used for eating not so good in quality as the first

(3) Sufaid—or Dhola thin stem 9 or 10 feet high principally manufactured
into gur

(4) Mutaira—7 feet high as thick as the former not eaten but superior to
No (3) for the purpose of manufacture into gur

(5) Sum very thin 5 feet high white stem used for manufacture into gur
and superior to Nos (3! and (4)

Nos (1) Ponda and (5) Sum thrive in black soil the other varieties thrive in all

soils All require much water and are theiefore grown in situations suitable for rice

and are sown after the rice crop is gathered very low ground whe e water remains
excessively stagnant being avoided Sugar cane is not grown two years successively
in the same soil, in the second and third years rice and peas are sown followed again
by sugar cane *

In Goona it was reported — The cane in this district is of eight dif

ferent sorts vie ponda white sugar cane black sugar cane (called bhar
m Goona disti ict) kmsia ledoo thtrn munh tora and chatn

Rajputana —Colonel T Dennehy reported in 1883 that in Dholpur—
Three kinds of sugar-cane are cultivated in the Dholpur State (1) chain (2)

sarota both hard thin canes containing comparatively but very little juice (3)
dhori a thicker cane more flexible and more juicy but containing less saccharine than
either the two former kinds The chain and sarota can be g own in any soil every
where in the State where facilities for irrigation exist dhori is best cultivated in

mattiar a mixture of clay and sand principally found in the two parganas of Kalan
and Basreri Dhori requires great care in cultivation and is considered the most
valuable crop as its juice although inferior in quality to that of the other canes is m
quantity nearly double as much per acre as they give None of the three kinds are so
good as the best cane produced in the North Western Provinces and this Durbar has

. , 1 f 1 , 1 t _ Li. r a a 1 „ 1 1

at present under consideration a proposal for obtaining from Moradabad some speci

mens of the best cane on trial for planting in various soils in the State There appears
to be a general feeling that unless fresh seed canes arc procured from the outside

every year or nearly every year the quality of the crops will soon degenerate and
recede to the present general standard of cane in Dholpur It is however well worth
a trial and the attempt will be made

Oolonel W F Prideaux wrote that in Jeypore there were two kinds
of cane grown known locally as khausila and ahol In Bhurtpore on the
other hand he says only one kind is cultivated vie surait while in Kerowhe
there are three kinds vie dhaur sarautt and katara the last mentioned
being most preferred Oolonel H P Peacock alludes to two classes of
cane grown in Ulwar as follows —

There are two kinds of cane cultivated (1) saroda or kansla of a red colour (2)
china dhola purhea or kotarea of a white colour and the juice of which is found
to have less saccharine matter than the former

The Political Agent of Kotah wrote of the canes of that State that
the undermentioned Kinds are cultivated

—

(
1)

Ponda a very thick cane it is only used for chewing and jagrt is not made
from it

(2) Kali Gond Gim a thick dark cane as in the case of ponda jagn is not
made from it and it is only used for chewing

(3) Dholt Gond Girrt a light coloured cane used for chewing only

(4) Dhola light coloured
?
about 7 feet long, gives plentiful juice resembles

No 5 but is lighter in colour, is commonly used for makingjagn
(5) Bansbarra grows to about 6 feet in length produces much juice and Is more

used than any other cane for making./agrt the colour of thtjagrt made from it is reddish
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(6) Mouhtora a shottish cane with joints far apart light in colour theja^n
made from it is dark and gr mulated

(7) Katarya dark m colour about 6 feet long joints about 5 inches apart juice

of a bi own cofout jagn da k and g anulated

(8) Chareri about 7 feet long light coloured cane joints about 8 inches apart

jagri is generally manufactuied from its juice

(9) Kansiva lightly red in colour and about 6 feet long joints about 8 inches

apart jagn reddish and granulated
(10) Barit alight coloured cane about 6 feet long joints about 5 inches apart

jagn reddish and only slightly sweet

(11) Mungta light coloured with dark mirks between the Hints which are about
6 inches apart grows to a height of about 6 feet produces much juice

(12) Machal a very long cane brown cole ur produces much juice jagn light

coloured and granulated

The only two kinds of soil (both requiring irrigation) upon which the cane is

grown are —

CULTIVA-
TION :

VARIETIES

Indigenous
Canes

Rajputans.

(j) Sri Mai (black soil) of evety description

(«) Ptlta Mai (lightly brown soil)

All the above k nds of ane are said to grow equally well on either of these soils

if either has the prefeience it should be given to pdia mal for each description The
inhabitants of towns and large villages being comparatively the more prosperous can
afford to purchase cane ireely lor chewing thereto e those cultivators wno possess

cane-growing land in thur vicinity t rn their attention puncipally to those classes of

cane which though not so val lable foi their jag 1 producing qualities are the favr unte
sorts for c hew ng In the wilde and poo cr pa t of the country on the other hand
where people cannot afford to chew b t require jagn the dhola and ban barra kinds
are the most freq lently selected I he ral cultivators bring in j igrt for sale in the

towns and large villages They do not find it remunerative to grow the canes used
merely for chewing as thete is little o no demand among thur poorer neighbours and
the cost of transport to the towns and large villages would be prohibitory I he kinds
of cane grown in thi State are believed to be similar to the best g own elsewhere but
owing to the inferiority of the soil for prod cing sugar cane an inferior cane is the
rest It The p incipal defect he e seems to be good manure If this could be procured
the soil co Id be it is said imp oved to the level of the best cane growing soils in

other paitsof India and an eq ally good cane could be produced In some cases
irrigation is difficult the kind ot ploi gh used is defective nor are the cattle strong as
a rule Under existing circ 1 instances it 1 believed that the ignorance of theculti
vatois is the only obstacle to the production of a better cane

Mr A Wingate wrote in 1 88 ^ that there are not many kinds of

sugar cane in common use for planting the chief distinction being between
the cane grown fer selling mostly found in the neighbourhood of towns
and that grown for crushing Of the former kina that chiefly in favour
is known as gondgadi sometimes called paunda and of the latter kind
the commonest are bharar and bhanisiawarchota In appearance the
canes are light yellow or green in colour and slender there is also a
dark variety locally called black, but it is not common in Central
Meywar *

Major W J W Muir Political Agent Harowtee and Tonk fur

nished in 1882 a detailed report on Sugar-cane cultivation from which the
following passage may be here abstracted as giving an account of the
cultivated forms —

In the districts of Keshorae Patan of Bundi and of Nimbahera Chabra Parawa
and Sironj of Tonk the kali and dhamm soils predominate while the bhun
and gilt are found only in parts In the remaining portion of the Bundi State in
the Tonk and Aligarh districts of Tonk in the Phoolya or British pergunnah of
Shahpura and m the Kherar villages of Jeypore and Meywar in the neighbourhood
of Deoli the reverse is the case and while the kali and dhamnt are found in a
lesser degree the bhun and pilt are the principal soils Those of the best
quality situated near wells with sweet water are selected for raising sugar cane
which is a rabt or cold weather crop and is grown principally on lands irrigated by
wells though it is also raised on lands watered by tanks and rivers It is nowever
nowhere cultivated on unirrigated lands in the parts mentioned above
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* The following’ table exhibits the different kinds of cane
ones being- shown separately —

-

cultivated the principal

No Name of district

§* gc
•ut o rt 3
C C *5

3
* 1 ^ 5

1 The Bundi State do do

2 Tonk and All do do
garh

3 Nimbahera do
4 Pirwa do

5 Chabra do do

6 Si onj

7 Phooliya
8 Kherar, Jeypore

and Meywar

do do do

Principal ones
Si

do Mungiya and
kansiya

do Do do

do Do do
Bharal

do Katanya and
Kansiya

do Ledu and Kan
siya

do Kansiya
do Kansiya

The two gondgan species are cultivated principally on bhun soil which
contains a certain portion of sand The ledu mungtya and katanya kinds
on kali the bharal on both the kali and bhun while the remaining kinds on all

four soils

The gondgan cane is thick and solid of thin watery juice sweet taste soft
and dear in price It is considered of a superior quality is used only for eating
and is sown in a limited quantity

The mutora grows to a maximum diameter of £ of an inch is hard and has
a hollow space running through its centre containing two or three fibres which can
be pulled out Its colour is somewhat greenish its juice is thin and slightly bitter
It is also largely eaten and the reason why it is not manufactured into gur m any
quantity is that the gur produced is wanting ( ist) m weight and substance (and)
m sweetness and (3rd) m the dana or grains

The ledu resembles the mutora but is soft and sweet m taste

The bharal is of two kinds one with a thick the other with a thin cane It

has a watery juice which is not very sweet and yields but little gur but is not
wanting in grains

The mungtya is of a greyish colour with a cane about half an inch m dia
meter and is solid and soft to the touch It yields a thick juice the gur from
which is slightly greenish and not wanting in grains

The machal is like the mungiya in all respects except that the space
between the knots is longer

The katanya is yellowish and is about half an inch in diameter It is solid

but soft to the touch and its juice is thick and sweet The gur is yellowish and
of a godd quality

'The sarrt is a thin greenish cane but solid Its juice is thick and sweet but
the knots are not very far apart The gur is reddish soft and not wanting in

grains and weighs heavy
4 The kanstya is like the sarrt but is hard and has a longer space between

the knots It has also a hollow centre with fibres*

In Ajmir-Mbrwaju it has been stated that three forms of cane are
grown vie sagart gundgtr* and kansea The last mentioned is said to

be cultivated for the purpose of its juice which is sweeter clearer and
more palatable than tnat of any other cane Sugar manufacture is, how
ever confined to the villages belonging to the Cnokla of Pushkar The
gagrat and gundgtrt canes are grown near the homesteads and are eaten
fresh
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(1) BOMBAY —Most of the early writers speak of three forms of cane

as met with in Bombay and that these are much larger than the canes of

Bengal The amount of crystal hzable sugar which they contain appears

however to be considerably less hence apparently the reason of the

greater importance of sugar cultivation in Bengal

In Ahmadnagar according to the Bombay Ganetteer four chief kinds of sugar
cane are grown kala or black pundydbds or pale yellow bahmant white and
purple ana kadi or white Kala or black also called tamboa or red is of a dark
mulberry colour and grows six to ten feet high and one and a half |p two and a half

inches thick It is very juicy and yields dark Drown raw sugar or gu Pu dydbds
also called pandhra or white is pale yellow in colour and is thicker but shorter than
the black and yields a lighter coloured and higher priced raw sugar Bahmant a
vanegated white and pale cane is soft m the bark and is chiefly sold for eating raw
Kadi also called balkya or bet is white and is slender shorter and less

j
icy than

the others It is sown along the edges of fields of the other varieties as it requires

little water manure or care In damp lands the kudi or bet yields a second growth
(a ratoon crop) from the original stalk

Baboda —Only two varieties of sugar cane are known m the district the white and
the purple coloured There are two varieties of the white sort vim ia axgan or
malban and van t The latter is thinner than the former In Dharwar the
chief varieties used are kabbu ramrasdali gab asdalt and kara kablu lie
halkabhu or grass cane, though the smallest variety is considered the finest It is

white and thin about the thickness of a good sized millet stalk It is sown in nee
fields and is considered a hardy plant It is very largely gr wn because it has several

advantages over the other varieties It wants less water than the large white and red
kinds After it has once fairly taken root little watering is requi ed the rain alone
proving nearly enough 1 hough the larger cane gives much more juice it has much
less saccharine matter in proportion than the small cane a d requires far more
boiling to make gur or coarse sugar The gi r made from the small cane is also con
sidered of superior quality 7 he of the small cane is light and granulated while
that of the large cane is I eavy wiry and of a somewhat darker colour On account
of its hard bamboo like texture the small cane is mucl les subject to tl e attacks of
jackals and wild cats than the large cane Jo sow an acre of halkabbu requires
2 500 to 3 000 cuttings at three cuttings a cane 7 he ramras dali cane is streaked
white and red and is sown in rice fields as well as in gardens It grows to a lair

height and thickness and an acre yields abo t ten loads of inf rior jagrt fron which
no s gar is made The gabr saalt is grown m sma'l q iantiti s in garden lands far
local use and wants care and water once a fortnight The skm r f this cane is remark
ably thin the knots are far apart and it is very juicy It is m ch like the Mauritius
cane For an acre of gabrasdalt or rimrasdah 5 000 cuttings at hve cuttings a
cane are required 7 he karra kabbu is the common red cane The other four minor
vaneti s are the Mauritius or mortshyada kabbu dodtya byatalldoda and the bile

kabbu The Mauritius cane yields juice super or to that of the common cane but as
it wants more water and is more liable to be gnawed and eaten by jackals and
porcupines its growth is limited

Of Kanara it is said — Sugar-cane kabbu ts largely grown both above and
below the Sahy&dris It is of three kinds rasal or spotted kare or black and bile
or white Da kabbu grows about two inches thick ana six to seven feet long and
yields more juice than either of the other kinds Kare kabbu grows about an inch
thick and four to five feet long and bile kabbu about half an inch thick and three
and a half to f ur and a half feet long The kare kabbu whose molasses are
reckoned the best is mostly grown on the coast on river and stream banks, near
ponds and m other places where water is available

In Khandesh the five chief kinds of cane are — A small cane khadya a
black cane kala. a white cane bundya or pdndhra a striped cane bdngdya and
Mauritius a yellow cane I he small khadya cane is the most wtdely grown as

!

though it yields inferior molasses its hardness makes it stand storing and carrymgfrom
j

one market to another 1 he black kala cane the best for eating is usually grown
for that purpose only The white pundya or pdndhra and strip d bdngdya canes
are both good croppers but require to be well watered and freely manured They
are usually cut for market but also yield very fair molasses One variety of the white

j

cane a little stouter than the finger hard and woody contains apparently but
little jui e. What there is must be very sweet as the yield of molasses is very great
The Mauritius cane, introduced on the Government farm at Bhadgaon is now
rather widely grown As to bringing it to perfection it wants rich manuring and I
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watering it is usually found only in the fields of well to-do ryots. The molasses is

suga y and fine but as it carries badly its price rules little above the small
khadya cane molas es

K.01 hapur — The sugar-cane crop is one of the most important in the State
There are five kinds of sugarcane gro n in Kolhap r bh nga rhimnapunda

,

khadkya rumras l and t mb ii or red Of these five kinds bhort^a is tr aked
white and red and is grown m garden lands to a less extent than ramrasal
Chimnapunda seems to be a species of ramrasil Its skin is thin and its joints are
close As it is conside ed infe lor to the other kind ve y little ugar is made from it

Khadkya is wjiite glows about the thicknes of a good Indian millet stalk and has
very little saccharine matte It is grown in the Panhdla Kar ir and Bhudargad
Sub divisions It is hard and requi es to be watered thoroughly only once during the
d y months R tntra Al a white variety about five to eight feet high and an inch
thick is largely grown in the garden lands of the Alta Karvir andShirol Sub-divisions
Its joints are fai apart and it is the most juicy of all varieti s /ViwWi or red was
once very com mi n but it has now given way ev rywhere to bhonga and ramrasal
I hough less juicy it is sweet i than r mras l and is m ich eaten Of these five kinds
the white and the striped kinds seem to have been intioduced about tl irty five years
ago and they if not the acclimatised varieties of Mauritius very much resemble it

Nasik

132

Large white
Cane

133

Pundia.

Conf with

PP 52 64

134

Conf with

PP 5 31 32
33 49 57

Nasik —Of the varieties grown here there are four kinds called— White
khadya striped b ngdya black k la or t mbda and Maurit us called baso The
last is grown only to a very limited extent near Nt ik and Deolali 1 he white
cane khadya tho gh very hard and coarse for e t ng yields the b st molasses

and the ciop requi es les labour and care It is f( und over almost the whole district

In Mdlegaon and part of Yeola the striped b ngdy cane is chiefly grown but it is

seldom pressed Maui tius cam r qu r s the gi atest ca e a rega ds water and
manure and the molasses are generally infc 10

r (Bombay Gaz )

Mr Ozanne Director of Land Records and Agriculture attempted a
classification of the Bombay canes in a Note on the Cultivation of the

Sugar cane which he published in 1887 He referred all the forms men
tioned by local officers to four sections as follows —

1 The large white c\ne — Soft juicy tall and thick The gul is

soft and does not carry well But with abundant irrigation the large

outturn makes this variety very popular where water is plentiful Its

softness tenders it excessively liable to damage by cattle and jackals

In some districts it is supposed that there are two varieties of the white

cane one indigenous ana the other imported from Mauritius The
supposition may be correct but it is more probable that one is merely an
earlier importation than the other

This includes the following forms —
Mardthi

1 Pundia or Phundia —This is th commonest name The word probably means
white thougl colloquiall) it is used of a fat dumpy child and may be applied to

denote the thick growth 1 f this va 1 ty

2 Morisas or Mous —Corruptions of Mauritius reported from KMndesh (Sdvda)

and Ratnagiri

3 Pdndhra —White

4 Vilayati —Foreign
Gujarati

5 Dholi —White
6 Bhdri —Brownish white

7 Pundi —Mar Pundia Occasionally used

8 Malbdn —1 e From the Malabar coast where Mauritius cane was first intro-

duced
Kanarese

9 Bile Kabbu —White cane
10 Dodd or Dds Kabbu —Large cane
11 Rasavah or Rasadali —Juicy cane
12 Hotti Kabbu —Bellied cane So when wheat is puffed out and swollen it is

called bellied wheat
13 Gubbarasdah—Knotty cane This variety is alleged to be distinct Its

joints are short
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14 Acho—White
15 Vil&yati —Foreign—introduced from the Pan jab

2 The large red or black cane The colour vanes from red to

dark purple This variety is gradually giving place to the white cane It

is however sweeter and more liked for raw eating On the other hand
the colour of the cane is imparted to thegul thus depreciating its commercial

value A yellow golden is the best colour for gul The red cane is soft

juicy and sweet but not so large a cropper as the white

Marathi
1 KAla —Black
2 Timb or TAmbda —Red
3 Nila —Purple

4. J&mbhla —Purple
Gujarati

5 Rati —Red There are several local names descriptive of the source from

whence the cane was introduced thus the Balsar the Vasai and the Songhadi
cane introduced from Balsar Bassein and Kathi wid

6 Lai —Red 1 here are several local names descriptive of the source from
whence the canc was introd ced thus the Balsit the Vasai and the Songhadi cane

introduced from Balsdr Bassein and Kathiawad

Kanarese

7 Kare Kabbu —Black cane
Stttdhi

8 Garho —Red
9 Vangrae —Purple

CULTIVA-
TION :
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Bombay
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Cane.
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3 Striped or streaked cane —The stalk is variegated with streaks

or lines of purple and white It is the favourite for raw eating but makes
good gul

Marathi

1 B&ngdia —Bangle cane—derived from a coloured kind of bangle
2 K&bara —Variegated A common name in S&tAra and occasional in Poona

3 Bharal —A trough or tube Due probably to a larger central pith in this than
in other canes

4 Bhonga or Bhongila —Literally hollow This name is common in Kolh&pur
and conveys a meaning similar to that conveyed by Bharal and Dhamni

Kanarese

5 Rambdh —Meaning doubtful
6 Ramrasdih —Ram is the name of the god meaning intensive The prince of

juicy canes

7 Rudrag&nthi —Rudiaganth is a figure worked into cloth on the loom Figured
cane

8 Dhamni —A tube equivalent to Bharal in Mar&thi

N B —This variety is apparently unknown in Gujarat and Sind

Striped Cane

136

4. The straw cane -This is the hard slender variety Its hardness
makes it popular where pig and jackals are harmful It is much grown
for it will mature with a very scant supply of water It is even grown m
tracts of heavy rainfall without water at all or else with a preliminary
flooding only at planting time When thus grown it is called the water
less (mpant) cane It is hardy and produces gul of excellent colour and
keeping qualities

Marathi
1 Vara —V&ra «» air cane not artificially watered
2 Khadia —From khadi a stone a name due to the hardness of this variety

3 Bharad.—Bh^rad land is hard hilly land

4 Dongana —Dongaria is hilly These last three names convey the same idea

5 Khajuria —Date palm cane perhaps from the taste of the juice or the gul

7 Kalakia —Sout” Decan }
Both theie words mean bamboo

Straw Cane.

137
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8 Bhonsa —A reed m Ratn&giri

9 KAthi —In Bijdpur kithi a stick— Stick cane *

Kanarese

10 Hul Kabbu —Grass cane
11 Bisar Kabbu —Meaning doubtful
12 Betta Kabbu —The Reed cane Betta •* a reed or rattan equivalent to

Bhonsa (see above)

Gujarati

13 Vinsi —In Surat and Kithiawid vans « a bamboo Bamboo cane

It is somewhat remarkable that a superior quality of cane met with

almost throughout Bengal and Assam should be designated a Bombaycane
There appears to be no distinct record of its introduction into Bengal but its

existence may be viewed as deriving interest from the fact that the early

writers speak of the Mauritius cane having come originally from the Mala
bar coast of Bombay The Bombay cane was first brought to prominent
attention in 1857 through Babu Joykissen Mukerji having drawn atten
tion to the fact that in that year it was severely attacked by the Sugar cane
Borer Babu Joykissen wrote that about 25 years ago Mr McDowell
of the Kissorigunge Indigo Concern introduced the red canes in the dis

tnct of Rungpore nence the Natives of that place call these canes shahtban
kusar On comparison he says the experimental cultivators were con
vinced that the new canes had more saccharine matter in them than the
country ones and that they grew larger and yielded more juice than the
latter so much so that the pecuniary gain to the ryot was more than
twice the product of the other Thus in a very few years the neighbouring
fields of Kissorigunge were covered with these canes In about 8 or 10
years these canes were introduced into most of the northern parts of the
district and from thence gradually spread over throughout the Southern
parts too The canes when ripe are reaped and carried to the mills

where they are cut in small pieces for being pressed and the fields cleared
of grass etc A few days after new shoots begin to make their appear
ance out of the roots and the fields are then taken care of weeded and
the earth loosened and manured and the heads tied together as in the

first instance In a similar manner a third crop is reaped from the same
field In the first and third years the produce of the shahtban canes were
moderate but in the second year they yielded a far superior crop In the
fourth year some of th^se fields are ploughed and manured and some
other crops are cultivated but in some instances the lands are left unculti

vated for renewing the fertility of the soil For some years the shahtban
canes were very luxuriant in this district and the cultivation of the country
canes decreased in the proportion the other was introduced Babu Joy-
kissen then proceeds to describe the appearance and progression of the

disease which soon ruined completely one of the much esteemed and pnn
cipal harvests of the district The facts regarding the disease willbe found
alluded to in the chapter on Diseases of the Sugar cane and it need
only be here added that the wonder is that some such disease did not

appear earlier for the value of the crop only served to work its own ruin

through a process of over cultivation But having said so much the sub-

ject of the Bombay red canes may be viewed as exhausted except that

'miters on Bombay canes seem ignorant of any special and peculiar cane
of Bombay that would answer to the cane so often alluded to by writers

on the Bengal sugar cane industry The suspicion may therefore be
offered that the so-called Bombay red canes may be the acclimatized form
of Mauritius cane which on being translated to Bengal survived there

though it has very nearly died out in Bombay
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Mysore & Coorg —Dr Buchanan Hamilton in the report of his

Journey from Madras through Mysore Kanara and Malabar gives many
passages regarding the canes he saw Of Mysore he says —

A considerable q lantity of sugar-cane i cultivated by the farmers of the Ashta

gram It is of two kinds estali and puttaputti Both yield bella or jago y but

the Natives can extract sugar from the puttaputti alone The lagory of the latter

is also reckoned the best The restah can only be planted in Chait a the buttaputti

may also be planted in 5 a ana or Magha The crop of estali is over in a year

that of puttaputti requires fourteen months but may be followed by a second crop

or as is said in the West Indies by a crop of rattoons which require twelve months
only to ripen The restah will not survive for a second crop 1 his is the origin il

sugar cane ot the country the puttaputti was introd iced fiom Arcot by Mustaph
Aly Khan who in the reign of Hyder was Tosha Khany or paymaster general

The cultivation of restah has ever since been gradually declining So again he
remarks of Chinapatam in Madura that both puttaputti and restalu canes are
cultivated and of both the white sugar can be made but cane that is raised on a
rich soil will not answer for this purpose as its cane can never be made to gram late

Near Bangalore I observed he continues the cultivation of a kind of sugar-cane
called moracabo or stick cane This kind never grows thicker than the finger and is

very hard and unproductive of juice but it requires less water than the restali It

seems to have been the original sugar cane of the Kolar district of which all the coun
try on this side of the central chain of hills form a part The farmers have lately

introduced the puttaputti i om the lower Karnatic and are extending its cultivation

as fast as they can procure cuttings

The kinds of sugar-cane cultivated in the country round Kolar are four which
are esteemed in the following order ist restah . 2nd puttaputti 3rd moracabo
4th cuttaycabo The two last are very small seldom exceeding the thickness pf the
little finger

,
yet the cuttaycabo is the one most commonly cultivated This is owing

to its requiring little water for by n eans of the machine called yatam it may jhave a
supply sufficient to bring it to maturity

In South Kanara Dr Hamilton found two canes commonly cultivated
These were known as the lily and the can cabbu or white and black canes
The former he continues, is the restah ,

and the latter the puttaputti of the
coi ntry above the Ghats The same ground will not produce sugar cane every year j

between every two crops of cane there must be two crops of rice A piece of land
that sows one moray of rice will prodnce 4 000 canes which are about six feet long
and sell to the jafory boilers at from half to one rupee a hundred The moray sow
ing of betta land is here about 30 000 square feet so that according to the price of
sugar-cane the acre produces from R58 to K39 or from about £5 173 to £2 18-6d
1 he land tax is the same as when the field is cultivated for nee The want df fire*

wood is the greatest obstacle to this cultivation the trash or expressed stems is

not s fficient to boil the juice uitojagory while that operation is performed in earth
en pots placed over an open fire If all the land in Codeal Taluc (district) that is

fit for the purpose were employed to raise sugar cane it would yearly produce 1,000
pagodas worth of cane that is to say there are about 1125 maunds sowing of land
that once m three years might be cultivated The quantity m the nesghbounng
district on the south side of the nver is much greater The jagory made here is
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hard b t black and of a bad quality It sells at 3 maunda for the pagoda or at

12s \{d a h ndred weight Between the rows of sugar cane are raised some
cuci b taceo plants and some kitchen stuffs that soon come to maturity

In North Kanara sugar-cane Dr Hamilton tells us was at the beginning of

the present century raised on mctckev land but four years must intervene between
every two crops and for the hrst two years after cane the rice does not thnve The
kind of cane used here Dr Hamilton adds is called billy k bo which above the
Ghats is known as mara kabo Inland they cultivate! the can kabo which above
the Ghats is called puttaputty

In Kellamangalam (in the Karnata) Dr Hamilton found four kinds of cane
vie restali putt putty mara kabo and chittuwasun The jaggery of the restali

he tells us sold higher than that of any of the other forms and that the puttaputty
was valued as an edible cane The can kabo a fifth form allied to the puttaputty
like it equires garden cultivation but the mara kabo and chittuwasun may be
grown anywhe e

(t> BURMA —In a report on the sugar cane of Burma Mr J E Bridges
furnishes the following particulars regarding the forms met with —

In Burmese t mes there where small patches of black cane grown round Beelm
and sugar was manufactured in small quantities Shortly after the English took the
country the Madra cane was introduc d from Moulmein and it is now the cane
almost ex lusively grown in thi tract It is of a yellowish colour and so flexible that
it does not r qui e any supports It g ows to a height of 10 to 12 feet Various
tes ings of the juice of this ca e were made with the saccharometcr and the results
are given below tog ther with corresponding percentage of coarse sugar obtained by
actual experiment —

Percentage of Percentage of

Name of village
sugar in juice

according to

coarse sugar m
juice according

saccharometer to experiment

I Kadipoo 23 57 14 7<5

2 Ngetchoon 25 7i
,

15 27

3 Dawoon (Thatone sub division) * 2( OO 12 52

4 Ditto ( ditto) 2 85 *4 3i

5
6

Nyounpalin
Shwaj lay

25 7*

22 85
*5 69
14 3*

7 Pokwon 22 85 *4 3*
8 Beelin 4 25 *5 76

9 Pokwon 24 25 *5 3<5

10 Payasaik 24 25 *4 45
11 Thehbyoo river 25 71 15 69
12 Ditto 27 14 17 00
13 Ditto 27 14 17 00

Ratooning
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The percentage of jaggery to j uce is said to increase as the dry season advances
and the testings made w uld confirm this fact as the testings on the Thehbyoo which
we e made at the end of November give a much higher percentage than those made
on the Be lin river about a month ea her An 1 on boiling pan (kyaw) containing

14 16 gallons or 141 6oib of j
ice yields in November 22 75ft) of jaggery The

cultivators state that in January and February an iron pan full of juice yields 26 to
28ft of jaggery or an increase of two to four percent The percentage of coarse
brown sugar to juice may therefore be taken as varying from 18 to 20 per cent

Next in importance to th Madras cane comes the kaingyan so called from its

resemblance to the katng or elephant grass It is whitish in colour and grows to the
same height as the Madras cane but is much thinner It is also flexible and does
not require supports It is said to yield 20 to 25 canes to each stool and to ratoon
for five years I found a few Burmese cultivators trying this kind of cane as they
think it will take less labour to cultivate than the Madras cane they have how
ever as yet only planted enough of it to obtain seed for next year The Shans
state that this kind of cane is almost exclusively grown in their country that it is

* This plantation was injured by floods and the cane was very poor
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easier to cultivate but yields much less juice than the Madras cane Its j i ce was
found to contain 21 .43 per cent of suga according to the saccharometer and 134
percent of coarse bruvn si ga according to a tual experiment I he macerat d

rind or cane trash of both the Madras cane and kaingyan are used as f lei 1 1 boiling

the juice

1 he other lands of cane are only found in small quantities here and there in the

different plantation 1 hey are

—

(a) the wy gyan
(i

b

) the k\ouki,oungyan
(c) the kvannet

The attya^y an or Upper Burman cane is of a reddish coloui and has short

thick joint its juice contains according to the saccharometei 20 per cent of sugar
and according to actual expe iment 12 52 pe cent < i coarse brown sugar

The kyoukgoungya is a large cane of greenish colour much resembling the
Upper Bu man cane it has also short thick joints According to the acchai
meter its

j
ice contains 14 28 per cent f sugar and according to actual expenment

8 94 per cent of coaise brown sugar Loa ny oil doe not apj car to uit this cane
which grows best in the all vial clay of the tidal creeks in tl c Bassein and I honegwa
districts It juice in Bassein contained acct rding to the sac har meter 2 85 per
cent of sugar or accoiding to actual expe iment 1431 percent (f coat se brown
sugar The Upper Burman cane and the ky ukg n are exceed ndy brittle

and both q ire supports I hey are cat n as a sweetmeat and cannot be tilized

f ) man ifactur ng sugar as they b eak at tl e j
ints whilst pas ing th ugh the mill

The cane trash of these canes cannot be used as fuel f r boiling the juice

The kyart let or black cane is a thin cane f a dark purple colour it has green
leaves and yields but little

j
ice Acco di gt the sac charometer the juice of the

kya inet contains 24 25 pei cent of sugar and accord ng to actual experiment 15 19

f

ier cent of c arse brown sugar Tl ere is another va lety ft black cane with purple
eaves which is used by the Burmans as a cu e for insanity

VARIETIES

Indigenous
Clou
Burma

Canes not
suited for
Sugar
making
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In conclusion it may be remarked that from the above brief review of
the canes of India it will be seen that the distinction into edible canes
grown specially for the local markets (where they are sold as fruits) and
into canes gn wn for the preparation of sugar is urged by many writers
Indeed it is often said that the edible cane crop is more profitable than the
sugar producing The further distinction made by Duthie & Fuller into
canes suitable for low damp soils and those for high rich lands where
much irrigation is necessary will be observed to hive its exact parallel in
Roxburgh s forms It is besides the almost universal classification and
need not therefore be further dwelt on It is worthy of special consider
ation however that in their unconscious natural selection the Natives of
India are not now and never have been atcuated by the singleness of Conf with

purpose that characterizes the European planters operations They & ®2

select not only canes suitable to particular climates and soils but canes
which are good for sugar making good for distillation and good for eating
The two l^st mentioned would be highly unsuited for the sugar maker as
their special merit may be said to be a copious and sweet jlnce with a
low percentage of crystallizable saccharine matter It is ignorance of the
fact that such a cane is not only of great value to the people of India but
even more profitable to the cultivator that has caused so ma» y writers to
fail to appreciate the true character of the Indian sugar market and trade

THE IMPROVEMENT OF SUGAR-CANE
It may be said that among others there are four possible methods of

accomplishing this result (1) by experimenting with all available canes
to test their adaptability to a new environment (2) b> ascertaining the
effect of peculiar methods of cultivation (3) by selection and propagation
of sports or buds found advantageous to the object aimed at and (4) by
a similar selection from seedlings

Suitability to environment —It is perhaps scarcely necessary to
deal in great detail with (1) and (2) nor to treat them separately The

IMPROVE-
MENT
148

Suitability
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results that have been attained by the European planters m the great

sugar producing countries will at once be brought to mind The canes of

this country and that have been carried here and there and subjected to

all sorts of experiments with in consequence the production of an extensive

series of now widely different cultivated races that can scarcely be said to

preserve any of tneir original characteristics But even without securing

exotic forms on which to operate the planters have effected vast improve
ments by ascertained definite systems of cultivation and treatment and
the resulting states of the cane have been found more or less permanent so

long as the required treatment has been adhered to Continued cultivation

under certain conditions of climate and soil or under the influence of

special manures etc may thus be said to tend to produce or preserve the

peculiarities of many of the canes that have received distinctive names
These improvements are generally however rapidly destroyed or at least

altered on the canes being carried to still further countries or even m the

same country on their being subjected to diversified influences thus for

example several writers affirm that Bourbon cane was originally obtained

from the coast of Malabar Assuming this to be correct (but it is of no
moment should it not be so) the translation of the Malabar cane to the

insular conditions of its new home and to the improved systems of cultiva

tion it there received resulted ultimately in the production of what is

known as Bourbon cane A few years* return of that improved state

suffi ed however m India to reduce it to what is perhaps a worse condition

than its original The effect of altered environment may be said to be
often so immediate that a much less severe translation than the one
indicated may suffice to produce startling results Thus for example it

was at one time thought that a great improvement might be brought
about in the Bengal sugar industry by the cultivation of one of the superior

Bombay qualities High expectations were entertained the plant was
largely grown (as for example in Hughly Rungpore and Burdwan)
but unfortunately disease appeared and proved quite as fatal as that which
swept away the labour and outlay which had been spent for nearly half a
century in acclimatizing the Otaheite cane It may be inferred however
from what has been said that just as the Malabar cane in its new environ
ment improved into Bourbon so the Bombay might in Bengal have be
come a superior stock It follows accordingly that continued experiment
ing with the cultivation not only of foreign canes but of the canes of the
provinces and even of the districts of India interchanged may result in the
production of a condition of high merit And this result may be obtained
as much by the varied methods of cultivation to which the plant is subject

ed as to peculiarities of climate and soil The student of Indian agncul
tural and economic questions cannot fail to bring to mind an extensive

list of parallel examples of the behaviour or rather what might be called

the eccentric behaviour of plants under slightly altered conditions The
whole mystery of the multitude of forms of rice may be said to be a mam
festation of this principle It is perhaps needless to cite special examples
in connection with rice but the reader may consult the remarks {Vol V
6/j) regarding bara nee That highly prized form is grown on one or

two fields only in the Peshawar district and when tried on other fields onn
other parts of India has hitherto reverted to an immensely inferior condi
tion The Indigo planters of Bengal are well aware of the advantages of
obtaining their seed from certain parts of the North West Provinces A
very extensive hst might be drawn up m order to demonstrate that in

India with most cultivated plants there exist many peculiarly local

manifestations In the case of sugar cane we are practically ignorant of

the value of these But this much may be said that infinitely greater and
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more fasting improvements might be looked for from an extensive mvesti
gatton of tne merits and peculiarities of indigenous sugar-canes than
from all the effort*? at acclimatising the racial peculiarities of exotic forms
that have or are ever likely to be put forth It seems to be the prevailing
evil tendency of agricultural eformers to look to countries outside India
for new economic products or superior races of existing crops A state of
indebtedness in these matters mu t necessarily mean the absence of the
vitality essential to progression Witness the load laid by its pioneers on
the tea indu try through the importation of the Chinese plant It was not
until the so-called indigenous tea was taken in hand and the Chinese stock
largely exterminated that tea planting gave indications of success Wit
ness also the extravagant waste of money in the attempts to bring back to
India the Carolina development of rice Improvement by insidious adapta
tion of the indigenous stock may be less rapid (and hence by no means so
attractive to the individual reformer) than the importation of a perfected
nee but the result is morecerta n and the accomplishments how ever slight
are permanent and direct gams The failure of the past attempts at estab-
lishing in this country sugar cane plantations at a time when India
might (at least along the more direct routes of export) have had reason
able expectations of success may to a large extent be attributed to the
chief effort having been directed towards the vain pursuit of methods by
which to perpetuate under the vastly different conditions of India the
special peculiarities of certain races of cane which had been brought to
their perfection in the West India Islands The idea of using the Indian
forms of cane was only embraced when the industry was on the eve of
expiration or at all events when it had wasted fruitlessly its best oppor
tunities.

The abolition of slavery was by many thought to be the death blow to
the West Indian sugar plantations Experienced planters accordingly
removed to India as a more hopeful field for future enterprise Them
ternal communications of this country were then however in a very back
ward condition The sugar manufactured could not find its way to the
coast except by having to bear ruinously heavy transport charges. The
selection of sites for sugar plantations was in many cases about as ill

advised as possible and the energies of the planters were as already ex
Dlained far too much directed towards the futile endeavour to acclimatize
West Indian canes Their capital had been expended on the construction
of unnecessarily large buildings or invested in unsuitable machinery It

was early seen that they could purchase cane cheaper than they could
grow it and that even a greatei field was open m refining Native crude
sugar than in extracting the juice and direct manufacture Their refined
sugar found little or no sale in India and it failed to compete in auality
and price with that which despite the altered state of the West Indian
labour market continued to pour into Europe from the English French
and other colonies. Fmigration of coolies from India saved the sugar
planting colonies But many conflicting influences came to bear on the
young sugar planting enterprise of India and m consequence it gradually
died out

While facilities of transport have now been greatly improved and sugar
might be conveyed to the port towns at a comparatively cheap rate from the
very localities chosen half a century ago for sugar plantations beet sugar
has effected a complete revolution on tne position and possibilities of the
foreign export trade in Indian sugar At no time has it been very important
but at the present day it is less so than it was a few years ago Beet sugar
is not only coming to India in yearly increasing quantities but having closed
many of the European markets for West Indian sugar large quantities of
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foreign refined cane sugar are being thrust upon India at a very low price

At present therefore improvement of sugar-cane may be said to largely

mean the improvement of the indigenous forms for the Native market This
is a very different problem from the improvement of cane for the produc
tjon of superior qualities of crystallized sugar It seems likely that the

I

Native preference of what is called by European writers impure sugar
may have more to recommend it than is generally supposed The crude
ana inexpensive process by which it is prepared allows of comnetion even
with the cheapest beet sugar The thickened mixture of molasses and
of crystallized cane sugar known as gur is sweeter than the refined

article The so-called adulterations (when not direct admixtures) are

»
generallv wholesome enough principles being derived from the cane and
many of these are substances which contain nitrogen—an element largely
deficient in a vegetarian diet There has however always been certain
market (specially in Western India) for refined sugar and as already
remarked the imports of foreign refined sugars are telling heavily upor

[

the Native and European refineries of this country but it will take many
years before the desire for pure crystallized sugar begins to kffect the
cultivator of Indian cane and his manufacture of the substances which
Messrs Travers & Sons compare to manure It may in fact be safely
said that at present improvement of cane in India means essentially im
provement for the existing local market and not for a prospective foreign
trade which may not unjustly be characterised as a hypothetical market

Selection of Better Canes — But to return to (3) and (4)—the
remaining methods by which improvement may be effected vie selection of
sports or buds and selection of seedit gs which possess desirable proper
ties it may be remarked that these are the natural processes which would
be expected to suggest themselves from the dictates of personal advantage
alike to the ignorant and the educated cultivator In India the principle
of selection has l een in operation for countless ages of sugar cane cultiva
tion and nearly every district possesses slightly different forms that are not
to be met with anywhere else Speaking roughly the canes of India might
be refen ed to three great classes —

1st— Edible canes that is to say canes which are eaten in their raw
state as fruits

Canes that yield a large quantity of juice used by the people of
India as an inspissated s>rup gu — in place of sugar

3rd—Canes that yield a large quantity of crystalhzable sugar I he
inspissated juice of this nature is boilea longer than is the case
with gur and it is then called rab

Spirit (or rum) is prepared from gur (the entire juice of the cane) or
from the molasses obtained on draining rab

In bringing the various canes that represent either of these classes to
their present perfection it may safely be said that far greater attention has
been paid to Nos 1 and 2 than to 3 The edible canes (in the vicinities
of cities) pay the cultivator better than any others The principles
that have guided his selection have therefore been a soft pulpy stem with
a profusion of sweet juice conditions by no means characteristic of a
high percentage of crystal lizable sugar Such a cane is necessarily
delicate being liable to the attacks of white ants easily injured by the
winds and a prey to the pilfering proclivities of the people It could there-
fore be only grown on the lands near the homesteads where the soil is

richly manured and the fields carefully tended A cane of this nature
would be unserviceable and wasteful if used in the manufacture oi gur
But while having been thus actuated by what may becalled selfish motives
in his natural selection the Native cultivator has kept another consideration
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in view vtm suitability to the conditions of his surroundings Not the

least important factor in this aspect has been a desire to possess the

power to resist the natural enemies or disadvantages of his cultiv Stltettoa

ation such as white ants jackals winds severe drought inundation

swampy soils and high temperatures The evil consequences of high tern

perature on the expressed juice he combats as will be seen below by
manufacturing the juice into %tlr at once and during the cooler hours of

night But a soft cane with a thin bark would be more liable to the inju

nous depredations of ants and jackals and would also be more easily

broken by the sudden gusts of wind and even heavy storms that sweep
over the cane fields as they are nearing maturity A th n bark (or rina

as it is popularly called) would not only allow the cane to be more easily cut

through by ants and jackals but would expose tl e juice within the cane to

destructive changes in its chemical nature Drought and high temperature

check growth and tend to dry up the juice within the cane before it can be

reaped From all these considerations it has come ab mt that the Natives

of India have selected small hard canes for their sugar producing crops the

larger softer and more juicy kinds being reserved for garden cultivation

where they can be more carefully looked after the poduce affords the

edible canes But in this
\
raduaf evolution or progression into suitable

forms the Native cultivator does not at present resort and there is nothing

to show that he ever did re ort to seminal selection

Flowering and Seeding of the Cane —The flowering of the cane Seeding
is viewed as an evil omen It is a token of death The arrow forming

cane (as the West India planter calls the terminal panicle of flowers) is at Conf wtth pp
once removed by the servants of the owner who thus take on themselves 8 q ii 44 47

and save their master from the evil consequences portended It is not to /09

be wondered at therefore that the notion is prevalent in this country that

the cane never flowers or rather never seeds The period at which the

cane is cut very probably precludes the possibility of its flowering and it

is only with the stock left sometimes in the field for next vear s seed canes
that the phenomenon of flowering is observed But in India as in Java
the West Indies and elsewhere the cane may often be seen flowering
and certain forms (as for example the violet scented canes of Java)
obtain special names from the peculiarity of their flowering panicles Some
of the early European writers say that in the Gangetic basin the cane was
supposed to be sometimes raised from seed If ever this was so modern

Seeding
I53.

writers do not appear to have recorded the existence of the practice at

the present day indeed it might be almost affirmed that in India the cane
seeds but rarely in fact it is only very occasionally that it is allowed to

flower But the information that exists on this subject by no means justi

fies the assertion that sugar cane has never been known to seed in
I

India nor even that it has never been raised from seed During two
j

or three isolated periods the subject has been discussed in India and
various reports published but it appears that the rage for imported canes
together with the discredit thrown by Mr Wray and other practical plan
ters on the possibility of improvement from seminal selection have tended
to consign tne enquiry to the position of a curiosity in plart life It has
been urged that since flowering deprives the cane of its saccharine
fluid the production of seed should be discouraged The only possible
advantage writers on this subject have contended shoutd be looked form
the production of a hybrid between cane and some hardier grass Thus
for example Mr Wray wrote Experience and much consideration had
quite convinced me that it was entirely useless to hope for any good re-

sults from cane flowers of whatever varvety they might be being Drought
into contact with cane flowers I therefore determined to try the Guinea
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iaj|WK- CORN or bajra and the India* corn or matee (buta) with the cane plant
Eir1, Now 0( these pian ts perfect their seed and I ventured to hope that

Shading by planting them together I might get the flowers of the Guinea corn and
Indian corn to impregnate and fructify those of the cane Mr Wray
failed in this expectation and naturally so He succeeded however to
make the cane flower along with the other plants with which it was culti-

vated and he adds notwithstanding all my care and attention I had not
the gratification of seeing any seed appear on the cane plants so treated

*

and therefore the failure of this my last hope set the question at rest in

my mind Mr Wrays position therefore was that because he failed to
cross two widely remote genera of grasses it was impossible to cross the
various forms of sugar-cane or to cause any particular form to produce
seed The simple fact that seed of the cane has been produced and ger
minated too shows the absurdity of Mr Wray s contention Whether or
not any great improvement is possible in this direction (or more readily
accomplishable than by other means) is quite another matter The subject
of the possibility of improving the cane by seminal selection is being
warmly investigated at the present time both in Java and the West Indies
The plant has been made to seed and the seeds have been germinated
A controversy has in consequence ensued in the Kevt Bulletin part of

which will be found in the Linnaean Society s Journal ( Vol XXVII 197
201 PI 33) as to whom the honour should be ascnb“d of having first

figured and described the seed It may be of some interest therefore, to

trace out here the historic records of this subject which have a bearing on
India In 1792 Mr P Treves of Benares in a long and able paper on
the sugar and sugar cane of that district says I have never observed
the cane in this country to flower I therefore conclude it is cut too soon
The cane like other productions of the vegetable world produces seed
and analogy warrants the conclusion that in that condition it is fittest for

the hook ” So again after dealing with the religious objections to the
flowering of the cane he remarks I am informed that there is a species of

cane called Kuthan cultivated in or near the district of Champarun and
upon the banks of the Gogra which is not cut down by the cultivators

thereof until all the canes are in flower ’ Subsequent writers who speak
of the sugar-cane being raised from seed in some part of the Gangetic
basin have very probably derived their information from the above
passages the facts being distorted Roxburgh also m 1792 published a
report in the Proceedings of the East India Company (frequently quoted
by the author of this article) in which the following remark occurs The
flowering is the last accident they reckon upon although it scarcely deserves
the name for it rarely happens and never but to a very small proportion
of some very few fields These canes that flower have very little juice left

and it is by no means so sweet as that of the rest In 1844 the Rev
Doctor Stewart Honorary Secretary of the Royal Horticultural Society
of Jamaica addressed a letter to Mr Henry Pmkard desiring him to

procure if possible some information on * the mode of propagating the
sugar canem the East Indies In that letter the Reverend gentleman says
4 The sugar-cane in the West Indies is cultivated from cuttings and
although the plant flowers yet the seeds it produces are of no avail for

planting
; if tney were the produce would nc doubt be new varieties of the

cane and the usual results would follow It is stated that this is not the case
in the East Indies and I am anxious not only to ascertain the fact but to

procure a quality of the seed such a quantity as may be convenient with
information as to the mode of sowing and managing it

* Mr Pmkard
forwarded this letter to the Secretary of the Agn Horticultural Society of

India and asked to be informed whether the sugar-cane is cultivated
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from seed either in the East Indies or in China (Jour Old Series Vol
III Selections 84 87) Mr L Wray was apparently asked by the Secretary

»»**

of the Indian Society if he could afford any information on the subject Seeding
and his reply appeared m Vol III of the Journal He there draws atten

lion to the fact that Porter in stating that canes may be raised from
the seed in the East Indies evidently takes his cue from Bryan Edwards
who writes (see Vol 2nd book $th p 240) In Abyssinia and other parts
of the East, it (the sugar-cane) is easily raised from the seed (vide Bruce s

Travels) Now m Bruce s Travels I have not perceived that he fixes the
fact m Abyssinia but m Vol 1st Chapter 4th page 81 he makes Egypt
the scene of such reproduction He says About four miles from this is

the village of Nteelet el Arab consisting of miserable huts Here begin
large plantations of sugar cane the first we have vet seen they were then
loading boats with these canes to carry them to Cairo 9

I apprehend
they (canes) were originally a plant of the old continent and transported
to the new upon its first discovery because here in Egypt they grow from
seed I do not know if they do so in Brazil but they have been in all

times the produce of Egypt Mr Wray continues after the above quota
tion — About six years since whilst I was in the West Indies I fell in

with a French work on sugar-cane (the title and author of which I forget)

and I distinctly recollect it asserted that the cane was raised from seed in

Egypt Arabia and I think Malabar It particularly described the arrow
of the cane and the singular fact of only one in every three plants produc
ing perfect seed Mr Wray concludes For my own part I h ve
never seen any cane seed nor do I believe that it is perfected in India
But on the other hand in the same volume of the Agn Horticultural
Society s Journal, Major Jenkins fa writer whose observations are enti

tied to the greatest respect) says that in Assam (Gowhatti) some hun
dreds of canes (Otaheite variety* may be seen in flower at once in Dr
Scott s plantation but I think only m plants 3 or 4 years old t e

canes which have been planted 3 or 4 years and allowed to remain
undisturbed as far as regards the roots or shoots I have sown some of the
seeds but got no canes perhaps from being lost among the other grasses
The flowering of the canes is not very uncommon anywhere but the
Natives consider the circumstances very unfortunate When the Agn
culti ral Society were first importing canes from the South Sea Islands I

suggested whether seed might not be procured It will be found
that in 1845 Dr Thompson in connection with his remarks on Mada
gascar canes, thought of the idea of multiplying the forms of cane by
seminal selection see the paragraphs which deal with Otaheite Canes (See

P 47 )

In 1853 the subject of the seeding of canes in India again attracted
attention Mr W Haworth procured seed in Ceylon (Kandy) These he
gave to the Secretary of the Agn Horticultural Society by whom they were
given to the Head Gardener for cultivation About the same time Mr
J Thomson of Cossipore wrote that he had seen the flowering in Bengal
but not very often He added I do not think however that what you
believe to be the seed of the sugar cane would germinate At least I am
not aware of sugar-cane ever having been produced from seed In the
West Indies, where they have not the same vanation of season as in
Bengal the sugar cane is allowed to 9tand much longer on the ground
sometimes from 13 to 16 months If I remember rightly the season of
* arrowing is about November or December in the West Indies * I

believe that it is from the short time which the cane is allowed to stand

a See Dr Scott’s statement in chapter on Varieties of Assam canes p 61 above
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on the groiind that we never see the arrow m Bengal but I have very
little doubt that if sugar cane were allowed to stand through one cola

season and on to the next we should see plenty of cane arrow here 9

In 1854 Mr J W Payter an experienced sugar cane planter m
Bogra said that he was amused to read in the Societv s Journal that

doubt seemed to exist as to sugar cane flowering in Bengal I welve

years ago I had whole fields in blossom this was from the cane I got

from the Society being unable to break through the prejudices of the

ryots that } ear to cultivate it the crop remained mostly uncut and all

ran into tufts but I regret to say 1 t ok no steps to ascertain whether it

contained anything like seed or not I have seen country cane in blossom

but very rarely and only one or two here and there The ratoons pro

duce tufts more generally than the first crop

In 1881 the subject of cane seed was again taken up in India The Sec
retary of the Agri Horticultural Society (

Vol VI 216 218 drew attention

to the allusion to the seeding of the cane in Mr Walter Hill s article on
Beet root versus Sugir cane* and he took the opportunity to review the

S

iapers and correspondence that had appeared on that subject in the Society s

fournal The statement is there made that The enquiry elicited replies

rom residents in certain parts of India but no satisfactory affirmative

information was obtained though it was shewn that the cane when allow
ed to attain full maturity seeded freely With reference to the Ceylon
cane seed (furnished in 1853 by Mr Haworth) the Secretary adds This
was carefully tried in the Societv s Garden but entirely failed to ger
minate This announcement is doubtless made on the authority of un
published records to which the Secretary has had access since so far as
the writer can discover the head gardener nowheie a ludes (in his monthly
reports) to the failure or success of these seeds

The subject of the cultivation of cane by seed does not appear to have
been taken up in the District Manuals and Gazetteers It would thus
seem that writers who speak of such cultivation as taking place m India
are tn error It is however very generally admitted that the cane flowers
occasionally and certain forms more frequently than others If allowed to

grow the required time the same percentage of flowering spikes would be
found to seed in India as has been recently observed in Java and the West
Indies It is significant that the so-called Otaheite cane is the introduced
form which flowers most frequently in this country Mr Wray appears to
hold that in his day this was the case also in the West Indies especially
on estates with a sea aspect Mr D Moms however (Linncean Soctsty’s

2
-ournal X\ VIII rgg) says The experiments at Barbados confirmed

y observations at Trinidad Demerara and latterly at Kew have now very
clearly proved that the varieties of sugar cane known as Purple Trans
parent and White Transparent periodically produce seed at Barbados
and that the Bourbon cane known also as the Otaheite Cane does so
very sparingly hrom the remarks given above under Otaheite and also
Bourbon canes it will be seen that the greatest confusion seems to prevail
as to whether these forms should be regarded as distinct The so called
Otaheite originally introduced into India appea s to have been the

form now known as Mauritius Of what he regards as the true
‘Otaheite Mr Wray described two forms vhich might be the Purple
Transparent and White Transparent mentioned by Mr Morris or
what is more likely these are two kinds of Batavian cane If this latte

conjecture be correct it is significant that (nearly half a century ago)
Mr Wray (an experienced Jamaica planter) should have written that the
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differs from the “ Bourbon and* Otaheite in certain particulars which
he details and that it is seldom that this cane arrous It would thus

seem that the planters names for the cultivated canes have got hopelessly

inte mixed in recent times or that m the liability to flower the various

races have materially changed
The above review of the leading Indian published facts regarding the

flowering of canes cannot however be concluded without mention being

made of the fact that within the past few months a start has been made
in growing cane in India from seed Following up apparently the interest

awakened by the Kew Bulletin in the subject of the improvement of cane

by seminal selection the Superintendent of the Saharanpur Botanic Gar
dens secured several sets of sugar cane seeds In the annual report just

issued (1891) mention is made of the successful germination of some of these

One set (wnich failed to germinate) had been procured from Mr T H
Storey Superintendent of the Sajjan New as Gardens Oodeypore The
second from Mr C Maries Superintendent the State Gardens Gwalior
Of the grasses w'hich sprang up from the Gwalior sowing many seedlings

have been identified as that of cane A third supply was got from Perak
though this failed to germinate It would thus appear that a start

has been made but the Superintendent (Mr Qollan) remarks tha the

chief difficulty is to get a sufficient supply of seed The plant is rarely

allowed to flower owing to the strong prejudu es of the people against this

It is reported in fact that in sime part of the country if a single plant m
a field flowers the whole produce has either to be given to the Brahmans
or burned Though this belief prevails Mr Gollan adds that his infor

mants had not heard of a field that had been actually so disposed of

Thus if any doubt ever existed as to the cane seeding in India Mr
Gollan s report must be accepted as setting that matter at rest All that

remains now is to extend the experimental cultivations until better forms
are found amon^ the seedlings than we presently possess

It need therefore be only repeated by way of conclusion that the pnc
ticaj interest in the subject of the seeding of the cane lies in the possibility

of producing improved sugar yielding forms It is admitted by all sugar
cane planters that continued propagation from cuttings grown year after

vear on the same soil results in a serious degeneration On this account
planteis at a distance periodically exchange seed canes or special nurseries

are resorted to for the purpose of producing seed-canes This same fact

is fully appreciated by the Native cultivators of India and the dangers of

too continuous a cultivation of anv particular form are quite understood
Thus for example a Native cultivator wrote in the Agri Horticultural
Society’s Journal on the destruction of the Red Bombay canes of Ben
gal This was due to the appearance of a worm in the cane after it

had been grown in the same district without intermission for a certain
number of years. Fresh stock grown side by side remained free from
disease. It seems highly probable that the degeneration of the imported
canes was largely due to the same cause and that nurseries for inter

changing stock from one province to another or from district to district

would therefore effect greater improvements m the Indian sugar industry
than anything else that could for 9ome time to come be undertaken In
such interchanges and nursery treatment the stock might not only be
kept up but improved and should the idea of seminal selection be found
beneficial this could by nurseries in every province be carried out on a large
scale The chances of improvement by selection whether seminal or other
wise depend entirely on tne extent to which the experimental cultivations
are prosecuted They are therefor quite beyond the means of the
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ordinary Native sugar cane growers Good forms when discovered could

be perpetuated and distributed by cuttings The possibility of improvement
needs scarcely to be urged The arguments in favour of this can be illustrat

ed by almost any one of the numerous agricultural products of India but

unless contmuou ly maintained in sugar cane the result would be the same
as may be learned by the perusal of the review given in another volume of

this work of the late Mr Scott's experiments with the opium plant Certa n

forms which that accurate observer fostered from seminal sports were seen

! to possess well recognised properties both in the yield of the alkaloids and

in the freedom from disease (Vo/ VI $5) After a time the experiments

conducted by Mr Scott were abandoned and it is highly probable the

superior forms he tried to distribute over the opium districts have by now
completely degenerated or have been entirely lost The want of private

enterprise in nursery produce and in the supply of or demand for superior

seed is one of the greatest defects of India s agricultural interests

HISTORY OF THE EFFORT TO ESTABLISH SUGAR PLANT
ATIONS & FACTORIES IN INDIA

A perusal of the extensive literature preserved in the Proceedings of
the Honourable the East India Company can scarce escape the conviction
that little more than a century ago Bengal was regarded in E gland as the
peculiar property of the great Company of merchants who laid the founda
tion of the present British Indian Empire In its relation to Great Britain
Bengal wa practically classed as a foreign country It was accordingly de
barred from many of the special privileges and protections granted to the
British colonies of America and the West India Islands With no branch
of Bengal trade is this fact more powerfully exemplified than in that of
sugar Prior to 1789 C reat Britain had for some time received its sugar
exclusively fri m the West Indies From the year 1698 to 1729 the supply
came almost entirely from the British colonies The imports progressively
increased from a valuation of £629 533 to £1 515 421 About the close of
the period specified France becoming jealous of the British success made
strenuous efforts however to organise sugar plantations in St Domingo
Accordingly from 172610 1742 the Sugar production of that 1 land expand
ed from 400 000 cwt to 848 000 cwt In 1 742 England was at war with
Spam—a fact which may have favoured the French and other foreign
sugar planters A more direct fostering influence doubtless existed how
ever in the law passed by France which allowed her colonies to send
sugar direct to foreign purcha ers The corresponding law did not
come into force with tne British colonies for some twelve years later so
that consignments for America and the Continent of Europe had to sus
tain the delay and bear the extra charge of being re-exported from
England Tne evident advantage thus enjoyed by French traders told
much m their favour while to evade the British law many reprehensible

S
radices crept into existence To India the restrictions imposed by
Britain in this instance proved advantageous however for American and

other foreign ships gradually came to her ports and carried away sugar
indigo ana other goods In an official report under date 1791 for example
we learn that the export trade to America and Flanders is rising very fast
in sugar Thus Indian sugar had found its way to Europe and America
before it was appreciably made available to the English people

By 1742 the demand for sugar in Europe had in fact been firmly
established It had very nearly become a necessity of life and its production
could not be repressed by fiscal prescriptions The observation was
accordingly made that relatively to the French supply the sugar obtained
by Great Britain from her colonies had declined England was, in fact
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more dependent on the French than on the British colonies for her sugar
This state of affairs will be apparent by the following returns i

—
Production ofsugar tn the b ench Coloniesfor (742— Cwt

In Martimco Guaduloupe etc 622 500
In Aispamola (St Domingo) 848 000

Total i 470 500

Sugar produced in the British West Indian Colonies for

SUGAR
PLANTA-
TIONS

European and American Sugar supplyfor theyear 1741 2 261 goo cwt

By a similar comparison m the trade for the period here dealt with it
|

has been shown that the French colonies had increased their production
from 30000 to 120000 hogsheads while the British colonies had been
able to advance their outturn from 45 to only 75 000 hogsheads It seems
likely that this state of affairs would probably have continued but for the
calamity which overtook the French colonists in the mutiny of St
Domingo The French sugar planters were not only ruined but a sugar
famine took place which very greatly raised the retail price of the commo
dity An outcrv arose not only against the protective measures that
favoured the colonies and debarred India from particip Umg in the British
supply but against the slave labour of the colonial plantations While
matters were in England thus maturing in a direction likely to prove
favourable to India a similar movement had for some \ears taken place
in India itself It was seen by the merchants in Bengal that the colonial
prosperity had destroyed the export trade that formerly took place from
India as also the re export Chinese transactions and that tne internal
restrictions imposed by the Indian Administration were rapidly depriving
Bengal of the market it had long enjoyed in the supply of sugar to the
Malabar coast It was pointed out that Bengal production had been so
depressed that that province had actually begun to look to the North
West Provinces and even to Fhina and Batavia for the sugar required

J>y
its own people The memorial (which was submitted to the C overnment
of Bengal in June 1776) urged that the Malabar trade was the more
desirable since it afforded an exchange between Bengal sugar and Bombay
cotton As matters were transpiring the memorial! ts maintained the
Dutch were drawing from India a large amount of specie since they no
more brought their sugar to the shores of India and sold it in exchange
for Indtan goods but tru (mg to India s necessities in the matter of sugar
were able to compel Indian ships to go to Batavia for the sugar \Ve
accordingly read that the vending or procuring a cargo of sugar was
even considered as a sort of favour conferred by the officers of the Dutch
Government on the Bombay merchant ' But in these transactions the
Dutch absolutely refused to take merchandise in return and thus India
was deprived of ten lakhs of rupees annually and had her own internal
commerce disarranged The memorial above alluded to received the
most careful and immediate consideration of the Honourable Company and
we accordingly learn that soon after the Indian restrictions complained of
were greatly mitigated and in trme entirely removed Matters in Bengal
were accordingly greatly improved the more so since through the changes
that were taking place in Europe and America it became advantageous for
foreign ships to come to the shores of India m search of sugar The loss
of this shipping traffic was apparently deplored however, for in the Pro-
ceedings of the Honourable Company there occurs the regret that much
sugar was being earned to Europe and Amenca on foreign ships
English merchants in India (private and Company's) were unable to
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participate in this new foreign trade owing to the heavy duty charged on the

sugar by England and the fact that they were compelled if they traded

in it at all to convey it to Fnghnd in the first instance before they could

consign it to countries where the import dues were more favourable But
this state of affairs had better be exhibited by the historic records of actual

transactions In April 1789 the East India Company directed its agents
in India to forward to England a consignment of Bengal s gar This was
complied with and in May 1791 the first sample of the East India Com
pany s investments in Indian sugar was submitted for report to Messrs
Travers & Bracebridge It was found that although it differed in some
respects from West Indian sugar it could be dealt with by the English
refiners and that the quality was satisfactory The next consignment
arrived by the ship Hamilton but was sold subject to the same duty and
drawbacks as in the case of West Indian sugar The English Custom
authorities however declined to recognize these conditions and on
delivery being desired it was charged £37 16 3d per cent (or say
85 a cwt more than the duty on West Indian Sugar) on the gross sale

price—the West Indian sugar being charged at the rate of only 155 per
cwt This led to a protracted controversy and the exhibition of the
strongest opinions both for and against the new Indian trade In 1792
the Court of Directors of the Honourable the East India Company placed
before the Lord Commissioners of the Treasury a Resolution on the subject

of the exorbitant duty claimed by the Custom authorities on Indian sugar
It was there set forth that the Company having been called upon by the
British public to endeavour to lower the price of sugar by bringing
the Indian article into the market had done so and were prepared to

guarantee to meet the entire requirements of Great Britain m sugar pro
vided India were placed on the same favourable terms as had been
granted to the colonies The Resolution while disclaiming any intention

of calling into question the desirability of the protective measures that had
been enacted in favour of the colonies pointed out that the greater distance
of India and consequent heavier freight charges were considerations that
would be seen to secure to the colonies a full participation in the trade
The application was not granted though frequently repeated and the
heavy import duty continued to be charged on Indian sugar till 1836
The cargo of the Haughton appears to have been sold at a loss as will

be seen from the following account —

Prime cost and invoice charges of 96 cwt («> C Ri 268
Custom @ £37 16 3 pe cent on sale

Freight @ £26-10 pci ton and 20 per cent kintlege
Charges merchandise @ 5 per cent

Sale @ £4 12 per cwt

£ s d
126 16 o
165 5 o
152 12 O
21 17 O

466 IO O

437 o o

The next consignment per the Princess Amelia realized a profit of

£286 but in the item of charges the British import duty on 1 746 cwt
amounted to £3 302 and the freight to £2 776

In spite of many discou agements and losses the possibility of ultimate
success in the sugar trade was kept vigorously in view The East India
Company called for detailed information from its officers m India Every
aspect of the trade was carefully enquired into and the reports which cOn
tmued to appear not only regarding Bengal sugar but that of the North
West Provinces of Madras and of Bombay afford a very trustworthy
source of information being quite as complete a statement of the methods
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of cultivation and manufacture as any that we possess of a more recent

date It would endanger too great a repetition of the facts dealt with in

other chapters of this article to follow up the numerous issues that arise in

the present connection Suffice it to say that the Company in its own in

terests were Wise in their resolution to avoid as far as possible direct

ownership of plantations or the investment of much money in the machi
nery necessary to test the practicability of sugar manufacturing in India on
the West Indian methods until more favourable terms had Been obtained

for the admission of their sugar into England 1 he Company accordingly

contented itself with purchasing sugar fr m the Natives on the most aa
vantageous terms possible and for a series of >ears it continued to bring

to England from I ooo to 3 000 tons of the various kinds of Native made
sugar These purchases were recommended to their agents to be made
mostly in the better qualities and to be used in place of saltpetre as

bal/ist on ships with light cargoes
It may thus in all fairness be said that the policy which the Govern

ment of England pursued during the first half century of its colonial sugar
trade withheld from India the possibility of its being to day a great
sugar supplying country The prohibitive British import duty was re

moved in 1836 and from that date the effort was once more put forth to

establish plantations and factories and to create a large foreign demand
for Indian sugar but the opportunity had passed and will prcbably never
again return to India The failures of the nineteenth century were in fact if

anything more complete than those of the eighteenth But the discovery of

beet sugar gave an entirely new aspect to the trade and destroyed in their

turn the refineries of India which had very considerably prospered even
although European production and manufacture had failed

In 18 1 1 the East India Company gave up all furthei elfort to contend
against their losses in sugar They accordingly in that year issued an
order to their Indian representatives that except very occasionally or when
unavoidable sugar should no longer be included among the Company s

investments Ihere were however two great periods when the idea
dominated that large plantations on the West Indian pattern were likely

to succeed These were from say 1790 to 1820 and again from 1830 to

i860 It will be seen m another section of this article that this very idea
has within the past few years been once more urged as worthy or care
ful consideration That subject need therefore be no further dealt with
but it seems desirable to review very briefly some of the early efforts

which were put forth to test the practicability of large plantations and
sugar factories In the Proceedings of the Honourable the East India
Company for 1791 there occurs what appears to be the first mention of a
European desiring permission to go out to India as a sugar planter We are
there told that Lieutenant John Paterson of the Bengal establishment had
(in 1787; shown that sugar could be grown in India with many superior ad
vantages and at a much less expense than in the West Indies He was
accordingly granted permission to return to India and to take up land in

Behar which he could procure from the Natives on the distinct under
standing that he did so at his own risk The Company simply agreed
to purchase all the sugar he might make at a certain fixed rate On
arrival we are led to believe that he preferred Benares to Behar and had
permission to alter his location We next find him spoken of as having
ultimately secured land in Beerbhoom The fact that he had not however
for some years commenced the manufacture of sugar is viewed by the
Board of Directors with disfavour A loan of R25 000 is then recorded as
having been made to enable him to procure from England the machinery
he required An assistant (Mr W Fitwnaurtce) whom he was permitted
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to take to India left his service shortly after and applied for permission to

take up land on the same terms as has been granted to Paterson We are

then told that Paterson died on the 26th September 1794 and that direc

tions had been issued to recover the loan from his estate

In February 1793 Mr William Fitzmaurice (a Jamaica planter) sub
mitted a long detailed memorandum on the advantages to India of the m
troduction ofthe West Indian methods of cultivating the cane and manu
factoring the sugar It may be inferred from various entries that he
started a plantation for he is subsequently shown as having sold sugar to

the Company The writer has failed to discover where Fitzmaurice s

plantation was or what came of it About the time of the submission of

Lieutenant Paterson s application Mr Robert Heaven was granted
authority to proceed to Bengal as a sugar planter In 1794 we are told

Mr dames Hauson Keene an experienced sugar manufacturer was
allowed to proceed to Bengal for the purpose of starting a plantation and
factory In 179s Lieutenant Charles Maddison obtained the authority

of the Board of Directors (on quitting His Majesty s Service ) to remain
m India and to engage in the culture and manufacture of sugar and indigo
upon his entering into the covenants usually executed by persons of that

description* So again Mr J Walker was allowed to proceed to India
under free merchants indentures, with a view to introducing improvements
in the cultivation and manufacture of sugar

It is thus perhaps needless to enumerate more examples to show that

a large influx of Europeans (mostly West Indian planters) took place to

India and that there were rocognised covenants as those usually granted
to such persons From all parts of the country we get glimpses of the

existence of sugar planters Thus Captain Andrew Pringle wrote from
Lucknow (a country beyond the territories of the Company) that he was
prepared to supply 1 000 tons of sugar on certain apparently favourable
terms A Mr James Pauli also of I ucknow was ready to supply 60 000
maunds but the Company did not think it politic to purchase sugar from
the Vizier s country The sugars of various up country districts are

frequently alluded to They were the regions apparently from which such
private firms as Messrs Cockerell 8c Co drew their supplies The
sugars of Benares Mhow and Azurghar are very specially mentioned
That manufactured by Mr Carden at Mirzapore was held in high esti

mation Frequent reference is also made to the sugar of Burdwan Cal
cutta Nuddea Jessor Rungpore etc etc and in such terms as to lead to

the supposition that there were (about the close of the last century) factories

and refineries owned and worked by Europeans if not sugar-cane plantations

also all over Bengal Sufficient may perhaps be accepted as shown by
the above special cases to justify the statement that little was thus want
ing in skill capital and enterprise to have made sugar cane cultivation and
sugar manufacture a success had sucessbeen possible And not in Bengal
only but m Madras and Bombay similar strenuous efforts were made Thus
for example we read of Madras by date 1799 that being desirous of

promoting the culture of sugar m such of our possessions as may be suited

to the growth of the cane with a view of affording to the European mar
ket a more ample supply of a commodity now become m a manner an im
portant necessity of life we have permitted Mr Edward Oampbell to pro-

ceed to India for the purpoe of establishing sugar works in such of the
districts under our Madras Government as he may conceive most favourable

for such an undertaking We learn subsequently that that gentleman
settled in Tnchinopoly and held a lease for ten years on a rental of R2 062
per annum Shortly after however he converted his sugar plantation into

an indigo factory The Collector of Vizagapatam by date 21st April
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1797 wrote that although the trials which had been formerly made had prA^AjL
failed to answer expectation if undertaken by Native management the fi0lf8
issue might be attended by very different success if established under
proper regulation ** He was there dealing with the proposals for Euro-
pean planters Shortly after this the Board recommended that encour
agement should be given to individuals who might wish to engage m the

manufacture for themselves Mr Robert Campbell (of whom we have
no previous history) seems to have anticipated this authority for the Col
lector of the district proceeds to argue that he must have made great pro-

gress since while by the Native methods 5 maunds of jaggery costing R5
were necessary to make 1 maund of sugar Mr Campbell was able to

offer a superior sugar at R3 8 a maund It is however explained that

Mr Campbell imposed certain conditions that rendered his proposals of

supply to the Company inadvisable One of these may be here mention
ed Mr Campbell required that the inhabitants cultivators of the

cane should be compelled to sell to him exclusively the produce of

their present gardens and all others they might in future cultivate for a Conf mth
period of six years The want of a guarantee of continuous supply it p 283

will be recollected caused the ruin of the indigo industry of many parts of

India and it seems but natural that if the owner of a factory does not

grow his own cane he requires some sort of security that the capital he ex
pends on a factory may not be thrown away through the subsequently dis

covered inimical interests or it may be the perverse inclinations of his

neighbours in simultaneous ceasing to grow cane The owner of a mill

intended to directly manufacture sugar from the cane must either grow
his own supply or possess some proprietary right that enables him to sti

pulate for a certain percentage of cane cultivation This great difficulty

was therefore quite as fully realized a century ago as it is at the present

day Indeed it seems that this difficulty is entirely overlooked or ignored
by those who advocate the construction in India of the most improved
modern mills to manufacture sugar direct from the locally produced cane
But Mr Campbell (or rather the two Campbells) were not the onlv sugar
planters who figure in the records of the experiments conducted in February
Madras about the close of the last century Mr W J Colley occupies a iSo°

distinctly more prominent place We learn for example by a letter of
February 1800 that Mr Colley who in conseauence of the encouragement
he received from Government has established expensive sugar works at
M\nsurkotah In one of Mr Colley s long explanatory letters he points
out that he 1$ prepared to sell the sugar to (Government practically at Confioith
what it cost him provided he be allowed to take the molas es to manu pp £5
facture the rum required by the Government The profit of the sugar 158 175
trade he emphatically declared was in the rum This was no doubt the 8/3 320 32

1

case a century ago as it is to a large extent at the present time All
Mr Oolley asked was a preference for his rum should its quality be
approved* In 1815 it is stated that Mr Oolley manufactured 300 tons
of sugar so that his factory which cost him R44 000 must have been fairly
large The Company soon withdrew its contract and little or nothing is

further heard of Mr Colley or his factory Another of the Madras
planters is specially mentioned because of his superior knowledge m the
distillation of rum vte Mr Parkinson That gentleman was originally
in the service of Government and in charge of one of their experimental
sugar factories and distilleries He left the service and became a sugar
planter

Regarding sugar plantations in Bombay (established during the
closing decade of the last century) it, perhaps is unnecessary to dwell on
more than one or two The object aimed at in the present sketch is to
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exemplify the widespread interest which was taken in the subject and the

amount of enterpuse and capital which was expended on the futile effort

to establish sugar cane planting as an European industry Oaptain
Robert Orauford of His Majesty s 75th Regiment applied for and ob
tamed a concession of land on the Malabar coast It was granted on a
long lease the chief condition being the improvement of the cultivation of

sugar In a communication of 1792 there occurs the following remark
addressed to the Board of Directors We have great satisfaction to ac

quaint you that Messrs Helenus Scott Robert Stewart & John Twiss
have undertaken to introduce the cultivation of sugar and indigo on the

Island of Salsette with very sanguine expectations of success and we beg
leave to assure you that we shall give proper encouragement to a scheme
which is so likely to prove beneficial to your interests In a further

communication (1795) we learn of permission being granted for a sugar
mill being sent out to Dr Scott Next in 1801 of his having sub
nutted four hogsheads of his Poway Distillery arrack one ditto ot Mus
cavado sugar from Poway and a specimen of Bandap cotton raised from
Guzerat seed In a still later communication we find a discussion

between Dr Scott and the Bombay authorities on the admission of sugar
(the produce of the Poway estate) as dead weight on the Honourable
Company s ships fhe reader vull find in the chapter below on the sugar
manufactures of Bombay (Thana District) p 308 9 particulars regarding
two subsequent efforts to establish sugar planting in Bassein in which
Government not only gave lands on nominal rents but made large ad
vances of money to assist in the purchase of machinery It will thus be
observed that m Bombay as m Bengal and Madras there were at the
beginning of the present century large plantations and factories owned
and worked by Europeans In another part of this work the reader will

find numerous incidental allusions to plantations and factories (dating
back to the closing years of the last century; found tn Assam, in Burma
in the North West Provinces and even in the Panjib But within a very
few years after their establishment these were all either converted into
Indigo factories or they survived as sugar refineries for purifying native
made sugar or they ceased to exist entirely their places being indicated
at the present day by unsightly ruins The following brief allusion to
this subject occurs in the Famine Commissioners Report Attempts
were made in the early days of the East India Company to promote the
industry of sugar manufacture in Upper India Very large advances
were given for sugar growing and the factors in charge of districts in the
neighbourhood of Benares introduced sugar mills which (as Sir H M
Elliot mentions) were found to be much less effective than the crude sugar
mill of the country As in the case of cotton records of these early enter
prises have almost disappeared but the still existing ruins of sugar mills
testify to many a complete failure and many a broken fortune The chief
mistake appears to have been the concentration of operations in large
central establishments which led to the deterioration and evaporation of
cane juice during the carriage of canes to the factory for it is now well
known that juice ought to be expressed and boiled as soon as possible
after canes are cut

It has however been stated above that a second period of renewed
activity occurred when the same high expectations were entertained and
a corresponding waste of capital and enterprise took place This may be
said to ha\e extended from 18^0 to i860 The failure of India to compete
in the foreign markets has spasmodically been attributed mainly to the
want of capital in planting enterprise Unfortunately however all past
experience disproves that theory The reader who may be sufficiently
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interested m the subject to peruse the numerous passages given below will

have sufficient proof that the second great period in the history of the

effort to establish European sugar plantations and factories in India was
neither less intelligently nor less earnestly prosecuted than the first There
is in fact in connection with the records of this period a greater uni

formity in the verdict of failure to compete with the Native in the cultiva

tion of the cane than occurs regarding the experiments of the eighteenth cen-
tury From one corner of India to the other the piteous story is recorded
of planters (many of them with extensive West Indian experience) having
spent all they possessed in the vain effort to establish sugar cane planta

tions Started on grants of land in some cases given rent free for long
periods and the buildings necessary having been even sometimes con
structed on loans of money made by Government they have passed through
a protracted struggle for existence The end has almost uniformly been
that the estates have become waste lands or have been conxerted into

indigo plantations or become the cause of fruitless litigation The ruined
factories and refineries that can be pointed to in almost every district of

India do not however prove that success is impossible They should
naturally enter however into the serious consideration of persons who may
contemplate repeating experiments which have proved gigantic failures

during at least a century of earnest endeavours But while planting and
direct manufacture have proved very nearly hopeless undertakings for

Europeans in India much gi eater success has attended the effort to refine

the crude Native sugars I he Indian refineries iboth Native and European)
have been able to largely supply the Indian market with a superior sugar
and they even created and held for many years a modern export trade
But they were soon doomed to have to face a serious reversion In beet

root sugar they were confr nted with a far greater disturbing element than
they had hitherto contended against in the numerou vicissitudes through
which their industry had passed The sugar manufactories and refineries

that had not enjoyed a large monopoly in the production of rum were
rapidly reduced to the verge of ruin and there would seem to be reason in

thinking that the} have not even now reached their lowest level Indeed in

P
erfect fairness it may be said that the European cane-sugar industry of

ndia nay not of India only but of the world at the present moment
receives its bounty against beet sugar in the rum traffic

Mr Westland s remark that paradoxical though it may seem the
Native collectois of palm juice ana the manufacturers of gur (= coarse
sugar) have increased in wealth while the Native and European refiners

have been ruined is true not of Jessor and palm sugar only but of all

India and of cane sugar as well The consumption of sugar has un
duobtedlv greatly increased but the enhancement in the imports of foreign

sugar take at present but a small share in this modern feature of the
trade They are in no way lessening the consumption of the crude sugar
by the people of India but are rather taking the place of the refined

sugar which was formerly manufactured in this country But leaving for

the present the subject of the decline of the Indian refiner s trade it may
be as well to more fully exemplify the important steps which have been
taken since 1830 to improve Native sugar cane cultivation and to establish

European plantations For the first 20 or 30 years of the Agri Horti
cultural Society of India its Transactions and journals were not only the
means of making public the then stirring events in the Indian agricultur

al and commercial world but the Society itself took a leading part in the
efforts that were being put forth to improve the productive resources of

the country That Society was founded in Calcutta m 1820 but local

branches of it were rapidly formed In every important town It gave
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birth to a temporary activity of a kind never since witnessed in India

Large sums were subscribed towards its funds both by Government
and the public Its first publications consisted of eight volumes of Trans
actions which appeared from 1836 to 1841 These literally teem with

papers describing the sugar-cane industry of Bengal and of the North
West Provinces of Burma etc Articles appeared for example on the
great extension of sugar cane cultivation of Azimghur sugar cane in

Benares immense improvements on the ordinary sugar cane of Bengal by
cultivation in Chittagong the value of Amherst as a sugar producing
country the forms of cane grown in the Malay Peninsula the formation
of the Dhoba sugar works and on the introduction of the superior Ota
heite and Mauritius canes etc etc In 1837 the gold medal of the Society
was awarded for Zealous exertions in bringing the Mau ltius sugar cane
to this country and ultimately successfully establishing the permanent cul

tivation of that cane on the banks of the Nerbudda 9 Premiums were
awarded for the best sugar and for sugar made of the imported canes
In Volume II of the Transactions we read for example of the allotment
of money awards amounting to R6 750 for the year 1836-37

From 1836 to 1841 vas a period of great energy with the Society when
sugar cane maj be said to have been the subject that occupied its atten

tion before all others The first volume of the Society s new publication

—

the Journal—which came out m monthly numbers was completed in 1842
It opens with instructive original papers on the improvement of Indian
cotton by the introduction of American seed the utilization of hemp
the mode of improving East Indian sugar and the method of reeling

silk followed in Bengal Of these subjects it may be said that sugar at first

occupied a far larger share of the attention of the Society than any of the
others Interest in flax was first dropped then in silk next in sugar and
cotton survived until its place tvas assumed by indigo then by tea by jute

and last of all by wheat One of the most fruitful actions taken by the
Society contributed greatly towards bringing about the equalization of the
import duty charged m England on Indian and West Indies sugar
Papers of course continued to appear on all the above mentioned subjects

ana have done so down to the present day but it may be said he great
est degree of interest was taken in sugar between the years 1830 and
i860 After that date sugar practically disappeared from the Society s con
sideration and the efforts to improve the stock of Indian cane had if any
thing an even shorter portion of public favour One of the earliest de
tailed papers on the subject of sugar and perhaps for the period of Indian
interest the best that appeared was one by a West Indian Planter

entitled The present imperfect mode of manufacturing East Indian
Sugar and its attendant evils * The following passage from that article

may be read with interest since it marks the oiaracter of the then manu
facture and the high expectations held out of the future of the industry —

I am perfectly well aware that the great difficulty to be contended against is the
total abolition of the present system of producing sugar from that acid fermented
stuff denominated gour also the difficulty of getting tne canes to the steam mill for

the purpose of grinding in gome districts If this could be made practicable (and I

have no doubt it could) the sugar cultivation here would eventually be the most lucra

tive in which moderate capital could be invested and the example of the West Indies

is staring us in the face as a convincing proof there on a well managed estate, the
rum pays all or very nearly all the expenses the sugar going into the pocket of the
proprietor as net profit M This is a fact not come to my knowledge by hearsay but
from eleven years experience and ocular demonstration And could the services of

the West India Negro be now depended on the profits would be increased as the
planter only pays those who work for him j whereas under the slave system he was
obliged to su pport clothe and hospital superannuated negroes and children besides
paying a heavy capitation tax yet notwithstanding this enormous expense, the rum
made paid the outlay
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I flatter myself there is no need of further argument to convince us here that the

present system is not an advantageous one or one conducive to the improvement of

the article in question or to the permanent benefit of the proprietor Why then do

not the East India planters avail themselves of these facts ? Surely it cannot proceed

from ignorance of the circumstance as there must be many here conversant with West

India agriculture and its profitable returns
. . . , t . . . „ - „

With respect to the refining process practised here I do not think it wul fully

answer the purpose intended as it is a well known fact that India never can compete

with England m the art of refining consequently the article to be encouraged here, is

the rich clear strong-grained amber coloured Muscovado sugar manufactured so as

to be able to stand any sea voyage and which on reaching the market weigh well

Such being the West India sugar the inferior qualities alone being reserved for the

^
^Fcannot resist making a few observations relative to the useless and ruinous

practice observed here by sugar planters in involving both themselves and property by

an enormous outlay m the purchase of expensive machinery and that before one

pound of sugar cane be made as a return A fifteen horse-power steam mill for cane-

crushing I look upon as only necessary at the onset coupled with well hung and

fast boding coppers with these Isay a crop of 800 or looohhds of first quality

sugar could be manufactured with every facility in the regular boiling season I even

do not think the boiling m vacuo a judicious system as connected with ultimate proht

as the article produced therefrom is divested of most of its sweets and gravity—and the

sugar owner should bear in mind that weight is the great thing to be looked to this

is retained by the good old system and the splendid West India sugar which we

all have both seen and used in England is the result Such I wish the East India to

become ,

The profession of a practical planter is one demanding much care attention ana

experience inasmuch as it combines three distinct occupations vib the agricul

tural part the manufacturing part and finally the last, though not the least in

portance the distilling part and as the superior or inferior quality of Muscovado

sugar chiefly depends on the agricultural part of the profession 1 am certain the

great majority of the managers of sugar estates in this country would prefer having

the cane matured under their own guidance ( Trans Vol 1 50-S2)

The essay from which the above passage has been extracted met with

such favour that numerous correspondents called upon the anonymous
writer to continue his valuable contribution Accordingly there appeared

Further suggestions etc
99 from which the following maybe here use-

fully extracted —
The more I see of India the stronger my conviction is that those engaged m

cane cultivation are not folk wing the course necessary to make it a great sugar

country and perhaps when too late they will discover the mistake they have com-

mitted by adopting a plan of operations of which they are ignorant I allude now
to the present system observed towards cane agriculture I most confidently assert

that a sugar estate never can succeed conducted on the ryot system a system very

applicable to indigo but the one and the other being different and distinct plants so

must be their method of culture As during my short residence in India 1 nave

frequently been asked by interested parties could we not grow sugar this year and

Indigo next* My answer invariably was Yes you could,
but as regards the

former it would not be attended with success I shall prove this hereafter Conse-

quently we must have no ryots such a cultivation being too extended and affording

too many ways and means for plunder No f Concentration of cane land is the

great object the great desideratum which once obtained a judiciously managed
estate must flourish but the idea of planting cane m the same manner as indigo in

small patches here and there owned by numerous different people scattered over a
large extent of land (I know some places where cane was cut 14 to 20 miles) and each

patch the produce of a different seed and soil the irregularity and difficulty ox earn

age to the mill the awful and wilful sacrifice of money that must necessarily and
consequently be incurred in the employment of superfluous labourers and carts the

quarrels among the land-owners and ryots render the entire measure a decided loss

of both time and funds and though last not the lea valuable consideration to a

sugar planter and what is entirely lost sight of is the ratoon cane without which his

produce cannot be first quality as plant liquor boils both red and soft owing to its

richness and other causes requiring deep mixture with that of first second third

and fourth ratoons Failures ana consequent embarrassment will bring conviction

that cane cannot bo planted or a superior sugar made from plant cane alone A
thorough knowledge of the cultivation and manufacture thereof can be gamed only
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by three or four years hard work as overseer added to a subsequent long experience

as manager be it remembered the duties of a planter in charge of a sugar estate are

many a d onerous particularly in this country where in the onset everything would
be up hill work owing to the prejudices of those with whom he has to deal Such a
man is averse to the word impossibility or such and suck a thing cannot be accom
pltshed He is t eared in a school which teaches him that what is necessary must be
done consequently, his first business would be to entirely revolutionize tne present
system of cane agriculture

?
vim ploughing hoeing planting weeding, moulding

drawing trashing and cutting 1 hen his attention is turned to his indoor work

—

reorganization must also take place here as to boiling skimming tempering striking

and potting In fact native systems and prejudices must be extirpated root and
branch that gained, everything goes on smootnly and profitably In a country such
as this blessed as it is with every natural advantage a proper application only of the
means within our power is requisite to ensure a supply of sugar unequalled m quantity
and quality

It is lamentable to see those gifts of nature lie dormant and completely under
the ignorant agricultural guidance of the natives who are content with small profit

and little labour I here must be permitted to express my regret that those gentle-
men who have endeavoured to establish and encourage cane cultivation and to
whom great prais lse due should in the hrst instance have followed a mistaken course
—a course singular in itself and adopted in no place out of India

As I before observed a Sugar Estate to turn out a profitable speculation must
be concentrated the works placed exactly in the centre so that the mill can command
its food from all parts equally the consequence is a great saving of labour, time and
money Now we will suppose the first great difficulty the attainment of the land
overcome I shall at once proceed to open to view the gross revenue to be derived
therefrom and as nearly as 1 possibly can conjecture the expenses indispensably
necessary for the cultivation of the estate and the manufacture of the produce on
the West Indian system I cannot err very much on this side of the question being
already thoroughly acquainted with my subject 1 shall not attempt to speak so
confidently as to tne correctness of my calculation relative to the estimate of the
system of manufac unng sugar from goor

I throw myself on the indulgence of my readers and entreat them to make
allowances for any discrepancies that may appear although from enquiries made I

have been informed that lam not very far from the mark Therefore I commence
with the West Indian plan and its results —
Expenses of conducting a sugar estate in India on the West Indian system—

Open pan
£ s d

Rent of land on which cane sufficient to produce 750
tons of sugar might be cultivated 400 o o

Salaries

—

1 Engineer £150 Manager £500 Overseer £120 770 o o
Coals 500 tons at £1 5 per ton 625 o o

Labourers

—

150 for the field R3 per month R5.400 j 30 for works
R6 for 6 months Ri 080 10 Jobbers R6 for 12

months R720 total R7 200 at 2$ per rupee 720 o o
1 European Cooper £ 150 4 Native Coopers R5 per
month for 12 months R24o**£24 174 o o

Tools hoes cane bills etc £120 incidentals £1 500 1 620 o o

lam not very far from the mark Therefore I commence

Add to this interest on block—
Revenuefrom above Cultivation

750 tons sugar— 20 454 maunds selling to nett—
Riopermaund R2 04 540 at 2s per rupee
70 000 gallons rum to nett in Calcutta Re 1 per gallon
R70 000 at 2s

Expenses as above

Net revenue to pay interest on block

S 164

27454 o o
4309 O o

23 145 o o
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Expenses of conducting a sugar factory on the East Indian system— Vacuum pan
Khaur will yield on an average 50 per cent of boiled »ugar Vacuum principle

To produce 750 tons sugar we should require 40 909
maunds Khaur, which at R4 per mauna Ri 63 636
at 2s per rupee

Boat hire to factory say at R3 per 100 maunds Ri 227
at 2s per rupee

Salaries

—

Manager £500j 2 Agents to buy goor (R150 per
month each) £360

Boiler £300 coals 1 000 tons say at £1 5 per ton

£1 250
25labourers for 6 months at R3 per month R45 025 for

6 months at R6 R900 10 Jobbers for 6 months at K6
per month R360 total R 1,710 at 2s the rupee

European Cooper .£150 4 Native Coopers 12 months
Rt per month R240 at 25 £24

Tools £20 incidental expenses £1 000

Total

To this must be added interest on block

Revenuefrom above Factory
750 tons or 20 454 maunds of first quality vacuum sugar
would fetch in Calcutta (deducting river freight and
Agents Commission) R11 per maund or R2 24994
at 2s the rupee

The above would yield stuff to make 50 000 gallons
rum say as above at 12 annas per gallon R37 500
at 2s the rupee

Expenses as above

Nett to pay interest on block etc

£ s d

16 363 13 0

122 14 0

860 O 0

I 550 O 0

171 0 0

174 O 0

20 6 r 6 o

22 499 8 o

3 750 o o

26 249 8 0
20 261 6 0

5 968 2 0

On West Indian system nett revenue £ 23 145 on East Indian £5 9882-0
difference in favour of former ^17 156 180

The present dangerous state of the sugar market deserves attention It is a
matter that concerns us all more or less should this country fail in its produce and
as is generally feared an alteration of the sugar duties by the admission of foreign
sugar the growth of Slave Colonies with the mother country the consequences woi Id

be most disastrous to all those whose capital is at stake It is now generally under
stood that goor and khaur will be very limited next year owing to the almost total

destruction of the cane in Bengal caused by storms and inundations The date
trees are also seriously injured and in many places literally torn up by the roots Now
as regards the cane were the cultivation under the management of property expert-
meed planters the injury from inundation would be materially lessened by draining
etc* etc etc

Another point that requires serious consideration is the inferior quality of the East
Indian rum which under the present system of manufacture never can compete with
that of the West Indies owin^ to the want of the cane skimmings without which no
machinery experience or care in the process can produce a spirit equal in quality
to that of our Western Colonies

It seems highly probable that the expectations entertained by the writer
of the above forecast (as it may be called) of the future of the sugar in

dustry of India stimulated very greatly the effort that burst forth here
and there all over the country m the establishment of sugar plantations
with their accompanying sugar works and refineries That few if any
of these survive at the present day the reader will from the remarks which
follow have ample opportunity of seeing In the same volume of the
Agri -Horticultural Society s publications numerous other papers appeared
on sugar, but the second and third volumes of the Journal might be said

SUGAR
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to have been mainly devoted to the publication of * The Sugar Planter’s
Companion 9 a work by Mr L Wray of Goruckpore (See Vot II 41 5/
64-83 107 128 14Q 160 161 192 209 218 229-336 Vol III 30 60

f 99118 153186)
Mr Wray was himself a West Indian (Jama ca) planter of ten years

9

experience before coming to India so that his opinions are entitled to the

greatest respect In the preface to his Sugar Plant rs Companion he

says H
I have hitherto found a very strong prejudice to exist amongst

Europeans in this country against the West Indian mode of cultivation

and manufacture of the cane They seem to prefer the Native system with
all its faults An entire change however of the East Indian method
would be as unreasonable and difficult as prejudicial and unsuitable 9

Mr Wray therefore proposed in his admirable book certain adaptations or
combinations of the two systems His scheme of a plantation was very
much similar to that detailed above from the writings of another West
Indian planter settled in India The estate Mr Wray says should be as
concentrated as possible and preferably should not be much more than
500 bighas in extent and have the works 9

right in the centre If larger
estates be desired he suggested that each 500 btghds should have its own
works and be so far independent While admitting that there seemed
some truth in the greater liability of the Otaheite Bouroon and Batavian
canes to the attacks of white-ants than was the case with the native kinds
still he thought this was due to the greater prevalence of that pestm newly
opened out lands than in old cultivations I must he says have re-

peated any signal failures before I can be brought to turn my back on sue!
valuable canes as the Bourbon and Otaheite The writer has been un
able to trace out fully the subsequent career of the energetic planter whose
words have been briefly quoted His name disappears from the list of
active members of the Agri Horticultural Society of India about 1848
He then apparently went to Penang and in 1852 he seems to have been
in Port Natal In 1848 he re published his work as a separate book under
the name of The Practical Sugar Planter He would appear however
to have left India and abandoned sugar planting in this country after an
earnest effort of some five or six years

But while Mr Wrays experiences as an Indian sugar cane planter
were obtained in Behar Mr 8 H Robinson— a planter who also wrote in

1845 a valuable manual on the subject—The BengalSugar Planter—, appears
to have laboured in Lower Bengal In his special chapter on the subject Mr
Robinson reviews some of the efforts that prior to his time had been made
*n the hope of establishing sugar planting as a European industry in
India. While satisfied of ultimate success in nis own peculiar system he was
confident of being able to ascribe the cause of failure in others But scarcely
had a decade passed ere the writers who followed enumerated Robinson
also in the rapidly swelling list of energetic planters who had patiently
spent their all in the vain endeavour to contend against circumstances
essentially inimical to their interests and expectations But it may be said
that if any one could have succeeded Romnson would have for many of
his remarks manifest a deeper insight into the problems that have since
determined the failure of the undertaking than was given to the majority
of his contemporaries It may serve a useful purpose therefore to furnish
a few passages from Robinson s useful little work since it is now unfortu
nately not very accessible - In 1829 Mr O H Blake proceeded to
Bengal with the sole purpose of developing this branch* (the cultivation and
manufacture of sugar) of the productive resources of India This enter

S
nzing gentleman established the Dhoba sugar works in the Burdwan
istrict the first in India in which steam power was applied for the purpose
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of extracting the juice from the cane The plan of operations adopted by
him was to advance to the Native ryots or other land holders in the vicinity

of his factory for the cultivation of sugar-cane under a contract from
them to defiver a certain return of cane in weight per blghd advanced for

it being in fact the same system with slight modifications adopted by the

indigo planters for the cultivation of their plant by their ryots But here

again failure attended the experiment ana after the first two years the cane
cultivation was abandoned the mills were closed and the factory was con

verted into a refinery for bringing the Native sugars into the finest descnp
tions admissible in the home markets 9

i€ About this period (1830-32) another enterpnzing gentleman Mr T
F Henley also embarked in a somewhat similar experiment on a minor
scale at Bampore a locality bordering on the Sunderbunds in the south

ern part of the district of the 24 Pargannahs He cultivated the Native
canes and manufactured sugar from them on the West India principle

The result as usual was failure —The sugar produced was sold m the
Calcutta market at R3 to 4 per bazar miund and must have entailed

considerable loss on the proprietors The soil was pronounced to be not

adapted for the growth of sugar-cane and the works were soon after

abandoned
Attention appears to have been next directed to Eastern Bengal and

Tirhut as the best localities to attempt the development of a sugar in

dustry * The indigo planters m many cases took the matter up Better

qualities of cane were by them carefully cultivated in their vegetable
gardens Highly manured and carefully watched these experimental

f

»lots yielded as might have been expected highly encouraging results

t was ascertained says Robinson that a btgha of ground in Tirhut
equal to about three Bengal bighas or an English acre produced on a
low average 26 maunds of ary sugar, and under favourable circum
stances and from Otaheite cane as much as 60 maunds being upwards
of 2 tons from the same surface and of this the cost of cultivation was
estimated at R15 Accordingly the value of indigo factories rose lands
were eagerly secured in the supposed fruitful districts and associations
were formed for developing tneir resources in this new and inviting

branch of cultivation capital was largely embarked and mills ana
machinery imported for carrying it out with skill and spirit But the evil

genius which had presided over all former attempts of the same nature
seemed still to prevail and sadly disappointing to all concerned have
been the results of these sanguine speculations Four years had not
elapsed since the promulgation of the flattering estimates of profit when
all engaged m carrying out the new enterprise confessed their disappoint
ment and failure The history of the sugar works that were established in

Tirhut comprises one uninterrupted catalogue of losses and disasters —
Mills broke down m the midst of the crop The white-ants dealt destruction
to whole tracts of cane preferring always the finest varieties In one year
drought stunted or entirely destroyed the crop , in the next an inundation
such as had not been known before for many years swept the lower parts
of the districts and buried at once the canes and the hopes of the planter
But to crown all such Tirhut sugar as arrived in Calcutta for sale during
these years was generally of an inferior quality From the results of some
shipments of it made to England it acquired tne character of deteriorating
greatly on the voyage home other parcels were bought by the Calcutta
refiners and were pronounced by them to be weaker than Native sugars
of a corresponding degree of refinement The opinions now began to
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circulate that Tirhut especially was not adapted from the nature of pts soil

for sugar cane cultivation owing to the abundance of nitrogenous and other

salts in its composition causing a weakness m the crystal of the sugar and
a great tendency in it to deliquiesce to which causes its inferiority of

quality was in great measure attributed Robinson after detailing

many other particulars of the failure of the Tirhut effort to establish a
European sugar planting enterprise arrived at the conclusion that it was
due to want of calculation It was thought he remarks that if one bigha
could be caused to yield so much sugar 1 000 bighas would yield 1 000
times that amount Such miscalculations or rather mistatements of the

prospects of the industrv doubtless were made by adventurers but it is

scarcely possible that practical planters could have been so blind as to

believe that garden results could ever be obtained over a wide area The
evilsand dangers detailed so graphically by Mr Robinson had doubtless

far more to do with the failure than he was prepared to admit at the time
he penned his Bengal Sugar Planter subsequently at all events they
have from one end of India to the other been accepted as the cause of

the all but universal failure that has hitherto attended the efforts of European
sugar planters in India

The history of the Goruckpore sugar plantations does not differ mate-
rially from those of Lower Bengal and Tirhut—complete failure It was
soon found that although by cultivating the introduced and highly valu
able canes on land as free as possible from white-ants these canes were far

more liable to diseases and to pests than were the forms that may for

the purpose of comparison with the foreign races be called the indigenous
kinds But even after these evils had been guarded against and as far

as possible mitigated there came over the imported canes a still greater
calamity for without any very marked prognostications the whole of the
introduced canes of one district suddenly died from disease* or exhaus
tion and this gradually spread over all India the calamity moving often

by almost arbitrary stages and along definite routes until it enveloped the
whole country The reader would do well to peruse in this connection
Mr Payter s account of this calamity which will be found in connection
with the Bogra district in the section above devoted to the forms of Ben
gal cane (p 48—49) In most of the district reports of Bombay it will also
be found that the canes introduced from 1836 to 1846 (or thereby) have either

died out or got into such disfavour that they are now rarely if ever culti

vated A cane much valued in Bengal and known as the red Bombay
became diseased in alike manner m 1857 ar|d ultimately ceased to be
cultivated although at the present time it is occasionalfy met with as a
curiosity or garden crop (Conf with p 76 )

The publications of the Agn Horticultural Society (as has been re

marked) continued till about i860 to contain numerous papers all more
or less in a strain of high expectation Many of these deal with the sue
cess that had attended the introduction of the better class canes But
gradually all interest seems to have died out and it is significant that not
a single paper should have appeared on the subject of this decline of in-

terest or on the failure that had overtaken the endeavour to establish

European plantations Public interest may be said to have been next
directed to the subject through the vanous provincial Agricultural Depart
ments —and this may be said to constitute the third or present awakening
of interest in the sugar trade of India The annual reports of some of the
Agricultural Departments (especially of the Experimental Farms) deal
with the effort made to introduce (or rather re-introduce) superior qualities

* Conf with the brief chapter on the Diseases of the Sugar-cane, pp 127
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of cane to those in the country more esper ally the Sorghum sugar-canes

No one seems however to have re undertaken to establish regular sugar

cane plantations and it may therefore be fittingly said that the declining

struggle of the earlier efforts survived and even now in some localities

survives in the form of manufactories or refineries to prepare sugar of

various qualities from the gur or rather rab purchased from Native growers

It has thus been fully recognized as the practical lesson of very nearly a

century s labours that in India sugar growing is essentially a Native enter

prise But as such it is an enterprise of no mean importance and accord

ingly much valuable information has been collected into the official pub

locations which have within the past ten or fifteen years been issued by the

Supreme and Provincial Governments For the purpose of carrying the

historic record of sugar cane cultivation and the production of sugar down
to the present date it seems only necessary to start with the note on Sugar

plants and Sugar issued in 1887 by the Revenue and Agricultural Depart

ment of the Government of India That report was drawn up by Mr F

M W Schofield from the records (in many cases very incomplete) that

then existed in the Revenue and Agricultural Department It was issued

by the Government of India to all Local Governments and Admimstra
tions with the invitation that it might be made the basis of a more thorough

investigation than had previously taken place The imperfections and
defects of the report were corrected and at the same time valuable new
information was communicated The correspondence that ensued has

afforded the writer of the present article many of the recent statistical and
other facts that lull be found dispersed through the succeeding pages

One point onl> need be here specially dealt with Copies of the above men
tioned official correspondence found their way to Europe and apparently

as the outcome of the new interest in the sugar trade of India

Messrs J Travers & Sons addressed (May 8th 1889) Her Majesty s

Secretary of State for India on the subject of the backward state of the

Indian sugar industry The practical suggestion offered by Messrs
J Travers &. Sons may be said to amount to a proposal to re endea
vour to establish sugar cane plantations and manufactures on the most
approved modern methods After the somewhat elaborate review given
above of past experiments m that direction it is unnecessary for the

writer to ao more than give such passages from Messrs J Travers &
80ns communication as may suffice to convey their meaning Having
done so it would seem sufficient to give an abstract of the opinions since

obtained from the numerous private and official persons who have been
consulted
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Messrs J Travers & Sons say —
1 he average production of India is given as a ton of sugar per acre and the pro

duce (with the exce ption of the three modern mills in Madras) is of the most wretched
character

In the West Indies (which are also backward) sugar-growers obtain two tons of
sugar Der acre or double the Indian average and with modern machinery properly
crystallized sugar can be made direct from the cane juice at a cost on the spot (that is

without carriage) of 8$ to 10s per cwt
It is no aoubt the competition of such direct cane-sugar from Mauritius which is

leading to the closing of refineries m Bengal if as we imagine those refineries work
not from the sugar-cane but from coarse native sugar

In all the statistics sent us Mauritius and similar sugars are described as refined
but this is altogether misleading There are no refineries in Mauritius where sugar
is remelted and the produce of the island is simply raw sugar properly made by
modern processes

It is such sugar that India ought to make and the Empire with sufficiently
improved cultivation and machinery might readily supply the world with sugar
Refining is a secondary process likely to altogether die out by slow degrees as cane
and beet manufacture becomes more perfect The disappearance of refining in
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Bengal though hard upon individuals is really a sign that there is progress elsewheie
and progress which no country is better adapted than Bengal to share in

That modern sugar can be well made in India is shown by Messrs Mmchin
at Aska Madras ana it is simply absurd that India should have first to export the
labour to Mauritius and then to re-import sugar from that distant island which could
be as well made and certainly more cheaply at home India is generally regarded
as the home of the sugar-cane and with its teeming population its climate and (in

some districts) its plentiful water and coal supply it should be a large exporter
of fine sugar instead of an importer

The manufacture of modern (or as it is called vacuum pan) sugar to be pro
fitable must be on a large scale because it involves costly machinery and chemical
and mechanical supervision impossible for ryots who probably do not extract one-
third of the sugar that might be extracted from their crops and make that third m a
shape that looks more like manure than sugar and which appears to fetch in many
parts of India as little as 6s per cwt on the spot whereas Mauritius sugar in India
must net double that to pay the grower

Vacuum pan sugar making is probably only possible on a large scale in India
through the Central factory system where the raw canes are brought by the mill from
the growers A system similar to this already prevails in indigo and silk mills m
Bengal

We do not know whether the Government of India would be able to start a few
model factories in suitable districts or whether they must confine their attempts to
develope sugar manufacture to the collection of information and figures like those in
the returns forwarded to us In any case the efforts of the Government in this direc
tion for some years past cannot fail to be of great value
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The numerous replies received by the Government of India on circulat

ing Messrs J Travers & Sons letter contain much of value that will be
found incorporated in the provincial chapters below It seems therefore
only necessary to give in this place the substance of the Despatch sent to
Her Majesty s Secretary of State by the Government of India (dated
December 24th 1889) together with one or two practical observations which
have been furnished by Messrs Thomson 8c Mylne on the subject or

Messrs Travers & Sons recommendation The Government of India s

Despatch summarises the local reports and gives in concise language
practically all that can be said against the idea of model factories in India
The more important paragraphs of the Despatch were as follow —

The improvement of sugar production and manufacture in this country has been
the subject of attention both of the authorities and of capitalists since the beginning
oi the century and various attempts have been made to establish factories none of

which appear to have been attended with any permanent success unless supplemented
by the sale of rum and liquors Sugar refining alone has not proved sufficiently

profitable to maintain a factory If this had been the case there appears to be no
reason why the industry should not have been largely taken up by private capitalists*

Some of the mam difficulties against which the industry has to contend are
believed to be these —

(a) The cultivation of sugar-cane is limited by the supply not only of water for

irrigation but also of manure
(b) As cultivation in India is confined to small farms or holdings each cultivator

who is able to grow the crop at all can only find manure enough for a small area

generally less than half an acre of sugar-cane The plots of sugar-cane are there-

fore geatly scattered even m a canal irrigated tract

(c) A central factory has accordingly to bring in its supplies of cane m small

quantities over varying distances in many cases the distance being great

\d) The carnage of canes over a long distance even in a climate like that of the

Mauritius is detrimental to the juice for purposes of sugar making It is much more
so in India where the canes ripen at the season when the atmosphere is driest and
suffer therefore the maximum of injury

(e) The Mauritius system of growing large canes at intervals is not adapted to the

greater part of India where in order to prevent the ingress of dry air into the fields

small canes have to be grown in close contact

(f) The amount of cane which can be grown limited as it is by the supply of

water and manure barely suffices for the wants of the Indian population It seems

to be at present as profitable to produce coarse sugar for their use, as highly refined
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sugar for export There is therefore no sufficient inducement to capital to embark
on the more difficult and expensive system

A further obstacle to sugar refining in India exists in the high differential

rate which the conditions of our excise system require to be placed upon spirits made
on the European method as compared with that levied on spirits manufactured by the

indigenous process The sugar refiner in India is thus placed at a disadvantage in

respect to the utilization of molasses in the form of spirits

In view of the circumstances above noted we are unable to advocate any
attempt being made at the cost of the State to establish model factories We are in

dined to attach much confidence to the views and conclusions formed by Messrs
Thomson & Mylne who have paid for many years practical attention to the

subject of sugar cultivation and manufacture by ry ts and were the fiist to introduce

the portable sugar mills which have now spread over India They advocate the
gradual improvement of the ryots method of manufacture rather than the introduction

of more expensive and centralising systems The Provincial Departments of Agncul
ture have of recent years directed attention to this question and may usefully be
desired to continue to do so

We are also willing to advocate the establishment of agricultural experiments

in those comparatively limited tracts of the country (such as Eastern Bengal where
there is a moist climate and a more or less abundant supply of manure) in which the
Mauritius methods of cultivation have pnmd facie some prospects of success, and we
are prepared to advise our Local Governments and Administrations to give every

reasonable support to sugar factories and refineries which may be established by private

enterprise

In the communication (dated 23rd April 1891) alluded to above
Messrs Thomson & Mylne give amongst many other weighty reasons
the following objections to the establishment in India of Central Factories

for the manufacture of cane grown on the surrounding lands —
Messrs. Travers wrote — The average production of India is given as a

ton of sugar per acre and the produce (with exception of three modern mills in Madras)
is of the most wretched character In the West Indies which are also backward
sugar growers obtain two tons per acre

There is no doubt that the quality produced per acre in India is much below the
average of most other cane growing countries and the quality also of the first pro-

ducts is very low but in making any comparison and in considering what should be aimed
at in endeavours to secure a larger yield per acre as well as improvement in quality
there are several points of essential importance which need to be kept in view

The first is that the great bulk of the sugar-cane grown in India is not and can
not be planted in large blocks or plantations by either Native or European
Planters under conditions which would render it possible to deal with large quanti

ties of cane or juice at Central Factories and profitable for capitalists to invest in the

expensive scientific appliances requisite for the modern processes which Messrs
Travers referred to Nearly the whole of the two and halt or three million acres of
sugar-cane planted in India is grown in small plots by native farmers who put in a
patch of cane in their holdings of such size as suits them in rotation with other crops
To ensure success plans for improving either cultivation or manufacture should be
arranged with reference to this important factor

Another material point is that m most districts each farmer crushes his own cane
in the field or village and converts the juice on the spot into gur or rdb for which
he finds a ready market m the local bazar In some districts the custom is that
several cultivators join in the purchase or hire of a mill evaporating pan etc sharing
these and other expenses of crushing and making gur or rdb but each man arranges
independently for the cutting and carrying of his o wn cane as also for disposing of
it as he pleases just as they do with their other crop8

f
Another point of importance is that the bulk oI the sugar-cane now planted in

India is grown and manufactured for local consumption not Tor export and the form
or character given to it is that which (unless and until the preferences and prejudices
of the people can be altered) renders it most readily saleable in the local bazar There
are districts which produce a considerable quantity m excess of what is consumed
locally but the surplus is required for other districts which do not grow sugar at all

or produce less than they consume Seeing that India now exports to Europe less

sugar than was sent out twenty or thirty years ago many merchants refiners and
others imagine that less is grown and maae in India now than was formerly but the
truth of the matter seems to be that a much larger quantity is now produced than at anj
time previously and that it can now Ibe sold in the local bazars at such rates for
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consumption tn India that it would nt pay merchants to buy for export * The increase

in consumption arises from the Tmpiovecf circumstances of the people and notwith

standing tnat much more is pioduced a considerable quantity is now imported from
Mauritius and other places One explanation of the increased consumption is, that a

great deal more is taken by the millions who grow the cotton jute wheat oil seeds

and other products for which outlets have been created by railways and steamers
and for which such large sums have been received by the cultivators also the improved
means of the large numbers who during the last thirty years have found employment
in the jute mills and presses cotton mills and presses tea gardens iron works collieries

ailways (construction maintenance and working) and other industries which have
been established These have been making much higher wages than the same classes

could previously In Britain America and some other countries when work is

abundant «*nd wages good the masses consume more largely beef mutton tea and
such articles as well as sugar but in India it is extra sugar in various forms both for

daily use by the family and at marriages festivals etc which is chiefly used
* Another point of importance is that the fine white crystallized sugar with large

crystals so much appreciated in F'urope is not at all in favour with and is m fact

avoided by the masses of India if they see any reason to suspect that bone charcoal

blood or any such articles (impure to them) nave been used in making it So strong

is this feeling and objection that dealers frequently find it pays to smash up the large

crystals to a fine powder which they then self as native made Benares cheenec
Another thing to be noted is that (apart from Cossipore Rosa Aska and one or

two other places in all of which exceptional conditions have existed) the

profitable carrying on of Central Factories by purchasing a sufficient quantity of

cane at reasonable rates from those who grow it in their small plots is not practicable

There are several cogent reasons for this one being that the rates such factories could
pay for cane which must be carted several miles would be considerably less than the

cultivators would realize by crushing it themselves and making gur or rdb on the spot

another is that in most of the cane-growing districts there are arrangements customs
(established dustoors ) with regard to crushing the cane and evaporation of the

juice which entitle the local carpenters blacksmiths kandoos and other recognized

institutions in each village to a share of the produce rendering it difficult for the
cane grower to dispose of his crop in any other tnan the usual way

When the attention of the undersigned was first drawn to this subiect twenty five

?

rears ago through seeing how much their own tenants on the Tugaispore estate (a

arge portion being cane growers) were losing of the good sugar the cane could yield

they tnought that the best way of securing substantial improvement would be to set

up a central factory with machinery and apparatus such as are found most efficient m
Mauritius and other sugar growing countries and they began by getting large machi
nery It soon became manifest however that arrangements which were suitable for

countries in which cane can be grown in considerable blocks by or for a factory the

cane being brought in to be crushed and the juice dealt with according to the latest

improved processes under European management would not suit India so long at

least as the existing preferences and customs prevail It was found that if such a
factory we e built and fitted with expensive machinery it would be impossible in most
districts to get to the factory the needful quantity of either cane or juice at the rates

and the condition which would be necessary to avoid inevitable loss that to work with
large appliances and make large quantities of sugar it would be necessary to work
with the rub and gur which is made in the scattered cane fields or villages by the
cultivators whose methods of treating cane and juice would have already destroyed
or lost a large proportion of the available sugar It was also seen that the rates at
which gur and rdb could be brought delivered at the factory would involve positive

loss and it was resolved therefore to try what could be effected by endeavours to im
prove the methods and appliances then in use The only cane mills then used by (or
within reach of the cultivators of India were crude wasteful appheances made of
wood or stone wasteful of time power and a considerable percentage of the sugar in

the cane losing both quantity and quality

In bringing to a conclusion this review of the facts which have been
brought to light for and against the idea of establishing sugar-cane planta
tions m India and Central Factories to manufacture the locally expressed

• The removal (in 1874) of the restriction formerly imposed on sugar by the aboli

tion of the internal registration and taxation greatly facilitated the consumption of
sugar in India by allowing it to be carried from district to district and province to
.province without paying any transit dues
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juice into sugar (according to the most modern methods) it may be said

that all the officials consulted were opposed to the scheme except two viz
Mr Finucane Director of the Department of Land Records and Agri
culture Bengal and Mr J P Good ridge, officiating Director of the

Department of Land Records and Agriculture Central Provinces
Mr Finucane s reply (letter No igrj gth September i88g) was as

follows —
lam inclined to agree with the opinions expressed by Messrs Travers& Sons

that India with sufficiently improved cultivation and machinery ought to be able
to supply the Empire with sugar It is a priori unreasonable that with a soil and
climate admirably suited to the production of sugar cane with a superabundant popu
lation and the cheapest labour market perhaps m the world India should be found
exporting labour from Behar to the Mauritius and then importing sugar made by
that labour out of expensive raw material from the Mauritius back to Bengal

The importance of the subject did not escape the notice of Sir Rivers Thomp
Son, who in Mr Macaulays letter No 1145 dated 3rd March 1884 remarked
that the area under cultivation with sugar cane in Bengal is very large and pointed
out that an old emigrant who had returned from the Mauritius where he haa learnt

new methods of cultivation, had succeeded in imparting the knowledge to the villagers

living m the neighbourhood to their great advantage
Since that time Mf Sen one of the Assistants lately employed in this Depart

ment had under my instructions, given special attention to the question of improvement
in the methods of cultivation and made special enquiries on tl e subject in tne districts

of Burdwan and Dacca He reported that the Mau ltius system of cultivation is known
to and practised by the cultrvators on the banks of the Damoodar and by market
gardeners in the neighbourhood of Dacca and Calcutta .while the system is unknown
in the Bhagulpore and in the greater part of the Patna Division

After having during the past three years made various experiments as to the
best methods of cultivation the measures which might be applied with advantage and
the most suitable varieties of cane and come to conclusions on these points Mr Sen
proposed to take some ryots from the particular tracts where the best methods are
practised to districts which are more backward in this respect and through them to
show cultivators in the latter districts better methods of cultivation by the mstrumen
tality of fellow cultivators working under his own supervision and control but just

as he had made his proposal it was found necessary to transfer him to the general
line of the public service and the experiments m this direction will now I fear have
to be abandoned or postponed for some time for want of an officer in this department
possessed of such knowledge and experience of the actual details of cultivation as
would warrant reliance on the success of measures of this kind undertaken under his

supervision and control

As regards the question of improvements in manufacture suggested by Messrs
Travers& Sons 1 would remark that it seems not unreasonable to suppose that such
improvement is possible and it is not improbable that the establishment of model
factories in suitable districts whether by Government or by private individuals

encouraged or subsidised by Government would yield beneficial results Messrs
Thomson & Mylne in their letter dated 28th February 1880 to the address of the

Collector of Shahabad reported that they had for years been trying whether cane
could be profitably purchased and worked off at a Central factory and the conclu
sion to which they mme was that the price demanded for cane by the growers which
price the growers rea ized by making It into gur was so high that the experiment was
not deemed to be profitable and was discontinued Messrs Thomson & Mylne
added that the Rosa Sugar Works at Shahjehanpore had not found it advisable to
make arrangements for crushing cane and making refined sugar from the juice direct
and the inference would seem to be that Central Factories such as are suggested by
Messrs Travers & Sons will not pay The reason given for this is that the
factory could not work at a profit if it paid as high prices for the cane as the culti

vators realize by making it into gur But this is only stating the fact in another
shape and is no explanation of the problem—why is it that with cheap labour cheap
raw material refined sugar cannot be manufactured m India at a lower price than
that for which it can be imported from the Mauritius or England ? A similar question
may be asked as regards other products for example iron—why is it that with cheap
labour and cheap iron ore at Ramgunge it is found profitable to import manufactured
non articles from England 7

1 am not at present in a position to furnish an answer
1 he question as regards sugar is one of enormous importance to Bengal and I would
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therefore suggest that Mr Sen be placed on special duty during the cold weather to

make a full and careful enquiry into jt

The Cossipore Sugar Factory in Calcutta is a refinery Thej Mauritius system of

manufacture advocated bj Messrs Travers 6l Sons is one by which the suger is

made direct from the cane by one process The system adopted by Messrs M inch in

Brothers in Ganjam is a combination of both the Mauritius and Cossipore systems

Messrs Minchin Brothers system is not able to compete it is said with the

sugar imported from the Mauritius in the northern districts of India because the cost o*

transit is cheaper from the Mauritius than Ganjam But if such a factory as Messrs
Minchin Brothers were established m one of the northern districts of India them
selves o *n Behar it is by no means certain that the augar produced would not drive

the Mauritius sugar out of the market
Mr Qoodridge s reply (letter No 1783 8gA dated 29th August 1889)

while fully supporting the recommendations contained in Messrs Travers

& Sons communication deals m an able manner with the whole subject

of the differences between the West Indian and Indian systems of culti

vation and manufacture His reply mav therefore be reproduced in this

place though it might perhaps find a more logical position in the section

of this artide which deals with the sugar cane cultivation of the Central
Provinces Mr Qoodridge s final proposal amounts to this that the ex
periments discussed in the early paragraphs of this section should be re

performed the Government making grants of land rent free or on easy
terms to practical planters and even advancing the money necessary to

enable them to procure the machinery for their factories Tne remark may
perhaps be pardoned however that the pioneers of none of the other
important industries have obtained nor indeed asked for so much direct

assistance as has already been given to sugar so that Mr Qoodridge s
recommendation may from that point of view be regarded as a questionably
sound one

I may mention that 1 am interested in sugar plantations in the Island of Barba
dos and have frequently visited that Island the last occasion being in 1879

The 1 roduction of sugar in the Mauritius with which Messrs Travers compare
India for the purpose of showing how backward the industry is m this country is a**

I gather from the information that I have been able to obtain carried on under cir

cumstances very similar to those which exist in the West Indies In both countries
there are found

—

(1) Sugar plantations of considerable sire managed by Europeans and persons of
European descent and cultivated by paid labour by negroes in Barbados
negroes and coolies m Trinidad and by Indian coolies m Mauritius

(2) The employment of a considerable capital in this industry and the application
of steam and mechanical and latterly of chemical science in the manufacture
of sugar

(3) An abundant rainfall of over 40 * inches per annum well spread throughout

• Theac age rainfall of Barbado. th
„
e Y«lr (though there is a well defined rainy season)

for the as yean from 1847-1871 was affording adequate moisture during the months in

57 74 In the Mauritius it is now which the cane crop is on the ground The occur
ab ut 40 Inches per annum though rence of frequent showers falling on a naturally well
formerly bef re the destruction of tne drained soil which rests on porous coral or coralline
forests it was much more rock prevents stagnation and water lodging

To those acquainted with the present condition of Indian ag lculture it is only
necessary to state tne above circumstances to explain the great difference in the culti

vatioivof the cane and the manufacture of sugar in the West Indies and the Mauritius
and in this country Here the great bulk of the sugar production is by la petite
culture Instead of an energetic race who have devoted themselves for generations to
the sole object of producing sugar we have an ignorant peasantry wedded to their own
primitive methods of cultivation and cultivating perhaps a few acres of cane in addi
tion to their wheat nee and cotton crops I think it would be difficult in these Prov
inces to find many cultivators who have more than 5 acres of land under sugar-cane
In the Sambalpur district where most of the sugar of these Provinces is grown the
whole body of cultivators in a village club together and sow about 8 or 10 acres,
the area being divided among them into small strips Hie Indian ryot has neither the
inclination nor the means of improving his style of cultivation Instead of a steady
and well-distributed rainfall, we have nearly all of our ram during four months of the
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year with an occasional shower at Christmas and a dry season during the rest of the
year Hence at one season the cane is water logged if not well drained while at
another it suffers from drought To grow a crop of cane, irrigation from canals and
rivers, or from tanks and wells is necessary whereas in Barbados and 1 believe, in the
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Mauritius also, irrigation is not required and is never practised
It would be difficult to say whether the differences between the Indian and West

Indian methods are most marked in the cultivation of the cane or in the manufacture
of sugar In the West Indies the ground is well prepared with the hoe and manured
with farm yard manure, which is placed at the bottom ofthe cane holes where it is wanted
by the young cane The whole field is afterwards carefully *thrashed by which means
the ground is covered with a bed of cane straw a foot thick which retains the moisture
round the roots of the young plants and prevents the surrounding grounds from being
baked by the sun In this country the manure applied whether it be in the form of
cow-dung the droppings of sheep or the alluvial deposits of tanks is spread broad
cast over the surface of the field and is exposed to the atmosphere In the West
Indies and in the Mauritius large quantities of guano nitrophosphates and other
mineral and artificial manures are used This is applied to the plants after they have
made considerable progress m their growth In this country the cane rarely gets a
fresh supply of manure after it is planted It is grown from the mature cane cut up
into short pieces and laid horizontally on the ground This is a most wasteful method
and entails a large expenditure of cane for seed perhaps as much as 10 per cent of
the whole produce

The young plant instead of firmly establishing itself by striking its roots down
wards in search of food spreads them over the manured surface It consequently
becomes weak and straggling and at a later period falls to the ground and has then
to be propped up by interlacing one cane with another or by means of small bamboos
hrom the moment it is put down till the young plant has provided itself with roots it

is exposed to the ravages of white-ants which find a convenient nidus m the manurial
substances used and attack the plants before they can establish themselves In some
villages m which these pests abound it is found impracticable to attempt sugar-cane
cultivation and it is not uncommon to find considerable vacant patches in a cane field
the work of this destructive termite Some years ago I introduced in the Sambalpur
district the West Indian method of planting the cane tops vertically in hollows and
between 3$ feet square banks instead of sowing pieces of the mature cane horizontal

Jy
on the level ground This resulted in more vigorous canes and in large clusters

but the system had one drawback compared with the native method If the white ants
destroyed the cane tops before they could be converted into healthy plants there was
nothing left but a bare field or one with numerous empty patches in it On the other
hand even if two-thirds of the seed cane laid closely on the surface of the ground
were destroyed the other one third was left for a crop These destructive insects
not only eat up the cane seed but consume a good deal of the manure To
check their ravages the Indian peasant finds it necessary that his manure should be
placed where it is wanted and weathered during the rains before it is used The
insect does not then attack it with the same vigour as it does fresh manure. This
exposure to the atmosphere of course deprives the manure of much of its fertilizing
power but it is better that the cane should be stunted or dry than that the ryot should
have half of his field lying m empty spaces It is well known that the amount of
saccharine in the cane is dependent entirely on the stage of its growth Hence theWest Indian planter closely watches his cane-fields and cuts them at the right moment
I he delay of a week would most seriously affect the outturn of sugar The postpone-
ment of a month might be ruinous in these days of keen competition with bounty fed
beet sugar and when the margin of profit is so small The Indian peasant on the
other hand considers the time for reaping his canes an unimportant matt®* and they
are allowed to remain standing and to Bower until he finds a convenient moment for
reaping them

The Indian method of manufacture of sugar is as wasteful and primitive as thesystem of growing the cane In the West Indies the cane is crushed in powerful
mills with cylindrical rollers 4$ feet long by 3 $ feet diameter driven by steam or windand with every mechanical contrivance to extract a maximum amount of juice fromthe cane Even the powerful crushing apparatus which has hitherto been used has

mJk^p
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esen
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fi?
,e Y1**1 be<* been superseded in some estates by chemicalmethods by which the whole of the saccharine substance is extracted from the cane

1 w c
?
mP?re the Indian method with what may be called the old West Indian

system, not with the scientific process of later years The cane juice or liauor as
it is called is subjected as soon as it is extracted to a process of defecation ana clarify

at
°r
nCC

tE
a2ed throu*b tayches till the liqubrw reduced to the condition of a thick syrup It is boiled at a low temperature in
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vacuum pans by which means a more highly crystalline mass is obtained It is then
placed m a centrifugal a rapidly turning machine which separates the crystal from
its parent syrup i ne whole is cooled in large shallow vats and afterwards put into

hogsheads perforated so as to permit the molasses to percolate through the sugar
When the molassees has been drained off in the stanchions the sugar is said to be
cured and is m the form of the fine large gramedlcrystalhne whitish brown sugar

or grocery sugar of commerce
This process is very different from that adopted m this country instead of the

laice boiling house with its long line of enormous copper tayches its vac uum pans
ana ingenious and economical heating apparatus by means of which the megass or

woody fibre of the cane alone suffices to make the sugar its centrifugals and its curing
room we have rough and improvised huts formed of branches and twigs placed at the
corner of a cane-field Hei e is put up a small crushing apparatus generally of wood
consisting

1

of two or three rollers of about ij feet high and 10 inches in diameter and
worked by a lever moved by a bullock or a pair of bullocks The cane is cut up into

small strips by the owner his family and friends who consume a good deal of cane

juice in the process of gur boiling Only a small percentage of the juice is extracted

from the cane by these small ana inferior mills so deficient in crushing power The
pressed liquor is placed in large earthen vats and exposed to a quick fire It is boiled

just as it comes from the mill and no effort is made to cleanse or clarify it The
whole is then reduced by heat to the proper consistency and is thiown into a hole in

the earth specially prepared for it and cooled long before the process of crystallization

has set in The finished article is more like a mixture of sand and dough sweetened
With molasses than the sugar of commerce

In late years the wooden mill rollers have been succeeded in some places by iron

ones the best known being the Beheea mill of Messrs Thomson & Mylne
This as far as the rollers are concerned, is a mmiature of the vertical West Indian
sugar mill It is of course only intended for sugar making on a small scale In some
districts of these Provinces these mills are used but in many others the people do not
buy them and declare that on the whole the old wooden mills are better suited to
their wants The reason probably is that the village carpenter and blacksmith have
to be supported in any case whether they make the old fashioned wooden mill or not
and the ryot who never has much spare cash for improvements of this kind, considets
it cheaper to use this than to pay R150 for an article which he will need only for a few
weeks in the year 1 have never known an instance of a village community clubbing
together to purchase one or more of such mills Attempts have been made to intro-

duce flat iron vats for sugar boiling but they are expensive and are not much appre
ciated and most of the gur of these Provinces is made in large earthen pots
Iron rollers and iron vats will no doubt in time supersed wooden rollers and earthen
pots but in these Provinces the industry is still carried on by primitive methods which
were perhaps in vogue 500 years ago In most places the megass or woody fibre of
the cane is thrown away* as useless Efforts ar© now being made to show the value
of this substance for boiling sugar but it is only in those districts in which a difficulty

is felt in obtaining fuel that the people show any inclination to utilise their megass
Such being the facts it seems a matter for surprise that the outturn per acre of

sugar-can© cultivated by the Indian method Bhould as shown by the statistics be less

than in the Mauritius by one ton only Asa matter of fact however the produce
per acre in Baibados is from 2} to 3 tons while m this country the produce of the
same area while nominally one ton consists of such an interior substance that the
actual sugar yielded is considerably less than that quantity +

I now proceed to consider the question whether anything can be done to improve
the method of production in this country It is obvious that but little improvement
can be effected under present conditions The first thing necessary is that sugar
should be grown on a largei scale and its manufacture supervised by properly trained
and experienced persons working with an adequate machinery For making sugar
Messrs Travers suggest the introduction of the Central sugar factory where the
canes of several cultivators could be converted into sugar It is doubtful however

* It will be seen from the numerous passages quoted in this article that the megass
is by no means universally thrown away Indeed one could wish that it were more
frequently returned to the sugar-cane fields than used as fuelby the sugar boilers

Conf with pp 5 7 3 79 128 196 etc

t Most writers speak of the yield of the West Indies as two tons of sugar and
of India as one ton of gur It seems highly desirable that this point should be more
precisely dealt with by future investigators since one ton of gur would in round
figures yield but one third of a ton of refined sugar —Ed Diet kcon Prod
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whether a Central factory would answer in this country Even if the Indian cultivator

could be induced to bring his canes there to be made into sugar which is not likely

there would be other insuperable difficulties Here the sugar-cane fields are spread over
a large area and are m patches instead of being concentrated as m the West Indies
were cane field touches cane held In some of the West India Islands and specially

1 believe in the French colonies where labour is scarce and proper supervision costly

usmes or sugar factories have been established Instead of each plantation having
its own boiling house one usine serves for several But even in the West Indies

this system is worked with some difficulty and necessitates the construction of roads
leading from the cane fields to the factory In India their establishment would be quite

impracticable considering the present scattered nature of the cultivation 1 doubt
whether there are many villages in these Provinces which contain as much as 50 acres
of cane To enable a Central factory to work successfully an area of at least 500
acres of cane would be needed Speaking from my recollection of Barbados wheie
there are many small estates a boiling house for an estate of less than 100 acres is

exceedingly rare Persons who g ow cane in a smaller way use their neighbours
boiling houses giving them a share of the manufactured article

There is much scope for the establishment of large sugar plantations in this i

country in places wheie the soil is good labour cheap andan ample and certain supply
of water available Land in Northern India m the vicinity of the canals would I

should say be admirably adapted for this purpose 7 here the soil is good with a
perennial supply of water for irrigation and a redundant population The soil and
climate of certain portions of the Central Provinces where there is or could be const

derable irrigation from tanks as in the Sambalpur and Bhandara districts and in some
of the Feudatory btates of Chhattisgarh would also be suitable I he former wc uld

probably be moie suitable than the latter for while the canes might occasionally suffer

from frost in Northern India in the Central Provinces the supply of tank water might
fail in yeais of insufficient rainfall

For the foimation of a plantation after the model of those in the Mauritius and m
the West Indies the action of Government will at any rate in the first instance be
necessary The small cultivators of India have neither the means nor the inclination

for undertaking such a task It would never occur to a large landholder in this

country to make money by growing sugar on a large scale by new and improved
methods and by the expenditure of a considerable capital By the trading classes

the whole thing would be regarded as entirely beyond their sphere of action The
only persons who would perhaps have the requisite enterprise and means to undertake
suen an industry on a large scale are European planters who can command the neces-
sary land and capital but they have alieady profitable crops like indigo which do
not involve the same expenditure and which can be carried on without extensive irriga

tion It would be impossible for a West Indian planter supposing he could command
the necessary capital and was prepared to make the venture to provide himself with
the requisite land 7 here aie it is true extensive waste lands m this country but
they are quite unsuited for such an undertaking They are either far removed from
inhabited tracts and are situated m unhealthy countries where no Furopcan could
live and even if accessible they are rocky and barren The natives of this country
are only too ready to appropriate all land which is at the same time fit for cultivation
and fairly accessible and they have already absorbed alhsuch land as is available or
worth appropriating No native will willingly part with the land he cultivates and
if the whole area of an or linary village could be purchased a large portion of it

would be in the cultivation of ryots with occupancy and other beneficial interests
m their fields who could not in the ordinary course of law be ejected to make room
for sugar cultivators Under these circumstances a sugar planter who whether he
came from Barbados or the Mauntius would be a stranger in this country would
find it difficult if not impossible to make satisfactory arrangements for the establish
ment of a plantation

It will be necessary, therefore for Government to take the initiative in this matter
and by means tf the Land Acquisition Act or other appropnate procedure to acquire
land sufficient for the establishment of a sugar plantation of 500 or 600 acres This
might be offered rent free or on easy terms to a practical planter under certain condi
tions fora term of years, and he might also be given a subvention to aid him in provid
mg the necessary machinery for the manufacture of sugar There must be many
enterprising planters in the Mauritius accustomed to Indian coolies who would be
glad to accept an offer of this kind By making success dependent on the efforts of
the nerson chiefly interested in the project there would be a guarantee that everything
would be done to make the scheme a success But m the event of no practical sugar
planter being willing to undertake the responsibility of a sugar plantation on the
above terms, it would be well for Government to establish a few model plantations of I

European
Plantations.
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m its own in different parts of India I understand that some years ago the services of

a sugar planter were obtained from the West Indies for the daira lands of the

Khedive and that a vast improvement followed the introduction m that country of the

West Indian method of growing and manufacturing sugar With a plentiful supply
of water such as would be afforded by our canals and large tanks a good soil and
cheap labour no great difficulties would be encountered in the establishment of a
sugar plantation If the scheme were once shown to be successful it is probable that
many persons who can command large areas suitable for sugar cane cultivation and
the necessary capital would adopt it 1 he greatest difficulty to be encountered would
be the securing of an adequate supply of manure Much of the cow dung of this

country is used for fuel and consequently good farm yard manure in large quantities
is not readily obtainable But if sugar cultivation by the West Indian metnod were
shown to be profitable mineral and artificial manures would be available in India as
they are in Barbados and in the Mauritius The value of such a plantation would
not be confined to improving the production of sugar It has often occurred to me
that in establishing model farms and placing at tneir head men trained m England
and having a practical knowledge of the agricultural methods only of countries with a
temperate climate that we have somewhat overlooked the fact that the conditions of
agriculture, in the greater portion of India resemble those of the West Indies or the
Southern States of America much more closely than they do those of Furope and
that it is in these former countries that those Indian crops which are most susceptible
of improvement such as rice cotton tobacco Indian-corn sugar tropical roots
vegetables and fodder crops are cultivated with the greatest success

1 he West Indies like Mauritius import the greater portion of their food but a
good deal of Indian-corn and vegetables are also grown m these Islands A planta
tion is generally divided into two portions one is under cane and the other is under
preparation for cane and is in the interval used for gTowmg short crops sweet pota
toes yams Indian and guinea-corn (juari)—the two latter with guinea grass supplying
the necessary fodder for the farm cattle All of the above crops are capable of great
improvement and extension in India While in this country a few yams * are to be
found m p&n bans the plant is reared in the West Indies m large open fields The
difference between the sweet potato + of India and that of the West Indies is striking
1 he former is generally an elongated tuber 5 inches long and 3 inches m diameter
and is grown on a flat surface In the West Indies it is ordinarily an ellipsoid with
axes of 10 and 7 inches and grown in rows on banks and not on level ground There
are other striking differences in the systems pursued in rearing other crops in the
West and in the East Indies The establishment of a plantation on the West Indian
model in this country could not 1 think fail to improve the cultivation of all tropical
products and to instruct the people m methods of which they have no idea at present
Some of the return coolies from the West Indies and the Mauritius might also be
induced to take service in such plantations and by instructing their countrymen would
be of use to the manager in starting the work

I might usefully recapitulate the above remarks as follows —The improvement
of sugar production in India is not possible under existing conditions of scattered culti

vation by numerous small cultivators and in view of the lact that it is nowhere a staple
but merely a subsidiary crop 1 have further endeavoured to show—

(1) that cultivation on a large scale is essential if the requisite supervision m
growing the cane and the necessary machinery for manufacturing sugar
are to be pro ided

(2) that such a change cannot be brought about unless an adequate area of
irrigable land in a healthy and well populated country with cheap
labour is first secured

(3) that private effort and enterprise are probably unequal to the task of
securing the conditions necessary for successfully starting the work

(4) that it will therefore be expedient in the first instance at all events for
Government to take the initiative and to establish a model sugar plan
tation

(5) that the best method of working such a plantation would be to interest the
1 manager m the success of the scheme by leaving the profits to him Gov

ernment assisting by finding the land and giving it rent free or at a low
rent on certain conditions and if necessary by a subvention to aid in

• The reader might perhaps consult the article DiOSCOrea (Yams) in this work
Vol III 1 15 136

f See under Ipomsea Batatas Vol IV 478^482
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the constructing of the necessary buildings and in supplying the machi
nery needed

(6) that in the event of no properly qualified person being willing to undertake
the establishment of a sugar plantation on the above terms Government
should itself arrange for the working of the scheme by a paid agency

(7) that it would be absolutely essential for the success of any scheme of this

kind that the manager should be a successful and practical sugar planter

preferably from the West Indies or the Mauritius and accustomed to deal
with the Indian cooly

(8) that the establishment of such a model plantation would not only prove the
superiority of the West Indian over the Indian system of sugar produc
tion but would bring to the notice of Indian agriculturists the advantages
of other modes of cultivating many tropical crops which though of great
value have hitherto been much neglected in this country

SUGARW

It has been stated that the other replies received by the Government to

its letter by which it forwarded Messrs J Travers & Sons recommend
ations were unfavourable and that the Despatch issued by the Government
conveys the facts brought out by the numerous contributors to the official

enquiry Some of these replies will be found placed under contribution

below in the provincial sections of this article

The writer in taking leave of the subject of the formation in India of

sugar-cane plantations with Central Factories desires it to be distinctly

understood however that although disposed personally to join issue with
those who regard the proposal as futile he has endeavoured to review the
past history of the enquiry impartially The great success that has been
secured in tea planting was not attained at once and past failures in

sugar planting can hardly be held as disproving absolutely the possibility

of ultimate success They however call for more careful consideration

than would seem to be bestowed on them by modern writers and it is

likely that success will be obtained if at all obtainable by combating or
escaping from the adverse circumstances that ruined the early experi

menters It seems probable that the greatest difficulty of all lies in the

social habits of the people of India They prefer the dirty sugar which
Messrs J Travers fit Sons compare to manure The preparation of

that substance is more profitable to the cultivator than the disposal of his

cane to a manufacturer would be On this subject Mr T W Holder
ness (the Director of Land Records and Agriculture in the North West
Provinces) very justly remarks 1 he memorandum refers in contemp
tuous terms to the quality of the common sugars consumed by the Indian
public But they nave an almost unlimited and active market which
is at present closed to machine-made sugar and even if superstitious

prejudices could be overcome there would still remain the question of

national taste The compost known as gur has a peculiar flavour which
is absent from machine-made sugars and the tastes of a most conservative
people will require to be changed before the local markets of India really

open to the European sugar manufacturer It thus seems likely that the
whole question hinges on the nse or fall in the price of superior sugars
and on the education of the people of India to the advantages of obtain
ing a better quality of sugar than they at present consume But it may
fairly well be here stated that chemistry by no means supportsthe opinion
that beautiful crystalline sugar is more wholesome or rather more nutn
tious than brown sugar Indeed it may be said that one of the distinctive

features between the saccharine juice of beet and cane is that m the latter

substance the additional materials over and above pure cane sugar are less

objectionable than in the former It is worthy of note also that the purity
or rather the whiteness of beet sugar is so far considered a disadvantage
to it, that an industry has actually arisen m staining beet sugar so as to

European
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make it resemble certain qualities of cane sugar It is accordingly true

that in the present state of the trade the Indian (or home market) is of far

greater improtance to India than the foreign It is therefore with the home
market that the Indian cultivator and manufacturer alike are mainly con

ccrned But apart from purely financial considerations important though
these are it seems probable that success is more likely to be attained by
the cultivation ana improvement of the indigenous canes than by the

necessarily expensive systems of agriculture essential to the preservation

of the good qualities of exotic forms

AREA &
OUTTURN

173

AREA, OUTTURN, AND CONSUMPTION OF SUGARCANE
AND SUGAR IN INDIA

In dealing with these subjects it may be remarked there are many
fruitful sources of misconception and error The area of sugar cane culti

vation (even were it possible to obtain for all India thoroughly trustworthy
returns) is by no means the «rea that actually yields the sugar annually
produced in the country Large tracts are regularly cultivated with sugar
yielding palms and these afford a by no means inconsiderable share of the
supply These palms are rarely cultivated in such a manner as to allow
of estimates of acreage They are for the most part grown in lines along
the borders of fields by road sides etc and the yield has accordingly to

be ascertained per 100 trees But what is of pernaps equal importance a
very large amount of the sugar-cane grown in India is eaten as a fruit

is used by the distiller or is made into a thickened syrup (gur) an article

rarely if ever converted into sugar An average yield of sugar from the
total area would thus be quite misleading Most writers have made a
ptovision for palm sugar but apparently the error due to neglecting to

reduce the area of sugar production by the acreage devoted to the cultiva

tion of edible canes or of those so deficient in crystallizable sugar that they
might not inappropriately be spoken of as affording a superior quality of

molasses but no sugar has not been guarded against In some provinces
or districts the edible canes are of greater importance than in others and
wherever a large market exists it is universally admitted that edible
cane cultivation is more profitable than gur ana still more so than rab
manufacture An ascertained abnormally lower consumption of sugar per
head of population than might be inferred from the area of sugar cane
cultivation is in some cases at least largely explainable by the facts here
indicated At the same time it seems likely that many of the returns of
consumption per head have been falsified through the want of precision in

the terms employed A consumption of 12 seers of gt/r per head of
population woula represent a consumption of 4 seers of refined sugar or
of 4 8 seers of Native unrefined sugar (that is to say of the inspissated
syrup drained and sun dned but not refined) It would in fact appear to
the writer that some of the estimates of consumption that have been
published are open to the suspicion that there has been a want of umfor
mity in the use of the word sugar by the local authorities who have
furnished the data on which certain calculations have been made As
indicated above a given area would produce three times the amount of
gtir that it would of refined sugar It seems however probable that
many writers have not only used the word gur (or jaggery) as synonymous
with unrefined sugar but even with molasses* Remarkably few have
thought of distinguishing between the various forms of sugar though of
refined and of unrefinedsugars there are various qualities which differ not
only in degree of purity and character of grain but in the amount of

* See Mr Butt 8 remarks below in connection with Shahjahanpui p 285
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molasses or treacle which they hold mechanically Such an error is how
ever relatively less important than the confusion of gur with unrefined

Native sugar {vis shakar or bhura) I

Bombay and the Panjib are shown by the official returns to consume
considerably more sugar than Bengal This is doubtless largely due to

the higher civilization and greater opulence of the mass of the community
an opinion borne out by the observation that the people of the Panjdb and
Bombay use individually a far larger amount of silk than do the inhabit

ants of Bengal While this is so it seems likely that the immense popula
tion of Bengal with its large city and manufacturing communities may
have had its consumption of sugar depreciated by the assumption that the

article there eaten is admissible on the standard of gur Such a reduction

would be fairly safe for the North West Provinces the Central Provinces
and the rural parts of Bengal but it would be very misleading for Calcutta

Bombay or the other centres of manufacturing enterprise It is believed

by the writer that the consumption of Native refined (or perhaps only

drained) sugar is far greater than is generally supposed especially m
Bengal and if this opinion be confirmed by future investigators the area

of sugarcane cultivation in the lower Provinces will have to be con
siderably increased and the yield per acre raised from the estimates
currently quoted or the value of the date palm in the supply of Bengal
sugar will have to be greatly enhanced In this connection it may be
added that it is somewhat significant that in 1847 48 it should have
been found that there were m Bengal 6 390 590 date palms which yielding

on the average for every 100 trees 16 maunds 9 seers 5} chittacks fur

mshed 10 37 445 maunds of gur while at the present day the 30 000 acres

estimated to be under date palms afford only 743000 maunds From
these figures it would appear that the date sugar traffic has considerably

contracted or that the yield of date sugar has been seriously under
estimated This subject will be found to be returned to further on m
the remarks regarding Bengal and Madras so that it need only be here

added that hesitation to accept the accuracy of the palm sugar returns

would seem justified through the fact that as presently estimated the

palms of Madras yield nearly twice as much per acre as do those of

Bengal
The following statement of the averages for the five years previous to

1888 was published by the Government as an appendix to its Resolution

of the 2otn March 1889 It will be seen that in the columns of yield the

product is spoken of as coarse sugar but the average rate there shown is

only some 27 9 maunds an acre (for the British Provinces) a rate which
would by no means be a high one were it that of refined sugar From the

special chapter below on the yield of sugar in Bengal it will be seen that

tne writer suspects that * coarse sugar is not entirely the equivalent of

gur m the returns which have appeared on this subject If coarse sugar
however means drained unrefined Native sugar the estimate of 1 ton
would be more nearly what might be expected It seems probable how
ever that the chief error of all such estimates lies in the tact that large
portions of the sugar cane area are cultivated with canes that are not in

tended to be used in the manufacture of sugar and are in fact never so
used Accordingly the records of actual production of sugar when
expressed to the total ascertained acreage of cane give a very consi

derably lower yield than would be the case had the entire area been
devoted to the cultivation of cane suitable for the manufacture of sugar
This argument does not hold good with the edible canes only but with a
very important series of canes which while meeting certain Native require
ments afford Jittle or no crystallizable sugar

8 a C Tf7A
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By way of comparison with the figures shown tn the foregoing table it

may be desirable to furnish here the statement of area and produce pub
lished m 1847 for three of the chief sugar producing regions of India 1—

o$tt£rn

Provinces for which
statistics were collected

in the year 1847 48

Total area
of land

cultivated
with cane
in Bigh&s
-14 400
sq ft

Total
produce of

cane and
date gur
in maunds
of 8olb

Total con
sumption of

cane and
date gur in

maunds of

8otb

Remain
der

Reduced
to sugar at

134 seers

to one
maund of

Bengal and the North
West Provinces

Madras
Bombay

25 02 609
84 947
77 346

1 87 34 909
1762 959
652527

1 17 78 356
10 67 720

7 61 779*

69 56 552
695 ,39

23 *8 851

26 64 902 2 n 5* 395 1 36 07 855 76 51 791 5 50 597

Reduced to Cwt 15 107 425 9 719896 5 465 565 1 821 855

# It will thus be seen that Bombay consumed in 1849 1 09 25a maunds in excess
of its local production Cunf with p 210

The available surplus of production over consumption in 1847 48 thus
amounted to in round figures 5J million cwt but Bombay must have
drawn largely on the North West Provinces and Bengal The foreign
exports amounted to 1 229 828 cwt There was thus apparently sufficient

sugar produced from the great sugar growing districts to meet the home
and foreign demands The area or production in the above table assigned
to Bengal and the North West Provinces is shown by the more detailed
tables to have included 130 acres of Arracan but otherwise it very closely
corresponded to the country now embraced by these provinces The tables
furnished below in connection with the provincial paragraphs will be found
to show the distribution of the sugar cultivation and at the same time to
exemplify the thorough manner in which the enquiry of 1848 was prosecuted
As justifying a degree of confidence in the accuracy of these returns it

mav be pointed out that considerably greater interest was taken in the
subject of sugar cultivation forty or fifty years ago than since There were
then a large number of European planters and manufacturers who possess
ed an intimate knowledge of the sugar resources of their districts and who
could accordingly assist materially in the enquiry It seems likely that
had returns been preserved annually a decline in the area and production
would a few years subsequent to 1848 have been demonstrated until the
industry recovered from the ruin of its European interests and settled down
to the present form as once more a purely Native branch of agricultural
enterprise Within more recent years it is generally affirmed that it has
greatly recovered and expanded but it is significant that the relation of
Bengal to the North West Provinces has been preserved Thus Bengal m
1848 with its eight divisions (Jessor Bhagalpur Cuttack Mursheaabad
Dacca Patna Hazanbagh and Chittagong) possessed 223 794 acres of
sugar cane (exclusive of aate-palms) and the North West Provinces then
referred to six divisions (Meerut Kumaon Rohilkhand Agra Allahabad
and Benares) had 595441 acres It will thus be seen that so far as Bengal
and the North West Provinces are concerned the returns of 1848 when
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contrasted with those of 1888 by no means manifest a very great expan

sion —

Bengal
North West Provinces

Area in acres

of sugar cane
in 1847 48

Area in acres

of sugar cane
in 1887 88

Yield of gur
from

suga cane
in 1847 48

Yield of gur
from

sugar cane
in 1887 88

Cwt Cwt

223 794 282 000 4 816 980 5 880 000

595 44 i 788 000 7 684 (48 1 12 89 85

7

Conf with

P 346

In the case of Bengal the sugar area may be said to have expanded

26 per cent and that of the North West Provinces 29 per cent during the

40 years covered by the above returns That is to say sugar cultivation

has increased in the former province by 65 and in the latter by 80 per

cent per annum if it be admissible to assume a steady progression year

by year instead of a fluctuation With a record of an almost nominal

expansion before us it may be viewed as paradoxical to have to say

that most writers are of opinion that there has within recent years been a

great expansion of sugar cultivation in Bengal and the North West Prov

mces This anomaly seems to be attributable to either of two causes (a)

there has been a greater production in India as a whole or it mav be that

our statistics of large tracts (formerly little known) have simply been per

fected and our knowledge of the actual consumption thus made to approxi

mate more nearly to the real state of the internal sugar trade of India or

(1b

)

subsequent to 1848 there must have been a serious decline of cultiva

tion so that the statement of recent expansion is contrasted with a very

different state of affairs to what prevailed forty or fifty years ago It is

not however possible to verify this point since for large portions of India

only the merest approximations to a survey of the sugar cane area have

been made The majority of writers in fact agree that the expression of

the ascertained area in Bengal by a uniform standard of production re

duced to the head of population gives a considerably lower figure than is

believed to be the actual consumption Thus for example the returns of

Calcutta (which may be said to be accurately recorded) show an annual

consumption by the 900 000 inhabitants of 2 seers and 4 chatdks of refined

sugar (or the equivalent of 30 seers 9J chatdks of gur) whereas the produc

tion of Bengal would represent but a consumption of 4f seers (of gur) on
the entire population of the province The authorities best qualified to

give an opinion regard it as more likely that the actual consumption of

Bengal is between 10 and 12 seers (of gur) per head of population But
it may be pointed out that the figure shown in the table above (p 116)

against each province expresses in some cases apparently the consumption

to the estimated local production This it will at once be seen would not by
any means be a fair standard since many provinces grow largely for the

purpose of exporting while others draw supplies from foreign countries

Thus for example the average total exports from Bengal by all routes

amounted (for the three yearsending 31st March 1887) to 12 68 248 maunds
(reduced to the standard of unrefined sugar) or say a little over one seventh

of the production But during the same period the imports came to the

average of 3 54 726 maunds so that the net expo t was 9 13 522 maunds
or say one-tenth of the production Then again these figures exclude from
consideration the trade of Calcutta and the population of that citv should

accordingly be deducted from that of the province in any calculation of th*
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consumption per head of the provincial population. The importance of this

observation will be seen from the fact that the road traffic into Calcutta
alone shows on the average a net import of over 3 lakhs of maunds of
unrefined sugar for the three years ending March 1887 That amount
must therefore have been drawn from the province although it escaped
registration until it reached the boundaries of the city But these details

regarding Bengal and Calcutta have been gone into in this place with the
object of showing that in the case of Bengd at least there is abundant
evidence in support of the belief that the area production and consump
tion shown for tnat province in the table at page 116 must be very sen
ously under-estimated To local production must m every instance been
added or substracted the net transactions If the net import of foreign
sugar to India be added to the estimated production and the total sugar
supply be divided by the population (say 210 millions) a figure is obtained
which would represent the average consumption per head of population
for the entire Empire A calculation of this nature was framed by Sir
Charles Bernard (and which appeared in the Journal of the Soctety of
Arts May 1889) based on the returns which nad just then been issued
by the Government of India Sir Charles estimates may be here cor
rected to the figures now available The average shown in the table
(page 1 16) of sugar-cane is 2 107 200 and with the average outturn of 1 ton
of coarse sugar T to the acre this should yield 2 107 200 tons or by adding
to that the sugar of palms also the net import of foreign sugar and allowing
a margin for errors in the estimates it might be put at 2 600 000 tons hx
pressed to head of population that would be equal to about 14 seers (28ft))

a figure which is very probably more nearly correct for all India than the
consumption of 4 3 seers for Madras and 4 75 seers for Bengal shown in

the table It may be accepted that the wholesale price of unrefined sugar
in India is about R100 a ton* so that the sugar consumed annually
at the present time costs 260 million rupees or between and 1 £ of a
rupee per head of population per annum A slight error is involved in

this estimate from tne fact that a considerable amount of refined sugar is

now used the higher value of which should have to be provided for But
such an error affects the wealthy community onlv and may be therefore

disregarded Sugar (or rather gur) is the great luxury of the poor in

India but it may not inaptly be here compared with salt—a necessity of

life The consumption of that article per head of population comes to

about I2lband that amount costs the consumer eight innas or siynine
pence From these figures it would therefore appear that the sugar and
salt used by the people of India costs them less tn an three shillings per
head a year According to Mr A E Bateman (of the Board of Trade)
the yearly consumption of sugar in other countries comes to 70ft per head
in the United Kingdom 60B) in the United States 27ft in I ranee 19ft

in Germany and 9ft in Austria By the estimate here given India con
sumes 28Gb of gur but reduced to the standard of the refined sugar used
in European countries that would be equal to about 9ft lobacco it might
almost be said is scarcely a luxury since it is very nearly universally used
by men women and children It is entirely free of duty and is sold at

so low a price that any one who wishes it almost can afford to procure a
supply Indeed a large section of the Indian community (the cultivators)

grow their own tobacco The special preparations smoked by the well

to-do contain so much sugar (molasses) that the smoking of that article

becomes a distinct item in the consumption that has to be provided for in

all estimates of the sugar trade But if doubt be admissible as to the

&
Conf with

40 316

,

/ 341—344

346

Consumption
of Salt

_ *75
tConf with

p 403*428

* Conf with prices shown on p 32j 3 ft
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Area under and Consumption of Sugar

accuracy of the yield per acre and consumption per head of population a

solution of at least some portion of the error may be looked for in the

imperfection of the returns of area cultivated The following passage

appeared in Mr 8chofteld s Note on Sugar (issued by the Revenue and

Agricultural Department of the Government of India the publication of

which led to further enquiries throughout the provinces of India

Summing up we find that the area under sugar plants in India is returned at 2

4

million acres and the outturn of coarse sugar at 547 23 lakbs of maunds or in round

numbers 2 million tons I he greater portion of the sugar pioduced in India never

goes beyond the unrefined stage, as the demand for sugar of this class is so large that

there is little to spare for the rennet les and in estimating the average produce it is

therefore usual to refer to coarse sugar Messrs Thomson & Mylne in a note

dated 19th May 1883 stated that the total production of sugar m India might pro-

bal ly be estimated at 100 million cwts (— 5 million tons) This outturn would allow

of 4< lb or 20 seers as the consumption per head of population (250 millions) in India

But Messrs Thomson 8c Mylne s estimate appears ftom our statistics to have

been pitched toolhigh Allowing for the imperfection and incompleteness of the pre-

sent statistics of sugar cultivation I do not think we can give for India higher esti

mates than those subjoined —
Aiea under sugar plants Outturn of coarse sugar per acre Total outturn

2$ million acies 20 cwts 1 t n 2\ million tons

To produce 100 million cwts or 5 million tons as estimated by Messrs
Thomson & Mylne India would haveto double either its present area under sugar

plants 01 its present outturn pet acre Doubling the area see ns almost imp racti

cable fot it must be remembered that the cultivation is li nted by the supply of water

and minute also the unsuitableness of the soil in many parts of India and that it

could ha lly be extended so largely without trenching seriously on the area under

food grains As to doubling the present outturn this seems possible in course of

time by mtioduring improved methods of cultivation and of extracting the juice

We also find that with the exception of the Panjab the Central Provinces and
Berar the area under sugar plants in tne other British Provinces has increased du ing

the last ten yeais the area m the Panj&b and the Central Provinces appears to have

contracted in consequence of the extension of rail vay communications that in Berar

has remained stationary
'lhe following table which has been compiled from the crop statements for

1885-86 professes to show the extent to which sugar plant growing prevails in each

B itish Province and in Mysoie —

Province
Area under
cultivation

in acres.

Area under
sugar-cane
Thousand

acres

Percentage
of sugar-cane
area to total

cultivated
area.

North Westei n Provinces 25 100 788 3 14

Oudh 8 800 142 1 61

Panjib 20 500 33 i 1 61

Assam 1 600 20 1 25
Bengal t54i5oo 312 57
Mysore 4700 24 5 *

Central Provinces 13 500 48 35
Bombay 25400 70 28
Lower Burma 4,2oo 10 24
Madras 22 400 46 20

Berar 6 500 5 08

These figures also indicate that the acreages given for Bengal Madras and
Bombay have been under estimated The figures for Madras and Bombay are ad

* Three o s omitted

f Taken from Appendix I (page 39) to Famine Commissioner s Report*
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disease and pests Although several palms furnish a considerable amount
of sugar no writer appears to have made the diseases and pests of these
palms the subject of any special inquiry It is admitted however that if

tapping of date-palms commences at too early an age the yield of juice

/
shows signs of decreasing vigour at a correspondingly early period The
tapping of palms is however so to speak an injury to their growth which
must result m their destruction after a fixed number of years The palm
sugar grower is by his religion required to set apart at least one tree in
his plantation to the gods and this not being tapped becomes much heal
thier and larger than the others and produces annually a considerable
amount of fruit the seeds of which are used in rearing fresh plants to
take the place of the exhausted juice suppliers Palm cultivation is there
fore a very different undertaking from that of cane and it does not appear
that there are any special diseases attributed to the sugar yielding trees as
distinct from those grown for their fruits or fibre

I Diseases of the Sugar cane —Only one or two writers allude (and
m the most general terms) to the existence of fungoid diseases on the
Indian sugar cane crop Thus for example it will be seen below in the
account of the Karnal district of the Panjdb (p 187) that it is stated a
smut known as al often makes its appearance when east winds prevail
The late Dr Barclay who devoted much patient study to the fungoid
diseases of the crops of India possibly never had the opportunity of ex
^mining sugar cane T he subjects which he was able to accomplish were
the diseases of the crops of the Himalaya for prior to his being located at
Simla he had not taken to that study The reader will find under Sor
ghum vulgare a review of one of Dr Barclay s latest papers which will
serve to indicate the immense importance of his researches and the irre
parable loss which the country at large sustained in his premature death
Smut is said to have been seen on the sugar cane of Natal (and the
fungus identified as Ustilago sacchan) but the opinion was formed by the
mvestigatms of the malady that it was caused through defective cultiva
tion The reader will find above funder the paragraph on Java Canes)
allusion to the fact that a Mr R D Kobus had recently visited India on
deputation from the Java Government to see whether he could secure fresh
stock of cane since that of Java had suffered so much from fungoid disease
that it had been thought the preferable course to procure a fresh supply
Whether the disease alluded to is actually a fungoid malady or simply
rust or one of the numerous other insect pests that are known to overtLe

each country when cane has been cultivated for too long a period without
renewal of stock the writer is not in a position to say

II Pests—Various authors allude to insect pests as following mostly
on the tract of defective cultivation and as often doing serious damage
It is difficult to discover how manv pests there are in India of this nature
Some are spoken of as caterpillars others as moths etc One onlv
has been hitherto made the subject of special inquiry—The Sugar ckse
Borer Moth (*dhosah

)

The reader will find a brief abstract of the leading
facts known regarding this pest in the article on Pests Vol VI Pt I p 152Mr Ootes (Indian Museum Notes) writes that for at lea t the last 100 years
the sugar cane tn the different parts of the world has be*n known to be
su ject to the attack either of this pest or of others so closely allied as to
be scarcely distinguishable from it The larva of the insect commits
great depredations m sugar cane fields by boring into the stalks often
thereby setting up putrefaction so that the stalks become worthless Inci
dental alius on to this pest will be found in other chapters of this article.

s 181
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more especially that in connection with the destruction of the Red Bombay
cane which was grown in Hughli Rungpore and Burdwan in 1857 Also

the calamity that overtook the Otaheite cane in the Bogra district (about

the same time) when that much prized form was reported to have rotted

in the fields emitting a most offensive smell Although the insect was
not specially mentioned by the writers who described the destruction

of the Otaheitecane the symptoms of the disease that overtook the industry

were precisely those given by subsequent observers to that of the Sugar
cane Borer

* Mr Cotes remarks that this pest is almost universally

supposed to make its appearance only when moisture is deficient Babu
Jaykissen Mukerji (Journal Agrt Hort Soc India IX 355 seems
to have formed the opinion however that the worm appeared in the red

Bombay cane (cultivated in Bengal) only after it had been continuously

grown foi a certain number of years Many other writers allude to this

same fact as observed with the ordinary canes The continuous cultiva

tion of a peculiar cane on a holding for more than a certun number of

year s results it is said in its degeneration and very often complete exter

mination by the Borer Moth or some other equally potent disease Babu
Jaykissen s observations are pregnant with value since doubtless a vast

improvement in cane cultivation would be effected by encouraging an
exchange of seed stock from a distance In these places Baou Jay
kissen remarks where the red canes were planted earliest t e about
twenty years the disease appeared slightly about two years ago Last
year the decay increased and this year total destruction has taken place
where this cane has been introduced only lately or ten or fifteen years
ago there the crops though they have somewhat suffered this year from
excess of rains yet they are free from the disease In the lands of the

Burdwan district bordering on Hughli a similar result has taken place

It would therefore seem highly probable that although climatic conditions

and peculiarities of soil may favour the growth of this peculiar disease the

most likely cause is the weakness engendered by a too continuous cultiva

tion of a particular cane on the same fields Although India very likely

can never hope to grow the superior canes of the West Indies and other

foreign countries it seems probable that p^ist failures were largely due to

DISEASES.

Sugar-Can*
Borer Moth

Conf with

P<> 48 S2 76
87 184 220

a too precipitate and greed) cultivation which neglected the most ordinary I

precautions against disease and exhaustion Frequent exchange of stock

from one province to another might have saved the superior qualities of

cane which half a century ago were highly appreciated and in great demand
by the Native cultivators It will be seen that a worm known as kansua
is alluded to below (in the account of cane cultivation m the Kamil dis

tnct of the Panjab) as being common when the east wands prevail It

seems probable as already suggested that there are more insects than one
that do damage to the Indian cane crops but until these have been ex
amined by an entomologist it is impossible to form any definite opinions
from the writing of unscientific observers The pon blanc or louse
(Icerya sacchan & Pulvinana gasteralpha) which do so much damage
in Mauritius and Bourbon do not appear to have been observed m India
In dry hot weather these insects frequent the roots of the cane and do
much injury to the young rootlets The young run about on the green
shoots and leaves until they find a suitable spet where they may fix them
selves for life. They are armed with a long sharp probe which they in

troduce into the new sap wood and suck away the juices of the plant
sometime till they have quite destroyed it They spread rapidly and are
tenacious of life (Spons Encyclop)

A disease or pest popularly called u rust has for some time now been
determined to be due to minute mites which belong to the genus Tarsony
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mcs In the Rvw BulUUn {1890 85-88) the reader will find particulars of

these creatures They are extremely minute Acari, almost transparent,

found chiefly in the axils of the leaves Along with these several other

species of Acan often occur such as Damceua or Notaspis and several

forms of Gamasid^ The last mentioned are supposed to be predatory on
the real pests—the Tarsonymus Rust has been noticed m Queensland
the Malay Archipelago Mauritius etc

, but apparently no writer has
discovered it in India.

Ill Enemies—The Money lender —The poverty and social habits

of the people of India should perhaps be ranked as the chief enemies of a
greatly extended sugar cane cultivation The actual cultivator is every
where the prey of a tyrant whose oppression is unequalled in the annals of

the agriculture of any other part of the globe namely the money lender

So very profitable is every stage from the cultivation of cane to the refine

ment of sugar that where loans of money are not required through the

indigence o? the people they are forced on them through ignorance of

the dangers they are being lured into Once in the hands of the

money lender cultivator and manufacturer alike become his slaves No
demands are made for a time until the iniquitously high interest has raised

the original loan to a sum which by no chance can ever be paid off The
various efforts made by Government to check this evil have through the

false reports been distorted into arguments to strengthen the usurer s

position Thus the registration of loans instead of giving the receiver

the protection of law, on the legality of the giver s claims has been repre

sented as legalizing these claims It would be beside the scope of the

present article to review however briefly the various efforts that have been
put forth to ascertain the extent of and if possible to check the indebted

ness of the sugar cane grower and manufacturer to the money lender

Such questions fall more naturally into the field of the student of Political

Fconomy but it may fairly be said that no feature of the great problem
of sugar cultnation in India calls more loudly for solution Profitable

though it be the expense that it involves deters the more thoughtful
cultivator from attempting cane since the experience of his neighbours
warns him against the persecution of the money lender Without money
he cannot cultivate cane

Social Customs — But the social habits of the people of India in

other respects are opposed to extended sugar cultivation The profits are
inmensely minimised through the absured inunctions of religion and
ci stom The sugar-cane field becomes on the days of harvest the scene
of universal jubilation None who chose to demand a portion can be sent
empty away and every little service rendered by priest or artizan has to be
paid for on a scale of remuneration quite disproportioned to the services

rendered The picture of the village wayfarer being by the decrees of
the Institute of Manu permitted to take with impunity a certain number
of canes but exemplifies the antiquity of the social custom that has to

admit petty theft as a necessary evil, best guarded against by surrounding
the plot of cane by a hedge as it were of an inferior sort In a paper
which appeared m the Kew Bulletin (1890 p 72) Mr O B Olarke ad
vances tne very opposite opinion to that held by the writer namely that
small holdings or plots of sugar cane are not remunerative Mr Olarke
says In Bengal sugar-cane is often m half acre plots , it does not pay
the cultivator to watch so small a piece therefore every boy every gharry-
wallah* who passes takes a few canes and every elephant takes many
Gross robbery is also frequent These small plots are very frequently thus

* Cart driver
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half destroyed before cut I have seen them wholly destroyed In plots

of ioo acres the percentage of loss from this cause would be insignificant
*

Now Mr Olarke a words might be true of the unfortunate cultivator whose
half acre of cane chanced to be by the high trunk road But let it be
called to mind how few how very few roads there are in Bengal along
which either children or carts not the cultivator 9 own ever pass and the

dangers thus exalted to be of primary importance disappear from con
sideration The answer to Mr Olarke’’* contention however is not far to

find and it is this that perhaps more than three fourths of the cane grown
in India is in plots that do not materially exceed the area which Mr olarke
regards as unprofitable A single cultivator owning more than 2 or

3
acres of

cane would in Bengal, be a wealthy max Conf with p 256) The p*eat

bulk of the sugar-cane of India is grown near the homestead where it is not

only well manured but easily tended The depredations effected by man in

the way indicated by Mr Olarke are the least important of the losses sus
tamed through countless centuries of swcial evolutions but which still leave

the half acre of cane the most profitable crop in the ordinary rayat s holding
White-anTvS Jackals etc —These are however enemies against

which the cultivat >r is ever on his guard and against which at times he
is helpless Most writers in fact allude as of serious moment to the

ravages of jackals rats and white-ants These enemies of the cultivator

have led to a long series of countless selections which have resulted in

hard cane which neither the teeth of the jackal nor the forceps of the

white ant are able to break through An inferior quality of cane proof

against these enemies was found (and naturally so) to be more profitable

in the end than a cane one half the produce of which would be removed
by these depredators Several of the reports here quoted show that in

many parts of India as for example in the great sugar cane area of

Bengal whole crops have been entirely destroyed by white ants This
j

remark it will be seen has reference however more especially to the

superior qualities and imported forms with thin barks But Mr O B
Olarke in his paper which appeared in the Kew Bulletin (1890 p 72)
6eems to greatly underestimate the seriousness of white ants. as an enemy
to sugar-cane planting Hesaysthe> are fearful in Central India trouble

some in Chota Nagpore and unimportant in Lengal This opinion the
writer by no means finds borne out by the reports he has consulted
White-ants would appear to be everywhere of equal moment except with
the canes grown in damp soils or submerged lands Much has been
written on the subject of the prevention of tne pest of white ants The
Natives in some parts of the country tie the leaves of some half a dozen
canes into a tuft This is said to give them strength against destructive

wind storms and to allow of the admission of light which the white-ant
and the rat both dislike On the other hand the practice is condemned
as retarding the growth of the plant and the perfecting of crystaHizable
6ugar The individual canes tnus deprived of their full share of light

and air by being tied together become dirty on their stems and yield
a foul juice—a disadvantage that more than counteracts any advantage
that may be gained by letting the light reach the ground every here
and there all over the field The best protection against the jackal and
the one which saves the crop from the depredations of other animals as
well is careful fencing but this is as a rule beyond the means of the
ordinary cultivator who accordingly contends against the greater dangers
of cane cultivation by contenting himself with tne profit from a very small
plot of cane grown near his homestead which thus gets the abundant
manure due to human influence! and can be careful!) tended and pro-

tested.
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Cures for the White ant Pest —To prevent the injury of white

ants the Natives often dip the ends of the seed canes in a fluid prepared

with asafoetida mustardoil cake and putrid flsh etc Balls ot flour or

other gram poisoned with arsenic have also been recommended These
placed in the held are eaten by the first set of ants and the poison con
tmued through the dead ants being eaten by their fellows Mr Wray
recommends the use of petroleum as being more certain in its action
White-ants he says have a strong antipathy to the effluvia of petroleum
so much so that if the ends of the seed canes be dipped in water impre
gnated with petroleum they will generally be found to be thereby protected
from the attacks of these scourges Mr Ootes recommends as the best
cure for the Borer worm that the diseased canes should be burned after

being removed to some distant spot

Parasitic and other Plants injurious to Cane

—

Mr J B
Fuller in his report of sugar cultivation in the Central Provinces alludes
to a pest or rather enemy which often does much harm It will be seen
from Mr Fuller s account below that the pest (a weed which belongs to the
Scrophularineaj) only appears when land has been exhausted by over
cultivation This fact is of great significance since it lends support to the
belief that to the same cause (as affirmed above) is due the plague of the
sugar cane borer Mr Fuller writes —

White ants not uncommonly attack the cuttings In the BetuI district salt is

reported to be used in this case being tied up m a canvas bag and placed in the
water channel But the worst enemy which the cane has in these Provinces is a small
parasitic plant called the A^ia (Striga euphrasioides Benth ) which grows on
the roots of the cane and rapidly ruins it producing an appearance m the crop as if it

had been scorched The charactei and effects of this weed have been carefully enquired
into by the Deputy Commissioners of Narsinghpur and Chhindwara and I make the
following extract r om the Narsinghpur report —

On my way from Birman to Senora 1 could not help noticing the number of aban
doned well even on the outlying fields near which there is now no sugar cultivation
On enquiring the cause I found nearly every one agreed to lay the chief blame on the
Agta a weed that appears in the month of Bhadon and lives till about Aghan or
Pus It appears not to injure rice or jomart but to destory kutki and sugar-cane The

weed grows to a height of about 21 inches When it touches a stalk of cane the latter

seems to be blighted and scorched In the cane-field it is said to appear very caprici
ously so as almost to refute the generally accepted theory that like kans grass it ap
pears seemingly spontaneously in exhausted soils It cannot therefore be rooted up It

is now very common and though known from of old is believed to have been formerly
very scarce

This points to the exhaustion theory The men whom I consulted said that even
when a field is untouched by Agxa or by two other maladies, Kxrohan and
Durkt of whose nature 1 am ignorant the outturn is less than what it used to be
This may be true The depth of water below the surface is what dete mines whether
a field can or cannot be utilized for cane cultivation and the quality of our land which
can be profitably used for this cultivation 1 limited I think that the main fact is that
manure has not been sufficiently used to restore the original powers of their wondeilul
soil a soil which had long rest previous to and for a good time after the beginning of
the English rule in 1810 and but little rest for the last forty yea s beyond what is

obtained by rotation Manuie is but little used even for sugar cane
There can be no doubt that the Agta only attacks plants in poor soil and it is for

this reason that it has done so much haim in the Nerbudda valley where manuring
seems foreign to the habits of the people Growing a crop of san hemp (Crotalaria
juncea) and ploughing it in is occasionally used as a remedy This is of course merely
a form of manuring The Deputy Commissioner of Chhindwara (Mr Tawney)
found that in a cane field manured with poudrette no Apia appeared save m a
strip which had been used as a road by the sewage carts and haa therefore escaped
manuring The Agia is therefore merely a concomitant of bad farming and is tio

cause of fear to a careful cultivator

The determination given above of dneagxa of the Central Provinces may
be quite correct since that species might fairly well be found in Narsinghpur
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and Chhindwara but it may be added that the writer had the pleasure to re

ceive from Mr R D Hare then Settlement Commissioner ip. Akola Berar

samples of a weed which was found to effect a similar destruction of the

jauar crop (Sorghum vulgare) These proved to be Stnga Jutea Lour
Mr Hare s account of this pest may be here quoted in support of Mr
Fuller s opinion that the ngta denotes a soil impoverished to sugar cane

by too frequent cultivation of that crop The weed which chokes the

jowan is called taluk by the Natives It grows m the rains and commence
ment of the cold weather and flowers in December I do not think it is

a root parasite as it grows quite free from the jowdn stems I think it

acts by taking all the nourishment or moisture out of the soil at the surface

Jowan and cotton are usually grown m rotation on the same lands The
taluk always makes its appearance among the jowan ami practically

never among the cotton plants If jowdrt be grown two or three years

running on the same field the whole of it is overrun with taluk but

as soon as cotton is planted again it disappears entirely It is somewhat
significant that in the Central Provinces the agta should be regarded as

not injurious to juar

Concluding Remarks on Diseases

Many writers deal with the subject of the diseases of the sugar cane

plant It is somewhat significant however that Mr Wray should not have

given a chapter on this subject in his Practical Sugar Planter and that

the same oversight should have been made by Mr Robinson in his

Bengal Sugar Planter Both these expert writers however allude to the

injury often done by ants jackals cattle etc Mr Wray referring to the

effect of frost says that if planted in December the cane will lie in the

ground till February and March before it sprouts Frost as the canes

are ripening Mr Wray adds not only kills the plants but destroys the

crystalline sugar present in the sap But the writer must rest satisfied with

what has been given above together with the occasional allusions to the

diseases that will be found in the quotations below regarding the chief sugar

districts since space cannot be afforded for further details The general

principles of sugar cultivation may be said to inculcate the theory that a

wet season either during the early or late periods of the growth of the crop is

very injurious A cloudy closing season causes the crop to be deficient

in saccharine matter A very dry season immediately after planting

even if compensated for by artificial irrigation results in a poor crop

The young canes are more liable to be attacked by white-ants in a dr)

season than in a wet one and if rain be deficient the canes have to be freely

watered until they begin to sprout New cultivations deficient in vegt

table mould for the reason of their being exceptionally dry soils are more
liable to the destructive visitation of white ants than old lands

The reader should consult for further particulars on the subject of

diseases the district notices below as follows in Bengal Bogra p 48
Lohardaga p 143 in Assam p 149 m the North West Provinces (ac

cording to Messrs Duthie & Fuller) p 169 also Azamghur p 170 in

the Panjab Hoshiarpur p 182 Jhang p 183 in Bombay Khandesh

p 218 etc , etc

ENEMIES

Talluk

193
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METHODS OF CULTIVATION, PLANTING REAPING, AND
EXPRESSION OF JUICE

So much has been said in the historic and other chapters of this article

on the early records of the cultivation of sugar-cane in the provinces of

India, more especially of Bengal thatit does not seem necessary to go over

s 195
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^ these again the more so since a fairly representative selection of passages

0f from the gazetteers and distnet manuals will be found below These con
vey the chief ideas of the various methods of cultivation and manufacture
and although the system pursued in any one district is very nearly the

I same in all still the slight variations justify the publication of the selection

I given in order that departures from the general practice may be clearly

I indicated Besides which the constancy of the opinions and practices

I that prevail is better enforced by the publication of a selection of local

reports than would be attained by a statement compiled by the author
For example many peculiarities of sugar cultivation are by writers on
this subject said to be pursued by the West Indian planters but not by

I the Indian

Ratooning —Thus it is frequently affirmed that ratooning the cane
(that is the production of a second or third crop off the same roots) is

|
not understood in India This is by no means correct for the practice

is alluded to more than a century ago and is regularly followed at the

;
present day in many parts of the country A ratoon crop has even received

distinctive names in the various provinces of India—names which can be
shown to carry a knowledge of the subject considerably further back than
the earliest records of European cane cultivation Thus for example a
ratoon cane crop in the Panjdb is known as morda or mdnda. rKo as
murtdatk (in Delhi etc) in the North West Provinces as fam {pirt) or

j

banjar in Bengal and the Central Provinces as khunti{Conf with Trans
Agrt Hort Soc Ind VI 57 VII /jj) in the Telegu country as karst
and m Meywara(Rajputana) as korb id In Bannu (see the passage quoted
below p 180) the cane is ratooned for four or five years The second crop
is by many writers held to be richer in crystallized sugar In Delhi the
practice of ratoon ing we are told was formerly more extensively followed
than at the present day So again it is often said that the Indian culti

vators throw the trash (or waste cane) away and neither use it for fuel nor
manure This statement is also scarcely correct though neither of these
practices are universally followed in India One cultivator occasionally
ratoons but is ignorant of the great value of the trash as a manure for

cane-fields another ratoons and burns the trash as the fuel used in boiling

the juice whilst a third is ignorant of any advantage in ratoonmg or even
disputes that there is any advantage in that system but manures his cane-
fields with the trash A fourth preserves the tops for next year s seed
while a fifth views these as useless for that purpose and accordingly gives
them to his cattle

Manures — It is therefore unnecessary to specialize any one feature

of the system of sugar-cane cultivation pursued m India excepting per-
haps that of manuring It is often said the Natives of India never manure
their fields While this may be true of certain crops or of certain tracts of

country it is certainly not true of sugar cane Mr Wray enlarges on the
fact that as m vine cultivation it is found one of the best of all manures is

the prunmgs and decayed branches etc so with sugar-cane the most
valuable manure is the cane itself He therefore strongly condemns the

I
practice of burning the trash obtained on the expression of the juice It

has been estimated he says by numerous planters and others that not
more than fifty per cent of the weight of the cane is obtained from it as
juice by the orauwry mills used for crushing on estates m the West
Indies whereas it has been satisfactorily demonstrated that the plant
consists of 90 parts of fluid and 10 parts of woody fibre

In the case of inefficient pressure such as shows an amount of juice

not exceeding fifty per cent of the whole weight of the cane of course* the
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remaining fifty per cent is received again by the soil under the system of

manuring with canc tiash C ilculating therefore that thequantity of juice

expressed amounts to 7^ per cent (with good and t Hit lent mills) then the

green cane tr ish or megiss available lor manure will be 2-> per cent of the

whole taken from the land Now plant c ints generally average from 30 to

35 tons an acre which would give if of the former weight yj tons of green
Irish or if of the lattei then S i tons as manure per acre independent of

the long tops and tht dry leaves the former being general!) used as fodder

for the cattle on the estate and the latter not unirequently burned either at

the works or on the field Mr Wray estimates the value of the tiash as

fuel in comparison to coal and arnves at the conclu ion that it is more
profitable to purchase coal or oilier fuel than to burn the trash Mr
Ozanne furnished a very instructive though brief slatch of the manures
g< ncrally used with cane in Bombay The reader will find Mr Ozanne s

ttm irks in the special chapter bek w devoted to Bomb iy (p 216)
Many writers recommend green manuring with leguminous crops as

highly beneficial to cane I or tins purpose btans pe is lucerne indigo

f/whemp (s e p 126) maybegr>wn between the rows of >oung canes
and later on if necessary ploughed into the soil 1 he Natives so far

recognise the v due of leguminous crops in restoring the fertility of the

sell that they very fiequently follow cane m their simple rotation of crops

w ith some of the plants menti ned Roxburgh in a paper published in

171)2 {step 22^) dwells on this subject and Buchanan Hamilton speaks
of the usual rotition of cant listing for four ye irs pulses or wheat
bung twice giown within th it period Mr Wray ext< Is the use of indigo
as a manure for cane lie suggests that it should be sown in lints

between the cane ind two cuttings oltained and ploughed in before it

is rooted up 1 he indigo refuse after removal of the dye he says is also

highly valuable The Chinese pi intei s in the Straits he adds often

obt un ex< client ci ops of cane from a soil so s«andy and otherwise unfertile

that no hurjpean planter would for a moment think of planting canes
in such lands I his result Mr Wraytxpluns is obt lined by placing
the stems and leaves fiesh from thf indigo v its over the roots of the cane
and then moulding over them The advantages of leguminous ciop
manuring Mr Wray urges are entire ly lost if the pulse be allowed to
ripen its seed I he best time he says for ploughing in the manure is just
before flowetmg when the green m inure is qu te green ind succulent Mr
Wray furnishes much ustful information on the subject of manures bu‘
it may fairly be sud that his remarks are on general principles and have
by no means any veiy special bearing on cane more than on any other
crop One point may be here alluded to however viz the utilization of
the dunder or ndundir that is the fermented wash after distill ition

Of this substance he savs that as its name implies it accumulates at the
works and ihstcad of there proving offensive and unwholesome it

should be carted off to the fields as a manure An instructive paper on
manures suitable for cane will be found In the Journal of the Agrt
Horticultural Socuty of India Vol VI pp 61 9/ also proceedings of
that volume p 40 A somewhat amusing statement occurs in the Transac
tions of the Agrt Horti Soc ( Vol I 116) in whichg«/r used as a manure
is said to hasten the fruiting of the mango

Soils —But it may be said that Mr Wray s opinion on the subject of
manu es for cine fields amounts to this that given a fairly suitable soil
and a liberal supply of water careful cultivation repeated ploughing and
manuring with the cane trash is all that is needed The defects of the soil
may be combated by principles familiar to all cultivators up to a certain limit
but beyond that point sugar cane cultivation must result in the production
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of a juice deficient lr

of soil ind climate bel
rystallizable sugar unless the favourable conditions

. resent Many writers have pointed out that the pre-
sence of rth or other sant^ in the soil (beyond i certain proportion) invan
ibl> results in a watery jui«re deficient in crystallizable sugar On this
subject Mr Wray wrote It often occurs in the Straits Settlements l)e
merara Louisiana and other pi ces that lands are strongly impregnated
with saline matter which certainly/ causes the cane to grow most luxuri
antly but affects the juice (and con^guently the sugar made from itj very
prejudicially In province Wellesley r* have known suL,ar that was quite
salt produced the first ye ir from such lancf* and in the Sundei bunds it was
so very silt that the sugar estates had to be abandoned It would ap
pear that Mr Wray regarded the most suitable so 1 for sugar-cane as one
of granitic origin but which possesses a fair amount or 1 me The reader
will find much useful information on the soils of India best suifisd for cane
in the publications of the Agri Horticultural Society of India suCvh as
Trans ictions I 121 III ?5 jy n4 Journals Vol 1 126

It may in concluding these introductory remarks be said that the writer
has thought it the preferable course not to attempt to give a review of the
peculiar systems of cultivation put sued in India but rather to furnish a
fairly extensive series of passages from special and local publications
This it is believed may prove more useful than a compilation since the
works from which the wnttr has drawn may fairly be said to constitute
a library of books many of which are not very generally accessible to per
sons not tesident in India
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202
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References —Buchanan Hamilto 1 Statistical Account Dinajpur Cole

h okc Hisbitdry of H rural P oceeding Honourable East India
Co i/>inv 1790 to 1822 al 0 hast In ha P oduce 1840 Sugar Statistics
0/184% Wray Practual Si gar I lanter Robinson Bengal Sugar
Planter also Agri Hort Soc Prize hssay on D it Pain
Ag 1 Hort Soc Ind —Tra is I 98 tOj II 188 III ti 68
V 184 VI 46 47 5(>59 219 / roc 7 41 48 94 VIII I roc 88 128
132 200 VIII Sp / 87 bto I roc 396 410 419 426 433 488 Jour I
10 147 36j 369 II 345 348 Proc 196 260 479 541 844 HI 84
P ot 179 28 93 IV 61 91 io3 Sel I2 i3 i i32 Proc 55 92 V
S l 13 78 77 MS Proc 3 r 40 52 VI 56 1

r
>7 Proc 26 3o 85 89

VIII t 12 J64 166 181 S 2 Sel 96 I\ 355 388 (D s< a e ) Pr c
27 r Sel 75 X 243 274 (1 ruse hssay on Date) 388 Proc 4 87 XI
Pro 4-44 XII 109 356 157 Proc (1861)4546 New Seres VII
162 176 (Ami u sort, hum) 18 r Proc \i882) 27 101 102 141 143 1$
161 163 VIII Proc 16 An exten iv official cor espondtnee down to
1891 Hunter s Statistical Atcoi nt of Bengal numer us passt ges etc
tr

Area Outturn and Consumption in Bengal — In 1846 the Chamber of

Commerce of Bengal applied to the Government of India to procure for

them a Statistical Return if Iands cultivated in Bengal and the North
West Provinces for the growth of Cane and D ite Cur and Sugar and
the probable consumption in each district The reply which was furnish
ed by the Government in 1848 appeirs to deal with figures collected for

the year previous Whether the returns are actually those for 1846 47 or

184748 is however at this distance of time of comparativelv little im
port ince The small volume which was issued under the title of Statts

tics of British East India Sugir contains much of great value and
gives the data by which a comparison may be drawn between the sugar

1

production and trade of India forty odd years ago and that of the present
I day It is explained that the returns had all been reduced to one stand

|

ara namely bighas of 14 400 square feet (or say £rd of an acre) and the
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produce expressed as gur at the rate <rd* cf a maund of 82ft) as the CULTIVATION
equivalent in sugar ft ma\ be pointed out tb^t errors in the Agri Bengal
culturd returns of sugar ate 1 irt^ely due to one stt of figures bting
the freshly expressed juice mother the gat a third the raw or country Area and
sugar and a fourth the refined sug ir A compan on of the vield from Outturn
such figures would obvious!} be mi leading and fallacious The follow
ing ibstract statement of the aiea product and consumption for the
eight divisions of Bengal as recognised in the jeir 1S47 48 may be here
furnished from the Statistics f British East India Sugar —

* Me 1e n writers speak of the yieH a 2^ maun Is of unref ned suga to the
mau id of tl nc i si ca B it what is m ant I y un efind uga ?

1 he ehne pur
chases r b it bxrn and other fc ms f uniehned u^a and tht}iel 1 Irotn gdr still

mo e so fr hi ra ( unt y uj^a ) \ ( uld l e 4, cate thanf n b Rb 1 the 1 tide
ih flyus llvtli efn It hv I y da w! f ( tin am unt f t mol is es
Ft r 1 s a lie t

j
I tit fn l it t tl n fine 1 su^i that may

be said tc be used by tl e dd! I b—bi L)i t turn l oi
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It will thus be seen that m 1847 there wcre 6 7 l 3Sl btghas (223 793
acres) under sugar cane in Bengal and that these were estimated to yield

07 37 600 maunds of ^ur or dividing the total production by the acreage
10 maunds 1 seer and 5^ chatdks per bifha (s ly maunds an acre)

I his would represent the verj low average outturn of about Scut of

cr\ stalh^ablt sugar an acre There were however found to be 6 390 590
date palms whicli yielded gw as also 037 278 that afforded juice made into

a beverage These trees added to the Bengal supply of gur 10 37 445
maunds and thus r used the total produce to 7775045 m lunds The
consumption w as said to have been 55 20 326 maunds of gur or 3 seers 12$

chataks on the population of 38 327 223 A bal ince was thus available for

export whieh added to that shown in connection with the North West Pro

vinces ind that of M idris made a tot d of 1 821 8S5 cwt expressed as

refined sugar The exports were for 1S47 48 1 229 828 cwt so that there

remained the ultimate balance of 592 027 cwt of refined sugar (or its tqui

valent in gur
)
as stock in hand to meet the details of internal trade 1 hus

for example Bhagalpur is show n to have consumed 3317 maunds of ^ur
Cuttack 1 03 (>^i maunds and Chittagong 1 08 33 maunds in excess

of their pn duction A considerable trade took place from Calcutt 1 to

B >mbay and Burma s > that there was r htivdy quite as extrnsive an
mterchangeb tween district md elistrictand between province and province

forty or fifty years ago as at the present day
It is to be regretted that detailed returns of the cultivation of sugar

cane cannot be obt uned for c ach year fot a number of ye irsback W t are

accordingly left to speculate on the fluctu itions of production by the indi

cations m the statistics of foreign exports 1 hisrem irk is more peculiarly

ipplicable to Bengal than to any of the other provinces of India Indtecf

is ilrcadv rem irked fulk r p irtieulars almost ar< avail iblc rc gardmg the

sugar cultivation ancl trade of that province forty fifty c r a hundred
ye irs ago than we possess at the present d ly I he Statistics of Su ar
which has been freely utilized above is for example by no means the only

publication that has attempted to set f rth the area outturn and con

c< nsumption of sug ir in Bengal I he Honourable the b ist Indi 1 Com
pany published in 1792 1 st itement of the sugar cultivation of the I ower
Provinces I here were (recording to that statement) 1 39732 bi^has

under cane in Sarun Tirluit Shahabnd Dacca Jcssore Din ijpur

Rimghur MurshidabAd Burdwan Midnapur Beerbhum 24 Per
gunnahs Chittagc ng Sylhet Purnea Calcutta Rungpore lipperah and
Bhagalpur The yield fr m these districts is said to have been 1 14 32->

maunds of rehned sugar and 4 75 ^24 maunds of gur But these figures

even if they could be believed to h tve any thing like expressed the real

state of tne Bengal sugar enterprise 100 years ago are not in them
selves of any very great interest Abundant evidence exists in support
of the opinion that the cultivation of cane greatly expanded in India

with the demand created in Europe through the action taken by the Fast
India Company There are however certain features of distinct interest

in the explanatory remarks made by the officers who furnished the returns

for the year 1792 For example of quite half the districts remark like

the following occur —no sugar is here manufactured the juice afforded

by the canes yields little or no crvstalhzible sugai or again the sugar
cane grown in this district is eaten fresh the sugar used being imported
How far similar ren arks are true of the sugar cane grown in Bengal
at the present day would seem a point that deserves careful consi

deration Numerous writers dwell for example on the suitability of

certain soils of Bengal for the production of cane good for eating but bad
for sugar making Others on the fact that owing to the unsuitability of
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the 901I the cane grown is of the most inferior kind Upon the variability

of yield due to such canes may therefore be largely attributable the vast

differences in the returns published and not of necessity to inaccuracies of

compilation Suitability of soil supenonty of cultivated nee of cane and
greater facilities of expression of juice and isolation of sugar may fairly

well be admitted as doubling the outturn The 223 793 acres of cane
recorded in 1848 yielded an average of2i4cwt of gu

r

per acre The
figures of 1792 show a very different result If these figures can be ac

cepted as having fairly expressed the sugar cane area of Bengal a century

ago as also the approximate outturn it may be said that there were

33 244 acres under cane and that the yield amounted to 8 19 399 maunds
of gur or an average of 1 1 cwt per acre 1 hat result would be very little

more than half the acreage outturn of i^ur shown for 1848 as also less

than half the yield of gur recorded at the present day But this result

shows conclusively the error of dividing the ascertained area by the total

produce in determining the yield of sugar per acre—a method however
which has been pursued by all modern writers The Honourable the
East India Company realized a century ago that to develope the sugar
trade of India there were certain subjects regarding which it was neces
sary that they should be possessed of detuled and accurate information
Amongst these may be mentioned the area devoted to the cane thl yteld

of cane per acre the various qu ihties of cane grown the yield of crystal

lizablt sugar from the sugar yielding varieties the consumptnn of cane
in its raw state the consumpti of gur deficient in cryst ilhzable sugar
and the consumption of st gar itself They fully appreciated the fact that
the total sugarcane in Indacan by no means be viewed as the raw
material of the possible sugar supply The Company were well aware
that to the Natives of India a high percent ige of sweetness (regardless
of the yield of crystalhzable sugar) was the chief criterion of cultivation

This m ide the area of sugar cane cultivation by no means that on which
estimates could be framed of the possible supply for the European
market They saw also that certain districts and certain cultivated races
of cane weie the chief sources of the sugar procurable in India and
accordingly their officers had instructions to draw up their forecasts
with due regard to these considerations Reviewing the numerous
reports received the Board of Directors published m 1792 the following
precis —

The Board observe that the highest produce of cane land in Benates is much
less in quantity than the 1 w t above stated in Bengal It is possil le tl ere is some
mistake in the informat on received tiom the Resident they will nc ticc the circum
stance to him At the same time theyremaik that tl e natives leckon the Benar s
sugar to have less strength than the Bengal and they mderstand that in expen
ments made in Calcutta on gu f om Benares and f otn d ffe ent parts of Bengal the
former gave little or no su^ar the latter it due pioportion But these experiments
cannot be considered as concl sive wit ho t t were to be ascertained in what month
the gur was made and in what repute the natives held it Were an experiment to be
mad on the patelt gur from K ingpore which is gathered n October no sugar would
be produced The land about Santipore appears to y eld less sugar than any other
place mentioned It is within the kno vleage of the Board that the soil in that part
of the country and in general of the large aemtnda of Nuddea is sandy light and

S
oor The Runppoic and Dinagepore lands stand at less produce tnan those of
u dwan and Beetbhum but the computation is formed only upon the awul khat

or the sort of chtn which is more purified than the ekbari of Beerbhum and Burdwan
consequently without the sugar is in the same state an exact comparison cannot be
formed 1 he same ob ervation applies also to any comparison that may be endeavour
ed to be formed between the foregoing statements of the produce of an acre in these
provinces and of an acre m the British West Indies from whence almost the whole of
thesugasare exportei in the Muscovado State The Board understand that West
Indian Muscovado sugai loses about £rd of its weight by claying and as the West
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India clayed sugars are said the most to resemble the chtnt of this county some
comparison may be formed between the pioduce of an acre in this country ana m the

West India Island Many acres of plant-canes in the West India Islands are said to

yield 5 ootlb of Muscovado sugat deduct £rd lo s of \ ei^ht by claying via 15 cwt
44ft and there will iemun2ycwt S61b This even alliwing 1 r the difference

between clawed sugars and chtnt is so much 1 eye nd th 1 ighest Bengal produce
that it marks st mething extremely favourable in the soil of these particulai lands

But the general produce of the west Indian Islands is said t averag net more than
one hogshead of 15 cwt to an acre deduct 4 rd loss of weight by claying and the pio

duce will be 10 cwt per acre This allowing for the diffe ence between the clayed

sugai and chtnt may be rated at about equal to the p oduce of the Rungpore and
Dinagepur districts and below those of Burdwan and Beer! hum which are the chief

districts in Bengal Proper that produce sugar for expu tation

It will thus be seen that the Last India Company made its calcula

tions on Native refined sugar
(
chtnf) and purposely left out of calculation

pur—an article for w hich there w as then little or no demand in Europe The
Board accordingly furnished the following estimates of the acreage yield

of chtnt—

cultivation
in

Bengal

[

Yield

207
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HlOIlhSl 1 h K AC K K

IN th li

L t Wt«Si PER ACRE
IN Chtnt

Cwt qis lb Cwt qis ft

Benares
Rungf ore
Beerbum
Radnagore
Santq ore

B ird\ an
Sulkf Calcutta

4 » 3 1

) I ill
(Average)
(A vet age)
6 1

1

(Average)
(Average)

2 1 22

G 1 s

'4 3 0
12 2 f

5 » n
14 o
11 o o

If it be of any value to state the average of all these records we learn
that in the districts above named the \ield of refined sugar was too years
ago a little over 9 cwt an acre or say 27cwt of pur Thus when m 1792
the total production in Bengal was divided by the arei known to be under
cane the aver ige yield was shown as 11 cwt but when the ug ir produc
ing acreage alone was taken into consideration the yield was demonstra
ted to be 27 cwt of gur That figure will be seen (by the table at page
lib) to be the average yield of coarse sugar recordtd by the Covern
ment of India in 1888 89 for all the provinces of British India but there is

strong presumptive evidence that from 1 792 to 1848 a vast improvement took
place in the yield of refined sugar This opinion is arrived at by compar
ing the outturn recorded in 1848 in the chief sugar districts with that
given for 1792 The fact that improvement can be thus shown to have
taken place during the first half of this century led the writer to suspect
that there may be some serious error in modern statistics unless it be
admitted that in this respect the sugar industry of India has retrogressed
dur ng the past fifty years It is more than likely howevtr that the low
average in recent returns has been produced by including in the calculation
large sugar cane tracts that afford no sugar whatsoever It seems therefore
probable that a similar result would be obtained now to that shown for 1 792
were the area of Bengal classified according to importance in sugar supply
This would not of course affect the amount to be shown as the total pro-
duction but it would remove the false stigma from India that its cane
affords less than half what is obtained in the other sugar cane countries
Improvement and expansion are of necessity dependent upon a correct know
ledge of actual sugar production It has in more than one place been urged
by the writer that considerable doubt exists as to the meaning that should be
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placed on the term coarse sugar estimated for in the table at page 1 1

6

Comparisons with the West Indies and other adv inced countries in sugar
cane production are therefore practically impossible It is generally said
for example that in the West Indies the yield of crystallizable sugar is

2 to 3 tons an acre Certain writers compare India as affording 1 ton of
crystallizable sugar but the table alluded to gives the average for the
British provinces as 27 9 cwt or sav 1 ton of coarse sugar and if this
begur tne actual yield of crystalli/able sugar in India would be little more
than one third of a ton The writer reiterates this feiture of the Indian
sugar tnde because of the fact that if the mistake of coarse sugar or
gur has been made with crystallizable sugar it affects matenally the esti

mates of consumption per head of population is well as the outturn per acre
One writer however whose communication has been submitted to Govern
ment under the seal of confidence affirms that by the process adopted by him
he regularly obtains from the Native cane a product equivalent to the Native
gur which affords 14 per cent on the weight of cane with 16 per cent of

sweetness I his is equivalent to 2 44 tons of crystallized sugar an acre or to

a total of 3 27 tons of sweetness Such a result demonstrates not only the
vast advantage of supenor appliances and methods but the possibility of the
average yield in India being considerably nearer a ton of crystallized

sugar or 3 tons of gur or coarse sugar on that portio 1 of thesu ar c uu
area whicn ts spe tally grown for the proiuctun of sui^ai Were it the
case that the entire area was grown for that purpose the total produc
tion of India would therefore very probally be nearly three times asgrcit
as has been shown in the t ible at p ige 116 It will be seen below th it

Mr Basu says that while the cultivator in Palam 111 is happy to get 23
maunds of gur per acre the ray its of Hughli and Burdw in would not con
sider the cultivation paying under 60 mauuds of gu or say | of a ton of cry s

tallized sugar An average of 28 7 maunds of gur an acre for the entire

province thus very incorrectly represents its sugar producing districts

but to revert to the returns of the Bengal sugar trade of 1792 it may be
said that a certain amount of confidence can be placed on the information
procured by the Fast India Company owing to the well known interest

taken at that time in the subject of the development of the Indian supply
of sugar The Company enforced on its officers the greatest possible
attention to the subject and very elaborate and detailed reports were pub
lished which compuse several large volumes fully illustrated If reliance

may therefire be placed on the figures of area and outturn for 1792 we
learn that from that date to 1848 the acreage of sugarcane quadrupled
itself and the yield of gur per acre on the total acreage was doubled
1 his latter fact seems deserving of special consideration since it would jus

tify the opinion that one result of the demand for crystallizable sugar from
India seems to have been to improve the yield by selection of supenor
auahties of cane and oherwise This process of improvement has
doubtless extended since 1848 to the present day and if all be true
that has been written of the infenor yield of India there is ample
room for still farther improvement But this assumption involves the
possible error that the people of Bengal indeed of India desire such 1m
provement just as the calculation of an average yield of crvstalhz
able sugar to the returned acreage is erroneous without due deduction*

* Madras it will be seen from the remat ks below appears to have attempted to
make the calculation c rrect since in the modern estimates of sugar cane in th t I re-

sidency the Government has lefeired the subject to three sections —
(a) Fdible canes

|
(b) Gur jieldmg canes

(c) Sugar yielding canes
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being made of the area devoted to edible and other canes which are CULTIVATION
never grown with any idea of being employed in the manufacture of Bengal
sugar It has already been remarked but c innot be too prominently
urged that the Indian sugar cane cultivation is by no me ms charac
terized by that singleness of purpose met with in the West Indies and
other sugar cane planting countries vis the yield of cry stalls ible sugar
The cane is grown mainly for locil purposes and in sm ill isolated

patches as an ordinary agricultural crop in rotation with in my others
Central factories such as have been proposed would in India fail to draw
their supplies of cane from the cultiv itors and accordingly would sink
r ipidly to the position all sugar factories in India occupy at the present
day namely refineries unless they grew their own cane Hut even the
refiners find it difficult to obtain their supplies at remunerative prices

since the local market for gur and edible canes pays the cultivate r better
than the rab required bv the rehner It is therefore just possible that the
limits of improvement have vtr> nearly been reached in rel ition to the
existing nature of the Indian dem ind Io effect any very great further
improvement it seems necessary that the people should be cduc ited to

the advantages of using refined sugar in preference to the crude otitic
they presently consume But it maybe contended that such education Native Ouda
is rapidly taking place and that one element in this tendency to change Sugar

is the cheap i ate at which foreign sugars can be landed in India The ,

yearly increasing imports have hitherto told heavily oil ihe indigenous art ^
cf rehning but should any unforeseen accident distuib this state of affairs I0j j ^
such as the removal of the bounties or a favourable fluetuation in the rate
of exchange the imports would be cheeked and 1 greater demand arise
for Indian refined sugar than ever existed before It may fairly be s ud
that certain communities of India are now using refined sugar in pre
ference to gur and crude sugar and that as th it dem md expands great
improvements will be effected in the selection of cane in the methods of
cultivation and in the appliances for the expression of juice and manu
facture of sugar It is in fact to some such reaction that the refiners of
Bengal have to look for the restoration of thtir trade for India itself must
be their chief mirket in future and the limit of expansion must accord
ingly be fixed by the rate of the social and material progression of the
people

Ihe bulk of the evidence favours the assumption that the production
and consumption of gur is far greater in Bengal than has been shown by
the estimated acreage devoted to the erop It need scareely be said th it

no actual survey of the sugar cane area of Bengal has been made The
figures shown in the table at page 116 have been obtained as the
result of the personal opinions of local officers In most of the other prov
inees of India where periodic settlements have to be accomplished the
area of sugar cane or of any other crop is ascertained with very nearly
as much accuracy as is the case in European countries of a like magni
tude The permanent settlement of Bengal has deprived the Govern
ment of that province of any trustworthy source of information as to the
present state of its agricultural prosperity Mr Schofield in the Note on
Sugar which was issue! by the Revenue and Agricult iral Department m
1 888 wrote that it would probably be found (were actual measurement of
the sugar plant area undertaken) that 600000 instead of 312 000 acres
would be a nearer approach to the truth In Appendix I (p 48) to the
Famine Commissioner s Report the area under sugar cane is estimated
at a million acres but this again seems to be too high Babu Addonath
Banerjee (of the Statistical Departme it of the Government of Bn**gal) in
his review of Mr Schofield s Note on Sug r while lowering the acreage
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for one or two districts of Bengal accepts upon the whole Mr Schofield s
main conclusion namely that the area of sugar cane in Bengal must
either be understated or the outturn per acre incorrect since we must
perhaps abide by the old estimates and accept the conclusions arrived at
in the Note that the rate of consumption of gur is 10 to 12 seers (20 or
24®) Per head Babu Addonath however ffers no opinion as to the
probable accuracy or otherwise of the suggestion that the area under
sugar cane and date palms in Bengal is more nearly 600000 than 312 000
a
f
res The writer of the present article after the most careful perusal of

all that has been written is very much disposed to accept Mr 8chofield s
conclusion the more so since the yield of date palm sugar is by recent
returns shown to be considerably less than it was recorded some forty five
years ago Thus in 1 848 the 6 390 590 palms then registered were estimated
to have afforded 10 37 145 maunds of gur wheicas in 1888 only 7 43000maunds are credited to palms And what is perhaps more significant still

“ acce
Pt as correct acreage * in 1888 of the palms in Bengal and

Madras the former yielded only 24 7 maunds while the latter gave 74 6
maunds an acre If however we express the palms of 1848 to acreage (and
accept 400 trees as the number to the acre) the yield in Bengal would in
that year have been higher than in Madras vie 64 8 maunds in the for
mer and 40 8 maunds an acre in the latter province It is practically im
possible to believe that such changes in total outturn and acreage yield
could be due to natural causes We are practically driven to the other
explanation viz defects in one or other or in both sets of statistical returns
The writer in fact is strongly of opinion that any attempt to express
acreage of palms is of necessity misleading and that the East India
Company s method of returning total production and outturn per 100
trees is preferable It is obvious!) incorrect at all events to add together
the acreage yield from palms and cane and to compare the figure thus
derived with the ascertained acreage yield from canes alone This is

done whenever the returns of Madras or Bengal (see the table p 116)
are for example compared with those of the North West Provinces or of
the Panjdb If the palms be excluded from Madras and Bengal the
acreage yield of gur becomes 44 2 maunds in the foimer and 29 2 maunds
in the latter and these figures may if so desired be contrasted with 22 9
maunds in the North West Provinces and 279 maunds in the PanjAb

The reader will find much useful information regarding date palm sugar
below in the abstract from Mr Westland s Report on the Jessor District
of Bengal {Conf with p 270 also with Phcemx Vol VI Pt I igg 213) In
1894 Mr S H Robinson published his most suggestive work The Bengal
Sugir Planter Although that little book deals with the whole subject
of the sugar of the Lower Provinces Mr Robinson has been able to devote
two chapters to date palm sugar He defines the area of Bengal date
palm sugar production as extending due east and west fiom Kissengunge
in Kishnagur to a little beyond Nollchiti in the Backergunge District
and north and south irom the vicinity of Comercolly in tne rabna Dis
tnct to the borders of the Sunderbands It thus covers a tract of country
130 miles long (east and west) by about 80 miles broad Its principal
districts are therefore Jessor Furreedpore and Backergunge with por

1 he writer has failed to discover the number of palms which has been allowed
to the acre in the returns published by the Government of India It very probably
varys according to the nature of the palm grown and the province Thus Robin
son allows 160 date palms to the Bengal blgha (480 trees to the acre) b t of the
cocoanut it is customary to estimate for only 100 trees to the acre. Th s matter is

very important and it would be desirable if tuture reports furnished the rate adopted
Conf with p 144
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tions of Nuddea Baraset and Pabna Robinson tells us that he had CULTIVATION

ascertained the annual produce of a full grown date plantation to be equal to Bengal

78J maunds of gur per Bengal bigha which con\erted into kh iur might

be taken as equivalent to a yield of about si tons of Muscav ido sugar per

English acre He then adds that The calculation given in the subse

quent chapter (on Native Sugar Manufacture) pro\ed

—

1st that date

sugars could be produced at about two thirds the cost of cane sugar of

equal quality 2nd that the date crop involved little or no risk and a

comparatively small outlay in the cultivation and lastly that good

white sugar could be produced therefrom by Native methods at a cost of

R4 10-7 per maund and fine crystallized sugar at 86 13 9 per maund
delivered in Calcutta Robinson assumed that the Bengal palm sugar

area might be accepted to embrace 10400 square milts Let us suppose

he says only one twentieth part of this suifact to become in the course of

years set apart for date tree cultivation and that the avenge produce be

one half of what has been calculated as the yield of trees in full bearing

which would allow 2} tons per acre per annum The total annual pro

duction of such a tract of cultivation we shall find will amount to 91 S 200

tons of sugar or more than sufficient for the wants of ill Furope This

however is only an estimate of probable or rather possible production

Robinson gave the total outturn in Bengal of date sugar in 1848 as very

considerably greater than what it is believed to be at the present day If

however we accept z\ tons per acre as the yield of dry cryst illized sugar

a figure below his lowest estimate and ipply that tojthe acreage returned for

1888 the outturn should have been 21 00 000 maunds of sugar (or 63 00 000

maunds gur) instead of 743000 maunds gur The possibility of such an

error existing in the modern statistics renders it undesirable to accept the

abnormally lo v consumption per head of popul ition given for Beng il in

the table at page 1 16 indeed it may be added that an mcreise of that

magnitude would seem 1 most justified by the facts which will be found
Errors in

reviewed below regarding the Madras palm sugar production when viewed Terms
in the light of the estimates of production determined by Mr Westland

The writer has repeatedly urged in this article that many of the mis

conceptions regarding the Indian sugar industry largely proceed from
ff0mI3r

want of uniformity in the terms employed There could be no more likely 229$
pitfall than the confliction of the statistics of jield of palm ugar from the 252 25S 28s

reduction of numbers of trees to the acre being on different standards either 298

due to necessitv of the different kinds of palms or from local habit of

cultivation Ihus for example if one hundred trees be taken as the num
ber equivalent to an acre of land the yield per acre would of course be

just one fourth what it would appear were the assumption made (as has

been done above) that 400 trees are commonly grown on that space So
in a like manner much ambiguity has arisen from the use of the words gur
coar e sugar sugar and molasses as all synony mous They each denote

widely different products Approximately it may be said that | the weight

of gur is the quantity of refined sugar that m xy be prepared therefrom

But most writers speak of the yield in India from cane as being nearly

I ton of gur or coarse sugar while others contrast India with the

West Indies by affirming that its cane fields afford only 1 ton of crystal

lized sugar as against 2 to 3 tons obtained in the colonies Now it has

been ascertained by actual experiment that 2j tons of crystallizable sugar

can and often are obtained from the acre of I ndian cane Still the published

returns for the country as a whole manifest a yield of less than a ton of

coarse sugar or say £ of a ton of crystallized sugar Such a state of

affairs demonstrates powerfully the necessity of a throrough enquiry as

the first step towards improvement for if it be the case that such diver
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sities in yield actually exist a map of the country according to yield of

sugar to the acre would prove of the greatest possible value But it by
no means follows that all that the cane possesses is removed by the Native
manufacturer more than that his system of agriculture gives the maximum
that the soil is capable of bearing Defective appliances and methods of

expression of juice and manufacture of sugar are largely accountable for

the backwardness of India as a sugar producing country But it may
safely be said in conclusion that the inferiority attributed to India is

more apparent than real since it proceeds very largely from defective
returns in ( i) the acceptation of the total area of sug ir cane as the area of
sugar production (b) the confusion of returns of cr\stalhzable sugar
with those of gur (c

)
the probable underestimation of sugar derived from

palms and (d) the amalgam ition of such returns as exists for palm
sugar with those for cane I he following passages may be now given
(arranged alphabetically) in order to exhibit the methods of cultivai ion
of cane and expression of juice as pursued in the chief districts of

Bengal —
BlRBHUM — Sugar cane is also grown on do land but as a single crop Tor

this cultivation which is a very exhausting one a large quantity of manure is needed— 150 maunds per high or al out t>o t ns an acre being given if prtcu able
After manuring the land is pi ughed five times meanwhile a nu se y is made
on the m ddy edge of a tank which is kept well moistened and plantc 1 with the
top* shoots of the previous y a s canes When th cuttings begin to throw out
shoots they are taken up and put in another bed p epa e 1 with earth and rich

manure generally in cultivator s homestead land Heie they a c ca ef illy scieened
fr m the sun and wat r d miming and evtnmg In Bens kh or J j htl a (April

June) the plants are put lown in the held in furro vs tw>feet apa t and at a di Uncc
of fc ur 01 five feet in the luriows 1 hey mu t be well watcicd and earthed

1 p 1 cn
or twelve days afterward the earth bet veen the tows sh>uld be dug up and heaped
into ridges channel for 1 1

gation bei lg c it across 1 his
1
eratu n must b le

peate l twice and the field h ed free from weeds lowards the end of Sraban
(August) the tra h is stripped off an 1 two or thi ee plants tied together the little

bunch is called a mer 1 1 he sir pping of trash must be epeat d twice By Asnm
(September October) the rid e should all be br ken down and the oil levelled

trenches being cut thiec ya Is ipait each way t allow the am to run off I he beds

thus formed each three yards sepia e a e called gat In A tik (October Nov
embei ) the plant should be pr tected against sto ms by tying the heads of thice or

four men* 01 bunches together and thu enabling them to resist the force of the

wind M mthly in igat on is 1 ow necessary From Philgun to Chait a (hebruary

—Ap il) the cane e m s to maturity 1 be >
1 Id of o e b is about eight pal

a pala being the day s yield of one ugar mill or s il The mo mng after the canes

have beenciushed th juice is bo led into gu or molasses The ef 1 e cane stups

0.1 <3 uwu 0.3 - - - - D -

of the m 11 IS charged at k2 or 4s a day The sugar cane g own in Barwsin

than 1 is of the vancty known as kajali It has a daik purple stem when stripped

of tiash and grows ab ut seven feet high with a circumference of abo t th ee

and a half inches Sugai-cane is by comparison a capitalists cultivation The
expense of tillage is retunred as follows —Rent R4 S o a b ghd or £1 js W an acre

cost of cuttings R5 a btghd Or £1 10s od an acre cultivation charges such as

labour manure irrigation etc R 8 13 o per b vh 1 or £h 13* od an acre A fair

outturn is calculated to be 32 local maunds equal to 23jstandatd maunds per bighd

valued at R64, or about 55$ cwt per acre valued at £19 4s od 1 he net profit

theref re is about R25 1 1-0 per bi& ha or £7 14s od anacie {Statistical A count

of Bengal Vol IV JSJ)

BoGRA The land selected for the cultivation of the suga cane is always

laised above the level of inundation either b) nature or by excavating ditches

all round it and u ing the excavated earth for the purpose After lying fallow

* It is generally said that the Natives of India are wasteful and use the rich sugar

Yielding stem instead of the top shoots
. , . r ,*

f It is often said the Natives of India throw this away and do not use it as fuel

Conf wtthp 2 17
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for one or two yeais the same sites are generally selectc 1 again The Hitches are re

dug and the sediment taken fiom them used for manu i 1 he cane s \ lanted m
straight furrows having been cut into small pieces a few inches in length which are

I
laced obliquely in the gi und hvt or six incl apa t It is plantelin April and

gio \s lapidly du ing the am attaining the height of t ght or ten fett by January
and is cut in February and Maich The ji ce is xt a ted in a ci cula mill of

tama md wood made ly the village carpenter which w Is 1 th p maple of a
t estle and mo tar One mill is t ften emr loyed by sev al different parties wh ) may
have cultivated the cane in the same ora ljoining villages and whe shat the expense

and assist with men and bullocks in the c peiation of p essing the cant and be ihng the

juice in proportion to the quantity of cant gitwn ly each pa ty The co t of a

m 11 complete including sheds f >r cutting up the cane and boiling the juice in eaithen

I
ots the hue of an 1 on bciler and the icnt pai 1 foi the jungle land that supplies the

i el cquired called j Ikat amount tja total cl from R 5 to K3C or from 10s

t £3 1 he cultivation of the cane and the manufacture of the gur ate regaided by
the rayats as a ptohtable speculati >n

In 1846 Mr Yule the Collccto made the fi t attempt on recoi cl to estimate

the extent of sugai cane cultivation an 1 the amount of the outtui n He ad Is hr wcvei

tl at hi estimate is merely aj pr ximate and foun 1 d n data s vague that the
tit tnent cannot le tcnsicleied by any means a guile to the ca[ abilities of the.

Hi t ict His return gives an estimated cultivation of 12 co stanclaid high s of

12 leet square and an timatc 1 p olucc in mans of g r of 8olb each o 18 «
mans He fu ther calculated the enti e yeaily ce n umfti n f the district whcthci
in sugary r or raw canc it elf the whole ben g reduced t ) the 1 equivalents in * r

ind 4ft bung conside eel the aveiagc all rwance for each in hv dual of the population
at 45 000 mans (Stati tical Account of Bengal Vlll 21 5 19)

ChaMTaRUN — The cultivation of this plant is suppe cd t( have been intro

eluced into the district by immigrant layats fr< m Azimga hand Coiakhpur abe ut
the yea 1805 It s princ pally cultivated in the wtst and noi th west e f the Bettia
sub el vision mo e especially in parganas Manpui Bitsaia and I atja wa The
soil though not liable t inundation hould be retent ve of m isturc In eide t)
bta n a good crcpof sugarcane very h gh cultivation is nccessiry In the case

cf c ltivat d land the held is plo gh el altcgcthe ab nit sixteen times—f u tune
in September thiee times n October twice in N jvembe twice in Dccembei and
lou or fiv times in January Whe e fallow land is ci Itivated the field must 1 e

ploughed five times a m nth dur ing eight me nths from June tc Janua y 1 he soil

1 manured with cow dung in Nove nbe ju t 1 efc the cuttings arc planted Sugar
ane 1 net 1 ligated as the e ll in which it is sown is genually mo t ne r de the
ayat tie the tops e f the plant togethe t p event them f om being hi wn down as
in Bengal From the time th cutting strike till th adh ms hatra er June
rainfall fiv h icings arc necessary 1 he r p ripens fi m January t( March when
it is ut with the koi l or h >e Iherrot ae alme t mvai 1 ibly dug An 1 a sccon 1

rip or kh nti (ratoon crop) is very rarely taken 1 he ground lies fallow till the next
crop is planted

I he following is an estimate of the cost of cultivating one local b gh r or
ac es — l loughing £3 (6$ ) manuring k2 (4 )

planting k.2 8 (5 )
cane foi

cutting R6 (125) hieing k7 (145) cutting K 3 8 <7 ) t tal R24 or £ 8v
to which must be added rent at R4 er 85 per b gh 1 he cost of conveying the
cane to the mill has not been includ d as the labourers obtain the green leaves of
tie plant instead of a me ney wage but in the lew cases where this 1 not given the
carnage may be estimated to cost Ri 8 (3s

) pei b gh 1 so that the total expenses
amount to K29 8 or £ 19s pe bigha The rent is paid in foui kists or instalment

»
the ™ nths ^ r*lc or Oc*°ker Magh or January Fhalgui or February and

Baisakh or April After the sugar-cane has leencut it is taken to the pressing
mill I his consists of ( 1) the kolku or me rta of kusum wood in which the plant
is pessed

( ) the ft ohan or pestle which rcvol es inside the mill 3) the kathar
on which the driver sits (4) the parsa which je ms the moh n ancf katha A
bullock is yoked to the kathar and is driven ound the cane is crushed between
the mohan and kolhu and the juice escapes by a small hole at the bottom of the
latter The folk wing men are employed dunng pressing —two ndf arwas to clean
the roots of the plant one fiaiitr katwa to cut the cane in pieces one murwa who
feeds the mill one kathan h nkwa who sits on the kathari and drives the bullock
one carpenter for petty repairs inechulh jhnatikw who prepares the r b or gur
t vo men to relieve the mi twa and k itf an hattkwa and one for miscellaneous duties
Of these the chulha ihoankwa is paid m gi r according to the cu tom ot the village
receiving in some places th of the total outturn 1 he others are usually paicf a
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money wage the total expenditure in rushing1

the produc of one btghd being1 not

more than k25 or £2 r os 1 he proportion of juice to cane is as 1 to 3

Dacca —Sugar cane — The cultivation ofth s important crop is of a very limit

ed natur here and is cmfined to a f wl cihties 1 he cause of this is twofold—
fir tlv ther is ve y little land suitabl foi the c iltivation of suga cane n the most
populous part of the district and be onlly the part f the di tret which could be
turned into the greatest sugar cane growing tract in Bengal is a jung|e and scarcely

inhabited
Sugar-cane is grown here on the folk wing classes of land and soil —

1st—On the o tski ts of th Madhupur jungle namely nea the towns of Dacca
and Mirpur and on the banks of th Lakhya The s >il here is red clay mixed with

more or less iver silt an 1 veg table mo Id

2nd—On the high b nks of the Brah naputra and the Meghna containing soils

more or les sandy
3rd—In Rampal where the soil is a fine loam
4th—On the newly formed alluvial land which is more or less flooded during the

fains

Sth—On the art hcially raised alluvial soil on the banks of the D lai creek There
is not mi ch sugar-cane land here but what is grown is p rhaps the best sugar cane
produced in any part of Bengal

Till ige — I he mode c f preparing the land is different m different pai ts of the dis

trict and the variat on is due to the difference in the natuie of the soil 1st—On the
ed lay the plough is very 1 ttle used 'I he market ga deners n ar Dacca prepa e
the land with the sol aid of the hoe and sometimes even the use of the hoe is as much
as po sible ect noimsed 1 he land here is cove ed with jungle being in fact the
southe n extremity of the Madh ip ir lungl Wh na plot of land is for the first

time tt be brok n the tl orny plants and otnci 1 ushes and long glasses aie cut at the
beginning of wintc 1 an I all > cd to dry foi a month or so 1 hey aie then set file to and
burnt T he whole grouniis then carefully hoed The unburnt roots are gather d
togeth r and are eitliei burnt again or used as fuel A second hoeing 1 given at o t

a month afte and a sort of roi gh tilth 1 obtained this time 1 he land is left in this

ronditi n till the beginning of the rains wh n holes ar dug all over the field exactly

36 inches apart each way Afewda>s aftet these holes are part ally filled wicn
w II rotten c w dung bought of the goalas (milkmen) and kolhus (oilmen) of the
town 1 he cow dung is th only man ire used here

Whil this p epilation of the land is g ng on the c ittings have to be obtained
and seedlings raised fi om them The ma ket gardeners here ol tam their cuttings
from the entire plant throwing away only about two feet or so from the lowei end
I he plant is cut into pieces about six or seven inches long each containing two joints

7 hese cuttings are then horizontally laid on a plot of ground well prepared for the
purpose and chosen near a tank or well The cuttings are only half buried in the
earth and so arranged that the buds may be placed laterally The ground is kept
wet by wa tering from time to time from th tank or well I he shoots soon come out
and when they aie about a f ot h gh they are fit for tiansplantation In places in

fested with white ant the cuttings are laid on a bamboo platform covered with about
two 1 ches of earth Near Dacca the plants that are unripe and thrown down by the
storm and are rather thin look ng a e considered the best to obtain cuttings Iiom
Advantage is now taken of a heavy shower of rain to transplant the seedlings In each
hole a e placed two cutt ngs prej ared as ab ve and the whole a e then partially filled

up by the earth f rmerly raised in making them When sugar cane is grown on fields

already under cultivation the time of transplanting the seedlings extend from
Kartik to Jeith but early planting necessitates the expenditure of much labour and
money m watering the fields artificial!}

After treatment —All through the rams the land is kept clean by weeding it

with the pashunt and it is a noteworthy fact that the market gardeners here make
very little use of the hoe after the seedlings have been transplanted The old leaves
are legularly stripped off the cultivators here being under the impression that unless
this is done the plants do not increase m length

2 td—li he land on both sides of the Dulai creek was artificially raised, while the
creek was excavated The soil is a fine sandy loam rich in organic matter and very
retentive of moisture The variety of cane grown here is the white Bombay and it is

sold entire y as sweetmeats in almost all the important hits of the district from Teota
to Narsingdee and from Kaoraid to Lahajang

Tillage —Ploughing is commenced early in Aswin. each ploughmgbemg followed
by the rolling of the field twice with the ladder Altogether about seven to eight
ploughings ind twice as many rollings are given I he ground is finely pulverized
and stirred to a great depth and well cleaned The land is this way got ready by
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the middle of Kartik when parallel lines are drawn all over the field 36 inches apart
and along these lines hoi s aie made at an interval of about 20 inches The raising

of the seedlings in the nursery and then transplantation are done exactly in the way
described above

Aft r treatment —When the seedlings have taken loot in the soil the field is

weeded and the soil nea the plants loosened with the sit kle This loos ntng and
aeiating of the sc il is absolutely needed for othei wise the plants cease to grow A
few days atter the whole field is hoed and the hole are again partially fi led About
a foitnight alter a second hoeing is given and thi time some well rotten lung is

placed around each clump and overed with earth thus entnely filling up the holes

Another weeding and hoeing follow and in the course of this latter operation the
plants a e ea thed up About the middle ol Baisakl the cane begin to foim joints
when the leaves are stripped off foi the hrst time 1 hroughout tne rains the field is

kept clean and the soil loose by weeding and hoeing at inte vals and the canes are
also stnpped of the old leaves regularly To p event high winds and storms from
throwing away the canes all the plants in the same clump arc tied together by means
of old leaves

The plants become well ripe at the end of the jams but the sale of the canes to

the beparis begins ea ly in Bhad a After the ciop has been harvested it is customaiy
here to cover the fields with vi gin ei th t iken frt m the bottom of the c e k below
and the shoots allowed to g ow 1 his earth is the pi incipal manui e used here and
sometimes so much as K2 ) in this way spent pc bigha A ratooned nop thus obtained
is generally heaviei than the fi st c on Theopeiation is epeated at the end of the
sc ond yea s harvest an 1 a st ona t atooned ci op is taken which is aim ) t equal to

the fit st ( ip Alter this the field is ploughed and own with at s paddy or mi kalai
The paddy or the kaha is follower! by sugar-cane which is again kept up for three
years

I he prt fit denved from the cultivation of sugai-canc in this locality is ^enerallj
verv great and sometime simply eno mous In one instance a man having about

4 bifdias* of sugar cane obtained the fiist year R350 the secon 1 yea £*400 and th
third yeai R3 o t e Ri 050 in all while his expcndituie for the thiee yea s did not
amount t) R500

Near Dacca cane seedlings rai ed in the vay described above are sometimes sold

by the cultivators and be ught by pe sons who are taking to sugar cane cultivation foi

the fi st time. The usual price is about R5 per thousand^
3rd—Sugar cane cultivation on the newly formed alluvial soil ofthe district

—The two varieties genei ally cultivated on such soils are dhalsundar and khagri
and those are pa tly sold as sweetmeats and partly made into %ur

Tillage etc — I allow land is genei ally selected for this crop As soon as the
rain water h is receded the ground is deeply hoed by the kodah and then ploughed
and harrowed seveial times In general five to six ploughings and as many harrow
mgs aie given Mustard seed is then sown at the end of Kartik at the rate of tw<
sees per bighd As sxm as the mustard is off the ground in I algoon the field is

ploughed f nee or twice and in Chait pond mud is spread over it as a manure Not
more than R4 to R'j is spent on manu ing lest if more mud be applied the cane may
grow too luxuriantly and be blown away by storms Three or four ploughings and
nai rowings more arc then given and the land is got ready early in Baisakh and some-
times even at the end of Chait

Seedlings—Are raised in the way described above but instead of using the whole
canes the tops only are used by the cultivators of these alluvial lands The planting
does not commence till the rams have set in earnest which generally happens at the
end of the hrst week ot Jeith Parallel furrows are now made all over the field about
27 inches apart the plough being drawn either by men or by a pair of steady bullocks
Cuttings or rather the seedlings are then planted in these furrows about a foot
apart Th aftei operation consists in the hoeing and weeding the ground as often
as the weeds appear and the soil gets hardened by the rain At the second hoeing
the plants are slightly earthed up The old leaves are neither shipped off nor
wrapped round the plants

4th—On the high banks of the Brahmaputra and Meghna —The varieties of
cane under cultivation here are the merkuli hall and sharang of Dhalbazar

Tillage —The tillage operation is the same as that described under 3rd
Cuttings — The tops only are used here and in a year of sufficient rainfall the

cuttings are planted without any previous treatment whatever otherwise they are
prepared as follows — a) The cuttings of the sharang variety undergo the operation
locally known as baddi 1 he badat is the same as the putting m the Hanpur of
West Bengal The tops are stripped off the leaves cut into pieces each containing a
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couple of joints and rubbed with some pond mud They are then put in a hole and

covcied with straw 01 leaves and water is daily applied to the cuttings to keep them
slightly wet F ir the top of merkuli and kali a hole is dug close to a pond or creek

and the bottom of the hole is made into mud The cane t psaie dnven into this

mud in a compact mass for about 2 or 3 inches and kept in a standing position

Water is applied from tune to time to keep the tops cool Neither the cuttings nor the

top ate planted till two or thiee heavy sho eis have fallen

Phntini, — Paralled trenches are made by the k dali 27 inches apart and in

these benches cuttings arc planted at intci vals of about 18 inches

Manure —Cow dung and mustard cake a e gene ally used Theformei is applied

while the land is being piepared and the latter betoie the plants a e earthed up

i hese aie always used in very small quantities 1 he after treatment is the same as

that des nbed under 3rd
Jn sc me places on the banks of the Brahmaputra when it is intended to grow

sugar-cane on land tl at is t >0 sandy for this crop oi that has been exhausted I y
icpcitcd ropping the fe til ty of the land is h st restciel 1 y laying it down in a kind

of long g a call d ulu How thi 1 dene will be des ibed late on under the ulu
crop i he tdt is ha ve ted in Aghan and immediately after the held is manu ed
with dung and 1 loughed The land 1 got leady by Falgoon and suggai cane cuttings

a e planted in Baisakh and sometimes even in Chait ( Sen Rept on Dacca Dt
tnct 33 36)

BaRIDFUR

—

hour kinds of sugar cane are cultivated in Fandpur via k )la

dhal su liar khaili and rhuma The tw ? fi t varieties are sown on high and the
two las^ on low ly ng land but all are planted and cut at the same season being
-ftowtl in ]anua y or Fcbruaiy and cut in Feb uary or March of the following year
Sugar cane is largely c titivated in Fandpu and its pioducc foims an important arti

cle of district trade No attempt seen to have as >ct been made to introduce any
of the superior vanetiesof canc and it is doul tful whethe any innovation eithei as
egard the old plant or the p esent m xle of c ltu e would prove acceptable to the

cultivators 1 he only man 11 e u ed in th c ltivation of sugar cane is cow-dung
1 his is spread over the field duting the rains piecedi lg the cultivation alte whi n
the land 1 allowed to remain fallow till s >wing tune 1 he c p 1 neve giown on the
ame fi Id fo t vo s icce sivc years and requires caieful plo gning and pulvcrizati n
of the ll befoic the young hoots arc

j
ut into the ground D ring the giowth f

the plant the only ca c leqncd 1 to tie )r oil up fiom time to time the gro ving
stalk with their own leaves and ometimesto pick o it a spec les of la vac which dulls
into the young cane and doe g eat lamig if not timely g ia del against

The Hate 1 aim o hheju tree (Phoenix sylvestris) is vei y largely cultivated »n

Faudpur an 1 th sugai p )duc d f om the juice of the ticc t rm the me st impo tant
ai tide of cxpoitficm the di t t The tieesae generally

\
l inted along the lai ed

bounda its ol htl 1 and thioughout the village ite about 8 o > feet apart and
a a rule ire allowed to gov on th sj ot wheie they aie fi t sown But if the
giound bt low and s 1 ject to inundation for any 1 ngth of time the seedling aie fi st

p l
**gat d in a nu e v They are t an plantel fro the nursery d inj, the months

of May an 1 ]une s on after the commencement of the rains a ceitain deg ee f

moist ic being ah oluttly ne essaiy t ensu e thei flou isbin., 11 the new site chosen
foi the n lie Natives gene ally pi eft a d ep rich clay soil for date cultivation if

possible well above inundation h nits (Stall tical A cot it of Bengal Vol V 308)
An account of the bar dpur process of extracting the juice from the trees

and its manufacture into sugar as also that of sugar canc will be found
below under the section of the article headed manufactures p 267

Hue LI — lb© cultivate n of suga -cane lequires great care and its production
has been hi ought to a high state of perfection in Hugh di t ict The land at fust
receives seveial pi >ughin s and is afte wa ds plentifully manured with cow dung and
oil-cake Canc cuttings are in the meanwhile mrsed in a moist spot of ground near
the home teid of the cultivator After the cutting have struck they are transplanted
in the months of Apnl 01 May into the fi Id specially prepaied for their reception
which equi es contin al irrigation A the plants giow the leaves are folded round
the cane for the puipos© of keeping off the attacks of insects 1 he cane ripens and
is cut in the month of ]muary or February It comprises three principal varieties —

I

Bombaj* v m ar i and 3 pura After the cane has been cut the stumps lett tn the
field throw out new shoot and no new planting is req ired foi two mo e years

C J w th tl r mark ding the n that 0 ertook tl e Otah (p 48) al th Red
Bomb y (l 7 S a doth a in tl e chapte de oted t the arietics and race# as also that on
the lmpr v ment of the Cult! ated Canes and the Diseases of the c me
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In some fields however new cuttings are planted every year Jackals and wild

pigs occasionally do considerable damage to the sugar-cane crop (Statistical Ac
count of Be tgal 11J Ji<S)

Lohardaga — Extent of cultivation —The cultivation of sugar-cane is un
known on the central tabe-land of ChutiA NAgpur Proper and is confined to the Five
ParganAs adjoining the district of MAnbhum It is of recent growth and said to be
extending every year The quantity of sugar-cane grown in the Five ParganAs is as
yet too small to m ke the crop sufficiently important It is at present grown only
in those villages m which exceptional facilities for irrigation exist

Diseases —The only two pests to which sugar-cane is subject are—(1) Naltpokd

(Daeatraea saccharalisj, a species of caterpi lar eating into the soft growing part

of the cane m early life It is known as dkolsun a in Burdwan (2) Dtyu or white-

ants. these cause considerable damage to the crop by eating away the cuttings and
also infesting the young stems and eating into their pith They are shaken off the

canes when discovered
Rotation —In the Five ParganAs sugar-rane is usually grown for three succes

sive seasons on the same land After three years some infe lor crops like gord sar
guaa etc are taken for a >ear with a view to enable the soil to recoup its lost ferti

Tity Occasionally sugar cane is grown every other year alternating with wheat
tobacco upland or lowland paddy according to the position of the land etc

Soil —Sugar cane is grown on any land which is within easy access of water for

irrigation It is usually grown on bdn lands pro ided with wells and on the banks
of Bands and rivers Alluvial soils on rive banks are preferred to all the rest

Such soils are usually loamy in character and yield a heavy growth of canes Be-
sides the convenience of irrigation is a strong recommendation for choosing these

soils for growing sugar-cane Nagrd ( chite) or heavy clay soils are also sought for

sugar cane the gur made from canes grown on clay soils is said to be whiter and
contains a larger propo tion of crystallized sugar than that from any other cane
/V gra soils ai e however rarely found on uplands the quantity of such soils avail

able for sugar-cane is therefore very limited

Mam ring — ( ow dung ashes and mud from old tanks are the manures used for

sugar-cane land Raw cow lung is avoided as it encourages the attacks of white ants
which occa lonally do conside able damage to >oung snoots Alluvial or fankua
soil is seldom manuied being too rich to require artificial help

Rent (f u^nr cane lan i —As a rule sugar-cane land although forming part of

the rAyat s holding is separately paid for at a much higher rate than is paid for up
land The rate ol rent varies from 4 annas to Ri per kahan of cuttings planted
One k han of cuttings is calculated to occupy about one third of a kat that is about
two-thirds of a btgha

Cultivati ft —The land is first ploughed up in MAgh If there has been no rain

it is irrigated before being broken up Before the time of planting the cuttings the
land is ploughed five or six times m all the larger clods broken by the dhelphurd and
the soil harrowed and levelled by the n her or harrow Before the last ploughing
cow dung and ashes are applied to the field these get mixed up with the soil by the
ploughing which follows Pond mud if used is spread over the land before it is

broken up in MAgh When the ground is levelled and reduced to dust it is dres ed
into ridges and furrows about 10 inches apart from one another The cuttings are
then laid down lengthwise along the hollows at intervals of about nine inches from
end to end and then lightly covered over with loose soil A watering is given after

the planting ha. been completed on the same day The planting season extends all

through the months of frAlgun and Chejt the earlier it is done the I etter for the
crop Irrigation is repeated every three or four days in tl e beginning the interval

gradually increases up to seven to ten days according to the dryness of the weather
When the plants have become al out a foot high the ridges are hoed up with the

khrupi and the furrows slightly filled in In AsAr after the rains have set in the
land is levelled up with a view to facilitate the drainag In this respect the practice

is just the opposite of what is followed in the Bengal districts where the land is drawn
up into ridges and furrows at the approach of the rams in order to prevent the stag
nation of water in any part of the field This difference of practice arises from the
fact that ChutiA NAgpur Proper being an undulating country the drainage is perfect

at ail times in fact ridges if allowed to remain may stand in the way of free egress
of water irom the fields while in the perfectly fl«t country of Bengal the only means
of letting the surface water escape from a field lies in the running up of parallel water
furrows across its face During S avan and Bhddra one or two more hoemgs are
given to the field About the end of Bhddra when the plants have become six to

eight feet high short bamboo posts are stuck up at suitable intervals in the field

To these four or more canes are tied up with the leaves with a view to prevent their
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being blown down by high winds Before so tying up the canes they are wrapped
up with their own leaves—a practice which is not so much insisted upon tn the Five
ParganAs as is done in Burdwan Hooghly and many other districts of Bengal

r Harvesting —The sugar-cane harvest begins as early as the last half of Pous and
lasts up to the beginning erf Cheyt The canes when npe are simj ly cut at the base
with the spade j the leaves stopped of and taken to the furnace for use as fuel The
tops of t* e canes are cut off and kept appart to supply the cuttings wanted for the
nextyear s crop (Basu Rept on Loharaaga Dist 79 80)

Falamau — Extent of cultivation —Sugar cane is cultivated to a small extent
in the alluvial plains which intervene among the hills in the north and centre of the
PalAmau sub division The southern limit of its cultivation lies about 12 miles south
of Daltonganj in tuppeh BAri In the country about Hanhanranj in the extreme
north east corner of the sub-division it is grown in most villages.”

Rotation —The usual rotation of sugar-cane lands is the following —
1st year Sugar-cane
and A ohndot crop only and cold weather fallow
3rd Fallow

The rotation is one of three years the third year s fallow being again followed
by sugar-cane in the fourth year The bhadox crops taken in the second year may
be sawdn ntdrud kodo or gondii if the land is sufficiently low and moist the sdtt
variety of early paddy may be taken tn place of the millets Commonly sdwan and
rahar are made to follow sugar-cane as the stubble of the former (sdwan) is believed
to enrich the soil for the benefit of the succeeding crop

Soil — In PalAmau sugar-cane is preferably grown on pa ur 1 e light loamy
soils It will do just as well and even better on clay soils but the produce is said
to be of inferior quality In the Five ParganAs on the other hand clay soils are held
best for sugar cane both in respect of the yield and colour of l\\t gur Among the
five varieties of cane noticed above the newar thrives best on clay soils

Manuring —Ashes produced by burning cakes of cow dung and every other
description of wood ashes are used for manuring sugar-cane Sheep dung obtained
by folding a flock in the field for a night or two is also frequently used Unburnt
cow-dung is never used as it n believed to stimulate the growth of the canes which
thus become liable to fall down cow dung also produces a larger quantity of cane-
juice which is however much less sweet in consequence The objection to the use
of raw cow-dung on the score of its encouraging the attacks of white-ants is not raised

in PalAmau The manures are applied to the field some time before the planting
takes place and get mixed up with the soil by the ploughings which follow

Cultivation —The ploughings commence in AsAr and are continued at intervals

till KArtic The frequency of ploughings during the rainy season depends a great
deal on the leisure of the cultivator whose hands remain more or less full of various
other work during this time During the three following months of Aughrdn Pous
and MAgh the field is repeatedly ploughed and cross ploughed as many as 15
ploughings being often given during this period Towards the end frequent har
rowings are also given in order to pulverize the soil and produce a fine tilth on the
surface If the weather before the planting takes place nas been particularly dry
and in consequence large clods have been formed in the field the latter is irrigated

harrowed levelled and pressed by the hettgd
When the field has been thus prepared and levelled the planting is done in the

following manner One plough goes in front of a second in the same furrow which
is thus made deeper A man follows the ploughs with cane cuttings which he lays

flat over the bed of the furrows, allowing a span breadth of ground between every

two cuttings. He is immediately followed by a third plough which makes a furrow
a little on one side and covers up the cuttings m the preceding furrow with a layer

of soil about six inches deep For the convenience of planting the field is divided
into several parcels which are planted one after another The three ploughs go
round and round the parcel of land the space allowed between two contiguous fines of

cuttings being about 9 inches After trie entire field or a defined portion of it has
been planted out it is smoothed and pressed by the henga or chowk passing over it.

** Twelve thousand cuttings (ponhrds) are estimated to be required for planting

one local bigha (roughly Jths of an acre) of land The tops of the canes of the pro

ceding crop are cut into convenient lengths, each piece retaining 2 or 3 joints For
seed-cuttings of the shorter varieties of cane like the mamgo the entire canes are cut
into pieces for the purpose and the tops left off

On the fourth day after the cuttings have been planted the upper two inches of

soil are loosened by the phdurd or spade, and the loosened soil levelled and Dressed

by the chowk Both these operations are repeated a second time on the 12th day
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In three weeks time the shcots appear above the ground The first watering is

given about a week later on Seven men working for 12 hours are required to irri

gate i bigha of sugar-cane in a day Four of these men work at 4 Uthdx and are
relieved by turns by two others the seventh man guides the course of the water in the
field. For the purpose of irrigation the field is mapped out into small squares which
are enclosed by low ndges . thase squares are cailea gunrerts After one square has
been flooded the water is led into another and so on till the entire field is irrigated

Three or four days after the irrigation when the surface soil has become sufficiently

dry it is loosened by a small spade or hoe called the phdurt . and then levelled by the
feet The watering followed duly by the hoeing and levelling is repeated once and
sometimes twice at intervals of a month Three waterings are usually required—the
first in Cheyt the second in Bysdk and the third in Jeyt —but the number of

waterings may be diminished by a seasonable fall of rain during these months At the
time of noeing the crop in Bysak and Jeyt the roots of the canes are earthed up and
thus encouraged to tiller

During the rainy season the intervals between the plants have to be dug over

twice—once in Asar and a second time in Sravan—in order to loosen the soil and to

remove all grasses and weeds that may have sprung up with the advent of the rains

Previous to planting the sugarcane field is enclosed on all sides by trenches; and
these latter are planted over with the thornv branches of baer which serve as a rough
sort of fence against pigs bears and jackals

Harvest — The harvest of sugar-cane commences in the last week of Pous and is

continued to the second week of Cheyt The canes are cut down by the spade and
are then stripped of their leaves The tops are also cut off to furnish cuttings for the
next crop of suga -cane

The cultivation of sugar-cane by hired labour does not pay m Palamau as indeed

it would hardly do in other parts of Bengal It involves a neavy strain upon the cul

tivator and unless he has a sufficient number of hands in his own family he never
thinks of undertaking its cultivation The usual plan is for several r&yats to combine
and help each other by turns in cultivating parcels of land all lying close to each other

In this way hired labour can be mostly if not entirely dispensed with
The following is the cost of cultivating one local bigha of sugar-cane The manures

and the cane cuttings have not been charged for as these are seldom bought The
wages of labour ana hire of plough have been taken at higher figures than the aver

age first because the rates of wages in the north of the subdivision where sugar-cane

is grown are higher than the average for the sub division and secondly because higher

wages are always paid for all laborious work like irrigation

CULTIVATION
In

Bengal.

Palamau

Cost of cultivation

Twenty five plougbings with harrowings at «Ro-5 per
ploughing

Planting tthree ploughs at R0-5 per diem and 6 men
vie 2 to lay cuttings 4 to supply at Ro-1-9 each)

Four waterings (one watering takes seven men four

days 7x4x4=111 men at Ro-1-9)

Three hoetngs following irrigation (one hoeing takes
three men seven days 3x7x3*163 men at

Ro-1-9)
Two hoemgs in the rainy season (three men for two

days at Ro-1-9) for each hoeing
Trenching (nx men at Ro-i 9)
Thorns (20 loads at 2 annas)
Rent of one local bigha

Rap
7 13 o

1 9 6

12 4 o

6 14 3

» 5 o
0106280600

Total cost of cultivation 39 0 3

Remarks —The cultivation of sugar-cane as it is now carried on in Palimau is

very negligent The cuttings are planted or rather sown at random and are covered
with a very light covering ofsoil During the rainy season it is found very difficult

to hoe the held the growth of leaves becomes so thick and close that the interior of

the field may be said to become proof against air and light Cane-fields aie much
better managed m the central districts of Bengal where samsera and other larger

kinds of cane are grown In these districts the cane-fields are beautifully laid out in

lines and furrows and the canes are carefully wrapped up m leaves during the rainy

season thus admitting of p^nhful air and light The canes are besides plentifully

manured with oil-cakes and hoed and earthed up at frequent intervals during tfee rainy
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season It is no wonder therefore that while the Patimau riyat considers himself

happy to get 5 maunds of giir per acre the riyats of Hooghly and Burdwan would
not consider the cultivation paying under 60 maunds from the same area (Basu
Rept on Lohardaga Dist Palamau Sub Division 3y ?p)

Rangpur — Sugar cane requiresa light dry soil The crop is cultivated through
out Rangpur district except m the eastern tracts It is planted m February and
March and cut m the following January and February being in the ground a period
of about eleven months The land requires eight or ten plough ings and as many
harrowings and drillings The seed plants are sown on ridges or mounds of earth
raised about a foot above the level of the field Owing to the natural moisture the
crop does not require irrigation in Rangpur as it does in other parts When
the young canes are three or four feet high they are tied together in bunches of eight
or ten to make them stand erect 1 he field requires careful weeding and manuring
and more care is taken of this crop than of any other Four varieties of cane are
grown namely sarian

f
ang handd mukht and khnri When the canes ripen

tncy are cut into small pieces about six inches in length and ground in a mill to
express the juice This is afterwards boiled into gur or molasses which is sold and
exported m its raw state without any attempt at refining The outturn is estimated
at from 9 to 10 maunds of gur per bighd or from 19$ to 22 cwt per acre 1 he
quantity of land under sugar-cane m Rangpur is estimated at 20466 acres and the
total net produce at 292 136 maunds or 213 885 cwt of gur (Statistical Account of
Bengal VJJ 247)

Santal Parganas — Akh or tkshu sugarcane is planted from cuttings in

luly and c it m February three varieties are grown in the district known as bustd
ku tn and k ijalt Theie is a fourth va lety of sugar-cane. called nargan planted in

September and cut m November and December of the following year (Stati tical

Account of Bengal XIV 337-3SS)

Saran — This crop is grown on rich and h gh land from cuttings which are
planted about the month of March The ground is thoroughly manured and the
cuttings are then inserted about eighteen inches apart When they have struck the field

is irrigated about seven or eight times the number of irrigations depending principally

on the season but also on tnc soil In some places the cultivators tie the canes to

f
ether attne top to prevent them being blown down but this is not generally the case
he plants are ready for cutting in the following February Sugar-cane is considered to

be a highly remunerative crop The produce of a bigha of sugar-cane land is seldom
worth less than R30 or more than k8o* ( Statistical Account of Bengal XI 282)

TlRHOOT — Sugar-cane (akh) is grown on first class high land The soil is

repeatedly ploughed and dug until it is thoroughly pulverized Cuttings are planted
in the ground eighteen inches apart in the month of Febiua y Irrigation is some-
times but not otten adopted and as the land is always of the best quality no manure
is required The canes are cut m December or January but sometimes the roots are
not pulled up when a crop is taken from them in the following year The cultivators

do not tie the cane into bundles as m Bengal and the North Western Provinces in

fact they take as little trouble as they can and though the cane is of an inferior

quality the crop pays well in a good season The juice is extracted by a mill

which is identical in its construction to that which will be found below in the account of

the 24 Parganahs The juice is collected in earthenpots, and boiled down into gur
for, without it it would ferment and turn bad 1 he gur is largely used for sweetmeats
and mixed with tobacco which is intended for smoking

Sometimes the gur is refined into sugar but this is not often the case in Tirhoot
where most of the local produce is exports! to Barh Patna and other centres of trade
where there are sugar manufactories According to the Collectors figures for 1871
there are nearly 20 000 acres under sugar-cane in Tirhoot district the principal place
of cultivation being the Darbangah sub-division (Statistical Account of Bengal
Vol XIII

24-Parganas
228

24 Parganas — The following account is quoted from Major 8myth s
Revenue Survey Report —

A rich soil is selected high enough to be above the usual water mark of the rainy
season The field is ploughed ten or twelve times and manured Cuttings of the
cane are planted horizontally in the ground m March about eighteen inches apart
which sprout up in about a month In July or August when the plants are about
three feet high they are tied up by three or four together with their own leaves to
prevent their being blown over If there is no rain in September or October it 1$ ne-
cessary to water them The canes are cut in January and February and the juice is

extracted b? a mill then boiled and made into *ur or molasses 1 he mill acts on the
principle of a pestle and mortar the pestle rubbing the canes against the edge of the
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mortar To the end or the pestle is attached a beam from fifteen to eighteen feet long
which acts as a lever and to this is attached another horizontal beam to which the
bullocks are yoked These walk round and so crush the cane between the pestle and
the sides of the mortar 1 his last generally consists of the trunk of a tamarind tree
hollowed out at the bottom of which is a small hole communicating with the outside
through which the juice escapes and is received into an earthenware pot The boiling
is the next process and this is done m a very similar method to that of the date juice
before explained 1 he Revenue Surveyor estimates the yield of sugar-cane at £ ia or

upwards per acre and the costs of cultivation £5 8s od Mr Westland calcu
lates the yield in the adjoining district of Jessore at £7 105 od an act e which is

stated to me to be too low Another and more primitive method is to crush the canes
between two revolving iron rollers which are worked by hand (Statistical Account
of Bengal Vol I 14s)

CULTIVATION
Jn

Bengal

24 Parganat

II —ASSAM AND CACHAR
References —Special Report \by the late Dr Stack Director of Land Re

cords and Agriculture Agricultural Department Reports Agri Hort
Soc Ind — Trans II 164 167 III 57 61 99 V 22 VI Proc
60 VIII 28 Tourn IX 247248

Area, Outturn, and Consumption

The table given at page 116 for the normal area of Assam devoted
to sugar cane cultivation shows 25,000 acres yielding 4. 50 000 maunds of

coarse sugar This is accepted as exhibiting an outturn of 18 0 maunds
an acre and the consumption was estimated to come to 5 70 seers (1 1

40th)

per head of population It is perhaps unnecessary to go into these points

very fully since Assam (though it possesses some very good qualities of

cane) cannot be ranked among the provinces of India largely interested

in sugar production Indeed it imports very extensively from Bengal
so that its local production is by no means able to meet the consump
tion It may however be said that during the past three years the area

shown in the annual volumes of Agricultural Statistics of British India
has been under the estimated normal area thus —Area in 1887 88 17 756
acres in 1888 89 19 2y3 acres and in 1889-90 19 309 acres The distribu

tion of the acreage m the last mentioned year was as follows —Sibsagar

7 28^ acres Kamrup 5 100 Nowgong 2 406 Darrang 2 263 Lakhimpur
2 210 and Goalpara 38 acres It will thus be observed that the areas in

Cachar Sylhet the Naga Hills Khasia and Jaintia Hills and in the Garo
Hills have not been provided for so that it is likely the normal area is not

a high average
The following account of the cultivation of cane and expression of the

juice was written by the late Dr E Stack while Director of Agriculture
j

in Assam It is perhaps as well to explain however that one or two para
graphs of Dr Stack s article have been slightly altered to suit the arrange

ment followed in this paper His remarks for example on the varieties of

cane grown m Assam and Cachar have been carried to the chapter devoted
t > that purpose (pp 62—64) —

A —Brahmaputra Valley
Soil and Manuring “—A light loamy soil with a light admixture of sand

is the most suitable for sugar-cane The Assamese name for this kind of soil mobulta
denotes at once the waxy consistence of the loam (mo meaning wax) and the addition
of sand (bah) The land must be high lying (bdm) and beyond the reach of inunda
tions Favourite spots are the edges of a marsh or the banks of rivers which m an
alluvial country tend to raise themselves above the level of the plain In Nowgong
and Kamrup the sloping plain at the foot of the southern hills furnishes good sites for

cane, especially in the neighbourhood of st> earns, and it is m such places that the
Bengal cane of Kamrup is chiefly grown Gravelly or sandy soils will not produce
sugar-cane while rich alluvial lana gives a luxuriant crop but with watery juice The
degree of manuring depends entirely upon the ryot s means and inclination Lands
in the inanity of stations are freely msnu ed with cow dung and crushed mustard seed

ASSAM

Area.A Out*
turn.

Conf with

p 2tr

Brahmaputra
Valley
Soli t

Manuring
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600 the r pee a few years ago After the layers have been planted a little soil often CDLTIVATIOlf
mixed with cow-dung is lightly scattered over them and they are left to themselves hi
for ten days or a fortnight until they have struck root SMatn,

Weeding hoeing and earthing dp —The field is then weeded and Brahmaputra
the soil around the young shoots lightly stirred with the spade (khanti) or hoe Valisy
(kuddli) The latter process is one of great importance and ought to be repeated at
short intervals on sunny days throughout May and part of June the earth being
thoroughly stirred to the depth of six or eight inches bot around the shoots and also
between tne lines of canes. Manure also may be applied on these occasions and one
or more weedings are usually given Later on the earth from the ridges (dtld) be-
tween the trenches {Pdti or khdli) is heaped about the roots of the canes to strengthen

|

their hold on the soil and this process is repeated until the relative positions of trench
j

Weeding,

234

and ridge are reversed and the canes now stand on ndges with trenches between
This goes on till the middle of August at intervals varying according to the leisure and
industry of the cultivator but tne popular estimate is that the cane should be hoed
once a fortnight until Jeth (ending on the 15th of June) and that the weeding and
earthing up should take place subsequently at least once a month Sunny days are
always chosen and in the earlier stages the prevalence of sunny weather is especially
destred as the earth about the young shoots cannot be stirred while it is wet without
injurious effects

IRRIGATION —

a

prolonged break in the rains while the cane is yet young will
occasionally compel the ryot to resort to irrigation to save his crop but such cases are
quite exceptional and seem to be unknown in Upper Assam

Tying UP —Working in the cane-field is usually at a standstill for about a month
from the middle of August During this time the juice of the cane is sweetening and
the ryot is said to feel a superstitious aversion from entering the field lest the jackal
should follow him A final weeding and earthing up are administered towards the end
of September or the beginning of October the canes being at the same time tied to

Irrigation

235

Tying up
236

gether in clusters as they grow by means of the leaves stripped off the lower part of

the stalks and bamboo props are sometimes added by way of support where the crop
is exceptionally tall and valuable The number of canes springing from a single lay

omitted Indeed the whole of the foregoing description must be taken as true only
of the more careful style of cultivation practised in the immediate vicinity of villages

while in forest clearings or patches in the midst of reed jungle the cane is left pretty

Diseases

cfflvUh
PP 48 7$

121 127 t6t

er may vary from three to ten but is usually either four or five and, where more
numerous tne canes fall off in size The person who undertakes the tying up must be
completely clothed with his hands protected by a covering of cloth and his feet by
sandals of leather or the bark of the betel palm It is a laborious process and is often

omitted Indeed the whole of the foregoing description must be taken as true only
of the more careful style of cultivation practised in the immediate vicinity of villages

while in forest clearings or patches in the midst of reed jungle the cane is left pretty

much to shift for itself

Diseases and ENEMIES—Nothing morehasto be done now but to fence m Diseases

the field securely with slips of bamboo intertwined so as to form a continuous paling 237
about three feet high and strong enough to cost some trouble in pulling to pieces Cony tvtik
Though of no avail against bears or wild elephants this does save the crop to some pp 48 y$
extent from wild pigs and from a still more mischievous enemy the jackal who /*/ t2fj t6t
nevertheless often contrives to find his way in and eat a large space clear in the

centre of the field. The roots of the growing cane especially if too freely manured
are liable to be attacked by white ants (a* pok and in uncovering them to rid them
of this pest injury n sometimes inflicted upon the plant A rainy October fol owed
by a dry November and December causes the top joints to wither and die Apart
from these calamities however, sugar-cane in the Assam valley does not appear to be
liable to any special disease. It does not suffer much from inundation as the sites

selected usually lie beyond the reach of any ordinary flood while drought is a con
tingency that hardly comes into the cultivator s reckoning

RATOONING —A small proportion of the annual cane crop is rafcooned i e Ha
x£2?

n*
grown from the roots of the last year’s cane instead of being propagated by layers 23o
The stripped leaves of the previous crop are left lying on the field till Ap ll when Co*/
they are burnt and a month later when the young shoots begin to appear a hoeing

pp eg y^ yymaybe administered and some manure added Such a crop is called murha
f

or
y$ 128 143

stump cane it receives little attention from the cultivator ripens early and yields
7»- fgf

only about half as much coarse sugar as an equal area of cane cultivated in the ordinary
2/ - 33jj

'Zm

way A peculiarity of teliy

a

cane and one of its recommendations to the Assamese
ryot is that it can be ratooned twice

w Harvesting —With the exception of murha cane which » cut early in Harvesting

January cane harvest does not begin until the winter nee has been reaped and stored

The date is somewhat earlier in Go&lp&ra and KAmrup than in the upper districts but

generally it may be said that the festival of the Mdgh Bihd or harvest-home of the
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principal food crop of the year corresponding in date more or less exactly to the 15th

of January is celebrated before the cultivator troubles himself with the labours of the

cane press I he operations of cutting crushing and boiling are carried on simul
taneou ly from this date until the end of March or even the first few days of April

The canes are cut off close to the root by a single stroke of the Assamese dao or Dill

hook the tops are lopped off for layers and the stalks stripped of their leaves are
bound in bundles (pala

)

weighing about half a maund and carried to the mill

Where the crop is pura or good mugt cane a small proportion is usually reserved for

citing m tl e raw state andi worth one or two pie per stalk in the village markets
while in the station bazar a single stalk is cut up into several pieces each of which
iswoithapice Thus estimated the value of a field of sugarcane depends on the
number ol stalks and these vary gieatly according to the culti ator s ability to plant
the field properly and to protect the gt owing crop If we assume a 1 average of one
cane to eveiy two sq lare feet the value of the canes on one rood of land if sold foi

eating raw would be about R50 but this is quite an imaginary case The great
bulk of the cane grown in the Assam Valley 1 destined for the mill Unless of extra
0 dinary length the canes are not divided before crushing (in Godlpara however
they a e said to be cut up into lengths of 2$ feet) but are passed through entire the
ave age length of teliya cane stripped and topped is less than four feet of mugt
nearly five feet and of Bengal pura about six feet The cultivator is well aware of
the importance of protecting the juice while in the cane from exposure to the air

and the efore he cru hes his cane undivided and only cuts it by parcels as he wants
it for the mill which is always set up in the immediate vicinity of the cane-field

The SUGAR mill —This instrument (called kherkha in Goalpara and hal in

Upper Assam
J

is a rude but tolerably effective machine and a quicker and less
dangerous worker than the heavy 1 earn and pestle atrangement of Upper India * It

const ts ot two vertical rolle s (ohtm) placed in mxta position with their lower ends
resting in a flat t oul h (bhor l )

scooped in solid and heavy block of wood (tolj It)

cst ng on the ground while their upper ends pass through a rectangular pace cut in

horizontal beam above (borjoh) supported by up tghts (hoi khut ) let through the
lower block into the ground I he rollers are held in their places by vertical clamps
(gha ) which grip them at the upper and lower ends and a e driven home by
wedges {khdl) I he portions of the rollers which project above the upper beam (borjoli )

are gro< ved so as to work into each other on the principle of an endless sciew i he
driving power is a horizontal beam (katan) applied to the head of the taller or
mal roller (mata bhxm) upon which the short r or female roller (maiki

bkim) revolves in the contrary direction The male roller is usually if not mvari
ably that on the right hand as one faces the mill and the direction of progress is

from left to right that is to say the men at woik walk round with the left shouldei
inwards Buffaloes are seldom yoked to an Assamese sugar mill and bullocks never
1 he whole machine is made entirely of wood without a nail or a piece of iron in its

composition and its value vanes according to the kind of wood used A mill can be
built of tamarind wood for eight rupees but in jam wood (BugClllA Jambolana)
it will cost twelve and if nahor (Mesua ferrea) is used as much as fifteen rupees

CRUSHING —All being ready for crushing the first thing the cultivator
does is to bind two of the finest cane-stalks along the beam of the mill as an offering
to Visw&k&rlma the god of artificers The canes are then passed through the miTl
in batches (and or hand) of six or eight at a time the juice falling into the trough
and thence thr ugh a hole on to a sloping wooden tray which transmits it by a lip of
plantain leaf to the earthen vessel placed to receive it in a pit dug below In some
places the tray (rasdhara

)

is circular in shape with a rai ed wooden edge and a funnel
shaped escapement for the juice but usually a simple slab of wood slightly concave is

consideted sufficient The working of the mill is accompanied by a loud and strident
noise which is welcomed by the ryots as a sign that the rollers are biting well and is

moreover a cheerful and useful accompaniment while the work is earned on by night
as is the practice towards the end of the season when the heat of the day would be
injurious alike to the men and the cane-iuice Each handful of canes is passed
through t

v e mill three or four times until they begin to yield mere foam when they
are thrown aside and a fresh batch takes their place Mugt and pura canes squirt

* Messrs Thomson & Mylne claim for their Bihia mill the power of crush
mg thrice as much cane m a given time as can be done by the common kolhu of Behar
or of the North Western Provinces Their calculations (which are supported by inde-
pendent experimental evidence) make the average outturn of the kolhu about looflk

per hour The Assamese mill works at least half as rapidly again
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taken by frequent interchanges of juice to keep the two boiling-cauldron* as nearly as
possible at the same temperature These stages are three in number and are
vulgarly known by the names of o~pkulta babort phulxa and temt multa implying
that the ebullient masses of liquor in the first stage are as large as the fruit of the O
tree (Dillenia indica) that is about three inches in diameter in the second stage
they are more frequent and shrink to the sue of the flower of the babort (an edible
species of the Compostta

)

in size about equal to the marigold while in the final stage
they present a hollow in the centre and are thus compared to the little box (temt) in

which the Assamese peasant carries his stock of lime for consumption with betelnut
On the appearance of this last sign the boiling cauldrons arc rapidly emptied with

the ladle and replenished again from the feeders without delay while the fire which
had been slackened at the o-bhulta stage is again quickened by feeding it first with

two reeds dipped in thefresn molasses as an offering to the god Agm The dura
tion of operations depends of course upon the quantity of juice but the ryot always
reckons upon converting his pdl of cane into sugar in a single day or night that is

with eight to twelve hours work Reduced to an average rate this means that about
thirty gallons of juice can be boiled in five or six hours When the last instalment

of juice has been disposed of the boiling cauldrons are rapidly rinsed with a little

warm juice and lifted off the fire

Beating and cooling—The liquid stuff ladled out of the cauldrons is re-

ceived in a wooden vessel (ghdlant

)

about six feet long made and shaped m the same
manner as the ordinary Assamese dug-out but with one end cut square where it is

stirred with a Y-shaped instrument consisting of a triangle of bent bamboo fastened

to the end of a stick (hdtbdn or ghdtanimari 1 As the stirnnjg continues the liquid

loses its dark brown colour ana assumes the hue and consistency of yellow mud
The process lasts half an hour The gur or compost is then removed from the

ghdlant with the hand or a broad slip of bamboo and put into earthen pots This
concludes the proceedings The manufacture of refined sugar is an art which has

yet to be introduced into the valley of the Brahmaputra

Progress

2|4

Eeonomical
aspect

245
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Rate of progress in manufacture —The word pdl is used to denote

the quantity of cane which is crushed and converted into sugar at a single spell of

work whether by day or by night The quantity of cane in a pdl depends a good
deal upon whether the cultivator is or is not working against time It usually con

sists of twenty bundles which may be roughly assumed to weigh 10 maunds or

about 800ft but twice as much can be disposed of towards the end of the season

when work begins after the evening meal (9 or iopm) and continues without in

termission through the night and into the forenoon of the following day The
quantity of cane got through on such occasions is commonly reckoned as the produce

of one cottah (one-fifth of a bighd or 320 square yards) When working by day
the cane is cut and brought to the mill as it is wanted but for night work it must be
cut and tacked before dark Boiling begins when half the cane has been crushed

and goes on for several hours after all other operations have been concluded The
usual custom is to boil the juice yielded by one pal of cane in two instalments as

nearly equal as can be guessed neither of which however need fully test the capa
city of the boiling apparatus which is capable of dealing with twenty gallons at

once if the ryot has so much to put into it The relation between the weight and
the volume of the juice has been determined by a series of experiments to be
about lift* avoirdupois to a gallon as compared with water the weight volume
for volume at a temperature of 75 F was found in one experiment to be as 74
to 67

Economical aspect of the industry —It will probably have been

perceived from the foregoing description that the manufacture of sugar in the Assam
Valley w a purely domestic industry The ryot has no relations whatever with any
manufacturer or money lender He grows his cane entirely on his own account and
converts it into sugar by the help of nis neighbours who work for him on the under

standing that he will work for them when their turn comes This system of mutual
assistance relieves the ryot of a good deal of labour and of almost all expense
nevertheless the cultivation of sugar-cane is regarded as a most laborious under-

taking to be attempted only as the proverb by him who hath six sons and twelve

grandsons
The area planted by a single family rarely exceeds half a bighd (800 square

yards) and is often much less and whenever a large field of cane is met with it

will be found to consist of several such plots belonging to different families who have

* The Saidapet experiments give an average of per gallon.
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cultivated the whole as they will crush and manufacture its produce by their united €ULTIVATX0IV

labour applied fo each plot m turn

Estimate op the cost of cultivation —In reference to an in
ilBi"in

dustry conducted on such conditions as these the term cost of production is apt BMthlMfNltMh
to be misleading and in fact on making the calculation at the ordinary rates of Valley
hired labour the expenditure may easily prove to be greater than the value of the Estimate
article obtained It is difficult to form an estim te of the cost of cultivation and
manufacture that can be relied on with any degree of confidence but the following

statement compiled from returns furnished by district officers may be regarded as
not very far from the truth

Cost of cultivating crushing etc the cane on half a btghd of land (800 square
yards)

Cultivation

Vality

Estimate

247

Hoeing in October

Ploughing and harrowing (eight times)

Draining and drilling

Price of i 200 cane tops

Planting

Weeding (twice)

Hoeing and earthing up (four times)

Fencing

Watching
Revenue of land

Manufacture

Cutting (wages of ten men)
Crushing (wages)

(hire of mill)

Boding (wages)

(fuel)

(one-half value of vessels)

Grand Total

Weight op juice and compost per given weight op cane —
The quantity of sugar manufactured from a given weight of cane by the rude pro-
cesses known to the Assamese ryot is considerably less than the cultivator obtains in

other parts of India and will not bear comparison at all with the produce of a West
Indian factory A large number of experiments have been made by various officers

with a view to ascertain the actual proportions m weight, of the juice and the com
post obtained from a given weight of cane Where made by European or educated
native officers these experiments may generally be regarded as accurate or as liable
to error chiefly on account of the occasional reluctance of the ryots to assist heartily
m operations which they secretly regarded as the preliminaries of new taxation A
series of experiments m a rougher fashion and on a larger scale have been conducted
by subordinate revenue officers (mauzadirs) Here the recorded weights represent
the res Its arrived at by multiplying the average weight of a few bundles of cane, or
vessels full of juice or compost by the number of bundles crushed and the number
of vessels filled Covering however comparatively so large an area these experi-
ments may be regarded as giving general results that are fairly trustworthy especi

vessels full of juice or compost by the number of bundles crushed and the number
of vessels filled Covering however comparatively so large an area these experi-
ments may be regarded as giving general results that are fairly trustworthy especi
ally when we consider their remarkable correspondence with tne results obtained by
superior officers The two classes of experiments have been tabulated separately I
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and in detail at the end of this Note Collating them by districts we find results

In as follow —Amm Experiments by District Officers

District

Number
of experi

Weight
of cane

Weight
of juice

ft

Weight
of gur

ft

Per 100 ft cane

W.tfjht of ments crushed
tb

ft juice ft g&r

Go&lpAra 5 10 613 4 959 707 46 7 6 6
Kamrup 7 7 67i 3 268 569 42 6 7 4
Darrang 6 13 567 5 72 1 115 42 2 8 2

Sibs&£ar 1

1

728 2 781 367 387 5 1

Lakhimpur 3 2 837 1 205 223 42 5 78

General results 32 41 906 17 935 2 981 42 8 7 *

Experiments tby Mauead S

Kdmr p 3 3 624 1 420 232 39 2 64
Darrang 9 18 201 8 137 I 442 44 7 7 9
Nowgong 2 •2 592 1 326 234 5i 8 8
Sibs&gar 15 53 34 26*483 3 73i 50 7
Lakhimput 1 x 028 411 8 40 8

Genei al 30 78 47) 37 777 5 721 48 1 7 3

Weight of
Cane

249

We mav reasonably conclude from these figures that the ordinary cane-crop of

the Assam Valley cannot be counted on to yield more than 43 per cent of its weight
m juice and 7 per cent of its weight in coarse sugar hor an average struck upo 1

all kinds of cane cultivated under all circumstances even these figures are probably
too high Much better results may be obtained where special care has been bestowed
upon the crop the list of experiments by district officers shows that in several in

stances 50 and even 60 pei cent of mice and 10 to 13 per cent of gur has been got
from a given weight of cane but these are exceptional cases and do not represent
the s igai yielding capabilities of the common cane of the country

Weight of cane on a given area of land —The weight of cane
grown on a given area of land varies much more than the proportion between a given

weight of cane artd the weight of juice or gur obtainable from it The species of the

cane makes a considerable difference pura for instance is a much heavier crop than

telx Speaking generally a well-cultivated held will yield to the mill about one
pound of cane to every sauare foot while a field carelessly cultivated or insufficiently

planted or exposed to tne depredations of animals will hardly give one pound to

every three square feet of its area thus the limits vary from six to nineteen tons pei

acre while an arithmetical mean which is probably somewhat in excess of the

actual average may be deduced from the following statement compiled out of the

details given in the appendices —
Experiments by District Officers (24 in number)

District

Go&lp&ra
K&mrup
Darrang
Sibsagar
Lakhimpur

Area cut
(square feet)

10 890
14 537
18 576
12 876

3 180

Weight of

cane ft

8 722
6 067
13 567

7 218

1 769

ft per acre

34 888
18 180

3* 814
22 419
22 693

General result 60 059 37 343 V 083

Experiments by Mauiadars (30 in number)

District

K&mrup
Darrang
Nowgong
Sibsiiar
Lakhimpur

Area cut

(square feet)

10 332
29 916
4 284

79920
1 440

Weight of

cane ft

4 396
18 201

2592
53 703
1,028

ft per area

18,417
26 500
26 356
29 270
31 097

General result 125 892 79,920 *7.4*9
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Average outturn —These figures though without any pretension to absolute

accuracy may be accepted as representing the results of measurements and weigh
ments made with as much care as would be taken in a wholesale commercial transac

tion In using them for the purpose of educing general averages it is necessary to

remember that the most promising plots stand the best chance of being selected for

experiment that fields in the juflgle must be rated far below those in the vicinity of

village^ and that while the great maiouty ot the expenments were made with ntugt
cane it is the less productive tehya which the dist ict reports would lead us to regard as

the predominant species. Bearing these facts in mind we may perhaps conclude that

the average Assamese cane held bears 10 to 1 1 tons per ac e * and such a weight of

cane will yield about i 400th of gu Compared with other patts of India these

results are poor In the North Western Provinces the avei age yield per aert nrigated

and unirrigated taking all the districts together is estimated at 2 300th of gut t and
the gur of Upper India is better dried and more durable than that of Assam Part of

this superiority in yield of sugar is due to the greater quantity of juice expressed for cane
in the North Western Provinces gives one half of its weight in juice If we look to

Madras it appears that the common country mill of the Bcllary district built on much
the same pnnciplt as the Assam mill but costing R72 for the rollers alone can extract

66th of juice out of loothof cane and this will yield 12th of sugar J or doi ble as much as
could be got from the same weight of cane in the Assam valley 1 he fault lies less in

the Assamese m 11 than in the cane for the Bihia mill extracts 67 per cent of juice

from Madras cane wl lie the best experiment with it in the Assam valley has not given
more than s6 percent In Behar the average pioduce of gur per acre is estimated
at the veiy high figuieof 40 maunds or 3 3oolh in Lower Bengal (the Rajshahye
and Burd van districts) at 2 500 to 1 Sooth § lastly in the Beelin cane t act in

Bntish Bu ma the outturn of an acre well cultivated is estimated at 3 Sooth of gur ||

Value of Outturn —We are now alle to complete our calculation of the

ryot s profits on sugar cane The cost of growing and converting into coaise sugar
the cane on half a b ghd of land (800 square yards) was estimated at R23 12 The
prod ce will be some 4 oooth of cane which may be expected to yield about 24c th

of the com post called gur The ryot will probably keep the greater part of this for

domestic consumption but on the supposition that he disposes of the whole of it by
retail sale in the petty markets it will fetch about 2$ annas per seer or some R19

I
CULTIVATION

Assam.

I Brahmaputra
I

vaflly

Average
Outturn

250

* Note —It is hardly necessary to repeat that a single field of one acre probably
does not exist in the valley of the Brahmaputra

Some additional statistics may here be quoted Five experiments made last year
in Sibsdgar on an area of i 13 acres altogether gave an average outturn of 1 517th
of gu per acre I he average assumed in the text is perhaps corroborated in some
degree by the rough estimates of the ryots In the southern part of the KAmrup
district 20 to 25 kalsis are estimated as a fair outturn for a btgha of land The kalsi
contains about 2ofb of gur so that the outturn of gur per acre would be 1 200 to 1 500th
Another estimate is 6 kalsis per cottah or 1 8oofi> per acre as the produce of a good
field In some villages where cane crushing was going on I measured up the area of
cane cut for a single^®/ and weighed the gur obtained with results as follows —

Size of Fields.

Conf with

P 154*

251

Square feet ft> gur fb per acre

3 375 62 796
3 033 52 776
3 >77 56 759
7 200 >3* 807
972 47 2 100

1 746 74 1 850

These very poor results obtained by ryots when working by themselves show that
the estimate m the text is not too low

t Field and Garden Crops of the North Western Provinces and Oudh Roorkee
1882

X Saidapet Experimental Farm Report for 1881 82

I These figures are taken from papers published by Messrs Thomson &
Mylne

II Quoted from a Note by Mr D M Smeaton Director of Agriculture dated
the 9th October 1882 —These figures however seem small in comparison with some
statisties of cane cultivation in Australia I find it stated in the Brisbane Courier
that the outturn per acre on one Queensland plantation is estimated at 37 to 40 tons of
cane and one ton of cane gives 150 gallons" (about i,5Qoih) of juice.
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altogether thus failing to cover the cost of cultivation and manufacture * The mode
of sale is in small earthen pots containing about 2tb each and worth from two to
three annas or even as much as six annas in a dear year; or else in large earthen
vessels (kalst or kalah) holding some 2otb and priced according to their weight or
he may sell by the maund at the rate of R4 to R5 The conditions of production,
however are such that nothing like a fixed proportion exists between supply and
demand The market gets only the overplus from domestic needs and the price rises

and falls from year to year according as this happens to be little or much In 1879-80
in the Nowgong district a tekh or small earthen jar containing about two seers of
gur sold for 8 to 10 annas or at the rate of about Rio per maund the present year
on the other hand is one of abundance andgur was selling m April at k2f per
maund in KimriJp and Darrang while the price throughout last year in the vicinity

of Dibrugarh ranged from R8 to R9 per maund Assamese gur is never sold in the
large balls or masses of hard compost which are so familiar in the bazars of Upper
India In the winter it barely attains a solid consistency and shows a slight tendency
to granular crystallisation but as the weather grows hotter it liquifies and if not
speedily consumed often becomes sour and useless

Area and Outturn —Taking the total area under sugar-cane in the Assam
valley (in 1882) to be 16 000 acres m round numbers the average outturn as 1 400ft of
gur per acre and the price as R4 8 per maund of 82fft the whole weight of sugar
produced would have been 10 000 tons valued at R12 25 000

CONSUMPTION —The whole of this is locally consumed no portion being
exported either to Bengal or to the fromtier tribes It is not in fact sufficient by
itself for the wants of the country The import from Bengal during the last three
years hes been as follows —

1880-81 188 82 88 83
Mau d*. Ma d*. Ma nd

Refined 13217 11,564 i<>974
Unrefined 39 473 28 849 34 980

1880-81 188 82 88 83
Mau d». Ma ds. Ma nd

13 317 11,564 10974
39 473 28 849 34 980

52 690 40 413 45 954

Refined sugar is consumed almost exclusively by Europeans well to-do Bengalees
and Marwan traders or is used at festivals in the great Snattras If unrefined sugar
alone be taken into consideration we find that the average annual import during the
last three years has been 2 833,426ft and the local production of sugar being 10 000
tons the sum of these two quantities when divided by the population of the Assam
valley (2 225 271) gives a yearly consumption of 11ft per head f This calculation

tends to show that the average outturn of sugar per acre has not been underestimat
ed In the Punjab and the North Western Provinces the estimate of the consump-
tion of sugar made for the Famine Commission in 1870 was 30ft per head of the
population and when we remember how largely the Brahmaputra valley is peopled
Dy races (Mech Kachan Mikir Lalung etc ) to whom the use of sugar is unfamiliar
besides the utter absence of large cities with their wealthy classes it is difficult to
believe that the average consumption in this part of Assam can exceed one-third of

the figure estimated in Upper India

Improvements —The first condition necessary to any improvement of the
cultivation of sugar cane in the Brahmaputra valley is a wider market There is no
present demand beyond domestic wants if we except two small ventures in the
Sibsagar and Lakhim pur Districts which prove m their limited way that the produce
tion of sugar cane can be stimulated without difficulty There are two distilleries

established by enterprising Europeans near Golaghdt and Dibrugarh where the gur
of the country is converted into rum for consumption by tea-garden coolies. Situated
in the centre of thickly peopled tracts these factories have stimulated the production
of sugar-cane considerably w thin the limited area on which they draw for their

supplies The Dibrugarh factory uses Bengal gur largely while that of Golagh6t
depends entirely on local production When the latter was first started in 1879 the

* In confirmation of this estimate which I believe rather underrates the loss which
would follow cultivation by hired labour I may mention that a European engaged 1 n
farming near Bishwanath in the Darrang district showed me acropof^nra cane which
had already cost him so much that he doubted whether it would be worth his

while to cut and crush it It will be observed moreover that one of the ryots quoted
in the note above got only 131th of gur from his half bighd of cane

t This will be seen to be the consumption according to more recent estimates

—Ed Diet Econ Prod
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propnetor found some difficulty in procuring gur at all but now he draws upon the

cane crops within a radius ot five miles and cultivation in the neighbourhood has

increased about 28 per cent But neither the one concern nor the other is on a suffici

ently large scale to affect seriously the general cultivation of cane or to test the

remunerativeness of such an enterprise if conducted with a larger capital

It has already been stated that refined sugar is nowhere manufactured m the

Assam valley Fven in the manufacture of gur however no one who has witnessed

the rude processes mplo>ed by the ryot can doubt that a very great room remains for

imp ovement Reas ns have already been given for believing that the country mill

works more rapidly than the kolhu of Upper India and perhaps it may therefore be

somewhat less effective as a crusher but on the whole it seems probable that the

smaller p oportion of juice obtained in these parts (42 per cent against 5°) must be

attributed mainly to the inferiority of the cane Recent experiments, however

With Mr Cantwell S modified form of the Bihia mill show that Assamese cane can

be made to yield as much as 56 per cent of its weight in juice It is in the boiling

that the greatest loss occurs 100lb of cane yielding onlv 5 or 61b m gur against

15 to 18& in the Northwestern Provinces and 12ft in Madras This difference

while probably arising in part from the poorer quality of the juice is also due in

great measure to carelessness in manufacture In the vast majority of cases no

preventives of acidification are used m any stage of the process and the boiling is

often conducted by guess work
The valley of the Brahmaputra is a country of peasant proprietors in comfort

able circumstances indeed but without intelligence enterprise or capital and any

improvement whether by the introduction of better kinds of cane or of a better mill

or by greater care in the manufacture of sugar must be looked for from without

Land fitted for sugar-cane can be leased from Government at the yearly rent of

8 annas a bxgha or Ri 11 per acre (including assessment to local rate) and there

is the widest possible choice of sites It is however more than doubtful whether

cane-growing by hired labour could be made to pay on the other hand the central

factory system which has proved so successful in the West Indies and in Australia

can scarcely be introduced in the present defective state of communications and

means of transport in the Assam valley Where the commonest vehicle for loads is a

bamboo carried on men s shoulders there is obviously some difficulty in transporting

the produce of an acre of sugar-cane to a mill situated at a greater distance than a few

yards

B —The Surma Valley

PROCESSES of MANUFACTURE —The processes of manufacture are practically

the same as those which have been described at such length as P^vajhng in the valley

of the Brahn aputra The mill here calledWaw. or ghanx .. wmet me. driven

by bullocks and the Cachar ryot is said to cut his ran®-*1® 11” 'nto ‘went/

inches long before crushing in this district also iron cauldrons (**'*»)*'' occasion

ally employed In some parts of Sylhet the cultivator boils ‘he juice imperfectly

and sells the liquid product (or so much of it as he does not want) to men of the

LoToait caste who boil it down into solid compost (bandha 1 he liquid orJdlt

gur is worth about R2 and the hardened compost some R4 to K5 per maund. Refined

sugar is never made .

Relations of cultivator with money lender —The cultivator of

sugar cane m the Surma valley is independent of the money lender unless he is be-

ginning for the first time and has not ready money to buy cane cuttings In that

case he takes an advance repayable with interest when the crop is harvested I he

rate at which cane tops sell in Cachar is stated as 200 the rupee but this seems ex

ceptionally high In Sylhet again the ryot is said to borrow money to buy oil-cake

(kJtoil) for manure
Area under sugar cane —There is no system of village records in the Surmi

valley and the estimates of the area under sugar-cane must therefore be regarded as

conjectural The method employed m Cachar was to require returns through the

officers m charge of police-stations from the village policemen of their circles these

latter furnished lists of the sugar-cane fields within their beat giving the length

breadth of each in reeds of 24 feet and the station officers worked out the circle

areas and sent them into head-quarters This gave a total of 786 acres but it was

believed that their apprehensions of new taxation had induced the people to under-

state the facts and oa a comparison with the results obtained by actually measuring

up the area under cane in three mauxas of each tahsil the total extent of sugar-cane

cultivation in the district has bees estimated at 900 seres. For Sylhet no estimate

that can be retied on with any degree of confidence is forthcoming but the area under
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sugar cant in this district has for some years past been shown in the annual adminis-
tration reports as 8 ooo acres

The average consumption of sugar per head of population is estimated at 4
chitaks a month in Cachar 1 e 6ft a year but this seems low Certainly Sylhet
with its laige Muhammadan population should not consume less gur per head than
the Assam valley Assuming therefore an average of 10ft and dealing with coarse
sugar only we can make the following calculation —

Population of Sylh t and Cachar 2 282 867
One year s consumption of su^ar 22 828 670 ft

Deduct net imports ( f 1882 83 8 338 341

Remains to be provided by the produce of (say) 9 000 acres 14 490 329
I hus the average produce per acre ought to be 1 600

Whether sugar cane is really more productive in the Surma valley than in Assam
Proper we have no means of judging with certainty There is however nothing
lmi robable in the supposition considering the density of the population m parts of
Sylhet and the kno vn fact that an acre of land yields more rice in Sylhet or Cachar
than in the Assa valley districts The custom of borro ving money to buy manure
in Sylhet if it prevails extensively seems also to point to a more careful style of
cultivation

I he value of the sugar produced in 1882 83 as thus estimated in qu ntity and
taking the puce at R4 8 the maund would appear to be about eight lakhs of rupees
at the same rate the sugar cane crop is worth 80 rupees the acre a sufficiently pro-
bable valuation though evolved from data extensively coloured by conjecture

N W
PROVINCES

259

Area &
Outturn
260

III —NORTH WEST PROVINCES AND OUDH
References —D thi & rulle Field and Garde 1 Crops Mr G Butt
N )te 01 Sugir of Shahj ahanf>ur Note on Sugar Cultivation in
N W P by M Darrah Report on Benares 8ugar in Proceeding
Hon ble East India Company 1792 Sugar Statistic in 1848 Agn Hart
S c lnl —Trans Vol / 121 r 3 III 57 73 124 126 211 IV 104
134 i3f 144 187 203 V 36 66 72 Pr c 51 98 VI 9 95 249
Proc 17 VII Proc ?<? 39 78 117 127 VIII Proc 408 427 Jou n
I no 25s Sel 402-4 rr II Sel 363 36s VII 17 230 XIII Set
60 New Series VI $968 VII ( i883) 128 140 Gazetteers — I 85
n 8 151 153 183 252 347 43 1 479 II 160 2J5 266 375 479 524
55$ HI 24 t6i 227229 305307 690 IV f8 19 20 28 29 354 S25
6/8 V 28 83 84 267 268 559 562 VI 27 3o 142 146 150
tSt t53 238 306 325-326 329-330 647 VII 39-40 app 11 12 VIII
Muttra Dist 41 182 Allahabad Dist 116 Fatehpu Dist 17 IX
Shahjahanbur 46-49 128 130 Moradabad Dist 43 45 121 127 128
Rampur Dist 3j

Area Outturn and Consumption in the North West Provinces and Oudh
One of the most instructive and at the same time the earliest paper which

treats of the sugar cane of at least a very important part of these provinces
(the Benares Division) is that to which frequent mention has already been
made vis a detailed article published by the Honourable the East India
Company in 1793 The division then embraced the Sirkars of Benares
Chunar Ghazfpur Jaunpur and Terhar as alsothe pergunnahs of Budhof
and Kcra Mungrowr It is explained that owing to the commission of sun
drv oppressions on the ryots the Political Resident had m the year 1788
fixed the btgha to be used throughout the division at 3 136 square yards
or say $rds of an acre The report framed on that standard it is further
stated was drawn up as the average of all the returns for the five years
from 1787 to 1792 After detailing the proportions of cane-land held
under each system of tenure the writer adds Thus tt appears that the
total number of bighas cultivated in five years amounted to 3 77 996 and
the rental came to R 1 7 32 310 so that the average number of btghds for one
year was 75 599 It is further pointed out that this came to an
average rate per btgha (for the entire division of all classes of cane culti
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vation) of K4 9-6 The land it is explained was ploughed 16 20 or 25 CULTIVATION
times from the month of June to September and no gram was sown on
it for the khanf crop In the month of December tne cultivator then Provisoes.
placed a flock of sheep on the field and kept them there two three or four . .

nights (according to his means for they had to be hired from the she- Outturn
pherds) for the sake of their manure— such manure was deemed of singular

value for sugar cane After this the land was watered from tanks or wells

and when properly moistened it was again ploughed two or three times

The cane was then planted in January February or March hach btgha

and when properly moistened it was agai

The cane was then planted in January Ft

generally required 0 000 canes and these cost from Ri 4 to R3 in propor
tion to the strength and maturity of the canes The seed canes were
generally steeped in some tank of water for a whole night and were then
cut into pieces 15 to 18 inches in length which contained from 4 to 5 eyes
The land was then furrowed at about 15 inches asunder and the seed
canes dropped into the furrows at a distance of 2 feet from each other i

They were then covered with the earth and the field levelled In two or

three days the field was hoed to prevent the white ants from lodging in

the ground and again levelled These operations were repeated t w o or

three times till the canes appeared above ground When the sprouts attain

ed a height of 18 inches the field was manured hoed and then watered
This was repeated five or six times till the commencement of the rains

After this subsided in December January or February the cane was cut

down at leisure and when brought home was divided into small pieces

thrown into the mill and ground and the ]uice expressed The writer then

explained the terms given to the various crops of cane such as 1st Chow-
mu skaln or lands cultivated m the first degree (via that detailed above)
2nd Jeri or land which had previous to a cane-crop yielded a khartf
harvest this was classed as cane land second in value since ploughing
could only commence in October or November 3rd Jownar land that

had afforded a rabi crop and which therefore received still less prepara
tion for cane the seed canes being planted in March the fourth class

was called Muteri a term which had reference to the agreement By this

system the rayat secured so much land at a fixed jumma regardless of the

crops he might choose to cultivate The author of the report next dis

cussed the character of the soils of the Benares lands as compared with

the sugar yielding tiacts of Bengal and added that a striking difference

between the soil of Bengal and tnat of the division of Benares or in gen-
eral to the westward of the Gogra as far as Delhi is the immense quan
tity of calcareous matter it abounds with which being precipitated by water
between various strata of clay forms an immense stratum of calcareous

tufa commonly called kankar The depth of it varies much Another
remarkable difference is the numerous salt wells and grounds impreg
nated with salt These are most common in the northern parts and par-
ticularly in the north west quarters In some the water is limpid in

others it is black and stinking like the ouze or mud of rivers near tne sea

In many parts also during the dry weather an efflorescence is seen on the

surface of the ground this is termed flos-aseae
” The writer then proceeds

to deal with the nature of the canes grown Some he says were small

but of considerable height others an inch or one and a half inches in

diameter and eight feet in height The defective system of cultivation and
the strong prejudices of the people he deplored but deprecated at the

same time tne idea of improvement especially in the direction of Euro-
pean ploughs and machinery these were alike beyond the means of the

j

people and their physical powers An insect pest ne affirmed often did

great damage by lodging in the stems it totally destroyed the ptant if

not extracted Speaking of the problem that was even then engaging
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marked attention namely the possibility of European plantations the
Benares Political Agent a century ago arrived on the whole at an un
favourable conclusion The European would have to give high daily

wages to all employed he would nave to keep a large establishment of

sirkars peons etc besides being liable to numerous deceptions so that

it therefore became doubtful whether the higher yield obtained by a
superior cultivation of an article that fetched so low a price as sugar
would compensate for the greater expenditure The prejudices of the
cultivators who would have to be employed would entail a constant super
vision and in the Agents opinions these prejudices were so strong that

through long custom and the practice of his forefathers the cultivator

must literally be bribed to procure his own advantage 9 How far these

conclusions have been justified the reader will be able to judge by the re-

cord given in this article of a century s endeavours toward the establish

ment of European plantations The reader may in fact be disposed to

comment that the cultivator s prejudices have not been materially changed
nor his systems of cultivation appreciably altered during the century
that has lapsed The author of the Benares report here briefly sum
mansed dealt with the (Questions of the cost of production and outturn
He gave the cost of cultivation of one bxgha (approximately $rds of an
acre) of land with cane at R23 and the manufacture of the gur therefrom
at R9 15 the produce 22 maunds of gur at R2 per maund (that is

R44) so that the profit came to Ru 1 Other examples afforded very
nearly the same result. Working out the total produce for the 3 77 996
bighas (251 997 acres) this was found to be (for the five years) 6789601
maunds (of 80&) or an average of 17 maunds 38 seers 7 chattacks of

gur per btghd The Agent then proceeded to estimate the amount of

facka chtnx that quantity of gur would have afforded assuming that

it was all so manufactured He allowed for a loss by evaporation in the
first stage of boiling of 6 seers per maund and further affirmed that as
one maund of the syrup thus purified only afforded J of its weight of

chtnt 1442 790 maunds would have been obtained The 17 maunds 38
seers and 7 chattacks of gur produced per bigha was derived from maunds
98 31 10 of cane juice or one maund of gur from 5J maunds of juice The
writer added however to this statement of the average yield that a supe
nor quality of cane juice would afford I maund of gur from maunds
of the juice It dots not seem necessary to follow the Agent into every
detail Enough has perhaps been given to afford data upon which com
p irisons may be drawn with the modern systems and results One further

point may however be here mentioned The Agent says that in 1787 88
the exports of chxnx amounted to only maunds of sorts 1 70 352 hence the

increase came to maunds 94 277 These exports went mainly to Calcutta
but a considerable amount went also to the Deccan The consumption of

sugar in Benares from 1787—92 was also dealt with by the writer w nose re

port is here briefly reviewed He arrived at the conclusion that the annual
consumption of chtnx might be put at 1 20 000 maunds for the population
of 2911 556 This it maybe said would come to 3 29ft of chtnt or to

three times that amount if expressed as gur or coarse sugar
In the Statistics of Sugar (published in 1848) it is explained that it was

found desirable to refer these provinces to two great sections vie the

Benares Division (chiefly concerned in the Calcutta supply) and the upper
districts that send little or no sugar to Calcutta but which furnish the
Panj$b the Deccan and the Central table-land with considerable amounts
The Benares Division thus isolated in some respects corresponds
to the region which has already been dealt with in connection with the
returns of 1792 It may serve therefore, a useful purpose to contrast the
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figures which denote the trade as it may be said at the beginning and in

the middle of the present century The following table exhibits the posi
tion of the Benares Division in 1848 —

CULTIVATION
in

N W
Provinces

Area culti

vated with
cane m

btghds of

14 400
sq tat e feet

(es^rd of an
acre)

Produce of

gur in

maunds of

80 lb

Consumption
of gdr in

maunds

i

Surplus
available
for export
in maunds

Goruckpore
Azimghur
Jaunpur
Mirzapoie
Benares
Gazfpur

4 26 426
1 73 502
70 053
33 465

l 74 648
1 11 293

14 84 288
20 19 087

3 57 764
18 169

5 46 728

9 71 605

5 70 722
12 23 51

1

85 747
58 500

4 40 186

4 10 088

9 *3 5<56

7 95 576
2 72 017
1 23 669
1 06 542
S61 5*7

Total J Btghds
(Acres

9 89 3*7
339 795

|“55 61 641 27 88 754 27 72 887

The surplus thus shown when reduced to sugar would come to 9 24 296
maunds a quantity which approximates to that estimated to have been an
nually imported into Calcutta from Benares It is explained that the produce
of the soil varies from 3 maunds 5 seers and 3 chattacks to 1 1 m tunds 25
seers and 7 chattacks per btgha Taking the average of these two extremes
and expressing the result in acres the yield may be said to have been 22
maunds of gar an acre But there must have been more lands in 1848 that

gave a lower return than the average of the two extremes than what ex
ceeded that average since the actual average yield of the division was
found to be 5 maunds 24 seers 13J chattacks a btgha 1 he highest returns

were in Azimghur 11 maunds 23 seers and 7 chattacks followed by
Ghazipur with 8 maunds 29 seers and 3 chattcaks The lowest was in the
Benares District itself namely 3 maunds 5 seers and 3 chattacks We thus
learn that the actual average outturn in the division was about 17 maunds
of gur an acre It will accordingly be seen that the returns of 1792 mam
fest a higher yield than what was arrived at for 1848 This may have
been due to the extension of sugar cane cultivation (with the increasing
demands) into portions of the Division which were by no means so well

suited for the crop as were those to which its cultivation had been restrict

ed at the time of the earlier estimates The Division in 1792 did not em
i

brace so large a country as that of 1848 but allowing for that error it may
be said that there were under cane 231 997 acres as against 329 793 acres
m 1844. These figures represent for the 56 years an average annual ex
pansion of the sugar-cane area of the Division of So per cent Of one of

the districts included in the returns of 1848 vis Azimghur we have most
instructive particulars for the year 1836 In that year Mr R Montgomery
made a careful survey of the district and his report on sugar cane lends
the strongest support to the possible accuracy of the returns of 1848 In

j

1836 there were 1 02 725 btghds under cane* and these were estimated to

have yielded 1232707 maunds gur or a little over 1 2 maunds a btgha
The exports to Calcutta came to 2 00 000 maunds of sugar and a large
trade also took place westward (see Trans Agrx Hort Soc V 72)
Prom many other circumstances besides results like the low expansion

Area k
Outturn.

Field
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justified above by the statistical returns the writer has had the conviction
forced on him that the modem expansion spoken of at nearly every period of
the Indian sugar trade has been the extension into tracts not formerly cult i vat
ed until it may now be said sugar cane is grown in every district through
out the length and breadth of the empire The peace ana prosperity which
followed the advance of the British power in Inaia may not only be viewed
as having opened out a great foreign trade for the country but as having
vastly extended internal traffic It became possible for the people to be scat
tered m small communities in the remotest corners of the empire and to there
indulge in such a highly remunerative cultivation as cane without fear of the
loss of their labours from oppression and robbery It is thus probable
that did the data exist for such an enquiry it might be shown that from
year to year the area of sugar cane cultivation may have actually contract
ed in many of the once famous districts of production owing to their mar
kets being cut away from them through new cultivations m tracts where
cane was formerly unheard of This idea is borne out by the traditions of
cane cultivation where it is believed that such and su».h a district obtained
its stock from a neighbouring district and took to cane cultivation in a
certain year thereby being able not only to meet its own demands but to
actually enter in tne lists of external supply In this view it becomes
therefore de irable to extend the enquiry of sugar cane cultivation for the
year 184S so as to embrace the entire area of the North West Prov
inccs instead of confining observation to the Benares Division Ihede
tailed table furnished in 1848 included certain portions of what is now
classed under the Panjdb such as the Delhi Division* This will therefore
be excluded from present consideration A column is also shown in the
original table (from which the form given below has been compiled) to ex
hibit the date-palms of these provinces There were 258 071 palms in 1848
but as these do not appear to have afforded sugar they may be omitted
from considernti n —

• Ghazipur — In the paging of this article ti e space below has been left unoc-
cupied It may perhap be usefully utilized in drawing attention to a paper on the
cane cultivation of the Ghazipur District of the Benares Division from tne pen of
P Michea Esq which appears in the Journal Agn Horticult iral Society India
Vol VI (New Series) pp 59 68 That article sets fo th the chief defects of the System
of sugar manufacture in the Benares Division and may be accepted as in some re-

spects carrying the historic facts here more especially dealt with down to the year
1878 The opening se tence or two ill be seen however to justify the infe ence
that Mr Michea was probably unaware of the E iropean efforts that had half a
century and more p lor to the date of his article been undretaken to advance the
Bena es Industry to a position more nearly akin to that m the sugar prod cing
colonies Mr Michea says — The production of sugar in the Benares Division
like all other industries essentially Native and on which no European improvement
has been grafted remains to this da> governed bv the same system if agriculture
and manufacture which has existed for ages 1 he Natives have introduced no
change whatever and yet no other indust y has been more tho oughly unproved
during the last 50 years than the surgar industry While fully aware that no
matenal improvement has been effectea the writer can hardly support the opinion
that the present methods of c lti ation and man facture are essentially Native
They have been repeatedly modified and in the nature of the cultivated stock the
moaifications have resulted in a degeneration rather than an improvement
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It will thus be seen that there were in 1848 17 86324 htghds (or say
595 44i acres) under §ugar cane and that these yielded of edible canes and
canes used in the expression of their juice a quantity which when repre
sented on the standard of gur came to 1 05 23 86S maunds The local
consumption in these provinces was for the year under consideration as
certained to have been equal to 58 19 1 18 maunds of gur Certain districts

however consumed more than they produced and an interchange took
place which resulted in an import of 699844 maunds That amount
added therefore to the production less the consumption exhibits the net
balance (47 04 750 maunds) which was available for export The largest
exporting division was Benares with an amount— 27 72 887 maunds—which
was almost entirely consigned to Calcutta Commenting on this traffic (be
tween Benares ana Calcutta) the Government of India pointed out (in 1848)
that that amount plus the balance shown by the province of Bengal as having
been available for export (vie 22 99 523 maunds of Soft) and expressed m
sugar would come to 16 90 803 maunds a figure which very closely corre
sponded with the foreign exports from Calcutta for the year in question It

is perhaps scarcely necessary to urge that much faith should not be placed
on the accuracy of the figures shown for consumption per head of popula
tion The means of balancing imports and exports in production were
not even so complete as they are at the present da) and it is doubtful if

the census of the population for 1H48 could be regarded as very trust
worthy It is probable however that any error due to imports would not
have been so serious for the returns of that year as at the present time
Ihe f icilities of transport were nothing like so great as now and the inter
changes were therefore more from district to district than from province to
province Foreign sugar did not apparently penetrate to any very great
extent from the coast The determination of the centres of sugar production
(intended for exportation to foreign countries) seems to have been regulated
very largely by proximity to rivers and other routes of transmission to
wards the coast Railways soon altered all this however just as canals
afforded the water necessary for cultivation in fertile tracts which had
hitherto not been brought under cane if indeed under any crops Expan
sion became equivalent more to diffusion than to increase of the original
areas Tracts of country not suited for cane culture were thereby appa
rently brought under the crop with the result that the acreage yield was
lowered This peculiarity has already been indicated but it seems neces
sary that the character of the expansion of sugar cane cultivation should
as far as possible be clearly appreciated There is one feature of the
figures here briefly reviewed that deserves special consideration The
officers who compiled the statistics of the North West Provinces for 1848
were careful to avoid the error of regarding the area grown with cane as
necessarily that which afforded sugar They however did not carry this
principle to its final issue by showing the amount of land devoted to edible
canes to canes used in the preparation of gur and to canes grown exclu
sivelv for the sugar trade

The consumption of the North West Provinces will be seen to have
amounted to only a little over half the production (table p 165) whereas m
Bengal (table p 132) the consumption was quite two thirds of the production
These orovinces therefore grew fir more largely for exportation than was the
case in Bengal But two other facts of perhaps even greater significance
may be here alluded to as exemplified by the returns of 1848 vie while
* **v

nsum P*,on Per head of population was double that for Bengal (vie
236ft in the North West Provinces and 11 2ft in Bengal) the produc
tion of gur per acre was considerably less vte 18 maunds in these prov
inces and 27 maunds in Bengal And these results will be found to
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bear a distinct relation to the most recent corresponding returns—the
averages for the five years ending 1888 Thus for example (p it 6) con
sumption to head of population of coarse sugar 34ft in the North West
Provinces and 95ft in Bengal production 229 maunds an acre m the

North West Provinces and 28 7 maunds in Bengal
Having thus briefly alluded to s me of the more striking features of

the statistical and other facts which have been published regarding the

sugar trade of these provinces one hundred years ago and also during
the middle of the present century it becomes necessary to carry the

inquiry down to the present date Although in some respects superseded
by more recent returns the following table for the year 1881 82 may
be here given It deals with certain facts of the North West Prov
inces sugar trade after the same plan ss has been shown for the year

1848 A comparison of the results is thereby facilitated —

CULTIVATION
In

N W
Provinces*

Area k
Outturn

Statement showing area under Sugar cane and its outturn tn the year
1881 81

Di 1

•10
District

Area
under

ft gar
ca in

ac es

A SR * 0 TTURN
PER RE P UN
RA1 ED 8U0 R

Full

(or

6
a

na

)o

turn

of

ndra

ned

s

gar

per

acre

mau

ds

Total out
turn f

d ai d
gar i

ma d§

A erage

p ice of

n 1 ai d

s ga per
ma nd

E timated
0 tt r of

drained
gar

anna
1

ma nde

1 a 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

a P

( Dehra D n 1 a80 16 30 5 30 s 36 340 5 9 1 7 873

S ha a p r 36 58 1 4 30 5 5 37 5 3 151 371

S) M zaffarnagar S3 «56 5 9 * a 5 0 4 835 4 S 8 3 4 450
M t 89 85 5 19 3 3 5 7 5 139 4 2 5 5 7 S43

£ B la dshhr S 6 *4 17 9 a 5 88 4 5 4 0 9 50 534

Aligarh 1 735 15 9 3 5 33 3 4 3 9 994

Total 93 506 83 3 499 178 4 4 49 753

0 1 Bijnor 54 925 6 3 30 0 1 647 75 4 5 3 494 335

Mo adabad 44 3 3 5 8 I 3° 45 95 4 371 558

so \ Bar llv 4 40 a 5 30 0 93 5 5 7 6 379 045

Badau 5 991 16 30 0 30 479 730 4 6 7 M3 9 9

Shajahanpur 43 03 a 33 5 3 0 97 045 4 7 7 39 6 3

s( Pilibhit 39 96 a 23 5 30 0 674 3 4 8 1 303 37

Total 339 73* 35 9 5 948 993 4 9 0 784 097

( M ttra 804 2 33 5 3 0 18 090 4 1 0 5 437

Agra 3 533 8 15 0 30 37 845 5 1 3 I 353

•5 3 Ma npuri 6 1 14 36 a 30 0 378 008 5 4 8 83 403

Farukhabad 16 33 16 30 0 30 0 486 930 4 4 3 40 79<
l Etawah » 04 16 30 0 3 331 330 4 4 2 99 369

V Etah 6 617 14 6 2 30 435 365 4 l 4 30 609

Total 57*837 35 0 587,468 4 4 476 239

© ( Cawnpore 6 933 15 38 I 30 175 47 3 9 0 5* 544
Fatehpur 3 02 13 24 4 3 0 73 713 5 0 8 32 IJ4

<

)

Banda 4 5 4 7 7

“1 Allahabad 0 a53 >4 26 a 30 368 628 4 13 0 80 588

2 /
Hamirpur a 176 13 16 7 30 5 & 339 4 0 9 10 903

Jaunpur 5 34 13 18 4 4 5 063/356 3 7 8 388 917

|

Total 74 037 32 8 1 516 88a 4 5 6 455 065

1
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District

Area
u d r
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A ERAOli OUTTURN
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Full

(or

6

annas

outtnr

of
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ed

ugar

p<

acr

mau

d
Total out
tir f

drai ed
s gar in

maunds

Acreage

p ic of

u drai d
s gar per
mau d

Estimated
outt rn of

drai ed

acre
In

a as
In

mai nds

sugar

1 a 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

si
Azamgarh
Mirrap r

Be a e

G rakhpur
Ba ti

Gha ipur
Ballia

75 310
6 579

ax 003
67 HOS

9 448
a 4>9

43 5 4

13

13

a

15

14

M
13

19 9

9 9

84
33
a 4
a 4

84

34 5

34 5

4 5

4 5

34 5

34 s

34 5

1 498 669

3 99
3^6 45

1 56 585
63 87

479 980
800 84

a 1 a

4 7 7

4 9 3

4 1 8

3 5 7

3 3 5383

449 60
98 977

1 5 936
468 476
89 55
43 994
34 353

Total 376 88 2 3 5 687 64 3 11 1 706 92

It

Jala n
Jhansi
Lalitpur

796
38a

5 6
13

M
H 4
26 2

3

3 0

30

6 88

3 5 9

4 4 3

5 6 1

« 5 5

a 64

4 056

Total 1 594 5 3 1

0 399 5 8 7 6 130

Kumaon
Ga hwal
larai 4 50

6

4

4 5

21 4

34 5

4 5

4 5 88 R

7 3

7 4 5

4 4 9 36 643

Total 4 50 33 9 88 8 6 7 5 26 643

Grand Total 836 924 32 9 18 349 369 4 4 8
|

5 5 4 809

Column 6 shown the amo t of mau ds of g whi h ha been ascerta ned to be the
maxim m tt r of a goo 1 op Colum 7 shows the es It i ma d t gu of th cr p of
18M 8 Col mn 8 sh w the a erage price of per maund d r g th year Col m 9 sh w
estimated outturn f refi ed s gar at the a crage rate of 30 pe cent of g

It will thus be seen that m 1881 82 the area under sugar cane had ex
panded very considerably m Meerut Kumaon Rohilkhand Agra and
Allahabad although it had contracted in Benares from that shown in the
table for 1848 But while the acreage in the last mentioned division was
less the yield was considerably greater the total outturn in Benares Divi
sion in 1881 82 was 56 87 640 maunds m 1848 55 61 O41 Thetotal returns
of yield for the North West Provinces in these years were in 1881 82
* 83 49 ^ 69 maunds and in 1848 1 05 23 868 Another striking feature may
be noted In the older returns the yield per acre came to 18 maunds whereas
in 1881 82 it was ratsed to 22 9 maunds It is perhaps undesirable however
to comment very specially on the figures for 1881 82 since more recent
investigations have in some respects proved these to be defective Mr
Schofield s Note on Sugar (to which frequent mention has already been
made) gave a review of the information available up to 1887 and the re-
port furnished by the Local Government on Mr Schofield’s Note added
still more recent data Thus for example on the subjects of yield per acre
and consumption to head of population it was stated that—

It is estimated that the net exports of unrefined sugar from the North Western
Provinces are on an average 39 lakhs maunds This, when deducted from the
total estimated produce (180$ lakhs) leaves 141 1 lakhs maunds for consumption and
an average rate of 17 seers per head of population in the North-Western Provinces
The total average produce in O dh is now stated to be 27$ lakhs of maunds (or 21
maunds per acre) which after allowing for a net export of 5 lakhs maunds, leavoes
an amount sufficient to give a rate of 8 seers per head of population As regards the
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difference between the rate of consumption in the North \\ estem I rovmcesand Oudh
the Director writes as f How —

Sugar in India is mi e an article of luxury than one of al ol te necessity Its

consumption must the cfo e greatly depend >n the extent ot cultnation and on the

means of the misses It need n t therefore be matter lor si
j

isc that the rate of

consumption si ould be less in Oudh where s j,ar canc occ Dies i s acres per ico acres

ci ltivated against 3 acr s per 00 a res c 1 It vat d in the Nk th We tein Provinces

and where the miss of the agr ultu al pc pulitro are n t as \ ell tc d as in tl e ca e

of the Noth Western Piovinces 1 he ij* icultu ists of Mte t Kt hilkhand and
Bena es the divisions most la gely n od ing sugai are believed to be on the

whole better off tl an tlos ol c ther aivis < ns
*

Large consignments of unaiained s are said to be sent from G akhiorcto
refineries in Behar whence it returns by rail in the form of tefined ugar

The table gi\en at page 116 shows the area outturn and consump
tion m t he provinces of India worked out to the average of five )e irs It

mav however byway of concluding this chapter be desirable to furnish

the actual area returned for sugar cane during the past three years —

1887 88 1888 89 1889 90
Acies Acres Acres

North West Provinces gdo 693 99 219 871 cx 8
Oudh 231 721 238 224 213 3*8

T >TAL 1 192 414 1 228 443 1 084 326

Oudh has not been \ery specially alluded to by the author since to deal
with every province of India upon a uniform plan and fairly completely
would run to more than double the space that can be afforded in this pub
hcation But it is believed that the reader will be able to learn all of very
special interest regarding Oudh from the numerous quotations from
district authors given below

Perhaps the most instructive paper which has as yet appeared on the
sugarcane cultivation of these provinces is that by Mr H Z Darrah
This was published by the Government of the North Western Provinces
in 1883 and the greater portion of it seems to have been directly utilized

by Messrs Duthie & Fuller in writing their Field and Garden Crops
The writer need offer no further apology for republishing the article re
ferred to than that he has taken the 1 Derty to give one portion of it in this

chapter and the remainder in that on sugar manufacture To allow of this
it has been necessary in one or two instances to re-arrange slightly the
paragraphs It may also be added that Mr Moens description of the
sugar cane of Bareilly which Mr Darrah freely quotes has been left in

the form m which it appears in the Gazetteer and thus as a district
account

Distribution —The total area under cane m the whole of the North West
Provinces and Oudh may be assumed as 9$ lakhs of acres amounting to 2 5
per cent on the total cropped area and 4 8 per cent on the area under kharif crops
Its cultivation is greatly restricted to certain well marked localities 1 he natural
home so to speak of the cane is the strip of damp country underlying the hills
which comprises a large portion of Rohilkhand Oudh and the Benares Division
Here it is often grown without irrigation But the increased facility for irrigation
afforded by canals has led to a great extension of its cultivation in the drier districts
of the Ganges lumna Do&b notably in the upper portion of the Meerut Division
where it now forms one of the principal staples It is also grown very largely in
the districts of the Benares Division which lie between the Gogra and Ganges where
water is near the surface and irrigation from wells and tanks is much practised
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South of the Jumna its cultivation is almost unknown although the occurrence of

numerous disused stone sugat mills in the villages of this tract gives some ground
foi supposing that it was once one of the local ciops A striking fact in connection
with the extension of sugar culti ation in the Mee ut Division is its restriction to

the three Noithern di tricts of Saharanpur Muzaffarnagar and Meerut although
canal irrigation is equally abundant in the two southern districts of Bulandshahr and
Aligarh 1 he explanation lies in the la ge extent of indigo cultivation in these
two latter disti icts which has as yet kept the sugarcane completely in the back
ground

SFASONS —The sugar-cane season comprises roughly speaking a whole year
Sowing c( mmences in February and the harvesting of the previous year s cane is not
concluded till very sho tly btfore th s If however cane is to be classified with
other ciops it must be ranked with those produced in the kharif season since it is on
the warmth ol the summer months that its growth principally depends

Rotation —A cane crop is as a rule preceded by a whole year s fall w the

land not having been occupied in either khan

f

or rab preceding Occasionally
chiefly m the Sub Himalayan tract it folio s a kharif crop of rice or pulse when it

is known as khank as opposed topu al or fallowed cane and its produce is sti nated
to be decreased by ith to £rd Now and then it is even sown immediately after a
ciop of g am on land wh ch has not been allowed even a half yea s fallow but this

is rare J f e rents chai ged for cane in the Sitapur District are k 1 o 12 fig 9 k8 and
R6 12 per acre according as it is grown alter a year s fallow (burah) after rice

\tihanken\ after autumn pulse ( taseri) or after gram (charreri

)

But these are
ex eptu nal cases and the rule for the provinces is that cane requires a year s open
fallow land 1) ing fallow for cane is known as p mdra

Mixtures —A crop of melons or onions is occasionally gathered off a cane
field being planted on the ridges of the irrigation beds and being off the ground
before the canes have made much progress Hemp and castor a e f equently grown
as a border but beyond this no subordinate crops are ever mixed with the cane

Soils and Manuring —Sugar cane land is usually good loam or light clay

and is mvanably manured except it tract such as the Himalayan I’arai and the
old bed of the Ganges in the Etah District where the ground is saturated with
moisture which is made to supply the place of both manure and irrigation I he weight
of manuie applied per acre varies between 150 and 200 maunds In the Shahjahanpur
and Muzaffarnagar Districts it is the custom to apply the whole of the a ailable
manure to the cane fields and the manured fields ara therefore not collected in a belt

round the village site as is usually the case but scattered at intervals over the village

land From T atehpur the practice of herding cattle at night on cane fields is

reported The manure is applied shortly before sowing and well intermingled with
the soil by frequent ploughings

Tillage — Ploughing commences with the rains and is continued in as op
portunity offers till sowing time During November the la d is allowed a rest it

being considered uni icky to plough in that month (Bareilly) possibly because it may
encoi rage the germination )f weeds many f which are seeding then The number
of times to which cane land is ploughed is occasionally as many as 25 and averages
about 12 or 15

Sowing —Cane is propagated by cuttings or layers and not from seed The
cuttings are made either from the upper portion of the cane wh ch is of but little use

for sugar making or from the whole cane and must be always long enough to

include two internodes ; e three nodes or joints The young canes are produced
from buds which spring from the nodes under artificial stimulation and with an eye
to this the seed canes are generally kept for some days buried in damp earth and
sometimes even soaked in water fo 12 hours before sowing (Allahabad) The cuttings

are covered with earth by a third plough following the sower and since the rows
should be at least a foot apart it is usual to strike two or three blank furrows between
the one in which the seed has fallen and the one next sown The amount of seed
used per acre is about 20 000 cuttings which represent some 3 000 to 5 000 canes
Cane is occa lonally ratooned * e allowed to spring up from the roots of a previous

crop in which case the iu»ce is said to be richer than in the first year but only

i to Jrds as much in quantity

Irrigation —On a comparatively small area cane can as has already been

noticed be gr wn without irrigation at all and over a great portion of Rohilkhand
the ground often contains sufficient natural moisture in February to enable sowing

to take place without a previous watering But as a genet al rule this previous

watering is required ana between sowing time and the commencement of the rams
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waterings are necessarj which vary in number from three or four in the Meerut
Division to eight in the drier districts of the lower Doab Occasionally a watering
is given in October or November if the rains have ceased ea ly It may be men
tioned that kka t water t e water impregnated with nitrates is har ntul to cane
seriously affecting the quality of the juice. In the few localities where cane is grown
in Bundelkhand a practi e (called palwdr) pievails of economizing water h) covering
the ground to a depth of 6 inches with grass and leaves so as to prevent the rapid
evapo ation ot moisture

Wefdinc —Two weedings are generally given but they phy an unimportant
part compared with the frequent hoeings which are an essential featuic in cane
cultivation I he hoeing is performed with a small pickxae the earth l ctween the
rows of canes l>eing thoro ighly stirred to the depth of 6 or 9 inches 1 he fitst hoeing
should take place when the young shoots appear above ground and from that time to

the co nmencement of the rains it should be hoed at least th ee times When the
rains have on<e set in tl e t op may be left to shift for itself and will effectually stifle

any weeds which may attempt to compete with it

HARVESTING —Cane cutting nominally commences with the Deothan festival

whi 1 falls on a date varying in the sola calenda but generally about the beginning
of November But p actically it is generally delayed till a month later and the cul

tivato has completely fim hed hi n L sowings I he delay is an advantage in one
espett since the juice of canes cut early in the season tho gh more abundant is

mu h less rich in cry tallizable sugar than that of cane cut in January and l ebruary
and it is probable that it is due more to the slowness of the sugar ci ushing process
than to any othei consideration that cane cutting commences so ea ly as it does

Disease AND INJURIES —The most serious injury to cane grown on low
lands results from being flooded in the rainy season and large a eas of cane may often

be seen during the cold weather reduced to a meie snipe cover by the ove flow of the
tank or river on whose banks they are situated Cane al ) suffirs at times from the
attacks of caterpillars one kind called kansrva in the Meerut Distuct attacking
the young shoots and another known ass tl the f 11 giown plants Jackals are
also fon 1 of sugar cane and do a great deal of injury especially to the softer varieties

unless the fielos are watched at night

Cost OF Cultivation —The average cost of giowmgl an acre of cane is

shown below —
Ploughing (twelve times)

Clod crushing (six times)
Seed (4 000 canes)
Sowing (three ploughings and three men)
Weeding (twice)

Hoeing (three times)
Watching
Cutting

Total
Manure (200 maunds)
Irrigation (seven times)
Rent

Gkand Total

R a P
9 0 0

0 1 2 0
8 >4

1 M 0

4 0 0

5 8 0
2 0 )

2 8 )

34 8 0
6 0 0

1 5
10 0 0

62 13 0
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N W
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Wooding
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Harvesting
Conf with

p to

276

Diitaao

Conf^wtth pp
121 127

Cost

278

The average cost of making a maund of g ir has been proved to be Ri-6 so
that assuming an outturn of 30 maunds the manufartu in*, expenses will amount to

R41 4 Adding this to the cost of cultivation we obtain R104 1 as the cost of produc
ing 30 maunds of gur

OUTTURN —The average outturn of irrigated cane calculated in semi-dried com
post (or gur) may be taken as 30 maunds per acre in the Meerut Rohilkhand Lucknow
Rai Bareli and Benares Divisions 24 maunds per acre in the Sitapur and byzabad
Divisions and 20 maunds per acre in the Agra and Allahabad Divisions For the
small amount of cane grown in Bundelkhand an outturn of 18 maunds an acre would
be a high average If r b is made instead of gu the outturn will be about 8 per
cent more than this and if shakar be made about 3 per cent less (Duthie and
Fuller Field and Garden Crops N W P )

A selection from the Gizetteers and other such works may now be

given as these in some respects amplify what has already been said

Outturn

279
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Azamgarh — Sugar-cane takes more of the time and labour of the Azamgarh
agricultu 1 t than any other crop The I est soil for cane as a sugar produce is a
good clean lay especially that known as karatl The preparation of the land the
mode 0/ sowing and the p ocesses of hoeing top dressing and harrowing have been
described more than onct, for ot er districts and from the account given of them m
the settlement report they seem to have no peculiarities in this district Fach root
(than) ol strong plant should throw up f om ten to twenty canes (gohan) An

acre of fair cr< p should contain upwi ds of 9 o< o canes The crop suffers occa
sionally from blight (kusw o khciir which shows itself in the b own withered
appearance of the leaves Hut its chief nemy is a greenish caterpillar (dhola

)

which
de t cys the head of the young plant and prevent its growth Canes attacked with
dhola generally th ow out side shoots called pa hkhi which grow from four to nine
inches in length but these never make up for the damage done to the head of the
plant (Gatr N W P XUI 4 S 49)

BAREILLY — Notwithstanding it large area the rice crop yields in value and
impo tancc to that of sugar cane Ikhtak kheti hathi tak ham ' say the peasants

—

that is suga cane is t tillage as the elephant to beasts There are tmrteen re
cogni ed va leties vie (1) white and (2) black paunda (3) thun (4) p niia (5)
dantur (6) rakn (7) chi n (8) dhaur (9) agh It (10) mittan (11) haghaei (12)
neula and (13) kat ra I he paunda varieties are grown only for chewing others
forltth chewing and sugar but most for sugar alone The method of cultivation
vanes iccordi g to locality In the uplands the field is prepared by a year s fallow
during wl ich constant

[ loughings and manunngs are administered Sowings begin
as a rule immediately aftei a witenng in March Ap ll A conseciated plough
mark d with a red stupe is followed ac oss the field by another of less hallowed
character bearing mould boaid to widen the furrow Immediately after the second
plough walks th so er or clq bant f »sh from a feast cf sweetmeats and clarified
butter He is adornel with a lei f ontal mark with lands and sil er The b ts

of cane which he tl c ws c os ms (ti chha) intf the f 1 ro at every sho t pace have
been sto ed in a hole co ere 1 lightly with earth or moistene 1 1 aves lie! md the
elej hant comes a man named tl e crow to adjust s ch cuttings as have not

fallen lght 1 to pla c lie elephant is s( netimes acco npan ed by a t hi d person
named the donkey who carries at his wai t the basket containing the cuttings I he
apj earance of a horseman in the field during the sowings is hailed as a lucky omen
A feast of pulse cu y and othe dclu acies rclreshes on tl e completion of their labours
all those engaged in the pro ess Hemp and casto oilplant (andauwa) are some-
times sc wn on the borders of the field and u d and melons amongst the crop itself

The cost of cane cuttings vhen purchased va les from K6 to K8 per acre

If ram falls in May June the crop is wateied once and if not twice but in some
moist tracts n( ir igation is needed hrom fou to seven hoeings are administ red
in different months I hat in June-July known as the Asarhi khod is considered the
most important

The sacred observances in connection with the reaping of the cane the

reader will find detailed above in the special paragraph on that subject

The writer of the article in the Gazetteer from which the above has been
abstracted continues —

In the Northern Parganahs the field destined for sugar cane is not allowed a full

year of preparatory fallows The autumn harvest which precedes sowings finds it

grown with rice millets (kodon b jra etc ) but during the growth of the spring crops

it at length enjoys a rest Cane thus grown is named khank and its outturn is rather

less than that of pural or cane planted on lands fallowed for a whole year Fields

sown with a khank crop after bearing a ltumn nee are sometimes called bartush In

Aonla Saneha and parts of the Baheri tahsils the crop is often suffered to sprout

afresh after a first cutting as opposed to the naulaf or crop that is cut but once
Such cane is entitled pain Its juice though in quantity but a third or half that of

purdl and naulaf cane is of better quality and better adapted for clearing and con

centration I he best sugar cane is grown in Gurgaya of Richha along the banks of

the Deoha in Nawabganj and of the Katna in Bilaspur Here the rib syrup is finer

and sells from ten to twelve per cent higher than elsewhere Local calculations

show that the produce in juice of a purdl crop is about 72 and of a khank crop about

34 kacha maunds per kacha bighd 1 he money value of good cane such as grown

m Nawabganj is Ri3per kacha bi%ha (R83 3 per acre) of medium cane Kq or 10

(R64 per ac e) and of khank kahen and khadtr cane K7 (R44 13 P*r acre)

The gur or rub prepared from the chopped cane is sold to the sugar boiler

(khandsdn) who has m most cases advanced money on the crop The increase duung
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late years of sugar boilers and agents points partly to an extension in this system of
advance. In 1848 Baieilly proper possessed 174 khands ns and 346 drras in 1872 the
numbers had risen to 561 and 948 respectively Many landowners now engage in the
business which owing to the case of recovering at harvest the money advanced to

their tenants is to them peculiarly profitable 1 he amount but varies considerably
from R5 or 6 per kacha b gha in Bahen to Rio or even R18 in Bilaspur A written
engagement binds the borrower to sell the produce of the crop to the lender at a pnce
fixed in the bond and t< pay on the advance a rate of interest also specified therein
As the price is always fixed bel w market rates and the interest ranges from 12 to

30 per cent per annum ruin is too often the result of taking such advances
{N W P Gazetteer Volume V pp $SQ S60 and 562)

BENARES — Sugar-cane is thepi im ipal agricultural product of the district It is

grown in every parganah in every village and by every class of cultivators Inlar
ganahs Pandrah and Kol Asia it is estimated that theie is never less than one-fourth
to one third of the cultivated area taken up with it In the tart lands along the
banks of the rivers it is planted in hebruary and although perfectly inundated it

does not suffer fiom this cause so long as the tips of the leaves remain above the
water In these lands although it is never 1 rigated it grows with great vigour but
it does not yield gur or unrefined sugar to such an extent as the cane grown on the
higher and artificially irrigate \ lands In the latter description of land it is sown
between February and the mid lie of April and in the lighter soils is icady to cut in

December but in the better soils it is left in the ground till January or February
From the 15th of January to the 15th of March are reckoned by the natives the best
months in whih to m nufacture gur After Februa y March although the produce
is the same the juice is thin and the gur sticky and of an infe 101 quality The
lands to be sown with sugar cane are either ploughed up and allowed to remain fallow
from the commencement of the rains or are sown with san urd or peat

The above passage has been given in this place chiefly on account of
the mention of a cane that is grown in land often quite inundated The
account of the Benares cane given a centuiy ago in the proceedings of the
Honourable the East India Company (and which has been freelv drawn
upon by the author of this article) is very much more complete than any
thing which has since appeared on the subject It is in fact an exhaustive
and very able statement of the cultivation of the cane the manufacture of
sugar and the trade in the product 1 he reader who may be interested
in the Benares sugar proauction would do well to consult the original
article which will be found in tl e volume of proceedings designated East
India Sugar and which was published in 1822 The paper on Benares
will be found from pp 183 to 210

Eta— Ten species of sugar-cane are grown in the district the dhor chin
barokha paunda maxga digilckin gegla aga l r khra and kdlaganna The
cane for seed is cit into four or five pieces and stored intil wanted in a place called
bijhara Mr James writes I saw in parganah Nidhpur a very curious arrange-
ment for storing cane for seed Just outside the village homestead was a square
place somewhat like a miniature cemetery divided off into twenty compartments or
vaults Each compartment has its respective owner and here the cane is buried
every year by the va 10 s sharers and taken up at seed time Each piece of c ne
so cut lor seed is called a Patnra It is sown in January and is ready for cuttingm November and December When just sprouted sugar-cane is called kulha when
a little taller it is known as ikh or ikhart and when the knots on the cane (pot)
become distinct and developed the cane is termed ganna and when ready for cutting
ganda The cane is then cleaned (chhol) and gathered into bundles (ph ndt) of
one hundred each In this way they are camel to the kolhu 1 or press) where the
cane is sliced into pieces (gadtl ) about three inches long and placed in the press
which is made of shisham or babul wood and rarely of stone The refuse or pressed
cane is here known as pa/a or bitt I be juice pours out into an earthen vessel
(bogha

)

below and is then taken off to the karaht (or boiler) where it is made
into gur or undrained raw sugar R b is made by putting the boiled juice into
an earthen vessel called karst when after certain operations it becomes granulated
(rawa pa jata) 1 he rab is then placed in a bag and pressed and purified the
solid matter which remains in the bag after pressing is termed choyanda and when
dried is known as khdnd while the liquid which runs out of the bag is called shira
and is used m making wine and in preparing tobacco for smoking The scum which
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floats on the top di ring the process of boiling is called laddot and the whole juice
when the bo 1 ng1

is j st completed is known as pdg The first b)gha of juice
is usually dist ibuted amongst the pressers village ca penters and blacksmiths during
a ceremony termed rasvawal or rasw 1 The next festival is the distrib tion of the
first &ur called Jaldwan by Hindus and Smm by Musalmans when from two to five
seeis are given away Sugai pressing work is known as bhel and the large balls
of gur aie called bholts The large bkeli weighing about seven seers and called
phunka is seldom made here ( Gazetteer Vol IV 28)

Ghazipur —See foot note page 164
Gorakhpur—This district like that of Benares figures prominently

in the correspondence which took place towards the close of the last cen
tury A little later on it came into even greater note during the second
effort which was put forth to establish European sugar plantations in

India This subject will be found fully dealt with in the special chapter
above which sets forth the historic facts connected with the effort to establish
plantations One point only need be here repeated namely that Mr Wray
(one of the most scientific planters of his day) owned or was in charge of
a sugar factory and plantation in this district The writer has failed to

find definite records of the plantations and factories that were actually
once upon a time worked but Mr Wray was not the only planter who
spent many years in Gorakhpur in the anxious endeavour to make sugar
manufacture a large and profitable undertaking

An extensive trade is ca ried on in coarse ch n (sugar) for whose preparation
numerous factories have been built The crop which pays well demands an immense
amount of care and attention during the eailiar stages ot its cultivation The process
begins directly after the old cr pis leaped Cuttings of stalk about 5 or 6 inches
in length are placed between layers of damp straw in a hole in the ground This
hole being closed 1 d with a coating of eaith fo ms a kind of hot Ded The pieces

of cane are called porha and a bundle of one tho sand an anwala Some six of

these bundles costing fiom Ri 8 to R^ are required for the pakka b gh After about
eight dais shoots prout fiom the cuttings which are dug up and planted m a held
prepared with great care during the end of the rains and cold weather It is necessary
to plough the field some dozen times besides tak ng a plank (pahia

)

over it to b eak
up the clods By March or April these preliminaries are complete the shoots arc
planted lengthways in the furrow about one inch apart and two inches below the
surface and the soil is smoothed down with an unweighted plank Sometimes the
cuttings are after three days extracted and replanted the plank being passed over
them but this is not always done Manure is sp ead over the surface about 4 cart

loads to the b gh i being sufficient Partitions are then made m the field which is

caref lly irrigated the water being spread over the whole surface by means of a
broad wooden shovel From this time until the downfall of the rains the crop requires

frequent watering but it is of great importance that the soil shoild not be sodden
by too much at a time Tne labour required if the rams a e late is extreme as
irrigation may be needed twenty times over but when once the monsoon has broken
little remains to be done until the harvest in Pu<t or Phalgun hields in which rice or
kirao have been pi eviously reaped are cons dered best for cane unless land which
has been a whole year fallow can be obtained If rice has been cut the field is

ploughed up and the cane sowed at the end of Ph digun if kirao at the middle or

end of Chait (March ^pril) Two crops are often raised from the same plant

the stumps being left in the ground after harvest and frequently watered New shoots

sprout in May or June, and a fair crop is often secured ihe more intelligent husband
men assert however, tnat this unrest is bad for the field The name of the second
crop \s pert (or banjar) Theie aie four kinds of sugar-cane —

fi) Mahgujur which grows to the greatest height

(3) Bkaunwarwar f
both >’,eldin S' fur sy»P '» abundance

(4) Barokha or katarha yielding httlf^wr and used chiefly for eating
(Gag N W P VI 323 3 6)

Jaunpur — One of the most important crops to which the enterprising cultivat

or devotes his greatest time labour and capital is sugar-cane This is considered

the most profitable of all agricultural products but the extent cultivated is limited

by the large outlay of money and labour which it rea ores The kinds sown in this

district are all small The largest and best is called nasganda the second paunra
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Serotia is the thinnest Karuai the worst kind is sown along1 the edges of the field

to disappoint and deceive the pilfering wayfarei

1 he cultivator who can afford it will leave fallow for six months or for an entire

year the land in which he intends to sow sugar cane l he land is previously piepaied

by th ee to five plou^hings Every kind of decayed vegetable and animal manure

is applied It is a favourite practice to fold sheep ujon it two rupees a h indred

being paid to the sheep owner 1 he season for sowing lasts f om February to April

The lowest joint incl ding th oot is cut into pieces a foot in length these are soaked

m water and placed about a foot apart in furrows also a foot distant from each other

After sowing the manuring is repeated and the field is dug up by the hand with a

hoc or pick five or six times
The season for cutting lasts from November to January varying with the time

at which the cane was sown and the rain fall of the year 1 he juice of that first

cut is whitest and clearest of the last cut is reddish and contains most sugar Men
women and children all turn out to cut the cane It is then choj ped into pieces

three or fo ir inches in length called garert and is passed at once into the mill

It is a cylinder of stone fixed deep into the ground the top of which is hollowed to

form a mortar with a great pestle of wood turned in it by oxen and weighted by the

driver sitting on a board attached to it 1 he stone is often handsomely carved with

figures of birds and elephants and is worth from R40 to R100 As it is often owned
in partnership by several cultivators and also because the cane must be cut while

fresh the mill is kept working day and ni^ht When neatly all the juice is expressed

water is added and thi last diluted ]uicc piniwar is given to the laboi rers The

e hausted cane is used for boiling the sugar and its ashes for manure (GumMV 17 tS)

Mirzapur —The early records of the endeavours to improve su^ar

cultivation in India are replete with passages bearing on this district

The Honourable the East India Company had an experimental plantation

and factory at Mirzapur the Superintendent of which Mr Carden
figures prominently in the efforts which were put forth at the begin

ning of the century to advance the cultivation of cane and the manufacture

of sugar in India Mr Carden had charge also of the Government
Rum distillery which was worked in conjunction with the sugar factory

at Culna In a letter dated 13th January 1804 we learn that the Gov
ernor General in Council had authorised the manufacture in the present

season of 100000 gallons of rum at the Honourable Company s distillery

at Mirzapur the estimated expense is stated by the Board of Trade to

be Roo 000 exclusive of charges of manufacture But soon after the

Company appears to have become dissatisfied with the working of their

Mirzapur distillery for in 1807 we read that the Honourable Company
were satisfied that rum could not be manufactured at so cheap a rate

by the Company as it could be purchased from private European distil

leries Orders were accordingly issued for the disposal of the whole

of the Company s property at mirzapur Whether tms order embraced
the disposal of their sugar factory ana plantation as well as their distillery

is not very clear but although the Company early discontinued direct

ownership of sugar factories about the period mentioned above large

factories continued to be worked for some years later and from the ex

pression used above in connection with the purchase of rum it seems
probable the private European distilleries were associated with the

sugar factories In this connection it may be added that one sugar
planter (Mr Colley of Munsurcotah Ganjam p 93) in a letter dated

February 7th 1800 admitted that the profit from sugar manufacture was
derived from the rum prepared from the molasses

In the Gazetteer the following passage occurs regarding the sugar
cane cultivation of Mirzapur —

But of all sowings that of cane the most prized and profitable of crops is attended
with the greatest ceremony The day is kept as a sort of festival ana half a dozen
canes and a day s wages are usually given to the labourers After the cane slips

have all been planted an entire cane called the raja if buried in the centre of tne
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field Then follows a scramble among the boys employed for the remaining cane
slips and a good deal of rough good humoured horse-play The same evening the
women of the house or hired labourers if the farmer is of high caste carry ash
manure to the fields singing as they go and on their return receive five pieces of
sugar cake each

The cutting of the canc is preceded by special ceremonies The date chosen 15

always the Deo-uthan ekddasi the 26th day ot the month Kartik (October N ivem
ber) The inevitable Brahman 1 called to the field with rice—flour turmeric flowers—
materials for a burnt offering (hom )

Alter this the cane is adorned with the farm
er s wife s silver collar {has t li) and the burnt offering is made A bundle is then
cut by wav of first fruits and carried home and eaten The regular cutting then
begins and is carried on at intervals as the mill can work off the crop

Sugar is largely grown m the Gangetic valley but there are no refineries worked
according to European methods and although the production of the various forms
ofcountiy sugar is a flourishing industry at N&f B&zdr near of Bhadoh 1 the greater
part of the produce of the cane is exported in the form of gur Palm-sugar is made
to limited extent from the khajur palm which is so abundant near Chunlr A good
tree will pioduce a chhitak of gur every third or fourth day and this gut fetches
about three times the price of the corresponding produce of the cane

MoRADABAD — Here as in Shdhjahanpur the manufacture of sugar in its

various forms is a flourishing and hi hly profitable business Mr Smeaton
writes I he demand for cane juice has been all along 1 n the increase All who
have a little cap tal embark it on sugar* advances Thrifty cultivators who have saved
money—and these are numer us—are to be found in partnership with bamas in the
suga busines Zamind rs themselves are finding how profitable it 1 and many
among the wealthiest have been lately taking to buying up the sugar of their villages

A regular competition has set in and the tenantry have therefore found no difficulty

in disposing of their juice to advantage The influx of wealth formerly alluded to
has of couise greatly stimulated this competition Many more persons now have
capital than before a great poi tion of these can afford to live more frugally and
theiefore take a lower rate ol proht than the old capital sts

The measure by which the cane-juice (ras ) is sold is almost always the karda
equal to a very little over 50 Government (or 100 kichcha ) maunds The system by
which a sugar manufactuier obtains h s supplies of mice includes the giving of ad
vances by him to the cultivator and these are usually three in number The price

to be paid is fixed either on the first or set ond advance The average produce of an
acre may be put at 175 Government inaunds the value of which would be about R75
and the cost of cultivation and crushing R50 leaving the cultivator a profit of R25
though this varies enormously according as the cultivator employs hired labour or

not 'Ihe profits have increased since the Railway was opened by about K 14 per
acre Du ing the actual crushing operations the hired labourer earns on an average
K8 a month besides his food He nas to work hard and runs some risk of having
his hand crushed by the mill 1 he processes of manufacturing gur rdb and khartd
have been described in fo tner notices

Gur is made all over the district and is either made by khartds Its (sugar manu
facturers) or by the cultivators themselves In the latter case it is usually sold to

petty dealers at so many bhelts a rupee a bhelt bein>, a ball of gur weighing about
2| Government or two local seers I he purifying process by which r b is turned

into kha id has been described elsewhere The average percentage of khand to ras

is about 7 Mr Butt puts it at only 58 but mamtnd rs whom Mr Alexander
questioned on the subject p it it as high as 8 and Mr Moens nr his Banelly report

makes it seven The manufacture is chiefly carnei on at Sambhat Bel&ri Kun-
darkhi and Chandausi

Shahjahanpur — It has already been explained that one of the ablest

district reports on sugar that has hitherto appeared is that written fry

Mr Butt regarding this district If space could have been afforded it

would have been useful to reprint Mr Butts report as it stands The
alternative course of giving the review of it that appeared m the Gazet
teer was however thought preferable since the chief facts are there com
pressed into a third of the original space. The reader who may wish

further details should however consult Mr Butt s able report (t n the

Revenue Reporter North West Provinces {1874) Vol III No 1 see also

below pp 282 2Q2) or the abstract of it as given by Mr Ourrie m the
Revenue Settlement Report of the Shahjahanpur District —
s 289
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Sugar-cane is cultivated all over the disti ict but chiefly wtthin a radius of 15 to

30 miles round the city of Shahjahanpur. and least of all m the southernmost par-

ganah, Jalalabad for which, however there ts a special reason in the prejudice of
Thikurs of that pargan&h against its cultivation The percentage on the total cul

tivated of land under cane was found by Mr Ourrfo to be 5 6 and of land pre-

pared area for the following year 3 9
The areas and percentages for each tAhsil were in 1867-68 as follows —

CULTIVATION

*%
Proviaeit*

ahaaShaKJfltfi

Tahsil

Area in Acres Percentages

Actual cane
Prepared for

next year
Actual cane

Prepared for

next year

ShAhjahAnpur 10415 6 017 5 75 3 5
JelAlabad 984 Ntl 75 Ntl
1 lihar 11 820 8 382 6 25 45
Pawayan 18 245 15 ex 6 75 6

District Total 41 464 29 405 56 39

For the whole district the areas in the three years for which crop areas have been
furnished by Mr Fuller were in 1878-79 63 680 acres in 1879-80 30334 and in

1880-81 35 266
In river valleys and low alluvial lands (khddar

)

the cultivation is much less care
ful than on uplands (b ngar\ the land is much less ploughed and worked and no
irrigation is needed The hardier and toucher kinds of sugar cane are grown and the
yield is comparatively less and besides this the crop is liable to partial injury or total

destruction by floods so that the khddar grown sugar cane bears about the same rela

tion to bangar-grown irrigated and manured sugar cane that bhur grown barley does
to irrigated wheat as legards their culture and care respectively

much has been w itten on the cultivation of sugar cane that it seems unnecessary
to detail the various processes which except in a few minor points are identical in

this and the neighbouring districts of Ba eilly and Farukhabad The foil iwing
account of the planting given by the late Mr Ourrie may perhaps however be
quoted without incurring much risk of repetition as he alludes to differences observed
in this disti irt

The planting 1 sually takes place in February and March the time depending on
the ci ltiv tors having leis re from the cutting pressing and boiling of the last crop

1 he field is first ploughed a man with a bundle of pieces of cane from eight to ten
inches in length following the plough and dropping tne pieces in lengthwise about a
foot apart into the furrow next the furrows are smoothed over and filled up with the
clod-crusher (patela

)

Ordinarily the top part of the cane from about a loot below
the actual arrow or head is used lor seed and only about ij to 2 feet of the cane

Some four or five of the immature stalks which contain little or no expressible

j nee are for this purpose cut from the full grown canes These cane-cuttings are
tied up m bundles and earthed over to keep them from drying till required for plant
ing six weeks or two months later

The land lying fallow for cane is called pandr and cane or any other crop
sown after fallow is called forach polach or polcka in contradistinction to khdrag or
khartk The reason why tne pandrt area is always less than the area actually nder
cane is because a large amount of cane is cultivated khdrap following rice bd/ra or
kodon m the previous auti mn but even then the land is fallow for at least three
months It must not be supposed that rice and sugar alternate for several years in the
same field for of course this is never the case

Ratoonmg (pert rakhna) t

*

leaving the roots in the ground to sprout again
and produce a second crop is seldom resorted to except for food-canes and exception
ally even for them

The irrigating hoeing and cutting processes are the same here as elsewhere
44 The cultivator usually presses and boils his own canes delivering the juice ( rab

)

to the manufacturer (khandsdh ) who as a rule pays the cost of the removal When
the cultivator is in a position to work on his own capital and not on the advances made
by the manufacturer he frequently makes gur (a coarse brown sugar) instead of r b
The main difference between gir and rib ts that the former ts boiled rather longer over
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a hotter fire and is made up ihto moderately dry solid balls (
bheh

)

whereas tab is

concentrated to only a little over crystallizing- point retains much more moisture than

gir and is not intended for keeping but for immediate conversion into manufactured
sugar

Besides the system just described there is another called the del system prevailing

chiefly along the western edge of the district adjoining Ba eilly and Budaun fiom one
of which it seems to have been introduced It consists in the manufacturer taking iaw
juice (ras) instead of concentrated

(
rab

)

and boiling it himself Mr Currie
wi ites —

The cultivator
p

esses the
j
nee all the same setting up his mill (kolhu

)

at the bel

which is merely a collection of mills and a boiling h)use 1 here are usually from 12

to 20 mills at a /></ but sometimes as many as 30 Fach jar (matha

)

of ras as filled

is taken over at once by the manufacturer who receives the refuse for fuel 1 he only
expenses saved to the cultivator are the cost of one labourer (the boiler) and the hue
of the boiling pan I he real advantage to him is that the ras is taken over indis
criminately without any tests as to whether it is good or bad and he is relieved of the
loss consequent on a small yield of rab or of rdb of indifferent quality 1 he advantage
to the khandsan is that r b is prepared in larger quantit es and on a more careful
process and as there remains no motive for fraud or deceptit n as to the quality it is

as the r ib more uniform and superior to that purchased ready made from the culti

vators

The difference in the manufacture of rab under the bel system consists in the
boiling pans being set up in sets of five over a furnace with a long flue the largest
pan into which the iaw juice is first placed being furthest from the furnace over the fa

end of the flue and the smallest into which tne heated juice is brought gradually
being immediately over the furnace An expe icnced confect oner ( halvoai ) is em
plojed to conduct the boiling and sajj (impure carbonate of soda) and other alkaline
substances with decoctions of bark and plants are used to correct acidity and purify
the syrup

*
I'he bel system is said to have been extended rapidly since the Mutiny and to be

likely to supplant the other method in which the cultivator himself manufactures the
rab

The manufacture of sugar cane is however a subject which will be found t eated
of below in another chapter and reverting to the cultivation of the plant the following

brief remai ks on the cost ot cultivation may be added to what has been stated already

C ood sugar-cane lands have an average rental of about R15 There is little (if any)
difference in the cost of cultivation of what turns out to be a good or an inferior crop
The net expenses of cultivation omitting items which balance one another on the credit

and debit side e g seed and cutting amount to R43 7 per acre made up as

follows rent R15 ploughing R8 carnage of manure Ri 8 planting Ri irrigation

Ug 7 hoeing and tilling R6 carriage to the mill R2 8 The profits per acre va y
frem k.30 to R 1 15 the extremes being for the lightest and the best soils * (Gag IX
4649)

IV -PANJAB
References —Baden Powell, Panjab Products 304 308 3S3 Sugar Sta

tithes of 1848 (Delhi Distr ct) Agrt Hort Soc Ind Trans —

V

l roc 112 VIII 157 Jour VI Proc 1 16 VII 231 VIII Sel

164 Gazetteers of each dx tnct too numerous to be sepa ately quoted
A very extensive Official Corretpondence and Rep rts down t 1891

Area, Outturn and Consumption —It will be seen by the table given
above (p 1 16) that the Government of India views the normal area m this

province (for the five )ears previous to 1888) to have been 354000 acres

The yield came to 96 29 000 maunds of coarse sugar or an outturn of 27 2

maunds an acie The Panjdb imports however vary largely from the

North West Provinces and Karachi by rail and to a less extent from
Sind by boat and by road from the North West Provinces The net

imports during the past three years (by rail) were in 188788 2016727
maunds expressed as qur or coarse sugar in 1888 89 15 76 31 1 maunds
and m 188990 1529,720 maunds This may be taken as an average

net import during these yedrs of 17 07 586 maunds But no provision

has been made for road and nver traffic in that calculation Allowing

these sources of additional supply to cover errors and net exports

by transfrontier routes we learn that the Panjab had 1,13,36,586 maunds
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of coarse sugar in 1889-90 Reducing that amount to pounds by
allowing 8olb to the maund and accepting the population at i8j millions

It would appear that the consumption came to 48H (or 24 seers) per

head This is a slightly higher figure than that given in the table at

page 1 16 as that of the average of the five years preceding 1888 but
Mr Schofield m arming at the consumption of 22 seers allowed for only

a net import of 10 lakhs < f maunds It will be seen from the tables at

pages 367 368 that the average net import of gur was as stated above
during the three years from 1888 to 1890 17 07 586 maunds on the rail

traffic alone The Native States within the Panjab are said to have
produced 4 28 000 maunds in the normal year and by the census of

1881 they had a population of 3861683 It would be difficult to work
out the proportion of the net imports that went to these Native States but

the allowance for the province must be reduced by that amount so that a
consumption of 22 seers per head is probably not far from correct The
area under sugar cane has not materially increased during the past ten

years —
In thousands of acres

1880 81 386
1881 82 377
1882 83 401

1883 84 34S
IS84 85 335
iSh5 80 33i

1886 87 354
1887 88 366
1888 89 301

1889 90 325

It may serve a useful purpose to exhibit in this place the distribution of

the Panjab sugar cane cultivation by showing the amounts in all the dis

tncts that possessed during each of the past three years over 15 000

acres —

1887-88 1888 89 1889-90

DMhi 26 702 29 403 '7 387
Karnal *7 37* *5 625 8 822

Amballa 23 593 27 601 *3 736
Hoshiarpur 32 810 39 285 31 707
luliandar

Lodhiana
43 873 42 274 36 564
15 327 *4 905 II 311

Amritsar 29 559 26 521 21 153
Gurdaspur 48 861 57 035 54 565
Sialkot 39 644 44 8 5 41 981
Gujranwala 17 2 4 19948 22 205

Total acreage in the Province 366 698 391 060 325 562

It will thus be seen that while the area has fluctuated to some extent
the decline in certain districts has been on the whole compensated for by
the increase m others The chief districts of sugar production in order of
importance are Gurdaspur Sialkot Jallandar and Hoshiarpur The Fm
ancial Commissioner in a report on the sugar-cane of the Panjdb published
in 1883 says that the sub-montane tracts from the Chenab to the Jumna
constitute the chief area of the province The reader will find so much of
interest in the district accounts, which may now be given, that it does not
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seem desirable that the author of this review should attempt a sketch of the
sugar cane cultivation of the province as a whole The Financial Com
missioner reviewing the reports which had been obtained in 188^ gave a
review but had to admit that the diversity m the figures precluded the form
ation of averages that would have any value when applied to the province
as a whole Much useful information was then furnished however by the
Financial Commissioner The following passage may be given as an
introduction to the senes of district reports as it furnishes a general
sketch of the systems pursued in the province—

1 he mode of tillage and the times of the year in which the various
processes are performed vary but little in the different districts Sugar cane
is propagated from cuttings each containing one or more of the joints oft he
cane from which when they are buried in the soil several shoots are pro-
duced and these grow into canes It is absolutely necessary that the soil

be very finely pulverised or the shoots would not make their way to the
surface It is for this reason that the land is ploughed and re-ploughed for
so long a time before the cane is planted It is generally gone over not
less than 10 or 12 times the sohaga also being used to break clods and
reduce the earth to a fine and even condition

The Jat cultivators of the main sugar producing districts repeat these
processes an almost incredible number of times In Hoshiarpur it is pro-
\erbial that sugar cane requires 100 ploughmgs and from 60 to 100
ploughings are stated to be the practice in Gurdaspur also The amount
of manure used in the Delhi district is estimated at about 11 tons an acre
but this quantity is exceeded in Gurdaspur and Amritsar where f'oo and
800 maunds equal to 21J and 28$ tons respectively are applied The
operation of planting takes place about the month of March The cane
cuttings are laid horizontally in a furrow only a few inches apart the
furrows themselves being also very close togetner the quan ity of cane
planted is 20 or 25 maunds equal to about three quarters of a t< n The
ground is usually loosened witn a hoe at the time the shoots should begin
to appear It is also constantly weeded while the crop is growing and
sometimes receives a further top dressing of manure after it is above
ground Irrigation has to be almost incessantly continued during the
neat of the summer until the commencement of the rains about six
waterings at intervals of from a week to a fortnight are the usual require-
ment but if the rams are deficient double that number are required As a
rule the stiffer and closer soils require more frequent watering than those
that are porous and absorbent after the rains when the crop is ripening
it is agun watered to bring it to maturity Cutting begins in October or
No\ ember but as it can be done no faster than the operation of crush
ing proceeds it often continues till the following February or March

BANNU— Of highly remunerative crops two deserve special mention sugar-cane
and turmeric Their cultivation is almost entirely confined to the richest parts of

Bannu proper The area under sugar cane at settlement was a little over 4 000 acres

Both crops require large quantities of manure and repeated irrigation The cane
used in setting is cut into pieces about nine inches long so as to leave the knot or joint

in the centre of each It is then hand planted piece by piece horizontally tn Febru
ary or March sometimes in prepared soil but generally m the midst of a wheat or

barley crop About Ria worth of cane to the acre are so used But fresh planting
only occurs once every fourth and sometimes fifth year as three or four crops are cut
from the same root * Those of the second and third years are the best After the
crop in which the cane has been set is removed the soil is loosened and weeded and if

there were none such before a low mud wall or hedge is run round each plot The
cane is of two sorts red and white The former is the superior but it is also the more

• That the statement is incorrect that Ratoomng is not practised in India the
writer has repeatedly pointed out —Conf with p 128
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delicate being very sensitive to frost Both varieties are very thin in the stem and
grow in clumps very close together The crop begins to npen about the end of Octo-
ber and is cut by degrees between November ana the end of March 1 he clumsy
wasteful oil press of the PanjAb {kohli> local gaurt was till lately employed for ex

tractmg the tuice but within the last five # years fifty six English presses have been
imported ana are immensely pop lar and the iron roller mills are now in almost
universal use The gir produce is very inferior and dirty

From first to last the cultivation of the cane is careless There is no division of

labour The juice is boiled down in i on pots to about one quarter its original bulk

by which time its consistency is that of treacle It is then put to cool in wide
mouthed wooden or eaithenware vessels and when cooled the stuff is made up into

round balls of about 2f seers each 1 his is gir 1 ittle sugar is made the people not

having the kill to manufacture it or perhaps the juice being in most tappets too poor

to crystallise The yield of gur is very uncertain Of the many causes which tend to

diminish the supply of juice frost in December and January is the most baneful and
most frequent Tne average yield of gur per acne is over is maunds and the puce
current from ten to twelve seers the rupee hence the average gross profit per acre
may be set down at from R40 to R50 But the best lands in the best tappas (Surini

and Mftakhel) produce up to R32 maunds an acre which would gi e a gross acreage
profit of from K120 to R165 A little of the large thick cane known as paunda and
only used for chewing is grown about KAlabAgn and yields enormous profits It

has lately been introduced in Bannu proper and in Mi&nwAli Its cultivation is

rapidly extending (Gauetteer Bannu p 143)

Dei HI —Sugar-cane is the most important and profitable crop of the kharif harvest
in the Delhi and Sumpat Hangar tracts. The average acreage under cane in the dis

met for the last ten f years is given as 4 347 t I he land taken is the best in the vil !

lage that is to say some of tne best in the village is taken every year it is a sign of

weakness of resources when cane follows cane on the same ground Nor without man
unng is the cultivation profitable It is not usual to try for a rabt crop when cane is

to be planted in the spring if this is done the latter will suffer by being planted late

(pachetr ) Ratoomng (leaving the roots to produce a second crop in tne succeeding
year called mundatk) is uncommon now though in old times it was often practised

The change mav be put down to the decreased Fertility of the soil or as the Mamin
dars themselves say to the increase in the resources as shown in the greater power
to buy seed and the greater number of hands available for labour Tnere are three
kinds of sugar-cane known in the district —

(1 ) Ldln said to be the original kind and considered the best as no insects attack

it This is the only kind actually used in the district

* (2) Mi ati very productive and white but if the gir is kept long it gets worms
and it is weak alio in tne rains and sometimes balls

(3) Soratha white and productive Good for sucking but sticky Not so subject

to worms as mirati
Paunda or ganna is distinguished from the ordinary sugar-cane by its thickness

It requires more water for its cultivation and gir is not made from it Its only use in

fact—often a very profitable one—for eating it is sold in the bazar at prices varying

from i to 1 or even 1^ anna the stick The kind first sown is mirati then soratha and
lalri last Mirati is quickest in springing up A speciality is said to exist in Idlri

that it can be reproduced from any knot of the stalk (ganaa ) whereas for mirati
and soratha only the top knot of each stalk will do

Sugar-cane for seed is put in clump (btjghara ) in Phagan where the earth keeps
it moist and fresh a damp situation being considered good What is kept in the ho se

is for use it does not keep long The ploughing generally begins in June unless

there is a crop tried for in the kharif preceding the cane crop If a gamtndar has
enough ground he will avoid doing this When the kharifcrop is taken the plough
ing tor sugar-cane begins in December and is continued at intervals according to
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pp 59 7<*

128 195 21S,
226 247

• The Settlement Report in which this statement was first made appeared in

1878 the Gazetteer in which it is repeated was published in 1883-84

f This statement was made by Mr R Maconachfe in the Revised Report of

Ddhi Settlement originally conducted by Mr O Wood from 1872 to 1877 and com
pleted by Mr Maconachte from 1878-80

X This is apparently a misprint for 30 447 but the tables for the year (or years ?)

of settlement give the total as 30 782 acres The acreage returned in 1848 was 6 319
and the outturn 1 27 141 maunds of gur or 6 maunds 28 seers an acre —-JW Diet
Scon Prod
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leisure and other circumstances the number of times varying1 from 5 to 12 The first

two ploughing* may well be made one directly after the other but the subsequent
ploughing* should come at intervals For the first ploughing either ram or a watering
tSalewa or pali6 is necessary Sometimes the land is dug (with a kast or kaht) f >r

tne first time and this is fully equal to two ploughing No cash estimate of the cost

of this can be usefully made as it is never done by hired labour
1 he quantity of manure used is very large from 3 to 6 four bullock waggon

loads go to a k cha hghd 1 his at the lowest estimate gives 3 x 3 x $ x 20 maunds
*288 maunds-* nearly 1 1 tons to an English acre The aam nddrs urge strongly that

without such manuring the land will not 1 e fairly productive The time for putting in

the manure begins in January February and goes on to the end of February
March and sometimes even after planting After manu ng the land is ploughed
unless of course it has been sown Ploughing takes place in the end of Feb
ruary March and may be continued through Ma ch April but the best time is the be
ginning of the latter month Water is given befoie planting Furrows are made
regularly along the field and a boy follows the plough putting in the seed pieces of

cane (
gandtrt ) which must have one or more joints in each piece horizontally at

regular distances usually rather less than a foot along the furrow 1 he seed stalks

are taken out of the clump one or two men cut it up as one cannot do it alone
Another man cairies it to a place where it is put in four or five are wanted to plant foi

one pi >ugh 1 here is however no lack of hands as all the young be ys of the family
help in trim in 01 der to get the holiday food which is given on planting day The
food consists of rice sugar and ghi and mixtui es of these and such food giving is called

Mah hah or gdr bhata the work begins in the morning and goes n till it is done
three yoke of oxen can get thiough ten kacha b ghas a day One yoke plo ghs and
the other two follow with the soh ga (clod ch usher) Water is given a me nth after

planting and if the rams are good three s bsequent waterings aie enough if they a e

not as many as five may be necessary at mtei vals of a month Cultivatio 1 of cane 1 y
well in igation is not uncommon in the Khadar of Sunfpat but is not usually if eve met
with in the Delhi tahstl In Ballabgarh there are thiee or four villages wh ch have it

Delhi too has some in the Dahai Circle from natural flooding A fair well may water

$ bighd a day
• Hoeing is carefully kept p the numbei of times depends much on thecharac

ter of the season and varies from five to nine or ten 1 he first time ct mes a few da>s
only after planting A man s fair work per day at hoeing is put at thiee bi was
When the canes get high they are geneially tied together at the top Cutting begins
in Octobei it is a practice fen Hindus not to begin till aftei the Dashra (Septembei
October) Hired cutters get K3 a month and their food the jramind r unless lazy

does much himself in this A two ox waggon should cait one btgka s cane in a
month but the animals do other w >rk probably besides Rent paid by aabti

(special rental) is about R5 per bighi but in some villages it goes even up to fc.9 It

is taken at the time the Gove nment revenue falls due and does not depend on tile

quality of the crop No difference is made in the rent whether in tne previous

kka if (season) another crop was taken but when the land was left fallow it is called

The expenses of cultivation may be thus summed up —
Pakka high*

Planting (ten times)

Man re

Seed
Irrigation

Price of water 320
Cleaning of water-course 1 o o

Hoeing 400
Tying of canes 2 o o
Cutting and stripping 700
Rent 600
Carriage to the kolhn 300
Planting (estimated) 200

The kolhu or sugar mill is made of four kinds of wood, first quality sal (Shorea
robust* second k kar (Acacia arabica) third arts (Albiazia) fouith farasb

(Tamarix) »
ktkar is the one most commonly used The mechanism of the kolki is

the same as in Shahjehanpur
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A k In a complete co ts Rb > or koo or even more the woik being made as
duiable and thorough in every respect as i po siblc to the not inconsiderable skill of

the local carpenter The l ith (or pestle) often bi eaks and must be replaced at the
co t ot a rupee It 1 alwajs ma It of k kar 1 he waj.es of the carpenter who looks
after the kolhu are considerable 1 he p oduce of about 40 b ghas of sugar-cane is

\
res cd in one kolh a good many \ lopnetoi unite generally in working it They

bring their cane themselves from the held and put it t gethei reckoning their shares
by t lie number of oxen they each have A kolh lent on hi c is saidto cost K7 to

the h er but it is ofte 1 m< e than this I he men vho own the cane almost always
wn the oxen tl at work the k Uiu Four kinds of woik a e distinguished m the

kolhu 1 t pi id as p t the short cut pieces of canc (mra tyun) into the kolhu and
take out th canc straw kho one man relieves the other at this a duous work which
1 also rather dangerous fo any but a left handed person Wages Rio to R 5 a
month Two ty who cook thegur Four jhonknewalas who Keep up the hre
and dry the kh6i 1 wo muthiyas who feed the p\nd as with cut up canes put into a
basket I he man who sits on the path d tving the oxen is not a hired labo rer

but one of the propnet s 1 wo men aie employed with each pair of oxen The
sugar cane is generally cut 1 y the pro{ nctors or by hi cd lab uiers at two annas a
day each The kolhu goe on day and night but the vsorkc s ared vi Ipd into day
and night bat lies A matka lidding twenty sers is filled with the pressed juice in

about an hour and the oxen do thi twice be! ore they get taken off I he juice is

thrown 1 to the ku id a large earthen jar liom there it is put int tht karat or
cot king cauldion ana is boiled slowly till it becomes pretty thick and then it is

conveyed into a second vessel smaller than the first and the boiling process goes on
till the g r becomes thick and consi tent enough t > make the bhJlts or balls

1 hese are always four sers each The place where the cooking goes on is called a
gurgdt It is merely a thatched shed with a hollow floor to allow of the kasms being
placed in it and underneath them the cooking fires Molasses (rab)

# and coarse sugar
(shikar) are not made in this district or ifmade very rarely . and would of course
l*e a more delicate process than the primitive one above described yet thi* too
requires care If the boiling is too prolonged it spoils the aur and diminishes its

citing value Delhi district gur goes to Bigl pat Biwdni in Hisar and Rewdri and
hirozpur Jhirka in G rgaon The zamindiSir generally manages his giir making
himself, and the e is no commonly received rate of sale but Bignpat rates more or
less influence the market There is no custom of katauti f * in Shahjehanpur
The weight of juice turned out is commonly two filths of the sugar cane The straw is

used for burning in the gurgdi it is g x>d for nothing else and from thejuice one fifth

of its weight will turn out in gur (Gaaetteer Delhi u3 120)

The above account is only slightly altered here and there from the
original form which appeared in the Settlement Report The only serious
departure is in acreage and the writer has by the foot notes (p 179) ven
tured to cc rrect the figures as given in the Gazetteer to those of the Settle-

ment Report It will be observed that the above special report on the sugar
interest of Delhi has been drawn up on the same plan as Mr Butt s

detailed report of the sugar culture and manufacture of Sh&hjahdnpur
briefly reviewed in the remarks regarding that district under the section

of the North West Provinces
GUJRANWALA — Sugar-cane is the most valuable crop of all for its acreage

It is grown chiefly on the river lan Is of WAzirdbdd and in the whole Charkhan
mehal of parganahs Wizirdbid and Guj inwdla Notwithstanding the manure
1 ngation and labour necessary to secure a good crop it is the most remunerative

of all produce By the measurement oaf e s as compared with patw ins yearly

papers it appears that the growth ot sugar-cane has doubled within tht last five

years J and the people are year by year mr re alive to the value of the crop Sugar
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• Molasses is not synonymous with tdb but is the crude treacle that drains from the

raw sugar (r b)

f Rents paid by contract rate for the whole cultivation

X The account given in the G jrinwila Gazetteer (p 52) is word for word the same
as the above which appea ed neatly twenty years before the date of the Gazetteer It

is therefore not known whethe the crop has contini ed to gam in popular favour to the

same extent as that noted for the five years previous to 1866 The returns given »n the

annual publication of Agricultural Statistics of British Indta show the area

occupied by sugar-cane to haye been 19782 acres on an average during the three

years ending 1890
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c»ne is usually a khartf crop After careful preparation of the land it is sown in
February and the Crop ripens m November December m which months one or
more sugar mills will be found at work m nearly every village of p&rganahs Wazir
ibid and Gujranwila (Settlement Reportfor 1866-67, PP 27 28)
Hoshiarpur — Sugar-cane requires a good soil but is seldom grown in the

highest manured lands the soils in which it is usually sown are chhal rohx jabar
and mntra Hie greater part of the land under sugar-cane in this district is umrn
gated the rainfall is good and the soil has an inherent moisture which precludes the
necessity for irrigation chhal jabar and matra will standi a little drought without
much harm rohx requires more rain but with good ram or irrigation tne outturn
is splendid The area recorded under sugarcane is 29117 acres * of which only

3 553 were irrigated There are two ways of preserving the seeds —
(1) When the pressing begins the top mints of the canes are cut off to the length

of four or five knots and tied up into bundles called pula each sufficient for sowing
one maria of land (about 2

$

square yards) these bundles are then burled upright in

the ground till required 1 he top f joints are closer together and the outturn in

number of canes from such seed is probably greater than if the whole cane were cut
up but the size and the strength of the cane in the latter case are greater

(2) The number of canes required for seed are left standing in the field till

wanted when the whole cane is cut up and sown
Where sugar cane is liable to injury from frost the latter plan cannot be followed

and this appears to be the only reason in some parts of the district for the seed being
cut early and buried m the ground Tht porta cane seed is always buried being most
easily frost bitten I he top shoots of the cane called ag form good fodder for cattle

and are considered the perquisite of those who cut and strip oft the leaves from the
canes. As a general rule a cultivator keeps some of his best canes for seed A
Jat cultivator devotes a great deal of time and manual labour to the cultivation of
this crop and it is doubtful if his mode of tillage can be improved upon Sugar-cane
is generally sown upon land which has had wheat in it the previous year so as to
allow nine or ten months for preparation of the soil but it Sometimes follows an
autumn crop of maize m dry lands or of rice in marshy In some special plots the
old roots of the cane are taken up immediately after the crop is cut and the same
land immediately resown When it follows wheat ploughing is begun in May and
continued at intervals according to time and means available, through the rainy
season till the wheat sowings are commened in September and October After an
interval one or two more ploughings are given and then all hands are required for
working the sugar presses Ploughing operation are begun again in January and
February and continued till the seed is sown in March The sonae or clod-crusher
is used after every two or three ploughings The people say land should be ploughed
100 times for sugar-cane but it seldom gets more tnan 25 or 30 ploughings. * There
is a saying —

Seven ploughings for carrots
A hundred ploughings for sugar-cane
1 he more you plough for wheat
The greater will be the gam

& M **7

Great importance is attached to the pulverisation of the soil after the ploughings
The seed is sown in March m the following way A furrow is made with a plough
and a man walking behind drops the seed in and presses it down with his foot at
intervals of a foot between each seed The furrows are made as close as possible to
one another Afterwards the sohdgd is passed over the field to cover up the seed
The soil is then constantly loosened and weeded with a kind of trowel (bagdri) until
the cane attains a height of two or three feet in the rains This hoeing called godt
is very important and the more labour expended on it the better is the outturn ot
sugar-cane After the canes are two or three feet high nothing more is done until
they npen in November or December Sugar-cane is always sown th«ck and no
attempt is made to strip off the lower leaves when it has grown up The quantity of
seed required is about two maunds per kandl or 20 ma inds an acre U he price of
seed vanes but averages about R5 an acre The cane is liable to various distaff's
and ravages of inserts the local account of which is as follows —

(1) White-ants attack the layers when first set especially if the land is not well
weeded at first There are also destructive insects called garuna and bhond, the

* J

t

c a7era
?e acreaffe f°r the past three years has been given as 34 601 acres

t ’ he editor has on more occasions than one drawn attention to the fact that
it is incorrect to say the Natives of India do not use the tops as seed
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latter a kind of black beetle which attacks the youngs shoots The cane sown earliest

is most liable to attacks of white-ants.

(2) Tela a small insect comes on the full grown canes m dry years

(3) Frost is also destructive under the same conditions as tela Sugar-cane is

more liable to injury from frost in chhal land

(4) Rats do much damage For a remedy the tops of the full-grown canes are

tied together m lots of 15 or so This gives light below and checks the wandering

instincts of the rats The tying together of tl e canes is also a preventive against

frost bite and supports canes which nave attained to any sice In good chhal where

fresh alluvial deposits can be depended on the roots of the cane are sometimes left

in the ground and produce two or three and sometimes more years m succession *

This system is called monda The outturn the second year is almost equal to that of

the first the third year a fourth less and after that still less Monda saves a great

deal of trouble but is only feasible in good alluvial lands After the canes have been I

cut the land is ploughed a few times to loosen the earth round the roots^ and the usual

weeding and hoeing take place As a rule little or no fresh manure is applied A
not uncommon practice when sugar-cane is quite youne is to cover the field with

the leaves of cnhachra (Bute* frondosa) to keep the soil cool during the hot

months of May and June The leaves rot in the rams and add to the fertilisation of

the soil Very little irrigation is required in this district Jahar and chhal crops are

not irrigated at all in other soils if available water is applied first before sowing

and afterwards three or four times until the rains set in After that the land is only

irrigated if the rains are deficient {Gazetteer pp 95 97 )

JhiNG —Sugar cane is grown for gur in the Gilotar and adjoining villages of

thelCalowil ilikd in the Chiniot tahsil In Chiniot itself and Magniana it is grown to

some extent and sold in the bazaars but is not made into gur Sugar-cane grows
best in a rich loam well manured m or near the Hethar where water is very near to

the surface If it is once flooded by nver water so much the better but floods are

dangerous Sugar-cane requires constant waterings and if as in Maghiana the well

is assisted by a jhallar it is so much the better for tl is crop Not only does a jhalldr

raise more water but a change from well to river water seems to greatly benefit the

cane There is a good deal of uncertainty about this crop and this combined with the

immense amount of labour needed and the long time that it occupies the ground has
brought it into some disrepute tn Maghiana where rice has of late years to a large

extent taken its place Sugar-cane is never grown near Maghiana as a sole crop
Vegetables and chena one or other sometimes both always accompany it Land
cannot be ploughed too often for sugar-cane and must be heavily manured The
cuttings are planted in trenches and lightly covered over with soil and a watering is

at once given when the cane plants are three months old and about 2 or 2\ feet high
the trenches are filled up and manure put to their roots At this time any other crop
that may have been sown with the cane is pulled up The cane is ready to cut about
the middle of Kattk (October November) but it is often in the ground till Phagan
(February) I have seen cane uncut m March The crop is hoed four or five times

]

|At first it is watered every fourth day up till the 1st Jeth (May June) or later and
once a week from that time until it ripens The worst enemy of sugar-cane is the

white ant and constant waterings are needed to keep this pest away Jackals are
also extremely fond of cane They chew but do not eat it Frosis are injurious if

they are early A frost bitten cane loses a large portion of its juice {Settlement
Report ofJhang 1874-80 p 96)

Kangra — Sugar cane is largely cultivated about Kangra and the culture is

gradually extending t Some parts of the Palum valley 3 200 feet above the sea are
famous for the cane they produce In Noorpoor and Gob r the plant is rarely met
with In taluquas Nadown and Rajgeeree a portion of every holding will be aevot
ed to sugar There are two or three varieties chum exkur ki ndiart and a juicy

kind called P&na raised only for eating The quantity produced in different

parts of the aistnct is very unequal Noorpoor and Hureepoor are dependent upon
importations while Palum and Nadown supply the neighbouring parts of the Munaee
Principality

Peculiarities ofHill Canes —The cane although not so thick and luxuriant in

its growth as in the plains contains a larger proportion of saccharine matter The
molasses of the hills is notoriously sweeter and more consistent than the produce
below The juice is expressed by means of cylindrical rollers revolving over each
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* This is the West India practice known as ratoomng
t Relative to the area m other districts that of Kangra is however small The

average for the three years eriding 1890 was onl/ 4 594 acres
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other and the motive power is usually a team of four bullocks This process is uni

versal ever the Panjab and is a great improvement on the mortar and pestle (kolhu

)

used in Hind istan In the wilder hills towards Dutwal and the Sutlej a very rude
and primitive method of extracting the juice is m force called Jhundur 1 have not
seen it and scarcely understand the description but the leading feature appears to be
that no cattle are employed strong acti e young men employ their fo ce and the cane
is somehow compressed by the sudden closing of two frames of wood (Settlement
Report ofKangra by G Carnac Barnes (i8$o) p 27 )

Karnal — Regarding the cultivation of cane in this district it is stated that it

grows hest in fairly stiff loam and w rst in sandy soil It likes abundant tain and
will stand a good deal of swamping though too much makes the juice thin It is occa
sionally ^rown in flooded land without irrigation but the yield is precarious Its cul

tivation is far more laborious than that of any other staple The land must b
ploughed at least ten times and work d up to the finest po sibl condition The
more manure given the better the yield and it is never sown witho t If the
soil is impregnated with reh the juice becomes watery and yields but little sugar
The amount of seed is fixed in the following cu 1 us manner —As many can s as
vi 1

1

make up a total length of 21 hands is called a pa it 1 or handful Twenty on
panjd are a pi It or bundle and 30 bundles are sown in one acre The woid pan j t

though common gene ally in th Panjal is not used or known in the tract in any
othei connection than this The seed cane will be woith R5 to R6 pe ac e I he
seed cane is bui led in the giound till wanted next year Generally whole canes
are b 1 d but a c istom is gro ing in the Khddar of using only the top *18 inches or

so of the cane for this purpose as this is the piece which makes the best seed and
gives the least puce The seed cane is cut up into part or slips with two knots in each
and they are laid down a foot apart in the furrow bv a man following the plough who
presses each in with his foot The plo igh has a bundle of canes tied under the shaie
to make a broad furrow Nine men will sow an acie in a day The sohagga is then
passed ovei the fie d On the first day of sowing sweetened nee is brought to the field

the women smeai the o tside of the vessel with it and it is then distribi ted to the
labo irers Next morning a woman puts on a necklace and walks round the fiel 1 wind
ing thread on a spindle 1 his custom is now falling into disuse Three days afterwards
they hoe the field all over with khodilis and follow with the soh igga Ihisopeia
tion is repeated four times at intervalU of 10 days Ten men will work an acre in a
day The field is then watered

The pachcha is then given They spread more manure hoe it m beat the
gro md to consolidate it water hoe and beat again and so on two or thiee times it

taking 20 men to do an acre once over in a day A month after this they water again
and go on hoeing and watering till the rains set in During the rams it m 1st be weeded
once at least after the rains it is watei ed once or oftener according to the season anjd

if it she ws any tendency to di oop tied up in bundles (iura) as it grows As soon attei

Dvwali as the cane is ripe it is cut If it is allowed to stand too long the flower

(ne art) sometimes forms and it is then useless Cane is occasionally grown a second
year from the old roots and is then called mAnda The cane 1 cut down and diessed

(chala) on the spot by shipping off the leaves and cutting off the crown (gat la)

1 hese are given to the cattle to eat This work and the crushing are done by the asso
nation of tana there being one pair of bullocks for every acre of cane When the

cane is brought to the press it is cut up into ganden or pieces 6 to 8 inches long
The press is started on Sunday and an altar called niabal is built by it where fi e

ganaerts and a little of the first juice (ras) expressed and 1^ seers oT the hrst gur
made are offered up and then given to Brahmans on the spot The press is tended by
two pe ta who feed the press with cane opening out the canes in the press with an
iron spike or kail and driving new canes well in Dy beating them on the top with a

leather glove faced with iron (A tarki) two muthias who drive bullocks and hand
the cane from a basket fastened on the beam to the perta two hangars who look

after the boiling and make the gur and two jhukas or firemen who feed the furnace

For each 24 hours the pertas get 9 seers of gur and their food and tobacco the

muthias get two seers and food the karigars 8 seers and the firemen the same The
karigars are generally huvwars and get 2\ seers on the first day in the name of

Bawa Kalu their guru or spiritual chief a certain amount of juice and cane is also

given to the workmen The blacksmith gets f of a seer the carpenter 2 seers and the

potter 4 seer of gur per diem The hire of the iron pans is from R9 to R12 each per

season

Europ an w te commo ly speak of the Native of India being gnorant of the po 9 bil ty

of u Ing th tops fur s ed Conf with pp 140 184 *4Q
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As the mice runs out it is received in an earthen vessel (baha kuttdt) sunk In the

ground and holding: some 60 to 70 seers A press will crush an acre of average cane
in five days working night and day The juice is dipped out of a ku»di into a large

pan called a kund When the kuna is full the juice is transferred to a karaha kdraht
01 bei an iron evaporating pan let into the top of a furnace and is there boiled After

being similarly tieated in a second evaporating pan the inspi sated juice is put to cool

in a broad shallow earthen pan (chdk

)

and worked about with a flat pie~e of wood (h di
hdtwi) When cool it 1 called gur and is ladled out with a wooden poon (d lera)

and scraper (musad) and made up into balls ( bheli / weighing 4 seers each of the

shape of a cottage loaf The first ball is given to the Brahman at th mak d the

otheis are taken to the bania and credited to the account 1 he crushed cane (
kh6 )

is used to feed the fire with The cane saved for next year s feed is buried n a corner

of the field Youn sugar-cane is attacked when about one foot high by a worm called

kansua especially if the east wind blows A smut called al also attacks it under the

same circum tances Mice do much harm and also white-ants and frost ( Gasset

teer pp 173 175)

LAHORE — Sugar-cane is but little grown at present in this district and what is

grown is generally sold in the larger cities 01 towns for eating purposes It is the
exception to see a belan or sugar mill in any of the villages the only paits of the
district in which the cane is gro vn is to the north east of the bharakpur patganah or

south of the Lahore tahsil Around the city of Lahore a good deal of the large

thick cane called porta is raised but gur or sugar is never extracted from this

species and it is merely grown for sale in the bazar

Ludhiana— Sugarcane is grown in an area of 13 213 acres but its import

ance is much greater than is indicated by this for the value of the yield is about 10

times that of an ordinary unirrigated crop and the total annual value some R12 00 000

It is almost entirely grown fo the manufacture of some saccharine product (called

k itha cane) but in a few villages the ponda or eating variety is raised Kdtha cane
is grown in the umrrigated lands ot the Samrala Bit (where it occupies 12 per cent of

the whole aiea) and of a few Ludhiana villages and at the wells in the uplands of

Samr&la and the eastern portion of Ludhiana the best crop being perhaps tnat raised

about Malandh The cultivation in the Dhaia and Bit is much of the same descrip

tion Cane is sometimes the only crop in a field for two years especially in outlying

ones where the supply of manure is limited It may also be g own with the aid of

a great deal of manure on land just cleared of another crop of cane or of a rabt crop

of wheat but as a rule it occupies the land for thiee harvests following a kharxf of

cotton Cane is not grown in the fields next to the site but generally at a little dis

tance It is always planted if possible on land that has been cropped with cotton

and in the Upper Dhaia Circle of S mrala we find that the area under the two crops
is nearly the same The rotation is generally—

Year Rabi Kharif
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Lahore

302

Ludhiana*

303

Rotation
Conf ™thp

I70 2t$

304

First

Sec nd
Third

Ploughing
Fodaer etc

Ploughing andjeane sown

Cotton
Ploughing
Cane

and back again to cotton, giving a cane a cotton and a fodder crop with perhaps
a little grain m three years The cane field is selected next to the well as the crop
has to be kept alive during the hottest months and always gets more frequent wate
ings than anv other The land is ploughed not less than 7 or 8 and up to 20 times
the more plougl ings the better All the available manure has first been spread over
the fields and is ploughed in The planting is done from the middle of Phagan to
the middle of Chit (March) The seed consists of joints (port) cut from the last year s

crop which have been kept covered up in pits in the field In planting them one man
goes along with a plough and another follows laying down the joints at intervals of
6 or 8 inches in the furrow The plough in making a new furrow covers up the
foi mer one and the whole field is finally rolled The canes spring from the eyes
{ankh) of the joint About 4 or 5 canes will come from one joint Then follow
waterings at intervals of 7 or 8 days in the uplands and hoemgs after each of the
first fewer waterings The fields are very carefully protected by stout hedges In the
Bit there are no watei mgs and seldom any hoeings and the fields are quite open
The cane in the uplands grows to a height of 8 or 10 feet and when it becomes heavy
is protected by several stalks tied together In the Bit the height is only 5 or 6 feet
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and this precaution is not necessary There is altogether a great difference m the
modes of cultivation in Dh^iia and B£t due chiefly to the difference of natural condi
tions and partly to thediffeient habits of the cultivators those of the Dhaia being
industrious Jats and those of the B6t apathetic Muhammadans of the Rajput and
Gujar tribes principally

The method of extracting the juice is much the same both tracts Cutting goes
on all day in the field each cane being stripped and the flag at the top with the small
joints immediately below it being removed In the evening the seed joints are
separated from the flag (which is then used for fodder or f r feeding the boiler

furnace) and tied up in bundles for seed The cane is carted to the belna or
mill which stands trust outside the village site The pressing is done in a belna
or mill the cane being passed between two horiz ntally wooden rolleis and the juice

running into an earthenwaie jar set to catch it In a comet of the enclosure of the
mill stands the boiling shed and the juice is taken into this and boiled in pans
In the Dh&ia the jdt requires no assistance in the boiling and turns his juice into

lumps (bhelt ) of gur or into shakar which he may dispose of that very day In the
Etet the money lender has invariably advanced money on the crop, and his man
does the boiling Here the produce when boiled assumes the semi liquid form of

rob which is taken in part payment of the debt Sugar cane is the crop invariably

converted into cash may be said to be the 1 evenue-paying one It is very valuable
otherwise it could never have held its own so long for it occupies the land the better

part of two years and in Dhaia the labor of cultivation is incessant Bullocks stand
the woik at the wells and in the belnas for only a few years and the cultivators are
never tired of complaining of their hard life These objections make it a dangerous
crop to any but the most thrifty classes The jats keep out of debt because it is in

them to do so but the Muhammadan of the B^t wilt tell one that he is a victim of

the sugai-cane crop and he is right to some-extent for he has not the qualities

which would enable him to subsist while his crop is growing {Gazetteer Ludhiana
J3S iV)

, , ,

MuZAFFARGARH — Sugar-cane is grown in every part of the district except the

that and the inundated tracts but as it requires capital and abundant manure it is

mostly found in the neighbourhood of towns The selection of land for the next year s

sugar-cane is genei ally made in land which has just borne wheat Beginning from May
the land is ploughed from four to five times during the summer Aftei each ploughing
the land is rolled and levelled It is then heavily manured Between Septembe
and January a crop of turnips is taken off the land The local theory is that turnips

do not exhaust the land The truth is that fresh unrotted manure is used which re

quires the extra handling and watering caused by raising a crop of turnips to make
it sufficiently decomposed to be beneficial for sugar cane After the turnips have
been removed the ground is ploughed eight times more and rolled The sugar cane
is then sown in February and Marcn Canes for seed have been stored in mounds
covered with earth called tig since the last years harvest 1 hese are now opened
and the canes are cut into peices with one or two knots in each A plough which
has a brick fastened about the sole to make a wide furrow is di iven through the

ground A man follows who places the pieces of sugar cane continuously m the
furrow presses them down with his feet and covers them with earth Then a log of

wood called gktal is dragged over the field After planting* the only care which
sugar cane requires is constant watering and hoeing Judging from the accounts of

other countries hoeing is not done olten enough
Two hoeings are considered sufficient Sugar-cane is cut and crushed from the

end of November to the end of January The double-roller crusher is always used

In the mode of crushing and the management of the labour required this distuct does
not differ much from the rest of the Paniib but a few points may be noticed There
are ten attendants on the crusher and gur boiler The crusher is worked from mid
night to 10 A m This time is chosen as less severe on the animals than the day
and also because fewer visitors come at that time it being de*t K neur to give every

caller as much juice as he can eat drink and carry away It is very difficult to

estimate the net profits of growing sugar-cane Each owner extracts his own juice

and makes his own gur The wages of the workmen are paid in every possible form
For instance the dhora or man who puts the cane into the crusher gets one blanket

and a pair of shoes when crushing begins a quarter of a seer of gur and a chhituk

of tobacco every day R4 and three seers of gur per month a present of Ri to R2
rwhen the work is finished and is seers of wheat under the name of bijrdi Then
again some attendants are paid by the kachcha month and some by the pakka
month A kachcha month is a calendar month A pakka month is when a sugar

crusher has worked times and each time has extracted 10 maunds of gur A
pakka month may occupy two calender months or more We get into more certain
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ground when the owner of the cane has no sugar-crusher He pays the owner of the

crusher one third of the outturn of gtir the owner of the crusher supplying all

attendant and animals required for wot king it With the best knowledge that he

had at his disposal Mr O Brie n calculated for assessment purposes that the aver

age net profits of sugar cane per acre were R53 An intelligent ZaildAr and sugar

f
rower of Jatoi told him that the net profits of a successful crop were h2oo per acre
he Fxta Assistant Settlement Officer who was a land owner and sugar grower

estimated the outturn at 15 maunds of gur per acre (Gazetteer p

CULTIVATION
In

Panjat*.

V —CENTRAL PROVINCES
References — Special Report by Mr J B Fuller Agn Hort Soc lnd

Trans — Vol 111 72 173 Proc 9/ IV 190 Proc 40 V Proc
Si 6s VI 90 95 Proc 7 28 VII Proc 116 111 Proc 43 S

Journ XI11 Proc 9 New Series Vol VII Proc 179 180 {Sorghum)
Gaaetteer numerous Pages Official Correspondence etc , etc

Area Outturn, and Consumption The table furnished at page 116

shows the average area devoted to sugar-cane in these provinces during
the five years previous to 1888 as having been 54 000 acres Th s yielded

IS40000 maunds of coarse sugar a quantity which gave an outturn of

28 s maunds per acre and which when corrected so far as possible by the

trade returns exhibited a consumption of 9 00 seers per head of population
Since 1888 the are* has been returned as 48 524 acres in 1887 88 40 650
acres in 1888 89 and 52 899 acres in 1889-90 It would thus appear
that m the British portions of these provinces the sugar cane area has
slightly decreased The Native States under these provinces manifested a
normal area of 7 200 acres of cane with an outturn of 2 16 000 maunds or

30 maunds an acre
It is perhaps unnecessary to exhibit the distribution of sugar-cane cul

tivation in these provinces further than to indicate the shares taken by
districts that have over 3 000 acres under the crop —

CENTRAL
PROVINCES

306

Area ft
Outturn

307

1887 88 1888 89 1889-90

Saugor 3498 3 42i 5 5oo

Betul 8 069 7836 7987

Chhindwara 5 603 5 603 5667

Chanda 3 232 3 333 3 Ml

Bhandara 4 *19 5 434 5 640

Bilaspur 5 798 6 522 6 500

Sambalpur 5 282 4 353 4 353

Total acreage in these provinces 48524 49650 52 899

Having furnished the above brief abstract of the most recent figures Cm/ mith

that ha\e appeared it does not se*m necessary to do more in this place PP ioS '*3

than republisn the main facts brought out by Mr J B Fuller in a report

on the sugar cane cultivation of these provinces publ shed originally in

1883 since the methods of cultivation and manufacture have m no material
respect changed —

Excluding Feudatory States the total area under sugar-cane is returned as

53 937 acres This is very greatly below the area which has been accepted m previ

ous years In a report submitted by this Administration to the Government of India
in 1879 the total area under sugar-cane was given as 93 927 acres The agricultural

returns which were appended to the administration report for 1881 82 snow it as
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87 084 acres The area now returned is compared below division by division with
that returned in 1 88 1 82 —

1881 82 1882 83

Acres Acres
Jubbulpore Divrsi n 8407 7 444
Nerbudda Division 18 969 13 921
Nagpur Divisk n 17 798 150 7
Chhattisgarh Division 41 910 17 545

Total 87 084 53 937

The decrease is large in every division and in Chhattisgarh is enormous It can
only be explained by the assumption that the 1881 82 returns were absolutely incorrect

The present figures have been arrived at after special enquiry and must be accepted
as supeno to the unchecked returns of malguzars and village accountants on
which previous years statistics have been founded It is, however at the same time
possible that the verv fact of a special enquiry being held led to a deliberate undei
statement of area The agricultural classes are notoriously suspicious of any attempts
of Government to collect information on matters concerning them and commonly
believed that increased knowledge will certainly result in increased taxation Sugar
cane cultivation has been undoubtedly very gteatly falling off in the Jubbulpore
Nerbudda and Nagpur divisions since the import of sugar has been facilitated by
railway communication and I think that the decrease m the area now returned for

these divisions is due to the returns for the last few years having been to a great extent

each a mere copy of the one preceding it The decrease now returned represents

therefoie the extent to which cultivation has fallen off in several years and not in a
single season The decrease in the districts of the Chhattisgarh division cannot
however be thus accounted for The area now returned as under sugar cane in the
Raipur and Bilaspur districts is compared below with that (1) recoided at Settlement
and (2) returned in 1881 82 —

Area under Sugar cane

At Settle

ment 1881 8 1882 83

Acres Acres Acres
Raipur 3 390 18 618 2 349
Bilaspur 4 592 13 843 10 196

Comparing the present returns with those collected at Settlement it is seen that
cane cultivation in Raipui has fallen off 37 per cent but m Bilaspur has more than
doubled In the third Chhattisgarh district (Sambalpur) no land measuiement has
ever been made and the area under cane has been up to the present year roughly
estimated as being between 9 000 and 10 000 acres The Deputy Commissioner
(Major Macdougall) has now returned it as being only 1 558 acres but I have not
accepted this figure Sugar-cane is more thickly grown in Sambalpur than m any
other district and there is hardly a village in the knalsa which does not contain some
acres below the bund of the village tank I have consequently increased the area to

5 000 acres and I may add that in the opinion of Major Bowie who is intimately

acquainted with the district this is considerably under the proper mark
Speaking roughly therefore the sugar-cane is cultivated most largely in the

three following tracts 0 ) the Satpura districts of Chhmdwara and Betul (2) the
districts of Bhandara ana Chanda and (3) the Sambalpur and Bilaspur districts This
localization is the result of irrigation facilities which are afforded in the first tract by
wells and in the two latter tracts by artificial tanks which are often of very large size

That in the village of Naw&gaon tn the Bhandara district is 24 miles in circumference
The great decline in cane cultivation since the opening of the Great Indian

Peninsula RaAway ha* .already been aotooed I exemplify it by comparing the cane
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area now returned in certain typical districts with that ascertained at settlement (in

1866-68) —

Saugor
Tut bulpore
Seoni
Hoshangabad
Nimar
Betul
Chhindwara
Bhandaia

Area returned
at Settlement

1866 68

A ea now
returned

Acres Acres

5 106 3 21 7

4 056 1 980
6 037 864
1 437 648
420 199

7 000 6 412
6 175 4 432
14 579 6 256

CULTIVATION
in

Central
Province*

Area*
Outturn*

Thcdcclint in cane cultivation has been made the subject of very careful enquiry

by Mr Nicholls Deputy Commissioner of Narsin^hpui who has ascertained the

area under cane in each of the last 12 years m a block of 31 villages in his distuct
His figures are epitomized as below —

Four years Fouryeais Four years
1871 to 1874 1875 to 1878 1879 to 1883

Acres Acres Acres
Average area under cane 1 198 827 590

The cost of raising sugar In these Provinces is considerably higher than that in

the North Western Provinces and its cultivation is gradually receding before the large
imports which the North Western Provinces annually pour into these Provinces by
rail The most distinctive soil of the Central Provinces is that known as black cotton
soil and there can be no doubt of the unfitness of this soil for sugar-cane It is true
that its great retentiveness of moisture enables it to produce a poor crop of cane
without any irrigation whatever (as will be noticed further on) but its unsuitability for

lrngation and manuring debars it from producing a good crop of cane without a
dispropo tionate expenditure of time and trouble The future of cane cultivation on
black soil in these Provinces may be gathered from the Bundelkhand (black soil) dis

tricts of the Noith Western Provinces where the only traces of sugar cane which can
now be discove ed are the disused stone sugai mills which are still found lying here
and there about the country

One of the features of the enquny which forms the basis of this report was to
have been the ascertainment of the produce of certain selected fields in each district

by actual experiment I regret however to say that this appears to have been care
fully effected in only four districts I he results are summarized below —

District Plot experimentally cut
Outturn of tin

drained sugar
per acre

Acres ft

Damoh 05 2 800
”5 1 920
05 2,400
05 1 800
05 1 600
05 1 400
°5 2 000

Average ofseven experiments 1 988

Mandla 006
1 006
Average oftwo experiments

1 916
2 083
I 999
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Dist ict Plot experimentally cut
O tturn of un
drained s gar

per acre

Chiundwara

1

Acres

3 0
1 3
2 5
0 75
08
1 0

«
09

Average of seven experiments

ft

2 733
! 3 7«S

1

2 952
2 397
3 659
2 502
2 802

2 966

Balaghat 1 o') 982
0 6 f 1 400
I o>* 1 372
1 ol 1 1 94
I 0 ) 1 468

0 75t 1 653
°5 t 720
0 25$ 296

Average of eij^ ht experiments 1 165

h xpe lincntal cuttings are also rep jrted to have been made n the Jubbulpo e
and Betul dist i ts b t the i e9 ilts obtained in the fo me dist ict are discre lite^ by
the Deputy Commt sioner as unreliable No details a e given of the experimental
cuttings made in Betul but the gene al average resulting front them is returned as

2 017ft pe acre To these farts I may add (i) that the o itturn of a good cane-field

g wn on Hack soil vith manu e and irrigation on the Nagpur Gove nment harm
was 4 72 ft

j
e ac e an I (2) that a plot of cane which was cut prea ed and the juice

boiled down into sugar in my presence in a village m the Sambalpur district yielded
at the rate of 3 4Cf lb per ac e This plot had been selerted with con iderable care as
being of ave age quality and in the opinion of the village headman it was rather

below than ab ve the avcragt
Judged by these fact the ave age outturns returned from some districts appear

exceedingly ridiculous As examples I give below the average outturn retu ned for

the Jubbulpore Hoshangabad Bhandara and Sambalpur districts —

|

Average ouiturn of
jUNDRUNED SUG\R PER ACRE

District
1

In tahsil in

1

which outturn

|

highest

In tahsil in

which outt lrn

lowest

Jubbulpo e
j

ft

1 143
ft

420
Hoshangabad 488 240
Bhandara

!

1 074 560
Sambalpur 698 101

The Jubbulpo e returns are based on the reports of Tahsildars, to which the
Deputy C mmissnoner does not appear to attach credit 1 he Hoshangabad figures

are not accepted by the Commissioner who considers them (as well as those given for

Narsinghpur) much too low The Bhandara figures are as reported by Tahsildars

The extraordinary discrepancy between the figures for the two tahsils of the Sambat-
pur disti ict is asn ibed by the Deputy Commissioner to one of the Tahmldars not having

* Kathia cane I 2 Kala cane,

f Pachrangi n l I Ledi
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understood his instructions Major Macdougall considers 720ft as the average

outturn and ascribes its lowness to the carelessness with which cane is cultivated in

this district On this point 1 quite disagree with him What I saw of sugar-cane cul

tivation m Sambalpur gave me g ounds for believing that the people make the best of

the means at their disposal and that the outturn is probably larger there than in any
other district m the Provinces I may add that the Deputy Commissioners of Narsingh

pur and Bhandara admit that on their figures the sugar-cane involves a considerable

annual loss lo those who cultivate it

I have the elore not included the district estimates of outturn but have pre-

ferred to frame estimates of my own on the facts which have been detailed above
1 here is nothing mo e certain that in espect to the outturn of his field a cultivator

considers any (let eption legitimate when practised on a Government official and any

estimates which are merely lounded on the statements of cultivators maybe 1 ejected as

absolutely unti ustworthy b or the purpose f my estimates 1 throw the 18 districts

into three classes The first includes those*
• Saugor Hoshangabad in which the cane is sparsely cultivated

Damoh Nimar whcie black soil prevails and the average out

Jubbulpore Warlha turn is further lessened by a portion of the

Mandla Nagpur cane bein^ grown without irrigation : the

Seoni Balaghat second includes the Betul and Chhindwara
Narsinghpur districts in which cane is grown on a reddish

soil exceedingly well suited to it and watered

from wells and the third includes the districts of Chanda Bhandara Raipur Bilas-

pur and Sambalpur in which cane is as a r ule grown below artificial tanks and
receives a plentiful supply of manure and irrigation The average outturn in dis-

tricts of the first class has been taken as 1 80 ft per acre {
mm 22\ mds or 16 cwt )

in districts ot the second class 2 600 ft per acre (321 m Is 01 23 cwt
)

and in districts

of the third class 2 400ft
[
ei acre (—30 mds or 21$ cwt ) The first estimate is

based on the results ot the Damoh and Mandla experiments and the second on the

experiments conducted by Mr Tawney in Chhindwara which are I consider en

titled to much weight Mr Tawney considers that the fields experimented with

were a little above the average but not much and I have accordingly slightly reduced

his esti nate For my third estimate 1 have no mo e solid foundation than the fact that

the soil used fo cane cultivation in the tank dist lets is as a rule not so well suited

for it as that of Chhindwara and Betul and that the outturn must be therefore

rather lower I should mention that in the two western tahsils of the Bilaspur district

cane is grown on black soil occasionally without irrigation and the average produce in

these tahsils will be much lower than obtained in the thi d tahsil (Seo inarain) wheie

cane is grown on the system followed in the adjoining district of Sambalpur
1 ne ave age outturn per acre assume 1 in the report submitted to the Govern

ment of India in 879 was 4} mds o 360ft The lowest of the estimates now
adopted is five times this amount but an additional justification for the present esti

mate can be obtained from the traffic returns showing the net impo ts of sugar by rail

to Central Provinces ailway stations (1) on the Bombay Allahabad line and (2) on

the Nagpur branch line It has been assumed that the forme line serves the trade of

all five distrets ot the Jubbulpore Division and of the Narsinghpu Hoshangabad and
Nimar districts in the Ne budda valley whilst the latter line serves the trade of all five

districts of the Nagpur Division and of the Betul and Chhindwara districts of the Ner

budda Division Tne sugar imported has been all treated as undratned and for this

purpose the amount of a ained sugar imported has been multiplied by 3 since 3ft of

undramed sugar yield 1 tb of drainea sugar The net imports during the year 1882 83
are shown below —

CULTIVATION
in

Central
Province*.

Area*
Outturn*

I
Imports XPOKiS

|

Net im
Total equ» poitsequt

Drained Undrained valent to Undramed valent to

sugar sugar undrained sugar undrained
suga sugar

Stations Burhanpur to Jokhai lb lb ft lb lb

on the Bombay Allahabad

3 060 000line

Stations Pulgaon to Nagpur
on the Nagpur branch line

9 309 000 22 634*0- 0 50 560 000 47 5oo 000

662 000 136 000 2 133 000 ii 000 2 112 000
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The copula ion of the eight districts served by the first strip of line is 3 280 508
and that of the seven districts served by the second strip of line 2 967 492 If the
sugar imported by the latter districts stood in the same proportion to their population
as that imported by the former districts it would amount to 43 000000 instead of
2 1 1 000 lb The difference (40 888 oootb) represents the amount by which the sugar
produced in the latter districts exceeds that prod iced in the former

The a ea under cane in the Jubbulpore Division and in the Narsinghpur
Hoshan^abad, and Nimar districts is 10 519 acres and that in the Nagpu Division
and the Betul and Chhindwara dist icts 25 869 acres 1 here is therefore an excess
°f *5 3 So acres in the latte districts to produce the 40 888 oootb sugar which they
require This allows for an average outturn of 2 658ft per acre

Calculating the gross p oduce at the assumed rate per acre and adding it to the
amount imp rted by rail the ave age annual consumption of undrained sugar per
head ot pop ilation comes to 20ft in the districts included in the first of the above
classes and to 21ft in the districts included in the second class

1 he price of sugar in the local market is given for each district in the sixth
column of the appended statement having been calculated for the cwt as well as for

the ma ind Little or no rehned sugar l prod iced in these Provinces and it may be
assumed tha the whole of the produce is in the form of the mixture of molasses and
sugar (containing roughly Irds of the lormer and £rd of the latte ) known gurh
1 he prices vhich are quoted refer therefore to gurh only

Sugar cane is propagated by means of cuttings Each cutting includes as a rule

three joints o nodes ’ but the Deputy Commissioner of Bilaspur reports that for an
unirrigated c op the seed canes are planted whol In making the cuttings it is usual

to reject the upper 2 or 24 feet of the cane Selection of seed canes appears to be
nev r practised and as a rule a corner of a cane field is set aside for seed and the
canes growing in it are used as such whether they are supenor or inferior to those on
the ic nainde of the held

Cane is grown on two entirely different systems according as 1 rtgation is or is

not used The only soil on which it is possible to grow cane without artificial watering

is that known as black cotton soil and there is a certain amount of unirrigated cane in

all districts in which this soil occurs 1 he Bilaspur hstrict offers an illustration of

the closeness with which methods of cultivation follow ceitain conditions I he
Deputy Coinmi sioner notices that in the west of the district (including the Mungeli
tahsil and the Kawa dha Feudatory State) almost the whole of tne cane is iinirngated

whereas in Raipui and Seorinarain tahsils it is all artificially watered He ascribes

this to a difference m the varieties of cane grown the hard small kinds being grown in

the west and the soft tall kinds in the east of the district But the difference is entirely

due to a diffeience in soil In the Mungeli tahsil black soil forms 43 per cent of the
cultivated and culturable area whereas in the Bilaspur tahsil it only forms 19 and m
the Seorinarain tahsil only 14 per cent

Unirrigated cane is planted in November December and January on land which
has as a rule enjoyed a yoar s fallow and has been ploughed agatn and again during

the preceding 9 months The field is manured with cowdung at the rate of from 50
to 300 maunds to the acre it being often applied as a top dressing when the young
shoots have appeared above ground P lvertsed oil-cake is also used in the Bilaspur

distnct being placed round the roots of the plants at the commencement of the rains

An important feature in this method of cultivating cane is the covering of the ground

with leaves so soon as the young shoots have come up This checks evapo ation and
renders the lack of ir igation less harmful than it would otherwise be The field is

hoed and weeded between the rows of cane three or four times during the rains and
the crop is ready for cutting in November Cane cultivation on this system is known
as Paltoar or Nagarwa

By far the largest and most prod ictive portion of the cane area is however that

to which irrigation is applied With the aid of water and manure cane can be grown
on almost any description of soil but the kinds most preferred are clayey loams. The
reddish loam of Chhindwara is perhaps the soil which best repays manure and lmga
tion and is the one best suited to sugar-cane m the Provinces The seed cuttings are

planted from December to March in ground which has been moistened by irrigation.

For this purpose shallow trenches are excavated throughout the field by a plough to

which a broad wooden mould board has been attached m place of the ordinary pointed

share Water is allowed to run in these trenches ana they are planted with cane

cuttings laid horixontally while the soil is still moist The land has been as a rule

well manured with cowdung before the cane is planted, but in some **

customary to apply the manure in the form of a top dressing when the shoots have

appeared above ground The manure is laid on the surface of the soil round the
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plants and water is then given so as to carry it down to their roots A liquid manure

w occasionally u ed consisting of cowdung mixed with water From the sprouting of

the plants up to the commencement of the rams constant irrigation weeding and
hoeing are required The plants must be watered at least four times a month and it

i reported from the Bhandara district that cane planted in January will require in all

30 waterings 24 of which are given before the rains commence and 6 after their cessa

tion 1 he held is as a rule caref 11 y fenced In places where wood is easily obtain

able scrubby bamboos are used but if it is necessary to purchase them fencing an
acre is reported to cost as high as R7 In Chhattisgarh mud walls topped wit> tho ns

are commonly constr tcted round cane fields and these entail a considerable amount of

expense and trouble During the rains it is customary to tie up together all the

stems springing from a single cutting using for this pur> ose the lower leaves of the

plants themselves In this way the plants are tied up in bundles of two or three and
the binding is continued with as the plants increase in height This prevents the crop

from being laid by high winds and is further said to improve the quality of the

juice by protecting the stems from the glare of the sun
1 he practice of ratooning is reported from the Bhandara district but is only

adopted with the kathta variety of cane After the first crop has been cut the roots

are manured with the ashes of the cane leaves and toppings, and copiously watered
j

A crop raised by ratooning is called hhunlt and yields an outturn much inferior to

that of a crop freshly raised from cuttings

It has already been noted that botn wells and tanks are used as sources of irrtga

tion the former in districts within or immediately below the Satpura range and the

latter in the south and east of the provinces Wells are as a rule lined with stone-

work but are sometimes mere temporary excavations made afresh each year Water
is most commonly raised from wells by means of the leather bucket drawn over a pully

by bullocks But the form of bucket which is used seems greatly superior to that used
in Uppe India A leather tube is fitted to the bottom of the bucket and a rope is

attached to the mouth of the tube running parallel with that which carries the bucket
When descending or ascending this second rope keeps the tube doubled up with its

mo ith on a level with the moutn of the bucket and no water consequently runs out
But when the bucket has been drawn up to the well mouth the rope attached to the

tube (which runs over a pulley on a lower level to that which carries the main rope)

draws it straight out and the contents of the bucket are at once discharged The
bucket is therefore self-emptying and saves the labour of a man In these Provinces
a man is rarely if ever employed at the well s mouth to empty the bucket In the
jubbulpore Division and the Nerbudda Valley the Persian wheel is not uncommonly
used for raising water from wells Water from tanks as a rule runs over the fields

flush
f
when it is necessary to raise it the lever lift is commonly employed No water

rate is paid as the tank is as a rule considered the common property of the village

even when an is often the case it has been constructed by the malg zar

In both the Raipur and Bhandara estimates the only irrigation charge allowed

for is the labour of coolies distributing water and the cultivator is not debited with

anything on account of interest on the capital expended on the construction of the irri

gation tank The N&rsinghpur estimate is I think too low and omits several im
portant items To grow an acre of cane by means of well irrigation cannot 1 think

cost less than R60
Two distinct types of machines are used m these Provinces for the extrsction of

sugar-cane juice The mortar and pestle mill or kolhu and the vertical roller mill

ighanra or ckarkhi) The Utter again has two different forms consisting m one
form of two and in another form of three rollers. The use of the kolhu appears re-

stricted to thedistnctsof the Jubbulpore Division and the Nerbudda Valley down which
it extends as far as Burhanpur The two-roller sugar mill appears peculiar to the
Satpura range extending a short distance into the plains on either side of them Thus
it is reported to be used on the southern side of the Namafhpur and Nimar districts

and on the northern side of the Bhandara district The tnreeroUer mill is used in

the south of the Provinces and in the Chhattisgarb districts

The kolhu consists of a stone mortar round which a large wooden pestle re

volves drawn by a pair of bullocks In order to press canes in it, it is necessary to cot

them up into short pieces a few inches long which are placed upright in the mortar and
crushed by the pesUe as it revolves over them and presses them against the side of the

mortar The two-roller sugar mill is, as a rule fixed in a square pit excavated for the

purpose, so that the tops of its rollers are just above ground level One of the rollers

ts much bigger than the other, and is turned by a long cross beam fixed at its centre

to the top of the spindle and drawn round by two pairs of bullocks The smaller roller

is grooved into the large roller by a screw at its upper end and is turned round by it in

the reverse direction The mill is fed by men sitting in the pit There is not sufficient

j
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room in the pit to allow of whole canes being passed through and the canes are cut up
into pieces of three or four feet The thiee roller mill is as a rule fixed above ground
1 he centre roller is the largest of the three and turns the other two bv means of a
screw at its upper end being itself turned by a long beam dragged round by two pairs

of buffaloes The sire of the mill varies but its rollers are often as long as four feet

Jhceisa great deal of friction and in spite of a liberal use of castor oil the mill

canm t be wo ked without a most excruciating noise too familiar to any one who has
travelled through Chhattisgarh during the pressing season The canes are passed
th ough whole

No one of these machines extract all the juice in a single pressure The kolhu
pestle is allowed to revolve over the cane st ips a la ge number of times and the strips

are wetted with wate to soften them and make them yield thei juice easier In both
the mile mills it 1 necessary to pass the cane through twice nd often three times
before the jui c ha been prope fy ext acted

A gicat deal of t ouble has been taken by some Deputy Commissioners (espe-

cially by Mr Nicholls in Narsinghpur) to int oduce the Bihia iron r Her mill to

the people A considerable numlier have been purchased on account of Government
but few if any have as yet been sold to bond fide pnvate puichaseis Cultivato s

readily admit its advantages but will not invest their money in it Its supeno lty to

the kolhi has been demon trated beyond doubt by its large sale in the Punjab the
North Westein P ovinces and Behar It has been supposed that it was much less

effluent than the la ge wooden roller mill but 1 do not believe this 1 found last

camping season a Bihia 8 ollc mill lying unused in the Sambalpur cutche y having
been condemned as much less efficient than the wooden imple nent But 1 proved by
actual experiment that there was very little difference in the rapidity with which it and
the native mill respectively crushed cane It was set up side by side with a three-roller

wooden null of la ge me and in order to test the amount of labour exp nded in

turnu g each I had them worked by coolies The wooden mill required 9 men to turn

it The Bihia mill required only 3 men The wooden mill required 3 men to

feed it, since the cane as it emerged from between one pair of rollers had to be twist

ed by hand and pas ed back between the othe pair The Bihia mill was fed by one
man Three-and a half maundsof cane were given each mill and wer crushed by the
wooden mill in 3 hours, and by the iron mill in 3$ hours The quantity of

j ice obtained
was carefully measuied and found to b al nost exactly the same in both cases The
Bihia mill thereto e saved the labour < f 8 men 1 he villager* admitted its supenonty
and asked to be allowed to keep it for a week or two and try it themselves But as
long is a malguzar can obtain labo jr practically free ol cc st it will hardly pay him to

pui chase an 1 on mill The Bihia mill cost Rioo and the wooden mill had been
made by the village carpenter for h.2 12-0 Of course it had in reality cost mo e
than this since a large portion ol the carpenter s annual village dues should be
debited to it But the village could not well dispense with its carpenter even though
he were relie ed of the labour of making a wooden mill by the purchase of an iron one

Over the greater part of the Provinces the iu ce is concentrated 1 a large iron

vat fixed over a furnace sunk m the ground The row of foui boiling pans used m
some parts of Upper India is unknown here But m the districts of Chhattisgarh
wheie 1 on pans until lately could have been only acqui ed with great difficulty and
expense ea then pots are used for sugar bo Vtng Pou pots a e placed over a furnace
which may be ci cular in shape with a domed roof perforated with four holes for the
pots to rest in o may be a me e open trench in the ground There is an immense con
s imption of fuel and were not brush wood easily obtainable sugar manufacture on this

system would be a most expensive process The crushed cane (megass) which fur

ntshes in Upper India the entire amount of fuel used would here go such a little way
that it is almost entirely disregarded and is very often not thrown into the furnace at
all Sugar boiling in tnene pots is a long process In an experiment which I made it

took 9 hours to cencentrate 52B5 of sugar and the process very frequently ends m
burning the sugar and turning it all into uncrystalhsable molasses, lhe proportion
of molasses in Sambalpur sugar is very large indeed and represents an enormous
annual waste of money due to inperfections in the boiling process There is pro-
bably no equal improveme it which could be effected at so little cost as that wnich
would result from the introduction of iron sugar boiling pans into the east of Chhat
tisgarh They have already found their way into the western portions of the Raipur
and Bilaspur districts

I be cost of working a kolhu has been calculated by the Deputy Commissioner
of Narsinghpur to be Ki 10-0 per day as below —

J? a P
Cutting cane in field o a o
Stripping and cutting into pieces 040
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But this should be increased by at least four annas on account of the wages of

the sugar boiler making the total daily outlay Ri 14-0 A kolhu will press some 14

maunds of can in a day 1 > produce an outturn of 1 8ootb gurh per acre a

weight of 250 maunds cane will be required This will take about 18 days to press

and will cost therefore in all (Ri 14-0 x 18 =) R33 12-0 Assuming the produce to

be 1 800ft —(or 22\ maunds) sugar the cost of manufacture comes to Ri 8-0 a

maund It may be safely estimated as betw en Ri 8-< and Hi 1 -o

We have already seen that the cost of growing an acre of 250 maunds cane in

Narsinghpur is about R50 Adding the cost of man farture (R33 12-1) to this the

total expenditure per ac e amounts to R83 12 o Against this th cultivato obt in

22\ maunds of sugar wh ch at the rate of R5 Per maund is worth K 19 8 o His

profit per acre is tnerefo t between R30 and R40
hrom what has been written above it will have been seen that the production of

sugat in these provinces is a domestic industry earned out by the cultivator himselt

w thout the intervention of a capitalist 1 he man who grt ws the cane hi self as a

rule makes the sugar and although this syst in und ubtedly esults in the manufacture

of very bad s gar it has its advantages in allowing the cultivator to remain his wn
master and not placing him at the m cy of a money lender which has had so disas-

trous an effect on his position in some parts of India Speaking generally the whole

of the sugar which is produced is for local consumption but it falls very fa short of

the wants of the population Including the Feudatory States the amount of undrain

ed s gar ann ally p oduc d may be ass imed to be i 255 00 cwts (= 17 57000
maunds) and the amount annually imported is equi alent to some 458 000 cwts

(( 41 000 maunds) more This allows 1 7 lb of undrained sugar as the annual con
sumption per head of a population (including hill t ibes and feudatories) of n|
millions.

In conclusion an interesting fact may be noticed concerning the cultivation of

sugar-cane m Chhattisgarh Its cultivati n over the greats part of this trac t should

be impossible were it not for the supply of wate afforded by the villagt tanks which
were primarily constructed for the supply of d inking water and are 1 eld to be com
mon property A plot of gro ind immediately below the tank is reserved for cane
cultivation and is as a rule divided into two porti ns one of which growi cane each
year while the other lies fallow or is put under a crop of p dse Every cultivator in

the village has a right to a small strip of land in this plot which is di ided off into a

long series of small allotments In cultivating their allotm nts cultivators render

mutual assistance to ea h other and m this way mutually reduce the cost of rultiva

tion A single sugar mill and boiling furnace suffice for the whole village and are

used by the cultivators in tu n It is obvious that this system could not work well

unless the cultivators agree to observe certain definite rules as to the apportionment
of water and the use of the cane press I hese rules are laid down by the village

headman (or Gaontya ) and seem to be generally carried out withe ut difficulties

a ising The idea of separate rights and interests as oppo ed to possession in com
monalty is now however rapidly gaining g o nd in Chhattisgarh and it will pre bably

beet me each year more and more difficult to c ltivate on terms which pre-suppose the

existence of k ndly feeling between the Caontya and the cultivators and between one
cultivator and another In the Sambalp r district plots of cane cultivated by a ryot

in his own field by means of a well sunk by himself are already of no uncommon
occurrence

VI —CENTRAL INDIA AND RAJPUTANA.

Reference—Agn Hort Soc Ind Trans — VIII Pros 498

Area, Outturn and Consumption —It will be seen by the table given at

page 1 16 that the Government of India has accepted the normal sugar-cane

area for the five years previous to 1888 to have been in Central India 40 000
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acres and in RAjputAna 34 300 acres The former is regarded as having yeild

ed 8 35 245 maunds of coarse sugar sav 2 1 maunds an acre and the latter

8 16 000 maunds or 24 5 maunds an acre The incidence of consumption on
head of population was further found to have been 3 5 seers in Central

India ana 5 o seers in RAjputAna But in the former calculation no provision

has apparently been made for the imports although 5 50 000 maunds were
credited to the production of Raj putana The rail borne trade returns ex
hibit Central India and RAjputAna conj< intly so that it is not possible

to assign the exact shares taken respectively but in 1888 pg Central
India and RAjputAna conjointly received 2 97 786 maunds of refined sugar
(or say 8 93 358 maunds expressed as gur) and 1 / 16 337 unrefined sugar
These two amounts may therefore be accepted as representing a grand
total of 2609895 maunds or deducting the exports a net import of

35 95 880 maunds of raw sugar If therefore to cover all possible errors

we assume a net import of only 10 lakhs of maunds by each of the tracts

of country here dealt with it would appear that the average consumption
per head of population (during the five years previous to 1 H88) was in

Central India as near as possible 8 seers and in RAjputana 7 seers And
it is probable that these estimates very nearly represent the consumption
At all events there is nothing to show that the people of RAjputAna use

more sugar than do those of the Central Indian Agency It will be seen
from the review of the internal trade of India (given in the chapter on that
subject p 366) that these States draw very largely on the North West
Provinces but that the demand for foreign refined sugar is rapidly increas

ing The exports of refined sugar from Bombay port to Central India
and RAjputAna {p 364) have been approximately doubled within the past
four years The supply from Bombay is however at present only about
Jth of that from the North West Provinces In the question of the sugar
supply it may be said that so important are the Native States of Central
India and RAjputAna to the North West Province that perhaps no better

means exists of testing the progress that may m future be made by the
imported in competition with the locally produced sugars than by watch
mg the demands of these Native States

A Central India —The methods of cultivation pursued in the
vauous Native States of Central India and RAjputAna are so similar that
it is perhaps unnecessary to republish more than one or two of the rep rts

whicn were furnished to Government In the chapter on races of cane
eroyn a very complete selection of passages has already been given

(Pp 59— 7*) from these reports owing to their being of more interest in

that subject than the slight differences that exist in the observances and
practices of the cultivators

Oolonel O Martin O B Political Agent West Malwa wrote —
'The land is well manured with cowdung which should be two years old and well

rotted or sometimes the cane suffers about 20 cartloads of manure are required
for one bighd The soil is dug T1 feet deep well pulvented manured and male up
into beds suitable for opium tne cane is then layered 6 inches deep being pressed
in with the feet and opium seed sown over it at the same time When the opium crop
is gathered in March the stalks are uprooted and the ground lightly ploughed in

furrows parallel to the layers of cane The ground is well irrigatedand weeded till the
rainy season after which, or in October the crop is irngated tne soil not being allowed
to become dry and continued at intervals until the cane is ready for cutting in

December
Estimated cost of cultivation and manufacture so far as the latter is performed

by the cultivators and estimated net profit —
In one bigkd 3 000 stalks are required for layering if Ponda, No (1) is used

the cost would be R 100 (2) Kola the cost would be R60 (3) Sufatd and (4) Mutaria
the cost would be R20 each and for (5) Sum Ri5 The rent would be R25 weeding
R12 labour of sowing R4 hedging R5 manufacturing the crop into gdr R40 total R106
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leaving’ a profit to the c Itivator R 14 kiao being the value of the average crop In a
very good season the profit may be R50 The above statistics regarding the eapense
of cultivation apply to all varieties and the profit to the varieties (3) Sufatd or kfhola

(4) Mutana (5) Sum (1) Fonda, and (2) kala which are t sed for eating are gene-
rally sold stand ing at a profit of K100 and W60 respectively

The juice is e tracted in two ways tn a Kolku and a Chi khi Kolhu is of two
kinds both being blocks of hard stone a cavity being excavated (1) sunk to the level of

the ground (2) 2 feet above ground the stem of a babul or tamarind tree called Lat
is introduced into the cavity of the stone and the revolution given 1 y a pair of bullocks
moving round the m 11 expresses the juice 1 he Chirkhi consists of revolving rolleis

placed vertically and the cane is pressed between them much as in machine of Euro-
pean manufacture

The juice is manufactured in a large iron vat ( fcuras

)

in which it is boiled to a
thick consistency cooled and tied in cloth and thus becomes gur Before the juice
is thick it is placed m eaithen vessels and called tab an 1 from this brown sugar
( hak ) is made by placing it in bags of cloth and piled one on another Small
crystals crude which are c lied shira and are not used for eating but for mixing
with tobacco or given to cattle what remains in the bags is re-boilcd and clarified

with milk and becomes hakar or brown sugar
The people of this country mostly use gur and comparatively little sugar

(shnkar) is ma le and it goes through no f rthe refining process
Gur and rab are usually manufactured the average mai ket prices being for

them from 8 to 16ft the rupee The price of sugar ( hakt r) 1 ung from 6 to 8& the
rupee 1 have applied to the States for statistics of area under sugar-cane and will

submit them when obtained but as there will be delay in obtaining this information 1

give as much as I am able to obtain without greater delay

CULTIVATION

Central India.

Wait Malwa.

Major Gen W Kincaid Political Agent Bhopal furnished the follow

ing account of the cane cultivation of that State —
The mode of cultivation is as follows —The fields are plouged seven or eight

times manure is then applied and square beds formed I leces of cane and sometimes
whole canes a e scattered in the beds which are then fl oded with wate and the
canes are pressed in and buried in the mud with the feet 1 1 e process of planting
the Nuggurwar and Bhu rte canes is different burrows are made in the fields by
means ot a plough and pieces of canes are put in them 1 hey are then closed
with earth and covered with the branches of Khaukra tree

The sugar-cane flourishes best in morun or the black soil before mentioned
The fields are generally watered twice a month in the cold weather and once a week
in the hot weather

The appro imate cost of cultivation of cane and manufacture of jaggery is

from R150 to R200 per acre and the estimated net profit f om R20 to R50
1 he estimated outt rn of an acre is from 21 to 25 tons of sugar-cane When

fields of cane are sold < which is very ra e) they fetch about R75 to K10 per acre

The juice is extracted by means ol a stone mill wo ked with two bullocks The
canes a e cleared of leaves and cut in pieces about r foot each A man puts these

pieces into the mill and takes them out when the juice has been expressed

The juice is usually converted into gur* or jaggery but confcrtione s sometimes
manufacture sugar from the juice in small quantities by the following process —

The mice being boiled down in a cauldron is poured into earthen vessels to cool

and crystallize after which it is filled in blanket bags to allow the liquid part to drop
through After this draining process the raw sugar which remains in the bags is

spread in a masonry astern in layers of the sugar and choi (an aquatic plant) alter

natdy By this method any moisture still remaining in the sugar oozes out and the
sugar becomes perfectly dry The choi is then separated and the sugar is trampled
upon by which means it gets refined

Sugar of local manufacture is not sold in the market being manufactured only

in small quantites by confectioners for making sweetmeat
The c Itivator pays interest from 12 annas to R2 per cent per mensem to his

banker for money advanced and sometimes repays him in laggery at a cheaper rate

than that current in the market, which constit ttes the bankers profit

The demand for sugar is met by foreign importation and not by local

manufacture

Pundit Suroop Narafn O \JE Deputy Agent Manpur (Malwa)

supplied the Government of India with the following replies to the ques-

tions indicated by marginal notes —
Both the black and white kinds of cane are cultivated promiscuously in black

BhopaL
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rich and Pandar soils Depth of soils varies from 4 to 7 feet j
patches of even ground

capable of retaining moisture are prefer ed
The usual time for sowing is from November to January Some begin sowing

in Fel ruary and continue it up to Ap il from the necessity perhaps of having to
attend to opium field in the earlier months but late sowings of tne cane gi e inferior
res Its 1 he fields intended for cane sowing are ploughed p six or seven times so
that the soil gets thoroughly soft and even Trenches of 1 to i$ feet deep are then
cut i foot apart m straight lines across the fields Village manure finely powdered
to the amount of eight cartloads per b gha is then put over the s irface The
field beimr watered bits of cane f o n 2 to 3 feet long are then laid in the trenches
horizontally being so placed that the end of the last touches the head of the one
coming next to it a shown below

On the lajing in of the bits being completed the trench is watered and as the
watering goes on a man stamps the bits down w th h s feet causing them to sink
deep into the soil This operation is continued until the bits have get 12 to 15 inches
dtep under ^iound and then they are left to gei trnnate l he germination follows in
from 9ix to eight weeks in cold and f om 15 to 20 days in hot seasons

The black loam and 1 andar soils are consideied the l est fot sugar-cane The
answer as to the extent of irrigation is not uniform One say that two waterings in
cold and four in the hot seasons with one in October are suflh lent Another says four
in cold and eight in hot season should be given A third makes five m cold and six
in hot season with one in October and the last has three in cold and six in the hot
seasons

The first watering is done within 12 days after the sowing
T here is again difference as to the cost of cultivation and man facture
In Manpur the cultivation of one b ghi of cane m 188 82 is ret rned as costing

R82 and tl e manufacturing of cane-juice into gur R62 or a total of R 44 The
yield is estimated at 30 maun Is which sold at R180 leaves a p ofit of R36 The
ngu es for Bagund and jamnia are as follows —

Cultiva
tion

Manufac-
turing

Total

Yield

Profit
y antity

oi gur Value

R R R Mds R R

Bagund 109 5o •59 21 172 *3
Jarnnia 120 48 168 30 190 22

The cultivation of cane in Barwani has hitherto been rather unsuccessful and loss
to the cultivators has followed generally such loss being estimated to have amounted
to R42 per bigha on the average in 1881-83

The juice is extracted either by means of stone-mills in the manner in which
011 is ext acted from seeds—and in that case the cane is cut into small pieces which
are put in the mill like seeds—or by screw-mills—m which case entire canes are crush
cd between wooden rolleis turned by screws After the

j
ice is extracted in either

way it is allowed to collect in large earthen vessels placed at the distance of 10 or
12 feet from the mills and connected with them by woo en pipes From these vessels
the juice is transferred to large iron pans \hich are placed over fire and suffered to
\ oil until it acquires consistency In this state the j ice is transferred to earthen pans
to cool When sufficiently congealed the stuff is made into lumps varying from 2 to
3th (in Malwa) to6otb (in Nimar) I he process of refining sugar is not followed
anywhere in this part of the country

As stated aoove the only process of man ifacturmg followed in this j>art of the
country is that of making coarse sugar or gur The variety in the quality of the
latter arises from the nature of the cane or the skill of those employed in m&nuf&c
tiring 1 he gir made of the juice of the white cane is generally of light yellow
colour while that made from the black is brown or blackish The first sells at the
rate of from R6 to R7 per maund

1 here is not much cultivation of cane earned on m the temtones under Manpur
The total auantity of land under this crop in 1881-82 as shown above was only 107
blgkds 12 biswd This arises partly from the fact that Indore and Dhar districts

coming under this Agency are excluded from the return and mostly from the rtr
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cuinstance that generally cane cultivation in Malwa does not pay so well as that of

poppy It is only when the price of opium falls very much reducing
1 the profits

ansing from its cultivation below a certain limit that r iltivators are induced to turn

to the cane cultivation 1 he best thing with poppy cultivatu n is that all labour and

trouble connected with it is over in four months Cane on the other hand takes a ,

whole year before the labour and money spent in its cultivati n is repaid to the culti
]

vator There is not much prospect therefore of the extensi n of cane cultivation in

this part of the country Tne largest extension I bi lieve is going on in Holkar s

territory from the two-fold reason of H s Highness extending i igati n woiks within

his State and the necessity of his sul jects have to labour hard an 1 utilise all means

of raising crops to be able to pay the high rates of rent on land pi evading in this

State — -

(i) In regard to the question of cultivator s obligations to the moneylender it

may be said that the normal conditu n t f the class in Native States is indebtedness

to the Sarcar most of them have to draw upon him n >t only f »r the revenue they

pay but for money wherewit* to pay for all their daily wants, excepting grain and

the consequence is that all the produce of their held 9 goes to the mmey lender who
squares his accounts at stated periods adding high rates of interest to the principal

and so the debt continues accumulating till it is wiped off by death insolv ncy emi

gration or the like

() 1 he cultivation and manufacture is generally united There is generally one

mill and the boiling establishment in a village and each ci Itivat r has t > extiact the

juice and boil it into coarse sugar by turns 1 ht latter pioctss is said to lie generally

gone thro gh with the assistance of Marwari Biahmins whe are called in perhaps

both as particalarly skilled for the work and as suited by their caste to make sugar

which all people would use

(3) As to comparative profits of the industry the general impression is that cane

answers better than grain and worse than opium
(4) The e is not much capital engaged in cane cultivation as will have appeared

from the answers to the above queries

(5) The production even of coarse sugar fF«r; does not equal the demand much
is imported from Khandesh and other parts of the country

() Foreign competition does not seem to lead to the extension of cane cultivation

owing to the causes adverted to in the commencement of this query (q)

So long as the cultivation of poppy is not diminished by natural causes and the

necessity for the increase of that of cane is forced upon the people no improvement in

the modes of cultivation or manufacture is likely to take place '

A Rajputana —While discussing the sugar cane of Oholpur and
after having described the forms of the plant met with (see the chapter

above on that subject) Oolonel T Dennehy wrote —
The a ea under cultivation of sugar-cane in Dholpur in 1882-83 is 2 443 acres

of which about • >00 acres is chain 800 acres sarota and 600 acres dhori

1 his amount of cultivation is somewhat larger than it has been since the drought of

1876-77 For the last few years gee a (cumin seed) which is also a paying crop

and requires less irrigation nas been largely grown This year the price of getra

has fallen considerably and cane cultivation has been in many places resumed
The sugar-cane is generally sown in well irrigated fields which have grown

cotton during the previous year
In January the land intended for cane is completely flooded from the adjacent

tank or wells A couple of days after this first irrigation it is thoroughly ploughed
and then manured and again ploughed five cr six times so as to enti ely break up
the soil and disseminate the manure In the meantime the cane intended for seed is

buried under dried leaves which are kept moist for ten or twelve days When the

land is ready the cane is taken out stripped of its leaves ar d cut into lengths of

from 12 to 18 inches each length containing one or more joints and eyes Two
ploughs are used for the sowing the first makes a furrow 5 or 6 inches in depth in

which the sower lays the seed pieces of cane horizontally each at a distance of 8 or 9
inches from the other a second plough taking the soil only 3 or 4 inches deep follows

to cover in the earth in the furrow on the pieces lust sown After this last ploughing

the land is harrowed with a harrow without teeth a thick level clank like a railway

sleeper The field is then surrounded by a mud wall or thorn fence as a protection

against cattle and antelope Sowings are generally made in January and February

allien the late sowings are completed by the ena of March The field is irrigated

on the third or fourth day after tne completion of the sowing and from that time

until the rains set in irrigation is almost unceasing; every portion of the field should

be well moistened at least once m 8 days The cutting and harvesting of the crop
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takes place from the beginning of November to the end of December It is a com
mon practice in Dholpur to cut the sugar-cane close to the gro nd and leave the
stumps and roots for another year T he leaves of the old canes are burnt and the
ashes spread out over the roots With frequent irrigation the roots are made to
sprout again and a fresh crop is produced much inferior do btless to the first but
which still repays the trouble and cost of irrigation This second crop is harvested
at the same period of the year and in the same manner as the first had been A third
inferio crop of iho t cane is sometimes thus obtained chain and sarota can only
produce at most two crops

Sugar cane ib cultivated m Dholpur in black soil in do nut (black soil and
clay) in btlta (yellow clay) in mattiar (clay and sand) and in bhoor (sandy soil)

7 he two first give the best resi Its

The average cost of cultivation including hire for labour plo tghing irrigation
etc is about R85 per acre The cost of manufacture of juice into gur is ab ut
k2> I he value of raw juice sold and of gur manufactured is al out K150 The
average net profits wo Id thus be R45 per acre In reality the actual p ofits are
much greater than this amount as the hi e of labo r although estimated for in this
calc lation is scarcely ever actually disbursed by the cultivator the work being in
most instances done by him and by his family

1 he average outturn f om an acte of sugar-cane in Dholpur taking into consi
deration the proportion of the different kinds of cane cultivated, would be about
12 tons of raw juice About one fourth of this juice is either sold in it raw state or
is consumed without any process of cooking or manufacture by the cultivator and his
fa ily F om the remaining 9 tons a little over 1 ton and 2 cwts and a few pounds
(or 30 maunds) of gur is made

No saccharine prod ct except gu is manufactured in Dholpur The process
of manufactuie offers no peculiar features After expressing the juice in the
kolhu or stone cane-press in the ordinary way it is po ired into large karhaos
or iron dots in which it is boiled over temporary furnaces chula* made in the
immediate vicinity of the held The refuse cane supplies the fuel Several cultivti

tors ften combine to purchase one or more karhoas which they use in turn and
wl ich are let out for hire to others when not required by the own rs The juice of
each field is boiled down separately standing fields of cane are sometimes but rarely
disposed of to speculators Usually the produce is disposed of as manufactured
gir

.

and the selling price is usually on the average R4 8 per maund
‘ 1 he richer cultivators pay all the expenses of their sugar-cane cultivation from

their own capital Several others are able to obtain for the purpose loans from the
State at the rate of 6 per cent per annum interest but many who neither have capital
of their own nor can obtain a loan from the State borrow from money 1 nders about
R40 per acre on their prospective crop and for this ac ommodation they pay interest
at the rate of 1 2 par cent per annum 7'hese loans are generally repaid m from
10 to 12 months

The profit realized by the cultivator on an acre of sugar-cane should be allowing
for interest paid to the money lender from R40 to R60 The total amount of capital
employed in the growing of the sugar cane and manufacture of gur alone in the
State would be about three lakhs

Putting the consumption of gir at 12 seers per annum per head of population
the annual consumption in the Dholpur State would be 75 000 maunds or 2 754
tons 9 cwts and 32ft The amount produced is 73 290 maunds or 2 691 tons 13
cwts and a8tb As comparing production with cons imption therefore we find
that the State produces ab ut 1,710 maunds or 62 tons 16 cwts and 4ft leas than
its actual requirements That is to say that the quantity of gur imported to
Dholpur exceeds that exported from it by about 1 710 maunds or 62 tons 16 cwts
and 4ft If we consider the underpopulated condition of the State from which it

is only beginning to emerge and its inferiority of means of irrigation compared to
districts in British territory it is probable that for some time to come the cultivation
of the sugar-cane (which necessitates considerable labour and exceptional irrigations)

facilities) will not increase to such an extent as to place Dholpur m the position of a
considerable exportor of saccharine produce

A great deal has been done by the Durbar for the last ten years m the direction
of increased means of irrigation by tanks and wells, a number of which are being
made every year A system of taccavi advances established by the Durbar is

also being largely taken advantage of by the people Sugar-cane cultivation is

undoubtedly increasing slowly and surely
The annual production of gir averages about 73 29a maunds or 2 691 tons,

13 cwts The imports exceed the exports by about 1 710 maunds or 62 tons 16 cwts.
Tne consumption amounts to about 75 000 maunds or 2 754 tons 9 cwts ”
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Mr A Wingate furnished the following memorandum on the sugar
cane cultivation of Meywar State —

No special soil is devoted to sugar-cane and it is found in clay loam, or sandy
soils wherever there are sufficient water and man re to permit its cultivation lh«
cane is finest in the rich black soils but is m >st abundant in the sand) loams on the

banks of rivers or in lands below tanks where the water-supply is constant and easily

got With a good water supplv and pi ntv f manure the area under cane is sure
to be large whatever the soil may be b it with the same advantages a loamy would
be preferred to a sandy soil In black soil irngati n cane will always be found in

isolated plots of $ of a bighd to a bigha or so more if the water is near the surface
hardly any if the water is at a depth of 40 to 50 ieet each asattu or cultivator growing
his plot under his own well Similarly unde tanks with a full supply all the year
round cane will b found though the soil is very stiff and in more compact areas
very refreshing to look upon in the h >t weather And along the banks of such a
river as the Banas where the s< il varies from the richest loam locally known as
dnamim to the sandy or etri » ils and where water can be had by digging
a few feet into the sub-soil the planting t ( cane is only limited by the manure or by
th price of its competitor opium The reply of the people to the question is that
soil s by no means the important factor in successf 1 sugar cane cultivation though
in special cases it may hinder such cultivation as where the water is salt or the land
usar

There is very little selection by the cultivators nor have they much opp rtunity
of select ng The b Ik and weigl t of the cuttings requi ed for planting prevent
importation from a distance, and each village generally supplies itself But were very
good cane available the villagers would read ly buy it 1 he introd etion of better
var eties must originate with the Govern nent With his slender capital ac Itivator

would never dream of making experiments the exper ence of his orefathers indicates

a certain if a small profit and any element of isk is avoided
1 reg et that under this head the information is very imperfect, first because

there is none at all except for khalsa villages and secondly because the papers of

these are neither available in < ne place nor finally totalled 1 have only been able
to get figures for 251 villages and as for many of these the sugar-cane area has been
hastily picked out for the purposes of this report 1 am not inclined to place any re
li# nee upon them As far as the fig res go these 251 villages give an average of

n^th b ghds of cane per village so that the 8 so villages measured ought to give

9 500 b gha\ under cane and raising this (in the proportion of 3! to 13! vide

Mr Smith S report) so as to include jagri territory there should be an area of nearly

37 000 bighds cultivated in Meywar At 20 cwts per acre this area would produce
18 500 tons of gur or 5 18 000 impe lal maunds which at 15 seers per head would
supplv a population of 1 381 000 The pop lation is returned at 1 *4J 144 and
doubtless this is below the mark Taking the population at 4 m llions 5 62 500
maunds of gur at 15 seers per head pe annum would be necessary which at 20 cwts
per acre would require 40 000 b ghds under cane b t there is some importation of
gur from the North Western Provinces and though there is some exports to M&rwar
the imports on the whole exceed the exports Still 1 think it extremely probable
that an area of 18 000 to 20 000 acres may be under sugar-cane in Meywar producing
18 to 20 thousand tons of gdr

Land intended for sugar-cane is very thoroughly ploughed usually a crop
of makka (Indian-corn) or san (flax) has been reaped in tne rams and during
September and October the plot is ploughed up At each ploughing the field is gone
over twice first one wav and then across at right angles to the first furiows After
two o three s ch double ploughings the clods are broken by a heavy log of wood
usually a trunk of a tree roughly squared ora felled palm being dragged over bv
bullcoks the driver standing on the log another ploughing followed by the cloa
cru her succeeds, and then the manure is carted out from the village and deposited in

little heaps over the ground Cane is an expensive crop to grow for it occupies the

S
ound for over a year and must therefore yield a return equivalent to two crops,
wtfand tabt fo be successful it must be heavily manured, and few cultivators can

afford manure for more than a plot of about 4 a bighd or 4 of an acre The quan
tity of manure given varies witn the soil black soil requir ng less and sandy soil* more
For black soil about 250 to 300 imperial maunds per b ghd (» say 4 acre) are neces-
sary and for nver-stde loams, which have a good deal of sand about 35«f to 400
maunds. The villagers do not reckon manure by weight but bv cart-loads

The cart is drawn by 4 bullocks, and from a variety of replies appears to contain
about 20 imperial maunds, and for sugar-cane usually from 15 to 20 cart-loads per
bighd are allowed From actual counting about 10 to 12 heaps are turned out of a
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cart upon the field and distributed at io to 12 feet apart The manure is almost
entirely collected where the cattle are penned during- the nijfht often the court yard
of the dwelling house and is thus naturally stored at the village site It consists of
the cattle droppings and the refuse of the fodder they have been eating bits of tnakht
and jawar stalks etc also of the ashes and sweepings about the house By the time
it is carted o it the lowe part of the manure pit is very thoroughly decomposed to a
rich da k-coloured mould The droppings of the cattle while out grazing and of the
b llocks at the wells are used for fuel and so fa as collected reach the manure pits
in the form of ash but as far as I have observed the women are not allowed to save
themselves the trouble of collecting this fuel by taking from the supply accumulated
during the night As soon as the cattle have gone forth in the early morning the
manure and refuse are caiefully scraped together and thrown on the manure heap
and there also go the droppings of any milcn kine kept at home The number and
size of the manure pits about a Meywa village can hardly fail to be noticed and
the answer to eve y q icstion about outturn is that it depends upon the manure

The manure is carted out during October and November and it generally lies

out in little heaps for some time before it is spread and ploughed and rolled in the
clod crusher The field will then be left again to get another ploughing and clod
crushing just before planting operations begin The lighter soils though they take
more manure take much less preparation and the bullocks can also plough more
easily and quickly

‘Manure is seldom purchased except in the neighbourhood of towns But a certain
amount is always procurable in a village of any size from the cattle of mahajuns
and others who do not possess land of their own The price given varies from half
anOolcypuri rupee per cart to as much a two Oodcypuri rupees But it maybe
taken that eight annas to Ri will generally procure a at load The buyer has to
cart it away Ihimself Carting manure is a tedtous and laborio s operation the ex
pense depending upon the di tanceof the fiel i from the village site and as many culti
vators do not possess a cart they have to borrow one Allowing five trips a day it woi Id
take 3 to 4 days to manure a oifhd for cane at a distance of at out $ of a mile From
the time a ca t entered a field with it load to the time it left the field empty was
just twenty five minutes and they take about as long to load up The ploughing
and clod crushing and manure ca ting are all done by the men though when the
cart returns aw man will often assist to load it The current vagts for this heavy
labour are two Oodeypuri annas a day per man Ploughing and clod-crushing re-
quire only one man. but for manure carting there are never less than two men em
ployed and generally a woman or a boy besides to assist the loading One man
drives the bullocks and the other turns out the man ire while both help to load one
digging out the pit and the other throwing the manure with the aid of a basket into
the cart

In a field thus carefully prepared deep furrows are made about a foot apart
first by the plough and deepened and perfected by a man working with a wooden
take with three or four broad wooden teeth At each end of the perpendicular
r>wsisacros fu row r nning at right angles to the others By this time it is near-
ly the middle of December from which pen *d till the end of January planting goes on

In rega d to procuung cuttings for planting the practice va tes some wait till

they are ready to cut the standing cane fo crushing in the mill and then take from
1 foot to 18 inches from the top of each cane fot seed others select a sufficient num
bei of whole canes and cut these up into pieces about 2 feet long But at all events,
in Central Meywar the most common plan is to get the planting as far as possible
over before the crushing for juice begins and also to plant as early as possible so s
to be able to sow opi im over the newly imbedded canes As soon therefore as the
season commences (in December) they open o t a part of the protecting hedge or
break diwn a corner of the mud wall and with the aid of a small hatchet a man chops
and breaks off the canes close to the ground leaving untouched any not fully grown
1 he canes are then carted or carried to the new plot where they are stacked under
leaves and hay and occasionally watered for a few days A woman then strips the
leaves off and cuts off the tops The next process vs to measure the canes If the
canes are the cultivator s own property the measurement may be omitted but as
they often prefer to purchase and canes are sold not by weight or number but by
length the operation is carefi Uy done The buyer will cut down from the part of a
field of sugar cane pointed o it to him as many canes as he likes and when tne canes
have been cleared of leaves and tops he and the seller will sit down to watch the
measur ng A man takes up a cane and applies to it his right elbow measuring as
one hath1 ora the elbow to the tip of the extended middle finger •

This point he marks by placing there the thumb of the left band and measures

Some add the breadth of the left hand
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another hath By the middle of the third hath the cane comes perhaps to CULTIVATION
an end but another man supplies another cane and so a continuous measurement
is kept up till 200 hath are reached 1 his constitutes a bdrt or bundle and
20 such bundles are called i ooo canes really 4 000 haths of cane 1 have
measured seve al haths and find a hath averages 1 foot 10$ inches So that
they hold that a cane averages 7 tc 7$ feet in length or 4 haths 1 he present

f
nce for seed canes is K8 to K10 Ot deypun per 1 000 canes 1 e per 4 000 haths
hey count 2 300 canes or 5< bundles to a b gha

f
which give 10 00c haths equal

at my average for a hath to about 19 000 feet I hey allow seven parallel rows
to a btrwa which wo Id give 14) ows per b gh and as the canes are laid down in

continuous lines in each row and allowing 1^3 feet ferthe length cf each row they
ought to use 2 300 feet of cane to a b gh incl ding the two cross rows But as a
matter of fact the gio nd is not so accurately laid o t nor do the canes always touch
and 1 hould say 20 003 feet ol cane is about the quantity requisite for which they
would \ ay R20 to R25 acco ding to the market ate

After meas rement the bundles are conveniently di tnbuted over the field and
a woman then lays the canes down in the dry furrow ingly in one c< ntinuous line.

Water is then let in and a man treads the cane with his feet into the soft mud
Anothe man re-dresses the ridges and ar anges for the flow ol water I he process

is the same whether entire cants are planted o whtthci the canes have been cut into

two or more lengths but where c nly the t p ends an planted the plantt r is generally
supplied by a woman and hept abtundr each foot as he advances In this

ca e the bit ove lap and form two broken lines along the furrow Over the great
part of Me* war they plant with entire canes sometime cut into lengths and some-
times not

The newly planted cane is watered twice a month during the cold weather and
four times a month during the hot weather I3u 1 lg the rains it gets no ir igation

unless there is a long b eak On the whole about 26 t 28 waterings will suffice It

is the con tant watering during the hot eason that makes cane cult vation such a
labour Whe e the c are tanks o iver-side wells with only a lift of a few feet there
is comoarati ely little t ouble But with ordinary wells of about 35 feet to 4c feet

deep the wate gets very low and the bi Hocks have to drag to the f 11 limit of their

run and where they could ir igate in the cold season 8 to 10 btswas a day they in

the hot months do not water hall that a ea and are at work most of the week to keep
the cane in vig j ous growth Not only is this a great strain on the cattle robbing
then and thei drivers of the idlest part of the agricultural yeai but as ploughing up
the opium and barley fitlds begins in April and has to be f equentlv repeated the
bullocks emplojed on the suga cane a e unable to as 1st in getting the farm eadyfor
the khanf sowings The people admit s gar is a paying crop but say that no
c op rep esent such wear and tear of w ll-gta and uch a st am on the cattle

If asked how lo g a charas o wate bucket will last they will say perhaps

3 yea s but if used for s gar-cane it will hardly get throi gh half the second
season and so with every thing else While to keep the bullocks wo king green
lucerne grass and plenty of fodde with ) I cake are essential Thus it happens that
cane under wells which are n t seja (that is n er side wells with sho t lilts and
constant supj ly) is found only in very small patches

It is a very general practice to sow opium broadcast over newly planted cane
but this opium is always late sown and backward and therefore the yield is poor
generally only 3 seers per b gha fo which half the usual pi m assessment is levied

by the State Some do not sow opium but methi which they cut for cattle feeding

and for which they have to pay nothing 1 he g ound under cane must be broken up
and weeded after each of the early waterings to prevent caking etc and as opt im
requires thir treatment it can be grown without any expense for watering weeding
or breaking up the ground The only other expense w hedging or walling in the
sugar-cane and tl is has to be effectually done to keep o t dee and pig By the
middle of Decembc the cane »s ready for cutting Canes §t Id fo eating a e in the
market in September and remain till fanuary but no crushing begins till quite the
end of the year With the 1 st of January mills are wo king all over the country,
ceasing early in February The busy season with the cane is thus December and
January as these two months ses the new c op laid down and the old converted into

sugar The villagers are ve
y
fond of eating cane and during the season after the

morning dose of opium will always secure a cane or two to chew They are very
liberal with it among each other and the consumption m this way must amount to
several hundred canes per plot

As soon as the crop is off the ground the stubble is generally burnt and then
metht is sown for cattle-feeding without any ploughing Or occasionally a crop

of jam (barley) or of rackka ( lucerne grass) is taken but always for green food

In
Rajputana*

Mtjrwar
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for the bullock*? and as already said these crops carry nt> assessment Sometimes
the plot is left till April when it is ploughed up with the other wet lands m prepara
tion for the kharif and sometimes the cane is allowed to grow again The local

names for the first years cane are sdntn and AacP, the second year's g owth
being called korbdd pronounced kolwnd generally The cane is only allowed to
shoot up again if the manure in the first instance has been very liberal and if the
first crop has been decidedly good A second crop can al nost always be readily
recognised by its stunted and rather straggling appearance The outturn of a second
years crop is very inferior but it seems to be in favour for furnishing canes for

planting
When the water supply is easily got as by flow or lift from a tank or from wells

along river sides with a never failing supply close to the surface the assessment is

about Rio Oodeypun per bigdh otherwise R8 But there are all grades of privi

lege I rates and K4 R5 and R6 are not uncommon rates

As regaids rotation the only definite rule is that they never plant cane m a plot

from which cane has lust been cut Rotations which have come under my own notice

have been makkt followed by opium then san(flax) followed by sugar with opium
own over it then methi This is a period of three years

Another held has sugar followed by makkt and then jaw (barley) and in the
rains following it was being prepared for cotton

One advantage of changing the plot yearly is that in the old plot makkt
followed by jaw can be grown without giving more manure while they generally
put the new canes down in an unexhausted field as an opium field But a plot of
cane cut in January might give a crop of makkt in the rains and then be planted
with s gar-cane again in the December following

It has been already said that e ther a deep black so 1 or a rich loam gives the
largest gross outturn but that lighter and sandy loams can often be more profitably
worked if the water s pply is abundant and easily available Irrigation has been
desc ibed under No 3

I give below a calculation of the cost of cultivation and manufacture for one
btsrhri of sugar-cane If the average price of gur 1 taken at R4 then the net p ofit

per high t comes to K25 and if the price is taken at R3^ then the profit is reduced to
R11 But the 10 rupees set down for manure is really not exj enditure I do not think
therefore that the net profit is less than R25 to R30 per b ghd Asa matter of fact

it is very m ch more profitable for very little of the labour is actually hired The
shares paid to village servants are not included as these a e very t ifling and ve y
variable and these as well as the amount eaten while crushing is going on like the
canes eaten before the crushing begins are deducted in estimating the gross outturn

Expenses X a p Rap
x fist ploughing and clod b eaking 3 times for

O0T 6 day 1 man @ 2 anna o 1 o
x C 1st ploughing and clod b eaking 3 times for

g O ) 6 day 1 man @ 2 anna

oC) 2nd ploughing and clod breaking 2 times for

days

1

20 carts manure @ 8 annas pe ca t

3 days carting manure 3 men for 3 days @ 2

annas
Cart hire @ 12 annas per diem
Spreading manure etc 2 men one day (§ 2

annas

2

1 2 o)

2

3
*

[ 3
.0 O

040)

/Preparing field for planting 2 men for 1 day @
2 annas

Canes for planting 2 soo canes @ R8 per

thousand

a Cutting preparing and carting canes for plant

h mg —
, ,

Rap
£ x 4 men $ 2 annas for one day 080
5 |

1 cart for one day o 12 o
^ I Cutting of leaves @ Ri per

I thousand 280
Planting 4 men @ 2 annas for 2 days

3 12 o
1 o o
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< z
o 3
fc Q

{Irrigation 28 waterings @ Rii per water

J ing

(

Breaking up ground etc after watering 12

t mes with

ea h

D
Z
<
Z

6 men for 1 day $ 2 annas

Hedging 4 men @ 2 annas for 3 days

f

Share of cost of mill etc

Digging holes 2 men @ 2 annas for 2 days and
setting up mill

Gathering fuel 1 man for 16 da>s p 2 annas
Cutting and crushing canes 5 men & 4 anna

for 8 days and 8 nights

3 women @ 1 anna for 8 days an 1 8 nights

2 pairs of bullocks for 8 days and 8 nights Q
y

12 annas

X a p Map
35 o o

35 o o

900

1 8 o
10 8 o

500
080200
1000
300
600

[CULTIVATION

Rajputana.

Maywar

Grand totai hf 14 o

0)

u H
a- z .

{
Opium 3 0

< *
( S igar-cane 9 0

1200

Receipts

3 seers of opium 0 R4 per seer

28 maunds ol gur at R4 pei maund

98 4 o

! 2 GO
112 O O

Total ereipts

Total expend ture

124

124 00
98 14 0

Net profit per b gha or ^ acre 2S 2 o

It is very unusual to dispose of canes in the manner indicated About Oodey

p ir there is 1 believe a considerable sale in this way but it is seldom met with in

Meywar generally and 1 have no info mation on the s bject
When a head of cane is ready for cutting a convenient spot close to it is chosen

for setting up the mill During Noveml er and December the mill will be overha led
and put in thorough repair or perhaps a large babul tree felled and a new mill made
by the village carpenter I append a rough sketch of the mill now in use with the
local name of each part of it It is made entirely of Mood and costs about 2 > Oodey
pun rupees, the cultivator generally furnishing the wood otherwise he will have to
pay about R5 more for a suitable tree They used to chop up the cane into little

pieces and crush by turning an upright pole in a receptacle hollowed out in a la ge block
of stone The block was partialiv bu led in the ground leaving the mouth exposed
and the crusher was turned by a bullock much as the oil mills are still worked it was
a tedious and wastef 1 process while the stones cost over Rioo to quarry and shape
and convey by dragging1 or rolling perhaps 10 or 20 miles to the village where re
quired Once arrived tnev lasted lor ever and there are few villages where these
stones may not be seen imbedded round the village site In those days they used to
bnng the cane to the village site as they still do all other crops But since the wooden
roller has superseded the stone one they crush where the canes are cut It is difficult

to say when this new mill was intr »d iced but it was universal at least 40 years ago
and most say it came m with the British peace Its advantages were its cheapness and
simplicity easily within the means of the cultivator and the capacity of the carpenter
wl lie it turned out very much more juice
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The null being” ready to set up an oblong- hole is dug” in the ground to receive

the chata or heavy solid plank on which the rollers rest and hold the whole mill

firm Another circular hole is dug in front of this to receive the nand or earthen
large vessel into which the juice runs A little distance off a third pit is dug and
divided into two compartments one of which is the furnace over which the large iron

pan kar yi rests and the other is used io feeding the fire Digging these holes is

merely the work of a few hours For some time previously they Tiave been dragging
large bundles of thorn to the spot accumulating itllt and cotton stalks and anything
else in the way of fiiewr od as ol i hedging etc that is available

The mill is set up and a pai of d Hocks yoked and while a man cuts the canes
with a hatchet close to the ground

?
a couple of women with sickles strip off the leaves

and another carries them to the mill and la>s them down beside the mad feeding the
mill He passes two or three at a time between one pair of rollers and a man on the
opposite siae catches the ends twists them round and returns them through the other
pair so that the canes pass twice through the mill The crushed canes are then
useless except for platting into a thick mat which they lay by their wells to receive the
rush of water as it issues from the leathern charas or bucket drawn up by the
bullocks 1 he crushed canes are also spread in the sun and come in useful for fuel to
the mill The fault of the mill is that the crushing power is insufficient and the
straining appliances hardly worth the name It will be noticed that both at the top
and bottom where the rollers enter their sockets wedges are drawn in to tighten the
rollers But the working is constantly loosening the mill and it would require an iron

screw to secure and maintain the requisite pressure b or keeping the
j ice clean they

E
ut a few straws in the cl annel by which it flows into the eartnen pot to catch the little

its of cane, etc that fall and they place a bit of cloth or thin matting over the
mouth of the pot But no ji ice that I have seen is perfectly clean or unmixed with
particles of foreign matter while the dark dirty oil that assists the working of the trull

finds to a greater or less extent its way to the juice
Theie are said to be 15 to 20 thousand canes to a b eha If the canes are juicy

and of good length then 500 canes would suffice t > fill the pot or n tttd but as
many as 1 5oo|will be used if the canes aie stunted or the juice limited One nand
full of juice suffices for the knravt o iron pan As a rule the mill fills the
nand 4 times in the 48 hours but if the juice is flowing slowly then only 3 times
Two pairs of bullock suffice for this work going one day and night and relie ing each
other every 6 hours t e each time the n nd is fi 11 Meanwhile the jt ice is

boiling in the open iron pan and occasionally skimmed with spoons called chatilta
and stirred with long wooden scrapers When boiled down to the propei consistency
the pan is taken off the fire and the gur is pressed into holes made in the ground
and lined with cloth where it is cooled and moulded Nothing remains but to weigh
the outturn and examine the colour

The outtui n of g r is a fairly certain quantity In a few favoured localities

as in some of the fertile little valleys with good black soil and abundance of water to

the east of Chitorgarh I have been told 50 local mat nds per btf>ha equivalent to

about 50 imperial ma nds an acre or some 35 cwt to 36 cwt are produced Fifty

local maunds (the seer varies from 42 to 48 tolas have been mentioned to me on
several occasions at different times and places by officials patels and cultivators

But few will admit 50 ma nds in the case of their own village and all say it is a ra e
and extraordinary yield Up to 40 maunds however the evidence is ve y distinct

and abundant ana this would give about 2S^ cwt per acre F ty maunds 1 const

der a full outturn and know villages wheie probably the Meld would average very
little less But for a genet al estimate that figure cannot be safely accepted The
cultivators talk veiy freely of 25 maunds local per bxgha I have had replies as low
as 10 12 and 15 maunds but the patels l have the most confidence in have freely

admitted 20 and 25 maunds and for some time I have been of opin on that 25
maunds, nearly 18 cwt is about the smallest outturn that an ordinary field should
give This is of gur or the coarse^brown unrefined sugar produced by merely bo ling

the juice No further process takes place in Meywar and all refined sugar is import
ed I take it therefore that the produce ranges between 18 and 28 cwt per acre If

manure has been spared or the hot weather waterings have been at all faulty the outturn
runs down at once But generally speaking a sugar cane plot is so carefully cultivat

ed and looked after that tne outturn n ay be regarded as fairly constant One of

the most intelligent and best informed Hakims of Central Meywar told me that 30
maunds per bignd equivalent to about 21$ cwt per acre was a fair average for his

strict 1 his is 3 or 4 cwt more than the cultivators stated to me and though I

think him correct for the first class villages when it comes to a general average tor a
large extent of country and taking one year with another 1 do not consider more than

20 cwt can be safely assumed At the same tune 1 am confident that 36 cwt are
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got from the best manured fields in black soil There is another way of looking* at
the outturn and that is in rupees and I have never been given a reply of much less
t tan K100 Oodeypun per bigha as the value of the outturn of gir

}
and replies have

^one as high as R200 per bxghd At that date the local price was R4 per locar
maund which would give from 25 maunds of gut to 50 maunds as the outturn

As before remarked cane is not grown solely for eating but it is commonly
stated that 15 000 to 20 000 canes can be cut per bigha I feel pretty certain how
ever that the speakers refer to 1 000 canes as meaning 4 000 haths of cane (as

above described) though I was not then aware of this method of counting 1 aking
c 000 however and their estimate of the number of good canes required fora maund

of g ur as 500 canes then the outturn would still be 40 maunds local per bighd and
15 000 canes would reduce it to 30 maunds

CULTIVATION
In

Rajputana*

Keywar

Regarding the weight of canes my information is at present very little Such
as I have is to the effect that there are 10J tons of canes per acre but I give this

under reserve 1 he reason is that I was always told by the people that they never
veighed canes and knew nothing of the weights and since this report has been called

for I have had no opportunity of weighing for myself

It is not enough however that the canes should yield a full weight of gur the
colour of tht gur is quite as important and it is surprising that thecultivators do not
take moie pains to keep the juice and boiling gwr clean A few puffs of wind will

< over the boiling vessel with dust and this going on all day must have a considerable
ffect But they say that does not depreciate the gur for local consumption It is

the colour of the gur itself This colour varies from a pale yellow to red and lastly to a
l lackish hue The whitish yellow sells for about R5 Oodeypuri per local maund and
the da kest colours as low as R2 1 his con lition of the gar is stated to be quite in

dependent of any efforts of the cultivator The same field may give very fine gur at
one time and very black at another Bad cultivation they admit will generally result

in a dark-coloured gur and good and careful tillage in a hne amber but there is nothing
certain in the matter and they attribute the colour to the season xe the character
of the hot weather and rains It is here there is the greatest and probably the Iikeli

ost room for impiovement Since I have been in Meywar the price of the best gur
has varied between Oodeypu 1 R3J and R5 per local maund the average appearing to

l e R4 But g&r is classed and sold under 3 heads and in the following table are the

q toted prices in Oodeypun rupees (= 12 { annas) per local maund (=«4 an imperial
maund ) for yellow red and black gur or 1st 2nd and 3 d quality —

Sumwut ist quality 2nd quality 3rd quality

R ft R
1935 43 2

1936 4 3 2

1037 38 2} !}

1938 3? 2* t

»

1939 5* 4? 3
s

If the price of nearly all the gur produced could be raised by more careful

management by one or two rupees per maund so as to raise it all to first class gur the
^ain would be very great

Sugar cane cultivation though in favoured localities of considerable amount
is not extensively practised in Meywar and is generally confined to the well to do
cultivators There is no special dealing with the money lender on account of

the cultivation But gur with wheat and opium etc goes the Asamts
Mah^uns m liquidation of the current account between them The relations between
the mahajan and his clients in Meywar are very complex but have nothing to do with

the extent to which sugar-cane is cultivated and therefore need not be introduced

here

The cultivator of the cane is invariably the manufacturer of the gur and refined

sugar is nowhere made
Sugar-cane is rather more profitable than any other crop but its cultivation is

limited for reasons already detailed and double cropping is preferred To compete
with opium sugar ought to yield a profit of R40 to R50 per bxghd for it represents (and
occupied for i| years. In the one case there would be makkt and opium for 2 years
running in the other makkt and sugar with opium covering the same two years

There are no data for estimating the capital employed seeing that the area
under cane is very problematical
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Gur ib imported into Meywar as well as all the refined sugar used The former
comes from the Neath Western Provinces and the latter both from there and Bombay

Hie effect of foreign competition is to keep up prices

The official literature of Indian sugar carte cultivation is so extensive

that to reprint all the reports and correspondence eve n regarding' Central
India and Rdj putana would necessitate the allotment of a special volume of

this work to sugar I he reader who may desire further information should
consult Major W J W Muir's report on the States of Harowtee and
Tonk the Commissioner of Ajmir Merw^ra s communication Oofonel W
F Prideaux s various memoranda on the Eastern States of Rajputdna
Mr A H Martindale s account of the sugar cane of Kotah Major H
B Abbott s statement of the cane of Jhallawar and many other similar

replies which were received by the Government of India in 1882 8 * in

consequence of a circular letter which called for information regarding
certain features of the cane industry

BOMBAY

SIND

Area and
Outturn

318

Conf wi/h

p H7

VII -BOMBAY AND SIND

References —Bombay Stat 1 txcal Atlas Various Special Reports by Mr
Ozanne Director ofLand Records and Ag irulturc Reports Agricult
Dept on Experimental Farms Crop bxpenments ; Paper by Mr
Woodrow in Indian Agricult ral Gazette fune i8S6 Agrt Hort
Soc hid Trans II App 392 398 417 111 34 42-43 *5 57 VI
Proc 44 VII 94 Proc 75/ Journ I Sel 400 11 Sel 87 by
2^9290 IX 3$S 3<;# (Di eases) Proc 271 New Series VII Proc
85 Gazetteers —II 41 6* 40H III 54 233 VI 39 VIII 190
X 14* 148 XI y5 425 XII /*7 169 22* 227 352 XIII pt I
290-291 391 39s pt 11 672 *75 6S0 *b2 *94 *97 XIV 299300
XV pt 11 1920 XVI 101/02 XV11I pt /. 565/7 pt II
515s 167 1*8 171 ; pt III 102 3o< 307 XIX 16*1*8 219 XXI
251 252; \XI1 278280 XXIV 175180 X\ V 18,277

Area, Outturn and Consumption - In the small \olume of Statistics

of Sugar issued by the Oovernment of Bengal in 1848 a brief notice
occurs regarding sugar in Bombay A table is furnished which shows
the cultivation to have been 25 782 acres (= 77 346 bighas of 14400
square feet) The production was estimated at 631192 maunds of
gur the maund being 82ft (or 652311 the maunds being 8oft>) This
showed an average production 8 maunds 17 seers 5$ chataks (or 25
maunds 12 seers an acre) But there were found to be 2^0063 date
palms and although these (as at the present day) appear 10 have been
mostly used in the supply of a juice utilized in the preparation of
certain beverages a small amount of sugar seems in 1848 to have been
made from them and the p ovinceis accordingly credited with 216 maunds
of palm gur which thus raised thejsrrand total of gur (expressed in maunds
of 8oib) to 6 52 527 maunds The estimated consumption of * sugar
khar gur or raw canes the whole reduced to their equivalent of gur m
maunds of 80ft * came to 7 61 779 maunds The consumption to head of
population was therefore 8 lb but to meet that consumption the Presi
dency imported (mostly by sea) 1,09252 maunds Owing to the pro-
duction not being equal to tne demand the report explained that the law
which then permitted Bengal to export sugar did not apply to Bombay

The small book from which the above information has been derived
gives a table to show the comparative sugar productiveness of Bengal
Madras and Bombay but in repubhsmg that table the liberty may be taken
to add that of the North West Provinces (given m another part of the
report) as also the corresponding figures for tne jear 1888 —
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Yield of

Bengal per

b gha of

14 400 sq ft

Madras per

bigha of

14 400 sq ft

Bombay per
bigha of

14 400 sq ft

North West
Provinces per
bigha of

14 400 sq ft

GAr
M S C
10 1 5l

M S C
12 37 2

M S C
8 17 5i

M S C
537 •!*

Expressed per acre 30 4 'i 38 3 * 6 25 12 Of 16 32 l£

Yield worked out for

the average of 5
yea s ending 1888

28 7 54 * 60 0 22 9

It will thus be seen that in 1848 the yield in Bombay was viewed as

very considerably less than in Bengal whereas by the modern returns
Bombay is shown to produce more than twice as much per acre as Bengal
In the repor s which nave been published within the past few years one
or two points seem anomalous and probably incorrect upsetting as they
do all previous notions or they mark radical improvements in cultivation

or what is more likely in tabulating results The point already cited is

specially significant Sugar cane cultivation in Western India must
have either vastly improved or the careful crop experiments conducted
recently in that Presidency and with the view to obtain a definite know
ledge of the yield from various crops have demonstrated that all pre
viously entertained notions of the outturn fell far short of the mark So
again the outturn of Madras (the other province which by modern investi

gations has had an exceptionally high yield assigned to its acreage)
exhibits the equally anomalous feature of consuming of all the British

provinces of India the least amount per head of population It will also

be seen from the statements quoted above that the consumption of sugar
(gur) in Bomba) was in 1848 found to be 8ft> per head whereas by the

table given at page 116 it is now believed to be 195 seers (= 391b)

We are not tola the districts and the shares taken by each which in 1848
made up the cultivation of 25 782 acres but the total area devoted to

sugar m the British portions of Bombay and Sind on the average of tie

five years previous to 1888 came to only 82 000 acres The Native
States of these provinces possessea 43 000 acres Assuming therefore

that the area treated of was the same m 1848 as in 1 888 namely the

British territory the above figures show an increase during the 40 years
of 56218 acres and by a uniform expansion this would give an average
annual increase of 1405 acres It may be contended however that with
the higher acreage yield now accepted and the greatly increased imports
an amount is estimated for sufficient to provide a consumption of 39ft
per head of population But it seems probable that future investigations

may slightly lower both the acreage outturn and the consumption per
head in Bombay If this be not found necessary then it would appear
highly probable the production and consumption in other provinces will

have to be materially increased It is hardly likely that so great a differ

ence could actually exist between the productiveness of the North West

CULTIVATION
In

! Bombay

Yield
Conf with

pp no J33-

134 H9
16263 jy8

189 198 226

319

•In the table given at page 165 the average has been corrected to 5 maunds 39
•ears 15 chataks or say 18 maunds an acre A slight mistake seems to have been
made in the original calculation that gave the yield as 5 maunds 37 seers if chataks a
bigha The correction suggested would seem desirable though to save the possibility

of ambiguity the original figures are left m the above table
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Provinces for example and Bombay as has been demonstrated (seep 116;

by a yield of 22 9 maunds in the one and 60 o maunds in the other per
acre There must t would appear to the writer be some other cxpla
nation than superiority in systems of cultivation and better appliances f >r

expressing the juice So far a presently known the average Bombay
cultivator is only slightly in advance of the rayat of the North West
Provinces That the province which alone of all Indian provinces during
'll least the past 200 years has filled to meet its own wants and which at

the present day should be consuming the greatest amount of foreign

sugar should nevertheless be the best sugar producing province of India
(viewed from the acreage yield) is a point which most persons are hkelv to

believe requires to be supported by more than a tabular statement of yield

worked out on admittedly imperfect data

The subject of the area under sugar cane and the yield per acre in

Bombay has recently (1889) been dealt with by the Officiating Director of

Land Records and Agi iculture in connection with a proposal to encourage
European sugar plantations in India A few passages from the Director s

reply may be here given as they confirm the exceptionally hia h produc-
tion and consumption discussed above

The subjoined table shows the area and estimated outturn of sugarcane in the
Bombay Presidency —

I e centage
on total

cult vated
area

Outturn OF Gul

Province Area
Total Per head

Presidency Proper
bind

Ac es

80 000
2 00

0 32
0 12

Cut
3 440 000

86 000

ft

27 4
4 0

Iotal 82 000 031 3 526 000 22 7

Native States 43 0 0 1 849 000 24 0

Gkand Io»al 125 000 5 37s 0 0 23 5

The area under sugar-cane is teadily increasing owing to the extension of canals
and it would increase at a more rapid rate but for the want of cheap manu e

The chiet sugar-cane growing districts in the Piesidency Proper are shown
below —

Aiea under Percentage
Disteicts su„ai-cane on net cropped

1887 88 ai ea

I

Acres
Satara 15 402 0 87
Ratnagiri 12 095 1 23

Nasik 10 54 * 0 54
Belgaum 9 94° 0 57
1 oona 8 860 0 43
Surat 7 089 * 54

I Compared with the other chief Provinces sugar-cane 19 grown to a very small

[
extent in the Bomba> Pieiidency as will appear from the following table —
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Peicentage

Province
Total culti

vated irea

A ea unde
sugar cane

'

of sugai
cane on t( tal

cultivated
area

Acies in thousands

Noith Western Provinces 29 700 870 2 90

Oudh 1 1 200 190 1 70

Panjab 20 300 3 S4 1 70

Bengal
Bombay

54 5oo 287 0 53

27 100 82 0 32

Madras 24 600 44 0 18

SACCHARUM s

Sugar

CULTIVATION
In

Bombay

Not* —

M

adras has about 30000 acres under cocoa and other palms fi om the

juice of which much laggery is made
The outturn of jaggery {gul) is estimated at an average of 60 maunds or 43 cwts

per acre At this rate the total outturn m the Presidency (exclusive of Sind but in

elusive of the Native States) amounts to 5 289 000 cwts or 25 5ft pei head In Sind

the outturn amo ints to 86 000 cwts
In 1887 88 the net imports by all routes of drained and undrained sugar

amounted to 1 122 158 cwts according to the returns avadable foi the President)

Proper The details are given below —

Kind Impoits V x ports Net Imports

Cwts Cwts Cwts
Dra ned Sugar I 289 486 465 742 823 744
Undcained Sugar 359.624 61 210

|

?9S 414

Total I 649 110 526 J52
|

#
i 122 158

believed that a dish sweetened with gul requires less ghee than that required by a
sugared one Some poor and ignorant people have a preiudce against the use of
sugar because animal charcoal is used in the manufacture of crystallized sugar

Outturn

322

Imports

323

The total consumption of drained and undrained sugar in the Presidency Proper

t 5 587 000 cwts *ul
(including the Native States) is estimated at 6 41 1 000 cwts f

5
824 000 sugar Orcal outturn 5 289 000 cwts net imports 1 122 000 cwts )

l 27lbofFa/
** or 31 lb per head of population This estimate is liable to

*
of sugar

considerable reduction Sugar cane is largely used in its
4 * raw state It is eaten as fruit and pressed for juice which is

freely used as a cold drink particularly by the Marathas Sugar-cane is largely con
sumed m towns and cities For instance^ Bombay in addition to its supplies of raw
sugarcane received from Bassein Ratnagiri and other places takes almost the whole
produce of the 400 acres under sugar-cane m the Mahm taluka where hardly any
gul is made

The present area under sugar-cane is not large enough even to meet the local
demand for gul Besides as a substitute for sugar on account of its cheaper price
gul has a distinct demand which is so great that in addition to the local production
nearly 3 lakhs cwts are imported chiefly from Northern India and Madras Gul is

considered to have a relish of its own and is on that account used in certain dishes
It is also believed to be sweeter than sugar and hence it is cheaper to use /put in
sweetening a dish The GujaratiSt whose partiality to sugar and gnee is proverbial
believed that a dish sweetened with gul requires less ghee than that required by a

The import of cheap sugar particularly from Mauritius has dealt a death blow
to the indigenous sugar-refining industry Sugar of an inferior and unsavoury
quality is made in Belgaum and Kolhapur

• More than three-fou ths of the drained sugar was received from Mauritius and
about one-fifth from Hong Kong Undratned s igar was mostly supplied by the North
Western Provinces and Oudh Madras, and Bengal the first named Province having
sent nearly half the quantity
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Several attempts made between 1830 and 1861 at Bassem m the Thana district

to manufacture sugar on modern and improved methods with pecuniary help from
Govern nent failed for some reason or othe The reade shoild consi It the
remarks at page 93 and again at page 308 for particulars of e perim nts at establish
ing sugar cane plantations in Bombay

The Poona factoiy was established in 1883 According to the information fur
nished by Mr Adarji the machinery was supplied by Messrs Manlone
All lot Fryer & Co of Glasgow The plant contains all the refining ap
paratus such as vacuum pan centrifugal machines crushing mac! mes with engines
tap filters char filters a reburning apparatus coolers steam boilers etc The ma
chinery including buildings cost nearly two lakhs of rupees Sugar cane is obtainable
in the district for six months during the year The factory is capable of daily manu
factuung2 tons of sugar for wnich the produce of over an acie of sugar cane is

required The Agricultural Returns show tnat in 1887 88 sugar cane was cultivated

to the extent of 8 860 acres in the Poona district of which 4 400 acres were in the
Haveli taluka within a radius of 10 to 15 miles from the factory

The factory from its central situation can also be kept agoing during the othei

half of the year—by refining sugar from jaggery which is obtainable in sufficient

quantity both locally and by imports by rail from Satara and the Southern Maiatha
Country States, where jaggery is made in large quantities

Thus the Poona factory seems to be well situated so far as the supply of raw ma
terials is concerned Enquiry shows that the factory is not paying Mr Adarji
mentions the following drawbacks —

(1) 1 hat the ci ystallizable matter in th© raw material in the Deccan is less than
that found in the produce of Madras and Bengal 1 his is owing toth® full use of
poudrette as manuie in growing sugar cane

(2) That the price of raw material is higher on this side than what it is in the
other 1 residencies

(3) 1 hat at present the prop letor of the sugar factoiy tould not dispose of the
spirit tnat is male from the refuse 01 the non-crystallizable portion of the material tf

tne best advantage
It is a matter fo enquiry and consideration whether the rum and sugar manufac

tured in Mr Adarji 8 factory aie of the standard qt ality required by the Commis
sariat Department and whether assistance given to Mr Adarji by the purchase of

his rum and s gar for the Bombay army will help the factory out of its difficulties

Under the patronage of His Highness the Gaekwar a sugat factory was establish
ed m March 1887 at C andevi in the Bai oda State It is situated in the hea t of a sugar
can® growing tract the area under sugar cane within a radius of 5 miles from the fac
tory bemp estimated at aboi t 1 200 acres 1 he raw sugar cane is obtainable for three
months te from the middle of October to the middle of [anuaiy 1 he appended
copy of a report received from Bar da through the kindness of Mr Qzanne show
that the machinery including the buildings were set up at a cost of about 2$ lakhs of
rupee that sugar is made direct from the juice and that during the last two years of
its wo king the enterprise has worked at a considerable loss a result attributed chiefly
to a short working season and to the comparatively high price at which jaggery is

locally sold The average outturn of jaggeiy per acre in Candevi is two tons per acre
while the yield of ugar as judged by tne ti lals is from $ to $ ton

It would appear from the above that the factories already started at Poona and
Baroda have many difficulties to contend with and that the latt r in spite of all

th® support that it necessarily derives fiom the patronage >f His Highness the Gaek
war has worked during the last two years at considerable loss Before any attempt is

made to establish model factories as suggested by Messrs J Travers & Sons
it is advisable with a view to guard against unnecessary expenditure of Government
money to encourag® private enterprise by affording all possible facilities to secure the
successful working pf private factories.

Mir £ Q Qzanne published in 1887 a Note on the Culttvaix n of the
Sugar cane in Bombay which deals with roost of the roore interesting features
of the enterprise The paragraphs of that Note which discuss the forms of
the plant met with will be found under the special chapter for that subject in

the present article (pp 7^76) Sugar-cine Mr Ozanne remarks is grown
in Bombay either for eating raw as a sweetmeat or for manufacture of gul
sugar is made in very few localities Inferior sorts are made in Belgaum
and Kolhdpur Mr Ozanne published in connection with his report figures

which exhibited the averages for the ten years previous to 1885 86 Com
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meriting on these he says The feature which *$ brought otit by the figures

is that cane is grown almost all over the Presidency but no where is the crop

very extensive It is most important in BalsAr jaldlpor and Ghikhh tdlukris

of Surat, in Haveli and Junnar of Poona in Devgad and Malvan of Ratnd
gin in Chikodi of Belgaum in Hingul and Rod of Dharw^r in Bassein
of Thdna and it may be added in the Rarvir and Alta tdlukds of the

Kolhapur Sta e

After furnishing brief notices regarding the sugar cane cultivation in

Poona Rhandesh Konkan Dh£rw4r and Gu>ar£t Mr Ozanne deals

with certain features of the Bombay sugar interests of a general nature
Such, for example as—

Rotation — Continuous cane is found only in the neighbourhood of Poona It

» always possible provided the ashes and skimmm gs are returned to the soil and
provided manuring is liberal Ratooning or growtng a second crop from the stools

of a former one is known everywhere but is not largely practised It does not
pay lnGujarAt cane is grown at long intervals ranging from once in a t< once in

20 years So in KhAndesh The only tegular rotation 1 am aware of is tnat noticed

unde the paragraph on irrigation in Nasik and Kolhapur in M&him (North
1 liana) whore cante is taken once in 7 years in a rotation in which the order of crop
ping is — 1 Betel vine 2 Ginger 3 Cane 4 Plantain or once in <; years where
betel vine is gro r» and in Bassein close by wl ere can is followed by rice and

a late crop of udid Phaseolus radsatus (for fodder) and in the third year b> the
same pulse as a sul stantive crop In the Deccan and Karnatak exce t m rice land
cane if possible, follows chilhes or tobacco or groundnut But there is no ve y close

adherence elsewhere to a particular crop to precede cane

S ts for Plant ng— As a general rule the sets are pieces of cane from 9
to one foot long cut from the whole length But frequently sets aie taken only from
the top of the cane next the green unripe portion which is used as fodder In places
»t is considered that such sets arc sup nor In others precisely the reverse opinion is

maintained Occasi nallv whole canes topped and stnpped are planted The
|
lough

ts provided with a hole drilled through the body running backwa ds Into this the
cane is inserted As the plough is driven the cane ts deposited deep m the furrow
The depth at which it is deposited is the merit of this mode of planting f have
never se n it but write from descriptions given It & not uncomm in in the Kama
tak to plant the sets n pa rs at km ger intervals than when planted singly l shall

not ce further on the system of planting spr utmg sets wfi ch is either resorted «o

when there is no tr igation available or when the farmer is not ready to plant when
his sets are ready

Irrigation — ** The extension of canals has naturally caused a consileiable

(increase in the cultivat on of cane The most notable inc ease is tlat in th neigh
bourhood of Poona since the opening of the Khadakvasla Canal The p ejudices

against the use of canal water have rapidly disappeared The chief allegation was
that it vas too cold which it no doubt was when used too freely

The principal sources of irrigation besides canals are wells dhekudts pats and
tanks. Cane is grown largely under tanks tn the DharwAr and Belgaum districts of

the Kamatak and m Ahmadabad of G jarlt Pdts or channels drawn from
streams are most commonly used m the Deccan distucts and in them most largely in

Khindeshj Nasik batata and Poona An intere ting practice is reported from North
N&sik The land irrigable from a pdt is divided into 3 or 4 blocks and cane is

grown once m three or four years respectively m the whole 1 lock t he rotat on is

fairly constant Rice precedes and wheat follows cane or, where there are four
blocks peas or gram or sesamnm intervene between the wheat and the nee The
block under cane may belong to many cultivators or to one alone Even in the tatter

case there is a mutual agreement by which all 10m m the cultivation arranging that

th e who cultivate another 9 land with cane should give that rayat a share of their

land: for othe crops so that each may apportion his cultivation to his needs This
plan ©fleets much economy m irrigation and m the cost of watching the crop A
similar practce exists in the Koftidpur State Dhekudts in Gujarit are water-lifts

erected on the banks of nvers They correspond to the bndkis of the Deccan but
these latter a e chiefly confined to the banks of small streams Both are largely uti

lised for cane growing I n Kolhapur the rayats club together to raise the water in

stage* from deep beds of streams or nvers till it can flow by gravitation At each
stage troughs are coosti ucted and lifts placed o» the troughs* On tbe whole how-
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S9 76 77 78
128 143 15J

177 181 195
226 247 278
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ever the reports received seem to indicate that the greater area of cane is water d
from wells assisted in places by pdts By this means only can pat which do not
afford a perennial supply be usetul for cane and economy in lingation is effected by
using the pdt as 1 ng as its flow lasts

' It may be noticed that the lifts used throughout the Presidency except in parts

Mar Mni of Konkan and in Sind are varieties of the leather ba^Mar ^ Mot
Guj »Kos

small, and where the mot coufd not work the Persian
bucket wheel is uaed Its use is general in Sind even on river banks and on wells

Mar P hdt
where the water is plentiful In the Karn&tak a hand lever

Sindh** m?Ndr and bucket Wt consisting of an upright pole to the top of
1 * which is affixed a bamboo evenly balanced is used in places

where the water is close to the surface To one nd is attached a bucket and to the

Kan mtV la or Doth ot^er a 8tone or a lump of m id There are no data for
"" a

showing the area of cane under each variety of irrigation

but it may be stated generally that m the Deccan the largest area is under wells and
pdts in the Guiardt districts under wells and dhekudis and in the Karndtak under
tanks and wells In the Konkan wells only are available when the cane is watered
Notice has already been made of the nipant or unwatered cane Cane is grown
without water under different circumstances In districts of very heavy rainfall

especially in bottom lands where the land retains its moisture after the cessation of

rainy season the nipant cultivation is commonest In this instance it is almost
always taken in rice land after rice but I have seen nipant cane in land not low lying-

and whiclfwould not grow rice Where tanks exist the nipant cane sometimes is

planted after a single watering Whet e no irrigation even to moisten the soil into
which the sets are deposited is available it is a common practice to place sets in

layers separated by straw in a hole and to hand water till the buds sprout in about
a week The sets are then carefully planted In parts of Gujardt cane is grown
witho it irrigation in natural bdgayat (earden) te land generally alluvial where
the suiface moisture is sufficient to bring the crop to matunty

It mayibe gathered from what has been stated above that the straw cane is the
variety most generally chosen for nipant cultivation and on the other hand that the
soft white cane demands the fullest si pply of water thioughout its period of growth

Manure — The dung of cattle mixed with house sweepings and all refuse by
products of crops is the chief manure for cane as indeed for all other manured crops
There are great variations in the degree of care and success with which the muck
heap is kept The careful farmer of Gujardt pajs the greatest attention to the
proper preservation of the fertilizing ingredients leafing {t e d ubing) the surface
of tne pit with a thin layer of moist cowdung daily In Kdnara too the appreciation
of the value of well kept manure is conspicuous It is a matter of regret that with
these exceptions apathy or ignorance is everywhere to be observed

Poudiette or deodorized ordure is manufactured in the vicinity of some large
cities eg Poona Sholdpur and Ahmadnagar The large extension of cane under
the canals near Poona and Sholipur gave an incentive to tn increase of the s ipply
of manure The manufacture of poudrette at Poona has been very successful It

met with much opposition which was overcome by Rdv Saheb Narso R
Godbole, the Secretary to the Municipality whose foresight and energy met even
tually with the fullest measure of success Poudrette has if an> thing become too
popular near Poona and the cane cultivators would do well to use it rather as a
supplementary fertilizer than as the sole manure Where available tank mud
especially in Gujardt, is used with profit

In the rich garden tracts near Bassein and Mdhfm in North Thdna castor oilcake
imported from Gujardt is the only manure The climate is too moist to allow cattle
dung to be well kept and it is all demanded for rice cultivation as tab i e is burnt
on the seed bed for nee and ndglt (a cereal) to kill weeds and give a readily assimil
able food to the young seedling Where sheep thnve they are folded on the land
intended for cane full use being thus made of the liquid as well as the solid excre-
ment Sheep do not thrive in districts of heavy rainfall

The ashes of the crushed cane and other material used as fuel to boil down the
cane juice are returned to the soil with more or less care But in this point as well
as in the matter of returning to the soil the skimmings of the juice more attention
would be very profitable

The use of green manures is well known and largely practised The practice
is increasing The best crops for green manure are tdg (Bombay hemp Crotalaria
jltacea) and guvdr (Field vetch Cyamopsis psoralioides) These leguminous
plants are rich in nitrogen and readily decay 1 hey are sown in the early rains and

In the coast districts where the depth of water in wells is very
small, and where the mot could not work the Persian
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by September are well grown As they are flowering they are rut down and after a

short intei val aie ploughed into the soil I he decompositu n is ufficiently rapid t>

make the manurial ingred ents available or the cane crop planted in the hot weather
following

Bones are not used and this is one of the most melancholy f atures of Indian
agriculture It is especially to be regretted with regard t< cane cultivation which moie
tnan any other crop requires a supply of phospnatic man re i he se of bones as
manure will have to encounter the strongest op* osition but no opposition or prejudice
could be g eater than that manifested against the use of poudrette Professor
Cooke has patented a manure made chiefly of bones 1 ut he has not yet followed up
the experimental su cess which he secured Crush d bones t e ci ushed by han 1

labour would amply repay the cost It is not necessaiy to dissolve bones with
sulphuric acid or in other ways

Salt i by some supposed to be a manure foi cane It is rather used to prevent
attacks of white ants or to drive them a ay Salt and asafaetida (h «o) are use I

throughout the Deccan and Karnatak bt t as far as I am aware not in Ciijarat A
small quantity is tied in a < loth and placed at the head of an irrigation channel and
is gradually di tnbuted by the running water

Catch Coops— While the cane is young various catcl crops are grown
They are not favourable to a maximum outt i n of juice but are principally the rest rt

of poorer farmers giving a quick return and thus easing the initial expenditure 1 ich

cane cultivat on demands They are in cases of some value to the cane providing
shelter for the tender shoots till they have taken strong hold In Guj&rat pumpkins
cucumber onions and other vegetables are thus giown To these may be added
guvar val and bhendx Guvar also serves as a sheltering croj and for this purpose
maize and b&jri are grown between the rows All are reaped eaily the shelter crop
providing an early and valuable supply of green fodder The castor oil bean and a

shrub called shevrt in Marathi are also planted around the borders of cane to protect

it from cattle I he leaves of the shevrt are eaten readily by goats, and the stem is

used as a rafter Catch crops are less common in the Deccan and Southern Maratha
Country 1 hey are chiefly vegetables and pot herbs but in SaUra maize is grovn
as in G ijar&tfor early fodder Castor oil bean and shevrt are also commonly grown
But it is more usual to plant around the borders of the valuable kinds of cane one o
two rows of the straw-cane which is hard and which serves a similar purpose

Fuel for Botltng the Juice — Except in the neighbourhood of Poona
in North N&sik and in parts of Belgaum it is reported that the crushed cane
must be supplemented by other material as fuel In Kh&ndesh the cri shed cane i

not used The potters who provide the earthenware pots claim the cane as then

pe quisite They extract from it by lixiviation a small amount of juice f om which
they make inferior pul called Potters* gul and use the residue for their manufac
ture of pots and bricks In Bassem also crushed cane being fully utilize 1 as a rdb
material for rice nurseries is not available for cane fuel Ine quantity of fuel

. required depends principally on the shape of the boiling pan The greatest economy
* is effected where it is shallow and wide as in Poona and the greatest expenditure when

it is deep and narrow as in Bassein The q lality of the fuel is governed by the
facility of obtaining the supply free at a rate below the market price or at fill

market rates In the Panch Mah&ls and in Bassein wood is used because it is

obtainable from the forests The cost till forest conservancy became an imperative
necessity was simply the cost of felling and carting Where the Forest Department
has become the guardian of the tree-growing areas a fee is charged In places
where free or cheap supplies of fuel are not available the fuel used for boiling the
juice consists of the stalks of cotton tur safflower etc shrubs thorny bushes and
even branches of babhul tamarind and mango grown on private lands or in waste
places In the localities where the crushed cane is the only fuel a Ixtttla extraneous
material must nevertheless be provided to boil the first two or three panfuls till the
crushed cane has dned sufficiently for use It may be stated with confidence that
where economy is forced by the dearness of fuel and where in consequence the most
economical pattern of boiling pan is used, no other fuel than the crushed cane is

absolutely r ecessary except as just stated for the first boilings and it may be stated

with equal confidence that the assertions that the crushed cane as fuel will not permit
good lasting gul to be made are without foundation When however it is used as a
tab material or m other profitable ways it would be bad policy to attempt to insist on
the burning of the refuse cane *

The reader will be able to discover in the selection which may now
be given of district accounts of sugar cane cultivation such additional

information as he requires For convenience these have been arranged
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in alphabetical order The selection has been made more with regard

to diversities in the systems pursued than as denoting the chief sugar

producing districts of Bombay The value of the districts in sugar pro

duction it is believed has abundantly been exemplified by what has al

ready been said —
Ahraadnagar

* 33 1

Baroda

332

Dharwar

333

AHMADNAGAR — Sugar cane w? which had in 1881 82 a tillage area of

2 801 acres is one of the mo t important of watered crops If the c op is good in

spite of the outlay on man 11 e and witer the profit is very large In growing sugar
cane the ground is several times ploughed in different directions and hairowed Forty

to seventy cart loads of manure to the acre arc spread over the field The furrows

are eighteen inches apart lengthways and four and a half to seven and a half feet

apart cios way The cane is p opagated by means of layers which are c t in lengths

of about a loot or a foot and a half The planter takes a number of these pieces of

cane in his han 1 and after a stream of watei has been turned into the funow he
walks along it d opping the pieces of cane one after the other lengthwise into the
trench and treading them int > the soft yielding earth This cane requires watering
every fourth fifth or si th day shallow soils requiring water oftener than deep
During the hot season while the shoots are tender to shade the young canes in the
spaces between the rows it is common to set some creeping plants generally the
ghevdi which is cut as soon as the young canes have gained a certain height As
soon as the canes are planted the garden is surrounded with a thorn fence to keep
out cattle Growing sugar-cane wants constant watching the jackal being its chief

enemy from its fondness for biting the yo mg stalks and sucking the juice After

about twelve months the cane npens and is c it down and carried in bundles to the
sugar m 11 In the Akola Sang or hill lands a purple sugar-cane is g own without
watering As soon as the rice is off the ground in good level red soils rn valley

bottoms the ground is ploughed and man ired and in ]ani ary the cane joints aie
plait d They soon sprout and next January the crop is fit fo cutting without being
watered in the hot season This cane is said to take httle o it of the soil and is

followed by rice m the following rams (tlomb Gag XVII 7J 274)
BARODA —

*

Only two varieties of sugai cane are known in the dist ict the white
and the purple-coloured The land requires to be repeatedly and deeply ploughed
and manured before planting takes place As the cultivation of the canc requi es
considerable moisture rt is not planted until after the latter part of October or the
beginning of November when the land is completely saturated with ram water It

is planted either whole through the ndgar or by the hand in pieces which are placed
in a horizontal position and in rows at a distance from one another of from a half
to three quarters of a foot It takes full twelve months to grow During this time
it requires to he frequently and copiously watered It ts ge ic ally cut down afte

the rams that is m November oi December Each joint sends forth a f ill grown
cane It grows to a height of from eight to ten feet I here are two varieties ot the
white sort of sugar cane vcntdigtvn or malbart and vrfnst the latter is thinne
than the former I he Gandevi sub-division yields the largest crop of ugar cane
an area of 846 bighas bemg cove ed by it After the cane is harvested the land 1

allowed to he fallow for about six months at the end of which period it is cultivate 1

with tuver and jnvdr These take six months before they are ready for the harvest
Ihe land is then again allowed1

to 1 e fallow for a oerioa of six months when it 1

either planted with the same crop or with ginger The ginger is dug out by Octobei
or November 1 he- land is then again placed under sugar cane It will thus be
seen that the cane is planted every foirth year As the cane ripens it is dug out
and removed to the kdu or crushing machine that the juice may be extracted for
conversion into molasses (Bomb Gaw VII 80)

DHARWAR —m Sugar canekabbu (K ) or us (M ) which had 3 742 acres or o 28
per cent of the tillage area is chiefly grown m the damp West or tnalladu and occa
sionally m gardens in the dry East Except that when grown in fields it is planted
m a field from which rice has been reaped the garden and field tillage of sugai cane
are much the same The chief point is that the land must be damp enough In De-
cember before the cane is planted the ground is prepared by breaking and levelling the
rice field ridges After a week the small plbugh or ranti with two or more pairs of
bullocks is drawn three or four times across the ground The clods are broken by the
korudu or leveller and m January the heavy hoe or kuntt and the light hoe or bal
lesal kuntt are used to powder and level the surface. Manure is laid in heaps and
towards the end of January the large plough cute the surface into furrows about
eighteen inches apart In February ana m some places in Mtarch the cane cuttings
are laid in the furrow and covered with manure. Sugar-cane wants more manure than
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any other crop in fact cane can hardly have too much manure Six to nine cart loads
are generally given to the acre After the cuttings are covered with manure the
small plough or ranti is run along the side of the furrows and fills them with earth
The field is then once well watered and wants nothing mote till the rains Eight or
ten days after the planting when the surface is dry the korudu i used to level it and
break the clods The small plough is again used to heap the earth on the cane and is

again followed by the korudu After a few days the surface is loosened by the smaller
hoe or balles l kunti to help out the young sprouts and destioy the weeds

Nothing further is done till the first snoweis fall when the crop is a few inches
above the surface and the field is weeded by the grubber or y dt kuntt Now if not
earliei it is hedged and weeded as often as wanted at first with the yadt kunti and
later with the kurgi 01 drill machine I he earth is heaped about the roots and the
ciop is ready for cutting in light porous soils in 1 1 months and in stiff soils in 13 or 14
months Sugar cane takes moi e out of the ground than any othe crop In fields

sugarcane is followed by rice and in gardens by pot heibs Unless the ground is

richly manured vegetables do not yield much du ing the first season aftei sugar cane
It is not till the second or third year that sugar cane can be again grown with ad
vantage In a fair season on a rough estimate an acre of sugar cane will bring a
net return of £ 1 12s ( K16) (Bomb Gag XXII 218280)

KaNARA — In growing sugar-cane the ground is well dug laid open to the sun
for several days and covered two or three feet deep with leave and brushwood whir h
when dry a e set on fire To the wood ashes old cowdung mixed with grass is added
and the ground is again turned and laid open to the sun for two or three days hresh
cowdungashes ana leaves are again applied and the ground is finally turned and
divided lengthwise into beds two oi th ee feet apart Each bed has a trench a foot
and a halt wide and abo it half a foot deep for the wate to run throughout the entire
length The trenches are joined at the ends so that the water let into one of the
trenches gradually hnds its way into the rest and waters the whole garden h xcept
in some parts where it is as early as January or February the season for plant
ing sugar-cane is April or May As soon as the beds are icady the cuttings which
lor some days or even for weeks have been kept in a cool shady place dipped in

cowdung water are laid in the beds about five inches apart and watered After it

is planted the field is watered every mo mng hy means of a palm stem channel In

about fifteen days the cane begins to sprout and the watering is daily repeated
When the plants are about a foot high cowdung manure 1 added and the gro nd
is cleared of weeds and rank vegetation This piocess is continued every month and
the beds are raised as the plants grow When the can s are th ee feet high ear h

1 tied up with it own leaves This process which prevents the canes f om b aking
is repeated till they reach their full height Sugar cane is ready for cutting eleven or
twelve months after planting

Almost all husbandmen grow some little sugar cane and make molasses When
the cane is cut the roots leaves, and dirt are carefully removed and the juice is

* squeezed in a sugar cane mill i'he mill consists of three cylinders moved by a perpe
’ tual screw The force is applied to the centre cylind r by two capstan bars which are
worked by hand and require six to ten men at each end The juice is boiled m iron

brass copper or earthen vessels Lime is added during the process to harden and
thicken the liquid I'he thickened liquid is either stored in pots or cast into cubical
masses by means of wooden moulds 1 he total cost of raising an acre of sugar cane
and of making the juice into molasses is estimated at about £ 22 (R2 o) 1 he outturn
of forty mans (24tt>> of molasses is estimated to be worth about £20 (R200) and the
value of eight thousand bundles of sugar cane leaves about £$ 4$ (R32) more leaving
a net profit of £ 1 4s (R 12) the acre This cost of tillage is ealci lated c n hir d wages
If as is generally the case the land owner himself works he reaps a p ofit averaging

£4 to £4 105 (K40—R45) the acre 1 he details are £2 (R20) for seed canes £y\os
(R35) ior preparing ground io» (R5) for planting £4*0 (K45) for watering
105 (R5) for manure 105 (R5) for weeding i 6a (R8) for fencing and hedging

£ 1 (Rio) for cutting ^345 (R32J for pressing ios (R$) for boiling ^3 (R30)
tor fuel and / 2 (R20) for contingencies giving a total of £22 (R220) r (Bomb
Gam XV tt 19 20)

KAthiAwAr —“Sugar cane sherdi is an important crop all over K&thiaw&r
except in parts of Jhalavad It grows in black soil and is planted in February and
March ana cut at the end of a year 1 he soil is ploughed ten times broken up once
levelled twice manured once at the rate of sixty cart loads to the acre weeded four

times and watered a hundred times Two kinds of sugar cane are grown a reddish

black and a white The reddish black is the most generally cultivated the white 19

found in Kathidwar ptoper and in parts of Halar and Porbandar It is used locally
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for miking- mohsse9 and as fruit 1 lie gieen tops are used as foddei Sugar is not

made in Kathiawar (Bomb Gag VJll 290)

KhaNDE4>H —• Rich black loam is the best soil for sugfar cane but highly

manu ed light soils are also very pioductive In growing sugar cane care is taken not

to plant it on the same ground oftener tl an once in three yearsj and that the inter

vening sowings a e o dinary di y crops jxraya I he ground is first ploughed cross

wise and hoed to break the clods manuie from 30 to 100 cart loads the acre is

spread and the held plo ighed once or twice so as thoroughly to work in the manure
The suriace is then smoothed and any large clods are powdered with a wooden
millet I hen after a final ploughing into parallel ndges one and a half feet apart

and letting water into channels between the ridges the field is ready for planting

I he s ed canes are cut into sho t lengths ktnat and the planter filling a small

basket and placing it under his left arm drops end to end and about six inches apart

the pieces or cane along the channels treading on each to settle it well into the mud
Fvery three or four planters have an attendant who keeps filling their baskets with

cuttings On the third day after planting comes the first watering ambum and on
he seventh day the second ntmbuni Alter these follow legular eight dav watenngs

r\ fo tnight after planting young shoots hegin to sprout and at the end of the h st

month they a e far enough on to allow the hoe kolpa to pass between the lines

This is done thiee times at intei val of a month After this it is weeded by hand
During the sixth month or just befoie the uttara nak hatra . the latter half of

Septembei the ground is to help the after growth h thbhar that comes thickly

du ing the ea ly rains carefully loosened to a considerable depth by a small mattock
kuded While rain is falling water is withheld But as soon as rain ceases a light

wate ing ver ivm is given merely to wash in the rain water whiJi is deemed cold and
hurtful to surface loots

I he cane suffei shorn seveial enemies The white ant udhdi may be kept in

check by placing bags of pounded cowdung mixed with salt and blue vitnol morchut
in the main water channels 1 lowing over these bags the water becomes salt enough
to kill the ants without hurting the cine Alu a small grub which destioys the cane

by boi ing numerous holes in it is the larva of a large fly which lays its eggs in the

axils of the leaves No icmedy for this pest is known Hamm a grub about four

inches long eats the young toots and if not checked works great havoc It is got

rid of by soaking dried til (Sesamum indieum> stems in the well until the watei

becomes light brown Two or three doses of this wate are usually enough Nothing

but fencing and watching can check the robbenes of pigs and jackals ( Conf with

P 22 )

1 he cane is ready for cutting about tl e end of the eleventh month if not it is lpft

until the thirteenth month as the cultivators believe that if cut in the twelfth month
the juice is much less sugary When the canes begin to throw up flowering spikes

they are considei ed 1 eady for crushing As the root part is charged with particularly

rich juice the canes are cut over several inches below the ground They are then

stripped of all dry and loose leaves and carted to the mill Here the tops b indy 9

are cut off and used to feed the mill cattle The crop is not at present so profital le

as it might be made by improved machinery A great deal of the sweet matter is

wasted by the rude mode of extracting the juice Besides not acquainted with any

method of refining sugar the cultivator's only produce is raw molasses gul A large

quantity of canes are also eaten by the people in their natural state

The crop is disposed of in three wavs by sale in the village markets to be eaten

raw by making cuttings bene foi planting and by crushing in mills for molasses

When sold to be eaten raw a good crop leaves a pi ofit of from £ 10 to £12 105 (R100—
Ri25)anacre when sold as c« ttings foi planting it fetches from £20 to £30 (R200

—

R300) an acre and when made into molasses the acre yield is £

5

(R5<>) Only the

best and the largest canes are fit for cuttings Smaller canes 11 juicy and sweet are

set aside to be eaten raw and those attacked by jackals pigs ana white-ants are

taken to the mill The mill ghani made of bdbkul Ac&Clft ar&blCA and kept under

water m some well or reservoir is generally the property of the cultivator It costs

about £210

s

(R25) and lasts for two or three seasons The boiling pan kadhat
is hired from a Gujar or a MArvidi for 25 to 4.9 (Ri to R2) a day The mill workers

are about twelve in number seven of them ghadles mostly of the MhAr caste for

removing the canes from the field and stripping them of their leaves one pertodya

to cut the canes into small two feet pieces two millers ghdndan one to feed the

mill and one to take the canes from the other side one fireman dastkult and one

boiler, galva The boiler gets from 3s to 4s (Ri^ to R2) a day besides an eighty two
pounds lump belt of molasses when the work is finished The others get from

2id to 3d (i| to 2 annas) a day and small quantities of molasses cane and juice.
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Besides these the village carpenter potter leathei worker washetman and Mhar
have their respective allowances When cane is being crushed beggers infest the
place night and day and the Kunbt tries to please them expecting in this way to reap
a good harvest In the evening the mill is the resort of all the pattls and elders and
the owners distribute juice, cane and bits of the new molasses gul (Bomb Gog
XII 167 Mp)

Kolhapur— Sugarcane one of the most important crops in the State it

occupied in 1881 82 an unusually dry year a t llagc aiea ot 9 900 acres In ordinary
years the tillage a ea undei sugar cane vanes from 12 000 to 1 000 acres As it

requires a large capital and a longer time to ripen than most other garden ciops
it may be fairly presumed that the farme who grows it is fauly p ospeious Sugar
cane is grown in three kinds of soil black red and hi own red which is alluvial deposit
on river-sides The brown led is consideied the richest and best suited to sugar cane
Sugai cane requi es much watenng and heavy manuring Sugar cane takes much out
of the soil Unless he is satisfied with a poor return tne Kolhapur landholder does
not grow sugar cane oftener than once in three years Still when the area of garden
land s small sugat cane lsgrown alternatelx with eithei hemp chillies orspil ed millet

but this sof n impoverishes the soil and makes long rest necessary after a few yea s

cropping In the plain country sugar cane is followed in the second year aftei a heavy
manuring by Indian millet and in the third year either by hemp chillies ground
nuts or spiked millet In the western pa ts of Kolhapur sugar cane a ternates with
rice or n hm In garden lands and river side lands which are flooded as many as
a thousand sheep are folded on one acre for five da\s and 1 esides this about 35 to 50
cart loads of ordinary manure aie laid on the ground Night soil wheie procurable is

preferted It is considered superior and the quantity requn ed is about half that of
ordinary manure In river side alluvial deposits sheep unne a d dioppings aiethe
only manure When he cannot affo d to manure the whole field a husbandman only
coveis the furrows in which the cuttings have been planted with ordinary tnanuie

In parts near the Sahy&d is suga cane cuttings are planted in December and in

the eastern subdivisions of Alta and Shirol between January and Maich In the
western parts the land is ploughed thi ee to four times the clods are broken do n with
the K lar and furrows about eighteen inches apart are made by a heavy plough
l he cuttings are then laid and are covered with manure A small plough runs by the
sides of the furrows and covers the cuttings 1 he field is then water ed After the cut
tings have sprouted the field is weeded Before the crop is ready the field is occasi n
ally weeded and the plants are earthed up 1 he plantation is generally well hedged t

protect it from jackals and wild pig In garden lands and river watered plot the field

is ploughed crosswise in December and the clods aie br >ken and the surface levelled

with wooden mallets Between January and February the field is manu ed with sheep
unne and droppings and then with ordinary manure I he field is then tho o gl ly

] loughed to work in the manuie 1 aiallel ridges or sars about eighteen in hes apart
are made and water is let into the channels between the 1 idges I he field is ready for

planting Much carets taken in selecting cuttings Cuttingsare taken from the
• healthiest and biggest canes m the field It is also seen that the canes have no tura r

or flowe y spikes at the top Seed canes are cut into kn idis or pieces fifteen to
eighteen inches long with tnree or four shoots They are then dropped lengthwise
into the furrows and pressed by the foot well into the gr und About ten thousand
cuttings cover an acre On the fourth day after planting comes the first wate ing or
mbavnt and on the eight day the second watenng or chimbavnt After these water

ings comes the regular lrngation after five to eight days according to the soil and
sufficiency of water A week after planting the cuttings begin to sprout after three
weeks when the plants have come a few inches above the ground the field is weeded
by hand During the first four months the held is weeded every month by h nd In
tour months the cane grows about four feet high and the kulav is run between the
rows of plants to eartn up their roots In the fifth month the field is again weeded
by hand After this month till the crop is ripe no weeding takes place but the field

is watered at regular intervals In the western parts whe e rainfall is heavier sugar
cane does not want watenng after the fifth of June and in the eastern plains where
rain is less heavy and falls at long intervals it requires occasional watering even in the
mons on months In the western parts sugar cane is watered either by pdts or by
budkts that is wells built on the bank of a river or stream In drawing water from
budkis husbandmen club t gether The watei is raised from the budkt to an inter
mediate receptacle and thence to another and so on to the level from which it can be
distributed by gravitation To draw up water from one place to another foots or
leather bags, are used There are generally thiee to four lifts but sometimes as many
as six Considering the expense and labour thus equired to raise the water the land
watered is taxed in propwtion to the number of lifts When more than four lifts are
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used the land is assessed at the rate of full d y-crop assessment In the ea tern parts
like othe garden crops sugar cane is watered by well water raised by mots or leather
bags S metime d ring the few months in the year when the well water supply is

low the held is wateied \ y channels drawn fr m streams dammed at higher levels
While the r oi is young pot herb are grown along the furrows If the crop is stunted
th gro nd is 1 osened with the hoe or kud l and to give it a fresh start two to three
inch s of the roots of the plant a e cut Sugar cane takes about eleven months to
mat ire When ripe it is heavy its skin is smooth and bnttl and its juice sweet and
sticky If not cut in the eleventh month it is kept till the thirteenth as the husband
man believes that it yields much less juice when cut in the twelfth month As it is

believed that the root part c ntains particulaily rich juice sugar cane is cut several
inches below the gro ind The dry and loose leaves are taken off and the canes are
taken to the mills Nea large t wns and market places it often pays to take canes to
markets to sell bv ictail for eating But most of tne cane goes to the mill (Bomb
Gas Vol AXIV 175 77«9)

The continuation of the above passage which deals with the manufac
ture of sugar will be found in the chapter below on Sugar Manu*actures

Poona — Us sugarcane in 18818 covered 5 502 acres 2 260 of which we 1 e
in Haveli 1 022 in Purandha 968 in Junnar 428 in Khed 378 m Sirur 311 in Bhim
thadi 113 in Ind^pui and 22 in Maval Witn the help of watei and manure sugar
cane is grown in deep black soils all over the district except in the eitreme west in

the east it 1 one t the chief gaiden products It is also much grown in Junnar
Khed a d Haveli where since the opening of the Mutha canals the area undei suga
cane has considei ably inc cased In preparing land foi sugarcane the plough is

driven acioss it seven or eight times v llage manue is thrown on at the rate of

about six tons (twenty large caits) to the acre and the land is once more ploughed
and flooded When the surface is beginning to dry it is levelled with the beam harrow
and in December or Mai ch the sugar-cane is planted I he layers which are species

of matured cane about six inches long are set in deep furr ws drawn by the plough
Suga -cane thus planted is called n ngria us or plough cane to distinguish it

from p vl\ a uv or trodden cane which is piessed on by the foot after the land has
be n ploughed broken fine and flooded 1 he treading system is usually followed

with the poorer canes or in poor soil I rodden cane or pavlya us is manured ten 01

twelve days after the layers are put down by folding sheep on the spot 1 rodden
cane spiouts a month after planting plough-cane being deeper set takes a month
and a half to show but suffers less from any chance stoppage of water and reaches

greater perfection Sugar cane is either eaten raw or is made into raw sugar or gul
The law sugar o gul is extracted on the spot generally by the husbandmen

themselves A wooden press 01 gurhll worked by two or moie pairs of bullocks is

set up The appliances used in making gul are chulvan a large fireplace p vde a
wooden instrument like a hoe for skimming or for drawing the juice from the boiler

into its receptacle htbx a stick with a bamboo bowl or basket for straining the liquid

kahil or kadhai a boiling pan for thickening the juice and gurhal or charak the
sugai cane press The press is made entirely of w x)d and is worked by two pairs

of oxen Two upright solid cylinders, eighteen or twenty inches across called navra
navrt c 1 husband and wife whose upper parts work into each other with oblique cogs
are made to revolve by means of a horizontal beam fixed to the navra in the centre

and yoked to the oxen at its ends I he cane stripped of its leaves and cut into

lengths of two or three feet is thrice passed by the hand between the cylinders and
the juice is caught in a vessel below which from time to time is emptied into the
kahu a shallow circular iron boiling pan

In 1881 82 in connection with sugarcane experiments Mr Woodrow the

Superintendent of the Botanical Garden at Ganesh Khind noticed that the soil of Poona
had very little of the silica in combination with potash of soda and lime in the form

known as soluble silicates It was not difficult to reproduce these soluble silicates

with >ut which sugar cane cannot grow but it would be expensive in India and could

not be done m a sfiort time
To grow sugai cane without wearing out the land it was necessary to manure with

two tons an acre of quicklime and ten loads an acre of wood ash and to sow and
plough in a green crop such as hemp or black mustard

After a crop of sugar-cane the land should be manured for four years as usual

and such crops grown as the soil and the markets suit preference as far as possible

being given to pulses and cereals being avoided In no case should more than one corn

crop be grown At the end of the four years if the ground is treated in the usual

manner for sugar-cane an average crop may be expected Poona sugar-cane soil is

usually rich inlime in some cases lime is present in excess It would often pay to
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make a kiln and burn the calcareous earth on or near the field where lime was wanted
(Bomb Ga» XV111 tt 5 / 55 )

Nasik — Sugar-cane us which had m 1879 80 a tillage area of 7 449 acres is one
of the most paying of watered crops and very great caie is taken m its growth hour
kinds of sugar-cane are grown —white kit dya striped bangdya black kdla or

t ml da ana Mauritius called baso The last is grown only to a very limited
extent near Nasik and Devi li The ground is ploughed f on corner to corner seven
or eight times Weeds which are seldom found in watered lands are carefully picked
out as the ploughing goes on I he clods are broken and levelled and a good deal

of manu e is spread over and mixed with the ea th either by hand or by a light rake
d te Furrows six inches deep and about 1$ feet apart are ci t by a deep plough,
divided into small beds and watered Sugar cane cuttings about a foot long ana
three or four inches apart are thrown into the furrows lengthwise and pressed by
the foot to dnve them well into the ground Planted in this way sugar cane is

called p xtlya us It is most suited to a shallowish soil In the case of the white or

khadya Cane the cuttings are thrown into the furrows without dividing the land into

beds and after levelling the furrows by a beam harrow the plantation is freely

watered Sugar cane grown in this way is called Hungrya us The ndngrya us being
deepei set stands a scanty supply of water better than thep Ivlya and if reg la rly water
cd comes to greater perfection than the other 1 he cuttings are planted in January 01

February and more often m March and begin to sj rout after about fifteen or twenty
days Bef< re it is five feet high the crop is t vice or thrice carefully weeded No
fuither cleaning is wanted as weeds do not thrive under the shade of grown canes
Before the rains set in when the crop is not more than three feet high except the
white variety which wants only about half as much water the cane req ires a weekly
wate ing and after the raint^ a watering every twelve or fiiteen days The crop
takes full eleven months to ripen 1 he mill consists of two b bhul rollers called

husband and w fe tiavra nav 1 worked by two or four bull icks A cane pipe joins

the mill to the boiling pan which is under the charge of the owner of the cane 01

some other trustworthy person as the work of choosing the proper time at which to

take the pan off the fire req mes much knowledge and care As the fire must be
kept burning fiercely babhul loppings are as m ch as possible used for fuel 1 wo
men are required to teed the furnace two to drive the b llocks and cut and s ipply the
cane one to feed the rollers and one to see that the juice pipe runs freely 1 he sugar
mills are the resort of all the village when work time is over and the smooth floor in

which the moulds for the hot juice are built is pleasantly lit by the glow of the

furnace I he white cane khadya though very hard and coarse for eating yields the
best molasses and the crop requires less labour and care It is found over almost
the whole district The Malegaon and part of Yeola the striped bangdy cane is

chiefly grown but it is seldom pressed Ma iritius cane requires the greatest care as
regards water and manure and the molasses are generally inferior Sugar canc

S

ressing usually goes on during the nights of the cold season beginning with
anuary It employs a great number of hands At the time of pressing the owners
never refuse cane or juice to any one and crowds of beggars throng their fields

They even call passers by to take some of their sugar cane and juice believing that

free-handed gifts are rewarded by a plentiful outturn < Bomb Gaa XVJ 101 102)

Satara — Sugar-cane us which had in 1881-82 a tillage a ea of 8 336 acies

is one of the most paying of watered crops Very great care is taken in its growth
and it thrives best m shallowish soil Three kinds of sugai cane are grown —white
khadya striped b ngdya and black kala or t imbda The ground is ploughed
from corner to corner seven or eight times Weeds which are seldom foi nd in

watered land are carefully picked out as the ploughing goes on The clods a e broken
and levelled and large quantities of manure are spread over and mixed with the earth
either by hand or by a light rake called data Furrows six inches deep and about
i| feet apart are cut by a deep plough divided into small beds and watered Sugar
cane cuttings about a foot long ana three or four linches apart are dropped length
wise into the furrows and pressed by the foot well into the ground When planted ig

this way sugar cane is called palvya us or foot pressed cane In growing the white
or khadya cane the cuttings are laid in the fu rows without dividing the land into

beds and after levelling the furrows by a beam harrow the plantation is freely

watered Sugar-cane grown in this way is called nangrya us or ploughed cane
The ndngrya or ploughed cane being deeper set stands a scanty supply of water
better than the pavlva or foot-cane and if regularly watered comes to greater per
fection The cuttings are planted sometimes in January and February but more often
in March and begin to sprout after about fifteen or twenty days Before it is five 1

feet high the crop is twice or thrice weeded No further cleaning is wanted as weeds
|

Satara
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do not thrive t nder the shade of grown canes Before the rains set in hen the crop
is not more than three feet hign except the white vauety which wants only about half

as much water the cane requires a weekly watering, and after the rains a watering
once every twelve oi fifteen days The crop takes f ill eleven months to npen The
sugar cane mill consists of two bdbhul rollers called husband and wife or ttavr t navri
worked by two or four bullocks A cane pipe joins the mill to the boiling pan
which is under the charge of the owner of the cane or of some other trustworthy
person as to choose the proper time to take the pan off the fire requires much
knowledge and care As the fire must he kept burning fiercely b bhul loppings
areas much as possible used for fuel Two men are required to feed the lui nace
two to drive the bullocks and cut and supply the cane one to feed the rollers and one
to see that the juice pipe runs freely 1 ne sugar mills are the evening resort of all

the village I he white cane or kna ha is very hard and coarse for eating but th

c op requires less labour and care than the other kinds of cane It is found ovei

almost the whole dist ict 'I he cane is usu illy pressed at night between January and
March It employs a great number of hands At the time of piessmg the own s

never refuse cane or juice to any one and crowds of beggars th o g the fields I hey
even call passe s by to take s me of their sugar-cane and juice believing free handed
gifts are rewarded by a plentiful outturn

In the year i86c an expe iment was made in the cultivation of tmphi Sorghum
saccharatum or Chinese sugar-cane This plant which is grown in Europe as

lorage has an advantage over the ordinary sugai-canein the very short interval

required between the sowing and ripening In the case of tmpht io< days only aie
i equired In Satara the res It of the first experiment was so far satisfactory that

the crop reached a height of eight feet and was much appreciated bv cattle horty
stalks made one pound of molasses At present (1884) no Chine e sugar cane is

grown in the distuct (Bomb Gae XIX 16S)

Thana — S gar cane us Saccharum offiemarum is with the exception

ofShihapur Kal\ 6n Bhiwndi and Murbad gi own all over the district e pe lally

in Bassein where sugar rane and plantains are the chief watered crops A loose

light stoneless oil with at least one quarter of sand 1 the best for sugar-cane

I he ground sho Id be sligl tly raised so that the water may readily dram off A
rice crop is first grown ana after tl e rains when the rice has been cut (November)
the lann 19 thoroughly ploi ghed and cleaned an I all th clods a e broken It is

ploughed again twice every month for the next four months In May furrows are

made six feet long one and a half broad and one deep with a space of about one foot

between them In these furiows pieces of sugar-cane about ij feet long are buried

end to end about two inches below tne surface If the land has been regularly

ploughed since November no manure is wanted B t if as is sometimes the case

it has been ploughed only since March oil cake manure pend at the rate of fourteen

pounds ($ man) to 00 furrows m st be 1 id ove the sugar cane before it 1 covered

with earth On the day that cane is bu led the furrows should be filled with water

this soaking is repeated every third day for nine days and afterwards every six days

till the rains begin From ten to fifteen days after the cane is buried the young
shoots begin to appear and in abo it six weeksj when they have grown a f ot or a
foot and a half high oil cake manure (in Bassein called aho by the Christians and
kkap by others) is applied at the rate of about fifty six pounds (2 mans) to every

hundied furrows In September after this second dressing a third supply of manure
gadhni is given at the rate of eighty four pounds (3 mans) for every hundred fur

rows At the same time the earth between the f irrows is gathered against the stems

its long leaves are wrapped round the cane and water courses are made ready

After another month (Octi ber) a fourth dre sing at the rate of twenty eight po mas
(1 man) for every hundred furrows is given and if the rains have ceased the plants

are watered every fourth or sixth day accoi ding to the moistness of the soil In Decern

ber when the cane is about three feet high the long leaves are again wrapped

round the stems and about the end of the month five or six plants are tied together

When the plants have grown five or six feet high the long leaves must be again

bound round the stems to preserve the flavour of the juice and prevent the plant

being eaten By May the cane is ready for cutting The canes are bound in a

bundle of six and to the number of abo it 750 000 are yearly sent to Bombay S rat,

and B oach The price is 2s 6

d

(Ri$) the hundred (Bomb Gan XIII

29029') . ,
.

SiND Tor raising sugar cane crops the land is richly manured and plougieo

over and over again until the manure is well mixed with the soil After the land

has been caief lly prepared and weeded the sowing commences in the month of

March by small pieces of cane each with an eye being put into the ground at «•
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gular intervals The field is then constantly irrigated so as to be m a continual
state ot moisture During the hot season it is perfectly saturated with water and
kept tree from weeds In Upper Sind the sugar cane is planted out m January or
February and cut m November or December The cane is usually sown standing
and is cut and manufactured by the purchaser The expense of cult vating sugar
cane is heavy owing to the long time tne crop takes to mature and the great quantity
of water required for properly irrigating it It is liable to injury at planting out from
attacks of white-ants and at different stages of its growth from jackals rats maggots
and frost (Gao //

)

ICULTIVATION
In

Sind

VIII —MADRAS
References —Sugar Statistics tn 1848 Numerous passages in Vol ofPro

ceedmgs of H n ble East India Company f om 1790 1822 Madras
Agrt Horticultural Society Agn Hort Soc Ind Journ II Proc St
52 Sugar cane Cultivation in Godavery District by R E Masters {Set
Pec Madras Gov XXII 1870) District Manuals — Man of Admn
Vol I 288 363 II 78 Man C imbatore Dist ft 95 122 123 182
183 184 189 19s 196 ws 23s 2j6 237 250 2$r 253 288 292 3V4
429 449 4so 451 464 476 483 489 498 518 Man Kistna Dist
365 366 Man Nell re Dist 403 624 Man Salem Dist Pt I 147

*49 281 3S4 11 9 61 104 1os 158 159 213 214 236 237 268

299 300 Man Cuddapah Dist 206 207 208 209 210-213 2$i Man
hur ool Di t 170 179 207 Man Tnchmopolv Dist 4 247 Man
Madu a Dist 100 106 Man North Arcot Dist 156 i<5 167 263
323 326 327 328

MADRAS
344

Area Outturn and Consumption —The Proceedings of the Hon ble the

East India Company give many curious particulars of sugar cultivation in

Madras from about the year 1792 One of the most useful papers that ap
peared was that by Dr Roxburgh on the Hindu Method of Cultivating
the Sugar cane and Manufacturing the Sugar Jaggery in the Rajahmundry
Circar also the Process observed by the Natives of the Ganjam District in

making the Sugars of Berrampore The most that can be done m this place
to convey an idea of the facts brought out by Roxburgh regarding the sugar
industry of I he country indicated (100 years ago) is to abstract a paragraph
here and there from the leading sections of his paper Thus for example
he says In the Northern Provinces orCircars as well as in Bengal Cada
pah etc large quantities of sugar and jaggerv are made It is only in the

Rajahmundry and Ganjam districts of these Northern Provinces where the

cane is cultivated for making sugars In the zemindaris of Peddapore
and Pettapore (of the Northern Provinces) from 700 to 1 400 acres Kox
burgh tells us were employed for rearing sugar cane Besides these a

third more should be adaed for the delta of the Godavery * From the

same spot they do not attempt to re«*r a second crop oftener than every third

or fourth year The cane impoverishes it so much that it must rest or be
employed during the two or three intermediate )ears for the growth of

such plants as are found to improve the soil of which the Indian farmer
is a perfect judge They find the leguminous tribe the best for that

purpose The juice may be boiled down to either of two forms of crude
sugar If when boiled to a certain extent the syrup is thrown on mats made
of the leaves of the palm (Borassus fiabelliformis) and stirred until cold the

sugar that forms is called pansadarry But many persons prefer to make
bellum or jngary because although this sells for less it keeps longer and
may thus be retained till a favourable market is afforded To make
jagary Roxburgh explains a certain amount of quicklime is thrown into

the boiler and the syrup is not as in the preparation of pansadary v scummed
When of a proper consistence some gingelly oil is added ana the syrup

when well mixed with the oil is poured into shallow pits dug m the ground
The syrup as it cools solidifies and is then cut into cakes and these are

wrapped up in dry leaves and put aside for sale One acre Roxburgh

Area ft

Outturn

345

Rotation
Conf with p

129

346

Use of (Ml

Con^flth pp
220 234*
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adds in a tolerable season yields about ten candy of the above mentioned
sugar or rather more if made intojagary Each candy weighs 500ft

and is worth on the spot from Ki0to24 according to demand In
the West Indies the acre so far as my information goes (and it is chiefly

from Mr Beckfords s History of Jamaica) yields from 15 to 20 hundred
weight of their raw sugar worth in the island from £15 to £20 currency

Here the produce is more than double but on account of its inferior quali-

ty and the low price it bears on the spot the produce of the acre do°s not

yield a great deal more money than in the West Indies ' It would thus

appear that in Roxburgh s time the accepted yield of unrefined sugar was
about 44 cwt per acre Ratoomng was sometimes practised the second

crop being known as karsnx but it was so inferior that Roxburgh says

when he asked the cultivators if they ever took a third he got the reply

that as the second crop was so inferior to the first there was no inducement
for taking a third

But having thus briefly reviewed some of the salient points of Roxburgh s

paper (an observer whose statements carry such weight that many
persons may be disposed to accept the yield of 44 cwt an acre as likely to

be correct even at the present day) it does not seem necessary to deal in

this place with any of the other authors who furnished the East India

Company with reports on the Madras sugar industry one hundred years

ago Passing therefore over a gap of some fifty years the information

afforded in the Statistics of Sugar for i848imay be next reviewed The area

shown to ha\e that year been under cane was 84 947 btghds (or say 28 315
acres) and the yield 11 00 740 maunds (maunds of 80ft) of jaggery The
average yield was found to be 12 maunds 37 seers 2 chataks a hghd (or

say 39 maunds an acre) But it was found that there were 6 468 368
palms yielding sugar and that these afforded 6 62 218 maunds of jaggery

so that the total amount of coarse sugar available in Madras during

1848 came to 1762959 maunds the consumption was estimated at

10 67 720 maunds and the surplus available for export Was therefore

6 95 239 maunds It is explained that as the total population of the P^esi

dency had not been determined it was not possible to arrive at the con

sumption per head The estimates of consumption for certain districts

were however furnished and it may be added that the highest of these

quotations appears against Tinnevelly (18ft 12 oz ) next Madras (14ft)

and the lowest Canara (ift) Adding together these estimates and
striking the average of all the figure arrived at is 5ft 50Z No reliance can

however be placed on that figure (as expressing the average of the Pre-

sidency in 1848) except that it may be viewed as lending a certain amount
of confirmation to the exceptionally low consumption shown for Madras
m the table at page 116 namely 4 3 seers (or say 8ift)

The statistics of 1848 are however of more direct interest, in the view

they afford of the to-day but imperfectly understood subject of the yield

of sugar from palms As already stated it is recorded that there were

in that year 6 468 368 palms in Madras and that these afforded 6 62 218

maunds of sugar But no attempt was made to reduce the palm area to

acres and in the acreage of sugar production this source was accordingly

kept quite distinct from that of cane It is believed that the modern
computation may be accepted as 400 trees to the acre If therefore that

standard be applied to the palms of Madras in 1848 the acreage yield would

have been 40 § maunds and similarly 64 8 maunds in Bengal The aver*

age yield of the present day is said to be 24 7 maunds in Bengal and

7449 maunds in Madras The figures published for the palm sugar of

1888 thus reverse in every particular those of 1848 Not only would the

total yield of palm sugar appear to be greater now in Madras, than in
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Bengal but the yield per acre would seem to be also higher It is practi

cally impossible to believe that such radical changes could actually have
taken place The explanation must as it seems to the writer be sought in

the defective nature of the returns If the yield of palm sugar be lowered
for Madras the already abnormally low consumption to head of population
in that Presidency would be rendered still lower On the other hand a
material increase in the palm sugar credited to Bengal would not only
seem to be justified by all the evidence the author has been able to bring
to bear on the subject but would raise the consumption per head of

population much nearer to that which most writers think is actually used
by the people of that province But the statistics of the internal trade of

Madras are admittedly imperfect (more so in fact than in Bengal) and
it is therefore likely that even were the supply of palm sugar reduced by
one-half a more careful registration of trade would exhibit the province
as obtaining from local production and imports a quantity that would
allow of a considerably higher consumption tnan is shown by the statistics

hitherto published
From what has been said it may have been inferred that the writer is

strongly disposed to think that much of the ambiguity that exists regard
ing the sugar trade of Madras and Bengal is traceable to the fact o? the

palm supply being treated conjointly with that of cane To exhibit this

fact it is necessary to refer to the most recent official information It has
been explained (in other chapters of this article! that on the Note on Sugar
which was prepared by the Revenue and Agricultural Department in

1887 being issued most of the Local Governments and Administrations
furnished additional information and in some few instances thus enabled
the Government of India to modify the statistical returns that had ap
peared in the original Note These corrections and amplifications were
published in the form of a supplement to the Note and from that supple
ment the following passage may be taken since it not only affords useful

details regarding palm sugar (presently under special consideration) but
exhibits the main facts of sugar production and consumption in the Pre
sidency

Revised areas are given for the total cultivation of sugar cane during the three
ending 1885 86 which are as follows —

1883-84.

Acres
1884 85
Acres

1885 86
Acres

Government 36 700 39 900 34,ooo

Inam 1
1 900 10 100 13 800

Zamindan
f 18 300 20 300 20 500

Total 66 900 70 300 68 300

These figures which are believed to be approximately correct are inclusive of

areas the produce of which is eaten raw by the people instead of being manufactured
into sugar or jaggero

rhe subjoined abstract details the area (from the produce of which sugar or

jaggery was manufactured) and outturn for the same period —

f Sugar cane

1883-84 < Cocoanuts dates

l etc

Total

15 A

Area Tons Maunds
Maunds
of coarse
sugar

Acres
6 500

53 5oo
j

Refined sugar

Jaggery
7 870

100 100
2 14 238 5 35 &>o

27 25 000

30 000 Do 87 200 ,M *3 74*ooo

90 000 _i95.'70 56 34*600

CULTIYATIOlf
In

Madras.

Area*
Outturn

Date palm
Sugar
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(Sugar cane

j Do
jCocoanuts dates

( and palmyra

Total
f Sugar cane
i Do
Cocoanuts dates

L etc

Total

Area Tons Maunds
Maunds
of coarse
sugar

Acres

8 300

55 000
Refined sugar

Jaggery
7 »5oo

73 600
2 04 166 5 10 400

20 03 600

31 000 Do 83 700, 22 78 500

94 300 164 800 4792 00

/ 000

55 800
Refined sugar

Jaggery
7 bo

70 500
2 2333 5 30 800

19 19 200

28 500 Do 74JPJL 20 14 500

91 300 152 300 44 64 500

The average for these three years is as follows —

Sugar-cane
Cocoanuts etc

Outturn of Outturn
Area coarse per

sugar acre

Acres Mds Mds

62 000 27 41 500 44 2

29 800 22 22 300 746

91 800 49 63 800 54 *

The average outturn of coarse sugar is 49I lakhs of maunds and the net exports

In Northern I dia the lakhs of maunds This leaves
32J

lakhs of maunds

co Rutnptlo p head is be for consumption in the Presidency or about 4$ * seers per

tw n 7 a d 2 *er ad head of the population As regards these figui es of con
Bombay 19} eers ee p 6 sumption the Board of Revenue remarks as follows —

The average seems ceitai ly very low but it must be remembered that a very

large aiea under sugar-cane cultivation in zemmdari and whole inam villages and under

palm trees is not Drought t account and the estimate of outturn given above is con

sequently much below the mark It is further observed that the calculations do

not take into account the traffic by road with the Native States and the adjacent

Provinces The la d trade statistics compiled for some years show that the average

imports of sugar from Hyderabad Mysore and the French Settlement amounted to

1 22 600 maunds or 22 400 maunds m excess of the exports to these countries But

the returns are obv ously defective being confined to a few stations on the frontier and

do not show the entire traffic 1 n determining the rate of consumption of sugar it must

also be borne in mind that in this Presidency a very large proportion of the rural popu

lation use sugar only on festive occasions and not as a daily article of consumption

The report sent up by the Government of Madras is silent as regards the statistics

of Native States and the general trade of the Presidency in sugar

There are several very instructive features in the returns thus furnished

by the Madras Board of Revenue The area that yielded edible canes

as also that which afforded refined sugar have been dealt with apart from

the jaggery or gur area The average amount of land devoted to edible

canes during the three years appears to have been 6 460 acres and that

acreage has therefore been excluded from consideration The Board

appears to regard the yield of sugar as compared with jaggery at 2$ to

1 the writer in calculations of this nature has accepted 3 to 1 as more

nearly correct for India as a whole. In Madras the term sugar is

commonly used for the unrefined but drained article which in Upper India

is known as some of the forms of khand or bura The provision made
above shows however that the refined article is meant But the most

useful part of the figures given by the Board m the above analysis of the
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Madras sugar production is the fact that the average area under sugar
and pggery when reduced to the average production shows a yield per
acre of 44 2 maunds whereas the yield of the fields employed speciallv for
crystallized sugar (expressed as jaggery) came to 73 2 maunds and the jag
gery area to only 40 5 maunds These facts manifest the error of accept
mg an average production to total acreage regardless of the relative
shares of the land devoted to each purpose It is this error in the writer s
opinion that has caused much of the confusion that exists in the literature
of Indian sugar— more especially when palm and cane sugars are dis
cussed conjointly

It is however frequently stated that the area under sugar cane m
Madras has ret ently shown a tendency to expand This may be so but
the writer after perusing the fairly extensive series of publications available
on the subject of Madras sugar has been forced to the opinion that
either serious mistakes were made in the returns that have appeared with
in the past ten years or the production of sugar has very probably con
tracted Thus for example an official report on the sugar of Madras
m 1881 82 contains the following tabular analysis —
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Commenting on the facts shown in that statement the report goes on to
say —

If the average production be taken at 45 cwt per acre the total jaggery
produced in this Presidency from cane would amount to about 150 000 tons To this
must be added the jaggery ptoduced from about 25000 acres of cocoanut trees
probably 12 500 tons the jaggery produced from about 25 000 acres of palmyra trees
probably 125 000 tons and also that produced from about 1 500 acres of date and
sago-palms probably 4 500 tons g a total estimate of 292 000 tons of saccharine
matter for the whole Presidency The imports from foreign countries are insignificant

seldom exceeding 2 000 cwt
j
er annum The exports have increased rapidly since

the famine and in 1882 83 reached a total of 1 246964 cwt valued at K75 68940
The details of thi export trade will befomd on pages 147 and 358 of the annual
volume of trade of the Madras Presidency in 188283 If from the figures shown at
page 358 is deducted the amount of sugar which was merely conveyed to some other

from the figures shown at

port in this Presidency the result is that 75 222 cwt of refined sugar and 38 512 cwt
of unrefined sugar were exported to other ports in India and the figuies given on
page 147 show tnat 13 219 cwt of refined sugar and 1 119 930 cwt of unrefined sugar
were shipped to foreign countries principally to the United Kingdom This export
of unrefined sugar includes palmyra jaggery as no distinction is made between that
and cane laggery in the returns

It will be observed that according to recent returns the average outturn
of all kinds of sugar for the three years ending March 1886 came to only
170 756 tons whereas it is apparently accepted that m round figures the
production in 1881 82 came to 292 000 tons Mr Schofield while allud-
ing to the above report points out that if the figures there given be correct

after making the deduction for net export there would have remained in

Madras an amount sufficient to have allowed the population a consump
tion 9J seers per head A consumption of 1 gtb would in fact be in

keeping with the results worked out for the other provinces of India but it

is inadmissible until the area and pr iduction of sugar be regarded as
something like that determined in 1881 82—now apparently viewed as an
overstatement

But to return to the subject of palm sugar it will be discovered from
the above passage that according to the presently accepted view the palm
trees of Madras yield very nearly as much sugar to the Presidency as that
obtained by cane cultivation The averages for the past three years stood
at 27 41 500 maunds sugar cane and 22 22 300 maunds palm What is still

more remarkable the yield of jaggery from palms per acre is well on towards
being double the average from cane thus 746 maunds an acre from palm
culture and 44 6 maunds an acre from cane But if this be actually the
case the question naturally suggests itself is palm sugar manufacture
more profitable than cane? Surely the labour and expanse of tapping the
trees for say four or five months a year could never exceed tnat of the
cultivation of cane The area suitable for palm cultivation is however
more limited than for cane and the value of cane as an ordinary crop
that may be grown at will in rotation with others must not be forgotten
The reader will find the subject of palm sugar repeatedly dealt with in

this work as for example in the articles on Borassua, Caryota, Cocos
and Phoenix and the general conclusion arrived at may be said to be
that while very remunerative as a Native industry for certain tracts of

country palm sugar cultivation has not hitherto proved capable of serious
expansion Indeed the most contradictory statements have appeared
regarding the yield and profit of production so that the subject seems to

call for a thorough enquiry It is probable for example (see Vol II 453)
that the fiscal restrictions imposed on the tapping of palms owing to the
very extensive employment of the juice in distillation operate restnctively

in the expansion of the trade in palm sugar It is equally probable
however that even if the Madras yield of 74 6 maunds of gur an acre
can be confirmed by future investigations there may be many objections
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to palm sugar manufacture which would render it undesirable that greater

encouragement should in future be paid to this branch of the Indian
sugar trade The difficulty in forming a definite opinion regarding palm
sugar does not exist alone in the records regarding Madras On the

contrary equally inexplicable statements regarding the Bengal sugar
trade have been made by persons whose opinions are entitled to the

greatest respect Thus or example Mr Westland (see Vol VI 214) speaks
of the date palm of Jessor as affording ntne tons of gut an acre The
rent of the land under date-palms he tells us is from R9 to R15 and the

value of the produce R500 to R600 This would be a yield three times

as great as that given for the Madras palms So in a like manner Robin
son (Bengal Sugar Planter p igj) says that the annual produce of

a full-grown date plantation was equal to 78! maunds of gur per Bengal
bi%ha which converted into khaur may be taken as equivalent to a yield

of about tons of Muscovado sugar per English acre Robinson
further estimates that the date palm area of Bengal roughly measured
is 130 miles long by 80 miles broad or 10 400 square miles and according

1> by accepting the produce at one half the ascertained yield say at 2J tons

an acre the area in question might be estimated to be capable of yielding

915 200 tons a year But the dilemma of palm sugar is by no means
solved by a verdict from these statements of its being a distinctly more
productive cultivation (acre per acre) than cane It has already been

stated that according to the most recent statistics of the date palm in

dustry of Bengal there are at the present time 30 000 acres under that

palm (devoted presumably to sugar production and distinct from the

acreage assigned to the production of date-palm liquor) and further that

that area yielded on the average of the five years previous to 1888

7 43 000 maunds of coarse sugar This comes to 24 7 maunds (say 1 74
cwts) of gur an acre and thus a little less than a third of the Madras
yield It surely cannot be the case that so great a difference exists be

tween the palm sugar yield in these two provinces But we have still to

deal with the fact that palm sugar manufacture has hitherto proved a
failure in Bombay Some years ago the Government becoming alarmed
at the increasing consumption of fermented palm juice thought of divert

ing this by finding a better use for the produce of the palms Jessor

palm sugar manufacturers were imported to teach the people but though
everything was done that could be thought of the industry failed to be

established in that Presidency • In order to combat the evil of intoxica

tion other alternatives had to be resorted to namely the destruction of large

numbers of palms and the increase of the taxation on tapping The
reader will find information on this subject under the articles Borassusand
Cocoa (Vol I 499 and Vol II 452) In Bombay it has been estimated

that there are 3 500 000 cocoanut palms 47 810 palmyra palms and 70 000

Caryota palms Of these there are licensed to be tapped 50 000 16735
and 20 000 respectively of the kinds named but little or no palm sugar

is made in the Western Presidencv from these trees The owners of palm
groves we are told would gladly bail a new utilization of their trees since

tne fiscal restrictions ha\e greatly lowered the value of their plantations

The subject of the sugar supply of India derived from palms is one of

so pressing importance that the writer cannot avoid recommending that

it should receive the most careful consideration of all future investigators

The exact yield of each kind of palm should not only be thoroughly

explored but the effect of climate soil and systems of cultivation and
tapping on the formation of crystallizable ~ugar should be looked to
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The discrepancies briefly reviewed above may be found to exist only in

the misleading nature of statistical returns unaccompanied by explanatory
data One feature of these remarks it seems desirable to rtiterate in con
elusion namely that the comparison of acreage yield of palm with non
palm sugar producing provinces is distorted through the returns of cane
and palm sugar being conjointly dealt with Thus for example the ap
parent yield of cane sugar in Bengal is lowered and that of Madras raised
by this process m the table at page 1 16 Total production were it

to be worked out from total acreage by means of a previously determined
yield per acre would in such cases be more seriously wrong than is

necessauly the case in agricultural calculations of this nature Averages
are however in most cases dangerous especially when the relative values
of the extremes have not been determined Averages on distinct and con-
flicting data must of necessity be fallacious The factor 54 1 may be
correct as it stands (table p 116) but it can never be compared for

example with 22 g the ascertained production rate in the North West
Provinces since the one includes palm sugar the other does not The
Madras average yield of sugar cane is 44 2 maund* an acre a figure which
might be viewed (assuming the returns of both provinces to be correct ) as
demonstrating that in M idras sugarcane yields twice as much acre per
acre as in the North West Provinces

Having thus briefly discussed the leading features of the available inform
ation regarding the area outturn and consumption of sugir in Madras
it remains only to give here a selection of passages illustrative of the
methods of cultivation pursued in the Presidency This purpose cannot be
better served than by commencing with certain paragraphs from a review
of information drawn up in 1881 82 by the Madras Board of Revenue —

Porticul r kinds of Ca e cultiv ted their suitability to speci l soils mode
of selection by ciltuator p sib lity of intro iucing better kinds or better til
la%e — There are v ry numerous varieties of the cane quoted by the District Officers
under local vernacular names but Mr Robertson Agricultural Reporter to Gov
ernmentj states that ma y of these varieties cannot be distinguished and that the
distinguishing characteristics of other varieties arise from local conditions of soil
and climate and disappear when these conditions are absent In popular par
lance the cane is divided into three varieties—the red cane which grows on drier
ground the striped cane which takes a richer soil and the white cane which sue
ceeds m wet land unfavourable to the two other varieties In the Madras Preside cy
the cane is cultivated chiefly in tl e districts on the coast of the Bay of Bengal and
some inland dist lets which have a comparatively dry climate while there is but

u
cane 8Trown on the West Coast where the climate is moist and resembles that of

the Straits the Mauritius and the West Indies The cane in those colon es attains

jj®
& luxuriant growth never eq all d mthis Presidency andat the recent exhibition at

Madras a sample of cane f om Penang was far superior to the sample of cane from
Bellary district which gained the second prize Many attempts have been made to
introduce into this Presidency these larger varieties of cane Otaheite and Bourbon
c^nes along with the Minnesota Amber cane are now to be seen in the God&vari
district while at the Said&pet Experimental Farm successful trials have been made
of the Chinese sugar cane (Sorghum SACCharatum) and other sugar producing
Sorghums It has not yet been shown however that any of these foreign varie-
ties will m this climate continue to produce more sugar than the country cane and
on this point ths Board wo ild quote the result of the experiment recorded in the
Vizagapatam District Manual It is there recorded thac Messrs Arbuthnot
& Oo the renters of the Pdlkonda estate brought a cane planter from the West
Indies to teach an improved method of cultivation spent large sums in the introd c

tion of the Mauritius cane and placed the experiment under the personal sup rvision

of Mr John Young now Chairman of the Oriental Bank but the result showed

that the Native system of cultivation was more suited to the existing circumstances

and that the Mauritius cane was more precarious than the country varieties

It is not likely that any attempt to improve upon the tillage of tne cane will

ever be made more carefully or under conditions more favourable to success
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Statistics of Area under Sugar cane —The first year for which statistics arc
available is 18 2 53 when the area under cane was acres 38 403 It remained almost
stationary until 1869 70 when it was acres 37 805 and then increased steadily till

1875 76 when it was acres 52 094 The famine yea s sho v a g eat decrease but
in 1881 82 the area under cane in Government 7emindan and Inam lands in this

Presidency was acres 72 382 the produce of acres 69 38^ of which was manufactured
into sugar and jaggery The annexed statement gives the details of this area and
also of the area under cocoanut palmyra date and sago plams Thes figures are
derived from the special repo ts of Collectors in answer to tnis call and as far as
Go ernment land is concerned may be accepted as tole ably accurate but the
statistics of Zemindari and Inam land mu t be regarded with less certainty It is

said that sugar or jaggery is manufactured from the produce of the following
acreages —

Acres

CULTIVATION
In

Area %
Outturn

Under sugar cane 6 > ^83
Cocoanut palms ^ 7 f

P Imyras 24 8S4
Date palms

1 575
Sago palms

1 q

so it is evident that the jaggery manufactur d from the palmyra is the only consi
derabl uval of th product of the cane

Mod of Cultivation — It is not usual to cultivate the cane two years running upon
the same land In parts of Kurnool linnevelly and South Canara however the
stumps of the cane are left in the ground to sprout and yiel lac p thef llowing y ai

and 1 1 the Nandyal taluk f the Ku nool distr ct the cane 1 left in the £ 01 nd for

three ) ears and in the Cumb m taluk for as 1 )ng as ten yea s the y eld diminishing
eacl year These instant es of slovenly agricilture are however exceptional I he
cultivator usually permits land which has borne some fther c op to lie fallow for a
year and then p epa es it for the cane bv seveial plo ghings or by breaking it up
with crowbars which disturbs it to a depth f nea ly a fojt and by heavily manuring
the soil with whatever manure he ran obtain the most common manure being that
obtained by picketing his herds or folding his flocks upon the land The land having
been manured ploughed and flooded the cane is planted The cane in India
neve bears seed although it flowers It is always propagated by cuttings The top
of the cane is commonly used but some cultivators leave a few canes growing in the
fields from the previous year and cut them up into lengths of one or two joints

1 hese tops or cuttings are planted horizontally in the wet so 1 about eighteen
incl es fr m each other in rows about four feet apart Six days afterwards the field

is again watered and about the twentieth day four or six hoots sprout from each cut

ting In Ganjam and Vizagapatam some ryots plants the cuttings in nurseries and
afterwards plant lit the shoots in the fields After the si oots appear in the field

the ground is weeded and hoed and when they are about a month 01a chaff weeds or

some such manure is thrown around them 1 he soil is kept moist by occasional irri

gation and when about three months old the shoots ought to be a yard high After

this stage it often becomes necessary to give the canes support and th s is done by
bamboos or by a sapling stuck into the ground in the middle of each group of canes
the leaves being tied lound so as to bind the canes together This process re

f
juires constant care until the cane at ten months from planting is ready for cutting

t is then from four to six feet in length and about an inch and a half in diameter
In the Vizagapatam district it has attained a diameter of four inches

The Cl ses of Soil best suit d to Sugar cane Cultxi ation and the Extent to

which Irrigation is required — I he rich alluvial s ils near the mouths of rivers

are best adapted to the cane but it is i seless to att mpt to grow cane pon
land which cannot be irrigated during ten months of the year 1 he black soil ( egur)
which suits Sorghum does not suit sugar cane unless thete is a considerable admix
tureof sand it is remarkable that although half the cane in the Presidency is grown
m the districts of Ganjam Vizagapatam and God&vari and although there is cane

also grown m North Arcot Nellore and Kurnool districts the e is not a single acre

under that crop in the Ktstna* 1 he black soil is not suitable and the channels m the

Kistna delta do not carry a sufficiently continuous supply of water During the first

month of cultivation the field should be irrigated every week and afterwards every fort

night but much depends upon the nature of the soil,—a garden rich in organic matter

requiring water much less frequently than a sandy field Mr Robertson at

the Saidipet Farm found it necessary to irrigate a crop of sugar-cane 1 14 times but
considers that usually forty or fifty times would suffice giving the ground each time

water equivalent to one inch of rainfall Under a channel tne field of a ryot would
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probably receive more than an inch at each irrigation^ and probably twenty five

flooding's would suffice In this Presidency fields on which sugar cane is grown are
charged with water rate as if a double crop of rice had been produced on the land
It is true that sugar cane is on the ground for ten months and two crops of rice

occupy only about seven months of the year but it is not certain that the cane takes
as much water as is taken for the two crops of rice The Department of Public
Works estimate of the requirements of an acre of irrigated land is believed to be two
cubic yards per acre per hour which in seven months would amount to 75 inches of

water Mr Robertson Agricultural Reporter considers that a crop of sugar
cane receives about forty five floodings of one inch of water each

Estimated Cost of Cultivation and of Manufacture and estimated Profit —
It difficult to ascertain the cost of the labour or of the manure necessary in this culti

vation for the c ltivators do not keep accounts and are averse to give information
Mr R £ Master Director of Revenue Settlement estimated the cost of culti

vation at R 145 8 o and the cost of cultivation and manufacture at R 82 per acre
while he estimated the outturn at 67 cwt of jaggery Mr Wilson the present

Director does not consider this outturn excessive for the God&vari district and would
lower the estimated cost of cultivation and manufacture to R 150 or R 125 per acre
remarking that a profit of R200 per acre is the figure com nonly quoted in the

God&vari For the Presidency generally Mr Wi Ison would take the cost of pro

duction at R150 per acre and estimates the outturn at 22$ tons of stripped cane
yielding 45 cwt of jaggery worth R250 This would give a profit of R100 an acre
but it must be remembered that the land lies fallow in the previous year and this

circumstance must be taken into account in any calculation of the profits

Estimated Outturn of Cane and Value of Outturn if it is ever disposed ofm
thisform — It is 1 sual for tne cultivator himself to manufacture jaggery except in

three localities where manufacturers purchase the cane but it appears that there are

2 999 acres pioducing cane which is not crushed The cane produced on these three

thousand acres is sold retail for mastication at a price varying from one to six pies per

cane The average number of canes m an acre may be taken at 9 000 and their

weight at 23i tons Messrs Parry & Co in South Arcot pay the cultivators

R16 for each candy (ft 500) of jaggery produced from their canes or about R172 for

the produce of an acre
* Manufacturing Processes ordinarily employed —At Aska m Ganjam

Messrs Minchin & Oo and in South Arcot Messrs Parry & Oo and
a Native capitalist have European machinery At Aska the cane is sliced and
the juice is exti acted by the action of hot water which is afterwards evaporat d the
process requiring a large expenditure of fuel In South Arcot the process is that

usual in the colonies the cane being crushed in a three-roller mill and the juice

defecated with lime and passed through filters before being boiled m vacuo the
molasses being driven off by centrifugal action The sugar prepared by either process

is much the same in appearance the grain is small and white The ordinary process of

manufacture of coarse jaggery does not differ from that in use in other parts of India

A wooden mill of two or three cylindrical upright rollers working into each other by
endless screws at the top the spirals being cut in opposite directions is moved by a
lever turned by bulloclcs The canes cut into pieces two or three feet long after

being soaked in water for a day are passed between the rollers and the juice flows

down into a pit and thence by a channel into a tub or pot sunken in the earth Near
by is a boiler and the crushed canes serve as fuel The juice is poured into the

boiler and a lump of lime is added Sometimes gingelly-oil * (Sesamum) is also

added The juice is constantly stirred while boiling To ascertain if it has arrived

at the proper consistency some is dropped into cold water and if this solidifies the
boiling is poured into wooden vessels or bags and left to cool when it becomes
jaggery In North Arcot and Cuddapah there is a rude process of refining the
jaggery The boiling is stopped before the stage of crystallisation and the juice is

poured into pots with holes through which the molasses drain for twenty days leav
ine a crust of sugar which is removed boiled twice again and purified by means of
muk and ghee Sometimes when this crust of sugar is reboiled, thin dips of bamboo
are left in the pot for forty days and the syrup is allowed to drain off The dips of
bamboo are then found to be coated with sugarcandy

# F rom the abstract given above of Dr Roxburgh's description of sugar m&nu
facture in 1792 it will be seen that gingelly oil was even then used The action of the
oil does not appear to have been investigated It may have been to regulate ebullition

Conf with pp 22$ 2$4 286
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General Aspects of the Indust y —The cultivation and manifacture of sugar
are steadily increasing year by year in this Presidency It is impossible to frame any
estimate of the extent to wh ch borrowed capital is used in this industry but it is

believed that the great majority of the cultivators of sugar are men of s bstance
who can afford to spend the requisite money and to wait the two years which must
elapse before they can grow cane on the land where it was grown befo e In the
Godivari district especially to embark in the cultivation of sugar is regarded as a
certain sign of prosperous circumstances As a rule therefore it is believed that the
industry is not carried on by borrowed capital

The cultivation and manufacture are almost invariably united except as already
mentioned where the factories m Ganjam and South Arcot purchase the cane off

the fields The profits are doubtless much greater than that derived from any other
cultivation They amount to at least R70 per acre while the profit from indigo does
not ordinarily exceed R50 per acre Only a rough estimate can be framed of the
capital engaged in the industry If the expenses amount to R150 per acre the total

expenditure must amount to more than a hundred lakhs and this estimate of capital

does not include the value of the land The districts of Ganjam Vizagapatam
God&vari Cuddapah and South Arcot export sugar 01 jaggery made from the cane
In North Arcot Bellary Salem and Coimbatore the supply appears to equal the
demand The other districts import it The local consumption is not affected by
foreign competition as only refined sugar is imported but Messrs Mmchin oc

Co state that since the import duty of 5 per cent was removed they have been
unable to compete m the Bombay market with Maurit us sugar If means could be
taken to render the surf on the Ganjam coast passable or if Ganjam were connected
by canal with other communications Messrs M inchin could undersell the
Mauritius sugar at Bombay

Improvement —The improvements which may be effected are no doubt greater
cleanliness in the mills and vessels used m the preparation ofjaggery some scienti

fic method (such as the use of litmus paper) to ascertain the amount of lime required
closed boilers instead of open vessels and the iron three roller mill in place of the

wooden roller mills now used Messrs Minchin&Co in Ganjam let out an
iron mill at R5 for each hiring to the neighbouring c Itivators and a successful
introduction of the Behea mill has been effected m the Bellarv district

Native States — Theo ly Native States in this Presidency are Travancore
Cochin Pudukota Sandur and Banganapalle It appears that the area under sugar
cane in Travancore is comparatively limited that jaggery and molasses are extensively

manufactured from the juice of palmyra and cocoanut trees Travancore is dependent
on its imports for refined sugar The improvement of the sugar industry is now en
gaging the attention of the Travancore Government and experiments are being
made with fair success with the amber sugar cane obtained from the Saidapet Farm
Three sugar cane crushing mills have been ordered out and sent to the sugar growing
taluks for trial and the services of an expert have also been engaged by the Govern
ment for the manufacture of sugar

In the Cochin territory the cane is very sparsely cultivated and what little is

grown is sold for consumption as such and not converted into sugar or jaggery
Some little jaggery is said to be manufactured from palm juice but none is exported
During the past ten years only 2 cwts were exported

Of the other three Native States Banganapalle in the Kurnool district does not
grow any sugar cane In Pudukota attached to the Trichinopoly district 22 acres are
returned under sugar-cane 161 acres under cocoanut and 758 under palmyra Only
palmyra jaggery is manufactured and that to a limited extent less than 15 acres
being utilised for the purpose and the quantity manufactured averaging about 22
cwts per acre The sugar-cane is sold as such for consumption in Sandur in the

Bellary district About 65 acres were under sugar cane cultivation in 1882 83 Mr
Macartney the Agent to the Rajah has furnished an interesting report regarding

the cultivation of the cane in this small State The outturn of jaggery per acre I

is given at over 53 cwts and the net profit at about R160 an acre Mr
j

Macartney appears however to have omitted to take into account the feeding
|

charges of the bullocks and the deduction required to be made for deoreciation *

Two kinds of sugar cane are cultivated in Sandur State—the white and the dark
coloured —the former generally, the latter rarely, as, though it is said to produce a
large quantity of juice it is considered to be less rich in saccharine matter The soil

preferred for the cultivation of sugar-cane is a rich deep red loam Some of the

irrigated lands are well adapted for it others are rather heavy and clayey In their

•elation of the kinds of cane best suited for the soil the ryots nave been solely guided
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by experience I he plants or cuttings are often imported The tillage is excellent,

and leaves little to be desired though probably some improvement might be effected

by the introduction of ploughs and other implements of husbandry of a better descnp
tion

In January the ground is well ploughed with four bullocks to each plough —first

in one direction and then at right angles to the fiist ploughing The process is done
as effectively as possible so as to expose the undersoil to the sun and air The clods

are then carefully broken up and cleat ed of roots and weeds Manure is no v appli d
to the extent of 30 cart loaas per acre A well to do ryot will often expend as much as

50 cart loads It is also customary with the ryots to have large flocks of sheep and
goats penned for several nights on their intended plantation ana for thi they pay the

shepherd at the rate of k2 and upwards per night according to the size of the flock

This system is adopted in order to supplement any deficiency in the quantity of olid

manure or even as a substitute for it when the ground is already in good condition

It tobacco cultivation has immediately preceded the penning of a flock of 400 o 500
sheer for 3 or 4 nights per acre will often be thought sufficient The field is again
ploughed and reploughed in order to mix thoroughly the man re with the soil Beds
of about 3 yards sauare are made lor convenience in watering and the g ound is well

wateied The seeas or cuttings are then trodden in rows This operation is usually

carried out in April I he plantation should be watered twice a week in dry weather
During the south west monsoon however it may sometimes be unnecessary to watei

it more than once or twice a mo th The crop is 10 or 11 months in coming to matu
rity and during this pei lod it will be necessary to weed it 4 or 5 times

In the first three months of the growth of a sugar cane plantation the ryots a e

accustomed to grow vegetables of various kinds among the young canes and the

pioceeds f such crop assist in meet ng tl e working expenses of the plantation

For a
1
lantation of 3 acres in extent the cost of cultivation and manufacture of

jaggery comes to h.570 The value of produce and assets amount to Ri 072 so that

a profit of R478 may be said to be obtain d
It is unfort nately the exception and not the rule when a ryot is in th posi

tion to cult vate crops necessitating a con ldcrable outlay and it is to be feared that

what with high rates ot interest and stipulations to dispose of the produce at a
fixed rate to the money lender or other conditions the ryot enjoys but a moderate
profit from h s labour The crop of sugar cane is here never sold in b lk

1 he crushing mill is formed of two vertical cylindrical wooden rollers moved by
an unending screw at the top I'he can *s are cut into two or three pieces for con
venience in handling Four bullocks are necessary for working each mill

It is usually necessary to pass the canes at least three times through the mill as

wooden rollers yield much more under high pressure than metal ones Some years

ago an iron crushing mill was purchased from the Collector of Bellary for experiment

but although it proved to the ryots that with two bullocks only it could extract more
juice and do the work more efficiently than they with their mill driven by four bul

locks, could do an offer for the mill could not be obtained and it was finally sold at a
sacrifice This mill was very portable and could be taken down or set up m half an
hour It was a decided advantage over the native mill as it could be carried easily

to the crops instead of having in many instances to carry them to it

Coimbatore — Sugar cane {Karumbu) is ltivated chiefly m Coimbatore

Dh&iipuram and Udamalpet taluk* and but slightly in the others It is usually

grown on wet lands whi n in Udamalpet and Dnarapuram require little or no aid

from wells as the channels run nearly the whole year in Coimbato e as the lands are

under Noyil fed tanks wells are absolutely necessary It is occasionally grown as a

garden cr p
and that under rain fed tanks such as Puttur pallapalatyam in Erode

is practically a garden crop
The chief varieties are the white (velle

t

or rastdlei) striped (naman) and the red

or purple cane the first appears to be the Mauritius cane introduced by Government

some forty years ago it has quite ousted the country cane which was a very poor

variety Tne ndmam cane is chiefly used for eating the rastalet for jaggery and

sugar It usually alternates with ragi and paddy ana in Coimbatore is saiq to follow

betel well probably because of the high manuring given to the latter June is con

sidered as tne best season for planting because 01 the abundafit water for the next

nine months The land is heavily manured usually by sheep folding at a rate equal

to 6 000 to 8 000 sheep per acre for one night at a cost of R15 to 20 ploughed six or

eight times ridged at about a cubit apart and cuttings of three or four of the upper

knots of the cane planted each about 1 or feet apart From 15 o°° a
2f!?

0 CU
L

tings costing R23 to R30, are required per acre It is watered twice in the hrst week

and thereafter once a week for six months and once a fortnight subsequently l-ess

water is used than for a five or six months paddy crop which requires a continuous
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flow but cane occupies "the ground for a longer time Five or six weedmga are given
|

CULTIVATION
each at the interval of a month occasionally a compost of ashes cow dung etc is

applied to the roots when the crop 3
or 4 feet high and the earth ridgea up over

each at the interval of a month occasionally a compost of ashes cow clung etc is

it At eleven or twelve months old it is ready for market or lor making jaggery.
occasionally ratoonin^ is practised and this second crop is said to be nearly as good
as the first but this is doubtful since if so it would be a general practice The
canes are all stout and strong and being tied together when half grown and sur

ro nded by a strong hed^e they require no wooden props as in other districts

Garden cultivation is very similar

The total area in 881 8 was 3 890 acres of which 1 314 acres were in C01 nbatore
taluk within 5 or 6 miles of Coimbatore town 1 he yield of cane numbering about
350(0 averages 25 to 30 tons of juice 8f to 22^ tons of jaggery 2 to 2$ tons and
ol s gar * 2 tons per acre The outturn of an acre will occupy a null wo ked by two
pairs of b llocks o e in the morning and one in the evening tor from 20 to 25 days
Ihe value of the jaggery averages R2 o to 240 the etail p ice is cons deral ly higher
than the price got by the ryot When the cane are simply cut and sold for eating
R 150 to R 200 is about the price realised Iheman facturingproce s is as follows the
cane is cut into pieces about a ci bit long slightly beaten with a mallet and tl en passed
twice or th ice through the mill which has two vertical wooden rollers ol kn uvHa
(Acacia arabica) wood about 5 feet high and 8 inches m dian eler gea ed at the top

by a peculiar endless screw and wo ked by a long lever attached to the h ad f one roller

Tne juice is received in pots and can led to the boiler which is a simj le large copper

pan about 5 feet m diameter at the top deep and holding abo t 6oolb ol juice it

is placed over an open fire fed with the cane trash Two charges each added in

four successive instalments are boiled each day 18 tnodas of juice ("2 4°otb at

1 1 specific gravity) being got through in that time The yield of this is about 2501b

°f jaggery A little lime t tnper is added to prevent acetous fermentation and the

scum is carefully cleared off Owing to the rudene s of the process a g eat deal cf

the sugar becomes inverted and is discolo red by partial burning so that the s igary

mass is a dark b own When the juice has been inspissated to the consist ncy of

tl ick treacle the charge is struck by turning it out into mo Ids which are small

squa e holes cut in solid planks Sugar is ol tamed exactly in the same way exc pt

that it is more rapidly bo led until a min te sandy granulation at)pea s when it is

turne 1 into a hallow tub it is then continually sti red with paddles and reputedly

poured o ei the sloping sides ot the tub intil the m nute crystal have son what
. ,1 J ° U „ u 1 C fVi.c .0 nnl,,

that it is more rapidly bo lea until a min ic giduumuuM % wnui it is

turne 1 into a hallow tub it is then continually sti red with paddles and reputedly

poured o ei the sloping sides ot the tub intil the m nute crystal have son what

de eloped by accret on To sec re a quick h e a little wood is used this is the only

occasion on which wood is tequir d I he outt im of sugar is about 2 tons val e
1

R230 to 250
I

1 he following table gives useful particulars —

0U1TURN Profits on

Manufacture of
Jagcery

Cane
Jaggery l

3
CO

Cultivatic

mg

asse

Labour

ai

wear

a

tear

Bullocks

Total Cane

E
ha
pj

u
ti

be
3
CO

Tons R Tons R Ions R R R
j

R R R R R
25 150 2 210 2 230 75 28 25 120 75 64 85

to to to to to to 1 to to to to

30 200 2* 240

1

250 93 146 125 90 105

The mill is clnmsy difficult to move about requires powerful bullocks by reason

of the friction of heavy ill cut screw gearing and demands that the cane be twice

squeezed the services of a carpenter are frequently needed as the rough threads of

the gearing are apt to give way The boiling is the process that most requires

• If the yield be 2 to 2t tons of jaggery by sugar must be meant dura it cer

tainly cannot be refined sugar otherwise the jaggery would have to be more than
j

double what is stated
*
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improvement the ryots have recently adopted copper instead of iron for the pans
which is one step forward but neai ly even thing

1

is yet to be desired in the process
An lmm nse area of the land is available ior cane growing1

1 1 000 acres of wet
land (occupied) all of which woi Id grow cane splendidly are available within ten miles
of Coimbatore town The Erode wet lands are too wet for cane which grows coarse
while the juice is very watery a better irrigation system among the ryots would en
able these to be utilised Near Dh&r&puram it is largely grown and the area might
be much extended It is estimated tnat the cultivation of cane in Coimbatore on
3 800 acres employs a fixed capital of about 22 lakhs as the value of the land
together with a floating capital annually expended of 5 lakhs the produce in jaggery
and sugar alone is about 1 000 tons of sugar and 7 000 tons of jaggery val ed at
lakhs To this must be added the value of the cane used for eating and for supplying
cutting which together absorb 10 to 15 per cent of the gross outturn m cane Ac
tual profits as in cotton and other crops are somewhat greater than here shown
since much of the labour here charged in money is that of the owners and co part
ners (Man Coimbatore Dtsi 235)

CUDDAPAH — Sugar cane is principally produced in the sub-division and is

largely cultivated under the numerous small tanks The cultivation of this crop
lasts for the greater part of a year and a half and it is in consequence always rated

as a double crop It is planted at two seasons either just before the June rains or

else after the north east monsoon and pays accordingly either two ful assessments
and one fussaliasty (charge for second crop on wet land) or else two fussaljasty
rates and one full assessment It requires a large and constant supply of water
The average rate per acre is R6-10 and the outturn is on an average 200 maunds
pei acre

Sugar is in considerable demand all over the south of India and forms one of

the principal articles of export from the sub division The cane is sweeter and more
juicy than that raised in Tanjore or Trichinopolv and a specimen of Madanapally
sugar-cane gained a first prize in the Agricultural Exhibition at Madras in 1874 1 he
common native mill used is made of tumma wood It is formed of two screws fitting

into each other between which the sugar cane is pushed with the fingers The cane
is crushed three times and the juice which has been cai ght in a pan below is then
boiled There is a considerable amount of wastage in these mills in labour for the
three crushings and because even then the whole of the juice is not extracted I

have endeavo ired to induce the ryots to use the patent sugar mills with two iron

cylinders which press a greater quantity of juice with only two crushings but have
not as yet succeeded The price of one of these machines (vim R225) is a fatal

objection and their weight prevents two or three ryots from clubbing together to

purchase one since the cane should be crushed as near the field and as soon after

the crop is cut as possible and there is considerable difficulty in the transport of so

heavy a machine A native mill is constructed for a few rupees and is easily carried

There is doubtless an opening for the employment of European capital in the manu
facture of this article and the favourable climate of the sub division would render

Madanapally a pleasant as well a a central station for a European agent In 1872 73
the amount of acres under cultivation was estimated to be 2 384 which ealeu

lating the average yield to be i£o maunds of jaggery per acre would give an annual
outturn of 3 57 600 maunds which at a valuation of Rii per maund would be worth
R5 36 400 The cultivation of this product is on the increase and the increase would
be even more rapid if there were a more certain water supply

‘ Sugar cane req ires a constant supply of water for at least 18 months, and it is

therefore seldom that it can be cultivated by means of tank water only The numer
ous small tanks however though very ineffectual as a means of storing water are of

good m moistening the ground and of thus supplying the wells with water Of these

there are a very large number indeed and the maj nty are situated m the sub-divi

non Without these wells it would be almost impossible to carry on the wet cultiva

tion for by far the greater number of the tanks are dry before the second or Vaissae

kam crop of paddy is cut (the first or Karticam crop is frequently never planted)

Sugar-cane is therefore seldom planted except where the water of a well is available

and as the competition for the ownership of the wells is very keen and as the majority

of the private wells have got into the possession of the wealthy ryots ard village

officials it is they for the most part who grow it Another reason which prevents

the poorer ryots from cultivating this crop is the great expense attendant on the

preparation of the ground As this product is one peculiar to the district and as the

sugar produced ranks with the best m the Presidency (that of Astragram which is

raised under very similar circumstances of soil and cumate not excepted) a descrip

bon of its cultivation may not be out of place
Sugar cane requires very deep ploughing and the ground (say one acre) is^ene-
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rally ploughed over ten times with two or three pairs of bullocks^ each separate CULTIVATION
ploughing lasting for one day Between the ploughing the manure is placed on theploughing lasting for one day Between the ploughing the manure is placed on the
ground and s bsequently plo ghed in For an acre of ground not less than 60
bandies of animal manure will be used and sometimes as many as 100 The refuse
of the Kanooga n t from wl ich tl e oil has been pressed is generally used in addi
tion when available from 30 to 4 bandy loads per acre Sheep are also penned on
the g ound for ten consecutive nights for the sake of the manure and v the ryot
does not own a flock of sheep he has to pay a shepherd 8 innas per night for this
privilege Then comes the planting 1 his is done by cuttings and the average
number of cuttings per acre are as many as 8 000 1 he charge for such cuttings varies
from rupees four to rupees four eight per mille The land is then prepared and por
tioned off into plots intersected by deep trenches fed by smaller ones by means of
which the water is carried round the wnole plantation The plants themselve s are
banked up so that the water acts upon their roots The ground has to be conti
nually kept moist and water is generally flooded once m eight days and allowed to
stand in the trenches until it soaks in or evaporates As the cuttings grow up there
succeeds the continual labour of tying them together 1 here are from five to six

tyings before the crop matures These tyings consist of binding together five or
six plants covering about one square yard of ground During the whole of this time
the ground has to be continually kept free of weeds which gr w quickly m the moist
earth sheltered by the growing canes I he field must also be carefully fenced in, as
cattle are very fond of grazing on the sweet luicy stalks of the young plants The
fencing is generally done by thorn bushes ana is very effectual After 18 months of
this culture the crop is ready to be cut Before doing so a mill is generally set up as
near as possible and a hut with boiling pans The canes are cut gradually and in an
acre of ground the cultivating will generally last for about 15 days Each cane is

passed three times through the mill and the juice is at once taken to the boiling pans
There will be four such boilings in each day and each boiling is calculated to produce
24 maunds of jaggery An acre of sugar cane is therefore estimated to produce Go
boilings at 2$ maundis of each or 150 maunds of jaggery The average market price

of jaggery is Ri 4 to Ri 12 per maund so that the outturn is a valuable one In

order however to form an opinion of the net profit to the ryot it will be as well to

glance at the actual cost of production For the details under this head as well as
for many of the particulars already given I am indebted to the inquiries of the Sub
Division Senshtadar Teperumall Uhetty These inquiries I have also endeavoured

to verify by personal investigation The calculation is based upon the supposition

that there are two or three members of the ryot s family so that he has not to employ
so much labour as a stranger would have to do

Ryot debtorfor one Acre of Sugar cane
JR a p

To 8 000 cuttings at R4 per 1 000 32 o o
To 60 bandies of manure at 10 bandies per rupee 600
To 30 maunds of oil cakes at 6 maunds per rupee 500
To 10 nights of sheep penning at 8 annas per night 500
To rent lor pan in wnich the juice is boiled at ten annas

per diem 960
To rent for mill at five annas per diem 411 o
To carpenter for regulating mill 300

Total 65 1 o

The total expenses irrespective of the value of the labour for weeding tying and

ploughing amount to R65 1 To this must be added the rent of the land which

as the crop lasts for 18 months and receives a constant supply of water will have to

pay say R8 original assessment and two extra (fas uljasty) rates, or R8 in addition

The total cost of production is therefore R81 1 and the value of the product is R225

leaving a margin of profit of R143 for 18 months labour to the ryot or R95 15 4 per

annum This calculation however does not include the cost of agricultural stock

and instruments No ryot undertakes the cultivation of an acre of sugar-cane unless

he has at least three pairs of bullocks the original cost of which will not be less than

R180 A bullock is s ipposed to last for ten years when used for wet ploughing so

that one tenth of R180 should be added to the annual cost of production In addition

itdfk can also during the time the cane is maturing be employed in other labour

;
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but as no ryot can unde take the cultivation of an acre of sug r cane nless he dos
sess s tne stock already mentioned the crop is only cultivate 1 by wealthy ryots If it

haj p ns that the rvot has to irrigate his cane fro n a well his cost of production isnaj p ns that tne ryot has to irrigate his cane tro n a well his cost ot production is

matcrully increased fo additional expense is incurred in raising water both in t ul

1 cks and servants The esult is that though the outt rn of sugar cane is so good
it is generally only cultivated on mam or lowly assessed lands In the complicated
asse sments which exist in this district much of the best land has been given away
on rates lower than those usually charged This was frequently done in forme years
out ol consideration to the proprietor on account of services rendered On land such
a these and on inam lands theref re ryots prefer to cultivate sugar cane On the

fully assessed lands they are in the habit of cultivating paddy cnolum or raggy
since far less expense is incur cd in th i agr c lture the crop is quickly matured
and in the event of a season failing they can count upon getting remission (Man
Cudd pah Di t 206 210 213

)

GanJAM — I he sugar cane grown in Ganjam is of excellent q lality and is said

to be the best in India It demands more care and attention however than any other

ciop
?
and i never g own for two years in succ sion on the same land The ground

requi es to b well manured with oil cake or other suitable manure Sugar-cane is

estimated to require one-third more water than rice and takes ten months befo e it

reaches maturity In spite of thee drawbacks however the crop is one wl ich is

exceedingly profitable to the peasant who can affo d to grow it Sugar cane l chiefly

cultivated abc it Aska (Mad M in Admin II 7$)

The account quoted above (p 225) from Dr Roxburgh 3 report now 100

years old may be accepted as giving the main facts regarding sugar-cane
cultivation in this district brum the chapter on the History of the effort to

establish Sugar Planting as a European Industry in India it will be seen

that attention was early directed to this district as one of the best m
India That interest may be said to have gradually matured into the

Aska sugar mills—one of the largest and most successful works of this

kind in India
Godavkry District — The masaka or sandy re^ada soil 1 the best for

this cult vati n Sandy soils al o answer if very well manured I he pure egada
soil is the oist Hefoie planting a sugar cane garden the ground must be plo ighed
at intervals f a wh le yea at least ten times n all Twice or thrice it sho Id be
manured and th sheep and co s may be picketed on it with advantage During
all this tune the g ound is left fallow In the second year when the time of planting
app oxches it is again ploughed and levelled and small beds each two yards sq are
prepaied Water is admitted an 1 the soil dug up with the mamooty to the depth of

tight or ten inch s and kneaded till it acquire the consistency of mud I he heads*
of the sugar cane f the previou year each abo t a foot long and called daw are

then planted o buried in the beds at the rate of ten in each — they are pla ed hon
zontally and well covered with the m d which is then allowed to dry for ten or

twelve days until it cracks when sufficient water is again admitted to close up the
cracks Tach cane head planted w 11 have four or five joints and from each

j
int a

shoot springs and makes its appearance from 20 to 30 days afte planting Other
shoots pr ng tio n the sides of the first some of which die After the shoots appear
the beds sho ild be weeded from this time till the cane is ready for cutting fresh wate
must be a Imitte 1 eve y four days In three months from tne time of planting the
sho ts attain about the he ght of a yard and at this stage it is usual f >r the outside

leaves which decaying have fallen down from the stalk to be car fully wrapped and
bound round it as a support and protection This operation is called topu suttu
When the stalk gets to tl e height ot four or five (eet it requires still further suppo t

to prevent its being blown down A bamboo 13 feet long is placed between very

two cane whu h together with their offshoots are bound to it eight or ten inches of

the top of the cane are left loose and any dead shoots are now removed By the time
the canes aie six months old a stouter bamboo is inserted 1 etween every two of the
groups of sho ts tied to the smaller bamboos that is, just half the number of large

bamboos are stuck in and the groups of cane tied to them brom this time the cane
requires to be tied afresh to the bamboo every six weeks as its height increases al

togethe the e a e four separate tyings be ides the original topu suttu The cane is

ready for cutting in a >ear from the time of planting I n the Mogaltur and Nagaram

* See the f equent foot notes on this subject scattered throughout the series of

quotations regarding district methods of cultivation as for example, at pp t28 140
186
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taluks large expenditure is incurred in fencing the sugai cane gat dens to keep out
jackals which aie very de t ut tive fo this purpose bamboos are placed close to

gether and tied Immense numbers of bamboos aie icquired for these fences (Settle

merit Refort ihto pp 141142)
Kurnool — Slight cane is cult vated in NandyM Kalva R&mallakdta Done

and Cambum 1 he method of cultivation is the same as eve ywhere else F xcept
in a few paces where s igar is not man factored the cane grown is the Mauritius
sugarcane introduced in t tl is district in Fash 1,1,53(1843) when cuttings were first

sent f om Madras 1 his ci Itivation was f( r several yea s encouraged by the remission

of the Government taxon lan Is giown with it The native cane is still grown in

Cambum and a few other places but sugar is not manufactured from it ’ (Man
Kurnool Dtit 170)

North Arcot —Karuitba Tamil Cheruku Tclugu — This crop is always
n sed upon ir igatc 1 land moie often under a well than a tank since the former
aff rds a more certain supply and the canes need constant watering for the tenor
eleven months that they are growing It als i needs much manure and is an expen
sive cop t raise so that only the nchei rjots att mpt it ; in many ports it 1 not the
fa hi< n so that though theie may be wealthy farmers little or no sugar-cane is seen

It 1 ch fly ra sed above the Ghauts vhe e its cultivate is catricd on more carefully

and scientifically than elsewh re but a good deal is also grown in Chittoor Chandra
gin and the west of kirv tnagar

The e a e several varieties of the cane but the ordinary ones are callled rasth ilx

n m in igar ledandbig which only vary in the size o colour and arc cultivated

in the same way and w th much the sam results The crop is never sown on the

s«i t g oun 1 in conscc tive years A f eld which has earned paddy r&gi or jther

11 igated crop is therefore selected and in December its preparation begins Should

it lie low a chann 1 is dug all round to act as a drain and the s ll is daily ploughed
across and acre ss for several days until it has beet me thoroughly pulverised To
assist in producing this effect men with heavy sticks beat the hard cl ds t pieces

When tht tilth is fine enough the surface is levelled and sheep are penned on it for

seve al days A great amount of farmyard manure with faded ka taga flowers is

al o brought (sometimes it 1 sa d as m ch as 75 tons to an acre) and worked in with

ploughs Then the field about Ap il is divided into ridges separated by channels and
in the r dges a e lightly placed c Rtings of the previous season s cane about a thou

sand t the acre each set in a littlL powdered manure fro a fortnight the channels

are flooded once in four or five clays until th cuttings send out shcots then the soil

is loo ened with a hoe o by a plo gh drawn by men and no water is allow d for a

week After this the channels are cleat ed
;
the plants earthed up and irrigation is

ca led on regula Iy twice a week lexcept in rainy weather) until the canes matu e

When they are a toot high green 1 ives (above the Cha ts always of the kdnaga)
are buned in the trenche between each row Above the Chauts also when they have
attained the height of a yard ryots dig pits in the irrigating channels at the head of

each trench and in each pit place a maund o two ol k rtaga oil cake mixed with fresh

cowdung and water This is allowed to ferment for four days and at the end of

that time as the st earn passes d>wn each trench a boy stirs up the mixture a little

of which mingle with the water and is carried along with it This mode of manuring
has the very best effect but is only repeated once more during the growth of the

crop
When the canes are four feet high th ir sharp leaves begin to be troublesome

and are the efore rolled round the canes and tied thus protecting them from the sun

and hot winds preventing splitting and keeping them succulent When 6 feet high

up lght posts are planted on the ground and bamboos tied to them horizontally

by which the canes are suppo ted a higher row is add d as the crop increases in

height All this time weeds have to be carefully eradicated and the thorn hedge
surrounding ihe field kept intact as cattle graze greedily upon the canes In Febru

ary or Ma ch the c op is cut close to the ground except a portion left for cuttings

and a mill having been setup hard by the juice is pressed out of each cane after

a foot or so of the top which is saj less has been cut off and thrown away The mill

is a rough looking machine made to take pieces but in spite of its roughness it per

forms its work fairly well 1 wo cylinders of Acacia wood are placed vertically side

by side having screws cut near their upper extremities which work into one another

One of the cylinders is slightly higher than its neighbour and has a horizontal arm at

its summit which by means of ropes is dragged round and round by oxen As the

cyl nders revolve the can s are introduced between them and carried through parting

m the passage with their juice which flows ajong a trough into a pot set on the ground

Each cane is thus pressed two or three times and as soon as enough juice has been
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obtained to hll one of the broad shallow boilers the process is stopped for a time and
the liquid before it has had time to ferment is boiled with some lime w ter for

about an hour over a fire of wood and sugar-cane refuse which bums with great
heat When sufficiently boiled it is poured into a tub or hollow in the ground faced
with stone and is slowly worked about with a stick having a circular piece of wood
at the end until it stiffens and becomes jaggery About 200 canes of the small
and 175 of the big variety generally turnout a Madras maund worth of jaggery
The total yield of an acre is worth at the lowest R150 and often as much as ft 300
where it is carefully tended (Man North Arcot Dtst 326)

MYSORE AND COORG
References —Buchanan H imilton s Jotrney Rtce Gazetteer Mysore
and Coorg Agrx Hirt Soc Ind Trans VI1 94

The detailed report furnished by Dr Buchanan Hamilton on the

sugar cane of Mysore would even if an abridgement of it were to be fur

nistied run to many pages The writer is therefore compelled to allow the

reader to consult the original essay or to learn particulars from the Gazet

teer—a work which should not be difficult to procure The following brief

statement of sugar cane in Coorg may however be given the more so since

in many respects it is applicable to Mysore as well —
The statistics of Coor£ concerning the production of sugar are scarcely deserv

mg of notice as its cultivation is extremely limited being confined to about 20 acres

ofland m the whole Province and the plots seldom exceed one acre in size and are

put down mostly at the head of the paddy flats chiefly in the vicinity of Verajend a

pett in the Yedenalknad taluk No sugar whatever is extracted anywhere from the

cane but when ripe it is cut up into small pieces and offered for sale at the weekly
markets and none is cultivated in the taluks of Padinalknad and Kiggatnad A few
long stalks of cane are to be found growing in the back yards of houses and in plan

tain gardens for home consumption
“There are four varieties grown {\) Nilt kabu or the bluish cane (2 ) Patta

path the striped variety (3) Rosa dalt a superior kind and (4) Chent a small

coarse variety The first of these varieties the Ntli kabu is raised mostly in black

soil mixed with sand Patta patti thrives both m black soil and white clay while

Rosa dalt and Chtm are found to be best suited for sandy soils and those mixed with

pebbles The Mauritius cane might be introduced with advantage as it is of larger

size and yields more saccharine matter than the common native vanet es It is ho
ever doubtful whether the natives themselves will take any great interest in the

matter hor instance some stalks were noticed by me growing well among a field of

sugar cane near Chickamaglur in the Mysore territory The natives said it had been
introduced many years previously bv Mr Stokes and admitted that it was superior

to the ordinary kind notwithstanding this they said that all that they ever did to-

wards perpetuating the growth was to plant the top slips equally with those of the
other kind just as they came to hand and as an excuse for their indifference they com
plained of its requiring more pressure for the extraction of the juice The present

method of tillage seems best suited for the climate and requirements of the country

As no separate assessment is levied on lands cropped with sugar-cane and the

patches cultivated with it are so small it is difficult to state with any degree of ac

curacy the exact area under cultivation It is roughly estimated at within 20 acres

Trenches 1 j to 2 teetdeep are dug 3 feet apart over which weeds and other refuse

are burnt cuttings i| leet long taken from the top of the cane are planted i|

feet apart usually in the months of April and May They require to be heavily manured
first after being planted a second time after four months and sometimes a third and
fourth time later on The soil is dug up round the plants after thev have formed one
or two nodes All dry leaves are removed from time to time The crop requires to

be irrigated once every 15 days during the hot season in some places it has to be
watered as often as once in two or three days It generally takes 18 months to arrive

at maturity but the Rosa dalt and Patta path vanety is cut m 15 months when
grown on good soil

The best soil for sugar-cane is black mixed with gand It flourishes well also in

a rich chocolate soil The same extent of irrigation is notmeeded as on the plains

as Coorg \ ossesses a damp climate
I he cost of cultivation is roughly estimated at R300 the acre As the cane is sold

m the raw state no charges are incurred in the manufacture of sugar The proceeds are
calculated to yield R400 or a net profit of Riootothe ryot The profit however
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depends much on the fertility of the soil the supply of irrigation and the quantity of

manure used It may in places be Rioo more or R(o less than just given as being the

average It is a most exhaustive crop and the soil requires to lie fallow for a year
after to recover

It is difficult to estimate the production of sugar per acre as the cane is not
crushed in Coorg for that purpose Abiut 8 ooo canes are grown on an acre plot

and if each be sold on an average at one anna m the market they would yield R500
from which cost of carnage to tne market and retail vendor s commission nave to be
deducted

Coorg d aws its supply of sugar and jaggery f om Mysore The quantity of

sugar said to be imported is 1 313$ maunds valued at R26 264 or R20 the mauna of

8 >fb 1 he quantity of jaggery imported is 1 050 maunds of the value of R7 500 or

on an aveiage R7 2 3 the maund of 80th

It is needless to enter into the further details caller! for in the remaining para
graphs of the memorandum owing to the very limited extent of the enterprise in

Coorg The cultivation of the cane mi^ht b< extended over a much larger area of

land in Coorg which is suited for it but th chief obstacles t< such extension consist in

the sparseness of the rural population and the high wages 1 aid to laboure a who have
to be imported from Mysore and the Malabar Coast Were large 1 ngation woi ks
constructed by th owing dams ac os tht Cauvcry and its t il utanc the Haringi and
Latrhmanti th at points where the construction of such dams is said to b fea ible it

might lead to this valuable product bcin^ cultivated on a larger and sufficiently remu
nerat ve scale in the low lying easte n valleys bordering, on Mysore wheie the soil is

rich and labou is cheaper and more abundant than in other parts of Coorg
At p esent the attention of capitalist in Coorg is duerted almost entirely to the

cultivation of coffee and cinchona ( Col Hill Commissioner of Coorg 1882)

CULTIVATION
In
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IX —BURMA
References — Mason Burma and Its People 505 Gazetteer Vol I

423 427 Agrt Hart Soc Jnd Trans —IV 184 VI 129-148 Proc
6 VII 129-134 Proc 13 142 VIII 54 s8 Proc 443 458 Journal
II 2S2 Sel 2U 213 271 III 228 236 Proc 162 163 >68 282 IV
VI Proc 31 Proc 25 X 43-50 (palms ) XII Proc ( 1861
Andaman) 3-4 ( 1862) to (1863) 45 An Extensive Official Corresponden e

down to 1891

Aren Outturn and Consumption — It does not appear that any
additional information of much importance applicable to the province as
a whole has been published since the date of Mr Schofield's Note on
Sugar The following passage from that publication may therefore be
here given —

The area under sugar-cane is small It has however increased considerably the
figures fo 1885 85 being 10 500 acres as compared with 6 50 acres in 1881 82 The
outturn of coarse su^ar per acre is reported to be 35 maunds Accepting this rate

whi h seems rather high the total outturn calculated on the acreage >! 1885 86 is 3 67
lakhs maunds The net imports are five lakhs maunds so that the total consumption
is 8 67 lakhs maunds or 9 seers per head of population (3$ millions)

Great efforts are being made by the Provincial Agricultural Department to extend
the cultivation of sugar-cane in this Province which at present imports largely from
Upper Burma Calcutta Madras and the Straits Settlements though in some places

its soil and climate are said to be well adapted to the cultivation Mr DM
Smeaton when Director of Agriculture in this Province in 1882 wrote as follows —

There can be no doubt in my mind after what 1 have seen that the Bilin tract

is in a remarkable degree suited to the cultivation of sugar-cane The fact that the
same land can go on from year to year producing cane at a constant and high rate is

very striking not to speak of the further fact that the land can bear and Bear well

other crops in the event of a rotation being expedient
The chief obstacle in the way of extension of cane cultivation in Lower Burma is

the indebtedness of the cultivators Advances were made to these cultivators com
meocing from 1883 this relief is said to have led to a slight reduction in the rates of
interest and to an improvement in the condition of the cultivators The following

extract shows that this experiment was interrupted by the outbreak of rebellion among
the Shans at the end of 1885 —

* The efforts made in former years to encourage the cultivation of the sugar-cane
and the manufacture of jaggery in the Shwegyin district were contmued during the
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year underreport andRi7 8 o were advanced to sugar-cane growers m the Bilin

townsh
i

of that district The progress of cultivation was hinde ed and the recove y
of advances was rendered difficult by the outbreak of rebellion amc ng the Shans in

DecernUr 1885 One of the most influential of the Shans m the Bilin valley joined

the rebels and drew many after him In consequence of these defections an 1 of the
prevailing disquiet nearly Rq 500 of the advances made during the past two seasons
nave yet to be recovered In c nsequence of the unsettled state ot the Shwegyi
district no fuither advances have been made (Paragraph >0 General Admimstra
lion Report 188$ 86)

Mr Edward O Riley furnished manv instructive papers to the Agri
Horticultural Society of India on the subject of the cultivation of sugar canc
in Burma Some of these deal with the efforts which had been made about
the year 1840 to introduce superior races of cane from the West Indies

and other countries but certain of his papers exhibit also the pecuhauties of

the indigenous Burmese cultivation The following two passages may be
given as in exemplification of these subjects Speaking of one of the

then most popular foreign canes—the Otaheite—Mr O Riley says —

*

Diseases
Conf wtth

pp 121 127

365

Y jmr remarks on the subje t of the Otaheite cane in 1 1 hoot are very interesting

the same amount of produce or ven mote tn the average per ac e of new soil <n
this coast may be obtunel witl the ve y matei ial Ipoint in its favour of bei tt,

entirelyf ef m tin att Is of \white ants a sut jet t which appears to oppose vuy
8 ions ol sta les to the extende 1 cultivation of the Otaheite pla it in the Upper Prt v

lnces 1 have g ven thi p int a good deal of attention of late and after a personal
in pection of all the Otahe tc n g < v 1 in th vicinity 1 hav not found a s gle patch
injured by the attacks of th e in e t notwithstanding the lact of th 1 abounding in

the vicinity andinminy at lit r illv in th onep li whcie they may be s en
cove lg the stumps of the trees left afte bu ning the ne v jungle It is a singula
fact that 1 lave never heard a complaint made by the native cultivator ol the
ravages of white ants not only in egard to the Otaheite cane but of all kinds in culti

vatitn loaff d every info mation in gard tc the nature an 1 prope ties ot tl e s ) 1

the piodurc ol winch 1 exemj t f < m thi
j
est I have the

j
leasute of forwa d ng in

charge of Oaptain Russel of the Canine a b >x of the soil taken f om me f the

gardens whi h is about the ave age f all the cultivation in this vicinity In th same
box aie two papei parcels from Major Macfarquhar atTavty containing speci

mens of the soil of his gaidcn in which he states that Otaheite can ha been
growing for the last five >r six years uninjured although there are legions of white ants

tin eveiy di ection I trust that an cxaminat on of these soil may 1 ad to s >me data

that may b useful in guiding futu e operations in this des nption of cultivation

I fndthat by placing a good la>er of common chat coal from the furnace un lc

all matei ials of wood s 1 bj eted to the ravages of white ants they a e well preseived

and in n ) case have I di ovei ed any damage when this piecaution has been taken

f

icihaps th application of tie refuse of th furnaces t the soil when opening the

urr wspieviou to planting night be attended with succes- in this lespect at all

events it is wo th the trial (J u nals Agri Hort Soc lnd Vol 111 2 9 )

Mr Edward O Riley in one of his communications to the Agri Horti
cultural Society of India furnishes the following particulars regarding
sugar cane planting in Burma —

The descriptions cultivated in this province are the rattan and red canes the former
being in more general use on account ot its extreme hardness the latte howeve is

superior in quality and generally attains the height of about 5 feet on an average with
a diameter of 1 1 inches

A site having been fixed upon for the purpose of planting the cane (alwap s

el vated above the level of the plains which are liable to inundation dunng the
south west monsoon) the cultivate commences cutting down the jungle about two
months previous to the rains which is then burnt and allowed to remain until the
fii st showers of the monsoon have penetrated the soil rendering the previously hard
surface soft and friable and without any further process the sttles are planted per
( endicularly in rows at the usual distance apart covered over with the burnt soil and
allowed to vegetate without any ther attention being paid them A plough is an
article almost unknown to the cultivators and in no instance eve applied to this

species of cultivation the only method they have of preventing noxious weeds from
springing up is by planting cucumber chillies pu pkins etc between each row
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which coupled with the property the bu nt *5 il pos esse in this respect completely
effect the object Notwitn tanding the heavy fall of rain during the season (about 2 o
inches) the cane with onl) this attenti n paid it thrives progressively during* the mon
soon and is at fi 11 matu ity in nine months Itom the dated plant ng 1 he only labour
attending1 a plantation ol the abt ve dcscrij tion besides that of clearing and planting is

end >s ng which is done with the partially burnt stumps f >und on the ground
The rultivato havi lg piepaied a m 11 composed of two vert cal wooden cylin

ders suppo ted by 1 frame and wc rked with a buff do the cam is manufactu edon the
spot The jute uni rgo s no p ore s<f clanhcation except that ol emoving the
scum from the suda e during tne ebullition and being suffu ently inspi ated it is

thrown into a shallow frame where from exposure to the air it foi msa heavy haidmass
it is then cut into small squaies and conveyed to the bazars for sale where it is disposed
of at about R20 per 1 x> ss of 365th

The following statement is procured from a cultivatoi who not taking into

account the value of his labour or that of his family assuied me that he had made
R40 by his cultivation of one sea on it will b< seen however that his lemuneration
taking every th ng into account and allowing 12 month tor the completion of his

undertaking affoid a much greiter inducement to the natives to become cultivators

than wo king a hired coolies even at the high rates e lr ent he e (i a upee per day)
more esj ec ally as the Bu mesc ann )t 1 convinced that they 1 01 Id take their own
lab ur int account in then cultivation and a thegressam unt of rctu n appear to

th in the real profit lain d cidedly of (pi ion that averylaigc extent f this

province would lie soon brought into cultivatu n ere the inhaf itants more abundant
as it is a number of persons who have become aware of the advantages de ive 1 from
it have commenced cl a ing jungle to a considerable ext nt and as they pay
nothing for the ground and tne outlay requi ed is onl> the tnfhng one for the { lants

a yearly increase must necessarily ensue an cm ilation will l c created and mipiovc
ments up n their present slovenly meth d of cultivating will obtain f >oting which
aided by the powerful stimulant ol European enterprise and skill will eventually give a
name t th so provinces h therto not poss s ed

The following is the calculation above alluded to

—

CULTIVATION
In

Burma.

Area Is

Outturn

One man with a family of a wife and two hil Iren can clear ground and plant

10 000
j
lants whu h cost R 14 If the man an 1 hi family were to einpl y thei labour

as hired coolies thiy could pr cure —
k

1 he man Rio pt r month 12 months « 120
The wife k*> per month 12 un th « to
1 he child e k4 per month 12 months 76

276

The crop stands him at maturity 290
The aveageof each st lc at the lowest is 4 canes

10 0(0 st )les 40 000 canes which produ e c f coarse
sugar 6 1 s pe maund 2 400 viss sells in Moul
tnei R20 per 100 viss 4R0

Leaving a prifit to the cdtivator more than he could
procure as h red laboure for 12 a >nths 170

N B — It must be observed that very few Burmese will work even six months
consecutively hence the rate of Rio per month which 1 have stated as the mans
wages for 12 months

With the apathy peculiar to their character the Burmese look no farther than
present advantage dictates the only labour req ired to p o luce a fair crop of ratoons

would be nearly banking the plants during the rams and t ashing them p operly

neither of which is done the consequence is that the old stems being left to themselves
during the dry season are either killed by the beat or choaked by the pa che 1 surface

throi gh which the fresh roots must penetrate and s ch straggling canes as mak their

appearance and come to maturity are little better than rattans in appearance
(Trans iS3g V l VII 129 i34)

Mason says That Burma is well adapted for the cultivation of sugar-cane

has been well tested by Mr 0 Riley who made many tons of excellent sugar from
cane that was raised at Amherst In Hindustan the mucilage of the musk melon

Abelmoschus (Hibiscus) moschatus is used to clarify s gar and it is one of our

most common indigenous plants Both the Burmese and Kareos grow sugar-cane
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which they chew for its juice and from which they make cake sugar Considerable
quantities are imported from the Shan States and 1 have seen as fine looking sugar
cane on the mountains of 1 oungoo as I have ever beheld on the flats of New Orleans

Though dealing only with a section of Burma the various papers
which have appeared on the sugar-cane of the Beelin township may be
mentioned as of special interest This would appear to be the tract of
Burma in wh ch the greatest success has been attained and where expan
sion in the future is most likely to occur Mr Bridges defines this region
as follows —

The cane growing lands extend for about 33 miles on the banks of the Beelin
river and for about 17 miles on those of the Thehbyoo These two large rivers run
neatly due so th from the Yoma and are separated by a tract of tree-jungle about 12
miles wide which is watered by the Choungbya Choungsouk and Gonyinweh creeks

The available land is chiefly found on the banks of the '1 hehbyoo river where
cane cultivation has only extended within the last four or five years

In addition to the land immediately available for cane cultivation there is a
large amount of suitable land which remains uncultivated owing to various accidental
causes Thus the greater portion of the land now flooded could be reclaimed by con
net ting it by cuttings n 1 th and south with the Reelin river these cuttings would not
only d am tl e land but also bring large quantities of alluvial deposit which would
gradually raise the 1 vd of the land and rendered it suitable for cane cultivation In
many instances the cultiv itors themselves are anxious to dig these cuttings thus
the villager of Ka lipoo wi h to connect the Kanyinbin with the Beelin river the
cultivators of Nyoungpahn wish t make a cutting Iroin thi Bel ngyo to the Beelin
these two stream aie however Government fish ncs and the lessees naturally object
to any intei ference with their rights 1 heie a e othe fisheries in the cane t act wh ch
a e I believe of little value and the abolition of which would improve the drainage of

the c juntry

On the T hatone side of the river and below Ngetchoon in the Beelin township
there is still land available for cane cultivation but this land has either been taken up
for paddy cultivation or is claimed by the taddy cultivators as grazing ground
Similar claims to grazing ground are made on the Beehngyo near Beelin and near
Shwa\nyo village on the I hehb>oo these grazing ^r unds have not I believe been
hxed by Government and there would be nr difficulty m fixing suitable grazing
grounds in a tract where waste land is plentiful so as to allow of the more valuable
land being taken up for cane cultivation At Ngetchoon the Beelin rive is rapidly
cutting through the paddy land in the bend and th s land will have to be thrownup
by paddy cultivatois and will be taken up for cane-cultivation

Nati re of Soil — The soil of the valleys of the Beelin and 1 hehbyoo is almost
entirely deep grey loam mixed here and there with light clay The land is covered

by the floods for a few days at intervals during the rains to a depth of two or three

feet and a thick layer of alluvial soil deposited on it

Modes of Cultn ation —Where new land is cleared or land already cultivated

has been left tallow the cultivator turns up the soil with a hoe at the beginning of

the rains (May or June) he then leaves tne soil to rest until Septembe when he
digs holes about 10 inches deep and one foot wide at intervals of one-and a half

foot from each other 1 hree pieces of cane (agyoung) about five inches long are

then placed in a slanting position in each of these holes so that one end of each plant

touches the ground and tne other protrudes about an inch over the top of the hole

The cane-pieces a e then partly covered up with loosened earth There are generally

three joints to each of the cane-pieces, and each joint has one eye Many of the

young shoots being however destroyed by the heat or other accidental causes it is

seldom that more than five or six canes are found to one stool

Some cultivators plough their land three times at the beginning of the rams in

stead of turning it up with tne hoe . but the more general practice is simply to run
deep furrows through the land m September and then place the cane-pieces longttu

dinally at the bottom of the breach which is about 10 inches deep and one-and«a naif

foot wide The space left between the furrows varies from two to three feet according

to the nature of the soil

Before the cane is planted the land is cleared of grass and weeds About ten

days after the cane-pieces have been planted the earth is loosened in the intervals

between the holes and the cane-pieces further covered up with mould In the month
of Pyatho (beginning of January) the earth is again loosened and the plants further

covered up About the month of Kazon (May) the land is again cleared of weeds
and grass and the plants are then left until the month of Wagoung or Tawth&lin
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(A gust and September) when they are stripped of the leaves that have become old

and withered
There are generally three or four young shoots or ratoons which spring up from

the old stool Where these ratoons are sufficiently thick no new plants are put
down after the cane has been cut but as a rule cane-tops (kyanbya

)

are planted

(phaseikthee) in the intervals between the ratoons (kyanngot) after the land has
been cleared of grass and weeds these cane tops are about hve inches long and are
planted from November to the beginning of January when cane-pteces can no longer
be planted The cultivators state that one ta (o 28 acre) yields 3 500 cane-tops
whereas one ta of cane yields enough cane-pieces to plant out five tas (1 40 acres)

Canes sell at R20 per 1 000 whereas cane tops sell at R2 per 1 000
After the second year s crop the land is either left fallow for a year or again

replanted with cane-tops and tnen left fallow the following year Some po tion of

each plantation except in very small holdings is left fallow every year as only
enough cane is cut daily to supply the amount of juice required for boiling and part
of the land is still uncropped in Fyatho (beginning of January), when the sun is too
hot to allow of cane-tops being planted in land thus left uncultivated the cultivator

often plants paddy for his food provision after leaving sufficient space between the
rows of paddy to put down cane pieces in September

Cost of Cultivation — l he cost of the different kinds of labour hired for cane
cultivation is as folk vs —

Ploughing
Clearing
Digging holes for plants
Planting
Loosening earth

Ditto (second time)
Clearing (second time)
Pruning
Cutting canes*
Seed

Per ta (o 28
acres)

ft a p200
1 12 o200
1 8 o200200200200
400600

CULTIVATION
» ,n
Burma

Aran*
Outturn

Rationing

366
Conf mth
PP 59 76

128 143

177 '95*

Jf5* 226*

Total 25 o o

This hire includes the cost )f keeping the labourers which is by custom estimated at
eight annas a man per ta

The cost of cultivation in a plantation worked entirely with hired labour would
therefore amount to about R90 per acre The g eater number of cultivators however
hire little or no labour and work the land with their families Those who work
very large holdings generally hire their labourers by the year and not by contract I

would estimate the average cost of cultivation per acre at R 15 to R20
The instruments used in cultivation with their cost are as follows —

ft a p
The plough or teh 300
The curved hoe (dagouk ) 1 o o
The straight hoe (pauktoo) 100
The da for cutting canes 080

Cost of starting cane cultivation on new land —The only extra expenses
incurred m cultivating new land are clearing the elephant grass ana fencing in the
land taken up The cultivator as a rule cuts timber ftom the neighbouring forest

to make a fence and clears the land with his family without any hired labour This
work is done in the dry weather and at the beginning of the rams the cultivator

generally plants paddy leaving space enough between the rows of paddy to put down
cane-pieces at the end of the rains He then plants out one or two acres of cane if he
has enough capital to buy seed and hire labour but as a rule he only plants one
fourth or half an acre to obtain seed for the following year In any case he has to

wait for about twenty months before he obtains any return from his plantation and
to support himself and his family during this time

• Two labourers are hired for cutting canes for each mill used they are paid R15
each per mensem without food and they cut about one acre of cane a month one-half

their hire being put down to cost of cultivation and one half to cost of manufacture
This would give about R4 as the cost of cutting canes per ta
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The thrifty Toungthoo manages to support himself and his family without
incurring any heavy indebtedness by planting paddy and a little cane for two years

and working as a labourer in neighbouring plantation until he obtains a crop from
his own land he does not work m >re than one fourth or half an acre an 1 gradually

increases the area of his holding Most of the Toungthoos moreover start with a
small capital as they have generally worked pa Idy land before taking to cane culti

vation and their friends and relatives give them seed stock or supply them with the
small sums they require at a low intere t (25 to 30 per cent ) so that altogether they
work under exceptionally favourable circumstances

The Shans generally cc me straight from the Shan States to Beehn they bring

little or no money with them and being an enterprising ra e they generally atte npt
to start relatively large plantations at once They are nc t satisfied like the Toung
thoo with cultivating on fourth or half an acre but plant out two to three ac es

They require a considerable sum to buy seed machinery boiling pans and to keep
themselves an 1 their fain ly for with a plantation < f t vo to three acres they have to

devote all their labour to working their own land and cannot like the loungthoos eke
out their small resources by working for others They generally require about R300
before they obtain any return from their plantations and as their friends are not general

ly rich enough to lend them such large sums they are compelled to borrow from the
Burmese and Chinese money 1c n lers at the rate < f 48 to 60 per cent The yield of the
first year is seldom large enough to pay off the borre ved money with interest and
leave them enough to keep their fa 1 ly until the following h ir t t I hey conse-

quently borrow aga. n and gradually fall 1 to a state of (hr me 11 debtelnes unle s

they work very large hi ldings the yield of which will leave them enough to keep
tl eir family after pay ng off their debt with ir terest

Outturn per acre — I he outturn per acre as obtained from crop statistics is as
follows —

Canes Juice Jaggery

Name of cultivator

Number Weight Measure Weight Weight

Moung Pouk Gyain
Moung Sway
Moung Pan Noo
Moung Lan
Moung San Dwa

15 1S5

9 53
10 646
8 825

9 892

ft

38 750

4 068 75
4-2 762 50
29 191 8

37 214 28
|

Gals
2 734 78
2 51 0 10

2 580 35
1 720 1

2 047 00

ft

2«j 31685
25 43 U
25 SiS 75

15 937 50
0 326 7S

1b

3 99i 25

3 9 1 85

3 96b 5
2 446 85

937 50

Average per acre 10 Soy 37 377 67 23 8 43 2 5O6 48
j

3 452 74

1 he average generally g ven by the cultivators s 875 lb per ta or 3 1 51b cf
jaggery per acre Other cultivators stated that the average was higher and the
experiments made would seem to confirm this view I think a fair average would b
1 000 viss or 3 5 >oft per acre

Ma ttfacture of 7aggery —The canes bli om about the month of November
they are then severed vith a d 1 fr< m the st< ol close to the ground The branches at
the top are given to the cattle for food and the top which is cut off where the hard
cane ends is preserve 1 for planting The canes arc then divided with di into two
pieces of about four feet each tied up in bundles and carried by the cane cutters to the
mill where they are bruised and the juice extracted

I he mill consists of two heavy upright cylinders of about one foot m length
and two feet in diameter The cogs are circular and are cut in two rollers superposed
to the crushing cylinders A shaft about 12 feet long is fixed to one of the upper
cylinders and is turned by a buffalo yoked to it

A few improved machines are now used in Beehn they consist of three upright
pyingado cylinders and the middle cylinder to which the shaft is attached turns the
the other two by means of short straight wooden cogs these machines have been
made by a Burman Moung San Dwa who imitated an English machine he had seen
in Moufmein 1 he price ot the machine with two cylinders is about R50 and of that
with three cylinders about R70

Fourof Messrs Thomson & Mylne s mills were left by mein Beelin with

the cultivators These machines were considered a great improvement on the wooden
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ones but the cultivators objected to the small size of cylinders they would have hollow
cylinder with a diameter ol 1$ foot and a length ol one fcot thu increasing the speed
of the mill without any ad litional strain in the cattle 1 hey would also have the

shaft ten instead of evtn or t ight U ct h ng
Cane was crushed with a Burmese machine at the same time as with one of

Messrs Thomson 8l Mylne s mills and tl e compared results are given in the

following table —

CULTIVATION
_ In
Burma.

Area it

Outturn

Weight
of cane
crushed

1 ime
occupied

Quant ty

of juice

Quantity
ol jaggery

ib Mins Gals lb

Messrs Thomson & Mylne s
m 11 (three onverging cyl n 1 rs)

Ordinary Burmese machine it\\ow( )dcn
845 125 5J iG 80 49

cylinders) 8 15 no 47 ir 64 18

Difference —is + 12 + 1631

Messrs Thomson & Mylne s

m 11 (three converging cylinders)

New Burmese machine (three wooden
700 100 42 75 (

1 42

cylinders) 700 75 39 5S 5f 87

Difference -25 + 3 17 + 4 55

As compared with the Burmese machine in general use Messrs Thomson
8l Mylne s mil was 12 per cent slower but yielded t S percent more juicf and
jaggery as compared with the improved Burmese it was 25 percent slower but yielded
7 4o percent more juice and jaggery

i he canes which have been previously cut short arc passed three tunes between
the wooden rollers being handed Dack by a labourer who coll s t them as they tome
out of the machine J he cane juice is re eived in a large bar iboo f ame and thence
flows through a bamboo gutter into an iron pan in the b il ng sh d

The crushed cane (cane trash or megass) is d led in the sun for two days, and
then used as fuel with branches of trees and dead wood brought from the neighbour
»ng jungle

At the time I visited Beelin the cultivators were in 1 great state of anxiety
about their supplies of fuel as the Beel n fo est goung had is ued a general ordei
forbidding the cutting of any kind of timber in the

j
nglc This order was not I

believe issued from any dishonest motive but from the mistaken idea th it the old
code and new code were to be taken tog ther and that the Gove nment intend d to
rese ve every kind of tin ber It is to be regretted however that \ery subotdmate
officials should thus be allowed to issue general orders and disturb the population
of a whe le township

The juice is carried in chatties from the receiving
j
an to the iron l ding pans

which are placed three m a row over a furnace dug in the g ound I he fi e is kindled
at one end of the furnace and boils all the pans in succession on its viy ti the (him
ney The liquor is at first placed in the pan furthest f om the fi e and as it

evaporates it is passed on by means of ladles tc the next \
an and from this to the pan

immediately over tl e fire It gets thicker as it passes along and the impv rities are
removed by means of a wooden skimmer In each pan is placed a bamboo frame
work to prevent the boiling juice from escaping over the side of the pan After the
juice m the third pan has become sufficiently thick it is taken c ff the fire and poured
into an iron pan where it is allowed to cool for a few minutes It is then poured on a
bamboo mat spread evenly with a piece of bone and then divided with a piece of
point d bamboo into small squares After it has become hard it is broken into cakes
and packed away m bamboo baskets covered with leaves bach basket contains about
175ft of jaggery
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The cost per mensem of the labour employed in the manufacture of jaggery is

as follows —
R

1 wo men cutting canes* at Rio each 10
1 wo buffaloes at R7 each 14
One heidsman 7
One labourei to boil the juice 20
Food of labourers 15

Total 66

The cost of labour is somewhat lower on the Thehbyoo where the hire of the
labourer who boils the juice is R15 and the hire of a buffalo K4

1 he monthly outturn to one furnace is generally taken as 1 250 viss of jaggery
and if the outturn per acre is taken as 1 000 viss this would give as the cost of manu
fact u re per acre R53 (5 80) To this amount must be added the annual wear and
tear of machinery the cost of fuel baskets mats etc and the annual erection of
crushing and be lling sheds

I he crushing machine costs R50 and is stated to last about seven years it

works about three months annually and takes one month to crush the cane of one
acre It moreover requires annual repairs which amo nt to K3 or R4 The annual
wear and tear for the machine would therefore be about R3 50 per acre I he boiling
pans cost about ft 1 and are said to last about three years as one set is used for each
mill the annual wear and tear per acre for boiling pans would be Ra 30 allowing
Ri 2 per acre for the sh&rc of othei expenses the cost of manufacture would amount
to K60 per acre

I he labourers who cut the canes also pass them through the mill The herds
man not only grazes the buffaloes but drives them whilst turning the mill and
carries away the cane trash to dry 1 he labourer who boils the juice also breaks the
jag^e y into cakes and packs the cakes away in bamboo baskets

Although the hire of these labourers is always given by the month they in reality

work by contract The headman has to boil daily seven kyaws (iron pan containing

99 12 gallons of juice yielding from 150 to 196ft of jaggery according to the season)

T he labourers cutting the canes have to supply and pass through the mill a sufficient

number of canes to yield seven kyaws f 11 of
j nee If the full monthly outturn is not

obtained the pay of the laboi rers is reduced in proport on to the deficiency Some
headmen make 10 kyaws of jaggery a day their pay then nses to R25 per mensem
and another cane-cutter a d buffalo have to be hired

Total outturn of the tract —We have found that the total area under cane
is 3 30c acres of which one third or 1 100 acres is uncultivated The area yielding

sugai in the present year would therefore be 2 200 acres which at the average found
of 3 500ft per acre* would yield 7 700 oooft of su^ar

Selims; price of jaggery — ihe selling price of jaggery at the beginning of

the season varies fiom R33 to R30 per 100 viss latter in the season the price falls

to R25 and R20 and for two years it is said to have fallen as low as R9 per 100 viss

The cultivators generally agree in taking R25 per 100 viss as the average price and
this price may 1 think be taken as a fair average

Average profits —In holdings worked entirely with hired labour we have found

that the cost of cultivation amounts to R90 and tne cost of manufacture to R60 per

acre lheaveiage outturn per acre (3 500ft at R25 per 878ft) is worth R2S0 the

net profit per acr not inci ding cost of leaving would therefore be R100 In small

holdings the cost of cultivation has been estimated at R20 per acre and the cost of

manufacture being R6o the net profit wo 1 <J amount R170 per acre In small holdings

which do not measure more than one acre, the cultivator spends all the profits in sup-

porting himself and his family and in the larger holdings the profits of cultivation

often go to pay the interest on money borrowed
Jaggery how disposed of— The jaggery is carried from Beelinby four pnnci

pal routes

—

(a) by cart to Wimpadaw and thence by boat to Rangoon
(b

)

by sea fr m the Beelm river to Rangoon
(ci by cart from Dawoon to Thatone
(d) by cart to Kyouksant and thence by boat to Moulmein

A small portion of the outturn is taken by boat to Pawata and thence on elephants to

Papoon and the Salween district, but the dangerous navigation of the Beelm river

owing to the numerous rapids below and above Wmgalay and the difficulty of the

* One half of this has been put down to cost of cultivation
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carnage across the hills prevent large quantities of jaggery from being carried by this CULTIVATION
route Bu‘JL.

The bulk of the jaggery is carried by the Wimpadaw route and the cost of car 0wrn**

riage is as follows — Area b
Outturn.by cart to Wimpadaw R24 per 1 000 viss

by boat from Wimpadaw to Rangoon R 12 to R 15 per 1 000 viss

The cost of carnage from Beelin to Rangoon would therefore amoi nt to R38 per

1 000 viss At the beginning of the season however when the cultivators are most

anxious on account of the high price then prevailing to send their sugar to Rangoon
the cost of carnage is much higher owing to the bad state of the road between Beelin

and Kyiketo and to the absence of any road between ikyiketo and Wimpadaw it

then amounts to R24 per 1 000 viss between Beelin and Kyiketo and to R16 per 1 000

viss between Kyiketo and Wimpadaw At the end of November this year the cart

track betw en Kyiketo and Wimpadaw was not practicable and the jaggery had to

be dragged in small boats along a half dried up creek to Wimpadaw at a cost of R14
per 1 000 viss

A great deal was done for the Beelin road by Mr Irwin who had all the creeks

and nullahs bridged but nothing has yet been done to level this road I would

strongly recommend that this be done as early as possible but the most urgent road

is that from Kyiketo to Wimpadaw as at the end and beginning of the rams there is

no water in the cuttings for boats to pass and no road along which carts can travel

so that all communication is then stopped for some weeks A branch railway

connecting Beelin with Pegu would open out all the fertile country east of the Sittang

the produce of which can now only be brought to Rangoon during the rams unless it

is carted at great cost or brought round by sea at a great rfsk *

The cane cultivation which is now rapidly extending along the banks of the

Thehbyoo will make it necessary to construct feeder roads connecting the different

villages with the Beelin and Kyiketo road These roads are absolutely necessary as

there is no sufficient water for boat traffic in the Thehbyoo at the end of November
and the sugar can only be brought to Kyiketo by cart

1 he boats that carry sugar by the sea route to Rangoon a e from the villages

of 7okekalee. Nimblay Shwaylay Kawkamay and Zokethoke It is stated that

about five trips are made annually and that about 10 boats sail at each trip 7 hcse

boats generally car y from 500 to 800 baskets or 4 000 to 7 000 viss of sugar Larger
boats would be dangerous on account of the numerous sandbanks and of the large bore

that sweeps up the river I he cost of carriage by this route only amounts to R25 per

1 000 viss and the jaggery carried by sea sells in Rangoon at k25 to R30 more per

1 000 viss than sugar carried by other routes as the cakes are sent to Rangoon without

getting broken
I he cost of carriage from Dawoon to Thatone is said to amourt to R2 8 o per

1 000 viss

The cost of carriage from Beelin to Kyouksarit amounts to R3 per 1 000 viss.

and by boat from Kyouksarit to Moulmein R8 per 1 000 viss The want of a road

between Kyouksarit and Beelin p events much jaggery from being carried by this

route
Indebtedness of the cultivators —The indebtedness of the cultivators examined

Number
examined

Number
indebted

Amount of

indebted
ness

Average
amount of

indebted
ness

Percentage
f number

indebted to
number

examined

Burmans 23 ! 0
R

1 750

R
*75 43 47

Shans 75 56 17 020 303 92 74 66
Toungthoos 146 65 6660 102 53 44 52

Total 244 131 25 43o 194 13 53 68

The money lenders all state that the chief cause of indebtedness of the Shans is their

propensity to gamble The cultivators themselves attribute their indebtedness
entirely to the h gh rates of interest charged and to the extortions of the money
lenders A certain number of Shans gamble as much if not more than Burman* but
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I b lieve the greater number of them to be hat d working and enterprising cultivators

The y tun 1 cultivation ad ptelbythem acco\nts in my op nion f r their md bt

edn « 1 hey attempt to cultivate large plantat ons as rc on as they 1 each this country

.

and 1 1 not sitisfkd like the Ioun^thoos with plodding on slowly clearing a snail
patch f( r themsclve at tlu sam tint as they w rk fo others 1 hey c nscquentlv
req 1 e la ge su ns of money wh ch tl ey can only obtain from the money lender and
as th int test charged is n vet 1 ss than 48 j

er cent the prohts of the plantation are
entnely s vallowed up by the inte est Moreover as the ha vest approaches th
mon y lender refuses to lend t money interest md only advances money against
payment in sugar at the rate of R12 to Ki6 per 100 vis so that the interest before
harvest time ises to 10c and 150 per cent per mensem

The documents which the cultivat rs sign are bonds mortgaging their land
cattle plant and ciop to the mo icy lender for a sum to be repaid whenever called
upon to d so 1 he e bond are regi tered and from that moment the money lender
treats the cultivator as his serf he does not allow him to sell his own sugar but sells

it in his name and allows him Ki >r ka les per 100 viss than he has him elf received
Th money 1 ndei also pays all the labou ers emj loyed in the manufacture of si ga
and accounts are settled at the end of the dry season when a no v bon 1 ft the
balance with interest is charged If the cultivat r leiuses to sign the new bond he is

told that he ill be su d in ( o 1 t and all his proj erty lmrmd ately sc Id up
1 his state of thing is due in my c pinion to tne nil conception of the people as

to the effects tf rtgi tration which in their opinion rtnde s enforceable anyciocu nent
however invalid and ilk gal its clau es may be and to the tact that the civil courts
especially those f th Fxtra Assistant C :>mm ssioners strictly enforce mortgage
bonds without allowing any cq nty of redemption
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Vernacular Names of the Various Preparations of the Sugar cane and

Sugar

1 “-Juice of thf Cane

This is the liquid obtained from the sugar mill

Vern -7 as Hind Ris ki lira i ki ichora Bfhar

2 —Refuse or Cane after expression of Juice—The Megass of
Planters

Vern —Fata p ti N W P

3 —Jaggery of Sugar cane

This is the sugar chiefly used by the poorer people of India it is best
known as Cur or < til It might be defined as an impure muscovado
sugar which contains in addition to more molasses a larger percentage of

impurities and pulp of the cane It is boiled to a greater extent than is

the case in the preparation of the next article Rib and in some parts of

the country the boiling, juice is clarified with lime More frequently
however ( nr is not clarified the scum being boiled down with the sugar

Vern — ( r o gu mith 1 Hind Gur Btng Gurh or Mith 1 (sold in
cakes Ihdl chakki) N W l Gur (the ball bheli o ran) lu G r
Dfc Vella

m

(o m lla vellam) Tam B llamu belli m Tel Bella
Kan Vella ha kkara Mala\ Akuru Sing Guda Sans Qand
Arab Kan t Pers

The jaggery or gur of palms is generally distinguished by adding the
name of the tree to the word for gur Thus Tar ka gur (Hind ) or Panat
vellam or karaputt (Tam ) Palmyra palm gur N%nyal ka gur (Hind )

and Tenna vellam (1am) Cocoa nut *ur S mdole la gur (Hind) and
Ich cha vellam (1am ) Hate palm gur Man ka gur (Hind

)
and Kun

dar panai vellam (1am
) Carjota palm gur

4 —Sugar Raw
It is almost impossible to find an English word to express this sub

stance It is the first stage in the refinement of sugar The ns is not
boiled to the same extent as in the preparation of gur, and the product is
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allowed to cool without being drained The substance thus produced is

never eaten but is sold to the rehntrs

Vern.—R l Hind Rov iar danadar ntofkt hamra Bfng R *b

r wa Bh H VR R ib N W P Rib Pb R b shakk ir raf kl shakkar
D*c R p ±hari kkarai Tam R pshakkira 1 kl Gula matsyan
dika Sans

5 —Molassrs and Treacle
This is the uncrystalhzable sugar rem wed or drained away from gtlr

(and to a less extent from rab) in the prepara ion of various forms of com
mon brown sugar The finer qualities of this s\rup (tre icle) are isolated

by the refiners Both forms are largely used in the manufacture of

sweetmeits in the distillation of spirit (rum) and in the preparation of

tobacco mixtures etc etc

Vern —SI ra chhoi lapta Hind M th chtirih (or chit i) g ir kotra
(tieacle) BhN( / utn l / (tread ) (hhoa s ra (whtn us d in tin manu
facturt of tobacco it i called s u{ in Gxya j^a tva in Patna n ul ph t tk in

South Bhagai pur) Bphar S/ a (I ta) rh ta ( Jaunpur) N W I

Gi l (Kh vndlsh) Bomb Sv di khanda Sans

Note — I he b del juice (ras) is somcti nes cl s gnat cl v r i ( hir i) and may
b u d in the manufactn of utn )f a supc 10 q lality to tliat made fiom molasses
o chhoa

6 —Sugar Country

MANUFAC-
TURE
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Names
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This is the coarse brown sug ir used by persons who cm afford to pay
more than is usuilly charged for ^ ur In its preparation the cane juice is

boiled a little longer than is the case with gur and on cooling it is stirred

till it thickens It is not however a refined sugar though it is fairly

well drained It may therefore be regarded as the Indian equivalent of

the muscovado sugars There are many qualities of it the inferior being
scarcely different from gur and the supci lor closely appro idling to the next

irticle bura or once refined sugar In the prepar ition of this article

{shakar) however clarification with lime and the scumming of the boiling

ras seems to be very often followed so that it is not only a drier substance
than gur but has been more carefully prepared Gur and sha/ ir are in

t nded for human food without being purified any further I he object

in their manufacture is therefore to obtain a certain colour rather than to

crystallize any portion of the compost as it is often called

Vern —Lai shakar shaka kh nr bh ri Hind li ingla ch ni sar
(Bogra et etc) B*ng Sakka sankar kh i bhura

(
vhen dry and of

a b vn colou ) Bfhar Choyanda khand (when d y) N W P
Mulkdcha bakhar Mar G m u skkar (or ch ni b ro or kh n l) GU 7

Makhtum shakkar Dec N ttu sha kkarat Tam N ttu shikkara
Tel N ttupanja ara ( r sharkkara ) Malay Kali saghia kala
tigiya BuRM Nat sakkare Sing l) ha sharkara dSshu panj asaram
Sans Sakkarul hind Arab Shakare hind Pers

of Country
Sugar

373

7 —Sugar partially refined

The sugar generally denoted by the names given below is idb once re

fined That is to sax it has been washed and molasses (or it might
now almost be called treacle) removed from it by pressing 1 he sugar is

n >t however entirely crystallized and it has been bleached by exposure to

the sun only Tor this purpose the large lumps obtained from the press

ing sacks are trodden out under feet and left on mats or otherwise expos
ed to the sun The same remark as alieady made applies to this and
indeed to all the other forms of Indian sugar namely that according to

the variability of local practice there are many grades or qualities of this

article until the bura of one district may be inferior to the shakar of

another or equal to the chin of a third It will be seen in the account
given below by Mr Westland regarding Jessor sugar manufacture that

of Partially
refinedSugar

374
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an inferior form of dhtdua sugar is produced by pressing the rdb within

sacks until the molasses is removed The article thus produced would
appear to answer to the btira sugar of other parts of fnaia The better

class dhulud washed and partially crystalltzea with aquatic weeds would
very probably be classed as an inferior quality of white sugar and differs

from Mr Westland 8 toak

i

sugar in the fact that the rab has not been re

boiled and skimmed before being crystallized The Jessor paka sugar
would therefore rank as a good qualify of white sugar

Vera —Bura bkura Hind Dhulud (inferior qualities) Beng Shukar
(bura in the Panj&b is used to designate a superior refined sugar) Pb
Bura shakknr Dec Bura sharukkarai Tam Bura shakkara T E i*

Gula Malay Gula Sans

of White
Sugar
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8 —Sugar (White) or Once Repined Sugar

This is ordinary refined or crystallized sugar whether prepared by the

Native or European methods It does not seem necessary to enter in this

place into a detailed description of the various methods of refinement

The reader will find much useful information on this subject in the pas

sages which follow Suffice it to say that the rdb purchased by the

refiner m the preparation of this class of sugar is generally boiled clarified

and the scum removed The moist sugar first obtained on draining off

the molasses is known as putn and this when dry is khatid The process

is thus effected the putn is placed in conically shaped vessels and
washed and drained of its treacle by water passing through from a layer

of aquatic weeds placed on the top The crystallized sugar khand, form

ed below the weeds is removed from the top and fresh weeds added till

the whole has been crystallized Various qualities of refined sugars are

made by the Natives According to the extent of scumming straining and

re crystallizing In the manufacture of the dhulud sugar of Eastern

Bengal the rdb is apparently not dissolved in water and re boiled It is

simply placed in the refining vessels and layer upon layer of aquatic weeds
placed on the top until the molasses has been washed out and the mass
crudedly crystallized In the clarification of the rab lime is of course

very largely used but various other salts sometimes take its place such a£

the ashes of certain plants impure carbonate of soda etc Milk is also

often employed as also the mucilaginous substances obtained from cer

tain plants (Hibiscus Kydia, etc
)
or more rarely oils aie added to the boil

ing solution of rdb (see p 234) The action of these mucilaginous or oily

substances appears to be that on coagulating they mechanically remove
impurities Superiority depends on cleanliness careful clarification and
extent of washing and crystallization

In many parts of India different qualities of khatid are recognised

according as it is obtained from the layer immediately in contact with the

aquatic leaves lower down or at the bottom of the purified stratum The

top layer is in the Panidb called chitti khand or white khand below that

khand and the lowest of all talauncha There is perhaps no problem that

is more perplexing than that of the classification of the various names
given to the forms of refined sugar Indeed it would seem that while m one
province bura denotes a superior quality of unrefined or at most par

tially refined sugar mothers such as in the Panjib it denotes twice refined

sugar or misn No classification can therefore, be enforced for the whole

of India though possible when the lesser area of & smgle province is dealt

with
So much skill is required that the refinement of sugar has become a

distinct branch of enterprise even in India The cultivator never aspires to

refine his own Yab and prefers accordingly to raakegwr Indeed, rab is, as
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a rule made from the cane juice by the money lender not by the cultivator

It will be seen however from the remarks below that gradually a superior

system of manufacture is coming into use which more closely approximates
to the European methods Though to a very small extent as yet still it

may be said direct manufacture of sugar from the cane juice has been
taken up by some of the better class cultivators using for that purpose
especially prepared apparatus designed for the use of small manufacturers
with hand labour

c
of

Sugar

Vernacular
Name*

Vern —Suftfd shakar (-»white sug^ar) chtni ("-China sugar-rAtai
shakkar£ Hind Dhulua (superior qualities) paka sugar dhdp chini

badol Beng Khand chini (or kacha chtni), N W P Khand
when dry and bed when wet Pb Pnndhara sakhar Mar SiphSd
sakkar ujlo chin (or buro khand) Gui Vcllat sharukarat [pdncha
dar in Ainslie or pansadi rry in Roxburgh] 1 am Chind shakkara
tella shakkara I EL Bill sakkare Kan Vensharkkara (i r panja
s ra) Malay Saghia-phiu tat*iv phi BuRM * Sarkara or shvcta
sharkara (< r panjasd a n) Sans Sakkarul abyae sukkar (as sukhar)
Arab Shakare-supcd shakkar PeRS

9 —Sugar candy or Crystallized Sugar eg Twice Repined
Sugar

The word khand in India does not correspond with the substance mdi
cated by the English derivative from the same root vie the Arabic
kand In Indian commerce in fact three widely different substances are

f
enerally returned as sugar candy vie misn kuea misri and chtni

n the preparation of all three khand as defined above is taken and dis

solved boiled and milk alone used in clarification Kuea misri is the

equivalent of sugur candy The specially prepared and clarified syrup is

thrown into small vessels in which are suspended threads The sugar
crystallizes on these and on the sides of the vessel in large crystals

The reader will find so much useful information regarding the prepara
tion of the numerous forms of what may be called double refined Indian

sugar (in the provincial chapters below) that it does not seem necessary

to attempt a review of these in this place Loaf sugar (kand or qand) as

it is understood in Europe is not strictly speaking made in India though
many of the qualities of both white sugar and sugar candy are often form
ed in moulds and sold in blocks that in some respects resemble externally

loaf sugar
Vera —Mtsrt (or Egyptian sugar) khand Hind Misri Bfno Chtni (or

hura) misri Pb Karkandu 1am Mala kanda. Tel Kalkanda
Kan Kulkantu Malay Sakari Sing Khanaa sttopala Sans
Nabat kand Arab Qande sufid kande suped Pers

of Sugar-
Can (ly

370

io—Scum Removed by the Refiner from the Boiling pans

(This is sometimes mixed with water and again boiled it is then gene
rall^known as pasavoa ) VtttL—Mail matla makiya Behar Laddoi (Fta)

of Scum from
Boiling Pans.

377

Methods & Appliances of Manufacture

So much has already been indicated (by the selection of provincial
descriptions of cultivation) of the various methods of expression of juire
and preparation therefrom of the coarse and refined sugars made in

India that it is unnecessary to deal very fully with the Manufactures
The reader may have discovered that the object has been kept m view
(by what has already been written) to bring together in this article as
much information as possible regarding the peculiarities of the Indian
Sugar Industry rather than to furnish an essay which while bearing on
India would be a technical treatise on the modern advances and machin-

METHODS
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ery used in the world s sugar cane area This remark must therefore be
accepted as more especially applicable to the present chapter To review
however briefly the discoveries and inventions presently utilized by the
sugar cine manufacturers alone v^ould necessitate the allotment to the
present chapter of more space than can be afforded in this woik for the
entire article on sugar 1 he reader who may therefore desire information
on these subjects should procure one or more of the special technical

works which have appeared and some of these will be found mentioned
in the list of references to works consulted by the author The article

in Spons Enc\clop<edi 1 may be accepted as a review of the chief inven
tions and chemical processes utilized by the sugar makers and refiners

and the go odd pages which have been there devoted to these subjects
will be found highly instructive The utmost that can be accomplished
in this work will be to furnish a selection of descriptions of the methods
and appliances employed by the Natives of India in the various provinces
accompanied with such information as can be procured regarding the
better known European sugar factories and refineries that actually exist

in the country Mr S H iRobinson who in 1849 published his little

work Thi hengal Sugar Planter enjoyed as a Bengal planter of 16
years standing opportunities given to but few writers on this subject to
form definite opinions regarding the character of the Native industry and
the possibility of its improvement In the introduction to lus work he wrote
of the N ltive process that it may not inaptly be characterised as a bur
lesque on the more scientific and c jmpretunsi\e manufacture of the Eu
ropean planter and refiner Yet rude and imperfect though it be when so
contrasted we should by no means despise it as unworthy of our notice

while seeking for the most beneficial modes of working in the same field

with our larger capital and more scientific means and appliances We
cannot help admiring indeed how perfectly adapted the Native contrivances
are m every way for the ends the\ are meant to compass in giving
the poor cultnator as regards the first process of gur making the most
effectual cheap ind economic il means of producing a saleable commodity
from the small patch of cane his labour is limited to and to the Native
refiner similar advantages in cleaning and whitening for the market the
limited quantity of sugar he is w ith his small capital restricted to work
ing upon This may be better understood perhaps by the consideration

that the quantity of sugar refined by one of the most substantial of these
re manufacturers for a whole year is about the same as an ordinary
European refiner with a single vacuum pan of medium size can turn out
in two days and that the extent of cane cultivated or owned by any
single ryot seldom or ever reaches an acre /n measurement and more
frequently occupies less than half of that space As it seems to the writer

a volume might be published on the subject of the present position and
possible expansion of the sugar interests and capabilities of India and
yet convey no more than has been thus pointedly indicated The mistake
of most would be agricultural reformers may be said to be neglect to
consider the conditions and requirements of India Suggestions which
in themselves are of the greatest value often lose entirely their merit
when viewed from the stand point of the Natives of India With few
subjects has this contention greater weight than with that of sugar Im
provements to be of value to India must be regulated by a auc consi

aention of the necessities and capabilities of the people An intimate
acquaintance with the methods and appliances presently m use and with
the dispositions and even prejudices of the cultivators and manufacturers
are therefore essential to the invention of appliances that stand a chance
of ready and extensive adoption It is useless to tell the cultivator of less
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than an acre of cane that he does not extract more than a half the juice from
!

hi plant if the apparatus which it is proposed to supply him with costs so

much (even were he capable of purchasing it) that the loss of interest on the

capital invested would be greater than tne value of the extra yield And

-Ayr
Sugar.

this principle may be exemplified with illustrations drawn from each subse-

quent stage up to the manufacture of the best qualities of refined sugar
Suffice it to sny that the most superficial study of the Indian sugar ques

tion will reveal the fact that even in the present crude machinery and
methods of manufacture vast improvements have been effected Thus
the clumsy presses by which a portion of the juice was removed through
men standing on boards placed above and below the prepared cane ^ave
place to a pestle and mortar contrivance made of wood or stone and driven

by men or cattle This in time has in most districts been displaced by a

primitive mill of two wooden rollers working either horizontally or verti

tally and between which the canes are forced once or more times until the

pice is squeezed out But within still moie recent times an immense
improvement has been effected by the substitution of iron for wooden
rollers An iron sugar-cane press is however too expensive for the ordi

nary cultivator but his willingness to embrace inventions that at all come
within his means could not be better exemplified than by the success that

has attended the issue of the Bheea portable iron roller mills The ad
vantage of these having been recognised a few cultivators in a locality

club together and purchase one From the frequent allusion to these mills

that will be found dispersed throughout this article it will be seen that

they are now being used in almost every district from one end of the

country to the other 1 here could be no statement more unjust therefore

than that the Indian cultivator or aitizan is incapable of improvement
He has only to be show'n that a departure from the time-honoured prac

tices of his ancestors is m his own interests and can be accomplished by his

limited resources than he Tt once adopts the new method or appliance
In a memorandum furnished by Messrs Thomson 8l Mylne interest

mg particulars are given regarding the extent to which their portable iron

roller sugar mill has been taken up Having observed these gentlemen
say the great losses sustained by the cultivators through the use of crude
appliances—

the efforts were made by the undersigned to contrive a crusher which while suited as
regatdscost weight simi iicity etc to the circumstances of small cultivators would
be a real improvement on the machines then within their reach and means The aim
was to produce a machine which would remedy the serious defects of the Native
appliances be suited to the means and wants of the cultivators be so simple in

construction that the village carpenter or blacksmith might repair it not liable to

senous derangement by the blundering of people inexperienced in the management
of exact machinery and yet be of such size and form as to be easily portable By
novel contrivances and arrangements a light portable mill was produced which proved
to be s< well adapted to the wants means and domestic arrangements of cultivators

who grow cane in small plots that it has in a few years been adopted in hundreds of

districts not less than zoo ooo being now in the hands of the people
So great an improvement did it prove to be, that m a village in which the greatest

area of cane the cultivators could crush previously was about 30 acres, they planted
a very few years after these mills were first placed within their reach and with them
worked off 2$o acres while last season they have grown and crushed about 600 acres
The completion of the Sone canals and construction of village channels to convey the
water to their fields for irrigation has been another mam cause of this large increase,

but without the improved mill for crushing it would not have been possible for these

cultivators to have worked off more than 50 acres at the outside
In the hope of finding a kind of cane which would yield more or richer juice and

at the same time suit the soil and climate seed cane was obtained from Lower Bengal
North-Western Provinces, Penang Java, Mauritius, and other places Portions of

each were planted in the way usually adopted in Behar and some according to the
methods found most advantageous in Mauritius and other places several kinds of
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manure being also used These trials appear to have started efforts to improve but

it has been found that none of the thick soft kinds would suit in Bel ar and those

which give the best results arc what are locally known as mongoo pansaihi bar >nk

and Bhoorh The latter is being mire 1 rgely planted lately because it stands
bette than the others in wet sc ll of which there has been a considerable increase in

Shahabad since the opening of the Sone canals Endeavour vere nest made to

effect some improvement in the method of dealing with the juice Mr Alfred Tryer
an tmincnt authority on suga and sugar refining has said that cane juice fr m
the moment it leaves the cells should be treated with the same care and cleanline as
is new milk in a well orler d dairy but the practice of the cane growers of India
and their helpers wa and for the most part still is the exact lever e of this

1 he tenants of the ]udispore estate wereu ged to exercise moie care the reasons
for and advantages of dc ing so bein^ explained to them and a few of the mo t enter
nnsing weie induced to go so far as t put a strainei over the mouth of the earthen
vessel used to catch the juice as it comes from the mill and sc intercept trash leaves
dust etc also to wash out (or nns ) the rerei er each time it was used and to
fumigate it by inverting it over a pinch of burning sulj hur

I he result was that gur and tab ot a much higher quality were obtained but
here came a difficulty such as in India 1 equently occuis to hinder imprevements
These men by taking tro ble have c btained a upe lor a tide but found they co Id
Let no more pe maund or per cwt for it than co Id have been obtained if all the
dirt had been left in it and if no care had b^en taken It was not only an article
unknown but was s ispected so that fforts had to be made to find purchasers who
cc il 1 appreciate it and amongst tbers Marwat e dealt s from places 1 000 to
1 soo mile li taut were convinced that as it saved them paying rail freight for
those long distances at the rate for sugar on so much tiash ind dirt on this gre und
il i« apart from othe advantages it was well wo th the r while to give a high

c

rate for it 1 he Ro a icfincry als 50c miles away found that e en wth ra 1 freight
for this distance to be ad led they could pay me re for tliL darihed gur than they
coi Id foi the ordinary qual te in district much nearer Shahj hanpu

A further step was taken to try and devise some simple inexpensive apparatus
and method by wludi cultivators of small plots whe crush their own cane could
produce sugar similar in character to that which Messrs Travers describe as
simply raw sugar properly made by mo iern processes In connection with these

eff rts Messrs Manlove Alliott Tryer & Co were consulted and they
taking much trouble as well as interest in the matter cc nstructed for the experiment
a novel form of V\ etzel evape rator with 9 1 all team boiler fitted with special safety
valve and othe arrangements to admit of its being used by villagers having little
experience in the management of such machinery cr processes They also made fo
the expei iment a specially contrived portable centrifugal or pinner by which high
speed could be obta ned with hand povver Open evapirat rv filter and other appli
ances were made locally and a second Wetzel was sub equently obtained f om
Messrs Manlove & Co Ihese experiments (commenced in 1873) have been
camel cn from year to year since and at an early stage proved quite succe fill a
regards the quality of sugar produced but as no good market could be found for the
molasses of which there was a considerable quantity the indication for sc me time
was that the pro es must involve decided loss unless a distillery were et up to
work off and utilize the molasses As making spirits was no part of tne programme
and as there was no inclination to do this the project of succe s seemed far from promis-
ing when it was fo ind that by carefully evaporating the molasses in the shallow pan
used for the first evaporation of the juice in making the rab a very saleable gu could
be obtained which being made from the molas es thrown off by the centrifugal and
strained throi gh grain sugar (itself made from clarified rab) was speedily recognized
as being specially clean and pure and so 1 from year to year increasing! \ appreciated
Thus a way was shown by which the millions of Indian cane-growers may secure
greatly improved products and higher returns from their crop without any large
expensive or complicated machinery with only a small portable mill to crush the
cane an open shallow evaporating pan a few nands (cheap earthen vessels) in which
the rab is placed for 8 or 10 days to let the crystals to m or grow and a portable
centrifugal any or all of which appliances the cuitivat ns can hire or buy The advan
tages of this process were found to be so real the gain so substantial that a demand
arose for the small spinners which increased to a rush and as with too rapid multiplica
tion of cotton mills jute mills, tea gardens etc so with these spinners an excessive
number were started within a few months sufficient time not being given for the new
and special products to become known over an area wide enough to admit of the whole
quantity produced being sold at paying rates and there was for a time the usu&l dis-
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appointment but the demand has overtaken production again and there is every in MANUFAb-
dication of another boom TUR1

It will be seen that the chief aim of these arrangements and experiments has been
fltiglu

(1) to secure a better cane crop and (2) to put the cultivator in the way ol getting

more sugar from the cane Methods and
It was felt that having regard to the conditions which prevail in India it was best AppllailOtS

to begin with the cultivator and the results obtained sc far appear to justify this

Sir Edward Buck (now Secretary to the Government of India in the Depart

ment of Revenue and Agriculture) when Director of Agriculture in the North West
Prc vinces and Oudh became aware of the extent to which the cane growers of Behar

were taking to these new machine and in 1877 obtained Government sanction to the

procuring of a number which were sent todiffeient districts of his province As in

Behar and Lower Bengal so further west itt >ok time to convince the cultivators but

after several season of doubt hesitation and suspicion numbers of cane growers

began to inquire fc r the new mills xnd a rush for them foil >wed Depots f >x supply

ing them were pened in various Nt rth Western Provinces <Ji trict an 1 in June 1888

Mr J B Fuller then Assistant Director of Agriculture North Western Prov 1

inces (now Commissioner of Agriculture and Settlements Central Pr>vincea) wrote
regarding results obtain d w th the new machines as compared with the kolnu If

w may aj ply the re ult of th experiment to the t tal
j r xluction of sugar in these

j
rov incts it follows that by the substituti jn of the Bcheea nulls for the 1 Mm now

used tf e total annual pro lure wo Id be me rea e 1 by the value of nearly a crore and
a quarter of r pees * e a million and a quarter sterling The benefit has been
incrca ing year by year m the North Western Pr vinces as in other parts of India

In the Pan] ib also depots were 1 pened and a district committee of leading cultivators

reported t( the Director of Agriculture (Oolonel Wace) after trials made in 1883

that the money gain per season by us ng even the smalle t size Beheea mill instead

of the K Ihu was about R360 and that it gave other important advantages
Sim lar results were obtained in the Central 1 rovinces Madras Lower Bengal and
other parts of India and if onlv a third of K360 per season be taken as an average to
allow fully ter mills which work only part of the season as also for other deductions
the gain n the total number of mills in the hands of the cane growers in each season
from 1874 will be —

R
1874 75 from 800 mills at Ki 0 per mill 96 000
1875 76 1 500 1 80 000
1876*77 2 300 2 76 000
1877 78 5 700 6 84 c 00
1878 79 9 000 10 80 000
1879-80 1 000 14 40 000
1880-81 17 000 20 40 000
1881 82 25 000 30 00 000
1882 83 30 000 36 00 000
1883 84 40 000 48 00 000
188485 55 000 66 00 000
1885 86 70 coo 84 00 000
1886 87 80 000 96 00 000
1887 88 100 000 1 20 00 00 >

1888 89 150 000 1 80 00 000
1889-90 200 000 2 40 00 000
1890 91 250 000 3 00 00 000

Total 125796000
|

- --
|

These figures are based on the experience of cane growers in various parts of
India and on reports made by c fficers of Government Engineers and others who 1

have taken pains to make sure of the reckoning and they indicate a small part only
of the enormous loss sustained by cultivators in India through defective appliances and
crude methods It is to be noted that these figures show what was being lost by some
only of those who grow sugar cane in India, and that they represent only that part of
the total which has been already recovered What the total loss is in connection with
this one crop can only be realized by those who have some knowledge of the careful
treatment which is requisite to secure a full percentage of the sugar which cane or beet
can yield and who have also had opportunity of observing the crude wasteful appli
ances and methods which are used by I ndian cane growers. It is also to be noted that
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similar losses are being” sustained in connection with other crops such as oil seeds*
wheat barley maize fibres and dye-stuffs

Having thus briefly indicated the advances that have already been
accomplished as also the fact that there exists in India a very extensive
field for simple and cheap inventions it remains only to sketch out the
leading stages in the process of sugar isolation and refinement as pursued by
the European manufacturers as also the more primitive systems of India
The following brief sketch of the Furopean method of manufacture will
be found to be compiled from Sports Encyclopedia the details of the
machinery used to accomplish each stage or process having from want of
space been omitted —

*?Julo*.
0n

I —Extraction of Cane Juice

383 The juice m the cane exists m the plant enclosed in little cells which
are surrounded and protected by lignose (woody matter) the latter forming
about ^ of the total weight of the cane. The liberation of the juice may
be effected

(1) by rupturing these cells so that thetr contentsflow out
(2) by combining the crushing process with macer ition in water
(3) by uttliBtng the membrane of the cells as a means of allowing the

escape of the si gar and other salts in solution by the process
known as diffusion

(1) Disintegrating — The imperfect liberation of the cane juice by
the crushing process of the ordinary mill has led to experiments in other
directions One result has been the invention of machines for effecting a
more thorough mechanical disintegration of the cane-tissue These may
be conveniently considered under three sections (a) Defibrators (£)
Bessemer s press and (c) Bonnefin s rasper By the process (a) the
cane is reduced to pulp and by subsequent pressure 77 per cent of juice
is said to be separated Some of the defi orators break the knots and
joints and thus simply prepare the cane for the ordinary mill By Besse-
mer s invention plungers were worked in cylinders across whose path the
canes were passed endwise and were thus ctushed section by section
The result was unsatisfactory and the invention never came into general
use By (c) Bonnefin s rasper the cane is reduced to shreds by saws
alternately moving through a cradle then pulped by disintegrating
apparatus and the juice separated by pressure

(2) Maceration — It has been sought to facilitate the extraction of
the juice by submitting the cane to the action of water or steam either
before the crushing operation in the roller mill or at an intermediate stage
between two such crushings It seems to be undecided whether the satur-
ation or the extra crushing should be credited with the increased \ield of
juice Probably both assist but it has been stated that the return of
juice is raised fiom 60 per cent to 75 per cent by previously slicing the
canes longitudinally without any application of water or steam

(3! Diffusion— All the processes hitherto described for extracting
the juice from the cane have depended for success upon the more or less

complete rupture of the juice-contaming cells Diffusion* differs from them
essentially in dispensing with the breaking up of the cells and the machi
nery required therefor The chief development of the diffusion process
has been in the beet sugar industry but several methods of applying it

to cane have been introduced The cane is even said to possess an
advantage over beet with regard to diffusion in that the nitrogenous
matters are so placed m the secondary cells that water at a high temper
ature can be used without injuring the membrane.**
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The first operation is to slice the cane and this is accomplished by
various machines such as that patented by A Join & Oo by Bous
caren or by Fraz Rebicek 1 here are various sys ems of diffusion and
many patent machinery to accomplish the variations of the principle which
they all manifest namely the removal of the saccharine substance by
means of water at certain temperatures

II —Defecation and Clarification

Having by any of the methods described extracted as much as
possible of the juice from the cane the next operation is to eliminate
from that juice all matter regarded as impurities from the sugar maker s

point of view t e everything except the sugar and the water holding it

in solution

(i) Preliminary straining — First of all, unless the juice has been
extracted by diffusion it is necessary to remove the gross impurities
derived from the breaking up of the canes This may be done by a
series of strainers arranged so as to be easily removed cleaned and
replaced One of the best contrivances is a modification of the endless
wire web strainer not essentially different from that on which the rag
pulp of paper works is agitated and filtered from a great part of its

water 1 he wire gauze in common use has 40 to 60 threads per inch but
it can be obtained of 80 to 90 the finer the better provided the web
presents a clean surface as fast as necessary The strained juice is re-

ceived in a shallow tray placed immediately under the horizontal part of
the straining web and passes thence by a putter to the clarifier The
chief means introduced for cleansing the juice are heat chemicals and
filtration

(2) Heat — Heat alone will exercise beneficial effect both by check
ing acidity— scalding the juice prevents acetous fermentation setting in

probably bv destroying the fungoid germs which are its necessary accom
paniment (presumably its cause) and by evaporating a portion of the

acids holding the allummous matters in solution whereby the albumen is

coagulated and rendered insoluble It is also a valuable aid to the

action of chemicals upon the juice increasing the energy of the reactions

set up and thus greatly reducing the duration of the operation Hence
heat is now universally availed of m recognized processes of defecation

and clarification But if the heat is applied injudiciously much of the

crystal lizable sugar is inverted As the degree of heat employed is a

matter of vital importance it is most conveniently applied in the form of

steam that being readily controlled

The use of the clarifier may be described in general terms as follows

The juice is raised to a temperature of 80 ( 176 F ; and sufficient milk of

lime is added to neutralize the acid in the juice The heat is then conli

nued till a scum of impurities has risen to the surface and commences to

crack The time occupied in this should be about 10 to 12 minutes from
the commencement of the operation The steam is then shut off and the

liquor is allowed to subsiae for 15 to 20 minutes when the scum remains
at the top some heavy matter will have fallen to the bottom and between

them will be the clarified cane
j
uce clear and of a pale straw colour

The clarification being complete the two way cock is fiist turned on to
;

the smaller aperture until the top scum begins to appear the cock is then

turned on to

turned to the large way and the plug is taken out

ment and top scum are conveyed to a cistern when
r is taken out The bottom s di

a cistern whence they are placed in

bags and any juice remaining in is squeezed out leaving only a small

portion of solid matter behind
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(3 \ Chemicals — Of these the most important and most widely used
is slaked lime following it come bisulphide of lime sulphurous acid lead

acetate and sundry special compounds as well as antiseptics

Lime— The effects of heating are greatly augmented by the simul
taneous application of a strong alkaline earth such as lime which com
bines with the liberated acids and with any carbonates present and thus
forms an insoluble precipitate which carries down much of the impurities

But any excess of lime beyond what is required to neutralize these acids

will re dissolve the coagulated albumen and preserve it in a state ( f

solution until the excess of lime is again neutralized by addition of acid

The operation which is called tempering is thus obviously one of

extreme delicacy The first point to ascertain is the exact amount of

lime required by a given quantity of cane juices Various methods
and apparatus exist for determining this so that the matter is placed
beyond the necessity of experience— often a very uncertain guide

Bisulphidr of lime has been used owing mainly to the bleaching and
cleansing action of the sulphurous acid employed along with cream of

lime Other alkaline earths have also been proposed such as barium
strontium etc Their effect is more powerful than lime but they cannot
be said to have come generally into use Sugar of lead (sub acetate of

lead) was also proposed as a defecating agent and sulphur and chlorine

compounds have similarly been recommended
(4) Filtration — Filtration of the juice is a necessary adjunct to

the defecation by heat and chemicals its object being the removal of

the matters rendered insoluble by these operations The chief kinds used
are bag charcoal and capillary filters It is scarcely necessary to say
more on this subject except that the use of bone and other animal charcoal
filters to which the Hindus object so strongly are employed at this

stage but they are by no means indispensibly necessary In fact man\
other processes exist by which the filtration is effected without the use of

charcoal in any form In the first process mentioned above cotton twill

filter bags are used and in the third by capillary attraction along bundles
of fibres the saccharine juice is separated from the impurities Thi£ is

F A Bonnefin s method

Granulation

389

Heat.
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III —Concentration and Granulation

The cane juice reduced to the condition of a clear solution of sugar
(with some few- salts as impurities) in water has next to be deprived of so
much of its water as will permit the sugar to assume a solid (usually

crystalline) form This operation termed concentration and granula
tion has been described in principle The inversion of sugar during
concentration of cane-syrup is said to be prevented by the introduction of

superphosphate of lime into the juice before boiling ijere is no evidence
as to the practical utility of this plan but phosphoric acid appears rathe
to aid the crystallization of sugar and the process would therefore seem to

be based on good ground Both heat and cold have been applied to the
concentration of cane-svrup but chiefly the former

(1) By Heat — The means by which heat is applied to the evaporation
of cane juice may be described under five separate beads according to the r

principles — (a) Pans heated by fire (b)
pans heated by steam (c) film

evaporators {d) vacuum-pans (e) bath evaporators {f) Fryer $ concretor
(a) Pans he 1 ted by Ft re — The learliest and crudest system of evapor

ation was the copper wall or battery of open pans called teaches
(taches tayches etc ) The first two pans of the series are the clan
fiers thence the juice flows into the teaches sheet copper pans set in

masonry on a descending plane As the juice concentrates each lower
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pan fills up with liquor from the one immediately above it until the

aensity of the liquor in the striking teach permits granulation w hen the

mass is ladled into shallow wooden vessels and conveyed away to be

cured By the oldest method the liquor was ladled throughout the

series More recently an improvement w is introduced consisting of a

copper dipper fitting inside the striking teach and having at the bottom
a large valve opening upwards and worked by a lever The dipper is

attached to a crane which commands the striking teach and the gutter

leading to the coolers. This greatly economises time The furnace for

heating the series is set under the striking teach the heat passes by flues

to the chimney or to the boiler flue In working a battery the difficulty

is determining the exact moment when the boiling of the sling in the

stricking teacn must cease » e when to make a skip great skill and
experience ire required to suit each kind of juice The main point is to

bring ab^ut crystallization m the sling in as great mass as possible after

it cools if the sling be taken out too soon there will be only a few large

irregular crystals and a quantity of sugar will be left in the molasses if

the sling bt boiled too long a sticky miss of tiny crystals and syrup will

result from which the molasses can only be drained off with great diffi

culty and from which it is impossible to obtain clean dry and hard
crystals An experienced wall man knows the approach of the striking

point but a good test is the following Pour a spoonful of the boiling

sling into a glass of clear water if after a minute s cooling the sling can
be formed into a ball which does not stick to the fingers and slightly

flattens itself on the bottom of the glass on being dropped in the correct

period has arrived for striking 1 he continued use of the copper wall is an

illustration of the backwardness of the cane-sugar industry in many places

Its draw backs are— (i) waste of fuel (2) the amount of labour required and
length of time occupied (3) considerable waste of liquor in the sloppy

manipulation (4) the proportion of molasses produced is intensified by

the churning up of the liquor and consequent admixture of air and by the

irregular and uncontrollable action of the heat upon the surface of the

metal with which the liquor is m contact

(b) Pans heated by Steam — The simplest form of steam evapora

ting pan consists of a rectangular wrought iron tank at the bottqm of

which is a series of coppe®* team pipes connected by gun metal bands
brazed to them and carried on wrought-iron supports The tank is

fitted at the side with a steam valve at one end of the steam pipe range 5

at the other side is a cast iron box fitted with a wrought iron pipe for the
|

escape of the condense water to a condense box This form ot evaporaton '

presents a large heating surface with facility for cleaning B\ passing

the ends of the steam pipe range through stuffing boxes the pipes can

be turned up and all parts of the interior of the tank be readily cleaned— 1

a matter of great importance
(c) Film Evaporators — Under this head arc particularly included

those evaporators which depend upon the principle of exposing thin

films of liquid to the action of a heated surface in the open air They
are generally known as Wetzels among planters and comprise the

pans bearing the names of Gadsden Wetzel 8chroeder and Bour
and many modifications some of which such as Murdock s have steam
heated coils The original form was Aitchison s simple cylinder revolv

ing with partial immersion in the liquid and heated internally by steam

In its revolution the cylinder carries on its surface a film of liquor whose
water is soon evaporated In the Gadsden pan the cylinder is replaced by
a skeleton cylinder consisting of two metallic discs connected by a series

j

of metallic rods fixed at short intervals around the periphery of each disc I
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Here the drawbacks are the churning of the liguor (except at very low
speeds) and the insufficiency of the heat derived from the steam jacket of

the pan Wetzel a improvement upon this is the substitution of steam
pipes for the solid rods

(
d ) Vacuum pans — The principles which control the boiling of juices

in vicuo and the details of the construction of a vacuum pan need scarce-

ly be gone into in this place Briefly it may be described as a closed iron

vessel warmed by a worm or pipe passing through it along which steam can
be forced The air pump is started and as soon as the vacuum reaches 26-

27 inches the feed cock on the side of the pan is opened and sufficient liquor

is drawn m to completely cover the first coil steam is next turned in and
the liquor rapidly concentrates fresh supplies are admitted at short inter

vals the feed cock being opened say tor 15 seconds at a time until the
mass commences to show grain. The grain is fed carefully the cock
being opened frequently and each time the quantity admitted is increased
As the amount of sugai in the pan continues to augment steam is turned
into the 2nd and 3rd coils until at the completion of the charge the pan
is nearly full or just below the sight glass In this way the grain
grows in size On the conclusion of the boiling the vacuum is de-

stroyed and the charge is run out into a tank and allowed to stand for an
hour or two when a further crystallization takes place

The grain formed from s>rups boiled in vmuo is larger and more
solid than that from syrups simply concentrated to crystallizing point in

open batteries A Cuban hogshead will contain only 1 6oofb of sugar
made in a copper wall but 1 Soofb of vacuum pan sugar By the use
of the vacuum pan also the planter is enabled to boil his molasses and to

extract from 1 gallon some 4 5th of sugar still having a second molasses
for the distillery

(e) Bath Evaporators — The tempered juice prior to evaporation
pre ses through a continuous prepararor a metallic vessel 32 feet long
and 18 feet broad divided by partitions into four chambers of 2 feet m width
each chamber has a central partition not quite extending to one end with
holes for the inlet and outlet of a heating liquid which therefore travels 36
feet in the chamber on leaving which it is reheated On the partitions is

a copper pan divided so as to form a continuous zig zag channel about
1 100 to

1 700 feet long the bottom being immersed in the heating liquid

circulating in the chambers below The juice is admitted at one end and
issues at tne other Along one side of the pan are hollows to collect the
heavy bodies deposited during the flow of the liquid The juice intro-

duced at i D° (59°F ) being in contact during a travel of 1 100 feet or more
with a liquid at about qg° (aio°F) leaves the further end of the pan
at 8o° to 90

0 deprived of heavy organic and inorganic matters in suspen
sion and of light matters which become separated and nse to the surface
It successively fills capillary filters and is delivered in a pure state to

be concentrated

(f) Fryer s Concretor — 4 In Fryer s concretor no attempt is made to

produce a crystalline article but only to evaporate the liquor to such a
point that when cold it will assume a solid (concrete) state The mass is

removed as fast as formed and being plastic while warm it can be cast
into blocks of any convenient shape and size hardening as it cools. In
this state it can be shipped m bags or matting suffering neither deliques-

cence nor drainage
(2) By Cold — More than 30 years ago Kneller proposed to con

centrate syrups by forcing cold air through them and his plan was much
improved hy Ohevalher Sugar made in Ohevallier s apparatus rivalled

that of the vacuum pan in every respect A vessel holding 200 gallons of
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syrup (comprised of 3 parts of sugar to 1 of water is estimated by Wray
to turn out is tons of sugar daily The cost of the apparatus is small
the power required is trifling the ordinary air of the estate could be used
at once in dry weather and would entail an insigntficant expense for dry
ing in damp weather and the quality of the sugar is unsurpassed in

1865 Alvaro Reynoso proposed to rapidly cool the syrup in suitable

machines and thus form a confused mass of particles of frozen water (ice)

and dense syrup The mixture is afterwards separated in centrifugals and
the syrup deprived of ice is evaporated in vacuo ready for crystallization

It seems most singular that in the face of the many drawbacks and great

cost incurred by concentration by heat and in presence of the many im
provements introduced of late years into refrigerating and cold producing
apparatus so little effort is made by sugar growers to adapt the latter

system to their needs A similar crystalline product namely common salt

is obtained by hundreds of tons from sea water by the effect of natural

cold in favourable localities and there would appea to be no valid

reason why a modification of the plan should not succeed on an extensive

scale with sugar solutions

IV —Curing

Curing embraces the drying and whitening or bleaching of the

sugar The several plans will be discussed in succession

(a) Simple Drainage — This is the oldest and crudest method To
remove a certain amount of the molasses and other impurities the semi
liquid mass dug out of the coolers as soon as sufficiently cold is placed
in casks with perforated bottoms the holes in the casks are loosely filled

with canes twisted leaves or rushes (the latter long enough to reach above
the contents of the casks) in such a manner as to form a rough strainer

The casks stand meantime on rafters over an immense tank Here the

draining process slowly and imperfectly goes on a portion of the molasses
escaping into the tank below but much still remaining in the mass of

sugar imprisoned between the minute crystals Even after months of

standing the separation of the molasses is so incomplete that very great

leakage and waste continue while the sugar is on its way to European
markets Sugar cured in this way is termed muscovado * and is the

most impure form of raw ( grocery ) moist or brown sugar It is

nearly obsolete in the English and French colonies and its manufacture is

decreasing rapidly in Louisiana
*

(b) Claying— The first improvement Introduced is based upon the

fact that the impurities of muscovado sugar are much more soluble in

water than the sugar itself thus washing with water effects considerable

purification The earliest manner of carrying this out was by placing the

sugar in inverted cones with a minute aperture m the apex stopped up
dunng the filling and for about 12 hours afterwards upon the mass of

sugar in the cone was placed a batter of clay and water (hence the term
claying ) the object being to ensure a very gradual percolation of the

water inrough the mass This wat^r carries with it the uncrystallizable

sugar and colouring matters imbedded between the crystals 1 he result

ing sugar is much fighter coloured than muscovado but the gp*am is very

soft and the operation is most wasteful In Bengal a wet rag* is sometimes
substituted for the clay batter

(1e)
Spirit washing — The very slight solubility of sugar in alcohol

coupled with the ready solubility in that medium of many of its impurities

suggested the practice called spirit washing * This consists in substi-

• By the Natives aquatic weeds are employed Conf with p 3f A wet cloth is

however referred to in the passage, pp 311 312
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tutmg cold alcohol or alcohol and water for simple water The results are

not perfect however and the cost 1 mess of the method soon caused its

abandonment in this connection

(d) Pa uum chest — The vacuum-chest consists of an iron box with a
tray of wire gauze above and connected with air pump suction below
The sugar is spread on the tray and the downward suction produced by

worktng the air pump creates a tendency in the fluid portion of the mass
to separate itself h ffectual separation however can only be attained

when the gra n or crystal of the sugar dealt with is large hard and well

farmed with small or soft grain the process is utterly inapplicable This
fault has restricted its use

(e) Centrifugals — The preceding modes have been generally super
seded by centrifugal machines or hydro extractors There are many varie-

ties but all consist essentially of a cylindrical basket revolving on a vertical

shaft its sides being of wire-gauze or perforated metal for holding the
sugar I he basket is surrounded by a casing at a distance of about 4
inches the annular space thus left being for the reception of the molasses
which is expelled by centrifugil force through the sides of the basket when
the latter revolves at high speed A spout conducts the molasses to a
receiver

f rom the above brief abstract of the various stages of sugar mann
facture as pursued at European Factories and Refineries the reader maj
be able to follow the account of the crude methods practised in India
The possibilities of improvement will be indicated through the comparison
thus rendt td possible between the two systems

I he following selection of passagi s regarding the manufacture of

sugar in the various provinces of India may therefore be here given —
MANUFAC
TUBE
in

Bengal

394

Palm sugar
Conf wtth

pp ij8 226

227 23 T 270
310 352 361

370

395

Bogra
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I BENGAL
The utmost that space can be afforded for in this place is to give two

or three accounts illustritive of the manufacture of cane and palm sugar
It maj perhaps be allowable to repeat that the modern reports consulted

by the writer seem to gnatly under estimate the importance of the date
palm in the supply of Bengal sugar It is customary for example to read
of many advantages enjoyed by M idras owing to the very large amount
of sugar which that presidency derives from palms Such remarks imply
that Bengal is placed at a disadvantage because of its not hav ng so

much palm sugar Then again the palm sugar of Madras is often spoken
of as date sugar With the exception of Mysore the major portion of the

Madras palm sugar is apparently however derived from the cocoanut
and palmyra not the date pdm It seems worthy therefore of special

consideration in future to ascerain whether Madras palm sugar is in reality

superior to that of Bengal and whether that superiority is due to the

particular palm used or to the system r f manufaUure It is highly likely

that Bengal has very nearly as much palm sugar as Madras The trade

of lessor and other districts of H astern Bengal is mainly in palm sugar
ana the bulk of the manufactured article derived from these palms pours
into Calcutta so that it seems probable a much larger proportion of

Calcutta sugar is derived from palms than is presently supposed

Bogra — The three police divisions of this district which formerly formed part of

the district of Dmajpur were during the greater part of the first half of this present

century the most important sugar cane producing tracts m this part of Bengal In

1810 Dr Buchanan Hamilton /n his account of Dmajpur speaking of Baddal

gfachi says:— The sugar made in this part of the country is called badal and is

reckoned the best in the district The observations of this accurate observer on the
preparation of the inspissated juice or gur and the subsequent process of refining are

condensed below These operations have since changed only in some minor particulars
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1 he boilers are of two sizes one adapted lor making" it each operation about 540
Calcutta sers or i ic tt> the other b( 11s 464 str ^r 05 tt> Tht latter which is

most m use \eigh 49 th and will contain al out ( 72th )f water or about 42$ cubic
feet reckoning 1 000 oun es t the cubic fo t It is in haj e a segme t of a spheic

9 feet in diameter at the mouth It is sunk into a cylin 1 ital cavity in the ground
wl ich serves as a fire-place so thit it edge is just above the H r f the boiling
h use Some manufacti r rs ha e nly ne b tier other as many as 1 ur 1 ut each
boiler has a separate hut in one end of wl ich is some spare fuel mil in the ther some
bamboo stages wl ich supi ort cloth struner This hut 1 ab ut Y feet long and is
broad has mud walls nine feet high and 1 raised about 18 inche alove the ground
For each boiler are required two t ther houses One in hi h tl e extract r f sugar
cane is eparated f r< m the molasses by be ng trained 1 about 30 feet It ng by
wide I he other hut which is abt ut 45 feet l°nb by 1 wid is that in vh ch after

the extract has been strained boiled and clarified the treacle 1 iparated frt m th

sugar by an operation analogous to claying fach sugar manufacturer has also a
ware hou e the siz of which is in prt portion to the number of his 1 iltrs The
walls of these three last huts are of clay and und r the thatch in order t diminish
the risk from fire they have a roof terrace 1 with the same material 1 he fl< or c f the
ware house is raised three feet ab( ve the t il and the wh< le premises is sum unded by
a high wall of mud Ihe most simpl pr e by wl ich the suga is proturel
from the pot ext act as perf rmed at Hadalgachhi and by which the sugar calle I

b dil \r\ the neighbour ng markets
j
r du( d as foil ws — Iaki 960 maunds ( f pi t

extract divide it into four part put each into a bag of coarse sack cloth
( hati) hang

these over an equal numbtr of wide mouthed earthen v sscls and sprinkle a little

water on them there will drain fre m the bag 240th of sul stance called m th by the
native and which is analogo s to the mola ses that fl w from the he g 1 ead in a

Jamai a curing hou e 1 he remainder in the bags is called ku and 1 a kind f coarse
muscovido sugar but it 1 far lrom being so well Ir lined and freid f om mola st a
that which cc mes fro n the West lrdie 1 ut the 72 th f this sub tance mt th

bciler with 270th of w ter and I oil the n briskly for 144 m nutes Then add 8 th of

water and boil 48 minutes m re In the meant me st ain 90th of water through an
earthen pot ith some hole in its b ttom lined with traw and filled with ashes c f

the plantain tree (Musa) heur sers of this clear alkaline sc luti n are a licit* th

be lbngsugai and occa ion a thick scum hich is rem >ved Alter twenty f ur m nutes
4|th ol alkaline soluti n an 1 three eighth f a pound of raw milk re aided aid the
boiling and scumming are continued twenty four minutes I hi must b ref cate 1

from five to seven times until nc more scum af pears 'I hen add 24 Ih of water tak
out the liquor and put it irto a numl er )f strainers I hese bags are of c arse
cotton cloth in tl e form of inverted quad angular pyramids each of which 1

suspended fr >m a fram f w od ab ut t vo feet sq ia e I he perati n f straining

occupies ab ut ninety six minutes The strain d liq or is divid d nto th te parts
One of these 1 put into the boiler with f cm three eighth t one a d a 1 llf po in Is

of alkaline solution \ jtb of milk and 3 $ft of water After ha ing foiled f r f etween
forty eight and seventy two minutes three foirtl s of a pound cf m lk is added an 1

the liquor is poured in equal portions int four refmng pots Th se are wide at the
mouth and pointed at the bottom but are net c meal tne ides being curved Ihe
bottom is perforated and the stem of the plantain leaf forms a plug for closing the
aperture When they have cooled a little the refining pits are removed to the
curing house and placed on the ground for twenty feur h nirs Next day they
are placed on a frame which supports them at oma distance from the ground
A wide mouthed vessel 1 placed under each to receive the viscid 1 quor that drains
off which seems to be the same as the treacle of tie Furopean sugar h uses and
by the natives is called kot a chitiva and rah In order to render the separation

more com plete moistieaves of Vahflnena spiralis* (pata) are placed over the m utb

of the pot to the thickness of two inches After remaining ten or twelve days these

are removed and a crust of sugar about half an inch in thickness is found on the

surface of the boiled liquor Tne crust is broken and removed and fresh leaves are
repeatedly added until the whole sugar has formed which requires from seventy five

to ninety days The sugar procured is usually 267ft and fche treacle 450ft so that in

scumming and straining the boded liquor very little is lost or at least the loss is

compensated by the water in the molasses and treacle f r the 240ft of molasses strained

from the extract before it was boiled must be also considered a part of the produce
When the cake extract is used it does not require to be strained before it is put into

the boiler but 72otbJof it are broken t > pieces and put at once into the boiler with 120ft

of water and are then treated exactly in the same manner as the sar or strained pot

ext act The produce is reckoned to be usually 144ft of sugar 450ft of treacle and
nearly gi^ft of scummings and strainings It is not usual to carry the manufacture
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any further The sugar and molasses are then exported by the Jamuna to different
markets in Southern and Eastern Bengal

In 1863 Major Shirwell the Revenue Surveyor reported that the subsequent
progress of this manufacture had been from many causes one of decline It was sup-
posed that the land had become less favourable for the growth of the sugar-cane since
the waters of the old TIsta river left this part of the country However that may be
the deterioration of the cane was unquestionable Mr Payter the farmer of the
principal Government estates in Bogra pave a detailed account of the introduction
and decline of the Bourbon cane in that district The reader will find Mr Payter S
remarks in the section above on the VARIETIES AND Races Op Sugar CANE
{Otaheite) Conf -with pp 45 48 140

Dacca

397

Dacca — Gur making —The Behea sugar cane mill which has produced almost
a revolution m the sugar growing districts ol Behar and West Bengal is unknown in
Dacca The art of pur making is al o little known or practised so that though the
extent of land capable of growing sugar-cane in this district is probably greater than in

any part of Behar and Lower Bengal with the exception of the neighbouring district
of Mymensingh yet the supply of sugar-cane for local consumption comes from such
distant places as Ghanpur and Benares 1 he wooden mill known as the kerkt is
still in use here It s worked by a pair of bullocks or six men four working at a
time The cane is passed and repassed three times thiough the mill and even then a
large percentage of the juice is left in the begass

The juice is boiled in four large earthen pans arranged over a f mace in two
rows and as it gets thicker and thicker is gradually collected m one pan fresh juice
being put in the first pan from time to time

‘ Two different p eparations are made corresponding to the tab and gur of Upper
India These are kept in eartl en pots each capable of containing from half to th ee
four hs maund 1 he yi Id per bigha varies between 7 and 20 maunds (j4 C Sen
Rept on Dacca Dist

Faridpur

398
Faridpur —The following account of the manufacture of crude

sugar and of refining as pursued in the district of Faridpur gives the
main particulars of the Bengal system It will however be found to be
greatly amplified by the more detailed description given below regarding
the lessor sugar manufactures It should be recollected that in both
Faridpur and Jessor date palm sugar is more important than cane and
much of the information here furnished regarding these districts refer

therefore mainly to palm sugar —
The most important manufacture of Faridpur and indeed the staple article of

district trade is sugar prepared both from the juice of the date tre and from the
cane The following description of the mode 01 extracting the date-jmce and the

outturn of the produce is taken from Oolonel Qastrell s Revenue Survey
Report pp 8 9 —The trees should not be tapped to extract the sap until they are
six or seven years old But the Natives seldom permit them to attain that age com
menctng the tapping ordinarily after the fourth and sometimes as early as the third
year The evil consequence of this improvidence are small returns of sap weak
and sickly growth of trees and finally their deterioration and destruction many years
before they would otherwise have been exhausted On the other hand the aavan-
tages obtained by early tapping are quicker returns for the money laid out during
the first years of the tr e s growth but these by no means compensate for the loss in

after years Tapping generally commences early in October when the rainy season
is passed and continues ntil the middle of March following Some persons continue
to extract the juice still later but the heat of the weather after that period generally

causes it to ferment so rapidly that little or no gur (coarse crude sugar) can be ob-
tained from it The trees moreover require rest to recover themselves, after being
deprived of so much sap for so long a period Shortly before the regular process of

tapping begins the men employed in this work strip off the lower leaves ol the tree,

and make a horizontal incision close under the crown leaves which are left untouched
through the outer bark or skin and well into the under-wood about five or six inches

in breadth by two or three inches m depth Below this cut the wood and bark is

pared away to the length of ten or twelve inches, preserving a flat surface sloping

outwards and down wards from the inside of the top cut, and forming a deep notch in

the tree down the centre of which and from both sides sloping downwards, small

grooves are scooped out of about a quarter of an inch in depth meeting at a point.

These serve to conduct the sap to a small bamboo tube which the tapper inserts at
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which projects above the horizontal bar a long pole is attached to which the bullocks
that turn the mill are yoked 1 he cane is generally passed twice through the mill
before being cast aside to dry for fuel i he expressed juice is received in a basin
formed for the purpose below the screws Women or boys are usually employed to
feed the mill with canes and drive the bullocks The juice which collects in the
basin is then boiled down into gur the process of boiling being the same as for the
sap of the date tree

Sugar refining —The process of refining sugar is the same whether it is ob
tamed from the juice of the date or of the cane The following description of the
mode of manufacture is condensed from Dr Basil 8 Report —-Two modes of manu
factunng su^ar from l ur are reported on By the first method the boiled juice in the
formofgwr is pla eel in stout wunny or sack loth bags I he molasses or refuse is

squeezed out partly by twisting and tightening the mouths of the bags and partly by
laying weights upt n them tor additional pressure The article thus produced 1 of a
brownish colour By far the largest quantity of sugir manufactured in the district

however is prepared in a differ nt way The process rather a cumbrous one is as
follt ws —The^w is at first boiled with a certain proportion of water in a large

iron vessel a quantity of dilute 1 milk bei lg added from time to time to separate the
impurities whi h are skimmed ff as soon as they form on the surface When no
more skim appear the thickened liquor is poured into a number of circular earthen
pots or strainers made wide at the top and pointed below with a hole in the centre

called bkarnts and left for two or three days in the open air to cool It is then re

moved to the refining house where the tin il separation of the solid crjstalline portion

from the treacle is effected I he straining pots arc generally arranged in rows on
a bamboo frame at a ertain height from the gr und and earthen pitchers are placed
under each to receive the molasses a» it lowly drains fr mi the refining pot above
To complete the arrangement as well as to quicken the operation fresh moi t leaves

of a water weed called p t saol are now placed on the top of the refining pot and
as soon as a layer of sugar from ne to two inches thick s formed at the top it is

rem ved by scraping with the knife fresh weed being laid on the remainder and the
same tedi >us process is repeated several times until the entire quantity of sugar is

made The nitive confectioner makes extensive use of this sugar for the purposes of

his art but before it is ht for use it has to be clarified again by further boiling with

the addition of a soluti n of milk as in the last process When this is allowed to

cool it forms a hard crust which requires to be broken and pounded before it can be
employed The molasses which drains off from the sugar in the process is employed
for preparing hookah tobacco inferior sorts of sweetmeats etc and the rest is sold

for making country rum Dr Basil estimates the total quantity of gu or raw
sugar prepared in Fandpur District from the juice of the cane and date-tree, to

be between two hundred thousand and three hundred thousand hundredweights o
from three to four lakhs of maunds per annum {Statistical Account of Bengal
V 334 )

Jessor —Under the article Phmnlx sylvestns (Vol VI pp 209215)
will be found the first half of Mr Westland s detailed account of the

sugar manufactures and sugar trade of Jessor The writer feels that

perhaps no better course could be found of conveying an idea of the sugar
interests of a huge portion of Eastern Bengal than of completing Mr
Westland s account even although to do so it has been found necessary

to republish one ortwo paragraphs that have already been given under
Phcsmz In passing the reader may be reminded that the chief facts

dealt with m the quotation below refer more especially to the sugar of

Phoenix sylvestns —the date palm but when once the saccharine fluid has

been reduced by boiling to the crude syrup known in Bengal as gur the

methods pursued are identical and little or no distinction is made whether

the sugar bought and sold in the country has been denved from palm or

Cane juice fhe review of the sugar trade furnished by the concluding

paragraphs may in fact be accepted as conveying a vivid conception of

the internal traffic of a large portion of Bengal which centres m Calcutta

in this very important article of food

Manufacture of Dhulud sugar — We have traced the gur into the hands

of the rehners and we shall now see what the process of manufacture m But there

ar several met lods of refining and two or three sorts of sugar produced We
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will take them in orler and describe hrst the method of manufacturing of dhulud
sugar—that soft m ist non grinular p owdery 9ugar used chiefly by natives and
especially in the manufact ire ol nitiv sweetmeat

1 he pot ot gu rece ved by the rchner are brc ken up and the gur tumbled out
into baskets which h il 1 ab ut a nuund each and are about hft *cti mines deep The
surfac 1 btaten down so as to be pretty level an 1 the baskets arc

p
laced over open

pans Ltft thus for eight di> the molasses pa ses througl the basket dropping
intc the optn pan beneath and leaving the more sc lid part of the gi r- namely the

sugar in the bosket t nr is in fait* a mixture of sugar and m lasses and the object
of the refining is ti drain off the mola es which give the dark colour to the/f«r

I his ight day stan ling all w a great deal < f the in )las es t dn
p
out but

not all ot it andcirryth pr cess further a certain nv r weed c tiled I t* which
grows freely in the Kabodak is plated in the btskets so as to rest on the top of the

ugar l he effect >f th weed is to keep up a continual moi ture and tins moisture
descending through the sugar carr es the me lasses with it leaving the sugar com
paratively white and free trim moh es After eight days exposure with sdol *

leaves about ftur inches on the surfa e ot th ma s will be found purified and these

four inches are c toff and s oh applied on the ntwly exp >sed surf ce 1 his and
one other applicat on will be sufli u nt t purify the wh< 1c m iss

1 he sugar thu c Uccted l m i t in 1 it l th r l( re pint out to dry in the sun
being first chop pc 1 up so a to prevent it aking When dry it i afar lu npy raw
sugar and weighs ab ut thirty per cent of the < r ginal miss the ic t f the gur
hav ng passed ff in mohs e I)ish nest ft finer an get in re weight out of it by
dim hing the expo ire i nder a Id weed s as t< leave it nly five or tx da »

instead of eight Uie molasses is less p erfectly driven i ut and the sugar therefore

weighs mere Of course it ha also a deeper cole ur but that is in a m asure remedied
by

p
( unding under a ihenkt There are al ether dish nest means of increasing the

weight tor example the floor of the refineries are sc met l tries a f >t or more beneath
the level of the gr und e ut ll the hffere ce representing the an unt ol dust which
has been carefully s ept up with the sugar when it is llected after drying It is

also v ry easy so to break the pot that fragment f them remain ain ng the sugar
The Droppings —The first dropping gathered in the optn pans in the

manner already described are rich in sugar inel are used esptci illy in the North West
for mixing up with fo d It entirely dep en Is therefore upen the price offered for

them for th s purpose whether they are sold at on t or reserved for a second process
of sugar manufacture In this second process the first droppings arc first boiled,

and then placed under ground in lar^c earthenware pots to co >1 Unless thus boiled
they would ferment but after bci g boiled in this fashion they jn rcoling form
into a mass so newhat like gur but not so ruh After this the previ us process
is again gone through and abe t ten per rent more weight in sugar is obtained
The sugar is howe cr coarser and dark r in celour than the first

If the refiner is not very honest and if he i sure of finding immediate sale he
will use a much m >re sueedy pr >ce s Taking the ce led gur he squeezes out th

molasses by compressing the mas in a sack and then drying and breaking up the
remainder he it sells as Sugar It docs not look very diff rent from that prepared in

the more elaborate way but it will soon ferment and hence the necessity of finding
an immediate purchaser

I he remainder alter all this sugar has been squeezed out is molasses

—

chitd gur
as it is called It forms a separate article of commerce being exported to various
places as will be subsequently mentioned

Manufacture of Paha Sugar — The sug^ar produced by the method above
described is called dhulud—a soft yellowish sugar It can never be clean because it

is clear from the process used that whatever impurity there may o lgii ally be in the
gur or whatever impurity may creep into the sugar du mg its somewhat rtugh pro-
cess of manufacture must always appear in the finished article Another objection
to it is that it tends slightly to liquifartion and cannot therefore be kept for any
considerable time The paka sugar whose manufactu e I am now about to describe
is a much cleaner and more permanent arti le It has also a granular structure
which the dhulud has not The manufacture of it is more expensive than the other
and the price of it when finished is about Rio whereas dhulua costs only about R6
per maund

In this process the^u is first cast upon flat platforms and as much of the
molasses as then flows off is collected as fi st droppings The rest is collected put
into sacks and squeezed and a great deal of the molasses is thus sej arated out The
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# This may be Hydnlla verticillata. the plant most extensively used in Bengal
for this purpose Conf with footnot p 31 also Vol IV p 311 of this work
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sugar which remains behind is then boiled with water in large open pans and as it

boils all scum is taken off It is then strained and boiled a second time and left to
cool in flat basins When cooled it is already sugar of a rough sort and sdold leaves
are put over it and it is left to drop The result ts good white sugar and should
any remain at the bottom of the vessel still unrefined it is again treated with sdoia
The first droppings and the droppings under the saold leaves are collected sgueezed
again in the sacks and from the sugar left behind a second small quantity ofrefined
sugar is prepared in exactly the ame way by twice boiling fhe droppings from
the sacks are chitd gur

f
and are not used for further sugar manufacture About

thirty per cent of the original weight of the gur is turned out in the form of paka
sugar

K sabpur Method of Manufacture — There is another method of

manufacture peculiar to Kesabpur and slightly diffe^ng from that just described The
gnr is first be lied in large open pots and into each potful is put a handful of btchh
it is then left to cool and in doing so it coagulates and is afterwards treated with
sdoia leaf and thus refined The last droppings under the saold leaf are burnt and
this forms the btchh used in the manufacture the effect of which is apparently to
make one boiling do instead of two The droppings from this first process ate
collected boiled with btchh and cooled as before then squeezed in sacks mixed
with water boiled to drive off the water and after cooling purified with sdold leaf

The droppings now are exhausted molasses or chit t gur 1 he produce in sugar is

twenty five or thirty per cent of the weight of the original gur
English Process of Manufacture — There remains to be described the

English process of refinement used in the factories at Kotch&ndpur and Chaugachha
In tnis the raw material is mixed with a certain amount of water and boiled in open-
cisterns the boiling being accomplished not by fire but by the introduction of steam
The lighter filth now floats to the surface and is skimmed off while the boiling solution

is made to flow away through blanket-strainers into another cistern After this it is

boiled to drive oft the water Now. if the mass were raised to boiling temperature
the result would be sugar granular indeed in construction but not differing in thi

respect from native paka sugar But if the water be driven off without raising the
mass to boiling point then we get the ensp and sparkling appea ance which loaf

sugar always nas Whether tnere is any difference in the substances 1 do not know
but so long as people prefer what looks pleasant and nice sugar of this sparkling
appearance will command a higher price in the market

The object is attained by boiling in a vacuum pan that is to say a large closed

cistern from which a powerful pump exhausts the vapour as it nses The lower the
atmospheric pressure on the surface of the liquid the lower the temperature at which
the ebullition takes place The pump is therefore regulated so as to diminish the
pressure on the surface to Buch a point that the mass will boil at about 160 Fahrenheit
and the apparatus being kef t regulated to the point all the water is driven off by
boiling by means of introduced steam without the temperature becoming higher

than 160 It is out of place here to describe the mechanical device for filling and
keeping filled and emptying and watching and testing the liquid within the closed

cistern or for regulating the supply of heat and the action of the pump which is

driven by steam It is sufficient to pass at once to the end of the vacuum pan stage

which lasts eight hours and to say that the mass in the pan is now run off into sugar

loaf moulds It is already m a viscid state and it is now left to cool m the moulds
which are placed upside down having a hole in their vortex^ placed above a pot

The molasses by its own weight drops out by this hole and is caught in the earthen

ware pot beneath

The last of the molasses is wasted out in this wav The uppermost inch of the
sugar in the mould is scraped off moistened ana put back The moisture sinks

through the mass, and with it the molasses This is done some three times and
then the sugar Having now been twelve days in the moulds the purification is consi-

dered to be finished and the loaves may be turned out of the moulds If the raw
material used was the gur as it comes from the cultivator the result is a yellowish

sparkling loaf-sugar but if native-refined dhulud sugar is the raw material used
then the loaf is of brilliantly white sugar The process used at Cosmpur near

Calcutta is similar to that last described The principal difference consists in this,

that the sugar is at one stage additionally purified by being passed through animal
charcoal and that the molasses, instead of being allowed to drop out by its own
gravity from the moulds is whirled out by the application of centrifugal force.

The Sugar Market — Although sugar is manufactured to some extent aH
over the district, the principal sugar country is the western part which may be const

dered as included between tnese places—Kotchandpur Chaugachha, Jhingergachha#
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Tnmohim Kesabpur lessor and Khajura and these are the principal marts (or its pro
duction and export There are two chief places to which export is made— Calcutta
and Nalchiti Nalchiti is a place of great commercial importance in BAkarganj a
sort of central station tor the commerce of the eastern districts The demana there
is for dhuli d sugar as it is for local consumption and except from KotchAndpur
itself almost all the dhulua sugar produced in tne district finds its way to Nalcnitl
or Jhsillcati which is near it KotchAndpur also sends a great deal of dhulud sugar
there but most of its produce goes to supply the local demand in Calcutta as it is

favourably situated for land carnage to Calcutta Calcutta has in fact two demands
namely a demand for dhulud sugar for consumption in Calcutta and other places

whither it sends the sugar and a demand for pahd sugar for export to Europe and
other places This last demand is met by Kesabpur and by most of the othet placet

in the southern halt of the d strict I he former demand is as stated already met
by KotchAndpur

1 he distribution of manufacture and export may therefore be shortly stated

thus —In the northern halt ot the sugar tiact ihulua sugar is manufactured for

native consumption and sent either to Calcutta or to the eastern districts In the
southern half there are two manufactures dhulud is manufactured by the peasantry
and is brought up and exported to Nalchitf and the eastern districts and pakA
sugar is manufactured b> professional refiners and exported to Calcutta

St ite and Prospects of the Trade — The demand for dhulud sugar

increases every day especially the demand from the eastern districts while the pakA
sugar is decreasing Tne increase of the former resul s from the increasing pros
penty of the people and the decrease of the latter is due to causes connected with
the European market for which most of the pakd sugar sent down to Calcutta is

intended In the European trade there are of course several compet tors with
Calcutta Mauritius especially is a close rival of Calcutta and as the Mauritius
cultivation is now extending and prospering and as it has greater facil ties for enter
ing the Europe n market than Calcutta it necessarily results that exports from
Calcutta are diminishing

The sugar trade is therefore less progressive in the southern half of the Jessoi
sugar tract whence the export is cniefly to Calcutta than in the northern half
Both at 1 rimohtni and at Kesabpur there have been a large number of refineries

closed As for Kesabpur the number of refineries has decreased in five years from
about 1 20 to 40 or 50 1 rimohim has for a long time been overshadowed oy Kesab-
pur being hardly more than an out-station of Kesabpur it had some ten or twelve
refineries about five years ago and now it has mt one It must be remembered
however that Kesabpur and Inmohini used to be not only refining hut also pur
chas ng stations I have stated that about these places a large number of husband
men manufacture the sugar they produce and as the sugar they make is all sold to
merchants who have agencies at these places it follows that a very large amount of
sugar trade goes on apart from the refineries

While Kesabpur and the region near it have suffered especially from this cause
there is another cause for the decrease of the sugar trade which has influenced equal
ly every one of the sugar marts the northern as well as the southern A short time
after European enterprise gave the first stimulus to the cultivation of the date the
native merenants began to step in and take away from the Furopean manufacturers
the fruits of their labour The demand for native refined sugar was greater than
for the first rate sugar manufactured by European means and the consequence was
that the native merchants appropriated the trade to the exclusion of the English
But they came in too great a rush and competed too keenly with each other for the
produce Since a date tree takes seven years to grow so as to produce gut the
demand cannot m this case produce supply till after the lapse of some time The
price of raw material rose the merchants^ profits became more limited and the
consequence was that a slight depression in the trade had the result of driving away
many traders from it The husbandmen meantime profited largely by these high
prices and there has been of recent years a great extension of cultivation This
will tend to reduce the price of gur. and to give the traders a large share of the pro-
fit and if as is most likely the increase of demand from the eastern districts keeps
pace with tne increase of production the sugar trade will soon recover from its

present depression and extend even more widely than it did before

The Cultivators— It should be noticed that the depression has been of

such a nature that while it Affects the merchants and refiners engaged m sugar traffic

it hardly if at all affects the cultivators They have all along got high prices for

theirgur and have prospered so much that as already mentioned, new groves are
starting up m all directions. Similarly near Kesabpur and Trunohim the many
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cultivators who manufacture their own dkulud sugar have never felt the influence of
the evil season that has caused so many merchants to withdraw from the trade The
demand from Nalchiti for the dhulud sugar has never fallen off as has that for paka
sugar from Calcutta and thus the cultivators manufacture has never diminished as
the merchants has It is thus that the apparent paradox is explained that while the
sugar trade, so far as regards the cultivators is in a most flourishing state it is as
regards the merchants m a somewhat depressed condition

Description of a Sugar Mart — What I call depression is of course

only comparatively so for there can be few busier scenes than such places at Kot
ch&ndpur or Kesabpur display during the sugar season For four or five months the

produce is every day seen pounnL in from every direction At KotchAndpur alone

two or three thousand maunds is tne daily supply of gur
f
and at Kesabpur probably

about one thousand Carts laden with jars cultivators bringing their own gur fill the

streets the shops of the bepdrU are crowded with sellers and the business of weighing
and receiving goes on without intermission Larger transactions are going on at the

doors of the refineries where carts full laden stand to deliver their cargoes to the

refiner At KotchAndpur this occurs every day more or less though on the regular

market days there is more business done than on others At Kesabpur also there is

a daily market but at the other places the supplies are mostly timed so as to reach

on the market day
Let us enter a refinery—a large open square shut in with a fence and having

sheds on one or two sides of it where part 01 the work and specially the storing is

done If it is a refinery of paka sugar we find several furnaces within the yard and
men busy at each keeping up the fire or skimming the pots or preparing them If

it is dhulua sugar we see many rows of baskets with the sugar covered with saol

leaf standing to drop rows of earthen pots with gur or sugar or molasses according

to the stage of manufacture are seen on all sides and in the same open yards all the

different processes are at the same time going on
The manufacturing season extends from the middle of December to the middle of

May In December the merchants and the refiners all congregate at the sugar towns
and in May they fini h their work and go home Compared with their state during
these five months the appearance of such places as KotchAndpur and Kesabpu
during the rest of the year is almost that of a deserted town The refineries are shut
up no gur is coming in nothing is going on Many of the manufacturers belong tc

Santipur in Nadiya and while they have thefr chief refineries in Kotchandpur or some
other place have also smaller ones m Santipur Whether the Santipur factories

derive any part of their raw produce from that part of the country 1 do not know but
no inconsiderable quantity of gur is taken across from KotchAndpur JhingergAchhA
and jAdabpur to Santipur for manufacture there The merchants of Kesabpur and
rnmohini nave their connection rather with Calcutta than with Santipur anil plates

in Nadiya Kotchandpur has from its prominence suffered more from the competi
tion of the merchants tnan most other places and it has got rather a bad name for

the quality of its sugar During that competition very many dishonest practices

were introduced some of which I have described before 1 he misfortune of such
practices in this trade is that as manufacturers have no distinguishing marks for

their own sugar as indigo planters have for their indigo a few dishonest men can
cause a bad name to adhere to all the produce of the locality and even honest men
will find some difficulty in disposing of their wares So much was this felt that

part of the gur which otherwise would have been manufactured in Kotchandpur
was taken over to Santipur and manufactured there Nay in some cases the same
persons who manufactured dishonest sugar in KotchAnapur manufactured honest
sugar m Santipur

It remains to give a view in detail of the chief sugar marts so as to note matters

whicfy in our general survey have not found a place I note first those places which
are within what 1 call the chief sugar tract

Kotchandpuk — Is by far the largest of the sugar marts, as both it and the
adjacent village Sulaimanpur are covered with refineries Of the sugar manufactur
ed most goes to Calcutta Dut about a quarter or a third goos to Nalcnib and JhAla
kAti in B&kargani The proportion of the latter is steadily increasing From
KotchAndpur to Calcutta there are two routes by water and oy land The bulk
appears to go by land to the Knshnaganj and Ramnugar stations of the Eastern

Bengal Railway going by it to Calcutta I he same carts that take away the sugar
frequently collect gur to bring back with them The amount of sugar manufactured
in and near Kotchandpur in each year must be near a hundred thousand maunds
worth about six lakhs of rupees It is. perhaps about a quarter of the whole sugar
manufacture of the district The principal merchants are Bangsi Badan, called
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Sadhu Khan by title and Guru Dat Babu a great brass ware manufacturer of MJUfOirK
Nadiyi Bangsi Badan now an old man is 1 believe one of those men who start TOR®
mg from a very small capital become by the application of extraordinary business
Qualifications leading merchants in their country He has several refineries all over

"T"1'

tne district and an agency in Calcutta

Chaugachha — Is like Kotchindpur on the bank of the Kabadah river The J***or—
pakd sugar is manufact red here as well as the dhulud The refiners are chiefly Cnaugaehl!

residents of the place Of the exports I have not obtained very much information but 402
apparently they are not very different from Kotch&ndpur Part of the export goes by
river and pa t across country to Krishnaganj Railway Station So far as sugar goes
the place has been made by the factory erected here by Messrs Gladstone
Wyllie & Oo a factory capable I believe of turning out a thousand maunds of

|

sugar in one day but which has not been worked for years This factory cultivated Date*paln]

the date very extensively and Chaugachhi is now surrounded by forests of date trees

Gur I am told might have been bought at one anna a pot when the factory first came \^onf wtti

'i quarter of a century since while now a pot is worth six or seven annas 1 he proprietor s ? tot)

revenue was then R118 from the whole bazar (probably about R5 per btgha) and it is 4^3
now R4 per btgha

Jhingkrgachha

—

Still further south is rather aplacc for the purchase of gur Jhlngtraa
than for the manufacture of s gar There are three or four refineries in the place out Cnha**
the greater part of the produce brought to market is bought up by b pd fv who take aqa
it across to Santipur for manufact re there 1 his part of the district is in fact the

** ^
part mo t accessible to S&ntipur being on the imperial road

Jadabpur — Is a little to the west of Jhingcrg&chh& and like it supplies gdr Jadabpur
to the S&ntipur refiners rather than for local manufactures It is simply a large gur AQK
market whither twice a week —that is on Mondays and Fridays—the sellers bring

their gur from all the places round about and the beparls come to meet them pur

chase the produce and carry it off to Santipur

Kesabpur — I he business here consists in purchasing homemade dhulud and ivesaopur

in refining paka sugar most of the former going to the eastern districts^ but partly also 4w
to Calcutta and almost all the latter going to the Calcutta market I he purchasers

are for the most oart agents of Calc itta firms and give their name to the chief street

in Kesabpur Calcutta pati The export is either by the river from Kesabpur

itself or by carts to Tnmohini and thence to Calcutta by river There is a very large

pottery manufacture at Kesabpur the pottery being required for the sugar manufac

ture Kesabpur has one advantage over the other places in the sugar tract in its prox

imtty to the Sundarbans The river Bhadrd leads from it straight down towards the

forest and by this river large cargoes of firewood are brought up to be used in the

manufact re of sugar It is probably to this circumstance that it owes its prominence

as a sugar manufacti ring place for it is the second largest in the district

TrimohiNI — Is now a sort 01 out-station of Kesabpur for most of the merchants Trfmohinl

who have agencies here have agencies also in Kesabpur It is entirely a place for the Aon
purchase of sugar ar>d not *or lts manufacture tt e dhulud sugar manufactured by the * *

husbandmen and at the village factories round about and also the sugar manufac

tured in and near Jhingerg&chhi are brought up here and exported to Calcutta and

°th
TALA^— further south is another large sugar mart, also closely connected with

^Manirampur —

*

Has two or three factories but which do little more than supply Manlrampur

Jadabpur

405

Kesabpur

406

Trfmohinl

407

local consumption
Khajura — Is a place of a very large sugar trade its name being derived from

that of the date tree (khajur

)

1 have not visited it, and cannot give details of its

manufacture but I believe 1 may say that its export trade goes to Nalchit/ and
B4karganj

Kaliganj.

—

is farther up on the same river and is only 8 miles from Kot

409
Khajura.

410

Kaliganj

*n

Smghii Farishpur and others The sugar manufactured is almost all exported to

Nalchiti and |h41ak£ti
I have now enumerated all the marts which lie within the sugar tract proper ex

cept one or two in the vicinity of lessor itaelt such as Rajah&t RupdtA and BasantiA

These places and Ninkelband I have not had an opportunity to examine but 1 believe

I may state that their exports go to Nalchiti and Jhalakiti
A few of the manufacturing plaees on the outside of the sugar tract remain to be

noticed 1 here is, first the line of the road between Jhafiidah and Miguri which

18 A S. All
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passes through a date producing region There are not any regular sugar refining

towns here as the refineries are small ones scattered and isolated Ich&kada a town
upon the road at a distance of 4 miles from Magura is the principal place where
the gur is sold The cultivators bring it there in considerable quantities upon the
maiket days —Tuesdays and Fridays —and sell it to refiners Part of the gu here
produced is also carried farther east to Binodpur 6 miles east of Magura where
there are one or two refineries established for the manufact ire of the gur not very
abundant which grows about these parts Th export is almost ent rely to Nalch ti

Still farther east is Muhammidpur where a little sugar is refined The produce here
is very scanty but what is manufactured goes to N dchiti

The Nar&l sub division lies for the most part on a very low level and is devoid
of that high ground which is essential for the cultivation of the date But at Loh&gara
there is some sugar man ifacture though of an abnornal sort A few date trees grow
near Loh&gar& but on land so low that they produce no juice and it is not from it9

vicinity that LohagarA derives its 4 ur But the si gar tract proper 19 as we shall

afterwards see deficient in nee culti ation and as Lon4gar& a low region has some
nee to spare it sends a little laden in ships to Khajura and other places The
ships which go laden with rice bring back cargoes of gur and it is thus that the
small amount of raw material required for the manutact ire at Loh&gar& is supplied
1 he sugar manufactured in I oh&gara is mostly paka sugar and its export is pnnci
pally to Calcutta b t some also goes to Bakarganj

We have another instance of this reciprocity 1 etween the sugar trade and the
rice trade for large q lantities of rice pour up the Bhoirab nver conveying the nee from
the great cultivating regions in the south to N&op&rd Rasantii and Khaiuri the in

lets on eastern side into the sugar tract From these places but especially from Ba
santiA and Naop&ra the ship carry down gur to be manufactured into sugar at Daus
latpur Senh&ti Khulna and FakirhAt Near Fakirh&t there is some high land

p oducing date trees but for the most part it is dependent for its supply of raw mate
rial upon the cultivation further north 1 he places just mentioned ana also Phultali
(whicn is on the border land between the rice country and the sugar country and can
s ipply its down material for manufacture) produce for the most part paka sugar
'I his is a natural consequence of their proximity to the Sundarban supply of firewood
Their export is chiefly to Calcutta

Interchange of Sue; Jr and Rice — I have already gi en instances of
reciprocity of ru e import and sugar export but the punciple extends fu the than I

have stated 1 hroughout the delta there is a general westward move ent of nee
Calcutta attracts most of the rice grown in the Jessor Sundarbans and leaves
the 1 1 eless districts in Jessor to be supplied from B&karganj All over the suga tract
the cultivation of nee is very deficient and rice pours m from Nalchitf all over Mp^ura
and the soutl of Thamdah and the head quarters sub division The ships that come
laden with nee therefore take back with them to Nalchiti cargoes of su^ar So also
rice imported by the Kabadak from the south and through JhingerguchhA Chau
g4chh& and Kotchandpur is spread over the western part of the district and the
ships engaged in this import can c rry away the sugar to the tracts whence they have
come From Calcutta itself the principal import is salt and the salt ships are em
ployed in carrying back sugar to Calcutta

Exporters — It remains to mention a few facts which should probably haye
found a place elsewhere First as to the refiners Professional refiners are for tne most
part themselves exporters that is to say those who buy sugar to refine it in large
refineries scarcely ever sell it to other merchants to export In fact they frequently
combine with their refining trade the trade of purchasing from the smaller or village

refiners for export This latter however, is also a separate trade and especially at
Kesabpur and Tnmohinl there are merchants who themselves doing nothing in the
way ot refining purchase sugar locally refined and export it to Calcutta or to Nal
chit! Most ot these are agents of Calcutta or Nalchiti firms. In fact according to the
nattve system of trade it will be found that the same firm or firms having m part at
least the same partners have establishments at many places and cairyon business at
each place through different partners or agents BangSi Badan 8adhu Khan
for example has refinenes at all the large sugar marts and has besides that a branch
m Calcutta to receive and dispose of the sugar which he exports thither

Chtti or Refuse Gur —- I have not yet said what becomes of the chita
a4r the refuse of the sugar refining process It is to a very small extent locally used
lor mixing up with tobacco to be smoked By far the bulk of it is however exported
to Calcutta Nalchiti and Sir&jganj but what ultimately becomes of it I do not know
An attempt has been made once or twice to utilise it by distilling it into rum at Tahir

S 41
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u?ar * f»c‘ory w»s converted into a rum distillery The first
Attempts failed to produce any sufficient commercial return and I do not know how
the present attempt is prospering-

understnoH L™* * \'gH °f Wfth ~ F«>m what I have said it will be readily
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substantiality and comfort about the peasants and

cuTtivabon
dS wh ‘Ch tCStlfies t0 the advanta?es theV dcnve ^om engaging m sugar

In Sir W W Hunter S Gazetteer of Jessor the above article is eprinted from
thC foIlo^'^

r br,ef Pa«-ajraph added - Sugar is also nrinu fact .red
J Press nK tbe J“ ,ce tbL cane but as before stated the manufacture is not

Jt 'linfV? r
very ,

.

arhe extent in consequence ot the greater expense 'I he process
ot manufacture is thus described ,n Colonel J E Gaetrell

1

* Revenue Survey
eport 1 he mill in common use ordinarily consists of two endless coarse-threaded,

woolen screws of about eight to ten inches diameter set vertically m two horizontal
cross pieces and firmly fixed to two uprights which are let well into the ground
i nese screws have their threads cut right and left and play int each other I hey
are made of any hard close-grained wood tamarind being preferred lotheuppr
_JV P j°?c l ,

screws which projects above the horizontal bar a long pol is
attached to which the bullocks that turn the mill are yoked Hie cane is generally
passed twice through the mill before being cast aside to dry for fuel The expressed
juice is received in a basin formed for the purpose below the screws I was unable to
procu e any satisfactory returns of the expenses and profits of this cultivation (Statis
tical Account of Bengal Vol II 185—9%)

/ *.

L
°J

l

n
RDAGA ,~'

/J

T
easing — Sugar-cane is pressed m the Five Pargan6s by any

of ti e following four kinds of machines —(1) The kalhu or mortar and pestl - the
same as is used by the Telis in pressing oil-seeds (2; the rdkst with two small lion
ontal rollers turning one over ant ther (3) the choke ghdni with two ve tical wooden

rollers turning one against another by means of a screw arrangement this machine
appears to me to be the p ototype of the Beheea Mill and (4) the Beheea
mill i he se of the latter is as yet v ry limited but is extending every yt ar and
will no doubt in a few mo e years dn e the old fashi ned native mills out of use
1 he choke ghani is in general use and preferred to the first two native mills The
canes have to be passed twice through it to ensure thorough pressing

Boiling of the juice to gur — The furnace is made on soma convenient piece of

ttu
nCar

r
8 homestead Its construction does not differ from that tn Bengal

l he top of the furnace cont ins four or more holes to accommodate the bahdms or
l>oil ng pans I hese a e oval shaped earthen vessels of various sizes A common sized
pan was found to measure 26 inches across and 15 inches deep The pans hold fr< m
30 to 50 seers of juice Di ring boiling the scum that comes up to the surface is
skimmed off at frequent intervals with a jhanjrt or perforated iron strainer Beyond
the removal of the scum nothing else is done to purify the juice A bamboo btrnt
or brush is placed in the liquid to prevent it overflowing

Our is the only product of sugar-cane made in the Five ParganAs Abo it five
or six seers of cane- juice are calculated to yield one seer of gur T he actual propor
tion is variable The luice of bdnsd canes grown on nagra soil is rich and yields as
much as 25 per cent of gur while that ot punrt canes grown on alluvial soil is poorm quality and will not often yield more than half the amount the former gives

,
j~nc a<** fl* °* sugar-cane land will yield at the best five maunds of gur Taking

the Mahan as equivalent to two-thirds of a bigha the produce will be at the outside
about seven or eight maunds Der bitrha valued at about Kao
",— ~ ku iwu-imrua 01 a oigna me produce will ue at me ouisiac
about seven or eight maunds per bigha valued at about K30

Suggestions for improvement — The use of the Beheea mill is on the in
crea8C but the use of the large shallow evaporating basin is as yet unknown The
quality of gur turned out at present appears to me very inferior There is much room
for improvement in the direction ofgur manufacture As regards the cultivation of the
canes the manuring seems to me inadeouate to a full vield of canes Oil-cake as a

* For otl er ruined sugar factories see remarks p 101
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manure for sugar-cane and potatoes is as yet unknown and may be usefully intro

duced The Bombay Samsera and other improved varieties may be tried and
unless they have been actually experimented with it is difficult to pronounce upon
their success or otherwise (Basu Rept on Lohardaga Dist So Sr)

pALAMAU Sub Division — Manufacture of concrete {gur) —The cleaned

canes are brought to the kolsdr or gur making yard It is a small plot of groun 1

close to the cane-field and sheltered by trees and has a small temporary thatch in

one corner to serve as a store for the produce and shelter for the gur makers
In one part of the kolsdr a temporary furnace or chulhd is made and m another

the mill is set up for grinding the canes The furnace is of circular shape 4 feet

across about 3 or 4 feet deep It is enclosed by a mud wall raised a cubit high above
the ground On one side of the chulhd is a large hole through which the fuel is fed

and on the opposite side is a longer gallery which leads away the smoke from the
furnace and thus serves as the flue About half way between the top and the bottom
of the furnace is a shelf made of twigs plastered thickly over with mud- on this the
fuel is placed while burning and the ashes as they accumulate are pushed down by a
long rake into the hollow of the chulha

' Grinding —The only machine for pressing sugar-cane in Pal&mau is the Behea
mill which has completely driven the native kalhu out of use The mill is driven

either by a single bullock or by a pair 1 he manufacture of gur usually goes on by
day and night To keep one machine going for 24 hours 8 to 12 cf untry bull jcks arc

required each pair being relieved by another in regular rotation One mill is estimat

ed to press 32 kundas or earthen pots of juice in 24 hours and the bullocks are
changed at intervals of 2 kundas of juice

The shallow iron boiling pan is in use in Pal&mau Deep earthen pots for boiling

the cane juice which are used in the Five Parganas and in Bengal Proper are quite

unknown in Palamau as they are in South Benar The pan is 4 to 5 inches across and
about 4 inches deep in the centre It is capable of boiling 2 maunds of juice at one
time For a single furnace there are usually two boiling pans particularly when
chiki gur is to be made For making this description of gur it is necessary to stir

It with a wooden rake for a length of time after the pan has been taken down from the

about 4 inches deep in the centre It is capable of boiling 2 maunds of juice at one
time For a single furnace there are usually two boiling pans particularly when

chulhd in the meantime the boiling of fresh juice may go on uninterruptedly in the

second pan When r ib is made no such stirring is necessary and the boiling may
go on without any interruption fresh juice being poured into the pan immediately
after the preceding charge of gur has been ladled oft

Cane leaves and megass that is the refuse of the canes after pressing are the
only fuel used in boiling the juice

The actual process of boiling the juice to guv is as follows —The pan is set over
the fire and 4 kundas (roughly 2 maunds) of juice poured into the pan The juice is

seldom strained to remove chips ot cane and other mechanical impurities These
are very probably retained on purpose in the juice in order to add to tne weight of the
o itturn After a short time the scum comes up and begins to accumulate on the
sides of the pan When sufficiently thick it is skimmed off with an iron handle
The use of milk lime-water or any m icilaginous substance I ke castor seed emulsion

or the juice of dheras bark (Hibiscus esculentus) is either not understood or not

known The fact is that there is no demand for gur of superior quality and
cleanliness and the c ltivator does not find it as yet worth his while to make first

class gur as he cannot get an adequate price for it on the other hand he is

likely to suffer loss from the diminution of weight which will no doubt result

from the removal of the impurities The boiling is continued for about 2 hours
Towards the end the syrup becomes thicker and apt to get burnt against the

surface of the pan A brisk stirring with a wooden rake is kept on all the time until

the gur has attained its proper c nsistency The latter can De only guessed by the

practised eye and by feeling the thick syrup while yet hot between the fingers

When the gur is ready in the pan the latter is taken down from the furnace and
placed over a low earthen mound the stirring with the rake is kept up until the gur
gets thick enough on cooling It is then ladled out into oblong forms of wood
about 16 inches long 10 inches broad and 4 inches thick called kdtords and allowed

to gradually cool and solidify In abount three hours time the mass becomes quite

hard and is then taken out of the kdtords and becomes ready for the market Tnese
square blocks of gur are known as chains These are very convenient for transport

as they can be readily packed m bags and are not in the least subject to drainage of

molasses like the rab

Sugar is not manufactured anywhere m or near Pal&mau and consequently very
little rdb is made Its only use in Pal&raau is for making a cooling dnnk (sharbet)

taken m hot weather To make rdb the syrup is taken down from the pan in a
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dhghtly thinner condition than that of syrup intended to make ckdkt gur The rdb
syrup is poured into earthen vessels

Outturn ofgur — In Palimau 4 seers of juice are expected to yield 1 seer ofgur
The juice must oe very nch in saccharine matter to be aole to yield this remarkably
large proportion of sugar concrete In Bengal the proportion of gur to juice seldom
exceeas 1 to 5 and is very often as low as 1 to 7 or 8

One local bigha of cane is expected to yield from 25 to 30 local maunds of gur
This gives in standard measure 224 to 27 maunds of gur to the acre Lhdkt gur
sells in PaUmau on the average at 26 kachchd or 14$ pdkkd seers for the rupee The
outturn of one local bigha sold at this rate would be valued at from H48 to R57

—

W
In

Bengal

Palamaa

Cost of gut making
Rap

Hire of machine and pan for 10 days at Ro-8 per diem 500
One man to feed the machine for 10 days and 10 nights at

Ro-1-9 230
One man to drive bullocks for 10 days and 10 nights at

Ko-1-9 330
hive men to cut and clean canes for 10 days at Ro-1-9

each per diem 5 7 6
One man to feed fuel for 10 days and 10 nights at K >-1-9 230

Total cost of gur making 170 6

Cost of cultivation 39 o 3

Cost of gur making 170 6

Total 56 o 9

Average outturn of gur per local bigha= 28 local maunds
valued at 26 local seers per rupee 51 119

It wot Id thus appear that the cultivation of sugar-cane would not pay if every
item of laboui was charged for at the daily rates of wage It is for this reason that no
riyat will attempt the c Itivation of sugar cance unless he has a sufficient number >f

hands in his own family to work in the field To avoid the necessity of hiring labour
it is a common practice forseveial r&vats to combine and cultivate a field of sugar-cane
either jointly or in separate parcels all the men helping one another bv turns
[Basu Rept on Lohardaga Dist Palamau Sub-Diviston 39-41)

Shahabad —In the brief notice above regarding Sugar Factories and
Refineries it is mentioned that in this district there are 69 refineries

But throughout all the districts of the Patna division sugar-cane cultiva

tion is very important, and as Jessor and Fandpur may be spoken of as

the great centres of date-palm sugar Behar may be characterised as one of

the most important tracts of Bengal from the sugar-cane stand point In

the Note on Sugar (published by the Government of India) the outturn of

Shahabad was estimated at 1 55 548 maunds \ but Messrs Thomson &
Mylne give the area as 36 000 acres and the outturn 14*40 000 of maunds
representing a yield of 40 maunds of gur an acre

—

The sugar industry is the most important of the district s manufactures and the

only prosperous one It is earned on extensively in the Buxar and Sasseram sub
divisions and elsewhere on a comparatively small scale The outturn of the Buxar
sub division is estimated at 35 850 maunds against|2$ 880 maunds in the previous year

while in the Sasseram sub-division the quantity of sugar manufactured was 44 908
maunds The principal feature of the year was the introduction of hand turbines at

Nasirgunge the seat of the indu try in Sasseram and elsewhere which resulted in

the increased manufacture of sugar About seven-eighths of the total quantity of

sugar manufactured m the district is exported to Cawnpore Agra and other places

m the North Western Provinces and to Bombay (Note on St gar)

Although Shahabad Gya Durbhunga Champarun and Sarun are

most important districts in the production of cane and gur and even Native

refined sugars the methods of manufacture do not differ materially from

those detailed regarding Bogra, Jessor etc Babu Addonath Banerji

Shahabad*
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while discussing the sugar trade of Behar makes the following remarks
regarding Shahabad —

In the year 1884 85 the sugar cane crop was good in four divisions • but not in

# d j 1 ^ the Patna and Dacca divisions In the Dur

o
CSlTCy „ bhungaand Gya districts there was a partial fail

Rajshahye Chota Nagpore
ure *

f the * and ln Furreedpore another
important sugar growing district in Fastern Bengal the crop was destroyed by wild

pigs After excluding these two years it will be seen that on the whole the xports

nave not suffered although the pr portion of the refired to the raw material has
leaned towards the latter How far tne sugar refin ries in the inte lor are resp>nsible

for this state of things cannot be stated with any degree of confidence Certain it is

however that there nas as yet been no deterioration in the prosperity of the refineries

in Shahabad where this industy is the most important cf the district manufact res

I he area of s igar cane in Shahabad irrigated m 1886-87 was 26 16 acres To what
extent the facility of irrigation from canals has contributed to the extension of the
cane cultivation is proved from the figures m respect of the export sugar trade of

Shahabad In a statement regarding the sugar trade of this district recently com
piled in the Statistical Department for the use of the late Sone Canal Commission it was
shown that i

f
5 1 090 maunds of refined and 39 788 maunds of unrefined sugar were

earn d by rail during the calendar year 1876 while in the calendar year 1886 the
exports of refined sugar amounted to 2 64 832 maunds and of unrefined sugar to

3 52 062 maunds The total trade m 1886 aggregated 6 16 894 maunds which was
more than three times the figures (t go 878 maunds) of 1876 If expressed in un
refined sugar the increase will be as follows —

Year

Exports from Shahabad by Rail
(External and Internal)

1876
1886

Refined
sugar

Mds
1 51 090
2 64 832

Unrefined
sugar

Mds

39 788

3 52 062

Total in unre-
fined sugar

Mds
4 17513
10 14 142

MANUFAC
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II -ASSAM
No sugar is manufactured m Assam The province imports its sup

plies by river steamers from Bengal The reader will find under the
chapter on cultivation a detailed report of the crushing of the rane and the
boiling of the juice into gur as pursued in the province (pages 150 159)
In the chapter on the History of the Effort to establish Sugar planting as
a European industry m India reference has been made to the expert
ments formerly undertaken to organize sugar plantations and factories so
that it does not seem desirable to sav more in this place except perhaps
to add that although land suitable for cane-culture doubtless exists in

the province there are many adverse influences such as expensive labour
which preclude the possibility of Assam for many years to come at least

from becoming a great sugar producing country It seems likely however
that an inquiry (as already suggested) into the nature of the better quail
ties of cane found m the province might be productive of good results,

III —NORTH WEST PROVINCES AND OUDH.
So much has already been said regarding these provinces that it seems

scarcely recessary to do more than to furnish three passages descriptive of
the manufacture The first passage given below completes Messrs
Duthle & Fuller’s account of sugar in these provinces It may be
accepted as a review of the vanous methods which are pursued m the
provinces as a whole The second details the manufacture of sugar in

Gorakhpur a district which m the early effort to extend the sugar trade
of India figured prominently And the third supplies full information
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regarding Shahjahanpur the district which may be accepted as the centre MANUFAC-
of the present trade That district not only possesses a large European JnVbL
refinery and distillery -the Rosa works—but is so important a locality for N W P
Native-made sugars that the prices determined annually at Baragaon a * Oudli

village fourteen miles from Shahjahanpur may be said to govern the sales

of these provinces The full extract from Mr Butt s tble report on the
Shahjahanpur sugar will it is hoped meet the difficulties which most
students of this subject experience As his report is not very accessible

its reproduction seemed dsirable —
I 1 he boiling of the juice follows on the pressing with as little delay

as possible since fermentation rapidly sets in from exposure to the air

I he process of boiling and concentration varies according as its result is to

be gurh sh ikar or rab Gurh is a compost of sugar crystals and uncrystal

lized syrup boiled till of a sufficient consistency to be made up into soft balls

or cakes (bhelt or chikkt) Shakar is formed when the boiling is a little

more prolonged and the mixture of crystals and syrup is violently stirred

while cooling when its colour becomes lighter and it crumbles into small

pieces In rab making the boiling is not so prolonged and the result is

syrup containing masses of crystallized sugar imbedded in it Gurh and
shakar are for human consumption as they are but rab only represents the

first stage in the manufacture of crystallized sugar With gurh and
shakar the object is more to obtain a good colour than good crystallization

while the value of rdb entirely depends on the proportion of crystals

which it contains Hence the boiling process for gurh and shakar is as a
rule much rougher than when rdb is manufactured 1 he boiling appara
tus consists of a furnace excavated in the ground over which one or more
iron pans are set If the boiler is supplied from only a single kolftu as a
rule one pan is used while if two or more kolhus are used the number of pans
is> often increased to four or five which are of different sizes and are placed
in order the largest one furthest from the feed end of the furnace and
the smallest one immediately over it In this form the boiling apparatus
is very similar to that formerly used in the West Indies The use of a row
of pans on this principle effects a great saving of time and also perhaps
enables the manufacture of better sugar though this is by no means
proved The juice is collected in the large pan where it is allowed to sim
mer slowly scum rises to the surface the formation of which is sometimes
assisted by the addition of alkali (carbonate of soda) which promotes the Conf with
coagulation of albuminous matter or of milk or the sticky juice of the p ap5

edible Hibiscus which in becoming coagulated collects and brings to the
surface a good deal of impurity From the large pan the juice is baled
into the one next it and so on from pan to pan down the teries becoming
more concentrated m each transfer until it is finally worked up into sugar
m the last and hottest pan The prepa ation of sugar from rdb is not
properly speaking an agricultural process and needs the efore no nonce
in this account It may be briefly mentioned that the process substan
tially consists tn draining the uncrystalhzed molasses away from the sugar
crystals This is effected in the western districts by pouring the rdb
into cloth bags and subjecting it to pressure in which way about half of

the molasses are strained off and then placing the semi pure result (called

putri m the western and shakar or assdra in the eastern districts) m
wicker crates and allowing the molassesto filter slowly down this filtra

tion being assisted by a covering of the water weed known as stwdr (Hy
drilla verticillata) the moisture from which slowly filters downwards
and washes the crystals clean The European process of claying 9 was
on exactly the same principle. The floury whitish sugar which results is

known as kacha chtnt or khand and is made over to the halwais for
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final refining The following statement shows the average outturn percent
of cane of each of the products mentioned above —

One hundred of cane yields 50 of juice which latter may be divided
into 18 o o f gur bhelt or compost 17 5 of shakar and 19 5 of rab The
^contains 13 o putrr or assara (semi drained) and 6 5 shtra or molasses
The putrx may be also divided into two equal parts vtt 65 chtnt
hhand or shakar and 6 5 shtra or molasses

Of the sugar exported from the Meerut division 98 per cent is in

the form of gurh or shak ir but only 44 per cent of that exported from
Rohilkhand the balance (56 per cent ) consisting in chtnt or khand the
product of rdb This difference illustrates something more important than
a dissimilarity in local custom o even m equality of cane for it represents
a material difference in the distribution of the profits of sugar cultivation

between cultivator landlord and capitalist When a cultivator manufac
tures his own sugar he nearly always makes gurh or shakar and rab is

as a rule only made by professional sugar boilers or khansans with juice

which they purchase from the cultivators These purchases are all nego-
tiated like those of indigo factories and the Opium Department by means
of advances and the system has an important bearing on the agricultural
condition of a large portion of the provinces

In the sugar districts of the Meerut division on the other hand the
rule is for the cultivator to boil his own cane juice and add the profits of
manufacture to those of cultivation It is generally assumed that the cul

tivating classes of these districts are the most prosperous in the provinces
though their prosperity may be perhaps bought by a loss in the total value
of ihe produce (Duthie and Fuller Field an d Garden Crops North
West Frounces)

II Gorakhpur— The manufactures of the district are few and the only one
of any great importance at present is that of sugar boiling extensively practised in the

Hata 1 adrauna and neighbouring parts of the Deona and Sadr tah ils It is difficult

to obtain any very accurate statistics of the number of sugar factories but the fol

lowing figures were furnished a few years ago by the tahsildars —

Pbrgunnahs Number of

factories
Remarks

Silhat 28 Of which 5 are Melia village of tappa Indarpur

Shahjahanpur 73 Of which £7 are said to be in tappa Patna most of

them being in Rampur Khanpur village not far

from Deona.
Haveli 37 Almost all in the tappas lying north west and north

of Silhat

Salempur
Sidhua Jobna

65 Of which half are said to be in Barhaj
The exact number is not stated but is undoubtedly
very large Mr Lumsden estimated that in

addition to the amount locally consumed over
20 000 maunds of chini (sugar) were yearly export
ed from this pergunnah Mr Alexander thinks

that the number cannot be far short of 100 as

this is the pergunnah in which the cane seems to

thnve best Mr Lumsden numbers 53 factones

in his settlement report but tbe number has
sincq increased

**The factory owner does not as a rule cultivate his own sugar-cane He makes
money advances to a number of neighbouring villages who grow the crop and usually

also extract the juice (ras

)

in their own or hired mills The k Ihu or sugar mill

has already been described as a large drum shaped mortar in which an almost up
right timber beam or pestle is made to turn by an arrangement attaching it to a pair
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of revolving bullocks The pestle is here called jath The horizontal cross beam
which connects it with the bullocks is named k Uar and on the latter sits a man
partly to guide the bullocks partly to give greater weight to t\\ojatk Another man
feeds the kolhu and pushes tnc cane against the jdth When seen for the first time
this operation seems likely to end in crushing the hand of the operator but accidents
very rarely occur The expressed juice trickles into a lower compartment of the mill

called ghdeu and hence flows through a wooden spout or parndli into the vessels

set to catch it In Gorakhpur owing to tha difficulty of obtaining stone the kolhus
arc all of wood When extracted the mice is generally boiled at once in lar^c iron

vessels called karaht which are usually lent by the owner of the factory to which the
boiled syrup (g«r or rdb) is to go but are sometimes owned or hired by the cultiva

tors Occasionally if the factory be very close the juice is taken there at once It

makes of course a great difference to the cultivators whether he manufactures inde-

pendently or on behalf of the factory-owner The latter takes an ample return for

the advances he n akes and for the hire of thz kardht But very few villagers grow
cane altogether without advances and one manufacturer informed Mr Alexander
that he did not care to deal with such persons He had not he explained the same hold
over them as over cultivators who had bound themselve by taking his advances to
grow a certain amount of cane In a year however when cane is at all scarce an
independent cultivator could ommand a very high price for his gur and obtain large
profits The clients of the factory who receive payment at a rate fixed behorehand
derive no additional profit from high price But where most of the cultivators must
work on borrowed capital this system of advances is perhaps the best way of sup
plying a useful want

After its receipt at the factory the rab svrup is again boiled twice and cleared of

its scum It is then allowed to harden and becomes chini which finds a very large
export towards the south The sugar is sometimes refined by additional boiling and
skimming but is more often sent away in the rough state packed in large earthen
jars

No trustworthy statistics are available to show the average amount of khand or

dry sugar produced yearly in a factory But some establishments visited by Mr
Alexander at Pipraich confessedly turned out from 400 to 500 maunds of refined

sugar (chtni

)

each in a season The average value was about K12 or R15 a maund
and as the cultivators get for their rib about K3 to R4 only the factories must make
considerable profits But they have usually it must be remembered to carry the
chim some way before they can command a market

1 he principal places where the khand is collected for exportation are CapUinganj
f

Pipraich Gorakhpur Sahibganj (in Sidhua Jobna) and Barhaj From Captainganj
a little is said to go up to Ne; al but by far the greater part of the trade finds its way
by Gorakhpur the Rapti or the little Gandak and Barhaj to the Ghagra A const
derable amount also descends the Great Gandak to Calcutta 1 he I ittle Gandak is

as before mentioned navigable only during the rainy season but a large trade from
along its banks travels by the Padruana and Barhaj road to the latter place (Gom
N W P VI 4" *4)
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III Shahjehanpur —The following note on sugar manufacture has
been supplied by Mr D O Bailhe — The Native process was briefly de
scribed in the Budaun notice but it may be interesting hereto note the differ

ences between the Native process and the European as practised in Messrs
Carew & Oo s works at Rosa Messrs Oarew & Co like the Native
manufacturers of the district work upon rdb that is cane juice boiled to

such a viscidity that it crystallizes on being allowed to cool The first

operation in both the European and the Native process is the same the

rab is tied up in theroarse cotton bags and subjected to pressure in order
to drain away the treacle from the pure sugar crystals The treacle so
drained away is m Rosa re boiled so as to make a lower quality of sugar by
the Native sugar manufacturers it is made into an inferior quality of gur
and exported The crystals left after the treacle has been drained away
are termed putrt It is the raw sugar on which the English refiner works
It consists of grains of nearly pure sugar coated on their surface with
dark syrup and generally contains some impurities, such as sand vege-
table nbre and in India, dried cow-dung The last named substance is

usually employed as a cover for the vessel in which the rdb is kept
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In the English process the raw sugar is dissolved in hot water in certain

proportions The solution so formed is first filtered through cotton bags
in order to remove the solid impurities above referred to and then seveial

times through a deep bed of charcoal to remove colour and such impurities

as escape the bag filters The decolourized liquid is concentrated by
boiling off its water in a vacuum pan till crystals have formed in proper

quantity Finally in order to separate these crystals from the adhering
mother liquor they are placed in the centrifugal machine This con

sists essentially of a vertical metal drum the curved walls of which are

perforated by a great number of small holes and which revolves with

great speed round its axis The centrifugal force produced by this revo-

lution forces out the syrup through the pores of the drum leaving the

prepared sugar in the drum The class of the sugar depends on several

matters —(i) whether it is made entirely from putn or whether it contains

a certain proportion of the crystals deposited after treatment (by the

treacle being at first drained away) (2) on the number of times it has
been passed through the charcoal beds (3) on the amount of spinning it

has undergone in the centnlugal machine

In the Native process theputri is not melted and consequently im
purities are not removed from it The stages are two only The treacle

left adherent to the crystals in the putn is allowed to drain itself away
under the force of gravitation The putn is for this purpose placed in a
large tank the bottom of which is formed by a cloth placed over a bamboo
fiame and kept there for several weeks The draining away of the

treacle is aided by a partial fermentation which the sugar undergoes
during this process In Shahjehanpur a layer of river weed (srw&r) is

laid over the top of the sugar partly to aid fermentation (sic) partly because
the moisture from the weed slowly filtering through the sugar aids the

draining away of the treacle The sugar after having undergone this

process is technically termed pachant This pachant is placed on a plat

form in the sun and thoroughly trodden out by the feet The product is

shakar or Native sugar ready for market It is in colour rather wniter than
The product is

the lowest quality of sugar turned out from the Rosa factory Its crystals

are much smaller the great difference however is the presence m it of a large

quantity of impurities to which every stage of the process of manufacture
from the expression of the juice to the final treading out has contributed
its share and towards the removal of which nothing has been done The
lower qualities of Rosa sugar owing to the superior economy of the

Furopean process, and in spite of the expensive machinery and superin

tendence can be sold cheaper than Native sugar is It does not however
in spite of its obvious advantages make much progress amongst Native
consumers To Hindus the employment of animal charcoal during the

process is a great stumbling block and has led to Rosa sugar being in

the Panjab formerly cursed with bell and book (Gas N W P IX
128 30)

The account of the sugar manufactures of Shahjahanpur drawn up by
Mr Butt is so very instructive that it is difficult to abridge it and yet

preserve its merit Following after the passage just quoted however it is

perhaps desirable to extract only such paragraphs as appear to amplify
Mr Bail lie 8 statement h. matha Mr Butt explains is an earthen vessel

which holds on the average about 26 gallons of juice To express a
matha of juice may occupy from three to six hours—

When the mill is worked by day only seldom more than two mathas are pressed
one will be done before noon, when the men dme and rest and press another m the
afternoon Working day and night the labourers are changed each matho and
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generally four mnthas are pressed m the da) , but often five and occasionally even
six matnas are pressed and boiled each day

Preparation of Rab — Boiling takes about the same time as filling a matha of

juice and work keeps on evenly one matha being boiled while the next is being
filled with soft cane the matha may be fully half an hour before the boiling pan is

empty, and with very hard cane the boiling may be over some time before the matha
is ready At first starting the mill some wood must be used as fuel but as soon as the
cane refuse (khoe) dnes the refuse from the mill and cane leaves (patahi ) from the
held supply sufficient fuel A fall of rain again necessitates the use of wood for a day
or two or if as is often the case no wood has been kept ready causes a cessation of

work the fuel is supplied from outside through a hole in the end wall of the boiling

shed When the juice has been boiled nearly tne usual time the boiler now and then
ladles up a little and judges the state of concentration by the appearance of the drip

ptngs as fie pours the sample back this eye test is probably universal being that em
ployed by the vacuum pan boiler as well as by the Indian cultivator

During boiling the scum rising to the surface is skimmed off by pushing a small
board along the surface the scum adheres to this and is scraped off with a potsherd
On being judged ready the juice boiled for rab is ladled from the boiling pan into a
vessel containing about 5 seers and used as a measure and then poured into a large

porous earthen ia (kalsi) containing about 3 rab maunds one boiling on another
till the kal 1 is full It then cools ancfis ready for removal to the sugar manufactory
(khand ar) The cultivator almost always cultivates on advances from the manufac
turer (khandsiri ) and the rab is taken delivery of on the spot and removed at the
manufacturer s expense

Rab is the product almost always made as it is the product required by themanu
facturer and the cultivators are restricted to its manufacture

Preparation of Gur — When gur (or mithdi) is the product required the j ice u>

boiled somewhat longer and with greater heat so that on cooling it can be made nto
hard balls on removal fre m the boiling pan the boiled syrup is poured into shall w
pans and there pounded and made into the bhelis (or round balls) of two to five sem
each The quality is injured by overboiling but gur is a product at once saleable in

the bazar and can be stored or exported without injury The manufacturers do not
use gur and it is not further manufactured In order to make sugar from gur it would
first be necessary to boil it with water and so bring it to a form resembling rib and
elsewhere I believe sugar is made from gur but never in Shahjahanpur Gur is ex
ported and sold for direct consumption or for use by confectioners and tobacconists
Cultivators who cultivate without advances and zemindars who are not manufacturers
commonly makt gur hut generally rab only is openly manufactured As the cultiva

tors are not under strict supervision they though under engagement to manufacture
rab only not uncommonly make one or two matnas into gur and sell it secretly To
prevent this the money lender often employs a servant to watch the mills in the village

but the supervision is difficult with scattered mills working day and night and the
watcher is often kept quiet by a small present Gur is secretly removed to a friend s

house and disposed of through him Tilhar is the chief gur market m the district and
much gur is made by the Kurmis in the Tilhar Tahsil The gur made in Tilhar is

supposed to be the best though Tilhar rdb is generally considered inferior to that
made in either Pawiyan or Shah jahanpur

It will be seen that the form of the product whether rab or gur depends on the
boiling When rib is the product required the cane-juice is concentrated to a little

over the crystallizing point and consequently still retains much moisture It is the

j roduct suited for tne hotter fire until on cooling it can be made into dry solid

balls (bhelis

)

Here the excessive heat and burning destroys much more of the sugar
present in the juice— * e renders it non-crystallizame

Mistakes m Terms — In naming these products concentrated cane-juice in the
form of rab or gur the most strange mistakes are usually made Sugar mola s

ses coarse molasses and treacle are terms commonly used as equivalents for

r ib or gur Concentrated juice cannot correctly be called sugar and denoting it as
molasses or treacle is a gross mistake Molasses (shira) is the syrup which drains
from the rib in the subsequent process at the manufacturer s, the remainder being raw
sugar (pitn ) from which again is obtained dry sugar (khand) Rib might perhaps be
translated as undrained raw sugar Treacle is the syrup that drains from refined sugar
Sugar is a most indefinite term as it may mean raw dry or refined sugar These

errors m nomenclature lead to many mistakes Thus by the Indian Economist in a
comparison between East Indian and West Indian produce a product presumably gur
was taken to be the same form as West Indian raw sugar The fact that from equal
quantities of juice produce as raw sugar will be less than half the weight of produce as
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Our fresh juice may be assumed to be of good quality but destruction of the sugar
commences at once To prevent deterioration cane juice should be treated with the
utmost rapidity and the most scrupulous cleanliness Juice extracted at 9i Baum6
and allowed to stand an hour or two will only mark 8} to 9

The mill and receiving dish (matha) are seldom cleaned and never thoroughly
so there is no appreciation of the loss and deterioration resulting trom delay alone
the juice is insufficiently strained and as a rule the juice is not treated with any
alkali to neutralize the natural or acquired acidity The safft matti (impure carbo
nate of soda) used in the bel system is but slightly alkaline that use! is always dirty

and in the after processes there are no means of extracting the addition The juice

must then have undergone very great detent ration before reaching the boiling pan
and this acid and impure juict 15 then subjected for hours to the direct action of
a strong fire

Mr Butt estimates the total cost —
Hap

Cultivation 43 7 o

Manufacture 31 00

Total 74 7 o

Total cost to cultivator — This estimate has been drawn out on the principle
usually followed if supposing all labour even that of the bullocks to be hired
and good cultivation has been charged for Of course no such disbursement is ever
made by any farmer About R28 of the cost entered is payment for hired bullocks
a tenant with the ordinary number of bullocks need never hire cattle as most of the
labour is done by several tenants joining and working together till the work of all is
done A zamindAr will have bullocks enough himself and in either case the cost is the
rateable share of the annual keep and original cost of the cattle—an amount much
under the c 1st of hired cattle In the case of the cultivator very little labour is hired
and he commonly resorts to less careful cultivation in preference to paying for hired
labour A zamindd gets a good deal of labour at a very small cost and his regular
labou ers receive a large part of their wages in kind The cost of cultivation can be
estimated without reference to the amount of produce but that of manufacture depends
on the produce and may be reduced in proportion to reduction in the estimate of
produce

Produce in cane-juice — The produce is always estimated by the number
of mathas of juice or kalsts of rab produced per Kucha bfgha generally by the
amount of rdb one two or three kalsis as the case may be estimating in juice
the highest native estimate of produce a rate often given as the maximum comes
to exactly 100 mathas the acre It is very generally considered that a good crop
will give the series of thirteen mathas a bfgha, equal to 8i£ mathas or about 2112

P
lions, of juice per acre Ten mathas is looked on as a fair average crop and
think twe!ve mathas may be taken as a full outturn for good land in a cane

tract This gives 25 mathas or 1 950 gallons of juice per acre equal to about
21 200 it< of juice The average West Indian produce per acre is generally estimated
at from 30 to 15 tons of cane ready dressed for the mill Taking 30 tons per acre the
produce m juice at 50 per cent (Sh£hjah&npur average) comes to 33600ft but at
70 per cent (proportion extracted by good mills) amounts to 47 040ft Taking what
is there considered the low yield of 25 tons per acre the juice at 50 oer cent should be
28 ooofb and at 70 per cent 39 200ft. The actual results on a Queensland planta

I

tion in 1868 published m the first number of The Sugar cane give an average per
acre of 4, 1 70 gallons or about 45 35oft of juice and one field gave an average of
nearly 6 300 gallons per acre 1 he juice extracted appeared to be about 65 per cent

|
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of the weight of cane and the density on this plantation as high as 10 Baum£ though
on othe ranging from 7$ to 9$ Baum£

Fxpenments at the Rosa Factory — For some years the produce from several

fields has been recorded at the Rosa Distillery For the manufacture of cane juice

rum fresh juice is required and the cane is pressed m the factory m Native mills

In 187071 the cane from three fields was pressed One pressed before the cane was
ripe gave an average of only 56^ mathas or 1 462 gallons per acre the second gave
an average of 75 mathas or 1 950 gallons and the third almost the same. In 1871 72

the average was 81 ^ mathas or 2 1 12 gallons In 187273 some fields were culti

vated by the factory and three acres one rood were under plant canes and five acres

under ratoons 1 he ratoons gave an average of only 47$ mathas or 1 225 gallons per

acre while the average for the plant caneB was 94$ mathas or 2 457 gallons per

acre this is equal to about 26 720ID of juice per acre This actual result approaches
that given commonly as the very maximum (100 mathas—2 600 gallons or 28 2751b)

and goes to show that with better cultivation and more manure our cane might equal
that of other countries

Beside these fields cultivated by the factory in 187273 several standing fields

close to the factory were purchased but these fields were only sold by the owners on
the cane commencing to dry and promi ing a very poor result and Mr McAlister
considers that the produce should be viewed as a minimum The aggregate area was
nearly 18 acres and the average outturn only 48$ mathas or 1 261 gallons per acre
These crops were purchased at an average price of R44 8 a per acre The best
of these fields (area little over one acre) gave an average of 83 mathas or 2 158
gallons per acre The canes were cut and earned by Carew & Co , who also
provided and kept in repair the mills (the ordinary native kollu) a native con
tractor provided cattle and labourers for pressing and was paid in 1871 72 at the
rate of and in 1872 73 at the rate of annas per matha The cost of pressing
here came to R30 for labour and cattle alone—a ^result somewhat above the cost
assumed above The contractor used eight bullocks ith each mill and five matha
were generally pressed in the twenty four hours the mills working day and night and
occassional ly si These Rosa experiments are the only practical experiments known
and they tend to show that the estimate of produce framed before these actual
results had been received is not an extravagant one In these experiments the juice
extracted was always about 50 per cent on the weight of dressed cane—an amount
at least equal to that generally obtained by the native cultivator

Produce in rah — Estimating the produce in juice the shares iraid to the
labo irers and customary dues to the revenue or village servants are included as well
as an\ juce consumed by the cultivator or tnends but estimates of the produce in rdb
include only the net amo nt handed over to the manufacturer and hence e timates
of produce appear lower when made in rdb than when made in juice I have not any
actual experiments as to the weight of rdb given by a matha of juice but I have
made constant enquiries from cultivators and manufacturers and the received opinion
is that on the average a matha should give rather over 20 sers rab Estimates range
from 18 to 25 sers and m assuming 20 as the average result I am rather under than
over the mark 1 wenty rdb sers equal to 60 7ft and the matha weighing about 2831b
of juice the rab is about 21 s per cent of the weight of juice 1 cannot compare
this proportion with that obtained m other countries as none of the returns 1 have
seen give the weight of produce in any form corresponding to rdb The produce
in rdb then becomes 37$ rdb maunds per acre equal to over 55 Government maunds
or to about 4 550ft per acre This estimate is one of two kalsis of rdb per bigha
and so put would appear higher than an estimate of 13 mathas Cultivators have
spoken of an actual return of three kalsis of rdb per bigha but two and a half is

generally looked on as nearly the maximum and many land owners and manufac
turers have wished me to believe in an a erage outturn of one kalst per bigha a rate

of produce 30 per cent below that looked on by Mr McAlister as a minimum
outturn

Value of Produce — I assume an average pnee of R4 per rdb maund the
reasons for doing so will be explained when an account is given of the Baragaon
khataunti Taking the price the value of the produce comes to R150 per acre and
deducting the expenses amounting to R74 7 the profits remain R75-9 per acre
Remembering that the expense of manufacture vanes directly with the amount
of produce^ the account for each rate of produce from one kalst (three maunds) to

three kalsis (nine maunds) per bigha becomes as follows the expense oi cultivation i&
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Produce per Acre A Oudh*

Expense of ShahJebaiipui

Rate of produce tn rab Value of cultivation profits per
in rab maunds produce in andmanutac

acre
per bigha Juice rdb ture of r »/>

Government Per acre

weight

ft Mds ft R a P R a

10 600 27 7 2 277 75 0 0 58 15 0

14 134 36 9 3 036 100 0 0 64 1 8

17 (68 46 1 3 795 1 25 0 0 69 4 4

21 2o2 55 3 4 554 150 0 0 74 7 0

24 736 64 5 5 3i3 175 0 0 7) 9 8

28 270 73 8 6 072 200 0 0 84 12 4

31 804 83 6 831 225 0 0 98 ‘5 0

Produce m gur —Supposing the cultivator to dispose of his produce in the

form of gur
, the expense of cultivation and manufacture remains practically un

changed The produce m gur weighs less than in rdb the extra boiling extracting

more of the moisture but the difference is generally estimated at only 10 per cent

produce m gut being to produce in r b as 9 to 10 and the gur consequently 19 3 per

cent of the weight of juice at this rate the produce in gur becomes nearly 50 imperial

maunds per acre Gt is sold by free competition in open market and a fair valua

tion of the produce is less difficult tl an in the case of rdb Using the price Its s

published in the Government Gazette I take R3 8 per impenal maund as a fair

average rate at the season when gur is cheapest the price rises raP l(

J
1y

cultivators cannot afford to wait and the rise is in great part due to the tact that

considerable care is required for preservation of gur tnr«ni?h the rainv season 1 erough the rainy season

Produce per acre

ft Mds. ft

10 600 249 2 050

14 *34 33 a a 733
17668 4i 5 3 4*6

21 202 49 8 4 099

24 736 58 1 4 782

28 270 664 5 465
31 804 74 7 6 148

Value of

produce in

gur
Expenditure

Rap
87 0 0
11600
145 0 0

174 0 0

203 0 0

232 0 0

261 0 0

Rap
58 15 0

64 1 8

69 4 4

74 7 0

79 9 8

84 12 4
89 15 0

Rap
28 1 o

5* M 4

75 i* 8

99 9 o

123 6 4

147 3 8

171 1 o

Gur then appear, to pay much better than r ib and this agrees with the general

opinion that even by free sale in both cases a considerably greater profit is gained Dy

sale of the produce in the form of gur Rdb is sold exclusively to manufacturers find

competition has not free play I had expected to find a greater difference in weignt

between the quantities of rab and gur produced from equal weights of cane juice but

the proportion given is that usually recognized

Manufacture ofraw and dry sugar —Before explaining the system on which

advances and the price of rdb and cane juice are settl d between the cultivator and

the manufacturer it will be convenient to give a short account of the pr«:«s followed

in manufacturing dry sugar from the rdb The kkandsdru or manufacturer takes

delivery of the rdb at the sugar mill and carts it home in the k Ins on

khandsdr. the kalsts are broken and the rdb ts filled into woollen

about half a maund twelve f these bags are then placed one on top of the other in
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ShahJehanpyr!

the bojha (also called arah or kuna) a high narrow chamber some 2 feet square or
wide enough to take one very conveniently a weight is placed on top and a man
occasionally lends his weight The molasses (shira

)

drains out and pressing through
the kundyer (or drain at tne bottom of the bojha) falls into the matta (or receiver)

With good tab the molasses should all pass off in one day, with inferior rdb m
two days what remains is putn (or raw sugat ) and 100 maunds of rdb (ser of Ri 18)
should give 50 maunds of molasses (ser of K107) and 50 maunds of putn (ser also
of R107) The putri is then put into a closed room (kanchi

)

Large wooden pegs
at close intervals are driven into the ground close to the wall round the room tne
object being to keep the putn from touching the wall

Then on the floor inside the pegs— thm bamboos raised slightly from the
ground—arc spread cotton twigs (btnaudhi kapds) and above this a white cotton
cloth on this is spread the putn to the thickness of about three or four feet and it

is covered over with svwar grass 1 he stwar is a weed growing in deep slow streams
such as the Khanaut in Shahjahanpur Kahdrs collect and cairy m the stwar
1 he molasses that dram from the putn in the kanchi at first drains into the same
receiver as the molasses from the bags in the ardh but later on the drainings
become thin and clearer It is then collected in a separate receiver for boiling and
this is considered to be the result of grains of sugpx melting fiom the action of the
stwar grass This is called ghaldwat shira and is priced and valued higher than
the ordinary shira but the quantity is small On boiling it gives a small quantity of
ghaldwatputri and a large amount of black inferioi molasses also kno n as ghalawat
shtra there being no specific names to distinguish these two kinds of ghal wat shira
They are very different in appearance at first A thin covering is given but the
stwar is renewed several times and at each renewal the fresh grass is placed next the
sugar and the old on the top

?
there thus becomes a thick covering which must gene

rate great heat The converting putri into khand takes some fifteen days When
the su^ar on the top dues and hardens it is scraped off with an iron kurpi and is

spread out on sacking in the sun The impurities (bandwan

)

are picked out and the
sugar is rubbed frequently and trampled on by men It is then khand (dry sugar)
and is stored in bags or store rooms till sold to traders for export most of tne khan l

bein^ purchased by traders foi export westwards to Gwalior Agra Delhi Biana and
intervening marts Fifty maunds of putn (sers of 107 tolas) should give about 33
maunds ofkhand and 17 maunds of molasses On the average of ten years the price
of khand is R33 8 per pulla of three khand maunds The price of molasses varies
gieatly. an average being perhaps about Ri-8 per maund

Tne khanasdn does not carry on the manufacture further and on this account
it is only necessary to mention the preparation of \outa as khand gur and lot ta are
the expoi t9 The khandsan disposes of the molasses some is taken by confectioners
distilleis and others but the greater part is sold to gurahas who make louta from
the molasses and are generally by caste Kulwars Halwais or Bharj is. They boil

the molasses adding some rdb until it becomes of consistency like gur it is thfen

put into vessels to cool and as it cools is made into solid bans like gur bhelts, but
very much larger being commonly over a maund each in weight

1 he balls are then exported under the name of louta Louta is sold by Govern
ment weight and now sells at about R6 or R7 per gond of three maunds Molasses
being sold by the tikona maund the change in weight covers the loss in manufacture
and a mauna of molasses gives, it is said a full maund of louta Louta is seldom
consumed in Shahiahanpur where it is disposed of . but I am told that in districts to

which it is exported this louta is commonly sold under the name of gur, and used as
gur is here Louta is of dark colour and being made from uncrystallizable refuse

contains no grams or crystals and is in taste far inferior to proper gur Lapta is

louta less boiled and too moist to be made into solid balls Lapta is exported in

leather bags and a large part of the louta and lapta is exported by water to Cawn
pore Manufactures from khand are only for local use and export of refined sugar
is confined to that made at the Rosa refinery gdr, khand louta

,

and lapta being the
only forms m which native-made sugar Is exported

* Sugar weights —The weights used in Shahjahanpur are—

1 The rdb maund of 40 sers, each ser R118 the maund equal to 1 maund 19
sers Government weight or 121 4ft

2 The tikona or pukka maund of 40 sers each ser R107, the maund equal to 1

maund 13 sers 8 chataks Government weight, or 109ft

3 The khand (dry sugar) maund of 40 sers each ser R96 the maund equal to

1 maund 8 sers Government weight or 98 8ft

4 The kucha maund which is half the tikona maund, and consequently equal

to 26 sers 12 chataks Government weight or 54 5ft

5 The Government maund equal to 82 3®
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The rdb and khand maunds are special sugar weights used only for these articles

Rdb sells by the maund khand by the pulla of three maunds The tikona maund is

the ordinary weight of the district and in sugar business is used for putri (raw sugar)
and molasses The kucha maund is subordinate to the ttkona and cane juice is sold
by the kucha maund—-so much per 100 kucha maunds

The Government maund as the rule is little used except in markets in towns but
gur and louta are sold by Government weight

The sugar weights are supposed to have been framed with the view of covering
the loss inherent to each process of manufacture so that in writing out the account no
entry need be made for loss

The received estimates of average outturn are from each maund of tab half a
maund of putri and half a maund of molasses and from 50 maunds of putri 33
maunds of khand and 17 maunds of molasses the actual loss in each case is

compensated for by the change in weights To show the actual loss 1 give the
estimated results in local and English weights

4 Taking 100 maunds rab the figures are—

A”?
ft Oudh*

Sh*ty«h*&pur

100 rab maunds

Should give
{

ft

12 140

5 450
5 450

Total 100 maunds *« 10 900

The actual loss here appears to be just over 10 per cent

The return from the putrt should then be

—

So maunds putri

Should give {«—“***££,

ft

5 450
3 260
1 853

Total 50 maunds • — 5 1 13

The loss here is over 6 per cent

The final result from the rdb Will be—

100 maunds rab

Give 33 maunds hkand
67 molasses

ft

12 140

3 260

7 3«3

Total ido maunds « 10 563

The total loss is 13 per cent on the original weight
The Baragaon khatauti —The price ot rdb a fixed in each year at a meeting

held in Baragaon in the end of Bhddon Baragaon is a Urge village in the par
ganah of the same name distant fourteen miles from Shdh,ah£npur and three from
Pawiyan and situated very fairly in the centre of the cane producing country It is

a place of little trade except in sugar but the prices of all agricultural produce are
commonly struck at Baragaon and according to these prices allaccot nts between the
cultivators and the Baniyas are settled in the greater part in the ShAhjahanpur dis-
trict and also m parts of the Bareilly Khen and Hardui districts A propitious day
is settled by the pandits notices are issued, and a panchayat is held composed of
traders zammdars and cultivators of the neighbourhood Their duties are simple 1 the
prices m the case of cereals pulses etc being only the average of the Baragaon
market prices during certain terms and these market prices are invariably taken
without question from the books of the leading firm in Baragaon In the case of rdb
there is no market price and the khatauti price is derived from the average pnee of
khand (dry sugar) for each of the three months of Chait Batsdkh and faith An

|
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example will best illustrate the process Suppose the average price of khand as
ascertained from the entries of sales to be as follows —

Chait
Baisakh
Jaith

The total

34 per pulla te 3 maunds of 96 weight
32
3o

96 divided by 3 gives an average of
To this is addedhalf

Making a total of 48

This figure is now taken as annas and 48 annas or R3 per rab maund is the
khatautx price of rdb for the past season the price according to which all transac
tions relating to the crops of the preceding year between the manufacturers and culti
vators will be settled The price of R3 wul however only be allowed in the Pawd
yan and Baragaon parganahs and in Blsalpur (Bareilly aistnct) The rab here is

supposed to be the best and for the Sh&hjah&npur and 1 ilhar tahsils the price is 2

The price of R3 will however only be allowed in the Pawd
ganahs and in Blsalpur (Bareilly aistnct) The rab here is

Average

annas a maund lower and for parganah Khut&r and the adjoining Oudh districts the
price is 4 annas lower I hus with a pnee of R3

year
Price per rab tor Pawdyan Baragaon and Bfsalpur the price

maund of Shdhjahdnpur and Tilhar will be Ra 14 and

£ a p for Khutdr and Oudh R2 12 per maund The
y

difference of 2 annas between Pawayan and326 Shdhjahdnpur is always admitted but it is said

*jp
>9 3 4o that of late the Oudn cultivators have begun to

,

J'

7° 3 5 0 object to the 4 annas reduction Sugar sold at low
"'I 3 5 9 rates in 1873 as in that year there were very
1
*j7

2 3 4 6 few marriages among the Hindus and a con
*°73 320 siderable part of the sugar being used in marriage

'

' "* entertainments the demand was less than usual
6) ! 9 7 9 The khatautx price of each for the pastjnx years

“ is shown the average coming to just Ri 4 per
Average 3 3 iif maund The price of rdb though following the

.1 w i market price of sugar is not a market price and
is framed by an arbitrary process so contrived as

to give a price sufficiently below the value of tne article to remunerate the manufac
turer for nis outlay and risk in advances—advances which do not bear interest

Price of rab — Rab is always sold to manufacturers and the few cultivators who
have not received advances and consequently are at liberty to dispose of their pra*
duce as they wish generally makegwr but in parts of the district gur is very seldom
made and even tenants cultivating on their own capital prepare rab ana rdb is

commonly sold by men who for want of capital or other reasons find it inconvenient to
carry on the manufacture of suefar after having made advances to cultivators and
arranged for a supply of rdb When thus sold by free sale bargain 13 almost always
made for a price so much above the khatautx price and it is held that a cultivator
can at his own mill, readily obtain a price 8 to 12 annas or sometimes one rupee per
maund above the khatautx price

Average prices of rdb and sugar —The price of rdb follows that of dry sugar
and chiefly depends on the demand for export The rise m price is much less than
in the case of the food grains a result probably in part due to extended cultivation
of sugar in the Du&b 1 give the average rdb khatautxs for 30 years with the price of
dry sugar on which the khatat^ti is founded and for comparison the average wheat
khatautx —

Rdb price

per rdb
maund

Dry sugar
{khand) price

Vetpulla

(3 khand
maunds)

Wheat txkona
maund per
rupee

Rap Rap M S C
2 10 0 28 0 0 0 35 *3
2 8 0 2d 10 8 1 2 14

3 3 3 JJ 8 0
|
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Sugar manufacturer s brofits —The sugar manufacturer s expenditure on his MANUFAC
raw material is so complicated Dy the system of advances that it is almost impossible

to frame any estimate of the profits of manufacture N yjf p
Quality of sugar from Bel and Sargar Rab —It is always allowed that the bel g Olldh

rab gives a much larger proportion of khand than ordinary or sdrgar rdb and that the

khand is very good in appearance and so sells well but it is commonly stated that ShabjslUUIpUP
in subsequent processes this bel khand does not give good results that it does not

retain its whiteness, and that confectionery made from it very soon becomes bad
?
not

keeping nearly so long as that made from other khand 1 he sharbat is also said to

be very bad and to burn the throat and stomach of any one taking it These defects

are very commonly imputed and alwaj s charged to tne sajjt etc used in the boil

mg house These charges are probably well founded Under the old system more of

the sugar is destroyed Dut what remains is of excellent quality The carbonate of

soda and other substances used under the bel system injures the quality of the sugar

as the native process has no means of removing them in anv subsequent stage ol the

manufacture In manufacture under European systems the lime mixed with tne cane-

juice is completely removed in a later stage but the salts and alkalies added in the

bel are never removed and though much less of the sugar is destroyed these additions

injure the quality and the effect is most apparent in refining processes after the sugar

has left the khnndsdrt s hands
Sh&hjah&npur sugar (I speak of native-made sugar or khand) has at present a

very high reputation and I believe commands a higher price in the markets to which
it is exported than sugar from any other district but very probably the spread of the 1

bel system may eventually lower the reputation and price of the sugar, and the in

creased quantity of sugar may perhaps hardly compensate for depreciation in value

At present but little of the sugar exported is made from bel rdb and this bel sugar
sells as well as sugar made from sdrgar rdb The bel system is not yet well estab

lished m the district and my estimates are of outturn from s rgar rdb
Comparison of final outturn with results in other cane countries —The

following table shows the quantity per acre and relative proportions of the produce in

each form according to the estimates of Sh&hjah&npur produce given in the preceding
paragraphs t

—

Product ft
Percentage
of juice

Percentage
of rdb

Cane juice

Rab
21 202

4 554 21 5
Raw sugar (putr ) 2 040 9 6 44 8
Dry sugar (khand) 1 220 5 * 268
Molasses 2 739

j

12 9 60 1

The final outturn in dry sugar is thus not very much over half a ton per acre I

In other cane countries two to two and a half tons per acre is considered a fair average
result

IV —PANJAB
The reader who ma) desire very special information regarding the

sugar manufactures has a very extensive series of publications to choose
from Mr Baden Powell’s Panjdb Products was one of the earliest and
perhaps is still one of the best The more recently published Gazetteers
also contain much of interest There is only one sugar factory in the prov
ince namely that of Sujanpur m the Gurdaspur district (See p 119
below ) The following two extracts may however be accepted as fairly
representative of all —

Jullunder —Mr W E Purser in his interesting report on the sugar
industry of this district, furnished in 1884 the following particulars regard
ing the preparations of sugar —

Method ofcrushing the cane —In working the belna two persons are required
to drive the cattle If there are three yokes each will generally have on driver
but two in all are enough Two yokes need two drivers a if there were only
one the second yoke would not work at all For the actual work of the mill there
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are almost always three men but in the Awan villages to the south of Jullundur

city it is said that as a rule only two are employed 1 wo men sit m the pit at the

side where the cane is put between the rollers the third sits at the opposite side

where also is the pot into which the juice drains The cane is brought from the field

trashed and tied up in bundles about 9 inches thick The drivers pass the bundles as

needed to one of tne two men sitting at the same side of the mill He passes one
bundle through the mill, and then another and so on If the cane is long four bun
dle6 will be so passed if short six bundles When the cane has gone through the

mill the man at the opposite side ties it up again and hands it to a driver who returns

it to the feeders When all the bundles have gone once through the mill two bundles

are tied together to form one crushing bundle and when one of these double bundles

has been pressed it is not passed back by the drivers but is shoved back along the

boards under the juice tray Of the two men who sit together one is the captain of

the mill By means of certain wedges he can make the rollers work tight or loose

and it is his business to ee to this But he also helps in feeding the mill The off

side man simply ties up the bundles and returns them Where there are only two
men at a mill, a feeder and a returner the rollers are closer together, and thelbundles

crushed smaller in diameter than where there are two feeders The cane is passed

and repassed through the mill till it is considered fully crushed The amount of juice

extracted is about 54 per cent of the weight of the uncrushed cane Rather more
than one third of the same weight will be good cane fibre fit for rope making and the

rest is broken fibre good only lor fuel

Working mills in partnership —Generally several cultivators join together

in working a belna In Sikh times there was a tax called hunda of R5 on each

belna 1 nis tended to prevent the und e increase of mills but now if the men of a

village do not pull together well a needless number of belnas are found When
a partnership has been formed it will consist of 3 or 5 fogs each jog consisting of four

bullocks But the term is also applied to as much juice as four bullocks will press at

one time and this is 2 matti that is two of the pots into which the juice drains So
then 1 jog or jort » 4 bullocks 2 matti The partners then settle how many jog
each man is to crush at a time the usual number being 20 to 25 that is 40 to 50 pots

Having done this they cast lots who is to begin and in what order the others are to

follow 1 hen work begins the men and cattle of the partnership working together

The man whose cane is being crushed supplies the stoker of the boiling furnace He
also arranges for the carriage of the cane from the field, and if gur is made manages
the manufacture himself The partners merely help at the mill and supply one trasher

perjog who gets as his wages the arrow of the cane In a vear like this when fodder

is scarce the whole country is only too glad to go out and trash for the sake of the

arrows It is a great advantage to begin as the later ones turn the more danger of

frost and in no case does the cane improve by delay In some places it is the cus

tom to have daily turns but this is only possible when gur is made or if rab is made
when all the produce goes to one trader as it would be impossible to arrange for

daily despatches of rab to different purchasers It would take about eight days to press

20 to 25 jogs at 2 to 3 per diem This would represent the produce of 13 to 14 poles

per diem or about 160lb of gur (crude sugar)
The Boiling house —When the juice has been extracted it may be made

into gur or rab Gur is itself a completed product and can be kept or sold at once in

the market But rdb is made only for the purpose of subsequent curing and can be

sold only to curers directly or indirectly it may be said that as a rule the cultiva

tors themselves manufacture gur while rab is manufactured by their money lenders

The methods employed are very simple Near the village close to the mill is the

boiling house—one for each mill—made of thick mud walls and with a flat roof It

has a doorway, but no door It is generally about 18 feet long and 8 broad There

is no aperture in the roof for the smoke to escape and in consequence one has to sit

as close to the floor as possible to see anything and escape being stifled At one end

of the room is the furnace A hole about 5 feet deep and the same in diameter but

narrowing at the top is dug inside the boiling house Over this the pan is placed

and fixedm its place with mud plaster to prevent waste of heat The pan may be on

a platform of earth a foot high or level with the ground In the latter case the

stoke hole by which fuel is supplied to the furnace is in a small excavation at^one

side of the pan two or three feet square and a foot deep Outside the house at tne

opposite side of the wall to the furnace a pit of the same depth and about six teet

square is dug and at the bottom a hole is made connecting this pit and tne turnace

Through this hole the ashes are raked out of the furnace On a level with the floor

on any side found convenient another hole is made and often a rough mua wall is

built a couple of feet off facing the hole and connected by another wall with the side

of the boiling house This forms a rough chimney with one side open Through this
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hole most of the smoke escapes About 3 feet above the ground over this orifice a
small frame-work of branches of trees is fastened and on it the begass or crushed cane
to be used for fuel is smoke-dried Trash and begass form the only fuel used For
boiling the juice a single pan of iron is used about 4 feet in diameter and one foot
deep It is made now commonly of sheet iron which is much cheaper than the hand
wrought iron that was formerly employed The pan has two large iron handles

Manufacture of rah —The manufacture of rdb is carried on in this way —
When the earthen pot (matti ) is full it is brought into the boiling house and
the broken pieces of cane which are at the mouth are picked out and the pot
filled full again with other juice so that the trader may get his full measure
The rab maker then takes a large strainer of cotton cloth and placing it over
the pan has the contents of the pot emptied into the pan through the strainer

He then wrings out the strainer and ties it up to a looped rope made of cane
fibre suspended from the roof just over the pan Any juice tnat remains in the
strainer can drain out gradually into the pan The furnace has been heated and
boiling goes on for an hour and a half to two hours The rab maker regulates the
firing which is done by a boy who is supplied by the cultivator In boiling three
stages are recognized The first stage is till the scum breaks 1 his takes place a few
minutes after boiling begins the time depending on the greater or less neat of the
furnace The scum is of a greenish grey colour and when it begins to break the
fissures are white At this point the boiler pours into the pan a couple of quarts of

the extract of the bark of a tree with the object of clearing the juice 1 he bark is

called sughlai or suklai and sells here at the rate of about 30 to 40ft the rupee *

1 he extract is of a grey colour and viscous, and probably acts as the white of an egg
does in clearing soup The scum is next slummed off with a round almost flat per
forated ladle and tnrown into a straining cloth placed over a shallow rectangular
basket made of cotton twigs The baskets rest on the ground on one side and on
the other on a stick placed across a section of the pan Tne skimmenng is continued
till the juice is clear and during it sughlai extract is poured in twice more and
finally a quart or so of plain water is added The second stage during which the

charge is said to be rising now begins and continues almost to the end During
this stage the water of the juice is still in excess and the boiling is less concentrated
than at the final stage While the charge is rising white scum forms in small
quantities on the surface and adheres to the side of the pan and indeed does so till

the boiling is completed This scum is scraped off with the perforated ladle and put
into a small earthen pot from which it is retransferred to the next charge The scum
in the basket strainer is subsequently tied up in the cloth (which is hung up to a peg
in the wall) and any juice left drams into another earthen vessel whence it is poured
into the next charge The remaining scum as well as that got from the straining

before boiling goes to Changars (a wandering tribe) if there are any about If not it

is thrown away or the very poorest of the poor may consume it

At the third stage the charge is said to be bubbling Most of the water has
evaporated and the bubbles of the thick liquid are smaller than in the previous stage

At the proper moment which seems to be determined by experience only the rub
maker pours a little oil rape seed (sarhon) or sesamum (til) about half a wine glass

full into the pan This is said to check too rapid boiling 1 he effect is like that of

oil on a troubled sea The violence of the boiling at once decreases The boiler now
takes a large iron ladle containing perhaps a couple of quarts and takes up some
of the liquid and pours it out He then rubs his finger on the ladle and feels the
consistency of the syrup Again he does so till he is satisfied the boiling has proceed
ed far enough He'also judges of this by what is called the efflorescence In the
centre of tne pan the juice gets whiter than on the sides and tne boiler professes to

sec something resembling flowers principally there but also on the sides A third

guide is the noise made by the boiling syrup when taken up in the ladle and poured
against the side of the pan When the proper consistency is attained what remains
in the pan is Udled into an earthen bowl buried in the earth close to the pan A cloth

is placed between the pan and the bowl to prevent the rdb which falls from the ladle

being dirtied by contact with the earth By this time another matti of juice is stand
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* Suklai is said to be got from the branches of various trees m the Hoshiirpur
and Kangra lower hills These trees are the pula bahal or dhaman barna and
tutn ana in case of necessity the bark of the falsa even may be used But the

pula and bahal are most priced From Stgwarrs Panjab Plants these trees would

seem to be Kydlft C&lycina (
pula ) Grewift oppositlfolia (bahal or dhdman)

Crataeva religiosa (barna) Morns panrifohlt (tutri) and Grewm asiatica

( falsa)
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,nk ready the pan is recharged and the whole process goes on over again I he rab
in the meant me i taken out of the bowl into which it was ladled and is put into a
1 ir^e earthen jar which rests on a pad made of cane fibre and which holds from 240
to 4801b The country jars are small but those got from Tanda in the Hoshi&rt ur
district are lar^e A mark is made on the jar for every bowl of rab put m When
the jar is full it is closed with a cane fibre plug which is tied to the mouth of th jar
and plastered with mud When the trader to whom the r&b belongs sees fit

f
he ha

it removed to the curing house It is considered an advantage to keep the jars when
full some days in the boiling house as the heat is thought to h Ip concentration

Manufacture of gur —The manufacture of hur as ordinarily earned on is ex
ce dingly simple The juice is poured into the pan without any straining The
broken pieces of cane and other impurities which float to the top are taken out by hand
and then the juice is boiled till the ejflorescence appears At this stage the gur maker
takes a short wooden crutch and stirs the boiling mass roun 1 and round and backward
and forwards with the arm of the crutch till the proper consistency 1 attained tl at is till

the cott rete is a soft very pasty mass but not at all ltquid Next the pan which n
the case of gur is not plastered on to the furnace is lifted up by the two handles and
the charge poured and scraped out into a platter made of mud and chopped fibre of the
false hemp plant ( sann ) sun dried about 3 feet in diameter and with a low raised
n n In this it is work d with a ramba such as described above till it becom s ju t

about concentrated enough to retain the shape it is to have A cloth is spread over
one scale of a balance and enough gur put in to equal the 2 seers (5 seers local

w ight about 4lb) m the other scale Then the cloth is closed so as to form a round
ball of the gur which is then taken out and kept till used or sold During this keep
mg it gets gradually drier till outwardly it appears quite dry When the ramba
ball of the gur which is then taken out and kept till used or sold During this keep
mg it gets gradually drier till outwardly it appears auite dry When the ramba
gets clogged with the concrete it is cleaned with a wooden wedge In the Dhak and
Sir vil^ and rarely elsewhere more attention is paid to the manufacture of gur and
impurities are strained out as in the case of rab The resulting gur is whiter than
that ordinarily manufactured and is made into small cakes about the size of a bun
called pest The large round lumps are known as bhelt or rort these latter are
mt stly sold to men from the Malwa who come across with their carts and are not
particular about quality Pest are sold more by retail where a finer kind is needed
They are of no fixed weight but never exceed a pound and a half

Manufacture of shakar —From cane of superior quality especially that grown
on the sdnwin system shakar is made in the same way as the pest gur This

P
roduct differs from gur in that it cannot be formed into big lumps It is consequent
made up into small pieces and these are rubbed by hand till they become a sort

ol powder

ruling of rah aid gur —There appears to be no difference to speak of

b t veen the time rab is bo led and that needed lor gur nor is there any difference

in the way the furnace is heated

The curing house —A sugar curing house consists of a room generally ex
ceeiingly dirty and with no apertures for ventilation There may be one or more
vats and their size vanes The shape is usually rectangular When possible two
walls of the room are utilized to form two sides of tne vat and the two other sides are
formed of low walls made of bnck and mud plaster At the bottom of the vat are
placed pieces ol wood extending from one end to the other or crossways and spaces

between them On these a matting of sarr (Saccharum Munja) is placed and this

is covered vith a cloth The sides of the vat are faced with a matting made of nver

flags Under the floor of the room but not under the vat is a cellar connected by
a narrow well with the top of the floor When the rab edmes from the mill it is

mptied out of the earthen jars into any convenient vessel by men who get half an
anna for each small jar and from one anna to an anna and a quarter for each of the

laige iars The rab has to be extracted by means of a ramba or trowel It is earned

into tne curing house in the vessel into which it has been emptied and is there trans

ferred to the vat When the vat ts full the rdb is left m it tor several days without

further itreatment except that the room is kept full of smoke especially at night in

order it is said to dry the rdb After eight or ten days the rdb is smoothed down and

covered with a layer ofjdld a couple of inches thick The j&la (Hydrilla verticillmta)

is a plant found m streams, and in this district is got mostly from the Bern river but

also trom the Sutlej It is collected by a caste called Jhiwars and the price which

is fixed per 100 mans (of 33th each) of rdb to be cured depends on the distance to

which it has to be earned Close to the Bern the pnee is about R i 8 per 100 mans
1 wo other aquatic plants which I cannot identify karelt and bhdlu are also used

but not commonly though kareU is said to be better than /ala Every third day the

fdld is turned up and a fresh supply put below it next to the sugar The old jdid
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is not removed but is placed over the new layer The effect of the jdla is to turn the

upper crust of the rdb of a whitish colonr and to soften it so that it becomes some-
what powdery When the second supply f tala is given the soft white upper layer

oi the sugar is scraped off with a small curved iron scraper This is done m the

evening and the next day the sugar which has been thus got is placed on coarse

sacking made of false hemp and trampled by men for several hours in the sun after

which it is of a very pale straw colour and is known os khand while before it was
called bed This process is repeated every time jdla is applied till the curer thinks

h has got as much out of his rab as he can In the meantime the molasses or syrup
\ hich was in the rab has beeen draining away through the straining cloth at the

bottom of the vat into the spaces between the pieces of wood and th nee has flowed

through an orifice in one corner of the vat into a bowl shaped hole in the floor and
th nee into the cellar When needed it can be drawn up through the well 1 he time
needed for curing a vat is from six weeks to two months and the jala will be renewed
10 to 15 times Occasionally when the vat is hlled a solution of about 1 ft of 5 jjt

(impure carbonate of soda) m 30 times its weight of water to every 100 mans (of

3^ft each) of rdb is poured over the rab But this system is going out of fashion

J he j did is not applied! when wet and so its effect seems hardly that obtained n the

claying process the principle of which is the washing out tne molasses from the
crystals by means of the wat r draining away from the wet clay

Grades of Cured Sug r —The cured sugar obtained by this process maybe
taken as three tenths of the rab In the Dnak one third is said to be got and
further to the west only one fourth But three tenths is a fair average and these

great differences are somewhat doubtful A certain amount of wastage takes place

a 1 there is also loss irom evaporation It is difficult to say what this amounts to

but probably it will not be far from one tenth of the rab used I he rest is shira or

m lasse The cured sugar is not of uniform quality Some recognize more some
fe ver classes but there may be said to be three generally recognized grades The
t >p layers are called chitti khand or white khand below them is second class khand
while the lowest portion is talauncha Chitti khand is of a lighter colour than second
class khand while tal luncha is of a dark brown colour The amount of each turned
out depends entirely on the maker If much chxtti khand is made there is said to be
great loss ot sugar which drams away with the molasses owing to the repeated
action of the jdla If the manufacturer is making for the upper Panjdb market he
will produce much chitti khand but if for the Malwa and K£jput£na markets he
makes the lower qualities In places where Europeans have penetrated the first class

kh ind is also called chim but this name is applied by the people to a refined sugar
which will be noticed hereafter

Molasse Sugar —Before going on to refined sugars the manufacture of
molasses sugar may be noticed About 30 to aoft(i5to o seers) of molasses are
boiled in an iron pan for about three auarter of an hour till the mass is reduced to
three fourths of its original weight No straining or purifying tak s place The time
of boiling may be less or more depending on the extent to which the furnace is

heated The resulting gur is made into large lumps and shoved into bags where
it settles into a solid mass Large but very variable quantiti s of molasses sugar are
made The amount depends entirely on the demand of the day

Refined Sugar —The refined sugars usually made are mtsn kuzd misn and
chim or bura Misn is made m this way A certain amount of khand (say one
man of 82ft) mixed with one fourth its weight of water is 1 oiled in a large pan
When the scum collects at the top as in the manufacture of rdb about one pint of
milk is mixed with a gallon of wat r and poured into the pan afterwards a quart of
water is added twice and finally half a pint of milk in a quart of water is poured in
AH this is to make the impurities m the khand rise, when they are repeatedly skimmed
off When the syrup has been thus cleared it is removed from the fire and as
much as is needed is put into another pan which is boiled again till the proper stage
is arrived at, when the contents of the pan are poured into a flat iron tray about feet
in diameter and with a raised edge of about an inch in height Here it stands for a
few hours Occasionally a second boiling is poured over the first in which case, when
the mtsrt is removed from the tray, it separates into two thin flakes The tray is then
placed in a slanting position, and the syrup or treacle in the sugar drains out of holes
made m the lower edge of the mass

As this draining goes on only for one day a good deal of syrup is left, and so
mtsrt is never really dry It is of a damp yellowish white colour and shows the
crystals clearly About three parts of mtsrt are made out of four of khand or a
tnfle less In making chini or bura the preliminary stage is the same as in the case
of mtsn the khand is mixed with water boiled defecated with milk skimmed and
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removed from the fire From the syrup thus obtained half a dozen large ladle-fulls

are boiled again till the proper consistency is reached which is much the same
as that of rdb The contents of the pan are then poured into another pan and
rubbed against the sides with a small crutch till they set solid which occurs m a few
minutes They are then scraped off with an iron instrument something like a chisel
and pounded with the crutch for about ten minutes The result is a very soft floury
almost white sugar which is chxm or bura There is no waste to speak of in making
c/ttnf—one in forty is what is usually reckoned Kuna misri is simply sugar-candy
The syrup after refining with milk and re boiling as in the case of misn is poured
into small round earthen moulds in which are suspended several threads When it

has set the mould is turned upside down and any superfluous molasses drains on
along the threads Kuna mtsn is of varying quality some being quite white and
some yellow In some the crystals are found only along the threaas and in a thin
layer on the sides of the mould while in some the whole mould is filled up with
crystals The quality depends on the khand used and also on the amount of clear
ing the syrup gets In first-class candy milk will be used half a dozen times crys
talhzation is completed m about four days and the candy is ready in a week

Quality of the sugars and average prices —Relation of saccharine product to
each other —The following table will show the chief saccharine products of the
district and the relation they bear to each other Vinegar is also made for home use
but further notice of it is not needed —

Cane juice (ras)

~"i
Shakar

Talauncha

Kuna misn Chtm or Dura Shlra ka gur

Gut is also known as hand stydh and shanar is also called shakar surtth Bpt

the second names are not used by ordinary country people but by those who wish fo

show their learning So too khand is also known as shakar tan The word hand
is At able and the origin of the English word candy Khand is the same as the

Hindustani khdnd and the distinction between the two words kand and khand should

be carefully kept in view 1 hey may have the same root all the same It is a
question what English terms should be used to express these products gur and
shakar are apparently the same thing the only difference being shakar is made from

a superior quality of juice and that its particles have not the same cohesiveness as

those of gur As far as I can see gur and shakar are what is known as concrete

sugar and in any case this is a very suitable name For rdb nothing seems better

than undrainea raw sugar as suggested by the late Mr Q Butt OS in his

paper on Sugarcane cultivation Shajahdnpur District Khand is raw [or

'moist or brown or grocery ] sugar and talauncha is merely an inferior

quality of khand Shira is molasses and the gur made from it may be called

molasses sugar a well recognized term Misri might be called crystal! zed sugar

though the term lacks definiteness Kuna misn and similar products called simply
kand and made in a mould are sugar-candy Chint might be designated soft

refined sugar As to let it is only boiled fermented cane-juice or 7 uncrystalliz

able boiled cane-juice To the unlearned in sugar making the name loaf-sugar or

lump-sugar would give the best idea of what misn is But loaf sugar is

already appropriated to the finest product of the mo t scientific refining* ana to use

the name mignt mislead those most interested in having accurate information If a
technical term is to be used crystal sugar would seem more appropriate but
for the same reason that leads to tne rejection of loaf-sugar it is perhaps better

to have a more indefinite name When on the subject of names the often

repeated derivation of misn from Mist (Egypt) and chlni from Chin (China) may
be noticed
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Pnces —Sugar candy is but little made and not everywhere Mtsn and chint are
made by all confectioners and in large quantities but only to supply local demands
Shakar also is consumed mostly locally

Gut both ordinary and tnat made from molasses khand talauncha and molas
ses are largely exported * Let as already said is of no value The average prices

for a long series of years from 1862 1881 may be taken as these —
* Rib 16 Gur 15 Shakar 12 and Khand 4 sers per rupee [the ser is 2ft nearly]

Prices Have been comparatively steady The present prices are approximately

—

Rdb 16 . Gur (pesf) 14 ,
Gur (bheli) 16 ? Gur (or molasses 26 Khand (chitti) 4 1

Khand (2nd quality) 5 Khand (Talauncha) 8 j Shfra 42 Misn 3 Chinf 3^ and
Kuza misn 2 sers tne rupee (This is the expected season s price, but it has not been
fixed yet

)

Hoshiarpur — Three pairs of bullocks are generally required to

work it atone time and if worked night and day nine pairs are necessary

There are however smaller belnas worked by only two pairs of bullocks

A belna costs R30 and lasts about seven years but its rollers have to be
constantly renewed The village carpenter takes R2 for setting it up every

year as well as four canes a day while the pressing is going on and a
drink of the juice every third or fourth day Another of nis perquisites is

half a ser (kacha)
of gur for every large vessel (chatt

)

of juice expressed

The bullocks cost from R20 to K25 each and last five or six years An
iron boiling pan (karah) is also required costing from R16 to R20 if hired

it costs R4 a year The number of hands required to work a sugar press

are— (1) a man or boy to drive each pair of bullocks (2) a man to put the

bundles of canes between the rollers called dohra (3) another to pull out

the canes on the other side and pass them back called mohra
The canes are tied m bundles of 50 or 60 called datha and are passed

through the press 30 or 40 times until the juice is all extracted The dry

stalks or cane trash called pachhi are useful for making ropes and mats
and for tying sheaves of corn m the spring harvest A belna is generally

worked by partners who help each other in stripping the leaves of the cut

canes and preparing them for the press and in providing bullocks to

work it The juice as it exudes flows into an earthen vessel called kalart

from which it is carried to the boiling pan
The next process is the boiling ot the juice and it differs according to

the article required The cultivator makes either

—

* Gur—Coarse undrained sugar or compost
* Shakkar—Coarse undrained sugar dried

Mai rdb—
1

The sugar material from which drained sugar is made

MANUFAC
TURK
in the
Panjab.

Jullunder

Hoshiarpur
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Forthe first two the boiling process is the same In making gur the

boiled juice is emptied into a flat dish called gand and allowed to cool

when it is worked up into round balls For shakkar the cooled substance
in the gand is well worked with the hands into a powder Gur and
shakkar will not generally keep good for more than a few months they

deteriorate in the damp weather of the rainy season and lose their colour

but are still saleable at a reduced price for a year or two In making mal
rob the cane-juice is not boiled so much as for gur or shakkar but auring Conf with pp
the process a material called (sukldt) consisting of a gummy preparation 295, 305

of the bark of the pola (Kydia caiycina) and sometimes of the dhaman

¥
xrewia oppositifolia) is dropped into the boiling pan to clarify the juice

he scum is taken off as it rises and when the juice has been boiled suflfi

ciently it is emptied into open vessels and when cool into large earthen

jars called matt The plan of using three or four separate boiling pans as

• Molasses are also extensively used locally in the preparation of tobacco for

smoking purposes
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in the North West Provinces is not followed here except in one village m
Dasuah (Hard ) Khandpur) where the method has been introduced by a
man from the south The leaves and refuse of the cane are used for feed

ing the fire which is tended by a man called jhoka The boiling and
straining are superintended by one of the partners of the belna if gur or
shakkar are being manufactured and in the case of md f r&b by a servant
of the trader who has agreed to purchase the rab called rtibia

The making of drained raw sugar (khand) is generally carried out by a
regular trader The process requires a great deal of superintendence and
few cultivators proceed further than the making of the first crude sub tances

above mentioned In making khand the mal rab is emptied into large
vats

(
khdchnt ' lined with matting capable of holding from 80 to 400

maunds of rab At the bottom of the vat are a number of small channels
leading to reservoirs outside and on this flooring are placed pieces of wood
on which is a reed mat over that a piece of coarse cloth (pal) the sides of

which are sewn to the side mats in the vat After a time the molasses
(shtra) exudes through the cloth and matting at the bottom to the reser

voirs outside and is thence collected in earthen jars After the rab has
been in the vat about 10 days and the mass hardened sufficiently to bear
a man s weight it is worked up with an iron towel so as to break up all

lumps and smoothed with a flat dish previously rubbed with ghi Then
layers of jala (Potamogeton) a water plant are placed on the top and after

every few days the jdla is rolled up and the dr) white sugar at the top of

the mass taken off and fresh jala put next to the rdb the old jala being
placed over that so that as the sugar s extracted the super incumbent
weight of jdla increases Towards tne end if it is found that the weight
of jala is carrying sugar as well as molasses through the pal some of the

old idla is taken off It takes three or four months to empty an ordinary

v it by this process If begun when the weather is cold it is customary to

light a fire in the room containing the vats before putting on the jdla in

order to make the molasses dram off quicker The sugar taken off is

spread out on a piece of coarse canvas on a hard piece of ground in the sun

and well trodden with the feet until it has been reduced to a dry powder
1 his substance is called khand and sometimes chin and is the ordinary

coarse drained sugar sold in the market The other forms of sugar are —
Bara made from khand boiled in water and clarifud with milk When
the substance has become a sticky mass it is taken off the fire and well

worked with a piece of wood until it becomes a dry powder Another
kind of inferior bura is made in the same way from the sugar which adheres

to the jdl 1 in the vats Mtsrt also made from khand mixed with water

and boiled to evaporation It is then put into a flat dish called taw

t

and
when set placed in a slanting position for the moisture to dra n off Kuna
mtsrt prepared as mtsrt only with the best khand After boiling the

preparation is poured into little round earthen vessels in which threads are

placed and when the sugar has set the vessels are inverted The crystals

adhere to the sides of the vessels and the threads and the moisture drains off

The vessels are then broken and the su^ar taken out This is the ordinary

candied sugar Talaunchd coarse moist red sugar being either that left

at the end of the draining process in the vat or molasses containing sugar

and boiled and drainea a second time also called dopak Peprt the

treacly sugar that adheres to the pieces of wood of the reed mat at the

bottom of the vat
It is difficult to put down the real cost of cultivation as sugar-cane is

only one of many crops grown by the cultivator and nearly all the labour

expended on it is that of his own hands and of his family and servant

but the marginal table is an average estimate for four acres of sugar cane
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which is about the amount that one belna can press The results of ex

penments made as to the outturn of sugar cane are given below :

—

MANUFAC
TUBE
In the
Panjab

Year Detail

Area under
expen
ment

Total
outturn of

gur

Average
outturn
per acre

Character of

harvest

1879 1
Irrigated

Umrngated

Acres
6

21 8

Mds
102 3

404 1

Mds
17 1

185 |
Average

1880
-J

Irrigated

Ummgated
2 4

33 4

29
643 5

12 1

19 3
j- Good

1881
|

Irrigated

Unirrigated

6 2

40 9

159 5
810 2

25 7

20 3 J*

Very good

1882
|

Irrigated

Umrngated
4 5
28 6

97 1

490 8
21 5
17 2 J-

Average

Total
|

Irrigated

Ummgated*
19 1

124 7

387 7
2 368 6

1

20 3
19 0

Total >43 8 27565 19 2

Hoshlarpur

Seed 20
Manure 8
Field labour 30
Carpenter 2

Hire of boiling jpan 4
Aveiage annual cost of belna 4
fhoka or fireman 6
Other labour at the sugar press 8
Government revenue 14

Total 96

Or an average of R24 per acre

In every case the outturn of gur has been taken not boiled juice or
tab It is curious that the average produce on ummgated lands on which
the majority of experiments has been carried out should be higher in two
years than that on irrigated The fact is that scarcely any irrigation is

required in this district the great sugar-growing tracts have a naturally
moist soil and even where irrigation is available it is often not usea
From the above statistics we are justified in taking 19 maunds of gur as a
good all round average per acre. Assuming the price current to be 16 seers
per rupee the value of the outturn on four acres would be R190 or R478
per acre and the net profit of the cultivator R23 8 per acre The profit

should be much the same if mdl rdb is made as the rather larger outturn
of this commodity as compared with gur and the lower price counterbalance
each other But as a rule rdb is more profitable as the cultivator gets
ready money for it at once In the case of gur he has to consider the
market in selling and meanwhile some of it is eaten in the family and
some must generally be given to friends and relations Captain Mont
gornery had an experiment carried out in order to show a statement as
given in Appendix 1 1 Government of India Resolution No 505 A , dated
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30th May 1882 Department of Revenue and Agriculture The results are
—

,
given in the margin The outturn of

Percentage on gur here is much larger than the
outturn average given above tor the whole
per acre

Canca ju ce Rdb district Even so the outturn per
acre is only about three-fifths of tnat

Maunds given for the Shdhjehdnpur district

Cane 296 though the relative percentages be-
e ^ so 3

g
tween the different manufactured

c as# 87 17 a commodities are much the same
xf*

d 9i 64 370 Canes are never sold m the bulk
f 30* 6 9 13 8 60 3 because the growing and pressing~ 1 = are done by the cultivator only near

towns are they sold separately for chewing The estimated outturn per
acre is about 300 maunds equivalent to 10 tons and 14 cwt The average
market prices of the different kinds of sugar are as follows —

Oi tturn
per acre

Canes Ju ce

Maunds

296

U9 50 3

34 1 5 S 3 8

35# 87 17 a

9* 3 a 6 4
ao| 6 9 13 8

i growing and pressing
r the cultivator only near

Fnglish

Equivalent
Native
name

Price
per

Rupee

English
Equivalent

'

Native
name

Price per
Rupee

Boiled cane-juicc

Undramed sugar

Common drain
ed sugar

Mdl rdb

f Gur
{ Shakkar

Khand

19 seers

16

*3

4 A

Better sorts of

drained sugar
Candied sugar
Very coarse
red sugar

Molasses

fBura
1 Mn>n
Kuaa misn
f Pa auncha
\Pepn
Shira

3 seers

A
A
8
Not ordinary
Sold 32 seers
per rupee

* As a rule the cultivator is under no obligation to the money lender
during the period of cultivation nor m the pressing if only undrained
sugars (gur or shakkar

)
are made. If mal rdb is made the trader often

gives an advance when the pressing begins calculated on the prob
able outturn and accounts are settled after the whole has been delivered

Interest at 24 per cent is usually charged only on the balance if the out
turn has been over-estimated The refinement of sugar is very seldom
attempted by any but the most opulent cultivators Probably not more
than two or three per cent of cultivators proceed further than the making
of gur shakkar or mal fab (Gas Hoshtarpur 97101)

V -CENTRAL PROVINCES
Nothing further need be said regarding the sugar manufactures of

these provinces to what has already been given in Mr d B Fuller 8
paper republished above (pp 187* 95) in connection with cultivation

The sugar manufactures of these provinces are relatively unimportant,

VI—CENTRAL INDIA AND RAJPUTANA
So much has already been said regarding the sugar production of these

states in the chapter on Cultivation (pp 195 208) that it does not seem
necessary to furnish a special chapter on the sugar manufactures In
some of the states sugar candy is made and obtains a high reputation
such as that of Bikanfr

VII -BOMBAY AND SIND
In 1887 the Director of Land Records and Agriculture Bombay fur

mshed a note on sugar from which the following may be here given 1

—

Sugar-boding Pans —These are either of copper or iron The iron pan is
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far the most common Pans again are of two descriptions On the one hand is

found a shallow wide pattern and on the other a narrow deep pan As far as I

have been able to ascertain the Bassem pan is the only one of the latter description

It demands a far greater amount of fuel but it is credited with making better and
more lasting gul There is no doubt that as elsewhere the deep narrow pan will

in time disappear for its consumption of fuel is greater than the scarcity ana higher
price of fuel will allow without special concessions such as have up to date been
made from forests in Bassem Even in Balsir close by the shallow pan is used I

know of no place except Kinara where the shallow pan is made of copper The
iron pans vary to some extent in size and also in depth 1 he shallowest and widest
is that used m Poona where fuel is dear With it there is no difficulty in making
gul with no other fuel than the crushed cane The capacity of the Poona pan is ird
greater than of the Bassem pan The comparative requirement of fuel may thus be
stated The Bassem pan requires for an equal weight of juice as large a weight of

dry wood as the 1 oona pan aoes offreshly squeezed cane 1 have experimentally
demonstrated this fact

The iron pan costs about Rao and lasts three or four years In Bassein the copper
pan costs much more (say R75) lasts much longei and is sold f< r its

r
ull value as

copper when no longer fit for use But for its initial cost the shallow K&nara copper
pan would prtbably be extensively used

Cane Mills —Wooden mills are slowly but gradually and surely giving place
to the improved iron mills of which several patterns are coming into use These I

shall describe separately The objections to the iron mills are purely imaginary
1 he most common one is that the juice is discoloured It is even asstrted that the
wooden mill extracts a larger percentage of juice but this is so far from being the
fact that the chief merit of the iron mill is its efficiency On the Bhadgaon Farm
iron mills have after long and patient waiting overcome all prejudices l he only
complaint comes from the Kumbh&rs (or potters) who by custo n claim the crushed
cane as their remuneration for supplying the pots and vessels required to receive
the juice from the mill The wooden mill was so imperfect that the Kumbhars were
able to extract a considerable amount of juice from the crushed cane and to make
Potters gul They can get nothing from the cane which has passed through
the iron mill In Surat Ahmadabad Kaira and the P&lanpur Agency a few iron

mills are now m use but the wooden mill still holds unimpaired sway m the rest of

Gujarat
In the Deccan iron mills are pushing their way The inventor of a three-

roller mill at Poona—whose mill will be described—has pushed his invention with
great energyand is overcoming all objections I he ryots can seldom buy mills but
Freely hire tnem

1

he cost of the wooden mill made of babhul is from R20 to R25 and that lasts

ten years if well made and if kept under water in a well during the hot season
There are two patterns of indigenous wooden mills—one with two and the other

with three upright 1 oilers In the former the upper portion of the rollers forms a male
and female screw respectively and is called the navra navrt—husband-and wife— mill

1 he only difference m the latter is that there are two female screws one on each side

of the male to the top of which is attached the lever at each end of which the bullocks
are yoked The cane is passed and repassed as often as 6 times but generally only

3 times till the juice has been extracted as far as possible In the double squeeze
pattern the cane is thrust through between the male and one female screw and back
between the main and the other female screw In the single squeeze it is thrust
back as it came I do not know the origin of the different patterns or their com
parative merits

The following patterns of iron mills are in use —
1 Three-roller horizontal mills by McOnie of Glasgow or imitated from them

of different sizes The largest has rollers 16 in diameter and 30 long and cost
about Ri 000 The smallest possesses rollers 8 m diameter and 14 long Cost
R500

2 Three-roller upright mill patented by Mr Subrav Ohowhan of Poona
with iron frame The rollers are smooth This mill is made in sizes with rollers

varymgfrom 4 to 13" and costing from R25 to R300 The R200 size (rollers 11 )

is the favourite It is hired at Ri per diem

3 Single and double-squeeze Bihia mill The former has rollers S'^xic/'
The latter two rollers 7 x8 and one break roll 4} x8 Cost R 150 and R160 re
spectively The rollers are slightly grooved

It is not necessary to discuss tne respective merits of the iron mills AH arc
far superior to the wooden mills They save in time and labour and extract a larger

*?sr
lar*
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percentage of juice The most efficient is the horizontal pattern by McOme but

its price is very high The Bihia mill are very portable Wooden mills aie super

seded wherever any of the iron mills are available for hire hew ryots can afford

to purchase and the village Bama is not educated to the point of encouraging agri

cult iral improvement yet
*

Khandesh — Sugar making is carried on by all the better class of

cultivators Great stone sugar mills found tn many of the Satpuda
valleys show that sugar cane used to be more widely grown than it now
is The molasses is sold by the maker to the village shop keeper at the
rate of from ijrf to 2 \d vi—ii annas) a pound The dealer generally
gathers a considerable quantity and forwards it to one of the district trade
centres Pimpalner and Ner in Dhulia are the chief producers of sugar
and the supply is gradually distributed among the district shop keepers
and travelling pedlars 1 he yearly outturn is estimated at about 1 100
tons Almost all classes use it and little leaves the district Much is 1m
ported bv rail The ordinary retail price varies from 2\d to 3d (ifc—

2

annas) a pound with a slight rise during the marriage seasons In preB dainties the rich classes make use of refined sugar brought from
ly and Benares

Sweetmeats are made in most large villages The makers are chiefly

Hindus of the Parieshi Gujarat Vani and Bhatia castes The industry
supports about 100 families the women helping the men Their work is

pretty constant but they are specially busy in the marriage seasons and
at fairs They work from six to eight hours a day They buy the sugar
and spices and offer the sweetmeats for sale in their shops or at fairs and
markets Sometimes materials are given them to be made up for a feast
The industry is faitly prosperous the monthly earnings of a family vary
ing from £1 to (Kioto R30) The sweetmeats of Dhulia Chopda
Jalgaon and Bhusdval have a special local name Very few leave the
district —(Bomb Gan XII 226 )

Kolhapur —The following account of sugar manufacture completes
the passage from the District Gazetteer the first half of which has been
given in the chapter of this article which deals with the cultivation of the
cane —

1 he mill is set up in a corner of the field and e nploys about s venteen hands and
sixteen bullocks Five men called phadkans are employed in cutting topping and
stripping the cane hresh-cut canes give a larger percentage of juice and so the cane
is cut as required by the mill One man called molkya or the bundle-man carries the
cut canes to the mill The khdndkya chops the canes into pieces about a yard long
The tops* with one joint are kept for seed cuttings and the lower pieces are tied

in bundles Seven men work at the mill 1 he bharkavlya feeds the mill with the
cut cane rece ved from the kdndyagh dinar The lendkavlya sits on the side of the
mill opposite the feeder and thrusts back between the rollers the pieces of cane as
they come through Each piece passes three times between the rollers The crushed
cane or chipped is burnt with other fuel for boiling the juice Two men called

Pdtkyas drive the bullocks yoked to the mill Two called daemodes take the mice
that falls into the mandan an earthen pot lar^e enough to hold about sixty gallons
to the boiling pan and they also remove the boiled juice from the boiling pan or kdtl
The boiling pan which is large enough to hold about 120 gallons is placed on a stone
and is heated by a long flue When the scum rises in bubbles and breaks into white
froth the juice is sufficiently boiled This takes about three to four hours The
impurities in the juice rise with the scum and are taken out with a bamboo sieve or
vdvdt To cause impurities to nse the juice is constantly stirred and sometimes a
handful of ashes of the myrobalam and milkbush or aghdda (Achyr&ndms aspera)

* As pointed out in several other places the Natives of India in many parts of the
country

j
use the tops&for their seed-cane (Con/ with pp 128 140 184 217 240)

t If it is intended to give here milk bush as the equivalent of aghdda a mistake
has been made since Achyranthus has no milky sap the ghada yields an ash
largely used however in dyeing etc and is likely enough to be used for the purpose
indicated
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are added to it An expert styled the gulrandhya from time to time takes a little
juice between his fore-finger and thumb to see whether the boiling has been carried
on sufficiently When he is satisfied the juice is poured into a woooen trough to cool
and from the trough into regular holes made in the ground and lined with cloths
to keep out dirt At this stage the juice is called hakvt or molasses which in the
1 oles crystallizes into raw sugar are dark brown in colour and weigh thirty six to forty
pounds I he kindling of the fire and feeding it are entrusted to tw< men called
chuljalya or hearth burners These are generally village Mhars The burning
cinders to light the fire must be brought from a Mhar's nouse 1 he labourers who
work at the mill are paid in kind at the rate of three canes and 2\ pounds of raw
sugar I he village servants or balutedars are paid in proportion to the work they
do The carpenter or utdr has the largest share of work He repairs the water
lifts and keeps the mill in good order He receives six pounds of raw sugar and
eight canes a day while the pressing is going on The leather worker or chumbh r

repairs the leather bags and buckets and leather ropes and fastenings and rc< e ves
half as much as the carpenter 1 he blacksmith who mends the field tools the M4ng
who Supplies ropes and whips the potter who supplies earthen pc ts t! e barbei who
shaves the husbandman and the washerman ho washes hi clothes areentitl d to three-
fourths of a pound of raw-sugar and three canes a day so long as the mill is at
work The taril sweeps the place where the mill works and gets three p mnds of
raw sugar and five canes The Brahman astrologer the Jain Ui tdhya ind the
Ling yat Jangnm fix the day for working the mill and are granted two pounds cf
raw sugar on the first day The village Gurar prays to Ganpati to remove all

difficulties that may come and the Mulldni or Muhammadan priest extends the
pre tectic n of his patron saint by distributing ashes of frankincense burnt before the
saint These get one fourth of a pound of raw sugar t vo canes and a pot full of
juice once only during the course of the pressing When the pressing and boiling is

over and the gul is being removed to the village the village balutedcrs receive naif
as much as they have already earned Believing that retail sale of sugar canes in the
held will bring him ill luck and freehanded gifts will be rewardtd by a plentiful
outturn the husbandman freely gi es cane juice and bits of new raw sugar to any
one who asks for them and crowds of beggars throng the field It 1 estimated that
about twenty to twenty five per cent of the produce thus goes in wages and chanty
As the juice easily ferments under the heat of the day pressing and 1 oiling take place
at night I or home consumption the husl andman keeps a little molasses 1 he
outturn of the molasses per acre is estimated at about 1 170 gallons worth about
£22 1 os (R2 5)

Except in some of the villages of the Alta Kagal Karrir andShirol sub divisions
no sugar is made in the State The craft of sugar making in Kolhapur is of late
growth and is wholly in the hands of Jains Lmgdyats and Musalmans Because
it was first made at Yelgund in Alta by a Gujarat Musalman sugar maker about thirty
years ago

?
Kolhapur sugar 1 called Yelgundt Of late it has improved in quality

and quantity Most of the sugar cane juice in Yelgund and in the surrounding
villages is made into sugar and sugar of the present day is far superior in colour ana
taste to what it was about twenty years ago I he sugar refiner Duys the juice off

husbandman at 145 (R7) a can of 120 gallons Except that more care is taker
to skim off the impurities the juice is boiled in the same wav as in raw sugar making
To aid the rising of impurities to the surface a handful of ashes of the bhendx
(Hibiscus esculentus) is dropped into the boiling juice The boiled juice is then
poured into a wooden trough and from it into earthen jars where it consolidates
After a week or ten davs the Tumps are put in a boiling pan rubbed inside with salt
water and heated The syrup is then poured into a bamboo basket six feet in circum
fcrence and two and a half to three feet in height and placed on a stool 1 me inchef
high Under the stool is dug a hole in which the tread drains from the basket
ror a week the basket is kept thus Then the surface of the sugar in the basket is

stirred to the depth of nine inches two to three pounds of milk are poured into it

and the surface is smoothed with pitdli or platter rubbed with clarified butter The
surface is then covered with a thick layer of moss called kaju in Hindustani^ a
piece of coarse cloth and a layer of sugar-cane leaves one over the other The
drainage in the hole below the stool goes on Every third day the covering of the
basket is taken off the layer of rehned sugar which has been formed is removed and a
fresh layer of the moss is laid In this way all the refined sugar is gradually removed
The treacle which is collected m the hole is sold for making liquor Tne average
acre outturn of sugar-cane is 1 960 gallons of juice worth about £25 (R250) Tne
same quantity of juice when made into sugar yields about 2 250 pounds of sugar
worth £28 (R280) at the average rate of 6t (R3) the man of twenty four pounds
(Bomb Gaa XXIV , 178 180)
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Poona —The reader will find in the first half of the District Gazetteer
an account of sugar cane under the section of Cultivation The follow
ing section has been separated since it not only details the process of

sugar manufacture pursued in Poona but in Ahmadnagar and other parts
of the Bombay Presidency —

When the kahil or shallow circular iron boiling pan has been filled with
juice the fire beneath it is lighted and fed chiefly with the pressed canes After eight
to twelve hours boiling and skimming the juice is partially cooled in earthen pots
and finally poured into round holes dug in the eartn and lined with cloth where
when it forms into lumps called dhep or dhekul it is fit for market The pressing is

done in the open air or in a light temporary shed and goes on night and aay till the
whole crop is pressed A sugar-cane press costs about 42 io$ (R25) an <5 lasts three
or four years The boiling pan either belongs to the owner if he is well to-do or is

hired at a daily or a monthly rate according to the time for which it is wanted The
daily hire of a pan varies from 2s to 4s (Ri to K 2) and the monthly hire from 10s to £1
(R5 to R 10) Each cane-mill employs about twelve workers Seven remove the canes
from the field and strip the leaves One cuts the canes into pieces two feet long
two are at the mill one feeding the mill the other drawing out the pressed canes
one minds the fire and another the boiling pan The last is tne gulvia or sugar man
He is supposed to know exactly when the juice is sufficiently boiled and thickened
to form lumps As most sugar-cane-growers are without this knowledge a sugar
man is hired at 6d (4as ) a day or £1 (Rio) a month The two-feet lon£ pieces of
cane are passed between the upright cylinders two or three at a time To stop any
leaks the pan is smeared with lodan a glazed preparation of udid or nachtti flour

It is then put on the fire-place and the hollow between the pan and the fire-place is

closed with mud About 600 pints (300 shers) of juice are poured into the pan
and the fire is lighted The boiling lasts six or seven hours during which the juice is

constantly skimmed and lime water and nachm flour are thrown into the juice to
keep it from being[ too much boiled When the sugar man thinks the proper time
has come the pan is taken off the fire and the juice with constant stirring is allowed
to cool for about an hour When cool it is poured into cloth lined holes in the
ground two feet deep and a foot-and a half across It is left in the holes for a couple
of days until it has hardened into lumps or nodules weighing fifty to sixty pounds
(29—30 shers) When the lumps are formed they are taken away If the sugar-cane
is of eighteen months growth^ it yields gul equal to one-fourth of the juice boiled in

other cases it yields about a sixth If tne juice is allowed to overboil it cannot make
ths gul it remains the boiled juice of sugar-cane which is called kakavi The
people believe that sugar-cane fed with well water yields one fifth more gul than the
same cane fed by channel water The correctness of this belief is doubtful

As far back as 1839 4° the growth of Mauritius cane spread greatly in Junnar
The land was well suited to this cane the supply of water was abundant and the

people were anxious to grow it Mr Dickinson a planter of considerable expenence
in the Weft Indies was employed in making sugar But the produce did not find

a ready market He turned his refuse sugar and treacle to account by manufactur
ing rum In 1841 besides fifty seven acres planted by the people on their own ac

count about 100 acres were planted in Junnar under contract with Mr Dickinson
the manager of the sugar factory at Hivra The sugar was used only by the Euro-
pean inhabitants of Poona and Ahmadnagar In 1842 43 the area under Mauritius
sucar rose from 157 to 388 acres The cultivation spread from Junnar to Khed and
Pao&e Sugar works were started at Hivra by a Joint Stock Company and were after

wards bought by Mr Dickinson InBhimthadia Musalman planted some cane
in Chakar B&g with the view of making sugar and some husbandmen turned out

sugar equal in grain to Mr Dickinson 8 but not free from feculence They also

made gul which was sold at a higher price than that produced from the local cane

At first Mr Dickinson was m the habit of contracting with the husbandmen to

plant cane for him He was afterwards able to obtain a sufficient supply at all times

chiefly from the gardens of Brdhmans headmen and well to-do husbandmen In

1842 Mr Dickinson made 87 000 pounds of sugar worth £ 1 500 (R15 000) more

than the outturn of the previous year Messrs Sundt & Webbe also planted

about three acres of land with Mauritius cane in their garden at Mundhue about five

miles north-east of Poona, and made about si tons (2 826 shers) of gul which was
sold at 16s (R8) the palla of 120 shers In 1844 the area under Mauritius cane rose

from 388 to 547 acres Mr Dickinson S farming continued successful partly

because he was able to dispose of his rum and sugar by Government contracts Man y
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husbandmen were willing to make sugar but from want of capital and of local de-
mand were obliged to content themselves by producing gul

In 1849 Mr Dickinson s sugar had a good year at Hivra He made five

tons (330 mans) of muscavado sugar and sold it to the families of the soldiers and
other Europeans at Poona and Ahmadnagar Among the Natives the demand was
trifling and this discouraged its more extended manufacture The Natives even in

the immediate neighbourhood, preferred the soft blanched sugars sold by the shop
keepers their objection to Mr Dickinson S sugar was its colour but to refine

it would have caused a serious loss in quantity In 1847 a committee which met in

Poona to distribute prizes for the best specimens of superior field products awarded
a prize of ^30 ( R 300 j to two persons One of the prize specimens was some grained
muscavado sugar the other was sugar made by evaporation Before crystallize
tion had set m this sugar had been poured into pots with holes m the bottoms
through which the treacle was allowed to pass A prize of £ 20 (R200) was awarded
to two other Natives for the best brown sugar

t
and a third pnze of j£io (R100) to

two others for the best specimens of rast or inferior sugar All the prize speci

mens came from near Junnar and were due to the exertions and influence of Dr
Qibson

Many particulars of the Poona sugar factory that exist at the present
day will be found in other chapters o? this article but the above informa
tion regarding Mauritius cane and the early efforts to establish sugar
factories may be viewed as of special interest (Conif vnth pp Q4 214 )

Surat — With the double object of introducing a new industry and
of checking the manufacture of liauor the Government of Bombay in

1874 (November 25) authorized the Collector of Surat to spend a sum of

£150 (ft 1 500) in an attempt to introduce the Bengal system of manufac
tunng sugar from the juice of the wild date tree. Skilled workmen
brought from Jessor in Bengal succeeded in making sugar of a market
able value But the returns of the first set of expenments show that
the juice of a date tree which sold as toddy brings in a yearly profit of

3s (ft 1 8) would* if manufactured into sugar yield only is 3d (annas 10)
The expenments have been repeated and the results may be more satis

factory But so far (1876) there would seem to be little reason to expect
that the manufacture of sugar will take the place of the manufacture of
toddy (Bomb Gat II 41)

Thana.—Raw sugar is chiefly made in the Bassein sub-division by PachkAl
shis Mails Native Christian and Samvedi Brahmans The sugar making season lasts

from February to June Women and children help by carrying the sugar cane from
the gardens to the sugar mill or ghdni Eight tools and appliances are used in

making sugar These are the Vila or sickle for chopping the roots of the cane worth
from is to 2s (8 annas Ri) the mill or ghant consisting of two or three rollers each
about a foot m diameter plain and smooth m body with the upper one third cut
into spiral ridges or screws into which the screws of the adjoining roller fit and move
freely while the machine is working The rollers fit into circular grooves on a thick
horzontal plank supported by two strong uprights These grooves communicate
with e ch other and while the cane is being crushed between the rollers they carry
the mice to an earthen pot which is bunea below On the top of the rollers there is

another thick horizontal hoard with circular holes to allow the rollers to move freely
round their axes One of the rollers is longer than the other and has a square top
fitting into a corresponding groove in the yoke beam At the slightly tapering end of
the yoke-beam which is About eight feet long and six inphes square is the yoke
Including the 1 prights the cost of the mill ranges from ^7 to £8 (K70 80) Besides
the mill there are required three or four boiling pans kadkats of copper hemispben
cal in shape with two handles worth from ^3 to £4 (R30 to R40) each five scumming
sieves mamchadtvas copper saucer like pans about a foot in diameter with the
bottom full of small holes except a belt near the sides Over the sieve is a bamboo
about three feet long whose lower end is split into three parts, which by the elasticity

of the cane press tightly against the edge of the sieve and makes the upper part
of the bamboo into a handle five stirring ladles saucer shaped bamboo baskets,
a foot and a half in diameter and provided with a long bamboo handle worth I

\d (2 annas) each two broad mouthed cylindrical earthen pot* or kondvas brought
from Virar at is (8 annas) each two to four dozen earthen pots also called kondyds I

•dSr*
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but sloping- at the lower end and not cylindrical worth 3d (2 annas) each and half a
dozen rods for stirring the juice alter it is poured out of the boiling pan

Besides these appliances one cart worth from £*> to £6 (^50 to R60) and four
pans of bullocks are required But the carts and bullocks belong to the sugar maker s

t,ar len rath r than to his sugar making establishment The earthen pots with narrow
mouths at ( annas) each which as is described below are rtquued forst ring such
of the boiled juice as is intended to make crystallized sugar a e genei ally supplied
by the vdm customers Of late, instead of tne hemispherical copper boiling pan
some sugar makers have introduced the Poona flat bottomed iron boiling pan This
is an improvement as the large iron pan requires less fuel and is not so likely to
overflow

When the can is ripe it
1

pulled out the tops and roots are cut off and the canes
are taken to the mill Tne mill is worked by bullocks and as the rollers revolve a
man sits by and keeps feeding them with fresh cane On the other side of the rollers

a second man receives the squeezed cancs and heaps them on plantain leaves ready
to be again squeezed for to bring out the whcle juice the cane has to be squeezed
half dozen times As the mice gathers in the earthen pot which is buned below
the mill it is removed to tne boiling pan or kadhcn in a small egg shaped jar As
soon as enough juice is collected the pan is moved to the fire place and the juice is

boiled after mixing with it about a pound of shell lime brought from Rangoon and
Kalamb in Basse n When the juice begins to boil the scum is removed by the
mamchadiv the saucer like copper sieve which has already been described If the
mice begins to overflow it is sharply stirred with the long handled saucer shaped
ladles The boiling goes on till the juice if thrown into cold water becomes as hard
as stone Then the juice is poured into a set of earthen pots or into a bamboo basket
lined with a thick layer of di led plantain leaves tirred with a wooden rod and left

to cool If the raw sugar or# tl is to be made into crystallized sugar or v khar the
juice is heated on a less violent fire and poured into eartnen pots with narrow mouths

All the raw sugar or gul made m the district is sold to local and M&rw&r VAnis
to whi m in many cases the sugar makers are indebted 1 he price vanes from £3 to

£4 (R30 to K40) the khandi of 25 mans (700ft) Raw sugar is divided into th ee
classes yellow or pivla red or lal and black or Mala When the boiled juice fails to
become hard enough to make sugar and rema ns a thick molasses like fluid it is known
as kakm and is sold for £1 55 to £2 (ki2^ to R20) a khan it of 25 mans (700ft) As
is noticed later on in crystallizing the raw sugar the part that ctozes through the bot
torn of thejar is also used as molasses Labourers are seldom employed When they
arc they are paid 6d (a annas) a day in cash If they work at night they get about
6d (4 annas) worth of raw sugar Each sugar mill requires eight men, four for

gathering and bringing the cane two to watch the ill and two to boil tne sugar
The sugar pan holds 168 pounds (6 mans) of juice and in the 24 hours if worked
night and day six panfuls can be boiled

The owners of sugar cane gardens whether they are Mails or Brahmans prefer to
dispose of the sugar m its raw or uncrystallized state The whole supply of raw sugar
comes to be crystallized into the hands of Marathas and Gujrat traders and Marwar
V&ms The crystallizing of sugar requires four appliances a number of earthen pots
to hold the raw sugar worth 145 to £\ (R7 to R 10) a hundred a few iron scrap rs with
wooden handles worth 15 (8 anna ) each some coarse cloth worth about 6s (R3) a
stone mortar worth fr>m^s to Ss (R3toR4) wooden pestles with iron tips worth from
is 4d (8 to 12 annas) and sieves worth from is 6d to 2s (1 2 annas to Hi) The
work is done by Native Christian or Musalman labourers who are employed by the
Vams at from 6d to 7\d (4—5 annas) a day The Vims buy the raw 6ugar m large
earthen pots holding about 56ft (a mans) 1 o crystallize the sugar the fir t step is to
bore a hole about the size of tne little finger in the bottom of each of the earthen
pots which contain the raw sugar 1 he sugar pot is then set on a broad mouthed
earthen jar called hand The cover on the mouth of the raw sugar is taken away and
a layer of water plan? Hydnlla verticillata, locally called sakhart sheval or sugar
moss is laid on tne top of the sugar On the third or fourth day the plant is taken
off and the surface of the sugar which by this time has become crystallized scraped
with a curved notch edged knife and put on one side The too layer is called the

flower or phul and weighs about a pound The second layer which is a little duller

in colour is named dana or grain and weighs about a couple of pounds The sugar
of both sorts is then laid in the sun on a coarse cloth 16 yards long and one >ard
broad After lying in the sun for one or two days it is pounded in a stone mortar or

ukhalt by iron tipped wooden pestles It is then passea through a sieve and is ready
for sale Within the last 30 years competition from Mauritius is said to have reduced
the production of crystallized sugar from 600 to 60 khandts
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The great growth oi sugar cane in th neighbourhood of Bassein has on two occa
sions about 1830 and in S5 # led to the opening of a su^ar factory in Bassein In 1829
a Mr Lingard appl ed for land at Bassein to gro v Mauritius sugar cane and other
Superior produce and to start a sugar factory Government anxious to encourage
private ent rprise gave him a 40 years rent free lease of about 83 acres 100 bighas)

ot Ian l on th e planade of Bassein f irt They also advanced him £ 2 300 (R23 000
Lingard S mill was soon built and some sugar cane was planted but his death in

1832 checked the scheme At his death he owed Government £2 300 (R23 000) the
security being a mortgage on the bull ling worth £ 20 (R 200) the land and its

cro[ s Government t ok temporary possession of the estate When the Revenue
Commi loner visited the place in 1833 he found the mill greatly out ol repair He
suggested that it should be made over to some enterprising man and a Hindu named
Narayan Krishna was given a two y ars rent free lease of the estate In 1836

Narayan S tenancy expired He had filled as he could neither bring his sugar to

perfection nor persuade other planters to press at his mill Government who were
exceedingly anxious to extend tne growth of Mauritius cane engaged to remit the rent
of all land under that crop and resolved to let the Bassein estate on favourable terms
In 1837 Messrs McGregor Brownrigg & Co were allowed a trial of the
estate for three months and being sati hed with th result they asked for a
long lease In 1841 they were granted in perpetual lease some 1 15 acres (136 btghas)
near the travellers bungalow on the esplanade The lease began to run from 1839
hor forty years they were to hold the land rent free and were then to pay a yearly
rent of £2 4 the acre (R 2 the bigha) They agreed to grow sugarcane but the
piomise was made binding for only seven years as Govcrnmentlhoped that by that
time the manufacture of sugar would be firmly established This hope was disap

pointed Messrs McGregor Brownrigg & Co continued to grow sugar
cane only so long as they were obliged to grow it In 1843 they reported that from
the poorness of the soil and the want of shelter sugar cane did not thrive and did not
pay They levelled the ground dug wells and grew other kinds of superior produce
In 1848 they sold the estate to a Mr Joseph who 101859 sold it to one Dosabhai
Jahangir and he in the same year sold it to a Mr J H Littlewood

In 1829 the land inside Bassein fort was leased to a Mr Oardoza for thirty

years at a yearly rent of £40 (R400) He died soon after and in 1836 to help his

widow the rent was lowered by £ 10 (R100) with a further reduction of £2 185 (R29)

on account of excise payments In 1852 Mrs Xavier a daughter of Mr Oar
doza was allowed to repair the ruined church of St de Vider and turn it into a sugar

factory Mrs Xavier seems to have sublet the land to Mr Littlewood who
with a Mr Durand fitted up a building for making and refining sugar The
scheme proved a failure and was for a time abandoned Afterwards, with the help of

fresh capital a new start was made under the name of Bassein Sugar Company
New machinery was bought and an experienced manager and assistants were engaged

In 1857 Mr Macfarlane a Bombay solicitor and Mr J H Littlewood (that

is the Bassein Sugar Company) applied for a new lease on easy terms as Mrs Xavier
was willing to forego the unexpired portion of her lease On March 21st i860

Messrs Macf&i lane and Littlewood were granted a thirty years lease of certain

lands m the fort of Bassem on a yearly rent of £27 2 (R271) The lease was to be

renewable at the end of the thirty years Messrs Macfarlane and Littlewood
can ted on business under the name of the Bassein Sugar Company until 1861 when

the concern was sold to Messrs Lawrence & Co In 1868 Messrs J H
Littlewood H Worthing and Navroji Manekji bought the estate Mr
Littlewood had the management and though the Sugar Company has long ceased

to exist he still (1881) lives in a small house in the fort (Bomb Gae XJU 391

395)
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In the volume of the Proceedings of the Honourable the Fast India

Company (to which the writer has repeatedly referred) there occurs a long

and detailed account of sugar manufacture in Ganjam as practised m 1792

* Consult the chapter above on the History of the effort to start Sugar planting

as a European Industry m India Particulars will there be found of a still earlier effort

v%m in 1792 Con/ vnthpp 93 94
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This was furnished by Mr Alexander Anderson and appeared as an appen
dix to Dr Roxburgh s very admirable paper on sugar cane cultivation

That volume at pages 245 275 again appendix second pages 22 26
pages 45 50 appendix third pages 1 22 and at several other places fur

nishes particulars of the Madras sugar manufactures and trade prior to 1822
Thedrawingsof sugar mills (given in the volume) are peculiarly instructive

as they admit of comparison with those now in use Although two or three
large sugar factories or refineries have now for some years been in existence

the fittest perhaps surviving out of the many started towards the close of the
last century still the Native industry cannot be said to have materially
changed One point only seems worthy of very special remark If the sta

tistics of past and present trade can be depended upon there has been
recently a greater expansion of palm tha n of cane-sugar By modern returns
nearly halt the sugar of Madras is derived from palms. No writer that the
author has been able to discover deals with this fact anything like to a satis

factory extent There are several palms that yield sugar ana while the area
occupied by these has been determined few authors have apparently con
sidered it necessary to investigate the yield of these comparatively nor to
detail the methods of manufacture of sugar from them as followed by the
people It is often affirmed that one reason of the greater success recently
of Madras as compared with Bengal is due to the large amount of palm
sugar which it obtains annually But the area of date-palms is quite as
great in Bengal as the total area of the sugar yielding palms of Madras
(Mysore being excluded from consideration) If there be an) such superi
oritv it would seem to be due either to the fact that the palmyra (the chief

sugar palm of Madras) yields better sugar than the Bengal date palm or
to the existence of a superior system of palm sugar manufacture In
Mysore the chief sugar yielding palm appears to be tne date Dr Bucha
nan Hamilton furnished nearly a century ago the only detailed account of

the date-palm industry of that province but Roxburgh seems to have
regarded the palm sugar of the portion of Madras of which he wrote as
scarcely deserving of special consideration The reader will find many of
the obscure questions of the Madras and Bengal palm sugar industry,
discussed m the chapters devoted above to Cultivation* It is only necessary
therefore to add that the imperfect nature of the information available and
the limited space that can be devoted to it both combine to preclude the
manufacture of sugar in Madras being here fully dealt with The prov
mce of Mysore has in fact to be left out of consideration But it may be
repeated that we shall never obtain a definite knowledge of the Indian
sugar question until palm sugar has not only received more careful con
sideration but been made thesubiect of independent investigation While
of Madras and Bengal it may be said palm sugar is almost of equal
importance with cane the most that authors have considered necessary to
say of palm sugar has been that once the juice is obtained its subsequent
treatment m tne preparation of sugar is identical with that of cane
Most writers have thought necessary to go into every detail of cane culture
such as the yield cost profit etc. but of palm sugar they have deemed it

sufficient to give the bald statement of area and production Much of the
apparent repetition in the present article is due to the fact that few writers
deal with the same features of either cane or palm sugar a compilation
of their various opinions into one article became {therefore impossible
This remark is more peculiarly applicable to the Madras Presidency

But to follow the usual course the passages which may now be given
will be found to amplify the information already furnished in the special

chapter on Sugar-cane Cultivation more specially with reference to manu
facture —

Madras Presidency as a whole— Sugar oxjaggery is manufactured
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from the produce of the following' acreages under cane 69383 cocoa palms S 7°®

palmyra 24884; date palms 1 575 sago palms 19 In 1882 83 the exports to

foreign countries included 13 219 cwt of refined sugar and 1 119 930 cwt of unrefined

sugar The ordinary laggery is made by a rough process the canes being crushed

in a wooden roller mill and the juice boiled in airty utensils but refined sugar of a

superior quality is manufactured by Messrs Parry & Oo and by a native

manufacturer in South Arcot who follows the usual method of boiling in Vacuo and

also by Messrs Minchm Brothers & Oo of Askain Ganjam who have adopted

the method of diffusion (Mad Man Admn / 363)

Ganjam— Dr Roxburgh in 1792 published the following special re

port on sugar manufacture —
After the cane is ready it is cut in pieces of a foot or eighteen inches long and on

the same day it is cut these pieces are put into a wooden mill* which is turned round
by bullocks On one side of the mill is a small hole, sufficient to let theiuice pass

through which is received in an earthen pot placed for the purpose Tne juice is

then strained into other pots containing about twenty four puckar seers and to each
pot of juice is added about three ounces of quick lime It is then boiled for a con
siderable time till on taking out a little and rubbing it between the fingers it has a
waxy feel when it is taken off the fire and put’into smaller pots with mouths six

inches m diameter The mass may now be kept m this state for six or eight months
or more and it is necessary at any rate to do so for a month or six weeks When
the process is intended to be continued a small hole is made in the bottom through
which the syrup drains off It is then taken out of these pots and put into shallow
bamboo baskets that any remaining syrup may exude

f
after which it is put in a

cloth and the syrup is squeezed through tne cloth adding a little water to it occa
sionally that it may be more perfectly removed 1 he sugar is then dissolved in

water and boiled a second time in wide mouth pots containing only three seers with

not too fierce a fire adding from time to time a litt e milk and water and stirring it

frequently which is used by these people to clarify it instead of eggs which their

religion forbids them to touch The scum is removed as it is thrown up and when it

resumes the waxy feel on rubbing a little of it between the fingers the process is

finished and the sugar is put into small wide-mouth pots to cool and crystallize

after which a small hole is bored for the purpose of draining off any little qu ntity of

syrup that may still exude The outside ot the pots are now covered with cow-dune
and lor the purpose of making the sugar white or removing any syrupy or blackish
appearance the creeping vine called in Moors pancha dub ana in Tellmga s necty
nas growing in tank and marshy placesf it is put on the top of tHe sujgar in the pots

and renewed every day for five or six days Should the sugar on taking it out of the
pots be blackish or less pure towards the bottom the bottom of the loafbung set up
oft this plant and renewed daily will effectually remove that appearance If it is wrapt
in a wet cloth and renewed twice a day the sugar will also become white it must
be then thoroughly dried and kept for use

To make sugar candy the sugar must be again dissolved in water and boiled in

the same manner as before adding milk to it in small guantities the proportion of

three seers of sugar and half of milk with water to dissolve the sugar It is then put
into other wide mouth pots with but three seers m each pot putting thin slices of
bamboo or some dried date leaves which prevents the sugar as it candies from run
ning into large lumps
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Roxburgh commenting on the above adds —
Here we see a very superior sugar and sugar-candy of the first quality manu

factured in a simple but tedious manner and at a most trifling expense A few
earthen pots are the only vessels or boilers they require But it is not to be imagined
that sucn would succeed if the work were carried on to any great extent The iron

* A very large wooden mortar the pestle of which rests obliquely towards the side
and is so moved round in a circular manner by means of a lever fixed at its top pro-
tecting eight or ten feet over the side to end of which lever two bullocks are yoked
It is the common oil press of the Hindus but is exceedingly inconvenient for extracting
the juice of the sugar cane and shews how far behindhand the natives of that dis-

trict are m this part of the process when compared with the small convenient mill

employed hereabout Nothing can shew more clearly how exceedingly adverse
these people are to any change in their old customs

t Hydnlla verticillata it grows m great abundance particularly m clear

standing water near the sea Corn with p 31
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boilers employed hereabout might be laid aside for those of copper or of cast iron
t om Europe or not as they like themselves for it seems of no great consequence
but by having a greater number of them for the liquor to pass through and be well
clarified 111 would lender unnecessary the second process mentioned by Mr Andcr
SOn which on account of its tediousness must become very inconvenient conse
quently all that seems to be wanted to render the sugars made hereabout fit for any
ma ket is a boiler or two or three more in each set with wooden coolers instead of
losing time to let it cool in the boiler as is the piactice here at preesnt the addi
tion of some quick lime and probably alum to the cane juice and the subsequent
claying of it in ccmtal pots as is done in the West Indies for which piocess the

Native of the Ganjam district substitute moist Hydnlla (or Vallisncna) for cover

mg the sugar in the pots with wrapping the loaves when not sufficiently white in

wet cloth to extract the molasse3 1

(
Papers on Cult & Manuf of Suga in

Bnti nluh iubliiihed 1822 Appendix 3rd pp 1 8

)

North Arcot — To produce coarse sugar the boiled juice is rapidly stirred

about with a rolling pin until it has set For fine sugar and sugar candy the process
is slightly different the boiling being stopped earlier than for jaggery When suffi

ciently boiled the juice is put into pots which are covered and also to stand for a
fortnight by which time their contents have become solid A tew holes are then made
in each of the pots which are placed upon empty ones and in the course of three
weeks most of the molasses drips through leaving behind a crust some two or three
inche de p of hne sugar which is at once removed the rest being allowed to dram
for about a month or six weeks longer The sugar thus produced is further punhed
by boiling It is then strained and boiled again for another hour towards the close
of which a little milk and ghee are added Finally the syrup is moved from the fire

and well stirred lor a quaiter of an hour When dry the finest native sugar called
burd 1 produced

To make sugar candy the second of the above two boilings is slightly curtailed

and the syrup is p ured into pots in which are placed thin spits of bamboo Cloth is

then tied over the mouths of the pots and they are stood for forty days upon paddy
husk After that the fluid porti n which remains called kalkanda panakam is

pouied off and considered a very good and wholesome beverage The bamboo spits
coated with sugar crystals are separately secured This manufacture is almost con
fined to the town of Haireddipalle in the ralmanir taluk

Sugar and jaggery are largely used by the natives mixed with their food or
spread upon cakes with ghee Pieces of the cane are often bought by the poor strip

ped of their bark and masticated (M in North Arcot Dist 327)
Godavery District — The modem which the sugar or jaggery is made

is as foil iws —A large shed is prepared and arranged so as to admit the south wind*
and a fire place some eight feet in diameter is constructed to hold a round iron boiler
The canes are brought direct from the fi Id and at once passed through a press com
posed of two circular pieces of hard wood which are maae to revolve by rude machi
nery worked by bullocks Under the press is a pit in which is placed a chatty and
into the chatty the unce falls as it is expressed fiom the canes The canes are
genei ally cut in two before being placed in the press and the head of each (to be
u ed as seed for the next year) is at the same time removed The canes will not keep
and must be passed through the press the day that they are cut When about 20
chatties of juice have been expressed their contents are poured into the boiler and
boilel foi nearly an hour To eacl boiler full of juice a viss of chunatn* is added
The juice as soon as boiled is poured into an iron pot and after being stirred for a
while is poured out again on a mat where the sugar dries and becomes hard It is

then brolcen up and packed up m baskets containing five maunds each —
Expenses for Eight Acres

Khist of 1st year during which the ground lies fallow 60
Do 2nd year Co

Cost of manuring 60
Preparing beds and planting 50
Weeding 50
Tying up the canes five times at R40 200
Half value of 60 000 bamboos at K8 per 1 000 R480 240
Making jaggery 132
One sixth value of 24 bullocks at R15 R360 60
Cost of feeding do 89

s iM
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One fifth value of boiler at Rioo 20
Half value of press at R32 16

Half value of sheds at R16 8
Making1

fence 50
Watchers to keep off jackals and cooly for w ttenng 270
hirewool 100

Total i 456

Returns
120 booties jaggery at R20 2 400
Deduct expenses 1 45^

Profit on eight acres m two years 944

Or per acre per annum 59

This is an estimate of the expenses and returns for a pootv of etght acres It appl es
to the Mogaltur and ( ther southei n taluk only—-the system in force in the sugar
gro ving taluk of Peddapur bun£ quite different I he bamboos are calculated to last

two years an 1 therefore half tn lr v due is entered 1 he
p

ess and the heds are
supposed to last each two yen s the boiler five and the bulloc ks six years and the
proportions of their value have been entered accordingly {Settlement R p iSfo
142 14J)

BOUNTIES PAID TO AND DUTIES I EVIED ON SUGAR
It will be seen from the historic chapter that for many years what

amounted practically to a sugar bounty paid by England to her West
Indian Colonies and against Indian sugar existed in the higher import
duty levied by Great Britain on Indian sugar This as Robinson {Bengal
Sugar Planter) remarks amounted to an additional burden of 8* per cwt
on Indian sugar On rum the difference he adds was even more op
pressi\e and acted as an effectual check to the application of British enter

prise to the growth of these articles The duty was ultimately however
equalized (m 1836) but it is perhaps doubtful if India has to day attain

ed the position it might have enjoyed had so great opposition not existed

against it in the earlier years of the creation of her present foreign trade
Then again a bounty it may be said was paid to Bengal as against
Madras and Bombay These two Presidencies were at first regarded by
the Honourable the East India Company as undesirable regions from
which sugar should be exported This restriction \*as however early
removed in the case of Madras but survived for some years later with
Bombay It was thought by the Company that as the Western Presi

dency did not produce enough for its own consumption it should be de
barred from participating in the export traffic So in a like manner adis
tinct advantage was gainsaid to foreign sugars in compet ng in the
Indian market by the fact that heavy restrictions were imposed on the

internal transit of sugar This arose largely from what was known as
the Salt Line It became necessary to protect the Company s salt inter

ests and a measure was gradually matured and which continued till 1874
whereby a large tract of country was regularly patro led I his not only
regulated the salt traffic but to do so necessitated a complete registration

of all goods that passed either way across the line On sugar this was
peculiarly injurious as the line may be said to have crossed the numerous
routes by which Bengal and North West sugars could reach Bombay
It became actually cheaper to convey sugar from the Straits China
Mauritius and < ther foreign countries than from Lengal To contend
against this state of affairs the exports and imports sent coastwise were
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allowed to pass free of dut^ The salt difficulty was got over however
by the Government of India purchasing up all the salt mines lakes etc
The duty on salt could thus once for all be levied before the article left
the sources of supply so that it became no more necessary to establish
any internal registrations As stated therefore the salt line was entirely
removed and from that date a considerable improvement in the Indian m
ternal transactions took place But an even greater impetus to the home
production and consumption of sugar was given by the energetic efforts
put forth to extend canal irrigation and to open up the country by the for
mation of great arteries of communication in mam lines of railway It

has already been remarked that what has taken place with sugar since
India became a British Empire has been the extension of cane culti
vation into suitable regions where it was formerly little if at all grown
owing to want either of water (irrigation) or means of export The total
production and consumption in India has therefore greatly extended
though it seems likely that some of the tracts formerly regarded as the
sources of Indian supply have relatively become of less importance

It does not fall within the natural scope of this work to review the
measures which have been adopted by England and other Continental
countries from time to time to obtain a revenue from sugar or to protect
their sugar interests The much talked of sugar bounties of the present
day it may be said are not by any means however the first occasion
when certain sugar interests have been fostered or protected by receiving
national aid Towards the close of the last century the English Gov
ernment adopted a system of direct bounties and drawbacks of sugar
duties Thus for example we read that in 1766 the merchants and
traders of the city of Dublin represented to the Lord Lieutenant of
Ireland that four thousand families were supported by the trade of refin
ing sugar in which a capital of ^340000 was engaged and they com
plained that the bounty given on the exportation of English refined, sugar
to Ireland was a hardship upon their trade which it could not possibly
bear They therefore begged of him either to endeavour to get the bounty
taken off from refined sugar shipped for Ireland or to promote a bill in the
Irish Parliament for laying a duty on the sugar when landed in Ireland
which should be equivalent to it It is probable that with no other article
of trade could the ultimately injurious effects of protection and bounties
be shown than with sugar Reform after reform when first contemplated
was opposed by the most powerful interests Calamities were foretold
that in their ultimate effects would bring ruin to every household but
scarcely had the measures thus opposed become law than they were ad
mitted to have proved of the utmost value The onward progress of the
sugar trade has it might almost be said marked events of national import
ance in the history of modern times In India sugar and saccharine sub
stances as also tea bore an import duty of 7I per cent (Act XVII )

from
March 1867 till 1875 In that year (Act XVI of 5th August) the 1m
port duty was reduced to 5 per cent On the 10th March 1882 (Act X I )

both sugar and tea became free of any import duty The loss of this
source of revenue was not however serious The following exhibits the
amounts collected in India —

875 76 1876.77 >877 78 1878-79

—
1879-80 1880-81 1881*82

Sugar all kinds
Tea

£
4 * 79

1

*4813

r
18 506

7 753

—

T

33 >90
10 603

£
62 803

7 9061

£
49 099
u 238

£
81 290
14 330

60 616
10 969
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An export duty of 2 per cent was also imposed by Act XVII of 1865
but this was repealed by Act XVIII of 1866 since which date the export

of all classes of sugar from India has been free

When the remission of the import duty was contemplated the measure
was opposed on the ground that it would be disastrous to the trade in

Indian grown sugar by enabling foreign sugar to undersell it Mr J E
O Conor m his Review of the Trade ofBritish Indiafor 1882 83 alludes to

this subject in the following passage — The dismal anticipations of the

opponents of the measure have certainly not been realised for in the first

year following the remission the quantity of sugar imported has diminished
by more than 13 per cent as the figures in the
margin will show These figures refer to

refined sugar which however constitutes the

bulk of the imports into India the imports of

unrefined sugar being a very smaH business *

In the Review for the following year Mr
O Conor wrote The quantity of refined

sugar exported last year was more than three

times as great as in 1881 82 that of unrefined sugar was nearly 37 per
cent larger At the same time as pointed out in another part of tnis

Review the import of foreign sugar into India materially decreased
Bombay m fact was supplied with sugar from Calcutta to the extent of

67 440 cwt in 1881 82 the quantity was only 29 464 cwt in 1880-81 23
590 cwt The cane crop was a very good one and supplies for manufac
ture abundant and moderate in price. Most of our unrefined sugar is

exported from Madras chiefly to England for refining and for brewers
purposes Refined sugar is still a comparatively small trade for export
though it has exoanded very greatly during the year In the Review
for 1883 84 Mr U Oonor again returned to this subject The quantity of

sugar exported last year exceeded that of 1881 82 by 77 percent the

value of tne trade being 58 per cent larger This year (1881 82) is taken
for comparison with last year because the duty of 5 per cent on imported
sugar was taken off with other import duties at the end of that year (in

March 1882) and the remission was vehemently opposed by the represen

tative in the Legislative Council of the mercantile community of Calcutta

on the ground that it would assuredly bring about the extinction of the

sugar industry in Bengal The prediction so far has been singularly fal

sified and if the trade should collapse now after having had two full years
since the abolition of the duty a far more flourishing existence than it had
previously known its decay must be attributed to other and wholly differ

ent causes than the removal of a protective duty At present however
there is no sign of decay and this is all the more remarkable considering
the condition of the sugar markets in England to which most of the Indian
sugar is sent In his very next Review however Mr O Oonor had to

comment on a radical change in the sugar trade o( India The imports
were very nearly double those of the previous year while the exports had
seriously fallen off Whether or not the removal of the Indian import duty
favoured the admission of sugar may be accepted as an open question

Messrs Turner Morrison&Oo of Calcutta hold that the abolition of the

import duty has entirely killed the trade between Calcutta and Bombay
Beet root production haci by 1884 85 not only begun to flood the markets
of Euro{>e with a cheap sugar, thus depriving India very largely of her

foreign outlets but it had liberated large quantities of colonial suear which
thus sought among others an Indian market To the removal of the import

duty might as it seems be attributed some share in the facility with wnich

this new import trade has developed But if it be admitted that the

1878-79

Cwt
918 aoa

R
* 47 75 653

1879*80 647 <530 I o<5 59 4 4
1880-8

1

98a a6a I 60 96 343
1881 8a 77a 519 1 34 a 89a
1883-83 669 348 08 56 003
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existence of an import duty would have operated against the growth of this

new Indian supply it would only have thereby liberated a certain amount
of sugar to compete with the Indian exports in the loreign markets The
imports might have been less but the exports would very probably have
fallen to an even lower ebb than they have as yet attained 1 he radical

change of the Indian trade which sprang suddenly into existence in 1884
has since continued In the historic chapter this has been already alluded
to but it may be demonstrated by the figures of the imports ana exports
for last year These were imports 2 743 491 cwt and exports 824 741 cwt
Thus fa from India now exporting moie than she imports last year she
received 3 cwt of sugar for every cwt of gur she expoited And this re

volution is admittedly the result of the Continental system of granting
bounties on beet sugar 1 he subject of the beet sugar bounties has already
been briefly indicated in the concluding paragraph of the chapter on the
History of Sugar * but it seems probable that a more detailed statement
might prove useful 1 hat object could not bebetter attained than by fur

nishing some of the leading facts so ably dealt with by Dr Giffen in

his report on The Progress of the Sugar 1 raae which appeared as a Parlia
mentary paper in May 27th 1889 —
Bounties and the Amount Exported from Countries giving

Bounties
It is foreign to the purpose of this Report to deal with any controversial matter

but it is pioposed to show what the facts are as to the amount of exp) ts from the
leading cent nental countries which have a syst m of dut es and drawbacks in winch
bounties anse and to mdi ate in what way calculations as to the amounts of the
boui ties may be connected with the facts as to the expo ts

It is agreed that the bounties here m question for the most part were not in

their origin formally given as bounties tl ough in recent years ihe fact of bounties
being given has been lully acknowledged and in most cases laws have been passed
with tl e full knowledge that bounties would arise and with the intention that they
should be given They arise in the administration of luti & upon sugar linpoit
and excise duties beinj* levied drawbacks are necessary in order to permit the coun
tries levying such duties to send their produce into the general market of the world
Bounties arise because the drawbacks are in excess of the duties which have been
levied previously on the suga when produced or imported The roots or juice*

or the like raw material from which sugar is made when the duty is levied are cal

culated to yield so much sugar and the duty is assessed accordingly The raw
sugar wher the duty is levied is calculated to yield so much refined s gar and the
duty is assessed accordingly The raw and refined sugar actually yielded respec
tively prove to be m excess of the calculations and the surplus either passes into
consumption duty free or if exported receives a drawback as if it had paid duty
1 he amount of revenue thus lost to the exchequer is spoken of as a bounty

It appears important to distinguish ho v ver between the amount of revenue
thus lost on surplus sugar which is not exported and surplus sugar which is ex
ported In either case the exchequer loses something it would have had if the dutv
had been strictly levied but m the former case there may be no bounty properly
speaking as the duty thus lost may sometimes be a mere reduction of tax to the
consumer within the country and m any case the matter may be considered as a
purely internal affair of the countries concerned and not affecting the trade of other
countries m the same way as an actual bounty on export At any rate w! atever
may be the precise effect of a surplus of sugar which is not exported the bonus on
it cannot be spoken of as a bounty on export whereas if the drawback is £iven on
surplus su^ar actually export d there is clearly an export bounty In dealing witi

the statistics it is proposed to keep this distinction m mind
I here are also several m thods of calculating the amount of the bounty arising

in this way Naturally foreign frinance Ministers and financial authorities reckon
the whole surplus of sugar escaping d ty whether an expoi t drawback is paid or
not as receiving a bounty and dividing the aggregate production by the aggre
gate amount lost to the exchequer they say the amount is so much per ton pro-
duced It would be a different calculation however to reckon only the surplus
sugar exported as receiving an export bounty equal to the amount of duty that sugar
had paid and the amount so calculated again may be divided either by the whole

* Conf mth pp 19-20 3$ 40
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quantity of s gar exported o as to hew the average bonus on the export or it

may be divided by the whole production obtained by means >f export bounties
One of the t vo latter meth xls appears to be the moi e p ease but it seems neres
saiy in stating the (acts that the uiffeient methods of calculation should be stated and
exi lamed and their exact bearing made clear

In the Appendix a br f acco int is given of the pr sent law as to duties and
drav backs on s igar m the p incipal co ntries ot the c tment with references to

the immediately previous 1 gislation Practically in all the countries named the
fact of a bounty at the present time is officially acknowledged and whatever ques
tion may arise as to the exact amount of surplus sugar in each case these official

statement which are summarised in the Appendix appear to be explicit enough
for the practical con ideration of the average effect of the bounties

In the following table accordingly an attempt is made to show m a condensed
fo m on the authority of these official data the prarti al effect tf the system of duties

and d awbacks on tne ave age in several of the e p incipal countries The punci

r
al

i
oint in each case is the s rplus sugar wh ch escapes d ty the other partic ulars

c ng a deduction from that hgure and from the rates of duty in connection with the

figu es cf p oduction and export

BOUNTIES
and

Duties

Exports from
Bounty giving
Countries

Calculation as to Amount of Bounty on Sugar given by the undermentioned
C i nlri s

I ranee ( 1SS7)
Germany ( 188S

Law)
Belgium
(1S87)

Holland

1 1 otal production of

s gar
555 000 tons* 990 000 tons* 150 000 tons* 36 00 tons f

2 Estimated propor
tion of s rplus
sugar manufac
tured to f otal pro
duction as in 1

36$ per cent 25 per cent 20 per cent 16 per cent

3 Amo nt of surplus
sugar

00 000 tons 250 000 tons 30 000 tons 6 cko tons

4 Rate of duty 50 fr per 100
kilos plus 10

fr on all

sugar

10s 3d per

cwt viz Os

1 on all f

ni hed sugar
and 45 3d
on the roots §

45 fr
l
er 100

kilo

27 fl per 100
kilos

5 I stimated total loss

of revenue from
surplus sugar es

caping duty

4 000 000/ ||
1 0 00ol 550 000/ 16 000/ ^

6 Lstimated bonus
on production
dividing total los

of revenue by
auantity pro
auced

7/ 4i per ton 1/ per ton 3/ ns pe
ton

41 105 per
ton

1 Dr Giffen alludes to an appendix to h Report in which the inJormation is

given in Table XXVI —Fd Diet Econ Prod
* Incl idmg imports of raw sugar

f Not including imports of raw sugar as in this case bounty does not arise to the
same extent it is believed as in connection with the home production

t The 50 fr is the ordinary sugar duty levied on the ro >ts or raw sugar accord
ing to the legal yield which is known to be less than the real yield the 10 fr is

levied on the finished sugar and is paid on the surplus as well as the non surplus sugar
1 he surplus sugar only escapes the 50 fr

§ The 45 3d on the roots is the part of the duty which the surplus s gar escapes
See above note as to France

|| The surplus ugar escapes the ordinary duty but pays 10 fr per 100 kilos See
note above

K Dr GiflFen deals with this in the Appendix page 66 of the ouginal report
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Exports from
Bounty giving
Countries

France (1887)
Germany (1888

Law )

Belgium
(1887)

Holland

7 Total sugar ex
ported

159 000 tons 619 000 tons 1 1 1 000 tons 96 000 tons

8 Apparent bonus on 3 1 80 000/ or 1 000 000/ or 55o 000/ or 162 000/ or
export dividing

total drawback on
s rplus sugar ex
ported by total

quantity exported

20/ per ton 1 1 12s per
ton

5/ per ton 1 1 14s per
ton

9 Estimated bonus on
production dm
ding total draw
back on surplus
exported by quan

5 1 14s per
ton

il per ton 3/ 13s per
ton

41 ios per
ton

tity produced

Thus in whatever way the bounty is calculated in the case of the countries named
a large bonus is given to the producers and manufacturer*, in the sugar trade by the
Governments concerned 1 he effective bounty on export may not always be as great
as the loss of revenue through s rplus sugar escaping duty but in the case of
Germany the whole surplus and more appears to be exported . m the case of
France very nearly the whole surplus is exported and in the case of the Netherlands
and Belgium much more than the whole surplus is exported This surplus then receives
a bounty per cwt or per ton equal to the duty in those countries, and even when the
amount of the bounty thus received is divided up among the whole quantity exported
and still nore the whole quantity produced it is still in some cases at least very large
The figures as to Russia and Austria cannot be treated m exactly the same way the
bounty arising in a somewhat different manner in those cases In any case however
it will be understood the table is inserted here for the sake of reference to show the
different ways in which calculations may be made as to the amount of bounties

The farther observation may also be made that the effectiveness of the bounty
will depend on the market for the surplus sugar obtainable There must be an
effective home market for the non surplus sugar to begin with and there must be an
effective foreign market where the surplus sugar can be sold Otherwise the drawback
on export will not be available as a bounty and in proportion as the price falls in the
foreign market its effectiveness will diminish But the precise consequences and
effects of bounties given on sugar in connection with the system of duties and
drawbacks are involved at this point and farther explanations would bring in matters
of controversy and argument

Putting all the ngures which have been stated together the amount of the total

bounties on export with the amount per ton of surplus suga exported, and per ton
produced as regards the countries named may be stated as follows —

Calculatt n of Bo mitesfrom data stated above and in Appendix

Total
Bounty on
Export

Rate per
Ton on
Surplus
Exported

Rate per
Ton on

Production •

£ £ s £ *
France 3 1H0 000 20 0 5 >4
Germany 1 000 000 1 12 1 0
Belgium 550 000 5 0 3 *3
Holland 162 000 * 14 4 10

Austria Hungary (maximum) 500 000 t t

* The rate per ton on production is on the production plus the imports in the case
of all the countries except Holland where it is on the home production only See note
to previous table

f Bounty does not arise in connection with an export surplus
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It may be added without going into details that bounties do not appear to have
increased generally since the adoption of the law of 1884 by France which was
however a very great step in the direction of an increase As to the laws now being
passed or contemplated no information can properly be given as this question belongs
to the Commission appointed under the Convention of last year

As to whether the increase in the production of sugar in the last few years is more
in the kinds of sugar which receive bounties generally than in sugar which does not re-

ceive bounties reference may be made to the statements as to production in the early

part of this Report It is beyond question that there is an increase in all descriptions

on sugar even in the most recent years It may also be pointed out as was done in the
Report of 1884 that the increase of the production of beet sugar is enormously greater

than the increase of the amount exported It does not appear, in fact that the

surplus sugar escaping duty available for export can have increased greatly thoi gh it

has increased whatever effect the existence of bounties may have had in stimulating
production generally a question outside the province of this Report The facts as to

the export from beet countries are given in the table on page 9 (supra) which shows
that the overflow from beet countries in all which was ml in 1868 there being in fact

in that year an import of 48 000 tons on balance amounted to 353 000 tons in 1878

520 mo tons in 1882 and 950 000 tons in 1886-87 but a large part of this increase was
not of surplus sugar It is to be noticed that the greatest increase in the exports of

sugar m recent years that is, since 1884 the date of my former Report has not been
from France which increased her bounties so much in 1884 but from Germany which
exports a great deal m re than the surplus sugar and which gives a much smaller
bounty while there is also a large increase in the exports from Russia which it is

claimed does not now give bounties on any export by the European frontier This
large export from Germany and other countries as well as the rapid growth of the
exports in years immediately before 1884 may of course be traced back to causes
operating before that year among which temporarily higher bounties than those lately

existing as well as improvements in production might be included The principal

effect of the French bounties in stimulating production may also be felt more in ft ture

years that has yet been the case It is not proposed however to make any comments
as the exports from bounty giving countries are fully shown above and the figures can
easily be compared by those interested with the above information as to the bounties
themselves

It may also be pointed out that the growth of some kinds of sugar may have been
stimulated by protectionist measures other than bounties, such as import duties with
out corresponding excise duties which most European countries and the United States
appear to levy and it is ot suggested therefore that the whole increase of production
above stated which is not due to bounties is an increase under natural conditions On
the contrary the existence of other causes of disturbance of the natural course of the
ugar trade must be recognised though it would be foreign to the purpose of this

Report to discuss them

BOUNTIES
and

Dull**.

Exports from
Bounty slvmir
Countnts

SUGAR MILLS AND REFINERIES
According to the Statistical Tables of British India there are in India

at the present day 12 large and 81 small sugar factories with so far as is

known a capital of R28 26 000 and an outturn valued at R54 60 677 But
since most of the factories and refineries are private concerns whose capital

is not subject to registration the above return by no means expresses the
actual capital employed in the industry Moreover by far the major por
tion of the sugar transactions is in the hands of the cultivators or village
artizans so that the produce of their labours never reaches any pet son who
could be called a manufacturer or refiner This state of affairs is likely to
prevail m India for many years to come so that it may safely be said that
neither the present nor an) future quotation of the factories and refineries

of this country can be accepted as representing even approximately the
capital and outturn of the sugar production of India Such as they are
however the returns of registered sugar factories and refineries are instruc

tive The following may be specially mentioned In Madras (1) the
Aska Factory located in the Ganjam district This is said to employ 496
hands permanently and 746 temporarily (2) Two factories ownea by
Parry & Oo one at Vellikuppam and the other at Tiruvennanaliur both
in the South Arcot district , the former of these gives employment to 360
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and the latter to 169 persons In Bengal there are especially in Eastern
Bengal very many refineries largely concerned in palm sugar 1 he reader
will find much interesting particulars on this subject in the passages quoted
abovt regarding the districts of Jessor and hurreedpore \pp 267 276)
The estimated outturn of theJessor refineries is said to be 282 405 cwt and
of Purreedpore 8 8^2 cwt The Jessor refineries employ 1 485 permanent
and 4 033 temporary hands So again in Khulna there are many Native
factories and refineries which are said to turn out 57 976 cwt Behar may
be said to be exclusively concerned in cane sugar In Shahabad there aie

no less than 69 refineries turning out 37 337 cwt and in Champarun there is

a sugar factory shown to produce 2 204 cwt The Shahabad refineries

give employment to 115 permanent and 492 temporary hands In the
suburbs of Calcutta there is a large sugar factory and refinery with a

capitil of Rio 00 000 In Bombay there is but one refinery —the works it

Poona This is said to have a capital of R2 26 000 In the North West
Provinces and Oudh the industry is almost entirely in the hands of the

cultivators There are no great centres of refining like those of Je sor

and Shahabad in Bengal There is however a very large and long estab

lished sugar factory the Rosa Mills in Shajahdnpur This is said to have a
capital of R16 00 000 and to give employment to i 013 persons The out

turn has been v ilucd at R 1906557 In the Panj^b the sugar industry
is as in the North West in the hands of small cultivators and village manu
facturers Ihere is however a sugar factory and distillery —the Sujatipur

works in the Gurdaspur district This is said to give employment to 214

f
ersons and to produce 3 456 maunds of sugar ana 3 140 gillons of rum
n M\sore there is also a sugar factory which is said to produce 6 000 cwt

of sugar valued at R84 000 In Baroda a sugar factory has recently been
started but apparently it has met with but little success

So far as tne published particulars of these f ictones and refineries are

concerned then they may be said to give employment to 4 500 persons
permanently and about 6 000 temporarily It docs not seem desirable to

specialize in this place any one factory and since full particulars of all are

not i\ailable it is therefore perhaps as well to say nothing regarding their

present position and possible future prospects It has bten contended by
many writers that the larger works are all pure and simple refineries and

L that they exist solely through having large contracts for rum There would
seem to be no m inner of doubt that tne refining trade of India has felt very

^keenly the effect of beet sugar competition Some of the writers quoted

proabove will be found in fact to affirm that the small refiners who do not also

3wn rum distilleries have been ruined On the point urged by Messrs
^Travers & Sons vte the desirability of encouraging the extension of the

system of central factories it may be said that on the whole an adverse

opinion has been recorded Some of the local Government reports ha\e
already been quoted but as having a direct bearing on the subject of the

present chapter the following passages may be here given from the dis-

cussion raised by Messrs Travers Sl Sons —
The Director of Land Records and Agriculture in the North West

Provinces furnished many strong arguments opposed to the suggestion

of State aid in the effort to extend sugar planting and manufacturing on
the Luropean pattern The following pa sage may be here given from
his reply —

The suggestions made by Messrs Travers & Sons is that the Government
of India might sta t a few model factories for the preparat on of sugar by modern
processes in suitable distr cts 1 his appears to be the only point of practical im
portance in the memorandum In my opinion the Government would be ill-advised

were it to act on the suggestion 1 base my opinion on the general ground that
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private enterprise in India is now sufficiently alert and well organized to undertake
the business of st gar rehnmg on a large scale and with ample capital if there were
a reasonable prospect < t s ccass 1 hat sugar refining companies wbrking on scien

tific princi| les such as the Rosa Company and the Aska Factory show no signs of

multiplying in India is to my mind a clear proof that under existing commercial
conditions the prospects of successful trade are small Nor is the explanation why
prospects are n t encouraging far to seek Eu epean sugai refineries in India have
two markets and two only open to them I hey can mam factnre for export to

Europe in which cast they have to contend with the bounty aided sugars of the
Continent and are no m re able than the Mauritius factois to make a reasonable
pre fit on their capital in such a market Or they can manufacture for local con
sumpton in India endeavouring to supplant sugars rehned by Native or crude
European processes and sugars imported from the Mauntius Here they are met
with the great difficulty that the mass of the Native population regards with dogged
suspicion all machine nade sugar holding it to be impure aud contaminated with
bones and blood 1 he market is thus a very small one and the prices uling in it

are by no means improved by the quantities of similar sugar thrown in despair upon
it by Mat ritius planters Assuming that the cost of producing a given amount of

crystallized suga by m xlern processe is about the same in India and in the Maun
tius (and lr m such infounation as 1 have at hand 1 do not think a sugar refineiy

in India could manufacture cheaper than the Mauritius planter) what aic the pro
liabilities of commercial success? 1 hey are bounded it seems to me by the actual
success attained by the Maunti s planters and as we are constantly told that sugar
in Maurit us d *es pot pay scientific sugar refining m India is not a hopeful indust y
1 he Rosa Factory in thes Provinces depends more on its rum than on its sugar
and 1 beli ve this is the case with the few other similar concci ns existing in other
Provinces

*UGAR MILLS
and

REFINERIES

Rum
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The Director of Land Records and Agriculture in the Panjab wrote
(August 2uth i88q) —

It is pointed out that the manufacture of modern or vacuum pan sugar to be
profitable mi st be on a la ge scale because it involves costly machinery an 1 chemical
and mechanical supe vision impossible for ryots

f
who probably do not extract m re

than one third of their sugar^etc 1 his fact of itself renders it useless to discuss the
subject further fron a Panjab point of view

But I may ask if it be true that so much profit may be made out of the sugar of

India why is it that moie English capital has not been invested in the undertaking

*

If the case be as stated by Travers & Sons surely it would with money almost

a drug in the market as it is in London at present be a very easy thing to get up a
company to start sugar works in a sugar producing district in this country to put
down the necessary i lant and to buy the canes as they stand from the growers If

the venture wee so certain to succeed private enterprise would soon provide the
capital and would not wait for the establishment of model fact nes by Government
Such a suggestion amounts to a proposal that Government should first run all the risk

of the experiment the success of which might very much benefit capitalists without
affording a corresponding advantage to the zaminaars who would however probably
derive benefit from a nse in price ofproduce

In regard to sugar as to every other agricultural product in this country estab-
lished custom stands in the way of all improvement and a strong dislike to sacrifice

any present advantage to a prospective future gain For instancy we often find sugar
growers preferring tneir clumsy old beltta which takes three pairs of oxen ti work it

to the Beheea mi l which takes one pair This is partly due no doubt to obtuseness
but it is also due to the fact that the old mill does not break up the cane fibre which is

much employed in making ropes etc whereas the new mill which gives much more
juice destroys the fibre and renders it useless They thus prefer to sacrifice some of

the juice in order to save the fibre It is the neglect of little facts of this kind I think
more than anything else which has hindered introduction of improved methods in agn
cultural pursuits Instances of this kind might be multiplied but they are not neces-

sary to show that only by the introduction of capital can the system proposed by
Messrs Travers be brought into use in this country

The Board of Revenue in Madras issued the following resolution on
the subject —

1 Messrs Travers & Sons views and suggestions are practically that—

(1) the ryots do not extract one-third of the available sugar from their cane

(2 ) the product is more like manure than sugar and is worth only about
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half what Mauritius modern sugar must fetch to permit of its

import into In ha at a pri fit

(3) mode n sugar can be nade well in India

(4) to make modern sugar in India a system of central factories and
n anutacture on a large scale is necessary to profit

(5) if such d system be adopted India might readily supply the world with
sugar

(0) the Go ernment might start model factories in suitable districts

There can be no doubt that most of the su ar (jaggery) at present manufactured
by the ry ts is coarse and dirty but the Board b liev tnat though the ryots are
quite awar that by taking a little extra trouble in ts manufacture a much cleaner
sarnpl can bt bti nc 1 they do not in pra tice find that this 1 profitable The jagg ry

is produ cd t meet tl < 1 >cal demand an 1 that in the crude form at present turned
out Until quit r vently prices have 1 een so low that the growth of cane sugar h s

inmost plaits 1 ft but little margin for pr fit There is in most plac s practically

m denan 1 f expert and except 1 nder trie influence of such demand the ryot is n t

likely t< change 1 1 customs 1 he introduction of iron sugar mills m mo t parts of the
1 residency where sugar cane is gn: wn ma\ lead to a superior outturn being obtained
but sc 1 ng a tl t defective syst 1 of evaj orat ng at present n vogue are adhered to

there is n t likely t tea marked improvemer t in the quality of the produce
Whether m >dern suga can bt made profitably in India the Board are unable to

s y 1 ut it t believed that Messrs Parry &. Co s wo ks in South A cot and
Mr Minchin S at A ka are worked a commercial undertakings and therefore for

p >ft enth C itral facte ry system re< oin mended by Messrs Travers & Sons
111 r ar h w ver tut very few lotal ties in the Prcsi len y where cane is at pr*se t

gr n n a si ft < tlywde yetc net trat d a ea t be alle t 1 pi 1 the require

m t fa large fact > j
and it is bell \ed that the sucres of b th the la to it

nam 1 1 luc t tliei b mg at le to find work for their expen ivc establ shments an 1

larg |U t dunng tl osc pa ts f the year wh n nt cane is oltainall for c ushi g on
othe * wi k than the ma ufa t re of modern suga Bes dcs thi there d >es not
aj

i
ear t the B a It 1 any eas mable ground tor anticipating tt at the a ea under

fV
,c
Nugat cane can t largely in rcased on any such ccncentrated area as the working of a

:

cnI ct ry wcul 1 demand The tw( requisites —a good s< ll and a perennial supply of
in* t r —in a trn< t where the drainage is good and manure 1 abundant are not forth

Je 1 lg in many pi ts Bett r pri is will probably lead t slight extensions in many
an 1 thi w 11 be pus! t 1 n 1 y the econ my of producti n obta ned by the use

* trior mills but it is ntithei possible nor probable that cane will be grown on any

I ^ 11 larger lre than it n w 1

W* s°ie Be ar 1 ar thcrtfi re of opinion that Messrs Travers & Sons sugges

JP irills to large C cntral fu tc nes for the manufacture of modern sugar art m
tin jjrOflectable a la as this 1 residency is ct terned and would dep ecate most strongly

be idea of m( del factories bung established by the State for if it were possible for

he ente pn e to succeed there is no doubt that the commercial community would em
bark in it at once

Messrs Thomson A Mylne were also in\ited to favour the Govern-
ment of Indn with their opinion on the subject of Messrs Travers &
Sons suggestion The following is their reply which was dated August
37th 1889 —

If the ryots planted and cultivated cane as the terms are understood in the West
Indies and Mauntius the average produce per acre would be very much increased pro-

bably doubled in Behar North West Provinces Oudh and the Panjab where small

cane is grown for its extract

We believe the ryots get as large a percentage of juice from their cane even with

their old wooden mills as is obtained by large steam-driven cane mills The manure
referred to m paragraph 8 of Messrs Travers & Sons letter is the result of crude

methods and appliances w^h a fatal ignorance of the sensitive nature of cane-juice

vim the small quantity of juice extracted by one mill in ajpven time, and its con

sequent 1 mg exposure in Contact with foul vessels and surfaces permeated by the

germs of fermentation and in a state of active fermentation transferred to evapora

'So

• At both tl ese factones there are arrack distilleries and the molasses obtained in

the manufacture of sugar are largely used in the manufacture of arrack The latter is

believed to be the more important and paying industry at these factories, but the Board
have no statistics.
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ting pans so made, as if the intention is to reduce tbo contents to a sweet charcoal or

to a m apy lo cla s glu ost Wi know bv expenen e tint much of this might be
reined cl gra li ally lit Lh the rye t will i tie abl ti i od cc a v c uni pan
suL&r cf such qual t> di t from the cane at w 11 in ease 1 » vr returns c< nsidei

abl) and help t neet if n t t st p the i npjrtati n ol f reij^n va in m f
an sugars

Ih ct ndit ot th s ga i i st y of In 1 a being essentially d me*t» are not

likely t b pla 11 > C cntral f ct r es witl v cuum pi n tvap gating a tree How of

dehcated l ice at tl c 1 west p v iblc tcinperatur an 1 pr Jucing a gr nulatcd sugar
which ne 1 n tin ng Wo lo not tl ink tint tl c sugar n 1 istry f I r ha as a wh ile

i wld b neftlv an) effort G vern ne it or p ate mdivihial might in ike 1 y estab*

1 I ng me d 1 fart nes Bv a
j
idi oils m 1 h tt n of the pat it law en !e ing it

s ital It t tl e s eci 1 tond t n a <1 c r u star f the ryots tn h miyl t 1 dt n

ly p i itc tnteri r t
j

t nt th odi s manu e bei ig ap| l d tt the
i

xlu t

I tl e r c ne bell the e* It I t clvem intis lil ur an 1 payment tf land rent

G e nment in fft t lei e tl e ry t se e ly al nt gnorint and i ilattd in hi

v Ha f to in ct ( r gn comt et ti n backei by the sk II an 1 science of 1 urop an 1

A en a which aim it upplantmg hi » ii the
|
ro 1 ct n if a valuable article >1 foo 1

f r 1 s own pet pie 1 he gre wi g de nan 1 f r a better q *1 ty fa urs the imi rter

e en a^,a nst stc
\

ejudices alone he is unatlc to maintain 1 is g und an I m t

1 c ass st d e ther di ct tly by ( ov rnment by jr vat nterj ise AV ha t al tad)
r

|
sent d that the is n cnc iu a^e n nt given t the latt i. t mike a s U ne 1

eff rt r
\
r tcction f m ney investc 1 in doing st 1 h pate t la v i n re t ited t

th self rtl ant p grrs mmufact r igiieiples f h ur
\
e and Amen a tl an t

tl e t cm lyton cr itivc agncult r I p pulati n of Inin wl i*e circumstance* and
nre 1 in the direct of any imj rovement are altogether diffirent

It will thus be seen that did we not possess a record of past failures

which extend over fully a century of patient endeavour to accomplish the

very bject aimed at by Messrs Travers & Sons the arguments adduced
bv the ib ac passages would be quite sufficient to decide the question

\Vere there room in India for m re sug ir mills and rt fineries priv ite en
terpnse would not be long m meeting the necessity the mi re so since thi

C \ernment f India in all its dealings w ith eommt rcial undert kings has
sh( wn itself ever ready tc afford whatever assistance may be required and
which can consistently be given

SUGAR KILLS
AND

RBP1NER1BS

PRICES OF SUGAR
With perhaps no other section of this article is it more difficult to furnish

trustworthy inform itn n than that of the price c f the so-called coarse

sugar —the chief form used in India Not tnlv are there so many widely

different classes of gur tab bura (rurpatha dull >ah chtnt candy etc etc

all recognised as of different merit ana classed at different rates but the

so called sugar (under any one of these names) produced in the differ

and provinces and even districts have properties peculiar to themselves
which occasion the greatest possible range in prices The classification of

trade returns into dramea and undrained or refined and un
refined necessarily throws together under any one of these sections a series

of forms of widely different values* Thus for example Babu Addonath
Banerjee has very rightly pointed out that if the fact be disregarded that

the major portion of tne exports of refined sugar fr< m Madras gr to Ceylon
whereas those from Bengal go mainly to the United Kingdom the inference

would be incorrectly drawn that the refined sugar of Bengal is R2 II 7 per

cent cheaper than that of Madras The explanation lies in the fact that the

Ceylon people desire a sugar of a different kind and of a more expensive
quality than that which is exported to England The so-called refined

sugar exported from Bengal was valued at R6- is 8 a maund (Rq-3 to a
cwt ) an inferior article as may be seen from the fact that the gur or un
refined sugar shown in the returns of Internal Trade of Bengal was valued
at R4 8 a maund The refined sugar exported from Madras (as already
stated) goes mamly to Ceylon and that article is valued on the average at

ft io-3 it a maund (R 13 15 2 a cwt ) but Bengal also exports to Ceylon
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a small quantity of sugar annually and the article recorded in the returns

of this trade must be very similar to that sent from Madras as it is valued
on the average at Rio 7 ^ a maund (R13 13 2 a cwt ) It will thus be
seen that unless the utmost care be taken in analysing the relative nature
of the returns of trade an average price for a province still more so for all

India would be most misleading The bulk of the Bengal exports to

foreign countries in refined sugars) are very inferior qualitits not much
higher classed thin good unrefined sugars this therefore lowers the
ivera e value worked out for the total tnde Bearing this in mind it

may be said that the average value of the refined sugar exported from
Bengal in the ^ear 1885 86 was R8 3 9 a maund or R 1 1 2-6 a cwt The
corresponding figure for Madras was R 10-3-6 a maund or R 13 15 1 a cwt
Trom the reason given above the one figure would give a low average
vilue of the refined sugars of Bengal and the other a high average for

Madras It is probable that refined sugar of fairlv good quality would
fetch in both provinces about Rq to 10 a maund isay R13 to 14 a cwt

)

Turning now to the subject of unrefined sugars the average value of

the exports from Bengal in this article is shown as high and that of

Madris as low 1 he Bengal average came to R7 5 2 a cwt or R5-6-1 a
m uind against R4 4 3 a cwt and R3 2 a maund Madras Here again the
dilT rence of price is due to the quality of the article required by tne chief

m irkcts to which the exports are usually consigned In 1885 06 Madras
out of its total exports of gnr (1 126 794 cwt ) sent 791 217 cwt to the
United Kingdom v ilued at K4 4 2 per cwt or R3 2 1 a maund Bengal
on the other hand shipped out of its total exports (2 313 cwt

)
the major

quantity tip 2306 cwt of a superior quality to the United Kingdom
valued it R7 5 3 per cwt or Rs 6 1 a maund bar from these two valua
tu ns theiefore representing the averige prices of gttr in the provinces named
they would more correctly be the average prices of good and of indifferent

quilities of i>ur in India as a whole It will thus be seen that in India
refined sugar may be said to range in value (wholesale) from R6-8 a maund
to R16 a maund and unrefined from R3 to R(> 8 or R8 8 a maund *

How far the cheap imported sugars are now competing with the
Native refined sugars and with the Indian European sugars is a point
which admits of some difference of opinion The imported sugars are
doubtless directly competing with the sugars refined in India at fac

tones worked on the b uropean methods And there is a large population
and a vearl) increasing one that has no religious scruples against refined
sugar however produced The Hindus of course have the very strongest
objectii nto Furopean refined sugars owing to the apprehension of animal
ch ireoal having been used in its preparation Beet sugar has says
Babu Addonath Baneriee reached the shores of India but its operation
here cannot be expected to be sufficiently w ide to compete successfully with
Indian sugar o far as its consumption among the Hindu population is

concerned It is only the ignorant among the Hindus who may be de-
ceived into eating sugar manufactured in tne European refineries' It is

useless to assure persons with a strong religious prejudice like that of the
average Hindu that it is by no means necessary that b uropean crystallized

sugar should have been refined with the blood and bones of the most sacred
of ill animals — the cow, or with animal charcoal of any kind Theanswer

* The following may be given as the average prices of un efined sugar that pre-
vailed in 1890-91 per maund of 8 ft —Madras R5 Bombay R6-13 5 Bengal
K4 14 N \V Provinces R4 1 1 4 Oudh Rag-d Ptmjib Rs-6-» > Central Province*

R6 >4 10 Upper Burma R5-6-io Lower Burma R5 11 Assam Rb-6-2 and Benur

RS *0-3 Couf with p 353
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and a powerful one naturally arises when not in its package how are we to

recognize sugar free from the poluhon of such refinement ? I here is also a

flavour about Natnc refined sugar which to manv makes it much prefer
able to the best European sugars It is needles 1

' therefore to endeavour to

further exemplify the reason why for man\ years tc tome Furope m refined
sugars stand a p >or chance of finding in Indii 1 market of \tr\ great
proportions Htfintd sugar is moreover beyond the tm ms of Oie vast
n ijority <f the people of India The cheapest beet root sugar appears at

the present rates to be about 2( times as expensive as the coarst sugar
comm nly eaten in India 1 his fact may be shown by the following table —

PRICES

Crude Native
Sugar

448
( ortf wit* pp
4o If St 05
104 113 137

Fncc of beet sugar imp< rte 1 nt Calcutta
fr m the Un t I Kin^H

I r * f un dn d u^ar exj orted t ) the
Un ted Kmgd >ra frt 1 1 Madras

Ave at,c pri c a cwt

1884 85
|

1R85-W 1880-87

* a p Rap Rap
11 2 7 11 ( 0 » a 5

4 8 » 4 4 3 4 * 5

Conf wtik

P *9*

But when the cultivator manufactures his ow n gur it certainly never
cost him mvthing like R4 a maund

But an effort may here be made to exh hit the average prices of refined

(Indian and I ortign) sug irs in order to idmit < f a compinson with the
average prices t f gur shown on page V4 Having found it difficult to

<btain this information from published rcp( rts the wrttir recently suggest
td t< the Government of India the dcsiribility of inviting opinions from
the provincial authorities He has acce rdmgly been fw tired with returns
for the year iSqi (from most of the provinces) in which the prices of

Indun and I orcign sugars are giv< n to maunds rf Sjfh It may be
added however that in ftw cases has the distinction been made into

Native and h uronean Indian refined sugars with the not iniprt bibie
result of raising slightly the average value of the Indian refined sugar
which has been contrasted in these returns with the imported article That
is to say the p ur< pean refinery sugar of India is a much superior article to

that eat n by the people of this country who use a refined sugar One
point of c< nsiderable importance has been made out by these reports
however namely that foreign sugar is procurable tn few districts only
Thus for example of the 21 Districts of the North West Provini es and
Ounn that have furnished prices of sugar thr a? mention foreign sugar the
others expressly say that it is not prot urable. In these 21 districts the
average price of Indian refined sugars appears to have been Rio a maund
and foreign (three districts) R 12 The cheapest refined Indian sugar is given
for Allahabad its R7 3 8 and the most expensive for Aligarh vis R13 8
The Director of Agriculture commenting on the trade in foreign refined
sugar makes the significant remark that the imports from Bombay during
i&jo-qi came to 26,080 maunds of refined sugar (presumably foreign)
The imports in the previous year from that port stood at 6 031 maunds (see

p 366) so that this fact may be regarded as denoting the growth of a
demand for foreign refined sugar Tn onlv one district of the Central
Provinces has any mention been made of foreign sugar The drained
sugar used in these provinces showed an average value of Rn Of the
Panjab returns have been furnished for seven of the chief districts but of
three of these it is expressly stated foreign sugar is not sold (vis Mooltan 1

jaliandar and Delhi) The averages of all the returns show foreign refined
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] sug ir to fnvt sold at K 1 1 10 a maund and Indian at Kio 7 The most

expensive Indian (Sujanpurf) refined sugar appears against Rawalpindi
uz R 12 to 14 a maund and the cheapest in Delhi viz Sujanpuri R8 and
Shajihanpun Rio Of the imported sugars Amritsar is shown to have
consumed Australian sugar valued at R12 to 14 German R11 12 and
Mauritius Ri 1 4 to R 11 t> a maund Statistics of n districts of Bombay
and Sind have been supplied but of six of these no information regarding
foreign sugar has been furnished or it his been stated that no foreign
sugir is procurable One fciture of the Bombay sugar trade may be
here specially alluded to namely the abnormally high rate of unrefined
sugar and the correspondingly low valuation of foreign refined sugars
Unles some mistake has been made in framing the returns it would
appear that in many of the districts of Western India unrefined sugar
fetches nearly as high a price as the refined article During iSgi 92 the
average price of unrefined sugar (estimated from the figures furnished to

the author) would appear to have been R7 8 a maund—a price considerably
above that shown in the Returns of Agricultural Statistics for 1890 91
quoted above on page ^24 Refined sugars sold as follows —Average of

imported sug ir Kio 11 a maund of Indian Rio is It would thus appear
tl at in Bombay foreign sugar is dircctl) competing w th local produce
but it should not be forgotten that this h is been the ease during at 1< i t

the p 1st century I he returns with whtch the writer has been favoured
regarding Madras show no foreign sugar ind it is further even affirmed
that prices of imported sugars could not be procured Aska refined sug ir

sold at Kg a maund ind Berhampur at R9 to 10 It w>ould thus seem
that b th the European and Native refined sugars of South India ire

consider ibly lower priced than the cheapest imported article In Assam
foiei^n refined sugar is mentioned in connection with four out of the seven
districts reported on The average of the prices of f >reign sug«r mav be
given at R14 10 a maund and of Indi in at R12 8 With regud to

Burma foreign sug ir is quoted in connection with two out of the five

districts of which prices have been furnished These are Moulmein (whete
foreign sugar sold atRi8 and Indian R9 12 a maund) and Rangoon
(foreign R9 14 and Indian Ry 10 a maund!

It may thus be saiely stated that before cheap foreign sugar can be
regarded as seriously affectirg indigenous production it becomes neces-

sary to possess strongc r evidence than has as yet been made out of the
growth of a demand for refined in preferenc to unrefined sugar It

would in fact seem that as long as can be procured for less than half

the price of refined sugar and as long as poverty is characteristic of the
vast majouty of the hundreds of millions of the people of India so I ng
will local production and consumption remain unaffected by the fluctua

lions of foreign markets in refined sugar But beet root sugar has un
doubtedly got a footing in Western India a prov nee in which foreurn

sugar of some sort is a necessity to meet local demands The fall m the

price of refined sugar and the high rate of unrefined sugars must have
greatly contributed to expand the traffic in refined foreign sugar in

Bombay Indeed it mav fittingly be concluded that the only indication of

India being abnormally affected b) the depreciation in the value of sugar
in the world generally is in thedepressed state of the refiner s trade And
although this cannot be treated with indifference it is of leas moment to the

national prosperity of Ind a than a disturbance if such existed that threat

ened the value of the agricultural interests m sugar-cane
The writer has failed to obtain however a sufficiently exhaustive aeries

of prices fora sufficient number of years back to allow of a satisfactory

review being ottered This difficult) exists more m judging of the internal
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than the external trade If the valuation given for the exports can be
j

FR 1CBS*
accepted as trustworthy we possess in the returns of foreign trade full

|

particulars Thus Mr 0 Conor in his publication Pnces and Wage I

furnishes the rates at which three classes of Nitive rtfintd ugars have
|

been exported from Calcutta since 1843 Hut as Calcutta did not nppar
j

cntly export each of these classes every year there are so in in\ gaps in

the returns that it is difficult to learn all that is required Mr CrOonor
accepts the value in 1873 as a standard (which he expresses as 100) and
thus exhibits the fluctuations in price He also supplies the l ondon prices

of Manilla sugar during each year since 1873 Bit evtn hid these

returns been complete more would have been requirtd for thi purpose here
aimed at It would be necessary for example to know the selling prices

c f Indian and imported sugars in a selection of centres such as Calcutta
Cawnpore 1 ahore Karacni Bombay Nagpur Matins Rangot n etc

We learn however sufficient from the figures furnished b) Mr O Oonor
to be able to affirm that nothing like the decline shown in the I ondon
prices has t iken place in the C alcutt 1 In 1873 Manilla sugar sold in

London at 2^1 3/ perewt and the price declined stead ilv till every
fifth vc ar it stood as follows i *>> 3d uj and lot Since 1800
Mr O Conor rtc rds the prices of 23 \tars shipments of iulloah sugar
The average of these comes tj K7 13 per mannd (s ^ lb) and the shipments
for the

f
ast five years were valued it KS S in 1H86 K8 1 > in 1887 K7 8

in 1888 K7 4 in i88y and Rio, in i8i>o and the average of these would
be R8 0 a maund 1 he standard of 100 in 1873 was equal to 1 v dilation

of R7 8 a maund so that in only one of the past five years has the did ir

td valuitu n fallen below the standard and iciording to the evidence lure

adduced therefore dull mb sugar has not only preserved its price but his

even slightly risen in the face < f the decline of tnc price of sugar through
out the rest of the world The inference might perhips be admissible

frem these figures alone that foreign sugars h id not as yet maten illy

lowered the v due of dulloah one of the mo t appreciated f< rrns of Native

refined sugars But unfortunately such an c pini n is opposed by the dmr st

universal belief that the European and Native re finers alike have within the

p st few vears felt to an alarming extent Hie effect of a keen compcti ion

in the foreign markets and in the I ndi in markets be mg flc odt d with fore ign
|

sugar 1 his position might be understood in the case r f the f uropc an re

hners of India since to a very largr extent their Indian consumers could
|

have little or no objection to u ing foreign sugars 1 he c onsumer c f Native

rchned sugar on the ether hand has an equally strong ptejudice against the

Eun pi an sugars refined in India and those imported from f >rugn countries 1

It is therefore as it would seem the loss of the foreign markets which alone

can have hitherto seriously injured the Native refiners The value of these 1

mirket mav be judgtd of from the statistical infcrmation furnished n the

chapters on the Indian trade in sugar Even could it be clearly establi hed *

therefore that the imported sugars are actually displa ing the Native refined
j

sugars fr< m the Indian makets such a contention would be but on the

threshold of the main problem vte the effect of foreign sugars on the total

production of sugar [gvr I in ndia 1 he first effect of ncri ased importation

would naturally be to lower pnces It may be admitted that gur has become
slightly cheaper m India as a whole but this has resulted in an increased

consumption and to such an extent as to encourage an expansion of I he

area of cultivation Until a preferential demand arises for refined instead

of unrefit ed sugars the Indian cultivator it would appear it thus benefited

by cneap prices. 1 he produce of his labours is more generally used So
very profitable in fact is the cultivation of cane and the manufacture

of g*r that both tranches of the industry are benefited by increased
,
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demand even although a slightly lower price be offered The increase

of the acreage of production and greater consumption would in other words

appear to have balanced the disturbance created by beet sugar so that it

may be said India as a whole has been benefited by the low prices that

have recently prevailed

INDIAN
TRADE

449

INDIAN TRADE IN SUGAR
It would be beyond the scope of the present article to attempt how

ever brief!v to review the complex problem of the World s Supply and
Consumption of Sugar While that is so there are aspects of the Indian

ti ide in sugar the full force of which cannot be realized until some idea

has been conveyed of the nature and value of the Indian markets of outlet

and of supply In the historic chapter above it has been pointed out

that hurope during the classic period of Rome received from India its

knowledge of sugar as also for many ages its supplies of that commodity
Centuries intervened between the discovery of sugar and the time when it

began to be a necessity of European life Sugar in fact first assumed 1m
port mce in Furope on cane cultivation being established as a European
industry in the Colonies The birth of the new Colonial was the death
of the old Indian trade But the Honourable the East India Company
becoming aware of the loss India had sustained in its failure to create or

even to participate in the greatly increased traffic made (towards the

close of the last century) strenuous efforts to awaken interest m the

subject Although many obstai les were soon found to have been thrown
across the path of progression the Company succeeded to revive and
greatly enlarge Indians foreign interests in sugar Heavy losses were for

years patiently borne in the hope of ultimate success East Indian sugar
in timt became regularly quottd and the amounts that poured into Fngland
and other Europian countries improved in quality very greatly The
internal sugar trade of India als > manifested distinct indications of expan
sion The demands of Indi 1 for superior qualities of sugar had grown so
strong that the imported refined article gradually came to bear in the
various languages of the peninsula names to denote apparently the two
countries ot chief external supply vte chini (China) and mtsrt

\ Egypt)
There 1 abundan evidence in support of the belief that for many centuries

the a t of refining su^ar was known in India to comparatively few and was
for the most part pi iittsed by the special artisans of the nobles To a
greater extent relatively therefore than at the present da> the bulk of the

people consumed (a century ago) a crude unrefined sugar—gur Those who
desired a better article looked mainly to a foreign supply The inhabitants
of the coast were probably always as they are now a wealthier com muni
ty than the people of the more interior agricultural tracts W ithin a belt

of country skirting the coast the demand for sugar has always been
greater than further inland But that demand it was felt could be more
easily met bv the merchants who traded with India bringing as a return
cargo sugar from China the Straits Batavia and perhaps also from
Egypt than by the Indian refiners An import traffic had according
ly by the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries assumed considerable
proportions It was only natural thit the East India Company should
have recognised therefore that the subject of internal trade deserved quite
as much attention as the encouragement of India s foreign export in sug-ir

The restrictions imposed by coastwise dues and internal transit charges
were seen to operate prohibitively on Indian sugar conveyed from the
chief sugar producing districts to he great consuming centres The
supply of Bombay for example was regarded as a natural outlet for the
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surplus Bengal stock Fhe success of the Dutch traders in meeting the SSfWS
demands of Western India was viewed and not unnaturally with the TRADE

strongest disfavour To facilitate Bengil competition the dues were
removed from Indian sugar but the tax on foreign imports retained In

spite of this chtm and mtsn continued to be largely imported and to even
find a market m Bengal itself The unsatisfactory character of the
Indian refiners art and the insufficient supply was at last recognised as

the chief reasons for the success of the Chinese and Batavian sugars
Effort was accordingly directed towards improving and extending the

refining intere ts of India The result for a time was distinctly satis

factory The manufactunes and refineries started in Bassein for example
at once told on the imports into Western India 1 he demand for Chinese
Straits and Dutch colonial sugars declined and a large export from India

in refined sugar was gradually dtveloped But in course of time and
coming down to comparative recent events a more formidable rival appear
ed in tne Bombay market in the supplies of sugar that yearly began to pour
into Irdia from Mauritius the West Indies and ultimately fre m Europe
The success of European planting in India had been but temporary Most
of the refineries fell into Native hands The quality of the article deg enerat
ed and thus though the Chinese and Java trade had largely been ousted
the advantage was reaped by new comers and a greater import than ever

was created The exports also began to change from refined to unre
fined sugar But startling though manv of the ups and downs of the

Indian sugar traae have been during the century 1784 to 1884 the revolu

tion that has since taken place surpa ses in magnitude ill previous ex
periences The exports of refined sugar have ceased the traffic is now
practically in the unrefined article and the trade has migrated from
Bengal to Madras And this is not all India now imports a cwt for

every cwt exported * These imports are largely drawn from the very
countries which were formerly the chief consumers if our exports So very

significant is this modern phase that India must be regarded as taking no
longer any part in the world s supplv of this article butruher a affording

a market tor the produce of other countries One feature of impirtance still

however remains to India The advance of civilization h is created new
necessities and afforded the me ms ofreilizmg greater luxuries I he
people of India are able to afford a larger consumption of sugar than they

ever did before There is no evidence to support the mfcrei cc that might
1

be deduced fr< m the expansion of the import traffic that foreign sugars
j

are driving the Indian out of the home markets On the contrary every

thing points to a greatly increased cultivation and a corresponding mimen
sely enhanced consumption Tl e imports are undoubtedly however com
peting with the Indian refiners trade in the supply of certain sugars A
larger amount of crude sugar is thereby released, and rendered available

f

for the consumption of ihe vast majority of the p ople who never have I

and for many years to come are not likely to care for refined sugars still Ctnf *>ith p
less to eat such refined sugars as bear the stigma of religious prejudice

|

3U
against the process of their manufacture So far it mav safely be vmrmed

i

Sugar

INDIAN
TBADI

the loss of the markets to which India formerly exported sugar and the

creation of a foreign supply have not told injuriously upon the production
of sugar in India It would be o trespass beyonl the field of legitimate

criticism and review to venture further by foretelling the probable future

Radical changes have already taken place in India* Caste where opposed
to the spirit of the age has given place on many points but it would seem
highly improbable that for years to come foreign sugars should succeed

C01 f mth pp 19- o 39-40 ji6 34I 344, 34*
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to invade the domestic life of by far the most important section of the Indian

community— the Hindus 1 his fact therefore g eatlv restricts the possi

bihties that are open to the importers of sugar But there exists an
even more potent consideration than the religious views of a section of the

community namely the poverty of perhaps four fifths of the entire popula
tion The question of the effect of imports on production in this country has
to be regarded not n the light of the influence on the refiners and
exporters* sections of the trade but on that of the crude sugar manu
facturer- the cultivator of the cane Little has as yet transpired in

support of the opinion that the value of sugar in Europe and the colonies

can be lowered much below what it has already touched On the con
trary it stands a greater chance to be augmented If that be so the

che ipest foreign sugars hitherto landed in India cost at least twice as

much as the article eaten by the vast majority of the people of this

country Were the colonial sugar manufacturers to attempt to produce
an article that would directly compete in price even with the more expen
sive qualities of gar the import trade would at once become of graver
moment than it has as yet assumed 1 hese remarks may therefore be
said to tend towards the conclusion — and a not unnatural one— that the

Indian internal trade in sugar— (the home consumption of that cjmmo
dity)— is the feature of greatest importance to this country In perhaps
no othei article of Indian commerce therefore is the want t f definite parti

culars of production and consumption more keenly felt than with sugar
Wlieie sufficient importance i denoted by a large foreign supply or

demand the prosperity or otherwise of the country is indicated b> certain

article of tr ide may be learned from the returns of foreign transactions

The utmost reliance can be put on the accuracy of these returns for the

artich that leave or are brought to India are not only carefully registered

but fr< m the records of other countries in their de dings with India it

becomes possible to confirm e\ery transaction But in a vast empire
lik( that of India where certain provinces ha\e not as yet been even
surveyed agriculturil resources become very 1 irgely a matter of specu

lation fhe constructs of railways has afforded the C overnment how
(\er one direct mode of gauging the extent of internal traffic since the

movement of articles are not only registered from province to province but

from district to district The railways are the great arteries of certain

tracts Rivers and canals serve the same purpose and a registration of

the tr ide on these is also preserved so far as possible But when the

returns of rail river and can il have been all tested there has been
left out of consideration the ro id traffic of which no registration what
ever is kept except in the imports and exports with certain large tow ns

It may safely be assumed that in a commodity which like sugar is grown
muni y for local consumption the interchanges from village to village

along the roads throughout the entire countrv are verv much greater than
that shown in the returns of rail river and canal w hich tap but limited

tracts of the total area of India This statement will at once be borne
out for example by an examination of the imports and exports by road
into Calcutta Along the coast of India and across its land frontier a

record of the interchanges is also preserved so that the returns of the

shipments coastwise and of the goods earned across the land frontier

come to bear on the problem of the annual production of sugar in India

But of many of the provinces the area unaer cane has been annuallv

determined and penodically surveyed Experiments to ascertain the

acreage yield have also been performed so that allowing a margin for

error not greater than would be necessary for countries of like magnitude
it may be accepted that the returns of the surveyed provinces can be
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accepted as fairly accurate Thus the tendenc\ of the defective returns of

India would be to under rather than o\er estimate production
By bearing- every possible error in view and b\ bringing every avail

able aid on the enquiry it has been determined that within the past few
v ears the normal area devoted to sugar-cane and sugar yi< Idmg palms
has not fallen far short of 2 ^ooooo acres and that the \ield has been
about 2^00000 tons of coarse sugar It is probable that to compare
that amount with the consumption of sugar in burope it should be reduced
to a little more than ono*third as the coarse sugar of India if refined into

an article stmilar in quality and equal in value to the sugar used in

Furope and America would be in the ratio of 2 J of gu or coarse sugar
to 1 of refined sugar But although a consideration of the n iture indicated

is perfectly right still it must be added that as in article of food with

the people of India gur serves the purpose and it might ihm st be said is

to them of corresponding value with the sugar of more civilized countries

In Dr Giffen s paper on The t rogress of Th SugxrTrad pub
lished on the 24th of May 1889 a useful table is given of the con
sumption of sugar in the chief countries of the w< rid Aft r show
ing the amounts used in the United States in the United Kingdom
and in all the other Furopean countries Dr Giffen allows a quintity
f >r Australasia and then for other countries He d >es m t show
India China Japan etc so that it is not permissible to ifiirm that the

other countries* include or exclude Indii The tot il consumption
<f the world according to Dr Giffen comes to ^ 21 n ( o< tons f sug ir

of which the United States takes 29 per cent the United Kingdom 21

per cent all Furopean countries (excluding the United Kingdom) 36
percent Australasia 2 per cent ind other countries 12 pci tent

The ameunt shown against other countries is only 580 oik tons India

at the present day imports 3 cwt of sugar for every ew t exp rted If

therefore the net import be added to the estimated pnduction and
the figure just given for the production be red lit ed to tit value of the

figures dealt with by Dr Giffen it m iv sifely be stated the con umption
shown against other countnt s is less thin half the aitual imount
consumed m India alone In other words it seems ct rrect t j say tl it cx
pressed as sugar equal in quility with that consumed in I ur pe the

pecple of India use up annually fully on milm n u ns or abr ut the simt
amount is in Great Britain Or leaving C re it Brit un < ut < f consider

ation the people of India use a little more than half the imount consumed
in the whole of the rest of Europe Taking this view' c f the comparative
value of the sugar used in the United Kingdom and in India the subject

assumes a greater importance than is given to it by an inspection of the
dirty looking masses exposed for salt on the village traders stall Dr
Giflren remarks that the 1 100 000 tons of sugar as imprrted into the
United Kingdom is valued at^, 16 51 to 000 In 1*84 sugar was estimated
in the United Kingdom to have been about half the value of the wheat
I he consumption of wheat came to 26 om 000 quarters the value A which I

at 32s per quarter would have been about ^42 u >0000 Sugai for many
|

years kept pace with other articles of food in growing cheaper year by 1

year but recently it has begun to lead in that respect I hus the
|

8 000 000 cwt consumed 30 to 35 years ago cost the British as much as the
22000000 cwt taken annually within tne past two or three years But
there are certain features of the British sugar trade that must oe specially

noticed I he value of that article is largely increased beyond its aeclared
import value through the very great amourt of it that is usually refined

About 739,000 tons are refined or prepared for special industries This
trade gives employment to 4,260 men at the 26 refineries that exist in the

INDIAN
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country This shows about 30 men for every 100 tons refined per week
or 3000 tons per annum The imports of refined sugar into England
(mainly from Germany) have recently however been greatly increased and
the bustness of refining for export has decreased It will thus be observed
that the refiners of Great Britain have felt the modern tendencies of the sugar
trade quite as much if not more seriously than the Indian But there are
industries in England that use very large amounts of sugar which scarcely

if at all exist in India ihus for example Dr Gtffen tells us that certain

leading confectionery and jam making firms in I ondon alone use annually

34 000 tons of sugar similarly that the turn over for Scotland of this

nature comes to 40 000 tons An actual estimate of the consumption of

sugar for jams confectionery biscuits brewing mineral waters etc can
not be obtained but the point of interest which it is desired to urge here is

that a very large amount of the articles so prepared are exported so that

the aitu 1 consumption of sugar in the United Kingdom has to be reduced
by that »mount In India no such export trade exists The sweetmeats
made are irticles of actu il food not sweetmeats in the sense of such luxu
nes in 1 urope The extent to which the so-called sweetmeats of India are
eaten both dailv and at festivils marriage ceremonies etc must im
press tl ttefore the argument here advanced namtly that if the sugar used
in the United Kingdom w is valued at £16300000 a considerably larger
sum miy be accepted as representing the annual consumption in India
It is little to be wondered at therefore that in the present keen competition
the exporters of sugar should have earnestly turned their cttention to

Indnasa market of greit importanc At the lowest possible estimate
the industries of cultiv ition of cane and palms and manufacture and re

finement of sugar m India must be admitted as equal to at least

£20 ooo 000 annually

The reader should consult the introductory remarks offered above in

each of the provincial chapters on the subject of the area outturn and con
sumption of sugar I he defective nature of the internal returns of trade

in some provinces precludes as explained a detailed statement being pre

pared of the total trade for all India The senes of tables that may now
be htre given although in some instances defective are believed to be
iccuratc so far as thev go Their value is only lessened when it is de
sired to obtain for each and every province returns of the exact same
nature The absence of such uniformity debars a total statement being
prepared but does not render inaccurate the statistical information furnish

cd The Indian sugar trade m iy be viewed undtr three great sections 1

Foreign II Internal and III Coastwise 1 he trans-frontier transactions

(that is the sugar earned b\ land routes to or from India) are unimportant
and may therefore be placed under the section on Internal Trade

FOREIGN

Exports

450

I—FOREIGN TRADE IN REFINED AND UNREFINED
SUGAR

A Exports from India —In various passages of this article the writer

has endeavoured to exhibit the manner in which the possible growth of a
great trade in Indian sugar was precluded through the prohibitively heavy
import duty charged on Indian sugar by Great Butam that duty
amounted to about 8i a hundredweght more than was charged on colo

nial sugar It existed until 1836 It will therefore be instructive as
manifesting the early records of Indian sugar to give tables of the trade

for some years pn >r to and after the removal of the duty Column I II of

the table below shows the imports into Great Britain of Indian sugar from
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1800 to 1821 The contrast with column I shows the proportion of the

Indian to the total imports Columns IV and V classify tnc actual sales

made in London for each of the years into the two sections sales from
Company s imports and from private imports 1 he decline of the Com
p iny's transactions and the growth of the private is a feature of some im
portance as it shows the extent to which this branch of trade found it neces-

sary to escape from the restrictions enjoined by the Company s regulations

in the character and conditions of their in\estmtnts

Experts*

6 / tement of the Su^ar Trade (fC*eat Btit tn for the frst twenty two

y ars (f the present century designed to specially xhtbtt the shate

in en by India

Ykars

Total of

all sorts i

imported
into ( riat

Britain

Cut

-

rXX

k

^

I
54
e
a

*

t

0

Tot'd i f

all rt

tm| t

ed (r m
India

Cwt

Anaiysi o* thh actuai sacks
at London ok tiik imports

from Ini 1 \

C »

pan> s

Imports

Cwt

1 nvatr
Imports

Cwt

I otal

Cwt c

I 11 III IV V vi
!

VII

1800 3 390 974 618 537 120 471 1 1 1 070 109 y6( 20 836 545 937
1801 3 ><>4 474 1 f>57 55 i 2 6 S38 5 S 797 i>iii 74 7 « »97 134
l8< 2 3 )7< 5*4 1 202 71 ) 61 2 3 55 786 27 7 4 83 4)0 158 317
18 3 4 297 097 2 046 7< 7 57 38i 27 5i 21 769 4 ) 279 102 473
1804 3 849 > f>93 85 97 928 78 (2 25 477 104 097 273 5 i 4
1805 3 348 306 1 103 936 125 15 S 102 73-; 29 1 02 764 2)4 757
1806 3 >78 788 1 102 685 124 36* 6 s 806 15* f 5 X 2 U4 797
1S07 3815 183 i 013 435 37 227 105 S 3 7 J»< »13 483 211 658
»8c8 3 ^4 * 3 io 1 363 642 1 18 586 48 447 5 jy 54 383 yf 728
1809 1 3* 7j3 485 910 6/ ? 7» 5*7 31 * 18 1 1 1 3 i 737 68,990
1810 1 or 198 i 4</ 691 26 200 4° 534 8 (8 48 622 113 410
1811 4 808 663 l 3«9 349 4 ) 24< 1,824 12 ( ) 13 883 28 550
1812 3 9 7 543 690 869 20 3 2 f 7 f 10 9 * 4 < 77 25* 177 433
1813 3 7f>3 423 I !5» 1(2 72 m 47 55 > 2 632 70 191 216600
1814 4 000 000 1 ( 15.500 50,000 42 54« 13 394 55 942 216 O08
1815 4.035 323 2 002 I09 49 849 3 312 121 032 124 344 383 610
1816 3 9«4 782 I 906 711 125 63 j 18951 90 770 109 721 247 108
1817 3 76o 548 1 663»6l7 127 203 2 774 73 »05o 75 824 180 757
1818 3 795 550 I 671 740 125 893 19 08f 98 2 4 i 17 315 263 071
1819

1

3 965 947 1 695 627 *62 395 2f 754 1 14 64 > *35 4 3 2J 7 356
1820 4.077 009 I 302 179 205 527 18 318 154 553 172 871

,

263 530
1821 U063541 * 659 556

|

277 228 39 73 * Mi 653
|

181 384
j

243 726

Although the East India Company gave orders about 1820 that sugar
should no longer form a part of tneir commercial investments it continued
to be exported factories had hew ever been formed by private persons
which soon drifted into refineries and agencies to purchase Native sugar
and the result was that by the time the heavy British import duty was
equalized with that charged on other sugars the exports from India to
England stood at a little over 250 000 cwt In 1840 or six years later they
had however increased by 1 000 000 cwt

The following table compiled from the Proceedings of the Honourable
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the East India Companv (Statistics <f Sugar) shows the trade from India
from the years 1830 to 1848 —

The Exports of Sugar from India during the twelve years xmmehately
followt rg the equalieitton of the duty chirged on the imports tnto
Greit Btitain with that levied on Colonial Sugar

Years
r xpoi te 1

t ( cat

Ut itain

1 0 < ther

Ports

T tal ex
po t of

su*.ar and
Val ie in

rupees

Aveia^e
value

f
er

maund

1 11 III IV V

Cwt Cwt Cwt R a P

37 260 6173 180 354? 440 97*3 51 38 460 8 5 2

1837 38 425 ( 11? t 56 3^ 79 58 i 979? 67 18 91

1

8 3

J838 3

9

522741? 98 >49! 620 790? 74 63 088 8 9 4 l

1839 40 523 32 3 79 4551 602 777? 73 60 036 8 11 6*

1840 41 1 226 635? 4^ 215 1 274 850? 1 ^4 68 8y8 9 3 7 l

1841 42 » 037 5 1

3

49 707 1
1 087 20Sf 1 39 16 4 ( 9 2 3 l

1842 43 1 123 c 75 23 1333 1 146 8073 » 48 35 773 9 3 2 \

1843 44 1 097 4839 4 360 1 101 843? 1,46 04 641 9 7 5
*

1844 45 1 S4 2923 15 0773 1 099 369! 1 46 91 956 9 8 *3

1845 46 1 3 >8 04 s 5 7933 1 3 i 3 838! 1 78 93 188 9 1

1

7

1846 47 1 203 8113 3433 1 225 155 1 67 98 r55 9 12 °f

1847 48 1 16S 944! 60 883! 1 229 828 1 66 28,5 4 9 10 61

1 he very sudden rise in the exports which is shown tohave taken place
in 1840-41 is to be accounted for by the material reduction in the produc
tion of sugar in the West Indies in consequence of the Emancipation Law
which came into effect in 1838 A decline is also perceptible in the above
table from 1841 to 1845 w which year a reduction took place in the duty
charged by England on Bengal and all muscavado sugars from 24s to 14s

But there is still another peculiarity in the figures shown in the above
table The grand totals in column III (at least for the years 1843 1848)
will be found by comparison with the totals in the table below to have
represented the exports from Calcutta alone Madras which at the present
day has become the chief exporting province took no share (or practically

no share) in the trade during very nearly the first half of this century It

enjoyed a small trade during the closing decades of the eighteenth century
but was not placed on the same favourable terms as Bengal until the end
of 1839. In Wilkinson s Commercial Annual we are furnished with parti

culars of the External Trade of Bengal compiled from the Customs returns
of that province and the information there given should naturally be
regarded as not embracing anj portion of the Madras trade
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The following analysis prepared from Wilkinson s Commercial Annual
—a tabular statement of the External Commerce of B ngal during
the years 1843 t0 1850 may therefore be usefully given in this place —

TEA

Exports.

Exports of Suifar and Khaurfrom Cilcutti

C t ie t «l 1 h
Lxp ted

841 44 844 45 845 40 840 47 847 4« 1848*49 849-SO*

Md Mda Mds Mda M 1 Md Mda
C c t B Itain 5 36 470* 15 8 OOQ 18 31 03l J 0 85 336 0 6 5 1 »6 34 389 : 17 M 7P7|
B mbay * 5 i 9 4 3 50 1 5 786 70 3731 9* 3564 14 aio
O If (Arabian an 1 1

P la ) 3 54* 1 4<0i * 957f S 93*1 6 1 5 054* 0 9'4|
Mad aa 7 * 571

j

saf 8 856 266

( yl 59 i 5 85 70* i 4 753* 3 77 ftl *8 74 4 53*4
V g 8 7 \1 9 * 3 * 384f 34 I S41 I

N w Holland 39 2 88K 1
i * 7h 70* 993* 5 617* 49f

C p d St H 1 67 * 73 1 9f 450* I 3 s5i 70 * 55*4
N tl A n rl a 13 1 385* 935
Maldi 5 * 440 487 664 * 3 461* 703*
M riti s *5 40

B 1 5 I

A tv\ rp US*

Tot l 1 Indi n Mds *5 4 58 5 39 7 8 39 174 7 S 7 7 759 >7 41 450 18 3 2 80s

T t l Cwt 843 Oyg 3^9 1 3 «3S 1 *45 *55 29 8 8 *45 3 1 3°* 003
(Th m 1 b g

acc ltd fth cwt )

It may be here pointed out that it is significant Wilkinson should not

ha\e shown Calcutta as importing sugar from Madras or from foreign

countries Bengal during the yeirs dealt with may therefore be reg irded

as having held it own The imports of foreign sugar forty ye irs ago went
almost entirely U Bombay and Bengal exported largely to countries from
which it now draws supplies Another feature of some importance may
also be alluded to vt

e

that the expr rts seem to have been almost entirely

in refined sugar The amounts of rab or of gur were so unimportant that

they were viewed as involving no serious error by being treated along with

sugar gt nerally

As bearing on the auestion c f Madras exports the following analysis of

the Indian bxport Traae may bt furnished for the yeirs 1851 to 18O2 It

will then be seen that Madras is exhibited as having h id in 1851 a very con
siderable foreign export so that the table from Wilkinsons Commercial
Annual sh mid as it is stated to be be accepted as indicating the Bergal
section only and the earlier tables (furnished above) which have been
compiled from the Honourable the Last India Company s Proceedings may
be therefore regarded as dealing also with the Bengal Tfade although
stated to be East India sugar a definition which should of course have
included Madras as well as Bengal This is the only explanation bv which
the totals n certain years which appear in both sets of returns could be
identical TheActXXXII of 1836 which equalized the duty in Bengal sugar
imported into Tngland was only extended to include Madras (Act XV ) in

1839 There is however abundant evidence in support of the opinion

already advanced that for well on to the middle of this century the export

trade f Bengal in sugar might almost be viewed as that of all India There
is no very serious error therefore involved in the acceptation of the early

transactions shown m the above tables as expressing the total sugar export

trade from India From about 1850 however we possess precise inform

ation as to the total trade and the shares taken by each province 1
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Analytical Statement showing the quintit es of Sugar export d annuallv

of Europe Am rt a and othei Ports bore gn to India it it »

b rom Ports in the

Pr stdency of
Places hither Exported 1851 52 1852 53 1853 54

Bengal l

. Great Britain

Continent of Europe
America
Other Ports Foreign to India •

Cwt
1 106 398

3 473
* 735
16578

Cwt
1 048 236

i53
286

3i 9 >9

Cwt
458 429

1 667
1 004

39 218

Total 1 128 084 1 083 264 500 318

To Ports in India but not
Bengal Presidency t

in

59 291 1 16 376 9 175

Total 1 18737s 1 199 640 509 493

Madras /

'

Great Britain

Continent of Europe
America
Other Ports Foreign to India *

399 753
2 77j

9 609

307 624

461

23 857

493 712

10 052

Total 412 137 33i 942 5 33 764

To Ports in India but not
Madras Presidency t

in

11 988 ,

8 1 1

3

30 709

Total 424 125 340 055 534 473

BOMBAY ^

Great Britain

Continent of Europe
America
Other Ports boreign to India * 67 287

770

61 671

22

83 95o

Total 67 287 62 441 83 972

(
To Ports in India but not
Bofhbay Presidency t

m
4633 4 290 4 261

Total 71 940 66 73* 88233

t

British Indian

C reat Britain
Continent of Europe
America
Other Ports Foreign to India*

1 5°6 051
6 248

* 735
93 474

1 356 630
*53

3 337
117527

95 *63
1 667
I fK>4

133 220

Total I 607 508 1 477 647 1 088 054

To Ports in India from one P esi

dency to another but exclu ive

of the Port to Port Trade within
each Presidency 75 932 128 779 44 *45

Total I 683 440
|

1 606 426 1 132 *99

• Consisting of Aden, Africa Arabian and Persian Gulfs A straha Cape of Good
Saint Helena Straits Settlements Sonmfani and Meckran Suer, Turkey West

t Bengal to Ports on the Coromandel and Malabar and Can&ra Coasts Madras
Madras to Indian French Po ts Bombay Cutch Sind, Calcutta Arracan Chitta
Bombay to Calcutta and Ports on Malabar and Canara Coasts
N 4?—The exports from Bombay Presidency are entirely Imports Re-exported
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or

from each Presidency of British India to Great Britain the Continent
gutshmg also the Port to Port frade from one Presidency to another TRADE

14 027 19 799
14 903 2 340
79 876 81 802

903 990 890 766

18 887 2 864

1856-57 857 58 1858-59

Cwt
755 982
104 683
50 265

77 294

Cwt
419 808

23 043
33 405
41 687

Cwt
662 528

4 484
*5 519
87 609

988 224 5»7 943 770 140

not stated 226 086 256 654

744 029 1 026 794

502 281

717

2 220

329 654
22 449
5 035
8 026

233 175
1 572

3 124

505 218 366 164 237 871

26 148 11 868 18 303

53 i 366 378 032 256 174

8 929 2 *83 445

66 300 75 738 105 441

75 229 78 021 105 886

3677 4 125 4898

78906 CO ej
01 no 784

1 267 192

105 4<»°

5° 265
145814

751 745
46 492
38 44o
125 451

896 148
6 056
15 519

196 174

1,568 671 962 128 1 1 13 897

242 079 *7^,855

1 204,207 i$393 752 i

16 508
ji 756

1 857

Cwt
380 904
16 3 8

*9 711
6“} 22S

48c 171

23 187

7* 3.8

3*3 9 2

223

3 307

3*7 432

22 150

339 582

1 206

47 152

301859 *94835 342079 273,855
I

209 no
I

259614 356636

* 244,799 M7* 895 1 204,207 1,393 752 1 069 in 1 105 575 » 065,323

Hope Ceylon China Java Maidive Islands Mauritius and Bourbon New South Wales
Indies
Pegu Bombay Karachi and Indian French Ports
gong Goa Moulmein and Pegu

4s 35s 82 445

5 277 7475

53 635 89 920

696 012 534 >80
16551 12 102

19711 39
113 687 162 306

845961 708 687

259614 356 636

1 105 575 1 065,323

Export*,

39
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It may be again observed that in the returns furnished by the above
tables no distinction was made into refined and unrefined sugar In the

BftIWti early years of this trade such a distinction scarcely existed The East India
Company found that it only paid to export the purer article, and indeed
sugar was treated as a ballast cargo to be used in place of saltpetre It

would not pay to export it as an ordinary cargo the freight from India
being too high Even as a ballast cargo it was found that the better qualities

were more profitable than the inferior W ith the growth of refineries in

England and through the va9t improvements in shipping and consequent
cheapening of freights it not only became possible however but was more
profitable to export the crudely refined or unrefined sugars Accordingly
the distinction in the trade returns had to be made into these two great sec
tions In the tables which may now be given the exports from India are
shown from 1871 to 1891 The figures in column I it will be observed are
the totals of refined and unrefined sugar from 1871 to 1875, and after that
year columns I and III separate the returns into the classes named Each
year therefore as the relative proportions of the two cl asses changed it would
have become more and more incorrect to add together the quantities of
refined and unrefined sugars Before a figure to express the total can now
be arriv* d at the former has to be reduced to the value of the latter in the
ratio of 2$ to 1 and in some provinces 3 to 1 would be even safer The
table above which gives the trade from India to England from 1851 to

1862 a decline Is shown of the quantity from 1506051 cwt to 534,180
cwt In 1871 72 the exports had still further declined to 373 897 cwt
From that year to the present there has been an almost uniform falling

off in the quantity of refined sugar but a steady improvement in the un
refined article The highest record of Indian exports appears to have
been 1883 84. (if the year 1876 77 be excluded an abnormal year) since
which year it may be said a decline in the total of the two classes has
been manifested —

Exports by Sea of Indian Sugar to Foreign Countries

Ybars
Refined or Crys
talhzed and
Sugar-candy

Unrefined Sugar
Molasses Gdr etc

To allow of
comparison
with the early
returns the

grand total may
be diown by

reducing refin-

ed to unrefined
sugar

, 11 III IV V
Cwt # Cwt «

These figures

Cwt

1871 7a 372897 28 80 482
{

should not be
accepted as cor 372,897

«8;a 73 630 938 49 *7 432 £ 630 938
>873 74 294 818 22 78 227 \ 294 818

1874 75 498054 3 1 92 383

\
fined sugar is

not know*.

498054

1875 76 107 208 I! 04*274 3*3 554 14 35 100 574
1876 77 674 627

477 t*8
72,57 281 418 998 19 94*68o 2,105 §65

I 559 8!71877 78 49 74*679 3®6 997 34 83,834
1878 79 5* C43 6,96 793

5 91 05a
228 7I3

279 010
13 46 808 356,320

1879-80 44»963 14 67 061 392023
1880-81 18 915 324562 515 259 37 9* 946 562 546
1881-82 34,010 5 05,854 883,483 54.76,463 968508
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Years
Refined or Crys

tallued ana
Sugar-candy

Unrefined Sugar
Molasses Gur etc

lo allow of

comparison
with the early

returns, the

grand total may
be shown by
reducing refin

ed to unrefined
sugar

I I! III IV V
Cwt St Cwt H Cwt

188a 83 in 274 13 01 331 1 207 424 67 86 428 1 485 639
1883 84 203 693 22 86 004 1,426 827 71 46 181 1 936 059
1884 85 55 323 7 14940 1 015 596 47 43 755 1 153 903
1885 86 24 943 3 29 787 1,142 598 49 24 337 1 204 953
1886-87 33 340 4 4i 435 953 066 46 06 597 1 036 416
1887 88 37 723 4 62 388 1 008 565 4 * 95 899 1 102 872
1888 89 34 523 4 33 021 978 955 50 69 771 1 065 262

1889-90 in 323 14 91 320 I 309 321 76 80 470 1 587 628
1890-91 28 768 3 83 754 795 973 37 9i 871 867893

In order to demonstrate more fully the present state of the Indian sugar
trade the following analysis of the returns of each fifth year since 1875 76
may now be shown —

Analysts of the Indian Foreign Exportsfor each fifth year since 1875 76

Refined or Crystallized Sugar and Sugar candy

$
g

I

Provinces
from whence
exported

Cwt. St
Countries to which

exported
Cwt St

f Bengal

\ Bombay
/ Sind

j
Madras

( Burma

83995
13 161

224

9 826
2

8 09 768
1 99031

3 534
99917

34

United Kingdom
Ceylon
Arabia
Aden
United States
1 urkey in Asia

Other countries th

65 593
17633
8 794
3 939
3 751
2 816

e balance

5 5i 119
2 30 094
1 28 148
58 700
28 133
44282

Total 107 208 11 04374

( Bengal
\ Bombay
J Sind
J Madras

^Burma

9460
3618

e
a7

1 63 200

64 '45
481

96 736

Ceylon
Arabia
Aden
Other countries th

11 656
3 299
1 131

e balance.

3 09 169
5* 024
18369

Total 18915 3 *4»563

( Bengal
V Bombay
; Sind 1

) Madras
Burma

4*38
2913

Hi’

47*551
34*089

l6l

nr
Ceylon
United Kingdom 1

Arabia
Other countries th

18,644 -

2,400
1 480

;

e balance

2 60347
22 l8l

14,198

Total 24*942 3 29 787

(
Bengal

\ Bombay
1

J Sind

j
Madras

lBurma

1 803
11 616

95
15*202

52

24,206
I 7* 874

l 419
1,80*850

405

Ceylon
Aden
Persia

Turkey in Asia
Eastern coast of

Africa

16 216

3 137
|

2,573 1

2 320
**875

1,95 57«
40 752
42 013
37 313
28,953

Total 38 768 3.83 754 Other countries th e balance

Vxjwrt*
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Unrefined Sugar Molasses G6r etc

Provinces

§ from whence Cwt
> exported

Countries to which
exported

(
Bengal

^ \ Bombay
jo J Sind
» ) Madras

( Burma

i 560 United Kingdom
i 04 767 United States

75 1 Arabia
*3 24 *75 Ceylon

3 849 Aden
Other countries th e balance

12 30 390
50 640

1 06 480
394*7
19 530

Bengal
Bombay
Sind
Madras
Burma

1 08 127

58 821

494 375 26 22 939

United Kingdom 498 074 26 74 717
Ceylon 862 41 654
Arabia 6051 57890
Aden 833 7 920
Other countries th e balance

1 604 Arabia

g \ Bombay
b Kind
$ j

Madras
( Burma

5*5 359 27 92 946

1 136 794 48 08 83^

* *42 598 49 34 337

United Kingdom 793 525
Tgypt *45 93 *

Sj a n 91 172
St Helena 84 277
A abia 1 1 720
Other countries the balance

793 525 338853'*
*45 93 * 639103
91 172 3 9 651

84 277 3 24 436
1 1 720 82 828

Bengal
Bombay
Sind
Madras
Burma

3 *00
1 23 268

United Kingdom
Aden

780 283 36 58 658

37 9 * 871

1 870 Arabia
Ceylon 10 65^
Stra ts Settlements 772
Other countries the balance

34 95 695
* *5 950
1 09 031

57 864

4 010

imports

45*

The reader in contrasting the figures exhibited in the above table with

those for the years 1851 to 1862 will be able to discover the radical

changes that have taken place The Indian export traffic may be said

to have changed from Bengal to Madras and from refined to unrefined

sugar dunng the past twenty or thirty >ears. Indeed it may safely be
said that there has been a steady decline in the export of refined sugar
from India since the year 1845

B Imports into India.— If the change in the character of the Indian

Foreign Export Trade in sugar be regarded as significant many persons

may be disposed to view the revolution of the import traffic as fraught

witn positive danger to the Indian cultivator The writer has already

tried to combat that position by showing that the immense and yearly

increasing imports do not so far appear to have caused a decline of pro-

duction He does not wish it to be thought, however that he regards it

as impossible that foreign sugars ma> in the future effect that result but

rather that there are no indications of immediate danger
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Imports by un of Sug tr from Foreign Countries
_ „ .SHEW..., aiJ-JOJ*

Refined or Cystallizkd Sugar
1 Unrefined Sugar
Molasses G6r etc

Years. 1 11 HI IV

1871 72

Cwt.

3<>a 559

*
70 63 545

Cwt
No 1 forma

it

(' 34 240
>872 73 343 45o 43 61 124 tloo a to

J 4" 337
1873 74 435 570 55 55 *69 q ia tlty

a alUble for
1874 75 395 7*5 5 * 58 647 thoc year* V. 6 989

*875 7<

5

610 534 89 39 383 2 627 19 989
1876.77 356 304 40 22 105 1 8oi *3 458
1877 78 473 333

918 302
79 ( 7 339 * 773 13029

1878 79 >*47 75 f53 5 '79 33 5*

187; 80 647 630 ' 0659^14 4 379 28 467
1880-81 983 262 1 60 96 343 4 »59 *5329
1881-83 773 5'9 1 24 3 1 892 3 463

|

15
1H82 81 669348 I 08 56 (X 3 3 334 13607
1883-84 739 321

|

1 14 61 689 7 588 32 012
1S84 85 I 613 of 7 2 3 89 J37 3807 18 440
1885 86 l 164 056

j

1 H 5 58 063 7 ' 3o 22 9«9
18S6-87 1 ( 78 4<>o 2 05 46 4 1

1

71 or 5 2 SH

1887 88 1 715 3 2 08 03 360 93 477 3 32 8to
1888 89 I 450 481 1

1 74 12 643 167 229 4<7 747
1889 to i

1 623 621
j

2 160 047 99 492 3 ° > 441

1890 91
|

2 734 49
*

|

3 33 68 4A 1 37 4 ‘o 7 *1 3*5

war
Imports.

In the remarks offered above it has been the custom in discussing
j

published returns both of production and export to reduce the Indian ,

sugars to the standard of pir This may be done by accepting the ratio '

at 2jg«r to i sugar or 3 gur to i sugar Some writers consider the for
1

mer as sufficient others the latter In order to keep up this standard it

becomes necessary to express the figures in column I as gur and to add
j

the result to column III in order to compare the total imports with the ex
s

f
orts (column V of table page 338) It will be seen that the Foreign
mports are almost entirely in refined sugar while the Foreign Exports are

almost exclusively m unrefined sugar
The first direct effects of the beet-sugar production of Europe on India

were (a) the closing of the markets to which India exported refined sugar

(b) the throwing on the market large quantities of colonial sugar which
J

sought an outlet in India From both of these influences it will be observed <

a larger amount of crude sugar must have becomt available in India Con
sumption increased through the slight fall in price thereby occasioned I

and findtng a demand production extended but in time beet root sugar
had to seek foreign marKets Within the past few years therefore large
quantities have begun to pour into India so that we have now not only
cheap Colonial cane refined sugar but still cheaper beet-sugar being
pressed on the Indian consumer This fact explains the immense ana
sudden expansion of the imports shown above for 1890-91

The following table may be now given in order to furnish an Analysis

of the Indian Imp arts of sugar during each fifth year since 187$ 76 —

Can/ with

pp 19 So fr
40 Jl6 $SfL

343 44*34&
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Sugar
Foreign Trade in Refined

Import*

Refined Sugar and Sugar candy

Year*
Province* Into

which Imported
Cwt * Countries from

whence imported.
Cwt.

*875 7«

r Bengal
\ Bombay
* Sind
/Madras
V Burma

150

585 844
16*

1 036
»3 333

3 7IS
80 to 151

3 33d
*3 631

3,oe> 558

Mauritius
China (Hong Kong)
Straits Settlements
Madagascar
United Kingdom

5 8 303

®3 005
•8.009

530
308

74 45 3*3
I 00 737
3 7 367

7 540
5 9*6

Total 610 534 8f 39 383 balance

18*0-81
(8SS,
KSlnd
J Madras
\ Burma

43.»73
89053*

8
1 1,038

47 53

a

7 58 34
* 45 87 164

336
35,369

7 45 340

Ma rltl s

China (Hrrog Kong)
Straits Settl ments
la a
Other countries th

74d 309
140 956
8 09a
13 004

1 *9 90 799
35 9 77
*3,50 74*
1 9806a

Total 983 Mi » do 06 343

1885 86
(BaSSr
< Sind

/ Madras
V Burma

83 347
I 037 7i8

** 37?
a 5

38 383

3* 33,897
1 *7 64 644

I 67 790
40 079

4 3 651

Mauritius
China (H ng Kong)
Strait Settlements
United Kingdom
la a
Other countries th
balance

890^45
>90 556
3« 309
19 79
8684

09«9,899
4 18,976

5 65.434
a a8 533
1 89 94a

Total I 1*4 OJT6 t 43 48 06J

1890*9!

I5
lllll

5 » 79«
1 734 99»
360 964

7 5«I

*•9, 79

61 9® 34
* od, 4 «

46 54 *93
1 ofl 007

17 03,*45

Maurltiua
Germany
U Ited Klngd m
Chi a (H g Ko g)
Strait Settl m t

Other co nt ie tl

remainder

345 383
709 95
8 96

95 0
1 4467

63.03,189
84 oa 7 7

34,3 357
36 3 5o8
15.00 34

I

Total » 734 49> 3 3* 68 490

Unrefined Sktgtr MoJanei\ Gur etc

Years
Pro inces 1 to
which imported Cwt A Conntric from

whence Imported
Cwt ! A

i*7S'7«

( Bengal
\ Bombay
4 si 1

j Madras
V Burma

a

958
178
68o
809

114

8 340

,J13

8 649
6 573

Eastern Coast of

Africa
Straits Settlements
Ceylon
Arabia
United Kingdom
Other countries the
balance.

Mauritius
Ceylon 1

A abia
Other countries the

975
810
S73
136
tid

7 007
4 60J
3,594

377

Total a d>7 •9,9*9

l*8o-«i

(
Bengal

\ Bombay
< Sind

y Madras
V, Burma

Nil

3,388

569
988
114

13

7 *97
a,888
3,806
736

1

*.3*0
896
639 ;

6 93
3.670

3 163

Total 4 059 15 3*9

1885*86
\ Bornbay
< Sind
J Madras
\ Burma

5 603
3,080

389
74
84

15 351

4,649
l 939
503
*78

Mauritius
Straits Settlements
Arabia
Other countries the
balance.

6 *47

355
36«

ld.967

38*4
I 500

Total
l

7 *30 **,909

18909

( Bengal
\ Bombay
VSi d

] Madras
V Bu ma

191,840

3,i»o
*5

37o

65

7 *0,747

13095

5^3
844

Maurltiua

Straits Settlements
Arabia
Orion
Other countries the

149.563
40,053
4 47*

« 906
1,364

X6o,8aS
X**9 «
44 94*
5.7*4
X54d

Total 197,410 7 30,365 balance.
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} Sugar

But to exemplify more fully the leading features of this modern import

trade the following analysis of the past five years may be furnished The

growth of the imports from the continent of Europe will perhaps be viewed

with greater concern than the older traffic with Mauritius since if re-

presents I he amounts of beet sugar being used in India —

Analysts <f some of thi chief items of the Imports of Foreign Sugar into

India stnee i 88$*&6

Countries tr m whence
bta* ed

Me ritlu*

Germany
France
A t ia

B Iftium
Italy

( Refined
tU refined
R fined

Reft d
R ft ed
ft fined
Reft ed

S90 5*5 1 5 o J5o 1 >95 *05

Un ted Kingdom Refined
Strait Settle / Reft ed
ment ) U reft et

Ga an Tot t .

F a oh
Imports

i R fined

(Unrefined

’ Refi ed cwt
Un efined

1 Refined U
„U refinea.

1,859 j«6 ojjl

•88 • >>7

I ofirj 05 46 4tt|l 00 3 3

1888-89 1889-90 l»9O*0l

Cwt Cwt Cwt
1 >*3 «* * *77 »9 I 3*5 3*1

l<5> 99' 89 >40 1*9

0 40 71* 709 95

757 3 970 9 35«

W x Hr J* 37*

t *0> •S 0*4
0 . 51

8l7 >5»*°> sfi gfi

88 307 97 34« I »4#*07

1 50O §763 4 477

115.81* 15* >5> 195 9< >

85 l 03 57

*

079 1,097 1 30*

1 *5 *® 1 633 S» • 73* 49 *

r>7 2 >9 99 *9 *97.4

7* */*43 3 ifi 91 0*/ 3,3* 0H 40«

98 7*7 3 09^*4 7 1® *>5

w
Imports*

Mr J E O Conor (Review of the Trade oj India Jot i8(/o-qi ) says t f

the imports of sugar by India (from foreign Countries) that the increase is

a noticeable feature — Of refined sugar which is mainly what India

imports the quantity imported was about 68 per cent more than in

18^9-90 the excess being chiefly beet sugar imported from Germany
This is an immediate ana direct result of the system of sugar bounties

aided by the development of direct «te *m communication between India and

Germany and by tlW course of exchange It is worth while to draw atten

tion here to the fact that whereas in former years India exported more

sugar than she imported that feature has in the last few years bc
f
n

rapidly reversed Last year India imported 2 734,491 cwt while the

exports came to 824,741 cut only so that fully three cwt were received by

India for every cwL that she furnished to the outer world * Mr v Uonor
commenting still further on this state of affairs puls certain salient ques-

tions to which however he hazards no answer — The question suggests

itself Is this feature of the trade the result of artificial encouragement of

production in Europe? or is it the result of natural causes Indian sugar

being realiy dearer and therefore unable to compete or has the limit of

our production been reached? If it is the result of State encouragement

in Europe then after a time the imports will diminish# if they will not

cease entirely for the bounty system will probably terminate in a few

years # but if it arises out of natural causes we must expect imports to

increase progressively with increase of population while the exports oimi

msh A couple of years before Mr u Conor offered these suggestive

• Conf with the chapter on History p 40 also the ernark* ipp 3*t) on the

Foreign as also the Internal Trade where these figures wrfl[be shown to be in o«e*e
j

•pert misleading They 4o not exprem in Hs fell bcanog the altered nstare oi the Indian
j

t ade
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questions the Government of India in a despatch which reviewed the
information that had been then brought to light arrived at the conclu
sion that the bounty system was not affecting India to any appreciable
extent but that on the contrary the cultivation of sugar cane had recently

been greatly extended and that the consumption of sugar was greater
than ever it had been while the industry of growing the cane was highly
remunerative 1 he despatch may he here quoted —

With the information now befoi e the Government of India it may be said that the
consumption of augar in India has increased to a great extent during the last thirty or
thuty five yea s Not only is more sugar produced now but the imports are larger

in fact ilmost as large as the exports which have now cons derably diminished used
to be thirty five years ago 1 he imports which comprise chiefly Mauritius sugar
(refine f) are mostly taken by the Bombay Presidency where it appears to supply a
distinct demand for crystallized sugar and whence a portion is despatched inland
I he p sent xp rts by sea consist chiefly of unrefined sugar which is supplied almost
cxclusi cly by Madras The trade of tnis Presidency is flourishing and the same
see s to be the case with regard to the industry of Bengal The sugar which in

former years was sent away from Bengal in large quantities is now said to be con
burned in India

I he Government of India consider s that it may be said in general terms that the
sugai in lustry of India is at the present day in a thriving condition and that it has
not been aff ted to any app et lable extent like other s iga producing counties by
the ysterncf uga bounties prevailing in continental T\u ope 1 n the despatch of
M-iy iss th ( overnment of India made the following remarks which may be taken
to nt ply equally to the present conditu n of the suga industry in India —

* 1 he ii u easing import a d the decreasing export do not we consider indicate
the dec idem t of the industry in India 1 he area under sugar-cane haslatgelyin
teased i V

j
par India th ou«h the development of canal ir igation. and is epoitrd to

be extendi lg f m the same causes n Bombay More sugar is produced in lnd*a than
fo me ly l ut the demand is m ch greater Not only has the increasing piospenty

f the | c p
1c mcr ami the average ronsumptu n h t s gar is now bo ne by ail into

t Acts w lie e the cane is ci Itivate 1 to a limited extent and which were formerly very
scanttU

p
pi ed I he prof tablcncss of the indust

y
is seen in the high price whicn

the h l in ultivato canoltai fo his piroduce ana all the evidence before us leads
U the belief that the capital invested in sugar cultivation in India is steadily in

ci easing

The imports of Foreign Sugar into India first exceeded one million
cwt in the ycir 1884-85 since which date the) have fluctuated but on the
whole shown an upward tendency until as stated they last year assumed
the very considerable proportions of 2 7U 49 1 cwt In 188485 the
CoHector of Customs Calcutta reported that the low price of refined sugar
in Europe caused large imports of beet sugar chiefly from the United
Kingdom and Austria At first howeier the effect of the beet root trade
may be said to hive been the supply of markets formerly met by the
West Indies thus releasing a large quantity of cane sugar which was
poured into India from Mauritius Gradually however the beet sugar
begin to tell directly on India until the hitherto unprecedented state of
affurs cime to piss that India became no more a country to which
Europe looked for sugar but an outlet for its surplus production
Some writers hold that the remission of the import duty greatly favoured
the importation of foreign sugar (Con/ with

f>
j/5 ) Even were this

admitted it cannot be said India as a whole has tnereby been injured but it

would be hard to prove that the disturbance cf the sugar markets caused
by beet would or would not have produced the same result whether India
possessed or did not possess an import dutv

C Re-exports of Foreign Sugar from India.—The trade under this
section is by no means a very important one During the past ten years
it has averaged about 150 000 cwt. of refined sugar and practically no
unrefined sugar The following analysis of each fifth year since 1875 76
ma\ be accepted as fully representing the trade —
S 452
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SACCHARUMj

Sugar _ ^

Refit id or Cr)stilltnd Su%ar and Sugir candy

Re exported

Year

Pr vinces
from
which

expo ted

Cwt k Countries to which
exported

Cwt k

<875 76

|

Bengal
Bombay
Sind
Mad as
Burma

1

86 347
IS*

341

Nil

8
13 37 160

2 484

.1
844

Nil

Persia

Arabia
I u key in Asia
Alcn
Cevlon
Other Countries the

38 616

27 629
11 >67

4 068
3 812

balance

51783
4 00 3 >9
1 72 5 4
57618
43 3*5

Total 86641 12 J4 496

1880-81

|

Bengal
Bombay
Sind
Mad as
Burma

Nil
*«9 443

88
832

Nil

Nil
19 37 846

* 505
13 661

Nil

Persia

1 u key m Asia
Arabia
Ceylon
Eastern Coast of
Africa

Other Countries the

5*3'4
J4 074
19 090

3 640

3 477

balance

9 93 211

4 2H 127

3 3« 376
63 869
7‘> 053

Total
1

1

**0353 19 53 013

1885-86

j

Ben(pi
Bombay
Sind
Madras
Burma

Nil
161 815

1 off

257
3lo

Nil
7 31 188

14 674
3 8m
2 940

Persia
Arabia
7 urkey in Aara
Aden
Other Countries the

109494
20571

!

*9 553
5 »7«

balance

»3 80 234
2 if 5(7
a 34*935
57 522

Total *63 343 3o 52 606

>800-91

|

> Bengal
Bombay
Sind
Madras
Burma

NU
155 754
4618

*95
1

Nil
*9 13 785

59 858
3 933

1?

r% «-rW
Arabia
Adaa
Turkey is Asia
Eastern Coast of
Af tea

Other Countries the

78 158
38 574
19 M7f

17 5»2

9/6 470
348841
2 44*493
3 14 034

97 >34

Total 160 568 19 76 587

w
Ra-axporta.

It will thus be seen that the bulk of these re-exports are sent from
Bombay and go mainly to Persia.
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Internal Trade is Refined

BBT1

453

Cofrf with pp
40 lift 120

3t6 329-30

34041 343

BENGAL

454

II —INTERNAL TRADE OF INDIA IN REFINED AND
UNREFINED SUGAR

It has already been stated that the area under sugar-cane and sugar
yielding palms in India may be accepted as 2 5c 0000 acres This has
been estimated to produce 2 500 000 tons of coarse sugar Last year
however India imported (when expressed as coarse sugar or gur) 7 033 637
cwt and exported 867 893 cwt A net import was therefore ob ained by
the country of 6 165 744 cwt of g4r It should be observed that the exports
of India ire almost exclusively in gur or coarse sugar while the imports
are entirely or very nearly so m refined sugar Mr J E O Conor in the
Review of the frade of India for 1890 91 (in the passage quoted it page 343)
has not apparently thought it necessary to make this distinction He has
added together the exports of refined and unrefined sugar and compart d the
total thus obtained with the similar total of the imports The result came
to this that last year India exported 824 741 cwt and imported 2 734 491
cwt or fully three cwt received by India for every cwt furnished to the
world This is perhaps sufficiently startling by itself without the further

argument that tne money spent m purchasing the imports would have
procured very nearly three times as much gur so that as stated above it

is quite fair to say that India imported approximately 7 cwt for each cwt
exported If this view be not accepted the exports of gur might be ex
pressed in the quantity of refined sugar that tney would ha\e yielded
in Europe and that figure compared with the Indian imports Some such
consideration would seem necessary since in stating the comparative con
sumption of sugar in India with that in European countries * the reduction
has been made of the 2 500 000 tons of gur produced as equivalent to

1 000,000 tons of sugar of like value with that used in European countries

But as the imports were in refined sugar and had to be consumed as such
it is probably the more correct consideration to credit India with a net
import of only 1 909 750 cwt (or 95487 tons) instead of 6165944 cwt
(or 308 287 tons) It will thus be seen that a consumption for all India
(including the net imports) of 1 000 000 tons of sugar or 3 000 000 tons
oi gur is very considerably under than over the mark In discussing the

internal transactions of India in sugar that quantity had better therefore

be accepted as the amount which estimates of local consumption *and
records of internal trade have to confirm

The subject of consumption of sugar per head of population has been
so fully discussed already that it seems sufficient to refer the reader to the

paragraphs above (pp 11 7 18) that deal with that subject and to rest

satisfied with furnishing in this place such particulars as are available

regarding the movemen of sugar on its railways or otherwise.

1 —Bengal

It is extremely difficult to convey a clear conception oi the internal su^ar
trade of this province. No statement of the road traffic nor indeed of

the river borne trade can be furnished except^or that comparatively small

section of the transactions that passes by these routes to ana from Calcutta

The registration of traffic on the railways (although even these tap but

limited tracta) affords the only tangible conception of the provincial trade.

In dealing with this subject it is essential that the trade of Calcutta

so far as possible should be treated as d 1stmet from that of the province

It is only by so doing that the chief modem aspects of trade can be
understood namely (a) the loss of the foreign exports (b

)

the existence

of a large import from Madras and foreign countries and (cj the admitted

s 454
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and Unrefined Sugar in Bengal (G Watt

)

SACCHARpMf
Sugar

expansion of sugar production the outlets for which are (d) increased

consumption and (*) increased exports to the upper provinces of India

Rail borne Trade of Bengal

The following table may be given of the rail borne sugar traffic to and
from Bengal —

Inte Provtn tat Trade of Bengal by Rati

INTBRUALW
Bail boras

455

Years,

1881 82

1882-83

•88384

1884 85

1885*86

1886-87

1887 38

1888-89

1889 90

f Refined
1 Unrefined

5 Refined

t Unrefined
f Refined

( Unrefined

J Refined

| Unrefined

Jf
Refined

|Un efined

]
Refined

< Unrefined

J Refined

( Unrefined
( Refined

l L n efined

f Refined
{ Unrefined

Imports into
Bknoal

Fxports from
Bfngal

Quantity
Total in

Unrefined
Sugar

Quantity
1 otal in

Unrefined
Sugar

Mdt.
8 5761

4 37«f
!Or227 1

7*577 >

8 325 [
10584)
9*453

1

629)
12,301 l

4.582)
I0657I.
6 » 53 (
1036'

t

4 195 )

I05
1 {

>9 *91 )

10 1131

76 3821

Mds

25 8is|

33 144 {

3' 396 \

29 841

1

35 084
{

32 89«;4

3< °97-j

45.443

01 664
-J

Mds
2 31 873

1

3 94 774 \

1 93 520I
3 79 237 !

* 54 530!
3 08 W2 I

1 00 735

1

3 <* 437)
88535'

6 98 867 '

» 33 8

6 44 018

f

78 1 >4
J

4 44 2 5/
58 216)

a 78 371J
58 696]

3 94 337 J

Mdt

9 49 458

8 Ck 552

695 3 *r

5 58 374

9 3o 179

9 78 53®

1 1 88 641

6 95 927

IOA4J3H

Babu Addonath Banerjee commenting on the figures shou n above for

theyearsi88i 87 points out that while the imports had remained stationary

the exports had fluctuated in a marked degree both in refined and un
refinea sugar Since then however it will be observed the imports have
vastly increased while the exports have continued to fluctuate to exactly

the same extent as formerly It will further be noted that the increase in

the imports is mainly in unrefined sugar The chief item of this increase

has been the very much larger supplies drawn from the North West Prov
inces by Calcutta and Behar two very important centres of sugar re

fining It is noteworthy in passing therefore that the increase in imports
by rail is not m refined sugar though the foreign imports shown in the
table (page 342) manifest a considerable increase in that item In 1875 76
Bengal received 150 cwt and in 1890-91 511 796 cwt of refined sugar from
foreign countries It will however be seen (page 364) that Bombay 19 in

creasing its supply of foreign refined sugar to the North West Provinces
( Conf vtth p j6t )

The following tables analyse the returns of the I nter-ProvinciaJ

(external) rail borne trade of Bengal for the years 1887-90 —
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The reader may have observed how very important Shahabad and
Gya districts are in the supply of sugar Behar may not incorrectly be
described as the chief area ofsugar cane cultivation (and Shahabad its pnn
cipal district) just as Eastern Bengal is the great region of date-palm
sugar (and Jessor the chief district) In the above analytical tables of the
Bengal external land traffic in sugar the importance of Behar will be
fully realized Thus of the exports of unrefined sugar that left Bengal
in the years 1887 83 1888 89 and 1889-90 Behar furnished the entire
amount except about 20 000 to 30 000 maunds What is perhaps of almost
equal significance (if Calcutta be left out of consideration) the major por
tion of the imports of unrefined sugar are taken by Behar a fact to be
accounted for by the very extensive trade that exists in Shahabad in
refining sugar This idea is borne out by an inspection of the table for
refined sugar where it is shown that fully half the total exports in that class
go from Behar the other half being from Calcutta.

The chief external provinces that draw on Bengal for sugar are the
North West Provinces and Oudh the Central Provinces Rajputana and
Central India The trade with these provinces fluctuates often withir
wide limits but the analyses of the three last years gtven above are m these
respects quite normal and manifest if anything a tendency (particularly in
unrefined sugars) to improvement

The Intra Provincial Trade of Bengal by Rail may be now discussed
It nmy be observed that the movement of sugar from one part of Bengal
to another is that alone referred to in this place and which it is desired
to recognize as distinct from the conveyance of su^ar to and from Bengal
and other provinces On the subject of this trade Babu Addonath
Banerji wrote —

I may mention that the trade in r fined sugar is not chiefly between Behar and
Calcutta It has two distinct currents—one flowing downwards from Behar and the other
going upwards from Calcutta The former loses volume in Calcutta a small supply
only going to Western Bengal while the upward trade which shows a steady develop
ment since 1881-84 has a wider distribution the chief importers being Behar Western
Bengal and Northern Bengal The following statement shows the statistics of this

tra le for four years commencing from 188^ 84 since which year the block system of
registration was extended to the Eastern Bengal State Railway and connected lines —
Inffic tn Refined Sugar tn the Internal Blocks of Bengal Railways

Year an 1 whence
exported

To
Behar

To
Wc»tcr
Bengal

To
Eastern
Be gal

To
North
CT

Bengal

To
Dacca

To
Cal
cutta

To
Ch ta
Nagpur

Total
Trade

8 3-8*.

Fr m riel ar
C Ic tta
Other place*

Mda

58o
93

Mda
5 9*3
5*55*

Mdt

1 475

Md*
0

6 101
1 680

Mda. Md*
69,88s

8,102

Mds. Md*
75 8*4
*9,0*9

9 975

Total 5.894 »M74 > 475 7,898 78,087 1,04,8*8

1884-85,
From Behar

Calcutta
Other places

IO«09
173

* 879
5 006 a

*£>

1 800
5 i

*78
4 3 7

786

» 7*0

X607

35,806
*3 *

5077

Total 11 07* 7 975 3 340 5^81 *6 3*7 53 995

885*86
From Behar

Calcutta
Other places

U .396
6*

* 847
4,35$

6
3,4*9

6
3,416
*3

-
18,676

*•579

* 1,5*8

MU
Total n 458 3,435 3*647 - *>•*35 47016
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and Unrefined Sugar in Bengal (G Watt

)

SACCHARUM

»

Sugar

Year and whence
exported

To
Behar

To
Western
Bengal.

To
ia«tern
Bengal

T
North
cm

Bengal

To
Dacca

To
Cat
c tta

To
Chota
Nagp r

Total
Trade

188687
Ft m B ha

Calcutta
Other places

Tot l

1887 88
From Behar

C k tta

Other placet

Total

1888 89
From Bel ar

M Calcutta
Oth r places

Total

1889-90
From B har

Calc tta

Oth places

Total

11,403

704

7 *34
** 537

53

14

* 366
4

5,646
*86

346
6

11 346

1 169

18 598
3* 98

a 18

it 107 10 814 a 380 5*36 35* * 515 53 » 4

10 sot

tl

a 881

*3«9*
34

6,051
16

456
ll 301

6i1
4*5
50

9 5*3

a 018

- 13 860

4* I®
1 869

10 si9 16 906 6 67 a 38* 544 11 441 37 059

7WJ
>61

i 73®
1 * 636

1 l

1 f«7
30

1 99
8 794
6 409

178
0 4*

75l

ia 5 7

31 80

7 565

8 47 4 473 l 8*9 ft 50* 78 *36 5* 36

10,358
08

6 533
*4 7*5

54

137
1 5 5

37

8 95
14 983

»7f

559
*5

30,604

9*5

108

*>4

45

35 667

5* 354

10 566 31 3** »670 *3 353 584 a 619 377

.

89 490

lhe increase tn the exports from Calcutta occurred simultaneously with the

increase in its imports by sea and coast, and the figures given above show he w the

impoi ted article is distributed in the interior Western Bengal which previous to

1883 84* dr w largely upon Behar now gets the la Lest supply from Calcutta

As regards un efimd sugar the exp< rts to Calcutta from Eaatern Bengal form

the largest item but the enormous supply of g4r which annually comes to Calcutta

and Western Bengal from Behar shouM not, I think, I* ignored in making a genera

lization of this trade The figures of traffic for the four years 1883—-87 are given

below —

Year and whence
exported

To
Behar

To
Wester
Bengal

To
Eastern
Bengal

To
North
ern

Bengal

To
Dacca

To
Cal

cutta

To
Chota
Nagpur

Total
Tiade

1883

-

84.

From Behar
Ea tern Bengal
Calcutta

„ Other places

Total

1884

-

85.

From Behar
M Eaatern Bengal

Calcutta
Other places

Total

1885 86
From Behar

M Eastern Bergal

„ Calc tta

„ Other places

Total

Mds

« 6x7
37

Mda.
51 350

a 004

Mds

5,807
*48

Mds.
6a

5 635
3.6*8

Mds Mds
63 015

3 *3^33

48c

Mds Mds
1 15 33*

3 s8 868

13 066
l 099

1.908 53 354 6 055 9.3*5 3^7All 4,58 364

s

5*3j8

035

S**8|

8,336 3,665
89

•5*
10.014
8*31

33,365
* 64,090

43S

-
86,404

* 75,oo6

*5 460
* 450

6 75 6 l 1*3 3.754 10,387 *•97 890 3 88 3*9

**7l

4,907
1,656

51 054

16*555 4.8 5
*6

15 844
10*39* -

ao 28a

*75 460

7» 950
* 10 ! 384
36,669
3.74*

6.634 68 *05 4,83* *6 ajp 3,97 8*1 4,03 754

Bengal.

Bjrrall
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SACCHARUM t

Sugar Internal Trade in Refined

“7Rg.
AL

Bsnftl

8jr rail

Conf wtth
remarks re*

garding
Palm-sugar
PP l3R *26

*7 331 26*

j70 3io 36/

370

Year a d whence
•sported

To
Behar

To
Western
Bengal

To
Ea ter

Be gal

To
North

er

Bengal

To
Dacca,

To
Cal
c tta

To
Chota
Nagp r

Total
Trade

886 87
From Behar

Ea tern Bengal
Calc tta

Other places

13

a 893
849

78 575

4

59 865
*5

4 339
2

83
r5 «n
16 260

2

IMod
I 803

*9 925
* 34 535

3 t5

1 06 583
a 58 763
85 60
1 93

Total 3 757 1 36 469 4 34 31 958 * 399 * 54 775 4 51 «95

1887 88
From Behar

Ea t r Be gal
Cal tta

Other places

11

5 357
314

78 14

3 57
65 543

6

69

I 53

54

3 41

3 143
26 807

20

5
13 864

5 081

56 ora
a 43 895

697

37 57

84 484
4 30

II

Total 6 582 47 54 755 53 38 1 8 96 3 00 654 5 38 486

888 89
From B ha

Easter Bengal
( ale tta

Other pla es

U5

4 583
1 I49

5 39*

6 9 S4

62 56O
2 2

119

7

198

23 640
6

29 668

4 9

2 667
249

4« 55
» 95 59

I 433

3 7

3 45 03
06 H6

S 41

Total 5 877 114 7 537 77 843 2 916 3 43 43 5 78 4 9

i8Rg go.

From B ha
Ea ter Bengal
( al tta

Other places

3*9
2 808

1*338

02 395
9 93

89 517
S64

»3 83

26 31
685

33 918

5 *05
6 85a

2

97 3
*3 624
10 842

79

2 8 8 3
* 65 3 7

773

a 213

5

* 54

3 80 875
3 4 95
46 68

4, 41

Total 4»4®4 2 02 097 40 64^ 55 877 44 358 4 94 893 3 381 8 45.6 9

The reader should ver> particularly observe the importance of Eastern
Bengal in the supply of Calcutta in gur In connection with the external
rail borne trade the value of Behar has been specially noted That prov
mce cannot however be viewed as unimportant in the traffic here special

ly dealt with It furnishes Calcutta with a very considerable quantity of
refined sugar and a fluctuating trade also exists m gur from Behar Last
year the exports of gur from Behar to Calcutta attained their highest
recorded amount vtg 228803 maunds It is however to Eastern
Bengal that Calcutta looks for the bulk of its unrefined rail borne sugar
as also a large portion of its refined sugar In the passage below which
deals wtth the Calcutta trade by itself this subject will be found returned
to more especially in connection with the road and nver traffic

Summarizing the mam facts learned regarding the external and in

ternal rail borne sugar trade of Bengal Babu Addonath Banerii re-
marks -

Since the year 1883-84 the internal trade of the Lower Provinces carried by the
East Indian Railway ahd the Eastern Bengal State Railway and connected lines has
been registered under the block System of registration which however has no
pretensions to register the entire trade of the Province b t only such pottions of it

as move f ora one trade block to another The trade since that period has been well
sustained as the following statement shows —
S 456
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and Unrefined Sugar in Bengal (G Watt

)

SA~M !

Internal Sugir Trade of B ngil

Yfars Refined
sugar

Un efined

sugar

T otal in

un efined

sugar

Mds Mis Mds
1883 84 1 04 828 4 58 364 7 20 434
1884 85 53 995 3 88 329 5 23 316

188s 86 47 016 4 °3 754 5 21 294
18S6-87 53 114 4 *>1 699 5 84 484
1S87 88 57 9*59 5 38 486 f> 83 383
1888-89 5i 362 5 78 429 7 06 834
1889-90 89 490 8 45 615 10 69 340

"mu
of

Bengal

By Ball

The year 188384 was as a heady state! o r of d<fntnt harvests and con e

qucntly alsc of high prices of food grams *1 he quantity of u^ar exp rte 1 d 1 l
that yea from Bengal to other piovinccs n India am m nted 10695,317 maunds
against 8 60046 maunds in the previous ytar and the largi internal trade of 1883 84

sh >wn at* ve wa car d on at the cost >f thr extt nal trade which could not

compct with 1 »cal den ands The yea 1884 85 was alst a ba 1 ont and tl ere w *re

1 rreases btthm the exte nal and internal trad Inccmpanstn with the prev 11

year the decline unde the torn er head aggregated 1 37 043 maunds and under the
latte head 1 97 118 maunds In 188586 the extt nal trade rose from 5 58 74
maunds to 920179 maunds b t the internal trade remained stationary wild in

the f 11 wmg year there was a sat sfacto y increase under both head The comb nc 1

total of the exte nal and internal export tiade during 1883 84 *886 87 and 1889-9
was as follows —

Exports from Bengal

Years
To external
blocks in

India 1

1 0 inte nal

blocks in

Bengal
Total

Mds Mds Md*
188 3-84 f>95 3*7 7 20 434 14 15 75 i

j 886-87 9 78 538 5 84 484 15 ^3 022
1889-90

(

10 44 538 1 69 340 2 j 13 878

Exports

457

Tie figures given above do not therefore show that there has been any falling

off m this section of the trade

It may be observed that the author has deemed it desirable to pre-
ser\e in many places above Babu Addonath Banerji s original criticisms

of the figures of trade prior to 1886 87 In republishing some of his tables

the modern figures down to 1890 have however been added The chief

inference Babu Addonath desired should be drawn was that viewed fre m
every aspect almost the Bengal trade in sugar had manifested an expan
sion The more recent returns will be seen to fully substantiate that opinion
for in many directions the traffic has within the past three years increased

by 50 per cent So far as the rail returns are concerned afso the increase

can in no way be attributed to a fall in price for the wholesale recorded
value of refined sugar (carried bv rail) manifested an increase in 1889-90
on that of the previous year of 8 54 per cent and unrefined sugar an in

crease of 24 14 per cent The former stood at R10-4 a maund in 1888 89
and Ru 2 in 1889-90 while the latter was R3 10 in 1888-89 and R4«8 tn

1889-90.
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3ACCKARUM
Sugar

Internml Trade in Refined

m*1

Of
Bengal

By Biver &
Canal

458

River and Canal borne Trade —Turning now to the subject of the river

borne trade of Bengal it may at once be explained that this practically con-
sists of the transactions between Calcutta and Bengal with Assam It is

therefore an inter provincial record Of the intra provincial transactions

from district to district along the rivers of the province very little can be
shown m a tabular form Of the Assam trade Babu Addonath Baner
jee wrote —

Under this head is shown the registered trade between Bengal and Assam earned
al mg the Brahmaputra and Megna rivers by country boats and inland steamers
i he total quantity of such traffic since the year 1881 82 is shown below —

Inter Provincial trade between Bengal and Assam by river

Imports into Ben
gal from Assam

Exports from Bengal to
Assam

Years Re-
fined

sugar

Un
refined

sugar

Total
in un
refined

sugar

Re
fined

sugar

Un
rehned
sugar

Total in

unrefined
sugar

l80i 82
C By boat

\ steamer

Mds
2

Mds
1 526

Mds
1 53i

Mds
13 165
n 355

Mds
1 05 537

2 066

Mds
1 38 449
3 1 053

Total 2 1 5*6 1 S3* 34 520 1 08 203 1 69,502

1 882 83
f By boat

( steamer
1 375

l

1 375 22 783

9 497

1 33 334
5 554

1 90 291

29 296

Total 1 375 1 375 33 280 1 38 888 2 19 587

1883*84 J By boat

\ steamer 6
150 150

15

30 279
i* 355

1 15 911

5*555
1 91 608

33 943

Total 6 150 *65 41 634 1 21,466 2 25 550

1884-85 J By boat

\ steamer
5i 5i 37 202

17 480
1 60 515

5 793
2 $3 S20

49 493

Total 5 i 5* 54 682 1 66 308 3 03 013

1885-86 J By boat

i steamer
64

j

64 44 18s
15 694

1 91 803
8,362

3 0 265

47 597

Total 64
' 64 59 879 2 00 165 349862

1886T87
f By boat

l steamer
2 M

7

*9

7

44 593
n 336

1 71 987
4 2(6

2 83 467
33 556

Total 3 21 26 55 9*8 1 76 203 3 16 023

The import trade is unimportant but the exports show great development
Compared with 1881*82 the increase under refined sugar amounted dunng 1886-87 to
1289 per cent and under un efined sugar to 64 84 per cent The advance has
been considerable since the year 1884 85 and is attnbutable to the steady growth of
tlit trade under favourable conditions.

The traffic indicated by Babu Addonath Banerjoe in the above table
may now be brought down to the returns of last year
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and Unrefined Sugar in Bengal (G llutt)
SACCHARUM

Sugar

Trijjic on the Brahmaputra aniM gna rivers between Bengal and Assam
is carried by Inla id Steamers and C ountry Boats

1

1

Imi orts into Ben
gal from Assam

I XPOKT FROM lltNt ALTU
Asn\w

Yr \rs \Nl Routls
Re-

j

f ned 1

suj^ar

i»

!

refined

sugar

I c til

II un
refined

sugar

Re-
rehned
sugar

1

Un
ref n d
ugar

1 otal in

unrtf ned
sugar

1887 88
*|

1

’ By boat

[
steamer

Md Mds
11

4

Mds
1

1

4

Md
3 ^5
1 7O0

Mds
U 3 99

9 S 3

M Is

2 43 1( »

V 4 3

Total 15 is 43 25 1 72 602 2 8 164

1888 89 -j

f By boat

[
learner |

1

1

1

1

( 4)1

17 291
168835

>3 1 1

2 3 S / 3
s< 328

Total
1

» 1

1

43 7^ 1 Hi n( 2 ji 391

1889-90
By biat

steamer 2 353
i

72

!_«_
73

r s4
j

4 S18

! 2 S3

1 7 817
IS 573

2 34 **2

7 i 7 5

T OTAL 353
j

474 6 356 4^*57 ! 1 88 390 3 4 r8 i 7

INTER?
TRA

of
Bengal

By River ft
Canal

It will thus be seen that the export traffic to Assam has fluctuated

slightly but has not seriously mere ised since 1884 85 although it is double
wh it it was in 1881 82

But the traffic with Assam though the chief item is by no means the

only n\er borne sugar trade of Bengal Sugar appears in the returns for

example of the steamer traffic on the Nudaea rivers on the Midnapore
Can il on the Hidgellee Canal on the Orissa Canafs the Calcutta
Canals and on the Ganges and Hooghly rivers It is sr mew hat diffi

cult however to prepare a statement of the river traffic as supplies of a com
modity like sug ir tr, often conveyed to certain marts 1 inded sc Id reship

pod or sent by tram so that the same amount m ry appe ir more than once
This error is overcome by selecting important sections such as the trade

with Calcutta or with Assam As records of actual trms ictions by water
carriage the following may be cited —

Down Stream Up Stream

Yfars and Routfs
Refined
sugar

Unrefined
sugar

Refined
sugar

Un cf ned
sugar

Nuddla Rivers Mds Mds Mds Mds

Mo e than half being to and ^

from Calcutta ‘j

:i887 88
1888-89

[.1889-90

io 348

17 649
8 Ck 8

4.1 291

3C 422

3<5 93

5 cV
3 7 *

1 586

33 5^
25 316
!2,4f/

Midnapore Canal

Almost entirely to and from]
Calcutta

|

fi88 7 88
1888 89

[.1889-90

7 995
98 96c

43 442
1

32 I 77
17 497
1^3*7

2j A S 458
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SACCHARUM
Internal Trade in Refined

INTERNAL
TRADE

of J

Down Stream
|

Up Stream

Bongal

By River ft

Canal

Years and Routes
Refinec
sugar

1 Unrefined
sugar

! Refinec
sugat

1 Unrefined
sugar

Hidgrllee Canal

The down-stream in this case')
r gg gg

aie exports mostly from f «

Calcutta and the up stream 1
, 880-00

imports )
1

10 426
7015

*4 991
350

S,5
31

0

40

Orissa Canals

Th*s indicates the traffic of} lCQ
Cutta k Bala or and f

fun 1 he impots a, e
(

™
chiefly into Cuttack J

1 ^ 9

37 °57
41 014
22515

7*5
520

l 5‘«

Orissa Coast Canais

The down st earn traffic is fi 88788
mainly exports from a i°88 89
Calcutta (.1^89 90

7*3
1 7 0
2 270

12 *35
11 798
26 054

0 8
21

Calcutta Canals
The figu es shown as down «« ««

stream aie impots into f
, ceA OA

Calcutta and up stream ex 1
'

p< rts )
,889

1 he imj orts are man ly from Panspotta and
Dhappa 1 he exports go to Kowra
pooku and Dhappa

26 Q9Q
33 4^5
IS 150

2 77 121

2 75 009
2 84 1 19

4 339
3 2*
2 97J

34 34

47 63
34 4 4

Brahmaputra and Megna
This trade has al eady been sufficiently in

dicated in the table above of Assam
tia.de

Ganges Bh*girutheb Jellinghee and
Hooghly Rivers

Down stream here means im ("1887 88

p rts int > Calcutta and up- < 1 888 89
stream expt rts (.1889-90

15 757
7 94
6 414

* 314
55)

9 9

4 98

7 3 3
8 232

30
5 ) 3

17 JO

Having now discussed the Bengal sugar trade under the \arious head
ings of rail river and canal as earned to and from both the internal and the
external blocks of the province it may serve a useful purpose to give here
a review of all the figures that have been obtained and to furnish a corre-
sponding statement for Calcutta Calcutta may be accepted as the chief
if not the onl> seaport town to uhich foreign and coasting supplies are
brought to the province or from which exports are made by sea The net
balance of the marine transactions has therefore to be added to the supplies
brought to Calcutta by land routes before either the consumption of the
capital can be dealt \uth or the exports (in most cases re-exports) from
Calcutta by land routes can be rightly understood Ouing to tne complete
overlapment of each and every item of the trade with all others it becomes
difficult to trace out transactions and the totals in one table ma\ at first

sight seem to conflict with those shown in another until the particulars of
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and Unrefined Sugar in Bengal (G Watt) SACCHARUMi
Sugar

each table are critic ill} examined In reviewing the Bengal and Calcutta
transactions by land routes it need only be necessary to take the returns
of one year viz 1889-90 but the subject requires to be broken into the
two sections—Refined and the Unrefined

INTERNAL
TRADE

Of
Bengal

Bengal Province Land route Transactions

A —Refined Sugar

The imports and exports by rail resulted in a net import by the
province of 5241 maunds and a net export by rtvec of 8 066 maunds
The ultimate balance by the two routes was a net export of 825 maunds
on a trade of 1 28 082 maunds imported and 1 30 907 maunds exported
The Imports by rail were 7 645 maunds from the North West Provinces
and 52 354 maunds from Calcutta By river 68 077 maunds from Calcutta
The Exports by rail were 16916 maunds to the North West Provinces
2 030 maunds to the Panjdb 5 037 maunds to the Central Provinces

9162 maunds to Rajputana and Central India and 21 619 m lunds to

Calcutta By river 23 583 maunds to Assam and 52 560 maunds to

Calcutta
B — Unrefined Sugar

The imports and exports of this class left a net export by rail of 7 10 904
and by river 357 164 maunds on a total trade of 3 75 191 maunds im
ported and 1443 259 maunds exported Of the Imports by ml 28 138
maunds came from the North West Provinces 84 m tunds from the

Panjdb 71 maunds from Rajputana and Central India and 1 j6 263
maunds from Calcutta By river 72 maunds came from Assam md
2 00 561 maunds from Calcutta Of the Exi orts by rail 37 083 maunds
were consigned to Bombay Prcsidenc> 163 maunds to Sind 1 73806
maunds to the North West Provinces 624 maunds to the Panjlb
I 10367 maunds to the Central Provinces 21 824 maunds to Berar

37 333 maunds to Rajputana and Central India 370 maunds to Bomb ly

(p< rt town
1

! and 494392 to Calcutt i By river 164526 maunds to

Assam and 3,93 271 maunds to Calcutta

Bengal
land route

transaction*.

459

Calcutta I and route Transactions

A —Refined Sugar

The transactions by rati resulted in a net export of 53 824 maunds and
by river in a net export of 14059 on a trade of 90 562 imported and

158445 exported Tne Imports were by rail 21619 maunds from the

province of Bengal 2461 maunds from the North West Provinces and
1 maund from Madras By river 52560 from Bengal and 13 921
maunds from the North West Provinces While the Exports were by

rail 52 3-4 maunds to Bengal 23 262 maunds to the North West Prov
inces 1 906 maunds to the Panjdb 197 maunds to the Central Prov
mces 174 maunds to Rajputana and Central India and 12 maunds to

the Nizams territory By river 68 077 maunds to Bengal M2 maunds
to the North West Provinces and 12 351 maunds sent to Assam

Calcutta
land rout*

transaction*

460

B — Unrefined Sugar

The imports and exports left a net import by rail of 3 92 949 maunds
and by river of 83 291 maunds in the city out of a total 9 ^6 252 maunds
imports and 360012 maunds exports The Imports by rail came from

the Bengal Province 494892 maunds from the North West Provinces

47 783 maunds from the Panjdb 305 maunds and from Rajputana and
Central India 1 maund By river from the Bengal Province 393271
maunds. The Exports by rail went to Bengal 146 265 maunds to the
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Internal Trade in Refined

INTERNAL
TRADE

of
Bengal

Calcutta
trade

46I

North West Provinces 2596 maunds to the PanjAb 677 maunds to the
Central Provinces 142 maunds to Rajputana and Central India 346
maunds and to Bombay (port town) 7 maunds

Calcutta Sugar Trade
Before concluding this notice of the Bengal Sugar Trade it may be

useful to bring together some of the main facts regarding the Calcutta
sections Some of these have already been exemplified but there are others
that seem to call for special consideration as for example the indication
that is afforded of the Bengal road traffic by the registration of trans
actions carried by carts into or out of Calcutta Babu Addonath sa>s
that —

the bulk of the lraj orttd sugar is consumed by the me tropohtan population
In Calcutta there is a congregation of all nationalities and the prtju 1 rc against th s
sugar is therefore not so general here as it is in the interior hence al nost all the
foreign sugar that comes in goes to add to the luxury of the towns people without m
any way interfering either with the condition of the sugar cane c It ation r the
sugar trade in the mofussil How the large imp irts of foreign sugar into Calcutta
have passed into consumption miy te seen fr m the statement below which gives the
grant! t( tal f trad e impo ted and exported by all route 1 e by ra I river road
sea and coast and the quantity 11c t exported before the close of the year

Sugar Trade of Calcutta by all Routes

b P» f

mi rt

Import* T x ports
j

p t

„

r h cd
»ug

Mds Mda Md
*878-

7$
( R fined

1 U rch el
a 37 *34
7 55 09

4 t>4 435
3 9 5 i

1 33 945

870 80 J R hned
1 Un fi d

3 56

9 963 a

4 7 47
2 79 69 } 3 98 7 4

880-8 f R fi d

chncd
3 69 33

7 89 603
46 845

3 9 3 3 }
7 76 000

88 8a
f K 1 d

1 U fi cd
5 59
84 475

55 35

4 44 }
10 58 35

88 a 83
( Reh 1

(Urf d
S 77 578
8 7 >31

3 7 5

3 80 36 }
9 5 8 9

1883 84 J
R f d

\ U efined
5 09 44

* 53 5 6
4 3 *87

3 5 873 } 9 e 38

1884-8 =;

f R H el

l IJ rctnel
3 «3 9 7

9»0 1

8 00

93 337 }
1 3 66

885 86 J R ti i

1 Un h d
J TO 5 9

9 3 33

f>3 4 5

95 77 } 1 * 75 84 r

886-87 J R h d
1 U eh cl

1 4 33 87

J

8 99 459
3 739
3 93 78 j}

11 54 30

1887 88
f R f d

IV eh d
1 5 46 053

I 7 87«
9 3

3 74 a )
14,9 629

1888-89
1 H tin d

| U efi ed
4 3 947

11 83 888

I 9 6

4 38 19 }
ia,75 549

1889 90
< Rch led

\ Unrefined
4 87 837

I *3, 93

a 85 3 a

5 74 7as }
1 44 78

Non x. - To re 1 ic the abo c tigures of maunda t cwt m ltipl) by |

In the Annual Report of the Inland Trade of Calcutta for 1889-90 it is

pointed out that there was manifested in that year a recovery of the Calcutta
trade both in refined and unrefined sugar The advance under the

I
former was x 7 85 per cent compared w ith the previous year but m com
parison with 1887 88 the present figures manifested a decrease of 1066

I
per cent In the case of unrefined sugar the traffic was in excess of these
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years by 2 47 per cent and 13 08 per cent respectively 1 he boat traffic

however showed a large falling off which amounted to 2 7 76 per cent

The following analysis of the Calcutta import trade may be here fur

ntshed for the past three years —

INTERNAL
TRADE

Of
Bong*]

Analysis of the Total Imports of both classes of Sugar into Calcutta

Pro inces and co ntr

Ret> l s gar U ft el ga

1887 88 888 89 1889*90
]

887
88

j

888 8
>

j

889 9

Mds Mds Mds Mds Mds Md
B gal 68 810 I 57 *71 06 788 6 40 657 8 s 30 8 oft >r 3

B har 19 06 >13 3 11 739 56 > 7 40 808 a 1 558

N W Provinces a dO dh 58 0 20 0 38 l 907 7 440 47 783
Madras 51 90 41 5 36 8 q 6 98

Bombay 1 049 3 999 15 303

Other 0 tries 3,00 1 3 ft 987 a 78 7 3 I 14 40 a 14 300 1 38 089

Total in inda. 5 48 053 4 >3,947 4,87AJ7 I 7 i 876 88,888 >1 >3 P3
Total i wt 3 9°i038 a 95 070 3 48,455 7 00 34 8 45 034 8 60 500

Calcutta
trade

imports

462

The quantities imported by sea showed a rise of 4511 per cent in

refined sugar but a decline of 4a 79 per cent in unrefined sugar The
table above exhibits the countries or provinces from which the supplies of

Calcutta were draun during each of the past three years

The magnitude of the road traffic may be judged of by the transac

tions shown in the table below of the Calcutta trade by boat steamer and

road —
-

Impo r kto Calc tta Export k m C TTA

Y H
Sugar
refined

S gar
unrefined

Total In

gar
unrefined

S gar
t ned

Sug
nrcfl d

Total
gar

it I) ed

Mds Mds Mds Mds Mds Mds

1878 79

(Bv boat
I steamer
C „ road

i 1 611

07 117

4 75 296

87 153

7 54 3*4

3 55,395

07 095
7 7 3

68 641

90,303
300

55 373

a 04,040
>9 513

3 30 976

T TAL 78 8 8 5 0 549 10 09 6 9 43 437 * 51 94 5 O 539

1879*80

(* Bv boat
4 t amer
C road

1 0o 96

90891

5 4> 033

7> 833

9*42 3

3 4 0jo

99088
10 530

37 Oi

I 06 7V«
0

5 9 3

4 4 5 8
38 450

» 40 >83

Total a 57 087 6 3 445 1 50 03 47 150 a 1^ 7 5 89 957

1880A
(By boat
/ steamer
( r ad

* 13 354

1 46 101

'£'0

r>

7 18 90
00

1

5 3> 738

70 597
4 947

39 8 3

94 353 !

3 >34
0 974

3 7 840
4> 30
®50

Total 3 58,010 3,03,554
' 11 50,094 35 357 0o 61 5 73 053

i 88 i*8a

/By boat
l steamer
( road

I 77,931

3 03 45

3*99^85

* 94,033

8,44 5*5

7 Of 885

03 499
>> 945
50 035

3 03 833
877

79 307

3,0*510
3 74

3 05 80y

Total 3 81 077 '5,93 70S
|

15^6,400 1 30 069 1^5 007 0,00 179
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Cileutta
trade

imports

88 -83

1883 84

1884 85

1885 86

886 87

j

Imp RT8 into Caicu ta
|

E P RTS 1 ROM CALCU TA

Yb r
S gar Sugar Total of

s gar
u ef ed

Sugar S ga
T tal

f U
fi \

r f ed ef d ti ed n ef el

Md Md Mds Md M I M 1

CBy t oat 2 8 069 4 7 8ai 9 63 994 56 5 I 54 35 3 94 630
4 at amer 776 3 9 3 15

C ad * 03 923 I 07 234 5 9 031 39 4 96 6 94 63

Total 4 11 903 5 25 045 5 55 »5 « 08 3 )

j

53" «>5 46 8

( By boat 1 45 8 4 4 64 595 8 9 105 5 36 138 783 2 54 3

< at amer 2 5 306 3 3 7 34 9

( ro d a 50 353 94 693 82 575 39 33 94 37 67 3 7

Total 3 06 50 6 59 288 16 49 685 9 « 774 2 6 37 4 55 57

f By 1 oat 7 867 4 94 30* 6 73 970 54 684 1 64 7 53 37
teamcr O 96 3 79 54 1

C road
|

44 3 J 96 734 5 57 56 38 383 ®9S 3 88 2

T tal 6 80 69 6 13 3 6 3 6j 83 43 44 0

r"Bv boat 83 933 4 4 205 6 53 038 51 I40 98 846 2 6 96
< teamer 5 355 5 46 43 847
( road » I 333 83 506 4 60 0 8 3 999 47 3 9 * 587

Total QS 2 6<5 6 34 80 196 89 894 5 t 5 3,76 360

( By boat s8 464 3 54 9 5 00 379 78 87 Oo 6 y 96 317

i t mer 5 47f> 7 38 7 7 14 09 4 355 4 7
( ad 96 <59 l 88 493 4 864 4 45^ 49 00

T T L I 6y 9 j9 S 4 71 ) 9 67 737 7 65 54 844 4 48 974

It ni'iy now be useful to bring together into one table the Calcutta
trade in both classes of sugar picking out for that purpose the figures
which in the above tables have been exhibited in vinous wavs with the
object of demonstrating the sources of total Bengal and Calcutta traffic —

Sugar Trade of Calcutta is manifested by the returns of marine rail river
and road tr iffic

" —
1 p rt

! H p< rt

= _

Routes
—

887 ss 1888 89 1S8,, > 1887 88 1888 89 I 889-4 K)

Mds * Md Mds Mds Mds Mds
By Boat 4 IV^T1

,
60 37f 79 8^ 57 714 60 458 62 610 55 666ny ouai

-j y nre^ ne(j 3 95 697 4 06 517 3 9* 940 1 69479 1 65 929 1 81 89
Inland

j Refined IS 757 7 94 1 8767 8483 14 178 28 T74
Stea ner* Unrefined 1 3*4 559 1 33i 6 960 11 722 28 388

Fast Indian f Refined 12 044 12 109 23 162 57 093 55 53o 61 499Ry ( Unrefined 58 678 55 033 2 77 487 1 01 538 85 603 1 <>9 799
Eastern ( Refined 1 996 754 9*9 16 761 9 897 16,406

Bengal Ry { Unrefined 2 43 910 2 95 403 265 494 47 372 39 no 40 233
Road f Refined 94 5^. 78 304 56 34s 24,544 22 821 2* 583

i Unrefined 2 49 162 2 01 972 2 48 558 47 535 39 142 4o 795
SM J Refined 3 52 3 1 7 2 34948 3 49 92 7 61 973 36 890 * 05 284

( Unrefined I 24 1 r 5 2 24 40 1 2S 383 5 218 96885 * 73 9*8

Total j
Refined 5 46 053 4 *3 947 4 37 837 2 29 31

1

2 Ol 926 2 85 312
t Unrefined 10 72 876 11 83,888 >3 13 '93 3 74 102 4 38 39* 5 74,725

• To express the fi^u e>» of maund to c*t multiply by f
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231 370
3 to 3$2 370

There is perhaps only one feature of the above table that calls for

special consideration The importance of Behar in the internal and ex 0f
tcrnal supply of Bengal sugar has beeR fully exhibited in what has already Bengal

been said The Last Indian Railway is that by which Calcutta draws
Calcutta

its supplies of Behar sugar The amounts however brought by that rail trade

way to Calcutta are very much less important than the traffic by the

Eastern Bengal State Railway or by road
It may be said that the Calcutta supplies brought from the Eastern I

Districts are drawn mainly from the region of date palm cultivation It /

would not be s ife to infer however that 2 43 910 maunds broiu ht by the

Eastern Bengal State Railway and the 49 162 maunds c irritd by road c nf with ppwere entirely date sugar I he districts tapped by these routes tf transit 13s 226- 7
have a considerable acreage devoted to cane but while that is so it is 231 366 370

admissible to assume that an important share of the amounts shown con 3 to 352 37°

sists of date sugar It will be found that the spirit of tht remarks below
tegarding Madras would lead to the infercnee that the chief re ison of the

Madras success in the recent sugar trade is the large amount r

f
palm

sugar which it turns out and it has even been assumed that Bengal being
deficient in that respect has failed in the competition with Madr is 1 here

is little that directly supports an opinion for or against such a conclusion

but trusting to personal observation alone the writer would be more dis

posed to arrive at the very opposite opinion if indeed it b< necessary

to seek for any external explanation of the modern phase of the sugar trade

by which Bengal has lost cr found unprofitable the foreign market which
it formerly held while Madras has taken its place It wi uld seem far

more likely that the admixture of date palm sugar has lowered the repu
tation of Bengal sugar than that the absence of that form of the article has
depreciated the \alueof the Bengal commoditv The subject seems dc
serving of careful investigation

Beet sugar began to be first imported into Calcutta in the year 1884 8s Conf withthi

since which date it will be observed there has been a serious decline of the remarks in

imports of Indian refined sugar by land routes particularly by boat end
road This may be accepted as demonstrating largely the decline of the et^seo^ see
refining industry of Eastern Bengal— a direct result therefore of the traffic also pp 347p
in cheap imported sugar 1 he exports by sei in refined sugar appear to be 365
very largely re exports of foreign sugars 1 his trade would seem to have
developed in the same ratio with the imports of foreign sugar so that an
additional evidence is thereby obtained of the declining import ince of the
refining art of Lower Bergal In Behar however that industry has not
been in any way injured but on the contrary has greatly improved for

the supplies of both classes of sugar drawn last year from Behar were
higher than in any former year It thus seems probable that the traffic in

palm sugar may have been more seriously affected than in cane by the
modern tendencies of the trade

Babu Addonath Banerjee (of the Statistical Department of the Bengal
Government) in his very able statement of the sugar trade of Bengal
discusses the question of the Calcutta surplus of total imports over exports
in relation to the population and arrives at the conclusion that the Cal
cutta consumption for the seven years previous to 1886-87 amounted to 12
seers 4 chattacks of refined sugar or (if expressed in unrefined sugar) of
30 seers g£ chattacks per head The figures by which this result was
obtained may be here exhibited since they are instructive in themselves
apart from the subject of consumption per head of population Babu
Addonath Banerjee wrote as follow's —

»

The surplus of imports over exports has considerably increased since 1878 79
After allowing a th rd of the annual surplus for stock in trade there remained the
following quantities for consumption dunng each year since 1880-81 —
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I

l

Consumption ptr he id of pop 1 htion consisting of goo 000 souls expressed
tn refined ind also tn unrefinedsugar

Year

Refined Sugar Unrefined Sugar

Quantity
Rate per
head

Quantity Rate per
head

Mds Sr ch Mds Sr cl

1880 81 * 933 9 3 5 *7 334 23 0
1881 82 2 S 169 12 « 7 os 342 3i 5
1882 83 54 085 1

1

4 0 35 213 28 3

Average 2 47 7 9 10 »5i 6 19 3 3 27 8

1883 84 44 341 10 13 ( 10 854 27 2

1S84-S5 3 2 ) 8;i M 4 8 02 177 35 10
18S5 86 3 13 559 13 15 7 S3 898 34 13

Averaqe 2 92 924 13 0 7 32 3 ,D 32 8

1886 87 3 o7 814 *3 10 7 69 534 34 2

Average for Seven Years 2 75 682

,

12 4 6 89 205 30 9i

1 h« high rat of on umptic n sh nvn in the f 1 ego ng statement is not to be
wondered at con idering the higher standard of life adopted b> the great majority
of the town people A large quantity of sugar passts daily into consumption in

Calcutta in the snape of sweetmeats of which there are a hundred sorts and confer

ti erj sh( 1 hav prung up in considerable number and there is scarcely any
locality wh r th re are not t vr or th ee such she p 1 hen again a great number of

people in Calcutta have taken to drinking tea and this also necessitates the use of
sugar

S iruhr information for the remaining forty four districts in the Lower Provinces

is not available and we have therefore tc depend for a general knowledge of the
subject on the annual administration reports of Commi si ners of Divisions Ihese
rep rts do n t show that any diminution in the ci Itivation of sugar cane has taken
place in

\
roducing distri ts The great t ulk of the sugar produced in Bengal is it is

well kno vn cc ns im d in the shape of gur 1 he use of refined sugar or chtm on the

othftr ban 1 is conhned by its dearness to the wealthy class s and it is therefore chiefly

fn d mand n head cjuarte s town of hstnet and sub-divisions for consumption by the
veil to do people The sugar refineries in Bengal turn out chtm according to the local

demand 1 India as well as in foreign countries Whenever theiefore there is a slack

ncs n 1 a id f >r thi hss of iga th c refiner s suffer but n the otl han 1

the rural and urban population nj )y the luxury < f getting more gur to eat at a low
price in the same way as the metropolitan population gets more chint to eat at a l

price when it is imported in large quantities from toreign countries The internal coin

merce in sugar is prodigious and with facilities afforded by roads railways and
canals is rapidly increasing but its consumption is very unequally distributed Sugar
is still regarded as luxury among the poorer classes who can barely afford to have two
meals of rice a day

In concluding this brief notice of the Bengal Sugar Trade it may be
remarked that although we do not possess a definite statement of the area

under cane and sugar yielding palms the registration of rail river and
canal traffic is more exhaustively recorded in the Lower Provinces than

perhaps in any other part of India A more detailed review of the inform
ation thus available may help therefore to convey an idea of the very great

importance of the internal traffic in sugar and at the same time may throw
light on the trade of other provinces regarding which the statistical

information is less perfect* To complete this review of the Bengal
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tr iffic in su^ar the reader requires to consult tht section below which fur

mshes tabular statements of the coastwise trade

2—BOMBAY
In order to convc\ an idea of the chief items of the Bombay Internal

rndetn Sugar it is perhaps only necessary to furnish the t lbles which will

be found below 1 he river traffic of the presidency is believed to be less im
pi rt int than in Bengal and as to the read tr insertions it may at once be
said nothing whttsoever is known Should the re ider wish ti construct a

statement of the total su^ar trade of Bombay it would be necessary to

brim, into one pi ice the imports and exports shown in the section of

hoi Fic N I rade w ith those here given for t he Rail bornf and thosi which
will be found below as Coastw isk F rai fic I he particul irs of the tr idt

witn provinces for which separate chaptei s have nit been furnished in this

review of the sug tr trade such for example astheCentril Provinces can
be worked out by the reader picking out the it< ms of exports from Bom
biv from the I anjib North West Provinces and Btn^ ll etc nto the

Central l rovinees These items would represent the chief imports ind

similarly the exports from these provinces appear as imports into Bomb ty

the Panj^b the North West Provinces Bcng ll etc —

INTERNAL
TRADE

of
Bombay
465

Analysts of the Bombay Brest iency Sugar Trad for the years rSH S qi

Brunei So ak

Presidency

466

Imu t into
|

I
I

t 1 n
I ROM OR TO

188S-89 188 >-90 1 89 >- ) 1 ^1888 8 ) 1889 * S9 91

Bnti h P ovtnces M 1* M Is Mds M 1 M Is Md

Ma 1 as 3 034 1 j CSi 1 A ) 49 1 '75 >7

B ml ay
S nd l

Be gal 417 1 7

Nc tl West F ovinre
in 1 Oudh 3 7*7 ( *)> 10 373 2 10

Panj b 3 > 1 4 4 * 7 C\

Central f rovinees 5 121 Si S5 148 2 S4
liciar 3 ) Ji 4 ' 1 3 t )

!

25

Native States
|

!

1

Rain tana and Central |
I

1

1

In 1 a 2f 109 4 34
. 3 4(( 3 48 i 8 8 jo

1

N am s Ter ifco y * ) 2 4 2f 3
1

50
!

1

1

73
My so e 15 1 7

1
29 #7

|

4 4 5 23 ' 7
.

Seaports

1
1

1

I

Ma Iras 1 n 18 276
Bombay 4 77 501 4 5J f to i 6 34 740 284 » 974 57
Calcutta

!

Total
:

5 2 416
i

5 15 951
i
6 99 oi 3 4 344 9 399

1

989' 1
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1

Unrefined Sugar

b ROM OR TO Imi orts into Exports from

1888 89 1889-90 890-91 1888 89 18S9 yc IjSj 91

B xtish 1 rovinces Mds Mds Mds Mds Mds Md
Mai as 59 145 44 164

j

44 820 24 2 434 15
Bombay
Sind
Bengal
North West I ovinces

21

17 176 37 083 73 315

and Oudh 2 15 170 2 83 278 4 Rtf 279 7 7
I anj b 9 948 4 4S3 3* 605 13 7(

Cent al f 1 ovinces 744 1 086 3 634 23 34s 8 046 2 1 7
Boar 189 77 478 Oi 789 9* JS Jo4

Native Sti tes

Rajputana and Cential
India 3 32 4864 9 567 10 > 4 8 165 7 218

Nizam s Territory 443 347 2 333 410 3S7 241
M) 0 c 1 <52 4 214 71 oil 114 15*

Seaports

Madras 4 l 1

B 1 bay
Calcutta

2 49 3M 2 47 *57 1 71 242 65 7S0 6 469 34 M7

T OTAL 5 56 507 6 26 7 4
j

lo 94 285 1 61 392 1 91 604
1

* 63 523

An ilysis j the Bombay Port Bonn Trade tn Sugir during the years

188891

RtFINED Sur\K

Trom or to Imports into
J

Exports f om

1888 89 1889 90 1890-91 1888 89 1 889-90 1890*91

British Provmcts
Mds Mds Mds Mds Mds Mds

Madras 76 * 973 * 837 260
Bombay
Sind

284 * 974 57 4 77 5oi 4 59 6 0 6 34 740

B ngal 3 3
North West Provinces
and Oudh So 238 285 5 538 6 031 26 080

Panjab 20 4 33 3926 6 449 35 850
Central Provinces 12 49 7 82 c S3 57 77o 1 itf 901
Berar 4o 357 38 428 65909

Natne State v
i

Rajputana and Central

India 8 26 8 93 8*8 7037s 1 66 432
Nizam s Teiritory 23 OlO 22 421 35 4*4
M ysore 892 *97 68 9*

Seaports

Mid as
1

Bombay
Calcutta 1

1

5

T OTAL 453 3 183 5S7 7 28 179 6 62 989
j

10 74 072
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From or to Imports into fc.xj >rts f om

!

18S8 89 1889 90 1890-91 1888 89 1889-j |
18) -91

Bnti h Provinces

Madras
Bombay
Sind
Bengal
North West Provinces
and Oudh

Panj'ib
C ntia.1 Provinces
Berar

Mds
8

65 780

Mds
St

60 469

Mds
5 2 w
34 837

Mds
21

a 49 3M

Mds 1

S 3
j

2 47 157

Mds
2

1 71 242

1(7

468
56S

53

37o

3 399
352
29
30

’74
l 0 7

5 6
8

183

6 8

18

II!

M 1

53
2/

33
1 )6

5 19

1 17

Native States

Rajp tana and Central
In 1 a

Nizarr s Territory
Mysore

310

901

16

35
16

8 52 S

J

2 Rf 4

52

2 835
1

Seaports

Mad as
Bombay
Calcutta 7

Total 69 044 65 918 4 i 923 3 58 777 2 50,451
y

“

i 74 935

INTERNAL
TRADE

of
Bombay

Port Town

It may be said that the m st striking feature of these tables is the very
large amounts of refined sugar consigned bv rail from the Bombav P< rt

Town to the Presidency (034740 maunds) to Rajputana and Central
India (1 66432 maunds) and to the Central Provinces (1 16901 m lunds)
These maj be said to be the amounts of foreign sugars which were drained
by the interior tracts in 1890-91 from that chief port of Western India
lhe manner in which these imports have increased year by year gives a
better indication of the effect of the imported sugars than can be obtained
f om any other source of inquiry The remarkable increase in the con
sumption in Rajputana and Central India is peculiarly instructive mce
foreign sugar is there reaching a country where Hinduism is certainly all

powerful While there is thus demonstrated to be a largely augmented con
sumption of foreign sugar in Western India and the provinces that draw
supplies from Bombay it cannot however be held that these imports have
checked the trade m the Native article On the contrary it will be seen
from the table of the Bombay Presidency imports of gur from the North
West Provinces that these have increased from 2 15 170 maunds in
1888 89 to 4 86 279 maunds in 1890-91 and an even more notable example
may be cited in the supplies drawn by Bombay Presidency from M idras
the imports in 1888 89 stood at 59 145 maunds whereas last year they had
increased to 244 820 maunds.

It will thus be seen that in Bombay as in Bengal and all the other
provinces of India there has recently not only been a greatly increased
supply of sugar from foreign countries but the comsumption of Indian
grown sugar has also expanded to an even greater extent

3.-NORTH WEST PROVINCES AND OUDH
It does not seem necessary to explain the table which follows on

the Rail borne Sugar Trade of these provinces The chief item of in

Conf mitk

pp 361 369
J7o

Consumption
!

by Hindus
C nf with pp

3 4 377

Increased
consumption
of sugar

N W P A
OUDH

S 468
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terest is the very large quantity of gur which these provinces export to the
Panjab This trade will however be seen to indicate a very considerable
contr iction during the past three years from 13 32 749 maunds in 1S87 88
to 9 33 6 o maunds in 1889-90 The trade in that article with Bomba> has
however been greatly increased and that to the Central Provinces greater
than in 1887 88 though less than in 1888 89 The exports of rehned
sugar from these provinces to the Panjab have also been greatly aug
mented during the three years under notice so that it will be added the
grand totals of the exports of both classes taken together have been fully

maintained The imports are comparatively speaking unimportant and
are drawn mainly from Bengal

1 REPINED SuCAk 1 NCLUD1N( SlJCAR CANDY

From and to
Imports Exports,

18S7 88 188S 89 1 8S9 90 1887 88 1888 89 188; 90

British Provinces
Mels Mds Mds Mds Mds Mds

Ma Iras 7 8

Bomb ly 9 <> 7
* 2 7 f 7 3 7S7 C )9

S n I 41 1 185 603 < 33
Bengal 4r 3^5 7 '27 16 9if 10 373 7 8f8 7 b43
I ai

j ih 3 5 34 ) 9^S 129 1 37 1 1 2 17 M3
C ent al Pr vinccs 49 3 i 37 13S b 577 19 543
Bcrar K 749 1 4 0 6 879

l9atiie States

Central India, and Raj 24 112 33b 9S 449 1 86 742 1 73 240
putana

Nizams territory 4 1 73
Mysore - 9 2 7

Chief Seaport 1 owns

Madras 3
Bombay 5 53s 6 03H 5° 3S
Karachi 2 8 3
Calcutta 27 2 3 23 62 b 3 2 4< 1

Total 55 744 40 4 > 47 573 2 98 556 3*48 & 3 4 33 9b

J

Unkemnid Sugar Me 1 asses Liur

Trom and ro
j

Imports Exports

1887 88 888-89 1889-90 1887 88 1888 S9 18S9-90

British J rwinces Mds Mds Mds Mds Mds Mds
Madras 95
Bombay 601* 7 7 1 84 77 T5 170 2 83 278
Sin l 3 2 01 039 2 01 7 5 1 38 122

Bengal * 58 313 J 5 4if 1 73 8of 4 174 11 878 8 138

Panjkb 7 91 S 26 ( s 39 3b4 13 32 749 13 15 DS 9 35 b2o

Cential Provinces 1 225 189 1 75 9b6 3 )3 I2i> 2 74 099
Beta 49 52 7 261 95 657

* In 1887 88 the distinction was not ma le intt Pres d ncies and Port 1 owns

t In a communication received since the above was sent to Press the Directo of

Land Reco ds and Agriculture draws the authors notice to the fact that in 18^0-91

these provinces imported 26 080 mai nds of refined s iga from Bomba> These
appears to have been foreign sugar It is given m the table of exports from Bombay
page 364 Conf with p 378
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From and to Imports into Ext 0 ts fi m

1887 88

1

1888-89 1889 9 1887 88 1SS8 8) 1 1889 91

Native States

Central India and Raj
putana

Nizams Territory
Mysore

M Is

O89
Mds

* 5 1

Mds
3 0

M Is

14 90 of 1

( 8

Mds
13 181

43

Mds
14 31 088

45

Chief Seaport Towns

Madras
Be tnbay
Karachi
Calcutta

183

* *7

1 1

1

!

595

2 4f8

*9

7 94

3 379
2(7

47 7»3

Total 1 68 746 1 63 949 2 19 094 34 39 303 33 82 32 37 496

4 —PANJAB
The table given below fully demonstrates the R nl l me Sugar trade

of the Panjdb It is unnecessary to repeat what has already been shown
that this province depends mainly for its external supplies on the North
West Provinces and Karachi The PaniAb like Bomb ly and Sind con
sumes a lar^e amount of foreign sugar These three provinces in fact may
not inaptly be characterised as India s present market for that commodity

—

Rumnfd Sugar incluimm Si oar candy

From or to Im{ ( rts into i xport from

1887 88 1888 89 188^-90 1887 88 1888-89 1889-90

British Provinces

Madras
Mds Mds Mds Mds Mds Ml

r

Bombay 5 49 7 5 37 12

Si d 2 347 1 598 1 263 29 1 1

1

2(K

Bengal 1 823 2 707 2 030 ’5 1 3
North West Provinces 1 23 764 I 37 I 2 I 2 17 M3 29 347 985
and Oudh

Central Provinces 0

Native States

Rajputana and Central
India*

1 1 7 l 103 V jHo
,

I 00

1

Seaports

Bombay 3 94^ 3 9 7 6 449 6 O 4

!

Karachi 1 20 517 1 05 y/ J2 5^5 2

1

52 1 17 i

Calcutta 4 7 >9 5 533 1 906 34
|

4

Total
: 257 >

j

2 56 204 3 21 466
j

710 2 696
'

|

2 309

Reduced to Cur
j 7 7* 336

J

7 68 612 9 64 398
j

2 130 8088
j

6 J27

S 469
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Trom or to
Imports into

1887 88 1888 89 1889-90

British Provinces
Mds Mds Mds

Bombay 26 13 76

Sind 605 *35 *03

Bengal 3 156 4 300 9624

North West Provinces

and Oudh
M 37 555 1 *5**5 9 35 620

Central Provinces 2

Natue Slates

Rajputana and Central

India

277 *95 C86

Nizam s Terntoiy

Srafi rts

Bombay 7» 99 141

Karachi 15 389 3* 037 2 919

Calcutta 7 *49 3 827 677

Total 14 64 2 8 12 54 7 * 9 49 848

Mds Mds Mds

793 9 948 4,453

7 849 26 628 39 3<>4

CSC 1 49 105 3 49 US 2 20 '41

5 —MADRAS
The want of details of the rail and canal borne trade in sugar pre-

cludes the preparation of a statement of the Madras trade similar to what

has been furnished for the other provinces It does not however aopear

that any additional information of much moment has been brought to

light since the appearance of Babu Addonath Banerjee s note on sugar

so that the following passage mav be accepted as manifesting the chief

points of interest in the Madras trade The reader should however com

pare the statements made below with the returns of foreign trade above

and those of coastwise transactions on a further page

—

Export Tradf of Madras compared with that op Bengal —

I

n

conno t on with this subject it will be necessary in the first instance to examine in

detail the condition of the sugar market in the Madras Presidency The total export

from that Presidency of refined or unrefined sugar by sea and coast since the years

1876 77 were as follows —

S 471
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and Unrefined Sugar m Madras

Kefi NED
To

fore gn
po ts

To coast
ports

Cwts Cwts
0 917 15 OT,

16 774 8 3<>9

802 9 7 7

6T1 2( 06s

5
’ 28 178

1 535 65 34^

13 2yo 7$ 528

31 579 782
34 7 ho 81 248

17 782 83 1 14

23 h34 1 13 559

DnKKI* IN h D ^UGAR

Cwts I

36 OCX

as M3I
10 509

1

26 7 61

33 M
77 « 7

)2 K18

104 3^1 1

1 1 6 28

loo 8961

137 393

t wts

410 184

3S» 774
216 t 4
5^5 9

4 >4 375
78^84

* »9 >3

1 147 278
980 884

1 1 26 794
93S 906

Cwts
8 2 52

71 7Si

84 61

191 967
194 >02

IQ 1 <* \
|

238 836
206 4 6
i >4 </6
188 128

224 819 I

Cwts
499 436
43S S35
3ci 214
4S3 526
6^8 177
988 t 87

1 158 706
* 553 684
1 1 75 Hso
» 3 4 922
* »0 785

1 he above table shows that n tilt rase of r fine i s gar by far the largest ex

po ts wc t to the coast ports in 1 cli 1 hie as regards hip ents t ft ign ports

un refin d sugar stands first Both these sections of the trade will bt separately

considered below
In the case of efineA sugar a marked increase in exp rts commence 1 m the

year 188182 The bulk of the supply is onsumed w thi B t hlnla the hief

cons imers being Bengal Burma and B mV ly 111 1c el pment f the t ade in

refined sugar is of recent date and is entirely due to the establishment of sugar reh

nenes on an extended scale

Unlike Bengal almost the whole of the exports of unrefined sugar frt m the

Madras Presidency go to foreign countries It transa tions with these
j ort. have

nsen enormously since 1 880-81 but its de patches t > coast
|
ort have been 1 retty

steady s nee that year The customs returns of that I res dene y for the \ car i«8t 81

ontain the following remarks on that s bje t — I he tiade n sugar has shown a

considerable expan ion the quantity exported dur ng the year being the h ghest yet

ecordcd The increase is due to a bn k demand in the London ma ket and t the

good crops of sugar cane in 1879 80 which led t large sh pn ents at the beg nning )f

the offic al year Almost the whole sugar cx \ orte 1 is unrehne 1

The largest increase occurred dunng 1883-84 m which \ea the foil w ng full

account of th progress of this trade is given in the Ann al V<1 me of tl S a b >rne

Trade and Navigation of that F residency — Nine \ ears ag the expert. barely

amount d to 400 000 cwts val ied at less than 19$ lakl s In the year ui it rep t

they rose to 1 478 600 cwts valued at mo e than 8 lakhs si ow ng in crease <f

371 7 per cent in a ant ty and of 315 8 pe cent in value L) ring the sa nt period

the cultivation of the cane has increased by about 19 per cent and the exp > t if

Indian products generally by 33 8 per cent A lar^e quantity of unrch icd suga (jaggery)

exported from this Presidency is made from the juice of the pal >ra an I dat trees

but there are no accounts to show the area co ere I by these trees growing tn waste

lands much less the increase since 1875 7( 1 he devek pment of the sugar industry

has been very marked since 1880 81 but the valti ha n< t increase 1 in the same
proportion as the quantity exj orted In the year under rept t there was a fall in

prices owi g it is said to good ha vests of be t ro< t 1 T u op and large suj plies

ent thither from America The bulk of the exports (93 1 per cent ) consisted of

unrefined sugar
Considerably more than two thirds of the refined article consu ed within

£wt R British India • and the remai le by foreign countries

B ttah 6*51 3 66 944 Almost the whole of the refined sugar is manufartur d

Bu ms at the Aska Factory in Oanjam own d by Messrs
Bombay 2 05 3 3 7*4 Minchin & Co and at two other factories established by
Benga a 3 3 a =J4 M8grg parry & 00 m the South Arcot district

Manufacture is also earned out to a small extent at a factory established by a native
gentleman in the latter dist ict at Iru veil pet

In 1884 85 the exports fell off largely owing to the increased production of
beet sugar in Europe the s gar bounties and the fall in prices the London in market
There was some improvement in the following year but the fig res were still below
those of 1883 84 and 1882 83 and the trade did no altogether escape the evil effects

consequent upon the enormous supply of beet sugar in England The following

*4 S 471
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extract from the 1 rade and Na igation returns for 1885 86 gives the result of the
transactions d ring the year — live condition of the sugar trade wass mewhat better
than in the previous >ear The increase in quantity was 13 5 per cent but value by
only 1 4 per cent owing to lower average prices than in 1884 85 consequent on the
production of beet roc t sugar in Europe lhc exports of refined sugar amounted to
80 70( cuts and were confined to Ceyl n Bengal Bombay and Burma The
bulk of the unrefined sugar jji 217 cwts out of 1 171 937 cwts was shipped to
England

By far the largest supply of unrefined sugar goes to the London market for the
purpose of being refined ana for brewers purposes also for feeding and fattening
cattle In 1883 84 it was ascertained that tne cultivation of the cane in Madras had
increased by about 19 5 per cent and it was further stated that a Urge quantity of

unrefined sugar (jaggery) experted irom that Presidency was made from the juice

of the palmyra and date trees but there are no statistic* to show the a ea covered by
these trees growing on waste lands The juice is obtained from these plants by cutting
off the male spad x when vtung and fiom the cut portion there is for four of five

months a continual flow The liquid is at first cl ar and is immediately bo led down
to a thick syrup which granulates on cooling and constitutes if not oth rwise pun
tied the coarse biown sugar called jaggery If the juice is mt immcdutely boiled

it becomes tuib d and passing into the vinous fermentation fonns the intoxicating

dnnk called toddy 1 his ki d of sugar sells very cheap and so answers the purptses
of the l ondon mirket where co rse sugar wass Id in 1884 85 at \d per po nd
to be used for fattening cattle in the

\
lace of linseed cake Now thes conditi ns

do ni t exist in connectu n with the sugar exports from Bengal* \ hich su^ plie refined

cane sugar which is muc h dearer than the coarse date sugar mcnti ned at ove 1 he
following re arks wert mule on this point by the Ofliciating Director — With
regard to the mcreas d export of 1 nrehned s gar from Ma Iras it appears that

Madras < btains a very large proportion ol its sugar supply from date aJid other p !m-
tree lie area u der such tree 1 31 00c acres producing 22 00 000 maunds of

coarse sugar against 57 ot acres under sugar-cane pr dm ir g 26 00 00 maunds of

sugar The superiority of Madras apj ears thei fere to arise Irom the possession of
this large area un ler sugar producing trees, and the questu n of the relative condition
of the sugar cane industries in Madras and Bengal cannot be solved merely by a
comparison of exj rts of fcugar from those Provinces Date sugar is not distinguished
in the Madras returns from that produced from cane

The sugar-cane croj is a troublesome one to grow as it necessitates a consider-

able amount ol care and expenditure but the profits real zed from it a e Urge Hence
it is appar nt that the decline in the exports of Bengal sugar and the improvement
in those of Madras sugar are due to causes unconn cted with one another hor
instance the Bengal trade has collapsed owing to the enormous production of beet

sugar in Europe wnile the Madras trade has been influenced by the development of

the natural resources of the country coupled with the existence of a bnsk demand
for cheap coarse sugar in England

The success of Madras sugar in Burma and in Bombay has been quite

as marked as in Bengal The explanation that it is due to palm sugar
will hardly as the writer thinks hola good The fact that Madras sugar
is cheaper or rather that Madras has succeeded to prepare a cheap sugar
that proves sufficient for the wants of certain markets is more likely to be
the reason of the remarkable increase recently of the sugar trade of South
India
6.—TRANS-FRONTIER (LAND) TRADE IN SUGAR TO AND

FROM INDIA
It will be seen from the tables below that this consists mainly in

exports Nepal obtains the largest amount of unrefined sugar being
followed by kashmir and by the traffic along the Sind Pishin Railway
In refined sugar the largest quantities are shown as conveyed b> the

railway just mentioned and the next most important transactions are with

Kashmir
* Bengal possesses very nearly as great an area under sugar yielding palms as

Madras 1 he imports into Calcutta from Eastern Bengal (Jessor particularly ) must
be very largely in date-sugar It is difficult to see how the argument advanced above
gives Madras any very special advantage which Bengal does not* or could not
participate in —Co*/ with pp 138 226-327 *31 266,270 3/0 352 361 —Ed Diet
Scon Prod

O jna
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to and from India

Refined ^ugar including Surar candy

(G Watt)
SACCHARUM x

Sugar

TRANS
FRONTISR*

Imp kis 1 h XI OKTS

i8b8 89
|

1 S89-90 1890-91 1888 89 1 889-90 1890-91

Cwt • Cut Cwt Cut Cut Cwt
Kashmir 43 18 999 15 )56 26430
Nepal
Hill Tipperah
Sind Pismn Railway

80 11 1/ 1 9 083 10 219
1

1

9 21 10

22 7 08 26 194 25 942 23 037
Lus Bela 946 S63 1 080
Khelat 1 1 1 5 881 3«5
Kandahar 1 2( 4 4*9 223
Sewestan 1 451 43 ^ 5«5
Tirah 18 124 21

Kabul i 6 860 6 05 7 7 813
Bajaur 57° 5°5 373
Ladakh I 335 277 270
1 hibet 5 1 72 3 *

Sikkim 108 4«
Bhutan 53
Manij ur *7 4 8
1 ushai Hills 4
Siam 8
N Shan States 90 105 43
S Shan States 25 45
Kaicnne 40 16 55

Total in Cwt 33
1

50
|

ms 67 13^ ( 581 70 560

Unrefined Su^ar Aft lapses Cur tc

Kabul
Kashmir
Nepal
Hill Tipperah
yS estern China
N Shan States

S Shan States

Karenne
Sind Pishin Railway
Lus Bela
Khelat
Kandahar
Sewestan
Tirah
Bataur
Ladakh
Thibet
Sikkim
Bhutan
Naga and Mishmi Hills

I ushai

Siam

Total in Cwt

Imp rts 1 xports

I88-89 l

.

. |

1 88 ) 9<
|

1 890-9

1

188889
|

1889 9 1890-91

Cwt
|

Cwt
1

Cwt I Cut C wt Cwt
15 1 829

1
2 447 2 255

703 1 3 8 4 5 0 1 20 292 2 34 19 036
400 443 260 52 802 48 103 5o 5°5
18 3 10 70 IOI 89

12

59 16 103 80 J25

497 9 X 4 68 167

3 48 19

59
|

196 17 18 249 17 1
1

7

19 441

356 U 290
1 154 736 896
152 74 27

;
3 M2 2,44 ^ 2 770

709 757 O28

1

2 524 1 Zo>) 802

! 27 27 15

4 462 3 9°' 1 426

50 25f 330
825 625 460

1

2 6 3
|

1 22

1 180 2 544 11 5 77 ^ 106 868 99604 99 285

multiply by {

«4A
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COASTWIbE TRADE
It does not seem necessary to do more in this place than to furnish

a senes of tables in illustration of coastwise trade The following f ur

tables show the totals imported and exported coastwise by each of tne pro-

vinces of India under the two sections India and Foreign sugars The
transactions in the latter class might almost be designated re-exports that

is to say they are amounts of sugar imported in the fust instance from
foreign countries and exported again by coastwise teamers The term

re-exports has however been lestricted to foreign imports subsequent

ly exported to foreign countries and which thus leave India entirely The
three tables first given below involve an error which it is necessary the

reader should be guarded against 1 he figures shown are the totals of

refined and unrefined added together without the former having been

first reduced to the standard of the latter In the subsequent tables

given under the heading of the provinces concerned these two classes have

not only been separately dealt with but inter provincial transactions have

bten excluded from consideration Thus for example exports from the

port town of Bomba) say to Surat have not been regarded as exports

since the am unts thus conveyed from port to port are still within the

p esidency The imports and exports shown are therefore the amounts
actually biought into a province or which leave it

Imports
India Grown i

Sugar

474

Impotis Co stwisi of / idtan grown Vu a of a 1
! kinds

Years Into

Bengal
Into

Bombay
Into

Sind
Into

Mad as

Into

Burma
Total

Cwt Cwt Cwt C Cwt C t k

1870-71

1871 73 T ( 39 9895
1872 73 [ Quantities not eturned for these >ears except in } 29 65 40

1873 74 L value which includes of toreign sugar 44 S5 7 *

1874 75 ) 42 76*202

1875 76 12 796 I
170 1 86

|

23 858
|

63 7^3
]

43 333 313926 33 5* 38*

1876 77 5 432
1
139 661 3 1 834 65 398

!
43 859 286 184 34 01 >52

18/ 7 78 7 398 283 25 1
!

32 104 88 720 65 049 47* 522 55 73 7*3

.878-79 16 134 324 400 14 096 104324 47 538 506492 54 89 8 8

1879-80 13 999 388 209 27 010 173 3a4 <io 520 643 092 62 21 4 8

1880 81 3 350 297 487 18 264 03 722 40 703 590 426 52 50 67

i8m 82 53 <85 308 337 18 436 173 082 5M84 610 924 57 08 896

1882-83 43 1*8 304 058 13 *99 213 406 61 550 634 4 *‘ 58 29 01

1

1883-84 28 872 373 977 8 847 21 719 66 332 689 747 58 43 0S4

1884-85 44 346 462 173 9 822 183 282 76 443 776 065 61 40 8< 6

1885-86 45 58o 484 437 12 602 231 186 65 865 839 670 64 59 3v6

1886-87 53 565 37^ <77 11 160 247 967 142 827 830 6*6 67 04 861

1887-8S 48 os

8

339 400 15 1 S 3 20( 538 107 42$ /06 574 55*87 36

7

1888 89 S4 461 404 610 14 589 208 769 122 010 804 439 63 79*425

1889-90 48 995 462 266 12 495 157 316 92 943 776 15 65 36 625

1890-91 63 269 J88392 8 / 22 IS5 264 78 625 724 72 61 *9 359
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(G Walt) Sugar

Exports Coastwts of Indian gronn Sugar if all kind

Yfars From
Bengal

From
Bombay

From
bind

From
Madras

Trom
Bui m Total

Cwt Cwt Cwt Cwt Cwt Cwt R
1870-71

1871 72 > 1 57 70601
1872 73 [ Quantities not returned for these years except in J 63 68 663

1873 74 c value which includes foreign sugar
j

69 62 920
1874 75 ) ( 73 *4 409
1875 76 *93 035 118 430 * 974 *40 115 24 372 477 927 47 42 837
1876-77 264 121 121 ;8j l 285 *04 255 30 8*3 522 463 55 61 S4f

>877 78 38 ,4<>S 3*8 734 3 367 «5 *30 20 966 809 595 90 67 898
1878-79 117 792 1 430 58 * 2 528 94 3*7 22 449 667 667 69 2 653
1870-80 *32 9*4 574 796 2 674 220 032 29 345 9 S9 79 * 90 *9 069
1880-81 5 9 0 466 171 811 222 180 33 8(5 765 Q37 66 67 583
1881 82 7o 347 479 348 * 327 364 345 *6 873 832 2 .40 74 22. 888
1882 83 104 834 3*3 284 l 66 3*8 366 23 3 >8 761 058 64 7r 435
1883 84 7 i 763 438 53 * 1 >68 279 208 *9 85 * 81 421 69 58 007
18*4 8S

j

24 121 627 620 70S 276 214 28 774 957 443 67 SS 237
I88S 86

!

33964 659 248 839 271 242 28 564 993 857 76 56 44 *

18S6-87 33 398 455 559 263 338 378 3 614 860 2 1 2 69 6818
1887 88 35 869 463 598 3 ** 25* 032 35 464 786 274 64 02 501
1888 89 30 226 663 753 8 S4 259 639 3« 831 993 3< 3 80 40 281

1889 9° 55 235 716 886 641 216 426 33 532 1 022 72c 84 35 745
1890-91 42 639 505 997 2 l8l 397 475 29 849 978 * 4 * 83 54 533

Imports Coastwise of Foretgn Sugar of all kin is

Years Into

Bengal
Into

Bombay
Into

Sind
Into

Madras
Into

Burma Total

1870-71

1871 72

Cwt

bee ren

f grow

Cwt Cwt Cwt Cwt Cwt R

1872 73
1873 74
1874 75

nark for these years in the

n sugar
Imports Coastwise of Indian

1875 7<> 3 33 7\ *99 8 709 642 85 086 11 75 589
1876-77 *4 * 345 4* 65 4 767 3 251 50 542 7 44 *84
1877 78 6 *9 5 ?o 52 465 7 973 375 80 369 *3 4 * 5*2
1878-79 22 33 *37 104 079 9»786 3«4 147 408 24 3 * 893
1879-80 1 23 844 99 550 6944 40 *30 379 22 79 960
1880-81 9 30 178 * 70 ,4*5 10 716 34 211 352 37 5 * 217
1881 82 7 27 214 11* 590 6 872 422 146 105 25 56 (55
1882-83 6 30 061 87 207 4 380 46 121 700 20 5* 47$
188*1-84 *3 34 812 83 380 5 077 27 123 3°9 20 66 893
1884-85 22 45 021 221 877 8 949 112 1 275 981 40 33 524
1885*^6 148 40 812 208 023 10 312 JS

I

259 333 34 38 5*9
1886-8; 20 53 5oo *50 359 15 9*2 899 220 590 28 72 926
1887 88 1

8976
53 090 79 733 *9 39<5 1 087 *53 307 19 20 247

1888-89 50 393 91 268 23 824 624 175 080 21 75 202
1889-90 >6 535 42 122 52 98! *5 99 * l 218

{

128 847 17 66 237
1890-91 5 72* 57 an 88 446 *7 453 538

j

169 969 21 19,134

COASTWISI
TRADE

Exports,
Indian grown

Sugar

*75

S 476
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Exports Coastwise of Foreign Sugir of all kinds

Years From
Bengal

From
Bombay

From
Sind

From
Madras

From
Burma Total

Cwt Cwt Cwt Cwt Cwt Cvt k
1870-71

1871 73
1873 73 [See the remark against these years m the table of Exports
1873 74 f Coastwise of Indian grown sugar
1874 75 J
1875 76 5 131 473 184 13 * 342 *32 1351 19 19 019
1876-77 5 79 184 215 99 346 79 829 12 20 802
1877 78 1 25 044 528 445 214 126 231 20 07 053
1878 79 233 357 836 219 98 234 5io 39 i* 476
1879 80 209 1 71 9*4 76 ; 90

j

210 251 34 84 866
1880-81

1
294 943 1 187 224 82 296436 50 53 9*6

1881 83 65 235 004 927 322 304 236 022 39 99 4*9
1882 83 206 355 766 255 152 207 528 34 58 859
1883 85 229 907 921 87 *47 231 0( 2 37 00 687
1884 84 463 387 * 475 160 57 465 079 63 75 *36
1885 86 Nil 411 834 1 139 92 66 4*3 *2i 50 77 472
1886 87 55 417 S08 6 715 185 630 425 393 51 49 666
1887 88

,r ?,
5 33 f> 117 5 593 247 3 970 345 982 41 31 186

1888 89 Nil 365 357 4 607 437 244 37o 64 43 f9 084
188j 90 1 286 531 4 593 566

l

407 292 099 37 80 477
1890-91 73 399 396 5 003 546 279 405 297 48 J4 *34

= — JT". - — — — -
==^.—

The main ideas to be learned regarding* the coastwise trade in sugar
will perhaps be best exemplified by analysing the trade in the three chief
sea board provinces Bengal, Bombay and Madras

Bengal

478

Imports

479

x —Bengal

The following table exhibits the Imports and Exports of this province
Coastwise during each fifth year since 1875 76 —

Imports

Refined Sugar including Sugar-candy

From

1875 76 1880-81 1885 86 1890-91

Indian.

&
B

£
Indian.

&
c

1
Indian

&
B

&
Indian

j

1

Cwt Cwt Cwt Cwt Cwt Cwt Cwt Cwt
Bombay
Sind

4 * 907 750 *45

Madras 7 734 19,181 3* 754 39 449
Burma 3 2 5*4 2 37 99 5 <*31

Total 7 778 2 20 602 2 33 54* *45 39 548 5 631

S 479
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Coastwise Trade of Bengal (G Witt) SACCHARUM *

Sugar

Unrffined Sugar Moiassls Gur ric

1875 7$ 1SS0-S1 18S5 86 i8y< -91

From c c
to
C
0
tu

e
bo

(1

.

2
*5
c 1

India

1
rt

*6

j=
1
a

Cwt Cwt Cwt Cwt Cut Cwt Cwt Cwt
Bombay
Sin 1

Madras 1 22 4 1

!
4 177

Burma IS 4
1 I

73

Total 15 171 8 1
1 4 450

Exports

Kehnkd Sugar inciudinu Sucarcaniy

To

1875 76
t

1880 81 1885 86 1890-91

Indian

c
bo

1 |
Indian

a
00

1
b. 1

1

1
Indian

I

Foreign
Indian

6
l
bu

Cwt Cwt Cwt Cwt Cwt Cwt Cwt Cwt
Bombay 157 518 23 59 1 6 562 7 3 i

Sind 3 12

Madras 5 652 5 5 170 967 552
Burma 23 033 10 268 II 498 6 117
Kattlwar 27
1 ravancore 122 2*5 16

Cochin (

Total |i86 203
~7

3/ 211 J ) >52
|

>4 255

Unrffinfd Si ar M i assi* ( uk i* r

To

187a 76 1880-8
|

18S5 8

r

1890-91

Indian

C
bfi

i
j

u-

C
2
45
c

Foreign
Indian

c
ba
0
0
tu

Indian

uSiaioj

Cwt Cwt Cwt Cwt Cwt Cwt Cwt Cwt
Bombay 18 2

1
4

Sind
Madras 1 998 7 60
Burma 2 049 3 048 1 ,99 / 3 76 4
Kattlwar 12

Travancore
Cochin

Total 2 068 4 048 2 CK 4 3 94o

It will be seen from the tables of the coastwise trade dunng the past
twenty years that the records of the Bengal transactions manifest a very
remarkable change The Imports of Indian sugar have increased from
tey, 10/300 cwt to over 60,000 cwt, while the Exports have contracted

C0ASTWI91
TRADE

B«Dftl

Imports

Export*
480

S 480
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Imports

4*2

from about 200 000 cwt to 40 oeo cwt The trade in Foreign sugars brought
to Bengal or exported therefrom by coasting steamers is much less 1m
portant but a somewhat remarkable feature in this section may be said to

be the fact tint these imports have greatly increased The anal) sis of each
fifth year since 1870 shows that increase in the imports of Indian sugar
is mainly due to the improved traffic with Madras in refined sugar Dur
mg the years named the supply derived from Madras has increa ed from

7 734 cwt in 1875 to 3q 449 cwt in 1890-91 The decline in the exports

would appear to be due to the same cause vie the uccess of Madras
The Bengal exports to Bombay have decreased from 157518 cwt of

refined sugar to 7 231 cw f so also to Burma they have contracted from

23033 cwt in 187-) ;6 to 6117 cwt in 1890-91 and it will be found that

the exports from Mndras to Bombay and Burma during these years ha\e
almost correspondingly improved Madras is thus not only contesting in

Beng 1 itself the trade in refined sugar but it has practically ousted
Bengal sugar from Bombay and Burma Formerly the Bengal exports
of refined sugar to Madras were very considerable last year they had
almost ceased It was these facts that marnlv actuated the Government
cf India in the recent enquiry into the sugar trade which resulted in the
discoveiy which the writer has he venture to think abundantly con
firmed namely that if Bengal has lost its foreign markets the home con
sumption has greatl) increa ed The home market have m fact proved
more profitable than the foreign for some years back —a state of affairs

th it can hardly be regarded as uns itisfactory

2 — Bombay
As already remarked one of the chief features of the Bombay coast

wise trade in sugar is the loss of the Bengal supply and the birth of a
demand for Madras refined sugar Unlike the tables given above for

Bengal tho*?e which follow for Bomba) derive their chief inttrest however
in the fact that the transactions in foreign sugar are very much more im
portant than m Indian —

Imports

Refined Sugar including Sugar-candy

From

187s 76 1880-81 1885 86 1890-91

Indian
Foreign

Indian

&
C
*
(b

Indian
Foreign

Indian Foreign

Cwt Cwt
j

Cwt Cwt Cwt Cwt Cwt Cwt
Bengal 131 130 27 387 6438 6 533
Sina 1 136 1 18
Madras 435 12 3 492 17 9 709 26 396 119
Burma
Goa 2! i 3 3° 186
Pondicherry
C nmhay 3 22 5
Ct tch 3 3
Kattiwar 152 1 930 115 1 119 >7
koncan 2 8 3
1 ravancore 21

Gackwar s Terntory 45

Total 13* 566 33 31031 *7 18 240 * 5 i 34,3<>9 165

c; jfi9
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Coastwise Trade of Bombay

I tporfs
—

llNRFMNFD SUGAR Molassfs l ETC

>875 188 81 1885 s<> 1890-91

From — —
c & c

e
b/> e

C
b/>

a
O 04

2 C S3 c 3 C 2 C
-c * *73 TJ k k
* £ C £ JP U.

c 0— u.

Cwt Cwt Cwt Cwt Cwt Cwt Cwt Cwt
Bengal • 445 2 3J 8 4
Smcf 16f 113

Madras 37 168 2 456 32 036 84 53
Burma 44
Goa 5 *9 310
Pondicherry 666
Cambay 28 51
Cutch
Kattiwar 1 115 125

K ncan 76 185

1 ravancore 1 133

Gaekwar s Territory 10 770 *2 774
1 OTAL 38 620 2 458 ~43 442 98501 U 3

1875 76 1880-81

c & e &
2 0 rt

53
-3
c 1 3 55

U-

Cwt Cwt Cwt Cwt
4 934

17 916 75457 5369 *66 53 *

5 177 6 097 4 707 10 144

75 265

46 146 38 407
207 3 124 186 3 895

46 19*

7 3i6 22 79* 4 934 *94**
4*99o

i

'3 28i 4 7 «i 57 877
337

1

502 184 1 136
61 136

99 504

35 989 *3* 473 20,409 261 431

mm

Bombay

Imports.

From the table below it will be seen that the Bombay coastwise ex

ports in Foreign sugar have increased from 1 3 1 473 cwt in 1875 76 to

34.0 649 cwt in 189091 A somewhat striking feature may be here

alluded to (though in point of value less important than many others

manifested by the table) namely the growth of an export of refined

foreign sugar from Bombay to Madras * Sind is however the country
that drains coastwise the largest amount of foreign sugar from Bombay
The demand in Kattiwar has been ste idily increasing

Exports

Refined Sugar including Sucak candy

1 I

Sind
Madras
Burma
Damaun
Dio
Goa
Pondicherry
Cambay
Cutch
Kattiwar
Koncan
Travancore
Gaekwar s Territory

Total

3 177
30 265
191 313

95i

148

_ 9 180

340 649

• In the chapter on Prices it will be seen that a quotation of the price of foreign

sugar m Madras could not be procured
|
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Coastwise Trade of Madras

Bomba?

Export#

Exports

Unrei ined Sugar Molasses G\5r etc

Bengal
Sind
Madras
Burma
Damaun
Diu
Goa
Pr ndirhcrry
Cambay
Cutch
Kattfwar
Concan
Travancore
Gaekwar s 1 crritory

1< 18 0 81 1885 86 I 1890-91

& G
c
b

S3

e
c
be c

c
ba

1
£ 3 53 £ B
-o

fc
"O 0

bu U, — Uu — bu

Cwt Cwt Cwt Cwt Cwt Cwt Cwt

3 161

70 85 074
65 120 4 3

1 977
5

891

135
1 221 157

MADRAS
484

It has been remarked in connection with the rail borne traffic that the
foreign sugars of Bomba) are yearly succeeding to penetrate further and
further into the country and seem to find favour m such countries as
Rajputana where they would (viewed from the religious standpoint)
have been least expected to have succeeded The exports coastwise to

KAttfwar may be cited as another example of this fact The exports of
foreign refined sugars from Bombay to that State were 23 281 cwt in

1875 76 last year they had attained the very considerable proportions of

191 212 cwt The traffic with Cutch though less remarkable shows a
similar progression Cutch however draws a very much larger quantity of

Indian unrefned sugar than of refined sugar It will be observed by the

foot note to page 366 that the exports of refined sugar from Bombay to the
North-West Provinces and Oudh last year manifested a sudden and very
considerable expansion This is the more remarkable since for many years
the North West Provinces have largely contributed to the Bombay supply
The demand for refined sugar from Bombay maj be accepted as another in

dication of the successful competition of foreign against Indian refined 9ugar

3 — Madras
After what has been said regarding Bengal and Bombay it seems un

necessary to specialize any of the features of the Madras coistwise trade
in Sugar The imports of Bengal refined sugar have greatly contracted
and a new trade nas come into existence in the demand for foreign re-

fined sugars from Bombay The exports of unrefined sugar from Madras
to Bombay are however very considerable and the trade has been more
than doubled wifhin the past ?o years It has also been explained that
the exports of refined sugar from Madras to Bengal and Burma have been
very considerably increased w ithin the past few years.

S. 484
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Coastwise Trade of Madras (G H aft

)

SACCHARUM I

Sugar

Imports

REHNtD SUGAR INCLUDING SUGAR CANDY

1875 76 1880-81 1885 sr 1890 ji

From a
be
C

c
bfl

1
U.

a c

1 c5 2
-a
c 0

u-

•5
C j

tj
c 1

Cwt Cwt Cwt Cwt Cwt Cwt Cwt 1 Cwt

Bengal 5 015 172 4 oq6 6 S44 10 I

Bombay 3 635 5 77 3 682 7 5^8 3 283 9 4(7 3 3;« 16654
Sind
Burma 1 1

Goa
Pondiche ry

l 8 6
3

49
27

Kattiwar
Travancore
Cochin

36
28

-

Total 8 687 5943 7 786 7 581 3 83 > 9 53^ 4 01 3 'f f'55

tfatfifcs

Import*

Imports

Unrefined Sugar Molasses G6r tec

1875 7( 1 880 8

1

1885 86 18^-91

From
c g. c & c & c &
2 2 <u

rt

1
2 C

-6 g T3 O T3 -o 5c u.
C

Ci-
j

U-
c

O.

Cwt Cwt Cwt

|

Cwt Cwt Cwt Cwt Cwt

Bengal
Bombay
Sind
Burma

12 2^76 37 54
I 140 1 748 2 978 832 676 260

4 4 3
Goa
Pondicherry
Kattiwar
Travancore
Cochin

75 J6 U5 180

Total 1 227 - 4,229 2978 J6998 676 497
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3ACCHARUM Coastwise Trade of Madras
Sugarw Exports

Madras Refined Sugar including Sugar candv

Exports

486 18 5 76 1880-81 1885-86 1890-91

To
c
rj

*5
c

&
§
tu

c
fll

-5
e

&

1

c
rd

*5
c

c

§
t?

c
rt

-6
c

i
£

Cwt Cwt Cwt Cwt Cwt Cwt Cwt Cwt

Bengal
Bombay
Sind
Bi rma
Coa
Kancal
Mahe
Pondicherry
Cutch
Kattiwar
Konc&n
Travancore
Cochin

7 061

380

292

8 250

1

19 582

4 226
1 25 1

867

7

3^

1

33 64)
11 342

*7 927

37 4^
25650

29 1 66

6 104

3

Total *5 983 1 25 933 37 62 918 98 408 3

Exports

Unrefined Sugar Molasses G6r etc

1875 76 1880-81 1885 86 1890-91

To
c

*3
c

c
fcf

1
1
c

|
c
a
-o
a

&
g
0

c

*3
a

e
bo

§m

Cwt Cwt Cwt Cwt Cwt Cwt Cwt Cwt

X

Bengal
Bombay
Sind
Burma
Goa
Kancal
Mahe
Pondicherry
Cutch
Kattiwar
Koncan
Travancore
Cochin

40 084
1 678

34
2

14,190
16 188

244
2 834

975
58

4
801

2

7 963
2 509

2

6

37 196
215

992
102

2

6 041

589

2 229

92 446
9 294
2 442
871

13 563

9 000
85

-

-

1

Total 72 l66 15 390 2 45 M3 129,930

S 4%
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A Gum resin, the produce of a Ferula ^W R Chirk \ SAGAPENUM i

( W R Clark )

SACCOPETALUM, Benn Gen PI I 28
[ Anonaci*

Saccopetalum tomentosum, H f 6* T Fl Br Ind 1 88

Syn — Uvari tomfntosa hoxb

Vern htrn kar t Hind I atmo ku Uriya Om/ hike h mil Kol
Thoska Cond Humba Kurku Kar t N W P t ml 1 umf ta Rai

A ri C P hi na kirn hum H mb H ml h m Mar Lhilkaduat

peddachil k d d ga 1 fe.1 He sa e Kan

References —Roxb Fl Ini hd t B L 416 Braids For Fl 7

Beld me bl Syh t 3g G imble Man Timb 1 10 DoIb & GxIs

B mb Fl 4 Flh t Fl Andh 147 I tsboa l PI B mb 4 277 Gat
etterrs —Bo bay XI11 24 XX 427 N W I 1 \ Ixvit I a td Rev

SetU m it Sconce Did Ce P 01 10 1 d For s ter — /// 200 X
325 XII Afip S XIII 1 IQ F 1 Admin hep Lhu/ta Nagpur jb

Habitat A laigctree with straight stem fc und in Oudh Nepal Tarai

Gorakhpur Behar Central India and on the Western Chats

Gum —It yields a gum which belongs to the false tragucanth or hog

gum series . ,

Food fit Fodder —The oval brrrifs art said to be eaten in some parts

of Bombaj Tho lbavi-s are used as fodder

Structure of the Wood —Olive brown moderately hard smooth close

grained no heart* ood It is not apt to warp but often cracks in season

ing Weight 4Slb per cubic foot

Domestic Uses The timber is used in Oudh for building huts and

cattle sheds in the Western Ghdts it is reckoned a good timber and is

much used in house building

Sacred, see Domestic and Sacred Vol III 19

1

Saffron, see Crocus sativus Linn Iride^f Vol II 592

SAGAPENUM
Sagapenum, Cooke Report on Gum Resins 63

Vern — R ndel or kundal (>) Hini Isus Mar Kundcl(*) Sams
Stgbinuj sakb na] Arab Sagafiun xskabmah Pens

References — Fluck & Hath Pharm 2QI At t he Mat Ind. /

3w O Shaughnessy Beng Dtsj ens 363 ; Dymock Mat Med W
Ind 3q6 Bn, e Powell Pb Pr 403

Habitat— A gum resin imported into India from the Persian Gul(

and coasts of Arabia and said to be produced from a species of Ferula

which grows in Arabia and Persia

Sagapenum consists of massts made up principally of brownish yellow

semi transparent tears resembling Galbanum but having a darker colour

and a more alliaceous odour These tears are agglutinated together

by a proportion of soft gum resin which varies considerably in amount
indeed some specimens appear to be made up entirely of that substance

and show no distinct tears The analysis of Sagapenum shows that

it contains— resin 5 >-S4 per cent gum ^1 32 volat ie oil 3 ir bas onn
1 4 malate and phosphate of hme 040-1 12 and small amounts of sul

phur water and impurities It is distinguished from Galbanum by the

presence cf sulphur and by ihe comparatively large amount of resinous

residue it yields to petroleum spirit

Medicine — According to Ain si ie Sagapenum was known to the Greeks
and is described by Dioscorides as the produce of a Ferula growing in

Media Dymock temarks 1 see no reason to suppose that tne ancient

Hindus knew the drug although kun el is in some books given as the

Sanskrit and Hindi name for it
T

GUM
488
FOOD

Berries

FODDER
Leaves

TIMBER

DOiJeSTIC
limber

EDICIMB.m
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SAGERETIA
*h«*ans

Sagapenum The Sageretia Fruit

R8D1C1ME.

TRADE
496

Arabic writers seem to have been acquainted with the substance pro-

bably from their intercourse with the Greeks The Makhean el Adwtya
says the substance is found near Ispahan Muhammadan writers describe

it as a powerful attenuant and resolvent and say that when combined with

purgatives it exerts its resolvent power on every part of the body remov
ing noxious humours they also value it as an anthelmintic and emmenago
gue A Sagapenum pill is often prescribed by them in flatulent dyspep
sia it contains equal quantities of Aloes Sagapenum Bdellium and
Agaric The dose of the gum resin is two or three dirhems taken with

warm water (Dymock

)

Trade —Goden Powell mentions the difficulty that exists in the Paniab
to get sakbmaj Jaushtr or ammontacum are usually sold m place of it

The quantity annually imported into Bombay varies greatly most of it

going to London It is seldom to be obtained in the retail shops Value
Rj R£ per ft (Dymock)

497

FOOD
Fruit

498
FODDER
Leaves

Voung^wlgs
50°

TIMBER
ifil

502

FOOD*
Fruit

Doisfric

504
505

SAGERETIA, Brong Gen PI I J79

Sageretia Brandrethiana, Aitch FI Br Ind 1,64a Rhamnfje
Vern — Gange goher kunjar k Mr kanger bhandi ba'fatt Pb Mdngrt

Pushtu Maimuna momanna numdm Apg Ganger Sind
References —B andis For FI p5 Gamble Man Txmb 92 Stewart

I b PI 4 Aitchi on Cat lb i id Sind PI 32 B nss FI Orient 11
22 Mi r ay PI and D ugs Sind 147 Baden Powell Pb Pr 596
Settle R p Kohnt Ihst Pa ijdb 2Q Agn Horti Sor Ind XIV 4

Habitat —A deciduous distorted shrub met with in the Sulaiman
and Salt Ranges and North West Himalaya between the Indus and
the JliHum Distributed westwards to Persia and Arabia

Food & Fodder —The fruit is small and black and has a sweet fla

vour not unlike that of the bilberry It is a great favourite among the

frontier tribes and Afghdns and is regularly collected and exposed for sale

in the bazars of Peshawar In the Silt Range a.chatm is made of it

The leaves and young twigs are much blowsed by sheep and goats
(Lace Quetti FI m MSS)

Structure of the Wood —Yellow very hard and close-grained

S oppositlfolia, Bronx El Br Ind I 641
Syn — S filiformis Don Rhamnus filiformis Roth R rioynus

Don 7i7Yphus oppositifolia Wall
Vern —Aglaxa Kumaon Kanak gidardak KASHMIR Drange glrthan

Pb Mmanrai Pushtu
References — Brandts For FI 9s Gamble \fan Timb 02 Stewart

Pb PI 42 Ait hison Cat Pb & Stnd PI 32 Prod 11 28 Baien
P well PI Pr 596 Atkinson Him Dtst 307 Gan N W Prounces
IV Ixx

Habitat —A large shrub found in the North West Himalaya (sub tro-

pical) from Peshawar to Nepal also m Southern India from Konkan south
wards It is distributed to Java

Food —The fruit of this species like that of the preceding is eaten
Domestic Uses —The wood is used as fuel

S theezans, Brong FI Br Ind I 641
Syn — Rhamnus threzans Linn
Vern — Dargola (Simla) d angu ankol kauh kardr pkomphh, kanda

brink l ckaunsh katraxn thnm kdm Pb
References —Brandts For FI 95 Kutm For FI Burm I 26

j

Gamble Man limb 92 Atkinson Him Dist 307
Habitat —A large spmescent shrub found m the Salt and Sulaiman

Ranges and in the Western Himalaya from Kashmir to Simla from 3000

s 50s



to 8 ooo feet It is also met with in the forests of Ava (Kur§) t and is dis

iributed westwards to Baluchist&n and eastwards to China
Food —The fruit is eaten in parts of the H lmdlaya and in China

In China the leaves are used by the poorer classes as a substitute for tea

Structure of the Wood —Very hard white, with irregular dark colour

ed heartwood Weight 56ft) per cubic foot

SAGITTARIA, Ltnn Gen PI III 1006
A genus of aquatic herbs belonging1

to the water plantain fam ly (ALISMA
CE^:) three species of wh ch are described by Roxburgh as common in the

Indian Peninsula Two of these however have been reduced in QeOandolle S
Monograph on Phanerogams to kindred genera and the remain ing one

—

Sftglt

tana sagittaefolia—alone need be here separately noticed

Sa^lttaria saglttaefoha, Linn DC Alonog Phan III 66 Alis-

ArROWHEAD [
MACEjE

Vern —Muyd muya choto kt t Beng
References —R xb FI Ind 675 l oigt II art Sub Cal 680 Smith

I on Diet 4 Hunttr Orissa 11 ibj {app VI) Gazdteers —N W
P 1 85 X 3 iq

Habitat —A common aquatic herb found on the borders of fresh water

lakes tanks and ditches throughout India and distributed to Europe and
Asia generally and throughout North America

Food —In North America the fleshy corms of this plant ire used

as an article of food by the Native population and in China it is even

cultivated as a food plant It contains a bitter milky juh f which is ex

pellcd by boiling Apparently the Natives of India ire ignorant of its

value as a food plant since no information on the subject is given in any

<f the books that deal with the known properties and uses of Indian

plants

SAGO
This foim of starch is obtained from several palms and a few other plants

Sago
Sagon Fr Sago Gtrm
Vern —

5

gu dana sagu chatvul H 1 ND Sagu dana Beng Shanartsi
7 vm Sa uke chawal Dec Sa±u Malay Siki mi Chin

References —Roxb FI Ind bd C B C 299 (/>8 723 Ki re For
FI Br Burm 11 SJO Sdd Brandis F r bl 550 55^ 560 Gamble
Man Timb 41S 4 !9 420 421 Mason Burma and Its 1 e pie 426
506 81 f 812 Pharm Ind 1 248 ( S Ih pens JSth bd 1743 /
Fleming Med PI & Drugs {Asiatic Reset Xl) 189 Atnslte Mat
Ind 1 361 O Shaughnessy Beng Dispens 622 640 K L De
Jndtg Drugs Ind 103 Bidie Cat Raw Pr Parts hxh 92 / Bird
wood Bomb Prod 236 238 2^9 D ury W PI Ind n8 Useful PI
Bomb {XXV Bomb 6 ae ) 135 '7* Forbes Wats n Indust Survey
Ini 45 Royle Prod Res 230 Smith hcon Diet 362 Balfour
Cyclop III 484 Fncyclop Brit XXI 148 Madras Mail Ju ie 14th
1889 Indian Agrt July fith 1889 July 13th 1889

Sources of Sago - The chief source of the Sago of Commerce is a
palm indigenous to the East Indian Archipelago known as Metroxy
Ion Sagu. It flourishes m low marshy situations and seldom attains a
height of 30 feet but is low and thick set in character At the age
of fifteen years it becomes mature as a starch yielding plant and then
the whole interior of the stem is gorged with spongy medullary matter
around which is a rind of hard wood If the plant be allowed to flower
and the fruit to ripen all this medulla becomes absorbed the stem is left a
mere hollow shell and the tree dies Before this occurs however the trees

s s15
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Fruit
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SA1«AGRAMA The Sago of Commerce

SOURCES
|

are cut down the stem is cut in o lengths split up and the pith extracted
and grated to a powder This powder is then kneaded up with water and
strained the starch passes through the strainer and the woody fibre re

mains behind The starchy fluid is then floated into troughs the starch
settles to the bottom and after one or two washings it is considered by the
Natives fit for their domestic purposes What is intended for exportation
is made into a paste with water and rubbed into grains which are known
according to their size as PeirlSago Bullet Sago Sago Meal etc The
great proportion of the Sago of Commerce comes from Borneo where there

are large forests of sago palms in the low lying marshy lands along some
parts of the coast

The proper Sago palm (Metroxyion Sagu) is not indigenous to the
Indian Peninsula but large guantities of Sago some of which is said to be
quite as good as the Sago of Commerce are obtained in India from other
sources Such as -

1 Arenga sacchanfera I 302 7 Cycas Rumphn II 675
2 Borassus flabelliformis I 502 8 Metroxyion (several species)

3 Caryota urens II 208 V 231)

4 Corypha urabraculifera, II 575 9 Phoenix acaulia VI 199.

5 Cycas ctrcinalis II 675 xo P rupicola VI 207
6 C pectinata, II 67 ^ xx Tacca pmnatifida VI

It will be observed that in the enumeration given Nos s 6 7 and 11 are
not palms The principal sago palm of India may be said to be Cary
ota urens

Medicine —Sago is used exclusively as an article of diet It is nutri

tive easily digestible wholly destitute of irritating properties and is

therefore often employed as a bland innocent article ot diet in febrile

disorders bowel complaints and during the convalescence from acute
disease

Chemical Composition —Chemically considered Sago has thecharac
ters of starch Under the microscope the granules appear oval or ovate
and often truncated Many of them are broken and m most the surface
is irregular or tuberculated (U S Dtspensat ry)

Domestic Uses —In the Fast Indian Archipelago the Natives chiefly

make the sago starch which is intended for domestic use into biscuits which
if kept dry may be preserved for a very long time It is also dried and
made into sago meal from which they prepare a variety of dishes

In ndia the Sago from C&ryotm urens and from other indigenous trees

is used as an article of ^ood principally in the form of a gruel or thick soup
but the use of Sago by the Natives of India is not nearly so extensive as

m the East Indian Archipelago where it forms almost the staple diet

Sarjl, see Barilla Vol l 394 see also Carbonates of Potash and Soda
Vol li 152 154 and Reh Vol VI Parti 400 to 42/

Salagrama — Fossil ammonites reverenced and worshipped by the H»n
dus and supposed by some to be the aetiles or eagle stones of the

ancients Those used in the worship of the Hindus are black mostly

rounded and commonly perforated in one or more places by worms or as

the Hindus believe by Vishnu in the form of a reptile Some are supposed

to represent gracious incarnations of Vishnu and are highlv prized by their

owners others which border a little on violet denote a vindictive avatara

and are shunned The possessor of a Salagrama keeps it wrapped up in

clean cloth from which it is frequently taken out and bathed The water

used for the purpose is thought to have acquired a sin-expelling virtue
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The Salep of European Commerce (W R Clark

)

Sal Ammoniac ,
see Ammonium, Vol I 219

SALEP
The name given to the dried tubers of numerous species of the genus Orchis, and

in India of the gen s Eulophia.

Salep
Vern — Salab misri Egyptian Salep0 Hind Chile michhn Reno •

Sahb mi rt Pb Salop salab Afg Sdlam tsr( Bomb Salama mtsrt
Mar Sdlammtsn Guz Shdld mtshtri 1am Sdld mistrt Trl
Sald-mtshn Malay Sola mtsrt Burm Saalab-misri khusyus
saalab khusvatus-saalab Arab Saalabmtsrt Pers

References —Stewart Pb PI 236; Afgh Del Com 113 Finch &
Hanb .Pharmacog 654 U S Dtspens nth Ed 1744 > Ainslte Mat
Jnd 1 36S 0 Shaughnessy Beng Dtspens 6$s Moodeen Sheriff
Supp Pharm Jnd 22 1 S A fun Cat Bomb D ugs i3f , K L
De Indig Drugs Jnd 81 Murray PI fr Drugs Sind 22 bymock
Mat Med W Jnd 2nd Ed 7S9 Baden Powell Pb Pr 261 j Atkin
son Htm Dist ( X N W P Gan) 72 Prod Res 12 226 23 r

Davies Trade and Resources N W Boundary India VI cxxvttt
ccclxxv Jnd Foreste XIII 91 9$ Smith Diet Econ PI 343
Balfour Cyclop Ind III 500

Sources of Salep -Although most if not all the species of Orchis
found in Europe and Northern Asia are furnished with tubers capable if

properly prepared of yielding salep only a few of them are actually in use
as sources of the substance The following are the most important of
these —Orchis conophora O latifolia O laxiflora O maculata O mi
cula O militans O Mono O pyramid* lit and O saccifera

The Salep of the Indian bazdrs which is highly esteemed by the Natives
as a remedy for various diseases and for which high prices are often paid

them is principally derived from the tubers of Eulophia campestris and
herbacea and probably also from the species of a few other genera
e variety of Salep known as Royal Saltp or bad)ah resembles a
lb more than a tuber and was identified by Mr J G Baker of Kew (in

tUpp discussion which followed the reading of Dr Aitchison s paper before

the British Pharmaceutical Society in December 1886) as bang derived from
tingenua tnsphsera. a plant belonging to the Natural Order of Amaryl
1,1de ae Dymock in his Materia Medtca of Western lndu had previously

However on the authority of Mr N M Khantahib describes the Royal
S«*lep as the pseudo bulb of an Orchidaceous plant (Pholidota imbricata)

S
itch iso n (Prod <f W Afgh & N E Persia 2/5) speaks of the bulbs of

ngernia tnsphsera as collected and given to camels
The Salep of European commerce is prepared chiefly in the Levant

And to some extent in Germany and other parts of Europe German
Salep is said to be more translucent and more carefully dried than the
j-evant variety That of the Indian bazirs is produced on the hills of

Afghanistan Baluchistan Persia and Bokhara but the Ntlghiri Hills and
iven Ceylon are said to furni h a part of it Besides th*se imitation Salep

ip largely prepared for the Indian trade This is said to be made up of

r
undea potatoes and gum
Collection and Preparation —The tubers are dug up after the

piant has flowered the plump firm ones are washed and set aside those

1 :hat are shrivelled and soft are thrown away The selected tubers are then

! strung on threads scalded to destroy their vitality and dried in the sun or

I >y gentle artificial heat By drying they become hard and horny and
1 ose their bitter taste and peculiar odour

Characters and Chfmjcal Composition —The Salep of the
ijndian bazirs is met with is three varieties —palmate large ovoid and

I
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The Salep of European Commerce

small ovoid masses threaded together into long strings all of them more
or less translucent and gum like 1 hey have very little odour and 1 slight

not unpleasant taste After maceration in water for several hours they
regiin their original sh ipe and size Salep contains a substance known to

the chemist as Bassorine which is reported to be more nutritive than any
other vegetable produce One ounce it s reported will suffice per
day to support a man {Smith) The following account of the micros
copic structure and chemical composition of the Salep tubers is taken
almost verbatim from Fldckiger ol Hanburys valuable work — On
microscopic section the tuber is found to consist almost ent rely of parenchy
matous cell containing starch and some acicular crystals of oxalate of

lime In the midst of these parenchymatous cells are numerous larger

ones filled with homogeneous mucilage Small fibro-vascular bundles are
irregularly scattered through the tuber The most important constituent

of Salep is a sort of mucilage which is constantly present in 1 varying
large amount Salep yields this mucilage to cold water forming a solu

tion which is turned blue by iodine and which mixes without precipita

tion with a solution of neutral acetate of lead Mucilage of Salep if preci

pitated with alcohol and then dried becomes violet or blue in colour if

moistened with a solution of iodine in iodide of potassium The dry muci
lage is readily soluble in ammoniacal solution of oxide of copper when
boiled with nitric acid oxalic but not mucic acid is produced In these

two respects the mucilage o( S ilep agrees with cellulose rather than with

gum arabic In the large cells in which it is contained it does not exhibit

any stratification so that its formation does not appear due to a meta
morphosis of the cell wall Mucilage of Salep contains some nitrogen and
inorganic matter of which it is with difficulty deprived by repeated precipi

tation with alcohol

It is to the mucilage ]ust described that Salep chief!) owes its power of

forming with even 40 parts of water a thick jelly which becomes s*till

thicker on addition of magnesia or borax The starch however assists* in

the formation of this jellv yet its amount is small or even ml in the tuloer

which bears the flowering stem whereas the young lateral tuber abounds
in it Salep also contains sugar and albumen and when fresh a trace- of

volatile oil Dried at 1 io°C it yields 2 per cent of ash consisting chie fly

of phosphates and calcium {Drag ndorff Pharmacograpta 654)
Medicine —From ancient times Salep has been considered to possess

great invigorating virtues and has hence been extensively prescribed b 3th

in Europe and the East for diseases characterised by weakness or loss* of

the sexuil powers Under the superstitious influence of the doctrine of
signatures tnis idea was no doubt strengthened bv the supposed appe ar

anceof the tuber which was thought to resemble the form of the testic les

(hence the French name testicle ai chien ^ In the East the odour of

the fresh root is supposed to resemble that of the seminal fluid ana] is

thought to have a powerful aphrodisiac effect when clasped m the harpd
The dry tuber has an immense reputation as a nervine restorative afnd
fattener It is much prescribed in paralytic affections The palmate
tubers are most sought after It is much used by Native practitioners) 1*1

conjunction with other nervine tonics It is also considered a very nourish
ing article of diet and is given mixed with milk and flavoured with spides
and sugar All scientific opinion however concurs in the belief that mot
only is it devoid of medicinal v rtue but it is highly doubtful if its nourish
mg properties are so great as they are supposed to be !

Commerce —A considerable trans frontier trade in Salep from Afghanis
tdn Persia and Baluchistan and also from Bokhara vtd Kashmir exists

and a little Salep is also prepared in India from indigenous species of
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Salicorma-a source of Smjjl (W R Cl irk)

orchids but the great proportion of the ordinary article met with in Indian TRADE,

bazdrs is imported by sea into Bombay from Persia and the levant
Dymock in his M \tena Me t a of Western Indx % gives the prices of

Salep as follows - Abttsh thert or Lisanna R15 to per maund of

41ft Panjdbt R2J per lb Panjab 1 ja/a6 (Palmate Salep Persian) R5 10

to 10 per ft

For further information on the sources of Salep in India see Curcuhgo
II 650 Eulophia, III 290 and Orchis V 492

SALICORNIA, Linn Gen Pi 111 66

Salicorma brachiata, Roxb FI Br Ind V 12 Wight Icon t

[738 Chenopodiacea
Syn —Arthrocnfmum indicum Thwattes

Vern —Oomane keeray Tam Quoilu koyalu Tel
References —Roxb FI Ind Fd C 13 t 28 V if t Hort Sub Cal . 320 /

Thwaites Fn \Ceylon PI 46 Elliot FI Ananr loo Drury 0 Pi
3?7 Roylc Prod Res 1 d 75 0a» Mysore and Coorg 1 65 Ind
Forester 111 2^8

Habitat —A gregarious herbaceous shrub growing abundantly on the
coasts of India and on the margins of salt lakes It is found abundantly
on the northern shores of the island of Ceylon Moquin (in DeCandolWs
Prod Vol XIII Pt II 145) quotes Wallich as giving a Nepdl habitat
but this Sir J D Hooker in the Flora of British India says is incor
rect

Medicine — This is one of the numerous sources of the alkaline earth
sajjt used in medicine and also m the arts (Compare list of plants given
under Barilla / 394 )

Food & Fodder —The Natives pickle the lea ves and young shoots
of this plant (Drury) and in times of scarcity utilise them as greens (Shortt
in Ind For)

S indica, Willd see Arthrocnemum indicum lloq Vol I 328

SALIX, hnn Gen PI 111 411

A genus of deciduous H oeaous tre s or shrubs containing abo t 1 5o
species 2b of which are found m the Indian Peninsula They a c ve y rare in

tne tropics and so them hemisphere and absent in Australia an'* the Pacific

Islands

Salix acmophylla, Boiss FI Br Ind V 628 Salicinea
Syn —S glauca Anderss S octandra Del
Vern.—Bedh Afg Budha Sind B su bada Pb
References —DC Prod XVI tt 19s 8 & dts For FI 463 Attchi

son Cat Pb PI 140 Murray PI & Drugs of Sind 2g / Aitchison
Botany of Afgh Del Com in

Habitat —A moderate sized quite glabrous tree found in North West
India and distributed to Afghanistan Baluchistan and westward to
Syria. In India it occurs usually m a cultivated or semi cultivated state

Medicine.—A decoction of the bark is used in Baluchistdn as a febri

fuge
Fodder —The leaves are largely utilized as cattle fodder for which

purpose m some localities the tree is severely lopped
Structure of the Wood —Tough and elastic Weight 37ft per cubic

foot

Domestic Uses —The wood is employed for small carpentry The
twigs afford good butialts for binding purposes
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SallX alba, Linn FI Br Ind V 629

The White or Huntingdon Willow, Saule blanc Fr /
Weisse Weide Germ

Vein — Vwir KashmIr B s vur changma malchang chammd kalchan
Chung busnan madanu Pb Bed 1 stah Afq Kharwala Trans
Indus

References —B andts For FI 466 Camble Man Ttmb 375 Stewart
PI PI 206 Aitch son Afgh Del Com in Y a B k Pharm 1874
629 Baden P well Pb Pr 596 Lhn ty Cm PI fr Dn gs V

|

43 Smith Diet 440 { Ind F tester —

1

119 V 478 IX 170
I

X1J1 505
Habitat —A 1 rge tree cultivated in the NorthWest Himalaya and

Western Thibet distributed to Europe and Northern Asia [Stewart and
also Baden Powell give the above vernacular names for this species but as
these are not repeated by Brandis nor by Gamble it may be inferred that
they do not denote this species Indeed Stewart calls the plant he is

deah ig with S alba P—Ed ]
Medicine — [ The bark of the white willow yields the crystalline glucoside

—saltern—a drug by modern practice largely used in the treatment of
acute rheumatism It is recognised as antiseptic antipyretic and anti
periodic It will be observed that these properties have for many cen
tunes been recognised as possessed by the barks of certain Indian willows
so that although new (perhaps) to Furope the drug can hardly be regard
ed as new to India Sir William O Shaughnessy fifty years ago followed
up the Native reputation of willow bark by endeavouring to isolate from
each species its salicin —Ed Diet Econ Prod ]

Fodder —-The branches are severely lopped and used as fodder The
young shoots and bark of the larger trees are removed by hand and used
as fodder

Structure of the Wood —Soft white near the circumference yellow or
brown towards the centre Weight 26 to per cubic foot The tree

reaches 8 and 9 feet in girth when well protected Moorcroft mentions
one of 16 feet but the largest trees are very often hollow (Stewart )

Domestic Uses —In Kashmir the twigs of this and other species

of willow are much used in basket making The wood is valued in

Tibet Spiti and Afghanistan where it is employed for boarding In

Afghanistan willow wood is the one most used for building as insects do
not attack it much The wood of willow is also used in Tibet for making
ploughs and other agricultural implements On the Chenab pails are
according to Stewart cut from single blocks of the wood and fire combs
are made of it

S babylonica, Linn FI Br Ind
,
V 629

The Weeping Willow
Vern — Ttssi bhost Nepal Giur Insa Kashmir Bisa bada bed ka

t*ra
f
majndm biddt bttsu bes besu wala majnun latla bed maju

tnajnun Pb Mo-makha Birm
References —Roxb FI Ind Ed C B C 712 Brandis, For FU. *55

Gamble, Man Ttmb 376 ,
Stewart Pb PI 207 ; DC Prod XVI tt

507 Mason Burma and Its People 778 Box s FI Orient IV 1185
Aitchtson Afgh Del Com in Baden Powell Pb Pr 38s 59* Atkin
son Him Dist 3 i7 Smith Die 439 Gazetteers —Panjdb Hoshtarpur
Dxst 12 Sialkote // N W P IV Ixxvn Mysore & Coorg /

,

6$ Settle Pep Stmla Dist xltn App 11 Ina Forester V 181,
186 X 126 Agrt Hortt Soc Panjdb Select Papers up to 1862 755

Habitat —A tree with pendant branches commonly grown for oma
ment in North Inaia both in the plains and in the Himalaya up to an alti

S 544
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The Sallow—an Essential Oil (W R Clark)
SALIX
Caprea

tude of 0 000 feet Said by Stewart to be indigenous in the Sulaiman
Range It is d stributed to Europe North and West Asia

Medicine.—The leaves and bark contain a neutral principle salicin

and tannic acid They were formerly officinal in India and are still much
used by Native practitioners as astringents and tonics chiefly in the trea

ment of intermittent and remittent fevers (
Stevnrt Baden Powell) The

hark is also said to be anthelmintic

Structure of the Wood — The tree sometimes attains a height of 50
feet with a girth at the base of 6 7 feet The wood is white in colour

smooth and even grained and takes on a good polish

Domestic Uses —The tree grows rapidly and is easily raised in moist

places by cuttings of considerable size which are often planted to consoli

date the banks of canals ard watercuts (A^n Hortx Soc Pmjab) The
twigs and branches are much used for making baskets cattles weirs

dams fences fire wood etc For these purposes they are invaluable

Good Cricket bats have been made also from the wood
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Sahx Caprea, Linn FI Br Ind V 629

I he Sallow Eng Saule Marceau Fr Sahlweide Germ

Vein —Bed-mu shk Hind & Pb Khwagawala Pushtu Khxlaf
Mu el khxlaf (the distilled water) Arab Bede mushk Pers

References —DC Prod XVI tx 222 Brand For FI 467 Stewart

Pb PI 207 Botss FI Ort nt IV 1188 / harm Ind 213 D mock
Mat Med W Ind 73i Year Book Pharm xh8o 251 Baden P< well

Pb Pr *96 Smith Die 363 Kew Off Guide to the M is /Hr Bot

129 Ind Forester X 126 Agrt Hortx Soc 1 anjdb Select l apirs up I

to 1662 271 27

5

Habitat — Cultivated in NorthWest India and Rohilkhand usually

from cuttings Distributed to Europe and Northern Asia It is abundant
at Peshawar and at Lahore where it is said to have been introduced from

Kashmir after the conquest of that country by Ranjit Singh

Oil —In Kashmir an essential oil or attur is obtained by distillation

from the flowers of this tree It is used in Native perfumery

Medicine —On distillation with twice their weight of water the flowers
yield a scented water which is highly valued in native medicine being con 1

sidered cordial stimulant and slightly aphrodisiac It is used as an external •

application in headache and ophthalmia The ashes of the wood are taken 1

m haemoptysis and mixed with vinegar are applied to hoemorrhoids The
stem and leaves are considered astringent and resolvent and the juice

and oum are said to increase the visual powers ( Agrt Hortx Soc Panjdb)

In Europe the bark of this scenes of willow was at one time used as a

substitute for cinchona This species of willow is fremj«*ntly mentioned in

Persian books as a popular and well known remedy The Persian settlers

in India have introduced the flowers and distilled water but they are only

used by the better classes of Muhammadans and Parsis (Dymook ) |

Special Opinions — $ Leaves have been found useful in fevers m
1

the form of a decoction (Assistant Surgeon Bhagw in Das (2nd) Civil

Hospital Ravoal Ptndt Pantab) The distilled water from the flowers is

usetul in palpitation of the heart acting as a stimulant (Civil Surgeon

F F Perry Jullunder City Panjdb)

Domestic Uses —The scented water distilled from the flowers is an m
gredient of one of the sherbets m common use among the wealthier Muham
madans of India The wood is in Europe much sought after for the

manufacture of charcoal for powder factories
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Red wood Willow

Salix daphnoides, Pi// FI Br Ind V 6ji
I Syn —S acutifolia Wtlld

Vern —Richang roangchtng chankar Lahoul Ydr Kashmir Bedt
btddt betm belt bushan bashal bhatl bkdul mudanu shun thdil Pb
Ckangma chantma malchang kalchang West Tibet

References —DC Prod XVI it 261 ; Brandts For FI 469 Gamble
Man Ttmb 377 Boiss FI O vent IV 1191 Atkinson Him Dist
Z17 Ind Forester IV 198 XIII 505

Habitat —A shrub or tree of the temperate North West Himalaya
both on the outer ranges and in the inner arid tract at altitudes between
2 500 and 1 500 feet It is distributed to North and West Asia and to
Europe

Fodder— 1 he branches and leaves are used for cattle fodder In
l ahoul this willow is particularly abundant and is much valued for that
purpose The trees are pollarded every third or fourth year at high eleva
tions every fifth year This is done in spring before the new leaves
appear The smaller twigs are given unstripped as fodder together with
the bark of the larger branches

(Bnndts

)

Structure of the Wood —Heartwood red shining Weight 33 51b per
cubic foot

Domestic Uses —The twigs are used for baskets wattles and twig
bridges The wood is employed for building and for making agricultural

implements The larger branches which are cut off in pollarding the
tree when stripped of their bark are employed as firewooa In Lahoul
the leaves of this and other species are used as cattle litter

S elegans, Wall FI Br Ind V 6jo
The Indian Weeping Willow
Syn —S kumaonensis Ltndl S denticulata Anders
Vern —Bail blail bhatns (Simla) bitsu bed bida, belt yir (Chenab)

bada (Ravi) Pb
References.—

.

DC Prod XVI II 356 Brandis For FI 466 Gamble
Man Timb 377 Atkinson Him Dist 3 i7 Settle Rep Kohat Dt st

29 Ind Forester IV 90
Habitat —A shrub or small tree of the Himalaya from Lahoul to

Nepal at altitudes ranging from 6 000 to 1 1 000 feet

Fodder —The leaves and twigs are used as fodder for cattle and
goats

Structure of the Wood —Pinkish coloured , weight 33ft per cubic foot

S* fragilis, Linn FI Br Ini V 6jo
The Crack or Red wood Willow
Vern

—

Tilehang Lahoul
References —DC Prod XVI tt 209 Brandts For FI 466 Gamble
Man Ttmb fj6 Boiss Ft Orient IV 1184 Kew Off Guide to the
Mhs of Ec Bot T29

Habitat —A fast growing moderate-sized bushy tree cultivated in

Ladak Lahoul and Western Tibet j distributed to North and West Asia
and Europe

Structure of the Wood —Heartwood yellowish red supposed in Europe
to be more durable than that of other willows Weight 28® per cubic foot

Domestic Uses —The timber is used in Lahoul and Ladak for much
the same purposes as mentioned above under the Qther species of willow

SallX sp Vern — The manna bed khtsi Pb
Medicine.—From a species of dark barked cultivated willow met with in

lurkistan much of the manna found in the Indian baxirs is said to be
produced (see Manna V 165)

s 578
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The Osier ( W R Clark) SALIX
W* allichmna

Salix tetrasperma, Roxb FI Br Ind
9
V 626 \\t%ht It,/ 1954

Syn —S disperma Don S horsfiei diana Mtq S nilagirica Mtq
Vern —Bed bent batsht bet Hind / itjattti Deng Nachal Kol
Gada stgrik Santal j Bhesh Caro Bhx Assam Laila bams
N W P Bilsa Oudh Y r Kashmir Bis beis bit*a b n bidu
bakshel ntae' her safed ir ba tha btda bed letla bed Pb Bttsa
badha sutatda Sind Dhame C P WiUui / bscha bed baishi

Bomb Bach bach Mar A updlai Tam http la I el Ntranji
Kan j

Atrapala Malay Mo ma kha Burm B um Sans
References —DC Prod XVI u 192 Roxb Fl Ind hd C B C

712 Brandis For Fl * 462 Kura For Fl Burm II Ag3 Beddome
Fl Sylv t 302 Gamble Man Timb 375 Bala & Gibs Bomb hi
220 Stewart Pb PI 208 Flliot Fl Andh 54 O Shaughnessy Beng
Dtsbens 606 Pharm Ind 2t3 Dymock Mat Med W Ind 732 . $
Arjun Bomb Drugs i3o Baden Pow ll I b Pr §96 Atkinson Him
Dist 317 749 Drury U PI 377 Ltsb 1 V PI B mb l33 278
Gaeetteers N W Prov 1 84 IV ixxvit Bomb XV 75 Punjab
Gurdaspur 55 Mysore & Coorg I 65 Hi rma I t3S Forest Admin
Rep Lhota Nagpur 1885 34 Ind F est'r III 204 V 325

Habitat —A moderate sized deciduous tree found throughout India on
river banks and in moist places in the Himll'iyan valleys it ascends to

6 000 feet It occurs also in Burma and as far south as Singapore It

is distributed to Sumatra and Java
Tan —The bark is used for tanning [Kurt)
Medicine—The bark is said to be febrifuge Sir W O Shaughnessy

hew ever carefully examined it and failed to detect any trice of saliunein it

{I arm Ind )

Fodder —The lfaves are lopped and given to cattle

Structure of the Wood —Sapwood arge whitish heartwood distinct

of a dark brown colour (Brandis ) Weight about 37ft) per cubic foot

Domestic Uses — The twjos are made into baskets The wood is

rarely us^d as it is soft and porous It has however been employed for

gunpowder charcoal Mann says that in Assam it is used for posts and
planks

S ViminallS, Linn Fl Br Ind V 631
The Osier Osier blane Fr Korbweidk Germ
Vern — Bitsu Pb Kumanta 1 ahoui
References —DC Prod XVI tt 261 Brandi* F r Fl 470 Gamble
Man Tvmb 377 Botss hi Orient IV 1191 Smith Die 3od Kew
Off Guide to the Mus of he Bot i3o ; Ind Forester X 126 XV111

505
Habitat —A shrub or small tree of the Temperate Himilaya from the

Jhelam to Sikkim at altitudes between 5000 and 9000 feet distributed

to North and West Asia and to Europe Common throughout Europe m
osier beds

Structure of the Wood —White and soft

Domestic Uses —This plant forms the principal material used in

Europe for basket making

S Wallichiana, And Fl Br Ind V 628
Vern —Bhatns bhangh katguh N W P Bwir Pb
References ~Brandis, For Ft 468, Gamble Man Timb 376

Habitat —A large shrub met with in Afghamstin Kashmir arid the
Temperate Himalaya eastwards to Bhutin ascending to 9 000 feet It

occurs also m the plains of the Panidb
Structure of the Wood —^he white or pinkish white in colour Weight

32ft per cubic foot

Domestic Uses,—The branches are made into baskets The twigs
are used as tooth brushes
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A Tannins' Material

Salmalia malabarica Schott / see Bombas malabancum, DC
[ Malvaceae I 487

SALSOLA, Linn Gen PI 111 7/ [diacea

Salsola arbuscula, Pall / Boiss FI Orient IV g6o Chenopo
Vern —Narruk rartduk randu Baluch
References —Aitchison Bot Afgh Del Com io3 also Prod W Afgh
and N E Persia 1S1

Habitat —A very characteristic shrub of the deserts of Northern Balu
chistdn and Persia, and distributed to similar tracts of country in Russian
1 urkistan

Tan —The Natives employ it in preparing the skins for their water bot
ties (Attchtson]

Fodder—Camels are very fond of it (Attchtson)

S fcetlda, Del ; FI Br Ind V 18 Wight Ic t 7795
Syn —S Moorcroftiana Wall S indica Herb Royle S spinrscrns

Wight Caroxylon fcetidum Moq
Vern — Moti Idne gord lane Idna gdra Pb Shora shorag Pushtu

Lanan SlND Ella kura Tel
References —Stewart Pb PI iy7 Attchtson Cat Pb & Sind PI

127 Aitchison Handbook Trade Prod Leh 20 1 231 also Afgh Del
Com io3 also Prod W Afgh a id N E Persia 1S1 Ind Forester
XIII 93 XIV 370

Habitat —A large shrub not uncommon in the Central and South Panjdb
the Trans Indus region and Sind It is distributed to Baluchistan Persia

Arabia and North Africa Its name is derived from the fact that in

Egypt it has been observed to exhale an odour like rotten fish

Medicine —fAitchison states that in the desert country from Quetta to

the Han rud tnis plant is burnt to obtain Banlla khar tshkhor In the
Trade Products of Leh p 234 the same writer states that with the Bhotes
the process of manufacture is quite unknown they employing in its place
Phuli —a soda salt

Food — At Sha ishmail writes Aitchison * I obtained from the
surface of its leaves a quantity of manna whirh presented the appearance
of drops of milk that had hardened on its foliage this seemed to be well

known to the Baluchi camel-drivers who collected And ate it The only

name they had for the substance was Shakar (sugar) * (W Afgh and
N E Persia 181) —Ed Diet Econ Prod ]

S Griffith!!, Stewart see Caroxylon Griffithh Moq Vol II 176 also

[
Haloxylon, Vol IV 199

S indica, Hi lId see Suosda indica, Moq Vol VI

S KaU.Ltnn FI Br Ind V /

7

References —DC Prod XIII tx 187 Stewart Pb PI 179 Attchtson

Bot Afgh Del Com 103 Bqiss FI Orient IV 954

Habitat —A spreading bush found in the NorthWest Panjib common
in Baluchistdn It also occurs in Western Tibet at altitudes ranging from
12 000 to 14 000 feet and is distributed westward to the Atlantic and
throughout North Asia North and South Africa Australia and North
America

Medicine —Stewart remarks that this may be the Plant which Betlew
states, is used in the manufacture of sajjt in tne Peshawar Valiev 8tewart
is, however disposed to think that sajjt is imported into Peshawar

S 600
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Common Salt—Chloride of Sodium (G Watt

)

SALT

(G Watt
) 0OI

SALT, Man Geo1 Ind III (Ball) 475 492 IV (.Mallef) jj 34
According to Indian writers there are two for is of Salt—the Common or

White Salt and the Medicinal or Black Salt The last mention d is also known
as Bit loban and is held in high esteem by the Natives on account of its reputed
medicinal virtue It is however only an impure preparation of sodium chloride

trade with that salt and certain other ingredients its composition varying
with the locality where it is made It generally contains sulphuret of iron

j

but inferior forms are devoid of the odour of that salt and are prepared by
boiling chlorde and carbonate of sodium with Phyllanthus Emblica ana
Termmalia Chebula, etc The present article is intended to deal chiefly

with Common Salt—Sodium Chloride

SALT-CHLORIDE of SODIUM 6°a

Common Salt Sea Salt Table Salt Lnq Sfl commun Sei
de Cuisine Sel marin Fr Chlorantrium Kochsalz
Germ / Salt Dan & Sw Chloruro di sodio Sal com
mune It SAl Sp

Vein.—Namak I6n Hind . Nttnok nun Beng Namak nimak
Bomb M tha Mar ; M thu Guz Ubpu Tam

j Lavanam uppu
Iel Lppu Kan Uppa lavanam Malay Sa Burm Lunu
Sing / dvana Sans Mxlh milk l aajtn Arab Namak namake
khurdani numake-taam Pbrs Uyah Java Yen China

References —Mem Geol Surv Ind IV (H F Blanford 1865) 215,
{King & Foote 186s) 374 IX ( Wynne 81 Worth 1N75) 89 299 X
( Theobald 1870) 3sr XI (Mallet 1875) 91 XIV (Wynne. 1878)
284 and XVII (1880) g2 Rec Geol Surv Ind IV (Dr Oldham
1871) 80. V (Blanford 1872). 42 VI (Theobald 1873) 67 X (W
T Blanford 1877) Jo XIII (Hacket 1880

) tg Plowden s Rept
{1856) Pt III Finance & Revenue Accot nts Sel from Rec Govt
Beng No III (AIM Mxlh 18*1) 3g No XXX (H Rickets)
60 Sel from Rec Govt Bomb XVII (/8%5) 705 No XLI (/<?s7)

178 Sel Rec Govt of Madras No 16 (185$) Memorandum on Salt
Mason Burma & Its People 577 73 r Pha m Ind 327 . V S
Dispens 15th Ed 1326 Axnslie , Mat Ind I 370 71 O'Shaugh
nessy Beng Dispens 60 Moodeen Sheriff Supp Pharm Ind 71
23 1 U C Dutt Mat Med Hind 23 84-^7 Baden Powell Pb Pr
69-76 81-82 98 37 r Royle Prod Res 18

' 382 Crookes Hand
book Dyeing etc 119 Simmonds Science ana Commerce their Infl on
Manuf 96 Commercial Products of the Sea (339-348 ) Hamilton
Account of the Kingdom of Nepal 93 214, 286 3oi 316 Crawfurd
Hist try Indian Archipelago I 199 Colebrooke Remarks on the Hus
bandry of Bengal 181 Kirkpatrick Account of Nepal 207 ,

Man
Madras Adm 1 436 44s II 40 29 r Man of Kurnool 170 Boswell
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HISTORY OF SALT
It is perhaps scarcely necessary to deal with the ancient history of Salt

since in one word it may be said to have been known to the Hindus
from time immemorial Lavana its best Sanskrit name has but few
other meanings than salt or saltness but such as it does possess show
the high esteem in which salt was held Various forms of the word were
employed to denote loveliness beaut} grace or the private property of a
married woman Most writers regard the acquirement of the habit of

using salt with human food as marking the advance from a nom idic to

an agricultural life To a people who live on milk or on raw or at most
only roasted meat salt is not necessary but the process of boiling removes
the natural salts of the animal diet On the other hand to a people who
live on cereals salt is an absolute necessity and hence it is not a natter of

urprise to find the most ancient works of India treitingof this mineral
substance with as much detail as can be found in modern publications

Dutt tells us that Susruta the great father of Indian medicine describes

eight different kinds of salt Of these four were forms of snlt identical

with the corresponding kinds met with in present Indian commerce The
other forms were impure salts or special prepaiations which correspond
with the various kinds of black salt already alluded to or to the efflores

cences that occur on the surface of the soil in many parts of India Sus
ruta s four pure forms of sodium chloride were as follows —

1st Satndhava — I his was produced we are told in Sind or the country
bordering on the Indus The term is applied to rock salt which is re

garded as the best of all salts Three varieties of rock salt are recognised

vtB white red and crystalline The pure white crystalline salt is preferred

for medicinal use For alimentary purposes also rock salt is considered
superior to the other varieties It is regarded as digestive appetising

sweet and agreeable and is much used m dyspepsia and other abdomi
nal diseases

r The word Sind may have embraced a larger area in

ancient times than at the present day No rock salt occurs in Sind or

further south than K oh at
2nd Samudra —This literally means produced from the sea The

term is applied fo sun dried sea salt manufactured in the Madras Presi

dency it is called korkach m the vernacular Orthodox Natives who
consider common salt as impure from the circumstance of its having un
dergowe the process of boiling and who take only rock salt substitute

katiach for rock salt if the latter is not available Sun-dried sea salt is

described as somewhat bitter and laxative In other respects its properties

are said to resemble those of rock-salt.

3rd Romaka also called Sakambart is the salt produced from the Sam
bar Lake near Ajmir The name romaka ts said to be derived from a
river called Ruma It is obtained by the evaporation of 9alt water in the

shape of clear rhomboidal crystals It has a pungent taste and is con-
sidered laxative and diuretic in addition to possessing the other properties

of salts It is said to be the best and purest of evaporated salts.

4th Pa nsu]a ot l/shasuta —This literally means salt manufactured from
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saline earth Panga or common salt manufactured from earth impreg
nated with salt water would come under this head It is prepared by
boiling

The other four salts described by Susruta are fi) Vt t lavma—a. sub
stance which Dutt says occurs m dark red shining granules somewhat
resembling coarsely powdered lac This Dr Fleming said was prepared
from Sambar salt and Phyllanths Embhca fruit (2) Sam irchali called

also sonrhil or kalnmtnnk 1 he desci iption of this substance Dutt takes

from Baden Powell s Panjab Products out it seems prob ble that Moo
deen Sheriff is more nearly correct when he restricts tt e name kala tiimak

to a preparation of sodium chloride and sulphuret of iron w hich when fresh

always smells strongly of sulphuretted hvdrogm (*) Auibhtd —This is

the impure sodium chloride which forms the white efflorescence on r A
lands This form of common salt is often called reha or kalar in the

vernacular It consists chiefly of sulphate of sodium with a little chloride of

sodium and is described as alkaline bitter pungent and nauseating
And (4) Gutila —This form of salt mentioned by Susruta and some of

the later Sanskrit writers Dutt says cannot be identified According to

Siva Dass it would appear to be a form of salt produced by boiling It

is said to be stomachic digestive and laxative

In the pages which follow the present system of administering the

salt interests of India will be found dealt with in considerable detail while

at th same time the facts of historic interest will be incidentally men
tioned It would therefore only expose the present brief review of Salt

and the Salt Question to the charge of needless repr tition were this chapter

made to bring together all the historic features of the subject In conclud

ing these remarks therefore it need only be said that ever since the time of

Alexander the Great (see Strabo V 2 6 XV 1 30) the salt mines of

Northern India have been worked ard the traffic in salt by all the various

rulers of this vast empire has been recognised as one of the most effectual

means of causing the teeming millions to contribute towards the expense
of administration

OCCURRENCE AGE GEOLOGICALLY AND DISTRIBUTION
OF SALT

Salt or as it is expressed chemically Sodium chloride (NaCl) is

perhaps o man one of the most valuable products of the mineral
kingdom By European writers it is customary to find it stited that there

are two forms via Sea Salt and Rock Salt but in India two other kinds
have to be added—Marsh Salt and Earth Salt In chemical nature when
obtained pure these forms are identical and it seems accepted by geolo
gists that they have also been all derived from the same source namely
the sea though from seas of widely different geological epochs They
may in fact be viewed as differing chiefly in the relative age of their isola

tion from marine water The majority of the beds of rock salt bear
abundant evidence of being only more ancient marsh deposits that is to

say of bemg arms of the sea that in course of time became isolated first

as inland seas and then drying up became salt marshes or lakes until

ultimately they formed thick deposits of salt in the superficial structure of

the dry earth's surface This is seen from their stratified nature with
their interposed beds of clay which could only have been deposited from
solution The crvstals of selenite (hydrated calcium sulphate) moreover
which they contain can only have been formed in water and can never
since have been subjected to any considerable amount of heat otherwise
their water of crystallisation would have been driven off The beds also
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of potassium and magnesium salts found at Starsfurt and other places

interposed between or overlying the rock deposits are in just the posi

tion in which one would naturally expect to find them if deposited from
salt water Finally the marine shells often occurring abundantly in the

surrounding rocks of contemporary periods also testify to the former
existence of large neighbouring masses of salt water * (Encycl Brit )

The above passage has been given here in order to exhibit the very
generally accepted view regarding the formation of salt but which may be
said to be the outcome of European geological experience In India
difficulties arise on every hand in connection w ith the study of the rocks

and soils of this vast continent The unfortunate absence of indications

of life from many of the geologic systems renders it difficult if not impossi
ble to fix their corresponding ages with the locks of Europe The isolated

salt wells that occur here and there all over India in many cases tap strata

in which there is little or no evidence of marine influence Thus for ex
ample Medhcott &. Blanford (Man Geol Ind ) say of the Purna alluvial

deposits of Berar Throughout an area more than 30 miles in length

extending from the neighbourhood of Dhyanda north of Akola to within

a few miles of Amradti wells for the purpose of obtaining brine are sunk
in several places on both sides of the Purna river The deepest wells are

about 120 feet deep they traverse clay sand and gravel and finally it

is said a band of gravelly clay from which brine is obtained No fossils

are found in the clay and sand dug from the wells The occurrence of

salt in the alluvial deposits of India is not uncommon and it is impossible
to say without further evidence whether it indicates the presence of

marine beds The absence of marine fossils in all known cases is opposed
to any such conclusion but still it is not impossible that the land rnay

have been 1 000 feet lower than it now is in late tertiary or early post

tertiary times and this difference in elevation would depress the Purna
alluvial area beneath the sea level That large tracts of the salt yielding

area of India owe their salinity directly to the sea influence however these

distinguished geologists freely admit Thus for example they say of the

Indus valley marshes and wells In the Indus valley some proof has
lately been obtained shewing that the sea may have occupied part of the

area in post tertiary times East of the alluvial plain of the Indus near
Umarkot (Omerkote) is a tract of blown sand the depressions in which
are filled by salt lakes The lakes are supplied by water trickling through
the soil from large marshes and pools supplied by the flood water* of the

rivers and it is evident that the depressions amongst the sand hills are

at a lower level than the alluvial plain and that the salt is derived from
the soil beneath the sand To the southward is a great flat salt tract known
as the Ran of Cutch marshy in parts dry in others throughout the

greater part of the year but covered by water when the level of the sea is

raised by the south west monsoon blowing into the Gulf of Cutch and the

old mouth of the Indus and all water which runs off the land is thus
ponded back The Luni river which flows into the Ran is except after

ram extremely salt and salt is largely manufactured from the salt earth

at Panchbhadra close to the Luni more than 100 miles from the edge of

the Ran and nearly 300 from the sea Both the present condition of the

Ran and tradition point to the area having been covered by the sea
in recent times and having been filled up by deposits from the streams
running into it and the occurrence of salt lakes near Umarkct 150 miles

from the sea of an estuarine molJusk PotamSdes (Pirenellal Layardi

common in the salt lagoons and back waters of the Indian coast seems
to indicate that these lakes were formerly in communication with the sea.

The enormous quantity of blown sand also which covers the Indian
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desert can only be satisfactorily explained by supposing that it *as 2SEK*"
derived from a former coast line of the Ran and east of the Indus valley HENCE

It appears probable that in post tertiary times an arm of the sea
extended up the Indus valley at least as far as the salt lakes now exist or
to the neighbourhood of Rohri and probably farther and also up the Luni
valley to the neighbourhood of Jodhpur the Ran of Cutch being of course
an inland sea The country to the westward has been raised by the
deposits of the Indus and the salt lake have been isolated by ridges of

blown sand
It is true that along the western margin of the Indus alluvium later

tertiary rocks (Manchhar) are found containing remains of mammalia
and precisely resembling the Siwalik formation and as there is neverthe-
less a probability that the lower Indus valley was an arm of the sea in

post tertiary times it may fairly be argued that the existence of the sub
Himalayan Siwaliks is no proof that the Ganges valley was not an inland
sea at the same epoch But in the Indus region the representatives of the
Siwaliks pass downwards into miocene marine beds in lower Sind the
Manchhar formation itself becomes interstratified with bands containing
marine shells and not very far to the westward on the Baluchistdn coast
there i*> a very thick marine pliocene formation so that there is evidence-
in abundance of the sea having occupied portions of the area in later terti

ary times whilst there is no proof of any such marine conditions m the
Ganges plain

Having thus exhibited by these quotations the somewhat obscure
nature of the indications regarding the formation and age of some of the
Salt Waters and Saline Soils of India we may turn now to the Rock Salts
Geologists appear to accept these as belonging to two widely distinct

epochs vte the eocene or nummulitic beds of Kohat and of Mandf and
the salt marl of the Salt Range which seems of Silurian age Thus while
some of the brine wells and salt impregnated soils are of post tertiary

others are of later tertiary the most recent rock salts are early tertiary

and the oldest of palaeozoic age Speaking of the Salt Range deposits
Medlicott & Blanford say At the base of all the Salt Range sections

tl roughout the range from hast to West there is found a great thickness

of red marl varying in colour from bright scarlet to dull purple and con
taming thick bands of rock salt and gypsum and a few layers of dolomite
The base of this group is nowhere seen so that the thickness is unknown

,

all that can be ascertained is that it is not less than i 500 feet

The beds of rock salt to which the group owes its name are very rich

some separate bands being as much as 100 feet in thickness and there

being frequently several thick beds at one locality Thus at the Mayo
Mines of Khewra there are altogether no less than 550 feet of pure and
impure salt in the upper 1 000 feet of the salt marl of this thickness 275
feet or one-half consists of nearly pure salt the other half known as
kalar being loo earthy and impure to be of marketable value without
refining Phe salt of the Panjdb it should be noted is transported and
sold in the market as it is dug from the mine without being refined The
beds of salt so far as they are known are most abundant in the upper
portion of the group and the principal bands of gypsum overlie the salt

beds The salt bands do not appear to be continuous over a large area
but owing to the manner m which the outcrops are usually dissolved by
rain and then covered up by the marl it is impossible to trace the beds
The salt itself is white grey or reddish and is frequently composed of

alternating white and reddish layers differing in translucency as well as

m colour Some bands are almost pure others contain small quantities

of sulphate of lime and chlorides of calcium and magnesium *
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There can be no reasonable doubt that the salt marl is a sedimentary
rock although its very peculiar appearance has induced some observers
to suspect an igneous crigin The red colour however due to the occur
lenceof iron sesquioxide is a normal character of beds containing salt

The absence of organic remains is also a common peculiarity of saliferous

rocks Whether such formations with their beds of rock salt and gyp
sum have been deposited in salt lakes under process of desiccation does
not appear to be equally generally admitted * The amount of salt m the
beds of the Salt Range is so great that successive supplies of salt water
and repeated evaporation alone could produce the thickness of the mineral
found in places

The geological age of the salt marl and of the next formation in as

cending order owing to the absence of fossils is somewhat doubtful but
the presence of a bed probably of Silurian age at a higher horizon shows
that both must be of very ancient paleozoic date

Of the Kohdt rock salt Medlicott & Blanford write that The salt

consists of a more or less crystalline mass usually grey in colour with
transparent patches and never reddish like the salt of the Salt Range

The quantity of salt is sometimes marvellous in the anticlinal

near Bahddur khel alone rock salt is seen for a distance of about eight

miles and the thickness exposed exceeds 1 000 feet the width of the out
crop being sometimes more than a quarter of a mile Hills 200 feet high
are sometimes formed of pure rock salt As a rule the salt contains sul

phate of lime (gypsum) but none of the potassium and magnesium salts

of the Salt Range beds It is by no means certain that the

Koh^t salt and gypsum are eocene but in the absence of any evidence
to the contrary it appears best to class them with the nummulitic beds
immediately overlying them For the purpose of the present article it

does not seem necessary to deal further with the geological aspects of

the Indian salt supply Suffice it to add in conclusion therefore that Mr
Theobald after a very careful study of the geology of Kangra arrived at

the conclusion that it was safest to regard the Mandi rock salt as like the
Kohdt referrable to the nummulitic age

Having thus briefly conveyed some idea of the ages of the various kinds
of salt met with in India it may be as well to indicate the distribution of local

supplies over the country For this purpose an abstract of the detailed

account given by Mr Ball will perhaps suffice since to a certain extent

the same facts are dealt with again in the two concluding chapters of this

article

Madras —In this Presidency salt was formerly manufactured by t*o
processes viz by evaporation of sea water and by lixiviation of saline

earths The latter process has for some years been abandoned indeed pro

hibited but the former is still carried out and the locally made salt may be
said to entirely supply the wants of the Presidency only small quantities

are imported from Bombay and none from foreign countries A most in

structive and detailed statement of the salt industry of South India will be
found in the Madris Manual of Administration published in 1885 (Vol I

436 44 S)

Bengal —Formerly salt was manufactured m Midnapur and Jessor

but at the present day only a small quantity is made at Behar Bhagalpur
Monghyr and the neighbourhood of Calcutta as a bye-product in the

saltpetre manufacture In Orissa however salt is still manufactured from
sea water by solar evaporation Formerly it was also made by artificial

•Fir a discussion of this q testion and references see Wynne Mem Geol

Surv Ind XI 141 and XIV 8a
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heat {pmga silt) but this his recently been prohibited For particulars re

garding this industry tht reader should consult Sir W W Hunters Statts
tical A( count of Baikal ( Vols XVIII md XIX ) and also his Account ot

Otts a
Berar - Salt was formeily prepared in Berar to a cons defable extent

the sources of supply hiving been dnwn from tht Lonir Lake and the
numerous brine wells of Purna (in Akola) which have already been fully

discussed Salt is not now made w Berar
Rajputana — In the pages below full particulars will be found regard

ing salt nanufacturefrom the numerous marshes and salt impregnated soils

of this portion of India Suffice it to sav thit the chief source of supply
aretheSambar Lake the Didwana Lake and the Kachor Rewasa Lake

Bombay —Salt has been manufactured by solar evaporation of sea

water along the coast of Bomb y for a gteat many years So important is

this industry that of Thdna it is said to be second in importance only to

agriculture and gives employ ment to 20000 persons A full and detailed

account of the Thin i salt works will be found in the Gazettetr (Vol XIII
V 3 378' I ormerly similar works existed in Cambay but these have
been closed the Nawab rt ceiving a compensation of R40 oooa year Salt

was some few years ago also manufactured from the saline earths of

the Deccan but the industry like all similar manufactures of salt has
declined in consequence of ihe better quality and lower price of the Govern
ment salt Indeed it was found th »t salt prepaied from earth contained so

many impurities as to give rise to disease among the people who ate it and
as an abundant supply of pure salt was available the manufacture of earth

salt was in Bombay as elsewhere prohibited I here arc numerous and l irge

accumulations of salt in Sin 1 but thrse ire not now utilised as sources of

supply Iho silt wells of the Indus basin and of the Ran of Cut< h have
already been fully discussed and it need therefore be only added that

except perhaps as local supplies little or no salt is now made from these

sources
Panjab — This Province may be said to differ from all the other provinces

of India in its possess on of rich and inexhaustible supplies of rock-salt

These have alrtady been discussed from a geological point of view and
need scarcely be further dealt with since the methods of working the

mines the annuil production and revenue from these constitutes the chief

feature of the note which will be found below from the pen of Mr G F
Buckley— a gentleman who from his extensive personal acquaintance
with the subject is highly qualified to deal with it It may however be
here remarked that the roclc salt of India is capable of a geographical as

well as a geological classification The 1 ians Indus region embraces the

deposits of KobSt and Kalabagh (in Bannu District) while the Cis Indus
corresponds to the Salt Range The Kalabagh like the Salt Range
deposits are supposed to belong to the Silurian age while the Kohat like the

distant patches of salt in Kangra (the Mandi deposits) arc of a much more
recent formation In the Gurgaon District of the Panjib there are also

extensive brine well which were formerly of far greater value thc*n at the
present day The salt prepared from them is of infenor quality to that of

the Sambar I ake ana it is reported that the workers of these wells are

G
enerally so indebted that they are unable to produce an article at all capa
le of competing with the superior salt of the Sambar Lake
A orth West Provinces —Salt was formerly manufactured to a consider

able extent from the brine wells of these provinces But the salt so prepared
was inferior and expensive and alway s contained consi lerable impurities of

sodium and magnesium sulphates sodium carbonate and nitre The salt

industry may be said to have been mo#t active in the vicinity of the Jamna
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especially in the districts of Bulandshahr and Muzaffarnagar Pull in-

formation will be found regarding the former salt manufacture of these
provinces in the District Gazetteers but it may be said that the prohibition

against earth salts mentioned above (regarding the similar manufactures
of Bombay and Sind) applies to the North West Provinces and Oudh as well

as to the rest of India Earth salt is not now permitted to be made any
where in British India except ns a by product /n the saltpetre industry A
small amount of salt is annually brought into the Himalayan districts of

Kiim^on and Garhwdl across the frontier from Tibet but the trade is un
important rarely having exceeded ioooomaunds

Assam —Formerly salt was (and among the hill tribes is to a small extent
still) manufactured from brine wells The springs for example of Borhat
and Sadiyawerein 1809 said to have yielded 1 00000 maunds In Cachar
and Manipur and in the Chittagong hill tracts isolated localities are even
to the present day famous because of their salt wells The hill tribes in

these localities used formerly to boil down the brine in joints of the bamboo
and to some extent do so still

Burma — In the tertiary rocks of Pegu numerous salt springs occur but
none of these are located n the western side of the Arakan range nor on
the eastern side of the Pegu Salt pans may be seen along the coast from
Akyab to Mergui in which sea water is evaporated m earthen or iron

vessels but the trade in sea salt as in the Pegu brine salt is not com
paratively speaking very important When once brought under proper
supervision it will as in Bengal and Assam very probably give place to

the superior article imported from foreign countries

The above brief provincial notices may be accepted as manifesting the
extensive sources of supply which exist in India but the perusal of the
succeeding pages on the trade of this commodity (which have been
obligingly furnished by Mr J E O Conor) will reveal the fact that with
in a certain radius around the eastern coast of India (more especially

Bengal and Burma) English and other imported salts may be said to have
driven or to be driving the local article out of the market As already
rem rked it was found necessary in the interests of the public to prohibit

the manufacture of Earth and well Salts within the limits of British India
This may be said to have been due to two reasons chiefly (1) the stuff pro
duced w is most impure and unfit for human food while the profits from its

sale to the local t aders were such as to induce them not to import the
superior article which could be furnished at the same or very nearly
the same price (2) it was impossible to control such manufactures owing
to the wide area over which saline earths occur But in considering
the question of Indias salt supply the effect of heavy land transport

as compared with marine has to be borne m mind While the imported
salt can never compete with Sambar salt in the North West Provinces
Oudh and Rajputana or with Panjdb rock salt west of Delhi so neither

of these can contest the markets near the coast of Bengal (that is to

say within a zone from that coast) with imported salt In the future
therefore it may be said imported salt will hold the country from say Patna
to the sea When the locally manufactured salt in Burma is brought
under excise control the expensive and wasteful process pursued must
cause it to disappear before tne competition of the imported salt at least

in everyplace to which roads railways or navigable n vers reach Else-

where than m Bengal Assam and Burma locally made salt will always
however hold the field While the Panj£b alone might be said to possess
a supply so extensive that were the world s requirements concentrated on
it no anxiety need be occasioned still the rock salt of Upper India in all

prcbability never can meet the demands of a larger area in the future
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than it is doing at the present The control and equalisation of the sup
ply of so important an article of human food of necessity becomes the
du y of the State and the most marked result of the supervision of the
present system of the cheapening of the cost of production and lowering of

the duty is the uniform and low rate at which the article can be had
throughout the empire In ferior or impure salt finds no market while
manufacture on a large scale has lowered the cost of production The
import duty may be regarded as the balancing pov> er against cost of

transit which prevents foreign salt from disarranging the local production
and together with the tax on Indian salt it affords what is perhaps
the only means by which the working classes of India pay their quota
towards the administration that has secured to them peaceful and profit

able lives

Ihe Editor has to here acknowledge the great services rendered him in the

preparation of this arttcle The major portion of the information
from this pi ice to page 41 has been derived from a Note on Salt Ore
pared ( under the orders of the Commissioner) from the records 0/ the

Commissioner s Office by U F Bucklky Esq Superintendent North
ern India S ilt Revenue

In India salt has been lavishly provided by nature it is dissolved in

a wide expanse of sea which lashes the shores of the Peninsula is stored

up in mines , is spread out in salt impregnated lakes and marshes and is

found to effloresce at many localities in the interior and on the sea board
In Upper India with a population of over 100 millions (including the

Pan

j

4b North West Provinces Oudh R^jputana and Central India)

only local salt is consumed of which there are practically inexhaustible

s urces in mines at the Panjab and in salt lakes and marshes at Rijputina
Some salt from Thibet is imported into the Himalayan Districts of Kumdon
and Garhwdl and into Oudh Earth-salt is made under treaty with the
British Government in the feudatory States of Gwalior Dattia and
Bikanir and a little salt is also made in the Patiala State in the Panj 4b
A certain amount of salt educed m the process of refining saltpetre is

also used in Upper India

INDIA S SOURCES OF SALT
The local and imported salts consumed in India may be here briefly

enumerated —

1

Pan]db rock salt of which there are three kinds—
(a) From the cis Indus salt range called Lahori and Sendha

(b) From the t ans Indus salt region called Kohati and Nimak
Sabats

DISTRIBU-
TION

Upper India.

622

(c) Rock salt from the Mandi State in the Himdla^as

2 Pit brine salt from the Delhi salt sources called 9ultanpurt

3 Salt from the Sambhar Lake m Rdjputina called Sambhar
4 Pit brine salt from Didwana m R£iputdna called Dtndu
5 Pit brine salt from Pachbadra in Rajputdna called Kausta in Central

6 Pit bnne salt from Falodi in Rdjputana called Falodi f India

7 Salt from Gujrat in the Bombay Presidency called B iragara

8 Bombay coast salt called Kokan
9 Madras coast salt called Kirkatch and Banwar
10 Bengal coast salt called Panga
11 Earth salts called genencally Khan Nimak
12 Saltpetre salt called Packvta and Nimak Shor
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13 European salts from—
(a) England (b) Germany (c) France these are called Nefurfuh a

name which is mostly applied to English or Liverpool salt

14 Ceylon salt called Suffrt
15 Red Sea salt called Ajudhiapuri
16 Aden salt This is very important—about 33000 tons imported last

year and the same amount this year
1 7 Persian Gulf salt called Muscat and Muscat Sendha
18 Thibet salt called Lencha
19 Minor local supplies such as those of Manipur

Cheshire salt shipped from Liverpool to Calcutta Chittagong Rangoon
and other rice ports of Burma forms the bulk of the imported salt

Duty on Salt —[Since 1882 it may be said that the duty levied on salt

has been equalized throughout India (except Burma) to &2 8 a maund
Theamounts which went into consumption or paid duly and the amount
of revenue so collected during the past ten years were as follows —

Years Quantities in

maundb

Duty in tens
of rupees

(-£)

1880 81 26 621 089 7 115 988

1881 82 29 620 715 7 3 75 620

1882 83 31 060 651 6 177 781

1883 84 31 574 426 6 145 4 1 3

1884 85 32 53 1 020 6 507 236

1885 86 32 064 822 6 345 128

1886-87 34 074 088 6 657 644

1887 88 33 216 615 6 670 728

1888 89 33 485 353 7 678 634

1889-90 33 480 141 8 187 739

The revenue as indicated above in nominal pounds sterling should be
understood however to have been the gross receipts The total charges

in administering the Salt Department and collecting the revenue in 1889-90

came to R44 53054. so that the net revenue in that year was (m nominal

pounds sterling) £7 737 262 realized on a consumption of 23 914 386 cwt

As appendices to this article the reader will find two elaborate tables

one showing an analysis of the consumption of salt m the various

provinces, the sources from which derived and the revenue there form

\p 429) the other the quantities of salt sold per rupee since 1861 in the

provinces of India [p 4^0) It is only necessary to explain that one item of

receipts has been omitted throughout namely miscellaneous This usually

amounts to a little more than half the expenditure of administering the

department so that if about R25 00 000 (or Rx 250 000) be deducted from

the above gross receipts th* approximate net revenue would be mdi
cated —Ed Diet Econ Prod ]
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Prices of Salt —The growth of the railway system and other improved
facilities in communication general!} have cheapened salt to the mass
of the people —

Rates at uhich salt sold per British maund of 82 fib

Rate in
!

1 Rate in

Province and Mart Indian Cui Province and Mart 1 Indian Cur
rency

i

iency

R a P R a P

Assam f Sylhet

( Kamrup
4 3

4 0
4
0

Panjab
J

f Lahore

[ Multan
3

3

5

5

4

4
C Calcutta 3 '4 0

Sind
-j

f Karachi 3 1 0
Bengal } Cuttack 3 ^ 6 1 Sukkar 3 5 4

North West
( Patna
JCawnpore
(Meerut

3 8

3 4

0

9
Bombay 1

B rnibay

[ Sura
3
3

8
1

9
0

Provinces 3 5 6 Central \

* Hoshang 4 7 0

Rajputana Ub'
pur 3 5

3 8
4
<

Provinces 1
al ad

» Jul b ilpur 4 5 6

Oudh ( Lucknow 3 5 0 13 F KARS Akola 4 0 0
(
^utapur 3 8 0 N 1

7

A M S ( Sekunder f
Central ji Indo e 3 '2 0 TERRITORIES { abad j

4 7 0

India ( Gwalior 3 4 0 Mysore j Mysore
1 Shimoga

4

4
7
0

0
0

Madras

1

(Madras
(B llary

2

3

12

5

6

4

[ 1 he reader will find by the table at the end of this article (p 430) that taking India
as a whole salt has materially cheapened since i8f 1 —Ed Diet Fcon Prod J

Rate of Consumption —The rate of consumption of salt varies greatly
in different provinces but on a general average is estimated at 5 seers or
I oft per head of population In India and especially in Upper India
where patches of saline soil and saline herbs abound and brackish water
is not uncommon it has never been the general practice to give salt
habitually to cattle especially grazing cattle (which constitute the majority)
except as a religious observance or as medicine when sick (Consump
Tion —Conf with para p 428 )

Salt Tax —Fver since the conquest of the country a tax on salt has
been one of the chief sources of revenue to the Indian Government During
the Muhammadan rule a considerable revenue was derived from salt
by farming the sources of production or imposing a duty on it in towns
and cities Act 38 of 1803 was the earliest regulation under which salt
was taxed by the British Government according to quality at from 4
annas to one rupee a maund (824ft) The highest rate to which the tax
has ever risen was 3 rupees and 4 annas a maund Until 1882 the duty
varied in different provinces being higher in Bengal than elsewhere in
that year it was equalised throughout India and is now fixed at 2 rupees
8 annas per maund except at the Kohat and Mandi Salt Mines For
fear of causing frontier difficulties were a higher rate of duty imposed
salt from the Kohat Mines on the Afghanistan border is taxed at the
rate of 8 annas per Sikh maund (102ft) Himalayan salt from the Mandi
Mines is taxed more heavily but less than British Indian salt The
Raja gets a share—and the reason is not merely the inferior quality but
also the impossibility that it can compete in the plains with our salt The
total salt tax collected in India during the 12 months ending 31st March
1890 amounted to R7 9^ 06 523 (Conf with p 429 )
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Chief Classes of Salt

For the purpose of realising the duty on salt* produced in Native States
and in British districts subject to a lower rate of duty when imported into

Upper India the Customs line which was commenced m 184 1 and which
by 1 8 70 stretched across the whole of India from a point north of Attock on
tne Indus river to the Mahanadi on the border of Madras a length of 2 500
miles of an impenetrable hedge of thorny bushes and trees supplemented
in places by a stone wall or a ditch and earth mound and which was
guarded and patrolled by day and night by a force of 14. 000 officers and
men was maintained In 1869 the policy of collecting the tax at the
sources of production was initiated and in 1879 the old system and with it

the Customs line disappeared This was rendered possible (1) by agree
ment with the Native States under which the British Government obtained
leases and control of all the important sources of salt in the Native
States and (2) by the equalisation of salt duties throughout India

Liberal compensation is given to the Native Chiefs to the extent of

R2785000 exclusive of royalties amounting to about 2 lakhs of rupees
(paid to the States of Jodhpore and Jeypur) on all salt sold over a fixed
limit at the Sambhar Lake

CHIEF CLASSES OF SALT
I Rock Salt —For methods of mining and quarrying see the account

below of the Mayo mines Kohat quarries and Mandi quarries

II Lake and Pit Salt —See below Sambhar Lake Didwana Pach
badra and Delhi salt sources

III Sea Salt —Alluvial muddy flats on the coast liable to submersion
at high tides are selected for the sites of the salt works On the flat a
reservoir to contain sea water is first made by means of a mud embank
ment near it another rectangular embankment is constructed and carefully

divided off into shallow rectangular crystallisation pans separated by
ridges wide enough to work on Between the enclosure of crystallising

pans and the sea water reservoir another reservoir sometimes two are made
tor concentrating the sea water before its admission into the crystallising

pans Levels are so adjusted that sea water may at high tides run into

the main reservoir and as required into the secondary reservoirs or con
densers and crystallising pans by gravitation The processes aie (1) 3 to

9 inches of brme are admitted into the pans and allowed to evaporate and
(2) before total evaporation takes place a fresh supply of brine is let into the

pans and so on The result of (1) is a thin crust of salt of f2) a heavier

crop in both the salt is scraped up drained on the dividing ridges and then
stacked for sale on suitable spots— 8 to 30 days are required for a single

crop f The yield averagesdunng the season 10 to 15 seers (20 to 30ft) per
square foot of crystallising surface which on the Bombay coast ranges
from 50000 square feet upwards Twenty thousand maunds (735 tons)

may be considered a fair annual outturn of a salt work of 200 crystallising

pans each of 270 square feet

The mean rate of evaporation of sea water in salt works is one vertical

inch in three or four days or 8 inches per month An acre of sea water
which contains 2 3 percent salt should on evaporation yidd about 19 tons

of salt the ordinary produce of Indian sea coast salt works (owing to de
fective working) seldom exceeds one-fifth of the estimate Indian sea salt

* Another purpose of the line was to tax the export of sugar from the North West
Provinces southwards

—

Conf with p 3i3 —Fd Diet Ecm Prod

f In Burma and Orissa artificial heat is or was used for the manufacture of sea
salt This is known as Panga salt —bd Diet Scon Prod
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contains from 80 to 95 per cent chloride of sodium or average 86 53 per

cent

IV Swamp Salt —This salt is due to the sea breaking m upon the low
lying lands upon the Indian coast in the shallow basins in which it is

caught and evaporated naturally Swamp salt is thus formed in extensive

cakes about an inch thick upon the surface of littoral wastes and needs
only to be carefully taken up Crystals of swamp salt are remarkable for

their solidity and purity equivalent to 97 per cent chlor de of sodium
V Saline Efflorescence —In numerous places in India after the

rainy season owing to the action of rain and capillary attraction chloride,

sulpnate and carbonate of sodium and potassium nitrate effloresce upon the

surface of the earth Stretches of such efflorescence may be seen and are

remarkable for in many places their total absence of vegetation Though
tracts and patches of the efflorescence are common in which one of the salts

named may largely preponderate the other salts possibly m minute
quantity will almost invariably be also found present The preponderating
salt gives the efflorescence a distinctive appearance and in tne terminology
of the salt industries a separate name eg sodic chloride efflorescence is

usually of the colour of dirty chamois leather and is known as Lonha in

Upper India and sodic sulphate and sodic carbonate efflorescence is more
or less white and is called Khanar and Reh and Kallar Shor (see the
article Reh VI Pt I pp 400-427)

VI Earth Salt {khan mmak) — In Upper India this is made in the

Gwalior State Central India and in the Namoul district of the Patiala State
the Panj&b by a solar evaporation process known as Abi The plant of a
work consists of a rude filter hollowed out of a mound or built up on the

ground and connected by a channel with a reservoir for brine and a few pans
about 20' x 20' each The pans and reservoirs are plastered with chunam
or lime cement to render them watertight A factory is usually tended by a
single family with a few bullocks or donkeys to carry in salt soil from the
neighbourhood Brine which is produced by lixiviating salt earth in the
filter is collected in the reservoir whence it is passed into the pans to eva
porate naturally This it does in from a few days to three weeks according
to the state of the weather and leaves a residue of salt which is scraped up
and pitted to dry This salt which rarely contains over 80 per cent sodic
chloride sells in Gwalior and Patiala at Ri to R2 8 annas a maund The
average yield of a single work during the season is about 100 maunds
(3 t

tons) and the total outturn of suen salt in Upper India does not exceed

1 500 tons none of it since it is not taxed by the British Government is

allowed to enter British territory

Prior to the annexation of Oudh when owing to the state of the coun
try trade in other salts was difficult earth salt was largely made and con
sumed in that province In 1869-70 the British Government tried to revive
the industry at Mallowna m the district of Unao and at Karor in the
district of Jounpore After a patient trial in which the Government spared
no pains to make the experiment a success the attempt had to be aban
doned with a loss to the State of R 50 000 in advances made to the salt

manufacturers who were unable to manufacture salt which could compete
with the superior salts imported into Oudh from Rdiputana and elsewhere

VII Saltpetre Salt (Puckwa and Nimak Shor) —Nitrous efflores-

cences from which crude or rough saltpetre is made usually contain from
one fifth to one-third as much sodic chloride as nitrate A little common salt

is thus occasionally produced illicitly in making crude nitre which is manu
factured by the process known as Ab% already described under Earth salt

or by what is known in Upper India the ¥arxa process a process in which
the brine is concentrated by boiling and is tlien set out to cool and crystallise
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in dishes In the refinement of crude saltpetre which contains from about

15 to 30 per cent of sodic chloride common salt is frequently educed
This salt however owing to the presence of nitre and other salts is unfit

for human use though some samples may be procured which contain a
high percentage of sodtc chloride The process of refining crude saltpetre

may be briefly described Crude saltpetre is dissolved in about twice its

weight of boiling water or nitrous brine (obtained by lixiviating nitrous

earth in a filter—see Earth salt) heat is applied to the boiler and tne boiling

continued until the solution is sufficiently concentrated when it is run off

into a pan to clear it of suspended impurities after which the clear liquor is

set out to cool and crystallise in pans dishes or vats In from three to
ten days the crop of saltpetre crystals is extracted and the residual liquor

is utilised instead of water and brine as the refining medium Common
salt is produced by boiling the residual liquor and by continuing the boil

mg of the solution of crude saltpetre in the residual liquor when some
of its contained sodic chloride will deposit in the boiler as common salt

more or less pure and this is extracted washed, tied up in cloth and placed
on wood ash to dry

If the residual liquor is sufficiently saturated it will dissolve little or

none of the chloride of sodium contained in the crude nitre in this case the

chloride will remain as a mass at the bottom of the boiler from which it

may be extracted and subsequently purified by being dissolved in water
or weak brine and then boiled in solution until common salt deposits Even
this purified salt however is hardly fit for human use The solubility of sodic

chloride is practically unaffected by temperature between the freezing and
boiling points of water but the solubility of nitre is enormously increased

by heat on these properties of common salt and nitre depends the eduction

of common salt m saltpetre refineries In Northern India (the Panjdb
excepted) a saltpetre refiner who works under a license may pay duty on
the salt he produces in his refinery and sell it or destroy it if unfit for

sale During the twelve months ending 31st March 1800 in the saltpetre

refineries of Behar Oudh and the North West Provinces 63684 maunds
of salt were prepared of which 27 84.4 maunds were destroyed by the

producers as unfit for sale and the balance sold at from R 2 10 to R3 per
maund (82$ ft>) Saltpetre salt is c jnsumed in the area east of Allah

abad and in Behar and parts of Oudh it is employed to adulterate Liver

pool and Sultanpur salt It is also used for preserving hides and skins.

SALT MINING
I —The Salt Range

The Salt Range extends from near 71
0
30' to beyond 70° 30' E long

and lies wholly between the parallels of 32® 23' and 30° N lat forming
part of the Konistan or upland of the Sind Sagar Doab One extremity

touches the Jhelam river the other rests upon the Indus The Salt Range
proper lies entirely cis-Indus and stretches away for about 152 miles

The enormous deposits of rock salt make it one of the most important

regions in India As regards its geology the following extract from Dr
Warth’s report on the stratification of the Kheora hill Which contains the

most important mine ihust for want of space suffice —
Average thickness

m feet.

Recent formation—
Debris Of gypsum *5®

Limestone formation—
Nummuhtic limestone *00
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Average thickness
in feet

Coal formation

—

Coal alumshab marl 20

Sandstone formation—
Green sandstone 600
Blue marl 125
Red sandstone 600

Salt formation—
Upper layer of white gypsum 5
Brick red marl 130
Brown gypsum 140
1 ower layer of white gypsum 200
Salt marl and salt 600

The salt formations on the right bank of the Indus river at Kalabagh
in the Bannu District owing to lithological resemblance and geographical
position are believed to be continuations of the Salt Range proper The
regularity with which the red marl gypsum and salt are overlaid by aqueous
deposits together with their internal stratification point to evaporation of

salt water as the origin of the salt Although the thickness of the salt

deposits best known is enormous it is believed to have been accumulated m
detached basins and not to extend in one vast sheet everywhere beneath the
range The exposed deposits at numerous places along the whole southern
face of the range however show that the supply is practically inexhaustible

It has been estimated that there is probably not less than 10 cubic miles or

70 milliards of tons of rock salt m the range It is the oldest known salt

deposit in the world and belongs to an epoch not later than the Silurian The
salt occurs in broad bands separated from each other by layers of red marl
and gypsum which especially the first are characteristic of the occurrence
of the salt which varies in colour from pure white through all intermediate
tints to brick red The salt is of a purity such as few known mines can
yield Analyses of samples reveal the presence of 98 per cent, of sod ic

chloride Beautiful crystals of salt several inches in diameter are often

found
Rock salt is excavated in the Salt Range in—

() The Mayo mines

() The Warcha mines
(c) The Kalabagh quarries

{d) The Nurpur mine

(a) The Mayo Mines so named to commemorate Lord Mayo s visit to

them m April 1870 are the largest in the Salt Range In these mines
vast caverns have been left by the old Sikh workmen Dr Warth intro

duced great improvements and a scientific system of mining in conse
quence of which the mines are now perfectly safe and thoroughly ventilated

Stalactitic masses are found in the abandoned workings which when
lighted up have a most picturesque effect Formerly entrance to the mines
was gamea down a slippery incline or through an aait now the mines may
be entered by a wide drift running at a low level with a tramway laid

down for a distance of 1 700 feet which is prolonged upwards by a steep
gradient of 1 in 8$ to a further length of 344 feet From the head of the
gradient is another spacious passage in which a tramway is laid down in

connection with the lower tram line and by these two tram lines the whole of

the salt intended for sale is removed to the sale depAt outside at the mouth
of the gorge The mines are now worked in a regular senes of galleries or
chambers The chambers are constructed across the strata from marl
seam to marl seam enclosing the whole of the intermediate salt The
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chambers which are each 45 feet wide are separated by pillars or walls 25
feet thick left in the salt seam to support the roof Tne chambers and
pillars run at a magnetic bearing of 330° at right angles to the strike of

the seam The dividing walls are never pierced except when a narrow
passage is absolutely necessary to connect galleries on the same plane
Notwithstanding the magnitude of operations m the mines serious acci

dents are almost unknown The method of excavating the salt is to carry
on work in the chambers from the roof downwards tor which purpose a
forward working called by the miners Kutti as high as possible is com
menced After the Kutti is completed the roof of the chamber is blasted
down until the crown of the roof is as high as is desired this work is called
by the miners Chath The greatest care is taken to make the roof a para
bolic arch The floor is then worked down called by the miners Pur by
blasting until the level of the gorge outside the mines is reached when the
inflow of brine prevents further downward excavation as pumping out the
brine would have to be resorted to this is quite unnecessary as there are
such enormous stores of salt at a higher level some of the existing cham
bers are 250 feet long 45 feet wide and 200 feet high

There are about 400 miners employed m these mines They are a
healthy and contented class and are paid at the rate of 8£ pies per cubic
foot including excavation of the salt separation of marl from the mass
removal of rejections called Kallar to appointed places in the mines and
carriage of the pure salt to the tramway loading stations in the mines
whence it is removed on trucks to the sale depfit stacked there and as
required filled into gunny bags weighed and loaded into the Railway
wagons for despatch to purchasers at a cost to the State of Ri 15 per hun
dred maunds

Output and Tradf from Mavo Mines —These mines with the
rest of the Panjdb passed into the possession of the British after the
overthrow of the Sikhs in 1849 since when over a million and a half
of tons of rock salt have been sold The available supply of salt

embedded in the Mayo mi les alone is estimated at 8 millions of

tons of salt Owing to improvements at the mines and sale dep6t
the growth of the Railway system the cheapening of Railway rates

and to the Mayo mines being in direct railway communication with all

the chief marts in Upper India to which the salt can be sent without
breaking bulk en route the trade in rock salt has greatly developed
The trade in rock salt haj grown from less than 5 lakhs of maunds to

over 12 lakhs of maunds in 1870 and now amounts to over 20 lakhs of

maunds (72 000 tons) bringing into the Treasury over 50 lakhs of rupees
About nine-tenths of the whole trade m rock salt from the Salt Range is

contributed by the Mayo mines and over 96 per cent of the Mayo mines
trade is carried by the Railway This salt is consumed all over the Panj&b
east of the Indus river m Upper Sind in Kashmir and in the upper
districts of the North West Provinces it is used by pilgrims at Benares
and G>a and by ascetic Hindus all over Upper India as a pure or pdk salt

(b) The Warcha or Rukla mine is about 70 miles west-south west
of the Mayo mines and is accessible by the Sind Sagar Railway All the
neighbouring heights about Warcha are composed of limestone, below
which the salt formation crops out* The mine is large and at a consider
able elevation there are large remains of old Sikh workings and great
natural vertical water-courses The new workings are m a seam of salt 20
feet thick the total seam is thicker but is not pure enough for commercial
purposes The miners make a cutting along the bottom of the seam and
blast away the superincumbent salt until the roof is reached They are
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paid at the rate of R3 12 for every 100 maunds delivered outside the mine
at the sale dep6t

(c ) Ihe Salt Quarries of Kalabagh 100 miles west north west of
the Mayo mines were famous long before the advent of British rule In
no other place in the Salt Range could salt be quarried in such quantities
Ihe quarries are on the right bank of the Indus river above the tov\n of
Kalabagh The hills and ranges about Kalabagh are tertiary ossiferous
sandstone and conglomerates The quarries are in workable seams from
4 to 20 feet in thickness m the midst of «marl and small unworkable salt

seams Ihe quarries extend for two miles The salt is very pure nearly
all of it is red and homogeneous some of it being as finely grained as
alabaster and capable of being turned on the lathe

{d) The Nurpur or Nilawan salt mine is the smallest in the Salt
Range and is kept open only to meet the requirements of local consump
tion The mine is in a seam of salt about 30 feet thick and about 70 feet

above the level of the gorge
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Output from all Minfs

Period

!

Quantity in maunds (82iflb) of salt
SOLD FROM EACH MINE

Mayo
Mines

Warcha
Mines

Kalabagh
Quarries

Nurpur
Mines

From 1st April 1889 to 31st
March 1890

1 968 466 >39 39 1 28 682 4 442

II —Kohat Salt Region

The Kohat Salt Region lies to the west of the Indus river between
32°47' and 33 52' N lat and 70° 35' and 72

0 18 E long on the Af
ghAnistdn border between the Peshawar and Bannu valleys

The area occupied by the salt region is about 1 coo square miles and
contains the largest known exposures of salt upon the globe The salt
where covered is overlaid by wnite and grey gypsum and grey gypserous
clay much confused as to stratification The salt deposits are believed to
belong to the early Eocene Age The salt has in some places a visible
thickness of over 1 000 feet It is very prominent in localities notably at
Bahadur Khevl where the salt forms high detached hills and cliffs and
where for a distance of 4 miles with a width of a quarter of a mile or more
the salt is quite exposed Throughout this region salt is seen in numerous
places forming precipitous outcrops within the elliptical boundaries of num
mulitic limestone The exposures of salt vary in size from the enormous
one at Bahadur Kheyl to others of a few feet The area of exposed salt
nas been estimated at over four millions of square feet and the available
salt supply at 40 milliards of maunds (over 1 J milliards of tons) sufficient
at the present rate of consumption to last practically for ever

In colour Kohat salt is of varying tints of grey with transparent blotches
in some places it is dark smelling strongly or petroleum Its texture vanes
from a crystalline mass to a somewhat earthy salt intermingled with finely
divided grey clay the latter character however seldom prevails to the
extent of interfering with the commercial value of salt whicn is remarkably
pure containing often as much as 99 per cent sodic chloride and no trace of
associated salts of other kinds
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Salt mining:

Though at one t me or another salt has been excavated at fourteen

places in the Kohat district the quarries now worked enumerating them
according to geographical position from the east are —

1 Jutta 2 Malgin 3 Nam 4 Kharak and 5 Bahadur Kheyl
Jutta was first worked in 1850 Malgin and Bahadur Kheyl are older

quarries Narri and Kharak were first resorted to about the beginning of

the present century
1 wo methods of quarrying the salt are followed At Jutta Narri and

Malgin gunpowder is used an4 the salt is blasted out in irregular pieces

the salt being quarried in the shape of a vault sloping downwards at an
angle of 6o° No artificial light is ever used At Kharak and Bahadur
Kheyl the salt is cut out in slabs called tnbbisoi uniform size and weighing

51ft or half a Sikh maund by means of pickaxe and wedge The tubbis

which are ingeniously cut from the sloping face of the salt are the most
convenient shape in which salt can be carried on camels through the

difficult passes and defiles which lead into and through Afghanistan

The quarrymen though under the supervision of the salt officer at the

quarries carry on work entirely on their own account they make their own
bargains with purchasers for excavation of the salt which ranges from

about 16 to 30 Sikh maunds per rupee The only revenue derived by the

State is the tax of 8 annas per Sikh maund (102ft)) levied at the quar

nes In consequence of the light duty imposed on this salt an establish

ment is maintained along nearly ^oo miles* of the left bank of the Indus

river to shut out Kohat salt from the c s Indus districts where it would if

allowed to cross the river displace the fully taxed salt of the Salt Range
Kohat silt is consumed over an area of 60 000 square miles it goes as

far as Kandahar Balkh and Ghuzni in Afghdmstin it is used in Swat
Bone>r Baior and the Afridi country and is the only kind consumed in

the British districts west of the Indus

Salks of Kohat Salt

Quantity of salt sold in British MAUNDS (82ffl>)

Period
Jutta Narri Kharak Malgin

Bahadur
Kheyl

Total

12 months ending
31st March
1890 298 526

...

48976 85 259 161 599 103 059 697 419

III —Mandi Salt Quarries

The Mandi Salt Quarries 77
0 E long 32°N lat are situated at

Guma and Drang in the Himdlayan feudatory State of Mandi
The existence of a considerable quantity of this salt is geologically indi

cated in the neighbourhood of the quarries the extent of the salt deposit

is however unknown The salt is of a dark red colour mixed with quart

zite sandstone and limestone pebbles it contains about one-fourth of

insoluble impurities Salt of excellent quality but in small quantity

is known to occur in these quarries Mandi salt is roughly refined for

domestic uses by purchasers who dissolve it in sufficient water to make
strong bnne which they use to season food At Guma which is 5,000 feet

above sea level the salt is dug out of the side of the gorge in which it is

found at Drang which is 2 000 feet lower than Guma the salt is quarried

in the open air at both places blasting is resorted to Sometimes fresh

* More correctly 325 miles See pp 404 420 —Editor
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water is led from the neighbouring stream to the salt over which it is made
to trickle in thin streams a few feet apart the water cuts the salt into

bonds which are blasted and broken up for sale Frequent interruptions

occur owing to slips and falls of earth due to the haphazard way in which
the salt is quarried The quarries are the property of the Raja of Mandi
who charges to purchasers at the cjuarnes where they are bound to give a
day s free labour io annas 6 pies a maund as price of the salt and 7I
annas as duty on it Two-thirds of the duty by virtue of a treaty between
the Raja and the British Government is credited to the latter on account
of the Mandi salt which is consumed in British territory Actual record

of sales at the quar tes shows that two-thirds of the salt sold at these

quarries is consumed in British districts

Mandi salt is used in the adjoining Himdlayan Native States and in

the British districts of Kangra Kulu Simla and Hoshiarpur In the

twelve months ending 31st March 1890 sales at these quarries amounted
to 1 30 716 maunds (4 700 tons)

SALT EVAPORATION
IV -Delhi Salt Works

The Delhi SaltWorks E long 77 33' and N lat 28 30' aresituat
ed in the Gurgaon and Rohtak districts of the Panjdb about 30 miles

south west of Delhi This salt tract called Surr occupies an area of about

1 300 square miles The salt made on it is called Sultanpurt and is the

product of natural sub-soil brine derived from wells sunk to depths of from

7 to 20 feet The specific gravity of the brine in the wells ranges from 2°

to 4
0 Beaum6
Salt is obtained by evaporating the brine by solar heat in shallow lime

plastered pans which average about 200 x 6o' and 10 to 12 inches deep a
set of 10 pans is attached to each well and so arranged that there is a slight

fall from each pan into the one next beyond it The highest pan is first

filled with brine which is gradually passed from pan to pan until on
reaching the last pan it 19 so concentrated that salt is deposited As the
brine contains foreign salts crystallisation of common salt has to be care
fully watched so that it may be harvested before the other salts begin to

fall The average period occupied in harvesting a single crop is a fort

night An average season s crop amounts per factory to 3 000 maunds
(108 tons) The mass of manufacturers are agriculturists during the rams
and part of the winter and only turn to their salt pans when their fields

no longer need their labour
Sultanpun which is a small grained and not very puie salt is in great

favour witn the people in Oudh and North West Provinces to which its use
is wholly confined Though the works are in railway communication with
the railway system of Upper India and though Sultanpun is an old
favourite it is gradually but steadily being ousted by the superior Sam
bhar salt sales having fallen from seven lakhs of maunds (23 000 tons) in

1870 to 3$ lakhs of maunds (n 800 tons) in the twelve months ending 31st
March 1890 in which period it sold at 3$ annas per maund at the works

V —Sambbar Salt Lake
The Sambhar Salt Lake lies in lat. 26 58 and long 73

0
5' on the east

of the Aravali range of hills which runs through RAj putina in a north
westerly direction m the height of the rains it covers an area of nearly
200 souare miles the greatest length being then 23 miles its average
breadtn 4 miles its circumference about 60 miles, and its average depth
2 feet In the dry or hot weather its bed is much less in area ana in
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seasons of exceptional drought the entire area dries up The bed of the
lake shelves very gradually from 9 inches at 100 yards from the edge to

feet at 5 750 yards
The lake bed is composed of ij feet of black fetid mud saturated with

sulphuretted hydrogen below the mud is a layer of quicksand overlying
a stratum of micaceous schist decomposed on the top but harder below
No rocks are found to a depth of 20 feet The lake is believed to derive its

salinity from the denudation of the rocks of the surrounding country which is

supposed to belong to the Permian system a system which abounds in lime
stone on salt After the rainy season the specific gravity of the lake water
is about 1 0^ (3

0 Beaum6) about equal to sea water it rises as the dry hot
weather advances to 1 24. (29

0 Beaum6) a supersaturated solution the
specific gravity of a saturated salt solution being 1 204 (25

0 Beaum£)
Salt forms in large crystals in the shape of truncated p>ramids and m
May and June a layer of crystals 2 inches and more in thicknes overlies

the bed of the lake In colour the crystals are white grey (owing to the
presence of finely divided clay in the fissures of the crystals) and shades
of pink (due it is believed to infusoria) After the first fill of rain the
lake teems with animulculce upon which thousands of water birds of kinds
feed

Tradition ascribes the formation of the lake to the gift of Sakumbri
Devi a goddess who in return for milk supplied her in A D 551 convert
ed a forest into a vast plain of the precious metals which she subsequently
transformed into salt The lake is owned conjointly by the Maharajas ot

Jodhpur and Jeypur from whom the British Government lease it at 5$
fakh9 of rupees (£5 ^ 000) per annum The lake was worked by the

Emperor Akbarandnis successors up to Ahmed Shah when it reverted to

the Rajput Chiefs of Jodhpur and Jeypur from whom the British Govern
ment under treaty took it over on 1st February 1870 since when it has
yielded over 62 millions of maunds (2J millions of tons) of salt In 1870
the price of salt at the lake averaged io annas per maund it is now 4

1

annas I he cost of extraction and storage of salt is about 1 anna per

maund Fxtraction and storage of salt at the lake gives employment to

a large number of men carts and cattle

The salt in the lake is believed to be practically inexhaustible A
recent assay of the water gave 8 8

1
per cent of dry residue composed of

—

Sodium chloride 87 6
sulphate 7 5
carbonate 4 6

Salt is not only held in solution in the lake but pervades in minute crys

tals the whole substance of the black mud which forms the bed One-fifth

of this mud is salt Enormous quantities of sodic sulphate and sodic car

bonate he in the lake and on its shores from 1 to 2 inches in depth
The salt is obtained from the lake m three ways —
(1) As evaporation of the water of the lake proceeds crystals of salt

deposit in immense quantities all over the bed and are picked up and stored

in large oblong pyramids sloped to an angle of 36 of one to two lakhs of

maunds (3 600 to 7 300 tons) These heaps are beaten and smoothed as a
protection from rain but are not covered; wastage of salt due to ram
amounts to about two inches of surface salt per annum

(2) Early in the season and before the water in the lake is sufficiently

concentrated to deposit salt brine is run into shallow artificial pans on the

lake edge thus a large quantity of good salt is produced by solar evapora
tion before it could be obtained from the lake bed
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(3) Twelve large deep permanent pans are maintained alongside of

the railway which crosses the lake in which by irrigating the pans with

brine from the lake and allowing it to evaporate naturally heavy crops of

large crystalled white salt are produced for customers who desire a good
looking salt

VI -Didwana Salt Marsh

KVAPOfcA
TION

The Didwana Salt Marsh which the British Government leases from
the Maharajah of Jodhpur at an annual rental of R2 00000 (£20000) lies

40 miles from theSambhar Lake (the nearest railway station) in an oval

shaped depre sion about 3 miles long bv 1 mile wide which is covered in

the rainy season with water 6 to 8 inches deep which however soon dries

up after which manufacture of salt commences
The soil of this marsh is not unlike the bed of the Sambhar I ake The

mode of manufacture is as follows — In the bed of the marsh wells 6 feet

wide and shout 14 feet deep are sunk the sides of the wells being
supported by a wood lining Brine from the wells is filled into solar *va
poration pans hiving a superficial area of about 2 000 square )ard9 and
about a f >ot in depth In from 10 to 20 days the brine naturally evapo-
rates and leaves a deposit of small grained pure salt which is craped up
removed to the edge of the marsh and storea for sale This salt is much
esteemed in Shekawati and Jodhpur and the British districts of Hissar
Saharanpur and Mozuffermgar the area in which it is consumed The
trade in dtndu as this salt is called has been nearly stationary averaging
about 3$ lakhs of maunds (12 300 tons) a year

Actual cost of manufacture and storage amounts to 4$ pies per maund
It is issued to purchasers at 3 annas per maund plus duty

DIDWANA
SALT MARSH

505

VII -Pachbadra Salt Work*
The Pachbadra Salt Works are in a vallev about 8 miles long and

aj miles wide—evidently at some remote period the bed of a river The
salt works are about 30 miles south west of the city of Jodhpur with which
and the general railway system of the country they are connected by rad
way This salt tract is leased from the Jodhpur State by the British Gov
ernment at an annual rental of Ri 70 000 (£ 17 000)

Kauua as the produce of these works is called in Central India
is a pure salt samples have yielded 99 87 per cent of sodic chloride which
forms in opaline cubes of from | to ij inches it bears carriage well and
of all Indian salts suffers least from exposure to damp The method of

manufacture is simple Oblong pits 100 to 400 feet 1 ng 60 to 100 feet wide,
and 10 to 12 feet deep are dug in the valley and soon fill by percolation of

subsoil brine (2 to 3
0 Beaume) which in from two to three years dries

naturally when the crop is harvested When the brine in the pits is suffi

ciently concentrated (20° to 20° Beaum£| the branches of a thorny shrub
are sunk m it to help the growth of the crystals To extract the salt men
enter the pits cut through the thorny branches with a crow and draw the
salt (the masses of which are broken up in the pit) to the sides with a hoe
and remove it to the top in baskets a single crop may amount to from a
few hundred maunds to 8 000 maunds (288 tons)

Kausta is sold to purchasers at ij annas per maund plus duty It is

consumed over an area of 100000 square miles in Jodhpur and Central
India Of the total trade about one-third is earned by the railway the
balance being conveyed by camels and homed cattle owned by the Ban
jarahs the carriers of trade in RAjputana and Central India in areas not
opened up by the Railway
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VIII —Limi and Falodi Sait

In the neighbourhood of Pachbadra is a considerable saliferous tract
known as the Luni salt tract on which very good salt forma spontaneously
No sales of it are permitted but about 5 000 maunds (180 tons) are issued
free to the people of the villages near the salt deposit

The Falodi salt source is in a depression about 5 miles long by 3 miles
wide and 60 miles north of Jodhpur from which State the British rent it at

K4 500 per annum Salt is made here in much the same way as at

Didwana This source is worked at a loss by the British Government as
it is the only source of salt supply to the population of the sandy deserts
of north Jodhpur and Bikamr The salt is sold to purchasers at 3 annas
per maund

Trade in Evaporated Salt

(Quantity of salt sold in Bkitish maunds (82ffo)

m Period
Sambhar Didwana Pachbadra falodi

Delhi alt

sources
Total

12 months ending

3 st March
1890 3 834 8< 5 3 77 068 ! 614,901 44 955 328 851 «; 200 580

IX.—Tibet or Lencha Salt

Tibet Salt called lencha by the Tibetans is imported into the British

Him&layan districts of Garhwal and Kum£on and also into the northern

section of Oudh During the twelve months ending 31st March 1890

33 000 maunds were imported Tibet salt is said to be the produce of

salt lakes and swamps in the region traversed by the Yaru river

OTHER SODIUM SALTS
In India in very many districts sulphate and carbonate of soda are

manufactured from the earth and in the case of the carbonate by incmera

tion also of the Salso la plants

I —Sulphate of Soda [khan khan nun andchamra khan) is made
by both the solar evaporation {dbi) process and by the use of artificial heat

(known as the jana process)

The solar evaporation work consists of a rude filter about 10 yards

long by 1 \ard wide and a lime plastered evaporating and crystallising

bed divided into two sections Brine which is produced by lixiviating in

the filter the sulphate of soda efflorescence collected from the neighbour

hood of the works is admitted into the pan and allowed to evaporate

which it does in from 10 to 15 days according to state of the weather and
leaves a residue of brown crystalline soda which would give on refine-

ment 40 to 50 per cent of sodic sulphate The average outturn of a
season (i e April to June) is about 500 maunds (18 tons) worth on the

factory 8 annas to Ki per maund (82|ft») The cost of manufacture
amounts to from 6 to 12 annas per maund

In the jana process the brine is boiled until the apda deposits in the

boiler In the districts of Behar the sulphate is not manufactured by this

process but from brine produced by first burning the soda efflorescence

built up in alternate layers with paddy straw m conical mounds and then

lixiviating the calcined mass. This process produce? relatively pure
sulphate of soda known as paina khan This soda 16 made in Upper
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India in Behar m hattehpur Ltah and Bulandshahr in the North
West Provinces in Hnrdui in Oudh and in the Patiala State near

Umballa It is used chiefly for hide curing as a cathartic for cattle and
by the people of the Himilayan as a prophylactic in goitre affections

II — Mineral Carbonate of Soda [s tjjt paprt saijt and sajjt nun) is

made as follows 10 or 12 kvirts or beds each about 10 yards square
are constructed in an alkali tract bv raising enclosure walls of the surround
ing efflorescent soil about 6 inches high Into these beds water from a
well at hand is admitted to a depth of 2 or 3 inches The soda efflor

escence of the neighbourhood is thrown in by hand until the water is ab
sorbed and a pasty mass formed This is smoothed over and within a

week a crust of concentrated efflorescence forms on the surface of the beds
which crust as moisture is dissipated bv solar evaporation breaks up into

flakes These are gathered by hand and constitute the paprt sajji of the

bazars used by tobacconists and dyers etc To make sajjt the paprt is dis

solved in water and the solution boiled in an earthen vessel until the
impure carbonate forms into a hard mass

III — Barilla (sijji ) is rradc in Upper India in the districts of Ghazi
pur Azamgarh Benares &c in the North West Provinces and is worth
about R 1 1 per maund

Vegetable sajji the barilla of commerce is made from various plants
called lam in the Panjdb in this way In December and January when
the lam a small green bush with tiny succulent leaves and branches
ripens it is cut Circular pits of from 2 feet and upwards in diameter are
then dug at convenient distances according to the requirements of the
crop which grows spontaneously Into the pits sheaves of the h 1 If dried
plant are thrown and set on fire fresh sheaves being added until the pit

is full of ashes in a state of semi fusion when the contents of the pit is

well stirred and allowed to cool this occupies about 24 hours from the
burning of the first sheaf When sufficiently cool the pit is covered with a
little dry earth to prevent evaporation Within a week the covering is

removed when the contents of the pit are found as a hard cellular mass of

sajjt 1 his is broken up into pieces and sells at from R 1 8 to R4 a maund
It is used extensively for the manufacture of glass paper soap for bleach
ing purposes and by the poorer classes as a substitute for soap This
sajjt will give on refinement 25 to 40 per cent sodic carbonate (For fur
ther information the reader is referred to the article BAnlla Vol I 394
399 and to Haloxylon Vol IV 199 )

IV —Black Salt is prepared in Upper India chiefly at Bhewani in the
Hissar district by heating together in a large earthen pot 82Sb of common
salt one pound of the fruit of Terminal1a Chebula one pound of Phyilan
thus Exnblica and one pound of sajjt impure carbonate of soda until by
fusion of the salt the ingredients are well mixed when the pot is removed
from the fire and its contents allowed to cool and form a hard cellular mass
This preparation is used medicinally principally as a digestive

Having thus indicated, as Mr Buckley has done by the above Note some
of the leading features of the salt interests of India more especially as affect

mg the working of the Northern India Salt Department it becomes necessary
to extend the enquiry all over India The extensive papers placed by the
Department of Finance and Commerce at the disposal of the bditor fortu

nately constitute an invaluable source of information The chapters which
here follow under the headings of provinces may be said to be directly

drawn from these official papers Although n some instances part of the
ground has already been covered by Mr Buckley s remarks it is believed
the precis below will be found instructive as tracing out not only the
histone facts but the main features of the trade in salt
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I —BENGAL (LOWER PROVINCES )

Historic Sketch and Regulations

Under the Muhammadan rule a tax on the salt consumed by the people
of Bengal was levied by means of imposts on the privilege of manufacture
and duties on the transportation of salt from the places of manufacture to

the interior of the country
A monopoly for the manufacture and sale of salt was first established

in Bengal by Lord Olive m 176^ the chief object being to provide fitting

emoluments from the profits for the principal persons concerned in the
Government and thus to prevent their mixing in the intrigues and ques
tionable transactions by which Civil Servants and others in those days
often amassed enormous fortunes Half the monopoly profits were to be
distributed among the officers of Government and the other half it was
proposed to credit to the Company In his Minute of the 3rd September
176O Lord Olive assumed that this share would yield according to the
present tate of the salt trade from 12 to 13 lakhs of rupees annually
The rate fixed for deliveries was R2 per maund The existence of this

monopoly was of but short duration as the Court of Directors wholly
disapproved the arrangements At tl e same time however the Court
stated that they did not object to the levy of the ancient duties on alt

which had always constituted part of the revenues of Bengal
In the year 1772 the manufacture and wholesale trade were farmed out

bv Government to private individuals but this complicated farming sys
tern was never very productive and soon failed In 1780 Warren Hastings
introduced 1 system for manufacture and sale under the agency of the

Company s civil servants In accordance with this system the mol
u ttghts (salt makers) received advances from the agents at the beginning
of the season on the stipulation that they delivered their salt when made
to the Government at a certain price and the agents afterwards stored
the salt and sold it to wholesale dealers at a price fixed from year to year
by the Government The difference between the price agreed upon with
the molunghts and the price at which it was delivered from store to the

merchants was thus in effect the duty levied upon the salt In 1788
sales of salt by public auction instead of at fixed rates to the dealers

was introduced by Lord Oornwallis The revenue immediately rose

but the system was eventually abolished by the Court of Directors
in 1837 as it was found to lead to the establishment of sub-monopolies
injurious to the interests of both the people and the Government In
their despatch of the 4th January 1837 the Court of Directors ordered
that the price to be thenceforward paid by the purchasers of salt should
be determined by the cost price of manufacture added to a fixed rate of

duty
The rates of duty since fixed from time to time have varied from a

maximum of R3 4 to a mimmnm of R2 per maund but the system for

manufacture and supply as introduced oy Mr Hastings in 1780 con
tmued in force with out few modifications until the year 1862 when the

several salt agencies were gradually abolished leaving the supply either

by importation or excise manufacture to private enterprise The several

agencies were situated in the province of Orissa ana in the districts of

Chittagong 24 Pergunnahs, Jessor and Midnapore The full rate of

duty was not however levied uniformly throughout Bengal until 1862

From the year 1810 a system of retail sales at reduced prices from shops
established on the part of Government was introduced in districts and
localites where salt was manufactured or was capable of being easily

produced the object being as stated at the time to leave the people
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residing m such tracts without excuse for violating the law under the

temptation of a high rate of duty and to obtain some revenue in a part of

the country where from the great facilities for smuggling it haa been
found impracticable to realise full prices From inquiries held during the
years i8fro and 1861 the Government concluded that the loss of revenue
entailed by the remission of a large proportion of the duty on the salt

consumed within the saliferous tracts was under existing circumstances
far larger than would arise were the full duty levied I he system of retail

sales at reduced prices was therefore abolished fiom the year 1862
From the commencement of the salt monopoly a preventive establish

ment was employed for the protection of tl e revenue This establishment
was for the most part separate from and independent of the agency con
stituted for the manufacture and supply of salt and was employed in

Northern Bchar to prevent the influx of lighter taxed salt from the west
ward and also within certain defined limits which included the saliferous

tracts on the sea board of I ower Bengal By Regulation X of 1819 the
general control of this preventive department was vested in the Board
of (. ustoms Salt and Opium established in that year On the passing
of Act XIV of 18J.3 imposing an additional duty of Ki per maund
on salt passing from the North Western Provinces to the eastward
of Allahabad the establishment in Beh lr was withdrawn The one
rupee was in June 184.7 reduced to 12 annas and in April 1849 to 8

annas In March 1861 the additional duty was abolished In Lower
Bengal the limits within which the preventive force were entertained hive
been narrowed from time to time so as to concentrate their operations on
the salt producing traits only As a further check against illicit manu
facture within these limits all salt under transport was required to be
conveved by certain specified routes and pass stations and to be covered
by protective documents under penalty of confiscation Merchants and
dealers were also required to record all sales and losses from their stocks

on the reverse of their protective documents 1 he law and rules on this

subject hive been modified from time to time Those now in force are
contained in Act VII of 1864 and the Government Notificatitn issued

under that Act In 180^ the special preventive establishment was abo-
I shed and all duties previously discharged by them were delegated to the
regular Police Force In addition to the sea board and salt producing
tracts the Police have also to guard the frontiers of Arrakan to prevent
the ingress of the lighter taxed salt from those districts

In 18^5 36 the excise manufacture of salt was first commenced by pn
vate individuals but the continuance of the system was subsequently ne
gatived by the Court of Directors in 1840 In 1847 the manufacture of

salt under certain excise rules was again permitted but the quantify pro-
duced is now very small and is limited to Orissa the total quantities pro-
duced in the three years ending 1889 having been —

Maund*
1K87 103 705
1888 244 507
1889 70 293

The reasons for this decline in local manufacture are twofold In
Northern Orissa the salt locally produced can no longer compete with
Liverpool salt which is cheaply brought to the province by steamers and
sailing vessels to Balas< re I iverpool salt is vastly superior in quality to the
locally made article and the conditions of manufacture m Orissa are so in

efficient and costly that even if the salt were of much better quality it could
not compete with imported salt The manufacture was gradually declining
when it became apparent to Government that its continued existenct
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could be due only to evasion of the revenue which was easy in the circum
stances Proper control implied enormous expenditure and it was there-

fore,determined to suppress the manufacture of panga salt (salt made by
artificial heat) This having been done the only manufacture left is that of

kurkutch salt (salt made by solar heat) in Southern Onssa the conditions
of such manufacture rendering control comparatively easy

Foreign salt was first imported into Bengal in the year 1818 19 No
large importations however occurred until the year 183s 36 At first

and until the fixed duty system was adopted Customs dues were levied

at such rates as were considered necessary to maintain the average prices

of the Government sales As the old stocks of salt manufactured at the

Government agencies were exhausted m 1873 74 the consumption in the

whole of Bengal with the exception of Orissa may be said to he now
supplied by imported salt

Production Trade, and Duty in Lower Bengal

Trade —The following are the descriptions of salt commonly imported
the bulk of the importations being from Liverpool —

Manufactured by solar
evaporation

Mani factured by
boil ng

French Liverpool
Red Sea Hamburg
Aden

I

Muscat
Bombay

1

. !

The importations of salt into Bengal were as follows in the year 1889 9°
all the salt being brought to either Calcutta or Chittagong Calcutta
is the centre of distribution for the province except for that small tract

which is more easily supplied from Chittagong —

From United Kingdom
Germany

fir
Arabia
Persia

Madagascar

Tons.
264 234
20 317
2746

33 782
35 705

7 207
23

Liverpool salt does not penetrate further west than the western frontier

of Behar Sambhar salt meeting it somewhere in the vicinity of Zamania
Duty —The duty levied on salt is now R2 8 Since 1837 the rate of duty

has been frequently changed The duties have been as follow From
1837 to 1844 at the rate of R3 4 per maund In October 1844 this rate

was reduced to R3 in April 1847 to R2 12 and m April 1849 to R2 8
In December 1859 the duty was again raised to R3 and in March 1861

to R3 4 In January 1878 the rate was again reduced to R3 2 m
August 1878 to Ra 14 o and in March 1882 to R2 On 19th January
1888 the rate was raised to R2 8 the rate now levied

In 1815 a convention was made with the French Government under
the terms of which the East India Company agreed to supply sufficient

salt for the consumption of the French Settlement of Chanaemagore at

prime cost from the Onssa and Midnapore agencies Ihe quantities of

salt thus supplied free of duty varied from 4 000 to 12 000 maunds per
annum This arrangement held good until the year 1839 when the
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Company entered into an engagement to pay annually a sum of Rao ooo to
the French Government on their agreeing to buy tneir salt in the open
market at the same price paid for it by other inhabitants of Bengal this

payment is still continued

II —NORTHERN INDIA NORTH|«H

Histone Sketch and Regulations 667
Under the Sikh Government salt was one among forty eight articles

liable to customs excise town or transit duties 1 he Sikh Government did
not establish any systematic management for their salt revenue no scale
of duties was fixed The cis Indus mines were farmed out to individuals
of rank and eminence The farmer as long as he paid in the amount of this

contract enjoyed a monopoly of the sale He was under no restrictions

as regards time place cr price He might sell wholesale or retail at the
time >r at distant markets He might regulate his proceeding by the
state of prices ind markets by the briskness or sluggishness of the demand
or if he preferred he might hoard up the salt in dep6ts or entrepftts

The trins Indus mines were managed differently or rather were not
managed it all They were held by the fierce mountaineers of Kohat no
speculator would be rash enough to get up a concern there and even the
C ovtrnmem would have to collect its revenue with the sword so the
matter was compromised by surrendering the mines to some local chieftain

on the payment of a small annual tribute but the salt when in transit was
liable to town duties at Peshawar and other cities

When the Sikh Government passed under British control after the
Sutlej campaign the I ahore Council of Regency acquiescing 111 arrange
ments prop >sed by the British Resident abolished the duties on twenty
seven articles chiefly the products of domestic industry indigenous agricul

ture or internal commerce and also reduced the duties on nine articles

All the interior lines were swept away and th* town and transit duties

w ere abolished The three grand frontier lines were kept up—one along
the Indus to intercept goods coming from the west one along the western
bank of the Beas and the Sutlej for goods chiefly British coming from
the east and the third running along the base of the Himalaya range to

meet the imports from Kashmir and Jummu The province of Multan
was excluded from these arrangements which took effect during the vear

1847
To compensate for the deficiency in the revenue occasioned by these

remissions and reductions of duties amounting together to upwards of six

lakhs of rupees a moderate toll on ferries was introduced the excise on
drugs and spirituous liquors was improved by a system of licenses and
the salt revenue was reformed A fixed duty or two rupees on the Panjdbf
maund was demanded on this article from the merchants at the cis Indus
mines But these duties were levied by a new contractor who bore the

cost of management and collection and paid to the State an annual
revenue of six lakhs of rupees being an increase of two lakhs on the

previous outturn No alteration was made in the management of the

trans Indus mines
After the annexation of the country to the British Empire in India in

March 1849 the Customs and excise duties levied in it under the reformed

arrangements introduced by the Council of Regency in 1847 were taken

into consideration By those arrangements duties were still levied under
twenty heads They comprised duties of customs both of import and
export excise duties on spirituous liquors and drugs; fines seignorage

on mints tolls on ferries contract of the salt mines and other things
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From the year 1850 the whole of these duties were abolished excepting
three namely the ferry tolls the spirit excise and the salt excise and
one new tax was added the stamp duty An entire change was at the
same time made in the system under which the revenue from salt was
derived during the regency Instead of letting the salt mines by contract
the Government took the management of the cis Indus mines into its own
hands levying an excise duty at the mouth of the mine of two rupees
per Company*^ enaund on the salt delivered to cover all charges and
allowing the salt after this payment to pass free throughout the British

dominions subject however to the additional duty of 8 annas per maund
levied on all salts passing the special line at Allahabad for the protection
of the Bengal duty which was 2 rupees 8 annas per maund The manu
factureof alimentary salt in the Panjdb was at the same time prohibited

With respect to the trans Indus mines it was resolved on political

and social considerations to impose a light duty of two annas per maund
at the Bahadur Kheyl mine and four annas at the other mines and U
allow certain perquisites to the local Khuttuk chieftain with a view to

reconcile the hill chiefs to the new system
In 1851 in order to guard against the influx of this lightly taxed salt

across the Indus to the detriment of the revenue derived from the produce
of the cis Indus mines a system of prevention resembling that which
obtained under the Sikh Government of watching the ferries of the Indus
was introduced Under this system parties were stationed at each ferry on
the eastern bank of the Indus from Attok on the north to Leia on the

south controlled and watched by a roving party constantly moving up and
down the line the establishments on the upper portion of the line between
Kalabagh and Attock being superintended by one European officer

those on the lower portion between Kalabagh and I eia by another

Production, Trade, and Duty in Northern India salt

The revenue was formerly collected through the agency of the Inland
Customs Line which was formed in 1843 44 and which was extended at

various times as briefly indicated above until it reached from Torbeili
near Attock on the Indus n the Panj£b to the Mahanuddy in the Sum
bulpur District of the Central Provinces It was 2472 miles in length
and was manned by 10 496 officers and men In consequence of the
development of railway communication 764 miles of this line were abo
lished in the Central Provinces in 1874 75 and eventually in 1878 79 the

whole line from Leia in the Multan Division m the PanjSb to the Central
Provinces was removed there remain only 325* miles from Leia to

Torbeila on the Indus maintained for the purpose of preventing the low
taxed Kuhat silt from crossing into the Panj^b

Irrespective of this line in February 1870 the Inland Customs Depart
ment assumed charge of the Sambhar Lake belonging conjointly to the

States of Jaipur ana Jodhpur and m October 1878 they received charge
of the salt sources at Pachbadra Dtdwana Phalodi and Ldm from the

lodhpur State In addition to the above the salt works at Sultanpur and
Nuh m the Delhi Division are worked under the supervision of the

Northern India Salt Revenue Department There is also the charge of

the salt mines tn the Salt Range in the Panidb and a force designated the

Internal Branch existing m Oudh the North West Provinces and the

Province of Behar in Bengal for supervising the saltpetre trade levying

the duty on salt educed therefrom and for the control of the manufacture
of other saline substances such as sulphate of soda carbonate of soda etc

administered by the above-mentioned Department
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The whole Inland customs Department (now become the Department
of Salt Revenue in Northern India) is administered by the Commis
sioner of Northern India Salt Revenue formerly responsible to the rc

spective Local C overnments and Administrations within nn hose junsdtc

tions the Customs organization was established but now imtnedi itely

under the Government of India The duties levied on the Customs line

were on salt imported to the North of the line and sugar exported to the

South of the line

Duty —The general rates of duty on salt were as folk w —
Per maund 669

on Rajputdna salt 1

From 1843 44 to 1845 46
l rom 1846-47 to end of 1859

*
1

a
8 and R2

2 0
From bepinninp of i860 to March 1861 2 8

From March 1861 to end of December 1877 3 0
From January 1878 to July 1878 2 12

From July 1878 to 9th March 882
From 10th Manh 1882 to 8th January 1888

2 8
2 0

From 19th January 1888 to date 2 8

HISTORY

Northern
India
•alt

\Conf with pp
313 W 3*9

Duty

with the following exceptions viz in the Sirsa Division of the Panj£b
Section the duty was 8 annas per maund for a part of 1843 44 uhen it

was raised to Ri per maund at which figure it remained until 1846-47

when the duty was equalised with that generally levied In the Saugor
Division of the Central Provinces Section a rate of Ri 8 per maund pre-

vailed from the formation of the division in 185s 56 till the introduction

of the general rate in 1859-60 In the Hoshangabad Divi ion also

formed m 1855 56 Ri per maund was levied until a date in 1859-60 and
thereafter Ri 8 until the general rate was introduced in 1860-61

The duty on Madras salts entering the Central Provinces was levied

from the outset until the abolition of the portion of the line across which

it passed at Ri 8 per maund Bombay salt entering the Central Prov

inces paid from the outset at the rate of Ri 8 per maund until 1st May
1874 when a mileage rate was introduced on all salt travelling by rail

from Bombay the object of the differential rate being to level up the duty

to a uniform rate by the time it reached Jubbulpur where it came in

contact with Northern India salt paying R3 duty This mileage rate was
abolished in 1878 when the salt duty was made uniform throughout India

(except in Bengal and Burma)
In addition to the above all salt excavated in the Sind Saugor Doab

and the Kalabagh mines was subject to duty as follows —
Per maund

ti a
From 1849-50 to April i860 2 o
From April i860 to September 1861 2 2

From September 1861 to December 1877 3 o
From January 1878 to July 1878 2 12

From July 1878 to March 1882 2 8

From 10th March 1882 to 18th January 1888 2 o
From 19th January 1888 to date 2 8

Salt excavated at the Kohat mines on the frontier of Afghanistan was
subject to a duty of 4 annas 3 annas and 2 anna per maund A uniform

rate of 8 annas per Sikh or Lahori maund (io2&>) at all the mines was
however ultimately introduced with effect from the 7th July 1883 Salt

educed in the process of manufacturing saltpetre has always been subject

to the duty prevailing in Northern Inaia
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Trade —The production of salt in Northern India was as follows in

the last three years (in Indian maunds of 8201) —

1887 18SS 1889

Panjdb Salt Mines 1 458 45 * 2 256 796 2 559 045
Kohat 560 933 615 679 634 300
Mandi 125 276 126 848 129 343
Sambhar Salt Source 4 512 661 5 1 *8 542 2 916 916
Didwana 458 878 584 3°4 477 433
Pachbhadra 777 856 803 304 547 776
Falodi *5 1 *4 45 43 1 5 595
Sultanpur Salt Works 455 409 397 278 256 219
Saltpetre Refineries 51 608 51 826 5o >79

Total 8 416 186 10 000 008 7 576 706

There are not infrequently violent fluctuations in the quantity pro
duced due to climatic causes at Sambhar I he Government endeavours
as far as possible to guard against the vicissitudes of the seasons by keep
ing large stocks in reserve ready for the market when the outturn falls to

a low point This practice tends to keep prices steady Occasionally
when stocks have run abnormally low at Sambhar and it has been found
necessary to raise the price to prevent absolute exhaustion the place of

Sambhar salt is taken in the Central Provinces and Rdjputdna by salt

from the Government works at Kharagora on the edge of the Ran of

Cutch and in the western districts of the North Western Provinces by
rock salt from the Panjdb mines

III —BOMBAY PRESIDENCY
Histone Sketch and Regulations

The salt produced in the Bombay Presidency is partially exported

beyond the Presidency by land to Central India including Rijputdna
and Malwa the Central Provinces the North Western Provinces and the

Nizam s Territories and by sea to British and Foreign Malabar in the

Madras Presidency and to Calcutta and the Straits Settlements Under
existing arrangements exports both by land and sea pay full excise

duty in Bombay with the exception of those to Foreign Malabar on which

a nominal charge of 3 pies per maund only to cover cost of establishment

at the salt pans is levied in pursuance of a trade convention concluded

with Travancore and Cochin in 1865 Credit for pei lods varying from thirty

to ninety days according to destination is allowed however in the case of

full duty exports to the value of Rio 000 and upwards both b> land and
sea on the exporter entering into an agreement and depositing Govern
ment securities blank endorsed of sufficient value to cover the duty

Down to 1874 exports to the Malabar Coast were free subject to payment
of customs duty on arrival and the same system was followed temporarily

in the case of exports to Calcutta from i860 (up to which year excise duty

had been levied subject to a month s credit under bonds) until 1874 In the

latter year the system of pre-payment of excise duty was made general

1 he plan of giving credit on security of Government paper wa. introduced

almost simultaneously and these arrangements have since been main
tamed with a short interruption during 1876-77 when exports to British

Malabar were again allowed for a few months free of excise duty Ex
ports to Calcutta and to certain fixed ports on the Malabar Coast are
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allowed a drawback of excise duty on actual wastage not exceeding 5
per cent

Mr Plowdon remarks in his report on salt in British India dated
24th May 1856 that it was not until the 13th December 18^7 that salt

was erected by Act No XXVII of that year into a source of considerable
revenue in the Presidency of Bombay prior to that date it w is one of
many miscellaneous items as under the Native Govtrnment Under
Act XXVII of 1837 manufacture of salt in the Bombay Presidency
was placed under restriction and the produce in common with the im
portations of salt by sea and land was subjected to a duty of eight annas
a maund The object of the duty was to compenstte partially the loss

to the general revenue from the abolition of inland transit duties In

1844. to set off a further loss of revenue from the abolition of the moturph 1

or tax on trades and profe sions the duty was raised from 1st September
to one rupee a maund but immediately after it was reduced in the saint

month with effect from the same date to 12 annas a maund at which
rate it eontinu d until August 1859 when it was raised to one rupee a
maund and was again raised on 13th April 1861 to one rupee four atin is

and on 20th January 1865 to one rupee and eight annas a maund By
Act XXIV of 1869 the duty was raised to one rupee thirteen annas 1

maund and by Act XVI 11 of 1877 to two rupees and eight annas a

maund By the notification of Government dated 10th March 1882
the duty was reduced to two rupees a maund By the notification of ( ov
ernment dated 19th January 1888 the duty was rai cd to two rupees and
eight annas a maund

Except in Gujrat and at certain works in Goa Territory the excise

system is followed under which licenses are issued for privitc manufac
ture at places approved of by the officers of Salt Revenue which are

guarded and from which no removals are allowed except upon
p
lymcnt

of the prescribed duty or under the credit rules alrc idy referred to In

Gujrat where all the works in British Territory are the property of C overn
ment the monopoly system was introduced in 1873 74 and manufacture
was concentrated at two places only— Kharaghora on the holders of the

Ran and Balsar on the sea coast of the Surat Collcctorate At Khara
ghora large crystal salt is made from brine wells under departmental
supervision bought from the manufacturers as it is ready and stored ind

sold at the cost and risk of Government At Balsar the salt is ordi

nary sea salt and Government merely fixes the price at which it is to be

sola without taking it over or interfering directly with manufacturers A
small quantity of salt is issued annually free ot duty from the works at

Kharaghora to certain Native States and Chiefs in pursuance of the ar

rangements for the establishment of the monopoly above referred to

By a treaty concluded in 1880 the manufacture of salt in Portuguese
Territory was placed under the control of the British Government for a

term of twelve years On the expiry of certain tentative arrangements made
for the first three years those in Diu have been handed bad to the Portu

gruese authorities and private manufacture has been stopped at all works
in Damaun and Goa except such of those in Goa as the owners were
willing to work under the British excise system Besides these manufac
ture is carried on at a certain number of selected works either by the

Portuguese Government on their own account or by contractors for the

British Government to supply the quantity (about 140000 maunds) of

duty free or nominal duty salt required annually \inder the terms of the

treaty for local consumption fish-curing and manure
There were formerly certain works in Cambay Territory at which the

duty was shared between the Nawab a territorial owner and the British
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Government as successor to the Chouth formerly levied by the Peshwa
This arrangement however ceased in 1878 when the works were finally

closed by agreement with the Nawab Besides the duty free salt issued to

certain chiefs in Gujrat and to the Portuguese Government above noticed

the Nawab of Janjira is allowed under a salt and customs convention con

eluded m 1884 to purchase and remove duty free from the neighbouring
salt works m British Territory the quantity required for the u e of himself

and his subjects

Production

672
Trade

673

Production, Trade and Duty in Bombay
Production —The production has been as follows —

1887
1888

1889

Trade —The production of salt in Bombay was as

three years (Indian maunds) —
1887 1888

Made by Government 2436413 268 926
Made on private account 71183 7 9^2

Maunds
220 soi

21 gt 2

270 864

follows in the last

1889

1 774 668
8 466 049

MADRAS
674

Total 9 6,8 226 9 758 888 10 240 717

In Sind salt is made exclusively by Government all private manufac
ture in a country where saline soil abounds in every district and control
is practically impossible being absolutely prohibited The Government
works are located on the Moach plain on the sea face a few miles from
Karachi

IV—MADRAS PRESIDENCY
Historic Sketch and Regulations

The question of introducing a salt monopoly in the Madras Presidency
similar to that which prevailed in Bengal was first mooted in paragraphs
453 to 467 °f a letter to the Government from the Board of Revenue
dated the 2nd of September 1799 the Board advocating its introduction
At that period the only salt producing territories belonging to the Com
pany were the Northern Circars comprising the Districts of Ganjam
Vizagapatam Rajahmundry Masulipatam and Guntoor and the Ja
ghfr comprising the district of Chingleput Accordingly in permanently
assessing the land tax in 1802 the Company having in the meantime ac
quired the Carnatic and the Territory of the Nawab of Arcot by treaties

the exclusive right of manufacturing salt was reserved to the Government
but it was not until 1805 that the salt monopoly was established on its

present footing to meet the expenses of the new judicial establishment
rrevious to that year the manufacture was either farmed out or man
aged by the officers of Government upon what system the records

do not clearly show The gross revenue according to the most authentic

estimate extant amounted on an average of five years previous to the

monopoly to 80 000 star pagodas or R2 80 000 exclusive of all charges
and the average sale price at the pans was 6 pagodas 6 fanams or a little

more than R21 per garce of 120 maunds In the year preceding the

monopoly the gross receipts amounted to R2 21 607 and the charges of

establishment to Ri 1,467
The Board of Revenue to whom the question was referred declared the

introduction of a monopoly impracticable and advocated the imposition

of a high duty on all salt manufactured or imported the Home manufac
turers oemg required to take out permits ana register their pans The
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collectors in general also preferred a fixed duty to a monopoly All salt

exported bv sea the Board thought should be exempt from duty and
they forwarded the draft of a law framed in accordance with their views
One of the members (Mr Falconer) dissented from these views of his

colleagues he considered the establishment of a close monopoly as in

Bengal practicable and necessary and recorded a minute on the policy of

adopting that measure in preference to leaving the manufacture free The
Madras Government without entering in the least into the merits of the

question upon the simple ground that the introduction of a monopoly of

tne salt on the part of the Company on the punciples of that established

in Bengal had been prescribed by the orders of the Governor General in

Council rejected the excise proposition of the Board of Revenue and direct

ed such modifications to be introduced in the draft law as might be neces
sary to adapt it to the plan of a monopoly The draft of a law for regulat

mg the revenue derivable from salt on the plan of a monopoly was accord
ingly prepared and submitted to the Government of Indu by whom its

general principles were approved and ultimately Regulation I of 1805
was passed on the 13th of September of that year establishing the mono-
poly in all the provinces of the Presidency except Malabir and C anara
to which it was afterwards extended by Rcgul ition II of 1807 Under the
monopoly system the private manulacturers who occasionally received

advances from Government and who were paid at different r itts v trying

with the locality were prevented from selling the salt to any but Govern
ment The salt was resold by Government at a price calculated so as

to include the purchase money paid to the manufaciurtrs and the expense
of storage transport etc reduced to an average for the whole Presidency
This price was independent of duty and at first was two annas but by
Act XVIII of 1877 it was fixed at three annas per maund and under the
latest enactment Act XII of 1882 three annas per maund is now the
minimum rate at which monopoly salt can be sold e*duty In the I astern

maritime districts these arrangement prevailed without modification up
to 1881 8^ In 1882 83 the Excise system was extended to the group of

factories near Tuticonn Under this s)stem manufacture storage and
sales are earned on under Government supervision on private account
subject only to the payment of the duty on removal from store plus a cess

to cover interest on the capital cost of the works executed by Government
|

under the old system and made over to the licensees on the introduction

of excise The system has gradually been extended so that out of the

forty six factories on the Fast Coast only six are worked under the Mono-
poly and the remaining forty under the F xcise system

In Malabar no salt is manufactured The district is supplied by
imports from Bombay Goa etc These imports were formerly made by
Government but Government has withdrawn from the trade since 1877
and now only charges import duty In South Canara the excise system
was substituted for the monopoly system in 1877 but the local manufic
ture of salt was abolished in 1883 84 as the salt produced was of inferior

quality «nd the pans were difficult and expensive to guard Fven when
salt was manufactured locally the supply fell short of the demand The
deficiency was made good by importations from the Bombay Presidency

as in Malabar When these importations were made by the Government
or down to 1877 78 inclusive the imported salt was sold at a price equal

to the Madras duty ie the general gross selling price (less three annas
a, maund) plus the supposed cost of the salt Private imports on pav
ment of duty were also permitted but the tnde was almost ml until Gov
ernment withdrew from importation as the cost of salt sold by Govern
ment had been improp rly fixed so low as to forbid competition Since
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Government ceased to import the trade has greatly increased Act XVI
of 1879 for regulating the transport of salt renders its conveyance in

any vessel other than a vessel of not less than 300 tons burden illegal on
the West Coast within certain limits unless under cover of passes which
practically confine the privilege to duty paid salt Certain quantities of

salt are annually supplied to the French Settlements in the Madras Presi

dency under an old convention with the French Government at cost price

A further quantity generally less than one thousand maunds annually is

also supplied at prune cost from the Canara District for the Amindivi
Islands The greater part of Mysore and the Nizam s territory and of the
southern and eastern parts of the Central Provinces are supplied with
Madras salt

The general selling price of salt in the Madras Presidency has been
as follows vie —

gi annas a maund of 82^ lb from 1805 to November 1809
14 from November 1809 to a date in 1820

9J ,
from 1820 to June 1828

14 from June 1828 to 31st March 1844
I rupee 8 annas a maund reduced in the same year to 1 rupee a

maund from April 1844 to July 1859
I rupee 2 annas a maund from August 1859 to 2nd April 1861

1 6 from 3rd April to 3rd June 1861

1 8 from 24th June 1861 to a date in

1865 66
x rupee 11 annas a maund from a date in 1 8^5 66 to October 1809
2 rupees a maund from October 1869 to 27th December 1877
2 11 annas a maund from 28th December 1877 to 9th March

1882

2 rupees 3 annas a maund from 10th March 1882 to 18th January
1888

2 rupees 11 annas a maund from 19th January 1888 to date

These rates are inclusive of a cost price of two annas or latterly of

three annas per maund and were fo merly abated by 5 per cent for

purchase without measurement or weighment of a heap of 1 200 maunds
Trade —The production of salt in the Madras Presidency has been (in

Indian maunds) in the last three years

1887 1888 1889
Made by Government 868 447 927 312 1 220 969
Made on private account 7 990 341 7 976 312 8 196 729

V—BURMA
In Burma until January 1888 the duty levied on salt was onlv three

annas a maund it was in that year increased to one rupee There is

a considerable local manufacture by artificial heat in most of the littoral

districts of Arakan Pegu and Tenasserim and salt is also obtained from
brine wells in Upper Burma but in this portion of the province such pro

duction is of small importance What the exact quantity produced may
be it is impossible to say for the collection of the revenue is based upon
an estimated production per pan or pot and the estimates as may easily

be understood are probably far from the truth The local authorities

give the following figures —
Maunds

18S7 337 646
1888 429
1889 414.H9

No salt is made by Government m Burma.
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The local production uas greatly stimulated by the increase of the duty
in 1888 that increase falling upon imported Salt But the tax on loctllv

made salt having been raised subsequently to 1 level supposed to approxi

mate to the rate of duty on imported salt it may be imagined that the

stimulus has ceased to operate The quantity manufactured in the prov

mce is however entirely insufficient to supply the needs of the people

three-fourths or four fifths of the consumption is met by imported salt

from Liverpool and Germany

HISTORY

Burma
•alt

Trad«

TRADE IN, AND PRODUCTION OF, SALT IN INDIA

The total quantity of salt produced in India in 1889 was just over 28

millions of maunds including a small quantity
\
reduced in Gw llior 1 his

Quantity was supplemented by about 11 219000 maunds of imported salt

the total quantity produced and imported amounting therefore to *}q 225 276
maunds about two-thirds of the whole being salt produced in India 1m
portation is practically limited to Bengal and Burma which re the only two
provinces where consumption is in the main met by imported supplies The
very small quantities imported into Bombay Sind and Madras are table

salt for European consumption and rock salt from Muscat supposed by
orthodox Hindus to be specially pure and used by them in religious cere

momals A small quantity is imported from Tibet into the Panj£b the

North Western Provinces and Assam but though this salt is free of duty
it is unable to compete with Indian taxed salt except in the inner ringes
of the Himalayas It is mainly brought into Kumdon and Garhwdl by
Bhutia traders who import salt and borax and take away grain and other

commodities The total imports in the last three official years were as

follow —

TRADE,

677

Imports of Salt by Sea and Land into British India

Provinces 1887 88 1888 8 j 1 88j-go

Mds
1

K Mds R
{

Mds R
Bengal 9 563 082

: 63 32 741 io 159 805 81 01 819 9 jo0 474 1 76 7 * 3*6
Bombay

i 3 974 26 051 29 563i 23 »«3 6 C4\ 35 » 7o
Rind 697 2 403 599 2 4 5 5)9 2 »49
Madras 1 388

1 6 479 1 062 4 M3 1 470 7 481
Burma l 971 025 158995* 672 927 690 483 1 265 997 12 40 777
Northern India 33 330! * 34 4^7 52 280 2 *4 267 34 623 * 3) 81

7

Assam 7«5
j

3885 33 '! . 71

1

513 2 5*7

Total 11 574 28
1

1

80 95 977 io 916 5C7 90 38 821 11 218 719 90 89 227

Imports,

678

In the last of these years the imports came from the undermentioned
countries —

Tons
United Kingdom 285 767
Germany 45 439
Egypt 2 746
Aden 33 782
Arabia 35 736
Persia, 7 3*2
Other Countries 26
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The following statement may be offered of the Imports of Foreign Salt
placed alongside of Indian production the figures in both cases being in
maunds of 82!!) —

CONSUMP
TION

679

1887 88 18S8 S9 1889-90

Impo t 1
1 574 281 10 916 567 IT 218719

Production 27 586 696 29 560 806 28 006 557

Total 3; 160 977
!

40 477 373 1 39 225 276

I hese import it will be seen by the table already given are distributed
in the provinces but they go practically to Bengal and Burma In the
table given at the end of this article a classification will be found of the
sources of local salt grouped under the various provinces in which that
salt is ultimately consumed It need scarcely be added that the difference

that rmy appear in the amounts shown in the tables given in this review is

due to the tact of the one set of figures being importation and production
and the other the actual consumption or rather the amounts that paid
duty on going into consumption

The subjoined table shows the progress in consumption in recent >ears
In the five years ending with 1877 7S the increase compared with the
consumption in the preceding period was very small hardly exceeding an
annual average of one percent In the next five years (ending 1882 83)
the rate of increase was nearly 3 per cent yearly In the last five years
(ending 1887 88) consumption again increased the average annual rate

being over 3 per cent —a rate much m excess of the rate of increase in the
population The great advance m consumption in this last period must
be attributed mainly to (1 ) the reduction of duty in March 1882 to the
moderate rate of R2 (2) the reduction in cost of transit effected by the

substitution of railways for pack bullocks and carts (3) the energetic

reforms in the last five years in the administration of the salt revenue in

the Madras Presidency which practically stopped the illicit manufacture
of salt there —

Ye vrs
Average annual

qv antity

Average annual
duty

Maunds X

1868-69 to 1872 73 22 973 432 5 75 *9 725

1873 74 to 1877 78 24 *83 707 5 97 97 641

1878 79 to 1882 83 27 790 576 <5 59*39»847

1883 84 to 1887 88 32 475 600 6 15 68 427

1 838 89 3 * 394 857 7 58 82,438

1889-90 33 086 400 7 93 06 523
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)

St it ment of Consumption of S d of oil kind* tt the vinous P tvnuesqf
Indi i an i tin Duty p id thtteon

Pro jnci a Source*
|

SS? 88
|

1888 8y I 889-yO

'

0 THE R Su LY Q a tity D tty (Juant ty D tv U a tlty Duty

Bengal
Mds a Md n M 1 A

P r It Import
Imp rt f om Bombay a d

g 068 049

J54 9f3

83 28 900 9 181 775

499 079

a as oa 373 8 94 088 * *3 So 336

Mad a 33 13 8 978 53 4 3 15 30o

Lxc »ed 8a.t 8a Koo 3« 8S4 8 835 1 87 7908 97 7 5

T TAL 9 806 474 98 33 090 980 89

1

4 43 438 9 549 374 3« 73 301

Madras
|

“

Imp t fr n other Pr es
I 88 3 8<a1 a> 1 g d tv t Ma 1 a 1 3 3 R5U

0
475 3 67

B mbay I 39 3 5 1 6 096 79 953 6 Q) 88 84 73X 9 0 8 3

N Goa 5 30 o0 7 4 541 385 34 14« 8 5 0
1 1

p d t 90S 396 8 00 7 g 747 47 IK 0 60

0

804 r«0 3 710
I c ed Salt 5 700 634 1 9 00 47 5 H83 068

|» 47 49 5 9JJ J07 48 33 4 3

Tot l 7 7 4 5 8 00 06 97 7 75 783 ‘ 93 70 983 H a 5 4 2 00 57 5 9

Bombay
Torelg a d 1 d a Imports
ad e 0 al fr m Stock
1 expo t to Calcutta a d

5 848718Mad a 3 16 a 8 a 5 539 980 1 38 37 5o 5 840 i 8 1 46 8 08
Imp t fr m < oa Dama n
and Dlu 85 4 54 3 5 87 003 4 08r 37 *49 503 6 23 9 3

Total 6 059 9 3 37 7 609 5 7 7 49
(

4 9 787

j

< 095 07 • 53 4 994

Sind I

~ ~

Imp t* by Sea 5^9 6 570 l 430] 588 X 47
h 1 cd bait 233 734 4 8 33 3*7 9\6 5 65 5 J

1

34 3 1 4 0 5 0o?

T TAL 334 5o 4 90 94 238 5
,

5 00 Qa 343 99/ 6 7078

Northern India 1

(N IV P v Oudh
P 1 b R jp t Cent 1

I U ) tt

All cla e 0 um d ex ept
f> 083 456th ext ect on 38 99 537 0 799 30 I 00 96 098 7 57 33 1

1 78 9* J«4
M d and Kohat Salt 697 73 3 y 675 773 759 93 530 828 37 3 4 347

Total 7,38i 87 1 4 56 I 7 573 06 72,89 018 7 985 7 82 00 93

Burma.
Imports by Sea 93 3 3 83 564 3 4 53 3 04 89 7 S> II 89 709
C c sed Sait N t 26 5O3

|

Net 45 4 a
N t 1 79 88

1

r t m d I r t r d et d 1

1

Total 1 93I *3J
1

4 0 27 3*4 5 ! 3 09 0 1 189769 XJ 19 0JO

Grand Tot l or S lt con
!

1

! 33 * 7 8 7 * 37 »<5 *>3 31,394 857 7 58^3 438 33 o80 400 7 93)00 5/3
sumed n Ind a

Net Re enue mo* S lt -
1

6 18,8 597 - 7 39 02,017
i

“ 7 73 73 048

N t* —This table om t from <Ur t th 1 c 11 e*> u |it w! i I the a e t,
c

l

com t about Ra ,Oo ooo per a num

SALT

CONSOMF
TION
of

salt In India.
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SALT Quantities of Salt sold

PRICES

it.
680

Statement showing the quantities of Salt sold per rupee tn seers and dect

mals of a seer of 80 tolas

A ER E OF THE FI E YEARS ROM

Pfto INCta AND Di/jsion 86l 866 1871 I876 1 1881 1886 1887 888 1889

to to to to to

865 187 875 880 1 1885

Burma—
28 92Tenass rim 42 6 35 64 3 42 3 66 a 37 19 94 8 28 8 43

P ft
(d It i ) 4 at a 43 48 33 46 23 38 8 a7 4 a 7 47 4 56

P gu (1 a d) 3 9 3 77 34 66 2 3 C 3 a 4 to 63 5 09 383
Upp r B rma 34 2 39 6 73
Araka 5 29 44 36 35 4 34 9 32 79 37 60 14 55 3 90 23 39

Assam -
8 3*S rma 8 iy 7 6 8 5 99 4a 55 9 84 9 55

Brahmap tra 7 33 6 8a 7 7 38 98 45 0 2 89 87

Bengal—
8 3-sEast rn 8 26 8 0 8 05 a 1 28 9 0 6 9 5

D ltaic 9 8 5 8 57 9 t 1 78 a 30 2 9 9 55 9 64

C ntral 8 55 8 4 8 at 8 88 50 97 a 4 I 9 74
N th r 7 80 7 63 7 38 8 08 1 93 06 987 9 48
Orl a t 7 8 83 9 13 0 49 2 7 85 2 79 9 79 3
Ch tla Nagp r s 98 6 35 6 64 7 *7 9 26 9 79 9 88 8 7 8

B ha S tl 83 8 3 7 75 8 46 1 6 84 1 90 9 63
Bcha N th 7 83 7 68 7 3 8 3 69 1 49 74 9 73 9 88

N W Provinces—
L st 6 8 6 0 7 »7 8 a 9 7 1 88 48 9 93 9 76
C t 1 6 76 7 1 g 06 9 5 i 1 3 12 X t 68 08 I 9
W t n 7 V 7 54 9 34 1 00 69 54 98 45 I 16

S 1 mo tanc 7 * 6 95 8 4 8 85 10 92 1 78 12 14 1 69 1 6a

Oudh-
So th r 6 76 6 25 741 8 39 9 84 II O4 11 77 I 5 ar

Northe 6 75 6 8 7 52 8 a6 0 37 I 39 I 00 *0 45 I 4

Rajputana—
Ea t 7 5 19 45 12 76 >a 94 1 6 68 I 4
We t r 58 95 38 00 *4 93 18 53 8 87 6 37 5 43

Central India *7 58 12 18 » 3 » 5 2 27 t 85 i 8a

Panjab—
C ntral

1

8 49 8 0 8 34 9 51 13 O) 12 59 13 84 3 1 93
S uthern 8 7 90 9 98 87 1 54 58 3 00 36 54
S ib-m ta e 9 94 g of 9 44 33 67 4 ay 4 78 2 y 67
Nc th W t r 7 90 aj8 a4 68 21 68 32 63 «5 59 38 88 23 74W t rn i 79 to 56 1 66 19 42 3 00 3 30 16 19 2 3 7

Sind and Baluchistan 35 58 37 3 * 4 57 23 09 3 «7 3 8g 12 99 1 36 33

Bombay—
K ka 7 S 8 15 88 l 5 1 * 44 ta 4 81 68 1

1) 17 38 M 52 3 76 1 67 * 73 12 49 8 04
kha 1c h U 7 3 3o *3 49 a 31 3 62 389 3 9 64 1 78
Gi i r&t 9 85 t6 4 *7 44 *5 59 3 99 5 a 5 5 * 34 3

Kattywar 4 96 59 42 4 63 7 5 40 00 4 OO 4 OO

Central Provinces—
W t n 7 4 677 8 09 9 55 0 6 84 0 96 9 38 9 30
Cei t al 5 53 5 SO 7 9 8 35 9 75 10 9 5 9 04 9 7

Eastern 7 7a 37 6 8 S 83 a 8*98 34 9 55 7 07 8 75
Berar 45 S 8 8 28 9 43 to 56 03 96 9 63 9 55
Nizam s Territory

Madras -
14 02 11 0 10 07 969 0 2 10 37 0 09 887 8 99

Malabar Coast 9 66 709 >5 95 12 53 *3 58 15 68 4 97 2 65 3 43
South (e t al 17 2 *4 5 *5 8 12 73 14 66 5 00 *4 35 1265 a 70
Central 3 56 2 76 16 81 407 14 42 3 73 336 11*94 68
East C oa t North 2 33 17 3 6 ai ia 99 >3 45 13 37 3 00 07 a 0
East Coa t ( entral ao 87 17 27 7 37 14 60 4 38 4 47 4 50 12 So 3 7^
Ea t C ast South * 72 7 33 7 07 14 58 15 43 4 72 4 1 1 2 6 06
So them 9 78 6 23 16 45 14*93 6 a 16 6 587

,

3 84 t 7
Mysore 4 5 12 65 1 9a 9 73 0 27 0 80 1 3« 884 893
Coorg 5 SO » *5 10 54 8 40 9 6a 194 28 9 33 9 3 i

N te —It will be b*er d that whe the number of seers proc abl fo a fwp *

be greater salt ha gr w cl caper a <1 th re erse whe a fewer number tfe obta nablc

S 624
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Saltpetre or Potaasium Nitre (J Watt

)

SALTPETRE

{John If a//) [fpo-fo/
SALTPETRE, Man Geo! Ind Vol III ( Fcon Geology by Ball)

This term » used to designate various salts tound in a natural state in many parts
of the world chiefly South America Spain Persia Hungary but more especially
India Chili saltpetre has sodium as the base lime-saltpetre is often f uifd on the
walls of stables while in various districts of India, potassi m saltj etre or nitre is

met with either as an efflorescence upon the oil or (disseminated through the super
ficial strat m itself It is also found in plants such as t< bacc sunflower borage
etc in certain porous rocks m spring and rain water and is prt duced artificially as
tl e result of the process called nit incation Inadditi n caves in t evl n lenenffe
Kent cky ct which are resorted to l y birds and i ther animals are f und to
contain Saltpet c the birds etc providing the necessaiy organic matter by which the
substance is formed when the othe ssent al conditions arc present

Saltpetre occurs in thin white br ttle sub transparent crusts o silky tufts
compose 1 of del cate hexagonal or rhomboidal crystals which have a saline taste
The salt is anhydrous non deliquescent and sparingly soluble in cold but cadily so
in hr t water

Wagner s Chemical Tech toloqy (edition by Orookes) expre ses very 1 nefly

and pointedly the theory of the formation of saltpetre and its dist ihuti >n over the

globe Although native saltpetre is met with under a variety of conditions they

all agree in this particular that the salt is formed under the influence of organic

matter As already stated the salt covers the Sc ll forming an eftlt rescence which

incr ases in abun lance and which if rerm ved has its place suppl ed in a short time

In this manne saltpetre or nte as it is sometimes called is fbtained from the

slimy mud depc sited by the inundations of the Ganges and in Spain from the lixi

viation of the soil which can be afterwards devoted to the raising of corn or arranged
in saltpetre beds for the regular production of the salt 'I he chief and main condi

tion of the formation of saltpetre which succeeds equally in open fields txposed to

the st on£, sunlight under the shade of trees in forests or in caverns is the
j

resence

of organic matter vie humus inducing the nitre formati n by its slow combustion ;

the collateral conditions are dry air little or no rain and the presence in the soil

of a weathered crystalline rock containing felspar the potassa ( f which favours the
formation of the nitrate of that base All the known localities where the formation
of nitre takes place naturally including the soil of Tacunga lormed by the weathering

of trachyte and tufst ne are prov ned with felspar 1 he nitric acid is due to the

slow combustion of nit ogenous o game matter prt sent in the humus it having been
proved that the nitric acid constantly ft rmed in the air in eno mo sly Iarg quan
titles by the action of elect icity and ozone as evidenced by the investigations of

MM Boussingault Millon Zabelin Schoubefn Frochde Bottger
and Me iSSner has nothing whatever to do with the f irmation of nitre in the soil a

fact also supported by Dr Goppe I srode r S discovery of the presence of a small

quantity of nitrous acid in native saltpetre

Saltpetre, Nitre, or Potassium nitrate

f
fcf Port Spnitra Russ

Nitrf Eng & hr Salpftkr Germ & Dut Nnuo It & Sp
Vera—Sunakhar sh6r or shotah shorn kalmi (refined) Hind Gu7 j

S(rt Bbng Shdra mitha Mar S6ro khar Guz Potti luppu or pot
luppu 1am Petlupp shura k ram 1 EL . Petluppi KaN j Veti uppa
sandawa Malay V n nm Burm bed lunu pot lunu Sing Yava
kshra ('*) Sans Ubktr abqar v alh i barut Arab Shorn sh6i ah
Pers

References — Pharm Ind 315 Atnsltt Ma Ind I 375 U C Dutt
Mat Med Hind 89 K L De Ind Drugs 160 Baden Powell
Pb Pr I 79 Buck

, Dyes and Tans N W P 42 78 hiotard Dyes
J6 Dana S\ stem Mineralogy 592 Spons Encyclp I 273 Agn
Hort Soc Trans VII 186-187 Journ XII 107 (old sene ) Stevenson
Tour Asiat c Soc Bengal II 23, Wagner Chcm Tech (Fd
Cr takes) t34 0 Conor Renew of T ade of India ; Milburn s
Oriental Commerce Proc Hon ble East India Compa y 1790 to t8so
Report of the Committee of Wa ehouses (on a memo from the manufac
turers of Gunpowder) date 1793

Occurrence—This subject has already been briefly indicated in the in

troductory note above and will be found to be still further elaborated
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SALTPETRE History of Saltpetre

HISTORY
684

below m the chapters devoted to Manufacture and Trade Briefly stated

it maybe said the saltpetre of Indian commerce is derived from Benar and
to a very much less extent from several districts of the North West Prov
inces the Pant&b Bombay Madras and Burma

History —Previous to the invention of gunpowder and the resulting
demand for nitre—one of the most important constituents of that article—
little attention seems to have been given to this salt by the Natives of India
So much was this the case that in Sanskrit literature it may be said there

is no specific name for it U O Dutt {M iteria Midica of the Hindus 89)
writing on this subject says Nitre was unknown to the ancient Hindus
There is no recognised name for it in Sanskrit The Bh&vaprakisa men
lions Suvarchtkd as 1 variety of Sirjtka or barilla and gives Sora as its

vernacular equivalent But Suvarchtkd according to the standard lexi

cons is a synonym of Sarjtki and not a separate article Some recent

Sanskrit formulae for the preparation of mineral acids containing nitre

mention this salt under the name of Soraka This word however is not

met with in any Sanskrit dictionary and is evidently Sanskntized from the

vernacular Sora a term of foreign origin The manufacture of nitre was
therefore most probably introduced into India after the adoption of gun
powder as a material of warfare It is necessary to observe here that

many writers have errone >usly translated nitre into the Sanskrit term
Yavik shar 1 This last however is not a nitrate but an impure carbonate
of potash obtained by reducing to ashes the spikes of the barley The
lack ol interest shown by the Native population m saltpetre was to a certain

extent exemplified b\ the European traders for we read in Milburns
Oriental Co nmerce (published in 1813) that we have had no account

of the m inner in which it is prepared in the East Indies no person on the

spot having taken particul ir notice of the manufacture For long the

trade was carried on as a monopoly by the East India C( mpany who
were bound under special restrictions and regulations which prevented an
extended trade being earned on in this article For over a century the

Company were under obligation to supply to the British Government salt

petre to the amount of 500 tons (or 8 000 bags) annually before being
allowed to offer any for public sale The trade m saltpetre has always
been subject to extreme fluctuations the course of political events if likely

to terminate in war having a direct effect on it In 1755 the quantity

offered for sale wfas 14.747 bags the whole of which under the prospect

of war with France (which took place early in 1756) was disposed of

Erom 1775 when disturbances with America commenced (which eventual

ly produced war with France Spain and Holland) to the year 1783 there

were sold iao 154 bags During the greater part of that time the

putting up pnee was £4 per cwt In 1791 on account of the disturbed

state of the continent and especially the unsettled condition of the Prov
inces of Holland the manufacturers of England were possessed of orders

from abroad for considerable supplies of powder and they wanted a la ger
quantity of nitre than the East India Company consistently with their

duty to the British Government could furnish

The manufacturers thereupon applied to and obtained from the Lords
of the Pnvy Council a license to import nitre from the continent At the

same time the manufacturers complained of the monopoly in nitre (held

by the East India Compan\) and represented to their Lordships that

pnees were exacted for this raw matenal that were highly injurious to

the gunpowder industry In consequence an Act was passed “by whicn
and from September 1791 the Company are required to put up at each
of their half yearly sales such a quantity of saltpetre as shall be equal to

5 000 bags more than what shall appear to have been disposed of upon
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an avenge of the four preceding siles at a price of 1 11 per cwt or

^31 a ton m peace or l 2 per cwt or ,£40 a ton m wir The Company
are also required b\ the same Act to supply 500 tons annually for His
Majesty s seruce at the like specified rates If the Company failed to

carry out these conditions they were to forfeit their monopoly
(Mtlbum

)

Under the above Act the Last India C ompany continued to export nitre

to the extent of 60 000 bag (about 4 000 tons) annually 500 tons of which
were reser\ed for the British Government Although illumed in the year

1808 an advance in price to £so a ton by the Government it appears
that from the nsk\ nature of the tt ade the hast India C< mpany dia not

consider it advisable to export more than about 4,000 tens annually

This quantity tex was directed bv the Board to lie exported a$ dead
weight for vesstls returning light Thus in a Utter written at the

beginning of this century to their Represt ntatives in India instructions

were given to form proper assorted (argots for eight or nine regular

ships a vi ry considerable proportion of dead weight will be riquired This

may be effected by a provision of siltnetre to the extent of 6< 000 or

70 (X> bags and the deficiency rn i\ be made up with sugar With
the exception c f occasional extra dem mds this annual regular invest

men of saltpetre continicd for a number of yeirs the Company limiting

then venture to little more than their cor tract supply to the I nglisn

Government and standing orders Sugar ind saltpetre were considered
so bad investments that they must n< cessauly constitute a drawback
upon the profit on the raw silk and on other fine goods which cannot be
conveyed to England without the aid of some kind of dead weight In
ihe Report of the Committee of Warehouses (published in 179^) it is

shown that while the hast India Company were required by the British

( overnment to ell saltpetre at a dead loss— the price paid for the irticle

having fallen from (in 1/83) to £1 18 6 (in 1780) — the manufac
tuiers of gunpowder were making large f rtunes since the price of that
irticle had (during the period named) declined only from £4. 7 6 (per
barrel of ioolb) to 12 0 This represented a difference in vdue of
the raw materials of 65 per cent and of only 18 per cent in the price of

powder
This s ate of affairs continued until discoveries in Turope and Ame

nca established new cheaper and m re rcgul ir soun es of supply
Although the artificial m inufacturc of saltpetre may be said to have
btenthc chief element that upset the rid Indian trade the discussion

of the processes pursued would be beyond the sc< pe of this article

HISTORY

PURIFICATION AND MANUFACTURE OF SALTPETRE
Ball (Econ Geology) states that more than two thirds c f the salt

peire which is exported from Calcutta is derived from Tirhut Siran
and Champaran in Behar The districts of Cawnpore Ghazipur Allah
abad and Benares however also contribute and so does th< rinjabtoa
limited extent About the year 1868 the manufacture of saltpetre in the
Madura district Madras was a monopoly in the hands of a European firm
who were under contract to supply the C overnment with a fixed amount
annually Latterlv this trade Ball adds was found not remunerative
and accordingly was discontinued

Bengal (Behar) — As this pr< vmce furnishes by far the largest supply
of saltpetre and is accordingly the locality where the industry may be best
seen it may be selected as a type of what is carried on in other parts of
India although to a much less extent than in Behar 1 he climate best
suited for the production of nitre is where dry weather follows the rains
and thus by evaporation allows the salt to effloresce on the surface So
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KANUPAC
TURK

In

Bengal

long ago as 1 83 5
the manufacture of this salt at Tirhut was fully explained

(in a very able paper by Mr J Stevenson Superintendent of the Honoura
ble Company s Saltpetre Factories Behar which appeared in the Journal
of the Asiatic Society)and as a more recent author does not deal with the
subject in such detail no further apology need be offered for reproducing in

this place the main facts brought out by Stevenson The soil of

Tirhut almost everywhere contains a large proportion of saline matter
such as nitrate of potass (saltpetre) nitrate of lime sulphate and muriate
of soda etc * but in general 1 the sulphate of soda is most abundant
The saltpetre (as well as the other salts) lies m patches as it were some
parts being more productive than others according as carbonate of lime
and sand alternately predominate By analyzing the different soils I have
found those places most productive of nitre to contain a redundancy of the
former and on the contrary where the soil was unproductive I found a
redundancy of the latter substance I am therefore naturally led to the
conclusion that carbonate of lime is one of the principal agents in the

formation of this article This will also account for the district of Tirhut
being more productive of nitre than any other place in India for almost
half ot its soil is calcareous an average sample of it collected from
various places where saltpetre abounds and carefully analyzed gave me
the composition as follows too parts being operated upon —

Matterlinsoluble in the three mineral acids Silex 5 > 0
Matter soluble in ditto Carbonate of Lime 44 3

I Sulphate of Soda 2 7

Matter soluble in water
J Muriate of do
*jNit ate of Lime

1 4
0 9

(Nitrate of Potass 0 7

100 0

This analysis does not agree with Dr John Davy 8 but be it remem
bered that that scientific gentleman operated upon saltpetre earth from the
factories which of course contains more saline matter than the general soil

In the month of November the tone xhs or native manufacturers of saltpetre

commence their operation by scraping the surface off from old mud
heaps mud buildings waste grounds etc where the saltpetre has deve
loped itself m a thin white efflorescence resembling frost nnd This saline

earth being collected at the factories the operator first subjects it to the
processes of solution and filtration This is effected by a large mud filter

lined on the inside with stiff clay It is a round hollow basin in shape
resembling the top of a well from six to eight inches in diameter A false

bottom is formed of pieces of bamboo laid close and resting upon pieces

of brick l his leaves an empty space of a few inches above the solid

bottom for an outlet to the filtered liquor Over these bamboos a covering
of strong close wrought grass-mats is laid which completes this simple
form of niter The operation then proceeds with the process by spreading
over the mats a thin layer of vegetable ashes generally from the indigo
plant upon which the earth to be subjected to the filtering process is laid

and troaden down level and to the desired solidity b> the operators feet

This requires great attention on the part of the man who performs it for

if too solid the water will pass through too slow on the contrary if too
soft the water will pass through too quick for the solution of the saline

matter to take place and the full products would not be obtained After

* l have not been able to ascertain whether the safjt matt (native carbonate of
soda) is found in this district as tar as my own observations have extended it doee not
form a part of the c mposition of the soil 1 also could not detect any alumina though
it is likely some pai ts may contam it
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this point has been adjusted water is poured gently upon the earth to the
deptn of four or fives inches accordir^ to the size of tne filter and quantity to
of earth used (one of six feet diameter will filter 20 maunds of earth; Bengal*

The whole is then suffered to remain tranquil for several hours during
which time the water gradually passes through the earth dissolving the
saline matter in its passage and filtering through the mats drops into the
empty space between tne solid and false bottoms and is conveyed by
means of a spout of bamboo or a hollow tile into an earthen receiver made
large enough to hold the full quantity of filtered liquor and half sunk in

the ground for the purpose I he saltpetre liquor tnus obtained is more or

less coloured with oxide of iron and decomposed vegetable matter Its

specific gravity also varies with the quality of the earth operated upon
An average from a great number of filters gave me 1 120 The second
process is to evaporate the saltpetre liquor to a crystallizing state which
is effected in earthen pots fixed in two rows over an oblong cavity dug in

the ground the interstices between the pots being filled up with clay An
aperture at one end of the cavity serves for an egress to the smoke ;

another at the opposite end is used for the introduction of fuel which is

generally dry fallen leaves gathered from the am topes (mango groves)
such are the simple materials used in this part of the manufacture The
boiling is continued till the liquor n evaporated to the crystallizing point
which is ascertained by the opera or taking from time to time a sm ill

portion of the liquor from the pots and setting it aside to cool in sm ill

earthen dishes like a common saucer Afttr the liquor h is cooled and
the crystals formed agree ble to the practice of the operator the hre is

staged and the liquor removed to large shallow earthen dishes (which are

used instead of crystallizing coolers) placed in rows and sunk to the. brim
in soft earth At the end of about 30 hours the process of crystallization

is finished The crystals of saltpetre are taken out of the coolers and put
into baskets to drain after which they are removed to the store house 1

ready for sale During the operation of boiling it occasionally happens
that too much heat has been used and the pots are in danger of l> filing '

over To prevent this the operator has a very simple remedy which our
|

more scientific operators might not be ashamed to take a lesson fre m A
bunch of dry jungle grass is fixed at a right angle to the end of 1 stick

this is dipped into the liquor and held up over the pot and the liquor

which it nad absorbed falls down in a shower (cooled by the air) into the

vessel it had been taken from The temperature being tnus reduced the

evaporation proceeds more steadily and the accidental boiling over is

prevented The mt ther liquor remaining after the crystals of saltpetre

have been removed is retorned to the evaporating pots and mixed with a

fresh portion of the liquor from the filters for a second boiitng and crys-

tallization The extraneous salts such as sulphate and muriate of soda
which the filtered liquor from the earth always contains arc partly found
at the bottom of the pots (the muriate of soda in particular) ana partly

in the mother liquor remaining after the process of crystallization But
to separate them more effectually the manufacturer passes the liquor

from the boilers through a piece of coarse cloth placed in a basket and
when the liquor has drained through the greater part of the extraneous
salts are found on the cloth To do this effectually it is necessary that

the liquor should be at the boiling point otherwise the saltpetre liquor

would not leave the sulphates and muriates but would form an anhydrous
mass The muriate of soda or common salt is rendered more pure by sub
sequent boiling It is then called by the natives fakwa ntmak and is sold 1

in the bazars as an article for culinary purposes. The remaining extrane- I

ous salts—sulphate of soda, nitrate of lime etc.—are returned to the earth )
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M^HWPAC to undergo a change by decomposition against another season The
in tutrote of lime is decomposed by the carbonate of potass which the vege-

Bengal table ashes used in the process contain When solutions of these salts
come in contact with each other a mutual decomposition takes place 1 he
nitric acid of the lime combines with the potass and the ca borne acid of
the put iss combines with the lime Thus two new salts are formed ttie

mtrate of potass (saltpetre) and carbonate of lime In this manner the
old earth which has already produced saltpetre is regenerated and rend-
ered productive against other seasons The native manufacturers are
aware of this fact, but not being able to account for it on scientific

principles they say that saltpetre generates or devilopes siltpetre bull
dire say that most scientific men will concur with me that the above idea
of the natives is next to a physical impossibility Owing to the porous
nature of the earthen crystallizing vessels a part of the saltpetre liqu ir

oozes through the bottom and is absorbed by the earth on which the utc n
sils are placed occasionally they are broken and the contents of course falls

into the earth below This earth is again subjected to the process of fil

tration and the practice of the manufacture r in order to obtain what had
been wasted in tne above manner Thus the loneai s proceed from season
to season without the least deviation or alteration m their manufacture
No persuasion however reasonable by way of improvement will cause
them to alter the plans which their forefathers had in practice and it is

probable that the methods used at present were the same three thousand
years ago The saltpetre obtained m the above manner which I have
attempted todescribe is ivery impure article termed by the natives dhoah
and is sold at the rate of from two to three rupees a maund It generally

contains from 4s to 70 per cent of pure nitre J he following anal) sis was
tried fre m an avenge of several hundred maunds of what was stattd to

be of good qmlity and brought three rupees eight annas per maund
100 grains operated upon —

Ins luble matter sand and mud 5 0
Sulphate f soda ) 1

8 0M unate of do

1 otal impurity 22 I

Nitre 77 9

loo 0

This may be taken as a fair sample of the Quality that the loneahs pro-

duce in general but when it passes from tneir hands to the saltpetre

merchants it is frequently adulterated with sand mud and dirty salts of

various kinds to such a degree that it scarcely contains 50 per cent of

pure nitre A sample of this adulterated article from 15 000 maunds gave
me the following result —

Insoluble matter sand and mud 22 7
Sulphate of soda 238
M ui iatc of do 4 2

Total impurity 50 7
Nitre 49 3

100 0

To produce the article called by the natives kalmee (crystallized m long

prisms meaning the best kind ot saltpetre) the dhoah is re-dis^olved ana
crystallized the percentage of nitre will then amount from 85 to 95 pure,
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but this is on!) done by the opultnt native merchants who supply the
Calcutta bazar

In conclusion I have onh to observe that the above methods of manu
facturing saltpetre ustd by the Natives of this countr) alth< ugh rude yet
ire very simple and more effective than most of our scientific chemists it

first sight would suppose No manufacture in Furope cm equal it in

p< int of chcapne s and simplicity and when it is considered that these
simple pe< pie have no-knowndge whatever of chemistry as a science it is

surprising how well they manage to make the rough article Atlcist
such were the ideas that struck me during the many hours (and I may
add pleisant ones) that I have spent in observing the simple hut not alto

gethcr ineffective plans and operations of this industrious manufacturing
people

ihe above notices claim no merit exc< pt that of truth They are the
result of observations and notes taken on the spot during a residence of

two years in the district of Tirhut province of Bchir
In a more recent article which appeared in the Journal of the Agri

cultural and Hortimltur d Society (XII p 107 Old Series) Mr R W
Bingham Honor iry Assistant Magistrate of Chynepore describes the
manuf cture of saltpetre in Behar as follows Saltpetre is made extensive-

ly all c ver the district particularly upon the sites of old towns and villages

It is all made by a peculiar caste called numah and so far as my expen
cnce shows is prtnctp illy in the hands of C hazipore and Patna muhajuns
who make yearly act vances charging at 12 per cent for the same The
nurnahs are a tolerably safe class compared with the ordinary ryot to

deal with and pay the eemindars a comparatively large price (if mt asured
by the bis ah) fer the old walls and old sites in which they revel Ihe
supply of saltpetre from these old sites appears to be practically in

exhaustible for we find the nuntah very busy making up his piles of

loose earth just after the setting in of the rains This earth he exposes
to the sun and the rain and takes care by erecting walls etc. that the

precious stuff is not wasted aw ay A casual visitor would not be able

to understand what he is after but when the hot suns of April May
and June come on then himself and his family boil away merrily and
eliminate saltpetre and salt from this apparently useless soil Then
the mahajan is on the look out and secures the saltpetre as it is

made and canies it to his own refinery fer final manipulnion while

the salt which is alwavs bitter and I should say unwholesome under
the name of khan nxmuck is s Id to the lowest classes of the community
at a cheap rate The business must be a profitable one as the large

bankers of Ghazipore Patna and Benares are always ready to go into

the trade and to advance mcney to responsible middlemen of Sasseram
Hubbooah and other local marts for the purpose of its extension Some
times these men experience considerable trouble in recovering their ad
vances but in that Cdse they quietly walk off with the bullocks of the

numah who considering mm elf as the assammi of the man from
whom he receives advances never dreams of making any complaint but
begs or borrows from his comrades or friends till he has got money enough
to release them by paying back principal and interest well knowing he
will get no more advances and will besides be put out of caste by his caste-

mates if he does not at all events pay the original advance If on the

contrary he makes more saltpetre than will cover his advance and he has
no particular ceremony gun„ on he will clandestinely sell his partially

refined saltpetre to other petty purchasers and get drunk while the money
lasts and ask contemptuously What am l a poor man that I should

work ? The trade is too hazardous a one an 1 the petty advances spread
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over too wide an extent of country to make it worth the while of Europeans
with capital to attend to in consequence it is almost wholly in the hands of

the large houses abovenamed (who are connected with Calcutta Native
firms) and who in turn have their small branches in every petty town m the

district

Panjfib —The exports of saltpetre from this province during the year

1889-90 came to 67 771 maunds valued at R3 38 855 Of that amount
46 552 maunds is in the rail borne trade shown as having been drawn
from Delhi City 45 180 maunds from the Cis Sutlej territory and 17 147
maunds from the tract of country between the Jhelum and the Sutlej

These facts may therefore be accepted as denoting the region from which
saltpetre is derivable in the PanjSb

The following series of passages may be given as manifesting the

methods pursued in the separation of the salt from the soil as also its

refinement
Under the name of Shora nitre is found as a natural efflorescence

over the ground in many parts of the Panjdb especially near old build

ings In H Baden Powell s (Panjdb Prod 79) will be found a full

account of the manufacture as carried on in that province from which

the following extracts may be sufficient Saltpetre is manufactured

in two methods first by boiling the other by evaporating in shallow

basins termed dgar The boiling pans pay R2 a year as their tax

the agars R8 The whole number of pans in the Panjdb appears to be

4200 and 20 dgirs The annual yield of the pans is variously esti

mated at irom 100 maunds in Hissar to 35 maunds in Multdn but this

latter is much too low The chief expense of preparation is in fuel and
wages of work people In Sialkot it is calculated the profit to the maker
is about 6s per cent on his outlay Mr Roberts thinks this about the

average of the whole province

In the Lahore Chronicle May 185^5 will be found a good description of the pro
cess of manufacture as carried on in this Province written by Mr Gardener and
from which the following particulars may be taken The saltpetre trade 1 still

in its infancy and should it rec ive the impulse of European capital and energy the
Panj&b is capable of producing from 4 000 to 5 000 tons yearly of this useful and neces-
sary article which would realize somewhat about £70 000 to /no 000 annually in

the London market The surface of the soil is scraped oft with a small spade
(called kai or kddar) to the depth of an inch or two and collected into conical piles
or heaps from two to four feet high which are afterwards removed sometimes four
to six miles to attain a locality where fuel and water may be convenient there the
process of accu mi lation proceeds affording employment to both the male and female
members of numerous families until a sufficient quantity of the earth is procured
to insure to them the manufacture of saltpetre at least for a season or say five or
six months These people are generally solely dependent on this article lor th ir

subsistence The accumulated earth is their whole stock in trade it is usually left
exposed to the full action of the weather without however any perceptible detriment
or change The pneessof extracting the saltpetre next ensues Large-mouthed
earthen vessels of the form of those used on the Persian wheel are placed on an
earthen tnpod each vessel having a small aperture at its bottom first a layer of
straw and then of wood-ash is introduced and on this the saltpetre earth is loosely
placed to within a few inches of the mouth of the vessel The straw acts as a filter

and no doubt experience has taught them the chemical and neutralising property
of the potass contained fn the wood ash a line of such vessels is erected with earthen
empty cups beneath the orifice of each vessel to receive the drtjppmg liquid the
eaith m the pot being kept well saturated with water ntil the whole of the saline
matter contained in it is pretty well earned oft This simple though wearisome
operation is continued day and night to ensure a sufficient supply or quantity of
the mother liquid for daily operations This liquid usually contains but from two
to five per cent by weight of the required article Oval iron pans, from one to two
feet diameter ana six to nine inches in depth are next filled with the liquid and
heat being applied evaporation commences the diminishing q isntity of liquid being
from time to time replenished by additional supplies. This part of the process
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requires care and experience and occ ipies fromtwelve to eight en h urs of continued
labour 1 he impu ities as th \ rise are car filly kimme 1 off the surface f the
b< ding liquid from which on atta ning a certain Ir^ ee if concent ati n the impure
salt and othe foreign matte s are cof i u ly

j
recip tate I

1 his results from the muriate ol so la r jr p rly speaking the chloride of
sodium Ik. ng eq ally solulle in col 1 a n h t water 1 hr filthy sediment is

scooped out o( the b< ttom o( the pan at inte vals an! heaj I I y the side < f the
bo ler I he small pan in th Upper 1 anjab aftc thirty to th tv six hours c in

tmuedlab ur usual »> yields 8 to i fib saltpetre while the larger
\
ans of theliwei

ountry in the same time will yield from i s 1 1 v lb tie average yield being the
medium figures of each lhe quantity and even quality dej end on the nature and
•chaess of the earth used

The soil of the lower part of the 1 anjab contains a much st i ger impreg
nation of ommon salt than the upp r A line d awn f n I in 1 Da lan hhAn or

from KAIabagh eastwards to Pakpatan on the Suthj would p etty w II define the
line of diff r nee

MANUFAC-
TURE
In ths

F*anjab

NorthWeit Provinces and Ondh — Next to Hem,**! these prov
tnces arc the most important sources of siltprtrc in India According
to the Annual Report of the Rail borne Tr iffic the exports in t88<> 90 were
226 ^02 m iunds valued at R14 70961 These wire st nt mostly to C dcutta
(208 6y> maunds) Bombay port (104^8 maunds) Rajpulin 1 and Centr il

India (2 989 maunds) and tnc Central Provinces (2 ^87 maunds) That a
very conside ble quantity appears in the rail returns as having been
derived from the Agra Division (117 299 maunds) Oudb (4S 769 maunds)
Allahabad (78 27 7 maunds) Meerut (17 879 m tunds) and Ben ires (7 264
maunds) Although these are merely the blocks from which the supplies

were drawn and not neccssaril) the districts in which the article was
actually prepared still the figures given denote approximately the impor
tance of the districts of supply in these provinces

Very little has been published on the* subject of the saltpetre industry

f these provinces but the following extract may be accepted as exemplify
mg the method of preparation or isolation from the soil and refinement
is practised —

Saltp t e both rrud and refined is exported in consideral lc quantities In the
manuiacture of cr ide saltpetre there are two processes the jartva or artificial heat
process and the alt)

a

or solar heat process In both of these processes it is necessary
to make the br ne fir t and for this p rpose a shallow trough (kanya

)

is excavated
n some mound or artif cial em nen e rai ed a few feet above the level of the
surrounding country I he troigh is usually from ifi inches to 2 feet broad 7 t>

1 feet long and from 18 inches to 2 feet in depth I he h ttom is line 1 with several

rows of bn ks on wh ch are laid twig of c tton or stalks of arhar and over these a
layer of grass so as to form a rouj,h kind of filter while the int rstices left betw en

j

the bn ks allow the bnne to flow About twelve maunds of earth impregnated w th
j

saltpetre are then thrown in loos ly and co ered by about fifty to sixty pharos of

water for eight to twelve hours when t is allowed to run off into a reservoir (ka tda) \

and yields about 25 to 3 kha as of brine In the jana process the brine is then boiled
for about six or seven hours in a bowl-shaped bolero iron (karaht) to crys allizing

point As soon as a drop of the liquid w 11 solidify on a leaf the fire is damped and the
solution is removed to earthen vessels known as ndnds wh re on cooling the crystals

form and yield about one-half the weight of saltpetre the liqu r left in the tiantl in

the removal of the crude saltp tre is known as tor and may be used fo extracting
alimentary salt 01 be sprinkled again over the An tya \bout four maunds of wood
or five maunds of leaves are required as fuel fo one operation and the permissi n to

gather and use the wood or leaves .s usually included in each case 7 he leases

vzryfrom WiotoKioo but the average for the circle including the Etiwa and Mampun
districts is R16 to R18 per factor) maund. The 0/

y

process allows the b me to now
into a large shallow vat off masonry kn iwn as a kart The vat is about six inches
deep and there are usually two or three in each factory placed on different levels
to al ow of the bone flowing from one to the other until the saltpet e f rms This
process occupies about two days in favourable weather and can only be followed in

the driest and hottest weather The same quantity of saltpetre and twice the amount
of alimentary salt is produced To refine the saltpetre some thirty g haras of water are
boiled in a large iron vessel and to this are added some five maunds of crude
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saltpetre and the solution is allowed to boil lor two hours It is then drawn off

into a la fe,e wot den trough or succession of troughs and when the se liment falls

to the bottom the clea solution is drained off and allowed to cool he operation
talce from thre t five days and gives about two maunds f refined saltpetre 1 he
b ding is generally continued unt 1 five vats are filled when the crystals are removed
from the hr t vat and the re laming tor or mother liquor 1 again worked up with four
maunds of crude saltpetre and some water so as to prevent the liquor fr< m becoming
too thick for cry tallization 1 he alimentary salt produced pays duty at k3 per maund
and sells for 64 per maund The cost of manufacture vanes in every pa ganah as
well as the cost of the case of the right to remove nitrous earth As a rule

a crude fa tory can yield fift en sers f ciule saltp tre a day or about a maund
every three days during the working season worth R3 8 Against this must l e
charged wages < f licensee and labourer for three days at two annas a day 12 annas
fuel 74 annas lease 3 annas hire of b lie 3 annas or ki g 6 per maund Tor
seven maunds of refined saltpetre valued at k47 4 or Rfi-i per maund the charges
are for three labourers 6 annas fuel ki 4 hire ol boiler 1 4 annas lease 4 annas
and value of 94 maunds of crude saltpetr k32 2 or a total of k35 1 3 leaving
k 1 2 2 9 profit on the operations out of which the license amounting to R50 per
annum must be paid Another refining pro e skn wn as ras t?al t is thus conduct
ed A certain quantity of crude brine is boiled to crystallizing point and when
incalescent two or three maunds of raw mat ual are added and the boiling is conti
nuedfor an hour longer 1 he sc lution is then removed to the vats as before and
when the sediment has fallen to the bottom the supernatant liquor is retransferred

to the boiler and mixed with a portion of the tor or mother liquor is again boiled

for tw hours 1 he salt then pr cq itates and after ts emoval the solution is deposit
ed in vats and crystallization takes place This pr cess gives the supe lor saltpetre
known as ekbara and also a considerable quantity of good ahmenta y salt 1 here
are several h indred of crude fact ries but cnly a few refineries in the dist ict

The ran factories number about a hundred each refinery e nploys six to ten workme
bhan works three labourers and the license and c ude saltpetre factories two
men A crude factory with one boiler can turn out eleven maunds par mensem
or in the seven worktng months about 80 maunds of crude material worth on an
average about thiee rupees per maund (Mai ipun Gum ) S3 r *33

Bombay —Little or no mention of s iltpetre manut icture occurs re-

garding the districts of this pr wince except that of Ahmedabad The
following passage however regarding that district may be accepted as
conveying ihe chief ideas that prevail The method of isolation and puri

fication pursued resembles more that of the Panj^b than Bengal —
At the beginning of the century near certain villages in the Limbdi district such

as 1 halavad and Patan etc saltpetre vas nade in large quantities But on th int >-

duction of Bnti h rule the widespread peace and the cheaper supply from Bengal p t <t

top to the Guiarat manufacture The Vanias declared that because of the murder
o s u es to which gunpowder was put it was a sin to make saltpetre and m 1825
except a little by Musalman of the Bohora class none was produced In 183 the
Revenue Commissioner Mr Dunlop made an inquiry into the cause of the failu e of

the manufacture and by the help of Mr Vaupell a gentleman of much intell gence
and knowledge supplied Government with a lull account of the process s empU^ed
an 1 of the state and prospects of the industiy 1 he manufactu e was then on a very
small cale The Vanias oppo ed the Boh as in their attempts to increase the pro
du tion and a Far 1 who had come to Dhollera with pots and other tool failed from
ignorance of the

p
oper kind of earth St 11 the Natives were willing to make saltpetre

and if a demand arose at a shilling for five pounds (R4 the man) an unlimited

q antity might 1 e si ppli«d Bengal saltpetic though a little dearer and inferior to
the best local variety was even in Limbdi able toco ipete with it Unless Govern
ment came forward as a buyer there seemed little hope of reviving the Indus ry

The manufacture is carried on only during the cola season The earth used
of a dark red mixed with white becomes whiter the deeper it is dug The
richest patches are near villages in places frequented by cattle When one plot is

exhausted the workers change to another and keep m ving so long as the cold season
lasts Except the alkaline earth and pure water nothing is used in the manufacture
The hrst process is to sciape off and gather the surface soil When enough is gathered
the earth is placed in large pierced earthen vessels called gola Fresh water is then
po ired on the earth till tne vessel fills And as it strains through the salt water is

collected into smaller pots mona placed below These are again emptied into deep
iron pans karav holding fiom ten to twe ty five rnonas of the strained liquor
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lh se iron pans are set ove a cow-dung fire and as the contents bod and evaporate

c mmon sea salt forms and as it torn s i tik n away in pi reed iron ladles The
boding goes on till a the water begins to crystallize it thick ns into a jelly It is then

in the ev rung poured into sh ill >w earthen vessels ku i la and allo\ ed to stand all

night In the morn ng the crystallized n tre is taken away and put into bags In

this tata called ektarx ingle or once washed from its la ge propc ition of common
salt and other imp rities it is of no use Tc r hne it the saltpetre i again washed
and gurfied in clear fresh water It is then term d bet da or twice washed, and
tin gh somewhat intern r to the Bengal variety is i sed for making gunpi wd« After

a th d pu dying it s called texda or thrice wa hed II s the best saltpetre made
in Guja at i

j
rincipally used in the man facture of the fine t g npo 1 r called

rttijki oi priming no der Besi les these varieties at Sami and Munjpur a kind called

kalmi charged witn alum is much used for fireworks ( Bombay Gag Vol IV 125)

Madras — It has already been stated that formerly saltpetre was
manufactured in the Madura district but that the European hrm who
engaged in the trade had found it unrcmunerative and had accordingly

discontinued the manufacture (M idura Dist Man 25) Mention is

also made of the industry in Nellore where in 1873 the estimated

possible outturn was put at 556 maunds valued at R3 a maund for

single refined and R4 a maund for double Several other districts are

also known to afford the salt but the industry can scarcely be said to be
one ot any importance in South India

Burma — Saltpetre is manufactured in several places in Upper Burma
to about 5otons annually It is found in some of the caves of Tenasserim
and is imported into Rangoon (Balfour Cyclopaedia of India) Ball

however says that in Upper Burma there appears to be a large manufac
ture and the price realised is high (Indian Economist Vol V 14)
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EUROPFAN MANUFACTURES AND USFS
The chief use of saltpetre is in the manufacture of explosives fully

five-sixths of the total consumption being applied to this purpose’
(Spons Encycl ) The readiness with which this nitrogen compi und parts
with its oxygen as also the 1 irge percentage of that element which it

contains cc mbined with its non deliquescence renders it of the highest value
in the manufacture of explosives In the manufacture of gunpowder
potassium saltpetre is exclusively used the analogous sodium salt bung
unsuitable for that purpose on account of its slow combustion ana
tendency to absorb moisture from the air On the other hand in the
manufacture of nitric acid and other uses Chili or sodium saltpetre

is preferred to nitrate of potash on the score of cheapness and because
it produces about 7 per cent more nitric acid weignt lor weight—60
as against 53

To render the crude saltpetre fit for the manufactures of gunpowder the
impurities chiefly the chlorides of potassium and sodium have to be separ
ated The following extract of the process of refining taken from Spons
Enc\clopa>dia is given in extenso as it would appear that Indian saltpetre
has been objected to in certain of the colonies on account of its colour the
colonial buyers preferring to secure the refined article from England To
refine saltpetre advantage is taken of the different rates of solubility of
the various salts at different temperatures partlv upon the mechanical
action of animal gelatin upon the extractive matters contained and partly
upon the fact that crystals of saltpetre being homogenous (that is

consisting of one salt alone) separate out without contamination from the
solution containing the chlorides of potassium and sodium The crude
article is dissolved in boiling water the salt being added to saturation and
the heat gradually increased A density of 1 5 or 16 should be attained
Small quantities of dissolved glue are introduced into the boiling solution
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which separate out the various extractive matters These partly rise to

the surface and form a scum which is removed from time to time and
possibly sink to the bottom of the pan Sometimes the hot solution is

further diluted with water to prevent the depositing of crystals of salt

petreand allow time for the insoluble matters t > separate out The liquors

are then run off into flat copper crystallizing pans and while cooling are

kept thoroughly stirred up with wooden rakes to prevent the formation of

large crystals which are apt to contain appreciable quantities of the mother
liquors in their interstices and yield when pulverized a damp powder The
fine needles which are obtained having the appearance of a white powder,
are termed saltpetre flour This is fished out and thrown upon a
wire gauze strainer placed across the crystallizing pan to drain the

mother liquor falling back into the pan The saltpetre flour is almost

pure the mother liquors containing the chlorides and returning them into

the pan The flour is then removed to the wash pans and treated with cold

water or a saturated sjlutionof pure saltpetre The wash pans are usually

about 10 feet long 4 feet wide and 3 feet deep fitted with a false bottom
upon which the flour is placed When thoroughly washed and freed from
all adhering mother liquor it is dried at a gentle heat and sifted to separate
out the lumps The mother liquors are evaporated a sufficient quantity

of potash salt is added to decompose the nitrates of the earths contained
and worked over again as crude lye from the saltpetre earths (Spons
Encyct / 275 276) It would seem that the methods followed by the

Natives of India might be improved on the pattern of the European refine

ments without entailing any great extra expenditure The use of glue at

all events might be recommended The complaints made against the

Indian article by the Australian and other consumers might as it seems be
thus easily removed by a very slight improvement on the Indian methods
of manufacture

Dye —Saltpetre is used as a mordant especially in the case of wool

dyeing with animal colours such as lac or cochineal Sir E O Buck says

that tne peculiarity of the process adopted in India consists in the use of

a preparation known as tesab This is a distillation from saltpetre

sal ammoniac sulphate of iron and alum in the following proportions —
Sallpetre 8 parts sulphate of iron 8 parts sal ammoniac 2 parts and alum

2 parts These are mixed in an earthen jar used as a retort and placed

over a fire the distillation being conducted much in the same way as that

of country spirits The vapour is conducted down a tube into a second

jar the condensation being effected in the lube which is cooled by being

wrapped in wet rags The ten ib is mixed with some lemon juice and the

dyed cloth is boiled in it for about half an hour {Dyes of North West
Provinces 76) Liotard {Dyes of India 76) alludes to the practice fol

lowed in Lahore with the lac dyeing of wool The mordant used is an
acid prepared from kaht (salts of iron) saltpetre and sulphur The modus
operandi is thus explained the woollen fabric is steeped in the dye eaual

to it m weight and hot water is then poured on it The vessel is then

closed up for three or four days by which time the whole of the d>e is

absorbed in the fabric which is tnen washed Subsequently the mordant
is mixed with the dye and the fabric is then placed m the mixture and
boiled over a fire The result is a crimson colour which is fast The
writer is not aware of any very special mention of the use of saltpetre in

dyeing in Europe so that the few brief remarks offered above regarding its

use by the Indian dyers are likely to be read With some degree of interest

Similar passages might be cited from other works but it is perhaps enough
to repeat that saltpetre as a mordant is used chiefly with wool or with

animal tinctorial re agents
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Medicine —This «alt is eliminated chiefly by the kidneys and in its

passage through them it acts as a stimulating diuretic the urine containing

it as a nitrate thus unchanged It has distinct diaphoretic powers and
hence by getting the skin to secrete freely there is under its use a fall of

the temperature in most febrile states Amslie (M it Ind Vol / J75)
says The Native doctor* prescribe saltpetre for nearly the same pur
poses that we do ti cool the body when pretern at u rally heated and in

cases of Neercuttoo and Kull-addyf>oo (ischuria and gravel) They are

also in the habit of cooling water with it (which it does hy generating cold

while dissolving) for the purpose of throwing over the head m cases of

phremtis Given in repeated small doses not exceeding ten or twelve
grains it abates heat and thirst and lowers arterial action

Under the Hindustani name shorn nitrate of potash may be ob
tamed in most of the bazars of India but often in a very impure state

To fit it for internal use it should be purified by dissolving it in boiling

water removing the scum and after the liquid has been allowed to settle

straining it through a hempen cloth and setting it aside to crystallize

(Pharm Ind j/5) Sakharam Arjun says that saltpetre is prescribed
in Bombay as a diuretic m combination with milk

Food —hrom its antiseptic power it is used to preserve fish and meat
to the latter of which it gives a red colour (Mtlburn )

I or the purpose
of being used as an antiseptic nitre is said to be largely imported by the
United States of America The Natives of India cannot be said now
ever to use saltpetre as an article of food except in the fact that the
poorer classes eat the common salt (sodium chloride) isolated by the
saltpetre manufacturers which always contains saltpetre and other 1m
purities The reader should consult the remarks that occur on this sub
ject under the article Salt p 405

Domestic —In certain parts of the North West Provinces and Oudh
saltpetre in the crude state is used as Manure Mr F Ashton (Assistant
Commissioner Northern India Salt Department) states that the salt which
appears in the streets and environs of villages is carefully scraped up and
used as manure The two crops generally treated with this manure are
wheat and tobacco In the case of wheat the saltpetre is taken out to the
fields in baskets and is then carefully scattered over the young plants
when they are about 6-8 inches in height In the case of tobacco the
efflorescence is applied not only to the root of a plant but is also care-

fully sprinkled over each leaf This use of nitre as a manure occurs
mainly in the Upper Doabof the North West Provinces where the people
are well to-do the price precludes however the general use of nitre for the
growing of crops

Nitre is also said to be used in India as a p ux in glass making The
most extensive use of saltpetre is perhaps the preparation of the fire works
and crude gunpowder used throughout I ndia. The article employed in the
ordinary village fire-works can hardly be called gunpowder but if it be
accepted as a crude form of that substance it may be contended that the
Natives of India knew of gunpowder long before it was discovered in

Europe although they never thought of using it m fire-arms until they saw
these weapons m the hands of their European conquerors.

TRADE IN SALTPETRE
From the brief allusions offered above to the early records of this trade

it may have been inferred that saltpetre engaged the attention of the mer
cantile governors of India for fully a hundred years In the Proceedings
of the Honourable the East India Company from 1784 to 1820 frequent
mention is made of it the exports being then viewed as the most profit
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SALTPETRE Trade in Saltpetre.

ffiADE

Exports

able form of ballast cargoes to be sent in ships that carried such light sub
stances as silk and piece goods In 1846 the discovery was made that
Chilian saltpetre (sodium nitrate) might be reduced to potassium nitrate

(ordinary saltpetre) bv the natural decomposition of the Chilian saltpetre

This new method rendered a practically limitless source available for the
demands of commerce It was therefore only what might have been
expected that interest in the natural salt in India obtained by a crude
process and which was constantly li lble to adulteration through the
impecuniosity of the manufacturers or the criminality of the traders
should have gieatly decreased It is commonly urged th it the restrictions

imposed through the salt monopoly have also raised the price at which
Ind an saltpetre can be produced and have accordingly lessened the

chances of competition There may be a certain amount of truth in such a
contention but the historic records of the trade manifest a shrinking in

the exports from India (or rather a check given to the development of the

trade) prior to the existence of the more stringent regulations of the salt

monopoly
The following table exhibits the exports from Bengal for the five years

ending with 18^0 —

Exports f S litpetre from Calcutta

Years Cwt Rx

184s 46 441 829 150 649
1846 47 404 740 325615
1847 48 446 OS2 345 280
1848 49 464 293 36 769
1849 50 508 316 394 596

To allow of comparison
with English valuations the

money value of the Indian

saltpetre has been shown in

tens of rupees—the nominal
pound sterling

It will thus be seen by comparison with the f^ures below that the

Indian trade has practically fluctuated and if anything manifested a ten

dency to shrink rather than expand during the past half century —
7 he total exportsfrom all India during the p 1st ten years

Years Cwt
Rx —tens of

rupees

1 880-8

1

352 995 35 i 728

1881 82 354 860 3^9 437
1882 83 399 565 3S8 766

1883 84 491 668 464 410

1884 85 45 i 9*7 425 000

1885 86 402 174 370 200

1886 87 397 572 376091
1887 88 386 396 364 016
1888 89 420 S03 401 801

1889-90 422 229 411 276

It may be noted that the exports of Bengal alone were in 1850 in

excess of the total from all India during 1890 but that the article had

increased in value in almost an inverse ratio to the decrease in quantity

The following table analyses the total Indian exports during the past five
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years so as to exhibit the more important countries to which the Indian
saltpetre is usually exported —

Countries to which expoi ted

1883 86 1886-87 1887 88 1888 89
|

1889-90

Cwt Cwt Cwt Cwt Cwt

United Kingdom 195 206 158 503 176 470 19^ 05 1 167 052

United States 90 882 86 045 61 111 61 382 90 981

Hong Kong 60 431 79 074 90 137 104 437 76 872

France 33 766 50 900 36 5*6 32 319 34 949

Straits Settlements 7 539 8 02 7 697 12 46 17 929

Australia 4,242 985 2 285 1 285 895

Belgium 3 443 4 333 1 002 1 M3

All other countries 5 11 851

Total 402 174 397 *>72 386 396 420 503 422 229

The United Kingdom thus takes by fir the largest amount and is fol

lowed by the United States then by China Trance the Straits Australia
etc Mr J E O Conor commenting on the fluctuiti ins of the exports re*

marks The trade is subject to extreme oscillations the result parti}
of political influences It reached its highest point during the Confederate
struggle in the United States the value of the exports being at that time
1860-61 £661614 186162 £828378 186263 £896808 186364
£722165 186465 £542461 and in 186566 (the impetus given to the
trade continuing after the termination of the war) £605 376 It should be
remarked however that the trade in this article is extremely sensitive to the
fiscal action of Government Thus there is no doubt that the reduction of
the export duty by one half in 1865 tended to maintain the trade at a high
level in that year though the extraordinary demand of the previous years
had ceased and on the other hand when in the following year a heavy
duty was imposed the value of the trade fell at once to £29 7 713 (in 1866
67) and again to £256 301 (in 1867 68) The trade was freed in 1867 but
the blow had been heavy and recovery was slow other sources of supply
having been sought by consuming countries The French for instance
commenced a local manufacture and a chemical substitute also entered into
competition with native saltpetre Mr O Oonor then gives the figures of
the exports from 1868-69 to 1874 75 and nhows a similar result to that de
monstrated above namely an export trade fluctuating from 390 000 cwt to
550000 cwt. Mr O Oonor then concludes his review of the figures up to
1874 75 as follows — There would not seem to be much apprehension that
in these days of international conflicts, followed by internecine struggles —
days of military supremacy and bloated armaments —the demand for Vil
lanous saltpetre will fall off materially and as the article is increasingly
required moreover in some of the useful arts it is probable that the trade
will remain tolerably steady unless it be interfered with from time to time
by political exigencies of the administration of the day

The following classification of the imports into Calcutta exhibits the
routes by which the saltpetre reaches the sea board The balance of imports
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SALTPETRE Trade in Saltpetre

TRADE over exports would be the amount available for local consumption or re
tamed in stock —

Total qu mttty of S dtpetre Imported to and Expot tedfrom Calcutta by oil

routes —

Specification
Imports Exports

of Routes
18^7 88 1888 89 1889-90 1887 88 1888-89 1889-90

Mds Mds Mds i Mds Mds Mds

By East Indian 631 422 679 680 712 65S 9*3 832 990
Railway

By Fastern Ben 8 1
j

1 258 1 3 * * * 405
gal State Rail

Boat
y

5 (8 ) 5 429 3884 1 038 227 92
Inland steamer 2 481 664 3 933 867 583 727
Road 12 5
Sea 34 1 520 230 566 393 573 432

Total 639 600 685 820 720 475
|

524 304 569 346 576 646

Total expressed 456 857 489 871 514 482 374 503 406 676 411 890
in cwt

The difference between the totals shown as exported by sea from Calcutta
and the totals given in the previous tables of the Indian foreign transac
tions is the amount exported oy the other provinces of India But the Cal
cutta transactions may be subjected to a further criticism tn order to

demonstrate the sources of supply from which the exports and local con
sumption are drawn —

Sources of the Calcutta Supply

N W
ProvIneta

700

1887-88
i

1888 89 1889-90

British Provinces
J

Behar
North West Piovmcea and Oudh
Panj&b
All other Provinces

Mds.
408 417
I/O 462

59 368
829

Mds
468 059
165 940
51 001

506

Mds
456 508
208,650

53 **<>

2

Native States
Rajputana and Central India 524 3»4 2 205

Total 639,600 685 820 720 475

North Western Provinces and Oudh.— It will thus be seen that after

Beng il (Behar) the North West Provinces and Oudh are the next most

important It is perhaps unnecessary to deal with these provinces in the

same detail as has been done with Calcutta—the great emporium of the

Indian saltpetre trade—but it maybe remarked that the total exports from

these provinces during the year 1089-jo came to 226 302 maunds Of that

amount 208 650 maunds went to Calcutta mostly by rail and of the

remainder Bombay port town took 10438 maunds Bombay Presidency
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in the Panjab and Bombay Port Town (J Watt)

644 maunds the Central Provinces 2 383 maunds Rajputana and Central

India 2 989 maunds and the balance went to Bengal province the Panjdb
Berar and the Nizam s Dominions The total value of these exports was
R14 70 961 The imports into these provinces were very small vt» 1 944
maunds

Panj&b — The chief item of the Panjdb transactions was that shown as

delivered at Calcutta But the province also furnished Bombay port

with 8 S54 maunds in 1889 90 and dunng that year 864 maunds to the
North West Provinces

Bombay Port Town —The total imports by rail and road were in

1889-90 21 380 maunds the net import being 13 438 maunds of which
10438 maunds (as already stated) were derived from the North West
Provinces 8554 maunds from the Panjab 371 maunds from Bombay
Presidency and 2017 maun Is from Central India Of the exports 463
maunds were consigned to Berar 428 maunds to the Nizam s Dominions

7 703 maunds to Bombay Presidency 277 maunds to Central India 38
maunds to Mysore 11 maunds to M idras and 2 maunds to the North
West Provinces The total net imports into the Bombay Port Town and
Presidency came to 23 876 maunds and that amount it will be noted was
drawn il most exclusively from the North West Provinces and the Panjab
little or none being derived from Behar the chief seat of Indian production

An analysis of the coastwise transactions and trans frontier trade would
not materially disturb the impression conveyed by the facts already exhibi
ted A large local demand exists all over India which is met by the Indian
article Little or no foreign saltpetre comes into the country It is chieflyused
up in the preparation of the fire-works employed at festivals and ceremo
mals Practically no gunpowder except of 1 he crudest kind is manufactured
by the Natives There is one factory in the country however in which the
Government prepares largely its own gunpowder namely thatatDum Dum
near Calcutta The gunpowder used in sport may be said to be entirely
imported There are however many refineries for saltpetre in Behar and
the North West Provinces and one near Calcutta is owned and worked
by a European The value of the outturn of the better known Indian
refineries has been given at R21 87 126 they give employment perma
nently to I 942 persons and temporarily to 3 248 additional hands But it

will be observed that these figures convey no more conception of the
actual number of persons employed in the entire saltpetre trade than that
the returns of foreign trade express the total transactions The persons
employed in the preparation of the crude article would in the one case
be ovet looked and m the other the local consumption would be ignored

(W R Clark)

SALVADORA, Linn / Gen PI II 681

[/ 1621 Salvadoracej:
Salvadora oleoides, Dene Fl Br Ind III 620 w,Kht h

Syn —S Stocksii Wight S indica Royle S pkriica T And
Vera — Jhal j l (the fruit*) P lu (or bara pxltt) Hind Ki bbur didr

jkal N W P
; Jal v n vant kubbur diar jhal pil tdk w n sal

(the fru’t”) mitht van pilu (the dried fruit— ) hhoba pinju Pb
Ilewane Trans Indus Mtswak plewan Pushtu Jhal jha . dtdr
mxthx dx r kabba Sind Kankhtna kakhan Bomb Pxlu khakhan
(the oil**) kxnkanela Mar (The oil — ) Khakananutela Guz Ughat
koku Tam A dk Arab Darakh x-mtsvdk Pers

References —DC Prod XVII 28 Brandts For Fl 316 Gantt Is

Man Ttmh 260 Stewart Pb PI 175 Pharm Ind., 170 Moodeen
Sheriff Supp Fha m Ind 223 0 Shaughnessy Beng Dispens

*>27 Dytnock Mat Med W Ind 626 ; 5 Arjun Bomb Drugs
11j Murray Fl Drugs Sind 170 Baden Powell Pb Pr 273
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SALVADORA
perstca

The Tooth brush Tree
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717

D urv U PI 378 Royle 111 Him Bot qrg Balf nr Cyclop
III $Op Gazetteers —Punjab Ihang Dist 16 Musaffargarh 22
Mooltan 102 Dera Ghazi K1 an 10 Delhi r8 Rohtak 14 Ka n l

16 N W P IV Ixxiv Sind 746 Settle Rep —Lahore 14 Mont
gomerv 17 Dera Ghasi Khan 4 Delhi cclxu App xxv Jhan ;

21 Agn Horti Soc Panjab Select pape s up to 1862 50
Habitat —A large evergreen shrub or tree of the arid tracts of Sind

the Panjab and RSjputana often forming the greater part of the vege
tation of the desert It ascends to 3 000 feet in tne Trans Indus hills and
to 2 4.00 feet in the Salt Range It is distributed to Aden

Dye —The galls found upon this plant are U9ed in dyeing (Stewart)
Oil —On expression the seeds yield an oil of a bright green colour

and with the consistence of butter The yellowish sub tance sold in the
bazdrs under the name of kharkhanela is much adulterated

(
Dymock

)

Medicine —The fruit is sweet m taste and is supposed by the
Natives of the Panjab to have aphrodisiac properties but this Stewart
says is to be attributed to the fact of crowds of both sexes wandering
in the wilds at the ripening time The fruits eaten singly are said to

cause tingling and small ulcers of the mouth hence people prefer to eat

them by handfuls seeds and all and the latter are apt to accumulate in

masses in the sigmoid flexure of the intestines and lead to disagreeable
results (Stewart) The oil expressed from the seed is used as a stimulat

ing application in painful rheumatic affections and after child birth In

Sirsa and other parts of the Panj^b the root bark is ground up and
used as a vesicant The leaves are made into a decoction and given as a
purgative to horses

Food and Fodder —The tree flowers in April and its fruit ripens at

the beginning of the hot weather The fruit is sweetish and is largely

eaten by the Natives large numbers of whom go out to collect it in the

season and so much do they depend on it that Coldstream states that

a bad crop is considered a calamity In Muzaffargarh the fruit is often

dried for future use and has then much the appearance and flavour of

currants The fruit of the jal is in fact supposed to be a very cooling diet

Cattle are fond of the berries and it is thought to increase both the

quantity and the sweetness of their milk The leaves are the favourite

diet of camels during the first quarter of the hot weather but other am
mals w ill not eat them

Structure of the Wood — Light red moderately hard with small irre

guWr purple heartwood Weight about 54ft per cubic foot

Domestic Uses —The wood is sometimes used for building also for

agricultural implements Persian wheels and the knee timbers of boats

(Stewart) It furnishes a bad fuel as it smoulders emits a disagreeable

smoke and leaves a very large quantity of ash (Coldstream) Being

however almost the only wood available it is much used for burning pur

poses in the Multan Montgomery and Jhang districts Mixed with

deodar and pine scrapwood it has oeen found to answer well for burning

bricks (Stewart)

1 he thick groves of these trees are much used bv the cattle thieves of

the Panjdb as places of concealment for stolen animals The shade of

the jal is esteemed by the a riculturists as being particularly cool and
a good protection for cattle against the sun

Salvadora persica, linn FI Br Ind III 6rq Wi%ht III t rSi

I he Tooth brush Tree Supposed by Royle to be the Mustard Tree
of the Bible

Syn —S Wighti ana Planch S indica Wight Cissus arborea
F irsk
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Mustard Tree of the Bible (W R Clark) SALVADOR*
persica

Verxu—Pil* (or chhota pild) jdl Hind & Bkng Jdl N W P Jit
kauri vdn kaurtjdl chhota van jhar fhtt jhal arak pilu Pb ; Pie

wan PUSHTU Jjhal Raj Kabbar khartdjar pilu (the fruit—) khart

piru kusseer SfiND Ptlvi kakhan Bomb I tlu rhakkan Mar
Piludi Guz Opa ughai kalarva hark l uga, Tam Waragu
•wenki ghunta pinna v ragdgu peidavara g6kt Trl Pilu Sans
Arak irak ptlu kharjal kabbar Arab Darakht i mtsvdk PbRS

References —DC Prod XV1I 2ft Roxb FI Jnd Pd CPC /Jo;
Bran its For FI 3i$ Beddome FI Svlv t 247 Gambl Man
Ttntb 2*9 Thwaite hn Ceyl n PI 190 Data & i tbs Bomb FI
Si 2 Stewirt Pb PI 174 billot FI Andhr i$o 153 Botss FI

Orient IV 43 . Pharm lnd 170 M odeen Sheriff Sup Phar Ind
222 Axnslie Mat lnd II 266 O Shat ghnrssx Beng Dtspens

S?6 U C Dutt Mat Med Hind 313 Dymick Mat Med W lnd
624 S Arjun.Bomb Drugs 113 Murray PI & Drugs Sind 170
Irvine Med Tp Ajmir 178 Baden P well lb Ir 397 Drury
U 11 378 Lisboa U PI Bomb 98 401 Btrdwood Bomb Pr 167

Balfou Cycl p 111 $09 Krw Off G ide to the Mus of hr B t

9* Gazetteers —/ anj b Bannu 2l P shawar 27 ,
Dera Is all

Khan 19 Mueaffar^arh 22 Dera Ghaei Khan 10 Bombay V 26

28s VI 14 N W Prov IV Ixxiv Sind 603 74*) Manual of

the Trichtnopoly Di t 79 Settle Rep Dera Ismail Khan 7 lna
bi rester IX 174 XII App 1 16

Habitat —A small evergreen tree found in the drier parts of India
from the Panjdb and Sind to Patna and extc ndmg southward to the Kon
kan the Circars and North Ceylon It is distributed to Persia Syria
Arabia and hast Africa

Oil —The oil appears to be similar in character to that of the preced
ing The leavfs and peduncles as well as the sehjs contain a large

amount of essential oil (Trans Med Phys Soc (f Bombay)
Medicine —In Persian works on medicine the *ruu is described as

deobstruent carminative and diuretic (Dym ork) It is said to be admims
tered in Sind with good effect in cases of snake bite and to be used both
in the fresh and in the dried state although in the latter it loses much of

its efficacy and has to be administered inconsiderably larger doses and
0 mbined with borax (Dr Mtlach ) The fruit is also held to be purgative
Ainslie states that the bark of the stem is a little warm and somewhat
acrid and is recommended by Native physicians to be used as a decoction

in low fever and as a stimulant and tonic in amenorrhcea The dose of

the decoction is half a teacupful twice daily (Materia Medico) The
shoots and lpavfs are pungent and are considered by the Natives of the
Panjdb as an antidote to poisons of all sorts (Murray

)

The juice of the

leaves is given in scurvy 1 he leaves are used by the country people in the

south of Bombay as an external application in rheumatism they are
heated and tied up in thin cotton cl< th ( Dymock

)

1 he bruised bark of

the roots is acrid and acts as a vesicant (At nshe) It is remarkably acrid
bruised and applied to the skin soon raises blisters for which purpose the
Natives often use it As a stimulant it promises to be a mediune possess
ed of very considerable powers (Roxburgh)

The tree derives its Persian name (darakht t mirwdk or tooth brush
tree) from the fact that the wood is much employed for the manufacture of
tooth brushes and it is supposed by the Natives that tooth brushes made
of it strengthen the gums keep them from becoming spongy and improve
digestion (Stewart Murray

)

Food and Fodder —The fruits (or small red berries) are eaten by
the Natives of India They have a strong aromatic smell and a pungent
taste like mustard or garden cresses and are not very much appreciated
as articles of diet I he pungent shoots and leaves are eaten as a
salad They are also usea as camel fodder
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Structure of the Wood —White and soft It is easy to work and takes

a good polish but is little used on account of its small size White ants

are not liable to attack it Weight about 46th per cubic foot

Domestic Uses —It is not a good fuel since it possesses properties

similar to those of S oleoides

SALVIA, Linn Gen PI II 1194

Salvia aegyptiaca, Linn FI Br Ind IV 656 Labiate
References —Benth m DC Prod XII 3s5 Botss FI Ort IV 63

1

Habitat —A dwarf scaberulous undershrub of the Panj^b plains from
Delhi westward found also at altitudes up to 2 ooo feet and distributed to

Afghanistan Western Asia and North Africa

This species does not appear to be of any economic importance or at

least it is not distinguished economically from the following variety —
Var pumila Benth
Vern — Tukhm malanga Pb
References —Stewart Pi PI 172 Aitchison Kuram Valley Rept Pt

I i83 Gazetteer N W P ( Bandelkhand) / 83 Agn Horti Soc
Ind Journal (Old Senes') XIV 6

Habitat —A small undershrub more scabrid and hispid than the pre
ceding found in the Panj 4b plains and hills from Delhi westward and
distributed to Afghanistan and Baluchistdn

Medicine —The sefds are used in diarrhoea gonorrhoea and haemorr
holds Stewart thinks that from their vernacular name the e seeds

seem to be confounded in Native medicine with those of Lallemantia
Royleana

Fodder — The plant is greedily browsed by sheep and goats in many
parts of the Panjab

S lanata, Roxb II Br Ind IV 654
Habitat —A herbaceous plant found in the Western Himalaya at

altitudes from 5 000 to 8 000 feet

Medicine —According to Stewart this species is often confused with

S Moorcroftiana It may be used separately or as an adulterant but the

majority of writers who deal with this subject very probably refer to the

more Alpine species

S Moorcroftiana, Wall FI Br Ind IV 654
Vern — Kalltjam shobn thut halu gurgutnna laphra papra Pe

References —DC I rod XII 286 Stewart Pb PI 172 Gazetteer
N W P X 3i$ Agrt Horti Soc Ind Journal (Old Series) XIV 4

Habitat —A tall robust perennial herb found in the North West Pan
ldb plains the Salt Range (according to Stewart) and the Western Himd
laya from 6 000 to 9 000 feet

Medicine.— In the Panjib most parts of this plant are given medicinally

The root is prescribed in coughs and the seeds are used as an emetic and
in cases of haemorrhoids The leaves also are officinal Thev are ap
plied to the skin in cases of itch and as a poultice in boils and wounds
In Lahore the seeds are given m colic and dysentery and are applied

to wounds
Special Opinion — Is recommended in chronic affections of the

skin (Civil Surgeon J Anderson MB Btjnor N W P)
Food —The stalks are in some parts peeled and eaten They have a

mawkish sweet taste (5* wart)
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The Carden Sage t Ntepa Bark (W R Clark)
SAMADERA

indica

Salvia officinalis, Linn
Garden Sage
Vem — Salbta sefakuss (Alnshe) Hind
References — Voigt Hort Sub Cal 454 0 Shaughnessv Beng Dts-

petts 487 U S Dispens i$th Fd . 1264,* Ftrmmger Manual of Gar-
dening for India i$9 Lisboa V Pi Bomb 168 Birdwood Bomb Pr
66 Balfour Cyclop

,
III SiO; Smith Die 36 1 f fourn Agn Hortt

Soc (Nen Senes) IV 32 1876-78 44 6 am Mysore & Coorg 1 64

Habitat —The true Sage of European gardens is a native of the south
of Europe but has been introduced into England as a culinary herb

In the climate of India it is a very delicate plant and can be kept alive

through the hot and rainy seasons only with the greatest care (Ftrmmger)
so that its cultivation is practically confined to the gardens of the P uropeans
m India The herb can easily bt raised from seed ir the cold weather
but Dr Voigt states that plants introduced into the Calcutta Botanical

Gardens in 1809 although they grew well did not flower The leaves

are imported into India for culinary u e and Firminger recommends that

no attempt should be made to allow the garden sage in India to flower

but that the plants should be raised annually from freshly imported seeds
and the leaves plucked off dried and stored at the beginning of the hot

season.

Medicine.— Sage is feebly tonic astringent and aromatic in its proper
ties By the ancients it wis highly esteemed but is now little used except
as a condiment It was at one time used in Europe as a substitute for

tea ( U S Dispensatory)
Food —The dried leaves mostly imported from Europe are used as a

condiment by the Europeans in India

S plebeia, R Br FI Br Ind IV
Syn — S brachiata R xb 0) S parviflora Roxh Ocimum fasti

CIATUM Roth I UMN 1TZERA FASTIGIATA Spreng
Vera —Koka buradi bh tuls Beng Satht samundar sok Pb i Kxnro

Sind (The seeds— ) Kammar kas Bomb
References —DC Prod XU 355 Poxb FI lnd Ed C B C 49

Voigt Hort Sub Cal 455 Dalm & Gibs Bomb FI 209 210 Ste
•wart Pb PI 172 Dymock Mat Med W Ind 6rr Atkinsm Him
Dist 7o3 Drury U PI 38o Gaeetteer N W P 1 83 ; IV Ixxvt
Ind b wester XII App 19

Habitat —A sto_t annual herb 6 to 18 inches high met with through
out the plains of India and ascending the hills to an altitude of 5 000 feet

It is distributed to China the Malay islands and Australia but is absent
from Ce>lon

Medicine*—The seeds are valued on account of their mucilaginous pro-

perties and are given by Native practitioners in cases of gonorrhoea and
menorrhagia They are used in Bombay to increase the sexual powers
(Dymock)

Domestic Uses —[The mucilaginous seeds are employed to anoint
women s hair and keep it glossy and in its place (Trans Med & Phys
Soc Bombay) [The seeds are said to be used to kill vermin

(
Daleell

)

but Dymock thinks this statement to be a mistake —Ed ]
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Samadera indica, ( artn FI Br Ind I 5/9 Wight III t 68
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Syn — Niota penta petal a Potr
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SAMBUCUS
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Vera —Ntepa Tam Kannghota Malabar Samadara Sing Kathai
Burm

References —DC Prod I 592 Kurn For FI Burm I 200 Bed-
dome FI Sylv 49. Gamble Man Timb 64 Thwaites En Ceylon PI
70 Rheede Hort Mai VI t 18 G ah Cat Bomb PI 37 Dymock
Mat Med W Jnd 2nd Ed 147 Fluck & Hanb Pharmacog 133
U S Dtspens 15th Ed 1744 Dymock Warden & Hooper Pharm
Ind I 293 Year Book Pita m {1886) 196 Lisboa U PI Bomb 3*

Habitat —A tree 30 to 35 feet high found in the Western Peninsula
South Konkan and Malabar also met with in Ceylon

Oil —The seed is brown curved and yields on expression an oil which
I is used medicinally

Medicine —The bark is of a pale yellow colour it contains a bitter

principle called Samadertn has a taste like quassia and is used by the
Natives on the Malabar coast as a febrifuge An infusion of the wood
is taken as a general tonic Sandals made from the wood are supposed to

keep off malaria and other diseases but probably only from their protecting

the feet and not from any medical property of the wood The oil extracted
from the seeds are said to form a good local application in rheumatism
The bruised leaves are externally applied in erysipelas and the seeds
are worn round the neck as a preventive of asthma and chest affections

(Rheede )
The root as well as the seeds is used medicinally by the

Singalese This drug may well be used as a substitute for quassia
(Dymock)

Chemical Composition — [DeVrij (1872) expressed from the seeds

33 per cent of a light yellow bitter oil which contains according to

Oudemans 84 per cent of olein and 16 per cent of palmitin and stearin

The bitter principle samadertn was yellowish and soluble in water and
alcohol ana amorphous Tonmngen (1858) had obtained it from the seed
and bark in white scales which became yellow with nitric or hydrochloric

acid and violet red with sulphuric acid Fluckiger calls it quassnn (See

Year Book Pharm 1886 p 196 Pharmacog Indtca)—Ed]
Structure of the Wood —Light yellow soft devoid of heartwood

Weight 26ft) per cubic foot

Samadera ludda, Wall FI Br Ind, I 519
Syn —Niota lucida Wall
Vera —hathay Burm
Reference —Mason Burma and Its People 416 7^4

Habitat —A small tree very nearly allied to S radica perhaps only a
variety found on the low grounds near the sea coast in Burma and on the
Andaman Islands

Medicine— i he leaves are intensely bitter and taste like quassia
Perhaps this plant also possesses the virtues of the preceding (Mason)

[III 242

Samara Rlbes, Kurz see Embelia Ribes Burm Myrsine^ Vol

S robJ Sta, Kurz see Embelia robusta, Roxb Vol III 243

762

763

SAMBUCUS, Linn Cen PI
,
II 3

A genus of shrubs or small trees comprising 10 12 species found through

out all the temperate regions except in South Afr ca Three species are natives

of the Indian Peninsula two of which are considered by the Natives to be of

economic value

Sambucus Ebulus, Linn FI Br Ind III , 2 Caprifoliace*
The Dwarf Elder or Danewort
Vera —Richh kas mushktara ganhula gdndal gwdndtsh siskettdsar, Pb
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The Elder Trees Sand ( W R Clark ) SAND

References —Stewart Pb PI it 4 Brandis For FI 260 Gamble Man
Timb 213 Role III Him Bot 216 7 reasury of Botany II to

[
3

Homgberger Thirty five years in the Eist 11 340 Balfour Cyclop

Ind III Si3 Journal Agn Horti Soc Ind ( Old Senes) XIV 48

Ind Forester XIII 68

Habitat —A gregarious herbaceous plant growing from a perennial

root stock found in Kashmir and some parts of the Western Himalaya
at altitudes between 6 000 and 10000 feet It is distributed to Furope

North Africa and Western Asia
Medicine —The roots and berrifs have purgative properties and are

employed in Kashmir in the treatment of dropsy {Honigbcrger)

Domestic —The smell of this plant especially when bruised is most

foetid like that of burnt flesh Tinder is saia to be made from its bark (?)

on the Chenab {Stewart)

Sambucusjavamca, Blume FI Br Ind III 2

Syn—S Wightianus Wall S rubra Ham S Thunbergiana
Miq S SP Griff

Vern — Galem Nhpai

MEDICINE
Roots

Berrle*

DOMESTIC
766
767

References —Aura For FI Burm II 3 Gamble Man Timb 2 l3

Habitat —A small tree with light brown rather corky bark met with

in the Eastern Himalaya from 4 000 to 8 000 feet and on the Khdsia Hills

It is distributed to lava China and Japan
Structure of the Wood —White and soft the pores small and aggre

gated in groups

TIMBER
768

S nigra, Linn

The Common Elder or Bore Tfee Sureau Fr Flieder
blumen Germ

769

Syn —S vuloaris Lamk
Vern — Ukti khaman (according to Ainslie) Arab
References — Voigt Ho t Sub Cal 198 Amslie Mat Ind I 118
Pharm nd 109 Smith Diet r6* Treasu y of Botany II ioi3

Habitat —A shrub or small tre reaching a height of 20 feet native

of all parts of Eupore and extending into Asia west of the Caucasus It

is cultivated m India to a small extent in botanical gardens and is said to

occur wild (?) in the Kangra District The flowers are imported into India
for medicinal use

Medicine —The flowers are gently stimulant and sudorific They are

sometimes prescribed as a laxative to infants In large doses they are
said to cause nausea and diarrhoea Elder flower water is used as a
vehicle for other medicines especially in lotions It is mildly stimulant
(Watt Calc Exh%b Cat)

Special Opinion —§ Elder flower water is useful as an external
application in urticaria (J Parker M D Deputy Sanitary Commission
er Poona)

SAND
Sand Manual of Geology of India Pt I 433

Sable Fr Sand Germ Arena, rena sal brui, Ital
Vern —Balu reti Hind Rami Arab Arena Pers
References —W W Hunter Statist Acct Beng III 372 Gaeet

teers —Sind t 22 Balfour Cyclop Ind I 917 III 517
The following account of the occurrence of sand m India is an abstract

of what will be found m the Manual of the Geology of India (vs l c)
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SAND Occurrence of Sand

OCCURRENCE
772

USES
773

Occurrence —-Sand is found in most places along the Indian coast
and the rivers and streams of the Peninsula form immense deposits of it

Large tracts of blown sand 1 e sand drifted by the wind form low hillocks

on many parts of the Eastern coasts viz north of Orissa in the Midna
pore District and southward at intervals along the whole of the East
coast The sand is derived from the sea shore and blown up into ridges

at right angles to the prevailing wind Small patches of it also are some-
times found on the banks of backwaters and frequently the sand ridges

extend inland for as far as two or three miles the ground between the
ridges being flat and in some cases even marshy

On the Malabar coast sand dunes are equally common and by ac
cumulating on spits of sand they contribute to the formation of lagoons
or backwaters In the northern portion of the west coast about Bombay
no sand hills have been observed probably because the detritus from the

trap rocks there does not form a suitable material but further north again

in Surat Broach, and parts of Kathiawar and Cutch there are consider
able tracts of blown sand in the neighbourhood of the sea shore

Sand dunes however are not confined to the sea shore but occur to

a greater or less extent along the beds of most of the rivers of India By
far the greatest and most important accumulation of blown sand however
occurs in the tract of country known as the Great Indian Desert between
Sind and Rdjputdna This is a great sandy tract which covers an area of

upwards of 77 000 square miles. It is entirely destitute of streams of water
with but few hills of rock and in the greater part of its extent consists of

dunes of blown sand called by the natives thar thur or thul It is

however neither absolutely barren nor uninhabited indeed although
the population is thin villages are found throughout it and immense herds
of camels cattle sheep and goats are pastured on the scanty vegetation

The general direction of the sand drift is from south west and south

south west the direction from which strong winds blow during the hot sea

son and it is evidently from this direction that the sand has accumulated
Many of the sand hills are evidently of great antiquitj they often show
marks of denudation from the action of rain and »n places are worn into

ravines several feet in depth

It is probable that this sand which is indistinguishable from that of the

sea coast has really been derived from the shore and that in post tertiary

times the Ran of Cutch and the lower portion of the Indus valley were
occupied by the sea The form of the rocky ridges around Balmir and
Jesalmir shows that they were shaped by subaerial not by marine denuda
tion and it is probable that the central portion of the desert was land whilst

the Indus valley the Ran and the Luni valley were occupied by sea

Besides the Great Indian Desert there are other large tracts in the

Panjdb repeating on a smaller scale the phenomena of the Thar and R4j

putana desert The most important of these is m the Sind Sagar Dodb
between the Indus and Jhehim but there is a barren tract in the Rachna
Do£b between the Chenab and Ravi and sand hills occur m places also in

the Bari Dodb between the Ravi and Sutlej

Uses —Except for mixing with clay to make pottery etc, or with lime

for mortar sand is not muwh used m India for economic purposes The
clean sharp sand derived from the smaller streams is most employed as
sea sand owing to the presence of salt is objectionable Where kunkar
hme is used surkt or pounded brick is preferred to sand as it makes a
stronger mortar A valuable kind of fine sand much used in Calcutta
for making mortar, is dug up from the old bed of the Saraswati river at

Magrah m the Hughh District
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Sand binding Plants ( IV R Clark )

Sandal WOOd, see Santalum album Ltnn Santalace^e

SAND-BINDING PLANTS

SAND BINDING
Plants.

Sand Binding Plants
References —Baron F von Mueller Select Fxtra tropical Plants 465
Madden Useful Natiie Hants of Australia 8s 84V f>s7 642 644 644
Man Madra Adm II 27 R & A Dept Corresp mdenee regarding
Sand-bmdtng Plants 1882-83 Agrt Horti Soc Ind Journal ( Old
Series) IX 174 Balfour Cyclop Ind III 518

774

Cultivation of Sand binding Plants

To a certain extent sand binding plants grow naturally along the sea

shores of the Indian Peninsula ana on the margins of the inland sandy
deserts and some efforts have been made to cultivate such plants and so

prevent the encroachments of sand blowing from the sea shores the deserts

and the beds of many of the great rivers on to the surrounding country

Much however remain to be done in this direction but until the Natives
are educated to an intelligent conception of the value of the efforts being
made little can be accomplished as at present they are too apt not ap
preciating the conservative design of the cultivation of these plants to u e

them as fuel and thus destroy their greatest protection from the ad
vancing sand Other countries have been more fortunate than India
Thus in Holland the great sea dyke owes its stability to these plants

which are carefully protected by Government along the shores of

Great Britain as in Lincoln and Suffolk etc the quantity of dry land has
been increased by the propagation of the Bent Star or Sand Carex (Carex
arenarta) and the Lyme grass (Elymus arenanus) and in the I andes of

Gascony Bremontier recovered 100 000 acres of land fiom the blown sand
by planting the cluster of pouch pine (Pimis mantima) In Australia too
this class of plants has been largely utilised indeed Baron F von Muel
ler enumerates no fewer than 80 genera many species of which he recom
mends as useful to consolidate land on which blown sand has accumulated
and to prevent its further encroachments
*The following pricis of the correspondence of the Government of India

(Revenue and Agricultural Department) will perhaps best convey to the
reader some idea of the efforts that have been made in India to cultivate

this class of plants

In August 1882 Surgeon General E Balfour wrote to the Private
Secretary of His Excellency the Viceroy suggesting that an effort might
be made by the Agricultural Department to bind the loose sands blowing
on and from the bed of the Indus the Indian desert as also the sands in

the south of India in the Tinnevelly and other districts and that the seeds
of the sand binding plants referred to in his Cyclopcedia as well as those
of other desert plants might be collected and planted a little to windward
of the sand tracts m double rows with a row on the edge of the sands
He also advocated that supplies of seed of sand binding and sand coast
plants should be obtained from the Victorian Acclimatisation Society
from Baron F von Mueller of the Melbourne Botanic Gardens and from
the Cape Go ernmenls and he added that the Bombay and Rdjput
Governments would also doubtless render assistance in the direction
indicated On receipt of this letter the Revenue and Agricultural Depart
ment addressed the different Agri Horticultural Societies in India, the
Governments of Madras Bombay the North West Provinces and Bengal
the Home Department and the Acclimatization Society of Adelaide for

any information that might be available on the subject of sand binding
plants Replies from all these sources were received abstracts of which
are given below

CULTIVA
TION

775
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SAND BINDING
Plants

Sand binding Plants

CULTIVATION The Director Acclimatization Society Melbourne merely referred

the Government of India to Baron F von Muellers Select plants
for industrial culture and naturalisation which appeared in 1880 and
in which all the principal sand binding plants are enumerated The
Agn Horticultural Society of India suggested the consultation of a paper
by Dr Cleghorn publ shed in 185s in the ninth volume of the Journal of
the Society and reproduced by Dr Balfour in his Cyclopcedia m which the
cultivation of various plants indigenous to the sandy tracts in the Madras
Districts and their careful preservation under (government direct on is

reco timended for the purpose of consolidating the sands The Agn Hor
ticultural Society of Madras reported as to the protection afforded against
blowing sands by the planting of Casuanna trees and furnished a list of
plants collected amongst the sandhills to the south of Madras by the

Superintendent of the Agri Horticultural Gardens many of which it was
stated might prove serviceable in fixing and binding blowing sands The
Agn Horticultural Society of the Panjab replied that Hoshiarpur was
the only place in the Province where attempts wer*> made at resisting

sand encroachments and that there belts of the dense munj grass
(Sacch&rum ciliare) were planted with some success but that it was not
likely that any one plant would be found equally success ful throughout
India They recommended that the wild and easily grown weeds of each
locality should be tried The Madras Covernment forwarded a report from
Dr Bidie in which he enumerated various sand binding plants all of which
had been successful in varying circumstances in reclaiming sandy tracts

Protective measures against the encroachments of sand appear to have been
undertaken at various periods in Madras and with a fair amount of

success but as they were mainly due to the efforts of private individuals

they were not continuous nor did they extend over a wide tract of country
Dr Bidie further noted that at various parts along the Madras coast the

phenomenon of natural drifted sand heaps may be seen and that these

are mainly due to the presence of sand binding plants the locality fre-

quented By these being that of the loose shifting sands Among the

varieties of sand binding plants mentioned by Dr Btdie Pandanus odo
ratissimus is referred to as particularly useful when it is desirable to raise

the sand drift in large heaps and at the same time to afford shelter from
the sea breeze The Alexandrian laurel (Calophyllum mophyllum) and
Phaenix sylvestns are also said to be similarly valuable Casuanna
muncata which thrives well near the coast is mentioned as being a most
important agent in the reclamation of waste sandy tracts It is stated to

be a most hardy plant which will grow down to high water mark and even

amongst loose sand It acts also under certain conditions as a fructifier

ot the soil

The Superintendent cf the Government Botanical Gardens North West
Provinces and Oudh advised that sand binding plants exclusively should

not be used as an agent in the reclamation of waste sandy tracts He
referred to the action of nature m protecting desert oases as pointing to

the means that should be adopted in the case of sand drifts He urged
that as these fertile patches are protected by forest vegetation which has
sprung up spontaneously the action of nature should be imitated by
planting suitable trees and shrubs of quick growth in the sand blown area

to be protected He recommended the planting of the trees in belts facing

more or less the direction from which the sand is usually blown He added
that in the event of these thriving and becoming established a certain

number of herbaceous plants of a binding character would soon of them

selves make their appearance Dr King Superintendent of the Royal
Botanic Cardens Calcutta considered that the uitability of any particular
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Sand binding Plants (W R Clark )

SANDORICUM
indicum

plant for sand binding purposes was a question depending for its solution
on local knowledge and local conditions and said he had no doubt that

suitable sand binding plants could always be found in the immediate vici

nity of the tract affected but he doubted the feasibility of any one plant or
set of plants being suitable for the widely varying climatic conditions of

India The Bomb »v Government reported that in Sind some fairly success
ful experiments had been made in the neighbourhood of Karachi and also
at Manora the plant used in the latter place where the experiments were
most successful was Ipomaea biloba 1 he results of successful experiments
jnade with the goats foot creeper and thecolocynth plant to stop the sand
drifts at Dumas near Surat were also referred to This last experiment
consisted in making a hedge (of dead bavals fixed with stakes driven into

the ground) in the sandy soil near the border of the firm land I he sand
blowing against the hedge formed a bank and the belt of land behind
was thus effectually protected and creepers grew freely over it Another
belt of land was then protected by another hedge running parallel to the
first and so on till the margin of the sea was reached

The above may be said to indicate the experiments that have been
made in India with regard to the propagation of sand binding plants but
it may be said that no experiments for this purpose can be successful unless
they are conducted over very considerable areas and under Government
supervision so that the plants grown may be allowed to the fullest extent
possible to effect the purpose for which they are used and not be interfered

with on any pretext whatsoever It would be well also before introducing
from abroad s^eds of plants which mi^ht not thnve in India to make
extensive and long continued trial of the hardiest and most easily grown
plants indigenous to the various districts m which land protection is neces
sary The appended list contains the more important and common sand
binding plants which occur in India —

CULTIVATION

Acacia arabica Wdid
A eburnea Wtlld
A Jacquemontn BentIt

Agave amencana Linn
Agrostis alba Linn
Alhagi maurorum Dt sv

Andropogon foveolatus Del
A lamger Derf
Aristida depressa, Retz
A setacea Retz
Atnplex nummulana Ltndley
Calotropis gigantea, R Br
C procera R Br
Canavalia obtusifolia DC
Cappans aphylla Roth
C spinosa Ltnn
Casuanna eqwsetifolia Forst
Cenchrus catharticus Del
C montanus Nees
Eleuswe aegyptica Pers
E flagellifera Nees

Eleusine scindica, Duthie
Elionurus hirsutus Munro
Indigofera sp
Hydrophylax mantima Linn
Ipomsea biloba Lorsk
Jatropha Cufcas L i n

J glandulifera Ro \ b

Launaea pinnatifida Cass

Melanocenchris Royleana Nees
Opuntia Dillenu H iw
Pandanus odoratissimus, Wtlld
Penmsetum cenchroides, Rich
Perotis latifolia Att
Pupalia orbiculata, Wight
Saccharum ciliare Anders
Salvadora oleoidea, Dene
S persica Linn
Spimfex sqiiarrosus Linn
Sporobolus onentalis Kunth
Tamarisk gallica Ltnn
Zizyphus nummulana, W & A

SANDORICUM, Cav Gen PI I 333
Sandoncum indicum, Cav FI Br Ind I 553 ; Meliace.®

Syn —S nervosum Blume S ternatum Blanco S oiaberrimum
Itassk Trichilia nervosa ¥ ahl Mklia kcbtjapb Burm T ven
OSA Spring
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SANCSTONE Occurrence of Sandstone

MEDICINE
Root

777

FOOD
Fruit

778

TIMBER

domStic
Wood
780

78l
SANDSTONE

OCCURRENCE
782

Vera.— Tkttto Burn Santor Malay
References.—/?^ FI Ind Ed, C B C 368 Kurz For FI Burm I

1 17 Beddome FI Sylv SS Gamble Man Ttmb 72 Grah Cat
Bomb PI 31 Mason Burma 437 5*5 759 Rumphtus Amb 1
167 t 64, Lisboa U PI Bomb 42 Gazetteer Mysore & Coorg I

52 Ind Foreste I 363 XIII 134 Joum Agn Hor 1 Soc Ind
IX Sel 40 57

Habitat — A lofty evergreen tree of Burma introduced mto Southern
India It is distributed to the islands of the Malayan Archipelago

Medicine —Rumphius says that the root bruised with vinegar and
water was used by the Amboyans in his time as a carminative and that

some Native practitioners vaunted this preparation as an excellent medi
cine in cases of diarrhoea and dysentery

Food —The fruit is of the size of an orange and is occasionally called

the wild mangosteen from its resemblance to that fruit It has a
fleshy acid pulp and makes a very good jelly but has a peculiar odour
The Natives eat the fruit raw and esteem it excellent (Mason

)

Rum
phius states that it was much used by the Amboyans both raw and
cooked with fish in place of lemons

Structure of the Wood —Sapwood grey heartwood red moderately
hard close grained takes a beautiful polish Weight 30ft per cubic foot

Domestic Uses —

1

he wood is used for carts ana boat building Rum
phius states that the wood was employed by the Amboyans for house
building and was thought by them a particularly good and durable timber

for the purpose

SANDSTONE
Sandstone, Manual, Geology of India Pt I 52 69 96 Pi II

,

[486 503 111 540
Sandstone Frefstone Millstone Grit Fng Gres Fr Sand

stein Germ Pietra arenaria ltal

References —Mason Burma and Its People 7?5 Baden Powell
Pb, Pr 35 36 Settle Rep Central Provinces ( Chanda Dist )

106

( Upper Godavery Dist ) 5 Gazetteers —Bombay VI n Central
Provinces ( 1870 ) 59 Balfour Cyilop Ind III 5/9

Occurrence —The following account of the occurrence of sandstone in

India has been mainly abridged from the Manml of Geology {vs l c )

The two great rock systems of India the Vmdhyan and the Gond
wdna are essentially sandstone formations The term —Vindhyan forma
tion—was at first employed as a collective name for the beds in the great

rock basin extending in an east and west direction from Sasseram to

Nimacb a distance of 600 miles and for 300 miles north and south from
Agra to Hoshangabad Throughout the greater part of their extent the

\ mdhyan sandstones are unconform ably related to transition or gneis

sic rocks but in the eastern part of th ir area in Bundelkhand and the

Son valley they rest upon thick deposits nearly related to themselves to

which the name of Lower Vmdhyan has been applied while the original

Vindhyan formation has now been distinguished as the Upper Vmdhyans
The Lower Vmdhyan is principally a limestone formation with subordinate

bands of sandstone and shale while the upper division of the Vindhyan
system is m the main a sandstone formation with distinct bands of

shales mostly coarse and flaggy

The Gondwana system takes its name from the old term applied to

the countries south of the Narbada valley (formerly the Gond kingdoms
and now forming the districts of Jabalpur Nagpur and Chhatisgarh in,

the Central Provinces) In this region tne most complete sequence of the

formations constituting the present Gondwdna svstem is to be found

although it is as a whole very widely distributed in the Indian Peninsula
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Uses of Sandstone (W R Clark) SANDSTONE

Representatives of this group occur in Sikkim Bhutdn and the Daffla OCCURRENCE
hills »n Cutch resting on marine Jurassic rocks and capped b> Neoco
mian beds m the desert between Sind and RdjputSna and on the east

coast The main occurrence however is south of a line formed by the

valleys of the Narbada and Son and north east of a line drawn from the

sea at Masuhpatam through Khamamet and Warangal north east of

Hyderabad The main areas of the Gondwdna rocks are in the R£]ma
hi] hills and Damuda valley in Bengal the Tributary Mahdls of Orissa
Chhatisgarh Chutia Nagpur the Upper Son valley and Sdtpura range
south of the Narbada valley and the Godivan basin Nearly the whole
of the strata composing the Gondwdna senes is probably of fluveatile

origin This system also ma\ be divided into an upper and lower series

the Tdlchir Ddmuda and Panchet groups with their equivalents being
referred to the lower while to the upper belong the Rdjmahdl Mahadeva
and Jabalpur groups* The rocks of all these groups consist mainly of

sandstones ana shales of vanous kinds intermixed with coal bearing
strata in the Damuda and Jabalpur groups with ferruginous bands in the

Mahadevi and Damuda groups and with lava or trap in the Rdjmahdl
Besides the sandstone widely distributed in the two great systems above

described good sandstones are found in the Bagh beds which belong to the
cretaceous period and occur to the south of Allirajpur and Bagh Sand
stones occur too among the rocks of the Siwalik and Nahan groups (which
epresent the upper and middle tertiary period of Europe) and at many
Himalayan stations among the Eocene groups of the Sub Himdlayan series

Uses of Sandstone —The following note upon the Sandstones of USES.

India has been kindly furnished by Mr H B Medlicott late Director of 7?3
the Geological Survey — The rocks of the Vindhyan and Gondwdna
systems yield in many cases sandstones admirably adapted for building pur
poses From Chunar whence all the finer stone used in Calcutta is pro
cured to Ruphas in Bhartpur whence the stone was taken for all the great
buildings at Delhi the rocks of the Vindhyan plateau have furnished sand
stone to all the cities of the plains In some places especially in the southern
basins of the lower Vindhyan rocks this sandstone is often more or less

altered into a quartzite and is no longer a freestone suitable for fine masonry
The Gondwdna sandstone is generally coarser than the Vindhyan but
admirably fine sandstone from this formation has been quarried at several

F
laces afon£ the Satpura range m the Narbada valley by the Great
ndian Peninsula Railway and is extensively used from Jabalpur to

Khandwa The sandstones of the mrassic beefs in Kathiawar and Cutch
have been much used locally as building stones
The tertiary group in the central zone of the peninsula occasionally affords

good stone and has been extensively worked at Rajahmundry Of the
great tertiary series in Sind the limestones are generally preferred to the
sandstones The molassic sandstones of the Sub Himdlayan zone are
generally too soft for use but the coarse hard sandstone of the Eocene
series has been much used at the hill stations of Murree Dharmsala Dag
shai Sabathu and Kasauli Besides being used for building purposes
the sandstones of Bhartpur and of Chunar were largely used for telegraph
posts the facility with which some of the varieties split rendered it possi
ble to obtain posts 16 feet long of material which would resist white ants
and the action of the weather These have of late years, however been
replaced by pillars of galvanised iron, as they were found liable to snap in

[

two during strong hurricanes (Ball\. Sandstones suitable for millstones !

and for grindstones are found m many parts of India and are utilised

locally as such Flexible.

Sandstone, Flexible—[The well known flexible sandstones of India are 784
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SANSEVIERIA 'The Bow String Hemp
zeylanica _____

obtained at Kandna 60 miles due west from Delhi It is a locally decom
posed Condition of a band of gneissose quartzite that is much quarried for

quernstones (hand mills) (Man Geology Inha I 52) — ]

785

FIBRE
Leaves

786

SANSEVIERIA, Thumb Gen PI III 67g
Sanseviena zeylamca, Wiild FI Br Ind VI 270

,

Hjemodo
The Bowstring Hemp

[ race®
Syn — li seems doubtful tf the Indian plant (S Roxburghiana Schult )

should be viewed as the same as that met with in Ceylon or distinct [Sir
0 D Hooker *in the forthcoming volume of the Flora of British India )

appears to regard it as distinct and as possiby indigenous to India b t

confined to the Western Peninsula and Ceylon Roxburgh speaks of it

as cultivated for it fibre For all practical purposes both pecies may be
regarded as one and the same and as of equal value for their fibres —Fd

J
Vern —'Marut murva Hind Murba m raharn murgli gor ichakra
murgd mu gabi Beng Murgali morwa ghannasap an Bomb
Ghonasapha 1 nagfan Mar Murgali Dec Marul mar il kalung
Tam Mailai mangi Salem Tshama cada chaga saga Tel
Nvyanda Sing Marura muruva Sans

References —Roxb FI Ind Fd C B C 294 Dale & Gibs Bomb FI
App p 1 ,

Voigt Hort Sub Cal 6^6 Tnmen Sys Cat Cey PI pJ
Sir W Jones Treat PI Ind V 108 Ainslte Mat Ind II 192 U
C Dutt Mat Med Hind 3 10 Biiie Cat Raw Pr Paris ?xh 118

Dymock Mat Med W Ind 2nd Ed 842 Drury U PI Ind 38 1

Useful PI Bomb (XXV Bomb Gas ) 236 I lotard Mem Paper-maki tg

Mat 5 6 14 18 Indian Fibres and Fib ous Substa ices C oss Bevan
Ki g & Watt 45 Christy New Com PI I i3 43 Man Madras
Aim I 36o Nicholson Man Coimbatore 40 Proceedings of the
Government of Madras (Revenue Dept ) {18^4) 187 188 Gazetteer
Mysore & Coorg I 67 Agn Horti Soc Ind Trans VIII (Pro)
38 / Jou nal {Old Series) 111 23 26 24 226 (Sel

) 8991 {Pro) 4

r

54 62 68 IX 151 (Pro ) 149 ,
X 347 {New Se tes) I P 0 1873

r VIII 5 T/8 121 124 Ind Forester IX 274 X 89 XII 40
Habitat —A stemless bush with perennial roots and a rosette of six to

eight succulent radical leaves the inner of vhich are often 4 feet long and
end in a long straight spine the scape 1 lo 2 feet long rising from the

centre of the leaves Flowers racemose greenish white erect four to six

together in clusters It is found on the eastern coast of India from Bengal
to Madras common on the Coromandel coast in Cumbum and in the

Dindigal district [Dalzell & Gibson say that * in Malabar of which coun
try it is a native it does not produce seed In India it may be said to

exist under cultivation mainly It is distributed to Ceylon Java and the

coasts of China and Africa —Ed ]

Fibre —From the succulent leaves is extracted a fibre held in high
esteem by the Natives on account of its elasticity and consequent suitable

ness for bow strings Sir W Jones says - From the leaves of this plant
the ancient Hindus extracted a very long elastic thread called Maurvt of

which thev made bow strings and which for that reason was ordained by
Menu to form the sacrificial zone of the military classes [Roxburgh in

his detailed account of this fibre makes the following somewnat interesting

remark I am inclined to think that the fine line called China grass
which is employed for fishing lines fiddle strings etc is made of these

fibres # Roxburgh thjs would seem to have regarded China grassand
Rhea as two widely distinct fibres In his experiments 8ofib of the fresh

leaves yielded lib of the clean dry fibre He therefore concluded that

the plant might be cultivated with advantage on account of its fibre.

—

Ed ]
It is in fact easily cultivated The fibre is used for the preparation of cordage

* Could this have been the Herba Benealo alluded to by early travellers >

with Vol IV 223—Ed
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and matting in the regions where it occurs and is much valued in Europe
for ropes used in deep sea dredgings In Tnchmopoly it is employed for

the manufacture of paper but was reported on by Messrs Cross Sevan
King & Watt as too expensivt for the paper maker except for very special

qualities of paper
The fibre is pliant soft and silky and much resembles that of the pine-

apple It is usually prepared by taking the fresh leaves and placing one
of them on a smooth board which is raised at one end The Tower
end of the leaf is then pressed down by the toe of the workman who
squats on the plank and with a blunt knife or piece of non plate scrapes

upwards along the surface of the leaf and thus deprives it of its fleshy

pulp by successive scrapings turning the leaf over and over as may be
necessary When the pulp is thoroughl) removed the fibre is washed for

three or four minutes ana dried in the shade Washing in brackish or

salt water or continuous soaking in water is said to destroy the glossy

white appearance of the fibre With reference to the strength of Murva fibre

Dr Royle made some comparative experiments with this and Agave fibre

which showed that the two were about equal in strength A senes of com
parative experiments was also made in 1 8^8 by the Marine Board of the

Last India Company who reported that it whs not equal in strength to
j

the Europe or Manilla hemp but that it seemed to take hot tar as well as
the latter and would answer generally for the same purposes
which the Europe and Manilla cordage is applied In a further report
it was stated that 40 maunds of the fresh plant produced one maund of

fibre The expenses however of the experiment were high and the best
methods of separating the fibre had not been followed

The thread made from Murva fibre is sometimes woven into fine cloths

which readily take on various dyes
Medicine —The fleshy hoot is warm to the taste and of a not unplea

sant odour It is prescribed by Native practitioners in the form of an elec

tuary for consumptive complaints and coughs of long standing to the
quantity of a small teaspoonful twice daily {AttiUie) The juicf of the
tender shoots of the plant is administered to children to clear their throats

of phlegm (Hort Malab II 83) The juice of the root and leaves is used
as an aqtidote for snake bite especially that of the Russell s viper (the

ghannas snake hence the Mahratta name of Ghannasaphan) (Dymock)

SANTALUM, Ltrm Gen PI 111 224

The genus Santalum is described by Bentham & Hooker in the
Genera Plantarum as composed of eight species all closely allied to one an
other they are ind genous to the East Indies the Malaya Archipelago Austra
ha and the islands of the Pacific Ocean Santalum album is described in

the blora of Britt h India as the only Indian representative of the gems
S myrtifolium Roxb being regarded as a synonym fc r S album and not a
distinct species nor even a variety as DeOandoffe believed it to be

Santalum album, Linn FI Br Ind V 2ji Santalacea
The White Sandal wood iree Bois de Santal citrin Fr

Weisses Sandelholz Germ
Syn —S myrtifolium Roxb S vkrum Linn Sirium myrti
FOUUM Roxb Sandalum ALBUM Rumph

Vern. Chandal sandal chandan chandote ("»the tree) saffd chandan
(the white wood) Hind Chandan (=» the tree) pitchandan (—the yel
low wood) sufatd chundun sr khanda (•the white wood) Beng Chand
an (=»the tree) Pb Sukhad (®=the tree) Sind Chaidan sandal (
the tree) safed chandan (—the white wood) Bomb Gandhdcha koda
chandan Mar SukH sukhud Guz Sunael shandanak kattai ( — the I

as those to
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wood) Tam j Gandhapu chekha hart chandanam (—the yellow wood)
chandanam rakta krtsnna chandanam tella chandanam chanda napu
chettu (—the tree) pita chandanam (yellow wood) Tel Gandha gan
dada (—the tree) gandhakd chekte (—the wood) KaN Chandana
muttx (—the tree) tsiandana marum (the wood) Malay San ta ku
ka^ra-mai san da ku nasabhtyu Burm Rat hihin (— the wood). Sing
Chandana (—the tree) krtshna chandanam (the dark c loured heart
wood) pitacnandana (yellow sandal) srikhanda (white sandal) malayaja
bhadrasn gandhasra hart chandana (fine old wood) Sans . Sandal
abxyat (— the wood) Arab S ndat supld (—the white wood) Pers
Tan muh Chines*

References —DC Prodr XIV 683 Roxb FI lnd Ed CBC >148
Voigt Hort Sub Cal 303 Brandis For FI 39%; Kura For
FI Burnt II 329 Beddome FI Sylv t 256 GamHe Man
Txmb 321 Dalz 6f Gibs Bomb FI 224 Graham Cat Bomb
PI J77 Sir W Elliot FI Andhr 14 68 too 184 162 775 Sir
W Jones Treat PI lnd V 84 Rumphtus Amb II 42 t it
Pharm lnd 197 461 British Pharm 293 Fldck & Hnnb
Pharmacog 599 U S Dtspens l£th Ed 1039 1748 1 Fleming Med
PI & Drugs ( Asiatic Reser XI ) t8t Ainslte Mat lnd 1 3^6
O Shaughnessy Beng Disbens £32 Irvine Mat Med Patna . 20

.

Medical Topog 130 Mooaeen Sheriff Supp Pharm lnd 223 U C
Dutt Mat Med Hind 224 295 299 Sakharam Arjun Cat Bomb
Drugs rrg Murray PI & Drugs Sind 20 r Btdie Cat Raw Pr
Paris Exk 40 62 Bent <5r Trim Med PI IV t 2>,2 Dymock Mat
Med W lnd 2nd Ed 75 1 Ye r Book Pharm 1879 4^7 1 r882 to8
Birdwood Bomb Prod 335 Baden Powell l b Pr 369 ,

Drury U
PI lnd 383 Useful PI Bomb Vol XXV Bomb Gaz ) rjJ 204
224 39S Forbes Watson Indian Prod 141 142 170 270 Kew Bullet
tn 1888 136 Piesse Perfumery 201 Ayeen Akbary (Gladwin s Trans )

Vol I 87 pr II s8 Aim Akban (Blochmann s Trans ) Vol I 8j
Lmschoten Voyage to East Indies (Rd Burnell Tt le and Yule) Vol
II 102 to3 Mtlburn Oriental Commerce ( r8i3) Vol 1 290 {1825)
158 159 Buchanan Journey through Mysore and Canara &c Vol
/ 186 202 II 117 r?2 536 III 192 Man Madras Adm Vol I
362 II 72 ; Moore Man Tnchmopoly 79 Grxbble Man Cudlapah
7* , Bombay Admin Rep 187273 375 Gazetteers —Bombay IV 23
Vll 40 41 VIII 26 r XV Pt 11 70 XVIII 44 Mysore &
Coorg I £0 66 111 21 Agn Horti 5oc lnd —Transactions 11
(App ) 314 . Journal (New Series) I 179 lnd Forester I 28 11 19
III 27 1 VI 321 VII t VII1 41 1 IX 63 75 X 199 247 262
318 403 ££o XI 273 Spons Encycl t430 i£27 Balfour Cyclop
lnd III £t7

Habitat —A small evergreen tree which rarely attains a height of over

40 feet It grows naturally in the drier parts of Mysore Coimbatore, and
Salem districts and is extended south to Madura and north to Kolhapur

,

found generally at elevations of from 2 000 to 3 000 feet It is a delicate

tree and suffers much from accidental injuries inflicted on the bark and
stem so that it flourishes most when protected by hedgerows and thorny
jungles It is cultivated and grows well m Bombay Poona and Gujerat
ana some parts of Northern India but in regions out of its indigenous
habitat it usually loses to a great extent if not altogether the aromatic
heartwoodfor which it is chiefly valued

CULTIVATION
Before Mysore came under the protection of the Kast India Company

no pa»ns were taken in the cultivation of this valuable tree although it was
even then a Government monopoly and very severe laws existed to pre-

vent any person from cutting sandal wood without permission It would
thus appear that fears were entertained that the supply of sandal wood at

that time seemed likely to become diminished but better means of pro
pagation and cultivation have since been instituted and as it still conti

nues a Government monopoly the supply of the wood has gradually
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increased and its quality improved In Madras cultivation of the wood is CULTIVATIQ*
free but the chief plantations are in the reserved forest In Mysore on the Miior*
other hand (as already stated) the industry is a State monopoly formerly
the seeds were chiefly spread through the agency of birds, but now in

most of the sandal wood districts immense plantations of the young trees

exist which are regularly transplanted into the open in the beginning of
the second year of their growth

The best methods of growing sandal wood have been much discussed
by h orest Officers but the general conclusions arrived at seems to be as
follows — 1 he Sandal fruits are gathered while quite fresh spread out
to dry and stored up in a dry place till before the beginning of the rains

The seed is then sown on tilepot beds just covered with a mixture of sand
and leaf manure From then till the plants are transplanted a year after

wards the beds are kept constantly covered with old leaves dead grass or
any litter at hand The leaves and litter if properly watered decay rapidly

and require to be replenished frequently The portion of each nursery
under Sandal is shaded with boughs so as to afford a broken half shade
similar to that in which sandal comes up naturally in thickets and hedges
Transplanting begins the following year as soon as the ground is

thoroughl} moistened by the first rains The tilepots are lifted and car
ned away to pits newly filled up with fresh mould One tile is gently

removed from the seedling ard the cylinder of earth and root resting on
the other tile is slipped into the ground The earth is filled m and the

remaining tile gently pulled out The plants should be watered for a day
or two after they are put out In sttu sowings of sandal seed were tried

from 1868 to 1878 in Mysore but the results were most unsuccessful and
it was not until the introduction of tilepot nurseries that regular planting
was attended with any certainty of success Sandal sowings in sttu ha\e
been tried with gingelly castor oil and other plants as nurses but the
results were not sufficiently favourable to invite a repetition of the expen
ments Doubtless the shade afforded by these plants is beneficial but at

the same time the drain on plant food and on subsoil moisture is similar to

that of very energetic weeds Sandal cuttings cannot be propagated even
root cuttings which would seem likely to succeed are in practice a failure

(D E Hutchins Ind Forester) The Sandal wood tree is a slow grower
and suffers much during the first years of its life from the depredations of

animals Thus m the same paper we find the following passage —
During the first year Sandal in nurseries should grow about 10 inches

in height but want of attention in keeping the plant supplied with leaf

manure and water will give sickly yellow plants not more than 4 or «>

inches in height at theena of the first year On good soil in a yard cube
pit Sandal should be from 1 foot to 2 feet in height at the end of the
second year from seed and when planted side b> side with Castianna
the Sandal will occasionally be higher than the Casuarma but this rapid
growth is not maintained beyond the first few years and there are always
considerable differences among Sandal trees of the same age and grow
mg side by side When young Sandal has to contend with many ene
mies and at the end of two or three years there are more differences in the
appearance of the growth than with Caauannaa or Blue gums of the same
age The smooth succulent character of the leaves of Sandal doubtless con
tributes to render them the favourite food for hares and deer When plant
ing Sandal it is usually necessary to place thorns ever each plant to keep
off hares If spotted deer are abundant in the locality it becomes neces
sary to fence plots of Sandal planting Self-sown seedlings of Sandal are
rarely seen except amorg clumps of thorns or other bushes where thev are
naturally protected from browsing The Sandal wood tree attains its
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commercial maturity t e the age at which it pa>s best to cut it down at 27
to 30 years At this period the heartwood is well developed (1 e at a general
depth of about 2 incnes below the surface) and the growth of this is so slow
that it cannot in a year attain an increased value equal to the interest on its

present selling price plus the value of the space it would occupy It is

therefore found most profitable to cut it dawn between the age of 27 to 30
years It is felled at the end of the year the largest roots which con
tain a very fine quality of the wood uprooted and the trees are stripped of

their bark and conveyed to various dep6ts where they are cut into billets

which are carefully dressed and sorted according to the quality of the
wood These billets form the Sandal wood of commerce ard are sold by
weight at an annual auction where Native merchants congregate from all

parts of India to make purchases The pieces that are straight and have
most heartwood fetch the highest prices as the fragrance for which they
are so much prized depends on the presence of essential oil which is chiefly

situated in the dark central wood of the tree
(Dr G Bidie Memorandum

cn Sandalwood)
Oil —

1

he seeds of the Sandal wood tree yield by expression a thick

and viscid oil which is burnt by the poorer classes m lamps Sandal wood
essential oil is distilled from the wood The roots yield the largest quan
tity and finest auahty The white or sap wood is rejected for distillation

The yield is about 2$ per cent Sandal wood oil is transparent but of a
pale yellow colour and is one of the most favoured of Indian perfumes
especially among Muhammadan gentlemen

It has a resinous taste and a peculiar odour Its specific gravity is

about o 980 According to P Chapoteaut in the Year Book of Phirmacy
for 1882 100 parts of Sandalwood yield upon distillation with steam 125
2 8 parts of this essential oil which is a thick liquid of 945 specific gravity
and boils at 300 34o°C 1 he oil consists of two substances boiling at 300
and 3io°C respectively and answering to the formulae C 15 H 240 and C 16

H
2fl
O The latter of these bodies is an alcohol and the former the corre

sponding aldehyde Phosphoric anhydride absorbs water from both con
verting them into hydrocaibons of the formulae C 16 HM and C 16 H S4 respec
tively

*

The Mysore Government has long had establishments for extracting
the oil which is sold at the annual auction along with the wood and
chiefly bought up for exp rtation to China and Arabia It is procured
from the wood by distillation the roots yielding the largest quantity
and finest quality of oil The body of the still is a large globular clay pot
with a circular mouth and is about 2i deep by 6J' in circumference at the
bilge No capital is used but the mouth of the still when charged is closed

with a clay lid having a small hole in its centre through which a bent cop
per tube about 5^ long u> passed for the escape of the vapour The lower
end of the tube is conveyed inside a copper receiver placed in a large por
ous vessel containing cold water When preparing the Sandal for dis

filiation the white or sapwood is rejected and the heartwood is cut into

small chips Distillation is slowly earned on for ten days and nights by
which time the whole of the oil is extracted As the water from time to

time gets low in the still fresh supplies are added from the refrigeratory
The quantity of oil yielded by wood of good quality is at the rate of 10 oz
per maund (B’dte Memo on Sandal wood) InSpons Encyclopaedia it is

stated that the yield from good wood is at the rate of 2fc per cent
European distillers do not succeed in getting more than 30 oz from 1 cwt

Medicine —Sandal wood is desenbed in Hindu medical works as
bitter cooling astringent and useful in biliousness vomiting fever thirst

and heat of the body An emulsion of the wood is used as a cooling
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application to the skin in erysipelas prurigo and sudamina (U C Dutt
Hind Mat Med ) Ground up with water into a paste it is commonly ap
plied to local inflammations to the temples in fevers and to skin diseases

to allay heat and pruritus It also acts as a diaphoretic Sometimes a

paste is made together with the juices of herbs such as purslain night

shade etc (Dymock) The author of Makhzan ul Adwtya describes

the wood as cold and dry cardiac tonic astringent alexipharmic anti

aphrodisiac a resolvent of inflammatory swellings etc He recommends
an emulsion in bilious fever on account of its cooling and protective in

fluence over the heart brain stomach etc In the Konkans Sandal wood
oil with lime-juice and camphor is used as a cooling application to eruptions

etc and a conserve of sandal wood made by boiling the wood cut up in

small pieces until it is quite soft with water in which a small quantity of

impure carbonate of soda h is been dissolved and then preserving it m
a thick syrup is taken internally for the same purpose In cases of

morbid thirst the powder of the wood is recommended to be taken in

cocoanut water and in hot weather after bathing it is rubbed over the

skin to cool it allay the irritation of prickly heat and check too copious
perspiration (Murray U C Dutt Lisboa) From very ancient times

Sanaal wood in one or other of its forms has been regarded throughout
eastern countries as a very valuable remedy for gonorrhoea Thus we find

Ainslie stating that Sandal wood in powder was given in cow s milk by
the Vytians m this class of cases and Rumphius also says that it was
much esteemed by the Natives of Amboyna for the same purpose Dr
Henderson of Glasgow was the first who directed the attention of

European physicians to the use of the oil as a remedy for that disease and
since his time it has been employed internally in many cases where copaiba
and cubebs had previously failed Its action is similar to that of copaiba
but it does not communicate an unpleasant odour to the urine as the latter

substance does
It is usually given in doses of io to 30 minims twice daily either m

capsules or as an emulsion
Special Opinions— § The oil is used internally as a remedy for

gonorrhoea The wood rubbed up with wafer on a stone is used as an
application in prickly heat (Civil Surgeon J H Thornton BA MB
Monghyr) * The oil either alone or with copaiba is a very good remedy for

gonorrhoea The wood ground up into a paste is used externally as noted

in the above section (Surgeon Major L Beech Cocanada) Demulcent
stimulant doses 30 to 40 min used m gonorrhoea and gleet (1st Class

Hospital Assistant Choonta Lall City Branch Dtspens iry t Jubbulfiore)

Relieves headache and irritation in various skin diseases (Assistant

Surgeon S C Bhattacharjt Chanda Central Provinces)
Used locally

for headache 9
(Assistant Surgeon Nehal Smgy

Saharunpore) The oil

distilled from the wood dissolved in spirit or mixed with sugar or mucil

age is tried m gonorrhoea m doses of 30 drops morning and evening and
has been found very useful (Assistant Surgeon N R Banerjt Et wah)
The white sandal is used as a cooling application to the temple in case

of headache as well as to the body in general in prickly heat (Assistant

Surgeon R Gupta Banktpore) The wood ground up with water into a
paste has been found very efficaceous in pruritus more particularly

when due to heat and also in sudamina (Civil Surgeon D Basu hand
pore Bengal) A bolus of ground sandal checks haemoptysis in its mild

form when taken twice a day for two or three days (Native Surgeon T
R Moodelltar Chmgleput Madras Presidency

)

Structure of the Wood —Sapwood white and scentless heartwood yel

lowish brown strongly seemed, very hard close grained and oily Weight
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about 61 sfo pei cubic foot According to the size and age of the tree the
heartwood is of a light or dark yellow colour In good specimens it has a
smooth even contour without a blemish or crack and is surrounded by
from 1 to 2 inches of sapwood The spotted wood known in Kana
rese as ndgd and ndwal kanu—snakes and peacocks eve— for which
Natives will often pay an enhanced price is caused by the death of adven
titious buds the course of which from their origin upwards can be traced
by a dark line of rich deposit appearing on longitudinal section as more
or less annular spots White ants will not touch perfect heartwood but
the white wood is often eaten extensively by them and so through it the
heartwood suffers (Ind Forester)

Domestic and Sacred —Throughout the East Sandal wood is much
valued for a variety of domestic purposes The essential oil forms the

basis of many of the ottos distilled in India and alone has a peculiar fra

grance much valued bv the Natives for toilet purposes The paste obtain

ed by rubbing the wood on a stone with a little water is used for paint

ing the body after bathing and is employed for making the Shardana
or caste marks of the Natives especially in Southern India

Sandal wood carving is an established industry in some parts of the

country Richly carved boxes cabinets work tables walking sticks

etc are made of the wood and are much valued both by Natives and Eu
ropeans The Kanara District is the chief home of the sandal wood
carving industry and there for upwards of a century the handicraft has
been well known and the art hanaed down from father to son Ground
into powder it forms a favourite cosmetic with Burmese ladies (Kurs )

The wood enters largely also into the religious ceremonies of the

Hindus Idols are carved in it An emulsion of the wood is given as
an offering to the gods and an incense made of the wood is burned
before them Large quantities are used by the Parsis in their fire temples
Rich Natives sometimes employ sandal wood for cremating their dead re

latives and all both rich and poor add at least one piece of the wood
to the funeral pile ( U C Dutt)

TRADE IN SANDAL WOOD
A considerable trade in Sandal wood has existed in India from an

early date Thus in 1825 Milburn wrote The produce of the (Malabar)
coast is about 2 000 candies per annum and sometimes more The Com
pany used to send about 800 candies to China ad the remainder was sent
by private traders to Bengal Bombay Cutch and Muscat The Com
pany s Resident makes the purchase from the merchants on the sea-coast
tor ready money These have always on hand a considerable stock as
sandal rather improves by keeping * [The figures of the modern trade are
returned in value not quantity but such as they are the trade statistics

afford a tangible conception of the chief transactions In the Coastwise
returns of India Madras is shown as sending to Bombav a large quantity
of ornamental wood but in the Statistics of Foreign trade 4 orna
mented wood * is defined as Sandal Ebony and other sorts The
returns of Foreign transactions moreover exhibit the exact shares taken by
each of these sorts It may be said that the foreign exports of sandal
wood from Bombay necessitate that almost the whole of the coastwise
transactions from Madras to Bombay should oe in sandal wood With
these explanatory remarks the figures of the trade may be here exhibited
The tptal exports coastwise were m i88q 90 valued at Rio 09 152 of which
Madras furnished R7 70 791 worth and of these Madras exports Bombay
took 51 g03 worth But Bombay also exported coastwise R228777
worth, the major portion of which went to ports within the presidency
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Bengal exported next to no ornamental woods but it imported from
Bombay R32 640 worth and from Madras Ri 400 worth Burma imported
coastwise R15288 worth from Bombay and RS 090 worth from Madras
The net result of these coastwise transactions may be said to demonstrate
Bombay port as the great Indian (as it will also be shown to be the great
foreign) emporium for sandal wood It obtains annually between 5 and
6 lakhs of rupees worth from the Madras presidency and about 1 J lakhs
of rupees worth from Bombay presidency ports From these sources
therefore it may be accepted Bombay port town receives its suppl es to meet
its internal and external traffic in this article

The Foreign trade may now be dealt with The imports from foreign

countries are not very important They were valued at R16 404 In 1885 86
but the trade seems to be declining for in 1 889-90 they stood at R4 1 15 It

may be regarded as somewhat remarkable that India should import any
sandal wood at all from foreign countries Of la^t year s transactions the
Straits Settlements supplied S3 780 mostly to Madras Of these foreign

imports about halt a e usually re exported and mostly to France and Ceylon
The traffic in Indian sandal wood is however the item of chief importance in

the foreign trade During the past five years the exports were valued at

R444241 in 188586 R475038 in 1886-87 R651316 in 188788
R5 05 013 in 1888 89 and R6 39 455 m 1889 oo The analysis of last year s

transactions reveals the fact that Bombay furnished R4 36 397 worth and
Madras the balance vie R2 03 058 The receiving countries were China
(Hong Kong R3 51 0+0 and Treaty Ports £57,239) France (Ri 15 172)
Germany (K75 202) the United Kingdom (R27 158) and other countries
the remainder (say R13000) It would thus appear that England takes
very little of the Indian sandal wood and that China is the chief market —
Ed Diet Econ Prod

] Dymock states that Bombay alone imports annu
ally from the Malabar coast from 700 to 800 tons of the wood and about
12000ft of the oil 1 he wood is sold in Bombay at from R120 to

R180 per kandy of 21 maunds (5^ cwts ) while the oil is worth about
R8$ per ft The revenue derived from the sale of sandal wood forms
the principal item of forest revenue in Mysore In 1866-67 R74 598
were realised the value of stock being Ri 56321 From the forests of

South Canara and others on the western coast a large revenue is realised

by the sale of the wood this amounted to 3J lakhs of rupees in eight
years (Drury Useful Plants of India)

Santoninum, see Artemisia njaritima Linn I 324, Composite

TRADE.

Foreign
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SAPINDUS, Linn Gen PI I 404

[ 24 23 Sapindaceje

Sapmdus attenuatus, Wall FI Br Ind I 684 Wight Ic t

Syn —S ruber Kurss Scytalia rubra Roxb
,
Nrphelium rubrum

G Don Wight Euphoria vertjcillata Wall E rubra Royle

Vera.— Lai koipira (Sylhet) Assam; Ackatta, Nepal Sirhutnngchir
Lepcha Tigroht Mich 1

References —Roxb FI Ind Bd C B C 329 Kur9 For FI Burm I
298 j Gamble Man Ttmb 97 Trans Agrt Horti Soc Ind VII 78

Habitat —A shrub or small tree of the Eastern Himalaya Assam and
Eastern Bengal down to Chittagong

Food —It produces a red or dark purple fruit of the size of an olive

which is eaten by the Natives in Sylhet
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Sapindus Mukorossi, ( mrtn FI Br Ind , I 683
The Soap not Tree of North India
Syn —With reference to this species Mr W P Hiern in the Flora of

British India writes — There are two forms of this tree one with obtusely

or shortly and suddenly accurmnate leaflets (S detergens, Roxh ) the

other with more lanceolate acuminate leaflets (S acuminata, Wall also

Royle III 139) sometimes as stated by Dr Royle with the rachis of the
leaves very narrowly bordered

Vern —Ritha antha dodan kanmar Hind Rltha Beng ; ha Uriya
Dtdan (= the tree) ritha antha hantha (=» the fruit) Pb Kanmar
N W P Kanmar ritha Bomb Phemla unsta Sans

References —Roxb FI Ind Fd C B C 332 Voigt Hort Sub Cal

94 Brandis F r Fl 107 Gamble Man 7 tmb 96 Stewart Pb PI
32 Irvine Mat Med Patna 7 Med Top Ajmere 12S Homgberger
Thirty five ye irs m the East II 341 Baden Powell Pb Pr 330 Atkin
son Him Dist 307 749 Drury U PI 384 Royle 111 Him Bot
137 Wat on Rep 5 Balfour Cyclop III 531 Treasury of Bot 1017
Gaaetteers —Orissa II 179 App vi IV W Provinces IV Ixx
Panjab Gurdasbur $5 Ind Forester —II 17s ,

III 45 VIII 35
IX 1 5 XII 38 XIII 5<? Agrt Horti Soc Ind Trans VII 78
Journal IV 203 VIII (Set ) 179 IX 410

Habitat —A handsome deciduous tree with grey bark cultivated

throughout North West India Bengal and Assam and distributed to

China the Bonim Islands and Japan On the Himalaya it ascends to

an altitude of 4 000 feet Royle speaks of it as wild in the valleys of the
North West Himalaya but its orginal home requires further enquiries

(Brandis)
Dye —[Some of the tinctorial results for which the Indian dyer is fa

mous can only be produced it is said if the fabric be first washed the

fruits of this tree being employed as the detergent —Ed]
Gum —A gum (?) obtained from this tree was sent by the Madras

Forest Department to the Amsterdam Exhibition
Oil —The fruit contains a principle named sapontne and a fixed oil

is derived from it by expression It is to the presence of this principle

that they owe their chief value as a substitute for soap
Medicine —The fruits are used internally in cases of salivation epi

lepsy and as an expectorant They are also recommended by Native
practitioners for the cure of chlorosis Homgberger states tnat the
seeds pounded with water are said often to put an end to an epileptic

paroxysm a small quantity being introduced into the patient s mouth
Fodder —The leaves are given to cattle as fodder
Structure of the Wood —Light yellow moderately hard compact and

close grained Weight 44ft per cubic foot It is not used
Domestic —[It is perhaps scarcely necessary to have to say that the

fruits of this tree are largely used as a soap substitute both for washing
clothes and the hair Stewart thinks that Vigne was in error when he said
a decoction was employed to make the hair grow The reader should con
suit the article Detergents Vol III 84 85 tor further particulars —Ed ]

Trade —Soap nuts are exported from the Kumdon forest division to
the extent of 20 tons per annum (Atktnson)

S trifoliatus, Linn Fl Br Ind I 682 ; Wight, III ,/ 5/
The Soap nut Tree of South India.
Syn—S emarginatus Vahl S. laurifolia Vahl S acutus

Roxb S abstergens Roxb
Vera — ( l he fruit**) Ritha Hind Baramtha rtthd Beng, JJd-rack

Bkrar Mukta maya rettia Uriya Rxthia C P Rhita ritha Bomb }

Pithe nngtn ritha nta Mar Artthan antha Guz Ritha Dec

S 8x8
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The Soap-nut Tree. (W R Clark)

Pounanga port n kottm puvandt p vanti Tam Kunki du chettu
kukudu konkudu kunkudu k tyalu kukudu kayalu Tel Antala
artala thalav marathu kukate-kiyi kug ite antavaala Kan Urvanjik
kaya ponnan kotta anta rarak Malay Miavmen <iuc-khe-st melvrru
sue-khati Hurm Thalay marutha antam da puv lla punerai gas
Penela Sing PhetttU arishta phalam Sans Riti jinduk t hxndi
(Indian 1 ilbert) Arab Btndake fundi (Ainshe) ratah PfrRS

Note —It seems likely that some of the above vei n names refer to S mukorossi

References —DC Prod I 608 Roxb Fi Ind hd CBC 33

1

Votgt Hort Sub Cal 94 Brandis F r FI 106 Be Home FI Sylv
t i$4 Gamble Man Tt nb 96 Dale & Gibs Bomb FI 34 ^
Crahatn C t Bomb PI 29 Mason Burma an l Its People 517 752
Sir W Eilat PI Andt r 102 103 Rheede Hort Mai IV 4

3

t 19 Atnslte Mat Ind II 318 O Shaughnessy BeniT Di Pens
241 Pharm I id 15 Irvine M t Med Patna 81 M odeen Slier ff
Supp Pharm Ind 224 also Mat Med S Ind (in MSS) Nos
19 193 U C Dutt Mat Mel Hind 3t3 S Arjun Cat
Bomb Drugs 24 h L De Inhg Druqs Ind 104 Mur-
ray PI & Drugs Sind 67 ; Bidie Cat R w Pr Parts hxh
St 61 104 i2t Dymock M it Med W Ind 2nd Ft 188 Dvmork
Warden fr Hooper Pharmaiog Ind I 367 Year Book Pharm
1878 291 Birdwood B >mb Prod 15 279 341 D ury U PI Ind
38s, Atkinson Him Di t {X N W P Cat) 307 Useful PI
Bomb (XXV Bomb Gaz ) 216 252 272 Man Madras Aim
I I14 II 83 Ntchol on Man C imbatore 407 Mo ns A count
Godavery 181 Boswell Man Nellore 98 Moore Man Incfino
poly 80 G tbble M 1 Cuddapah Dist 263 Settle Rep Central
I rovtnees Chanda App VI Gazetteer —Bombay V 2V$ VI
U XIII 26 XV 71 N W P 1 79 IV Ixx Mysore &
Coorg I 52 19 111 22 Ind Fo ester —II 17s 111 201 IX 4/3
X jr 546 All App to Balfour Cyclop Ind III s3i

Habitat —A large handsome tree common about villages in South
India and Ceylon It is cultivated in Bengal where it is doubtfully indi
genous There are said to be two forms—one with acuminate leaves
tne other with emarginate pubescent leaves

Gum—It is said to yield a gum but nothing is known regarding this
product

Qil —A semi solid oil is extracted from the kernel of the fruit This
is employed medicinally but is regarded as too costly for general use 1 he
fruit (ntha

)

is largely used in Southern India as a soap substitute
see Detergents 1 1 1 84

Medicine —The Soap nut has been used medicinally by the Hindus
from a very early period and was afterwards adoptedf into the Muham
madan Pharmacopaeia The following account of its reputed action and
uses in early times is taken from the Mnkhzan el Adwya — The pulp of
this fruit is at first sweetish afterwards very bitter it is hot and dry tonic
and alexipharmic four grains in wine and sherbet cure colic one misxal
nibbed in water until it soaps and then strained may be given to people who
have been bitten by venomous reptiles and to those suffering from diat rhcea
or cholera Three or four grains may be given b^ the nose in all kinds
of fits producing insensibility Fumigations with it are useful in hysteria
and melancholy externally it may be applied made into a plaster with
vinegar to the bites of reptiles ana to scrofulous swellings The root is

said to be useful as an expectorant Pessaries made of the kernel of the
seed are used to stimulate the uterus in child birth and amenorrhcea One
mtskaloi the pulp with one eighth of a mtskal of Scammony acts as a brisk
purgative Ainslie mentions its use by the Vytians as an expectorant in
asthma He also says I have been informed by my friend Dr Sher
wood that he has known several instances of the good effects of putting a

QUM
8lp
01C

Xiroal
820
Fruit

821
MEDICINE.
Soap*nut

Pulp.

823

Root.

824
Kernel
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SAPINDUS
trifoiiatus.

The Soap-nut Tree*

MEDICINE
Seeds

Chemistry
826

\

little of the seeds formed by the soap nut of this tree into the mouth of a
peison in an epileptic fit by which means he was instantly brought to his

recollection It is used also by Native practitioners as an anthelmintic
(Dymock Mat Med W Ind ) Moodeen Sheriff in his Materia Medtca
of Southern India gives a long account of the physiological actions and
therapeutic uses of the Soap nut The following abstract may be here
given -~The pericarp or pulp and kernel of the fruit when given internally

is emetic nauseant and expectorant and may be used successfully as a sub
stitute for Ipecacuanha to which it is equal if not superior in its effects A
thick watery solution of the drug is often dropped into the nostrils of

patients suffering from hemicrania hysteria ana epilepsy and vith good
effect Moodeen Sheriff is inclined to think from his own experience of

this method of administration The same writer goes on to say that he has
seen in his own practice the application of a poultice made with the soap
nut relieve the pain and swelling in parts bitten by scorpions and centi

pedes He states however that it has no anthelmintic properties as he has
used it in very large doses for the removal of intestinal parasites but with
out any effect further than emesis and slight purgation The most conve
nient mode of administration is in the form of a draught which is prepared
by rubbing and b uising a nut in one or two ounces of water and strain

ing the product through a cloth From one drachm and a half to two
drachms of the nut may be given as an emetic from 20 to 40 grains as
a nauseant and from 10 to 18 grains as an expectorant (

Mat Med
Southern India )

Chemical Composition —The following account of the chemical
composition of the Soap nut is extracted from Dymock Warden &
Hooper s Pharmacographt 1 Indira — The saponin estimated by weigh
mg the Sapogenin formed by boiling with dilute acid amounts to 11 5 per
cent this result is confirmed by determining the glucose before and after

the treatment and calculating the increase of glucose into glucoside
The weight of the barium and lead precipitates points to a lower per
centage of saponin The fruits yield to water 40 per cent and to alcohol

15 per cent of extract They contain in a ripe state over 10 per cent of

glucose and a quantity of pectin which renders the watery solution

difficult of filtration Submitted to distillation the drug affords a small

quantity of what appeared to be butyric acid According to Brannt
no saponin is contained in the woody stone seed or husk The thick

cotyledons contain about 30 per cent of a white fat semi fluid at 20 C
and melting to a clear oil at 30° C which possesses a somewhat character

isUc odour The oil saponifies readily and is employed medicinally and
m the manufacture of soap

Special Opinions —§ By Native doctors it is used as a very effectual

remedy in one-sided headache The pulp of one fruit is squeezed well

with a little human or cow s milk and the milk thus prepared is drooped
into the nostril and in coma and delirium into the eyes also In this way
tit acts as a powerful derivative (Surgeon*Major D R Thomson M D
CIS Madras) Used as an emetic when rubbed up with water
(Surgeon J M^Cloghey^ Poona) The kernel of the seeds, mixed with

equal parts of black pepper and powdered is given in doses of grains 40 to

60 m epdepsy 9
(Ctvtd Surgeon J Anderson MB Btjnor N W P)

f Said to act on the uterus and is used to bring on abortion (Surgeon H
W Hill Manbhum) It is an emetic and usea as such m cases of poison-

ing It is commonly employed for washing the hair and clothes (Surgeon
Major Robb Civil Surgeon Ahmedabad) Sapwdus launfoliua or tnfo-

liattts and S emargioatus are different plants Both yield the Soapnut”
(Assistant Surgeon S Arjun LM Gorgium Bombay)
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Fish Intoxicant (W R Clark )

SAP1UM
insigne

Structure of the Wood —Wood yellow and hard Weight about 641b

per cubic foot

Domestic Uses —Besides the use of the fruit as a detergent the wood
is employed for house building and in the construction of carts and also for

making a variety of small articles such as combs boxes etc

TIMBER
827

DOMESTIC
Wood.
828

SAP1UM, Br Gen PI III 334
A genus of Euphorbiaceous plants containing twenty five species allot which

are tropical Six species a e indigeno s to the Indian Peninsula Burma or
the St aits Settlements The gen is was loined by Mueller and more recently
by Baillon to the allied Exccecaria but was restored m the Genera Plan
tarUfH Qlr J D Hooker however in the Flora of British India re

marks that the distinctive points are insufficient and that it would be better

again to unite the two

[1950 Euphorbiace^

Sapium baccatum, Roxb FI Br ind
,
V 470 Wight lc , t

Syn — S populifolium Wall Exccecaria baccata Muell E af
FINIS Grtff Carumbium baccatum Kurt Stillingia PAN 1CU
LATA Miq

Vem —Adamsalt Assam Billa Sylhet Pudhkat lal katnjal Nepal;
ZtnhUn le~lun pen Burm

References —Roxb FI Ind Id C B C 692 Brandi 9 For FI 441
Kurt For FI Burm 11 412 Gamble Man Timb 367

Habitat —A large evergreen tree of Northern and Eastern Bengal the

Sikkim Himalaya Assam the KhAsia Hills Chittagong and Burma It

is distributed to Malacca and Sumatra
Food —The bark is chewed by the Natives of Assam
Structure of the Wood —A soft greyish white light wood coarsely

fibrous perishable {hurt) Roxburgh mentions it as a large and useiul

timber tree but does not say for what purposes it is utilized

S indicum, Wdld / FI Br Ind V 4J1 / Wight lc t 1950
Syn —S Hurmais Nam S Bingirium Roxb Stillinoia indica
& Bingyrica Baill Exccecaria indica Mi ell

Vern —Hurua batul batan Beng Hurna Bomb Kirrtmak^lu Sing

References — DC Prod XV n 1216 Roxb FI Ind Fd C B C
60 1 Br ndts For FI 441 Kurt For FI Burm 11 4i3 Gamble

Man Timb 367 Grah Cat Bomb PI 18 r Beddome For Man 215

Rheede Hort Mai ,1V t 51 Lisboa U PI Bomb 125 273 Balfour

Cyclop HI 5J2 your Agn Horti Soc X 37

Habitat —A small evergreen tree found in the Sunderbans and the

tidal forests of Tenassenm and Ceylon It is said by Graham to occur in

the Koncan
Medicine —The juice of the tree is very poisonous

Structure of the Wood — Soft and white with small brown heartwood
Weight 2qfc per cubic foot

Domestic U9€*.—The wood is used for fuel in the regions where the

tree occurs The speds are employed aSa fish intoxicant by the Natives

see Narcotics, Vol V 333

S insigne, Benth FI Br Ind V 4J1
Syn.-*-

F

ai CONE* I A insiGnis Royle F WallichiaNa Royle Carum
BIUM INSIGNE hurt

Var MALABARICA
Syn*—

E

xccecaria insignis Bed For Man 2/4 t 22 f S Wight lc

No 1866
Vem —Khtnna khina Itenda lendwa Hind Didla bilodar btloja

barilla ledra Pb Dudla Bomb Garpa sh&la Anamalats

S 838
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SAPIUlf
sebiferum

The Chinese Tallow Tree

References —Brandts For FI 442 Kurt For FI Burnt 11 412
Dale & Gibs Bomb FI 227 Beddome Bor Man 214 Grah Cat
Bomb PI 367 Lisboa U PI Bomb 125 268 Ind Forester 1884 X
t 3o Gaeetteers —N W P X 3i 7 Bombay XV 443

MEDICINE
Juice

TIMBER
8JX)

DOMESTIC
Wood
841
842

Habitat —A robust deciduous tree of the sub Himdlayan tract from the
Beas eastwards ascending to 4 300 feet of Chittagong Burma and

Var malabarica on the Western Ghdts as far north as Ndsik
Medicine —The whole plant is full of an acrid milky juice, which, when

applied to the skin produces vesication (Lisboa

)

Structure of the wood —Greyish white very soft and spongy Weight
23 to 29ft per cubic foot

Domestic Uses —The wood is used for the cylinders of Native drums
and for making sandals

(Graham Lisboa)

Sapium sebiferum, Roxb Fl Br Ind V 470
The Chinese Tallow Tree

DYE
Leaves

OIL
Fruit

8ii
Seed

s&
846

Syn — Exccecaria sebifera Muell Stillingia sebifera Mtchaux
S sinensis Baill S sebifera Bojer Carumbium sebiferum
Kura Croton sebiferus Linn

Vero

—

Pippal-yang (according to Ainslie) Hind Mom china Beng
Pista Trans Indus Toyapippalx (according to Ainslie) Sans Ya
rxcou Chinese.

References —DC Prod XV u 1210 Roxb Fl Ind Fd C B C
691 Voigt Hort Sub Cal 161 Brandi v For Fl 441 Kura For
Fl Burnt 11 412 Gamble Man Timb 366 Dal* Gibs

,
Boml

Fl Supp 77 Grah Cat Bomb PI i8r Ainslie Mat Ind II 433
B den Powell Pb Pr 423 598 Atkinson Him Dist 883 Drury l

PI 209 Balfour Cyclop 111 740 Smith Die 401 Journ Agn
Horti Soc Ind VI 164 Ind Forester II 290 394 V 212 VI
239 VIII 124 129 ,

Report by Col J G Macrae Conservator of Forest
Sind Circle (6th July 1888) Report Saharunpore Bot Gardens ( i863)N W P Sel {J866) II 108

Habitat —A small glabrous tree indigenous to China but introduced
as a cultivated plant into various parts of India and elsewhere m warm
countries The Indian vernacular names given above are therefore mere
adaptations

Dye —The leaves give a black dye
Oil and Oil seed —The fruit is a three-celled capsule each cell of

which contains a single globose seed thickly coated with a white greasy
substance—the so-called vegetable tallow That substance is used in place
of animal tallow in China for the manufacture of candles in soap making
and also in dressing cloth From the shell and seed an oil is extracted
which s burnt in lamps In China the tallow from these seeds almost entirely
replaces animal tallow in the manufacture of candles It is separated from
the seeds by steaming them in tubs with convex open wicker bottoms placed
over cauldrons of boiling water In China this tallow is said to be hard and
white and to give a clear inodorous flame without smoke In India it is

found that it is not consistent enough and when it has been used in candle
making it is necessary to dip the candles made of it into wax and so give
them a hard external coating The combustion too of these candles is de
scribed as imperfect and they are said to yield a dim light and a thick
smoke A large cylindrical massof the tallow solid and of apure whiteco-
lour very pure and inodorous was exhibited at the Lahore Exhibition in 1864
and it was hoped then that the tallow tree might become an article of com-
mercial importance in the Panjdb Since that time however interest in it

has declined and for many years no attempts seem to have been made to
utilise the tallow from this source The labour and expense involved in

collecting the seeds and extracting the tallow are said to have been far in
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The Sapphire Gem. (W R Clark) SAPPHIRB

excess of the value of the product With reference to the oil Roxburgh
remarks that cocoanut oil is much better for burning purposes For fur

ther information see the article on Oils, Vol V 449
Structure of the Wood —White and even grained moderately hard

Weight 32ft per cubic foot

Domestic Uses — Besides the uses of the tallow and oil as above
described the wood is made into bedsteads tables and toys andisrecom
mended by Dr Jameson as well fitted for employment as printing blocks

It is a handsome tree and is often planted for ornamental purposes In

Assam the en silkworm is said to feed on its leaves

OIL

TIMBER

DOM&^TIC
Wood
848

Leaves

849

SAPONARIA, Linn Gen PI I 146

Saponana Vaccana, Linn FI Br Ind I 217 Caryophylleje
Syn—S perfoliata Roxb Gypsothila Vaccaria W &A
Vera — Musna Santal Hind Sabu 1 Beng Gultgafas Pers
References — Roxb Fl Ind Ei C B C 38S Botss FI Orient I

525 Aitchx on Bot Afgh Del Com 40 O Shaughnessy Beng
Dtspens 212 S Arjun Bomb Drugs 15 Mu ray PI and Drugs
Sind 95 Dymock Warden & Hooper Pharm Ind I !§! Atki tson
Him Dist 3o5 Gazetteers N W P IV Ixvui X 305 Ind
Forester IV 234 XII (App )

6

Habitat —A tall robust weed of cultivation met with in wheat fields

throughout India and in Tibet
Medicine —Tne properties of this plant are in every respect identical

with those of S officinalis, the Soap wort Srpovbtoy of Dioscorides
(O Shaughnesiy) It is considered by the Natives of India to have febrifugic
and tonic properties in long continued fevers of a low t>pe (S’ Arjun)
The mucilaginous sap is said to be an efficacious remedy for itch (Murray)
Preparations of this plant have emulsifying properties on account of the
saponin it contains

Domestic Uses —The mucilaginous sap is used as a soap substitute by
the Natives of India (see Detergents Vol III, 85)

850

MEDICINE

Sap.

851
Plant.

852
DOMESTIC

Sap

853

SAPOTA.
Sapota, see Achras Sapota, Linn Vol I 80 SapotacejE

S eltng Oldes, A DC and s tomentosa,^ DC , see Sideroxylon
tomentosum Roxb Vol VI

Sappan wood, see Csesalpima Sappan Linn Leguminosje Vol II 10

SAPPHIRE, Ball Man Geol Ind 429
The Sapphire is classed along with the diamond ruby emerald and pearl

etc among gems or precious stones in contradistinction to the inferior

gems amongst which are placed the carnehan onyx agate etc It is a blue
transparent variety of corundum or native alumina and is composed of oxide of
alumina (Ala O*) together with a small quantity of oxide of cobalt to which it

owes its blue tint It differs therefore from the oriental ruby merely m its

colour Crystals of Sapphire are usually double hexagonal pyramids with the
basal plane sometimes well developed but very often quite small or almost ob-
literated Many of the crystals are very irregular the corresponding angles
measured on different pairs of faces frequently varying by several degrees

Sapphire, Mallet Man Geology of India IV 39

Saphir Fr Sapphir Germ , Saffierstin, Dut Zaffiro 7/
Sp Jachant, Bus

854

855
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SAPPHIRE Varieties of Sapphire and

Varieties

856

Occurrence

857

Vera —Nilam Hind Tam Mal Nilam kab d asmdm surmat
(the coloui of antimo y—blu —giey' Pb Neela hgnet kha (the yell w
safphire=) ouk thabha w* (the violet sapphire**) Neela khayan (the
green sapphire**) Mya Burm Nil Singh Sufir arab

References —hnc\chp Brit XXI 302 Balfour Cyrlob Ind III

S32 Maso 1 Bu ma and Its l eople 578 579 732 B iaer> Powell Pb
Pr 48 49 Tavernier I ravels in India 3qq 4 0 Calvert Kulu 54
Gazetteers Central Provinces 506 Settlement Rep C P ( Upper
God very Dtst ) 42 T C Plowden Report to the Govt of Ind Foreign
Department on tke Sapphires of Kashmir

Varieties —Sapphires of various colours occur in India Thus there

is the blue or true sapphire of popular language the colour of which may
be any shade of blue from the palest to a deep indigo the most esteemed
tint being that of the blue cornflower Violet sapphires (oriental ame
thysts) are also found in the same localities as those m which the true

sapphire is met with The most valuable sapphire found m the East
Indies is the yellow sapphire or oriental topaz A green gem called by
the Europeans in India an emerald is often seen It is however a green
sapphire and is much harder than the true emerald which is a green
beryl

Occurrence —The following account of the occurrence of sapphires in

India is mamlv abstracted from Mr Mallet s writings on the subject in

the Manual of the Geology of India Sapphire is found along with many
other varieties of corundum in the ruby mines of Upper Burma Accord
ing to Mr Spears the sapphires there are much rarer than rubies al

though those found are of larger size In Ceylon rubies are of rare occur

rence while sapphires are found frequently and are often of very large size

In the Salem District of Madras and in the valley of the Cauvery Captain
Newbold reports that sapphire is occasionally found and acc >rding to

the Centrm Pr winces Gazetteer the same gem occurs in the Upper Goda
var Distnci Mr J Calvert has stated that he found sapphires worth

R2 each besides other gems m the Upper Ravni valley near the head
waters of the Beeas in Kulu In 1882 a remarkable discovery of sapphires

was made in the Kashmir territory and within a short time such quanti

ties of gems were thrown on the market as to materially lower the value

Owing to the setrecv observed bv the discoverers very conflicting accounts

were in circulation as to the place where the stones had been found but

this may be elucidated by the following account taken from the report by
Mr T Q, Plowden late Resident in Kashmir who himself visited the place

and saw the sapphires being dug out there — Leaving the Chenab valley

at Golabgarh in Padar at the junction of the Bhutna stream with the Che
nab and following the path towards Pzanskar which runs up the Bhutna
valley two days easy marching brings one to th“ village of Suniyan the

last village met with on this side of the passes into Pzanskai To the

north east of this village rises a lofty range of mountains known to geo
logists as the Pzanskar range which sends off many spurs into the Bhutna
vsuley It is near the southern end of one of these spurs between the vil

lages of Machial and Suniyan that the sapphire deposits are found about
two miles in a north westerly direction from Suniyan in a small valley The
greater portion of this valley covered with masses of boulders and frag

ments ot rock which have fallen from the surrounding cliff and amongst
these the sapphires are at present obtained The rock of which the cliffs

surrounding the valley are formed is of micaceous gneiss interst atified with

beds of crystalline siliceous limestone The gneiss is also interstrati fled

with veins of granite in portions of which corundum crystals have been
developed which when they are of sufficiently good colour become
sapphires
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Localities where found (W R Clark)

Method or Collection —Sapphires like rubies occur in three ways —
(i) in situ imbedded in white crystalline limestone (2) loose in the soil on
the hillsides and (3) in gem bearing gr ivel The second is the commonest
method of occurrence and the mode of collection now pursued in Kashmir
is to dig up the soil and then wash away the sand ana mud a rude adap
tation of the methods employed by the diamond diggers of South Africa

Roughly estimated the average yield was 1 tola of sapphire to every 15
raaunds of soil dug and washed The *tones> however were of very uneven
quality

Uses —Sapphires are much valued for ornamental purposes and are

made into brooches rings seals etc In consequence of its hardness the

sapphire was usually mounted by the ancients in a partially rough state

the surface being polished but not cut It has however occasionally been
engraved as a gem

Trade — During the calendar year 1889 36010 carats of sapphire

valued at R15000 were obtained in Kashmir The outturn of Burmese
sapphire during the same period cannot be ascertained as both rubies and
sapphires are included under one heading in the trade returns (R & A
Department Return of Outturn of Gems m India)

SARACA, Linn Gen PI 1 583
[ Leguminos.®

Saraca mdica, Linn Fl Br Ind II 271 Wi^ht Ic t 206

Syn

—

S arborescfns Burnt S minor 8l Zollingeriana Miq
Jonesia Asoca Roxb J pinnata Wtlld

Vera —Asok Htnd Asok asoka Bi ng Aseka ati Cuttack Asok
Uriya Asoka Manipur Asok N W P & Pb Asok ashok

asoka jassundt j sundi B mb Ashoka Mar Ashopalava Guz
Asek kankllt Tel Ahsunkar asoka asoge ashoka Kan 7 hawgabo
Burm Diye ratembela diyaratmal Sing Asoka kanklli vanjula
San*

References—DC Prod 11 487 Roxb Fl Ind Ed C B C 3i2 Voigt

Hort Sub Cal 246 Brandis bor Fl 166 Kura For Fl Bi rm 1 414
Beddome Fl Sylv t 57 Gamble Man Timb 144 Dale fr Gibs Bomb
bl 82 Mason Burma and its People 403 770 Trimen Cat Ceyl PI
28 Elliot Fl Andhr 82 Sir W Jones V ill Rheede H rrt Mai V

t S9 Folkard Plant l re Legends & lyrics 22Q V C Dutt Mat Med
Hind 143 292 Dvmock Mat Med XV Ind 2nd Fd 257 Lisboa U
PI Bomb 64 279 285 Kero Off Guide to Bot Gardens & Arboretum
3o Bomb Gar VII 40 41 XV 75 Gae Mysore & Coorg I 52

59 Settle Rep Fyzabad 12 Ind Forester III 203 XIV 298

Habitat —A low erect tree of the Central and Fastern Himalaya East

Bengal South India Arracan and Tenasserim In Kumdon it occurs up
to altitudes of 2 000 feet It is found aiso in Ceylon and Malacca and is

distributed to the islands of the Malayan Archipelago It 1 often culti

vated in gardens for its handsome flowers and very frequently so near

temples {Brandts) Bombay gardeners cal? the Guattena longifolia

(Anonaceje) Asoka and nave an idea that it is the male of Saraca

indica (Dymock

)

Roxburgh remarks that the plants and seed were

probably brought originally from the Fastern frontier of Bengal where it

is indigenous When the tree is in full blossom I do not think the whole

Vegetable Kingdom affords a more beautiful object

Medicine —The bare is much used by Native physicians in uterine

affections and especially in menorrhagia A decoction of the bark in milk

is generally prescribed A qhrvta called asoka ghrtta is also prepared with

a decoction of the bark and clarified butter together with a number of

aromatic herbs in the form of a paste (Cl C Dutt, Hind Mat Med) In

s 862
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The Moon plant (W R Clark)
SARCOSTSMMA
brenstigma.

Dye —In Assam a madder brown colour is produced with the bark
of Albizzia odoratissma in conjunction with the pounded leaves 'ind twigs
of the dogal tree (Sarcochlamys pluchemma) the yarn being boiled in the

mixture (Liotara Memo on Indian Dyes)
Fibre — The liber gives a good fibre for ropes (Kure)
Structure of the Wood — Pale reddish brown rather light of a firte

silvery fibre soft [kure)

DYE
Leaves
870

Twigs

872
TIMBER.

SARCOCOCCA, Lindl Gen PI III 266
[t 1877 Euphorbiacfje

Sarcococca pruniformis, Lxndl FI Br Ind V 266 Wight Ic

Syn —S saligna Muell S trinervia Wight S sumatrana Bl
S SALICIFOLIA BaiLl 13UXUS SALIGNA Don TrICERA NEPALKNS1S
Wall

Vtin—Chilikat Nepal Sukat sing Kumaon
References —DC Prod XVI 1 n Brandt v For FI, 448 Beddome
FI Sylv ccxvti Gamble Man Timb 371 Bedd For Man 2/7
Atkinson Httn Dist 3 ry Ind Forester X 35 Jour Agri Horti
Soc Ind XIV n 24

Habitat —A small evergreen shrub met with in the Temperate Himd
laya at altitudes between 5 000 and 9000 feet in the Khasn Hills and
Manipur in the Deccan Peninsula and in Ceylon It is distributed to

Afghanistan and to Sdmatra
Structure of the Wood —White moderately hard
Domestic Uses —The wood is sometimes used for making walking

873

87*

TIMBER

sticks

SarcOCOlla f
see Astragalus ? sp , Leguminosje VoI I 348

DOMESTIC
Wood
876

SARCOSPERMA, Hook f Gen PI //, 655

Sarcosperma arboreum, Benth FI Br Ind , III 533
[ Sapotace.®

Syn SlDEROXYLON ARBOREUM Ham
Vern —Pahar lampnti Nepal Kulyatao Lepcha
References —Kure For Ft Burm II abp S7S 76 Gamble Man

Ttmb 242 also Trees Shrubs etc Darjeeling 52

Habitat —A large bushy tree of the Eastern Himalaya It is found
in Sikkim up to altitudes of 4 000 feet It also occurs on the Khdsia
hills and Paikoye mountains in Assam and in Lower Burma (Ava hills

Kure)
Fodder —The leaves are given to cattle

(Gamble)

Structure of the Wood —Pink moderately hard rather light Weight
30 5ft per cubic foot

Domestic Uses —It is used in Sikkim to make canoes

8*7

FODDER
Leaves.

TIMBER

SARCOSTEMMA, Br , Gen PI II 763
With reference to the identification of plants of the gen s Sarcostemma

With the sacred Homa of the Parsis and the Soma of the earl) Sanskrit writers
ihe reader is referred to the generic note on Ephedra Vol HI 247 It is suffi
cient here to remark that Sarcostemma, although very probably not the ori
ginal Soma of early writers is at any rate one of the best Known and most fre
quently used substitutes lor the real article

DOMESTIC.
880
88X

[ Wight Ic / jpy Asclepiadeje
Sarcostemma brevistigma, Wight & Am Bl Br Ind, IV 26,

The Moon Plant
Syn —Asclepias acida & aphylla Roxb

882

S 882
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SASSAFRAS
officinale

Sassafras

DOMESTIC
883

Conf with p
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Liquor

884
885
886
887

892

888

medicine

FOOI
Fruit

890
DOMESTIC

Oil

Spx

Vera —So laid Hind Scfmlata soma Beng Thortnjul Sind ; S6ma
lan a Bomb Ran sher Mar Tiga tshumudu konda pala pulla
tige padma kdshtam sd na laid tige jemudu Tel Muela kirtya
Sing Soma Sans

References —DC Prod VIII 538 Roxb Fl Ind ,Ed C B C 25 r.
Voigt Hort Sub Cal 542 D l* & Gibs Bomb FI 149 Elliot Fl
Andhr g6 141 159 169 18 / Gtbson Cat Bomb PI 122 Atnshe Mat
Ind II 378 U C Dutt Mat Med Hind 3i8 Drury V PI 385
Lisboa U PI Bomb 165 Birdwood Bomb Pr 53 208 Gazetteers —
Bombay V 27 Mysore & Coorg I 62

Habitat —A trailing leafless jointed shrub not uncommonly met
with in dry rocky places in the Deccan Peninsula It occurs also m
Bengal but more rarely than on the western side of India

Domestic Uses —Dr Gibson {Cat Bomb PI 1 mentions that it is

often brought from a distance by farmers to extirpate white ants from the

sugarcane fields A bundle of twigs is put into the trough of the well

from which the field is wateied along with a bag of salt hard packed so

that it may dissolve gradually The water so impregnated destroys the

ants without injuring the crop The plant contains a large amount of

milky sap which Roxburgh says is of a mild nature and acid taste and
is often used by Native travellers to allny their thirst For its uses in

preparing an intoxicating LiauoR see Ephedra Vol III 24.7 also Dr
Watt s numerous papers on the Soma of the Sanskrit authors

The three other species of this genus S Brunonianum Wight & Arn
S intermedium D ne and S Stocksn Hook f are said by Sir J D
Hooker in the Flora of British India to be indistinguishable in the dried

state from this They are used in a similar manner by the Natives of

India and have the same vernacular names

SARCOSTIGMA, W & A Gen PI I 354
[
t 1854 OlACINE®

Sarcosfcigma Kleinii, W & A Fl Br Ind I 594 Wight Ic
,

Vern —P vana puvenagah (= the plant) adul odul {=*the oil)

References —Dale & Gibs Bomb Fl 221 Drury U PI Ind 386

Habitat —A climbing branched shrub found in the Eastern and
Western Peninsulas Malacca

(
Matngay

)

Cochin and Travancore

(Wight) and the Koncan (Stocks)

Medicine —This plant yields a medicinal oil highly esteemed in the

treatment of rheumatism {Drury)
Food —The fruit of S edule which is said in the Flora of British

India to be probably only a variety of S Kleuui, is eaten by the Natives

of the Andaman Islands Ku 0)

Domestic —The oil is burnt m lamps
[Vol IV 2ig

Sarsaparilla) Indian, see Hemidesmus indicus, R Br Asclepiade®
[ Vol VI

S Jamaica, see Snjilax officinalis Hunb Bonpl & Kunth Liliacp®

Sarson Oil* see Bra**10* carapestria Linn Crucifer,® Vol 1 , 5*2

SASSAFRAS, Alees Gen PI III ,
160

Sassafras officinale, Nm Laurinej:

Sassafras
Syn

—

Laurus Sassafras Linn

References — Watt Calc Exhtb Cat V ; VII 224 / Pharmteferences — Watt Calc Exhtb Lat V, 252} VII

i92 Gamble Man Ttmb 3t3 Smith Econ Diet 36?

Ind
,ra

Su 892
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A Useful Carminative for Horses (W R Cl irk

)

candfcaSs^

Habitat— A tree 20 to 40 feet high native of the forests of North
America from Canada to Honda

Medicine -The dried roo i is imported into India and used medicinally
for its alterative tonic stimulant ana sudorific properties It is useful m
chronic rheumatism secondary syphilis scurvy and skin diseases The
volatile oil obtained by distillation of the wood is stimulant carminative
and diaphoretic {Pharm Ind ) In British practice it is only given m
combination with sarsaparilla and guaiacum

Structure of the Wood —-Soft porous highly scented preserving
its odour a long time

Satin-wood, see Chloroxylon Swietenia DC Mfliace/e Vol II 270

SAURAUJA, WiUd / Gen PI I 184

Saurauja napaulensis, DC Fl Br Ind 1 286 Tkrnstrcemiace-®

Vern —Gogina go^nnda Hind Gogen Nepal hasur Lhpcha
Gtgtna g g ma Kumaon

References —Brandi For Fl 25 Gamble Man Timb 29 List of
Iree Shrubs & Cltmbe s of Darjiling, $ Atkinson Him Dist 3o6
Ind Forester VI11 406 XI 2 3yo XIV 3a3

Habitat —A moderate sized tree of the Himalaya from Bhutdn to

Garhwdl also in the Temperate Khdsia hills It is found at altitudes

betw een 2 soo and 5 000 feet

Food & Fodder —The fruit is succulent and palatable and is eaten

by the hill tribes The leaves are lopped for cattle fodder (Atkinson )

Structure of the Wood — Pale-pink very soft spongy shrinks much
Weight 258) per cubic foot (Gamble )

S punduana, Wall / Fl Br Ind I 287
Syn —S FASCICULATA var ABBRFVIATA ChotS )

Vern —Rata gogen stpha rung Sikkim
References —Kurz For Fl Burm 1 ro3 Gamble Man Timb 29

List of T ees Shrub & Lltmbe s ofD rj ling 8
Habitat —A bush or small tree found in the Sikkim Himalaya between

the altitudes of 3 000 and s 000 feet It occurs also in the Khasia moun
tains and in the tropical forests of Burma at altitudes between 2 000 and
3 000 feet

Structure of the Wood —White soft and even finely fibrous
(Kure

)

SAUROMATUM, Schot Gen PI III 966

[ 569 Arace«
Sauromatum pedatum, Schot DC Monogr Phanerogamic II

Syn —Arum pfdatum Willd Arum clavatum Desf
Vern — Lot (a name applied to several species of the genus) Mar Bha
samkand C P

Reference —Dymock Mat Med W Ind 817
Habitat — A native of Western India and of the Central Provinces
Medicine — The 1 ubers are as large as small potatoes and of the

same shape as those of sumn (Amorphophallus camp&nulatus Vol I

2251 they are very acrid and poisonous and are only used externally
as a stimulating poultice by the Natives (

Dymock
)

SAUSSUREA, DC y Gen PI II 47 t

Saussurea candicans, Clarke Fl Br Ind III jy? Composite
Syn —S brahuica Boiss Aplotaxjs candicans DC A scaposa

Edgew Cnicus candicans Wall Carduus hetrromallus Don
Vern —Batula kali »Wi Pb

MEDICINE
Root

893
Oil

894

TIMBKB
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5AUSSUREA
Lappa

The Costua Root

MEDICINE
Seeds

905

Reference* —DC Prod VI 40 Stewart Pb 1PI r/p. Botss FI
Orient 111 566 Atkinson Him Dist 3i2 Go* N W Prov IV
Ixxm

Habitat —A robust annual herb found m sub-tropical and temperate
Western India and the Himalaya from the Salt Range Hazara and
Kashmir to Bhutan altitude 2 000 to 7 000 feet it is distributed to
Afghanistan

Medicine —The seeds are collected m the Panjdb for the drug sellers

(Stewart)

Special Opinion — § Carminative used in masalds for horses {Sur-
geon Major C W Calthrop MD Morar)

906

SACRED
907

908

MEDICINE

909

Saussurea gossypiphora, Don / FI Br Ind III 376
Syn —S gossvpina Wall Aplotaxis gossypina DC Eriocoryne

NIDULARIS Wall Mss
Vern —Kasbdl but pesh PS
References —Stewart Pb PI i/p Hooker Him Journals I 225 Bal
four Cyclop Ind, 111 543

Habitat —A herbaceous plant with perennial rootstock met with irr

the Alpine Himalaya from Garhwal to Sikkim at altitudes between 14 000
and 17 000 feet bird D Hooker (Hun Jour) remarks of this very
striking plant that it forms great clubs of the softest white wool six

inches to a foot high its flowers and leaves seemingly uniformly clothed

with the warmest fur that nature can devise

Sacred —Madden mentions that it is ottered upatshnnes on the Sutlej

(Stewart)

S hypoleuca, Sprenq FI Br Ind III 374,
Syn —Carduus auriculatus Wall Aplotaxis auriculata DC
Veni —For the vernacular names of this plant the reader is referred to

S Lappa for both species seem to be known to the Natives by the same
names

References —DC Prod VI 541 Dymock in Year-Book of Pharmacy
(1878)242

Habitat—A compositous herb with decidedly nodding head it

occurs all over the Temperate Himalaya from Kashmir to Sikkim at

altitudes between 7 000 and 13 000 feet

Medicine — It appears probable that part of the Costus used medicinally
in India is derived from this species although the true Costus is probably
S Lappa

QIO S Lappa, c B Clarke / FI Br Ind
,
III 376

1 he Costus
Syn —Aucklandia Costus Falc ; Aplotaxis Lappa Dene
Vera—Put hot bust bust talk-putchuk kur pachak Hind Pachak kvr
Beng Post khat Kashmir Rusta Bhote Put hot kust talkh kuth
Pb Ouplate Bomb Upaleta but Guz Kostum putchuk goshtam
Tam Changala kustam Tel

,
Sepuddy Malay Goda mahanel

Sing Kushtha kashmirja (according to Stewart) Sans , Kust Arab
& Pers

References —Stewart Pb PI . 121 J H Van Linschoten Voyage to

the Fast Indies II 129 Pnarm Ind 127 Ainslie Mat Ind 11

166 0 Shaughnessy Beng Dtspens 652, U C Dutt Mat Med
Hind 180 307 Dymock Mat Med W Ind 2nd Ed 449 456
Murray PI & Drugs Sind 18$ ; Irvine Mat Med Patna 52 Med
Top Ajmere 107 142 H mtgbcrger Thirty five years in the East 262
Baden Powell Pb Pr ?S6 Birdwood Bomb Pr 48 Royle 111 Him
B t 36o Pr>d Res 2 3 224 Aitchison Trade Products of Le 144
Davies Trade & Resources of the N W Frontier Ixxnt cvm

S 910
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The Costus Root (W R Clark) SAUSSUREA
Lappa

ccclxxvm Balfour Cyclop I 821 Smith Ecoti Dtc 134 Aeru Off
Guide to the Mus of he Bot 87 / Gaaetteer Panjdb Ha»ara Dist
i3 Journ Agn Hurt Soc Ind XI Part I

Habitat —A tall very stout herb with annual stem and thick perennial

roots indigenous to the moist open slopes surrounding the valley of

Kashmir at an elevation of 8 000 tog 000 feet It occurs also in parts of

the basins of the Chenab and Jhelam at elevations between 10 000 and
13 000 feet The roots are dug up in the months of September and Octo
ber chopped up into pieces 2 to 6 inches long and exported without further

prepararton
History — Dr Watt has already written at some length on this sub HISTORY

ject and his remarks may therefore be reproduced — It would seem that 9**
for a long time Costus Hoot or kust was referred to a species of Scita
min*je most probably from the resemblance of the scent to that of Orris
root lhe genus to which it was attributed received the name of Costus
the pei fume being said to be obtained from C arabicus W illd 1 he com
mon and elegant plant of our jungles Costus apeciosus Sm (Vol II

579) was supposed to be nearly allied to the hypothetical species C
arabicus but to be scentless It is remarkable that while it has now been
clearly proved that the plants which belong to the genus Costus have
nothing to do with the Costus root of the ancients the vernacular names
kto lust should in Bengali be given to C speciosus names which are
also applied to the true Costus The resemblance of the root to Orris or
Iris a plant nearly allied to Costus speciosus is another remarkable com
cidcnce Falconer in Linn Soc Trans Vol XIX Part I 23 (1842)
proved beyond doubt that the kust of Upper India was the root of what he
called Aucklandia Costus (since reduced to Saussurea Lappa) and he
conduded that this was the Costus of the ancients for the following rea
sons —

1st— It corresponds with the descriptions given by the ancient authors
nd— Coincidence of names in Kashmir the root is called kut and

the Arabic vernacular is said to be kust both being given as
synonyms by the Persian h ikims they are also the n imes by
which the medicine is known in all the bazdrs of Hindustan
Proper in Bengal the Kashmir root is called Patchak and it

appears bv a note in Dr Royle s illustrations that Garcia ab
Horto gives Pucho as the Malay synonym of Costus arabicus

3rd—hoot is used at the present day for the same purposes in

China as Costus was formerly applied to by the Greeks and
Romans

* 4th— The direct testimony of the Persians that kust comes from the
borders of India and that it was not a product of Arabia

$th—The commercial history of the root gathered in Kashmir under
the name of kust {Dr Dymock Mat Med)

This root is collected in enormous quantities in the mountains of
Kashmir whence it is conveyed to Calcutta and Bombay and thence
shipped for China The drug has a pungent aromatic taste and an
odour resembling that of orris root There is an excellent account of it

with a figure m Professor Guibourt s Histoire des Drogues tome m p
2 j (Science Papers by D Hanbury 25 7) Costus root is remarkably
similar to Flecampane both m external appearance and structure Costus
has been an important spice incense ana medicine in the East from anti
quity down to the present day it would be of great interest to examine it

chemically with regard to Elecampane (Pharmacographta

)

kust is collected in large auantities m Kashmir and exported to the
Panj£b where it finds its \*ay all over India and is shipped from Bombay

31 s 9H
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and Calcutta to China and the Red Sea a small quantity finding its way
to Europe Falconer describes two forms— kust 1 talk and kust 1 shirin
the latter being the chief article of commerce ( Watt Calcutta Exhtb Cat
V 2$2

)

Perfume —As already indicated the roots of this plant are a valuable
perfume Stewart remarks that the loads of it when passing scent the air
to some distance Aitchison says that it is imported into Le from Kash
mfr and re exported to Lhassa

Medicine — Kust has been used in Hindu medicine from the earliest

ages It is said to be aphrodisiac and tonic and useful in diseases arising

from deranged air and phlegm also in asthma and for resolving tumours
(Meer Muhammad Husain) It was formerly smoked as a substitute for

opium U C Dutt in his Hindu Materia Medtca states that the root is

described as aromatic stimulant and useful in cough asthma fever dys
pepsia and skin disease Mr Baden Powell gives an interesting sum
mary of the uses of kut * the dried powdpr is the principal ingredient in a
stimulating ointment for ulcers it is used as an ingredient in a stimulating
mixture for cholera Stewart says it is officinal in the Panjdb being ap
plied in powder to ulcers for worms in wounds and for tooth acne or
rheumatism

Chemical Composition —The root contains much inulin butnoaccu
rate chemical examination has been made In the dry state it is brown
very brittle and apparently full of resin it has a strong agreeable odour
similar to that of orris root

Domestic & Sacred —The root is used in perfumery in powder or

solution , it is largely employed for the hair and as a protective of shawls
and other valuable garments against the attacks of insects it has time out
of count been valued The Kashmir goods owe their peculiar odour to this

root (Watt)
Trade — The quantity collected is very large amounting according to

Dr Falconer to about 2000000 pounds per annum It is laden on
bullocks and exported to the Panjdb whence the greater portion is sent to

Bombay and Calcutta A great part of the imports into Bombay and
Calcutta are exported to China and the Red Sea In Kashmir it is

a Government monopoly each village in the vicinity of the kut fields is

assessed at a fixed amount which has to be delivered in the capital and the

surplus is bought up by the agents of the Maharajah and retailed again
to dealers for export to Hindustan In 1864 the revenue obtained by
the Kashmir State from the sale of kut was said to have amounted to

nearly R 1 90 000 According to Dr Falconer at the time he wrote

the cost of collection and transport to a dep6t m Kashmir was 2s 4d per

cwt on entering India its value was enhanced to from i6r 9d to 235 4d
per cwt while its commercial value at Canton was 47s 5d per cwt

As the drug is not mentioned separately in the trade returns of Bombay
and Bengal the amount of exports cannot be ascertained but from the

Consular reports we find that in the year 1875 the imports into two Chinese
ports were for Hankow 1 270 piculs valued at £5 224 6s 3d and Chefce

277 piculs valued at £1197 80 that it is a fairly important article of

Chinese Commerce
Substitutes and Adulterants — In a communication made to the Agjri

Horticultural Society of India m i860 by Mr H Oope of Amritsar it is

stated that kut was adulterated not only with tut (the root of Salvia

lanata) which is used as a substitute for the genuine article, but that other

foreign substances were used so that he had ascertained that unscrupulous
dealers employed some 20 seers of kut to flavour 100 seers of trash The
principal substitutes or adulterants seem to be a species of Ligulana

s 918
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Saw-milli {W R Clark) SAWMILLS

(Stewart Pb PI) and one of Acomtum (Journal Agrt Horti Soc Jnd

)

but many other plants are said to be used for the purpose Dymock
however states that there is no difficulty m obtaining the genuine article

in Bombay and that the adulterated root is probably specially prepared
for the Chinese market

Saussurea obvallata, Wall FI Br Ind III
,

Syn —Caruuus obvallatus & C tkctus Wall Aplotaxis obval
LATA DC

Vern —Bergandu tongur N W Him Karnal & Kumaon Kattwal
birm kattwal Pb

References —DC Prod VI 54 r Stewart Pb PI 129 Gauetteer N
W P X 312

Habitat—A herb met with in the Western Himdlaya from Kashmir
to Sikkim at altitudes between 10 000 and is <>00 feet

Medicine—The root is used for application to bruises and cuts
(Duthxe)

Sacred —Edgeworth mentions that this is one of the species offered up
at the shrines of Budnnath

(
Stewart )

Savoy, see Brassica (oleracea) bulleata Crucifer.® ; I 534

SAW-MILLS
Saw-Mills.

[
1 he amount of timber cut up by hand is in India probably very con 922

siderably greater than the outturn otthe steam saw mills No data exists

from which to frame however an estimate of the total production of timber
so that the present remarks must be restricted to exhibiting the published
returns of steam saw mills And even of these full particulars are not forth

coming since some of them are private concerns—not registered Com
pames Mr J E O Conor (Statistical Tablet) shows that in 1889 there
were in India sixty two saw mills with a joint capital of R32 96 123 their

outturn having been valued at R142 6*115 Of these mills three are in

Bombay two in Madras seven in Assam forty five in Lower Burma and
five in Upper Burma These mills usually give employment to 5 294 per
manent hands and 6 089 temporary They turned out last year 216 737 tons of

timber 70600 logs 16 67 1 feet of sawn timber 230 417 tea chests and
22 539 shooks The mills concerned in the production of tea chests were
those of Assam The largest and most important saw mills are however
those in Burma Some idea of the importance of the saw mills of India may
be learned from the returns of the traffic m timber but more particularly of

teak wood The total exports coastwise were, in 1889-90 146109 tons
valued at R90 75 785 > but these figures include of course hand sawn as well

as mills timber Of these exports Burma alone furnished 116352 tons

107 803 tons of which went to the other British provinces as follows to
Bengal3i,46o tons to Bombay 55092 tons ana to Madras 21 251 tons
After Burma Bombay is the most important exporting province but its

exports came to only 24 269 tons of teak the major portion of which
went to ports within the presidency of Bombay or to the Native States of
Kathiwar Cambay Cutch etc The foreign demand for Indian timber
has for some years past manifested a tendency to expansion Thus for
example, these exports were valued in 1885 86 at R 1,08 655 $ in 1886-87 at
R254545 m 188788 at R278130 in 1888-89 at R2 83 610 and m
1889-90 at R3 24 565 The analysis of these exports reveals the fact that
Burma takes by far the largest share in the traae and further that about
one half of the total exports go to Ceylon, the next most important
countries being Mauritius East Coast of Africa, and the Straits Settlements

3 ' * S 922
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Bengal and Bombay each export about the same amount of timber and
Madras a slightly lower amount these three provinces furnishing between
them about two-thirds of the total exports

Although having perhaps little bearing on the subject of Indian caw
mills it may be here mentioned that India annually imports a very con
siderably larger amount of timber from foreign countries than she exports.

The immense size of India doubtless renders this necessary as railway
charges within India would be heavier from the sources of timber than the
steam freight from foreign countries During the past five years the imports
of timber from foreign countries were vulued as follows — 1885 86
R262946 188687 R2 98 289 188788 R383949 1888 89 R4 63 776
and 1889 90 R5 19 308 Of the last year s imports Bengal took Ri 82 085
worth Madras Hi 25 678 worth Burma Hi 00 796 worth Bombay
R64 170 worth and Sind R46 579 worth Great Britain heads the list of the
supply countries with Hi 52605 worth Ceylon usually follows having
last vear furnished Ri 14411 worth Hong Kong Ri 30660 worth and
the Straits Settlements with R93 136 worth All other countries furnished
much smaller amounts Austria and Japan for example having each con
tnbuted about R6 000 worth —Ed Did Econ Prod ]

SAXIFRAGA, Ltnn Gen PI I 633
A genus of Saxifragaceous plants comprising 160 known species 3s of

which are found in India 1 hey are herbs most of them perennial and int abit
cool temperate and especially Alpine localities Only one species is noted as
being of economic value

Saxifraga ligulata, Wall FI Br J?id II 398 Saxifragaceje
Syn —A variety of this plant—Clliata—described by Royle as occurring in

Nepal and Kumaon at altitudes between 6 000 and 8 000 feet is put to
economic purposes where it occurs but the vernacular names and uses for
both species and variety seem to be similar

Vera — (The root—) Pakhan bed silphora Hind Bat pid9 popal via
phuta shaprochl kurgotar dharposk banpatrak saprotri t l ka halu
shibl ch makhan bed dakachru (the root=») Pakh n bed jmtiana
maslun Pb Kamarghwal Pushtu Pashanbheda Bomb

References — Voigt Hort Sub Cal 267 . Stewart Pb PI io3 Royle
III Him Bot 226 227 Murray PI Drugs Sind 143 Atkinson
Him Dist 3oq 747 Balfour Cyclop III 544

Habitat —A small plant with leaves frequently a foot in diameter
which occurs on the Temperate Himalaya from Bhutin to Kashmir at
altitudes between 7 000 and 10 000 feet It is met with also on the
Khisia mountains at an altitude of 4 000 feet

Medicine —The root is used as a tonic in fevers diarrhoea and cough
and as an antiscorbutic It is bruised and applied to boils and in ophthal

|

mia It is also considered absorbent and is given in dysentery (Atkinson
Stewart ) In Sind the root is rubbed down and given with honey to
children when teething

Domestic Uses —The large leavbs are frequently employed as plates

(Stewart

)

SC^EVOLA, Linn , Gen PI II jjg
[ / 137 Goodenovieje

Scaevola Kcemgn, Vahl , FI Br Ind , III 421 Wight III
Syn —S sericea Forst S Taccada Roxb Lobelia Plumieri

Burm 2 non Ltnn
Vero ~Bhadrak Bomb Pxnletan Burm
References —Roxb FI Ind

,
Ed C B C 177 Dal* & Gibs Bomb

FI 134 , Burm FI Ind 186 Rumbk Amb IV u6 t 54
Gamble Man \ltmb 233 Kur* For FI Br Burm II 84 Mur

S 927
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Scammony (
i jR Clark) SCHIMA

Wallichit

ray PI & Drugs of Stnd 180 Masm Burma and Its People 784
Biidno d B mb I rod i6§ Lisboa U PI Bomb 163 Gazetteer
My rrt & Co rg I 70

Habitat —A shrub with smooth succulent branches found on the sea

shores of India from Sind to Ceylon and from thence to Burma and
Malacca It is distributed to Tropical Eastern Asia Australia and
Polynesia

Medicine —In the time of Rumphius the juice of the berries was
instilled by the Amboyans into the eyes to clear off opacities and take

away dimness of vision

Food —The leaves are eaten as a vegetable by the Natives
Structure of the Wood — It has a soft spongy pith and coarse milky

fibrous wood which is useless for economic purposes
Domestic — The Malays attach some superstitious qualities to its

berries and from the pith of the stem and thick branches they make arti

ficial flowers (Lindley

)

[Vol II 519

Scammony, see Convolvulus Scammonia, Linn Convolvulacbje

MEDICINE
Juice

928
Berries.

Q20
FOOD
Leaves

tM?2er

do?£stic
932

SCHIMA, Reinw Gen PI I 183

Schima crenata, Korth FI Br Ind I 28

9

Ternstrcemiacbjl
Syn — Gordonia floribunda Wall G oulata Roxb FI Ind Id
C B C 426

Vern

—

Theetya Burm
References—Kura For FI Br Burm I 107 Griff Notul IV
Ma on Burma Its People 408 53 5 752 Ind Forester XIV 341

Habitat —An evergreen tree 30 to 60 feet in height found in the East

ern Peninsula from Tenassenm to Penang and distributed to Borneo and
Sumatra

Structure of the Wood —Not of much value but said to be hard and
durable though liable to warp and split

Domestic —The compact timber of this tree is used for house posts

and for rice mortars {Mason)

S khasiana, Dyer in FI Br Ind I 289
Habitat —A tree of the Khdsia mountains found at altitudes between

4 000 and 6 000 feet

Dye and Tan — Baillon says that the bark of this tree is used m
dyeing and m the preparation of skins

S mollis, Dyer in FI Br Ind I 288
Syn —Gordon 1 a mollis Vail

Vern -This like all the other member* of the genu* is called Theetya
by the Burmese xe itchwood on account of the itching which its chips
or bark occasion when brought into contact with the skin

References—Apltn Report on Shan States {1887*88) Ind Forester
XIV 341

Habitat —A large tree found on the Ava hills I

Domestic —1 he wood is used for similar purposes to that of S
crenata.

S Walhchll, Choisy FI Br Ind I 289
Syn —S hypoglauca Miq Gordonia Wallichii DC G INTEORI

folia Roxb G chillaunia Ham With reference to the synonyms of

S Wallichu Dr George Watt {Ind Forester) remark* that it is a

very vanable plant but that a well marked form (S Noronhae Reinw )

fully deserves m his opinion the independent position once assigned
to it

933

TIMBER

DO]21IC

DYE* TAM
Bark

DOMESTIC
Wood
939
940

S 940
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SCHIST

MEDICINE

Bark

941

TIMBER
942

DOMESTIC
Wood
943

944

945

946

Schima Schist

Vem —Makusal chtlaum makrtya chilautti Hind j Dtngan (Khasta)
Boldak (Garo) Makrtah chtlaum makusal Assam j Jam Cachar
Chtlaum goechasst Nepal Sumbrong Lbpcha ) Gugera Goalpara
Theet ya a nan-pho Burm

References — Roxb FI Ind Ed C B C 426 Kurm For FI Burm
I 106 Gamble Man Ttmb 29 Mason Burma & Its People 535
752 Pharm Ind I 190 Dymock Warden & Hooper Pharmacog
lnd 1 190 Ind Forester 1 85 87 VII 101 VIII 403 XI
252 3 IS 355 XIV 340 34i 343

Habitat —A large evergreen tree of the Eastern Himalaya from Nepdl
and Sikkim to Bhutan found at altitudes between 2 000 and 5 000 feet

It occurs also in Assam the Kh$sia hills Chittagong and Burma and
is distributed to Sumatra

Medicine — The Hindi names for this tree signify that which causes
itch that which causes monkeys itch The part of the tree which
has this effect is the bark in which the liber cells appear like glistening

white needles which irritate the skin like cowhage which drug it resem
bles in being a mechanical irritant (Pharmacog Ind )

Structure of the Wood —Rough red moderately hard close grained

warps and shrinks much in seasoning It is durable when well ventilated

Weight about 45ft per cubic foot Gamble remarks that the growth of

this tree is moderately fast and that as large quantities of the timber
well jrown and straight are available it is to be hoped that it may be ere

long in more extensive demand *

Domestic —The wood is used in Northern Bengal and Assam for

many purposes but chiefly for building Many of the tea factories in

Darjeeling have been built of it and the Public Works Department have
sometimes used it for bridges Mann states that m Assam it is used for

planks and ordinary building purposes and for canoes In 1875 several

sleepers made of it were given over to the Northern Bengal State Rail-

way for experiment but tne result does not appear to have been pub
lished (Gamble) Hooker in his Himalayan Journals says it is much
prized by the Lepchas and Thibetans for ploughshares and other articles

which need a hard wood

SCHISMATOGLOTTIS, Zoll it Morr Gen PI III 984

[
Phanerog II 352 Aroideje.

Schismatoglottis calyptrata, Zoll tt Morr DC Monog
Syn —Calla calyptrata Roxb FI Ind Ed C B C 63

r

Habitat —A native of Amboyna where it is used as an article of food

and also medicinally Introduced into Calcutta See Colocasia antiquo-

rum Schott Aroideje Vol II 509

SCHIST
* The Schistose Rocks are those which h*ve a schistose e

4

fohated texture

Foliation is a term applied by Professor Sedgwick to those rocks which have had
such a subsequent texture and structure given to them as to split into plates of different

mineral matter either with the bedding or across it (Gnkte) (Co^f with Gneiss,
Vol III 517 18)

Schist, Medlicott in Man Geol Ind I 12
Schist Eng Schistb Fr Schiefer Germ

The following note has been kindly furnished by Mr H B Medhcott
late Director of the Geological Survey —

Schist is a foliated crystalline rock the commonest varieties being
mica schist talc schist chlonte-schist hornblend schist etc. It is the

commonest genus of metamorphic rock and is always found tn such regions

s 946
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The Lac Tree or Kosumba. ( W R Clark )
SCHLEICHBRA

trijuga

of which there are many in India It is quite too coarse a rock to rank as
a building stone being only available for rough rubble masonry and
when obtainable in large slabs for /oofing lintels door posts flags and
the like

SCHIZANDRA, Mich Gen PI , / i9
[ NOLIACEJE

Schizandra grandiflora, H f & T { Fl Br Ind I 44 Mag
Syn— SPH.F.ROSTIMA GRANDIFLORUM Hf & T KADSURA GRAND!

FLORA Wall
Vern —Smghata taksielrik Lepcha j Sillangti Kvu\os Rlandru

kaljendru Pb
References —Brandts

,
For Fl 57 1 Gamble Man Ttmb 4 Gazetteer

N W P X 304 Ind Forester XI 2 XIII 68

Habitat — A glabrous climbing shrub of the Temperate Himalaya from
Simla to Bhutan found at altitudes between 6 ooo and 10 ooo feet

Food —The fruit is eaten
Structure of the Wood —Porous and with strong resinous smell

SCHLEICHERA, Wtlld , Gen Pi 1,404

Schleichera trijuga, Wtlld Fl Br Ind I 681 Sapindaceas

The Lao Tree or Kosumba The Ce\lon Oak
Syn —S pubescens Roth Melicocca trjjuoa fuss Scytalia

trtjuoa Roxb Stadmahnia trijuoa Spreng Cussambium spi
NOSUM Hamilt

947

FOOD
Fpult

Tlt&BR
949
950

Vera ~-Kosum, gausam kusum Hind Baru Santal Puvatti
Kaders Kassuma koham kockam Panch Mehals Rusam
Uriya Baru Kurku ; Kussum kojba C P Komur pusku Gond
Gosam N W P Santrna jamoa gausam kdssdmb Ph Peduman
gosam kosam kosamb kocham koshimb assumar Bomb ; Kusumb
peduman Mar j Pdvd pd pulacht Molim burxkt pumarum puou or kula
in Ceylon) Tam Pusku ay roatanga posuku mayt rotanga Tel
ChenJala Cooro j Sagdt sagade

, chakota akota Kan Gyo kyet
mouk Burm K6n Sing

Reference* —DC Prod I 615 Roxb Fl Ind Ed C B C 3sr
Brandts For Fl loS Kurt For Fl Burm I 289 Beddome Fl
Sylv t no / Gamble Man Ttmb 95 Thwaites En Ceyl PI 38
Dale & Gibs Bomb Fl 35 Stewart Pb PI 32 / Graham Cat
Bomb PI 29 Mason Burma & Its People 454 752 Sir W Elliot
Fl Andhr 114156 7 nmen Cat Ceylon PI 20 , Rumphius, Amb I
t 57 O Shaughnessy Beng Dispens 242 ,$ Arjun Cat Bomb
Drugs 25 213 Dymock Warden & Hooper Pharmacog Ind I 37o
Bird-wood Bomb Prod 259 32$ Baden Powell Pb Pr 597 Atkm
son . Him Dist (X N W P Gat) 3o7 814 Useful PI Bomb
(XXV Bomb Gam) 51 150 261 278 394 Liotard Dyes 33 / Man
Madras Adm II n5 Settlement Reports — Central Provinces
Chanda App vt Chhtndwara 28 no Baitool 77 127 , Upper
Godavery 38 Ntmar 305 Raxpore 76 77 Gaeetteers t—Bombay
VII 38 39 XIII 25 1 XV 33 1 XVII 25 N W P IV Ixx
Mysore & Coorg I 48 Ind Forester —I 120 274 II 18, /p /
III 23 189 20 r 238 IV 292 322 VII 277 VIII 29 103 105
127 414 438 IX, 128 177 487 X , 3i 33 63 325 XI 367 XII
188 Alii 120 Balfour Cyclop Ina II 546

Habitat —A large deciduous tree found in dry forests of the Sub
Him&layan tract from the Sutlej eastwards throughout Central and South
era India Burma and Ceylon It is distributed to Java and Timor

Resiii—It exudes a yellowish resin The lac produced upon this

tree ts known as kusum lac, and is the most highly prized quality (see

Coccus lacca, Vol II , 409)-

RESIN*
Lae

95*

s 951
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SCHR&BERA
swtetenioides

The Lac Tree or Kosumba

DYE
Flowers

«?
Seeds

953

MEDICINE
Oil

954

Bark

955

FOOD
Fruit

956
TIMBER
957

DOMESTIC
Wood
958

Dye —A dye is said to be obtained from the flowers {Settlement

Rep Chindwara Dist )

Oil —The seeds yield an oil which is used in Malabar for culinary

and lighting purposes It is reputed to be the original Macassar oil ana
has recently reappeared in German commerce under that name {Phar
macog Ind

)

Medicine — Messrs Qehe & Co m their trade report state that the

oil is a valuable stimulating and cleansing application to the scalp which

promotes the growth of the hair It has been long used by Native prac

titioners for the cure of itch and acne Roxburgh remark that the

bark rubbed up with oil is used for the cure of itch but he does not men
tion the similar use made of the oil Rev A Campbell tells us that the

Santals use the bark in external application to relieve pains in the back
and the loins

Food —The fruit contains a whitish pulp which has a pleasant sub
acid taste and is often eaten during hot dry weather by the Natives who
ascribe to it cooling properties

Structure of the Wood —Very hard strong durable and takes a fine

polish sapwood whitish heartwood light reddish brown Weight about

70 per lb cubic foot

Domestic —The wood is much used by Natives for the manufacture
of articles where strength in small space is reouirqd Thus it is employed
for making pestles the axles of wheels and tne teeth of harrows and for

the screw rollers of sugar mills and of cotton and oil presses ]

959

COM
O60
FOOD
Loaves

TIMBER
962

DOMESTIC
Wood
963

SCHREBERA, Roxb Gen PI
,
II 675

[ III i 162 Oleaceje

Schrebera swietemoides, Roxb f II Br Ind III 604 Wight

Vem —M6ka gdkt ghant gantha banpalas Hind Ghanta parul
Bkno Jarjo sandapsing Kol Ghato Oraon Mokkak Bhil
Jantia Uriya ^hdn KURKU Moka C P Kanndi mokha dhakha
Gond Patali ghanta patalt Bundkl Mokha jhdw Raj Moka
gantha Bomb Moga Itnga Tam Kalgante Coorg Makk m
tnokob Tel Thxt hswa Iwd Burm Mushkaka ghantapdtali Sans

References —DC Prod vitt 675 Roxb FI Ind Ed C B C 37
Brandis For FI 3o$ Kurz For FI Burm II 156 . Bediome FI

Svlv t 248 Gamble Man Timb 2$5 Dale & Gibs Bomb FI
i38 . U C Dutt Mat M d Hind 298 3ro Lisboa U PI Bomb
97 394 Gazetteer —Bomb xm 26 XV 75 Ind Forester —III
2o3 IV 227 VIII 417 438 ; XI 370 371 XII 31 1 313 App
16 XIII 121

Habitat —A deciduous tree 40 to 50 feet high found in the Tropical

Himalaya of Kum$on and in Central and Southern India and Burma
It is widely diffused but nowhere abundant

Gum — It yields a gum
Food —The leaves were eaten as a vegetable in the Nasik District

during the famine of 1877 78

Structure of the Wood —Brownish grey hard polishes well is durable
does not warp or split There is no heartwood proper but irregular

masses of purple or claret-coloured wood are scattered throughout the

centre of the tree Weight 56ft per cubic foot

Domestic—The wood is used for turning and for making combs and
weavers beams It makes excellent cart wheels Roxburgh says that

he is inclined to think it would answer well in place of boxwood for scales

to mathematical instruments as it is not liable to warp

s 06
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The Sampat drug (W R (fork)
SCILLA
indica

SCHWEINFURTHIA, A Braun Gen PI II 9 ??

[ Wight Ic t I4W SCkOPIIUI ARINE-®

Schweinfurthia sphaerocarpa, Braun FI Braun Ind II -J2
Syn —S pa pi lion \cea Botss Antirrhinum papilionaceum Burnt
A glaucum Sticks Linaria sph<«Rocarpa Bcnth

Vern —(Bazar name the drug *=*) Sampdt Hind Bomb S\ns Sottgat

Sind
References —DC Prod, X 287 B m FI Client IV J97 Burnt

FI lnd 21 t 3q f 2 Dym ik M it Med If hid
Habitat

—

An annu d or perennial branched glabrous herb found in

rocky places in Sind and distributed to Baluchist in and Afghanistan

Medicine —The drug which consists of the fruit broken up into small

pieces and the powdered iea\fs together with portions of the stem has a

slightly bitter somewhat tea like taste and is prescribed bv Native practi

tioners to patients suffering from typhoid symptoms The powder it

snuffed up for bleeding at the nose (Dr Stocks)

SCILLA, Lmn Gen PI III S14

Scilla indica,/?^ sec Urginea indica, A wwf/i I iliac eje Vol VI Pt IV
S indica, Baker Fl Bt Ind VI 348

Syn — [S maculata Baker in Jour Li in Soc XIII 250 I TDEnouRiA
hyacinthina Roth Wight Ic t 2040 L maculata Dale Barnakia
INDICA Wight Ic t 2041

Vern -~Supha he khus Bpno Bht tk md pahartkanda nan janglt
kando lan na ranak mda Bomb Shu u nan venj^ay m I AM

References —Grab Cat Bomb PI 220 Dale fr Gibs B mb Fl 251
O Shaughnessy Beng Dispens 663 Dymick Mat M l W Ind 2n l

hd 834 Irvtn Mat Med Patna 106 Home Dipt Cor rel t

Pharm lnd 23o 240 291

Habitat —Frequent in sandy places especially near the sea in the
Deccan peninsula from the Concan and Nagpur southwards S Hohe
nacken Fisch et Mey is a closely allied species met with in the Panjdb

Medicine —The bulbs are scaly about the size of a large nutmeg
composed of very smooth and fleshy scales which are so imbricated that
they might be mistaken for coats if not carefully examined they are round
ish or ovate in shape sometimes slightly compressed on the sides exter
nally they are of a whitish brown colour 1 hey are usually found growing
singly as if propagated by seeds and not as in the case ofTjrginea indica
m clusters each of which contains in the centre a mother bulb surrounded
by many smaller ones (Moodeen Sheriff M< t Med Madras) Ainslie
notices the bulbs of Scilla hyacinthina and says that they were employed
in Southern India for the relief of strangury and fever in horses 0 Shaugh
nessy after commenting on Ainslie s remark says that he tried them as a
substitute for the officinal squill (Urginea Scilla) of the Bnti h Pharma
copoeia but found that although given in double and even treble the dose
of the latter drug they produced no marked effects Dymock however
states that for many years they were issued from the Bombay Medical
Stores m lietT of squills {Ind Jour of Med Phys Set Jan 18th i8?8 p
9) but that of late years Urgineaindica has been in use both appear to be
equally satisfactory substitutes for squills [The late Moodeen Sheriff (in
his unfinished Materta Medtca of Madras) describes them as more power
ful than the bulbs of Urginea indica and quite equal to the officinal drug
of the British Pharmacopoeia He says that they are particularly efficient
if gathered soon after they have flowered a fact which may have some
thing to do with 0 Shaugh neasy s low estimate of their powers since he
remarks that the bulbs he made use of had not flowered that season 9

The dose according to Moodeen Sheriff is from one to four grams Ed ]

s 969
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SC1RPUS
Kysoor

970

KIDICINE
Fruit

971

JulM
973

973

974

FOOD
B00U

JBL
976
977

The Gajapipal Climber

SCINDAPSUS, Schott / Gen PI 111 992

Scindapsus pertusus, Schott ; a synonym for Rhaphidophora pertusa,

Schott and Pathos pertusa, Roxb FI Ind Ed C B C 146J
Aroideab

S officinalis, Schott DC Mon Phaner II 254/ Wtght Ic t

Syn —Pothos officinalis Roxb FI Ind Ed C B C 14s
Vern — Gajapipal pippal 7 hanca tnatdah gai p%pli bari-ptpU Hind \

Gajapipal ga/Piph Beno Dare j hopak* Santal Gaj~p%Pali hdth%

ungltya N w P Thora^pimpli Mar j Motto piper Guz Hatti
Pipit Dec 1 Attx ttppilt Tam j Enuga pippalu gaja ptppall Tel j

Dodda-htpallt Kan Atti ttppilt anatl ttppilt Malay Gaja ptppalt

,

kari-ptppalt kapi-ballt kola balli s revasi vos tra Sans
References —Revd A Campbell Econ Prod Chutia Nagpore No 843s

Mason Burma 505 816 Sir W Elliot Fl Andhr 56 Sir W
Jones V 151 Pharm Ind 250 Atnslte Mat Ind II 113/
O Shaughnessy.Beng Dispens 626, Moodeen Sheriff Supp Pharm
Ind 226 U C Dutt Mat Med Hind 252 297 Atkinson Him
Dist 3i8 75c Btrdwood Bomb Pr 04 Home Dept Cor regarding
new Pharm Ind 24O Gan Onssa (W W Hunter) II 159 App tv

Habitat —A large climber common m the tropical forests of many
parts of India and Burma adhering to the trees by truck adventitious roots

Medicine —The dried sliced fruitis officinal in the Matena Medicaof
the Hindus Stimulant diaphoretic and anthelmintic virtues are ascribed

to it It is also said to be aromatic and carminative and useful in diar

rhcea asthma and other affections caused by deranged phlegm It is used

principally as an aromatic adjunct to other medicines ( U C Dutt) Amun^
the Santals the fruit is applied externally for rheumatism (Revd A Camp
bell) [Dymock writing apparently of Rhaphidophora pertusa (a nearly

allied plant to that under consideration) says it is called ghannaskunda in

Maratm because of its being used in the treatment of persons bitten by
Russell s viper For this purpose the juice along with black pepper is

given internally and the juice together with the juice of Croton obiongifohna

and of the fruit of Momordica Charantia, is applied externally to the bitten

part—Ed ]

SCIRPUS, Linn / Gen PI III 1049

fA genus of Cyperaceous plants comprising about 200 species These are

widely scattered all over the world and are chiefly to be found in marshy places

and stagnant water Many species are indigenous to the East Indies but of

these oiuy a few are described as being used for economic purposes In the

Statistical Atlas of Bombay the following remark occurs which appears to relate

to the edible sedges here dealt with — The tubers of these plants found most

largely in the Nil or inland lake to the west of Dholk and in marshy places in

the Konkan are eaten by the labouring classes m ordinary times and very

largely by the famine-stricken These tubers materially support the latter in

times of distress in the Nalkantha of Kithiiwir and Ahmadaoad —Ed Diet

Rcon Prd0 ]

Scirpus dubius, Roxb FlIni,Ed CBC 73, Ctpkeacijk
Vera —Alltki gitti-gadda, Tel
Reference -Sir W Elliot Fl Andhr i3 60*

Habitat —A native of wet sandy pasture land

Pood —The tuberous roots which are said to be as good as yams

) and the tender white shoots which spring up after the monsoon
(Elhot\ are eaten by the Natives of Chutia Nagpore and the other parts

of India.

S Kysoor, Roxb Fl Ind , Ed ,
C B C

, 77
Vera —Kasuru kesur Hind, Beng ; Kackera Bomb Kaseru, dUa$

Pb j Gunda tunga gaddi Tel \ Kaseruka» Sans

S. 977
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A Valuable Fungus (« R Clark) SCOLOPIA
crenata

References —Str W Elliot FI Andhr 6$ U C Dutt Mat Med Hind
304 Dymock Mat Med W Ind 847 Atkinson Econ Prod N W P
Pt V (Foods) tor Lisboa U PI Bomb 184 Joum Agrx Hortx
Soc Ind X XIII Sel 62

Habitat —A weed common on the margins of tanks and rivers through
out India

Medicine —The tuberous roots which are about the size of a nutmeg
and of a black colour externally have astringent properties and are given

by Native practitioners in diarrhoea and vomiting
Special Opinions —§ Kesur is used to remove the taste of medicine

from the mouth It is chewed also for the purpose of checking sickness I

have often seen it used but I cannot say whether it acts beneficially *

(Surgeon R L Dutt MD Pabna) Astringent given in diarrhoea

(W Dymock Bombiy)
Food and Fodder —The roots are dug up in large quantities in the

cold weather sliced and eaten uncooked by the Natives of many parts of

India They are sweet and starchy and are considered cooling and highly

nutritious

Sacred —In Bengal the tubers are given as offerings to the deities

Scirpus mantimus, Linn Boiss
, FI Orient V 384

Vem —Murak dtla Pb Gurrapu sakatunga Tkl
References —Roxb FI Ind js Stewart Pb PI 26s Aitch Bot Afgh

Del Com 121 Sir W Elliot FI Andhr 66 Gasetteer N W P IV
Ixxix

Habitat —Common in marshes and on the banks of streams in Northern
India

Fodder—When fresh it forms good forage but soon gets too dry
(Stewart)

SCLEROTIUM

FOOD *
FODDER
Roots

BACKED
Tuber*
980
981

FODDER
982

Sclerotium stipitatum, Berk & Curr Fungi 983
[In the brief review of the Fungi of India given in Vol III 455 there

will be found mentioned a fungus that inhabits the excavations produced
by white ants By an unfortunate oversight its name has there been
given as Schrotium stipatum The substance here more especially alluded
to cannot however be said to have been definitely determined It is known
m Tamil as Patu manga and is reported to be highly valued as a medi
cine The reader will find a detailed account of it in the Journal of the
Agri Horticultural Society of India

( Vol XIV Old Series Selections

*<>5 7) and a scientific description of it in the Journal of the Linnean
Society (Vol IX 417) —Ed Diet Econ Prod ]

SCOLOPIA, Schreb Gen PI ,
7 127

Scolopia crenata, Clos FI Br Ind 1,191 Bixinem
SytL—PHOBBROS CRENATUS W & A P ACUMINATUS HOOKRRIANUS

8c Arnottianus Thnoutes Flacourtia sapida 8c crenata Wall
Vern—Hitterlu Bomb
References —Dale & Gibs Bomb FI u Thwattes, Enum , if 400

Beddome FI Sylv t 78 Gamble Man Ttmb 17

Habitat—A middle-sized tree found in hilly districts of Malabar
Kanara, Mysore and Ceylon and distributed to China and the Philippines

Structure of the Wood —White very hard and dense, but liable to
warp said by Beddome to be used lor planks.

984

TIMBER*

985

S 9«S
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SCORZONERA
mollis

The Viper Grass

986

TIMBER

987

Scolopia rhinanthera, Clos Fl Br ind I igo
Syn —Phobbros rhinanthera Benn P macrophylla W & A

Flacouktia inermis Wall
References —Gamble Man Tim) 17 Walt Cal Exhib Cat VII 2 6

Habitat — A tree of Malacca Java and Borneo Found by Kurz in the
Andaman Islands

Structure of the Wood —Hard red close and even grained Weight
6oflb per cubic foot

988

MEDICINE
Leaves

989

991

FOOD
Roots

992

• 993

FOOD

995

SCOPOLIA, Jacq / Gen Pi II go2

Scopolia 1Linda, Dunal Fl Br Ind IV 243 Solanace;e

j

Syn —

A

nisodus luridans Link & Otto A stramonifolius G Don
References —DC Prod XIII 1 555 Pharm Ini 181 Braithwaite

Retro pect of Meiicmt IX 119

Habitat —An erect herbaceous plant of the Central Himalaya found
also in Nepal and Sikkim

Medicine

—

The leaves when bruised emit a tobacco like odour A
tincture prepared from them and administered internally was found to

produce extreme dilatation of the pupil and in two instances to cause
blindness during the use of the drug (Ph irm Ind )

[Parti 226

S praealta, Dunal see Physochlaina praealta Hook f Vol VI

Scorodosma fcetldum, Bunge see Ferula feetida Regel Umbelli
ferje, Vol III 335

SCORZONERA, Linn Gen PI II 331
A genus of perennial rarely annual herbs belonging to the Natural

Order COMPOSITE Three species are indigenous to the Pani4b and Western
Himalaya none of which seem to be of much economic value In the adja
cent countries of Baluchistan and Afghanistan several other species are found
All these are used as vegetables by the inhabitants of those regions but S*
mollis and S divaricata Turca are the only Indian indigenous species that
it has been thought necessary to deal with in this work

[ POSITS

Scorzonera hispanica, Linn ; Boiss Fl Orient III
, J43 Com

The Spanish Salsify Viper Grass
References —Firminger Man Ga d Ind t63 DC O tgm Cult PI

44 Smith Fcon Diet 371 Agrt Horti Soc Ind Trans VII {Pro
n6 Journal IX {Pro) 97 {New Series) IV 37

Habitat— I he Scorzonera is wild in Europe from Spain where it

abounds the south of France and Germany to the region of the Caucasus
In Sicily and Greece this species is not found It is cultivated m many
parts of Europe for the sake of its roots which are used as a vegetable

(DC Ortg Cult PI) In India it is occasionally cultivated m the gardens
of Europeans

S mollis, Rieb Botss , Fl Orient III 761 also S divaricata,

Turcz II Br Ind III 418
Vern —Kambul jhag Afgh

Reference —Aitchison Bot Afgh Del Comm 84

Habitat —In the dry valleys of Afghanistan Baluchistan and Persia

extending thence to Eastern Europe
Food —Both the tuberous roots and the leaves are collected cooked

and eaten by the Natives of Afghanistan and to some extent (S divaricata)

is similarly used by the hill tribes of the North West Himalaya
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Beche de mer or Edible Holothunans (W R Clark) SEA SLUGS

SCROPHULARIA, Linn Gen PI II gjj
f ARINEAt

Scrophulana dentata, Foyle FI Br Ind IV 236 Scrophul
Syn —S Kotschyi H f & T
Vera —Sh st Ladak
Reference — Stewart Pb PI i63

Habitat —An annual herb with perennial root stock found on the
Western Himalaya and in Western Thibet at altitudes between 12 000 and
15 000 feet

Fodder —Browsed by goats but not by yaks (Stewart)

SCUTELLARIA, Linn Gen PI II 1201
\

Scutellaria linearis, Benth FI Br Ind IV 66g I 4btat/e
Vern—Masttara Pb
References — St uart Pb PI 173 Agn Horti Soc Ind Journal XIV

21 (N w Sen s) I too Gazitteer N W P X 3iS
Habitat — Not uncommon on the Temperate Western Himdlaya from

Kashmir to Kumdon at altitudes between 3000 and 8 000 feet It is

abund mt on the Salt Range and is distributed to Afgh misfin
Food— In the Salt Range this plant although very bitter is eaten by

the Natives

„ SEA-SLUGS
Sea-slugs

B£che de mer Tripang Sea lefches Holothuria
Vera —Hsen hmyau Burm Trtpang swala Malay Hoy shun

China
References —Forbes Watson Induct Survey 370 Simmonds C mm

Pr d of Sea 105 E icycl b Brit III 477 VII 63q Balfour Cychp
Ind I 3o$ II 96 HI 928 R vie Production of Ismglas along
the Coasts of India S2 54 Mason Burma & Its I 1 ypli 3y3 728
Gaz tteer if Burma II 415

Habitat — Edible Holothunans are found on the coasts of the Medi
terranean the Eastern Archipelago Australia Mauritius Ceylon and
Zanzibar whence they are occasionally brought to Bombay for re export

to China Several species are found on the Burmese coast particularly

that of the Mergui Archipelago where they are captured in large quanti

ties by the Natives cured and sold to the Chinese It is however from
the coasts of New Caledonia Tahiti and the Fiji Islands that China is

principally supplied with Sea slugs They are collected in large quanti

ties throughout the Indian Arcnipelago especially among the Eastern
Islands

Description —The ordinary kind in size and appearance resembles a
prickly cucumber except that the colour is a whitisn brown another is per

Fectly black One species is nearly 2 feet long but they are generally much
smaller and the average size may probably be taken as about 8 inches

The skin is in some species covered with spicules and prickles in some it

is quite smooth and it may or may not be provided with teats' or

ambulacral feet disposed in rows
Four kinds are recognised in commerce as being of value These are

according to the description of Oaptain Andrew Cheyne, who was for

many years engaged in the fishery and preparation of thege animals —
(1) Bankolungan in the fresh state 11 to 13 inches long of an oval

shape brown on the back white and crusted with lime on the belly with

a row of teats on each side of the bell v They are hard rigid and with

little power of locomotion but able to expand and contract tnemselves at
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SEA SLUGS Tripang: or Edible Holothunans

Xeeakeeean
zoo3

Talepan
X004

Manana
1005

Sapatos
China
1006

Lowlowan

1007
BUatl blaneo

1008

Matan

1009
Hangenan
XOIO

Sapatos
sranda
XOIX

PREPARA
TION
1012

FOOD.

ms

pleasure This species is usually found on the inner edge of coral reefs m
from 2 to 10 fathoms of water and on a bottom of coral and sand It can
be obtained only by diving

(2) Keeskeesan 6 to 12 inches long of an oval shape quite black and
smooth on the back with a dark greyish belly and one row of teats on
each side When contracted it is similar in shape to a land tortoise

This species is found on the top of coral reefs in shallow water and on a
bottom of coral and sand It is more plentiful and moreover more easily

caught than the preceding

(3) Talepan 9 inches up to 2 feet long of a dark red colour and
narrower m proportion than the two above mentioned The whole back is

covered with large red prickles They are found on all parts of the reefs

but chiefly in from 2 to 3 fathoms of water They are softer and more
difficult to cure than the others

(4) Munang seldom over 8 inches long oval in shape quite black and
smooth without teats or other excrescences found in shallow water on the
coral flats and often among turtle grass on the shore These are chiefly

procured from the Fiji Islands
These are the kinds most esteemed in commerce But the following

are recognised as inferior in value 1

—

(5) Sapatos China about the same size as the Munang of a reddish
brown colour and with a wrinkled surface It is found adhering to the
coral rocks on the top of the reefs

(6) Lowlowan of various lengths black wrinkled and narrow Found
also on reefs

(7) Btlati bianco about 9 inches long of an oval shape and a white
and orange colour and easily known by its voiding a white adhesive sub
stance which sticks to the fingers when handled Generally found on the

inner edge of reefs and on a sandy bottom These generally bury them
selves in the sand during the day and are most easily found on moonlight
nights when they emerge into the open water

(8) Matan differs from No 7 only m colour which is grey brown and
white speckled

(9) Hangenan generally about a foot long of a grey or greenish

colour wrinkled Found on the lagoon side of coral reefs

(10) Sapatos grande 12 to 15 inches long of a brown and white colour

wrinkled and very inferior

Preparation —When caught they are first split and gutted then boiled

for a period varying according to the variety but speaking generally from
five to twenty minutes When sufficiently cooked they ought immediately
on being taken out of the pot to dr) on the surface like a boiled egg After

this they are ready for drying Drying operations are conducted on large

platforms over a brisk fire The platforms are erected one over the other

in large huts built for the purpose and as the slugs become drier they are

removed to higher platforms further away from the fire When one batch
appears dry it is taken off the platforms carefully examined those not dry
put up again and the quantity thoroughly cured ts sent on boardship
where it is stowed away in bags Should the ship be long in procuring a
cargo they will require to be dried again every three months but this

may be done in the sun on platforms erected on deck (Stmmonds Com
merctal Prod of the Sea)

Food.—The Trepang is highly esteemed as an article of food bv
Chinese and Japanese epicures It is minced down and made into a thick

gelatinous soup of which the Chinese are especially fond It is seldom

used by the Europeans m India, but is a favourite article of diet among
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Th« Common Rye (W R Clark) S
?f££*

0M8
emetica

the colonists of Manilla and is said when cooked by a Chinaman who
understands the culinary art to be a capital dish

Trade —A fairly extensive trade in Sea slugs exists in India From Mr TRAD!
O Conor a Trade Returns we find that during the official year of 1880-90 X0X4
the Straits Settlements sent 2 213ft of this article valued at Ri 254. to Bur
ma During the same period 31 729ft of Sea slugs (Indian produce)

valued at R4 450 were exported from Burma to the Straits Settlements

while a total of 43 287ft valued at Rg ^30 of foreign Bdche de mer was ex

ported from Bengal and Madras to Ceylon China and the Straits Settle-

ments The total imports into China are large Between 1868 and
1872 8immonds states that they averaged 15745 piculs of 1 33ift each

The finest qualities of Sea slug sell in China for as much as £100 per ton

Sebesteil) see Cordla Myxa Linn and C obliqum Willd Boraqina
[czm Vol II 563 565

Sedges, see Cyperus Linn Vol II 6P2 Eriophorum Ltnn Vol III

206 Fimbnstylis Vahl Vol III 363 Kyllinga Rottb Vol IV
569 ,

Scirpus Ltnn Vol VI etc Cyperaceak

SECALE, Linn Gen PI III 1203

Secale cereale, Linn Botss FI Orient
,
V 674 Gramineje

Common Rye
Vera.

—

Gandam dar jow-thak thak Afgh
References —Stewart Pb PI 262 ,

DC Origin Cult PI 370 Altchi
son FI Kuram Valley 23 110 Botany Afgh Del Comm , 126 Smith
Die 358 Kero Reports 35 7p Agn Horti Soc 2nd Journals II
Sel 178 373 IV Sel 120 Nero Series I Set 19 1 V Sel 9

Habitat —An annual corn grass cultivated in many parts of Europe
The indigenous habitat of wilcfrye is unknown but DeOandolle after re

viewing the historical philological and botanical evidence comes to the

conclusion that most probably its original area was in the region com
prised between the Austrian Alps and the north of the Caspian Sea It

does not appear to exist in India to any extent either wild or cultivated

but Aitchison in his Kuram Valley Flora and Botany of the Afghan De
limitation Commission describes it as occurring abundantly as a weed in

wheat fields in these countries and to all appearance perfectly wild

Medicine— Ergot of Rye see Claviceps purpurea, Tulsane Vol II

359 Fungi
Food —The grain of rye is in Afghanistan reaped with the wheat

and ground up with it into flour When a large proportion of rye is

present the flour is considered by the Natives to have injurious properties

X0I5

MEDICINE
X0I6
FOOD
Grain

10X7

SECAMONE, Br Gen PI II 746

[ Asclepiadea
Secamone emetica, Br FI Br Ind IV 13 Wight lc

9
t 12S3,

Vera—Skada-bin Bbno
References —DC Prod VIII , 50t Kurt For FI Br Burm II 19s
Pharm Ind 142 G*Shaughnessy Beng Dispens 45 f Balfour Cy-
clop Ind III SS9

Habitat—A climbing shrub common in jungles at the foot of moun
tains in the South Deccan Peninsula and Ceylon

Medicine—The root is acrid and is regarded by the Natives as
possessing powerful emetic properties Dr Q Sidle however, tned it in

several cases and found it almost inert (Pharm Ind

)
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SECURINEGA
obovata

The Chayote or Choco

SECHIUM, Swartz Gen PI,

1020

FOOD
Fruit

1021

Root
1022

Sechium edule, Swartz Cucurbitaceje

The Chayote or Choco
References —DC Origin Cult PI 273 Kew Bulletin (1887) No 8 7

( iHhg ) No 2S 28 Rep on Govt Bot Gard Saharunpore (18^3) 5
{1886) 17 ( 1887 )

20

Habitat —A cucurbitaceous plant largely cultivated m Tropical Ameri
ca M DeOandolle believes it to be a native of Mexico and Central

America The cultivation of the Choco has for some years been success

fully earned on in Ceylon and more recently it has been introduced

into the Darjiling and Saharanpore Botanical Gardens It seems to thrive

well but is apparently difficult to distribute as the old plants do not

bear moving about whilst the laige fleshy seeds must be sown directly they

ripen {Sah irunpore Report)
Food —The fruit is pear shaped about 3 to 5 inches long covered

with sc ft prickles and either green or cream coloured When boiled it

forms in the West Indies a favourite vegetable and with the addition of

lime juice and sugar supplies an ingredient for tarts The root when
boiled or roasted is farinaceous and wholesome (New Bulletin

)

1023

1024

MEDICINE
Juice

1025
leaves

1026
FOOD
Fruit

1027
TIMBER.
J028
1029

SECURINEGA, fuss Gen PI III 275

fA genus of Euphorbiaceous plants comprising eight species widely distri

buted throughout trop (al and temperate regions None ot the species now re

garded as Iclongmg to this genus aie indigenous to the Indian Penins da but
as sc eral which were formerly looked on as belonging to it have been trans

ferred to the genus Flueggea and have not been desc ibed in this work under

that heading it has been thought necessary to provide a place for them under

Securinega Ed ]

Securinega Leucopyrus, Mudl Arg in DC Prodr XV u 451
[ Wight Ic t i8y<; Fuphoriiaceje

Syn —A synonym for Flueggia Leucopyrus Willd FI Br Jnd V
328 F vikosa Dale & Gibs Cicca Leucopyrus Kura Phyl
lani hus Leucopyrus Kon P albicans Wall

Vern —Achal Nlpal Hartho aintha N W P Kakun nthei girthan
gargas bhathi bata vanuthi girk Pb Kiran Sind Pern past
awane Afgh Challa manta sale manta C P Saltpan hal pan
Rajput Pa p( Goa

References — Roxb FI Ind Fd C B C 670 680 Beddome For Man
*97 t 4 f 4 & 6 Kura For FI Br Burm II 3s3 Gamble Man
Timb 354 Dale & Gibs Bomb FI 236 Thwaites Fnum 281
Brandis tor FI 456 Dymock Mat Med W Ind 7*7 Gazetteers —
N W P X 3i7 Bombay XV 442 Ind F rester XII App 21

Habitat —A large thorny shrub or small tree of the Panjab plain and
the Deccan Peninsula from Kanara southwards It is found also in Burma
and Ceylon

Medicine —The juice of the leaves or the leaves made into a paste

with tobacco are used to destroy worms in sores (Dymock)

Food — 1 he fruit is eaten

Structure of the Wood —Pink hard close grained It is only used as

fuel

S obovata, Muell Arg tn DC Prodr
,
XV 11,441)

Syn—FLueoGtA microcarpa Blume FI Br Ind V 328 F Leuco-
pyrus, Data & Gibs {not of Willd) F Leucophylla Wall Phyl
LANTHUS VIROSUS & RETUSUS Roxb P OR1SEUS & GLAUCUS Wall
Cicca obovata Kura Chorizandra pinnata Wight Ic t 1994

S 1029
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Stone crop (W R Clark)
SEMECARPUS
albescens

Vera — Dalme dhanx bakarrha ghan gwala damn Hind Iktibt

Lepcha Ukieng thaka Michi Korchi Gond Kandort kodarsi
HoMB Yae-chinya Bdrm

References — Roxb FI Ind Rd C B C 679,6*0 Brandts, For FI 4*5
Graham Cat Bomb PI 180 Dale & Gibs Bomb FI 236 Kura
For FI Br Burm II 3$4 Gamble Man Ttmb ,

3*>4 Ltsboa U PI
Bomb it7 171 269 273 Atkinson hcon Prod N W P Part V 44
87 Gaaetteers —N W P IV Ixxvit X 317 Bombay XV 442

Habitat—A deciduous leaved large shrub or small tree found through
out India and in Burma and Ceylon In the Himalaya it ascends to an
altitude of 5 000 feet It is distributed to China the Malay Islands Aus
tralia and Tropical Africa

Food — It produces an abundance of small round pure white succulent

berries which are like those of tht preceding species said to be edible

Structure of the Wood — Reddish yellow close grained durable
Weight 521b per cubic foot

Domestic — I he wood is used for making agricultural implements
The bark, is very astringent and is said by Roxburgh to be employed to

intoxicate fish

FOOD
Berries

1030
TIMBER
X03X

DOMESTIC.
Wood
1032
Bark

SEDUM, Linn Gen PI I 6^g
A genus of succulent herbs (the Stone crops) comprising about twenty species

indigenots to the Indian Pemns ila Few are of any economic importance
although several were included in the older systems of Materia Medica

1033
1034

Sedutn Rhodiola, D C t FI Br Ind II 417 Crassulacex
Syn —S imbricatum H f & T Rhodiola imbricata Rigw R

ROSEA linn
Vern —Shrolo l adak
References —DC Prod III 401 Stewart Pb PI 101 / Aitchison in

Journ Linn Soc X 74 Gazetteer N W P X 310

Habitat—A herbaceous plant with perennial rootstock common on
the Western Alpine Himalaya from Kumdon to Kashmir at altitudes

between 12 000 and 17 000 feet It is distributed to the arctic and alpine

regions of Europe Asia and America
Food —The young leaves of the wild plant are eaten by the Natives of

I ahoul (Attchison)

S tibeticum, Hf & T FI Br Ind II 418
References —Stewart Pb PI ror Aitchison in Journ Linn Soc X 74

Habitat —A glabrous herb with perennial root stock found on the

Western Alpine Himalaya at altitudes between 12000 and 16000 feet

It is distributed to Afghdmstdn
Food —The leaves of this as well as of the preceding species are ac

cording to Aitchison eaten by the Natives of Lahoul

Selenite, see Gypsum Vol IV 195

SEMECARPUS, Linn Gen PI , I 424
[ Anacardiacba

Semecarpus albescens, Kurz Fi Br Ind II
References — Kura For FI Br Burnt I 3i3 and in Journ Astat

Soc Benr (1871 ) II Sf
Habitat—A large evergreen tree not unfrequent in the tropical forests

of Martaban down to Tenasserim rather rare m those of the Pegu Yomah
up to 3 000 feet elevation * {Kure)

Resm.

—

A black resin is said to be exuded by this tree (Kurg)

1035

FOOD
Leavss

1036
1037

FOOD
Lsavss.

1038

1039

RESIN
Z040
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SBMECARPUS
Anacardium

The Marking nut Tree

1041 Semecarpus Anacardium, Linn f FI Br Ind II jo Wight
The Marking nut Tree £lc t 558

Syn —S latifolius Pars Anacardium latipolium Lamk A offi
cinarum Gcertn

Vera — Bhela bhtldwd bllaran bheyla belatak Hind Bhela bhelatuki
Beng Soso Santal Loso Kol Bhallia Uriya Bawaree Garo
Bhola guti Assam Bhalcnyo bhalcci Nepal Kongki Lepcha Cherun
kuru kampira Mal (S P

) Kohka biba Gond Bhilawa bkala bh la

bhalxan N W P Bhildwa bhela bhtladar Pb Bhilawa koko bhallia

C P Biba bhiba bhilama bilambi Bomb Bibwa bibu btbha Mar
Bhilamu Guz Bhilaian belatak Dec Sh n kottai sheran-kottai
shaing shay rang 1am Jidi vittulu jin jidi nella jedi ncdla jidt
chettu jtdi chettu tummeda mamidi 1 El Geru gheru kari gheru

f
er Kan Chyai beng clay ben che khi si Burm Kin badulla
ing Bhallataka arushkara bhalldtamu Sans Beladtn kabbulfahm

hab-el kalb Arab Biladur Plrs
References — Roxb FI Ind Fd C B C 269 Brandis For FI T24
Ku z hor FI Burm 1 3i2 Beddome FI Sylv t 166 Gamble Man
Timb ur Dale & Gibs B mb FI 52 Stenart lb II 49 Rev
A Campbell Rebt Peon PI Chutia Nagpur No 7535 Graham Cat
Bomb Pi 41 Sir W Flhot FI Andhr 25 74 J-5 J84 Irvine Mat
Mel Patna 15 Medical Topog 127 U C Dutt Mat Med Hind
141 29 293 Murray PI & Drugs Sind 87 Dymock Mat Mel W
Ind 2nd hd 203 Dymock Warden &f Hooper Pharmacog Ind
Vol 1 38g Year Book Pharm 1878 291 Btrdwood Bomb Prod o
147 261 281 Baden Powell Pb Pr 33 ¥ 597 Atkinson Him Dist
(Vol X N W P Gaz) 3o8 750 780 Useful PI B mb ( Vol XXV
Bomb Gaz ) 54 75 1 2t6 242 250 264 Econ Prod N W Prov Pt
111 (Dyes ai d Tans ) 85 Liotird Dyes I2T App I McCann D\ts
a id Tans Beng i3y Darrah Note on Cott n xn Assam 34 Christy
New Com PI VIII 74 Am 1 Akban Blochmann s Trans I 52 Man
Madras Adm II 82 Settlement Reports —Central Provinces Upper
G davery Dist 38 39 Chindwara no Bhundara 19 Mundlah 88
89 Chanda App VI Gazetteir —Bombay I i37 XIII 23 XV
75 N W P I 80 IV Ixx Sind 59 Myson and Coorg 1 50 59
III 22 Nellore Manual 98 1 t6 Agrt Horti Soc Ind II 1867 80
I Pt IV NS 3o8 Ind Forester —I 362 II 171 407 HI

^

24 201 IV 227 VIII 106 270 412 414 IX 254 255 4*^ V 22 •>

325 XI 366 A I App 10 XIII 120 Trans M(d & Phys Soc
Bombay (New Series) No T2 173 Smith Thct Fcon PI -68

Habitat —A deciduous tree of the Sub Him&layan tract from the
Sutlei eastward ascending to an altitude of 3 500 feet and found through
out tne hotter parts of India as far east as Assam It does not occur in

Burma or Ceylon It is distributed to the Eastern Archipelago and North
Australia

GUM Gum —The tree yields an acrid viscid juice from which a varnish is

Juice made A sample of gum prepared from this iuice was sent by the Madras
1042 Forest Department to the Amsterdam Exhibition It is usually described

as a coarse black gum m amorphous carbonaceous masses with a shining-

coal like fracture and having a (full brownish black colour It is said to be
useless for commercial purposes (Cooke)

DYES & TANS Dyes and Tans —The pericarp of the pruit contains a bitter and power
Fruit fully astringent principle which is universally used in India as a substitute

1043 for marking ink It gives a black colour to cotton fabrics which is said to

Juice be insoluble m water but soluble in alcohol The juice of the pericarp is

XO44 mixed with lime water as a mordant before it is used to mark cloth It is

believed this substance is an tngredient in some of the marking ink pre-
parations sold at the present day m Europe

In some parts of Bengal the fruits are regularly used as a dye for

cotton cloths They are employed either alone or with alum The aetails

of the process, as described m MqOanrt s Dyes and Tans of Bengal are as

S 1044
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The Marking nut Tree (W R Cl irk
)

SEMECARPUS
Anacardium*

follows — In Bihsore two jars are put on a brisk fire one over the other

the upper one contains the bhalx i fruit and has a hole in the bottom The
heat causes a black resinous juice to exude from the bhnlta which runs into

the lower jar The cloth may either be dyed in this black liquid alone or

oil nmy be mixed with the liquid before the cloth is dipped in it The cloth

is then welt washed out with water I ime water must be poured on the
cloth to cause it to dry speedily In Hazaribagh the method adopted is

somewhat different The bhalta fruit is soaked in water for three days
and then strained through a coarse cloth from the infusion thus obtaimd
The material to be dyed is washed well with water and when half dry
washed again in a solution of alum When again half dry it is dipped in

the bhalti infusion worked well about till the required depth of colour /s

obtained then removed and dried m the sun When quite dry it is washed
frequently in fresh water to get rid of the smell of the d> e-stuff The
colour produced by the use of this dye stuff is a dark grey or greyish black

(McCann) Brandis says that the bark, is astringent and is used as a
dye

Pounded and boiled in rape oil the fruit of this tree makes an excel

lent remedy for staying putrefaction when begun in a hide (Sir E C Buck
Dyes nnd 1 ans of the N W P ) The nuts of this tree are used by tan
ners especially in dressing the hides of the rhinoceros and buffalo to form
targets* (Buchan in St it Dtnagepur)

Oil —The kfrvels contain a small quantity of sweet oil The peri
carp contains 32 per cent of a vesicating oil of specific gravity 901 easily

soluble in ether and blackening on exposure to the air It is similar to

that of Anacardium occidentale but Basiner found thit it dissolves in

potassa with a green colour and its alcoholic solution turns black with
basic lead acetate (Dymach)

Medicine — 1 he acrid juicf of the pericarp is a powerful vesicant and
is often employed by Natives for producing fictitious marks of bruises

These however may be distinguished from the marks produced by blows
by their deep bluish black colour and their presenting small vesiclts or

blisters on the surface The ripe fruit is described in Hindu works of

medicine as having acnd he iting stimulant digestive nervine and
escharotit properties It is used in dyspepsia skin diseases piles and ner
vous debility ( U C Dutt) It is given internally by the Hindus of South
ern India in small doses in scrofulous venereal ana \eprous affections and
externally an oil prepared with the Nut by boiling is applied in rheumatism
and sprains (Atnslxe) In the Konkan a single fruit is heated in the flame
of a lamp the oil from \t is allowed to drop into a quarter of a seer of

milk and this draught is giv^n daily in cough caused by relaxation
of the uvula and palate (Dymock)

In Muhammadan works on medicine the juice of the pericarp of the
marking nut is described as hot and dry useful in all kinds of skin diseases
palsy epilepsy and other diseases of the nervous system 1 he dose
prescribed is from i to J a dirhem and it is directed that when given in

ternally it should always be mixed with oil or melted butter Externally
they apply it c ften in the form of a fumigation to cold swellings such as
piles (Dymock) In the PanjAb the fruit is used to prepare a wash for cases

of salivation and its smoke is considered efficacious in impotenc) (Stewart )

In its action the oil of the marking nut appears very closely to resemble
that of the cashew nut fAnacardium occidentale) It is a powerful vesicant

and when ipplied to the skin caused blistering within twelve hours Ex
tenstve application of the oil produced painful micturition and hsematuria
When administered internally in small doses no physiological effect was
observed The marking nut is occasionally used by Natives as a local

3* ^ S 1051
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SENECIO
densiflorus

The Marking nut Tree

MEDICINE

FOOD
Cup
1052

Kernel!

1053
TIMBER
1054

DOMESTIC
Seeds

1055
Leaves

1056
Wood
1057

RESIN
Juice

irritant for the purpose of procuring abortion It is also employed by
malingerers to produce ophthalmia and skin eruptions

Special Opinions — § The acrid juice of the marking nut is 9aid to

be applied to the 0 uteri by Natives when criminal abortion is intended

{Joseph Parker MD Deputy Sanit iry Co nmisstoner Poona) The 01)

of the pericarp i*> used in marking linen and blackens under the influence

of caustic lime (Deputy Sui g on Gen ral R F Hutchinson M D Monr *

Is used by Sepoys to produce feigned disease The oil is rubbed over
a joint the refuse is then burned and the joint exposed to the smoke a
swelling of the joint is then produced and the impostor feigns rheumatism
The plant is well known (Surgeon M ijor C W Cilthrob M D Mor
ar) The juice of the marking nuts or bhila is frequently applied to

the skin to simulate the marks of bruises by the people here ( Assistant
Surgeon Rim Chunder Gupti B mkipore) Applied as a counter 1 ri

tant in rheumatism and to painful swellings also to the gums in tooth
ache (Shib Chunder Bhatticherji Chmda Centi al Provinces) Its

chief use among native doctors is in the form of an electuary in syphilis

(T Ruthamn Moodelltar Natl e Surgeon Chingleput Madras Brest
dency

}

It is applied externally for pains of rheumatism and sprains
It is considered aphrodisiac and is taken in the form of confection It

pr >duces in some cases excessive itching and erysipelatous inflammation
for which the application of cocoanut oil or tamarind water is considered
the best curative (Surgeon Major Robb Civil Su>geon Ahnedabads

I he juice is used as an escharotic in chronic iheurnatic affections

(Surg on Major A S G Jayakar Muskat)
Food —The yellow fleshy cup on which the fruit rests is somewhat

acrid in the fresh state but when roasted in ashes it takes the flavour
of a roasted apple and is eaten bv Natives The kfrnfls of the nuts are
dso eaten 1 hey are supposed to stimulate the mental powers especially
th memory

Structure of the Wood —Greyish brown in colour often with yellow
streaks It is full of an acrid juice which causes swelling and irritation of
the skin when handled timber cutters for this reason object to felling it

unless it has been ringed for some time previously It cracks in seasoning
and is not durable Wtight 42ft) per cubic foot

Domestic -The oil from the seeds mixed with the milk of a species of
Euphorbia is said by Brandis to be made into bird lime b> the wild tribes
of the Satpura ranges It is also used as a preventive against the attacks
of white ants and as a lubricant to the wooden axles of native carts The
leavfs are employed as plates The wood is employed for making
charcoal

travancorica, Bed l FI Sylv t 232 FI Br Ind II 31
Vern — Natu sengote Tel
Reference - Watt Calcutta Fxhib Cat Part 1 57

Habitat —A very large tree met with in the forests of the Tinnevelly
and Travancore Hills

Resin —It yields a caustic black juice similar to that of S Anacarditim

1058 SENECIO, Linn Gen PI II 446

1059 Senecio densiflorus, Wall FI Br Ind III 35$J Composite
Syn —S aureus and angulosus Wall S uncinell s and dknsi

FLORUS DC SoLIDAGO DENSIFLORUS Wall
Vern —-Chtlawala Pb
References —DC Prod VI 36g C B Clarke Comp Ind iS$

Stewart Pb. 1 1 139 Com , N W P X 3u
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Serpentine or Ophite (IV R Cl irk ) SERPENTINE

Habitat —A tall shrubbv plant found in the Central and Eastern Hnnd
laya from Nepdl to Bhutdn at altitudes between 5 000 and 7 or o feet It

occurs also on the Kh&sia mountains between 4 000 and 6 00 ) feet and m
Burma

Medicine — In Hazara the 1 eaves are applied to boils wart )

Senecio Jacquemontianus, Benth FI Br Ind III 350
Syn —Senfciluis Jacquemontiana Dene
Vern

—

Ioshkar Kasmir
References — C B Clarke Comp lnd 208 Stewart Pb PI t 7

Habitat — A tall yellow flowered plant found in the Western Him&l lya

at altitudes between 10 000 and 13 000 feet

Medicine —Stewart states on the authority of Birdwood that the

root of a plant with this vernacular name is used for adulterati ig kut (see

Saussurea Lappa CSC page 480) and sa^s that as the Kashmiris
in I ahore make the same statement there must be some foundation for it

He add however that this may not be the plant used for that purpose as

in K ishm n po hk ir appears mertly to signify a lai ge herb with showy
flowers

MEDICINE
Leaves
1060
I06l

MEDICINE
Root

1062

S quinquelobus, Hook f & T FI Br lnd III 353
Syn — PkENANTHFS ? QUINQUKLOBA Wall
Vern —M rta P»
References —CB Clarke Comp lnd 209 Stewart Pb 1 1 19

Habitat —A tall herbaceous pi mt with perennial r ots found on the
Temperate Himalaya tromGarhwal to Bhutan at altitudes bet wet n 10 000
and 1 000 ftet

Medicine — In Kanawar the seeds of what appears to be this species
are given tor colic

S tenuifohus, Burnt hi Br Ind 111 si5
Syn —S mcltifidus Willd S laciniosus Am Doronicum ten

UIFOIIUM Wight Ic t 1129
Vern —Sanggye mentog (Bazar flowers—) n mhar Pb
References DC Prod VI 36s C B Clarke Comp Ind 19 9

Stewart Pb PI i3o Gazetteer N W 1 X 3/2
Habitat —A slender much branched annual met with in the Western

Peninsula and on the dr> hills of the Western Ghat from the konkan
southward It is distributed to Java

Medicine —Honigberger states that it is officinal in Kashmir I ho
ntmbar oj the Lahore drug sellers may probably be the produce of this

plant (St wart)
Sacred —In Lahoul it is held sacred to Buddha

Senna, see the species of Cassia Linn Leguminosje Vol II 10 2 26

IO63

MEDICINE
Seeds

1064

1065

MEDICINE
1066

SACRED
1067

Serpentary root, see Anstolochha serpentaria

SERPENTINE

Linn Aristolochi

[ ACE-S Vol I 317

Serpentine, Ball in Man Geol Ind 111 446
Th s mineral scientifically known as ophite is when pure a hydrous

magnesium silicate containing more water but less silica than talc Iron
peroxide is generally present in varying proportions and there are traces
of other colouring matters which give to it its varying and beautiful hues
Several varieties of serpentine are distinguished thus there are the noble
or precious serpentine which is partially translucent and the fibrous
foliated porcellanic and resin like all of which receive special names
Verd antique* marble consists of lime stone with included serpentine

S 1068
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OCCUR
BENCE
Madras
1060
Panjab

1070
Burma
1071

Andamans
1072

Manipur

1073
Bengal

83?

MEdI'J&b
Cups

1076

1077

1078

The Gmgelly Oil of Commerce

Vern —Kvouk setng Burm
References —Mem G S 1 (1X72) V 172 VIII ..82 X 143 XVIII

10J Journ As S >c Beng XXXIX 237 1 Calvert Ai h 4 Mason
Burma nd Its People 5<$6 734 Madras Man Adm n 11 3g Settlement
R pt Chanda Dxst C P 106 Forbes Watson lnd Surv lnd 1 413

Occurrence —

1

he following note has been kindly furnished by H B
Medlicott Esq late Director of the Geological burvey — In Madras ser

pentine and more particularly serpentinous marbles are found in the

Kurnool and Cuddapah districts also in parts of Salem especially in the

ne ghbourhood of the magnesite deposits the rock being more properly the

mineral Baltimonte In the Panj^b in the Puga and Haule valleys there

is a dark green massive serpentine In parts of British Burma serpentine

is exceedingly abundant and it also occurs in the rocks of the Andaman
Islands and in the hills east of Manipur

Besides these localities it is described in the Manual of the Geology (f
India as occurring in Bengal in the Manbhum and Singbhum districts

and in the form of verd antique marble in Mirzapur According to Mr
Oalvert there is a serpentine quarry on the Rangal mountain in Kulu

Medicine — In Kulu serpentine is used medicinally for disease of the

liver Cuts made of a serpentine called zahr muhra are supposed in

Ladak to split if poison 19 put into them
For an account of its uses as a substitute for Jade see the account of

that mineral in Vol IV 535
[ Composite Vol VI

Serratula anthelmintica, Roxb see Vernoma anthelmintica Willd

(G Watt)

SESAMUM hnn Gen PI II 1058
There are referred to thi genus some ten or twelve species of plants the

majority of which are natives of Africa In India two or perhaps only one species

occur wild but Sesamum indicum is extensively cultivated and is often

found as an escape from cultivation in the vicinity of human dwell ngs It is

sometimes also seen growing quite spontaneously in fields even becoming a
troublesome weed Blume is reported to have observed it on the mountains of

Java in what he regarded as a truly wild state but his description would lead to

the supposition that the lavan plant might with greater propriety be regard

edas an allie 1 though distinct spec es DeOandolle does not appear to have

considered this explanation admissible for placing the greatest faith on

Blume 8 observation when taken in conjunction with the fact that Rum
phiusas8igns to Sesam im Malayan names which are independent of any Sans

kr t root he has assumed that from these facts it was probable India obtained

its stock of Sesarm m from the Sunda Islands some two or three thousand years

ago It will be found however from the remarks below (under the paragraph

History) that the writer is more disposed to regard S indicum as having

been originally a native of India or perhaps rather of the upper northern tracts

its area of wild haf itat having extended to Central Asia but that its cultiva

tion was probably first attempted m the Euphrates Valley and was extended to

India by the Aryan conquerors

[ 16j Pfdalineje

Sesamum indicum, DC FI Br lnd V 387 Wight III t

Gingelly or Sesame Oil Eng Benn£ Huile de S£sam£,

Fr , Sesamoi Germ
Syn —Sesamum orientals Linn S luteum Retn S occidentals

Heer & Regel
Vern —7*/ tir gmgli krtshna til bank tel mitkd tel til k i til (oil)

H ND Til til tilmi rast sumsunt kala til krtshna til bhaau
til. kat til rakta til sankt til khasld til khasa(seed) Beng Ttl

Kol Rasi khasa Orissa Tilmtn kat ttlmtn Santal Ttl Nepal
Ttl tilt C P Til tilt gmgtli (mttha tel^swtti oii) N W P j Bhun
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f
uru til Kumaon Til tilt kunjad Pb ,

Til kunjit Afg Thtrr til

indj Til mith t l (oil) b t kt l (seed). Hkccan ; III tal kri hna til

bartk til ash di tal { hite) kala katua (black) purbia (red) Bomb Til

Bilech til chokhdta t la (oil) tila (seed) Mar j Tal til (seed) mithu
tl Guz Nal len iv (oil) veil cheddi nuivi lu elli (sc 1) Tam
Nuvvu nuvvulu manchi nune (c il) pdla nuvvuh (seed) I El Hot
lei i achch llu ellu valli y unite (o\\) yallu (seed) Kan S hit tlu min ak
6*7 m nalltnna (oil) ellu kdrtllu chitrallu (s el) Malay Hnan
nal u u( il) Bukm / un pattala tel tala (oil) talla ox talla atta ( red)
Sing Tila snehaphala ttla talla (oil) tilaha (seed) Sans Duhn djyl
d/ylan sh raj (oil) dh6 ul hal (oil) stm stm (seed) dhonu sim im (cil)

Arab Roghen kunjed kunjad {seed) roghane kunjad (oil) rdghano
sh r n (seed) Pers Semscm Fgypt Benjam Sumatra

Rumphius gives the following names to this plant in Malabar and Hindus
tan gmgelh and imgelin whence are descended the European names such
as Span sh 5 rgelin Algerian and Sicilian Gtnfilena gw^ul na j^urgu
l na jugjolma also zanserlin In Arabic it is Sitnsem and the seed g< l

g lan and remarks Rumphius who can doubt that the Arabic name is

but a republication if the word semen that is fat or oil ? In the Malayan
tongue it s called Widjtn in the 1 ernatic Widje and among the Javanese
and Balayans Lenga with the Amboyansit is Widjtn in Banda Alalun
and in China Moa In conch ding his notice of tnc various names known
to him Rumphius whilediscussing the question whether it is the Ses&mum
of Latin writers makes the somewhat significant observation that the plant

he has described differs widely from tie account of it gvenby Pliny

Theophrastus and Dioscorides but thinks these differences may
be accounted for by the great tendency to variation

References —DC Prodr IX 250 Boiss FI Orient IV 81 Roxb
FI Ind Fd C B C 491 Gamble Man Timb 281 Thwaites bn
Ceyl PI 209 442 Tnmen Sys Cat Cey PI 65 Dale & Gibs Bomb
FI 16 1 Stewart Pb PI 149 DC Ong Cult PI 419 Rev A
Campbell Rept Econ PI Chutia Nagpur No 8197 9467 C aham
Cat Bomb PI 126 Mason Burma and Its People 8°4 793 ; Sir W
Flliot FI Andhr j38 75? Rhecde Hort Mat IX S4 55 Rum
phtus Amb t 76 f 1 Pharm Ind 151 Fluck & Hanb Pharmacog
473 476 U S Disbens 15th Ed 1040 O Shaughnissy Beng Dis
pens 479 Irvine Mat Med Patna 108 U C D tt Mat Med Hin
dus 216 321 K L De Indig Drugs Ind 106 Murray PI Drugs
Sind 177 Waring Baza Med i33 Bent & Trim Med PI 198
Dymock Mat Med W Ind 2nd Fd 849 Year Bo )k Pharm 1874 105
Transactions of the Medical and Phy Soc Bombay (N w Se ics) IV
55 fS5 Smith Econ Die 193 Bi dwood Bomb Prod 127 286; Baden
Powdl Pb P 364 420 Drury U PI Ind 389 Atkinson Him Dist
( Vol X N W P Guz ) 3/4 750 77 1 Duthie & Fuller held and
Garden Crops 38 36 Useful PI Boml ( Vol XXV Bomb Gas) 167
219 Institutes of Manu Burnells Ed 106 Gazetteers —Bombay
Vol II 63 269 273 277 2S0 284 287 295 423 536 $18 S4 r 544
847 Vol III 45 145 148 15/ 154 16/ 164 232 234 248 294
297 298 3oo 302 Vol IV 53 58 232 234 237 240 243 245 247 Vol
V 106 1 T9 120 193 294 299 370 377 Vol VI 39 5/ 247 Vol VII
78 86 94 97 149 ISO 554 S&2 570 573 575 573 880 Vol VIII 183
189 248 260 Vol X 146 148 298 3oo 302 305 308 310 3/2 314
424 Vol XI 95 97 r22 128 242 244 247 249 252 4247 Vol XII 52
222 3j8 352 358 362 370 375 379 386 39 r 395 400 408 4/3 4/6 420
429 Vol XIII Parti 286 290 336 Part II 672 675 677 680 682
689 692 694 697 Vol XV Part II 16 /9 59 Vol XVI 91 IOO
348 383 3*3 369 394 399 407 4/2 Vol XVII 246 269 343 5*9 594
599 604 6 /t 6/7 623 629 63s 642 647 Vol XVII Part II 34 44 46
Part III 17 80 83 87 90 93 96 100 Vol XIX r6o /64 425 429
446 Vol XX 229 392 395 397 399 401 403 405 Vol XXI 244 247
497 Vol XXII 273 365 386 627 629 632 635 637 63g 641 645 647
Vol XXIII 3rg 366 s3o $32 534 536 s38 540 542 544 Vol XXIV
187 n 1 207 2/6 333 Bengal — Vol II 64 24/ . Vol III 80 333 Vol
IV 71 246 345 Vol V 84 204 3o8 420 Vol VI 71 29j 3oo Vol

273 VII 242 391 Vol VIII 60 210 Vol IX 104 302 317 338 Vol
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X 273 Vol XI 329 330 Vol XII Sg 235 Vol XIII 83 263 29
Vol XIV 337 XVI io3 341 Vol XVII 313 Vol XVIII 104 Vol
XIX 94 302 Panjab —Delhi in 139 140 Gurgaon 43 Hisar
48 Rohtak 93 Ludiana 134 Simla 55 Jullundur 43 Hoshia pur
87 94 117 Kangra Vol 1 152 153 Amritsar 46 G daspur 50
6 j Sealkot 67 68 Lahore 86 90 Gujranwala 52 55 Ferae pore 6s
69 Rawalpindi 78 81 Jhelum 107 108 Mooltan 92 93 9s 100
Jhang 1os 106 107 115 Montgomery 88 89 102 103 104 106 107
108 111 JI2 Mueuffargarh 90 93 Dera Ismail Khan 119 125 128

129 i 3 i Dera Ghaei Khan 81 84 Bannu 139 Peshawar 144 159
Haeara 129 134 136 lot Kohat 97 Jhang 105 Central Pro in
ces - 64 223 239 36s 502 Sind —9 169 170 216 217 218 492 493
534 S69 S7 r 573 574 631 632 654 670 671 831 8$9 860 N W
frovs —Vol 1 82 90 93 IIS 119 137 15 2 1*9 225 250 252 29

r

3 i7f 349 493 S3 r 57 1 577 589 Vol 111 225 463 Vol IV Ixxiv
O iss — Vol 11 is Apj> 1 180 Myso e & Co rg — Vol I 63 91
Vol 11 11 Madras —District Manuals Salem Vol I 147 149
Vol 11 9 45 67 89 105 14 r 159 'P 5 214 225 237 254 268 300 t,o6

Kistna 366 Cuddapah 47 65 68 74 Madura 105 North A ot 331
3 <4 Coimbato e 224225 Agnct Itural Reports —Assan 188869 15

1887-88 17 18&6-87 20 1865-86 17 Madras 1878 79 Fxbenmental
Farm Reports Cawnpore 1^86-87 4 18 1885 86 2 5 1884-85 5 1882

83 8 Statistical Descriptions and Historical Accounts —N W Provs
Aligarh 375 479 Cawnpore 27 Mainpun 50 Etawah 35 36 Fta
19 20 30 88 Mueaffarnagar 28 241 Mee ut 31 38 Bulandshahr
25 Ind Forester —X 260 XIV 370 Spons Fncycl Pncvclop Brit
Balfour Cyclop Ind 11 583 Morton Cycl Agn Ure Die Indus
Arts & Man

VARIETIES

1079

Habitat —An annual plant which is commonly stated to be cultivated

throughout the tropical regions of the globe In India it would perhaps be
more correctly described as a crop of the warm temperate or sub tropical

tracts being grown as an autumn or even winter crop m the warmer
parts of the country (the truly tropical areas) and as a summer one m the
colder Thus for example it 19 frequently stated that black sesamum is

sown in February March and reaped in May June and that white sesa
mum is sown in June and reaped in August and September These
dates are however applicable chiefly to the great table-land thetanii and
lower hills of India It is a khan

f

crop in the plains of the North West
Provinces being sown in the middle or latter end of the rams and reaped in

autumn In the Panidb it is essentially a rainy season crop In the Cen
tral Provinces and a large part of Madras two widely different crops are

reared—one reaped in spring and the other m autumn In Bombay
generally and also in Sina only one crop is grown but the period of sowing
is delayed till June or July and the harvest takes place from September to

December I n Bengal a perhaps even more direct adaptation to the periods
of colder climatic influences occurs The chief crop is sown in June and
July and harvested in October November or December while a less im
portant crop is sown in January February or March and reaped in June
and Julv In the moist tropical portions of Bengal Assam and Burma
the plant does not thrive so well as in the higher sandy soiled tracts of

Central and Northern India regions subjected to a regular and not too ex
cessive rainfall or where the crop can be irrigated

Races or Varieties of Sesamum— It will be found from the remarks
below that the writer is disposed to think Sesamum may be viewed as in-

digenous in India if indeed it cannot be regarded as occurring at the
present day in a truly wild state He has not however had the opportunity
of extendirg his study of the plant to the numerous cultivated forms which
exist m the country and is accordingly unable to say whether these

should be viewed as varieties or only cultivated races Popular waters
generally say that the white black red and grey seeded forms differ only
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in the colour of the seed But as opposed to this statement there stands VARIETIES
out piominently one or two important considerations In «ome parts of

India the plant is a stunted heib which rarely exceeds 18 inches in height
in others it becomes a bush 3 or 4 leet high In some fields all the flowers

are white leaves large irregularly lobed in other fields pink or it maybe
dark red and the leaves long narrow and almost quite entire Added to

these observations there is also the practical issue that certain forms can
be grown under an environment of soil and climate quite unsuited to

others It would thus seem probable that careful study may reveal the
existence not only of old and well differentiated races but even of distinct

varieties of Sesamum indicum The information such as it exists leads
forcibly to one conclusion viz that Sesamum has been cultivated in India
from as remote a period as rice since its adaptations to climate and soil

are quite as remarkable in the one case as in the other Some of the
Sesamum crops take only three months from sowing to harvest others < ight
or ten It may safely be said therefore that no subject of Indian agncul
ture would more richly reward careful study than that of Sesamum Its

ramifications not only ext< nd into every phase of Indian agriculture but
1

into the early history of the human race since there would seem no doubt
but that til was the first oil seed cultivated by man

Ihe tendency to variation under cultivation Was one of the features
specially dealt with by Rumphius He says that on one stem the plant is

frequently seen to have various forms of leaves and in fact that the leaves
appear to vary greatly according to the nature of climate and soil The
plant grown for example (states Rumphius) in the Eastern islands differs
greatly from that of Hindustan While discussing the differences between
the black and white seeded forms he savs the white has broader leaves of a
more bright green colour and the flowers are also paler coloured than the
black 1 he seed is either pure white or of a pale ashy colour It has a
sweeter taste and richer substance than the black Rumphius thus appears
to have regarded the white and black seeded forms as distinct and he states
that the latter in the Malay peninsula sometimes attains the dimensions of
a small bush five to six feet in height

Dye— The oil is used in the process of dyeing silk a pale orange colour DYE
{Drury) Hawkes (in the passage quoted below regarding sesamum oil 01L
in Madras) alludes to the oil being employed to brighten tinctorial results IOoO
Many oils are used by the Indian dyers but it is not known whether they
are supposed to themselves possess definite or specific tinctorial actions
The reader should consult the remarks on this subject in the paragraph
under Dyes in the article Ricums communis V 509

Oil pi id Oil cake. OIL ft OILr CAKE
Oil —Gmgelly Oil is usedli 1 painting according to Atkinson but its Oil

being a non drying oil is oppost to its utility for that purpose Sesamum I08l
is cultivated exclusively on ac<£> mt of its oil yielding seed It is there
fore not necessary to do more ti it preserve m sequence order the para
graph which it is customary in his work to devote to the oils obtained
From plants The succeeding p-ges on sesamum seed and oil give the
commercial phases of the subject and naturally deal in detail with the
methods of and the extent to which the oil is expressed in India The
medical properties and chemical composition of the oil will also be found
below in the paragraphs devoted to these subjects Suffice it therefore to
give here a brief resumi of the leading properties of tne oil by way of
introduction to the more detailed discussion which follows

There are as already stated at least two easily recognised forms of this
plant--one with white seeds (sa/ed til) and the other with black seeds (Mala
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til) The latter form is much more common and yields a superior oil It is

sown m March and ripens in May while the white form is sown in June and
ripens m August The oil is extracted by the same process as that for

mustatd oil Gingelly oil is clear and limpid of colour varying from pale
yellowish to dark amber 5 it has no smell and is not liable to become rancid
It is composed essentially of oleine which is often present to the extent of 75
percent But it is frequently adulterated with ground nut oil It is stated

however that 10 per cent of gingelly oil mixed with other oils may be de
tected by shaking one gramme of a cold mixture of sulphuric and nitric acids

with one gramme of the mixed oils when a fine green colour will be the result

a colour which no other oil produces In India gingelly oil is used for culm
ary purposes in anointing the body in soap manufacture and as a lamp
oil In England it is chiefly employed in making soap and for burning
in lamps It resembles olive oil in many of its properties and is accord
ingly similarly used The oil obtained from the black variety is generally
stated to be more suitable for medicinal purposes than the white It is also

extensively employed in the manufacture of Indian perfumes
Adulterants and Substitutes — Gingelly oil is used in India to adul

terate the oil of almonds {Drury) and gki {Duthie &J* Fuller) After being
kept for a time it becomes so mild that it may be used as a substitute for

sweet oil m salads {Drury) Much of the imported olive oil into India is

very probably only gingelly oil made in Europe (Murray ) The test by
which its presence may be detected has already been briefly alluded to above
and will be also found discussed in greater detail in the paragraph which
deals with the medicinal properties of the oil A mixed oil very extensively

used in some parts of India where it is known as gora tel consists of

ground nut sesamum and safflower oils in varving proportions

Perfumery —Sesamum oil forms the basis of most of the fragrant

or scented oils used by the Natives either medicinally or for inunction

before bathing It is preferred for these purposes from the circumstance

of its being little liable to turn rancid or thick and from its possessing no
strong taste or odour of its own ( U C Dutt) It is sufficiently free from

smell to admit of its being made the medium for extracting the perfume
of the jasmine the tuberose the yellow rose and narcissus etc This
purpose is attained by adding one weight of flowers to three weights of

oil in a bottle which being corked is exposed to the rays of the sun for

forty days the oil is then supposed to be sufficiently impregnated for use

{Drury Atkinson &c
)

Another way of perfuming the oil is by keeping

the seeds of sesamum between alternate layers of strong scented flowers

By this means the scent becomes communicated to the oil seed and fixed in

the oil which is pressed out in the ordinary manner 'Duthie & Fuller)

In the North West Provinces the perfumed oil used to anoint the body is

generally knoam as phulel Comparative experiments have not appar

ently been made between this process and the system of enfleurage pursued

in Europe so that it cannot be said whether or not the practice might with

advantage be adopted in other countries In some respects it is more
simple than the European method and for a tropical country where lard

and other solid fats are liable to become rancid has much to recommend it

The reader should consult the article Perfumes and Perfumery Vol

VI Part I 135
Sesamum Oil cake —This substance is frequently alluded to by In-

dian writers Thus Stocks speaking of Sind says it is called khur

and is universally used for feeding oxen camels goats and sheep Lis

boa remarks of Bombay that it is held that the cake left after the ex

pression of the oil is very good fodder for fattening cattle Stewart

writes of the Panjdb The oil-cake is given to cattle and sometimes
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used by the poor as food when mixed with flour Messrs Duthie 8c

Fuller say of the North West Provinces that The oil cake is used as

cattle food and in the western districts is much pnzed on this account
there being a considerable traffic in it It is reported to be even occa
sionally used as human food by the poorer classes m times of distress

9

Many other simil ir passiges might be quoted as exhibiting the use of

this cake from one end of India to the other as an article of cattle food
It is thus somewhat significant that in Europe it would set m to hold an
unfavoured position in the estim ition of those interested in the rearing of

cattle The reader should consult the section Oil cakfs of the article

Oils fer further information on this subject (Vol V 47s) where he will

find a compatative chemicd analysis of this with the chief oil cakes which
are used in Europe as cattle food

Medicine — In Hindu medical works three varieties of til sffds have
been de cribed —black white and red The black kind is thebe t suited

for medicinal use Sesamum seeds are considered emollient nourishing
tome diuretic and lactagogue I liev are said to be especi illy serviceable

in piles by regulating the bowels and removing constipation Sesamum
•seeds ground to a paste with water are given with butter in bleeding
piks Sweetmeits made of the seeds are also beneficial in this disease

A poultice made of the seeds is applied to ulcers Both the seeds and the
oil are used as demulcents in dysentery and urinary diseases in combma
tion with other medicines of thur cl iss ” (Hindu M it Mid) 0 Shaugh
•nessy (Beng Dispens 479) regarded Jinjili Oil when carefully prepared
as quite equal to Olive Oil for medicinal and pharmaceutic il purposes
Dr A Burn (Bombay Med Phys Trans 18 fS Vol J) advocates a dress
ing of sesamum oil in the treatment of wounds ulcers etc As a simple
dressing he regards it as superior to any other particularly during the
hot season of the year Waring (Pharm Ind ) says that for many years
he had employed it as a substitute for olive oil in the preparation of

Limmentum Calcis and found it answer well Drury compiling apparently
from Dr Burn s account advocates the cl urns of this oil to greritu consi
deration Baden Powell says that m the Panjdb the oil is used in the
treatment of rheumatism and boils Bentley &. Trimen say that When
of good quality Sesamd oil is quite equal to olive oil for use m medicine
and pharmacy It is largely used by the people of India for dietetical

purposes and it forms the vehicle for various drugs in the form of a
medicated oil For that purpose it is peculiarly serviceable since it possesses
little taste or smell and has no tendency to turn rancid on being kept It

is the basis also of most of the perfumed oils employed by tne Natives
before bathing In the Unite i States Dispensat ry it is stated that this

was known to the ancient Pei sians and Egyptians and is esteemed by
the modern Arabs and othtr leople of the East both as food and as an
external application to pronfcte softness of the skin It is laxa ive in large
doses

|
The seeds (sometimes know as benni seeds) are said to be powerfully

emmenagogue and to be ev n capable of producing abortion Dr
Dymock thinks however from he extent to which they are daily eaten by
Hindu women that this state nent must be incorrect In the Pharm
acopoeia India the use of the seeds is recommended in amenorrhoea in the
form of a warm sitz bath containing a handful of the bruised seeds
Waring adds however that the alleged emmenagogue properties of these
seeds deserve further investigation A decoction of the seeds sweetened
with sugar is prescribed in cough and a compound decoction with linseed

is employed as an aphrodisiac A plaster of the ground seeds is also
applied to burns scalds etc From the fact of this oil remaining sweet it
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seems worthy of enquiry whether it might not with advantage be substi
tutcd for linseed oil in the preparation of the emulsion known as Car
ron Oil now so largely empl >yed in British practice in the treatment of
scalds and burns Atkinson mentions a somewhat curious medicinal pro
pcrty The dew he says taken off the flower in the early morning
is popularly supposed in Meerut district to be a panacea for all eye dis
eases

In the United Stites Dispensatory the leaves are placed among offi

cinal drugs They are said to abound in a gummy matter which they
readily impart to water forming a rich bland mucilage much used in the
Southern States as a drink in various complaints to which demulcents ai e
applicable as in cholera infantum diarrhoea dysentery catarrh and
affections of the urinary passages One or two fresh leaves of full size

stirred about in half a pint of cool water will soon render it sufficiently

viscid With dried leaves hot water is used The leaves also serve for

the preparation of emollient cataplasms In India the leaves are to a
small extent employed but they do not enjoy the same favourable repute is

in America Dr Evers (Indian Medical Gazette March 187$ p 67) gives

however the results of his experiments with them and with the seeds to

test their value as an emmenagogue I have employed he says the

mucilage obtained from the leaves of the Indian plant in the treatment of

sixteen cases of dysentery and in all recovery followed hrom six to seven
days was the time necessary for such treatment I confess however that

my cases were n >t of the virulent type seen towards the end of the rainy

season The diug acts simply as a demulcent and does not in my
opinion exert an\ specific influence on the disease furthermore it is

necessary to combine an opiate with it to relieve the tenesmus so that

probably the opium added has as much to do in checking the disease as

the mucilage itself With regard to the value of the seeds as an em
menagogue Dr Evers says In three cases of congestive dysmenorrhoea
I administered the powder of the seeds in 10 grain doses three or four

times a day with benefit I have at the same time employed the hip bath

recommended by Waring It is commonly believed in the south of India

that the seeds when eaten by pregnant women are likely to induce abor
tion but no instance of the Kind has ever come under my notice nor have
I heard of any The reader will find under the paragraph of Spfcial
Opinions below a brief note by a medical officer which supports the popular

opinion that these seeds do possess the pr perty attributed to th^m of pro

ducing abortion By the Natives of India a lotion made of the leaves and
roots is employed as a ha r wash (see Vol III 86) Dr Dymock says

that a powder made of the roasted and decorticated seeds is called Raht^ht

in Arabic and Arvnh 1 Kunjad in Persian it is used as an emollient both

externally and internally Muhammadan writers generally speak of the

seeds o( this plant under the Arabic name Stmsim or the Persian Kunjad
In Africa it is known as Juljulan

Special Opinions —§ When the small fine thorns studding the

prickly pear fruit penetrate the skin and cann >t be removed by the f( rceps

or other means painting the affected part freely with gingelly oil effects

their easy removal though not immediately The thorns are softened

under the action of the oil or rather are almost dissolved and dislodged

A small vesicle appears at the site of each thorn which bursts and even

tually no trace of the thorn is to be found An infant illegitimately born

was thrown by its mother into a prickly pear bush immediately after its

birth It was removed about three hours after and brought to the dis

pensary for treatment Its body was studded with small thorns from head

to foot a very few were removed by the forceps The removal of the rest
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was effected in the above manner and with the above results The child

recovered perfectly (Surgeon Major D R Thomson MD LIE
M uiras) [Dr W Dymock in a letter to the editor says that he suspects

some mistake in the statement that the seeds cause aboi tion seeing that they
are so extensively eaten by Hindus in sweetmeats &c Ed

] 1 know of

a case in which a large quantity of the seeds did actually produce abor
tion ( Asststmt Sur^ein Bhigman D is (2nd) Raw d Ptndi / anjab)
The seeds arc useful in dysmenorrhoea attended with diminished

menses a hip bath being found useful (Assutmt Surgeon Bf agwan
D is (2 id) Civil Hospitil hawal t tndt Panjib) The seed pulverised

is taken internally (in doses of grs vm) for amenorrhaea (Surgeon W F
1 hotnas 33rd M N / M mgalore) The oil is used in our hospital in

place of olive oil Seeds ar^ exported very largely to France and Italy

for the oil which is blended 01 substituted for the olive oil (Surgeon Gtmral
W R C rntsh FACS C IE M idras) I have for a 1 < ng time used
the following in gonorrhoea and prefir it to copaiba or liquor p >tassa R
—Oil Sesame Ttf xx Aqua Calcis TTf xx Aqua 3j

in mixture (// nor
ary Surgeon E A Morris Tranqueb ir)

Chemical Composition — I he following statement of the chemistry of

this substance is from FlUckiger & Hanbury s Pharmacographia -
The oil is a mixture of olein stearin and other compounds of glycerin

with acids of the fatty series We prepared with it in tht usual way a
le id plaster and treated the latter with ether in order to remove the oleate

of lead The solution was then decomposed by sulphuretted hydrogen
evaporated and exposed to hypomtric vapours By this process we ob
tamed 72 6 per cent of El itdic acid The specimen of sesim£ oil prepared
by ourselves consequently contained 760 percent of olein inasmuch as

it must be supposed to be present in the form of triolein In commercial
oils the amount of olein is certainly not constant

As to the solid part of the oil we succeeded in removing fatty acids
freely melting after repeated crystal izations at 67° C which may consist

of stearic acid mixed with one or more of the allied homologous acids as
palmitic and myristic By precipitating w th acetate of magnesium as
proposed by Heintz we finally isolated acids melting at 52 to 5*° 62 to

63° and 69 2° C which correspond to myristic palmitic and stearic acids
I he small proportion of solid matter which separates from the oil

on congealation cannot be removed bv pressure for even at many degrees
below the freezing point it remains as a soft magma In this respect sesamd
oil differs from that of olive

Sesam6 oil contains an extremely small quantity of a substance per
haps resmoid which has not yet been isolated It may be obtained in

solution by repeatedly shaking five volumes of the oil with one of glacial

acetic acid If a cold mixture of equal weights of sulphuric ana nitric

acids is added in like volume the acetic solution acquires a greenish yellow
hue The same experiment being made with spirit of wine substituted
for acetic acid the mixture assumes a blue colour quickly changing to
gieenish yellow The oil itself being gently shaken with sulphuric and
nitric acids takes a fine green hue as shown in 1852 by Behrens who at
the same time pointed out that no other oil exhibits this reaction It takes
place even with the bleached and perfectly colourless oil Sesam6 oil

added to other oils if to a larger extent than 10 per cent may be recognised
by this test The reaction ought to be observed with small quantities say 1

gramme of the oil and 1 gramme of the acid mixture previously cooled *

In the United States Dtspensatory sesamum oil is said to bear some
resemblance to olive oil in its properties and may be used for similar pur
poses It is not a drying oil At 12 7 C (55 F ) it has the specific
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gravity 0919 and its point of congealation is—5°C (23°F ) sp gr
o 914 to o 923 When cooled 10 near 5°C (2^°F ) it congeals to a yellowish
white mass Concentrated sulphuric acid converts it into a brownish red
jelly If 10C ol the oil be agitated with 3 drops of a cold mixture of
equal volumes of nitric and sulphuric acids the oil will acquire a green
colour soon changing to brownish red (

U

S’) Its relation with nitric and
sulphuric acids may serve for its detection when used as an adulterant
although it is said that if the other oil be in great excess the oil of bennd
will not respond

Food and Fodder —Tilt oil is not only used for human consumption
like many other oils but is also employed in sweetmeat making and in
adulteration of ghi also occasionally for lighting and for anointing the
body bor this last purpose it is sometimes scented by keeping
the seeds between alternate layers of strongly scented flowers before the oil

is pressed out in its scented state the oil is called phulel and fetches R160
per maund The seeds are also made into sweetmeats which are eaten by
the Natives They are toasted and ground into meal and made
into cakes and other preparations eaten to some extent by the Hindu
population of India In the form of sweetmeat cakes prepared with sugar
or molasses 1 tilka laddu and reon) these seeds are offered for sale in

every bazdr of India The oil bears a strong resemblance to olive oil foi

which it is frequently substituted or used as an adulterant
The oil ( ak.f (or residue remaining after the oil is extracted) is employed

as cattle food and in some parts of the country it is much prized as such
In times of drought and scarcity it is even used as human food by the
poorer classes As a fodder its stems and leaves are useless but the empty
capsules are said to be eaten by cattle For animals that have to perform
hard labour a mixture of bruised sesamum and gram is regarded as useful

(Conf with Fodder Vol II! 4rg)

Domestic and Sacred —Sesamum seeds form an essential article of

certain religious ceremonies of the Hindus and have therefore received the
names of homadhanyi or the sacrificial grain pitrttarp ma or the grain
that is offered as an oblation to deceased ancestors {U C Dutt)
Atkinson in his Descriptive and Historical account of the Meerut District

says that At the festival of Sik t held in the month of Magh the
Hindus eat a composition of gur and til which they call tilkut There
is a proverb in frequent use — tilon men til nnhtn kahm that is to say
there is no oil in the seeds of sesamum which is thus equivalent to out

proverb to swear black is white
The oil is occasionally used for purposes of illumination and gives a

clearer light than most other vegetable oils but burns more rapidly (Duthie

& f idler) Anointing the body is another use to which the oil is applied

either in the crude state or scented when it is termed phulel The use of

Sesamum by the sugar manufacturers is probably to regulate ebullition or

to mechanically remove impurities ( Conf with p 274) A lotion made
from the leaves is used as a hair wash and is supposed to promote the

gr >wth of the h ur and make it black a decoction of the root is said

to have the same properties Sesamum stalks when dry are used as fuel

and as mapure
HISTORY

Botanical evidence if accepted by itself might lead to the supposition

that the sesamum of sub tropical agriculture had originally been a native

of Africa In that great continent there are some eight or nine truly

wild forms out of a total of some ten or twelve species referable to the

genus In Africa too the oil yielding plant is known to have been culti

vated from remote times Indeed it seems probable that had classic
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these considerations he assumes that sesamum was probably brought to

India from Sunda at a period prior to the Aryan invasion But if this

contention be accepted it would perhaps be permissible to say that con
versely we should be justified in looking for some trace of the Sunda name
for the plant in the languages of India if indeed the Sunda root might not
also be expected to appear in the Sanskrit and other Aryan languages Far
from that being the case however there is a singular uniformity throughout
the most diversified tongues of this country (a uniformity only very occa
sionally met with in the cultivated plants of India) in a name for the plant

its seed and oil which is clearly of Sanskrit and unmixed Sanskrit origin

That name too belongs to what might be called the earliest phase of the
Aryan tongue It enters into the most primitive conceptions of domestic life

ana religious ceremonial and apparently assumes a generic from a specific

significance becoming Oil in more recent times on the discovery of

other oil yielding plants And indeed most of the other Indian names
given to sesamum come from the Arabic or Persian few or none belong to

the aboriginal languagesof India Of this nature may be mentioned (in ad
dition to sesamum from semsem) the very general name Gtngelt or Gerge
lim (the Indian commercial name) and jinjali (the common Hind and
Mahr name) Both these name Dr Rice derives from the Arabic chul
chul in which denotes sesamum seed before being reaped Yule 8l Burnell
trice them from the Arabic Al juljulan pronounced in Spam Al jonjoltn
whence the Spanish Al jonjoh the Italian Gtnggtolino or Zerzeline the

Poituguese Girgelim Zt zelim the French Jugeohne and the Philip

pine Island s name for sesamum of Ajonjolt ( Glossary 285) But the evi

dence deducible from Sanskrit literature is not in this case dependent upon
the simple existence of a root from which the modern names appear to be de
rived The early bansknt medical writers describe the various forms of the

seed assign to each the relative value maintained for it at the present day
and give nearly as complete an account of the oil and of the medicinal and
culinary uses of the seeds as can be found in modern uorks on the subject

Hence it may be said that there is no room for doubt that the Ttl * of San
sknt authors is the hi of the present day a position which cannot be very

often upheld in the identification of modern with ancient names In sup
port of this statement the following passage maybe given from Dutt s f/tn

du Materia Mndica compiled from the Sanskrit authors — The word
7 atli the Sanskrit for oil is derived from Ttla it would therefore seem
that sesamum oil was one of the first if not the first oil manufactured from
an oil seed by the Ancient Hindus The Bhaiabrakdsa describes three

varieties of Til seeds namely black white and red Of these the black

is regarded as the best suited for medicinal use It yields also the largest

quantity of oil white Ttl is of intermediate quality Ttl of red or other

colours is said to be inferior and unfit for medicinal use Sesamum seeds

are used as an article of diet being made into confectionery with sugar or

ground into meal They form an essential article of certain religious cere

monies of the Hindus and have therefore received the names of homa
dhanya or the sacrificial grain pxtntarpana or the grain that is offered as

an oblation to deceased ancestors etc
*

It will thus be seen that in this particular instance we possess abund
ant evidence that the Ttla of Sanskrit authors is the Ttl of India at the

present day But the important position which its seeds hold in the

observances of Hinduism secures for Ttla an antiquity even greater

than that of the Sanskrit medical writers In addition to the synonyms
mentioned by Dutt it is also known as Sdrala Subandha Talaahah and
Putadhdnya At the same time the word Till has certain general mean
mgs such as a mole or u spot the comparison being doubtless to the
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sue and colour of the seed It also denotes a small particle or
portion 9 and occurs m certain proverbs or wise sayings of an ancient

character Numerous edible preparations made of the seeds as also
an extensive series of implements used in its culture or in the expression
of the oil have technical names in Sanskrit works in which the root ttla

is preserved Such for example are 7 tla-dhenu the special preparation
of the seeds made up m the form of a cow which is used as an offering to

the Brahmans Ttla piccata a sweetmeat of the seeds Ttla brtshta fried

sesamum Ttlanna a mixture of til seed and rice So again Ttla homa a
burnt offering of sesamum seeds Ttla vratm eating only sesamum be
cause of avow and Tilataila or ttla rasa sesamum oil 1 he generic
word Tatla=oi\ as derived from Ttla and the preservation of corresponding
words directly taken from these ( til the sesamum plant and tel any oil)

throughout the length and breadth of India and across the Himalaya
into Afghanistan is proof also of great antiquity for the original root of
all these names Indeed even the Sanskrit redundancy of the root to

specially denote sesamum oil is very general in India and in Ceylon it

occurs as Tel tala But as manifesting the gradual expansion of the
meanings and associations of Ttla it may be pointed out that it is also the
name of a chapter in the Purana sarva sva Ttla ganjt tirtha is the name
of a place mentioned in the Kastka ramana and Ttladhenuddna is the
title of a chapter in the Varaha Purina But it is perhaps needless to
multiply examples of the extensive series of forms in which the word Ttla
occurs in Sanskrit literature As exhibiting the important place which
Ttla seeds and oil took in ancient Hindu mythology and indeed which
they hold at the present day it need only be necessary to cite the passages
regarding it in the Institutes of Manu In the third Lecture it is repeated
ly mentioned The peculiar form in which it should be offered to the
Brahmans is dealt with It is spoken of as one of the three things that
purify at a ( nddhi and also as an offering that secures prosperity and
confers offspring while it delights the manes for a month It is forbidden
to eat anything mixed with sesamum seeds after sunset The oil is

alluded to as a hair oil lhe punishment of an unlearned man who
accepts an offering of Ttla is indicated as also the peculiar transmigration
that will fall to the lot of the thief of this seed At the same time the
simile of as sown so shall the harvest be is illustrated by the remark
that rice sesame beans and barley will each bring forth according to its

kind
The Institutes of Manu were penned m India and for the people who

lived there at the lowest computation 2 000 years ago But its rules of

life and religion were framed on the time honoured observances of the
Vedas hence the illustrations drawn from that great compilation of moral
and material well being may be accepted as showing that the presumption
is gt ly m favour of the idea that the plant was very probably known to
the A is long prior to their invasion of India

Though sesamum has not hitherto been recorded as found wild in any
of the warmer tracts of Central Asia it is cultivated everywhere on the
Himalaya m Afghanistan Persia Arabia and Egypt There would there
fore seem very little evidence opposed to the statement that if not originally

a native of the warm temperate tracts of India (Fluckiger & Hanbury as
well as Bentley & Trimen affirm without reservation that it is a native of

India) it was probably brought to this country by the Aryans On this

supposition alone as it would seem can be accounted for its Sanskrit Per
sian and Arabic names in use in India That its cultivation may have
originated independently however in more than one centre seems quite
likely Indeed, if its cultivation sprang originally from one centre, it would
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HISTORY seem justified by the facts adduced that we must look to Central Asia
and Persia rather than to the Sunda Islands as its home The writer

Mould in fact venture the suggestion that it was probably first cultivated

somewhere between the Euphrates valley and Bokhara south to Afghanis
tin and Upper India and was very likely diffused into India proper and the

Archipelago before it found its wav to Egypt and Europe In part support of

this iaea it may be stated that it has by no means been proved that India

itself does not possess truly wild forms of the plant The writer some years

ago collected specimens on Pansnath hill in Behar at an altitude of from

i 500 to 3500 feet and more recently others on the lower North West
Himalaya which possess certain peculiarities suggestive at least of a degree
of acclimatisation sufficient to arouse suspicion that they maj in reality be
indigenous The Parisnath plants were found growing underneath the

grassy vegetation with several miles of forest land intervening between
them and cultivation The Himalayan plants were also gathered in such
situations as to suggest at least the doubt as to their being escapes from
cultivation What is curious too regarding these apparently wild states is

the fact that they preserve certain recognisable structural features 1 hev are

erect sparsely branched herbs generally 6 to 9 inches high have long lan

ceolate almost entire leaves small remarkably dark coloured flowers instead

of the white or pink flowers of the most prevalent form of the cultivated

plant and they possess two exceptionally large glands at the base of the

short pedicels These glands are rarely so well developed m the cultivated

plant but reappear in the neglected forms seen in the vicinity of cultivation

The subject however of the races or forms of sesamum met with in India is

too imperfectly understood to justify more thin the suggestion that their

careful study may reveal the f«*ct that the so-called acclimatised states mam
fest peculiarities that may be deemed bv future investigators quite as much
entitled to specific recognition as are the characters of the plant found by
Blume and which DeCandolle accepts as proving that Sesamum indicum

is a native of Java.
In addition to the fact of Pliny s having alluded to the oil as exported

from Sind to Europe by way of the Red Sea we have the subsequent refer

ence in the Penplus (A D 80) to Guzerit as the country from which much
sesamum oil was obtained Passing over a gap of 1 500 years we next

find various writers dealing with the subject In 1510 it is mentioned by
Varthema under the name of Berealino in 1552 by Castanheda as ger

gelim in 1599 by Fredericke as eezelme in 1606 by Gouvea as gerge

lint in 1610 by Mocquet as gersell n in 1661 by Thevenot as telselm in

1673 by Galland as georgehne in 1675 by Heiden as jujoltne in 1726

by Valentijn as tht gtngeli exported from Orissa in 1727 by Oaptain A
Hamilton as gingerly and in 1807 by Dr Buchanan Hamilton as gm

f
elt These brief historic records of sesamum have been taken from Yule
c Burnell s Anglo Indian Colloquial Glossary in order to exemplify both

the gradual development of the modern knowledge in the seeds and cer

tain mutations in the formation of its commercial name*
In the Am t Akbart or the Administration Report for the year 159°

of the reign o f the Emperor Akbar frequent mention is made of sesamum
white and black and what is somewhat significant both kinds appear m
the list of autumn crops It is specially mentioned as grown m the

Subahs of Agra Allahabad Oudh Delhi Lahore Multan and Malwa
There is in fact abundant evidence that to the people of India this oil seed

has been from ancient times down to the present day one of the most

important agricultural crops of this nature The expansion (within the

past 30 or 40 years) which has taken place in the foreign exports mani

tests however an increased cultivation as the direct result of the benefits
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arising1 from the peaceful administration of India under British rule The
reader should therefore to complete the present brief historic sketch con
suit the concluding section of this article which is devoted to The Trade
in Sesamum Seed and Oil

CULTIVATION
Area Outturn and Consumption

The chief facts regarding til cultivation in India (eg influences of

climate season of sowing and reaping area yield traffic etc) will be
discovered from the following note which was issued by the Government
of India (Revenue and Agricultural Department) on the 12th February
1891 as a torecast of the season s crop —

Thiri General Memo on the Se amum crop of the season i 9qo 91
The appended statement (A) tabulates the information available 1 yarding- the

area and outturn of sesamum in the Provinces from which lepoits have been rcce ved
In most places there are two c ops of Sesamum—a khanf a.nd a alt c op I his il

seed is ve y gene ally sown m xed with other crops and ct nsequently it is dilbc It to

estimate the acreage and yield correctly Ihe figures thereloie must be accepted
with mo e t esei ve

3 The info mation from Madras (s incomplete particulars of the late crop are

not available Uj to the p esent the c nditu n )f the standing ciops lias l een on
the who 1 ** fair but moie a is needed 1 he g eater

j
a t of the a ea 1 nde S am m

in the Bombay Presidency belo lgs to the Native State of G ia at He Baroda
fig ires however ha e not yet been communicated 1 he condition and e ti nated
outturn are n whe e la ge principal th result of unfavourable eathe nctvithstand
log go >d sow ng ran In the Nortl We tern P ovinces an! Oudh the cop was
also affected t y unseasonable ainfa.ll —exces Ive at o\ ng and deficient afterwar Is

Most of the c op n the Ce t al I rovi ces has been gath eel b t the e is a consider
able a ea m th Nagpur country which is own with cold weathi r Se amum and this

will njt come into £he market for some time yet I h 01 tt rn haw b en aff ctcd by
rain in November In B rar the cr p has suff red to a ce ta n xte t from want of r nn

3 In the remaining B ti h Provi ces the area unde Sesam m is not con ider

able th the sole exception pe haps of Bengal where statistics ae not at pi esent

a ailablc The crop is probably grown extensively in Hyderal ad b it stati tics are
not forthcoming for tha* Native State nor for Centr il India and Rajputana where
Se amu 1 g own for export >n a small scale

4 For the cu ent year tl e e tim ited area and outturn as returned in Table A
are 2 03 i 00 * acies ana 1 71 100 f tons respectively

5 The annexed statement (B) shows tne imports of Sesamum by rail at d river

into the chief seaport towns lor th la t five years The average exports of the
twelve blocks named for the past five years are about 92 000 tons The order in

which the Provinces stand as exporters is given below —
Provinces

Sind
Central Provinces
Bombay
Nizam s Territory
Madras
Panj&b
North Western Provinces
and Oudh

Average exportS|
in tons
20 000

17 000

15 000

13 K)0

6 000

5 000

4 000

Provinces
Average exports

in tons

India 4 000
Bengal 2 000
Berar 2 coo
Mysore I 100
As*am 900

The Sind figures howevei include a large proportion of Panjab exports
6 In 1889-90 the ex* orts by s a were 83 777 tons valued at Ri 30 98 813 t e

12 32 per cent of the total value of seeds exported that year The average weight
and al je of these exports during the last four quinquennial periods compare as
follows —

Averages lor five years ending

3 st March
1 1874

]

1879 r,00 1889

Tons (thousands) 38 5 i lofi 108
1R pees (lakhs) 45 39 80 S3 143 40 151 04 1

* Exclusive of the area of mixed Sesamum in the North Western Provinces and Oudh
i outturn

,
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CULTIVATION It will be observed that the statement given in table A (p 516 by no
means represents the total area in India devoted to this crop nor accord
mgiy does it show the probable actual production It gives for example
no figures for Bengal (an important ttJ producing province) nor for Assam
and Burma nor the Native States of Central and South India and Rij
putana It also professedly excludes from consideration the large area
in the North West Provinces and Oudh devoted to mixed til and other
crop cultivation It is not expressly stated whether a similar exclusion
applies to the other provinces or whether the figures given express mixed
production to the area of pure crops The importance of these considera
tions will be seen from two facts —(a) while tne production of the North
West Provinces and Oudh is put down at 15 675 tons a foot note ex
plains that in addition 35000 tons were obtained from mixed til cultiva

tion (b) the yield worked out in columns 7 and 8 varies from 53 to 137
seers per acre From this last consideration it seems probable that while
mixed cultivation has been excluded in the case mentioned a calculation

has been adopted in some of the other provinces to express mixed crops
to the area of pure cultivation

On the other hand the figures given in table B (p 517) refer to the

actual movements of sesamum seed by rail and river and therefore denote
the surplus over local consumption from actual production (whether pure
or mixed cultivation) from all the provinces It should thus be care
fully observed that the two tables exhibit an independent series of facts

in the cultivation of and trade in sesamum It has been customary in

this work to resort to the figures of trade in the effort to arrive at some
conception of production (when actual area of cultivation was not avail

able) but w ith perhaps no other oil seed would that system be more
fallacious than the present The extent to which the plant is grown for

local consumption is probably greater than is the case with any of the

other oil seeds The exports from India are therefore very likely only
the surplus over and above a tar larger quantity much of which never
moves beyond the district or village lands on which it was grown Bear
ing these facts in view it may be said the imports shown in table B
from the Piesidencies into the port towns represent the supply from which
the foreign exports are drawn But as the writer has had occasion to

urge in connection with almost every article of Indian commerce the dis

tnbution effected by road communications is often very serious and
before an exact statement of the receipts by any one port town can be
arrived at a balance sheet must be made out in which in addition to rail

river and road imports and exports the effect of coastwise exchanges
must be taken into consideration The full force of these recommenaa
tions may be exhibited by the following analyses of the figures drawn from
tables A and B —

(1) Area returned m table A for
^890-9?

(2) Forecast of outturn given in table A for 1800-91

(3) Imports into the port towns in table B for

1889-90

(4) Foreign exports for 1889 90

If now to the outturn in (2) be added the 35 000 tons mentioned above
as produced in the North West Provinces as a mixed crop and if

also a figure be accepted to represent the Bengal Assam Burma and
Native States production the actual outturn would appear to more likely

exceed than fall short of 250 000 tons Were 2 maunds to be accepted

as the yield per acre all over India to obtain that supposed outturn

3 500 000 acres of pure sesamum cultivation would have to be presumed

2 237 000 acres
2 032 000

171 131 tons

7*5 456
86 000
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or perhaps more than double that area were the crop say one half mixed
Indeed m the memorandum quoted above we are told that in the North
West Provinces 4 000 000 acres of mixed sesamum yielded only 35000
tons or o 24 maunds per acre It is thus probable that the actual area

more or less under sesamum in India is over 10 000 000 acres and that

the local consumption is on an average two thirds of the actual outturn

The imports into the port towns from the provinces are shown to have been
only 76 456 tons while the actual foreign exports were 89 000 tons It

need therefore be only added in further support of the facts adduced that

the traffic in sesamum oil is by no means inconsiderable and that to

arrive at a possible conception of the area and outturn of this crop it

would be necessary to reduce from oil to the equivalent in seed the returns
of the trade in sesamum oil For example the foreign exports of this

oil were in 1889-90 returned as 91 120 gallons of pure oil and 50 308 cwt
of dregs of gingelly oil These figures to a large extent represent the oil

obtained from seea pressed in the port towns but there are rail river and
road imports and exports of oil all over India which should be also taken
into account At the same time it has been shown that the rail and river

imports into the port towns are not equal to the foreign exports so that a
provision has to be made not only for the seed expressed in these towns
to meet the foreign trade in oil but for the seed and oil used up by the
city communities It is thus evident that the area and outturn in Table A
fall far short of the actual figures which will have to be determined in the
future a result which it would appear likely can only be obtained when
both pure and mixed sesamum cultivation are taken into consideration

It is probably hopeless to expect that trade returns should tally with agri
cultural statistics when the latter deals with only half the crop Hence
though unavoidable errors are and must be involved by all attempts at
estimating the area and outturn of mixed crops these errors have to be
faced if an approximation to accuracy be aimed at in the returns of a
commercial product like that of sesamum

As affording the most direct evidence on these issues while furnishing

at the same time certain particulars regarding the methods of cultivation

seasons of sowing and reaping and yield etc etc the following series of
notes from the Gazetteers District Manuals and Agricultural Department
Reports etc may be here given arranged provincial ly It need only be
remarked m justification of this procedure that the available material is too
imperfect to allow of the more readable form of producing a compilation of
the salient points in place of a string of disjointed quotations Regarding
one feature of sesamum cultivation in one province much information
exists but nothing or next to nothing is said of it in another This defect
applies to every phase of the subject and it can therefore be only hoped
that the present admission of imperfect knowledge may lead to the publi
cation 01 concise though complete reports for each province in place of
the scattered notices that presently exist regarding the several districts

Indeed it may be said that of some of the largest producing districts little

or no information is available while of the less important ones much has
been written according to the accidental interest taken in the subject by the
authors of the District Manuals

CULTIVATION

I -MADRAS
Before proceeding to give a few of the better passages that exist in

works on South India regarding sesamum cultivation the following facts
from the forecast of the current crop (1890-91) may be furnished It will

be seen that the forecast not only furnishes definite information regarding

S iioi
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CULTIVATION the area under the crop but exhibits the effect of ram m advancing or re

Madras tarding the prospects
The total area returned under late-sown gmgelly for 1890 91 is 189 000

Area acres which is 12 5 per cent below the normal and 20 6 per cent below the
revised figures (238 000 acres) reported for the previous year

The following table exhibits the chief districts where sesamum is grown
in Madras —

S 1101
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The following quotations from the District Manuals of various localities

may be accepted as affording a fairly good idea of the methods pu sued

in cultivating gmgelly in this Presidency —
Godavery — The mixed or sandy regadae soil suits this plant best

but it also grows on very sandy soils but is then inferior The soil is pre-

pared by ploughing about the month of April and this operation is repeat

ed two or three times In May or June when the ground is moist from
recent ram the seed which should be of the very best description is

sown Four seers are required for an acre of land After sowing the

ground should be again ploughed and bush harrowed and the seeds will

spring up in eight or ten days Fifteen days afterwards the field should
be weeded when two months old the plants will flower and shortly after

the pods will appear and in another month will be ripe This crop is a
very precarious one being peculiarly liable to blight and it invariably suf

fers if east winds prevail during its growth The stalks when cut are

stacked in a dry place thatched with palmyra leaves and allowed to re-

main eight days after which the removal of the seeds may be commenced
This is effected by shaking the stacks when about half the seeds will drop
from the pods while the other half remains the stalks are allowed to dry
for a couple of days when the remaining seeds are removed in a similar

manner* (Papers relating to the Survey and Settlement of the Western
Delta taluqs of the Godavery District 140)

Coimbatore — Universally grown both on wet garden and dry land
if the former it is usually before the regular crop as in Erode or after it

as in Dharapuram In the latter it is grown often as a third crop in April
and May the usual succession is then ragi from June to September
October paddy from October to February gingellv from March to June
In some taluks it is also grown as a garden crop On wet lands the mois
ture from the preceding crop is usually sufficient to start it and the pro-
bable rains of April and May mature it it is of course somewhat uncer
tain It is less so when grown from June onward on dry lands it is

grown with the Kar rains in the Kangyam division of Dharapuram sown
broadcast with cholam and with dholl in lines in Karur it is grown on
the uplands with the rains of the south west monsoon and is also sown
mixed with Kkambu and with cotton in July and is reaped in November
December it is also grown as a separate crop There are two soi ts kdr
and tattu of which the former is the better and is grown in the hot
weather on garden lands it is sown on land prepared as usual and water
ed the young crop is not watered for about 15 or 20 days and thereafter if

there is no rain only once in 10 or 15 days water is stopped i«j days be
fore pulling The plants when pulled are stacked for a week and the
seed is then shaken from the pods and winnowed The seed is about 10
measures and the yield from 150 to 350 or 400 measures Its value is R15
to R35 or R40 (Nicholson Man Dtst 224)

North Arcot — * There are two varieties of this very favourite dry crop
the big and the small It is an early crop being sown if the rains are
sufficient in April or May and reaped four months later It is some-
times irrigated and is then sown as early as January or February The
plant is cut near the ground and after being dried for a week or two is beaten
with sticks The oil is extracted m oil mills a measure being yielded from
four measures of seed Gmgelly oil is considered the very best and is much
used in native cookery as well as for anointing the body the cake is

given to cattle Much of the seed is exported from the district and sent to
Europe where a good deal of the so called olive oil is extracted from it

(Manual of the North Arcot District 333 & 334)
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II —MYSORE AND COORG
The cultivation of til is described as follows in the Gazetteer of Mysore

and Coorg — The crop is known as wollellu or phuligana ellu It is

raised exactly like the kar uddu cut down when ripe and stacked for seven

days It is then exposed to the sun for three days but at night is collected

again into a heap and between every two days drying in the sun it is kept

a day in the heap By this process the capsules burst of themselves and
the seed falls down on the ground The cultivators sell the greater part

of the seed to oil makers This oil is here in common use with the

natives both for the table and for unction The seed is also made into

flour which is mixed with jaggery and formed into a variety of sweet

cakes The straw is used for fuel and for manure In Kolar it is more
commonly called achchellu and is cultivated as follows -In Vaisdkha
plough twice without manure sow broadcast and plough in the seed In

three months it ripens without further trouble is cut down by the ground
and is afterwards managed exactly like the uddu The seed is preserved

in the same manner The produce in a good crop is 20 seers and in a
middling one 12 seers The straw is used for fuel

North of the Tumkur District are cultivated two kinds of Sesamum
the karu or wollellu and the gur ellu The last forms part of the watered

crops the kar ellu is cultivated on dry field The soil best fitted for

it is dire or stony land which answers also for same and huralt The
ground on which kar ellu has been cultivated will answer for the last

mentioned grain but not so well as that which has been uncultivated

After it even without dung same thrives well The same ground will

every year produce a good crop of this ellu If a crop of ellu is taken one

year and a crop of same the next and so on successively the crops of

ellu will be poor but those of sdme will be good After the first rain in

Vaisdkha which begins about the middle of April plough three times

With the next rain sow broadcast and plough in the seed In between

four and five months it ripens without further trouble On a wokkala

land the seed is six seers and the produce in a good crop is 5 kolagas or

eighty fold Which is to say that an acre sows 55 peck and produces

11 10 bushels In the west the kar ellu is sown on rdgi fields that consist

of a red soil and does not exhaust them The field is ploughed as for

ragt but it is not allowed manure The seed is mixed with sand sown

broadcast and harrowed with the rake drawn by oxen It ripens m four

months without further trouble The seed is equal to half of the rdgt that

would be sown on the same field which is less than half a peck an acre

The produce is about 20 seers or about 2j bushels an acre The straw is

burned and the ashes are used for manure (
Gazetteer of Mysore &

Coorg Vol I oi)

III -BOMBAY
In the forecast for the crop of 1890 91 the Government of Bombay fur

rushes the following notes regarding the chief til producing areas of Western

India These will be found to manifest the acreage devoted to the crop

and to discuss the more important elements of uncertainty in sesamum
cultivation

Gujarat—The final estimates (77 750 acres) are lower than those of

the second report but still are about 8 per cent, above the estimated aver

age and the area of 1889 90 The later sowings in Surat have caused the

reported decrease to disappear but the revised figures show a decrease in

Broach as compared with the early estimates. Tti Gujarat the sowing rain

for both early and late kinds of sesamum was favourable In Surat only

was it excessive The later rams were much less timely and the long
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bre k resulted in withering and consequent diminution of yield In Ahmed
abad and Panch Mahals insects have done harm The early crop has
been harvested The anna estimates vary from as low as 6 annas in ranch
Mahals to 14 annas in Surat On the whole 8 annas may be taken as the

anna estimate of the province 1 e about half the average crop (16 annas)
Gujarat States —The area (2^8 000 acres of sesamum is 3! times

tha of the British districts of Gujarat and of the States Kathiawar is the

largest producer The crop in Kathiawar was greatly reduced by defi

ciency of late rains and in Halar it was further damaged by insects and
cloudy weather The yield is reported at 5 annas in Cutch to 9 annas in

Kathiawar [The reader might in this connection consult the concluding
paragraph of the article Sorghum in which it is shown that Kathiawar
prefers to cultivate Sesamum and to largely import its supplies of juar
Ed Diet Econ Prod ]

D eccan — Of the total ( 1 os hoo acres) 64 and 23 per cent respectively

are credited to Khandesh and Nasik This total signifies a diminution of

nearly 24 per cent as compared with last jear but twice as large if the

comparison is made with the estimated average No explanation other

than that of unseasonableness of sowing rain can be offered In Poona
however and to some extent elsewhere the exclusion of mger seed hitherto

erroneously included in the Agricultural Returns under sesamum accounts
for some of the decrease The crop was largely benefited by seasonable
rain in August but a long break lasting till the second week in September
nullified the good prospects The rain in September moreover was not

heavy enough Later on rain in November dam iged the early crop
though it improved the late one which is still in the field These vicissi

tudes of season were more or less general In Poona cloudy weather w«*s

experienced also The outturn may be stated at from 7 annas in Poona to

10 or 11 annas in Khandesh Deccan States —The area is very small
Karnatak —The area (24 000 acres) is less than half that of last year

and much below the average area It is small even in a good year
The outturn is reported at from 6 ann«*s in Dharwar to 8 annas in Belgaum
and Bijapur Kirnatak St ites —The area is small The estimated
outturn may be slightly better than in the British colleclorates

Konkan —The area of 189091 is about equal to that of the Karnatak
bu it much more nearly comes up to the average Ratnagin claims
more than half the area Kanara does not grow sesamum The decrease
in the Konkan is clearly due to excessive rain The prospects of the crop
were further lessened by a continuation of heavy rain during the growth
of the crop especially in Kolaba On the whole however the crop is

better than in t
ue Deccan or Karnatak

It is perhaps unnecessary to give in great detail the crop forecast of

district cultivation m Bombay similar to what has been done in the case of

Madras since the above notes on the divisions of the Presidency manifest
the chief facts regarding the distribution of the crop In the Statistical

Atlas Mr Ozanne gives the following brief sketch of the sesamum cult!

vation of Western India which may be usefully republished here 1
—

* Is

grown all over the Presidency and has the largest area under it m Khandesh
It is of three varieties—black white, and grey the last found only tn Guja
rat These varieties differ only in colour Til is giown unirrigated and
unmanured in any soil but has a preference for sandy loams Sown in

June and cut m November sesame is grown generally with bajrt and pulses
either mixed or m separate furrow*, and often by itself on land that has
lone lain fallow

The following series of notes have been compiled from fhe Gazetteers
They convey some idea of the extent to which sesamum is grown tn Western
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soil It gets five to eight waterings and takes about five months to

mature Ihe details for the Larkhana District are very similar to the

foregoing The seed is sown in June and July and the crop reaped in

November and December The average yield is said to be about J
maund per bigha in Larkhana it is only twice watered

[CULTIVATION
In

N W
Provinces A

Oudh
ZZ2Z

V—NORTH WEST PROVINCES AND OUDH
The Government of these provinces has published the following forecast

regarding the crop of 1890-91 It may be said to manifest the importance
of rain in all considerations regarding this crop — As stated in the second
cotton forecast which is published simultaneously with this report, the rains

from the middle of July to the end of September were exceptionally ill

distributed and ill timed The crop was injured in the beginning by
heavy rains which obstructed proper and timely weeding and on the low
lands left the crop to rot The protracted drought in August and Sep
tember prevented the plants from properly flowering and otherwise
injured tnem The area occupied by the crop this year is estimated at

about 11 per cent less than the normal area The condition of the crop
is reported to be 55 assuming that 100 represents a full outturn

The details of the system of cultivation seasons of sowing and reaping
etc will however be perhaps best convejed by giving here the chief pas
sages from Messrs Duthie &. Fuller s account in the Field and Garden
Crops Indeed so completely do these concise passages cover the field

that m the case of these provinces it is unnecessary to give any of the
numerous scattered accounts which occur in the Gazetters and other such
works

Varieties —There are two forms the black seeded and the white seed
ed the former being generally known as til and the latter as tilt Til ripens
rather later than tilt and is more commonly grown mixed with high crops
such as judr while tilt does best when mixed with cotton Tilt oil js

preferred of the two for human consumption
Area —Notwithstanding its economic importance the acreage under til

is small since it is very rarely grown as a sole crop in most districts of these
Provinces Fields of til are not uncommonly met with in the districts

lying immediately under the Himdlaya— Dehra returning 3 536 acres
Pilibhit 616 acres Basti I 301 acres and Gorakhpur 857 acres But the
tract in which its cultivation as a sole crop is commonest is Bundelkband
and the area under til in the five districts which are geographically
included in this tract are shbwn below —

Districts Acres

Jalaun 6 000
lhansi 21 400
Lalitpur 36 000
Hamirpur 49 000
Banda 35 700

This amounts to no less than 8 per cent of the total area under khartf
crops in these five districts The only other district in which til is largely
grown alone is Allahabad (3 800 acres) and this is due to the fact that a large
portion of the Allahabad district lies south of the Jumna and is charac
tenzed by the same conditions as Bundelkhand In no other district does
it«. cultivation as a sole crop reach 300 acres Judged by these returns
h/ cultivation appears to be of insignificant importance over the greater
part of the Provinces but this is very far from being the case Although
not cultivated by itself it is almost universally grown to a greater or less

extent m fields of judr, bajrd and cotton and it maybe therefore said to
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have a place on more than half the total area under khartf crops It is

however grown less commonly in the eastern than m the western districts

both because it does not thrive in a rice country and because the mahua
tree (Bassia latifolia) abounds in the eastern districts and mahua oil is

commonly consumed there

Season and Soil —As has already been implied til is a khirtf crop
and is sown at the commencement of the monsoon and harvested in Octo
ber and November It prefers a light soil and the wide extent of itsculti

vation in Bundelkhand is in great part limited to the light yellowish soil

locally known as rdnkar which abounds in the ravmy tracts near rivers

Indeed a crop of til can be gathered from land which will yield no other
crop but one of the inferior millets (kodon or kntkt)

Method of Cultivation —The method of its cultivation is the rough
est possible The seed is sown broadcast after two or three hurried
ploughings and ploughed in When grown uith millet or cotton it gains
the benefit of the care which these crops receive It is in this case either

sown broadcast the seed being mixed with that of the principal crop
before sowing or it is disposed in parallel lines running across the field

or along its margins When mixed with other crops the amount of seed
sown to the acre varies of course with the inclination of each individual

cultivator When grown alone from 8 to 12 seers of seed are used
Harvesting—When ripe the til plants are cut with a sickle to within

2 or 3 inches of the ground and the stalks collected in shocks heads
uppermost and allowed to dry The seed capsules split open and the

seed is extracted by beating the plant against the ground The dry stalks

called titsota are used for fuel

Injuries —The til plant is very liable to damage from ill timed ram
and this may explain the rarity of its cultivation as a sole crop in the

thickly populated districts of the Ganges Jumna Dodb where risk must be

reduced to the lowest minimum possible Heavy rain when the flowers

are in process of fertilization often ruins the crop and hence like ajn it

is \ery liable to suffer if rain falls in October Indeed it is not uncommon
for the crop to be an almost total failure

Outturn

1128
Outturn — Under the circumstances of its cultivation it is obviously

impossible to frame any reliable estimate of its outturn per acre which

vanes very greatly with the amount of seed sown From 25 seers to

I h rraund are commonly gathered when it is sown with juar or cotton

When grown alone from 4 to 6 maunds is the average return to the acre

PANJAB
XX29

VI —PANJAB
Sesamum is said to be grown to a limited extent in almost every district

of the Panjdb The exports from the province find an outlet chiefly in

Karachi though smaller quantities are carried to Bombay Some idea of

the relative importance of the crop in the various districts and of the chief

features of its cultivation may be gathered from the following forecast for

the season 1890 91 — This is the first separate forecast furnished on the

sesamum (til) crop of this province Special reports are received from

sixteen districts as in the remainder the crop is a very unimportant one

The total estimated area in these sixteen districts this year is 177 4°°

acres as compared with 181 400 acres last year for the whole province

the total area under this crop this year is estimated at 217 392 acres as

compared with 215 117 acres last year the increase being 2 275 aores or

1 per cent In the districts of the Delhi Division in the South East Panjab

the heavy rains of July and August followed by an early cessation of the

rains did harm to this crop and the result was* a poor harvest* In
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the Lahore Division the crop was generally about an average one but in

the districts of the Rawalpindi Division lying near the hills the crop w»s
generally above the average and in Gurdaspur and Sialkot it was a very

good one In these tracts the rains commenced early and the season

throughout was favourable for this crcp The total estimated outturn is

24 610 400 seers or 439 471 cwt the average outturn per acre being esli

mated at 278ft
On the whole the crop of sesamum (ft/) for the year in the Panjdb

must be classed as a good one
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Mr Baden Powell says that in the Panjdb sesamum is generally

cultivated often being sown round the edges of fields forming as it were
a green hedge to the main crop The brown or black forms are grown
but it is blanched by warming m hot water the outer skin of the seed being
rubbed off when the seed appears white The yield of oil is about fths the

weight of the seed employed

The following notes from the District Gazetteers and Settlement Re
ports may be accepted as sufficiently manifesting the peculiarities of culti

vation followed in the Panjdb —
Jhang — Sesamum is grown in small quantities on sailab lands and

on rain lands in the upland The writer has also seen it once or twice

on the outskirts of a well and such crops are sometimes irrigated

Very little is grown on the Chiniot sailab lands Til loves a light soil but

requires much moisture It will grow even on rappar lands—sand
covered with only a thin layer of soil The writer remembers being struck

with the appearance of a very fine crop near the Tnmmu ghat and then

seeing the land again later on fe found that it was nothing but a thin

layer of mud on a substratum of sand Til is much cultivated mixed with

other crops—jowar mash and mung The land is prepared by one or

two ploughibgs The seed is sown broadcast mixed with sand m August
and the early part of September The amount used is about 7jlb 1 he

flowers are liable to be nipped and to fall if the wind blows from the

north The root is also attacked by mula (Settlement Report Jhang
Distric' £5 to q8)

Montgomery — Til is often sown with moth and mung or moth
alone sometimes with jowar It is essentially a rain crop but is some
times grown on canal irrigated lands After ram plough sow broad

cast mixing seed with earth if not sown with some other crop and plough

again Sometimes the seed is simply thrown on the fallow ground and
ploughed in Two seers of seed go to the acre Til plants should not

fee close together according to the verse which may be translated —
When barley grows scattered til close together the buffalo brings

forth a male calf and sons wives give birth to daughters—-all four are

utterly bad Only one kind of til the black is known The plant

is affected by tel 1 and lightning When the crop is cut the stalks are

placed in a circle with their tops pointing inwards and are left there for

a fortnight with a weight upon them This heatens and softens the pods

Then the stalks are placed on the ground with their tops pointing up-

wards leaning against each other or on a straw rope Tne action of the

sun causes the pods to open when the grain is shaken out on a cloth

Fifteen seers of til seed produce 6 seers of sweet oil Til stalks when dry

are used for fuel They give forth a fierce flame * (Gazetteer Mont

gomery District 111 112)

Karnal — No varieties of til are recognised It must be grown m
good stiff soil and the soil must be new to give a good crop which is

probably the reason why it is chiefly cultivated m the Nardak whers

virgin soil abounds It is generally sown with jawdr or vrad and the

mode of cultivation is the same as that of the latter When the plants

are cut they are put on end to dry As they dry the pods open and the

seed is then shaken out The stems (dansra ) are of no use The seed is

taken to the oilman who returns two fifths of the weight in oil keeping the

oilcake (khal) which he sells The oil is good for burning and is the best

of all oils for purposes of the kitchen Til is very subject to attacks by

carterpillars (dl) And if it once dries up it never recovers It is, how*

ever, never irrigated (Gazetteer 179)
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It will be found from the remarks under the paragraph Trade that these
pJfi3JSAt

provinces constitute the most important single area in the supply of the PROVINCES

foreign demands through Bombay Very little of a definite nature can **33
however be found of the methods of cultivation pursued in the various dis

tncts The following forecast of the crop of 1890-91 however discusses
the question of acreage the influences that aflect the crop the yield etc

,

while it exhibits at the same time the districts of greatest importance —
Last year s crop was an exceptionally good one exports were large

and high prices were realized by cultivators so that they were stimulated
to sow larger areas with til seed and such has been the case except in the
northern districts of Jabalpur Damoh and Mundla and the rice district of

Bilasjur where heavy rainfall at sowing time prevented cult vators from
sowing as much 1 md with til as they would otherwise have done In
this latter district however the crop is not of much commercial import
ance In the three former districts the estimated decrease implies a
diminished area of ibout 12 000 to i-> 000 acres I his is however more
than counterbalanced by the increa ed area sown with til in the districts

of the Narbadda Valley and in the Nagpur country which export by far

the largest quantities of til The estimates are of course rough but the
net increase in the area under til can be but very little if at all below
50 000 acres

The weather as was reported in the recent forecast of cotton for these
provinces has been irregular and the results to til have been very much
the same as were reported of the cotton crop That is to say in the
districts of the Jabalpur division it has been injured by ram in Nar
smghpur the rainfall has been hmelv while in Hoshangabad and Nimar
long breaks have done some damage In the Nagpur country the til has
been somewhat injured by excessive rain in Nagpur and Chanda while
in Wardha the weather has just suited the crop In spite however
of heavy rain in some tracts and long breaks in others the crop has not
suffered as much as might have been expected In the districts of the

Jabalpur division it is not far short of a full average crop ranging from 12

to 14 annas In N«rsinghpur a good average crop is expected in Hosh
angabad and Nimar a 10 annas crop In Wardha a bumper crop is anti

upated and in Nagpur it is fair It has to be remembered that in the
Nagpur country about 70 per cent of the til is the r ibi til and has only
recently been sown Its prospects as far as can be seen at present are

good the weather having been favourable for sowing

Forte 1st of the Sesamum (iTil) crop m the Central Provinces for the reason
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Damoh
Acres
30 000 —6 12 The condition of the crop is not very

Jabalpur 40,000 —25 12

satisfactory in both Tahsils Owing to

continuous moisture in the Damoh
Tahsil the crops have suffered to a great
extent

Sowings decreased owing to heavy rain

The plants look healthy notwithstand
in^ the latter heavy rain

Sowings decreased owing to heavy rain

The plants look healthy notwithstand
ing tne latter heavy rain

The long break during the latter part of

Manilla 23,000 — lo M

Scorn 2 000 + 05 12

Nursmghpur 16 000 + lo 16

August and early part of September f >1

lowed by unusually heavy ram now has
had an injurious effect

This year s rainfall was very satisfactory

Ho hanga- 26 000 + 12$ 10

for cultivators who availed themselves
in clearing their fields m due time

The estimate is low and is due tc want of
bad

Nimar 34 000 + 19 IO

rain for about a month subsequent to
sowings

In Khandwa Tahsil where til is most

Betul 17 000 + 43 12

grown tl e drought seriously affected the
crop in August and subsequent rain has
not caused much improvement
The seeds germinated well but the want

Chhmdwara 10 500 + 4 *4

of rain during the month of August and
in the early part of September greatly
injured the crops

As a whole the average may safely be

Wardha 54 OH) + 1008 20

estimated at 12 annas as the crops in

the Chhmdwara Tahsil have not suffered

and look proims ng
Bumper crops are expected this year on

Nagpur 18 000 + 13 5 12

account of timely rainfall

The excessive rainfall m the month of

Chanda 36 000 + 7 IO

September has damaged the crop some-
what

Owing to too much rain the crop is said

Raipur
Bilaspur

36 000
16 500 -25 10

to suffer partially

Report not received

The excessive rainfall interfered with

Sambalpur

weeding operations and there being no
break in the rains the young plants
suffered from want of sunshine

Report not received

It is believed that in amplification of the facts contained m the above
forecast the following' district account may be given as conveying the chief

facts regarding the sesamum cultivation of these provinces —
The plant that yields the gtngelly oil seed or commerce has a sensible

position among the products of the district It is both a spring and
autumn crop the former being called mughet and the latter hown ttll(

The latter greatly preponderates m extent It is essentially the crop of
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in Bengal (G Watt

)

newly cleared land and of poor cultivators as it pays inferior cultivation per

haps better than any other crop The gTound only requires to be partially

cleared and scarcely turned with the plough a mere handful of seed

sows an acre it is only once partially weeded wild animals won t eat

it till quite ripe and it yields about 2oolb of seed per acre on the poorest

kubnh land worth to the cultivator about R8 Fne total expense of cul i

tivation may be R4 per acre a considerable portion of which should be
charged to the succeeding } ear s crops of bajrt or jowar as it consists

chiefly of clearing the land of jungle The oil is expressed for local con
sumption in the rudest of mills holding at each operation about 18ft of

seed which results in 6ft of oil and 12 of oil-cake
(khull) The oil presser

charges 6§ annas for this operation and thus makes about 7 annas a day
for himself and the worn-out bullock that turns the mill The mill has no
exit for the oil at the bottom both oil and cake coming out together at the
top water is freely used to facilitate the process and thus the oil is of the

worst possible quality {Settlement Report Ntrnir District 19$)

VIII -BERAR
In the forecasts of the crop of 189 » 91 the following brief note appears

regarding this province —
* I he total area under the sesamum crop is

04516 acres Tne probable outturn is estimated at 1199S0 maunds or 1

maund and 10 seers per acre Owing to a deficient rainfall the crop has
suffered to a certain extent and in the Akola and Julgaon taluks it was
partially destroyed by locusts md insects

In the review of the trade of sesamum seed below it will be found that

Berar but more particularly the Nizam s Dominions afford a large portion
of the seed exported from Bombay to foicign countries The systems of

cultivation seasons of sowing ind reaping etc arc sirnilir to those given
in connection with Bombay Presidency and the Central Provinces

IX - BENGAL
Dacch —Very little information is on record regarding the cultivation

of sesamum in Bengal In the Dacca District the plant is most extensively
cultivited along the I akhmia river and is frequently raised with a crop
of rice The following data with regard to this method of mixed cultiva

lion are extracted from Mr A C Sen s Report on the Agriculture of the
Dacca District —

Tillage — I he straw of the previous year s crop is collected in heaps
and burnt and the field is then ploughed If the ground be sufficiently

dry the plough is followed by the ladder otherwise a ploughing only is

given This is generally done in Magh (15th January to 15th February)
After an interval of two to ten days the field is cross ploughed and the
ladder is used twice After three or four ploughing^ more have been given
the land becomes ready for sowing

Sowing —One and a half seers of til and ten seers of dman paddy are
mixed together and sown broadcast over a bigha of land The sowing
time extends from the middle of balgoon (15th February to isth March)
to the end of Chattra (15th March to 15th April) When the plants grow
4 to 5 inches high the held is hoed by a small kodah At the time of the
hoeing the plants are thinned if they come up too thickly Eight or ten
da\s after the first weeding is given The second weeding comes in about
a fortnight

Reaping and Threshing—The til is cut in Jeith (June) After reap
ing the til is kept in heaps for a few days and then threshed out by beat
ing with a stick

Yield —Two to three maunds per bigha

34 a
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In some parts of the Dacca District Mr Sen informs us aus paddy 1

also grown along with antan and ttl in the same field Hie till ige opera
tion is similar to that described above At the end of Chait a afier

a shower of rain the field previously prepared is ploughed once more and
broadcasted with lj s ers of ttl 10 seers of aus and 6 seers of amnn
paddy The seeds are well mixed together in a basket before sowing
When the plants appear the field is first rolled with the ladder then har
rowed with the rake and lastly two weedings are given at an interval of

two to three weeks The til is reaped m Jett Very good crops Mr
Sen adds are obtained in this way ind the system of mixed cultivation

is gaining fa\our with the cultivators

As supplementing and amplifying the above short account the follow

ing passages from Sir W W Hunter s Statistical Account ofBeng il may
be given —

Midnapur — Four varieties of ttl seed are grown namely knshnn til

and sankl til sown in jungle land in June and July and gathered in

November and December khasla til sown in sugarcane fields in March
and April and cut in June and bhadu til sown on jungle land in

May and June and cut in August and September (vol III 80)

Hugli — It is stated that there are two varieties—kn hna til sown
in June or July and cut in September or October and kat til sown in

January or February and cut in July L ike khesan (Lathyrus sativa)

ttl is often sown broadcast as a second product on rice fields the first

crop of which has been destroyed by inundation ( vol III 80)

Faridpur — hi is of two kinds til sown on lowland in August or

September and cut in November and December and kila til sown on
highland in Febi uary or March and cut in June or July This plant is

cultivated all over the district for the seed as well as for the oil obtained

from it both of which are in much request (vol V 308)

Rungpur — Til is of two varieties—knshn 1 til and ra ta or aus ttl

The first named variety is sown in August and September and cut in

November and December It thrives best on high dry land and is sown
either singly or along with thtkn kalai The land requires to be ploughed
four times and harrowed twice before sowing In good years the produce

varies from i}to 2 maunds per bigha or from 3J to 4^ cwts per acre

the price being the same as for mustard 1 he second variety rakta or

aus hi is only cultivated on a very small scale in Rungpur Sown in

]anuary and February and cut in May and June The value of the crop

is nearly equal to that of mustard (vol VI i 242 )

Rajshahye — hi sown on nee lands in March and reaped in July
Another variety of til known as knshna til is sown in April and cut in

December but is cultivated only to a very small extent in this district

(vol VIII 60)

Bogra —A valuable oil seed is the produce of th$ til plant two or

three varieties of which are found in Bogrd i he best and most common
kind is the knshna or black til a crop that grows in the latter part of

the rainy season and matures in the beginning of the cold weather

(vol VIII 210)

Lohardugga — Til tilmi sown on high land in September or Octo-

ber and reaped in March forms one of the staples of PalAmau and is

largely grown throughout the southern portion of this sub-division It is

a hardy crop grows on poor light soils and does not require elaborate

cultivation The average yield of ttl is 4 maunds or 3 cwt per acre and
sells at Ri 12 a maund, or 45 gd a cwt * (vol XVI , 341)
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in Assam and Burma (L Watt) SESAMUM
mdicum

X -ASSAM
No information is available regirdmg the methods of cultisation pur

sued in this province It maj however be remarked that an export
takes place ytai ly to Bengal and that the crop mu t consequently be
cultivated to some considerable extent

CULTIVATIO!
*

in
ASSAM
Z146

XI -BURMA
The cultivation of sesamum in Burma appears to be on a very small

scale if indeed it exists it all It will be seen from tht tevievv of the trade

that Burma affords the largest intern il market a very greit amount and
one that is yearly increasing being imported annually The chief source

of this supplv is Madras Notwithstanding the fact that practically no
ttl cultivation exists in Burma the consumption of the oil seed must to

judge from the trade returns be v^ry general

BURMA
1147

MANUFACTURE AND USES OF THE OIL
Most of the passages quoted above regarding the systems of cultiva

tion which are pursued in the provinces of India will be found to allude

to the methods of extraction and yield of the oil I hest should therefore

be read in connection with the more special passages given in this chapter
on the subject of the manufactu t and uses of sesamum oil

The fact that there arc widely different forms of s samum cultivated

in India that these to the agriculturist h ive independent claims on his

consideration since they are grown at different seasons of the \car and
that they yield var)ing proportions of oil with lightly diversified proper
ties does not seem to have attracted in Europe the attention which the

subject de er\es It is in fact only necessary to add to these admissions
of nt gleet the further statement th it with perhaps no other oil seed do
the practices of sep iration of oil vary to a greater extent than is the case
with ttl when it will be reali ed how obscure the traffic in this substance
must be and to what extent its legitimate pr jgression cannot help being
retarded when purchases are made blindly in a seed er oil one consign
ment of which may be highly valuable and another practically useless

Recognising that thus far there would seem no occasion to hesitate m
stating clearly the urgenev of more precise action the writer regrets that

the material before him is too imperfect to allow of a satisfactory account
bung drawn up on the botanical character of the plants grown the

methods of cultivation pursued the merits of the seed place J on the

market and the systems of expression and quality of the oil made in

India The review which will be found below of the internal trade of

India m sesamum indicates the areas from which Bombay port town
draws its supplies the supplies which constitute the major po tion of the

til exported to Europe so that it would seem a more definite know
ledge exists with regard to the gingelly seed of present b uropean com
nierce than might be inferred from the disparaging remarks offered

above Whether that seed is uniformly of one quality and still more
so whether India might not furnish a quality of the seed better suited to

European wants are points regarding which no information can at pre-

sent be furnished As with the sef d so with the oil expressed in India the

exports are shipped mainly from Bombay but it is pr>bably never a pure
oil It is obtained from two or more kinds of seeds which are mixed in the

oil mill and expressed together I ortunately for the prospects of this trade

little or none of the Indian made oil finds its way to Europe the major
portion being consigned to Arabia and the dregs to Ceylon That tl ere

is a field m India for the preparation and export of a pure oil would seem
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a matter on which there can be but one opinion So long however as a
mixed oil is exported it is probably undesirable that any effort should be
made to divert the exports to Europe Some thirty years ago however a
very considerable exp irt in this oil took place from India to the United
Kingdom a trade which appears to have been extinguished by the Trench
sesamum oil mills

The senes of notes below arranged provincial lv may serve to de-
monstrate the diversity that prevails as pursued in India in the systems
of expression of the seed

I —MADRAS
The following notes on the oil prepared in the Madras Presidency were

originally published in the Madras Exhibition Jury Reports by Lieutenant
(now Oolonel) Hawkes and no additional information appears to have
been brought to light by subsequent writers on the subject —

The sesamum and its varieties are grown throughout the country
So universal is the use of this oil that its name in almost all the vernacu
lar languages signifies the oil 1 he mode of extraction sometimes
adopted is that of throwing the fresh seeds without any cleansing pro
cess into the common mill and expressing in the usual way The oil

thus becomes mixed with a large portion of the colouring matter of the
epidermis of the seed and is neither so pleasant to the eye nor so agree
able to the taste as that obtained by first repeatedly washing the seeds
in cold water or by boiling them for a short time until the whole of the

reddish brown colouring matter is removed and the seeds have become
perfectly white they are then dried in the sun and the oil extracted as
usual In expressing this oil the Natives of the Northern Division always
add the bark of the Tanghedi (Cassia aunculata) or the babul gum (Acacia
arabica) to the seed to be pressed this is probably done with a view of

enhancing the value of the cake which is used as an article of food for

man and beast
The value of this oil in England was £ 47 10 per ton in January 1855

and £49 to£S3 10 in January 1856 In different parts of the Presidencv

the price of this oil varies from Ri 5 to R6 per maund of 25ft In South
Arcot it is procurable at R27 12 5 per candy

The prices per maund at the undermentioned stations for the quarter

ending 31st October 1854 were as follows —
J? a P R a P

Arcot 3 8 0 Madura 5 8 3
Bangalore 3 7 3 Mangalore 4 1 8

Bellary 3 2 0 Nagpur 1 12 0
Berhampore 2 8 0 Palamcottah 4 12 0

Cannanore 6 0 0 Paulghaut 3 7 0
Cuddapah 2 13 0 Samulcottah 2 10 8

Jaulnan 2 6 0 Secunderabad 2 3 1

1

labbalpur 1 5 0 Tnchinopoly 4 1 8

Madras 3 14 0 Vellore 3 14 0

Masulipatam 3 0 0
j

Vizagapatam 3 2 0

In England this oil is chiefly used for the manufacture of soap and

for burning in table lamps for which it is better suited than cocoanut oil

owing to the lower temperature at which it congeals although the light it

gives is not so bright In India it is chiefly employed m cooking for

anointing the body for making soap for burning in lamps &c and by

the dyer to brighten and fix his colours

The following tables will show the quantity and the destination of the

exports of this oil —
Q 1 1AO
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of the Oil in Madras (G Waft)
SESAMUM
tndicum

Oil

Seed

Oil

Seed

Year

Year

1847 4#

J Gals 19 520
1 77

f

jQr 175*3
(.Ki 60 134

I8S2—S4

(Gals 1 19 180
(R73 635
(C vt 1 198 079
\R6 93,760

Exported to the

—

United Kingdom
Ceylon
France
Pe^u
Bo bay
Malacca
Travancore
Mauritius and Bourbon

I ar 184? 4Q

Oil J Cals 5 721

1^36 294

Seed JCwt 144 125
IR299 412

\ear 185455

Oil J Gals 1 7 139

\ K12 7 0

Seed
?Cwt iC 7 324
\k431 726

Seed
Cwt Gals

12 713 43 043
59o 2 9(8

287 225

74 i 19 698
113

33 3 593
148

4 232

The second sort gingelly sometimes called bastard gingelly is

extracted from a variety of sesamum above mentioned It differs but
little from the true gingelly the quantity of oil yielded by an equal
amount of seed is somewhat less but there appears to be no difference in

the quality of the product
The following remarks upon the cultivation of the true gingelly and

its varieties in the Rajamundry District have been furnished by F Cop
lestone Esq —

Ctngelly or first sort Gingelly {the black seed) —This is the pro
duce of the hill country called Reddvseema in the Rajamundry District

It is generally sown at the commencement of the monsoon (June) and
ripens in four months 160 seers of seed yields 50 seers of oil which is clear

and sweet The current value of the seed is R50 per candy of 500ft)

Bistard mgellv or second sort Gingelly is the worst variety of

this plant the seeds arc of mixed colours white red and black It is

usually sown in the month of Chyteari (April) and ripens in three months —
1 60 seers of seed yield 3-) seers of oil which is of a brown colour and
bitter The current value of this seed is R35 per candy of 5ootb

White Gingelly is sown in the month of Myglam (January Febru
ary) and ripens in three months and a half The oil is clean and sweet
160 seers of seed yield 44 seers of oil the current value of the seed is R44
per candy

Pyru Nuvulu is the red seed sown generally on the islands called
Lunkaloo It ripens ir three months 160 seers of seed yield 45 seers of
oil The current price of the seed is R42 per candy The term Pyru
is applied to the season after the general harvest in January viz Febru
a y March and April and has no reference to these seeds except as in

dicating the time ot their sowing
The exports of this oil and seed are included in those of Gingelly 9

II —BOMBAY
In the Western Presidency it would appear that pure sesamum seed

is rarely ground by itself The oil is extracted chiefly by Lingayet Gamgrds
from sesamum linseed safflower and castor seed grown in the district and
bought by the oil pressers from the growers From sesamum the oil is extract
ed by pressing the seeds in an oil mill The mortar of the oil mill is a huge
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stone 8 feet longhand about 12 feet round The lower part is buried
in the ground The upper 3 feet are hollowed out and lined inside
with wood which has to be renewed once a year None of the three
grains sesamum linseed or safflower is put alone m the mortar If

any of these is pressed by itself it yields little oil while of equal quan
titles of any two or more of these grains are pressed together the outturn
is greatly increased After the stone mortar has been freshly 1 ned with
wood it does not hold more than 29ft (8 seers) of seed Afterwards when
the roller or piston wears away the wood the mortar holds daily a larger
quantity of grain till in the course of a year it can hold ^32 seers)

of seed Before putting them into the mortar the seeds are slightly wetted
The roller is turned round and round in the mortar by means of bullocks
yoked to a cross shaft which is attached to the roller from the outside This
process expresses and separates the oil from the seed The oil is taken
out for use and the crushed seed is scraped out and used as cattle food
When a mortar holds only 29ft (8 seers) of seeds two bullocks take about
two hours to express the oil When the mortar begins to hold up to 1 15ft

(32 seers) the pressing takes about twice as long So with a freshly re-

paired mill oil is drawn out six times a day and only three times when
the wooden lining gets worn

N w
PROVINCES

and
OUDH
ZI52

BENGAL
1153

III -NORTH WEST PROVINCES AND OUDH
Messrs Duthie &. Fuller furnish the following facts regarding the

system pursued in these provinces in the expression of the oil —
The oil is extracted by simple pressure in a mill which is identical in

form with thzkolhu or pestle mortar used for crushing sugarcane but of a
smaller size I he mill is worked by a single bullock which has its eyes
blindfolded to prevent so it is said giddiness I he animal is gtner illy

driven by a man or boy seated < n the revolving beam but a well trained
bullock may often be seen p itiently going its round without any one to
look after it Oil pressing is the peculiar occupation of a caste of men
called t Its who are usually remunerated for the labour of pressing by
receiving the oil-cake and a wage of gTain equal in weight to the oil ex
pressed The oil cake is used as cattle food and in the western districts is

much prized on this account there being a considerable traffic in it It is

reported to be even occasionally used as human food by the poorer clas es
in times of distress Till oil is not only eaten raw after the manner of other
oils but is also commonly used in the manufacture of sweetmeats and in adul
teration of ghi It is occasionally used for lighting and gives a clearer light

than other vegetable oils but burns more rapidly Anointing the body is

another use to which it is applied either in the crude state or scented when
it is termed phulel (Field ind Garden Crops Pt II 37)

The method of preparing the oil in the Himalayan Districts has been
described as follows by Mr Atkinson — I he mode of extracting the oil

is usually the same in the hills and Bhabar The seed is first sifted

cleaned and dried and then put into a kolhu or press worked by hand or
by oxen A little water is added and after some time the oil runs out
The oil is then strained or allowed to stand in shallow vessels when the
impurities sink to the bottom F c three parts of pood seed yield one
part of oil which has risen -in price muen 01 late years and renders til a
very valuable crop

IV —BENGAL
Very little of a definite nature has been published regarding the

methc ds pursued in the Lower Provinces in the preparation of this oil The
exports from Calcutta average only about 3 000 gallons so that the subject
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is of small importance The following abstract account of the process
adopted in Behar mav however be here given -Mr R W Bingham in

reporti ng of the resources of the S isseram 1) istnet observed that of this seed
there are two kinds and that both are ext< nsively sown in various parts

The first is sown in July and is ready for reaping say in November the

second is sown in August both ciops come to maturity nearly at the same
time 1 hese pi ints are also sow nas auxiliaries but with the highland rain

crops such as Ruhur Moth / etc The seed has about the same value as
Sur un in the ba/drs but the oil bung thinner and purer and almost
tasteless while burning with little smoke is extensively used m Indian
perfumery It is extracted from the seed in the same manner as mustard
seed The residue or cake is eaten by the poorer classes as an article of

food and is greedily devoured by cattle It grows in sandy loams (Agn
Hortx Journ XI

t

779)

TRADE IN GINGE1 LY OR SESAMUM
OIL AND DREGS

Foreign Exports —It seems almost unnecessary to offer further com
ments on the subject of the Indian trade in this oil than h is already been
m ide For some yea s p ist the exp >rt to b uropc have entirely disappeared
and the bulk of the oil which leaves India is now consigned to Arabia
The following table gives the w lume and value of the oil exported and
shows at the same time the proportion of the total of the oil exports sent to
Arabu and of the oil dregs shipped to Ceylon during the past ten years —
5* atement shimmer the Export to F reign C onntnes of Gin^elly Oil and

the Dregs of the Oil

Gingelly Oil
Drfgs of the

Oil Total

Countries to
WHICH GREATEST

QUANTITIES!
WERE

CONSIGNED

Quan
Value y ian

Value
Ouan
tity

Value

Gin
GFI I Y
Oil

Dregs
OF THE
Oil

tity tity

Arabia Ceylon

1 880-81
Gallons
1 18 750

R
1 3O 770

Gallons

51 612
R

* >9 833

Callons

174 362

R
2 56 603

C allons

60 721

Gallons

5 « 612

1881 82 111 701 1 20 182 49 380 07 298 161 081 2 27 480 79 381 48 450

1882-83 103 812 1 *1511 47 270 98 729 151 082 2 10 240 74 323 4 564

1883-84
1

89 012 1 03 309 70 1 15 » 38 375 159 127 2 41 684 53 *69 57 779

1884 85 87 896 99 722 52 813 1 20 876 140 709 2 20 598 52 974 38 57 1

1885 86 77 625 89 636 5 i 289 00 966 12S 914 1 90 602 52 001 36 085

1886-87 98 169 1 of 430 5i 8*7 i 03 252 149 986 2 09 68 68 591 35 017

1887 88 76311 84 820 41 196 81 7*3 117 507 7<5 533 42 899 33 804

1888 89 72 »59 98 644 49 703 1 00 597 121 862 1 99 241 38 346 364*3

1889-90 91 120 1 31 216
'

50 308 1 03 588 14M28 2 34 804
1

5o 333 37 235
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SESAMUM SEED
Internal and Coastwise Trade —The section Cultivation * of this

article deals with certain features of the trade in sesamum seed It opens
by republishing the forecast of the crop for 1890 91 which was issued by
the Revenue and Agricultural Department of the Government of India ina
after reviewing that forecast gives a series of notes on the systems of culti

vation pursued in the various provinces The statement there given inci

dentally manifests many features of the trade and it shows the relative

importance of the producing provinces by giving the areas devoted in each
to the crop Thus for example Table A (p 516) shows the normal sesa
mum area in the provinces for which definite agricultural statistics are
available These are Bombay 609000 Madras 531000 the Central
Provinces 337 932 the Panjab 187 000 the North West Provinces and
Oudh 175000 Berar 144000 and Sind 130000 acres While Sind
would thus appear the least important of the provinces named an inspec
tion of Table B (p s 1 7) which exhibits the land trade by rail and river

will be found to reveal the fact that as a producing province m the export
trade it is perhaps the most important being followed by the Central
Provinces and then by Bombay Madras on the other hand which has the
largest area in some of the annual returns of sesamum cultivation

participates to a very small extent in the internal trade which is registered

on rail and river routes But Table B has been drawn up with a view to

show the gross imports by rail and river from the producing areas to the

chief port towns—the towns from which the foreign exports are obtained
It takes accordingly no cognisance of the exports from these towns to the

provinces of India so that the figures given are not net imports Further
since it does not embrace the coastwise transactions the quantities shown
against the port towns are not even the total gross imports To these

would have to be added the coastwise consignments in order to furnish

what to the mercantile public would seem required namely the grand
total of all imports by whatever routes conveyed It has already been re-

marked that returns of road traffic are not available Relatively however
while important in the local interchanges from town to town and district

to district throughout the empire in the case of the port towns the supplies

drawn along the roads are it may be said less important The dram which
takes place into the great commercial centres is largely the consequence of

foreign demand and the ultimate controlling power is the European dealer

who naturally finds the largest and best markets in tracts of the country
tapped by rail and river means of transport The error m the returns of

the port towns due to defective registration of road traffic may in this case

therefore be set on one side But in one province—Madras— a far more
serious drawback to an accurate analysis of commercial transactions is

dependent on the canal traffic. The writer has unfortunately been unable
to overcome this difficulty since the trade in oil seeds borne on the canals

to the Madras port towns is not separately distinguished The balance

sheet which he has worked out therefore for the commercial coast towns of

Madras shows on an average an excess of exports over imports of some
20 000 tons In only one other province namely Sind is there a similar

excess of published exports over imports which amounts on an average to

some 3 000 tons Doubtless this is due to the extensive boat traffic on
the numerous mouths and affluents of the Indus a proportion of which very
probably escapes registration It may however with these admissions of

imperfection serve a useful purpose to give here a balance sheet of the

port towns so far as it ha6 been possible to obtain the facts necessary for

that purpose —
S 1156
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SESAMUM
indicum

Analysts of the Sesamum Seed Trade with the Chief Port

the year 18S8 8g

Towns of India for
TRAD*

In
Send

Internal

BoMPAY
1

Calcutta
^

By Rail and River
By Coastwise
By boreign

Total
Less Exports

Net balance available for

loc 1 co sum| tion

By Rail and River
By Coastwise
By Foreign

Total
Less Fxports

Net balance available for

local a nsumptic n

Imports Exports

Cwt
7S8 585
I bo 39
15 996

934 8 0
79f> 356

Cwt
13 390
74 497

708 469

796 356

138 4C4

105 031

9 271
Nil

2 144
88 644
32 785

134 3°2
123 57*

*23 571

10 731

Madras Ports C
(Madras Pondicherry Ne )

gapatam Tuticonn andJ
Calicut) C.

By Rail and River
By Coastwise
By I oreign
By Canal

Total
Deduct Imports

Excess not accounted for

no supplies for local

consumpt on

75 500
10 041
18 128

Not av

15 989
>93 939
336613

tillable

103 669 546 54 1

103 669

442 872

Karachi
^

By Ra 1 and River
By Coastwise
By Foreign

Total
Deduct Imports

Excess not accounted for

no supplies for local

consumption

423 295
486

4 593

7
40 037
459 549

428 374 499 593
428 374

71 219

c By Coastwise 242 325 I 3 020
Burma ) By Foreign 29 128 30
(Rangoon and Moulmein)

y
By Transf ontier routes to

Upper Burma 10 868 18 745

Total 282 321 31 795
Less Exports 21 795

Net balance available for

local consumption 260 526
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It will thus be seen that far from Madias bung an unimportant prov
incc in the til supply it is more important than bind The details of the
figures given under the headings Rail and River as also those for coast
wise trade show that practically the tot il Madns exports are drawn from
Madras province whereas about one third of the Sind exports consists of

PanjAb seed The figure given under Bombay is the highest of all but the
share taken by the Presidency in the production of th it expoit is remarkably
low Indeed it may be said th it the Central Provinces and the Nizam s

Dominions produce the til seed which appears in Bombiy returns since the
Presidency furnishes on an average less thin one fifth of the tot il exports

In fact Goa contributes as a rule larger quantities annually to Bomb ly port

town than the Presidency does This 1 itter f ict exhibits the importance of

giving along side of the rail borne trade to the port towns the tr insactions

which take place along the coast Small quantities are drawn to Bombay
by rail from Rajputana the Pinj-ib the North West Provinces Beiar
and Madras It will thus be seen that the great tableland which extends

from the frontier of Rdjputana to Madras and east and north east of the

Gangetic basin is the chief til producing area of Indu In the case of Sind
the high export relatively to the small extent of 1 md returned is under the

crop probably denotes a smaller local consumption than is the case with

the other provinces of India

An important feature of the M idris tr ide in gingellv seed is the fact

that th it province furnishes Burma with the vcr\ 1 uge quantities which it

requires annually Bengal draws its supplies chiefly fiom the I ower Prov
ince and from Assam and its exports arc comp iratively unimportant In

deed M idras sends to Burma alone considerably more than the total ex

ports from Bengal The North West Provinces and Oudh while they fur

nish small quantities to Bombay and still smaller quantities to Bengal may
be said to grow til purely for local consumption As has been stated the

Central Provinces furnish the largest quantities which appear in Bombay
trade returns but at present these provinces export little or no til to Bengal

ForeignTrade —With regard to the Foreign trade in til seed it may be

said that while the exports have greatly expanded during the past 30 years

they might be described as having been practically st itionary for the past

ten years This view of the trade may be demonstrated by the following

averages of the quinquennial periods ending 31st M arch 1875 580 943
cwt 1880 1317 279 cwt 1885 2 324 028 cwt and i8qo 1 980 820 cwt

The highest recorded exports look place in the year 188^84 when they

stood at 2843382 cwt since which date they have fluctuated at about

2 000 000 cwt It has already been stated that the bulk of these exports

go to France The following table exhibits the total exports during the

past twenty years as well as the share taken in these by France —
Exporta of Se* imum seedfrom I idta

Year Quantity Value
Quantity
consigned
to France

Cwt R Cwt
1870-71 779 333 46 75615 505 619

1871 72 565 8^4 33 95 224 495 414
i q 7 73 447 878 26 87 275 428 735

1873 74 908 430 54 49 184 828 578

1874 75 1 203 222 72 28 920 1 081 715

Average 580 943 46 87 243 668 012
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mdicum

Year

1875 76
1876*77

1877 78
1878 79

1879-

80

Average

1880-

81

1881 82
18S S3
1883 84
1884 85

Average

1885 86
18S6-87
1S87 88
1SS8 89
1889 90

Average

Quantity Value
Quantity
con igned
to h ance

Cwt
1 409 908
l 307 815
1 158 802

1 039 687
1 670 185

R
78 74 782
86 8 937
84 82 26

79 96 210
1 19 79 042

Cwt
53 5oi

1 172 219
1 000 381

834 502
1 420 079

1 317 279 90 03 046 992 556

1 9 7 008
1 917 854
2 305 4»4
2 843 382
2 646 484

' 31 2r 933
> 1 77 307
» 46 23 753
1 97 97 53 <

1 92 3 28

1 619 501
1 493 429
1 j 2 382
2 t45 14c

1 854 186

2 324 028 1 57 9 ' » 3 ' 1 784 927

1 759 343
2 1 14 484
2 747 270
1 537 444
1 775 559

1 19 41 829
1 41 08 994
1 87 7< 501
1 1473(19
1 30 98 813

1 1 54 465
1 S09 5 f

1 855 849
1 121 j)9
1 205 929

1 986 820 1 38 78 031 1 369 549

TRADE
in

Seeds

Foreign
Exports

It has dread) been pointed out that the l ulk of the exports go to
France where it is undtrstcxd the oil is expressed and finds its way into
European commerct is a substitute for or adulterant w ith olive oil

Trans frontier Trade In 1 he t ibk winch gives tbove 1 balance sheet
of the published items of the Burmese trade in ginge 11 ) seed the transac
tions between the I owei and the Upper frovmccs ha\e been shown as if

across the frontier of British posse sicns Thiswa thought desirablt in
order to demonstrate the very 1 ir& c annual (onsumption of Madras seed
which takes place in the Lower Province

r

fhe actual transfrontier trade
to and from the provinces of India could not be given in the b dance sheet

(

p

5?9 since the quantities carried doubtless figure in the rail and nvtr
borne trade Of the transfrontier imports into British India the largest
quantities arc drawn from K ishmir During the past two \ears these were
in 1888 89 2 96^ cwt and in 1889 o 7 048 cwt Next in imp irtance stands
Nep&l which in 1889 90 furnished India with 3 685 cwt then comes Khe
lat (the trade from which has however been declining) with 1 857 cwt and
last of all Hill Tipperah with 1 781 cwt in 1889 90 I he exports f om
British India across the frontier are very insignificant

In concluding this brief review of the sesimum seed tr ide it may be
of value to reiterate that there are two forms each of which possesses to a cer
tain extent properties peculiar to itself These forms do not appear to have
been separately recognised in European commerce Were a preference to
arise m the foreign demands the one or the other might be separately grown
to any required extent They are sown at different seasons the black
form comes into market after the 1st of M iy and the w hite not till some short
time after the 1st of August Th* so called white gingelly seed vanes in
colour considerably from pure white to pink or red The crop which ripens
in August however never becomes black and in point of percentage of oil

it yields less than the black or May crop It will be observed from the

French Til
seed Oil

Il60
Trans
frontier

xi6x

Market
Seasons of

the Black and
White Til

1x62
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SESBANIA
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Dhunchi—a Substitute for Hemp

TRADE

U63

II64

Il6§

CULTIVA
TION
Il67

FIBRE
Stems
1168

remarks regarding cultivation above that the periods of sowing and reap
mg these two crops vary slightly in the provinces of India Thus for ex
ample the black seed is in Bengal sown in June and the white in August
and the crops come into market about November and December instead of
May and August This fact may be accepted as corroborating the view
of extensive adaptations through antiquity of cultivation or of consider-
able (almost specific) differences in the characteristics of the two crops

(IV R Clark)

SESBANIA, Pers Gen PI 1,502
Sesbama aculeata, Pets FI Br Ind II 114 Leguminosje

Syn —A5schyn >mene bispinosa Jacq JE spinulosa Roxb Coro
nilla aculeata Willd Several varieties of this species are described
in the Flora of British India
Var 1 —paludosa—/E paludosa & uliginosa Roxb FI Ind

b i C B C 570
Var 2 —sencea^s skricea DC Prodr IT 266
Var 3 —cannabina— S cannabina Per Aischynomene canna-

bina Retz Coronilla cannabina Willd S afunis Schrad
Vern — Ji^anti bnhat cha kranted Hind Jayanti dhanicha dhunchi

dhunsha Beng Dha dam N W F Jhijan jhanjhan famtar Pb
( idireji Sind R n shewr 1 Bomb K n %evnn bhuiavali ran shevan
Mar brra'jluga errajil&ua Tel Nyaeh pouk najanbtn Burm
Javanti Sans

References —DC Prod II 26s R<xb FI Ind Ed CBC 570 Dale
<V Gibs Bomb FI 62 Stena t Pb PI Sir W blhot FI Andh
5 U C Dutt Mat Med Hint 301 Baden Powell Pb Pr 312 509
h(\l Fib PI 291 Cross Bevan & Ring Rep on Indian Fibres 56
Balfour Cychp II 583 Smith Die l$o Kew Off Guile to the Wus
of he Bot 40 Adm Rep B ng 1882 83 75 Agn & Hort S c

Ind Jour IX 41S (NS) 1885 Vol VII Pt III 224 226 28
( azetteers —Bomb V 25 VI 14 XV 432 N W Prov IV
Ixx Pant b Montgomery 19 Settle Rept Montgomery Dist 19

Habitat —A suffruticose annual met with often in a state of cultivation

on the plains of India from the Western Himalaya to Ceylon and Siam
It has a cosmopolitan distribution throughout the tropics of the Old
World

Cultivation — It is frequently grown on low wet ground whmh does
not require much preparation as the plant is hardy The time for sou mg is

after tne soil has been moistened bv the first showers of April or May
About 30ft of seed are allowed to the acre and very little weeding is re

quired The crop is ready to be cut in September and October but the

fibre does not suffer if left standing till the seed is ripe m November It

is considered an ameliorating crop The expense of cultivation including
land rent is about R9 per acre (Royle Fibrous Plants)

Fibre —The stems of this plant have been long employed locally by
the Natives of various parts of India to yield a strong and useful fibre which
thev use as a substitute for hemp Attention was directed to this plant

by Dr Roxburgh who states It s deemed the coarsest but not the least

durable of our Bengal substitutes for hemp It is reckoned to be more
durable in the water or for purposes where it is often wet than sun and
is therefore universally employed for the drag ropes and other cordage
about fishing nets

Royle (Fibrous Plants) observes that dhunchi forms * a very excellent

fibre for common cord and twine purposes and is certainly much superior

in strength and durability to jute ’ He states that a rope made of dhuncht
fibre was tried in the arsenal at Fort William and broke with not less than

75 cwt though the Government Proof required for such rope was onlv
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Dhunchi—a Substitute for Hemp (W ft Clark

)

4g cwt In 1887 dhunchi hbre was examined by Messrs Cross Bevan
King & Watt who reported that it was a strong fibre superior to ]ute

in strength and durability and best suited for the manufacture of cordage
for which purpose it should be preferred to either sunn hemp or jute

Mode of Prfparation —The process of steeping and cleaning the

fibre is similar to that required for Sunn (Crotalana juncea q v)
Yield and Value of Pibre —In 1840 a sample was shown to the

Agri Horticultura Society of India by M Deneef who stated that a btgah

would yield 1731b of fibre and 92ft of seed and that a woman could dress

4 lb of fibre in a day According to Royle the general produce of an acre is

fr< m 100 to 1 ooolb of ill cleaned fibre and the current price of the fibre in

the interior was in his time about Ri 8 a maund The fibre was valued
at the International Exhibition in 1 8-> 1 at £30 35 a ton

Medicine —The seeds of this species arc mentioned by Baden Powell
m his list of drugs but no information is given as to the purpose for which
they are used

Food —Th** si-fds were eaten at Poona during the famine of 1877 78

Sesbania aegyptiaca, Ptrs Fi Br Ind IT 114 Wight Ic t 32
Syn /Eschynomene Sksban Linn / Ai indica Burm Coronilla

Sksban Willd
Vern —Jaynt jait jhijan janyhan r sin dhandi in jet Hind

Jay anti Bkng 5' n sew 1 sh wan Bfrar Taitim l b iriajanti
Ukiya Jaint N W P fait j int jamtar (Bazar seeds =) rim s an
jel Pb Saora C P Siw 1 shev n shewan jait janj~n Bomb
Sevan Mar Ravsmgan Guz Shrmiri sheven Dll Champai
ka umsembai Tam Suimmta sommta Tel Yethugyi Burm
Jai itjai t r jyantika java Sans

References —DC Prod 11 264 Pots* FI Orient 11 iq3 Roxb FI
Ini hi C B C (j Brandis Fo bl IJ7 Kurz b r FI Burm I
362 Be idome FI Sy/v 86 Anal Gin t 1 f 3 Gambit Min limb
lib D ilz & Gibs H mb FI Sup/ 2t Stewart Pb PI 75 Mason
Burma and Its l e pie 04 Sir W blliot FI Andhr i6(j RheedeH t Mai 111 t 127 Burmann FI Ind 169 Sakharam A jun Cat
Bomb Drugs 21 2 Murray PI & Drugs Sind 118 Dynt ck Mat
Med W Ind 2nd bd 2^4 Dymick Warden & Hooper Pharmacog
Ind 474 Baden Powell Pb Pr 342 597 Atkinson Hi 1 Dist
(V N W P Gaz ) 750 Useful PI Bomb (XX V B mb Gaz ) i>8 197
Moore Mm 1 irfinp ly bo Settl ment Rep t Central P )V nces
Nimar ?bo Gaz tteers —Bombay V 25 Panjab.(Delhi) M N W
1 1 80 IV lxx Mysor & Coorg 1 S9 Ind Fonster XI11
120 Balfour Cyclop Ind II 584

Habitat —A soft wooded shrub of short duration found throughout
India from the Himalaya where it ascends to an altitude of 4 000 feet m
the North West to Ceylon and Siam It is cosmopolitan in its distribution
throughout the tropics of the Old World Brandis says that on the rich
alluvial banks of the Kistna and Warna rivers in the Deccan which are
submerged during the annual floods it is grown from seed as an annual
attaining 15 to 20 feet m one season

Fibre—The bark is made into rope (Brandis)
Medicine —In Muhammadan medical works the seeds of this tree are

described as stimulant emmena^ogue and astringent They are used to
check diarrhoea and excessive menstrual flux and to reduce enlargement of
the spleen The Hindus employ them in ointments for the cure of itch and
various other cutaneous eruptions and the juicEof the bark administered
internally is also given for these purposes The leaves are much used in
poultices to promote suppuration and to resolve hydrocele and rheumatic
swellings In the Panjab the seeds are applied externally mixed with
flour for itching of the skin The Marathas nave a superstition that the

FIBRE

Preparation.
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sight of the seeds will remove the pain of scorpion stings In Dacca the
juice of the freih leaves is given as an anthelmintic in doses up to 2 ounces
(T tylor Topography of Dacca)

Special Opinions -§ The leaves are sometimes ground up into a
paste with turmeric and onions or garlic and U9ed as a discutient The
leaves when thus treated act more as an escharotic than a counter irritant

For persons suffering from coryza or nasal catarrh the flowers are boiled

m gingelly oil and the oil used as a bath oil (Surgeon Major D R
Thomson M D C I E M idras) I he root well bruised and made into

a paste is an excellent application for scorpion stings The leaves in tfe
form of poultices applied to absces es hasten suppuration and draw the

pus towards the surface tint Surgeon N C Dutt Durbhinga)
1 he fresh root is much praised by the officers of the Baroda Siate as a

remedy for scorpion sting Pass s with the root in hand are made along
the part from the point of extent of pain to the seat of sting In one to

two hours the pain subsides (Asst t \nt Surgeon S Arjun Ravit LM
Gorgium Bo ib \y) 1 oultice of leave s useful m inflammatory swellings

{Asststint Surgeon S C Bh tticherji Chmda Centr il Provinces)

Fodder — fhe leaves and young branches are lopped for fodder
Structure of the Wood —White soft fibrous but rather close grained

Weight 271b per cubic foot

Domestic — It is grown in the Deccan to furnish poles as a substitute

for the bamboo and is often utilised while gr >wing to shade and support

the piper vine and various cucurbitaceous plants The wood is employ

ed to boil jai^g ry and is reduced to charcoal for gunpowder In Bum a

it is made into children s toys ( hurz\ In Assam the soft pithy stems
are platted into mats portion^of it being dyed black before being matted

so as to work out a bold pattern
( Cross Bivan £9* King ) It is in com

mon use in Bengal as a hedge plant for which purpose its very quick

growth renders it suitable (G 1 table)

Sesbania grandiflora, Pers II Br Ind II 115
Syil —/^SCHYNOMKNH GRANDIFLOR \ Linn AUATI GRANDIFLORA DeSV

CORONILLA GRANDIFLORA Wllld
Vern —Agust a^usta b ik agasti basna Hind Agustn bak buka

agasti bagfil buko Benc Hiiga htta Bera Bis ta bako N W
P Augusti bas ta ga ta Bomb Aga ti agas i sheia i chopchmi
Mar Agathio Guz Agaththinir igdti Tam iva tnana avesx

Tel Ai,a e Kan Paukpan paukhya Burm Agati agasti vaka
vranan buka Sans

References —DC Prod II 266 Roxb , FI Ind Ei CBC 560
Brandis For FI 137 Kurs For FI Burm I 3*>2 Beddome FI

Sylv t 86 Gamble Man Timb 119 Dale & 0 tbs Bomb FI Supp
22 Mason Burma and Its Pe pie 467 767 Sir W Jones Treat PI
Ind 143 Rheede Hort Mai I t 5/ Irvine Mat Med Patni 4
U C Dutt Mat Med Hint p2 289 322 Murray PI & Drugs Sind
tt8 Dvmock Mat Med W Ind 2nd Ed 2$3 Dymock Warden
Hooper Pharmacog Ind I 472 Birdwood Bomb Prod 26 148

Useful PI Bomb {XXV Bomb Gas ) 58 15T Econ Prod N iV Prov
Ptv ( Vegetables Spices and Fruits) 91 93 Moore Man Trtchtn poly

75 W W Hunter On sa II 180, App VI Settlement Report

Central Provinces Chanda Dist 82 Gasetteers —Bombay VI 14

XV 432 N IV P IV Ixx
Habitat —A short lived soft wooded tree which attains a height of 20

to 30 feet and is cultivated in Southern and Eastern India the Ganges
Dodb and Burma It is distributed but usually in a state of cultivation,

to Mauritius and North Australia
Gum —It yields a gum resembling Kino of a garnet red colour when

fresh but becoming almost black by exposure to the air This gum is
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A good Anthelmintic for Round Worm (W R Clark )

SESUVIUM
Portulacast rum

partially soluble in spirit and also in water leaving a gelatinous residue of

small bulk it is very astringent (Dymock )

Fibre —The inner bark appears likely to yield good fibre (Watt Calc
Exhtb Cat

Medicine —The bark is very astringent and is given in infusion in the
first stages of small pox and other eruptive fevers In many parts of

India the juh e of the leaves and flowers is used as a popular remedy
for nasal catarrh and headache it is blown up the nostrils and causes a
copious discharge of fluid relieving the pain and sense of weight in the
frontal sinuses 1 he root of the red flowered variety rubbed into a paste
with water is applied to rheumatic swellings The leaves are said to be
aperient A poultice of the leaves is a popular rerredy in Amboyna for

bruises The ]uice of the flowers is squeezed into the eyes to relieve

dimness of vision (Dymock Arjun Murray

)

Food and Fodder — The tender leaves pods and flowers are eaten by
Natives as a veget ible and in curries When taken very freely they are
apt to produce diarrhoea (Lisboa

)

Cattle also eat the leaves and tender
shoots

Structure of the Wood —White and soft not durable Weight 32ft
per cubic foot

Domestic and Sacred —The wood is used in Bengal for the posts of

Native h( uses and for firewood in Btrar and the Deccan the tree is grown
as a substitute for bamboo This species is also used as a support for the
piper vine The flowers are sacred to Siva and are supposed to repre
sent the male and female generative organ

SESELI, Linn ; Gen PI I 901
[Umbellifbrje

Seseli indicum, W &A FI Br Ind II 693 Wight Ic t 569
Syn —Athamantha diffusa Wall Ligusticum indicum Wall L

DIFFUSUM R xb
Vera —Banjoan Bkng Kirmmjt ajvdrt Mar Vanayamdm Sans
References —DC Prod IV /5J Roxb FI Ind Ed C B C 271
U C Dull Mat Med Hind 322

Habitat —An annual diffuse herb met with in the plains of India from

the foot of the Siwahks to Assam and Coromandel, frequent in Central

Bengal
Medicine —The seed is used as a medicine for cattle It is also said

to be carminative
Special Opinion — § I have found the seeds of Seseli indicum to

act as a gojd anthelmintic for round worms and they are also stimulant

carminative and stomachic Dose of simple powder from twenty grams
to a drachm (Honorary Surgeon Moodeen Sheriff Khan Bahadur G M
At C Trtplicane Atadns)

SESUVIUM, Linn Gen PI I 855
fFlCOIDEiE

Sesuvium Portulacastrum, Linn Fl Br Ind II 659
Syn

—

S repens Willd / Psammanthe marina Hance
Vera —Dhapa Bomb Vungaravas Tam Vanqarreddt kAra Tel
References—Roxb Fl Ind Ed C B C 406 Dale & Gibs Bomb Fl

IS Str W Flhot Fl Andhr 189 Murray PI & Drugs Sind 108
Ind Forester III 238 XII 329

Habitat —A succulent branching herb met with on the sea shores of

India from Sind to Calcutta and thence to Singapore It is distributed to

tropical and sub tropical sea shores.
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The Italian Millet—Kangm.

Food —In some parts of the coast it is cultivated as a substitute for

spinach and the seeds twigs and leaves were extensively eaten by the
Natives during the famine of 1877 78

SETARIA, Beauv Gen PI III 1103
A genus of grasses containing about ten species of which only four need

be here specially dealt with

Setana glauca, Beauv Duthie dodder Grasses of N Ind 14
Pigeon or Bottle Grass [Gramineje
Syn —Panicum glaucum Linn Pennisetum glaucum R Br
Vern —Bandra bandri Hind Pingi natchi Beng Kukra Santal

Kaluku Berar Dhusa neon Bundel Bindra N W P , Bandra
bandri dtsst kotu ban kangm Pb Kutta choti soma knarkhura
bilh chhinchra Raj Pohwa panhawa thont wa C P Bhadh
Khandesh Bhadah Mar Bhadh Dec Nakakora Tel

References —Rev A Campbell Econ PI Chutia Nagbur No 9210
Atkinson Him Dist 320 Gazetteer N W P 1 IS Ixxix
lnd Forester XII App 23

Habitat —An annual grass very common all over the plains and up to

moderate elevations on the hills A variety is cultivated as a cereal in

some of the Bombay Districts where it is known as bhadh (Duthie ) It

thrives best on rich or cultivated ground
Food and Fodder —In the Central Provinces and Chutia Nagpur the

grain of the wild plant and in Bombay that of the cultivated \ariety is

used as food The grass in India is considered a fairly good fodder but
is according to Symonds unsuited for making hay In Australia it is

said to be highly valued as a fodder and in the United States where it is

called Pigeon or Bottle grass it is said to furnish fodder which is

as nutritious as that from Hungarian grass (S lt&lica) but less productive

S intermedia, R & S Duthie Fodder Grasses ofN Ind 14
Vem — Chinya chama N W P Chota sarsata undar punchha Raj

Chota chikiya noktowa sawa C P Lundi Berar
Reference — Gazetteer N W P IV Ixxix

Habitat —This species occurs on the plains of Northern India and at
low elevations on the hills In the Central Provinces it occurs on both
black and sandy soils

Fodder —No information seems to be available as to the nutritive

value of this species (Duthte )

S ltalica, Beauv Duthie Fodder Grasses ofN Ind 15
*1 he Italian Millet
Syn —Panicum italicum Linn
Vern —Kangu kangm rala rawla bertia kdkun kaknt haunt kiranj

kirakang chena tdngan kora Hind Beng 81 Dec Kala kangm
koni kanghunt Hind Erba Santal Tangun Uriya Rala kungm
C P Kakun Bundel Kangm tangun N W P Koni kangni
mandira shungura china gandra mundua murhoa Kumaon Shalt

ptngt Kashmir Ka igm chiurr kher khaum shall (a name given
in Bombay to rabi crop of Sorghum and in Madras to wild rice) salan

shak kusht gal (kusket kangm called also chdnwal kangni (lit rice of

kangani) according to Baden Powell) pral (= the straw) Pb Gal

Push i u Ktrang Sind Kangni kotarkang hang vavant Bomb
Kangu kdng rale rala chenna Mab Kang karang Guz Ten
nai tenai Tam Koralu kora Tel Naom navant vavant Kan
Tauna navarta Malay Pyoung lay kouk aami pukt Burm Tana
hal Andaman Tana hal Sing Kangu kangunt prtyangu Sans
Dukhn (according to Ainshe) Arab Gal artun Pers Cay kh$

Cochin China
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The Italian Millet—Kangni ( W R Clark )

References,—Dale & Gibs Bomb Fl Supp 98 Stewart Pb PI 359
DC Or g Cult hi 3y8 Atn ht Mat lnd I 226 Mason Burma and
Its People 476 Si6 Sir IV kllwt Fl A 1 ihr *2 99 U C Dutt Mat
Med Hmi 303 Birdnood B mb Pr d it Baden Powell Pb / r
237 3*3 D try U PI lnd 126 Atkinson Him Dist {X N W P
Gae ) 320 689 Dt thie & buller Field and Garden Crops 1 art 11 S
Useful PI B mb (XXV B mb Gib) 184 276 Ch rch Food Grains,
lnd SS Man Madras Adm 1 28? Nick Ism Man Coimbatore
221 Morris Account Godavcry 68 Moo e Man Tnchinopoly 72
Man Rev Arcts Bombay 101 Settlement Reports —Panjal Mont
gomery 107 Kangra 25 Simla xl App 11 4 fhang 83 97 N W
/ Aeamg irh ns Banda 49 Central Provinces Chanda 81 Upper
G daterv 3$ Ni 1 igpur 52 Baitool 63 H shu igabad 2h6 Gaeet
teers —Bombay Vlll 182 XV Pt 11 t8 I injib lioshtarpi r 94N W / 1 A5 111 225 IV Ixxix Oudh 1 419 Mystre&
C org 11 n

I

Habitat —This millet is extensively cultivated in India both in the
plains md on the hills up to 6 500 feet Both Dr Watt and Mr J F 1

Duthie state th it it occurs w ild in India on parts of the Him&layan region
but DeCandolle appears to doubt whether it has as yet been found truly
wild anywhere The last named author after reviewing the historical
philological and botanical evidence comes to the conclusion however that
the species existed before all cultivation thousands of years ago in

China Japan and the Indian Archipelago Its cultivation must have j

early spread towards the West since we know of Sanskrit names but it
jdoes not seem to have been known in Syria Arabia and Greece and it i„
j

f

probably through Russia and Austria that it early arrived among the
ake duellers of the stone age in Switzerland Mr Duthie says it is

both wild and cultivated in India and largely grown in other warm
countries The Sanskrit name Kangu indicates its antiquity as a culti

vated plant in India

Cultivation in India

Kangnx is pretty generally cultivated although in comparatively small
amounts all over India It is usually sown as a khartf crop but the
same land is often twice sown once at the commencement of the rams and
a second time between September and the end of January Two principal
varieties are cultivated one straw yellow the other reddish yellow

Details as to the methods of cultivation and extent of the crop are not
available for the whole of India but the following extracts from District
Manuals Agricultural Reports and other publications will give at any rate
some idea of its relative importance as a food stuff to the Natives of India

North West Provinces - Messrs Duthie 8c Fuller ( Field and
Garden Crops of the North West Provinces)

give the following account —
The area under kakun is even smaller than that under chehna In

each of the Meerut and Rohilkhand Divisions it amounts to about I 200
acres In the districts of the Agra Division it is somewhat larger (about
1 600 acres) and in the Allahabad Division it reaches the comparatively
high figure of 8 000 acres The area which it covers in the three districts

of Azamgarh Basti and Gorakhpur is about the same as that in Rohil
khand In the Jhansi Division it is reported to be grown on 2 600 acres
But it is far more commonly grown as a subordinate crop than by itself

and the e figures greatly under-estimate its real agricultural importance
In the Dodb it is commonly sown on judr or chart fields on better class
land and m the Azamgarh District it is very generally mixed with sawan

It is sown with the commencement of tne rains and reaped in Sep
tember being as a rule grown on the good land of the village and often
on the highly manured fields round the village site As a general rule it

is followed by a spring crop Its outturn is not so large as that of sawan
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The Italian Millet —Kangm

averaging when grown close from 3i to 5 maunds per acre Great loss

13 suffered by the depredations of birds who are pirticularly fond of the
grain and there is a common saying kakun kh ti baj dharna t e

(the cultivation of the kakun is like keeping a hawk) The straw is no
more nutritious as cattle fodder than rice straw and is therefore not set

much store by
Panjab—Baden Powell remarks This millet is cultivated in both

harvests The grain is much used n the Panj£b for feeding poultry etc

It is very little used as food otherwise The Report of the Settlement of
the Simla District describes it as Sown in bakhtl lands generally on the
inferior fields Sown in May ripening in i4s^r(i=jth September to 13th

October) it is not much sold but is eaten boiled like rice The straw is

fed to cattle during the winter In the Jhang District 116 acres are said

to be under this millet which is principally grown on the leased wells in

the Government Bdr to the east of Jhang* Strty patches are also to be
seen on wells in villages generally associated with cotton rarely alone (5 i

tlement Report Jhang District)

Bombay —In Bombay including Sind the total area under this crop
during the year 1886 87 is said to have been 329819 acres and it is re

ported to be largely grown especially in the Karnatak and Satara
Madras —In the Madras Manual of Administration it is described as

one of the principal millets but few details as to the acior method of rul

tivation are available In the Said ipet Experimental harm Manual it is

said to have been grown on more than one occasion on the f irm with

fair success producing a fair crop of grain as well as straw The gr im is

difficult to thresh and does not command a ready sale According to the

Returns of Agricultural Statistics of British India the price it commands
in the Madras markets varies from Ri 4 6 to Ri 120 per maund of 8olb

Medicine —Although much esteemed usually as an article of food

Kang 11 is sometimes objected to on account of its heating properties and
when taken as the sole food it is said to be sometimes apt to produce
diarrhoea Medicinally it is said to act as a diuretic and a stringent and
to be of use externally in rheumatism It is a popular domestic remedy
for alleviating the pains of parturition

Food —The grain is much esteemed as an article of human food in

some parts of the country and is eaten in the form of cakes and porridge
in the North West Provinces In the Madras Presidency it is valued as

an excellent material for making pastry On this subject Amslie wrote

For the purpose of pastry it is little if at all inferior to wheat and when
boiled with milk it forms a light and pleasant meal for invalids In the

Chenab valley the lraves are used as a pot herb Boiled with milk it

forms a light and pleasant meal for invalids The Brahmins specially es-

teem it It is also grown as food for cage birds and for feeding poultry in

the Panjdb and North West Provinces When npe the ears only are pluck

ed the straw being afterwards cut for fodder Baden Powell says that

the grain is said to render beer more intoxicating
The composition of Italian Millet according to Professor Ohurch

shows in 100 parts —
41 Composition of Italian Millet (Huskel)

In 100 parts In 1 tb

Water 10 2 I OZ 277 gfs
Albuminoids 10 8 I 3'8
Starch 73 4 12 63
Oil 2 9 O 203
Fibre 1 S O 105

Ash I 2 O 84 »
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Sheep, Goats and Antelopes (G Watt) SHEEP
and Goats

1 he nutrient ratio according- to this analysis is i 74 the nutrient

value 91 The percentage of flesh forming material in the grain seems to

*ary a good deal from 9 to 13 (Church Food Gntns of Indx 1)

As fodder the straw is not usually reckoned very nourishing and in

many parts of the Panjdb Himdaya it is only used for feeding goats In
the Montgomery District however bhusa prepared with the straw is con
sidcred strengthening and in some parts of Mysore it is thought to be
next in quality as a fodder to that of ragi while in other localities it is used
only for bedding or thatching houses

FODDER

Straw
1222

Setaria vertlClllata, Beauv Duthie Fodder Grasses ofN Ind 15
Syn —Panicum verticillatum Linn Pennisetum vekticillatum
R Br

Vern

—

Dorabyara Bkng Btr kaunt Santal Chirchxlt t ardannt
ba ti N W P Chi chira barchitta kutta Pb Kutta ban gadar
puchha bandn sarsat 1 Raj Band 1 chakkarnitta gaii thikna bara
lapti chilaya C P Jaljatang jhara Perak Chick lenta Tel

References —Rev A Cimpbill Rcon Pr d Chutia Nagpur No K705
Atki ison Hint D st ( Y Gae N W P ) 320 & xetteers N W
I I IV lxxix In i Forester XII App 23

Habitat —A coarse rank annual grass common in shady places and in

rich ground all over the plains of India and on the Himalaya up to an
clevUion of 6o>o feet

Food and Fodder — The grain is eaten by po >r people Cattle eat it

when it is young 1 t, betore the flowering spikes appear
( Duthie

)

(G Watt)

SHEEP, GOATS, AND ANTELOPES
The Sheep Goats and Antelopes belong to the Order Ungulata

(or hooted a imal ) an orde which by modern zoologists is refer ed to two divisions

tl e Subungulata and Ungulata vera The forme is represented by the S b-

0 der Proboscidea or Elephants (see Vol HI 203 227) 1 he latter by the

Sub order Aktiodactyla (the Ruminants together with the H npopotami and
Pigs) which have an even number of d gits or toes \ ither 2 or 4) on all feet 1 he Ar
iiodactyla are referred to four sections—the Pccora Tragulina, Tylopoda,
and Suina Ihe first of these (Pecora) is split into two Families—the Bovidee
(Oxen V l V 659-674 also the Sheep Goats and Antelopes) and the C rvidee (the

Deer Vol III 55-64) The second Tragulina (Vol III 55) includes the Chevro-
tains or Mouse Deer The third—the Tylopoda— is represented by the Camels and
1 lamas ( Vol II 50-64) And lastly Suina —the Boar and Pig (see Hog Vol IV
25j 254)

1 he reader from the references given above to other articles in this work, will be
able to jmpreciate the group of animals which it is desired to specially deal witn in this

place i ne isolation of the Oxen from the Sheep Goat and Antelopes was regarded
as serving a useful economic purpose since although they blend into each other and
form a continuois series of genera which constitutes the Family B rvidtp the Oxen
posses tnanv features of interest and value to man quite distinct from the utility of

the Sheep Goats and Antelopes
Before dealing with the wider and more utilitarian characteristics of the domesti

cated animals of this senes it may perhaps be desirable to follow the cou se initiated

with the Oxen vi» to give a few brief notes regarding the wild animals taking
these up in the alphabetical order of their scientific names

I Antilope cervicapra Pallas Bl mf Fauna Br Ind (Mammalia) 521

The Indian Antelope or Black Buck
Syn — A bezoartica Gray
Vern —Haran harna harm hirun $ harm $ kalvnt 9 mrtg Hind j

Kala £ gona 9 TirhOt Kalsar <J baotx 9 Behar Bureta
Bhaoalpur Barant sasin Nepal Alalt $ gandoli 9 Baori
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Badu Ho Kol Bamani haran UfclYA Bamam hara 1 bamunt ktru
h ru phandayat Mahr Kutsar Korku Jrn $ sedi ledt jinka
Tkl Chign

9
huUknra Kan Veit man ena $ harma mirga Sans

References —Jerd n Mam Ind 275 79 Sterndale Mam lnd 472 76

Habitat —Found in open plains of short grass in herds occasionally of

several thousand animals They are to be met with throughout India es-

pecially in the North Western Prounces Rdjputana and parts of the
Deccan but are locally distributed and keep to particular tracts (Blanford)

Are not found in Ceylon nor to the east of the Bay of Bengal
Characteristics —

W

eight about 906 length of head and body 4 feet

tail 7 inches height at shoulder about 32 inches The colour varies from
yellowish fawn above in the young to blackish brown above or even almost
black in old animals The horns are almost confined to the males The
speed and endurance of the antelope are amongst its chief characteristics

requiring a good horse to run down even a wounded animal If captured
young they are easily tamed Mr Elliot states that the rutting season
commences about February or March but fawns are seen of all ages at

every season
Food.—The venison of the Indian antelope is excellent

2 Boselaphus tragocamelus W Sclater Blanford Fauna Br Ind
The Nilgai or Blue Bull [{Mammalia) 5/7
Syn —Antilope tragocamelus Pallas Portax tragocamelus*
Adams P PICTA Horsfield

Vera.—Nil nilgao $ nilgai silgai silgao rojra rojh rovi $ rot

Hind Gurava Gond Munm & susam ? Ho Kol Manu pota
Tam Mairu maravi kard kadrai Kan Manupotu Tel

References —Jerdon Mam In l 272 Sterndale Mam lnd 476
Habitat —The Nilgai is found throughout India from the base of the

Himalayas to the south of Mysore It is common in parts of the Eastern

Panjdb the North West Provinces Guzerat and the Central Provinces

It is not found in Ceylon Assam nor Eastern Bengal
Characteristics —General outline is horse-like owing to the lean

head and long compressed deep neck The colour of the male is iron grey

—varying from bluish to brownish grey the female of a sandy or tawny
colour The length of male 6J 7 feet tail 18 22 inches The height at the

shoulder 52 56 inches It is generally found on level or undulating ground
or on hills rarely in thick forests preferring to keep much to the same
ground They are very tenacious of life numerous instances being recorded
of then reviving and making off after a supposed fatal wound

Food —Sterndale says that the tlesh is sometimes saturated with a
bitter principle owing to the Nilgai at times devouring large quantities

of the intensely acrid berries of the aonla (Phyilanthus Emblica) The
flesh otherwise is of fair quality but inferior to most of the wild species

of Indian Bovxdce
Domestic and Sacred —Nilgai are not difficult to tame and may be

taught to carry loads, draw light weights and to be ridden being thus
superior to the Sambar stag which will not bear the slightest burden In
some parts the Hindus regard the animal as a kind of cow and hence
will not touch its flesh, the result being that the Nilgai becomes very
tame

3 Capra aegagrus Gm hn Blanford Fauna Br Ind (
Mammalta

)

502

The Persian Wild Goat Sind Ibex
Syn —ASgoceros asgagrus Kotschy C caucasica Gray C

BLYTHII Hum

€
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Vem —Pasang (male) bee bog p sang (female) Pers Kayik Asia
Minor Thar Pb Bore Afg Sair sank pha hin pachtn <? bore
kuhi Daluch Chank $ hit haraf 5? Br\hui Ter sarah Sind

References —Jerdon, Mam Ind 292 Hutton Calc Jot r N H II
Si id 1 As Sc neng XV 161 Blyth Cat 176 Blinfori Jour As
Soc Beng XLIV pt 2 r§ Hume Proc A Sor Ben 4,

1S74 P 240
Murray Vert Zoo Sind 56 Stcr tiale Mam lnd 446

Habitat —Found throughout Asia Minor 1 ersia Afghanistan and
Baluchistdn extending into Sind It is met with on the barren hills of
Baluchistan and Western Sind but not east or north east of the Bolan
Pass and Quetta

Characteristics —Male with a beard on the chin only horns scimitar

shaped curved backwards greatly compressed Good measure 40 inches

round the curve the extreme length known being 52 5 with a girth of 7
inches A full grown male stands ^7 inches at the shoulder It is a very
active animal and leaps with wonderful precision Pound either solitary or
in herds which sometimes number as many as 100

Medicine —The concret ons known as bezoar stones which were
formerly much used in medicine and as antidotes to poison is a concretion
found in the stomach of this goat (Sec Danford s also Hutton s account

)

Food —This intere ting animal is very frequently hunted by Natives of

the countries in which it is found for the sake of its i lesh Blanford remarks
that there can be no doubt that C aegagrus is one of the species and pro
bably the principal from which tame goats are derived Hutton did not
think the Persian and Afghan goats could have been derived from either

C aegagrus or C falconen ( Conif with p 560 also pp 563 and 6^7 )

Domestic Uses —The skins are valued as water or flour bags The
horns are carried by mendicants as the insignia of their calling and as
trumpeting horns.

4 Capra falconen Hugel Blanford Favna Br Ind (
Mammalia ) 505

The Markhor or Snake eater
Syn —Carpa meqaceros Hutton C jerdoni Hume
Vern — Markhor (the snake eater) Kashmir Afghan Ra chi {ra pho

chi S and rawa che$) Ladak Reekuh {matt A hit haraf ? ) BRAHUIj
Pachm sard A buekuhi $ ) Baluch

References —Jerdon Mam Ind 291 Hutton Cal Jour Nat Hist II
S3S Pi xx Blyth Cat 176 Blanford Jour As Soc Beng XLIV
pt 2 17 Sterndale Mam Ind 441 Ward Sportsman s Guide 20-24

Habitat — This magnificent wild goat is found on the Pir Panjil
range of the Himalaya to the south of the valley of Kashmir in the

Hazara hills and the hills on the north of the Jhelum and in the Hurd
war hills which separate the Jhelum from the Chenab river not extending
further east than the sources of the Beas It is abundant on the hills to

the west of the Indus and extending north into Afghanistan It is also

met with m Ladak (Jerdon )

Characteristics —Blanford remarks that throughout the Bovid<«
no species vanes to so great an extent in the form of the horns as the

Markhor He however reduces all the conditions that have been de
scribed to four viz (a) the true C falconen of Astor and Baltistan (6) the
Pir PamAl Markhor (c) the Cabul Markhor or C megaceros, Hutton and
(d) the Sahman race the C jerdoni, Hume The Markhor is of a light

greyish brown colour in summer in winter becoming a dirty yellowish

white with a bluish tinge The adult male has a long black beard and
the neck and breast are covered with long black hair the female has a
short black beard but no mane The horns are very long massive
straight and angular with spiral twists they approximate closely at the

base and thence diverge outwards and backwards An old Gilgit male
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measured by Colonel Biddulph was 38 5 inches high and 55 inches from
between the horns to the root of the tail Blanford adds that much larger
dimensions have been recorded by other writers

Domestic Uses -The Markhor is much sought after by sportsmen and
its horns are considered a great trophy Blanford says that it is in

appearance by far the grandest of all wild goats It has repeatedly bred in

confinement with domestic goats and it was at onetime supposed that the
tame races with spiral horns were derived from C falconeri It is not
improbable (Blanford adds) that some are thus descended, but the spiral

in the horns of tame goats is almost always in the reverse direction to
that found in the Markhor— the first turn of which is outwards. On this
subject Henderson [Lahore to Yarkand 1 77) says that the few goats he
saw had horns with only one curve straight backwards like the ibex and
not the spiral twist of the Markhor horns

1242
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5 Capra sibinca Meyer Stanford Fauna Br Ind (Mammalia ) 507
The Himalayan Ibex

Syn

—

C ibex Hodgson C sakeen Blyth C himalayana Scntr 0
Ibex tk sakin sibirica Hodgson

Vern —Skm 8 r
sakin shyin isktn and dabmo or d inmo £ Himalayan

Distrigis & Tibet Bub termgole tangrol ski 1 or fan Pb Kyi
Kashmir

References —Jerdon Mam Ind 292 Blanford York M s Mam 8

f

Aitrhison Tr Linn Sor Zool V 64 H dgson Jour As Soc Be tr

X 913 XI 2S3 XVI 700 Sterndale Mam Ind 444 Ward
Sportsman s Guide 2$

Habitat —Found on the Western Htmdlaya from Kashmir to Nep&l
(Hotgson

)

In the west of Kashmir it is rare and it is not found apparently
to the west of thejhelum river It is abundant m Kanawar on some
of the ranges on both sides of the Sutlej but rarer further east It is

much commoner on the north than on the 9omh side of the great Himdlayan
range and extends in its distribution throughout Central Asia to the Altai

It is chiefly found on or about precipitous cliffs at high elevations close to

the snow As the snow melts iMay and June) tne males forsake the

females and retire to higher altitudes descending in the early morning to

feed

Characteristics —Its general colour is a lightish brown with a dark
stripe running down the back in summer dirty yellowish white m winter the

beard which is 6 to 8 inches long is black the horns are lo» g scimitar

shaped curving over the neck flattened at the sides and strongly ridged in

front from 40 to 50 inches in length

Fibre (Fur & Wool) —They are largely hunted by Europeans for their

horns and by Natives for the sake of a soft downy undprcoat which in

Kashmir is called asalt tus This is used as a lining for shawls and for

stockings and gloves and is woven into the fine cloth called tust No
wool is so rich so soft and so full The hair is manufactured into coarse

blanketing for tents or is twisted into ropes In Ladak large numbers are

killed by the Natives during the winter when they are forced to descend to

the valleys Thev are either snared at night or shot in the grey dawn of

the morning when they venture down to the streams to drink ( Jerdon

)

Baden Powell says the hair of the Ibex makes the famous ibex shawls In

another part of his work (quoting from Cooper) he gives the two first

qualities of pashm—the white and grey— as obtained from the shah thosh

which is probably this animal (Conf with Ovts vignei the sha and Pantho
lops hodgsom the tsus also p 559)
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6 Cemas goral l lanforl F una Br Ind (M immalta) 5/d

The Goral
Syn —Antilope goral Hardwick A (N fmorhfdhs) coral Hodgson

Kfmas ghoral Ogilby Nfmorhi^dus goral H r fi Id

Vem —Deo chagal Assam Co al Kimaon, S h s r Pb Pij ptjur
rat rom Kashmir Suh gi tg Leplha R i giy Bhutia

References —Jerd n Mam Ini 2S$ Sttmdile Mam Ini 457 Ward
Spo t tin Gi ide 3b 39

Habitat —The vvholL r ing^ of the Himdlaya from Bhufin to Kashmir
frequenting rrcky places at altitudes between 3 000 and 8 000 feet on grassy
or mixed forest and grassy hills

Characteristics—Of a dull rusty brown colour paler beneath with a
dark brown line from the vertex to the tail The chest and front of fore legs

are of a deep brown colour The ears externa llv are of a rusty brown with

a large patch of pure white on the throat I he female is pakr than the

male and the young are said to be redder in tint J he length of head
and body is about inches height at the shoulder 28 to 30 inch< s horns
8 inches 1 he horns spring from the crest of the frontals and incline

backwards they aie ringed at the base and smooth tor the apical half 01

third in full grown males they are usually 6 to 8 inches long
Food —They are much hunted both by Europe ms and Natives and

their flesh is very palatable

7 Gazella bennetti Gray Blarforl F tuna Br Ind {Mimm ilt 1) ^26
The Indian Gazelle Ihf Baluchistan ( \zi llf Goat
antflope in Bombay and Madras Ravine deer of sports
men in Bengal

Syn -Antilope bennettii Sykes. A arabica Flliot Gazella
Christ 1 1 Gray G fuscifkons Blanford

Vern — Chtnkd a chik ra kal-bunch Hind Phaskela N W P Ask or
ast ahu BalUCH Khazm MR HIM Kalsipi (1 e black tail) Mahk
Tiska bud n muda 1 Kan Sank ht Ic Mys( re Pur\ya$ cha / 5
Baori Burudu jinka Tfl.

References — Gordon Mam Ind 280-81 Sterndale Mam Ind 46s
Habitat — Found in Central India extending throughout Baluchistan to

the Persian Gulf also in the desert parts of Rajputana Humana and Sind
It prefers the open bare plains or low hills and is never found in forests

Characteristics—An adult buck 285 inches high at the croup 26
at the shoulder length 3I feet tail 8J inches horns 12 to finches weight
about 50ft The colour is a light chestnut above with the breast and
lower parts white tail nearly black The Indian C azelle generally
herds together in small parties of from two to six It lives on grass and
the leaves of bushes When alarmed it utters a sort of hiss by blowing
through the nose and stamps with the forefeet whence its Kanaresename
Tt^ka (Elliot)

8 G picticandata Brooke Blanford Fauna Br Ini (Mammalia) 529
Ihe Tibetan Gazelle

Syn —Procapra picticandata Hodgson
Vern.—Goa, ragao Iibetan
Reference —Sterndale Man Ind 467

Habitat —Commonly found in Ladik and north of Nepal and Sikkim
According to Kinloch its habitat is on the plateau to the south east of the
Tsomonn lake on the hills east of Hanle and in the Indus Valley from
Demchok on the frontier of Ladak as far down as Nyima

Characters ics — Height of the male from 18 to 24 inches Length
from snout to rump 43 tail o 73 inches ( olour in winter is a light sandy
fawn above the lower prirts are white They are not as a rule shy
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Fibre — This is probably the Antelope called tsodkyt in Tibet which
Baden Powell says 'affords a wool which is obtained from Lahaul (Con/
with Pantholops hodgsoni below)

9 Gazella subgutturosa Blaxn Blanford Fauna Br Ind (Mammalia ) 528
The Persian Gazellf

Syn

—

Antilope subgutturosa Guldenst idt

Vern —Ahu Pfrs
Reference —Sterndale Mam Ind 466

Habitat —Highlands of Persia Central Asia and on British territory

in Pishin north of Quetta
Characteristics —The horns which are confined to the males are

lyrate annulate with the points turned inwards There is a well marked
lachrymal fissa and infraorbital gland Colour upper surface sandy
under surface white as far as the tail Tail blackish rufou

XO Hemitragus hylocrius Blyth BUnford Fauna Br Ind {Mammalia) 51

1

The Nilghiri Wild Goat or Ibex
Syn — Kemas hylocrius Ogilby Car pa warryato Gray C hylo

CR1US Sclater

Vern — Warn adu warn atu Tam Kard ardu Kan Mulla dtu Mal
References —Jerdon Mam Ini 28 ? Sterndale Mam Ind 45T

Habitat —hound on the Western Ghdts (Nilgin and Anaimalai hills)

and southward towards Cape Comorin
Characteristics — The adult male dark sepia brown with apale

reddish brow n saddle more or less marked and paler brown on the sides and
beneath legs somewhat grizzled with white dark brown in front and paler

posteriorly the head is dark grizzled wi h yellowish brown and the eye

is surrounded by a pale fawn coloured spot the horns are short much
curved nearly in contact at the base gradually diverging strongly keeled

internally round externally with numerous close rings not so prominent as

in the last species There is a large callous spot on the knees surrounded

by a fringe of hair and the male has a short stiff mane on the neck and
withers The hair is short thick and coarse ( Jerdon

)

The length of the

adult male is according to Jerdon 4. feet a inches to 4. feet 8 inches and the

height at the shoulder 32 to 34. inches Sterndale Questions this latter

measurement which he says is much under the mark The horns are

occasionally 15 inches rarely more than 12

Food —As an article of food the flesh when hung is said by the Rev
Mr Baker in a correspondence with Mr Blyth to be equal to Welsh
mutton

IX H jemlaicus Adams Bhnford Fauna Br Ind (Mammalia ) $09
The Tehr or Tahr

Syn —Capra jemlahica Ham C jharal Hodgson C quadrimam
mis Hodgson H quadrimammis or jharal Hodgson

Mttn—Jharal Nbp\l Jhula $ thar tahrm 2 KaNAwaR Kras jagla
KashmIr Tehr jehr kart esbu $ esbi ? Pb

References —Hodgson As Fes xvttt pt 2 p 129 3our As Soc
Beng IV 710 V , 254 Jerdon Man Ind 286 Stanford Jour
As Soc Beng XLI pt 2 40 Lydehker Jour As Soc Beng
XLVI 286 Sterndale Mam ind 449 Ward Sportsman s Guide
33 34

Habitat.—Found throughout the entire range of the Himalaya at high

elevations between the forest and snow limits

Characteristics —The male is of various shades of brown varying

from dark to yellowish There is no beard the face being smooth and dark
ashy but on the fore quarters and neck the hair lengthens into a magnifi

cent mane which sometimes reaches to the knees The horns are triangu
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lar the sharp edge to the front they are 10 to 1 1 inches m circumference
at the base where they touch and taper to a fine point at a length of 12

to 14 inches The height of a male is ^6 to 40 inches the length about

4 feet 8 inches to the root of the tail The female is much smaller and
of a reddish brown or fulvous drab above with a dark streak down the
back whitish below the horns also are much smaller

Food —The flesh of the male is at certain seasons very rank and dis

agreeable to English tastes but is in high favour with the Natives That
of the female is excellent In autumn the tahr becomes immensely fat

and heavy Dr Falconer {Tnns Agn Hort Soc Ind III 76) refers to

this goat as affording a fleece very similar to that of the Chinese Tartary
shawl fleece 1 his circumstance Dr Falconer took as justifying the opi

nion that the Chinese goat if domesticated on the higher ranges of the

Indian side of the Himdlaya would continue to yield its much valued
fleece
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12 Nemorhaedus bubalinus W Sclater Blmford Fauna Br Ind (Mam
The HimAlayan Goat antelope or Serow [malm) 5/?

Syn.—Antelope bubalina Hodg on and A thar Hodgson Capri
cornis thar Ogliby C bubalina Adams N bubatina Jerdon

Vern —Serow serowa N W P Sardo N W Himalaya Rdmu , halj
s l bhir KashmIk Goa Chamba Aimu Kunawar Yamu Kulu
Thar Nfpal Gya Bhotia of SlKKlM Sichx Leptcha Nga paypa
Shan Shault Chinese

References

—

lerdon Mam Ind 283 Blyth Mam and Birds ofBurma
46 Ste ndale Mam Ind 454 Ward Sportsman s Guide 35 37

Habitat —The whole of the wooded ranges of the Himdlaya from
Kashmir to Bhutdn and thence to the ranges dividing China from Burma
at elevations between 6 000 to 12 000 feet

Characteristics — Black more or less grizzled on the back on the
flanks mixed with deep clay colour it has a black dorsal stripe the forearms
and thighs anteriorly of a reddish brown colour The rest of the limbs are
hoary beneath it is whitish in colour The hair is scanty except on the
neck on which there is a thick harsh rough mane l he horns are stout

roundish ringed more than half way tapering much curved backwards
slightly divergent with the points inclining outwards the average length
is about 10 inches but they are said to reach 14 occasionally The length
of the male is 5 to si feet the height at the shoulder about 3 feet 2 inches
Weight about 200ft

Food —The flesh is coarse

13 N sumatrensis Cantor Blanford Fauna Br Ind (Mammalia) 5 14
The Burmese Goat antelope

Vern —Tan tshiek (Tau mym in Pegu) BURMESE Kambmg utan
Malay

Habitat —According to Blanford this species differs so slightly from
N bubalinus only in being more rufous and probably sitialler in size that
he is inclined to regard them as one species Blyth (Cat Mam and Birds
cf Burma (1875) 46) says that this animal is distributed from Arakan
through Pegu to the extremity of the Malayan peninsula

Medicine.—According to Crawfurd the horns are valued by the
Chinese for certain alleged restorative properties

41 Ovis hodgsom Blyth Blanford Fauna Br Ind (Mammalia) 494
The great Tibetan Sheep

Syn—o AMMON Horsfield O ammonoides Hodgson
Vern —Nyan 3 nyanmo J Ladak Nyang nyand hyan rtuan mar
gnow Tibetan
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References —Hodgson As Res (j#33) xvtit pt 2 135 Blyth Proc
7 o Soc ( 1840 ) p 65 Hoigson jour As Soc X 230 pi 1 f l Jer
don Mam lid 298 Hooker Himdlayan Jour I 234 Blanjord
Jour As Soc Bern, xli 40 Ward Sportsman s Gi ide 40-47

Habitat —This magnificent wild sheep (probably the largest of the
genus) does not usually occur on the Indian siae of the great snowy ranges
but is said to be occasionally met with near the sources of the Ganges In
summer it is eldom met with at a lower elevation than 15 000 feet and
it is often found much higher up amidst the snows

Characteristics —Male usually stands 3 j to 4 feet in height and
length from nose to rump 6 to 6£ feet Hoi ns of an adult male 36 to 40
inches long round the curve and the girth 16 to 17 inches The horns are
said to be sometimes so enormous that the animal cannot feed on level

ground as the horns reach below the level of the mouth The longest
horns on record are 53 inches and girth 24 inches

Food —The y lesh is excellent it is always tender even on the day it is

killed and of very good flavour (Km loch Lirge Game Shooting in Tibet)

Domestic and Sacred - It is the shiest and wildest of all tnimals and
1 very hard to kill To shoot the Ovis ammon is the highest ambition of

the sportsman on the Himalaya (Jerdon )
Ounnmgham states that the

horns along with those of the ibex and the sha (O vignei) are placed on
the religious piles of stones met with in Ladakand other Buddhist countries

Blanford says that O brookei has now been ascertained to be a wild
hybrid between a male O hodgsom and female O vignei {Stern l \le

Jour Bomb N H Soc I p 33) —a male of the great sheep m 7anskar
having taken possession of a small flock of O vignei ewes and bred with

them The converse a hybrid between the male O vignei and female
O hodgsom has also been shot by Major C S Cumberland

( Proc Zoo
So 188 5 p 831) The hybrid in the latter case was found with a flock

of O hodgsom

15 Ovis nahura Cray Blanford Fauna Br Ind {Mammalti^ 4)9
The Bharal or Blue Wild Sheep

Syn O BURRHEL blyth O NAHOOR NAYAUR Hodgson O NAHURA
Gray Pseudo s nahoor Hod^s n

Vern — Bharal bharar Iharut {males often menda a ram) Hind Na
no Ladak Wa war Pb Nerve ti Nepai Naognao Bhotia

References Hodi on As Res X\ 111 ft 2 p 133 Blyth Cat p

*78 Jerdon Mam Ind 296 Bla 1J0 a Jour As Sor Beni( XLI
pt 40 id Yark Miss Mam p 85 pi XIV Lydekker Jou As
Soc Ben% XLIX pt 2 13 Sterndale Main Ind 438 Ward Sports

man s Cuide 32 5&

Habitat —Found on the Himalaya from Sikkim and probably accord

ing to Jerdon Bhutdn westwards to the valley of the Sutlej and in

Sterndale s opinion even as far as Ladak and Western Tibet Blanford

mentions near Shigar in Bultistan and near Sanju south east of Yar
kand to Moupin and from the main Himdlayan axis to the Kuei lun and
Altyn Tdgh It is met with at great elevations from the region of forest

to the extreme limits of vegetation or between 10000 ana 16000 feet

In summer it generally keeps to the tops of hills and even in winter rarely

descends below the forests

Characteristics—The general colour of the animal is a dull slaty blue

slightly tinged with fawn the belly edge of the buttocks and tail are whtte

a line along the flank dividing the darker tint from the belly The edge

of the hind limbs and tip of the tail is a deep black colour The horns are

moderately smooth with few wrinkles rounded nearly touching at the

base directed upwards backwards and outwards the points being turned

forwards and inwards The female is smaller the black marks are smaller
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and of less extent the horns are small straight and slightly recun ed the
no e is stiaighter The >oung are daiktr and browner 1 he length of
the head and body is to 5 feet the height is 30 to ^6 inches the tail 7
inches the horns 2 to 2j feet round the curve the circumference at the
base is 12 to 13 inches {Sternd il Jird n ttc) ( C nf with /> 567 )

Food— The flesh in flavour is equal to the best Welsh mutton and is

generally tender soon after the animal is killed The bharal is fattest in

September and October

16 Ovis poll Blytk Blmfori Fxum Br Ind (Mimntilti) 496
The griat Pamir Shelf Marco Polo s Sheei

Syn —O POLI and KAKFI INI Sev rtanjp

Vern — huchk r m sh 5 VVakhan Pass rush Pamir hulja or

g ha A Arka $ b Iurkisian „
References — Wyth Pmr /oo S >c (1840) 62 St lueka 1 roc 700 Soc

(/874) 4 J ri n Mam Ind 299 B anfo i 1 oc Z Sc (1M4)
1 6 xi bark Miss Mam bo { Ster idale Mam lnd 4 4

Habitat — I he high Pamir ind the plateaus west and north of Eastern
Turkestan extending to the Altai This sheep only comes within Indian
limits n Hunza north of ( ilgit (Blan/ord)

Characteristics —

I

his sn ignificent w lid sheep has immense horns
less massive but more prolonged than those of O hodgsoni I he horns ol

one p( cimen were 4 feet B inches in length round the curv iture md 14$
1m h s in circumierencc at the base Blanford s lys the extreme record
measuiements are 7-> inches and 10 75 inches SevertzofT estimates the

weight of an old male at about Ooolb
Since this great sheep is not a native of India proper it cannot receive

more than the above passing mention Its horns like those of O
hodgsoni and O vignei are sometimes seen in the religious piles of stones

nut with in Ladak

17 O vignei Blyth Blmfori Fauna Br lnd (Mammalia ) 497
The URiALorSnA bv Hutton c illi d the Beardfd Sheep

Syn—O cyclocekos Hutton O moniana Cu inmghim O blan
Fokdi H t me

Vern — Guch& mi A 9 Pfrs Sha ( hah £ shimofy I adak Unit
Astor A hid mba Akc h hock gal <$ girard$ Balu h & Sind
A a £ tr Bkahui Unal Pu

References — Blyth Ire 7o l Sic {1S40) p 7o Hitlon Jour As So

B ng XV p 15 *d Calc Jour Nat Hit II p 514 pi XIX
(i84~) Ci it mgh m Lad ik p 199 pi VlJ (M54) Hume Jour
As Sj Bcng XLVI pt 2 3 7 pi IV (/877) J rd n Mam
lnd 94 Stirndale Mini Ind 435 Murray Vertebate Zool of
Si d 59 Ward Sportsma s Guide 48 5 /

Habitat — Found over the w'hole Salt range of the Panjab on the Sulai

man range across the Indus the hills of Hazara and these in the vicinity

of Peshawar According to the late Mr Dalgleish it als^ occurs consid

erably farther east in Northern Tibet It is also reported to be found at

Astor and Gilgit to Afghanistan It is met with at altitudes of from Ho

to 2 000 rarel) 3 000 feet (the uruil) and up to 1 000 and 14 000 feet

(the sha)

Characteristics —O f a general rufous brown colour with a long thick

black beard mixed with white hairs from throat to breast reaching to the

knees legs below the knees and feet white belly white the outside of the

legs and a lateral line blackish in colour The horns of the male are sub-
triangular much compressed laterally and posteriorly transversely sulcated

curving outwards ana returning inward towards the face The female is

of a more uniform pale brown with whitish belly no beard and short

straight horns The adult male is about 5 ftet in length and 3 feet high
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the horns measure from 25 to 30 inches long round the curve O cycloceros

(unal) is regarded by some zoologists as a distinct species from O vignei

(sha )
Blanford states that he cannot find my distinctive characters those of

colour being merely individual while some of the skulls and horns appear
indistinguishable

Fibre —This animal apparently affords part of the wild pashm known
as thosh

Food—The flrsh is good and well flavoured
Domestic Uses —Hutton says it possesses a moderate sized lachcry

mal sinus which appears to secrete or at all events contains a thick gummy
substance of good consistency and a dull greyish colour The Afghdn
and Baluch hunters make use of this gum by spreading it over the pans
of their matchlocks to prevent the damp from injuring the priming The
unal has been bred freely with tame sheep The occurrence of wild hy
bnds has been noted under O hodgsom, p 556

18 Pantholops hodgsom Hodgson Blanford Fauna Br Ind (Him
The Tibetan Antflope The Chiru [maha ) 524

Syn —Antilope (oryx) kemas H Smith A chiru Lesson Kemas
hodgsonii Gray

Vern — Tsus S chus 9 chiru chuhu isos Tibetan
References —Jerdon Mam Ind 282 Sterndale Mam Ind 469 Ward

Sport man s Gui ie 72 73
Habitat — Probably throughout the Tibetan plateau from 12000 to

18 000 feet elevation (Blanford

)

Characteristics —Hodgson states that the male may measure 50
inches from nose to rump tail with hair 9 inches height at shoulder 32
inches In colour pale faw n above slaty grey towards the base white below
The horns ten in number measure from 24 26 inches long jet black smooth
and polished encircled by a number of rings from IS to 20 in number
extending from the base to within 6 inches of the top Jerdon says

that it is probable this animal may have given rise to the belief in the

unicorn for at a little distance when viewed laterally there only appears to

be one horn there is so little divergence throughout their length

Fibre —In some respects this answers to the animal that might at least

afford some of the much prized form of wild pashm designated thosh

Domestic Uses — The horns are beautifully adapted for knife

handles (Kmloth

)

19 Tetracerus quadncorms Gray Blanford Fauna Br Ind (Mam
The four horned Antelope [maha) 519

Syn —Tetraceros chickera Blyth Antilope (cervicapra) guADRi
corn is Blamvtlle

Vern — Chousmgha chouka doda Hind Benkra Mahr Bhokra
phokra Guz Bhirki Saugor Bhirkura <? hhir 9 Gondi Bhtrul
Bhbfl Kotarx Chltia Nagpur Kurus Gonds of Bastar Konda
gort I el Kondgun kaulla kun Kan

References —Jerdon Mam Ind 274 Sterndale Mam Ind 479
Habitat —In most parts of India especially where the country is wood

ed and hilly Throughout the Bombay Presidency it is common also m
the wooded parts of Rajputana and the Central Provinces (Blanford

)

It

is not met with in Ceylon and Burma
Ch arac 1 eristics —A small animal 40-42 inches in length tail 5 inches

height at shoulder 24 26 inches slightly higher at the croup than at the

shoulder weight about 43ft Colour brownish bay above shading into

white along tne middle of the belly but the colour vanes somewhat
according to locality The antenor pair of horns are the shorter measur

mg 1 1 i inches the posterior 34 inches. In the Madras Presidency
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the anterior set of horns is said to be mostly absent the skull of the

adult animal showing only rudimentary projections If taken young it

can be tamed . ,

,

Food —The flesh is not good eating but can be made more palatable

by being cooked with mutton fat

DOMESTICATED GOATS

Hodgson gives the following as the chief distinctive features of Goats

from Sheep —
t , . . .

Horns in both sexes no mufle no eve pits feet pits m the fore feet only or

none no inguinal p< res nor glands no calcic tuft nor gland mamma; two odour

mtens in males and a true be* d in both sexes or in males i nly

These animals are further distinguished by horns directed rather upwards and

backwards than circling sideways to the front as in the shrei proper by the obliquity

of their insertion on the top of the head then less volume greater compres ion less

angula ity and above all by the keeled character of thur sharp antral edge The

tail of the goats is shorter and flatter than in sheep their chest or knees freq icntly

bare and callous and their hairy pelage apt to be of gieat and unequal lengths ,

It mustbeiecollected addsHodgSOn that the so-called wild goats of the Hima I

laya (tl e jharal c r tehr) arc not goats at all for they have fout teats a moist muzzle

and no nterdigital pores or feet pits ( Conf with Sheep p S&7 )

Goat Eng Che\re Fr Ziege Germ Kapros Gr Becco
capra It Gabra Sp Kechi Turk
Vera — Bakra (he goat) bak i (sh e-goat) Hind Bnkra (male) bakrt

(female) N W P Gharsa (wild goat) chhela (male) chheli (temale)

Pb Btbek kambing Malay Mas teys tuyus Arab
References —Hodgson Sheep and Goats of the Himalaya Jour As Soc

Bengal XVI 1003 1026 Hi tton Calcutta Jour Nat Hist II

{1843) 514 542 Moorcroft Vigne Royle So they Godron Sterndale
Mam Ind Wallace India in 1887 Balf ur Cyclopaedia India
Morton Cyclopaedia Agn Ure Diet Arts etc Fncycl Brit etc etc

Habitat —The goat is now found in a state of domesticity over both

Old and New Worlds and various opinions have been expressed by
naturalists as to the original stock from which it is descended The pre

valent and most probable opinion is that the various domestic breeds

are descended from several wild species some of which may be extinct It

was a domestic animal in Asia and Europe before the dawn of history but

was quite unknown in the New World before the advent of the Spaniards

Breeds of Goats in India

Writers on agriculture describe about twenty five different breeds of

goats in India but as the distinctions between some of them are but little

marked and as they inter breed freely with the village goat of the plains

it will be sufficient to describe here the commonest breeds and those m
which the leading characteristics are most distinct From the standpoint

of the fleece there may be said to be four chief types —
() The pashm yielding goats of the upper alpine ranges of the

Himalaya more especially on the northern slopes and m Tibet The
woolorunder coat obtained from this breed is the Shawl Wool which

is woven into pashmtn 1 fabrics and shawls As already pointed out m
somerespects this animal resembles the Ibex (C sibirica pp 552 636) An
idea of the importance of this fleece and of the manufactures therefrom may
drawn from the fact of the English name shawl having been derived

from the Persian term shal It would appear that the English word was
not generally used till after the middle of the eighteenth century The
creation in fact of the British manufactures in shawls is almost solely

attributable to Mr Moorcroft 8 numerous reports on and specimens of

the Kashmir manufactures of pashm and wool
() Thecal yielding goats. The long, soft, mohair like fleece of this
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breed is made into the fabric known as pattu which may be described as a
coarse though durable tweed largely used by the Natives of the Himalaya
for clothing and the better qualities of which are sometimes worn by
Europeans especially for shooting suits The various breeds of this goat
inhabit the southern slopes of the Himalaya from the region of perpetual
snow down to the zone of oaks By some writers the more alpine breeds
are simply the pishm goat altered through the moister nature of the

southern as compared with the northern slopes of the Himalaya by others
all have been derived mainly from the same stock as the Sind and
Baluchistan goats They possess much in common with the Wild goat
C aegagrus (/> 5^/) except that on the higher ranges they afford in addi
fion to the pit fleece a winter coat of inferior pashm Fuller practiculars

will be found regarding these goats in the paragraph below on Himdlayan
goats

( c ) Sind Rcijputna and Ba uch stan goats hatr yielding goats —This
group may be accepted as embracing all the hair yielding goats of India
1 hey are found on the lower hills up to altitudes of 6 000 feet The
breeds on the higher sections of this area approach the pat yielding
goats and those of the lower may be said to be scarcely separable from the

ordinary village (non hair yielding) animal The intermediate breeds
(between these tw'O extremes) afford the commercial (good) qualities of goats
in hair In many respects the goats of this section may be said to possess

less evident derivation from the wild goat of Sind than do the pat goats
(d) l he village goat of the plains of Indi 1 —The hair of this animal is

too scant) and withal too coarse to be >f any value It is only utili/able

in the manufacture of ropes sacks cheap floor mats etc like the long
coarse hair combed out of the superior fleeces of the above breeds The
village goat of India is m fact reared more on account of its milk flesh

and skin than its fleece selection and development have accordingly for

centuries been directed to these objects with the not unnatural loss of «*ny

value as a fleece-y lelder

The development of the village goat of India and of the neighbouring
Asiatic countries w'here the objects named have been aimed at has re

suited in quite as diversified a senes as can be shown under the fleece

yielding group Some are tall with long legs others short and well

built A very extensive range of colours is also met with but white or

black are the most prevalent Others are grey brown chocolate parti

coloured or blotched In the character of the norn an equally diversified

range exists Some have no horns at all others short stout horns arching
backwards whilst straight horns may be seen and horns spirally twisted

some even resembling those of the markhor (C falconen Conf with

p 55/) In the matter of horns it may be here remarked that Darwin
urged that a correlation exists between the horn and the hair or wool of

both sheep and goats The Angora white goat with horns has long
curly hair those without horns have a close coat In general terms it may
in fact be said that the more spirally twisted the horns the more curly the

wool The ears of the goat also afford useful characteristics as marking
almost degrees of domestication It has been urged by many writers that

dependence on man for protection has rendered the possession of erect

mobile ears (to catch every passing sound) unnecessary and accordingly
in most domestic breeds the ears have become pendant The degree to

whuh this has been carried as also the size ana length of these largely

disused organs is characteristic of certain breeds both of village and
fleece yielding goats The arching (romanizing) of the nose is another
character of much interest The peculiarities of the eyes have also been
regarded as of value but this is perhaps more in distinguishing sheep
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from goats than in separating the breeds of goals No goat for example
is known to possess the eye pits which are so striking a peculiarity of

sheep Sheep also have feet pits but in goats these exist in the fore feet

only or are entirely absent Both Hodgson and Blyth urgul the value

of this character in distinguishing joints of meat bv the purchaser insist

ing that the hind quarter should be sold with the trotter attached—

a

practice now almost universal in India It is thus possible to at once be
sure if the joint be mutton or goats flesh The male g oat is always intensely

odoriferous sheep never but it is not known tf there be distinctive charac
ters in the odour of different goats The mammal or teats are alwa)S
two in goats but according to Godron these organs vary considerably in

the difierent breeds They are elongated in the common milch goat
hemispherical in the Angora race bilobed and divergent in the goats of

S)na and Nubia etc Some Indian goats possess teat like formations
on the neck a peculiarity which Mr J Thomson observed in the Massai
goats of Africa but which Prof R Wallace informs the author he has
seen in sheep and even in pigs. ( Conf with pp 567 571 )

Having thus briefly mentioned some of the more striking peculiarities

of goats, an enumeration of the chief breeds of India may oe now attempted
th< remark being premised that with the exception of Mr B H Hodgsons
valuable paper on the Sheep and Goats of the Himalaya and of Tibet and
Captain T Hutton s paper on the Sheep and Coats of Afghanistan the
subject has never been systematically studied The writer is therefore

unable to do more than allude by name to the forms referred to by various
wrilers

I —South Indian Goats —These are smaller than those found in the
north and have shorter and less abundant hair

II —North Indian Goats —The north Indian goat is a much finer

animal than that from the south Hfs build is more massive and his hair

longer and more flowing The ears are long large and perfectly pendant
I he colour of the hair is most frequently black or black and tan but some
are white black and white or with a vanet) of black white and tan spots

( Wallace) This appears to be the Jamnapart goat of Hodgson in the
remarks below regarding the dugu goats of the Himalaya

III —Nepal Goats —These have long flapping ears and rounded or

Roman noses whilst others have hollow or saddle backs The colour of

the hair is black grey or white with black blotches

IV —Bengal Goats —These are very much like the goats of Madras
but if anything they are smaller more frequently black and very often

destitute of horns They are never herded in flocks each villager possess-

es one or two and these are allowed to feed as best they can on the roads
(picking up leaves straw etc ) on wayside vegetation hedges etc Like all

other village goats they are most destructive as they will eat almost any
thing and pull out at the roots the plants on which they browse Their
teeth tear rather than c jt, hence the injury these animals do to plantations

if allowed access to young trees or shrubs It will be seen that Hodgson
in the account given below of Himalayan goats indentifies this animal with
the dugugoat of the Himalaya (See p 565)

V —The Goats of hill tracts such as the central tableland the
Deccan Sind Rajputana and Baluchistan These in most of their char
acteri 9tics resemble the ordinary village goat but their hair is more abun
dant and woolly The horns often large but only in exceptional 01 special

breeds are they straight and twisted They are herded with sheep and
cattle in large flocks and feed on the sub arborescent vegetation of un
cultured land never taking grass however good it may be if leaves of

bushes or >oung trees be available. These are the hair yielding breeds ot
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India but a very extensive senes of animals has by this classification been
lumped together Until goats have been made the subject of a special

study this defect must continue to exist The reader may be able to

judge of the extent of our ignorance of the breeds of sheep and goats from
the interest Hodgson (in 1847) was able to give to his stuuy of the breeds
of one tract of India namely the Himalaya

VI —Syrian Goats —Hybrids of this breed commonly designated
Aden goats are well known in India whither they are imported by Arab
traders and passed off under the name of Angora or Kashmir goats They
have long flapping pendent e<*rs and slender limbs and are covered witn

long shaggy hair wh ch in the pure breed is of a black colour Their horns
are somewhat erect and spiral with an outward turn

VII — Himalayan Goats —The remarks which the writer has to offer

on this subject are simply an abstract of Hodgson s paper which will be
found in tne Journal of the Astatic Society of Bengal Vol XV7 ( 1847)
Ft 2 pp 10031026 Mr Hodgson was well qu ilified to deal with the
subject ne discusses in the paper quoted above (and the original of the
article will richly repay perusal) is illustrated with ver\ good drawings of

the Himalaya and Tibetan sheep and goats Hodgson gives the follow

ing breeds of Goats —
1ST Ch\NGRA - 1 his is the common domestic goat of Tibet—a bleed of mod

erate s ze which is distinguished by the uniform abundance of its long flowing
straight hair win h descends below the knee and hocks and covers pretty uniformly
the whole animal Fven tht legs are abundantly clothed and the head with its a nple
forelock and beard shows the same tendency to cc pioi s development of hai

Underneath especially in winter the bo ly is also covered with a sub-fleece of
exceeding fine wool 1 his is not a very large animal as its mean height is only
2 feet but it horns are long (iftoii feet) and curv d The chdngrd 1 wanton
capnciou restless impatient of restraint and 1 1 docility far inferior to that of Tibetan
sheep thoi gh he is bettei able t endure change of climate An attempt to handle
him evokes his impatience of all but lax control He will not submit like his neigl

hour the hunia sheep to carry burdens He may be bred and herded with facility

but he requires a large range and liberty to please himseK whilst grazing
In the d y cold plains ot Tibet the chdngrd flouri hes and it is probable the e

are numerous sub bi eeds the moie alpine ones originating the various quahti s f

pashm (see the remarks on this subject below) but although he may be reared in the
Cis Himalayan mountains and even in the lower or central ti acts the hangrd losesthere
his pashm fleece He maj also be kept alive in the southern divisions of the Himalaya
or on the plains of India but will not breed when removed to any great distance from
his alpine habitat Hodgson mentions the fact that a Kirghis breed allied to the
changrd had been conveyed in safety to fu ope and b ed in the alpine parts of

France Bogle also Turner and later still Moorcroft attempted but failed to

convey the Tibetan pashm goats to Europe Even the Kirghis animal just men
tioned did not produce pashm in Europe and the large sum of money spent in the
effort to convey it to Furope and to acclimatise it was thus quite futile

*

Hodgson somewhat significantly remarks that the chdngrd is closely allied

to the celebrated shawl ]?oat It would thus appear that he accepted the true pashm
yielding animal as possibly distinct from the ordinary Tibetan goat It would seem
however probable as air ady upgested that the superior quality of Tarfant pashm
is obtained fi om at most but a spcial sub-breed of this animal The Natives of 1 ibet

says Hodgson manufacture ropes caps, and coarse overalls out of the long hair

and a fine woollen cloth called Tus, out of the sub fleece mixed occasionally with the
wool of the siltngia sheep The flesh of the chdngrd especially of the kids is excel
lent od is much eaten by the Tibetans and Cis Himalayans even the Hindus of the
Cential region import large numbers for food and sacrifices especially at the
Dasahara, or great autumnal festival But upon the whole the Tibetans prefer the
mutton of their sheep to that of their goats

In general characteristics the chingra is a medial-sized goat, with a fine small
head a spa e and short neck a long yet full body short rigid limbs and a short
deer like tail rather shorter more depressed and more nearly nude below than in

the sheep and frequently carried more or less elevated especially in the males The
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narrow obliq le muzzle is covered with hair the longish fare and nose q ite straight

the short forehead arched loth lengthw e and acio and furm hed with an ample
forelock and the small brown sh yellow and saucy e)e plac d high up or near
the base of the ho ns 1 he horns which aie in erted very obliquely on the top of

the head a e in contact with their cent al sharp edges but div rge towards their

r unded posteal faces and ci 1 vc upwaids outwards and backwa d with n uch diver

gcncy and with one lax spiral twi t leaving the flat smo th points directed upwards
and backward lhe comp ession of the horns is great so that then tasal cction is

elliptic or rather acute conoid and the k cl is neither very distinctly separated from the

boay of the horns nor does it exhibit an) salient knot but is rati er blende 1 late ally

into the surfaces and chiefly indicated by tl e deflexx n ol tl e wrinckles of the horns
which are n im rous and crowded but not heavy and go prctt\ uniformly round the

horn but lot n a decided angle at the commencement of the ke 1 The ears are

long! h narrt w obtusely point d and pendant with very little m bility 1 he short

strong ng d h ibsare suppo ted on h gh vertical hoc ps and have ol tusely conn false

hoofs pretty a n[ ly developed behind them Pei haps the most genei al colour of the

(h g is lute tinged with slaty blue Hut the white is sold n unmix d and the

1 mbs and sides < f the held a e ipt t be da k 1 here a e f cqnently da k pitches on
the body and often the \ hole tody 1 bl ck or tan the limb an i face only being

white Hodgson ecc gnises this animal as a str ngly marked d ivative from the

Wild g >at C aegagrus (See fp $50-51) He adds that in chdn^ d there is in

fact ha My any deviation f om the wild type excej t in the la ge and pendant ears

si that a mestication would seem to have made less unpres on on thest animals than

on the sheep th ugh its effects on both groups have been less obbteiative than
is generally supposed

Captain Hutton who while resident at Kandahar devoted much careful study to

C agagrus In domestication and cross bied it with the common goat arrived at an

emphatic pinion apposed to that advan el by Hodgson namely that the Persian

and Afgl an goats at all events vve e not derivable from C agagrus Hutton
wrote of C agagrus that it is icnde ed interesting from its being now the

pre alent opinion a nong nat ral t that f om it have been de ived our domes
t c b eed 1 he one t on n t vithstand ng is far from being decided and a lew

remarks on the subject may theiefore be consdeied not unwt rthy of attention If

^gfcgTUS be the stock f om which 01 r 1 mestic goats hive sprung it should follow

that the differen es sh ch they now e h b t in ger eral appearances hive been induced

by d< n stication and it is a serted that the t vo breed should be capal 1c not only

or freely p od ci g off p ing tcgethci but that such offspring should likewise be

capable of b ee ling ini r se yet n this point, there seems to being something more
than a d< ubt fo theoffspung >t the goats which was forme ly in the Paris Mena
gene were e ther prematurely brought forth or lived )nly a short time in a sick or

languishing condition Hutton tJTen proceeds to detail his cxp< nments which may
by most rea lers be regarded as e tablisn ng more than Hutton believed the fact that

a cross between C aegagrus and the domestic goat is not only possible but that the

progeny are likely to be f tile inter se Hutton very wis ly a id that all past

experiments including his own have not been repeated sufficiently often to establish

the point He the efore passes t > the consideration of other features which are of

some interest I he female of C aegagrus he points out is altogethei destitute of a
beard under the chin whereas the domesticated breeds rf T rsia and Afghanistan
uniformly possess a beard Huttons half bred animal followed its domesticated

parent in the possession of a beard from which circumstance he argues that the bea d
must have been a specifi charactei in both male and f male of the type from which

the domestic goat had been descended 1 his contention he maintained was strength

ened by the fact that the beard vas retained tven in the second and thi d generation

of his cross breeds Furthe he contended that in C aegagrus the horns are very close

together at the insertion whereas those of the domesticated animal a e far apart and
m all his crosses the horns were in this respect like those of the domesticated an
cestor The ears also are he points out small and erect in the wild animal while

in the offspring of the tame goat and in the tame goat itself the ears are large and
pendant It may however be remarked that apparently all Hutton 8 experiments

were from a female of C aegagrus crossed with the domesticated male The re-

sults might have been very different with a male wild animal on the tame female

His original half bred female was crossed repeatedly by tame goats and these again

similarly crossed In most of Hutton S half bred* the strongest strain was, and
naturally towards the domestic ancestor except in their timidity and agility
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In these characters alone they resembled their mother * Hutton S observation
of the use of the turns in the wild animal has been olten allided to by subs qu nt
inters Be ng struck with the immense size and stre gth of these appendag s he
was disposed to think them next to useless until on one occasion he witnes d one ot

his males of C aegagrus miss its foothold and prepare for a fall that might have
proved fatal No sooner did he feel himself falling than he bent his chin firmly
d wn upon his breast so as to bring his long recurved horns to the front and upon
these he received the shot k of his fall without sustaining the slightest injury
What wonder therefore that when domesticated and freed from the danger of falls

such as the wild animal must be constantly exposed to the horns should become less

and lc s necessary and alter mate lally in snape and form and even disappear entuely
in certain races

2ND Chapu —This is the Chydpu ot Chapu of the northern region of the sub-
Himdlaya 1 his b ecd bears tne same relation to changrd as the kdgta she p
do to the barwdl that is it is invarial ly f much smaller size than the changta and
has a differ nt habitat with general similarity of structure and appearance yet not
wanting points of d v sity The ears of the chydpu are invariably smaller and less

pendant tha those ol the hangra and what is d serving of attention the feet pits

are not constant in the chyapu but are occasi nally wanting as in the dugu a
species presently to be described The chyapu is further disting ished from the
th ngrd by the very various flexure of the horns of the faimer which are sometimes
erect and son etimes curved backward in the sickle style sometimes spirally twisted
and sometimes not so and again the ears of the chydpu always short as compa e 1

with those of the chdngi are occasionally so in the extre e bearing the tiuncated
appearance of the same organs in the barwal sheep Lastly the chydpu is neither
sofiequentlv nor so much coloured os the changrd lhe chydpu is a small breed
fully ^ le than the chd /, ra lhe long hair and fine sub-fleece the ample lore

It k and beard common to both sex s the sexes both horned the invariable absence
of the eye and groin pits the feet

|
its present in fore-f et only the 1 ngstiaight

face short arched forehead keen and saucy eye short spare neck long full body low
rigid limbs sh rt high hoofs conic obtuse false hoofs and short depressed tail and
lastly the invariable two teats are marks alike of the changrd and chydpu But the
gay and independent look of both is augmented in the lesser breed by the finer and
more mobile ear now erect now forward and anon backward as each internal im
pi Ise or external signal prompt lhe females are not much less than the males
nor aie their ho ns very materially less nor different in form The prevalent colour
is white but some are mottled or blotched with black or with tan and the belly and
limbs and a lateral mark down the head from horns to nostrils are often dark So
too are the ears whilst the prevalent white colour is frequently flavescent and straw
tinged I hey are of strong constitutions and hardy habits, but love cold and
short aromatic pastures and as these can be found only in the Cachar region of the
Cis Himdlayan mountains to it the chydpus may be said to be confined the immense
numbers of them are imported into the central hilly region during the cold months
to satisfy the flesh loving habits of the people of that region who also occasionally
weave the long hair and fine wool of the chydpu into appropriate manufactures *

In economic point of view I apprehend that tne chydbu not less than the changra

,

is an object well deserving the attention of all those who aspire to benefit their kind
or themselves by multipljing the resources and materials ot o r stupendous manu
factunng system Hodgson adds that the chydpu would flourish wonderfully in

the direst of our hilly countries m Wales Fngland or Scotland
3RD Sinal —1 he stndl or stn al breed is Targe and finely proportioned the breed

is says Hodgson the especial race of the Cachar where the chyapu though now
abounding is no doubt a not very remote immigrant from Tibet But the
stndl now is and has been for ages proper to the more northern parts of the sub
Himalaya including the whole of the northern region and a small part of the
central In these latitudes the sinal abounds from the Kali to the Tirsul or

from Kumaon to Nepal proper and probably beyond these limits both west and
east The Magars Gurungs and fchas too rear the stndl whose ample hairy

surcoat and fine sub fleece though both inferior to those of the chdngrd and chydpd
are yet capable ol being and actually are applied to the manufacture of ropes and

# In connection with the subject of the persistency (or prepotency of the peculiarities

of domesticated animals the reader might consult the opening paragraphs of the
chapter below on Dome tirated Sheep pp 567 570 and again pp 575 If is an
accepted principle in breeding that tne prepotency of the sire is likely to be stronger
than that of the dame
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of blankets serges and caps and only not more efficiently turned to economic use
because the Gurungs alone of the above named tribes are wise enough not to affect

contempt of arts mechanical for all arts in short hut the glorious one of war 1

The sindl stands to 2\ t< 2\ fe tin height It is a perfectly typical goat even
more so than the chdn^r i having the horns 1 ss excessively c< np sed and the
keel mo e distinct 1 he long face is stiaight and the short lorehead arched I he
oblique small muzzle quite hai y and d y 1 lie largish nar ow and p( inted ear quite
pendant 1 he moderately compressed horns set on with the full usual obliquity on
the top of the head and in contact at their sharp keeled anteiior edgt but separate
and rounded behind with an oval section and medial un form wrinkling that is

car icd two thirds t wards tht flat sm 10th tips The direction of the hoi ns is upwaids
and o twards with great divergency tor a goat and a single lax spi al t in having the
points directed upwards and a 1 ttle backwar Is 1 he neck is spa e 1 h bt ly long
yet compact Ihe females smaller than the males but ho neri tht h 1 ns s arcely

spirated Colours white or black or bro\ n with white or fawn face and limbs
pure white b ing rarer than in any of the foiegoing bteeds

The sm / is seldom seen out of his own district being perhaps less patient of

change than the chd tgra or chy ipu and tor foreign exportation is inferior to either

of them as well owing to their inferior haid hood as to the smaller quantity and
coarse quality of the fin sub fleece 1 he mutton is good and the fl sn of the kids

g eatly and justly prized being far supe lor to that ol lambs of any b eed lhe i

milk also is greatly and justly esteemed 1 he sub fleece is fiequcntly abs nt

4TH Dugu —The dugu is the goat of the central region of tl e s b Himalaya
Hodgson remarks that the cential and lower regions of the sub Himalaya aie

unsuited to gmt or sheep owing to their rank pasture excessive moisture and enor
mou superabundance of leeches and other parasitic creatures generated by heat and
moisture amid a lux mant vegetation 1 his opinion is significant as many subsequent
writers have urged that the very region indicated (especially the lower basins of the
Ravi Beas and Sutlej might with gt cat advantage be thrown into immense sheep luns

It seems likely howevei that Hodgson 8 opinion was based more on experience in

the central and eastern than the western extremity of the Himalaya 1 h curse of

leeches certainly inc eases greatly in the more eastern sections of the lower Himalaya
where the rainfall is also much higher than to the west But Hodgson 8 obs rvation

that the goat b comes more a concomitant of village life than an associate of pas
toial avo ation in the lower reaches of the Him laya is certainly true He theiefore
speaks of the dugu goat as bred only in small numbers by house holders -and for

home consumption ol the milk and flesh I oth cf which are exc llcnt and eage ly con
sumed by the higher castes He fuithei r marks that the d g u closely resembles
and 1 probably identical with the ordinary dome tic goat ( f the lo\ e p ovinces
that of the upper provinces vie the large gaunt roman nosed monstro s-eared

Ja napari* being unknown to these mountains and unable to endure then climate
in any part The Jamnapan becomes in the mountains goitrous casts its young
p ematurely and hardly exists But the little goat of moist Bengal does very well in

the moist climate of the central and lower hills and accordingly I bell ve that as
the upper region of the hills is indebted to 1 ibet for its goats so the central and
lower egions are indebted to Bengal and Behar for theirs and that the dug is at

I ast m origin the common domestic goat of the Gangetic provinces from Allahabad
to Calcutta

HodgSOn says of the dugu goat that it is distinguished from all the breeds of

Tibet and the higher Himalaya by the frequent absen e in the females particularly
of the long hair and the nearly as freq lent abs nee of the interdigital pi b long
mg to these races or breeds The males however of the d gu bleed are often as
shaggy as the chdngrd or sittdl whilst in the latter as we have seen the feet pitsare
not invariable The dugu is of medial size and well proportioned the male being
much larger than the female and frequently shaggy whilst she is al ays smooth
The eis no sub fleece and the hair is coarse and tu ned to no use the skin only being
of value when the flesh is disposed of The muzzle of the dugu is dry and hairy
the face unarched the forehead considerably so the ears largish and horizontal or
pendant the moderate horns turned up simply backwards without spiral t 1st and
with but a vague keel though it be traceable enough in the anteal sharp edge the
neck spare the body longish yet full the rigid limbs not short nor long with high
short hooffs and conic false hooffs and lastly medial tail depressed and nude
below and curvately raised in the males The eye pits muffled and groin pits are
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these provinces Conf w th p 601
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as invariably absent as in the other breeds and the feet pits more frequently wanting
than m any The beard is ample in both sexes and the females always have horns
and two teats and their hair is close and smooth

Fibre — Under the paragraph which is usually isolated by the heading
Fibre should be described the hair pat and pashm as also the manufac
tu res from these with in addition goats skins Since however these
subjects are by most writers inseparably dealt with in conjunction with
sheep s wool * and sheep s skm etc it has been found impossible to

pursue the recognised course which it is customarv to follow in this work
The special chapters below on Pashm and Pashmina on Wool and
on Skins will it is hoped be found to possess sufficient details to meet
the wants of the enquirer after the nature of the Indian products of these
classes as also the trade in them

Medicine —In Sanskrit systems of medicine goats milk is described

as sweet cooling and astringent It is said to promote the digestive
powers and to be useful in haemorrhagic diseases phthisis and bowel com

C
lamts The bile of the goat is used in medicine either alone or in com
ination with those of the buffalo wild boar peacock and rohitaka fish

(Labeo rohia) Bile is considered laxative and is chiefly used for so iking

powders intended to be made into pill masses The urine is used as a
vehicle for the administration of the compound decoction of the root of

Nardostachys Jatamansi {q v Vol V 33S) while the flesh is said to be
easily digested and suited to the sick and convalescent It enters also

into the composition of a gnta the properties of which are highly extolled

as a remedy for nervous diseases and of an oil which is employed as an
external application in convulsions paralysis masting of the limbs and
other diseases of the nervous system ( U C Dutt

)

According to Ainslie

the Vytians have a notion that goats flesh has virtues in incontinence of

urine *

Food —Goats flfsh furnishes good nourishing food and is often laid

on the tables of Europeans in India without the difference betw en it

and mutton being recognised It is however comparatively hard and
indigestible Kids flesh on the other hand is excellent eating and tastes

like lamb or veal according to the manner of dressing The flesh of suck

ling kids is best as they have their milk flesh and are plump and tender

The milk is rich sweet and nourishing and is considered by some as

superior to cows milk The globules in goats milk are said to be smaller

than in that of cows and the milk is thence in a more perfect state of

emulsion

Domestic and Sacred —In North West India the hair is used for textile

fabrics ropes bags to contan grain and mats The undercoat of

certain goats is the material of which the far famed and costly Kashmir
shawls are made Goats skins are tanned and sent to London and m
recent years to the United States of America also They are bought by
curriers dyed and dressed and are largely employed in book binding

glove-making and generally in fine leather work Goats are largely em
ployed to manure land by folding them during the night on certain areas

and their droppings during the day are in the vicinity of coffee estates in

Southern India often collected by children for a similar purpose The
goat has a habit of shivering at intervals and this is taken bv the Hindus
to be a kind of afflatus dtvinus A similar notion was prevalent also

among the ancient Greeks and Romans In the North one of these

animals is often turned loose along a disputed boundary line and where
it shivers there the mark is set up The Thugs would onlvsacrifice a goat

if their patroness Devi had signified acceptance by one of these tremors
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DOMESTICATED SHEEP
The following taken from the Fauna of British India are the distinc

tive features of sheep (C onf mth Cents p ^50) —
I ail shoit in all wild Asiatic forms Sif nbital gland and lachrymal fossa

usually pre ent (wanting in O nahura) Interdigital glands present on all feet

Ing inal glands p esent No m file No bca d on ch n but frequently long hair

on the neck Mammae two Males non >do m
The sti uctu al diffe ence fi > n the genus C apra (comp ising the true goats) are

very small and one species O nahura is absolutely intermc 1 ate Noth inhabit

mountains and high plat a s but the sheep keep more to open undulating ground
the goat to crags and pre< ij ices 7 he flesh of all wild sh ep is exr lltnt tnc males
never having the rank odour that 1 cha actcristic of goats I he origin of tame
sheep is quite unknown

Shfep Eng Brebis mouton Fr Schafe Germ Faar Dan
St haap Put Casnfinro Poit Owzi Russ Pecora ovrjas
Sp Tar Sw d Koyun Turk
Vera —Bhcra m henda Hind Luk Tibet Bhtra mrfhnda N W P
& Oudh Bher chhatra (male) bhed (temale) dutnba Pb Avi Sans
C sfa i Pers

References — Holgson *fot r As Sor Beng lc Hutton Cal your
Nat Hist 1 c Blyth foi r A Soc B ngal l r also Zo Soc London
Bucha ta 1 Harnilt n Amu it Kingdom N(f>al also you ney through
Mysor et B vie Prod Res Jnd arti les Wool and Shirp Baden
I on ell Pb P ad Shortt Man ltd C ittle and Sheep Walla e India
in /AS 7 Simonds (/ ests) J r R yal Agn Sor 1 mw series ib6$
Bu nes Travel 1 Bokhira brman Travels in Siberia \ ouatt on
Sheep S 1 they C lonial Sheep and Wool Bischojf Wool Worsted ai d
Sheep Brow 1 British Sheep Far ning C lentan Sheeb an l Pigs of
Great Bntai Fream Fleme its of Agnculture Wallace Farm Lt e

St ck Balfour Cvcl paedia Indta Spons Fncvclofcedia Fn yclopoe
dia Bntamca Morton Cycl Agn Ure Dut Arts and Manufactures
etc etc

Habitat — Domesticated throughout the plains and lower hills of India
and up the Himalaya to sub arctic zones Although nothing definite has
been published regarding the l reeds of Indian sheen it may safely be
said that quite as extensive a diversity exists as in Furope an assertion

that will at once be realised when the immense size and the wide range
(in climate soil and pasturage) of the \ast empire is taken into consider

ation There are breeds that are tropical (of which some thrive in swampy
regions others luxuriate on *vhat may be called sandy deserts) also warm
temperate temperate and arctic races Indian zoologists are now agreed
however that tne notion held formerly cannot be accepted that the Indian
races of domesticated sheep are descended from the great wild sheep of

the higher Himalaya and *Tibet Nothing therefore is known of the

origin of the Indian sheep Blyth was disposed to regard the fighting

ram of India as possibly derived from O vignei Hutton while repu
diating any idea of the Afghan domesticated sheep having been derived
from O vignei savs that however much pasturage and other agencies of

domestication might fatten the tail these could not add several vertebra to

it Hodgson speaks of the barwal sheep as the hero of a hundred
fights whose extraordinary massive horns show a normal approximation
to the wild type In fact Hodgson regarded all the Tibetan and alpine
Himdlavan sheep as descended from Ovis hodgsoni Blanford (Fauna
British India) says of O vignei that it has been bred freely with tame sheep
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As remarked regarding Goats very little of a definite character has 1322

been written about the sheep of India Indeed Hodgsons paper on
the Himdlayan Sheep and Goats is the only scientific treatise on the
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subject Buchanan Hamilton furnished certain particulars regarding the
sheep of Mysore and of Nepal and Shortt 8 Manual of Indtw Cattle

ant She p has added a few particulars Most writers have contented
themselves however by saying this and th*t regarding certain breeds
such as the Patna Dumba Meywar Madias Mysore etc etc without
apparently having considered it necessary to detail the characteristic fea
turesof the animals so designated Shortt s account if the illustrations

can be viewed seriously would seem to establish for South India certain

well marked breeds and doubtless extensive diversities exist among the
sheep of other provinces But until an attempt has been made to study
comparatively and to classify all the Indian breeds the writings of isolated

observers must be largely unintelligible to persons not intimately acquainted
with the particular locality to which such special papers relate Speaking
generally it may be said of perhaps more than half the breeds found on
the plains of India that they afford a kind of hair rather than of wool
They are reared chiefly on account of the mutton they afford their fleece

like the hair of the village goat being comparatively speaking valueless
In many respects in fact they approximate more nearly to the accepted type
of the goat than of the sheep and as Shortt remarks of the Madras breed
they resemble a greyhound with tucked up belly, having some coarseness
of form the feet light the limbs bony the sides flat and the tail short
In several of Shortt s pictures of the breeds of South India the rams have
a long mane extending almost to the knee while the rest of the body is

comparatively speaking naked Indeed the hornless ram with mane on
plate 14 of Shortt s M mual would very pr >bably be designated a peculiar
diminutive bull rather than a ram with for the size of body long antelope
like legs The ewes in some parts of India are often valued on account
of their milking properties and are thus to be found not in herds but as the
solitary associates of village life taking the place of the milch goat or asso
ciated with it In the advanced agricultural doctrines of Europe the pre-

sence of horns may be said to be regarded as proof of inferiority except m
the case of special breeds but in India it is the rule rather than the excep
tion for rams to have horns The horned sheep of India are at all events
not characteristic of nor confined to hilly country Unless superiority in the
tropics should be determined in the future therefore as governed by alto-

gether different principles than in temperate countries the vast majority of
tne breeds of India would have to be accepted as manifesting the entire

absence of culture and selection But such a conclusion would only be m
keeping with the accepted notions of Indian writers on this subject indeed
the only selection that can be said to have taken place has been dnected
to perpetuating and developing the horns The chief interest taken in

sheep by the nobility of India has for centuries been in the possession of
pets employed as fighting rams The formation of a large head massive
horns formidable mane and long powerful hind legs might be accepted as
direct adaptations towards that purpose In fighting the ram rushes at
its adversary with great impetuosity raises itself like the fighting goat on
its hind legs and falls with a crash that often destroys the horns and even
fractures the skull of its adversary And what is still more remarkable it

is sometimes seen to develop a propensity to bite and to strike down its

antagonist by the fore-feet The shepherd never isolates the rams from the
ewes of his herd and if he exercises any control over the progeny it is in

favouring rams with large heads and powerful horns The romamsing of
the nose is a character less marked in plains than in hill sheep The ears
are often very large and pendent and the tail exceptionally small except
m the sheep of arid tracts which assume the condition of the so-called dumba
breed One other feature of the sheep of many parts of India must not be
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omitted for although never satisfactorily explained it is too frtquent to be BREEDS
devoid of significance I rom the thro it d ingle two long rounded pendu
lous lobules from two to three inches in length much after the same fashion c n**rtith
as has been noticed regarding certain goats So far as the author can dis pp 561 57/
cover these ('externally) goitre like excre cences have never been in\estigat
ed They do not appear to be indicative of peculiar breeds though they
are more frequent in the sheep of certain tracts of country than ol t thers

But although many of the sheep of India yield a fleece of hair rather than
of wool certain breeds give fairly good wool Of this class m y be men
tioned the black headed sheep of Coimbatore the woolly sheep of Mysore
the sheep of large portions of the Deccan of Rajputana of the Panjdb
and in Bengal and the North West Provinces the so-called Patna sheep
Although the writer believes that there are possibly several very distinct
breeds of large fat tailed sheep (all designated aumba) these should be
classed as wool yielding breeds They have been crossed with the Patna ^ ortf w
breed with the menno and other imported sheep and apparently with ^ 617

satisfactory results though the improvement effected cannot be said to
have been lasting Some of the fine wools imported from Afghanistan
and l ersia are obtained from the breeds of dumba sheep and this fact
having been ascertained many years ago effort was put forth to secure
stock of these sheep for breeding purposes So far the result however has
been unsatisfactory for when conveyed to the moister tracts of India the
fat tail has been proved a source of danger It is liable to disease so that
unless a breed could be produced in the natural habitat of this animal that
would preserve its merit as a wool producer during successive crosses m
which it was gradually developed into a condition suitable to the plains of
India generally it is not likely to be of much value to future breeders It

may in fact be said in conclusion that so far as past experience goes the
breeds of most value as Indian stock for improvement are the Coimbatore
Mysore Rdjputma and Patna But it may be added that perhnps the
m ijority of persons who have given this subject anything like careful con
sideration seem to in line to the view th it except in certain tracts there is

very little hope of India as a whole becoming of much greater moment
than at present as a country of wool supply Interest is fir more keenly
directed towards facilitating importation from the mountainous countries
bordering on India than in any material improvement of the wools of the
plains That these wools can be improved there is probably little doubt
Greater cleanliness in baling more care in as orting and the development
of white in preference to parti-coloured or black stock would greatly
improve the wool trade of India But that India can ever hope to
compete say with Australia in wool production would seem a pure h illu

cination which could only be entertained by persons ignorant of the high
temperature and extreme humidity of vast tracts of India I he questions
therefore that seem worthy of solution are— 1st thepossibility of educating
the shepherds in the notion of advantage from improvement within their
power even now and 2nd when this has been attained the desirability of
extending the helping hand towards them in the supply of acclimatised and
permanently improved stock To expend large sums in the distribution
of pedigree rams would seem the least hopeful course for unless these
gifts are periodically repeated and for many years the progeny are likely
to acquire only a weakness of constitution calculated to operate in the
ignorant mind more prejudicially than otherwise In the writer s opinion
a better experiment and one that might not only by example lead the
Native shepherds towards self help but would afford the stock from which
future advances might be made would be for Government (in the absence
of private enterprise) to own large herds of sheep in certain selected tracts
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1 he sheep in each case should be the local breed By selection and
elimination the flock might easily be brought to the condition of while
wool yielding 1 he produce might then be sold in the open market and
the sums realised freely published After years of this experiment and
when others had been induced to follow in the new system the time would
arrive for the further step of crossing the various native breeds and even for

experimenting with foreign breeds The course which has far too frequently
been pursued in India might not inaptly be characterised as similar to an
attempt to improve the breed of horses by crossing the costermonger s

apology for that animal by the most expensive pedigree race horse No
progression can be made till the defects of the indigenous stock are first

eliminated The records of breeding in Furope abundantly establish the
necessity and utility of this dictum It has been said of certain rearers

that they have taken a flock of the most depraved and mongrel character
and within a very few years elaborated by weeding and careful cross

ing within the flock a stock of high merit and robust constitution No
such experiment o far as the records of Indian sheep rearing testify has
ever been performed in this country With sheep as with tea sugar cane
and nearly every agricultural product that has secured recognition by the

Europeans in India the indigenous stock has been wastefully ignored That
such a course was justifiable may be admitted at first sight when the

great inferiority of the Indian stock as compared w ith the European, Amen
can and Australian triumphs of scientific agriculture are taken into consi

deration But that acclimatization of exotics is the only or indeed the

most direct way to improvement surely no one will uphold who has given
the study of animals and plants under domestication even the most c isual

consider ttion Improvement to be lasting must work from indigenous
towards exotic stock This being so the necessity for full particulars re-

garding the indigenous sheep of India will be recognised as the first and
most natural step All that can at present however be furnished is * few
jottings under the names used to designate certain breeds

I Rajputana (Meywar) Sheep —These are the finest and largest

sheep in India and many of them are annually sent in droves to different

parts of Upper India for sale so that the same breed is frequently de
signated Delhi Hansi and Tattyghar sheep They have a poor wool,

but the mutton is large and they get fat quickly Their flesh is however
somewhat coarse

II Bengal and Patna Sheep— The former is very inferior but the

latter is one of the best Indian breeds Patna sheep are light fleshed but

with wool of fair quality (Conf uithpp 617 635) They come early to

maturity and are good and rapid feeders They are exported over

most parts of Bengal and even to some of the Madras districts and the

rams are much used for improving other breeds For crossing with the

Dumha and other breeds Conf withpj> 575 580 584 586 587 $8q 617 618

III Madras Sheep —This breea is found in Chingleput partsof Kistna

Godavery Ganjam Arcot Salem Irichmopoly Tanjore Madura and
Tinnevelly districts These sheep seldom exceed 22 to 28 inches in height

and are covered with short coarse hair the prevailing colour of which ts red

or brown A number of them have black heads legs and bellies and broken

colours also appear Many have like the Nellore sheep pendulous

lobules hanging from the throat A variety is sometimes met with in

which the rams are hornless and the throat and foreneck covered with

a thick shaggy coat of hair extending like a frill from the throat to the

breast and often reaching to the knees Neither the Nellore nor the Mad«
ras breed furnishes wool or hair fit for textile purposes {Shortt)

IV Nellore Sheep —A breed of sheep of very large size is found in
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Nellore It however differs but very slightly from the red sheep of Madras 1

generally A good specimen may stand ->o to 30 inches in height and
if well fattened will scale when alive frcm 80 to uolb It is however
rather tall and leggy 1 he prevailing colour is white or a light brownish
white with black points the body is well covered with short fur and a light

frill of hair frequently surrounds the throat and front of the chest in the

males Some are said to have two long rounded pendulous lobules from
2 to 3 inches in length hanging side by side from the throat The tail is

short The ram has twisted horns of moderate size the ewe has no
horns (Shortt)

V Coimbatore Sheep —This is known as the kurumba breed It

is a wool producing sheep The animals belonging to it are small the

rams seldom exceeding 26 and the ewes 22 meins in height The pre
vailing colour is white with a bl ick head 1 hey have very fair fleeces

the staple being from 4 to 5 inches long The fleece usually weighs from
1 to 2 lb seldom over 3ft 1 he rams have long twisted horns the ewes
are hornless 1 hey fatten well and the mutton of gram fed animals is

exceedingly rich and well tasted The weight of the live animal ranges
from 50 to 60ft and is very seldom over Soft Professor Wallace says
of this breed that he saw specimens with half or even the entire coat black
He observed stray specimens of the breed now and then far up m the

Southern Maratha country He adds Where the character of the land to

the east changed abruptly to hard and poor soil the breed of sheep
changed with it to the inferior but no doubt hardier brick brown variety *

VI Mysore Sheep —This also is a woolly breed The prevailing

colour is from a light to a very dark grey or black The rams stand about

25 inches and the ewes about 23 inches in height and the ordinary live

weight is from 40 to 6oIb but gram fed wethers may scale up to 80ft
The fleece never exceeds 3 or 4ft in weight and the staple averages 3 to 4
inches in length The rams have large heavy horns wrinkled and encircled

outwards and with the points directed inwards and forwards The ewes
are usually hornless but some have light horns seldom exceeding 3 or 4
inches m length This breed furnishes the best fighting rams of the
plains of India and for this purpose they are much sought after bv
Rajahs and Chiefs These rams with good, feeding often attain a height
of 30 inches and a weight of over loolb

VII Bombay Sheep —The reader will find a reference to the Deccan
sheep and to the efforts that were put forth to improve the stock fifty

years ago on page 579 One of the earliest notices of Deccan sheep
which the writer has discovered is the brief mention of them by Dr Hove
m 1787 He says of the people of the Deccan Of sheep they had some
and they were the finest that I saw m India with long wool which was
so soft and white as the finest C uzerat cotton The inhabitants make
their winter covering from this wool and although they arc made up to-

gether of a thick texture yet remarkably light in proportion I am rather
surprised that nobody either at Surat or Bombay took notice of such a
valuable article and introduced it into their settlements which might in

time become a great article of trade w Professor Wallace says that he
found that in about twelve hours rail from Madras m the direction of
Bombay large black sheep predominate and are numerous especially in

the neighbourhood of low rocky hills To the west in the South Mara
tha country sheep are mostly black but white patches and even white
sheep appear at times (See Trans Agrt Hort \oc Ind VII 114)

VIII Nepal Sheep —These are of two kinds—the ghorpalla or village

sheep which are horned and a few of which are kept in each village They
are larger in size than the Tibetan sheep but their flesh is coarse They
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fatten more readily than Tibetan sheep and are imported largely into

Darjiling and Jellapahar The wool is of a coarse hairy quality The
other bleed in Nepal is known as the ranbarta These run in flocks on
mountains and forests and are almost wild They are smaller than the
ghorpalla with common looks common wool and coarse mutton

(Journ
Agri Horti Sor Ind) Dr Buchanan Hamilton figures the sheep
used on the higher ranges of Nepal for carrying loads It appears to be
the same animal met with all along the Him ilava and which in Tibet is

often called the bisa It has four horns the middle pair erect and diver

gent like those of some goats and the lower reflexed with the tips curving in

towards the eyes I he face is exceptionally long black and the nose very
much arched This appears to be the hunta sheep more full) described
below under the section of Himalayan and Tibetan sheep

IX

—

Himalayan and Tibetan Sheep —Mr Hodgson gives the
following particulars regarding the breeds of this region —

1ST Hunia —This is the hunta of Western and ththdluk of Eastern Tibet It is

a tall graceful animal black faced and polycerate (»-many horned) and is the univer
sal beast of burden on the higher snowy ranges being docile and sure-footed It

appears to be the bisa sheep already alluded to under Nep&I It is a rather large
animal 4 to 4$ feet in length from the snout to the vent and 2j to 2$ feet in height
1 he maximum length of the horns is 18 to 20 inches they are present in both sexes
or at all events rarely absent from the female always present in the male I hey are
much attenuated ana consequently separate 1 at tne base triangular compressed
transversely wrinkled and curve circula ly to the sides so as tidesc ibe two thi ds of

a circle with the smooth flat points again reverted outwards and sometimes backwai ds
so much so as to describe a second nea ly perf ct ci cle Bi t this pet feet c >rk screw
twist is only seen in advanced age The moderate-sized head of the hunta has great
depth moderate width and considerable attenuation to the fine oblique muzzle which
shows not the slighest sign of nudity or moisture and has the narrow nostnls curving
laterally upwards The nose is moderately arched but more so than in the wild tace.

and the forehead is less flat and less broad than in the at galis being slightly aiched
both lengthwise and across It will thus be seen that Hodgson compares this

breed to the Great Tibetan Wild Sheep (O hodgsoni or O ammon as it was
formeily known—the Argali of Pallas 1 he longish narrow and point dears
Hodgson continues differ fiom those of the wild race only by being partially or

wholly pendant whereas in the wild race they are erect or houzontal and m ch mo e
mobile * The eyes of the hunta are of gooa size and situated near to tl e base of the
horns and remote f oin the muzzle The neck is rather thin and short I he body
moderately full and elongate 1 he limbs long and fine hardly less so than in the
wild race The h ofs compressed and high the false hoofs small and obtuse The
feet pits are common to all foui feet and provided with a distinct gland which yields a
specific secretion which is viscid and aqueous when fresh candied when dry and nearly
vc id of odour Not so the secret on of the groin glands which in the hunid are con
spicuous and yield a greasy fetid sub aqueous matter which passes off constantly by
a vag ely defined pore quite similar to that of the axine deer but less definite in lorm
than m the true antelopes 1 he possession of these organs has been denied to the

sheep by most writers The tail of the hunta continues Hodgson is invariably

short though less remarkably so than in the atgahs yet still retaining the same
essentially deer like character It is cylindrico-conic and two-thirds nude below
differing little or not at all from the same organ in the several other tame races of
these regions where long tailed sheep are never seen till you reach the open plains of
India and as upon those plains not only are all the sheep long tailed but duntbas
or monstrous tailed sheep are common whilst the latter also are totally unknown in the
hills it is a legitimate mfe ence that this caudal augmentation in most of its phases is

an instance of degeneracy in these pre-eminently alpine animals It is therefore he
adds vain to look in the wild state for any prototype of the macropygean breeds how
great soever be the histone antiquity of the dumf as

This fine breed says Hodgson is characteristic of extreme docility superior size

graceful form slender horns (often four or more) and by the almost invariable mark of
a black face They are nearly always white a wholly black sheep in this breed being
unknown This genuinely Tibetan race cannot endure the rank pasture or high tern

perature of the sub Him&laya south of the Cachar or luxta nivean region of these hills

where vegetation and temperature are European ana quasi Arctic It does well in the
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Cachar and may be fattened or bred with ca c in the central regie n at altitudes not

under 7 000 f et where the maximi m temj eiature in the shade is about 70 It is a
hardy animal te ding freely and fattening kindly Its mutton and its fleece are both
excellent in qu lity and very alundant in quantity so that 1 should uppo e theanimal
well worthy of the attention ol sheep earc in told climates 1 he wool is of the kind
called 1 ng staple and has been valued at 8 pence per pound (see Jour Agri Hort
Soc V pt IV p 205)

2ND Silingi A — I he siting sheep or pcluk of Eastern Tibet and of filing Faste n

Tibet says Hodgson is the Kham of the Natives It is a vast \ lateau less elevated

les rugged less cold than the central set tion Iowards Assam for example, in the
valley of the Sdnpu (or Brahmaputra) rice is grown Siling or I ang t is a colder and
loftiei tract of country than the Kham generally nut the mean elevation of the Kham
01 the home of the siting sheep may be put at 7 000 to 8 000 feet Hodgson regards

Siling a identical with the Serica regto of classics Serica or Sinica is he says

Siling vel Sining vel Bering inclusive ot Kham a country if gieat celebrity, open to

China by the Hoangho ana to India by the Sdnpu an 1 to Western Asia and hurope
bv all the high plateau of high Asia 1 he readei might in this conni tion consult the

remarks under Silk regarding the Senra regio (C nf with Vol VI Pt 111 22
)

The ihngia or sheep of Siling is neaily as common as the huntd in Kham but
less so in Utsang and neai ly or qi ite uni nown in Nat 1 where the h mid most abounds
It 1 a delicate bleed both in structure and constitution compared with the huntd
ail thoigh it will live and proc eate in the Cachar 01 norther n region of the sub
Him&laya it is rare the e ind unknown south of it In Nepal I procured my speci
mens from the Court which 1

1
ported them f om Lassa in Sikkim from the Barmukh

Rajah who pi ocuied them from Kham All pai ties with whom Hodgson had dealings

ext died highly the un ivall d fineness of the fleece trom wh ch the Chinese and the
pt pie of Siling manufacture tus and mah iah or the finest woollens known to these
legions save such as are the produce of huiopean looms 1 he wool has been ex
amin d by competent autho lty and is declared to be ol shorter staple than that
of the hina but suitable for combing and worth in the market about the same
price as the hunia fleece Of the merits of the mutton the Tibetans and people of
bikkim laud the flesh as highly as they do the fleece

1 he animal is very similar in general appearance to the nuni l but is somewhat
smalle as well as of si ghter make Head moderate sized with the nose considerably
but n >t excessively arched and somewhat slender trigonal comp essed and wrinkled
horns curving circularly to the sides but 1 ss tensely than in the hum and the flat

smi oth points reverted backwards and upwards The ears are fan ly lengthened (4 to
4* inches) and pendant and the deer like tail slightly elongated 1 he colour is 1 sually

white but sometimes tinged with fawn especially upon the face and limbs black is

perhaps less 1a e in this than in the hunia breed Hornless females are fairly frequent

3RD Barual —The Barwal is a cis Himalayan breed and the ordinary sheep of
the Cachar or northern region ot the sub-Himalaya where immense flocks are reared

by the Gurung tribe in all the tracts between the Jumla and Kirant Hodgson
says it extends in fact from Kumaon to Sikkim or even still further beyond the western
and eastern limits It is specially the breed of the northern cis*Himala>an regions
and although its strength enables it to live pretty well in the cent al region yet it is

seldom bred there never m the southern region of the hills nor on the plains of
India the heat of which it could probably not endure The barwal (barual) is the
great fighting ram of the hill tribes of India. The hero says Hodgson of a hundred
fights it has great courage vigorous frame superior size and enormous horns
covering and shielding the entire forehead He is thus more than a match for any
foreign or indigenons breed of sheep and a terror even to bulls In point of size
it is slightly inferior to the hunta but greatly superior to it m build massiveness and
weight

The baru l is singularly remarkable for hts massive horns huge roman nose
and small horizontal truncated ears pressed down by the hems m the adult male and
seeming as if the end had been cut off The head is large with a small golden brown
eye the nostrils narrow and oblique showing faint symptoms of the nude muzzle
like the wild argalis r f Tibet neck is short and thick the barrel compact and
deep and the limbs supported on high short hoofs are rather elevat a strong
and perpendicular Both sexes have horns not a tithe of the females being void
ot them and the males scarcely ever without them The horns are inserted without
obliquity and m contact on the crest of the frontals or top of the head which they
entirely cover and they are directed to the side with a more or less tense and perfect
curve which in old age is sometimes repeated on a smaller scale but ordinarily the
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smooth flat tips are directed outwards the cross furrows or wrinkles of the bui wal s
horns are as decided and heavy as in its wild p ototype

The flesh and fleece are both veiy abundant but coarse well suited to the wants
of the lusty rud and unshackled population of the Cachar but not adapted probably
for foreign exportation or exotic rearing By far the largest number of the rdhrxs
or coarse blankets and serges manufactured in the sub Himalaya and extensively
exported therefrom for Native use 1 the plains of India are made f om the wool of
the barual which likewise entirely and exclusively clothes the tribes who rear it

and make the rearing of it their chief and almost sole occupation The Gurun^s
especially are a truly shepherd though not a noma lie race and they it is pnn
cipally who breed the b ru l feeding their immense flocks near the snows in the
hot weather further off the snows in the cold weather but never quitting their own
proper habitat as well as that of their flocks and which s the northern division of the
sub Himalaya Coaise as is the wool of the ba u L it is very superior to that of

the Indian plains and bung of the long stapled ki d the animal n lght possibly
prove a valuable addition to oui European stores cither for the w >ol or lor the flesn

market the la ual being of a hardy constitution aver e only to excessive heat
and feeding and tatt ning most kindly I he colo r of the bre a is almost invariably
white but reddish or tan legs and la es are sometimes found

4TH Cagia (kAGiA or kAGYA) — H is is the characteristic breed of the central

region of thes b Himalaya so fai as that region can be sai 1 to have a breed for its

rank pasture and high tempe atureare very inimical to ovine animals There are
few sheep in the central 1 illy r gion and none in the lower till you reach the
open plains and there is found a widely diffused breed quite different in its supei
ficial characte s fiom any of the lull ones What sheep are reared in the central
region of the hills are of the cagia breed but rather by householders than by shep
he ds and lor their fle h rather than fer their wool 'I he c gia is a complete
barudl in miniatuie yet like as the two breed are each has its o vn region n r d es
the great difference f size ever vary or disappear Nor are the e w nting other
differential marks such as the full sized pointed and pendant ears of the caijxa

and its sho ter st pled and finer wool 1 he cdgxa is a small stout and compact
breed possessed of great st length and soundness of constitutu n impatient only of

heat and that much less so than the preceding breeds eminently decile and tractable

affording mutton of untqualed quality and wo I not to 1 e despised yet to be praised
with more qualification than the meat I his is the animal seen around Himdlayan
hill stati ns and which affords the better qualities of mutton eaten by the Eur pean
residents but the 1 arai and even plains sheep are also driven up to the larger hill

stations where a large demand exists for mutton I he wool is of short staple but
considerabl fineness thoi gh inferior very much t> that of the sxlin#xa and some-
what to that of the humd but superior to the wool of the ba ual in finene s though
not equal to it in length of fibre 1 he people of the central Himalaya to which the
cdgxa sheep is more especially restricted dress almost entirely in cottons and
consequently do not much heed the fleece of their sheep In Nepal however the
Newars manufactuie its wc ol into several stuffs and often mix it with cotton

The cagia sh cp is a hand ome bre d but the h ad is too large a d the legs too
short The eye is small and pale calo ired the ears longish pointed narrow and
pendant the body is full and deep the t il short and deer like the nose only less

romanised than in the barual and the horns, only inferior in thickness to that of its

more alpine neighbour The" cdgxa is thus but slightly less armed than the barual
but he is raiely used as a fighting ram The colour is very generally white Some
few aie black or ochreous yellow and the young are apt to be of the last named hue
but turn white as they grow up The males are almost invariably horned and the
females frequently so Pdycerate varieties seem unknown in the cdgxa as in the
baiudl breeds though frequent in the hunta and by no means unusual m thestlingxa

Hodgson adds that while females in all these breeds may be polled or not they
uniformly manifest a character that is remaikable via the nose in none of thebreed s

is romanised m the females The presence of two teats Hodgson gives as generic

m the sheep and goats but he sta es that in the cagia sheep four teats are by no
means unusual

5th The Tarai Sheep H odgson says is identical with that found all over the

Gangetic provinces and is characterised by medial size black colour a very coarse
but true fleece frequent absence of horns m one or b >th sexes a nose romanised
amply very large drooping ears and a long thick tad frequently passing into the
monstrous dumba bussel

In conclusion it may thus be repeated that Hodgson’s trans- Himilayn
sheep (the huttia and the silingxa)arz like his trans-Himdlayan goats (the
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changra or chapu) far superior to his cis Himdlayan (or Indian alpine)

breeds of these animals Efforts at breeding should mainly therefore be
directed towards acclimatising on the southern or (Indian) slopes these

Tibetan breeds or of securing a larger supply of the Tibet n fleeces than
as yet reach India Anv idea of expanding the Indian wool trade would
as it seems be greatly retarded by ignorance of the breeds brief!} indicated
above If India cannot acclimatise and develop new Himdla>an breeds
from the hnma and silmgia sheep it should by increased f icihties of trans

port and friendly intercourse endeavour to draw on the large supplies of

i ibetan wool
X — Hira and Dumba Sheep —These are frequently brought into

Northern India and a few are sometimes imported into Madras as curiosi

ties They are large sheep but their chief peculiarity is the development of

great masses of fat on either side of the tail or at its root From Afghanis
tdn to Persia is said to be the habitat of these animals Then tails form a
reservoir whence a store of nourishment is drawn during the winter months
when fodder is seanty but in the warmer climate of India they frequently

are troublesome as the tails if not attended to and kept clean are apt to

ulcerate and become infested with maggots It is said tint in some parts

of the country the tail grows to such i size that the animal is not able to

carry it A small wheeled carriage is therefore constructed to carry the

weight which the animal drags after it wdierever it goes (Hutton

)

Hodgson calls this the pudita sheep {puch a tail) and savs that its

essential structure conforms entirely to his definition of the genus whilst

its deviations in subordinate points from the wild and tame sheep of the
mountains are due entirely to domestication Hutton on the other hand
believed the number of vertebnr in the dumba precluded it from being
descended from O vignei at least—the wild sheep of Afghdnistdn The
mutton from these animals is said to be very coarse
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In continuation of the remarks already made (pp 567—570) on the
improvement of sheep it may be said that H odgson briefly details the effects

of domestication of sheep to be to augment exceedingly the size of the
tail in length and thickness one or both to increase the size and destroy
the mobility of the ear and to diminish the volume of the naturally mas
sive horns until they gradually disappear in one or both sexes the roma
msing of the nose out of all proportion to the modesty of nature as seen
in the wild state being a further and hardly less uniform consequence of

domestication It does not however follow that all these modifications
have taken place in any one breed Thus for example in a large number
of the Furopean breeds the tail has by no means been either lengthened or
thickened The peculiarities of a breed when once acquired are however
remarkably persistent or as it is technically called prepotent Darwin
alludes to this fact repeatedly and in connection with the Manchamp
and Ancon breeds he says had, these originated a century or two ago
we should have had no record of their birth and many a naturalist would
no doubt have insisted especially in the case of the Manchamp race that
they had each descended from or been crossed with some unknown abori
ginal form It would thus appear that the racial characters of domesti
cated animals might almost be said to manifest very nearly as strong a
persistency as most of the specific distinctions of wild species And
what is more remarkable the races of sheep for example when mixed to
gether exhibit a pronounced clamshness that is mimical to spontaneous
crossing The members of a particular race seek out and prefer each
others company to that of any others of the herd 1 hey also continue to
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select the food most nearly akin to that on which the breed was first reared

so that a mixed herd of different races if left free on the pasturage breaks
up naturally into sections which correspond to the ir racial distinctions Cross
es between breeds also manifest similar peculiarities to what may be een in

hybrids between wild species or between a wild and tame ancestor The
peculiarities thus produced would not for example be expected to be so

persistent in the progeny as the spontaneous characters that have appeared
and been nurtured in the development of breeds It may m fact be said that

the peculiarities of crosses tend rapidly to return to those of the ancestor of

greatest prepotency and rarely assume racial or fixed proportions until

after prolonged and repeated crossing and careful selection 1 he birth of

races is thus due mainly to selection from useful variations and to the cross

ing of such van itions within a breed until the characters desired become
fixed and developed into what in time is recognised as a new breed

Crosses between distinct breeds which are intended for the butcher are

mostly repeated m each individual instead of perpetuated These and
many such considerations have become the axioms of successful rearing of

sheep in all parts of the globe Disregard of the crucial features of this

subiect has doubtless largely caused the failures that have been experienced

in Indian experiments to improve the breed of our sheep It is impossible

to disguise from a perusal of the reports of the experiments hitherto

undertal en that crossing of widely different breeds has alone been regard

ed as the criterion of success It has apparently been thought enough to

procure rams of a famed breed without regard, to the peculiarities either

of the ewes the climate or the pasturage hailure was in many cases

thus inevitable The early expenmentors in Australia very properly

secured a hardy stock before they proceeded to improvement Similarity

of climate and herbage to that of their country was recognised as the first

consideration Attention was thus turned to India (see Youatt also Royle

Prod Res 168) for the first stock but not to the superior breeds of the

temperate Himaldya The poorer races of the warmer and drier tracts

were seen to be more appropriate Once these had been acclimatised

an untiring energy by selection and crossing produced in time the final

purpose and the sheep runs of Australia can now claim a position in the

world s supply of wool second to that of no other country As with

Indian rice improved into the famed Carolina paddy so it might almost

be said with Indian sheep developed into tne highly prized stock of

Australia, Indian agricultural reformers have thought it alone necessary

to bring to India these much prized triumphs of scientific progression

The failure in both cases has been equally complete And disappointed

and disheartened the possibility of improvement has practically been

abandoned So uniformly has the writer urged the necessity of a more

intimate and detailed knowledge of the actual condition of the products of

Indian agriculture that that theme may be said to pervade every chapter of

this work Until however, we thoroughly understand the peculiarities of

our Indian breeds of sheep we are not in a position to try the experiment

of improvement We must know not only the external manifestations of

our breeds so as to be able to recognise them one from the other but we
must fully appreciate their proclivities And into this category must un

doubtedly be placed the careful study of the relationship that exists between

any given race and the climate (heat humidity etc )
and pasturage of

the region in which it is at present most successfully reared Nor must

the purpose for which it is bred be forgotten In many parts of India

sheep cannot be produced as fleece yielaers their value lies in the quality

of the mutton and the utility of the skin In other tracts the fleece is of

primary importance while in many sections of the Himalaya a race of
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sheep (with mostly four horns and which possesses none of the good
qualities which would be looked for by the European farmer) is

valued as beasts of burden Dr Buchanan Hamilton says of this

breed in N epal that a good wether has been known to carry a load of

eighty pounds In England it may be said two chief sections are recog
n isea according to the character of fleece viz long and short Of the
long wools the following are the chief breeds— Leicester Border I eicester

Cotswold I incoln Kentish Devon Long Wool South Devon Wensley
dale and Roscommon Of the short wool the following may be men
tinned Oxford Down Southdown Shropshire Hampshire Down Suffolk
R'v eland Somerset and Dorset Horned and Clun Forest But there are

certain breeds peculiar to mountainous tracts such as the Cheviot Black
faced Mountain Herdwick Lonk Exmoor Welsh Mountain and Lime
stone The true mountain breeds are nearly all horned or the males only
are so The only horned plains breeds are the Somer et and Dorset
in which both sexes possess horns Hornless sheep (as m cattle) are
spoken of as polled but in certain hornless breeds by reversion horns
sometimes appeal as for example in the Hampshire and Shropshire
This is generally taken as proof of descent from a horned stock in other

words of the polled condition not having been rendered sufficiently pre-

potent As Mr Spooner expresses it (jour Roy Agri Soc En^l XX)
rigorous weeding is necessary to e adicate the tendency to horn and

the other defects of which these structures may be taken as the truest

index But in rearing for the butcher the conditions desired may be differ

ent and indeed opposed to those for good fleece yielding The English
rearer has found it more profitable to forego a certain amount of quality

of wool in the development of a good and quickly fattening sheep that also

affords a fairly good wool In Australia on the other hand the wool alone
has been deemed worthy of consideration Accordingly several new breeds
of Merino sheep have been developed apparently on Indian stock The
pure Merino sheep fattens very badly ana yields a comparatively useless

carcases but it can live in a dry season on a scanty pasture and thus is

enabled to produce good fleece where other animals would starve It

is deficient in the principle of early maturity and general propensity to fat

ten and is therefore not a profitable breed where the meat market is a
necessary consideration

It may thus be seen how essentially the first step towards the improve
ment of the Indian breeds is the thorough investigation of the character

of existing stock The great majority of Indian breeds are horned and
indeed manifest most of the peculiarities which a European rearer would
regard as indicative of poor quality English or even Australian erperi

ence cannot however be rigorously followed The conditions of India are

dissimilar to those of almost any other sheep rearing country The ten

dency of the stock has therefore to be investigated the prognostications of

unfavourable departures fully understood and the methods of selection

and crossing which are found best calculated to guard against these

dangers thoroughly established In other words we have to evolve a pre

potency suited to tne climate and forage of sufficient strength at least to

give a healthy stock on which to conduct the further experiments at cross-

breeding with superior foreign races In this direction nothing whatever
has been done Royle many years ago wrote Some amelioration might
no doubt be effected in the wool bearing flocks of North Western India

by judicious treatment nutritious diet ana careful selection of the healthiest

ana most perfect specimens procurable in the country Yet as the progress

in this though certain would be slow and perhaps not sufficiently great in

degree few are likely to attempt or to persevere in such an undertaking
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In all experiments hitherto performed in India it must be admitted thediffi

culty and danger has been found to lie in the chief responsibility devolving
upon C overnment 1 he noblemen of India take little or no interest

in sheep breeding There is no private enterprise to cope with the great
problems that have to be solved And in Government there is no guaran
tee of continuity Experiments are often started under the supervision of

an officer well qu ilrfied for the undertaking He has scarcely commenced
when through the necessities of the public service he is transferred to a
remote part of the empire His successor takes no interest in the sub]ect

and the Government in time getting tired of a fruitless expenditure
abandon the experiment Time passes by and some officer more en
lightened on this subject than his contemporaries recognising the possibi

lily of greit improvements proposes (perhaps in ignoiance of past failures)

to conduct the self same experiment If undertal en the result is as before

This is no imaginary picture The study of the records of ihc C overnment
of India for the past h ilf century or more reveals the fact that large sums
have been spent in the attempt to improve the breed of sheep in India and
that whole flocks of rams and ewes h ive been periodically imported from
Fngland the Cape of Good Hope Austialu Spain Germany etc Some
writers for example in Madras speak of the existing breeds having been
greatly improved by these experiments and others and probably with more
chance of being correct deny that any improvement has t iken place

The attempt which was made to improve the Hazar 1 sheep though per

sisted in for some years w is ultimately pron lunced a failure This same
experiment has only recently been proposed as worthy of fresh trial

The Transactions and Journals of the Agri Horticultural Society of

India contain numerous papers and reports on the improvement of Indian
sheep and on the wool of cross breeds The chief notices on these subjects

down to about 1842 will be found reviewed by Dr Royle in the passages
which may here be quoted from his Productive Resources of Indi 1 —

The expe unents already made in India says Royle seem to have decided

tor the p e c nt at least that the Merino bi ecd is the best fitted for introduction mt v that

country though the Southdown and some other English breeds may eventually be
found eligible The next subject for consideration is the country from which they

should be imported into India whether direct from Spam from England or from
Saxony or whether from the Cape of Good Hope or New Holland Ju Iging from
the energetic zeal at present displayed it is probable that some will be introduced

from all these countries B it it is desirable in the first instance to import a breed

from the climates most similar to that into which it is to be intioduced 1 he sheep of

the Cape and f New Holland being already much improved and the climate of both

being mo e like that of Northern In 1 a than is either tnat of England or of Germany
it would appear pieterable to impoit chiefly from these two colonies for introduction

into the tableland or northe n plains of lnd a But as the pasturage of the Himalaya
as well as the tempciatuie and moistuie more nea ly csemble those of England it

would ai \ ea fo the same reason that some ot the Fngli h bieeds would be better

su ted to the mountains than the Metinos which require both a warmer and a drier

climate

So ag'iin Royle says —
Mr H Wood a Member of the Board of Superintendence for the Improve-

ment of the Breeds of Cattle in Bengal when at the Cape of Cood Hope fo the

benefit of his health con eived the idea that the introduction into India of the

Spanish ram would probably produce wool worthy of mercantile notice and thereby

add an impoitant aiticle to the exports ol the country The Bengal Government in

accordan e with the proposition of the Board of Superintendence and to give the

expe 1 nent a fair trial authorized at an expense of K9 450 the ptovision either from
the Cape or New South Wales of twenty Me ino rams and twenty Merino ewes with

1 oc o country e ves to form the flock
After a trial of two years the sod and climate of the North Western Provinces not

having p wed so congenial as the Board had anticipated the flock was divided and
removed to the stations o Deyra Doon and of Sabathoo These being within the
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Himalayas sanguine anti ipat >n w r ent( tunel of tlieie ult f om the abundant
and excellent pa t ag( and the facility I chang ng tht cli nate a o ding to the
sea n oi the year Hut the uve e ne ei reihzta a tlu B ard of Supe intcndence
were informed on the 3 d t Augu t iS ; that the while of the ( i^inal stork of

Mer no shcej had dt d of ol 1 ige and that difhci lty was txprriinrcd in rea mg' the

I
od e 1 1 on the lcliiat natu f the an m 1 ind th ex e ling moi tu e of the

climate 1 av< d thi it a ugg st d that the htep of Sabathoo h mid bt annually
sent to the lry ount y btyo 1 the n vyianje whe e little 1 n am falls or where
at lea t the e 1 m tgula amy ea n InSe|temlt 181 tht ( vernment finally

rt-p ttd that n con qu n ( it the la ge sum expended t pt n tl e Sh ep without any
apjatnt ro c ponding lcntht the G ;>vet nor Gtnei al (Lord William Bentinck)
di c t 1 tl it the flick of Sabathoc h ill lx (, atuitou ly dist lb t d among su h of
the Hill Chiefs a 1 gl t tie di po ed tt e e v th A 1 o that the fl ck in th

Deyal) n lo Id be t an f el to Mr Vet Surgeon Hodgson < f the Haupei
Stud f e of liaise on cond t on ot his f rm lung pu 10 lie il 1 cp rt and specimens of
the W ol

Mr Moorcroft in his jourme to I bet nad als > in view th mp vement of
the b ee 1 ( f lit ej in In ha 1 in h s 1 tt n

j
ert ng the J ango Hay I lant from

n I) / he te 1 ha e pu h e 1 an 1 ale 1 angunents for tht keep of
uj \ a ds ol a hun 1 e 1 head ot a t e if h cp th small t pei 1 aj s known but which
in hn n >f fit nay tl the Meunt un le the advantages of a much hardier
con tt ton ind 1 1 a bettei a ca

S > t 1 ttlc attent n we h tve seen was early paid tt the improvement of the
b eed ol sheep in tl e Mad a 1 c 1 n y In tl 1 g nning of 1838 the C overnment
the t an ti ned tht pur h isc f Me in ram wli ch had bten iccently impoited fre m
Au tralia by Golon©! Hazlewood the Mad as A my 1 htsc wtre >f the Saxon
bre d though 1 np^ tt li om Sydney Colonel Hazlewood in a letter to Captain
Jacob of the lb mbay Aitilleiy rnentu ns that experiments had been made m the
Nt lghc ics by Mr Sullivan w th Me ino and by Sir William Rumbold with
bo 1 th down an 1 that hi t wn fl k con isted of 7 < white wooled country ewes with
Sax am I h c e i\ pt 11 to hav bt n obtaine l in Coimbato c and Baramahal
but Jalnaa 1 He lc ar it nt 1 a the be t places whence to obtain the white-
wo ltd b eed lhe e 1 It btain d both at Bangalore and on the Ncilgber y Hills
f o n a ) mg the white wool d shetp of the o ntry with Saxon Mt mo and South
down rams a e tattd to be most satisfactory both as to quantity and quality of wool
and size t f tarcase

lhe most decisive results have been produced by Major (now Colonel) Jervis
of the Bombay Mil (.ary Se vice who was hr t mo t activt in urging the a loption
of measur ior the improv mtnt ol th be dof sheep in that p csidcncy and has
sine bmitted I is imj rt ed fleeces to the judgment of competent pe sons in L ondon
Colonel Jervis originally represented in 1835 that many pat of the Deccan
and of Gujerat a well adapted to sheep pastures anti stated that if the wool
which is at present produce 1 and which though tf an inferior sort finds a ready
ma ket we e nip oved by means if a s iperior b eed of sheep theie can be little
dtubt of the benefit which would ultimately result to thi county I he BombayG >ve nment accordingly o dered rams and ewes of the Saxon breed from the Cape
of Good Hope and as the best wool imj orted into Bombay was understood to be
produced in Afghanistan and Cabc ol Colonel Pottinger as well as Lieutenant
(now Sir A Burnes ) were each requested to ibtain three hundred ewes and eight
rams of a pu c white colour from the pastoral di t cts in the vi mit> of tht IndusA few were also oidetel f om Bussora as the heep theie yield a very fine and
lengthy fl t cc 1 he Court of Di recto s f the Fast Ind a Company likewise on
being applied to ent out 120 ram and ewes o f difftient brteds ncluding the South
d wn Leict ter—Cotsi old and Me mo(Lord Western s) under the charge of the

n if a respectable far re who delivered them with but few losses in good ordei
in Bombay (C nf with p 62g)

The Bombay Government ubsequently epo ted that the sheep obtained from
England the Cape and CabooJ have been distril uted thro igh Jt the country many
of them having been ent u ted to the care of gentlemen who unde stand the manage
ment ot th se animals and take an interest in the un lertaking A shttp farm has
btx.n established at Ahmelnugger and another at the f _>rt of Jooner where the
climate is good and 1 sturage plentiful and these farms have bten entrusted to the
charge of Mr J Webb of the Civil Service who has a good practical acquaint
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ance with the management of sheep * The natives in the inte lor who breed sheep
are supplied f t m the c farms with half bred lambs and a c allowed to end their

ewes to the Govt nment farms to l e kept with the tarns Many of the rams have
been given to wealthy niti es and l atclls of village (by whom they apn ar to 1 e
much puzed) who have flo ks of their own and who breed sheep for the sake of the
wool and not tor the maikct

I he res Its of the expe iments have led to the conclusi n that the Cape b d
Merino sheep ate far bettei adaj; tul to the country thanthoc mport dfiomTngland
so m ich 90 that the Bombay Covet nment hav determined to import fo tie future
only fiom the Cape of Good Hope The Repot t of the Commerce of Btmbay for

1836 37 states from the active meas les taken by Government to imp ove the
fleeces of the Sheep n the extensive pasto al co ntry of the Deccan so well adaj ted
for the ca ying of such an improvement into effect the c poit t ade in ool
promises in a few years to be one of the most important and valuable from
Bombay

Colonel Jervis at whose recommendation the above experiments had been
instituted in th meantime estal lish d a sheep farm on his own accc unt in the

Deccan an i impo ted for the native ewes of his flock a laig numbet of the finest

Menno ams from the celeb at d breed f Lord Western I I e csults which he has

obtained have been most satisfacto y as is evident from the following opmo 1 f

Messrs Southey of Coltman tr ct eminent wool brokers
(
1 ) 1 he wo >1 cr

rathe hair ol the native ew of tl e Deccan may be set d wn as being of the value in

L ndon of 3d per pound (2) 1

1

e fl ece of a yea ling shorn nea Poonah in Febri ary

1839 the ptoduce of the Deccan ewe cosed by the Mein rams impoited 1 >m
Euiope was pionounc d a na kal le lean well prepared fl ece of W 1 bong
fine in the hau long in taplc and >1 a better quality than we 1 ave h the to seen
pr duccd in the Ind an Pemn ula an 1 th \^d per po ind (3) A wl te fle ce

inferior te the abo e f om ha ing so le deal 1 ai s int sj er cd through the flee ce

12d to 12\d (4) A black flee e with lc nge taplc than the d na > b eel ef Ind an
wool yd to y\d having become mote valuable fiom the mci eased length ot the

staple

The results of the Bombay sheep farm (alluded to above by Ro>le)

were reported on in 1843 by Sir George Arthur who visited the flocks

for the purpose He expressed himself much pleased with the manifest

improvements in the condition of the sheep and suggested that it would
be necessary if this improvement wire to be kept up to import annually

afresh stock of Merino rams till the improved stock had thoroughly super

seded the country one on the farm The writer has failed to discover any
further direct record of the Bombay sheep farm and if the experiment at

improving the breed was persisted in it must have been but for a very lew

years when all interest in the subject was allowed to die out In the

Transactions of the Society we further learn that on a smaller scale than in

Bombay improvement was attempted in Bengal In 1^36 ewes of the

Patna stock were crossed by Southdown rams and the wt ol of the pro-

geny submitted to the Society for report So also we learn that in the

following year a similar cross was made in Baughalpur In a like manner
the subject was taken up in Madras for in addition to the experiments

alluded to by Royle we read that Sir Mark Cubbon had an experimental

sheep farm at Heraganhalli under the charge of a European Commissariat
subordinate officer and that Merino rams were imported yearly from
Australia and the cross breeds distributed all over the country T he breed

of sheep throughout the province was thus we are told immensely improved
both as to size quality of mutton and wool In 1863 however the farm

* In the Proceedings of the Agricultural and Horticultural Society of Bombay
1838 p 4 it is stated that at Fana Bagh near Ahmednuggur Major Byne is trying

the cross betwixt the Saxon ram and Cutch ewe The wool of Cutch sheep is

particularly long in the staple though not fine it is principally expo ted to Persia

for the making of carpets A gentleman conversant with the wool trade m Lend >n

has stated that wool of that sort is much wanted in this country it will make
Blankets Carpets and other coarse articles —Committee of House of Commons
Commerce and Finance p 4t>y
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vvis given up as it did not pay exptnses a fact which Dr Shortt says

w is due to sheep breeding alone having received attention but it is affirm

td of this experiment that the effects of the large importation of foieign

sheep art still visible in the improved quality of some of the Madris biceds
In this connection it maj perhaps be added that with regard to the

improvi ment of Indian shtep Dr Shortt rtm irks th it in his opinion the

P itna Coimbatore and \1) sort art the best breeds further that it is quite

possible to improve both the mutton and wool of these animals but that

at the same time it must be remembered that these sheep do not thrive

in all distncts He suggests that more valuable results would be obtained

by crossing these breeds with picked sheep of the Madras breed than by
the importation of expensive animals which «re not so likely to withstand
the vicissitudes of an Indian climate and the careless management of

Indian shepherds Professor R Wallace apparently took a somewhat
similar view for he says It would be vain to try to improve Indian

sheep by crossing with those from Europe He offers this opinion
however immedi itely after having mentioned the disappointing char icter

of a cross breed from Southdown rams on I eicester twos which he siw
near Darjeeling The breed mentioned could scarcely be called an
attempt to improve Indian sheep but rather an experiment at rearing a
buropean cross breed on the Himdlava He m ikes no mention of h iv

ln^. seen during his visit to India any crosses between the indigenous and
foreign breeds so that his opimc n given above was apparently based on
general principles rather than individual cases The writer would by no
mems be disposed to go to such an extreme though he has urged seltc

tion ind improvement with indigenous breeds as the first mcl rational

step towards improvemt nt 'I be Professor s iys of the Darjeeling cross

breed above th at the surroundings did not seem to suit them still

they mi ht have looked better had they not been subjected to in —and—
inbreeding for such a length of time A number of the sheep had
horns and the wool was coarse and hairy most unlike the qualitty of

wool that a cross flock of the same description would produce in I urope
1 he tendency to hairiness of coat is a character common to mountain
sheep I he assumption of it bv hn° woolltd sheep indicates that local

conditions have much to do with its production or development
As illustrative of the opinions th at have from time to time been ur^ed

as to the possibility of improving the Indian supply of wool the f blowing
letters may be quoted from the Journal of the Agri Horticultural Society
of India It will be seen th it apparently Bengal sheep had been taken to
England and there crossbred The result having been highly satisfac

tory it is issumed the same result could be attained by rams of high
merit being taken to India This opinion was in fact seriously advanced
by the writer of the letters which follow and he was at the time the highest
authority in England on the subject of wool To ignore the effect of
climate and especially humidity is of necessity misleading in the highest
degree Th s will at once be seen by reference to the case quoted above
from Professor Wal ace s India in 1887 where a cross of two superior
fleece yielding European sheep had produced what the Professor calls hair
instead of wool

To the Secretary to the Bengal Chamber of Commerce
Sir — Having on more than one oc asion been requested by the Honourable East

lnd a C>mpany an 1 also by the Ea t India and China Association to offer an opinion
on sundry samples of Indian sheep s wool which they have at va ious times received
(rom India and to suggest such means as I conceive lik ly to improve the breed of
Indian flocks and qualities of their fleeces 1 take leave at the recommendation of
Mr Stikeman to forward you the accompanying samples the produce of cross
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brce 1 1 twixtu B rig-j.1 ewe and an I nglish Men o ram th proj erty ol the Right
Honourable Lord Western f orovhrh ay be siui the advantag 1 kely t>

a c c t In 1 an 11 ik t a t b by du attent on l ng
|
a d to the cult ati n of th

b id ol sh ep in u In 1 n t nt 1 s an 1 d p n 1 n les and I huml ly one ivc

that v tl n eased attent on wool may bee m a ou e of vealth to o r In l an
jo e 10ns at the sa ne t me

j
ove an art le of meal lablc b n 1 t to the manulac

tu e in the Bnti h nation
Being

j
e sonally acquaint 1 with many g ntlcmen wh ha c long re ided in

India I have hear 1 what aj jx.ar t tin n 1 j d m nt in a r>ing my v v into
effect to wh hi ej ly mak it an object to th o vne of sheep t ) accomplish the
desired nd and yi u must succe d

Colonel JerviS ha al ady d m >n t at 1 that with lu care a superio race

of sheep may be ea e 1 pr d cing wool infinit ly m c valuable than the native
stock and f tlattc my elf the ti ne n t 1 tant when the woi 1 of In ha w 11 l e so
n u h imj cv d in quality as to be classed in our wool repc ts among t those of our
other wool growing colonic

1 rcina etc

I ondon 30th Oct her 1844 1 nos Southey
P S —Yi 11 will be f based t ) lay before your Chamber of ( om ne ce the accom

panning samples and give as much publicity to thi subject a yi 11 may dee
j

ojei

To the H( nounbl Court of Dir (tors of the E 1 st Iniui Company
Honoutabl ‘sir —Inrept senting to you Uonoural le Lou t the co t and ex

pen e atten ling the pu clia c of 12 Me ino hecj fn m the flick f the Right Hon
ourable Lord Western wh ch 1 el ougl t by di ti 1 f >ou II nou allc

(ou t 1 annot refrain from offe ing the lillowing bb at on n the \ ool of a
Bengal ewe which were sho vn me l y I11 I > d 1 q vlul t n hi d main tog tl or w th
hei pr geny ti the second generation and His 1 1 1

\
h ing ku dly

j
ented me

with a fl e e of each year’s produce I have much pi a u © in ej esent ng to your
Honourable Court specimens f the three y a gn\th vhi h I p -sumt ill lea ly

illustrate that by ordinary attention Ithe
j

r nt b cc*d of Indian ewes may b con
verted into wix 1 bearing animal producing will that woi 1 1 icalizc double its pi esent
value

—

No 1 Nat ve Indian cw
2 I ir t os with a Me in tan
3 Secc nd ro s ith an ewe ot the above
4 Sample of Menno ams wool h

j
ped to Madras per Lad\ Flora

It affor I me g eat gratifi at on in thu demonstrat g to you Honourable
Court a theory vhicn 1 hav 1 ng ent tan 1 that the flock 1 \ 1 Honou -able

Court s ter itone in India an 1 >ou dependencu 1 capable (v th di a y attenti n)
of

j
) lucing wool Ixth a t qual t) an

1 juant ty tl at oildbt me an article of

vast importance both to th flock-owner in Ind a and the British empire

I have etc

C lett a 1 Stre t j/ / O t be 1844 I nos Southey

A very extensive official correspondence has within the past few years
taken pi ice on the subject of the Sheep and Wool of India A certain

amount ot that correspondence w as published b\ Mr F M W Schofield
in the form of a paper on wool which appeared in the Sel ft msfrom the
R cords of the Governm nt of Indt 1 j 888 8q (edited by the present writer)

and the chief feature of that correspondence the reader will now find re

published below under (so far as has been found possible) provincial

sections 1 he correspondi nee and other papers there brought together
will be seen to occasional!) refer to experiments at breeding sheep and
ma\ therefore be read asan elaboration of the present chapter while
completing the a\ aihble information regarding Indian wool The present

icmarks on the improvement of the breeds of sheep m India mav therefore

be concluded by a reference to the most recent action taken by the Agn
Hortuulturil Society In 18S7 a special Committee of the Society was
app inttd on the recommendation of Government to consider the question

of the improvement of the breeds of horses cattle and quality and pro-
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duction of wool in Bengal 1 he C immituc reported that (i) the climate
of that Prov incc was unfavourable t( the production of good wool (2)

that c mstdenng this fact thev wire n< t prep ired to re commend an} direct

Government aid in the direction f \v<o! raising in Bengal (,) the
y

suggested th it it would be probably more benefiud to turn the ittention

ef thorn 7/3 to improve the size md fattening qualitu s of tht freed and
that sheep bree ding md raising on ipprjvcd m dern principle should
be demonstrated t< the ; tyitt who would thus be cnc ut igcd lc g > on
themselves m iking experiments in that direction

Fibre — It is peril ips needle ss to i\ that she ep y icld w< ol This re

m irk is how t vc r necessary to preservt the logic il sc qut nc c c f this irticic

The reader should however consult the chapter beicw on the subject of

woe 1 fe r information regarding the fibre c r fleece of Inch in sheep
Food - 1 here 1 a 1 irge meat eating p< pul ition in India since not only

Europeans but all Muhimmadins inti the m i|< r ty ol Hindu ire muttc n

caters bu ami ng Natives at any rate goats* flesh is much more lirgely

cc nsumed than th it of sheep Slice p Min ton is however procurable in

most towns at 2 annas a seer for ordinary and 3 to 4 annas a seer for

fat rriitton In former years ne irly every regiment in India supported a
mutton club and there was a station mutton club also in most districts

but those days are now gone by and a mutton club isalmcst a rarity

Still the ordinary gram fed mutton of the bazars is very p ilat ibli and in

lull st iti ns s( me c f the mutton though small equ ils in fl ivour the best

Welsh muttc n The manufacture of 1 allow has become an important
loe il mclustrv in many parts of India and for this purpose sheep ind goats
fat are largely utilized The exports of tallow were in 1889 90 valued at

K70 167 and the imports at K 1 < 3930 more than half of which came from
the United Kingdom and about th it quantity of the total imports was
t iken by Bomb ly I he imports taken by Bengal were v ilued it R22 773
ind by M idras at k 17 814 ( Conf with lot V 450)

Domestic — Be sides furnishing w ool sheep art much valued in agri

cultunl districts fir the manure which they supply I he shepherds of

India are for the most p irt an itincrmt cla vvhotrivel fre m place to

place with tfic r sheep I hey cimp in the fields uneler tents made of

rough w jollen cl jths stretched evirstikes while the sheep ire crowded
into 1 pen fenced with th >rns So highlv is tlcir m inure prized that

for one night c f a fl ck of heep the < w nc r c f 1 held w ill p ly the shepherd
some 12 Ij 1 6fl> of rice or from 8 innisto Kl in c ish

Sheep fights are a favourite amusement am mg the N itivcs of m my
parts of India ind the rams (especially of the hunia breed) used for fight

ing purposes are much prized I hey arc petted and pampered ti’l they
become quite savage and will hit and strike with their fore feet and in

some instances even evince a propensity to bite They ire pitted igainst

one another and large sums ol money ire often staked on the result In
fighting they first move backwards tor a short distance to give impetus to

their forward rush and frequently in the fight have their heads or horns
broken,

THE WOOL AND WOLI EN GOODS OF INDIA
In the review of the breeds of Indian sheep given above the writer has

endeavoured to bring together the specific inf >rmati >n avail ible in In
dian works on the subject of the various qu 1I1 ties f wexd obt unable in

this country The chapter on Pashm and Goats hair below will be found
to similarly set forth tne main lessons reducible from the study of the
goats The reader who mav have perused these pages so far will per I

haps readily admit how very difficult and indeed now unsatisfactory (inj
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Wool Production m Bengal

the present imperfect knowledge) would be any attempt at a complete
statement of the woollen interests of India province by province The
utmost that can therefore be accomplished is a review of the official corre

spondence and published records available on the subject of Indian wool

In this manner it is hoped the maximum amount of information may be

conveniently exhibited to the general public since many of the papers at

the writer s disposal are not generally accessible It need only be further

explained that the official correspondence so overlaps itself that the com
munications m some cases cannot be arbitrarily arranged in provincial

sections
I —BENGAL

From what has been said regarding the sheep of this province it

may be inferred that only one— the Patna breed— is classed as a fleece

yielding animal The experiments at crossing th it breed though fir t

undertaken over half a century ago and spasmodically repeated from time

to time ever since have not as yet resulted in anv improvement Indeed

it maybe said that the first and most natural step towards the impro\e

ment of this breed ought to be careful treatment liberal feeding and selec

tion of valuable variations together with the cros ing of these until an im

proved quality had been rendered prepotent It might in fact almost be

neld that it would be a needless waste of time to cross breed with foreign

races until defects are eliminated and a fairl\ superior indigenous stock

secured that would blend with foreign blood while retaining the character

of suitability to environment In the more recent official correspondence

quoted below it will be found that two gentlemen (Messrs Orrah and
Abbott) have recommended certain experiments at crossing with foreign

stock Some of Mr Orrah s suggestions seem to the writer impracticable

however desirable they might be 1 o expect to be able to bring the alpine

sheep of Tibet to the tropical swamps of Bengal is at variance with all

past experience Mr Abbott proposes a more hopeful scheme though 1

cross of the Patna sheep with the Australian Merino would probably

result in a better fleece but inferior flesh yielding animal But here again

the writer would anticipate little permanency unless the Patna stock

were to be first developed and fixed in a character likely to favour pre

potency in the improvement effected by crossing The mere distribution

of a cross breed of one generation does not seem likely to prove of much
value Mr Abbott s liberal proposals should therefore be accepted as

likely to prove beneficial only after many years careful cultivation and

selection or until fixity of character had been attained The offspring of

an estabhshcl new breed adapted to the conditions of the country would

be of lasting value j the progeny of a simple cross could have but a tern

porary effect which like the Bombay experiments would disappear a few

years after periodic renewal was discontinued Indeed it may be said that

two mistakes have rendered all past experiments fruitless These are the

omission to eradicate the defects of the indigenous stock before attempting

to cross and impatience of the time necessary to effect improvement

It will be seen that, at the suggestion of the Bengal Government

a committee of the Agn Horticultural Society was convened a few years

ago with the object among other things to consider the possibility of im

proving the breed of Bengal sheep The committee after the most careful

consideration seem to have arrived at the opinion that the chief aim should

be improvement for the meat market not the supply of wool This would

appear a very justifiable conclusion so far as the greater portion of the

province is concerned Indeed the conclusion arrived at was practically

identical with that published by a similar committee that reported to the

Society on the self same subject nearly sixty years ago (see opposite page)
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The high temperature and excessive humidity of large tricts of Bengil
however good the pasturage m ly be was by both committees pronounced
inimical to the formation of wool If this view be act opted it is doubtful

how far it would be wise te cioss with a breed like the Merino which is

perhaps the most inferior ef all breeds fn m the butchers standpoint In

the more northern and western pertu ns of Bengal houe\cr (espeeullv in

Behar and Chutia Nagpur) there are large tracts of e >unti\ for which
Mr Abbott might after a few years selection tnd crossing be able to

evoKe a breed that would be of gre it vilue is a fleet t y u Icier

One other sectic n of this province seems however t< e ill f >r line stiga

tion txz the division of the I Iim il iv a that ge
<
gnphi dl\ behngs to

Bengal I he trafhe from Tibet his f 1 m inv years been ng ird d is e f

the utmc st importar ce ind that poitii n w hie h would be 1 ked f r iert ss

the snrwvra ges ilong the Beng il frontier his been vi wed withgre it

exputincy I he Mission th it w is en the o\c s me 1 w yeirs ago ej

starting for Tibet from Sikkim hael as one e f its ob) et th c pcmi g up
>f greater facilities for the* importation of wool I he lower mil outer

ranges of the Eastern Himdlay 1 ire tcx moist md to sever ly infested

with the pest of le ches for offering much prospects <f future extended
sheep f irming The h gher r inges of Sikkim however ire ibove these in

fluences md are known to support large heads of valu iblc shoe p J hesc
might be greatly extended and impnved but of f r greikr moment
doubtless would be increased facilities for the t xte nsion e f the import of

Tibetan wcxl which within the past few years his show nevid nceofsime
capacity It may be said th it the passes mte Btngd fr< m Sikkim I 1st to

Ass 1111 should tap the region of t ht stlun, 1

1

shoe p inel might thus be

naturally expected to afford a wool perh ips superior to (h it c bt unable in

any other part c f India The more recent ofhe 1 d md < ther com sp md< ncc
furnished below will be found to deal very fully with the present position
and future prospects of the Tibetan woo) traffic into Beng 1 ) But In fort
proceeding to quote from these* papers it may serve 1 usi f til purpi se to re

publish a few passages illustrative of the interest t iken in this subject fifty

»r sixty years ago The Transactie nsof the Agi 1 I lorticultural S ku ty of
India contain many very instructive pipers and reports Thus we read of
Mr C R Prinaep having experimented with Bikamr sheep at Alliporc
near Calcutta of Merino sheep bred and crossed with indig nous shee p
in various parts >f Bengal of Jcvpire sheep having attracted attention —
various reports were in fact furnished on the wool of th it breed South
down sheep had also been imported and samples of the wool from the
progeny (reared in Bengal) and from various e losses were submitted for

report These and many other wools were made the subject of a special

report issued by the Cattle Committee of the Society in 18 *8 As that
report reviews the^experiments that had up to that date been made it

may be here reproduced —
The comraitte have been req irecl to give an opinion upon these specimens but

thev would prefer to leave this pre imina y measure to persons better inf rmed on
suen matters and recommend that the Secretary be diree ted to tran m t the e samples
(excepting Mr Storm S English Wool) to the Committee of Agriculture and Com
merce of the Royal Asiatic Society of Great Britain with a request that a repo t

upon them be obtained from competent brokers and that the committee be solicited

to procure and send out to this Society samples of the me>t»t approved kind
j

of wool as subjects for comparison
jFrom the si ght exper cnce which some membe s of you committee have had in !

the breeding of sheep m this country and the general premises dedurible the efrom
J

they are disposed to think that the attempt to breed sheep in the plains of Bengal for

the sake of the wool would not be attended with success although Mr Printep
states having found that the cross of the Dumba sheep with the Patna gives a
lamb with a curly fur precisely of the same nature as that of which the Persian
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caps arc made and 1 nclin d t( th nk this kind of f r m ht be la gely p duced
even in Bengal and Mr Prinsep adds it has this recommendat on that the

lamb of the Dumba gives meat of the mist est mable kind Mr Gibbon
ol s rve a 1 n la re ult in a cross between .the Merino and Patna sheep the wool of

the lamb is ve y fine and c rly ntil it ha pas ed tl e second month
ih e sample wa rant the committee in exprts ing a hr pc that although

as a commercial sf eculation they think the sol and lunate of Bene il detilelly
oppr sed to the s ccessful caring cf sheep tl c e 1 still ground (o the ever 1 t f

much useful experiment and they wr uld wi h all wh lo practically takt an intei est

in the question to submit their results to the St ciety whethe sue c sful ir not

1 he site cf or bcl w Darjiling a| pears t< your committee worthy the attention

of the S mety m the prosecution of inquiry on the ul ject of improving Indian w >c 1

so as to render it an article of commemal importance Colonel Lloyd ha offe ed

to forward the views of the Society and Captain Bruce who is on the eve of

proceeding 1 1 Da jiling states h s intenti n of entering into the grazing of sheep
exten iv ly an 1 ffer in like manne tr be of so vice to tin body

I li cun uttce with s ich able c adjut r ha\c no doul t but c e long they vs ill

be enabled tr lay s me intere ting pa ticula s bel ) e the S ety an 1 igg t a coj y
of tin ej o t b forwa d d to Colonel Lloyd and Captain Bruce with a requt t

that these g ntlemen will afford them all the info mation they collect th it on the ex

periments wl it h Captain Bruce intend to make and also that they will give the

committee what information they can of the prospect of a wool trade with Tibet
I he committee fu thei recommend that th© Secretary be directed to com

mumcate with parties in such parts of the country as are known to be favourable
to sheep and to request samples of the several va leties with as many particulars

relating tr the season of dropping thei lambs shearing etc as jo s ble an 1 that he
be tie ii©tl to r btain lr >m the Agncult ral S< (.tie ot B ml ay an 1 Ma 1 a specimen
of the va let e ol w )1 f o the IDck wdueh a e un ler t > 1 t 1 ave It n | laced at

then disposal by f overnment and of th« ki tl or kinds of wor 1 which arc n > v la gely
expoited from Bombay especially of the Kerwan sheep win h are understood to

furnish the bulk of th t export

It will thus be seen that three at least of the questions that may be
regarded is occupying public attention at the present mt ment were
discussed or put to practical test at least half a century ago vie first

to cross P itna sheep w ith the Australian Merino breed second to cross

Patna with dumba sheep and third to open up a trade from Tibet

through Darjiling The possibility of improvement without the aid of

foreign blood seems never once to have been *»ven suggested
Some few years later we learn that the Society had been holding

cattle and sheep shows it which money awards and medals were given

but that the results had been so unsatisfac torv that it was deemed neces

sary to discontinue those awards A special committee was cony ened to

consider this subject and their report which \yas adopted by the Society

may be here quoted the more so since it alludes to sheep farming on a
large scale as h tvmg been st irted in the Khasia Hills at Meerut and at

Bhaugalpur —
Rep rt of the Cattle C mmittee

W th refcrenc t the re olut on passed at the last General Me ting of the
Society on sth March 1843 that it bt r ferred to the Cattk C imnnttee t> consider

and repo t how far it ould be advisable to withd a v the premium offered for im
ported cattle and sheep and the p oduce th reof after the exhibition of 1844 —your
committee beg to state that having duly considered the subject referred to them
they are of opinion that the attempt to improve cattle and sheep by a money premium
and medals has n t held out sufficient encouragement m the number of cattle

brt ught forward at the shows to mdi ce a continuance of the annual exhibitions

and the y consequently deem it advisable to recommend that such premiums for

public co npetition be withdrawn after the expiration of another year to which
pe lod the engagements of the Society extend

Although not within the meaning of the resolution to which their attention has
been more partic la ly directed jour committee do not consider it will be deemed
out of place if they bring to the notice of the Society a subject intimately connected
with their department of labour vim the Improvement of Indian Wool
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Yo 11 committee are aware that with thi l jcct in vie s v al exp nments on

an extneded (alt are now in j rogros at Cher a P njf at M « lit at Bla igal

pur and other parts of India which it t tc l e hoj e 1 will in the course of time

int oduce a new and
1
rofital 1 arti lei rcx^c tat n Ind i it nny h m nt t ne 1

that a member (f\ot con mitt ha 111 ady sent f c m 1 ovn H< ks several &hi|

ments of the staple to h nglan 1 wh ch ha r Liven a la r urn r ti n

W tl the view of attract ng a m icn attenti n as [
s bl t j tl is imj ortant

ol jc t and of a ting to g t a t inulu tl e ct y r 1 11 ft c w 1 1 1 1 g t >

suggest the p jpritty f off ring a S h dul f Friz fui th bt t sa nj les ol wo >1

from cross breed 1 ttween the M mo and country shtep as w 11 a from ( th r

cr sse 1 he parti s sending such samples should possess b> 1 ft i a certain

number of sheep The number r quirtd t< make a candidate el ^lble t< (omjct<
tog thcr with other details onnected w th the Prizes can be determined on hereafter

should the Society conside the suggestion w< rthy of adoption

(Signed) C K Robinson vp (Signed) Chari es Huffnaole

WM Storm C K 1 rinsm

Rfsoivfd

—

1 hat the Report of the committ t Ic ronfrmed an l that with

rafcrcMct the ggost on cinta ntd in the latter part then f tl c y Ik.
j
estrd t )

subm t a deta 1 d repo t embodying a Schedule of 1 nzc etc for the information

of th S ruety

In < nnecti n w th the subject unde con iderati n the Secrcta y begged to

submit tie folio ing extract of a lette from Major Napleton at Hhaugatpure

together with a report with which he had been lavoured by Mr Robert Smith
on the sample alluded to 1 brought with me says the Ma^jor from Cabool some
Koh stan ewes which have some very fin lambs some Cab( 1 Dhumhns some
1 \ jab woth s et and 1 wi h t > kn w it there art any priz 1 c uld omj tc fo

at the Ag icultu al Sh >w I here 1 a ren a kably fine bleed f si eep tr be p x ured
nea M nghy and 1 have some n win prime on lition having been 18 months on

f
am and and if there 1 a y p ze fo the finest and btstfel c ntiy sheep
feel conf lent 1 < uld ca y it < ft I he flee 1 of the Kohistan ewe 1 large and

fine and 1 la several pit cs of 1 th all 1 bu 1 ck n a It fr »n the wool I am
th nk g of se d ng y< so u w >oI that t m t may b t t 1

1 1 Secreta y stated that he had sil mitt d the sa nj le f wo 1 (the f t c s

between tl Me no and t ic I atna sheep ) wh ch wa p sent 1 by Mr Muller
at the la t leeting to Messrs Adam F Smith fr Robert Smith and both
gentle n n ha 1 been so g I as to favo ir the Sx tty w tl thei

j
inion

Mr Adam F Smith stat that he ns I s the samj 1< a ve y c edital le

one fo a p st cros between a Me no ram an 1 1 ati \ 1 c 1 he w ol 1 of f ir

stapl an 1 ha a tt s Iky feel it 1 in short not unlike the fi s and S s of s< me jt

the best mark of cspain

The following letters and remarks thereon deal with the subject of

t cross of the Patna sheep with a Southdow n nm —
To the Secretary Agricultural Society

I beg to send you two fleeces shorn from yearling lambs the quality

of which appears to be an improvement upon Bengali
The lambs are the produce of I atna ewes by an imported South

down ram and were bred bv Mr Ricketts of Chittagong

Tiipfrah Yours etc

1

8

th November 1845 F Sk/fwith

Report on the above Fleeces

Mr Speed having solicited me to give my opinion as to the quality of
the two fleeces of wool forwarded by Sir Skipwith to the Agricultural
Society of Calcutta I do so with much pleasure

The wool is of decidedly good quality for the first cross uniting length
of staple and (for the sort) softness with great uniformity of quality

throughout the fleece which is much desired The quality from its coarse
ness will not admit of being used for other than blankets and very coarse
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cloth its market value at present in the home markets is about sixteen

pence per lb

I consider that Mr Ricketts has acted correctly in having crossed

the Patna with the Southdown anch should strongly recommend him to

carry out the improvement by crossing the production with the Mennc
as he only requires now the texture he hiving procured the length of

st iple with carcass

India can in my opinion if sufficient care were displayed in the

several crosses produce as good a sample of wool as any of Her Majes
t) s Dominions from the luxuriance of the food and the temperature* cf

the chin itc as texture with length of st iple is all th it is necessary

To produce a flock embracing strength carcass and fineness of wool
I recommend the Patna ewe crossed with the Southdown ram then fol

lowed by a cross of the Merino if the Southdown ram cannot be obtained
the I eicester run may be used but though it will produce carcass the

texture of the fleece will be wanting to a considerable degree consequently
requiting a second cross of the Merino before the necessary fineness is

obt lined (H7 Stillard C il utt 1 igth J muiry 1846 in Jour Agn
llort Soc hid V S l pp / o / /)

The idea of improving Indian sheep by cross breeding with certain

valued Chinese Lrceds was entertained some few \ears agj and carefully

tried as will be seen from the following extracts from the publications cf

the Agri Horticultural Society of India —
Report on Woolfrom Shanglm shtep bred at Chitt i^on^ by

James Co tell Esq

In a letter dated Ch ttagong 13th Ma ch 1R51 fo \ a di g specimens of vi o s

p ( du t wh h he tho ght might be interesting to the Society Mr Archibald
Scone C S w ites —

Oni 1 ti 1c 1 wc 1 rut ft om sheep that Captain Marquard brought from Shan
hai 1 lie sheep aie large bodied animals tall an 1 1 ng the wot 1 eems to be Ion,,

md fine I he sample in question was han 1 d to Mr James Cowell
merchant of thi city who ha favout ed the Society with the following eport - 1 hi

w lit m bhanehat heep v Cl Uta^on^ is a very good spe imen bung 1 >ng s>it
and ea ily ct nbed which leal me to intci that sheep vool may iorm an arti le

tf expo t lion the No the n 1 it )1 Lh na at no di tant pe 10a 1 hi sample
not a tel —head belly and back being all nuxel togethei whith it hould not

be It 1 th cl e tltlh ult t :> alhx a value t it b it I th nk and my opinion 1 con
h med l y a tuen l \ rati ally acquainted with the art cle that it would letch at home
in it pic ent c nd tion f om 10/ to uti pe lb Sheep sho Id be v ashed in a un
ning trea n l efo e 1 ein£ hea ed the o ms on of wh ch ha cau ed tl e

j
e ent sample

t l e du tie and mo e di colou cl than t would othe wise be I tan y tl at a cros
between a Me ino ram a d C hinesc ewe would much imp o e the wool and th
expe 1 nent nigl t p < bably l e > th the time an I attention ot omc of o r c nt j
men in the Noithe n Ports ot China

(
Jour VIII p 36) Cilcutta 1st April i6$!

Memorandum respecting three fheces of wool presented to the Society
by J A Crawford Fsq

The fleece which I presented to the Society was shorn from a China ewe on
the 28th ultimo 1 he ewe was one of three China sheep (a ram and two ewes)
which were pur hased for me b> Captain B oltan of the steam ship Reiver 1 hey are
all three white shetp one ha. no stain 1 colou the othe two (a ram and a ewe)
have the shghest possible stain of a reddish tan colour about the ears The ram from
the apj earance of its fleece when it a rived mu t have been sht rn shortly before it

wa pu chased All three sheep appeared to feel the heat very much on fir t arrival

8th April When howe\er the very hot weather set in towards the close of the
month the ewes seemed to feel the heat more than the ram 1 his I attributed to

• The temperature and humid ty of India have demonstrated the unsatisfactory
nature of all such high expectat ons —Ed Di t Econ Prttd
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the fact of their having then fleeces on but I do not think that they ha 1 even then

f
ot their f 11 fleect I 1 1 n diately tl te minid n I 1 tnng tl cm 1 c r tl

\
urpo 1

got a pair of I ngli h luai My goat he d \ h t tr knr w m m t! mg al 1 1

1

sheej wa et t w k at on e n oh of the e In r jh t m>
j

tion Ik

tate 1 in the no t c nf dent nun < thit l h w all al t 1 j
h ar ng of thi

1 believe 1 j st a mu h a I tl gl t
j jj t t 1 1 he name in uli h he et

a.b ut hi )ks< n It 1 mt that tl gl 1 1 c ul I t lq a 1 *ej 1 1 id 1 1 lea < t

hea ing ne 1 he to < j
en wa that tl e w ol w 1 tak n ft n smill quantities.

1 hi va t n the 26th On tl c Sth 1 ha 1 th tl cr ewe b 1 ght up lei re mi and
having had it ca t 1 hoi td h m h w t c< mtnence in 1 ct h 1 to w k It wa with

some difficulty I c 1 1 1 get 1 im to work my way 1 ir t h tn 1 t( arg e th questn n

with me a to the use of t llo ing hre< tions an 1 then t ) c in] lain of tl t t lublc I

sat l y him however and g t halt thi flee e pritty fairly h< rn At tl 1 m ment I wi
ailed away On leav 1 g l g iv tr t or 1 c tlatlu as n t to g y n htanng I t

merely to turn the hccf an 1 i\ lit my ret rn 1 wa mta ay n 1 than a minut
or so On ny et n I f und that m> o 1 had I n cl y 1 h t wa h del at

catcl ig the man 11 tl < act f ja iti f th half fl al a ly l r 1 I om th t

which wa t II o th she
p

I ck ly I wa in turn to sai tl ni t n 1 tw< n

tl c t at th nocl a u 1 ve t illy h 1 1 tl sat fai t n t tak 1 g < ff thi fit ct 1 in

tl e tat 1 1 wl It It nth Sc ety tall 1 k ng t th 1 t tl it tl

nnct t 1 f tl fl c 1 b
\

1 1 t the nick tl in t lifhoi It r a t t th

sh
j

t la 1 ha n t tl e h a t 1 ul t l t that tin wl ! tie 11 It ( bun
si rn a n mt |

< ( n d ng tl t t 1 n t dy > 1 r< I v i

L
ei t at 1 si a

j
la l a l that tl t m ha 1 ni < I rn a flit c n th nodt

elc rt I 1 nk t II In a I tt 1 tl at it 1 v< rv fa l> I 1

'1 h th ee 1 1 t < ar< ft! f b t 1 1 1) n b 1 < 1 1 1 hu t ill

are h e n tl g l ki la gf*asth>so t tl ( a| he
\

tl Di ila I 01 the
N tl n 1 r nl AfglamHn I an t Id that n y si ej 1 I 1 1 ri J

\ 1 hi r ma k fly p Id c t n laml l cing tl r U an i tl r at a 1 1 th n t an
u rti cu en e \\ heth th y will 1 ta 1 the r

j
Id

j j
t s ir tl

' m t nun t be e n H rn want I g nil an unill t txjiri nt

1 gily as 1 ul 1 w h but I te 1 to try nasi all seal an e xj eri nent in ir s 11 g
will tl P fn an 1 mmi B gal 1 icj

Doult 1 1 *e xp It a to wh th it p 1 Ic t shea a Patna
f.1 eej 1 j

r c tl fl nti e 1 h ( 1 1 h II 1 at 1 t I tie cjoul t

1 ortly a 1 ha tl ff of I atna h
f
w tl fat fl t c t t ri tu nt n ai 1

in th rot sell mxt m nth I shall be in a position t rqort the ri ult to thi boacty— Calci tta 24th May JS(0

I send yo 1 he c 1 th two packets of wool one done Uf in nla n
f
aj r the 1 tl cr

in a ne
} af r The (o m tl w 1 fa Pitna w tn latt 1 f m a half

l < d ram l 1 1 f in ( hi ra an 1 I a na t k 1 1 1 sc tw hci
j

wi
j

1 r 1 at my
d j

isal by Mr d Sheriff jf Hunt r & ( with a view t make a t lal of

si caring f om tl cm a enli fleoc 1 h isult lal n a 1 ad la lure I ha 1 Im th
1 ep ca eh lly wa lid tl 1 n n ng and hi th wi < h rn in my

j
resent e 1 om

tl c f r t lip of the hea I sa it wa 1 op 1 t xj et t th flee it ff entiri

f n the e and th igh the sa n a 1 an 1 j
a t w 1 taken wit! t a my C h na

si eep the fleece f a hi hi with th Si 1 ty t wa iirq o ible to
\ vint the w !

c< m ng away in b t I he same wa thi ca w th tl 1 am 1 cijttlatj t d ng
tie dg of rhi l>ack thcwtxlse e 1 to hi of cl sc tixti 1 an 1 1 had 1 j 1 f n
tins that I sh uld have got that

j
ec 1 it t ff in a 1 ng t ij but tl c aj

j
1 at 1 ol

the shears showed at once that t as not t l e di n J he w ol f thi I tra iwi
d yc not af pear to ha e much of th haracte of 1 ngl h w x 1 bt t t > pa tak mor
of the auality of goat liar 1 he w >ol fron the am I th k w II be ai k wl lg 1

to bt better than that from th weal ts uj t lor ty 1 1 tless attr I jtal It t

the cr s of the C h a he 1 at the sam t me 1 tl nk it is 1 lear that no c 1 n t

enough to the 1 feet n the wool of the 1 atna sheef o tc irrq a t the g 1 j
al ty f

the w «oJ ol the China h ep In writ g thu It 1st it w 11 be be ne in mi d that
1 am m r ly comparing tl ese tw l eeds and that I do n t by any means int nd that
the qual ty of the wool f the Chin 1 heep hI uld b hell to It g >od a < mj a d
with the qual ty < f (* gli 1 w 1 I sat and wa he i the p >ccs f hea ing botl
these sheep this morn ng and 1 do n t kn w it will be ever possible to get an entire
fleece off a sheep of t ther 1 reed —7/A Jt ne 1SO6

hot* on Wool in Bengal by M Finucanf F q C S Dire tor of Land Records and
Ag icultu e Bengal

The Gov rmnent of India having asked me by derm official comm n nation for
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some infc rmation regarding the trade in wool in Bengal and the po sib lity ot 1m

F
roving the s pi ly or quality of that a tide I have made some enqi

1 y on the subject
m w give the small amount ot information on the si bject which I ha e been able to

gather hirst as regards the supply of wool from 1 ibet and the Northern Frontier
the following remarks occur in the Kcport of the External Trade of Bengal with
Nepal^ Sikkim and Bhutan published by the Government of B ngal 1885 — 1 he
quantity of wool available t( export from Tibet is believed to be enorm us Between
Ramba and Shigatse within a ma ch and a half of the S kkim f onti at the head of
the lichen sheep are killed not for the sake of their hid s or fleec which are
practically valueltss for want of a market b t in o der that their ca casses may be
dried into jerket meat and sold for 8 annas each At kamba itself carpets and rugs
are manufactured f the finest quality and of patte ns evincing excellent taste and
skill but the c is no outlet foi the c fabr cs l u thcr north on the Great Chang
lhang (or norths n plateau) which begins ju t beyond the Sanpo within five ma chcs
of the Kongra Lama are prod gi us Hock and he d whi h roam at will over the
endl s expan e I n ti ing the in p ovemt t in the uf pi e of wool impo ted into

Bengal fiom J ll ct dining 1883 S4 it wa una k d in th lepo t for tl t year— it

is bu t vc 1 that this tia lc has d vmdled d img the cur ent ytar (1SS4 S«j) pa tly

owing to tl c 111! cult c \
la ed in tl 1 way 1 y 1 b tan officials the tat st s ecc 1 a

si w tl at the belie! wa will 1 u ded lo the q antity 1 npo ted du ing 1884 85 \ as

only one tenth tl at ti potted du ing 1S83 H4 vie )i ma nl a t 9 1 1 maund
Witl tin exc pt on of 1 i na nd icgi tered at R nge t in 188j 84 and s miund in

1882 81 the nti c s
\
ply d r ng tl til tc \ia a b o ght thr ugl PI eydo g 1 ht

v il t t f mat iactuu l w 11c 1 gold ( I efly bla k t ) d ng 1SS4 Sc; \ is h.4 415 in

exte if tie fig, u of 188384 ! t h«5( 4 below those of 18S 83 By fai tl e la gest

arc up} It be ghtr* 1 I eyd ng
11 e I ll wing tit ment 1 w the \

antity of wool imported into B lti h temtory
from Sikkim and 1 ibet during tl e

j
ast fiv years —

Maund Maunds
1882 83 if 8 1885 86 2 S55
1883 84 911 1886 87 » m
1884 S5 9 i

The falling 1 ff in unj orts f wool in 1884 85 as comj ared with the two previous

years has been attributed to the difficulties placed m the v»aj of tl is tra le by I ibi tan

ofh lals b t th lgh this may be one of the true ca sea of the decline in q lestion

it is to be noted that the trade appears to 1 avc been at all times insignih ant and
irregular At the same time that there was a decl ne in the imports ot wool t is

to be observed that there was a very la ge increase in the impo ts of othe articles,

f ir exampl mu k and yak tads which hoseve may be acc unted fo by the

g eater fa ility ith which these less bulky a tides may be smuggl d

Without howeve qi stioning the ex tence or the pern c ous effects of re-

st icti ms placed by the 1 ibetan officials n the frontier trade—matte on winch I

have no kn wledge and no special source of mlormati n — 1 may say that having
made soin tnau ry on the subject at Darjeeling I have not seen or heard anything
whi h i Id lead me to doubt that a ons de able tiade in 1 ibetan wool can 1 e de e*

1 jel e\tn 1 nder exist ng conditio is by 1 iply c eating a tcady denand and
securing a st ady sale t r the a ticl in Darjeeling It will be een from a letter

from Nlr Spencer Robinson which is annexed that a merchant trad ng with

T ibet has recently ffered to deliver to that gentleman in Darjeeling ten thousand

nmunds f wool p < v d d h g laranteed the pur hase of it at K16 per ma nd I he

libetans he adds will n >t place any ob tacles in the vay of allowing the \ ool to

come through If the wool as tated can be delivered at Darjeeling at K16 a

maund 1 say 3 to 3$ pence per pound and the wool is wo th in Englan 1 6^ to 7

pence per p und as it 1 bel e\e 1 to be there would appear t be 1 ttU doubt that the

existence') a steady deman 1 at Da jeeting or some other pla e nearer the Irontier

w thin British te rite ry w uld lead t a steady pply so far a tl e resou ces of 1 ibet

allow 1 a 1 not lire arg ling again t the desirability of rem ving trade restriction

—

a q estion wh ch does not come with n my prov n e and on wh ch 1 am not called

upon to offer an opinion—but what I am arguing in favour f is thee eation of a steady

de and lor I ibetan wool in Da jeiling by establ slung an agency public or private

for the continuo s pi rchase of it The attempts beidg made by Mr Spencer
Robinson who has I am informed much p actical knowledge of the subject will

from th point of vi v be watched with much intere t It will be seen from the

annexed rej rt w th win h 1 have been favoured by the Chamlrer of Commerce
and from the Secreta \ f the Agri Horticultural Society that T betan vool as per

sample received from Mr Spencer Robinson is supposed to be worth 6i to 7
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pence prr p nd in 1 ngland wlc e the f ce is rap dlj rising li tins e timatc
tu n o t t l o t a 1 1 j f rtf r lg I o i 1 il I n 1 irge q mt tic as
stated t Mr Spencer Robin&on tl i i|o tation if wool i » 1 bet &h > Id b a
highly re n ne ative bu nt

Inc folio ing state i nt shows the expo ts o import of wot 1 from and to Calcutta
arco d ng t the ( u t m Hou t return and stati tics of nvt and iail bomt trade
in Bengal since 1S81 82 —

Year I xpo t Import Year f xj it Impo t

lb lb lb lb

lSSi S
1 3 44^ 7484 1S84 S 7 ps 1 M2

1^2 jv 4 1 7 > s^5 0 5 5 >5 St 3( 7

1883 84 32 ^84 1 ) ( 13

A regard the tra k in w hi!
j
reduced n the

j 1 uns of B ngal the « is veiy
I ttle tnl nat n ava lal 1 1 th rd c I tl Beigal G v 1 n it an 1 as tl e
Cove nment of Ind a has rail d t \ ry a 1) \

t on tl 1 j
t 11 ave t b en

abl t ask 1 al flcr f tu tl r int it n r j, d (, t N att if t have
ev be n 1a Ic 1 B ng 1 t

1
tl

j
a it ty r

j
il t> f v I

,
1 1 in

tl
1

v n 1 1 he 1 r U t t th
I

1 ht 1 t il 1 me 1 with th

end n I 1 n a l tl 1] t t g 1 n 1 1 1 It w 11 1 \ e l

en f n tl
]; M r a i tl t

j
t il in 1 1 av g v att 1 n t tl

s d j
t a r 1 v r t

1
tl t lot nu n tl it tl U git t le

don I y ( t i tl tt Mr Abbott a 11 kt 1 nd g j
lant r f

1 rh t tl a t M) 1 f i r f 1 1 1 ng t
|

th 1 e 1 f 1 thir
h

j 1 j
1 b 1 t g an 1 w II ng hi li t un 1 tab th

\
v ion

rf tl e f n t n in nt
j

( I n wl h ill lie f v n 1 1 scril 1 in hi 1 ttt

ann xc 1 and Mr Orrah 1) y
t> S jt ten 1 nt f the Bh g lj t Jail is of

tl ( ai
j

n n 1 tl t I th it Mr* Abbott S plan 1 an c in ntly pract al me
an 1 tl t 1 1 1 g n tl 1 r gg ted l y I ind Mr Orrah uglttotc
t ic 1 I he K nu at d Ag icultu al Dej a tinent f tl e G vc nment of I nil a may
p haj si in a pr tion to g ve some .css stan e and supj o t b> supplying mtrm or
ther £ >d ams an 1 ewes Ian m^selt alst in commun eatu n on th subjc t with
Dr Greenhill of Calcutta wh hi teen get 1 n ugl to vol nteer his assistance in

the 1 t n in 1 1
I

tat on I g od ran si un Ai t la
I am ex s< mi 1 t r *st g f q t w th whi h th ough the ourtesy if Dr Leth

bridge I la e b lav d by Mr Orrah Ihs gentleman has given much
attention to the subject of Ind an wool and probably kno«s mo e about it than any
official in Bengal Some of his s ggrstions for effecting improvement in the quality

of B ngal wnr 1 >wing no doubt to nis want of acquamta te w th the actu il co 1 btionH

of Bengal peasant life are I think imp a ticable but he agrees with Mr Abbott
in th king that mucl may be done by j id ous c s 1 ic ling Mr Orrah
being in hag f the manufacti re ol woollen arti le m the Bhag Ipr < fa 1 is in a
posit 1 n t offe an pirn n of value on th s 1 it t )1 h bea s t st c nv to the
fact that the attempts ma le t imp ve tl t I cel of I tp in th N th W stern
V tvint ha e led t a ma k d p vtmc t n the q lal ty l tl w >ol oJ th t f r v

ince wh h hcsa)s 1 lec le Ily t n t that
|

1 d n B gal I rtl r hr

s gnificantly n tes that incc th yfctem f ro s-brte li g sh tp by ntmu is un
portation f f esh stor k has ceasr d n the Northwestern Piovinces the quality of

the wool
j oduced is tl ere alsc 1 t ri rating

I r grettlatl ami able to f nsh th C ove nn ent of India at
f
resent with

more aecu ate and deta led informat n n thi si l ject and have only tw
\

act al

s gg -st ns t make th a itw to np c e t n the suf ply an! q ality < f w >ol

I n Bengal a d the o th rn fr t 1 h sc are — 1 t — 1 hat a ran^mt ts

mav be n 1 by which a teady d mand an l sale car be guar nte 1 fo I 1 ta
wwl n IHrj 1 ng r el-a h w th n B it sh t r it ry u n dt ma I will c eate the
s pply and w II pr bably ansr with uttlea lo nterf rene of (a eminent when
it 1 knrwnthatw li fortl c m ng If n add ti n to this thefrvcnm t f Tibet
tan b due d to mever trirtions wh h mu t as a matt of cou e 1 juriously
afftet t le all th bett r b t I am n tin a pAto t > ffer an

|
n n on this

flint hurther t would ptrhap lie at fir t des able tc allow speci lly fav urablc
rates fo ca ge of w ol f m Da jeel ng b a l to ( alcutta and order to hav tl is

don ha e I understand been reie tl> ms ed It woul 1 all* be well if po ibl*

to improve tl e mean of c mmumcat n 1 y oa 1 with the 1 ibetan I rontier 2 d —
I hat a r gi 1 wwl

[
roduced in th* plains of Bengal the suggestions made by

Mr Abbott for cross-breeding in his letter which is annexed be accepted as a
tentative measure
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Letterfrom Spencer Robinson Fsq t M Finucanb Esq CS dated
leendana the 17th July 1*87

I forward two samples of Tibet wool as received from that country One is ewe
wool the other lams wool I have been selecting wo 1 for a Calcutta merchant
during the last week who is sending it home to England This is the first shipment
of wool sent home 1 received a valuation on this wool recently which wai 6k to 7
ptmc per pound in England 1 he wool trade with 1 ibet can be developed into a
large business and a m rchant trading with Tibet offer d to deliver me 10000
maunds of wool in Darjeeling (provided 1 w< uld guarantee to buy it) at R 16 per
maund lie states the 1 ibetans will not place any obstacles in the way of allowing
the wool to come through the passes He is sending me samples of cloth etc pur
chased by the J ibe ans and wi hes me to forwa d them to English manufacturers and
let him know the price of such cloth when landed in Calcutta '

Letterfrom H E Abbott hsq to M h inucane Esq CS dated Jainpur
the 27th June 1887

Suffice it th n to say as a commencement of correspondence that as far as
sheep breeding in Bel ar is concerned I live in the very centre c f it and roughly speak
ing my tenants ( wn at least a lal h of these v selul littleammals but a fai as wo 1 o
quality of meat goes th y are of the most wretched descr ption though like most thing
indigt nous to the country ha cy to a degree As 1 told jiupe sonally 1 am convinced
that iuI cious ciossing would prove eminently benef lal were Australian or British

bit a import? 1 ) t b th vs d and mutt jn 1 Ho not think much outside trade is done
in the w ol 1 ne the sheph d finding a sufficient market at present by weaving it into
blankets which they dispc se ol locally but with the railroad now at the doors the
industry only wants encourag ment to dev lop into a v ry valuable adjunct to the
commercalec n my jf the district Be it alw^y< remember d that the g azing in

Behar is for India the best par xcellcnce Sheej d r ng th hot weather ar driven t

the northe n <h ur wh n f r a mt e nominal sum they fa rly w 11 keep themselves
whil during the rains prat tical farmi g planter are glad e»< ugh to let them have the
magniheunt g a/ing of the inevitably heavy undetg owth in then in ligo land
charging the value of one she j

in the hund ed forth right Therefore Beha 1

eminently a e( untry si ited tc shee^ farm ng and it behoves Government to improve
the 1 ree 1 G ve me a doz n ianis and do ble the n imber of ew s allow me K20 a
month to keej them up an 1 I will guarantee to make a pre ent ot 90 per cent of
eveiy ram p duced in the stock to sheep farmers in the distr ct and So per cent of

the m es 1 our cha ge shall be m mo e than the above k2o as long as I am in the
count y and when I leave 1 will g ve back to Gc ernment the same amount of stock
that they hand d mt o at the end of five y ars 1 will a k no further aid from Govern
ment but will icturn it in kind the amo nt of rams and ewes advanced me 1 will

with pleasure iuimsh statistics ol the entire buths death and dist ib ition of the
tock of cour e yo w 11 t lly uncerstand that sho Id the stock die I have n > clam

\ hatever against you as far as the k o per mensem goes My mere wish is to show
how Government aid proierly applied can benefit the district at small expense and
be made m th 1 ng run almost elf supporting Alter a bit I believe we could make
monty l y letting out the s rvices of the rams But th s mist be done gradually I

have already pi ve 1 thatj as far as horses poultry and dogs are concerned one can
w th importi 1 bio 1 and uid cious local crossing do very great things in Behar and
a 1 h ne tlv bol eve as far as Bengal is concerned it c uld be made the nursery for

g am hoi e o 1 seeds sheep cattle ttc tor the whole of Southern India.

[N )it —Mr Abbott has apparently been supplied with rams seepageOoo

—
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Report by Mk OkRAH Deputy Superintendent Central Jail Bhaugulpore dated
i $th June 1887

1 have the honour to submit the following report upon Bengal wools together
with extracts * Regarding the pr duction an i improvement of wool grown in Bengal
it will be necessary to enter some vhat minutely into the characteristics of wool
n*im ly-

1 t —Softness
2 1 i —h lasticity

3rd — I ength ot staple

4th —Uniformity of staple
5th — hi eness
6th —Soundness

So fa as my experience goes in the working of Bengal wools I find them wanting
in all the at enamed characte 1 tics As regards want of softness and elasticity I

* Sec f >ot note marked t to page 594 —Ed Dtct Eton Prod
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attribute this partly to the hardness of the water the sheep may have to dunk bein^
of a limy character 1 he scarcity of yolk in the fibre whit his the natural rescrv on
from which the wool fibre gains its character for softness etc shoes the sheep an
not sufficiently and sn tably fed As regards length of taplc uniformity fineness
and soundness these deficiencies arc m re the result of want of rare and attention t

the breeding (<<d breeding s un loul tedly the mam tausc by which sh en t f al

countries arc impro ed or for want of it arc d teriorattd Whilst Bengal woo
show the deter o atit n all round and contra t very un ati far t » ilv with other pro\
inces in the nortl we t f India there ts ne r deeming featx re whi h i a ten
valuabl one po ses d h\ the Bengal sheep a d that fi the are i ry rec pti t

or in other w ds u eftihle f being itnpr v d mo e rapidly than many xthcr

eta xes f she p 1 he I ibet sheep t >r instance will requ c mu h more ti re t

eradicate the coarse h irs and kernes out of the fleece than ould the Bengal sheef
I o improve the quality and quantity of Bengal wool I will mention a few principal

methods of treatment pecessary for this purpose for part <f whi h there is some
evidence ol it having been uc essf 1 in India as well as other luntnes

1st I astx rage — 1 ha c spok n jf tl « wate as be ng hard this seems to point

out that land pa-tuag »t Bengal i of a calcic or lime character • and woul 1

t ndo t tedly not only acc t nt for har Incss of water but the pasturage theiei f mu t

conta n in it grasses h rl and trees an 1 vegetation generally a faige prt portion
ol calcium th refore the fo d upon which the sheep live and graxc must also conta n

lime and we s e as a nat iral conseouen e that tne wot 1 they gr >w is drv nature-
leas stinted and regular in nta; le na sh in feeling riarse l nttle inelastic whilst

the yolk of the fibre s scanty and poc r I w >uld therefore Suggest that the water
which h ep drink ho Id be tested and if found to be hard sh< uld be treated chemi
cally with a small sprinkling of oxalic and t wt l ox of the salt f this and to «>o<

gallons of water to depos t th lime of wate s drunk by the sheep The washing
water for sh ep should also have any lime that exists in it d posited bef re being
used Quant ty and quality of wool which is distinguished from the fle hy part

of sheep by the larj
|
e proportion of si lphur which it contains is very much affected

by the soil upon which the food grows w me soils growing poor gras es keep the

sheep gnxing thereon lean and whilst giving fin st of wool yi Ids only i|tb nut a

merino fed upon good pasturage of chemically treated so Is often gives a fleece

weighing i oft U 1 1 lb It is calculated that 31000000 sheep yield on an average
I I 000 m tb wool or abo t 4 tb of wool to the fleece Tht q antity < f wool con

tains 5 o oootb of sulphur which is ol course all extracted from the soil If wc
suppose thi sulphur to exist in and to be extracted from the st d in the form ol

gyps m then the plants which the sheep live upon mist take o it from the soil tr

prod ice the wool al ne 30 000 oootb or 13 oco tons of gypsum 1 h ugh the pre

portu n of this gypsum lost by any one sheep farm in a year is comparati ely small
yet it is reasonable to believe that by the long growth of wool on tan I to whi h

nothing is e en added either by art or from natural sources those grasses must
gradually cease to grow in which sulphur most largely abounds and which therefore

from growth of wool in other words tl e produce of mx I— is likely to diminish by
lapse of time where s lphur has for centuries been yearly carried iff the land an 1

again the produce is likely to be increased in amount when such land is dressed with
g>psum or other manures in which sulphur naturally exists § This I believe could be
obtained in a very cheap form from the gas works of thr country some of their waste pro
ducts containing sulph r in a large degree s ch for instance as the sulphate of lime

a waste prod ct oi these wo ks The e p bably also is a natural f >rm if sulphut
found in connection with the rock salt districts, as grologi ally it ex sts in somi lorn

in the same stratifi ation Iron pyrites al o contain sulphur in large p oporfi ns
I hough n'rt acq ainted with all tne natural p < ducts of I dia I am q ite sire pro-
ducts could be obtained sufficiently low in rates for man ng purposes No bones of

anmaJsoightt leav India for its land sadly needs it being also a valt a.1 lr manure
for sheep farms, in add tion to the vario s d ng* f animats f all detc ptions

end I would s iggest as of first importance also that a definite system of cross-breed

ing should be sustained with rams obtained f om pure blood stock I her is 1 believe

some difference of opinion amongst flock owners a* to w! at co n fries the best ra 1 s

• This is doubtf 1 —Dx ect Land Records and Agrx
f Impracticable, and if practicable, would be oangerous oxalic arid being a

poison —Dxrector Land Reco da and Agrx
t As to the probable number of Sheep and Goat* in India see the article on

* Skins * Vol VI Pt III —Ed Diet Fcon Prod
| Gypsumfwould no do bt be good manure for pasture land but bervwallahs are

not likely to use it—Director Land Record and Agri
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are obtainable from but experience has alvays proved this fact that the merino ram*
whether of European South African or Australian breed is decidedly the best for

crossing with Indian sheep As success has been obtained by crossing the merino
rams of each one of these aforenamed countries with Indian sheep the aim of flock

owners should be to obtain wools for clothing purposes of a finer quality This could
be accomplished and some six different qualities De obtained which would work in

combination or serve the special direct purposes of manufacture in general With
this end in view I would suggest—

1st —bor producing finest fibres of a felty character a cross of one South African
merino ram pure bred with 100 Bengal ewes

2nd —For producing uniformity of lengths of staple medium fineness soundness
and elasticity a cross of an English merino ram pure bred with 100
Bengal ewes

3rd —For medium qualities and characteristics ranging between Nps 1 and 2 a
cross of one Austialian merino ram pure bre4,

with 100 Bengal ewes
4th —For improvement fiom Indian stock rams for coarser wools and cloths

a cross with North West part bred merino rams the result of crossings
with European stock in years gone by 1 his crossing would give wool
closely approaching the Agra wool or wool used largely by the Cawn
pore and Dhariwal Mills and also exported largely to Europe

$th — I wo Id advise a trial being made of crossing some Tibet ewes with an
English merino ram pure bred and the rams obtained from this crossing
should then be crossed with Bengal ewes 1 he effect I believe, would
be that a Bengal wool would be produced having a character distinctly

its own and a flannel and clothing wool also s itable for hosiery would be
p oduced of an excellent character and high value

6th —To produce combing wool of very long fine staple soft in form in length
soundness and elasticity of a high value for European combing ma
chinery would I believe be < btained by crossing Australian fine merino
ewes pure bred with Tibet rams *

In connection with this matter of breeding are several important factors such as
the ascertaining of defects pursuing a good system of selection or rejection and s b-

divisinn of sheep into classes These should be done regularly by a yearly inspection

so as to form correct opinion of the nature and prope ties of the fleece borne by each
in order that the defective sheep may be rerm ved and never again allowed to mix
with those drafted and set apart for the production of fine wool White-woolled
sheep free from grey or black should be kept separate Black woolled sheep free

from white or grey should be kept separate also the rams of same should be
similarly kept separate with their flocks and not allowed to mix promiscuously All

part coloured sheep should be extirpated
Kemp and halt y wool is very objectionable Bengal wool is very kempy that

is full of white hairy coarse bristles or hairs which protrude and will not dye or be*

come amenable to any process or operation of improvement This however is the

result of deterioration in all its forms and can only be eradicated by the carrying

out of all such operations as are being suggested herein If only a few kemps be
seen in wool it lowers its value immensely for clothing purposes Good feeding pro-

tection and breeding will eradicate these objectionable features Thus it is that

changes in the fleeces of sheep are wrought by propagation or crossing of breeds
possessing those qualities which it is wished to acquire L.ord Western whose inter

est in the growth and improvement of wool pr ducti n years ago records the effect of

a union he made with one of his lordship s own merino tups and some East Indian

ewes on which a striking proof was e hibited of the influence of the male upon the

progeny the latter having a fleece infinitely supeuor to that of the dams The ram
was kept highly fed and consequently their fleeces became long in fibre, heavy in

weight the breed of the ram being the merino which is considered the best from
which foreign stock can be improved Purity of blood should be unquestionable and
the result will then be a stronger stamina capable of standing changes of climate

better •

It is, however impossible in the brief space of a report like this, to enter more
fully into the minute details of sheep husbandry 1 subjoin however a few extracts

obtained from my library
?
which may be of interest in showing what has been done m

the past in the other Presidencies of India, and which I consider somewhat confirms by

* It is highly improbable that a Tibetan ram could exist stUl less procreate, w>

Bengal This result could only be secured by a long series of crosses bringing after

many years a trace of the Tibetan blood from the alpine regions to tan tropical
plains Conf with pp $84 0/j—pd Diet hcon Prod
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facts some of the suggestions he em made • Before concluding I might remark from
my present workings of the No th West of Indio wools as c mpa ea tvtth Bengal
wools there ts so decided a superiority of the No th M e t wo Is that I am obliged
to use a large p abortion to obtain more satisf cti t f om th se who purchase our
blankets and cl th and / have no doubt in my mw i mind th it this same sufe i

only has been qtven to it by some such early action in the matter of b e ding etc

hating been taken by the Government of the North We t f India in the years
gone by

I am also convinced that Bengal could so improvt its wools and if the system of

cross breeding was kt pt up continuously might ev ntually sup t 1 in cha acU the

wools of those pr vinccs I judge also from whit 1 c< < 1 tne No th W t w Is at

present there are s gns in their wools now that the ystem o! c os. br ding i not

being kept up by continuous importations of f esh stock a v ry desiratlc clt nent to

sustain and lurtner improve their wools this 1 would suggest Bengal should attend
to continuously

Further report by Mr Orrah
Since writing my report ipon the wools of Bengal 1 have received by mail a

copy of the weekly paper of the 14th May 1S87 called the Wool ml Textile

Fabn s which contains a report made by Mr F H Bowman D S« F R 8
an authority in FngUnd on technical matters ui on Indian wcm Ihi 1 have the efore

had a copy of the same written out which I send t > you with this fetter —
We take the following paper on Colonial wools (by Mr F H Bowman

D 8c. F R 8 etc 1 resident of the Society of Dyers and C 1 jurists) tr< n the

Report on the Colonial Secti >ns of the Colonial and Indian F xhib ti n 1 it 1 under
the s pc vision of the Council of the Society of Arts and edited by the Secretaiy to the

Society 8ir H Trueman Wood
The whole of the wool exhibited from India except one or tw< incidental spen

mens were confined to those contained in a case with n the 1 con nut C t In

speaking of them as wools the term is sed in its widest sense so as t include all

goat and sheep fibres The samples werr 23 in number an! n reference appears to

be made to them specially in the official ratal >gue f hew of these sampl s we c named
specifically the largest portion being only distinguished by a n imbcr o letter with

out label In characte they coveted a wide ange of quality f om the ve y coars nt

goat s hair down to the finest wool or pu e pashm na which is the undergiowth of the

Thibetan shawl goat as well as the native In ban wools of which the e are at least

eight va teties These wools are interesting as they contain almost eve ry variatu n in

the individual fibres which is to be found in all other races of sheep Most of the

hairs and wools exhibited in this section howevo a e of omparatively small interest

to Furopcan manufacturers because the export is small and the quality sue h that they

can only be used for the coarsest class of goods and when worked by machinery they

require to be mixed with other wools They & e however of cons derable importance
in India as forming the staple of the woollen ind istry in the mountain districts where
the great b Ik of tne woollen goods are worn Many of them are singular mixtures of

coarse and fine fibres so much so that those who are only accustomed to the tegulai

wools of cultivated sheep can hardly conceive it possible that many of the samples
could be obtained from a single animal The finest specimen in quality and regu

la ity of fibre and in all characteristics which arc typical of the best wools can
scarcely be surpassed but by far the largest numbers of samples are defaced by
irregularities in the structure and auahty of the fibre which are only to be found
in tne most neglected sheep in the United Kingdom and the Colonies lo enumerate
all the defects which are found m many of these wools when compared with the

highest standards attainable in the Aust ala&ian Colonies would 1 e t > mention all the

defects to be found in any wool and indeed many of the samples probably resemble
the covering of the primitive sheep from which all the t uly domcsticat d varieties

are originally derived Without further knowledg in regard to the place of onpn
a mere classification of these wools would be of little service and specially since

the wools of India scarcely come within the scope of this report ana will probably
receive attention elsewhere

• The extracts furnished by Mr Orrah were chiefly from Dr Royle S Pro
duettve Resources of Indie and the Journals of the Agn Horti Sot of India
As these publications have already been quoted above it does not seem necessary
to repeat tnem Conf with pp $78—$80 $81—$82 etc —Ed Diet Econ Prod

f In this particular case tne Exhibition Catalogue had to be published before the
specimens had been received —Ed Diet Scan Prod and Author of the Catalogue
referred to
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As already remarked the wide range over which the growth of the wo< 1 extend
ed and the difference in cli nate and other conditions to which the sheep in the vanoi s
colonies were subjected icndeied the present opportunity most vali able in making a
comparative exam nation of the diffe ent wools 1 his survey brought home to the
eiemost forcibly the very wide range of conditions nder which the sheep can be
cultivated and the 1 igh state of pertection to which it can attain m almost every part
of the world when due attention is pai 1 to the cult re an 1 breed It seems to indicate

that special cases of sheep ai e more adapted to certain regions of the earth s surface
than others an that n many cases the environment of the sheep tends in the course
of generations und r ca eful mana ement to produce a special character which be-
comes permanent and may be retain d asapuiebreed it also shows that certain
characteristics of the wool such as lustre in the U ng w< oiled breeds can only be
retained pe manently by the re introd ction f fresh blood from time to time at any
rate in all the regions whi h lie nea est t^ the equator a certain degr e of eq lality

ol temperatuie and atmo phene moist 11 e being necessary for it pe manence 1 hus
it appea s to 1 retainel lengest in New /ealand and the so them coast of the Aus
tralian Continent I he nature of the he bage also affects the quality ol the word in a
marked deg ee and probably one of the chief rea ons why the A isttahan mennos
deteriorate when introduced into Cape Colony is becau e the he ba*.e is n< t fitted for

the highest development of the sheep One veiy marked lesson of the Exhibition
is the fact that all the best wools exhibit d show that whatever tends to improve the
cha a ter of the sheep in any one di ection e arts all ro ind in a benefit to all the
other characteristics 1 he same conditi ns which tend to increase the sue of the sheep
cause the wool to be better nourished hrmer and moiet nacious without injury to
the best qualities of the fibre provided ca e is taken in the proper selection and
ptntyof b eed in the sheep The q estion of difference in the lustie of the wool 1

an important one and opens a wile held for investigation It has been already
roticed that the Victorian wools stand forcino t in this respect amon st the meunos
When the hbies aie examined by a miciosrope it appea s that while the fibr s are
equally hne when compa ed say w th the se f om New South Wales or South Aus
tialia the development of the ind vid al s ales in the surface is larger and they
piesentfewei scales in the lincai inch On the other hand a the fineness in dia
meter is maintain d in the less lust o is fibre and the development of the scales is

greater in number an i this g ves a g eater softness and pli ability to the individual

fibtes with a large degree of sei ration and the fore a higher felting power It is for

this reason piooably that the wools of Now South Wales are mo e adapted foi fin

clothing trade than the morclustious \ ictonan or the coarser fibt e wools cf Sot th
Austialia 1 he judicious intioduction of the best characteisof certain classes of sheep
into other breeds as is clearly shown may induce a permanent impiovemeut of the
new breed only under certain conditions and it seems now b yondadcubt that it

will always be nectssary for the farmer t discover the special class for which his own
climate and s 11 roundings are the most advantagec us if he is to attain the highest
perfection in the production of wool Those who ae giowers of the wcxl must
remember that every year the demand for qual ty in the raw material is gi eater and
tho e only who aim at securing all the best properties which wool can possess will

secuie the maikets of the futuie

In several instances kemps were found a sociated with the wool These
kemp are fib es usually shot ter and thickei than the others m which all traces of
wool tiucture aie absent I hey aie brittle solid and ivory like This is the s re
indicati n of want of trueness in bleed and is most objectionable as these kempy
fib es will neithei felt noi take any dye They cannot be removed ftom the fleece
by any process except picking them o t and hence they injure the quality of any
goods for which the wool may be used 1 he defect was especially noticed in some
of the cross b eds with the long woolled sheep and where it exists th.e value of the
wool s most seriously deterio ated Nothing can compensate for the want of con
ditton in the wool when sheep are neglected and it cannot be too strongly urged that
eveiy endeavour sho Id be made to maintain in the bulk the high standard presented
in the samples exhibited Without this care and due attention to classification

the results of good breeding and ci Itivation may all be lost and rendered commer
cially uni emunerative An endeavour was made in preparing this report by each
specimen exhibited in relation to the geographical position in which it was grown to
determine if possible whether any geneial law with regard to characteristic pro-
perties could be drawn from this relation but the differences in the breed of sheep
and in the care and attention bestowed on the wool rendered any so nd deduction
impossible and it therefore appears probable the selection of breed good pasturage
ana attention have far more influence than mere geographical position within the
range of the temperate rone
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I rom S F J Clarkf Esq Secretary Bengal Chamber of Commerce

to M Finucank Esq CS —dated Calcutta the abth luly 1887

BENGAL

I have only received >o r letters f the 21st and 27th instant the former handing
me two sample of am wool and me w ol f om I bit of uli h >ou wish ti

know the vahemCal utta Ih san j lc hav l>un exm in I 1 \ tl Committee
of the Cl ai b 1 ( onin e ce wh di < t 1 c t ml >ou the end sed copies of

It tt rs r tten l > Messrs Peel Jacob & Co if tl 1 1 t> with ufe mce to

sun lar descript in of w ol sent to th in f om Da
)

cl ng in the Ih ginning < f 188a
^ 1 h w I say 3< t 40 1 aund wa tl r vilue 1 1 (all utta t ki8

j
1 maund

It was howeve si bscqucntly s Id to the Hgin Mills Compary (f Cawnjote foi

h25 per maund
through the courtesy of Mr J L Mackay of Messrs Markinnon

Mackenzie & Co 1 am abh t( upj 1 mint the informati >n given by Messrs
Peel Jacob & Co by a Ia>nd n Xihidtun Repoit dat 1 1 8th May of the

ci rent yea on the same san
\
les of f betan wool sent home by Mr Mackav S

firm The valuat 1 n given is from b^d to 71/ perniundatth then cu lent naikct
rat's I he h non » t giv s the p ice janua y— |

ne 1884 of unwashed wool at

yd per p und I he value of w 1 in ila t the samj 1 s >ou have 1 ow sent wc uld

lie p )t ably at that time s f t si ft jer point I he higlie q otati n given by
Messrs buxton Ronald & Co in May last is 1 wing ti the rise in the price

f wo I Inch has taki n pla e d ring the la t three y a?s 1 ibetan wot l is not well

km wn in this market so that it is dift c It ti say what tiie d man 1 for it would be
1 he Committee f th Ch n 1 ril Co ime ic 1 e me to say flat tl ey arc of

opi in t w Id be advisable to ser 1 th samples t > the Flgin Mills ( ti pany at

(. awnj oie and al i to the 1 gt t n Woollen Mills Coinj any. 1 united at Dhi i\ al

Am itsar from both of wl i h concei ns y u wo Id bt lik ly to ceive val lable and

p arti al lenott as to the ci iality of tl e wix 1 and it itahil ty ti tl ei e
j

i ments
I hey w Id p obably also be in a positi n to say what pla e it would take in the home
maikct

Inc ncluson I am to say that if you desire it Mr Mackav will be happy to

send the samples home for valuation in 1 ondon An early reply to this suggestion
will oblige
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Report on Wool Samples referred to in Mr C larkf s letter

We have two samples < f wool fron jouan 1 value the fi st re c ive 1 at 5 / ] er pound
and that la t eceived at 5id p |

uni lie wool 1 unwashed and i nassorteo it is

well grown and is of a sound and healthy rha acter S h w >ol woul 1 ell in h urop in

any qiantity Of similar w >ol fr m B mhay Kur aihe and Reyiout wc sell 50
million pounds annually Ih e s a!wa\s a maikc fo such w> 1 at a pree at

p esent the value of all carpet wo< Is (that 1 ca p t w el) 1 remarkably low Please

refer to the figures in tl c enclosed it culais ab it ha t India worl wh ch w 11 govern
thi vool also Those figures a e fi r wash d wool a s< ted inti various colours and
qualiti s and it might be a Ivis ble to trac a small lot of the wool yo i have in view
in this mann r and sn p it to test tin market At the same time we would certainly

suggest that five or ten bal s sho Id be shipped in th natural state and then we
could report fully and you would be prepared to act in the event of prices n ing
It appears to us that the subject is one of great impoitan e for t is evident that the

woof shown by y air samples comes from a country perfectly adapted for the growth
of a sound and healthy wool

In Bombay and Kurrachee it is customary to assort and wash the wool before it

is shipped and this plan c mmend itself to our buje 5 W send you samples of a
parcel of Candahar wool whi h was worth 5 d per po md in its o ig nal state as
clipped from tie sheep a d w g e >ou the res It in the ass rted and marked
wa&ned state f this wool Wc do not howeve kn v 1 at the w >ol weighed b for

it \ as washed —
ft

No 1 — 12 000

2 — 1 700

3—6 OOO

9* 4 — 2 500

5—1 200

ft

1st white value 11 d
2nd 7 i
Yellow „ 9

pieces 6 $
Grey 5 |
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Reports on Tibet Wool

From Mbssr8 Buxton Ronald 8c Co to Messrs Duncan Macneill
& Co —dated London the 1 8th May 1887

With reference to the sample of Tibet wool submitted to us this day for valuation
we beg to say we consider the wool worth from 6$ to jd per pound at present market
values

From Messrs Peel Jacob & Co to the Secretary to the Bengal Cham
ber of Commerce —dated Calcutta the 14th January 1884

The sample of wool referred to in your letter of 8th instant is to hand and we
will endeavour to send you a valuation for it in a few days Our Liverpool corres
pondents to whom we sent a sample of your wool write us as follows —

We find the present value is about 5d for unwashed and say gd per pound
if washed It is recommended to be washed before shipment and it in addition the
colours be assorted each sort being of course packed separately higher prices would
be obtained We understand there is usually a good demand for this article *

From Messrs Peel Jacob & Co to the Secretary to the Bengal Cham
ber of Commerce — dated Calcutta the 25th January 1884

We much regret we have been unable to send you any report on the last sample
of wool sent us as we have not received any communication so far from the Elgin
Mills Cawnpore to whom we sent it We have now the pleasure to enclose a report
on your ea her samples which we have received from our home correspondents who
have gone to some trouble in the matter and we have sent you by post the five

samples referred to therein We enclose for your further information a I iverpool
Wool Circular details in which may be of interest to you We would ask your ca e-

ful consideration of the report and would recommend you to make a trial shipment as
suggested with the view of commencing a regular business

Assortment
essential
Conf with
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brom the Agn Horticultural Society of India to the Director of Land Records
and Agriculture Bengal —dated the 30th July 1887

I am now in a position to reply to your demi-official No 284 of the 21st instant
regarding two samples of wool from Tibet ram and ewe As mentioned in my
previous note on this subject there is very little trade done in wool m Calcutta and
the dealers in Tibetan wool amount to probably less than half a dozen in number
1 have obtained the opinion of two of these traders on the samples They consider
they are good raw wools but are very dirty and their value would depend on the
washing and cleaning they should receive before being put upon the market In the
present s-ate the wool wo ldlbe unsaleable here The final market for wool of good
quality is Amritsar and the price there for staple of the quality of the samples would
be from Ri to R5 per seer according to the cleaning to which it has been subjected
it would there meet in competition Australian and E ropean wools which are import
ed vtd Bombay Another market would be found at the mills in the North Western
Piovmces but prices are not good there as best qualities of wool a e not sought after

Of the two samples the ewe s wool is the better the brown spots in it would
however pi obably depreciate its value From a European point of view the samples
would be much improved were the two qualities of wool of whicn they are each composed
separated 1 he outer wo 1 of the sneep is wiry and harsh as compared to the soft

inner fleece which is the more val iable Should you desire it I can obtain a more
precise valuation from Bombay in a few days

Letter from the Agent Elgin Mills Company to the Director of Land Records
and Agriculture Bengal —dated Cawnpore the 16th August 1887

With reference to your No 327 dated 3rd instant and the sample packets of ewe
and ram s wool from Tibet I have the pleasure to give the following particulars —

Quality —A very good combing wool, with about 33 per cent natural grease

Value —Can be purchased in the Cawnpore market at from R23 to K25 per

maund
We might perhaps be able to relieve you of a small quantity but our consump-

tion is only about io,oooB>
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Letter from the Manager hgerton Woollen Mills Company, to the Direct

or Land Records artd Agriculture Bengal —No F 123 K dated
Dhanwal, Panjab the 17th August 1887

I have received two sample* of wool you have been good enough to send me
I had a standing order with Mr PreStage all last year to purchase 500

maunds of this wool at Darjeeling but he entirely failed to procure for us some 51

maunds 1 his year I made a contract with another gentleman and he with the

greatest difficulty has succeeded in getting me 250 maunds 1 cannot say yet to

what extent I should be likely to take this wool as we get identically the same from
Iibct thro gh our part of the Himalayas} but it is certain that no single part of Tibet
could possibly produce 10 000 ntaunds in a year as that means the fleeces of over
2oo 000 sheep
We gave Rto a maund for our each consignment delivered at Sealdah

TIBET
WOOL

Amount
available

Ih
Tibet
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From the Agn Horticultural Society of India to the Government of
India —dated Calcutta the 3rd January 1887

I have the honour to acknowledge your No 262—7 23 F & S dated the 19th
ult mo which I had the honour of placing before a General Meeting of the S >cicty

and lam direct d, in reply to send you copy of a demi-official letter fre m Babu
Protapa Ohundra ChOiha reporting on the samples of wool which accompanied
your letter

Letter from Babu P C Ghosh a dated the 30th December 1887

I have examined the six samples of Tibet wool sent by you and I have got a
Kashmiri shawl merchant to examine and value the same He declares sample No 5
to be the b st of the batch Of Black wool the sample No 3 though good in its

way is not so far superior to No 6 as to justify the difference of K3 in the maund
Just as I stated in my previous letter a great deal depends upon the kind of
carding and cleaning each sample received before it is brought down to India for
sale As an extensive manufacturer of shawl and wot lien goods bt th at Amritsar
and Kashmir he is of opinion that in purchasing large quantities the quality actually
supplied is much inferior to the samples ana the difference of the quality of the
sample and that of the goods in bale* varies indirectly as the quantity of the sample
and directly as that of the goods purchased I he smaller the quantity of sample
the better it betomes by handling 'I here however cannot be any question as t ) the
quality of Tibet wool generally They are superior in fineness and length of staple
to any foreign wool brought to India But one must not forget that the value f the
wool provided it be fine in texture is regulated wholly and entirely by the degree of
its cleanliness. Tibet wool is the only superior wool which is used by the shawl
makers both in and out of India As 1 said before Kampur and Yarkand are the
two principal marts But the supply is so uncertain and precarious and the prices so
varying that it is quite difficult to form any idea on its export value The wool
dealers of the frontiers are of opinion that India is a better market for such wool than
any other country and 1 think we ought to endorse the same

From the notes on the samples sent it will be found that a very limited supply of

the six different samples is available—

I

II

HI

Maunds
100

100
100

IV
V
V!

Maunds
2 000

35
200

2 535

The total available suppty of all sorts being about 2 500 maunds Of this

total about 2 000 maunds are consumed annually by the people of India in the way
of blankets ahd coarse cloth manufactured in Sikkim South Bhutan Garhwal Nepa*
Rumpur and other hill places The remainder, the better and finer quality are a
taken up by the shawl manufacturers. The prices paid by them for wool of average
quality 1 have already quoted m my previous note on wool It would, therefore be
much desirable to so far facilitate the import of that article to India as would make
the material available to all classes of wool manufacturers of the country for home

S 1442
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c ns mption Assam Cachar and the tea districts are the great places for woollen
blank t<* which co ne from 1 ihet th ou^h Sikkim

As f r the value of the samples in Calcutta market I regret to have to report

that there are no Native pui chase s tor the same I do not know whethei the Euro-

\ ean manufacturers would rate to get then wool from I ibet when they can get perhaps
at less cost almost as j»ood matenal from A nenca Australia and Germany

Pr ces of
wool
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From the Secretary Bengal Chamber of Commerce to the Government
of India —No 218 88 d ited Calcutta the 9th March 1888

1 he Committee of the Chamber of ( ommerce direct me to acknowledge your Office
No 261 —7 23 (

(

19th Detembe forwarding for valuation six samples of Tibetan
wool tceived by your office from the Director of Land Records and Agriculture
Noith W stein Provinces and Oudh and calling for any remarks the Chamber may
havt to make on the subject of a wool trade with 1 ibet

In rej ly to the communication under acknowledgment 1 am to say that the
Cnrnnitte can add nothing to what was said in my letter of 18th Novembe last

So long as the Tibetans are allowed to occupy a position within the Sikkim
boidc trom which they can at will block the Jeylap la the trade must necessarily
depend upon their good will This matter is however before the Government of

I dta On th© general subje t of improving the wool trade of Bengal the Committee
will be glad to receive any further communications from you showing how the
suggestions of Mr Abbott and Mr Orrah have b en dealt with

1 now come t the valuation of the six samples of wool sent with your letter

undei reply and returned he ewith Fo the London prices now given the Com
mittee aie indebted to the courtesy of Messrs Mackinnon Mackenzie & Oo

Sample N 1 —Price pe maund at Josimatti k2o the seer weighing 80 tolas
about 10 maunds ran be purchased London Report No I —Grey good quality
(if gieasv) probable value 5 per pound

Noll—White wool supply available 10 maunds the seer weighing 80 tolas
price at Josimatti R20 London Report No 2 —Ca hmere coarse white 8$d per
pound

No 111 —Black wool available supply 100 maunds Local price R25 per maund
Lon ion R port No 3 —Black good quality (if washed) i{d per pound

No IV—White wool available supply 2000 maunds Local price R20 per
maund / ondon Report No 4 —White good quality (if washed) 6\d to id per
pound

No V—Good white wool^ available supply 25 maunds Local price R40 per
maund London Report —Cashmere white fine per pound

No VI —Black wool available supply 200 maunds Local price R22 per maund
L n ion Report No 6 —Dark giey (if washe I) 6| i to id per pound The report
goes on to say— Our brokers say it is difficult to val e on such small samples but
they as ume the bulk to be fairly represented and not loaded with sa t i This
should be gua ded against as we are told th$ Natives put any rubbish up with their
wool

Note —Arrangements are now being made to supply Mr H E Abbott
through the Directoi Dej artment of Land Records and Agriculture Bengal with a
few me ino ewes f otn the Doonagin Estate in kumaon Mr Abbott has alieady
been supplied with two merino rams

II —NORTH WEST PROVINCES AND OUDH
Scattered here and there throughout the literature of Indian sheep and

wool repeated mention is made of the sheep of these provinces and of the
experiments (persisted in for some years) to improve the quality of the
wool The writer has however failed to discover a paper or series of
papers that contain the desired matenal to allow of a description being
given of the sheep of these provinces or of the nature of the expenment6
hitherto performed The improvement that had been effected b> crossing
the indigenous breed will however be found alluded toby Mr Orrah m his
report regarding Bengal wools (sw p 392) From the recent official corre-
spondence furnished below regarding the wool of the North West Prov-
inces it will be learned that the exten on o r agricultural operations is
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regarded as having curtailed the grazing land in Oudh and thus lesseneci

the outturn of wool The chief area of sheep farming seems to be the tract

of country bordering the river Jamna ( Conf with p 565) The traffic from
Nepal and through Nepal from Tibet is spoken of as capable of great expan
sion with a regular ana good demand in India This possibility was how
ever dealt with very fully by many early writers Thus for example the
following letter may be given from the Transactions of the Agri Horti
cultural Society of India ( V ol IV p 214 of 1837) m which the suggestion
is offered of the formation of sheep farms on the southern slopes of the
Himalaya —

1 have no doubt but a settlement of sheep might be formed in the Himalaya
hills on the southern slope ol the passes loading into Kanower The rains which are
supposed to militate again t she p are n< t of similar violence or continuation as thos
in tne plains < f Hindustan and as (or pa ture 1 think fr m what 1 have seen and
read tnat multitudes r ight find ample an 1 appropriate f< od

In the winter when the snows arc thick the sheep cot Id descend into the vallics

1 here shelter and dry lood would be prepared 1 am not aware that any pa ticula

di ase or ob tacle to an inc rease is likely to exist of ravenous animals there are fe

or n ne 1 ut bears Cables however would prove danger us without sufficient pro
tcction to the young lambs

I he hill sheep 1 a strong robust animal and such as nature made him nothing
has been done I imagine to improve the fleece which is a strong an 1 substantial sub
stance and f wl ich T bell ve the c at ng of the mountaineer 1 nade

1 should be clad to learn if the C vernment would be likely to afford assi tancr
to an individual who entertained the pr ject of introducing a better sort ( f sheep in the
hills promising such be efit to the country You are aware that thoi gh the Bntisl
authority is paramount in the hills it har not actually terr tonal possessions where 1

sho ild ppose th preferallt positi n for sheep My idea is that the southern face
of the H 1 1 alaya from the Sutlej at the Borendo Gu nnoss and < thei passes at an eleva
tion of from 11 to 13 000 feet would be the spots best adapted and if 1 remember
right there is no timber save birch and jumper in the narrow valley where wate
rung but the face of the count y generally is undulating knoll covered with wild
strawberry plants to the knees Theie is of course other pasturage underneath
in parts the grass is of a short herbaceous kind resembling that upon our downs in

England

As indicating some of the experiments which have been performed in

these provinces with the object of improving the breed the following may
be given from the Journal of the Agri Horticultural Society V Sel

pp 160 161 —
Extract of a letter from H Hamilton Bell Esq dated Agra

the 20th October 1846

I send you by this days dak banghy as likdy to be of some interest to your
Society a small parcel of wool f < m the fi st cross of the Cape merino and Jessul

j

mere sheep ana I think you will consider it not unwortl y att nti n and promising
j

as a teaily fine wool on the th id or fo rth cos T he menno rams suffer greatly
from the extreme heat and req ire a good deal of attention but they seem healthy
lam however a little do bttuf of any tea ult from my expe iment little pasture
land is now left in these zillahs and afte the am have ceased for a month or two
it affords little sustenance I have found a moderate feed ol grain indispensal le. and
I scarcely anticipate a ret rn from the wool that would repay the expense Some
of the ravines on the banks of the Jumna have a good deal of grazing land fit for
sheep and one of my villages is situated amongst them but it is r t of the way
and 1 cannot trust my nock at a distance under native care at ail events till the
breed lifts been brought as close to the merino as seems necessar>

L
The above muster was referred to a pa ty who has lately arrived from the

en manufactui ing districts of England and whose practical knowledge of
the article is great and he rep< rts it a very clean usef 1 article to the manufacturer
and in the state of the sample every way equal to it m quality and cleanliness
would be worth about 14 pence per lb in the English market some two or three
months ago It is however worthy of remark that to judge properly of the value
of this wool it would be necessary to have a whole fleece taken off and folded up
unbroken as the quality will vary much in different parts of the fleece —Ed Jour
Agn Hcut Soc 7

]
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Demi official from Lieutenant Colonel D G Pitcher Officiating

Director of I and Records and Agriculture North West Provinces
ahd Oudh to the Government ot India —dated Camp Chardah
Bahraich, the 17th Mardh 1887

Your dcmi official dated 4th February 1887* *n regard to wool production in

Oudh I have been making enquiries while on tour through Oudh and from all

I can learn production at no time very extensive has greatly decreased with the
extension of cultivation and consequent diminished grating area

1 he whole of that produced is locally woven into coarse blankets For 1885 86
Oudh exported by rail 36 maunds to Bengal and 71 maunds to Cawnpore The
two Woollen Mills at Cawnpore state that they get no wool from Oudh I tried

three or four yeArs a^o to induce the Cawnpore Woollen Mills to procure wool from
the pargana in which 1 am now encamped once famous for the quality of the
blankets woven but nothing came of it and 1 now find that th« garertyas or flock

masters have nearly all cleared out since graiing irl the forests has become so re

stneted and since cultivation has extended They have gone over to Nepal
As with the increase Of Indian woollen mills there must be a better price for

wool than formerly, it will be interesting to notice whether the recent opening of

the Bengal North Western Railway to Nepalgunge near here, attracts any wot I

from Nepal A branch line from Bahraich toByramghat would very probably sti

mulate exports and mtpofts to Nepal far more than the present alignment

Extract from a derm official letter from Lieutenant Colonel D G
Pitcher dated Srinagar the 26th October 1887

I have been making enquiries up here about the wool trade At present but
a small quantity is import d from Tibet but if any firm would take the matter up
systemat cally and make advances any quantity they say can be procured at from
K20 to R25 at Josimath, from whence to Najibabad it would cost in Carriage another
R4 to K5 per maund

Jamna Wool
CoHf with

P 5*5
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Demi-official from the Assistant Director of Land Record* and Agri
culture, North West Provinces and Oudh to the Government of

India—No 4389 dated Cawnpore the 10th November 1887

On receipt of your derrii-offic at, dated 20th May 1887 I consulted the pnn
ci pal correspondents of the Department in all the districts of the provinces about
the proluction and disposal of wool in their districts From their replies I see that
the only part in these provinces which produces any wool worth consideration is

the tract bordering the river Jamna, which enjoys large areas of gracing land for

rearing sheep Much of the wool that is produced there is used up locally m the
manufacture of kamals lots numdahs

, etc

What is left is brought to the Mills at Cawnpore which work about 15 000
maunds annually fully one-fourth of which is supplied from this tract The chi f

source of the supply of wool is the PanjAb which sends about two-thirds of the
total quantity consumed at the Mills a quantity is also received from RAjputana
and Nepal The several varieties command the following prices at Cawnpore r—

Desi (produced in the provinces) Rio to Ria per maund
Amritsar (PanjAb) 14 to 15 ,

Narnal (RAjputana) 1 3 to 17
Nepal 20 to , 22 ,

III -RAJPUTANA AND CENTRAL INDIA
The brief notices of the breeds of sheep in India will be found to ertl

brace an allusion to the Meywar sheep These animals are spoken of as
the finest and largest sheep in India but as having a poor wool though
high class mutton The wool of Marwar and Bikanir is generally said

to oe the best found in these States But the wool of Shekhawati (m
Jeypore) is regarded as soft and superior to that of all the States. It very
much resembles the Bikanfr wool The following communications from
the Transactions of the Agn Horticultural Society of India (Vol II
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68 71) furnish perhaps the earliest commercial reference to the wool of

Jeypore —
To Captain Bbnson Military Secretary to the Rig'ht Honourable the

Governor General

Sir.—Adverting to the notice of the 23rd February 1829 inviting suggestions

from all classes on subjects connected with the commercial resources of Ihdfil 1 trust

1 shall be pardoned tr > bling you with a few observations on the sheen of the

Jeypore district* the fleece of which it appears to me might form a profitable article

of trade with England
The expense ot the merino sheep in the hills belonging to Government being

defrayed from this stud led me to observe the fineness of the fleece of the droves of

Jeypore sheep that occasionally pass through here but not being a judge of wool
myself I deemed it advisabl to obtain the opinion of some person in trade with

regard to its value etc previous tc my addressing you on the subject
5
and with this

view 1 forwarded samples of the wool to Messrs Mackintosh & Oo
to transmit you a copy of my letter to them accompanying the wool and their reply

Of everal hundred she p (weth rs) that I have s en biought from the direction
of Jeypore they have been lnvarially of a large size white with grneiall black
faces and their fleece finer than that of any other sheep I have observed in India
The price at which they are usually sold here by the drovers is one rupee a head
and I am info m d by a native who is in the habit of bringing sheep from that part
of the countiy that they are still cheaper on the spot and the wool ©btamableat
three ee s p r rup e or about thirteen r tpees per maund

1 hat the fleece bee mes finer on tne sheep better pastured there can be no
doubt from the mprovement in the wool of the few I purchased the wool which
Messrs Mackintosh & Co say is valued at KSoand that at K 00 per maund
in Calc itta being clipped from the same sheep within three months after they had
been well fed

I have etc

Hawper Stud DrpAt C S Barbkrir Lieut

1 he 2oth July /83 1 Sub-Asstt of btud

To Messrs Mackintosh & Co Calcutta.

Gentlkmfn —7 he wool of a 1 reed of sheep of an adjacent district appearing to
me to be finer than that of the lower provinces I beg to transmit you a lew packs,
and shall feel obliged by your showing it to some person acquainted with the wool
trade for the purpose of ascertaining if it be fit for the manufacture t f blankets and
the coarser sorts of broad cloth and if so what would be the probable price per lb in
the market

1 he longer fleece was sheared from some sheep I bought from a drove passing
through here about two months since and the shorter I cut to day from ont of the
same sheep on neither occasion were the sheep washed nor has the wool been cleaned
since

I have etc

Hawps* Stud Depot; C S Barberi*

Th# 17th May i8jr

To Lieutenant C S Barbene Hawper
Dear Sir —Your letter of the 17th May reached us in due course but n obtaining

information respecting the samples of wool which accompanied it we have necessarily
delayed answering it The blankets used here of native manufacture are prepared
chiefly in the neighbourhood of Patna and of materials very inferior to your samples

.

the prices of them vary from twelve annas to one rupee per blanket and they weigh
on an average if seers We believe the manufacture of blankets does not thrive here
and if wool be purchased in this market it will be speculatively probably for foreign
exportation Your samples are valued here the larger quantity at k8o per maund
(ot 8241b) that tied with cotton yarn at R100 per maund The following is the
opinion of a Leeds merchant well acquainted with the value of wool to whom
your samples have been submitted The sample of wool sent is of a very low At
scnption and to the best of my judgment would not sell for more than id to6d
per fb and the small muster tied with thread from 8d to per lb If the wool can be
kid in 25 to jo per cent below these prices I should say they would sell readily but
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I would not recommend a large shipment as the manufacturers have a prejudice against

wool they cannot know
Mackintosh 8l Co

Calcutta

The 7th July i8jr
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More recent information on the subject of Jeypore wool and woollen

manufactures may however be here furnished It does not appear from

the records at the writers disposal that any systematic effort has ever

been put forth to improve the Jeypore breed though several reports in

cidentally speak of merino rams so that it is probable some of that breed

may have been distributed to Jeypore from the Bombay and other sheep

farms that existed in India well on to half a century ago —

Note by Surgeon Major T H H endley Honorary Secretary

Jeypore Museum on the production of Wool and Woollen Goods in

the Jcjpore State

In Jeypore sheep are pnncipally reared by Gujars and Jats In ancient times

Ncithein Jejpore 01 at dll events that part of it wh ch was included in Virata

(Bai at) was famous as a sheep producing cointiy a d e en now it 1 stated in the

Raiputan Gazetteer that the principal exp< tf m Sheka ati o North Jey \
ore is

wool 1 he best wool however is said to c me fiom th western border which is not

indt d as gc < d a that trom Marwa and B kaneer good wool is also obtained at

01 near Mali uia south we^t ol Jeypore City the seat of the numdah or felt indust y

Sheep aie kept in most villages and the wool is bo ght up by dcale s and the

Namadgars or felt rs who may be either Musulmans or Hin lus Khattks or

butch rs also sell the wool from a ad or sla ghtered am nals which being infc icr in

quality (khtskiun ) is only 1 sed f( r making coarse felts 1 1 ei ae about 40

families of Na nadg-\ s Mus ilmans living in the Naniadga ka Mohalla Jeynore

City About 15 fa nihes of Khatiks who live n ar the old Kotwali also deal and

woik in wool 1 he census return does not give particulars under this head for either

the State o t apital

Sheep and even lambs are shorn twice a year in the month of Chaitra (March

April) nd Kartik (October November) Ihe wool obtained in the spring is white

that in the autumn yellowish in colour o ing to its hav ng been worn m the rai ly

seas >n 1 he Nainadgars wash the c arse wool and ca ef illy clean it m a cotton

cleaning ma hine 1 hey t ead the wool rep atedly in soap and water in large Pan#

and quecz it into balls which after d ying in tl e sun are cleaned by the rindara

or cotton cleaner with his bow or tant or with a machine
1 he Supennter dent of tli ]eypore Jail who until rec ntly bouglit wty>l in the

J ypore baza f r ca pet making has now purcha ed it from Sainbh 1 th o gn an

a^ent who obtains it from the netghb unng villages the best quality he adds

c mies fre m l eyond the lodhpore border but it conta ns more harut or seeds of g ass

thus making it d fficult to ok 1 hr e q lalities have been obtained . the la t lot

erst K 4 2 per ma nd aga nst R18 or R 19 for wool of aim lar quality bought at

Jcypo e 1 his 1 the ch apest wool he ever bought in Je> pore It contains less sand

and dirt than usual Some of the selected wool woul 1 be worth fiom K25 or K30

per maund in Je)po e It com s in the fo m of a t isted oje tief in a knot each

piece weighing a little over 8 chrtta ks (J ypore weight) The fleece from hia own

sheep the wool being coarser we ghe 1 a! out 84 chittacks From other e lqmnes 1

find that in je\ po e tie fleece ol a full g wn sheep weighs from J to 1 seer o am 2 01

In bngland the average is 4ft to the fleece varying from 10 and even 12m from the

merino she p to for an animal fiom Hereford where wool is fine as the sheep

a e kept very clean In a warm climate it is natural for the fleece to weigh less

Sheep are not dipped before shearing in Jeypore D
I am mfoimed that un leaned wool mav be purchased at rates varying from *sio

to R12 o R13 per maund The w ol of dead sneep can be bought tor R8 per mau”d

It is sent in large quantities to Bombay Nagore in Marwar and other places

Cha ira ka Sarur about 25 miles from Jeypore towaids Shekhawati is the best sheep-

breeding ground in the State , ,

The principal use of wool in Jeypore is to make felt the numdahs or namaas ot

Persia in which country carpets are g nerally placed in the centre of the room set

as it were in a frame work of soft thick namad or felt 1 think there is little doubt

that tus art was intioduced into Rajputana from Persia through Delhi It is an in
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dustry of some impottarcc At Malpura the principal scat of it large numbers of

saddle nnmdahs are made for Bengal cavalry regiments, also*«^;j or hooded cloaks

for native horsemen and persons who are expo ed to wet weather—asatn or round

prayer carpets used by Hindu devotees the J /» ntmaz or Musulman prayer cat pet

which is of obi ng shape maiked out with a nich in coloured f It guncovers chakmat

or square rugs and ktx Mils o coa sc blankets Some of these felts are remarkably

fine and durable 1 he better kinds aic beautifully white the comm n ones yellow or

dai k grey
1 he ttamdahi are th ck and fai ly water poof many of them aie taste! lly orna

mented with small pieces of c loured felt ar an*, d in artistic d si^n and most of

the prayer carp ts a e made in diffeient laye s f which he e lges ate cut into cuive*

and t oth 1 ke p ojections Fe t is als nude at lonkaod in J \
pore Blankrts

are man fact red it Hi d >n Phagi Malhotnjnura Cho indlai Cnatson Sambhur

Naraina Bhandarej Jobner (Itm and Sam <ln Fine woollen cloths (las) are made

in Nagoie and Bikaneer not I think in Jeyp re though I am nc t quite *uie whether

coaisc examj les cannot le had f r< m I sal on the wt t b< rder I cannot discover

thitany mixed c tton and w ol cl ths arc made here ( ft igm s made in the

autumn from yellow wool are sold at k 7 per ma nd the best white ones made at

Jeypore cost R20 per ma nd lo k ch kmas of go d quality a e w ith 1*34 P® r

maund Blankets cost fiom ho 8 o to ki ea h

Demi official from T Hfnvey Fsq Re ident Jeypore to the Agent to

theCo\ernor General Rajputana —dated Jcyptrc the 18th April 1887

With refe ence to Mr Colvin S derm official 1 tter of 9th March 1887 I enclose

a statem nt slowing the figures of the Jeypore wot 1 trade 1 ask d Babll Kantf

Ohunder whether he could get me any inte esting pa ticulars about w >ollen fabrics

etc and he has sent me a note copy of which also is enclosed

Statement showing parti ulars about theuool innually produced in and
exportedfrom the Jcypoi e S t ite
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Notk —This seems to be ex 1us e of Shekhawati hi hi aid to produce 1 72* maunds
valued at R33 560.

Explanatory note to accompany figure* of wool trade

Ckakma —A woollen sheet of oblong form 1 made of different sixes It is

used for sheltering goods from ram and as a protection from cold and also to spread

60s
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on the ground Ordinary chakmas are 2 yards by 1 yard and are sold at about
Ri8each Chakmas (prepared to order) are used for covering carts ruths etc t

and can be made of any size as the purchaser may require varying in prices accord
mg to the quantity and quality of wool %nd evenness of the fabric

Ghooght —Is a warm covering worn as a protection against rain and cold
wind It gradually spreads out from the top which consist s of a sort of a hood
Ghooghts are of two kinds one for walking and the other for sowars or horsemen
The length of the one used by people on foot is just sufficient to cover the human
body that of the other used by sowar serves to cover also the hip of the horse and
its length is always in proportion to its width Ghooghts (made to order) can be
prepared up to the value of R25 Ordinary ghooghts for walking purposes are sold
at Ri-8 or R 2 each those for sowars from K3 to Rs each but the price generally
varies according to the whiteness and softness of the wool thickness and evenness
of the fabric Fabrics made of jellow uncleaned and coni se wool uneven in their

make and so thin that they are not water tight when turned towards the sun they
let the light through and are not good but those made of white and soft wool even
and thick are costly

Dallv — 1 he length and breadth of the dalli are exactly according to the size

of saddle or katht under which it is placed to protect the back of the horse from
injury and its price varies according to its thickness, evenness and the quality of
wool of which it is made

Ausans —Are of two kinds square and circular Square ausans are 2 feet

square varying in thickness like that of chakma and ghooghi Ausans (prepared
to order) are 1 inch to lfc inch thick circular ausansz.ru of different diameters
Ordinary circular ausans prepared for sale are generally 2 feet «n d ameter and
are worth about eight annas each Circular ausans (prepared to order) are 1 yard
to il yard in diameter and are moie costly Hindus sit on ausans when they
worship I hese woollen fabrics are often ornamented with borders and flowers of

layers of wool worked on the fabrics Simple holders and flowers are made of white
wool of which the labrics are made and sometimes pieces of broad-cl th of different

colours are cut into flowers and pasted on the labrics The ghooghts and chakmas
of Malpura owe their credit to the water of a certain well which gives a peculiar

lustre to the fabrics

The fabrics described above are made of white wool Black wool is chiefly used
for making blankets and grain sacks

Manufacture

1461

Process 0/ making Chakmas and Ghooghts

First of all wool is cleaned of all foreign materials and then combed when
it is ready for use a piece of cloth of the measurement of the fabric to be made is

stretched out and the quantity of wool of which it is to be made is spread upon it

evenly by a wooden instrument Wool for preparing chakmas
f
ghooghts etc is

spread on low ground so that the soap water wn ch is required in the process iray
not uselessly flow away After the wool has been spread on the measured cloth

water is sprinkled on the wool and then the wool is mixed with soap and water and
pressed down with the hands and elbows This process is technically called
R idda which makes the fabric lasting even and exact to the measure These

fab ics are not made by any machine but prepared by a peculiar process as follows
The cleaned wool is soaked in an infusion of soap gum alum and water It is

then spread upon the floor over a piece of white cloth in flakes saturated with the
said fluid forming any shape wanted and beat in with wooden handle until well set

The piece is then soaked again in the same solution and exposed to the sun after

whicn it is washed smoothly These fabrics are remarkably tough and impervious
to water About a quarter seer of soap is required m preparing a chakma weigh
ing 2 seers

After the chakma and ghooght have been pressed the water is not wrung out
but they are spread over pucca walls or on beams of wood till dry After the
woollen fabrics have been prepared they are smoked with sulphur to make the colour
bright High dry and sandy places are best suited for breeding of sheep but
clayey and damp soil is not good for them In the villages of Malpura Phagi
Chaksoo and Dousa wool is produced plentifully and m the first named village

woollen fab ics are made The sheep are large and good looking but wool of

superior quality is produced in Sheknawati and the mutton there is better and
more nourishing, because the district is sandy while Malpu a Dousa and others
are clayey and damp There are places in Shekhawati such as Bisas Ramgarh,
and Fatenpur conterminous with Bikaneer territory which are remarkable for best

sheep yielding excellent wool Young sheep yield soft and white wool and as they
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grow older their wool becomes coarse and yellowish Superior fabrics are made of

soft and white wool and are therefore costly Inferior fabrics are made of coarse
wool obtained from older sheep Sheep are generally shorn twice a year In
Shekhawati sheep are shorn once at the end of Sawan (July) and again at the end
4)1 Phagan (March) because after three months wool is generally full of the thorns
and prickles which grow there In other dist lets of Jeypore territory wool is shorn
At the end ot Chait (March) and again at the beginning of Kartik (October) The
average quantity ot wool obtained trom sheep a year weighs 2 rhittacks

Chakmas Uhooghts Austins etc are not manufactured in Shekhawati
but the villagers to meet their own wants get blankets prepared by Chamars for

their use and dhablas for their females Wool is exp< rted by merchants from
Shekhawati to Delhi The av rage quantity of wool produced in Shekh wati an
fiually is 1 728 maunds valued at K32 ^560 1 he average price of wool sold in Shckha
wati district is 2 seers per rupee while in other districts it is sold at 3 seers per
rupee and the reason for this difference is that Shekhawati yields soft wool and the
other districts coarse wool

SHEEP

i

Wool

RAJPUTAKA

Jeypore.

Translation of a Kaifiat from the Council of Bikanfr by A F Thorn
ton fcsq Offg Political Agent Bikanfr dated 31st March 1887

We have received your Kaifiat dated 1 Oth March 1887 requesting inf rmation
regarding production of wool In reply wc beg to state that in Sumbat 1942 15 81

1

maunds and in Sumbat 1943 19 073 maund of wo I we e exported from Bikanir
teinto y this gives an average of 18 34 1 maund f wool cxpi rted pet year the
amount of produce of wool cannot lie dppoxmat ly estimated but in Sumbats
1942 and 1943 it 24 and 1 429 maunds of woollen cloth were exported and about
2 000 maunds ot woollen cloth used in this State thucfoic the average produ e p r

year maybe taken at 22,000 maunds in luding the wool and woollen cloth ex
|>orted to other territo »es The average price is h.21 pet maund and K 2 customs
duty it is exported to Bombay vtd Bangla in the 1 anjab the state t f trade is

good because the quantity whicn remains over the quantity consumed in this State

is all sold

Bikanir

1462

Production
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Prices
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Demi official from Major P W Powlett to Mr Colvin —dated
Jodhpore the 6th April 1887

As desired in your demi official of qth March I give the following information
.regarding the wool trade m Weste n Raj pu tana

It is not possible to state with any accu acy the gross produce of wool but

for Marwar it may be roughly calculated at 50 to 60 th usan I maunds During the
last four years wool has been exported from Marwar to B mbay cbefly by Railway
as under —

1883-84 1884-85 1885 86 1 en months of 1886-87

Mds Mds Mds Mds
39 tSo 32 100 43 »4oo 43 » 5<>

Jodhpore

1466

Marwar
Wool

1467

Production

1468

The increase of export in 188586 and 1886-87 is attrib ited to the reduction

tn October 1884 of the customs d ty on wool from Ri 4 to half that amount and
the extension of the Jodhpore Railway line from Luni to Parhbhadra which is to

be opened in a fear days, will it is hoped further stimulate the wool trade of

Marwar
The annual export from Jeysaimfr and Sirohi may roughly be taken at 5 000

and 2 500* maunds respectively Sirohi wool is said to be much inferior in quality

to that of Marwar or Jeysalmere, and consequently while a maund of Snom wool
seldom fetches more than K7 or R8 the price of same quantity of Marwar or Jey
salmere wool varies from ft 13 to R35 The best wool is obtained at the second
shearing after the cold weather

Prices.

1470

e To Bombay vut Madar and Pmdwara
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Statement showing the estimated quantity of v ool produced in the Kishen
gurh State

Any facts regarding

Fstimated
produce

Exported
Fabrics

locally made
Pi ices

Present state

of the trade

Mds

1 000

Mds

00

fi) Ghooghi
(2) Chakma
(3) Kamal etc

1

Wool is sold at R18 per
maund

Kamal from * 1 to R3
per piece

Gnoo^hi from 8 annas to

K2 Ausan from 2 an
nds to K 1 and Chakma
f om 8 annas t-' Ri
and 4 annas per piece

A little in

crease in the
trade com
pared with
last }ear

IV—PANJAB
So much has been said regarding the Himdlajan sheep that it is

scarcely necessary to enlarge on that subject Hodgson s description of

the two great trans Himdlayan breeds and the two cis Himalayan breeds
is fully applicable to the ranjdb What is more wanted in this place

is some account of the breeds of the plains for the Panjdb may fairly be
character! ed as the chief wool producing proxince of India It is all the

more to be regretted therefore tnat ab olutely nothing has been published
regarding the various breeds of the province The dumba sheep is fairly

plentiful but it seems probable the greatl) fattened tail should scarcely be
regarded as characteristic of a particular race or at all events it should be
admitted that there are several distinct breeds which all possess that pecu
lianty While unable to furnish a detailed account of the breeds of Panjdb
sheep it may safely be affirmed that there are several distinct forms
some that approach the Cagia (such for example as the Tarai or Siwalik

sheep) others that blend towards the Afghan races while still others ip
proach the type of the Sind Baluchistan and RAjputana breeds The
Hazdrarace has for some time attracted considerable attention and effort

was made for many years to improve it by crossbreeding wth the

merino sheep
A monograph of the woollen manufactures of the province was issued

by the Government in 1884 85 The author of that useful report (Mr
Johnstone) while furnishing particulars of the manufactures ana trade is

silent as to the nature of the wool produced or the breeds of sheep m the

province A still older publication Mr Baden Powell s P injab Products
furnishes certain pieces of information omitted by the subsequent com
pliers who have dealt with the subject and the Journals of the Panjdb Agri
cultural Society contain many still older and very useful papers The
writer considers a selection of brief notices from these sources of informa
tion while lacking cohesion and continuity may serve a useful purpose

Himalayan Sheep and Wool —Lord William Hay while Deputy
Commissioner of Simla wrote m 1853 the following letter (Jour Agrt
Hort Soc Panjdb) which deals with the subject of the Htmilayan wool
as also with pashm —

* The wool consumed by the people oi these States as well as of Mundee and
Sukeyt is imported from the plains or produced at the fairs annually held at Rampur
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The wool and pashm brought to these fairs for sale are obtained from a peculiar

breed >f sheep and pfoat lound onh in tho e elevated regions lying north ana north

east of the great Himalayan range and kn una G eat and LitHe Tibet and Chine e

I artary The sheep is tailed Buingt and i s wool is rcmaikable for its sottnes9 and
length of staple

The pashm or shawl wool is the under fleece of the goat and is singularly soft

and fine Iherear tw k nd of pashm the blacjc or nth gey called snabn
and the white called /> urn or pa hm From the latter are man la 1 1 red the shawls

for which Kashmft is o famous and from the former various stuffs known as patu
or pushm nas

I he gi eat mart f r the sale of wool and pashm are Rodok and Caroo or Gartal

both places situated within the 1 mit of the Chinese h mpire Rodok i a tr wn c f abo it

200 houses on the right bank of the Indu about hall way between Leh the capital

of Lad ik and Garoo At thi plate wool and p i Am are always procu able l it no

fair appear t be held at it ( aro n the other hand i a
|

t ituated in the

mid t of a very elevat d and rugg d pr vince I 1 artary nnd mirk d by only one or

t o houses belonging to tl e ( irpan C I me e repre entatives and a collection of

l lack tents belonging to Iarta hej herd who remain there during tie mrnner
r onth f r th p i po e of filing their 1 and pa tu ing their heep at thi plac

hit h i the m t important w olmirt in the C hi e t Iarta y a fair is ann ally held

durin" tl month ( f Bhad n When thi 1 i pu rhn ed it i \ thout lo s of time

I
a ked t n tl e b ck of her p and g >at and tit me hints tart off toward their

vartou 't t nations Film tin fly
j
urcha cd lor the Ka hrnf and Rampur

market somt ho e finds it way to SulUnpui in kulu and a little to the plains

vi Oaihwil and humun
Ih p nc| I fa i at Rampu i held in the month of November an 1 lasts at oi t

thiee day 1 h pa hm i c Id for i ca 1) m n y al nc and It ght p by Ka I mf is

f om Amnt ir L u 1 ana an 1 N if ur Of wl it pa h n n t le than Goo maund are

annually d po ed of Of bla k not mor than o maund
1 he loads n the e eg ns con i t of nar w foot

j
aths barely pa sal 1c for goats

and hetj tra rsing the wilde t and rn > t n ho pitable region cr mg t vt y now and

Himalayan
Shttp

Difficulties
and het| tra rsing the wilde t and rn ) t n ho pitable region cr mg t vt y now anti of the
th n ri tr ludg d by a frag le net w j k ft vig antTtravcr ing }

i 15 o< o feet Tibetan traffic
high and c v ed at all east n of the yea w th tlecj now Ow ng t< thi want of 1474
roid sheep and g at nl> are sad f r th n yante of mtr ha 1 rc f* this

p post the sheep and gtat of Churn! a are 1 t 1 ghly p 1w tl tc ng ©markable ft

gieat st ength and 1 nc n on endu ante 1 1 1 ty ee s is the u ual 1 a I but a ducka
1a id is olten ca td by a tout sheep o goat 1 i e sh ep to t alio it ka 8 to

Ry 8 whil goat a\erage fro ki 8 tt Ka 8 lb trad r in wool ar f r the most
pa t inhabitant of 1 t Lah ul anj Kunaw Tl ey re r nble rath a identi

cal with the la tar of 1 ibet I he r rehg on language mann and r isfomsa c

the same They ra ely howeve come iowei tl an Kampur being terribly afraid

of the heat of th lower lull ven d r ng the w ntcr rn nths

Iheenquirie I ha e rna 1c 1 avt m lodt n my m d that the s pply of Ta tar wool
is mexhau t ble Aw althy and I ighly int iligent merchant of Rampt r a ured me that

the pply would always j al the de and h wcver much it might ir ca and *475
be m ntioned in prorf of what he a e ted tl at 1 ef re the annexation of the I an jib
wool and pashm tt the am >unt of a la h and a half of rut es were annually sold at

Ram| ur I do not feel co petent to gi e a decided t
inion a to tl e quality of the

wool Sufficient atte iti n is not perhap as yet paid to its cleanlme b it I doubt
not that thi will be rectified a s< on as the 1 a tars d sc ver that the price of ool

depend v ry much on it clcanline s and that by cleaning it carefully it bulk is

reduced by nearly one-half (p ibo 164)

Captain T Hutton in a letter which shorfly after appeared reviewed
Lord VV Hay s opinions and added much additic nal information It will

also be fourd from the rcpubhcation of his communu ation which follows

that he strongly recommended the formation of sheep runs on the higher sheep Kane
Himalaya ana urged persistent crossing with the merino sheep on the Recommend^
soft woolly indigenous stock until as m the Cape of Good Hope a locally

Confwithfip
• mnr/Mr«fI rn a li nrl kaan rlaifulnn^/l 1-1 a nine nf nmnmn ifiat 9 U/Artl nf .. . _ I nn **

haustlble

1475

improved race had been developed He was of opinion that a wool of

great fineness would thus very likely be produced which would read il>
147(5

command a market It may however be said that the general spirit of

Hodgson s investigations revealed the existence of breeds of sheep on
the Himalaya that without any crossing m ght in themselves be greatly

1477
improved and made a source of positive wealth to India The thief

39 s 1477
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objections are the indolence of the people and the want of sufficient and
cheap means of export Hutton wrote —

Samples of the wool termed biangi have more than once been transmitted

to England for inspection and the an wer icturned has always been to the effect

that while on the one hand the wool in its present state is too fine and too deficient

in felting p operties to rendet it suitable for any of our existing manufactures the

expense of cleaning ltfiom hairs with which it 1 intermixed would on the other

hand entirely exclude the article from the market
In lormtr years the Government of this country made enquiries as to the pos

sibility of pi ocunng supplies c f this wool and appointed an agent (the late Cap
tain P Gerard if 1 mistake not) to receive it at Kotgarh beyond Simla but al

though there was lound to be no diff culty in obtaining the article its dirty stat

rendeieditso thor ughly ui less to the Eur pean manufacturer that the specula
tion wa aband >ned that the biang or lartar wot 1 might therefore be pro
cured in quantitie equal to any detna id that might 1 e made for it is d ubtle s

quite true and Lord W Hay while admitting this states at the same time

that si fficient attention is not perhap as yet paid to its cleanliness but he doubt
n t that this will be rectified as> soon as the Iartars discover that the price of w c 1

depen 1 very much on it cleanliness and that by cleaning it carefully its bulk is

reduced by nearly one half Her then 1 the very point upon which we are
at issue and which amunt to this nam ly that the wool which the British man
factutet ha m re than ncc f onounced to be unsuited to its wants is procurable

in any quantity’

A to thi question of cleaning it Lord W Hay is perhaps not aware that

the dirty conditi m of the wool if which the manufacturer comj lains 1 not owing to

dust and an mal tilth wine h might ea lly be w a hed 1 ut eitl er betore or ait r sheai ing

but to the intc mixture of hair all ol hich ha to be thrown out befoie the wool
can l e lendcrid iit for use and it is the expen c attending upon this cleansing

process that wo Id rai e the price ) much as to 1 xclud the wool lrom the maiket
That the Tartar cither would ot could clean e it irom hairs 1 not to be expected

and I doubt that he w uld ev n if he could d o beta ein hi unenlightened eyes

reducing the bulk by n a ly ne halt would beregaided a tantamount to throw

ing away one half of hi piodice quantity not quality being Ins motto and dirt

bet ig an e penal favount ' A yet theielore the a e tion docs not appear to

have been advanced one step beyond the position it held some twenty years ago 1

The cour e to 1 e p isued 1 as 1 forme ly pointed out to p rcha e a flock or flocks

of Tartar ewes and rve them i nde I uropean supenntendence with well elected

merino rams by which mean in the course of two or three years the hair would
be entirely eiadicated an! a purt and valuable fleec be ready fo exportation to

the mother minty and let m add foi uccessful competition with the very finest

wools procuiable in the markets of Turope There is no locality that 1 am
aware of better adapt d for an experiment of this kind than the heights b yond
Cheen m kunawur and thence upwards through the lartar di tnct of Hungri ng

in fait the very country that will sho tly be opened up by the completion of the

new road into 1 ibet There the runs would be entirely beyond the 1 fluence of the

monsoon and an abundant pasturage be found if it were thought advisable to ex
penment upon them for both the ci and t ans Himalayan breeds of sheep

From Cheenee upwaids to the head of Kunawur the cis Himalayan breed

with coar er wool might be advantageously located and improved ana made to

equal the Austialian bleed while immediately across the intervening range at the

back Soongnum theTaitar di t ict of Hungrung presents itself for the cultivation

of the finer biangi wool amid t pastures of worm wood and other plants wfyeh
constitute the natural and approp late food of the lartar sheep and upap*#hich
alone they appear to thrive 1 hu as the Australian wool was at length pro-

duced from repeated crosses of the met mo and British sheep in a dry climate

peculiarly adapted to its growth so in the trans Himdlayan portion of Kunawur
may repeated crosses of merino and Himalayan sheep be pioductive of a wool in

all respects as good while in the Tartar regions a cross of the merino and the

laitar sheep maybe expected to produce a fleece superior to any now known*
Both these experimental farms would be within easy distance of each other and
remain under tne watchful eye of a Superintendent and suitable assistants, whose

* All past experience would seem to strongly support the view that the lmprov^
ment aimed at might be attained by the natural process of selection and only perfected

where found necessary by crosses of breeds Ed+ Did hton Prod
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duty it would be to attend to the erving f tl e ewes the lambing shearing health of

the flock and other duties belonging ti h an d taking an 1 who from his

centrical po tion at Soongnum or on tl e he gl t (f H ngrung might tiavel alter

nitely to ether ide a e a ion require 1 He woi Id also take mea uies f r the

hou mg and feel g f tie fl ck li ing tlie \ int r a luty whi h if 1 ft to natives

would ne er be effect lally p fo med I art ot land m ght 1 e bioight under culti

v ition for turnips v hich grow to a goodly ire at Stxngnum; while a yellow
flower ng lie ne grow well on the higher t acts around Hungo and Chaago in

Hung u g
In no t t' e experiment is wtll worth the trial and if ca tied ut in the spirit

of lib lit) cannct fail tomeitvith 1 ill ant s cce 1 r even shot Id thesipplie
f om Au tralta ontinue < ur In ban fine wo Is mo Id alway c< ini mnd a sale even
if not upe 10 tc th xpo t ( orn tl e c 1 n c will in all pi bil ihty our Hi n&

1 ) an peak woul 1 s n p hi ea fl tee | «t ulia to th jb cUvated tiac s and be
th mein (f int olucing still hnei fab ics to the notice ami the adnu ation of the

Tut pean world

PanjAb Plains Wool

—

The f Mowing pnssages from t ho older papers
which appeared in the Journals of the Panj'ib Agricultural S k iet) and
which were aftcrw ards republished in a volume of S il ct / aprrs up to 1862
may help to com c) some idea of the wo< 1 if this prr vince It will be
found that a committee of the Society urged tlie desirability of experiments
at cr< ss breeding some of the races of Panj-ib sheep with stock fre m Aus
tralia (Con/ utih p 61 7) The sheep (f the Sind Sagor Doab was
regarded as the best and that with which experiment migTit in the first

instance be performed It does not ippeir that the recommendation was
ever seriously undertaken however but Mr Barnes (in a report also fur

mshed below p 61 3) w ill be seen to have deprecated th< idea of any pc ssible

improvement through crossing with foreign blood So far as the author
has been able to learn from the perusal of a ve ry exttnsive literature on
Indian sheep and wool it woulcf seem as if Mr Barnes had been proved
more nc irly correct than the writers who urged that it was a matter of

immedi de importance to import r ims from Sydney Selection (such as

tried temporarily by Mr Robertson at Madras p 63s) so as to eliminate

stock that produce kemp hairs and to obliterate parti coloured animals
would seem a more likely step towards improvement (when taken in con
junction with the crossing cf Indian breeds till a decree at least of supe-

riority had been fixed) rather than by the importation of widely distinct

races for the purpose of imrmdiat crossing

In Fer iZPORt —Mr E Brandrethw te in 1853 — Th* wool produced to the

west of aline drawn from M ko through 7 ee a d >wnward to ht eedlc* te is all

whit w k 1 to the eastwa d of th* line the h p a e p inrij ally bla k Ah ut 800
maund of white wt ol a e said to bep oduced in th di t let in tne ur e of the year
About 400 maunds in Mumdote and about the amc q intity in Pure dkote The
woe 1 trade app ar now to b the prini ipal t ade f 1 eere zporr about fir ty th vsand
maund aiesaidto have been shipped for Boml ay in tl course of the la t three
year The val ie of the expc rt in wr ol may be et down a upward of a lakh of

rupees per annum Mr W Ford wrote —-“ Io cm re a good pply of wool
attention should be paid to the breed of heep Woclsloiddb ca dully poked
before packing thi may be done by p tt ng it into a tank and stirr ng t about wed
so as to get rid of all dirt (which mater ally inj es its sale) it should then be care
fully packed qu te d y a it is very liable to ignite

In Mo iltan —Mr W Ford writmg m 1852 says —a To ensure a good
supply of wool attention should be paid to the breed of sheep those of this district are
longer than the F uttehgurh heep but have large head clumsy legs long ears, long
backs long tads and are under bred in every way their wool is also inferior There
tsalso a great difference between the h ep of the Mooltan di trict and those of Sind
about Haiderabad there the hoep are onstantly crossed with the Kabul or dhoomba
are larger and their wool more abundant and finer 1 have, however observed that
sheep crossed with the dhoomba are ve v liable to disease at Lahore Mooltan and
Umnalla probably they find the heat too great they however appear to flourish

about the lower range of the Rawul Pindt district 1 ne wool of the Simla sheep is

much finer than that of the Mooltan sheep the consumption is greater thantheisiipply
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so a great 1cal of plain wool is imported In 1851 the Mooltan district contained
about 48 000 sheep a far a I can ascertain Each sheep is sheared twice a year
which g ves jf of a seer of wool for each sheep on 48 000 sheep this will give 36 000
seer a seer is eq al to 80 Company s rupees Perhaps i of this amount of wool
ought to be deducted for lamb

In Jhung —Major G W Hamilton wrote m 1852— The sheep of this dis

trict are superior in appearance to those I have seen m other parts of India black and
pied sheep being les common than white and the breed might doubtless be impro ed
Ihe sheep m the district has been estimated at 150 000 but the pa turage is utbcient
to maintain a much larger number perhaps ten times as many Sheep thrive well in

this climate and aie a profitable stock being bred not merely for wool but for their

milk and are seldom sold to the b tcher

Goojerat — The Goojerat di trict does not seem to possess many sheep Rawal
Pindi has large flocks of the common black sort but below the Salt range and m th©
Shahpore di trict the animal is much larger than any 1 have seen el ewh re m
India The colour is while with black on the ears and spots of black on the body
1 he ears are peculiarly lai ge and pendulou

In Jhelum —Captain Browne in 1852 wrote — If this wool bo fit for the

European market it would be well worth the while of Government to endeavour to

improve the ndigenous breed by the int odi ction of some merino hecp 1 am in

duced to make thi recon m ndation from having ob erv d the effect of thi mea ure
at the Cape 1 1 Go d Hope wheiea comparatively p ohtles bleed of heej ha been
exchanged for the well pa> ing me inc 1 he climate tor of the Salt range approxi
mate very nearly to that of the l ar en hilly country of South Africa and the gra in

our low hills seems very nearly de cubed in the following extract lrom a wo k which
touche on sheep farm ng at the Cape

1 he e animal tl me be t (speaking of the mertn ) in tho e places whi h appear
almost bare to the eye of the casual ob erver but exhibit t > the nice di enrmnator
short tuft of light curly vegetat on sprinkled over the velt among loo e tones
and undulations and underbushes On an acie of such ground a sh ep will keep him
self fat free tr rn disea e and in condition

ihe fleece of one si eep at the Cape 1 reckoned by the same author to weigh
on an av rage about two and a halt piund and is val ed at one hilling and ix

pence pe pound at the lowe t rate 1 his calculation wa made in 1837 hut I don t

kne w what the price ot wool may be at this time In this di trict a hecp 1 horn
twic a year and the fleece may average one seer or two pounds and with an
impioved breed it would no doubt be con ideiably more as well as of great r value
The quantity cf wool pioduced in the whole district is csti nated at 2 500 maunds

In GooCrAlK ^ - About 1 foo mai nds of wool are annually p oduced in the
whole di trict at least one-hall of which is worked upon the pot 1 he remainder is

sold to So'ivdav'urs who come foi the pui pose from neighbouring towns 1 he average
nenk is 5 seeis per lupee

In Lahore etc —Mr J Wedderburn wrote in 1852 — From the enquiries I

have instituted it appears that native wool of all kind can be procured in this district

in the cold sea on to the extent oi 3 200 maunds Kusoor 2 000 maunds Choonean
1 o(.o maund Lahore 200 maunds It is of three sorts 1st white 2nd brown 3rd

black 1 be white wool 1 the most plentiful and is of t \o kinds The finest is

obtained bom the back of the heep and is sed in the manufacture of looes or light

blanket the texture of which is like that of shawls but very much coarser 1 he
maiketrate is Ri per naun 1 while wool of mfe lor quality is collected from the

neck leg andbtllyot the sheep It 1 used m coarser fabrics and sells at R8 8

per ma nd Ihe remark refe ing to the white are applicable to the brown wool

The black wool employed exten ively in the manufacture of common blankets is sold

at R6 8 per maund
The sheep are sheared twice in the year half a seer of wool is obtained from a

sheep at each shearing or one eer annually The hair of goats is employed only m
making ropes and coarse blanket bag for placing on b lllocks when they carry loads

There is a fine 1 ind ot wool known dLspashmtna which is brought into the Panj&b

from Bokhara and iibet during the cold season Amritsar is the only mart at which

it can be purchased Dhossa a thick warm covering for the Natives is made from

the wool purchased at Bokhara while of that brought down from Tibet the finest

shawls are manufactured The Bokhara wool is at Ri 10 per seer The Tibet

wool at R2 per seer 50 or 60 maunds of pashmtna could be purchased at

Amnt ar in one season The seer is 80 Con pany s rupees and 40 seers make a
maund

Mr G O Barney wrote — As to quality th© wool of this country is hard and
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wiry The back of the animal fu nish the be t t and y ung lamb <f cot rse

have a finer w ol tl an ol i r heep Bute a si a the rnatcnal 1 il is evi lentlv

ris ng in value and be mi lg b\ way f tl e 1 Hu an a ti 1 if F 11 < pcan demand
Id n t ant ipate m th benet t c ntr>» 1 o ng th b 1 J of ndigcnous heep
with otl er peue Ih hill I 0 ill ot tinlt! chmite m the rain 1 h y

are rej„ ul rb d ven ac o tie I Ionian tc get t if th influence f the mon
soo and wh n the cro s 1 et ome ac limattu 1 teai that the wool will become a.

ha 1 an 1 wiry a the ind g no 1 p od ce
Soft wo l 1 p oduced < nly in temperate epion as th* power of the un dimt

m he the nat i al c vering bee me war er and f fi n 1 text e nt 1 in the arctic

wa te ab ve the Himihya tl e wo 1 become s ft as to change it natuieand to

afford matenal k hawl uni r the name ct 6a hm
1 do not mea to a ert that the native I ced cannot be improved but 1 am

not sanguine that any g eat ad antage will n ic f < m c < ca 1 nt climate will be
ure to degener tc the quality as th pr 1 c f all temperate count ie invariably

degene ate hen tran
j
lant i to a t opical Innate

So much interest appears to have been t iken some thirty yeirs ago in

the subject of Panjdb wool that a Committee <( the Panj'ib Agricultural

Society was convened to investigate and report in the possible means of

improvement Th** report drawn up b\ the C mmittee is of sueh intctcst

that no apology need bt given for tht still further rt publication from the

Society s Journals of the f Mowing —
Report of C mmittee on [Vo / t?5

With reference to the imtr vement in qual ty if the Panjab wool yout

Comm ttee ob erve 1 tfat although an incr a ed d tnand how the a tide tc

be < f soi ic value yet t inferiority 1 adinitt d on all hind Hut the I r oean
authontie who ha e be n con It d unanmU ly tit tl e wc 1 t b capable ol

impre vement ahd that super rity can be b t attain d by ci mg the biecd I

sheep \ o ir Committee w 11 th r for tu 11 their att ntion t th le t m do ol cro

ing The fine race ol H mala>an a i 1 it ctan h
f

ith their oft an 1 d wnv
fleece are of th utmost con id rat n B t t 1 t b lea el that the an nul

being a nati e of c Id regi n w Id n t bear tl e 1 ate of tfe i lams an 1 tl at th

fleece would rap dly bee me >ar an 1 h ury If in dny if tn plain d tit of

India there fould be h ind a bree 1 of 1 eep jr 1 cing w 1 sujrc 1 r t tlut ol the

Panjdb a cros ing with s el abed would erta nly sureee 1 1 here are excellent

Au tralian bieeds which might perhai s ea ly l n n a cl matizc 1 in the Pan|6b
and it 1 n your Committee:

j
in n a matter ol m me hate 1 npoi tame to import

rams lrom Sydney Lonf ntth p 6ll
With re poet to the 1 cal ty in which it woi Id be me t expedient t r ar fle cks

of an in proved 1 re d your C mmittee have nfor ati n befe r them wh ch lead to

the conclusi n that th he t breeds of sheep b low the hill are 1 1 f f und in the

upper pot on of the S nd Sagar Doab I he climate there too 1 somewhat milder
than in other plain di trict

*

It was also recognised that an imp riant step towards improvement
would be obtained by a report on as exhaustive a collection as possible of

the existing qualities of PanjAb woe 1 It seems likely that the local inform

ation from the districts (quoted above) was furnished in connectu n with

the preparation of these collections I he samples brought together were sc nt

to Europe and examined by an expert of high standing The report was
communicated to Dr F Royle and by him was transmitted tc th Panjab
The expressions of opinion there m me are however as applicable to the

wool of the present day as to that of 18^4 and the report may therefore

be here furnished :
—

Sir —Ha ing had the forty two specimens of heep and goats* woe 1 and two

of silk forwarded by the Indian Government from l^ahore e ami ed by those well

acquainted with these products and their value in the market here I beg to submit

the following report with theappended tabular statement In this I have arranged

these wools according to their nature and the places from which they have been sent

Mr Southey so well known for the attention which he has for so many years

paid to Colonial wool has long been anxious about the wools imported of late years

from Bombay and which he has said would come largely into consumption and sell

at fair prices if they were sent in a dean state to market especially if the long hairs

were first picked out
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Of the specimens sent the goat s wool or hair the pr duce of T bet which is

so much valued for the manufact re ot Kashmir shawls is less esteemed here in the
state m which t is sent because long hairs arc mixed with the fine wool so that it

cannot be worked in the machinery in use until the hans have been first picked
out this in F gland is an expen ivc operation It is probable however that

1 1 these hairs were picked out in India where labour is o much cheap r the Tibet
wool might sell at remunerating prices as it has frequently been enqui ed after by
those engaged in the manufact re oi fine shawl

The black wool f the 1 anjrfb as well as of the Umballa district which 1 so
much used in North We t India for making blankets is not much esteemed here
as there is a pr judice against black wools But the Goojerat N 12 wool being
long in staple would be u ef 1 for long purp > es and might ell at remunerating
prices an 1 that of Simla is of fin qu 1 ty I he w Is placed under the head c f

m xed have been sent as whit or black but arc mostly mixed They are little ap
proved of and would pre bably not be m ch in demand some of them Messrs
Southey have not priced as being nsalcal le

The white wo Is from the di tnct of Simla and other parts of the Htrrdlay ns

are on the contrary th uyht so well of that there can be no do bt of their being
largely consumed in thi count y if they are sent to market Th y arc prono 1 need
to be of very good q ality and English in characte prt bably ftotn the si llarity

of the HimAlayan to an Tuiopcan < lunate Thee wo Is are value 1 at f om nine

pence to thirteen pence a pound and wo Id probably sell at higher prices if sent in

a cleaner state to market
The whit vu (

1

trom the Panj&b are like those of the Himalaya of a kind suited

to the English market 1 t a they ar gen ally m x d with long hair they are not
priced so high as they othenvi e woi Id b the b tter kind ranging fiom seven pen e

to ten and a half pence b t if the hai s dirt etc with which most of them aie
intermixed could be picked n jt whe e lal c r o much cheapei the value of the

wool would be con iderablj nrreased The w ols 1 kc tho e fr m th Himalaya a e

pronounced to be of a vc y 1 sof il qi ility and that ther is nt doubt lai ge cjuantiti s

would find a ready s*ale and probably at higher price than those qu >ted it ent in

a clean tate

Rep rt on some W nl an l Silk se it from / ahore with ob erv itions and
probible value tn the Fngltsh market b\ Messrs Souihfy

1 —Tibet wool 1st ort white not in demand in Lngli h mark t and of little

value
2 —Tibet wool 2ndsoit white ditto

3 — Ditto 2nd ort black (rather brown) d tto

10

—

Pashm f Bokhara R65 per mat id brought by way of Pesha var goat
wool not in general demand but clean varieties might sell for 2s to 3 1 er th

iq —Black pashm 1st sort Ki 4 p r seer the e are all tat d to be not

in general demand they are al o objected to as being-

int rnuxed with long
hair If these were picked out some of the white kinds might be saleal le but the

black kind only at very low prices

20 —Black pashm. 2nd ort R per seer

21 — Ditto 3rd ort 12 annas per seer ditto

22 —White pashm, 2nd sort K2 per seer ditto

23 —Ditto 3rd sort Ra per seer ditto

Sheep s wool Himalayas
9 —White lamb wool from Simla good quality 11d good long 13d but

if picked clean both would sell higher

24 — White wool 1st ort Simla district R2 for 2$ seers ditto

32 —White wool Spiti wi hm the Himalaya good but rather wanting of English
character 10d to 1 \d

39 —White wool Jung yellowish of good quality 9J.

Sheep s wool Punjab an i Amballa Districts
5 —White Panjibi 1st sort Lahore Rioperm&und white yellowish rather

Kempy 1 e with long hairs intermixed yt

7 —Ditto ditto Feroiepore Kempy yellowish but a useful kind

Mr Baden Powell who published some ten years later than the above
reports particulars of the PanjAb wool trade m connection with the

Lahore Exhibition treats the subject under three sections 1st Pashm 2nd
the wool produced beyond the frontier including the dumba wool of

Peshawar and ^rd the PanjAb plains wool including the improved wooj
of the cross bred HazAr* shtep It does not seem necessary to say any
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thing further on the subject of Pashm than will be found in the separate
chapter below on that fibre But of his second ind third classes one or
two particulars ma\ be abstracted from Mr Baden Powell 8 remarks
Speaking of the frontitr and tfumba wool he siys 1 he trade in these
wools is now extensive both b> the Pcshaw ir and other routes in the
North West Frontier There is also a very consider abb export to Karachi
and Bombay It is a remark of Barnes that our earl} commer
cial connection with the countries on the Indus was sought in order
to find vent for British woollens while the existing inde w is almost con
fined to cottons and this is the more singular as there is good reason
to believe that in return for these cottons we shall shortly rcci ive raw wool
from the countries of the Indus This anticipition adds Mr Baden
Powell has now been completely fulfilled Spc ikmg of the third il iss—
the wools of the Panjib proper—Mr Baden Powell says Wool being
generally in the Panjab at least produced without artifice or skill

there is Dut little to be said as to the origin and progress of its cultiva

tion The different kinds of woe l are md have been locilized for ages
the attempts to improve and cr jss different breeds have been few and
insignificant and there seems hitherto to ha\e been no desire among the
Natives who rest abundanth sitisfied with the breeds th it exist and
neither know nor apprcci ite the benefits of improvement Whatever has
been done such as the attempted introduction 1 f merino wool into Hazdri
or the production < f p islim in Spiti is due to h uropean 1 nde ivours Much

|

remains to be done in improving and extending the produce and still more
in introducing good methods ( f leaning dressing and working up the 1

wool Speaking of the Hazard experiments Mr Baden Powell adds
in a foot note to the Above allusion that the Hazard experiment must
1 fear be pronounced a f ilure it has gone on frr some *ime past ilwavs
dying a si >w death alth ugh n >t yet extinct The people it is said do
not want and could not use the fine merino wool A passage from the
Revenue Report of H irdra will be found below which furnishes fulter

particulars on the cross breed that had been tried prior to the date of

the repoit (1862 d?) and it need only be added that apparently the subject
has since been entirely forg tten At all events no recent reports have
appeared and it is not known whether the breed is still in existence or not

B« t to conrlude this abstract )f the opinions held ibout the time of the
Lahore Fxhibttion (1864) the following statt ment of the two chief classes

of Panjdb wools may be furnished from Mr Baden Powell s / anjdb
Products —

Wools of THE N W Frontier— We now rome t( the second class

of wools prod ccdator about Peshawar Kabul Kandahar nd l c sia or Kirmdn
The most interesting vanetic 1 wot 1 ar — 1 t that of tic du nf t a large

tailed sheep at Peshawar an l Kabul from the latt r place it ol tains thf 1 ame of

Kabli paihm it is used in the manufacture of chogas (cl )aks with sleeves)

as worn by the Afghans i

ind —Is pat the hair of a goat common in and about Kabul fabrics called
j

pattu are made from this

3rd—Is Kirmdm wool a beautiful white very soft wool produced at Kirmin it

is called Wahib ShaJu
4th—There is a Kandahan and Bukhara wool among which we may include the

Karakuli lamb skins • of Bukhira

• I he Iamb skin (with the fleece on) of Karakul a district abo t 20 cos distant

to the south of Bukhdra, is famous About ten lakhs of rupees worth of these skin

(the produce of Karakul and other districts of Bukhara all being called karakuli

\

is annually exported from Bukhara to Per 1a Tukstan Rus ia Kabul and Inaia

The greatest quantity goes to Persia where the people make caps of Karakul
called pupakh A piece of the best description ol Karakuli 'sells from R25 to

to R 16 in Persia
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Wool obtained from the fat tailed variety of sheep is used m the manufacture of
clothe and carpets and also exported to India It is of wide distnb tion the sheep
abound at Peshawar KAbul Kandahar Herat and otl er places Kelat and the
surio nding county prtduce she ps wool in great abundance Ihis sheep is

apparently indigenous al o to the Salt range

The following’ account of the tnde in these wools frcm Kandahar is

extracted from Colonel Lumsden s Report on Kandahar —
At Birgand Hazara Herdt and Kandahar hen advances aie made to the nomads

on the future crop the price on the sp 1 1 about 12 Company s anna pe Kan lahari

maund of 4 ( ompany ee s but if pi cha ed at the time of shearing it cost Ri
for the same weight and if taken on c edit Ri 8 A load of 48 naunds Ka dahan
r 192 Company s seers is earned to Kandahar from any of the districts above men

tioned for Company s Ki 8 and from this point to Kardchi for the same sum 1 he
re luce! rate for the latter di tance is accounted for by the road b ing better and
below Da lar perfectly afe The gomashta or ag nt p oteeding with the investment
receives two thirds of the pr fit taking an equivalent share of risk but if the
arrangement with him is made on the Mahometan princq le (kn wn as Mozanhat)
when the agent run no risk one-filth c f the p ofit is absorbed in his pay

1 he agent in Kandahar says that the tariff ot Ixat hire f om kardchf to Bombay
varies so much that it 1 impo sible to give even a fair approx mation to the expenses
of transit the price in B mbay may b put down at R192

|
er kandi of sixty Kanda

hari maunds rure white wool 1 the mo t ma Uetable but brown and white are fre

q lently mixed The wool of Birgand and Heat is generally shorn twice a year
and if not exported is man fact red into carpets balastns ma n idi n mads
and common felts The tine wool known as kurak is procured from goats in the
Herat G izak and Hazdrd di tricts

KnmAn 1 a tract of coimtiy close by the Persian G If to the outh of Persia

The wool finds it way into the Pa ^ab in consid rable quantities It 1 a soft deli

cate wool but its princq al u e at pre ent unfort inatcly app ar to be the adulteration

of genuine pashm A table 1 annexed showing the import of real ba hm and Kirmam
wool into Anmtsar ide by side the increase of the latter is marked the ubject of

the adult ration \ ill he res med when we co ne to peak of man factured shawls

Statement of Kirmam H ool and real Pashm imbortsm tin city of Amrtt
sarf>om /S50 5/ to 1861 62

Ri<ai Pashm Kirmani Wool

Year in which 9 an
Year in which 9 > n Rkmarks

imported
tity im
po ted

lmpoi ted
tity im
ported

Mds Mds
1850-51 1 300 1850-51 40 There is no scarcity

1851 52 1 250 1851 52 100 of pashm but the

1852 53 900 185a S3 250 agents from Amrit
1853 54 95o *853 54 300 sar no longer go up
1854 S5 H50 I8S4 55 400 to Bashanr for it

'855 56 700 1855 36 400 owing to increased

1856-57 600 1850-57 500 import of Kirmam
*857 58 600 1857 58 700 wool

1858 59 5oj 1858-59 700 This inferior wool has
1859-60 400 1859 60 800 put the real Pashm
1860-61 400 1860-61 1 000 out of the market
1861-62 5 >0 1861-62 1 000

Mr Davies writes thus it is evident that the quantity of shawl goats wool

imported into Amritsar has for several years past decreased In its stead sheep s

wool from Kirirdn in Persia has been largely introduced into the manufacture of

shawls This wool is fine of its kind and long in the staple It is much more easily

and quickly worked than the more delicate goat wool It is largely used in Persia in

the f bncation of Jamewars which have superseded the use of Kashmir shawls m
that country

Wo LS OF THE Plains —We come now to the last class representing the

wool of plains Among these i have included the wools of H&xiri, because they
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could not be included in any other It is here that the fir t attempt at imprivmg
the breed wa made by the introdu tion of the merino heep b t there cl >e n t

seem a y great pro pect < f uce s Merino wool that wa e tnomem 860 fetched
is 6d a pound At prt ent merino 1 in bur pe 1 chiefly prod ced— the best in

Spain the next be t in Sax ny How unsuc e ful the experiment may be then
aic nany other way inwlich the b eed of she

\
m ght be unj loved and the wool

trade stimulated of pa tu ing g und the e i n lack

Ihere an be no d bt wrot the h mam lal Commi loner in iSf 1 that the
valleys of the S tie] K&vt C henab Naincukh and c th 1 t ihutares <f the Indus
supply gra ing g oun Is not to \ e rpa ed n a y j a t 1 the o Id I he p pula
ti n 1 h b tu g the ar ch fly

\
a t > al b t o ng to 1 th an 1 ig 10 inre the wool

they p oduce is small in quantity lull ot di t and ill-cared lor in c\ ry way
1 Black and wh t he p wool forllanket etc

2 Goat hair for grai bag pe et etc

3 Camel 1 ai the inner w >ol 1 u e 1 1 hogas of a remmon kind and is very
oft Ih wool 1 produced in the 1 ar and tl al tin ts f Shahpur
Rr htak J 1 ang an 1 l ugai a whi ha e am 1 fee 1 ig di t t

In regard to wo F tl cr is n thir
^
no 1 >t < m 1 uni ate 1 n t n o raging nature

When pa ing th gh Haza d in Ap tl I saw the mtr o fl ( k and wa gr atly di

appoi ted n t It 1 nder tl c car of a hej h r 1 f )t Hind tan \ I apj ears nr tat
«ll to like the cold of tic hill and will 1 t v dimply v ntuie into th 1 icabtie b t

s t d to the 1 eep 1 he Htt r app a ed t net b mam t wr t 1 ed nd tu n offer

a cc nt ast to th half bree 1 reared I y tl e Sayads of K ghan wh cor ft the woe 1

c btair ed tr m these t be mu h ott rand fin r tl an that of tliei t wn hr<p th ugh
they 1 not appea gieatly to app ec ate the eq alit e 1( ilcr a 1 have her t

fore tat d that there is no p o pcct whatev r f tner no wool I < 1 ig p o lute I to any
extent in our hill trofanywtd least of all the fi cr k nds be ng allowed to gi w
of sufficient le gth to b prized in the I ropcan market asth tangled and thorny
woods and fo est thiough wh ch the si eep m t pas oblige the sh pherd to shtar
then at lea t twi c and usually three t mes in the >ear 1 the c mparatively w > d
i« tn t ol tran HimaLava regio s wool of the fnc t kind an I I 1 clu ve >f con 1

deral le length pr du e I almo t eve ywh re apa t tr n the inn r coat r pashn
and enq ir e are being made in Spit with a v v t > as c tain how mq 1 ve nent
miy be effected and a supe 1 a well a a mo e ab ndant art cle obtain I ft set ms
t ne however to l>e do btful whether any con id rable inc ea e f j ro I re c ikl be
btau d f om thest reg on I y any available m an* at all vent not under existing

circum tance —(Extract from Ret e lue Repo t f H »d a 116 6 1)

But that the experiments at crossbreeding were nr t in the Panj tb

confined to the HdzarA sheep the following correspond! nee and report

will show —
Report on samples of wool from a cross breed and f om a k ihntan ewe

comtt unicated in the fill 7 1 ig l tters f m Mr R >hKK 1 Smith of the
Commi s nat Departme t to the beeret ry —Cal utta 13th Marc/ 1843

I have examined the sample of wool (a first cross between a menno ram and
Patna ewe) which you sent to m and after carefully ompa ng it with numerout
musters of commercial wool which I have by me my opinion is as f flows —

I he wool is not so g od as a sample of cross mcrin bred in this c< untry which
is in my possession and wh ch is worth m 3d per ffc in th London ma ket I he
present sample is somewhat coarser in the fib e bit it has the advantage of a longer
staple its color is also not s pure as it might be and tl t fibre has a shide of weak
ness in it None of the e disadvantages howe e are suffi lent to di q alify the
sample per se Wool of this kind in Jarg q antities wo Id find a ma ket in Fngland
at abo tu to \yt per ft and a little more breedi g viould bring it 1 p t % much higher
standa d Now that the Indus is open fine woolfed ewe from Mck am and Jfiawar
in Beloochistan n igbt be readily procured instead of b eeding f om the coarse woolled
sheep of Patna and with the Je^poor sheep to give sire a cross-b eed might in a few
years be established on this side ol India which would lay the foundation of much
wealth to growers and benefit the country and the revenue materially

While on this subject, could not the Society address the Government with
reference particularly to Oaptam Postana s researches (page 434 of the Monthly
Journal of Agricultural Society for December 1842) to procure samples of wool *

• These samples were presented at the general meetings of the Society on the
8th March and 17th April the first by Mr O J Muller Deputy Collector at

Patna, the other by Major Napleton at Bhaugulpore
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from all parts ot India particularly from the North West that those who are
desirous ot entering into the tiade m wool might know the best sources of supply* —

Kohlst&n
Sheep a
Valuable
Stock for
Breeding

Crossing with
Patna and
Merino

Conf with p/f
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28th March 1843
1 have the pleasure of replying to your note regarding the muster of Kohistan

fleece wool whicn yc u sent to me some few day since

Horn the matted tructure of thi fleece it would not prove a marketable com
modity in its unimproved tate since it could not be combed but from its softne s

length of staple and fine fibre the ewes of this breed if of a tolerable Large body
would be well adapted for la>ingthe foundation of a valuable mixed stock when
crossed by merino rams the n selves of good blood It is a great error that the few
attempts which have been made m this re pect in India have been injudicious in

taking the dam from the hairy sheep of Bengal and the sire from the merino this is

like breeding lrom the race horse and the tattoo The sire under any circumstances
should be merino f the best blood and the d un the produce of merino and best soft
woolled country sheep which can be obtaine 1 that is wool from the secot d genera
tion I here can be no doubt that the e K0I11 tan ewe crossed by the merino would
at once yield a wool v\o th is 3d per lb but not having een th m and con equently
not knowing their 1 e of carcase 1 am unable tf say it they would be profitable If

they would yield 4ft of wool annually they ought to be
In my opinion there 1 nothing to p event the growth of good marketable wool

in India provided it be gone about in a proper manner We have all kinds of

climates and the short sun burnt grass of thi country is precisely that on which the
best wool is produced Bhaugulpo e Mussoune and the Dhoon in fact all hilly

di tricts with short scanty herbage little
j

ngle and wide sandy plains with clumps
of tiee heieandtheie would suit the sheep breedei c nly he must commence with
proper breeds if he expect to succeed (Jour igrt Hort 5oc Ind 11 Part II

PP rS9 1 Ht)
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The following selection of passages may be given from the District

Gazetteers (arranged alphabetically) and it need only be added that
although a few only are given nearly every volume of the Panjdb Gazet
teer says something about wool and woollen manufactures ^ome of these
deal more especially with pashm and pashmma goods and have accordingly
been republished in the special chapter on these subjects It is however
impossible to arbitrarily isolate the available information into sections that
would literally correspond to Wool Pashm and Hair The
passages which may now be given it will be observed carry our knowledge
of this subject down to about the years 1881— 84

AMRITSAR— The manufacture of pashmma or shawl wool into cloths of van
ous textures and qualities which is the leading trade of Amntsar ha been already
noticed at some length Opinions differ as to the prospenty or decadence of the
shawl trade B t it mu t be a long time before the habit of snawl wearing common
among the upper classes of native dies out entirely and although the European
demand 1 variable and foreign looms are qt ick to imitate Indian fabrics the Amnt
sar dealer have displayed a facility in following changes of fashion which is very
unusual among oriental products fhe peculiarly soft and silky character of pash
mma fabtics even when th material is largely mixed with inferior wool is unimitabie

by European power looms A beautiful texture of fine shawl cloth composed of

equal parts of silk and pashmma is now made The fabric is lustrous and exquiste-
ly soft and is woven in self colours Modern taste inclines to plain surfaces and the
numerous subdivisions of the trade dependent on the old st>le of coloured work such
as dyers embroiderers rafugars etc have undoubtedly suffered a good deal from
the changing fashion

The introduction of carpet weaving promises to All up to some extent the gap
created by the falling off in the demand for elaborate shawls The most important
establishment employs about £00 persons who work on fifty looms The greater
part of these are boys apprentices or sh dgtrds who are learning the trade. There
are also several other smaller manufacturers The Amntsar carpet so far as can be
judged from the products of the first years promises to have a distinctive character

* The Cattle Committee have been requested to take this suggestion into consi-

deration and embody their opinion thereon in their next report which will shortly be
submitted to the Society [Conf with various reports quoted on pp 582 $86 Ed

j
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1 he designs are mostly made by ka h mn and are ha. ed on hawl pattern motives
1 he colouring i very dark omettmes n h b t inclining to gloom 1 he texture l

much lighter than that turned t by the ja 1 in 1 the carp t are ofter and more
pliant buttheiei no rea t n tc d>ult their wear ng quit tic In tin respect they
resemble a m ght be expect d the carpet of ka him wh i h art till softer and
loo er Nearly all are sent to l on 1 n or Nc Y >rk an 1 they af pear t be unknown
among Anglo Indian 1 h< Central A lan fab k o mi in tic mi ket a kh ten

ca pets are frequently br< tight nto Amrit ar Many rf the eaiea lin nble in c lour

and design ana marked by an almo t Chinese rha actcr liny have i ot however
been used as models tor imitati n A la gc numb r of Amritsir carpets were shown
at the Calcutta Fxh bition isgy-d4 (Dist 6 iBetteer pf> 444$)

D ERA GHA7 I Khan — In the border hill in thi di trict there is in interest

ing d mest c indu try of woollen wei\ing tf pr Hurt of wl ich r cmble the Arab or

Semitic type of wo\en fabric nore thin my other v kl ini in In lia 1 he c< irse

and every day form of th fastonl rift ir r ugh g at h r r
j

the r de cloths

on which grain is wmnowtd and cleaned c rn sack timel lag ind the like which
are ui»ed throughout thi di trict and in the Dcrijat Divi ion gei (rally

More highly finished form ire camel trapj ings sa idle bags shat or rugs
and im lar article woven by RiUh « m n ina c e hat har h w m t d like yarn
dyed in a few obe c 1 urs 1 h patt rn 1 e a 1 pie a th mater al hut they ire

alway good and t ore is a quality ot t ne and col ur in tl e tuff which more to tly

fabrics seld n p s es

In add tion to the woven pattern sa ldl bag ire ormmente 1 with ta sol n which
white cowries arc trung and with r (tte kilfully ind ingeni u ly work din flo«

silk of different colo irs 11 th of. ( mill Hong si II like ed ) sewn on the
b< rders 1 he rug liave gr at weaung q ahtie as warj an 1 w ft are l th in hurl
wool but being often ( ro k dly w 1 tl ey lo not al ay l e flat I he trade 11

Turki ta rug and in ome Alg ni fibre (f 1 s mihr kind 1
f f

li 1 by a mer ly

done tic indu t y which fin 1 cmj 1 vn ent 1 r many h Is 11 ere ire n ign th t

the HI ch wea 1 g ill g w t< a ything m r than it 1 it pre tnt 1 If 11 eh 11

occ patioi f r merely lord 1 e 1 he work h wc v 1 tire ting a in exaim 1 of

the in t n tn nghtn h i d pro; riety f I gn 1 1 1 ir wh 1 s< < r t 1 in

varnll attrib te of pi t ral 1 d str It 9 tl at r g aim t 1 1 r t c a.1 in

pattern and fal nc an 1 in ilaxly 1 nt I w th I II re ma I 1 tl c Balkan and
som time ent to Pin for sal I he Binjir of th Derrai wea ifafri ldcntuil
in patte n with the Biloch work for w men s p< tticoat an 1 the peaks c f bullock
saddles

(
Di t Gazetteer Ap)

GuRDASPUR — 1 he h geiton Wo llcnMillsw re ta tod 1880 1 it manufacturing
did not commence until the end of Oct her S82 Th firm empl y ab ut ifx hand
who wo k f r some eleven month in the yea The e a e three 1 u opean supervi ( 19

and work in the mill is ve y active 1 he cloth tu n d out 1 ch<i_
|
ml w ndcrfully

good and large contracts ft th supply of regi nental clothing have lately been
secured These mills are at Dhanw 1 ab< ut erven m les from Gu dAspui on the
banks of the canal They are lit up at n ght with electric light The range of

building is very extensive
44 Wool —Two sorts of wool are chiefly used—the Bet and gaddt The first comes

from Shihpur and Siilkot and the second f om the < ntry inhali*ed by the Gaddis
* e Chambiand thereabout Women are employed in separating and cleaning the
wool A common industry in this di trict i the working of bo ders to pashmxna
shawls in different coloured wools A man will work about one yard of this in a day
A yard of work is worth 4 anna xe 1 f annas w >ollen thread and 24 annas as
labour

Blankets or lots are also made A good blanket worth U20 will take about a
month to weave the cost being thus divisible K 4 tuff and k( labour The blan
kets are made from dist ict wool and that which comes from Sidlkofc and Amritsar
The chief seats of this trade are Fatehgarh Dharmkot and Jkhlaspur There is

some export of these blank tstoAmnt ar and Sidlkot districts Fhc wool used is

bought at R16 the maund nd the blankets sell at from K2 to K4 each The
manufacture ofpashmina shawls may be d vuied into three heads—that of weaving
shawls weaving shawl borders (as I >ei ore noted) and shawl embroidery The shawl
work is carried on by Kashmiris at SujAnpur Dinanagar Dera Nanak Pathanlcot
Kanjour and Batili, and the trade is apparently m the hands of a few men Espe-
cially is tins the case at Dera Nanak, where there are many shops full of workers all

seemingly employed by one master The pay is wretchedly small and the workers
have to supply their own materials. They sit working crowded together 10 small
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shops and then life must be a perfect slavery yet they work at this unremunerative
toil the pay being but 2$ to 3 annas the day hen they co ild command from R5 to
K6 a month as daily labourers at the neighbouring railway works Of late years the
trade has decreased in hawls and prices now do not range high There are three
kind of wool use 1 in the manufactuie of shawls—Ka hmi 1 Rlmpu 1 and Wihab
sh£hi The Amritsai price of these are— Kashmiri wool R>* Wdhab h&hi R3 Rdm
pun R2 the seer One and a half seer of wool is calculated to make a length of 6
yards at a co t of R18 namely 3 seers of wool at R3 per seer Rg spinn ng theth ead
K4 wages of t o persons for one month (one man and one woman) Rs total R18
The wool and silk used for shawl borders are obtained from Amritsar The borders
sell at from a to 8 annas per yard 1 he pattern resembles a thick flo ere l ribbon
J his is u ed in tringing the hawls Fml ro dery work consists of working flowers and
fancy work on shawl with wor ted and ilk thread L is or wrappers are al o manu
factuied of wool the hist I y Ka hm 1 and the second by juldhas 1 he lot manuiac
ture was leferred to under the head Cotton

Mr Kipling has kindly furnished the following note upon the manufactures of

Curddspur — it is customary to say of the woollen Industrie of the Gurdaspur distnct
that they are dying out or ialling ff B t it seems doubtful whether they were ver
r ally very prosf erous At St jdnp ir Dinanaga Dera Nanak Pathankot Kanjo r

and Batala there a e Ka hmiri weavers and emb oiderers who car y on their trades for

a wretched pittance which w< uid seem to 1 e scarcely enough to keep body and soul
tog ther Th y are like o many more artizans of tne p ovince practically nslaved
to dealers and earn but 2\ to 3 anna per di m 1 he master in their tun find but
apiecarioi sale for their goods and tne wonder 1 that so much good work is turn
edout under conditions so desperate Foitunately there are still large n mbers at

people in this country who wear coloured woollen shawls A la ge cio d of the
people ot Bengal such as was daily een at the Calcutta Fxhibition shows at a
glance that though C vernments ana Native Princes no 1 ger encourage the manu
fait ire ol the best kind of shawls for their tosha khans and for gilts there is still a
market foi ordinary woollen goods Many of the native ladies ol Calcutta insisted on
visiting the Fxhibition and it was seen that the wea mg of shawls was by no means
confine 1 to the male sex But the months d uing which a woollen shawl is comio t

ablem the Noith Westein Piovince Bengal and Bombay aie but few and in spite of

the efforts of dealers who travel unceasingly the co s mption must be relatively

small There 1 n t a town of any impo tance in India in which Panjdb woollen goods
are not found awaiting sale The adopti n of a emi Fu jpeanized costume by many
of the edu ated clas es might perhap be tho lght to tell heavily against the shawl
trade But again t the n mb«r of educate i natives who have adopted the closely

fitting coat of Engli h woo len cloth must be coi nt d those of the neducated cla ses

who formerly weanng cotton alone are now sufficiently pro perous to afford woo!
And this woi Id eem to be a large class It seems cleai that the Kashmiri shawl must
for a long time to come be in som demand but it is no less clear that there is an
excessive supply At the Panjab Exhibition t f 18S1 the cheapness and good quality of

the w ollen goods from this district were commented upon by the jurors A large 7dtne-

wdr (
taped labric suitable for a c rtain) cost R6only and although somewhat coarse

in texture it was decidedly what Engh h tradesmen called good val e A speciality

of the district is its kenarn b f woollen shawl-edgings or borders Many of these are

p etty in coloui and capable of being utilised by European milliners and aress-makers
For furniture too except in this c unt y the mod rn fanciful upholstery might find

them a place But the peipetual cha ige in European fashu ns and the facility with

which We tern stieam dtiven loom can imitate and undersell any fabric that attracts

public notice foibid any hope of local industries receiving a payment benefit from
European tiade At this moment the Rdm pur chaddar and similar soft wool goods
are m so we favou in England It is true that a number of Panjdb chaddars are

sent home and dyed in soft colours which are supposed to be peculiarly Indian but
the greater part of the goods advertised as Amntsias and under other oriental

names are of French or English make The narrow widths m which the cheaper cloths

such as pattus ahoons ana maltdas are made render their adoption by Europeans
almost tm ossible But for this which seems to be an insuperable difficulty to the
ignorant hand loom weaver

f
there might be a chance of employment for many

weavers There is no recognizable difference between the shawl work of the Gurddspur
district and that of Amritsar and Kashmir Much of the material used is brought
from Amritsar and some of the finished articles are thus disposed of

Mixed fabrics English cotton thread and country wool are made at Pathan
kot Suidnpur and Dinanagar The lot a coarse cold weather wrap in greyish whiter

is the usual article and it is exported in some quantities to Amntsar the North*
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Western Provinces and Bengal At ratehgarh Dharmkot and IkhlA pur all wool

lots are made Pashmina of course is not used in these good but the ordinary wool
of the district

The establishment of a woollen cloth factory with Fnglish powe looms and Eng
lish method of dyeing and finishing cannct fail if it p ov s ucces ful to have omc
influence on the production ot self coloured woollen fabric s 1 he F gorton Woollen
Mills Compan> whose factory is at Dhd iw&l 8 miles from G id&sp ir prod ice

blankets and all the coar er varieties of lots and pattus a well a more highly

fin shed broad cloth serges and other strong wo lien g< od 1 heir looms a e
dnven by water power supplied from the Hdri Dodb ( anal For the coar er fabrics

country wool is u ed but Austialian wool i also impo ted and w rked \i\ in th finer

goods 1 hese cloths can be put in the maiket at rate relatively much cheaper than
the ordinary hand woven woollen good and e m likely in tim t take tl eir place to

a large extent But a the pioht of i ch an tnterp ise mu t dt
\
end mainly c n egulai

wholesale p cd eti n and in ontract for mlita y and police p rpo e it may be

long bef le the domestic blanket weaver i d ven to c tl e kxuj ati n I he su ts of

Batdld have a good reputation lhey a c st iped like all shsi but often have an
admixture ofsilk Colonel Harcourt who ha epo ted at length on the ndu t ics of

the dist ict ugge t that the fabric l ve y uitable lo hir and ther can 1 e no
doubt that it is a e vi cable and ag eeablv c 1 red t ff But the na rc w width in

which it s made w> Id be a bai t its ad pt on f i th or any other F iropean p i

f

)o e it chief use i fo w n n pal nia ei h pai )f whirl con umea a i uch
arger quant tv than the imnitiated w Id imagine llevust a worm me sort

to the s Ik bo dered cotton goc d of Bombay and the Central 1 lovince I

L t and wrappers of an inle tor dc c ipt on ma le of cott n in 1 otl in the pro- '

portion of two-third tc cn tin d c tton are largely man factuied in the towns of

bujanp r Dinanagar and Hathankot and are exported to ve y di tant part cf
,

India —Calc tta Be are and L ickn w I he total value of exf o t miy be fixed at

h40 ooo lie u tal time f r exp rt t November During the Cabul wai a good
deal of thi material wa b ought p for the e of y es i tl e expediti >n 1 h w 1

u ed in the i anufact re of thi aiti le is imp te 1 fiom Shahpur and from the countiy
inhabited by the Gaddis i e ChambA an 1 theieab ts I

Blankets are al o made in the towns of I atcl garb Dharmkot and Ikl l£
j
u from

district a d that which come 1 om Si«Ukut and A nr t a I he ft a e >me xpo t of
|

thee blanket to Amrit-»ar and Sialkot di trict 1 he amount of exj o t is about
k2 ooo Be ides the native manufa t e of woollen a ti le the Dha mkot woollen I

mills which are situate on the Amritsar and Hathankot oad 7 11 ilc from ( 1 ddspur
are now supplying th police and t oc ps n the 1 anjal with woollen fat r r of a very
superior de cription I ne amount of e

\
ort 1 very gieat theugh it ann t be stated

with any degtee of accuracy what it 1 a no informant n on thi head ha been leeeiv

ed from the Manager Ihe e 1 ho vever reason to bel e e that when the work .

which are still under con truction axe eomplet d tl di t ict will be the centre 01

trade in woollen goods ( Uist Gazetteer pp 56-59 64 74)

JHANO — Sheep are shorn twice a year in September October and April

May About a seer of wool is given in the two shei mgs W cl now a very

valuable commodity and zamindar s y that H m k na t r n the I hal w ar bracelets

of gold It m >stly goe down to Karachi 1 he fig re below give the
j
rice of Bar

(

w ol a id a! of goat s hair at Maghidna for the last twenty years in rupees per 1

maund

v* * 1* ! S $
J
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Sheep skins are used for making women s shoes covering saddles etc As far

as the age at which put to the male n mber of kid* produced and method of

reanng there is hardly any difference between sheep and goats A goat gives from
2 seers to i seer of 11 ilk a day nothing is made from milk A goat is usually

lulled when 5 or 6 yean old. Sheep and goats produce about five times Goat's hair

yg shorn every six months and is made into pannier bags, saddle bags ropes nose*
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bags salitas etc It is called jat The names of sheep and goats according to
age are given below —

Goa is

Female

1 o 6 months
j

Lcli Lela Bakra Pathora Pathori

Ghuapi Ghirap Chhilota
-J Kharap

Bhed Chhatra Chhela Chheli

(Dt t Gazetteer pp 1 0-27)

1 AH ORE — It is contended by some workmen that the fine pashmtna woven at
Lahore is superioi to that of Amnt a Whether tin i true o not there seems to be
some reason foi the belief that the trade ha < mewhat imp oved of late years Cha
dir dhussas patkas and other articles are made In attendance on tne loom em
broiderer are always to be found Ka hmfn and there a e many in I aho e Besid s

hnc g od coarse wm lien blanket (/ 1 ) a n ade The gr ater part of thi hand
weaving be the tton and wool is nti ely nn>tiedbyE lojean very few of wh m
ventur into the city or tread th nartowalle} of such ib rb a Mozang One slight

indi ation f the extent of tin dome ti crait afforded by the fact that the shuttle

mak r trade 1 as such small trade go a b sy r ne At every fair one o two
stands will be fo nd w'herc veavei h ittle are old A good huttle lasts fr r many
yea s and is carefully handled an i che ishe 1 Perhap it 1 lair t conclude that

hand lonn we ving afte all 1 carcely so dead as might be expected from the large

imp irt of English piece good

Shahpur — Felt or numda rugs arc made at Bhera and KhushAb m both white
and giey unbleached or colo red w ol decorated with large barbaric patterns of red
wool merely felted and beaten into the suiface The white ielts bear no comparison
with tho e of Ka hmfr and parts ol KAjputdna and the texture is o loose and imper
feet that th y seem t be always shedding the goat s hair with which they are inter

mixed 1 he wool is not perfectly cleaned, ana the\ are peculiarly lial le to the
attacks of insects But they are among the cheapest floor coverings produced in the

Prov nee
I he chief animal product are wool ght and hides It is estimated that the

shearings of the large flock of the 1 hal and Bar j leld annually not less than twelve
thousand maunds or upwards of f mr h ndied ton of wool Of this probably two
thirds ai e exported and the remainder con umed in the manufacture of blankets and
felts I he fkece of the Thai sheep ha the reputation of being the finest in the PanjAb
1 he sheep are hea red twice m the} ear in the months of April and October the
average yi Id of each epa ate hearing called a potht being abo it three-quarters of

a set 1 he wool 1 bought by the potht so that in peaking of the market price it is

customary to quote the numbe of potht ol tamable for the rupee Average selling

price lour p thx per rupee gives eight annas as the annual yield in cash per head
c f sheep to the owner This will sufficiently account for the great rise in price of

these animals of late years The head q tarter of the trade in wool is Nurpur. in the
that where a supen r kind of blanket or / 1 is made A good deal of the woof which
is produced in th Bdr 1 made into felt at Bhera which supplies a large part of the

Panjab with this article (Gas pp 73 )

Woollen Manufactures of the Panjab
Mr D O Johnstone {Monogr >ph on Woollen Manufactures of the

Panjab in 1884 $

5

) furnishes much information of a practical nature more
especially regarding the manufactures and the appliances. Space cannot
be aflomed to do more however than exhibit some of the passages from
that report which deal with the raw materials —

Tne quantity and value of the woollen manufactures of this Province though not
insignificant cannot for a moment be compar d to the outturn of cotton goods t where

To 1 year

Aft( rwar 1
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in the one case the figures are units in the other ca e they are tens But though
this is so when the figures for the whole Prov nee are tak n there are on the othei

hand a few hstnets in which the manufactuie ot woollens is a teally impoitant

industry
1 he raw materials to be considered are four in number— heej wool PASHM

or the wool ot the Tibetan sha 1 goat goat s hair and camm. s hair ; but it need
hardly be remarked that the la t two are not wool pioperly so-called All wool has
in consequence of it structu e more or le of the propei t) of felting while goat s hair

and camel s hair having a different tructure are nrwT foi nd to posses thi prop rty

I he quantity ot the e material pioduced in the Panjdl per inttunt can < nly be

given very appri ximately a ome di t ict eport coi tain no info mation on this

point But it for thee di trict a judicious conj tuial additi n le made for local

outturn ba ed on the relative size situation and climate of cad the following figuies

are arrived at —

Sh cj wot 1 I ashm

In M ju t Is I 1 M tunds

1 Produce of Prmince 63 000 Nil
2 Imported by Sra 1 jOi 4 5oo

3 Imp rted from Afghani tan etc by land for u e n
P ovince 7 5 0 1 500

4 Imported from Ka hmfr La 1 kh Chin c Til t

et for use in P ovin c 3 K > I 500

5 Imp rted from Bikanf Balidwalj ur Rajput State

etc for use in I rovin e 2 0 0 Nd

T OTAL 95 4 0 7 5<*>

Deduct export of local prod ice n 0
'

1

Nil

Balance worked up in I ovin e 8 400 7 5oo

PANJAB

Raw
materials

1521
Wool
I5«2
Pashm

Cam^tlialr
1525

Estimated
outturn*

1526

Pashm is not grown within the Province at all ex qt U an inconsiderable
amount in Spiti

As wool growing tracts the important li trict are Hi dr with 1550 maund
Firozpur with 2800 maunds I.aht c with a local p odu e f vci 4 in o maund
Jhang with abo t 3 600 ma nd Shahpur with 8 ok inau d Pc hdwar nearly

3 000 maund l )era Ismail Khan with 11 70 ma nd Amnt ar with 2,000 maunds
Mooltan with 2 714 maund Rawalj indi an 1 Jh lum with from 2 3 >0 to 2 700 each
Of the wool of the plains th t of tl e Bar cou it

y
1 deeme 1 1 etter tha that of the

Thai

;

bi t the plains wool is on the whole mi e ally poor with the ex eptic n t f that
produced tn the south eastern part of the frovincc In the above figures Hissdr is

mentioned not so much for q antity a for quality

Of this product there are seveial liffercnt coloi rs in the plains black seem* to

be almost as common as white and m the hills and especially 1 Kangra and Kulu
sheep may be black or white or bl 11 h brown or redd h brown >r grey while the
staple va les in length from two inchc in common brred to six r ven more in the
case ot certain hill breeds Probal ly the sofie t and < ne t wot I in he hill is the
Laha li wool of fou to five nches in length ;

but v n thi is said b/ he Manager
of the Fgerton Woollen Mills to be inferior to Australian wool The fong hill wool
however takes dye badly

In the production of goat s hair the Mooltan district is pre-em nent with the large
figure of 1,403 maund and then come Shahpur with 1 100 and Cujrat with 6o<
maunds Dera Ghazi Khan is said to have an outturn of 1 820 maunds of goat a and
camel s hair together but no details are given The total for the province is about
9,000 maunds and the import small

Camels seem to be sheared chiefly in Shahpur and Hissar and DeraGh&zi Khan
The total produce of thelprovince is not more than 2 400 maunds and import is small

The wool imported by sea for use in the Panjdb is mainly Australian and goes
chiefly to the Fgerton Woollen Mills that imported from Afghanistan comes chiefly
into Dera Ismail Khan and Dera Ghazi Khan Figures are not available but most
of this import is of the wool of the dumba sheep That from Kashmir territory Tibet

S 1531
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other places both charkht and takU are used for woollen spinning A portion of a
puni is drawn out and held to the upper point of the instrument and wound

round it The dhernd is then spun round in the hand and when it has got firm hold
of the wool it is allowed to hang in the air suspended by the thread it is spinning the
right hand of the operator keeping up the rotary motion while the left hand regulates
the draft of the wool When the thread is getting so long as to put the dhernd out
of reach or to let it touch the ground the draft of wool from the puni is stopped and
the piece that has been spun is wound on the dhernd The charkhi is said to
produce a more even and reliable thread than the dhernd and this can be readily

understood to arise Irom the superior regularity of the rotary motion in the former
machine

When yam has been spun it is generally found that it is too thin at places to
bear the strain of weaving or a coarse thick fabric is wanted The yam has therefore

to be doubled or trebled and sometimes more than three folds are given For twist

ing as this process is called the charkhi can be used and also a form (called masdn)
of the dhernd or taklt the difference being that the upper end of the spindle has a
narrow curved groove about half an inch long running from the point along and
round the rod and in this groove the threads twisted together are run

The import of European yarn is not very considerable In the Lahore district it

amounts to 500 maunds at least
, but in other districts judging by the reports sent in

it is used mainly in jails in small quantities It is never used except for fine fabrics;

or for knitting *

The loom used in weaving is the same as that for cotton so that Mr
Johngtone a account of it may be omitted but a few passages may be
taken from the remainder of his monograph in illustration of the fabrics

commonly turned out in the PanjAb —
The cloth after weaving is rough and threadbare in appearance and it has now

to be felted This is done by immersing it in water in which nas been made a lather of

soap or rxtha (Sapindus detergens P 468) and kneading the cloth with the hands or

feet If the cloth is then pegged out to dry shrinking is avoided if not pegged out it

shrinks c nsiderably Whether pegged out or n t the surface becomes uniform and
the separate threads are either not distinguishable at all or very little so If the cloth

has been made out of real worsted yarn no felting is attempted such yarn is used

when cloth like serge is made in which the threads are to remain visible but such

cloths of country make are uncommon In all cases too washing after weaving has

to be done to clean the cloth
Finally in some districts and specially in Kulu a stiff brush (thdkdru ) is used to

raise the nap The bristles are made of small slivers of cane which serve the p irpose

fairly well but are inferior in the requisite horny elasticity to the teazle (Dipeacus Ful

lonum)»a plant that has been grown with success by a settl r in Kulu and which could

easily be grown anywhere in the Himalayas at moderate altitudes

For articles made out of unspun wool the general name is namda or felt and
they are used for bed and floor rugs for horse cloths, for lining ice boxes and for

other purposes
l h ugh the details of manufacture differ the principle is everywhere the same

Tne wool is scutched or hand tea ed and washed A layer of it is then spread out

over a mat that can be rolled up like a door chick The thickness of the layer depends
on the thickness of the namda wanted and to produce a good article the thickness

must be uniform Then water is sprtnkled well over the wool and the mat is carefully

rolled up and subjected to pressure by the feet or hands and kneaded for a period

varying from one to three hours In some cases this finishes the process; bat some-
times the mat is opened and the namda turned upside down and the process repeated

In very many districts too mere sprinkling of water is not deemed efficient the

natural felting property of the wool being small the wool has to be sokfcta in a solution

of soap which drying, causes its fibres mutually to adhere and m oat district, vte

Dehli a mixture of chalk and gum has to be added. It is dear that the best namda
must be those whtch are made from wool which felts merely with water and that the

use of any viscous substance to produce this effect is a sign that thf wool is not really

fit for namda making It stands to reason that a namda depending for its compact-
ness on any substance soluble m water is at the mercy of the first heavy shower of tain

or of the first more than momentary immersion in water Rxtha lather used n> some
places is not objectionable as it assists real felting and is aot sticky

Namdas are made of a single colour and also in patterns some of winch are very

pretty As a namda is never intended to be washed, the dyes used in the pattern are
seldom fast j for the use of a fixing ingredient would be an unnecemary expenditure

s. 1554
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To make a ttamda with pattern the pattern is first laid out on the mat and the ground
work wool is spread over it or the ground work id spread out first The patterns are
sometimes geometrical but sometimes contain conventional art foliage and flowers
In these latter the fundamental rule that where a curve springs from another curve or
from a straight line they should be mutually tangential is ignored to the ruin of many
fine combinations ; and it ts not unlikely that many other offences again t true artistic

principles are perpetrated Namda makers are not Julahas but belong to different

castes In Hazdra telis do the work 1 he u ual wages are two to three annas
per dtem

The lots of Sirsa and Fattahabad in the Hiss&r district and nf Ludhi&na are fine

in texture and warm while tho c of most of the Panjab districts have no special

excellence
A description of the blankets (i e . lots paltd k immals bhurdn etc

)
of the

province would occupy much space if it went into details In point of intrinsic

excellence we find the pattu of Wazin Rupi in Kulu pre-eminent In texture tn

lightness in warmth ana in simple arti tic beauty these blanket are very remarkable
and no mere de cnption of the patterns ctuld convey any adequate idea of them
And between these blankets and the wretched loosely woven coarse kammal of the

district of Hoshiirpur there are fabrics of every intermediate degree of quality

Taken generally it may be said that thequality is poor but it maybe doubted whether
any Western race witn the like appliances would produce anything as good

There is no essential different c between lot and bhdr i and k mmol Lois seem
generally to be made white and kammals black (dyed or nati ral) while bkdrd t re

much tne same as lots and the two words maybe taken almost to be synonyms
There i also no essential difference between the text re of alwdn and that of lot

Alwdn is cloth in long pieces for cutting up by the tailor a lot m y be of exactly the
same make but it has some sort of edging eg a single coloured line and is for use

j

as a blanket In the Hi sir district dhabla is made cotton and w >ol being mixed In
j

the manufacture A similiar man ifacture elsewheie i called garbx (or garm) path
1 have not been able to make any estimate from the reports sent in of the

quantity or value of the total woollen manufacture of the province for the year under
report B tin 1880-81 it seems that the total annual outturn was estimated officially at

K12 24 691 and the value has certainly not diminished But a few reported details

may be of interest. The HissAr district exports 18 <xx yards of lei to Multan and Delhi
|

ana imports 72 000 yards of blankets from I udhiina and hirozpiir The local o ittum
of Amballa is put at 9 713 blankets with an export of > 795 to other districts and an
import of 1*20,000 worth of lots from Ludhiina Amritsar Nurpur (KAngra) and
Kashmir and that of LudhiAna at over £24,000 worth of imitation shawls (half

exported to Native States and Amritsar and elsewhere) and about if lakh s worth of

other things jullundur with an outturn of 40 000 yards of blankets, nearly half

of which is export d imports 9ft 000 yards of European cloth and flannel and at least

33 000 yards of country wo Hens The hill station of Murree imports K36 worth
of b uropean woollens and ioo<o pieces of pattu from Kashmir Shahpur makes
R30 000 worth of lets and blankets and 800 a t ns and the export of these articles

amounts to R 15 000 in val e The people of Delhi and Gurgaon seem to prefer

cotton padded garments to woollen clotnes for warmth
j

Tne import ot Furopean woollens is said nowhere to compete very severely
j

with the native industry generally In Lahore it is thought that the manufacture of

country made medium stuffs is suffering and will suffer and the same report comes
from HissAr In most other districts it is stated that the import of European good has

little or no effect on native manufactures
The European woollen fabrics imported are flannel merino broadcloth knitted

goods, etc , and are used by Europeans and a few of the wealthier natives In the

plains, while there is one tribe the Odhs of Muzaffargarh and the Afghan frontier

districts, that consider the wearing of woollen garments a r hgioua obligation and
while the Khojahs of Lahore and elsewhere almost invariably wear the woollen bhurA,

cotton is much more worn than woollen; in fact in many distiicts only woollen blankets

for bedding are used and no woollen clothes. Even in such a district as KAngra cotton

w largely worn and its use is becoming more and more common though the Gaddi
(shepherd) still wears nothing but woollen homespun

Knitting of jerseys, gloves, and socks is done partly with European worsted put

also and much more with native yam In Ludhiana *4 000 worth was knitted in the

year under report and in Amballa R2 000 worth Knitting is sometimes done with

two needles m which case the sock or glove is made in two pieces which are afterwards

sewn together For seamless nocks or gloves three to five needles are used

Carpet manufacture is briefly alluded toby Mr Johnstone but as bis

remarks are mainly taken from Baden Powell the passage has been

PANJAB
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omitted It would be beyond the scope of this work to deal with the de-
signs and methods of manufacture of articles of a distinctly artistic

nature The raw products and primary manufactures are the features
that mainly have to be dealt with This explains the omission of direct

treatment of articles of an artistic kind Mr Johnstone’s remarks on
the dyeing of wool and woollen goods are, however sufficiently concise that
they may be quoted here

Wool intended for coloured namdas is dyed but with this exception dye is

always applied to the yarn or the made fabric The variety of dyes asea is so great
that a mere enumeration of them all would be too lengthy for such a report as this

The chief colours are red blue turquois blue (firuad) yellow green and black

(a) Red made with cochineal needs three tolas of cochineal for one yard of
cloth or quarter seer of thread The cochineal is put into boiling water tn which the
cloth is immersed and then sulphuric acid and saltpetre in certain proportions are
added The drying is done in the shade If a deep red is wanted the cloth must
then be put in boiling water to which four tolas of turmeric one chittak pomegranate
seeds two chittaks of sulphuric acid and saltpetre have been added i he gulandr
shade of red is made by doubling the turmeric

(b) A^common red is also made from lac got from the bet (Zizyphlia Jojoba),
the kikar of Sind (Acada arabica), the dhdk (Butea frondosa) of Hindustan

(not of the Panj&b) the banyan Ficus indica), and the pipal (Ficus religiOsa)

(c) Blue (mid) is made in many shades the basis being indigo and the fixing

material chiefly sulphuric acid Turquois blue (firumd) is made from an imported
dye with alum added during the process

(d) Yellow is got in many ways One concoction used contains akalblr

(Datisca cannabina), turmeric and alum; another kesu or the flower of the
iaids or dhdk (Butea frondosa), which however gives only a transient dye
Yellow may also be got out of the nnd of pomegranate (ndspdl) with some fixing

substance added

(e

)

Green can be got by dyeing first for blue and then for yellow as is done
in Kulu or by adding to the concoction for blue turmeric akalbir and alum

(f) Black is made in many ways In the hills green walnut shells are used
and the black colour produced is very intense and lasting Another deep black is

got from indigo added to a fermented compound of gut did and the refuse after

iron is smelted
In dying wool such substances as sulphuric add and lime are added merely to

help the wooTto absorb the colour Akalbir is used with the same object

Woollen fabrics requiring bleaching are exposed to the fumes of burning sulphur
Aniline dyes as used in the province are never fast I u nderstand that tneiruseis
increasing The garbx chadar (pashmina) can only be dyed khdkt but is generally

undyed Dyers are generally a separate caste and they are, as compared to spinners
and weavers, well off

ASSAM A
BURMA
iSto

V —ASSAM AND BURMA.
Absolutely no information is available regarding the sheep of these

f
rovmces. In one of the early volumes of the Transactions of the Agn
lorticultural Society of India Major Jenkins is reported to have sent

the fleeces of Tibetan sheep (imported into Upper Assam} for valuation
These were favourably reported on, but no trade to speak of appears to

have developed in the article In several papers allustim is made met-
dentally to sheep-farming under European managemertt having been
started on the IChasia huls, but the writer has tailed to discover any
particulars and need scarcely add that no such industry exists at the pre*

sent day In Manipur while sheep are to be had they are by no means
popular but it is probable large portions of that little State would afford

a rich field for future experiments since the pasturage is rich the lulls

mostly low and grassy and the rainfall by no means heavyr except on
the western ranges bordering on Assam and Cachar

s* 1562
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It has already been stated that one of the earliest notices of the sheep
of Western India is that given by Dr Hove a Polish Botanist who visited

India with the object of studying the cotton supply and manufactures

of India He was in the Deccan in 1787 and spoke m the highest terms
of the sheep he there saw and the woollen manufactures of the Presidency

The subject of Bombay wool next attracted attention about forty or fifty

years after the date of Hove's visit when Saxon and Merino rams were im Conf wfik
ported and an effort made to improve the breed Oolonel Jervis m 1835 pp 579
represented to the Court of Directors of the Honourable the East India 63s 636represented to the Court of Directors of the Honourable the East India

Company that the Deccan and Gujerat were well adapted to sheep So
statisfiea was Oolonel Jervis of success in the undertaking that he started

a sheep farm on his own account The Bombay Government also opened
out two farms and placed these under a Mr J Webb The farms were

at Ahmednagar and near the fort of Tuner For this purpose large num
bers of sheep were imported from A/ghdmstdn the Cape of Good Hope
England The East India Company for example sent out 120 rams and
ewes of the South down Leicester Cotswold and Merino breeds Every

thing was m fact done that could be thought of in the way of importation

of stock In 1843 we read of Sir George Arthur having reported on the

farms in the most favourable terms his previous colonial experience

having highly qualified him to express an opinion What came of all

this enthusiasm and liberal expenditure of money is difficult to know
The subject seems to have fallen from public consideration even more
rapidly than it had ascended The trade from Bombay in wool is by
no means unimportant but comparatively none of the exports are from the

Presidency The supply is drawn from Sind Baluchistdn Afghanistan

Rdjputana and to a smaller extent from the Panjdb the North West
Provinces and the Central Provinces The Presidency of Bombay by no
means produces enough to meet the requirements of its local weavers so

that the once famed Deccan sheep might almost be said to have dis-

appeared With few subjects is a greater silence preserved in the valuable

Bombay District Gazetteers than that of sheep and wool The passages

which are given below have been furnished more with the object of demon
strating this fact than from any great merit which they possess We know
practically nothing regarding Bombay wool The returns of the traffic

to and from the port town of Bombay by sea and rail manifest however

an immense expansion The total imports by sea to India for example

(mostly from Mekran Sonmiani and Persia) have increased during the

past twenty years from 1 000 oooft) to 5 000 oooft 5 the re-exports of foreign

wool (drawn largely by rail road and boat) have expanded from say

130,000ft to 13,000 oooft within that period , while the exports of Indian

woo! have fluctuated between 26500000ft and 20000000ft It will be

seen from the tables furnished in the chapter on Wool Tradb below

that by far the major portion of this traffic in raw wool takes place with

the port town of Bombay the next most important sea port being KarAchf
KarAchf has recently however, sprung into great importance throughinto great importance through

having given birth to a large and yearly increasing re-export of foreign

wool -wool that is drawn from across the Sind frontier One other I

noticeable feature of the trade returns as bearing on the wool of Bombay
may be here added, v%m that nearly one half of the Indian wool ex

ported from Bombay is derived from Rijputana and Central India, less

than one-sixth being usually obtained from the Bombay Presidency It

may thus be said that the wool that leaves Bombay comes mainly from

* Con/ with Jour A/frt Hort Soc Ind VIf 114
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Rdjputana Central Indi^ and the Panjib and that Karichf wool is

chiefly Baluchistan and Afghdn with lesser proportions of Sind and
Panjab wool The chief local interest manifested in Bombay m wool
may be said to be the manufacture of blankets The following ex
tracts from the Gazetteers will be seen to mamly deal with this branch
of the trade —

Dharwar

—

White black or white and black striped blankets are woven by
shepherds Of 87 768 shepherds shown in the 1881 census about one-tenth or 8 700
are blanket weavers In tne RAnebennur pub-division in the south-east large blankets
about sixteen feet by six are woven the blankets woven in the rest of the distnct are
not larger than nine feet long and four broad for men and seven and a half feet long
and three broad for children Generally the women spin the wool into thread arrange
and size the warp and fill the shuttles and the men weave In DhArwAr wool is

not sold by the ordinary sher weight Either the shearing of 10 sheep is bought in

a lump for about £4 (R40) or the wool is bought by the ehittt or four sher millet

measure which costs about 1O5 (R8) that is at the rate of 14^ the pound One
ehittt or fourteen pounds of woolworks into four blankets, each nine feet long by
four feet broad Oi these four blankets two are black together worth 16s (R8) and
two are white together worth 85 (R4) lo spin the wool and weave tnese four
blankets take a man and woman about forty days that is after deducting 16
(R8) as the cost of one ehittt of wool, the men and women earn 8s (R4) in forty

days or 6s (K3) a month At the rate of three blankets a month for each
couple the 8 700 blanket weavers during the eight fair months yield an estimat d
outturn of 104,400 blankets worth £31 330 (Rt 13 200) Thisoutturn is not enough
to meet the local demand Blankets are largely imported from Befcri and Maisur
part of the imports being used locally and part being sent to the coast Blanket
weavers generally sell their produce direct to the wearers on market days in local

ers who are generally rich shepherds and are sometimes l ingayat cloth dealers As
white and white and black striped blankets fetch 4s ( R2) each and black blankets
fetch 8s (R4) each mosL of the blankets woven are black (Gag XXII pp 380-1)

KoLAPUR— 1 he sheep are sheared twice a year in November and in June
The Dhangars cut the wool with a heavy pair of shearing scissors An average fleece

weighs hali a pound which is worth 3a to 3 (2 to as ) Most of the local wool
is woven into blankets and some is used for making felt or humus and native
saddles Very little raw wool leaves the State (Go* XXIV 27)

Kola BA.— Wool working is earned on at Mapgaon Malgaon and Ahbag in

the Alibag sub-division and at Roha The workers are Dhangars from the Deccan
of whom about 100 families earn their living by blanket making They havelooms
and weave coarse blankets some with the wool of their own flocks ana others with

wool brought from the Deccan The wool is bought either with their own or with

borrowed money The demand for their blankets is so great that though they work
for eight or nine hours a day dunng the whole year they are unable to supply the

demand and are forced to bring blankets fiom above the SahyAdns 1 heir average
yearly earnings* amount to about £12 ior (R135) The craft is flourishing In MAn-
gaon and MahAd some Sangars or weaving Dhangars are engaged in making blankets
which they sell to local merchants The blankets vary in pace from is to as (8 as to

Ri) according to texture and the quality of the wool 1 heir average daily earnings
vary from 6d to 9d (4 as to 6 as ) Most of them have money on credit enough to

buy the wool they use and keep some ready made blankets in store (Gem XI
1J2)

Poona — Sheep are sheared twice in a year in June-July and in October-

amounts to twenty five per cent bom«»mes Dhangars are called to sneertne sttsep

and are paid at the rate of 4s (Ra) the hundred The wool is bought b» ni Wun
gars whose women card it by means of a bamboo bowstring with gut twfflt and spin

it either fine with the help of the ordinary spinning wheel or coarse using <lM«pindle.

The threads are stiffened with a paste of tamarind stones pounded in the rough stone

mortars which are generally to be seen outside of Dhangars* houses The paste is

applied with a large staff brush After the warp-threads have been placed and
stretched the Dhaog&r takes two days to weave a blanket about eight feet long and
two and half feet imde the price of which vanes from 2s to ios (Ri to R5) according

to the colour and fineness of the texture White blankets and seats of dsans used
while performing religious ceremonies have a special value, being considered more
sacred (Com XVlfl Pt 1 p tj)
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SHOLAFUR.—- Every two years they bear thrice one lamb at a time Sheep
are reared more for their wool than for their milk 1 wice every year in March and
again in July their wool is cut If black it is sold to Sangars or blanket weavers

at W a pound (2 shers the rupee) and of mixed black and white at $d a pound

(2$ shers the rupee) At each shearing 100 fleeces are worth about £1 (Ri ) that

is about £2 (R20) a year (Vol XX 17)

Blanket

s

— Almost all over the district blankets are woven by Dhangars and
Sangars Sangar weavers are chiefly found m the BArsi and SAngola sub-divisions

The wool is from their sheep which are sheared twice a year I he wool is chiefly

black with some dirty white threads It has to be several times washed before

it is ready for use The blankets and seat cloths or dsans woven in the village

of Gherdf in the SAngola sub-division have a local name Blankets fetch is to

10s (Ri to 5) each In some parts humus or coarse felt is also made Dhanga
weavers earn 3d to6d (2 as to 4 as ) a day (Gag XX 27 1

)

BOMBAY*

Sholapur

1*69

VII —SIND AND BALUCHISTAN LUCHSTaV
To a certain extent the subject of Sind and Baluchistan wool has 15/0

already been indicated The traffic in this article may however be

described as a direct result of the prosperity of the port town of Karachf

The following letter addressed to the Chamber of Commerce Bombay in

184a indicates the fact that the trade had then scarcely an existence -

Account cf the Wool produced in Upper Sind Cutchx and Baluchistan—
by Lieutenant Postans.

The fallowing remarks are offered on the article of wool as produced in Upper
Sind Cutchi and the higher country of Baluchistan being the result of enquiries on
the subject

Wool in Upper Sind is not a mercantile commodity nor does its value as

such appear to be known the quantity produced is moreover unimportant and used

by the natives entirely for purposes of home consumption as mussuds kumlies,

rugs etc the sheep appear to be of a poor and inferior description and are seen

only in small flocks though the whole of this track of country would seem to be well

adapted in forage for feeding large quantities the inundations however would pro*

babfy for a certain period of the year render the soil too damp for this animal

In Cutchi the numerous large flocks of dumbn sheep which are met
with particularly during the cold season (Zimistan) are principally those brought

down by the Brahui and other hill tribes for forage and to avoid the inclement

climate of the upper country The flocks appertaining to the plains are not numerous
and the wool is used for the same purposes as in Upper Sind before alluded to The
following statement from a Native Chief m Cutchf respecting this article may be
relied upon and it shows that the hill Beluchis manufactured the wool and brought

the aiticles for sale to the lower country proving the want as a supply in the plains —
From the time of Meer Nusseer Khan of Kelat until now the Sarapan tribe of

Brahufs manufactured rugs mussuds carpets etc and traded with them of the

Jhahwar tribes, the Neechan made woollen cloaks of various colours ropes etc and
took them to Shikarpore, Kyrpore and Larkhana for sale these are the articles made
by the Brahuls of wool and no one has yet purchased wool from Cutchf or taken it

away for sale to various places The Afghans in the neighbourhood of Candahar
and Cabool make postins shawls etc of value and sell them in these countries

In the Boogtie and Murree hills on the eastern side of Cutchf the valleys afford pas-

ture to considerable flocks of the Dumba sheep the wool from these parts is

manufactured by the Beluchis themselves for their own use the rest sold to the

Hindoos in the small towns along the skirts of the hills where it is used entirely for

clothing or domestic purposes

The mountainous division of Baluchistan known as Jhahwar is that in

which wool ts cultivated and forms the greater portion of the property of the Jhahwar
tribes of Brahufs The flocks as described to me over the Jhahwar province in the

districts of Kozdor kal-wadd, Zharee Zedee Pandran etc are extremely numerous

And if I am correctly!nformed, at least a lakh ( 1 00 000) of fleeces are produced an
nually thereform The following is a native statement on the subject —

Wool m the province of Jhahwar is produced in great quantity ; formerly the

Brahufs made the white into mussuds and the black wool into shawls etc Some was

also taken to Kelat, Cutchf and other places for sale but this is the third or fourth
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year that the Hindoos have become traders in wool they pay the Brahuis in advance
to secure the fleeces and then send them to Bombay

This information agrees with what 1 have elsewhere elicited the sheep aie
sheared twice during the year at the spring and autumn (March and October) the
wool being sold by tne fleece at an average of about 6 per rupee each fleece weigh
mg, it is said something above half seer packa to one Bombay seer The value of the
article has of late become so well known to the Hindoo traders that they secure it by
advancing money to the owners and this in a country where there is little or no secu
nty at the above rate the profits must be considerable thus Khorassan wool under
which denomination the above is. 1 believe, known in Bombay appears to be worth
about Ri40toR 45 per candy of 588th the same quantity could be putchasedin
Baluchistan for about Rqo ana the expense of transmission by way of Sonmeeanee
and Kurachee does not g eatly interfere with the profits

Independent of jhahwar wool is produced in various other places in Balu
chistan in Sarawan at Moostung Khoran No khey etc but not in the same quan
tity with that of the above district In Afghanistan wool does not appear to be an
article of export finding its own value in the country where it is in constant use for

articles of clothing etc or of equal quality Mekram furnishes a considerable sup
ply of wool but of an inferior quality to that from Beluchistan

From my enquiries I am led to believe that Sind (Upper or Lower) does not
produce any of the wool at present exported to Bombay from tne mouths of the Indus
or Kurachee as a mercantile commodity nor is it to be found m that country in suffi

rient quantity to form an article of trade though there is apparently no reason why it

should not do so as in the neighboui ing country of Cutchl The same may be said of
Cutch-GunHava but Mekram and the nilly tracts of Baluchistan furnish nearly all

the article known in Bombay as Khorasan and Mekram wool That Central Asia
generally will be found to be rich m this staple commodity there can be no doubt
and as its value hereafter becomes known in these countries it will doubtless be cul
tivated and become an important return in the trade of Bombay (Transactions of
the Bombay Chamber of Commerce 1842)

In i860 Mr P M Dalzell (Collector of Customs Karachi) while in

England was invited by the Bradford Chamber of Commerce to address
the Chamber on the subject of Indian wool He urged the necessity of

Kardchf being made an independent emporium of trade.' He pointed
out that eight tenths of the wool of Kardchf came from Afghanistan and
the country lying between that essentially pastoral region and the frontier

of Sind Seven years ago (18*3) the exports of wool from Kardchf were
valued at £20 000 last year (i860) they were returned at £400 000 The
chief difficulty to a great expansion of that trade was the fact that Karichf
was not a sufficiently attractive market The Kabulfs could not purchase
return goods of the kind they required and were therefore compelled to

carry their wool to Bombay and this entailed a loss of from 10 to 12 per
cent on the price obtained for the fleece. Mr Dalzell therefore urged
the establishment of mercantile firms in Kardchf with a fleet of steamers
trading direct with England as the conditions necessary to expand the
wool trade into proportions of the greatest value to England All this

(writing of 1892) may be said to have been attained Karachi has grown into

an immense mercantile centre and has a yearly increasing supply of
ships which trade direct with Europe and a railway system that taps
the whole of Northern India Expressing the gross foreign exports of

wool by the nominal pound sterling it e Rio) they were valued in 1800-91
at £600 000 with in addition say £200 000 exported coastwise mainly to
Bombay At the time at which Mr Dalzell spoke the Katfkfcf traffic

was entirely or nearly so with Bombay so that these two iterfifc (foreign

and coastwise have to be taken conjointly when it becomes apparent that
t\ e traffic in wool has been doubled within the period of thirty years that
has transpired since the date of Mr Datzell’s address to the Bradford
Chamber of Commerce This is a matter doubtless for congratulation
but the possibilities of Sind and of the countries from which It draws a
large portion of its wool supplies have by no means been even now
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reached The question of improving the breed of goats and sheep in

that area has repeatedly been urged It will be founain connection with

the Panjdb that reference has been made to an experiment conducted
many years ago to improve the fleece of the Hazdra sheep This was
apparently fairly successfully accomplished but the improved breed
was not popular The Natives had no use for a high class wool The
means of export were defective at least considerably more so than at the
present day a market had not been created for the finer quality of wool
There was then comparatively no Kardchf demand the improved sheep of

Hazira fell into disfavour and soon died out At the present moment the

proposal to endeavour to improve the sheep and goats of Sind and Balu
chistdn has been urged once more and is being considered by the Govern
ment of India. Major G Gaisford Political Agent Quetta and Peshin in

his original letter on this subject (dated 6th January 1890 ) suggested that

from what he saw in Australia he was disposed to think the merino breed
might do well in Quetta The proposal contained in the letter quoted above
was freely distributed and opinion invited from Local Governments and
Chambers of Commerce A concensus of opinion may be said to have
been obtained in favour of great improvement being possible bv more
careful selection of the existing breed the shearing of sneep of one colour
and as near as possible of one quality of wool together so as to avoid
admixture and the washing of the sheep before shearing While most of

the answers admit the possibility of improvement by merino crossing the
question may be said to have been more evaded tnan directly answered
The Chamber of Commerce Kardchf replied that while they considered
the improvement of the breed of sheep was very desirable the question of

suitability of breed was one that an expert alone could decide The
Chamber concurred however in the desirability of coloured wools being
kept separate and the proportion of white being preferentially increased
The Chamber of Commerce Cawnpore while endorsing the view that the
various colours of wool should be kept distinct and the coarse locks from
the legs kept apart from the general fleece added that the value of a wool
depends largely upon the absolute similarity of the fibre A moderately
coarse wool of uniform structure would fetch a much higher price than a
finer wool having coarse hairs interspersed throughout it Mr Halle

n

Superintendent of the Horse-Breeding Department in India replied that
at the Hissar Cattle Farm English rams were for several years regu

larly imported The results arrived at were unsatisfactory indeed it may
be safely accepted as a fact that Furopean sheep or their produce will not
thrive on the plains of India But with regard to Major Gaisford s sug
gestion to introduce merino sheep on the hills of Beluchistdn with the view
of improving the wool and mutton of the districts I am inclined to be-

lieve that, for the reasons noted an experiment in this direction may be
attempted and would therefore suggest that merino rams be imported
from the hotter districts of Australia where they have been found to thrive

Mr Orrah who has already been freely quoted in connection with the
subject of Bengal sheep was invited to favour the Government with his

opinion on the proposal to endeavour by cross breeding to produce a bet
ter quality of wool in the Beluchistdn sheep and he heartily concurred
His reply deals with the defects of Indian wool in general and then con
eludes with the following remarks —

* There are three descriptions of sheep or races m India

—

‘The North Western Provinces —One, the common sheep of the plains of India
with a very coarse fleece (but which have some very good qualities such as strength
and mill ng properties)

** 2nd, the Dumb* or Karoo whose wool is mostly white of a veiy pure description
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3rd the Bhyangt found in the Himalaya the wool of which is soft and long in

staple but the milling properties of which are deficient being more of the fur character
than the true spirally w ol fibre It lavs more like a hair

t
and has not the serncations

which fine wool fibre should have Oi these three varieties 1 consider the pure white
Dombas and Karoo sheep the most suitable for crossing with Australian merino rams
1 he rams should not be old and from a good stock South Down in build This
crossing should eventuate in a merino character of wool being obtained in the second
or third generation the pure white and gloss blending into fineness and length of
staple and a lustre and soundness of the higher classes of combing and clothing wools
which realise the best of values

In selecting rams or rams and ewes
;
as may be determined upon 1 would advise

that one-half be obtained from the combing wool breeds of stock and the other half

from the clothing wool breeds the first named being the long stapled and the second
the shorter-stapled wool and should be kept strictly separate m the cross breeding
with Indian sheep because two very different classes of wool will probably be produced
and a different value and weight of production be the result It they be allowed to

mix these points may be materially and detrimentally affected The different crossings

as formerly known between South Down Leicesters Cotswold Forest-cheviots, Nor
folks etc

i
etc etc each and all comprehending innumerable breeds as represented

in Australian have now become more known in distinction as the stock of a certain

district or noted flock owners and breeders^ and it is not necessary now to say more
than this until some experience ha been gai ed The hardier merino breeds of the
South Down stamp should be obtained from the Australian stocks as a first trial and
if not successful try another district of Australia or New South Wales and if these do
not succeed next try New Zealand flocks the climate of which 1 believe more closely

resembles Beluchistan than the former named countries where almost as fine breeds of

sheep exist in large quantities It is only by persistent effort that success may be
achieved If however this be done 1 have no doubt of India eventually becoming
one of the most important wool producing countries of the world

It will thus be observed that in the above discussion regarding Baluchis

tdn sheep (and this is the most recent on any aspect of the Indian wool

trade) the opinions held differ in no respect from those advanced from year

to year during the past 50 or 60 years The one authority h jlds that cross

breeding with foreign races is unnecessary and that it had indeed proved
useless while the next deems crossing with superior breeds all that is re-

quired to raise India to a foremost place among the countries of the

world s supply of wool

VIII —MADRAS
In several of the reports regarding sheep farming m Bengal and the

efforts that were made to improve the wool of that province mention has been

incidentally made of the corresponding experiments in South India Dr
Royle (Productive Resources ) in a passage quoted above under the chap
ter on the Improvement of the Breed of Sheep in India mentions the fact

that about 1835 the Madras Government first took direct action in this

matter A letter from Colonel Hafelewood to Captain Jacob of Bombay
dated April 1837 furnishes the chief data on which the various statements

of the early action of the Madras Government has been based The letter

may therefore be here given in full —
« 1 am happy to see that your Government have taken up my plan for improving

the Indian wool I have just received six more Saxon rams from the Rally flock

at Sydney j
the price there is ten seven and five guineas each according to the cross

or rather according to the size Mr Su I livan brought out two merino rams and
two ewes, and I have seen the effect of crossing by these and also by South down
rams imported by Sir William Rumbold on the Neelghemes Even the red hairy

sheep of India become South down in size and wool in the second generation, and the
white woolly sheep of India become merino and South-down m size and Wool after one
crossing 1 have shorn Mr Sullivan’s merinos that have been two years m India

After twice washme and shearing the day after the ewes gave five and four and a
half pounds each In fineness length of staple elasticity and othness equal to any
I ever saw in Tasmania where two and a naif pounds is the utmost ever got from a
ewe of the merino kind which seldom weigh more than fifty pounds per carcass
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when killed and these ewes of Mr Sullivan S had been shorn only seven months
before

My flock 1 have removed here (Bangalore) f»om the hills * as the rank grass

there does not answer for sheep brought irom below although those bred there thrive

exceedingly well 1 am completing my flock here to 700 white woolly ewes, for

which 1 have rams enough pure Saxon I he rutting s ason begins here in June
and the lambing from November to January and they may be shorn in February and
m September 1 do not know if you have any white woolly twe indigenous to your
provinces although I know you have the blac k woolly but >ou may get the white
ones between Jalna and Bed r wl ere 1 hear th reaie miny flock We only have
them in Coimbatore and the Barramahal After my flocks have given their first

lambs 1 shall turn them over to the Mysore Commissioner and return to Tasmania
( Trans Agn Hart Soc Ind VII 128 129)

Dr 8hortt in his Manual of Indian Cattle and Sheep gives very little

of a definite nature regarding the sheep of South India further than what
has been discussed above under the chapter on Breeds of Sheep in India
With the exception of the black headed sheep of Coimbatore and the

woolly sheep of Mysore he speaks most disparagingly of the others so

far as wool production is concerned In fact he characterises them as

yielding a poor quality of hair rather than wool Curiously enough he
makes Tittle mention of the early experiments made towards improving
the breeds of South India so that he at least would not appear to have
accepted the opinion as well founded that the benefit thereby conferred

can be traced in the present breeds It would be interesting to know
however whether early records exist of the Coimbatore and Mysore wool
yielding sheep that would establish these as purely indigenous breeds and
not the descendants of the crossbreeding that was effected about the

beginning of the present century The sheep seen by Dr Hove in the

Deccan a hundred years ago was apparently very similar to the Coimba
tore stock of the presert day and Dr Buchanan Hamilton 8 Mysore sheep

may be the same as the wool yielding breed now to be found in that State

There is however no positive proof on these points and Nativeopmion
and tradition would be useful So far as the writer can discover the Coim
batore and Mysore sheep are purely indigenous and would afford perhaps

better stock for experimenting with than the Patna in the production of a
fleece sheep for the great central tableland of India and the Upper Gan
getic basin Indeed the much talked of Patna breed affords an inferior

fleece (Conf vnth p 617)
In the reports of the Experimental Farm at Sydapet frequent mention

is made of sneep Thus for example Mr Robertson seems to have com
menced about 1869 to endeavour by selection and crossing with Mysore
Coimbatore Patna Nellore and Madras to evolve a useful prepotent

stock This he seems to have secured and designated the animal produced

as the Sydapet Breed What has since come of this stock the records

consulted by the writer do not say {Conf vnth p 611)

The following brief notice of Madras sheep conveys some idea of the

views currently held regarding the present position and prospects of sheep

farming —
Tne wool produced in Southern India from the native breed of sheep is of very

coarse quality and chiefly employed for making cumbltes a rough kind of blanket

largely uw*d by the Natives Attempts have been made to improve the breed of the

white woolled country sheep by crossing with Australian Me ino and oth er rams
These crosses thrive best in the higher districts of the Peninsula such as Coimbatore
and the tableland of Mysore where the temperature is somewhat cooler and forage

more abundant than on the plains In Mysore many of the sheep have foreign blood

in them and for a series of years the Madras Government endeavoured to improve the

breed of sheep m the districts of Salem Coimbatore North Arcot and Bellary by the

distribution of superior rams Although these efforts have improved to some extent

the quality of tne fleece, they cannot be said to have given any impetus to sheep-

• Nilgblri*
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h ceding as in 1881-82 the total exports of wool from this Presidency only amounted
to 8681b of the val e of R220 In some districts such as Ellore the finer qualities
of wool are used for making carpets of oriental patterns These are mostly made on
commission for European dealers who secure them through their local agents
The exports for 1882 83 were 26 238ft valued at R5 173 (Madras Man Adm I
P 363)

The people of Madras are e sentially clad in cotton or silk Wool enters
but to a very small extent into their personal apparel and hence the woollen
industries of the Presidency are not very important The following
reference to the carpet weaving will however be read with some interest —

As regards carpsts Mr Havell considers that though the ordinary Ellore and
Masi lipatam ones of small sire prepared fo the country bazaars are of inferior stuff
and badly made the best patterns in use made to order are not inferior to those of
old South Indian carpets which are held up to the disparagement of modern pro-
ductions Aniline dyes are very rarely used as they are at Warangal and other
places in Hyderabad and I have seen carpets from the Native looms at the three seats
of the industry—Ellore Masulipatam and Ayyampet (Tanjore) which are m no re

spect inferior to old specimens in the hands of connoisseuis in London or in Native
houses and palaces

It is perhaps unnecessary to republish the various passages that occur

in the district manuals of Madras The information therein furnished

does not add materially to what has already been indicated The reader

should he desire further particulars might however consult the Salem
District Manual Vol I 142 North Arcot p 14 Coimbatore p 240
and Kurnool p 175 In the Coimbatore Manual it is stated that the

special wool yielding breed is generally designated kurumba because
tended by shepherds of that tribe
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Sio much has been written on the shawl wool of Kashm r and Tibet that

it may seem absurd to have to admit that the whole subject is still but

very indifferently known Pishm or pam is the under coat of wool formed

on certain goats Speaking generally it may be said that there are two
chief kinds of pashm—that of wild and that of domestic animals By some
writers the soft winter coat of the yak the camel and several antelopes is

also classed as pashm but these substances had better be regarded as

at most inferior substitutes Within recent years however a soft form of

wool has begun to be largely imported into India from Persia which is

known as Ktrmani pashm This is taken to Amritsar Lahore Nurpur
Ludhiana etc and made into fabrics shawls etc which are sold as

pashmtna the Kirman wool being either mixed with a small proportion of

pashm or used alone But of the true pashm there are many kinds or

qualities, the most highly prized of all being obtained from certain wild

animals No writer seems to have definitely determined the exact wild

species that yield this substance The ibex (carpa sibirica) is often spoken

of as affording a soft downy under-coat known as asalt tus of which it has

been said no wool is so ricn so soft and so full Then again Mr F H
Oooper classifies Indianpashm into six kinds his sixth kind being thedown
of a water fowl The first two which he characterises as the finest of all

are the white and grey forms of shah tush or wild pashm Thi%he says, ts

* the inner winter coat or fine downy wool of a small species of wild goat,

called thosh,
* in Tibet

The long outer layer of hair ipaf) found in both the wild and domesti-

cated pashm yielding goats etc is of a superior quality to ordinaiy goats’-

hair It is spun and woven into fabrics known as pattu* The ordinary or
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coarser kinds of goats' hair are usually made into ropes or sacking and the
saddle-baps used by the carriers who trade across the Himalaya their

goods being packed into sacks borne by sheep, goats asses donkeys,
ponies, camels etc Asm pashm and wool so in goats hair therefore there
are various qualities and colours depending upon the breed of animal
or the nature of the country in which it lived The goats hair of the

plains of India generally is more hairy in character and often quite

straight as compared with the more woolly and curled hair of the higher
regions the latter in fact gradually approaches in character that of the

pashm yielding species As already explained the Sind Ibex or Per
sian Wild Goat (Capra aegagrus) is by some writers supposed to be one
of the species and probably the chief one from which the domesticated
goats of India have developed (p 55/) but Hinderson (p 55a) notes that

In the character of the horns the Yarkand goats approach much nearer to

the Himalayan Ibex (C sibirica) while othe^ writers see a resemblance in

some of the races of domesticated goats even to the markhor (C falconer!)

The late Col Sir O B 8t John found near Quetta a wild hybrid between
C aegagrus and C falconer! Blanford (p 552) mentions the fact that the

markhor has repeatedly been bred in captivity along with domestic goats
and that at one time it was supposed the tame races with spiral horns were
derived from C falconer! He adds that it is not improbable that some are

thus descended The objection to this conclusion rests mainly on the fact

that the first turn of the spiral horn in domestic goats is mostly inwards
that of the markhor always outwards but domestic goats with horns formed
like those of the markhor have been recorded The point of interest to which
it is here desired to more especially directed attention however is the

fuither observation made by Colonel Biddulph namely that while the

Himdlayan and Central Asiatic Ibex (C. sibirica) frequents localities at

great altitudes the markhor seeks the rocky ground within the limits of

arborescent vegetation This love for colder regions manifested by the Ibex
seems to have been provided against by the development of an under coat of

downy i*ool {pashm) below the hair which the markhor does not possess If

therefore the survival of certain characters such as the shape or rather con
formation of the horn or the presence of pashm be accepted as denoting the

origin of the cultivated races of goats it might be inferred as Hinderson
practically suggested of the Yarkand animal that the pashm yielding

domesticated goat has been developed from the Ibex Hocfgson and fol

lowing him many other writers regard the pashm yielding goat as mainly

derived from C aegagrus But it may safely be said that alTauthors admit
the possibility of the Asiatic goats having been derived from more than one
species and the advisability of such a conclusion (apart from the diversified

form stature colour habit etc. of the tame races) receives countenance

from the admitted existence of hybrids between the wild species The pro-

gression m characteristics from the village typical goat of the plains of

India and the dmgu goat of the lower Himalaya to the Alpine pashm yield

ing animal may therefore be due to more than selection and adaptation of

one species to environment It may mark the stages of adaptation and cross

mg (it it might not be called hybridization) of different species with the nearer

approach m the extremes to the specific types. If there be any plausibility

in this suggestion the difficulty which the early writers foresaw m any
attempt to breed the true pashm £oat on the southern slopes of the Hima-
laya would at once assume a distinct position There is sufficient lust fica

tion at all events for the dictum that * ith few domesticated animals would
there likely be experienced a greater difficulty in crossing the races of reputed

merit than with goats if it be desired to acclimatize and preserve the merit of

the progeny in widely different regions. The suggestion has been offered
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on more occasions than one that the breeds of hill goats m India might be
greatly improved by the introduction of some Angora blood This might
be so and if the expenditure for such an experiment be of no serious

moment it might be tried But it should be recollected that the Angora
or Mohair goat is reared not on account of an under growth of woolly hair

but for its long ordinary hair Further that it is an inhabitant of a dry region
at an elevation of about 2 soo feet where its most favoured food is the leaves

of the oak It would therefore be very likely quite useless to attempt to cross

such an animal with the pashm yielding races of the higher Alpine regions of

the Himalaya and trans Himalaya ana probably equally futile to cross with

it the Sind and Baluchistan low level goats This latter suggestion has
been recently made however but it is perhaps safe to say that if India be
admitted as in a condition of poverty in the character of its indigenous
races of goats the Angora goat should rather be crossed with the goats of

the higher tracts of Baluchiftdn such as those of Quetta and those along
the Himalaya m the hotter valleys where the oak forms an important fea

ture of goat and cattle fodder That is to say it might be crossed with

some local form of the sinal goat see Hodgson's classification above In

1869 Mr G Landells (Jour Agn Hort Soc Ind N S Vol / Sel 64)
suggested that the Angora goat might succeed in Hazara but his sugges
tion was not apparently acted on The Hazara goats yield pat not pashm
and may be thus regarded as allied in some respects to the Angora breed
and to tne sindl goat of the Himalaya India mav be said however to

possess races of goats which under more careful treatment might develope
into pat or hair yielding stock quite as good as anything ever likely to be
imported The experiment proposed well on to half a century ago though
never practically tested to establish goat and sheep runs or farms on the high

er southern or Indian slopes of the Himalaya for the production of the better

qualities of pashm and wool seems to the writer well worthy of trial The
suggestion more recently offered seems less deserving of consideration name
ly to form herds of improved sheep in the lower basins of the Panj&b rivers

where the herbage is indifferent and leeches prevalent Dr Falconer seemed
to think that the pashm goat might be acclimatized on the southern slopes of

the Himalaya but it must not be forgotten that the down of the ibex and of

the pashm domesticated goat seems to be directly the result of the drier And
ever so much colder nature of the northern as compared with the southern

slopes Indeed the pashm goat may be said to actually exist at Spiti and
according to Hodgson the chapu is the acclimatised form of the Tibetan

changra If this be so the goat even if successfully reared on a more ex

tended scale than at present on the southern slopes would probably yield a
far inferior pashm than the northern stock if indeed it did not degenerate into

a form of the pat yielding (not pashm) goat It may however be safely

said that for present European commerce a pashm goat is not an mdis-
pensible necessity of success

This conclusion leads naturally therefore to the consideration of the

chief recognised Indian qualities ofpashm and pat or goats hair On© Of

the most detailed papers on fashm is that already alluded to nametyf Ite*

F H Cooper’s account which appeared m the proceedings of the Agri -

Horticultural Society of the Panjab In the Journals of that Society several

other contributions amplified the knowledge of this subject and it may be

said that Mr Baden Powell s excellent chapter (in the PanjSb Products)

reviews all these papers while the more moaem articles add certain recent

statistics but contribute little or nothing not known well on to half a century

ago Davies (Report on the Trade and Resources of the Countries on
the North-western Boundary of British India) pubhsn*d in 1862, a very

exhaustive statement of the traffic in this substance AHchison (Handbook
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of the Trade Products of Leh) carried the returns of traffic down to 1872
and subsequent writers have added particulars of certain branches of the
trade m pashm Thus for example, the annual reports of the trans frontier

trade of India give the quantities annually carried into Indn but it will be
seen from the remarks that follow that the traffic into Kashmir is of greater
importance than what actually reaches India To return therefore to

Oooper s classification of pashnt the following paragraphs incorporate the
chief facts brought out by him as also by all subsequent writers t—

1st Shah tus— white and grey This is said to be derived from a wild goat
The princes m the localities where this is obtained and the Magnates of

Russian Siberia are said to buy up all that can be got of it It is valued not

only as an extremely fine pashm but has attributed to it certain medicinal
virtues Shah-tus is however very scarce and is only brought to Kashmir
when specially ordered It is sold in balls of fine spun thread and very
rarely as wool Plain shawls without any ornament called (Sddhd chddhar
from 4 to 6 yards in length and 1 to in breadth) are known to have
fetched from R80 to R2ro The grey form which differs only in colour is

valued at a much lower figure

2nd Tarfant pashm —Ihis (the produce of the domesticated goat) is

the article most prized m Kashmir indeed so high a value is placed upon it

that for many years past the most stringent rules have been enforced
against its exportation from Kashmir It is the production of the Tdr
fan Aksu Kamal and other hill districts ranges east and north east of
Yarkand It is brought down by the Argouns to Kashmir vt

d

Yarkand
in the form of coarse or uncleaned pam or pashm mixed with the outer
hair of the goat in various proportions but separated at Yarkand or

Laddkh from the Tarfant khudrantf pam or coloured variety It

sells according to the fineness of the thread at from half a rupee weight
to 2$ rupees weight for one rupee (Chilkee rupee of 10 annas; while the
value of shawls made of it according to manufacture may vary from
70 to 5 000 rupees

Prior to the conquest of I adikh by Kashmir the shawl weavers of

that State were mainly dependent on Changthdn for their supply of pashm
I he 'l&ri&xx pashm was however so much superior that by bribery and
by force injunctions were soon established that secured for the sole

use of Kashmir all the Tarfdn pashm brought into Ladakh and liberated

the inferior forms of Changthdn pashm for export to India Alluding to

the restrictions on this trade that existed even at the beginning of this

century Dr F Royle {Productive Resources of India) says Mr Moor
croft who was deputed in 1814 to that part of Little Tibet in Chinese
Tartary where the shawl goat is pastured for the purpose of opening
to Great Britain the means of obtaining the materials of tne finest woollen
fabrics found that the Huneas were obliged to send all their best wool to
Kashmir In the year 1819 considerable advantage was anticipated from
importing this wool into England as a gentleman who was consulted
ana who professed to have a practical knowledge of the English wool
market valued it at eigfht shillings per pound These high expectations
were not however realized and in the report of the transactions made by
the Honourable the East India Company it is not quite clear whether they
exported pashm or Himalayan wool In the Asiatic Researches (Pot
XII) the restrictions imposed by the rulers of Kashmir on the traffic in

pashne is alluded to in the following terms — This is caused by strict

injunctions to all owners of flocks not to sell any shawl wool except to

the Cashmerians or their agents in consequence of a representation having
been made to the Government that the Jonaree merchants had bought
some last year, and that the Cashmerians would suffer if any of this kind
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of wool were to pass into other hands (Muorcroft's Journey to Lake Ma-
ttosarovara) So again Moorcroft(^oZ I 347) wrote by ancient custom
and engagements the export of the wool is exclusively confined to Kashmfr
and all attempts to convey it to other countries are punished by confis-

cation In a like manner it is considered illegal in Rodokh and Changthdn
to allow a trade in shawl wool except through Laddkh and in the Tatter

country considerable impediments are opposed to the traffic m wool from
Yarkand although it is of superior quality and cheapness * So again * The
wool of Changtn&n is sold to the Laddkhis alone by virtue of an ancient

agreement” {p 364) It is not perhaps necessary to cite a greater

number of authors who allude to this disability m the growth of a large

trade in pashm The fact has already been mentioned that the Panjlb
manufacturers have had to seek in foreign wool, more especially that of

Kirman m Persia a substitute for an article that could be brought to them
across the frontier and develope thereby a large return traffic from India
Dr Jameson in a paper communicated to the East India Company made
certain pertinent remarks which may be here quoted — In the Ban and
Jetch Doabs vte at Lahore and Amritsar in the former and Jelalpore

m the latter and at Nurpur in the Kohistan shawls are extensively manu
factured but all of an inferior description owing to the whole of the best

shawl wool being monopolised by Rajah Gulab Singh This ought not
to be the case seeing that the great breeding country of the shawl wool
goat is in that tract of Chinese Tartary lying immediatelv to the north

of the British passes in the Himalaya and the wool traders in order to

obtain a market are obliged to carry their wool several hundred miles to

Kashmfr Were a little encouragement given to them wools in large quan
tity and of the finest quality would be imported into the British provinces

by the Mana Nftf Onata Dewra and other passes Several years ago
the shawl wool traders brought large quantities of wool to Snnugger (in

Kashmfr) through the Nitf pass but finding no demand for it they were
obliged to sell it at a great loss Since then the attempt to get a market
has never been developed Davies more recently alludes to the restric-

tions imposed by Kashmir more particularly to the complete appropriation
of Tarfam pashm and the liberation of the inferior qualities of Changthdn
In this connection he mentions a fact lost sight of apparently by most
persons namely that The district ot Spiti geographically part of Ladakh
was purposely annexed to the British territory in 1846-47 in order to

prevent the interposition of a foreign State between Rampur and the shawl
wool districts of Changthdn * That action had not apparently the

desired effect and Kashmfr continued and to the present day largely

preserves as a State monopoly the right to all the finer shawl wools that

enter the geographical frontier of India. It thus restricts the supply to

its o« n requirements and ha starved the Panjib shawl manufacturers

as well as depnved Great Britain of a possible participation m an article

the supply of which by all writers is affirmed to be practically ineahfuis-

txble

It may however be contended that these restrictions no longer fxist#

Dr Aitchison ( Hand hook of the Trade of Leh p 188) says *A cssttarka

ble change has taken place m the trade of Leh, inasmuchft Ihere are

now no restrictions whatsoever upon any article that comes from Yarkand
to I eh and all Yarkand produce is free to be purchased by fjnv one,

hence there no longer exists the Kashmir monopoly of bygone nays as

regards pashm from Turkistan The old monopoly however $ regret to

state still exists in practice although not m theory as connected with the

importation of pashm from Changthim That this monopoly teiffeausts

is due to the fact that no strangers ate allowed into the district of Chang-
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thdn from Leh except certain Bhotes who are agents of the Kashmir
Government Fhe whole trade between Leh Changthdn and Lhassa
being still earned on according to the system given by Mr Davies m his

report * But even were free egress allowed the obstruction would still

survive The rule has been so long standing that the merest hint from
the Kashmir officials not to render assistance in the transport of pashm
owned by outside traders would at once be regarded as the modern phase
of obstruction desired by the Rajah of Kashmir The most hopeful view
of this subject for the future may m fact be drawn from the near approach
of railway communication into tne heart of Kashmir Formerly the htgar
system of transport existed On this subject Davies explains that the

custom of trading by the Gyulpos {former Native rulers of Laddkh) with

Changthdn (Rudokh) the Maharajah s Government takes a prominent
part in the trade of shawl wool tea salt sulphur from Changthdn through
Bustf Ram as its commercial agent in Ladakh ' Again Tea is annual
ly brought direct from Lhassa to Leh by a trader (who goes by the name
of Chubba) on the part of the Lama of Lhassa He takes saffron m
return he is allowed bepar (or the transport of his goods through the

Maharajah s territories The Maharajah s Government also sends a man
every third year with Kashmir goods to Lhassa for the purpose of trade

He is in return allowed begar through the Lhassa territory This man m
Lhassa is called Lubchuk or vakil The Changth&n merchant sent by
the Zong or Governor of Ghurdokh to Leh is entitled to begar in the

Laddkh territory * In 1871 Mr Drew Joint Commissioner on the part

of His Highness the Maharajah at Leh put a stop to the system of forced

State labour (begar) in carrying the goods to and from Kashmir and
Lhassa and arranged for the future that carriers should be paid in cash

Previous to this order frequent complaints had been made by the people

to the headmen of Rudokh and Gartok relative to the oppression of the

officials in collecting wool for the Kashmir agent In consequence of this

new order difficulties arose between the Kashmir authorities and the

traders and pashm began to find a better outlet in being consigned to

India A fall in price took place in Amritsar from the sudden glutting

of the market ana this was made the excuse for restoring the old arrange

ment of bepar transport and literally if not legally to re-establish the

monopoly by Kashmir in the traffic Dr Aitchison from whom much of

the above information has been derived concludes his statement of the

Kashmir grudge against the modern aspects of the pashm trade by fur

nishing a table of tne transactions for the six years ending 1872 He there

shows the imports into Leh from Changthdn to have been 3 45° maunds
and from Turkistdn 2 331 maunds of which only one twelfth part was
allowed to find its way to the Panjdb It will thus be seen how very true

the remark that has been offered above is viz that the Indian transac

tions in pashm are unimportant compared with those of Kashmir The

great bulk of the pashmtna goods of the Panjdb is therefore not made of

pashm but of Persian and other wools and the possibilities of a future

traffic in Tibetan pashm with England and other foreign countries, are

rendered subservient to the selfish policy of Kashmir and the requirements

of the half-starved weavers of that State

grd Changthani —This as has already been explained, is regarded as

inferior to the larfdni pashm but by many writers its inferiority is due
more to careless preparation such as the presence of particles of skin

rather than to actual inferiority of staple. It is the produce of the domes*
ticated goat of the Changthin province and may be said to be produced

along the northern base of the ranges from about Rodokh in the west

or even from die banks of the Shegak eastward to the Kailas ranges,
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north of Man Thaloi or Mansarowar lakes and even it is said as
far as Lhassa The wool is brought to Kashmfr vid Leh or Laddkh
not only by the Argouns but also by numerous other traders Moorcroft
describes the source of this fleece as a tract of country that extends along the
eastern frontier of Lddakh Its more northern portion forms the separate
province called Rodokh which lies along the northern border of the lake of

Pangkok The country is thinly inhabited and the people are chiefly

shepherds who subsist by the sale of their wool to the merchants of Le
The largest division of Chan than however 16 called Garo and is in

contact with Laddkh Chan than, Mr Moorcroft adds is the chief resort of

the shawl wool goat and is also the pasturage of numerous flocks of sheep
whose wool is an article of trade The breed of goat says Moorcrort
that yields the shawl wool is the same in Ladakh as in Lhassa Great Tibet
and Chinese Turkistan but the wool is not so fine as in the districts on
its eastern and northern frontier The fleece is cut once a year and the

wool coarsely picked either in the place from whence it comes or at L6 is

sold by the importers to the merchants at the city by whom it is sent to

Kashmfr About 800 loads adds Moorcroft are exported to Kashmir
This appears to be the fleece of the chdngrd goat of Hodgson s classi

fication although a remark of his already alluded to would seem to suggest
the idea that the Tarfam was by Hodgson regarded as different—the
produce of a distinct breed of goats

An anonymous wr ter m a little work on Kashmir and Its Shawls offers

some useful remarks on the subject of this fleece Thus for example in

allusion to the fact that the outer long hair is cut <ff with a knife instead
of with a scissors he says — The knife is too blunt to cut through the
down as well as the hair and so leaves it untouched while a pair of

scissors would cut off the down and hair together and entail endless

trouble and expense in subsequently separating the one from the other

It is not however to be supposed that the down subsequently combed off

is altogether free from hair There is occasionally a good deal and the

picking can only be done by hand hence this work is very expensive *

The hair is cut off by the knife in the direction of its growth or from the

head towards the tail The comb used to remove the fine wool is made of

five teeth of willow twigs bound together and is drawn through the new
short coat (left after the removal of at least two-thirds of the hair) by
combing towards the head In cutting the hair occasionally small bits of

the skin are nipped off accidentally and these adhering to the fleece in

crease its impurity very seriously It has already been suggested that

probably the chief difference between the Tarf&n and Changthan pashm
is in the former being cleaner and less adulterated than the fattter

No writer has definitely established the existence of a distinct breed m
Tarfdn from that of Tibet generally although nearly every locality ha9
some special property attributed to its shdl Thus while it is admitted
that the goat of Ladkdh is said to be identical to that of Changthdn the

best fleece of the eastern pashm yielding tract comes from a remote divi

sion even of Changthdn namely Rodokh
dth Tarfdnt tus or khudrug— This is a colowed pashm and may

be designated an inferior quality or rejections from the selection of the

superior qualities of Tarfinf and. Changthdnf wool It 10 sold at from 12

to 18 rupees weight for one rupee (10 annas value) Tibjf is usually made
into the cheap ordinary pashmtna shawls valued at Rap to R80 U is the
quality most largely permitted to pass into British territory for sale*

Manufactures of Pashm pr Pashmtna

So much has already been indicated on this sutyect that little more of a
general nature remains to be told. Mr Moorcroft devoted much patient
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Study to this subject and to him is due apparently the British trade in shawls
and such traffic as exists m skal pashm Space cannot be afforded here to
quote Mr Moorcroft s technical account in full ; the reader should consult
tne original {Travels xn the Himdlayon Provinces of HmdustAn He Vol
II 164 1 95) where particulars will not only be found regarding1 the ordi
nary pashmtna cloth but the shawl trade of Kashmir generally the method
of working out the patterns of dyeing the wool etc In the anonymous
publication Kashmir and Its Shawls, a historic review of all that is known
of this industry will be found together with a reprint of Mr Moorcroft s
chief descriptive passages of the art as pursued in Kashmir In the

Joum&l of Indian Art several brief notices of Kashmir shawls will be
found and in a more recent publication a Monograph on the Woollen
Manufactures of the Panjab certain particulars are brought down to the
returns for 1884 85 The writer must trust to the isolation of one or two
striking peculiarities from these and other works as exhibiting the sail

ent features of this industry since to do the subject full justice a
volume might easily be written on pashm Kashmir shawls and pashmtna
goods

The author of the pamphlet on Kashmir and Its Shawls thinks that the
finer qualities were known in Europe at a very early date as may be
inferred from the tradition that the light veil fastened by a thin golden
thread over the forehead covering the back of the head and falling on
th6 shoulders of Leonardo da Vinci s famous portrait of Mona Lisa
wife of Francesco of Giocondo (a citizen of Florence) was m reality one
of those earlier Kashmir fabrics The painter of that picture died in 1519
The earliest authentic notice of these delicate and beautiful manufactures
however is perhaps that given in the Am % Akbart (1594) Abul Fuzl the
historian of the Fmperor Akbar records the various qualities which were
most esteemed by the nobility of Delhi These were first —Tus Assel
incomparable for lightness warmth and softness second SafedAlcheh also
called T rehdar third Zerdozy Gulabatum etc which are of His Majesty s

invention and fourth certain short pieces now by order of the Emperor
made sufficiently long to be used for Jamahs Formerly shawls were
but rarely brought from Kashmir and those who had them used to wear
them over their shoulders in four folds so that they lasted for a longtime 99

4 His Majesty has introduced the custom of wearing two shawls one above
the other By the attention of His Majesty the manufacture of shawls in

Kashmir is in a very flourishing state and in Lahore there were upwards
of 1 000 manufacturers of this kind There can thus be no doubt that

the support of the Court of the Muhammadan Emperors did much to

foster And advance the shawl industry of Kashmir Bernier alludes to

the futile attempts that were made in the time of Aurungzeb to introduce
the industry into Patna Agra Lahore etc but adds that the produce
of foreign looms has never equalled that of Kashmir in its delicate soft

ness
A very extensive list of travellers might be quoted as having each con

tnbuted a little towards clearing up the mystery tnat for many years lingered
around the Kashmir shawl industry—an industry that turned out goods
which surpassed anything that could be produced elsewhere as far as the
softness and fineness of the material excelled the wool of Europe. Thus in

1624 Father Antonio Andrada a Portuguese Missionary m Tibet crossed
the mountains that separate Kashmir from Tibet and in his journal deals
with the cattle sheep etc he had seen Tavernier in his travels in India
and the East (1636 1666) urged on the attention of France the value of the
Ktrmani wool of Persia Bernier, who journeyed m company with the
Emperor Aurungzeb into Kashmir in 1663 tells us that the famous shawls

Pashmlna.

Kashmir
Shawls
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to Indian Goats’ Wool (pp 337 333

)

in which he discusses the French
experiments at cross-breeding the Kashmir and 1 ibetan goat Shortly after

(1865) Mr F H Oooper contributed useful information on the qualities

of the shawl wool known to commerce
But to return to the subject of the European demand for Kashmir

shawls it has been pointed out by the author of Kashmir and Its Shawls
that after the conquests of the Persian invader of India Nadir 8hah
*fl 1739 we are told of an ambassador having been despatched to Con
stantmople with fifteen elephant loads of presents to the Sultan amongst
which were many Kashmir shawls. The author of Kashmir and Its

Shawls thinks that the modem demand for these shawls dated from about
that time, and he surmises that the wives of the ambassadors from the

European courts probably got presents of shawls from the Sultan Be
that as it may the fashion first prevailed amongst French ladies to wear
these * fine silky webs of wool ’ as Larousse describes them, and it then

spread to England

Trade in Pashm, Pxshmina, ft Shawls

The famine of 1819 drove many of the shawl weavers from their homes
in Kashmir to settle in the Panidb and the colonies of these skilled work
men that are now to be founa m many parts of Upper India date from
about that time, but they have been supplemented from year to year

by successive waves of immigrants into British territory as the hand of

oppression told more and more heavily upon them In 1850 the trade in

these expensive goods had grown to such proportions that French and
British merchants established agencies both in kashmir and in the Pan
jdb to purchase their annual supplies It would be beyond the scope

of this work to deal with the artistic designs worked out in the Kashmir
shawls, but it may in perfect fairness b“ said that the effect of direct agen
cies was not an unmixed advantage to the weavers These skilled work
men with the increasing demand and great profits became more and more
the servants of middlemen and were urged to modify their patterns and
the character of their goods, to meet the variations and fancies of the

European market Cheapness became an object and degeneration followed

to a large extent In a table published as an appendix to Kashmir
and Its Shawls Dr Forbes Watson gives the exports of all classes of

Pdshmind goods from India as follows

1850-51
£

171 709 1858-59
£

310 037
1851-53 146 270 1859-60 353 828

»8J» 53 2*sfi59 1860-61 351 093
•853 54 170 153 1861-63 459 441

•854 33 197890 1863-63 3°3 »37

•853-58 *09,379 1863-64 375 391

•8375?
390,640 1864-65 »54498
337 618

These figures do not of course mean the total exports from Kashmir
but the foreign exports from India. They therefore leave out of all consider*

atnm the consumption of this class of goods m India itself as also the

traffic with Tibet and other Central Asiatic countries. Purchases we are
UAd, td pashm are largely made in Kashmir pashmtna goods, so that in

this way alone a very considerable export must yearly take place towards
Tibet It has already been shown that the coarsest pashm only finds

it*way to British India and that even that article amounts to but about

ri th of the total quantity that reaches Kashmir There is thus some found
atton for the common statement that in Kashmir and m the capital town of

the State alone, can the best qualities of shawls be procured The most
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skilled workmen appear to be those most closely watched by the State
officials, By having secured to them the finest pashm and by vanous pri-

vileges the art has been fostered and helped forward to its present pro-

ficiency Indeed it seems probable that were fashion to turn once more to
the delicate and high class ^oods, the weavers of Kashmir would be able
to show that they are not only equal to their forefatheis but able to ex
cell them both m elegance of design and softness of colouration For be
it remembered that although the change in European taste and the after

consequences of the Franco Prussian War (scarcity of money in France)
deprived the weavers of Kashmir and of the Panjdb of a large and pro-
fitable market for certain classes of their goods, the trade was not entirely

ruined India continued to demand a Targe supply and the Central
Asiatic traffic became if anything greater than before A far more
serious injury was done to the local Kashmir industry by the estab-

lishment of colonies of their countrymen in British India who found m
Kirmani wool and who continue to find a sufficient substitute for the

Potiutttna

•601

cheaper requirements of modern trade

In the Reports of Trade and Navigation of British India shawls appear
a9 exported under two headings viz Foreign Merchandise and In
dian Manufacture Whether the former can be regarded as mainly
Kashmir goods and the latter the shawls manufactured m the Panjdb the
writer is unable to say Indeed the former must include the re-exports of

European shawls imported into India in the first instance But even
were the total value of these returns to be accepted as entirely Kashmir
and P&njdb shawls they would mark a serious decline from the values

given by Dr Forbes Watson —

Value of the Exports of Shawls from
India

1885 86 1886-87
j

188788 1888-89 1889-90

Foreign Merchandise
Indian Manufacture

R
14,487

3 08 731

R
10624

3 46 3 i 8

R
* M3fl

4/>S 993

R
201,864

2 66 ox 1

R
21 322

3 02 471

Total expressed at nominal £ 33 321 35683 41 722 28 6$7 32379

The following passages from modern publications may help to ex
emphfy the present position of the pashm trade as well as to show the
opinions held by various writers —

In the opening paragraphs of the Monograph on Woollen Manufac-
tures of the Panjdb it is estimated that the annual consumption of pashm
in that province comes to 7 500 maunds, of which 4 500 maunds are im-
ported by sea, 1 800 maunds obtained from Afghanistan and x 500 maunds
obtained from Tibet U seems probable that the imports from Tibet alone
are pure pashm the other supplies, particularly that by 9ea, being Persian
(Kirmdni) wool, used as a substitute far pashm, Wahab Skdht pashm, for

example, is wool notpashm and, indeed a large proportion of the stuff that
oomes to the Panjib manufacturers ««<f Rampur is wool oqfajmfhm. The
pashm imported is worth Ri J a seer (2ft) the substitutes fqr it mentioned
above fetch only 17 annas a met The Monograph then

The chief fabrics made of pashm are shawls. Rampair chadars paskmdna alwdn
i** a fine whits serge-like stuff, ' as made in Simla), fdmawdrs (striped pattern, made
also in wool) rumdie chadors The lastmamed article w oornfftratUNfij
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modern and probably has a future before it In it the warp is of pashm and the wool
of cotton It is much stronger than the who\e-f>ashm cbadar it is practically as
warm and nearly as soft and in delicacy of surface and attractiveness to the eye it

may be said to surpass the older fabric in 1880-81 the outturn of pashmfna goods
and of shawls was officially put at Kn 04 642 and this figure may be taken to exceed
somewhat the outturn for 1884 85

The use of pashm is practically confined to the districts of Ludhiina Simla, Kdngra
Proper Amritsar Guirat and Lahore

(1) Ludhmna —Out z>f the 800 maunds of imported pashm (value R40 000)
retained lor local manufacture are made R40 000 worth of alwdn (whereof R30 000
worth finds its way to Calcutta Bombay and elsewhere in India) R^s 000 worth ol
Rampur chadars (whereof most are exported to Europe Calcutta Bombay and hill

stations) R2 000 worth of jamawdrs exported to Europe for curtains at K200 per
pair and R4 000 worjh of garbt chadars of which half only are kept in the distuct

(2) Simla —The Rampur chadars made at Sabithu and in fact in almo t any of
the factories in the f ani£b are much superior to the chadar imported from Rampur
Bas<uhir itself A Rampur khds chadar can be bought for R9 to K 13 and the
sue being 9 feet by 4| the rate is 3$ to 5 annas par square foot A Sabdthii chadar
12 feet by 6 goes from R25 to R4S or 5$ to 10 annas per square foot T here is only
a small colony of pashm weavers at Sabdthu and the outturn is 70 chadars and 80
pieces of alwdn

(3) Kdngra Proper —Pashmtna factories are only found at Nurpur and Triloknath
Thirty maunds of pashm are used m local manufacture Amltkdr pashmfna with
silk embroidery work is made at Nurpur but the style and execution are very inferior

to the genuine Kashmir amltkdr
(4) Amritsar —This city imports all the different sorts of pashm including 3 000

maunds of Wahab Shdhi and 600 to 700 maunds of Ram puri pashm most of
which is probably not real pashm A large quantity of garbi chadars is made in the
aty

(5) Gujrdt—The pashm used is 2 maunds Kashmiri and 344 Ktrmdnt (Wahdb
Shdni) and the value of the manufactures is R38 9R4 where of two thirds are ex
ported The quality has deteriorated and the cause can easily be understood to be
the excessive u e of the Persian material

There » no special information about the Lahore industry
In shawl making there is a comparatively minute division of labour and the decline

in the t ade has made it impossible for all the different classes of workers to get
Steady occupation The K&ngra report states that the dyer would if regularly em
ployed earn R2 per diem but regular employment is not to be had The de igner
(nakkash) takes 10 days over a pattern and gets K2 to Ri 5 for it He draws the
pattern with ink on white paper the colours etc being indicated by technical marks
The tarahband to wht m the pattern is made over then akes up the proper number
of reels and at his direction another man (moharnr ta lim) whose pay is R3 to R4
per mensem prepares the papers to guide the weave s fhe tarahband gets 1$
annas per 1 000 reels but the moharnr taflim being in his pay his net earnings do
not exceed annas 8 per diem The pupil (shdgtrd) who does tne weaving does not
earn more than 1 anna Per diem now a days and the rafugar who sews pieces of

fabric together with silk to make doshdlas (double shawls) gets 4 annas a day when
working; but his employment is not continuous and as the single shawl is coming
into favour both among Europeans and Natives the ra/Agar*s position is gradually
becoming more and more wretched He however also gets 3 annas per diem for

washing shawls when there are any to wash 1 here is also the fuggar who picks

out loose threads and gives the shawl a smooth appearance Shawls are made chiefly

m Nurpur and Triloknath in K£ngra where the number of factories has fallen from
80 to 20 in the last 20 years, and in Gujrit

The causes given for the decline m the export of shawls and other pashmfna goods
are various The persons concerned put it down to the check caused by the siege of

Pans by the Germans that city being formerly the chief customer and to a subse-
quent change of fashion in Europe I am inclined to attribute the decline rather to
adulteration in the manufacture, to the success of the Rampur chadar industry in

England to the want of mgeunity in the production of new and artistic designs a nd
to tne evil effect of the hard water of Nurpur on the material used The change
of fashion is a good deal the result of these causes ; and for the miserable wages now
to be got, unproved work is hardly to be expected in the future

Goafs hait {fat) is used in most districts for making ropes nose-bags, sacking
jkdls for cattle, and matting for floors The cleaning and opening up of the hair is

done tn some districts by laying the stuff out on the ground and beating' it with a
stick. In Hissdr it is first washed and put into hot ashes to dry and then the beating
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is done Lastly in Muzaffargarh the bow-string (Jnnjan) is sometimes employed and
the hair is scutched . and both in Muzaffargarh and in GujrAnwAla it seems that a
modified form of tne bow-string is also used A peg is stuck into the ground and a
string tied to it The other end of the string is fastened to a stick in tne operator s

hand and the goat s hair is deposited on the ground over the string and the string
is made to vibrate by being slackened and suddenly tightened up with a )erk Some-
times there are two pees at a short distance apart in which case each peg has a string

the furtl er end of wl icn is attached to the operator s stick

Spinning of goat s hair is done with the charkht but more commonly with the
dhtmd Double threads are twisted just as woollen twist is made and ropes are
made by hand twisting generally of three strands

Weaving is done on a s all loom without shuttle The place of the shuttle is

as m carpet weaving taken by a stick, to which the woof thread is attached and which
is worked through Hie warp threads alternately as it meets them

Camel s hair (mils** masal mallas

)

is twisted by hand and not spun It is mixed
with goat s hair to make sacking and with cotton (which is used for tne warp) to make
bhakln cloth HissAr) but it is mostly used for rope-making

Neither goat s nor camel s hair are dyed

In the Journal of Indian Art and in the District Gazetteers of the
Panjib various reports have been published on the subject of pashm and
of goats hair as also on Pashmina and Pattu The following may be
given as fairly representing the opinions advanced by various writers

as to the present position of the industry in these fibres —
AMRITSAR — The most important among the numerous manufactures of Am

nt ar are those of pashmina or snawl wool and silk The pashm or wool used in

the first named kind is imported from Thibet via Rampur and Kashmir
The trade declined during 1 866 owing among other causes to the adultei ation

of the wool with a fine but inferior sort imp rted vtd Kabul, from the province ot

Kirman whence the wool is known as un Kirmam The trade is said to be now ic-

viving The pashmina fabrics are either plain uni-coloured cloth called alwan mahda
etc which are made up into cloaks and articles of European apparel either plain or

embroidered with silk or else are woven into shawls the thread being previously dyed
and wound off expressly for the purpose The shawls in which the pattern is pio-

duced in the lpom are the most valuable m others the pattern is pi oduced on a ground
work on plain-coloured pashmina by embroidery with the needle and fine pashm
thread Such shawls are called amhkar as opposed to the kannikar or loom woven

The manufacture of pashmina work was first introduced some seventy years

ago about the time when Ranjlt Singh was commencing to extend his rule over the

whole Panjdb It is almost exclusively conducted by Kashmiri Musalmans It is

calculated that soon after the manufacture was instituted there were about 300 shops
established in Amritsar in which pashmina work was carried on and that shawls etc

to the value of R30 000 were manufactured yearly in the city Besides what was
manufactured in the city itself pashmina work was imported from Kashmir to the

extent of some two lakhs of rupees in value yearly and from other parts of the hills to

the value of about R20 000 Fart of this was sold in Amritsar and part exported to

Hindustan and H&idarabad in the Dakhan The chief mart in Hindustan for export
seems to have been Lucknow In the year 1833 AD owing to a great famine in

Kashmir there was a large influx of Kashmiris into Amritsar Shortly before the
annexation of the Panjib the number of shops established in Amritsar had incieased
to 2,0o< and the value of the pashmina work turned out yearly was as much as four
lakns of rupees Also pashmina manufactures to the value of six lakhs of rupees
were imported yearly from Kashmir and to two lakhs from Nurpur BassAoh and
other parts of the hills Now there are 4 000 looms in Amritsar each worked by at
least two men and the value of tht pashmina work manufactured yearly is estimated

at eight lakhs of rupees or £80 000 The manufacture which requires the utmost skill

and delicacy of manipulation is learned by the workmen from the earliest childhood
Children are apprenbcedfsAqgtrd) to master workmen who after a time pay for their

services but usually to their relatives. The payment is made in advance, and If a
shfrird leaves his employer before his advances are worked off the nextAmpoyer
w supposed to be responsible for the balance. The export of

Amritsar to Europe commenced anout 40 years ago The amount how exported
yearly is estimated to be in value about twenty lakhs of rupees This includes what ts

imported from Kahsmir and other places for re-export Of this, sixteen lakhs value

ft exported by European merchants settled in the PanjAb and four lakhs vatne by
native merchants
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of pattern* known m European trade as Turkish shawls and sometimes sold as
veritable products of Stamboul are the most characteristic thing's of local production
The woollen cloths known as pattu alman maltda etc are also made m small
quantities Much of the Gurdaspur work is disposed of at Amritsar At Dera
NSnak the birth place ofGeru Ndnak the founder of the Sikh development of
Hinduism the cheapest Indian work—if not the cheapest woollen weaving in the
world—is produced for a coloured jamewar may here be had for Ri 4 annas

Mixed Fabrics —Lots and wrappers of cotton thread and country wool in the
proportion of two-thirds cotton are made at Pathankot Sujdnpur and Dmanagar
and exported from these small towns to Amritsar the North West Provinces Otldh
and Bengal The value of these goods is estimated at R40 000 At Fatehgarh and
one or two other places all wool lots or blankets are made Pashmtna or shawl
wool is not used m these coarse webs but wool from the Shahput district and the
hills near Chamba (

Journal Indian Art Oct rS88 )

Ludhiana — The production of fine shawls has now almost ceased The
Franco-Prussian war put a sudden stop to the manufacture of shawls above the value
of R100 Incidentally it converted the population of Amritsar and Ludhiana to
warm partizanship of France Crowds of eager listeners used to collect at the railway
station where the telegrams from the seat of war were read to them and received witn
loud expressions of satisfaction or disappointment as the French seemed to gain 01

lose

The decline in the French demand however was not the only cause of the falling

off which reduced the number of pashmfna looms from 1 200 to 300 The Govern
ment and dutifully following its example the Durbar of Native States no longer take
goods shawls to be given as khillats The few shawls that appear on the trays laden
with carnage clocks gold mounted rifles musical boxes epergnes and other knick
knacks presented at Durbars|frequently travel back to the toshakhnna and might
almost be considered as State theatrical properties The management of the London
sales to which goods are sent from Amritsar and Ludhiana has been more in the

interest of the London buyer than in that of the distant maker
Syud Ahsan Shah an Honorary Magistrate ard shawl merchant of Ludhiana

writes that there is dishonesty and combination among the principal bidders, who
purchase the lots at very low prices and then divide the profits among themselves

A Parsi gentleman named Hormasjee who was present at the auction in London
says that bigger merchants make a combination and stop all competitions from petty

traders They purchase the lots themselves at very low prices and then sell them
to petty traders at a gteat profit They also put the balance of their old stock to

auction with a view to reduce the market value of fresh goods imported from India,

and again purchase them to their advantage Large stocks of goods for sale ana
want of competition thus reduce the market value of the goods and traders are
obliged to part with their stocks at a loss The shawl trade has consequently de-
clined ana out of 300 looms only 200 now turn out superior stuff the rest manufac
ture coarse stuff only

From this it would appear that the knock out auction 10 not confined to Jew
furniture broker^ and the lower ranks of commercial life in London It must be
admitted that tne practice of consigning annually large quantities of goods to a
limited number of dealers to fetch what may be given invites combination of the kind
described by the worthy Magistrate of Ludhiana The traders on this side are neither

strong enough or united enough to combine to establish their own agency in London
nor would they be able to reach the limited and select market now commanded by a
ring of dealers On the part of these latter it is only fair to say that they complain
ht times of adulteration of goods professing to be pure pashmfna with inferior wool

It 16 indisputable however that on the whole the Indian producer gets the worst

of ity ana it is heartily to be wished that he could find a direct means of reaching the

purchasing public in Europe In some years consigments have turned out more
disastrously to the exporters than would be readily believed and the fact that Indian

goods may be sometimes purchased retail m Regent Street at a lower price than any
dealer will part with them for in India is one corroboration of their complaints Tim
merchant already quoted gives the following average paces of the pashmfna goods
now made —

Rampuri shawls four yards by two firat quality, R60 each j secondnualftv of the

same site Ris A shawl three yards by one and a naif of goodQuality is worth Kao*
and the smaller size of inferior make R8 Good woollen stuff aoablc warp and
woof, R8 to Rao Jamawirs, striped colour woven fabrics from R5 to Rao Chador

3orat used by Natives from Rao. to R50, and rumals from Rio to R50 Gyud Ahstn
Shah estimates the annual outturn of the Ludhiana manufacturers follows?

—
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to receive any great impetus in the future but the consumption of shawls is so large
among the upper classes of Natives that it must be long before it dies out altogether

It 1$ for its weaving industry however that Ludhiana is principally famous and
this is of two sorts—woollen and cotton The former of these the manufacture of the
cloths known as pashmina and Rampun chadars from Tibetan and Rampur wool
la at present entirely in the hands of the Kashmiri colony although some of thecountry
weavers are said to be picking it up The raw material is of two classes

—

pasham or
the fine wool of the Thibetan goats . and Rampurtan or that of the nearer hills

The former is said to come from the Barfam country which is rather indefinite geo-
graphically Both wools are brought finally from Rampur which appears to be the
entrepdt of the trade by thegarfahs or hill men These men used to take the direct
route via Katnpur but now generally reach Ludhiana from umballa by rail Witbin
recent years fao or ^o) a third class of wool has begun to be imported from Kirman
in Persia tttd Karachi and Lahore and this is used as a substitute for Rampur wool
The wool from the hills is brought here in the months of October and November and
the annual amount of the sales is estimated at R5o,ooo The purchases are made,
in the first instance by Hindu merchants who take large amount of it and retail

them to a second class of traders or to the Kashmfrfs The wool is spun into thread
by women of all classes Hindu and Muhammadan rich and poor and any woman
can earn from rupees three to four a month by this The kashmfrf gets a few
rupees worth of wool or thread from the merchant (mahajan) and weaves it into chadars \

or piece 6 to 8 yards long and to yards wide (Kashmfrf measure) The
doth is of two descriptions

—

pashmina and naglt pashmtnd the former entirely of
pashm and the latter a woof (bdna ) of pashm on a warp (tdna

)

of Rampur wool
and sometimes of Kirmani It is designated generally as alwan and is white in

colour when it comes off the loom but may be dyed red, green etc according to
taste. The chadars are purchased by well-to do Natives for wearing over the
shoulders like an ordinary cloak the piece being cut into two lengths of about three
yards each which are joined at the corners and worn double T ne shawl industry
{9dl bafi) or the weaving from pashm thread of Kashmir shawls was perhaps the
most important branch of all but it has never recovered from the complete stoppage
of the trade in these articles on account of the Franco-Prussian war (1870) It is

said that there were upwards of 1 000 Kashmfrfs engaged m it before that time and
an outturn of more than Ki 00 000 worth of shawls; but France was the principal
customer and has ceased to take any since 1870 and there are now not more than

but do not now to anything like the same extent The only shawl work at present
done is m coarse wool what we know as jdmswdrs These are worn by Natives as
cloaks and are also exported towards Persia, where they are said to be used for waist
cloths or are cut into strips for borders of chagas etc A little fine work is still done
in making borders for cloaks the centre-piece being plain alwdn The coarse work
turned out is not worth an hundredth part of what the fine shawl work was, a piece
of jdmewdr selling for a few rupees where a shawl would have sold for R200 to 300
/to ordinary chadar ofpashmina costs R20 to 30 and of nagli pashmina R15 to 20
The looms are almost entirely single and not more than two or three men ever work
together unless where apprentices learn the art from a master weaver The district

return gives 900 looms with 960 weavers but Ahsan 8ftah, who is the representative

of the body of Kashmiris, gives an estimate of 400 looms with 1 300 men and boys
weavers and apprentices* The Kashmfrf population of the district is returned in the
recent Census as 2*492 but a large proportion of these are in service or have other
occupations. The pashmina and Rampur chadars of Ludhiana sett all over India;
and the value exported is estimated at 1} lakhs but die industry is said to have
efcrned a bad reputation m recent years owing to the mixture of the inferior Kirmdni
wool Th*pashmina is mostly bought up from the weavers by large merchants.
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either Hindus or Kashmiris On the whole the pashmtna industry appears to be
on the decline and Ah8an Shah says that the weavers are leaving the town ast he
cloth is becoming a drug in the market The Kashmiris also knit stockings gloves
etc There are a good many looms at which common country blankets are woven
by Ma*hbts (Chuhras or Chamars converted to Sikhism) Tne miscellaneous looms
of all these sorts are returned as 400

WOOL AND WOOLLEN GOODS
So much of a histone nature has already been mentioned in the various

provincial sections of this article that it does not a pear necessary to
attempt to trace out the Indian Wool Trade from ancient times. It may
however be said that wool was known to the earliest classic writers of India
and that the injunctions of the Institutes of Manu assign wool to be used
for the sacrificial thread of the Vaisya Many writers affirm that the art

of weaving preceded that of spinning and that the oldest woollen gar
ments were plaited of cords of wool much after the fashion of reed and
grass mats The discovery of the art of felting appears also to have been
early made and to have been practise i by Asiatic craftsmen long anterior

to the perfection of the industries of spinning and weaving wool It has
only been within recent times however that tne explanation of this remark
able property has been made out It was seen by Youatt in 1835 that when
viewed under the microscope wool was composed of very fine fibres more or
less densely coated with minute scales and that these fibres were curly and
elastic Tne scales or imbrications were further observed to differ in shape
arrangement and number according to the breed of sheep The long
stapled wools were found to have fewer imbrications to be less curly and
to manifest the property of felting to a very much less extent than the

short and very scaly wools The shrinkage m felting is by some writers

supposed to be also due to a certain amount of solution of the fibre taking
place It has for example been noted that the tendency to felting is en
hanced if wool be washed or boiled in hot water and still more so if acid
be added The volume and weight of the fabric is seen to dimmish and
the felting to become greater with each succeeding washing The decom
position or washing out of the contents of the fibriles is thus supposed to

facilitate interlacement curling is increased and the retention of that

condition is viewed as at once intelligible when the agency of the scales is

further taken into consideration So very much does the successful utiliza-

tion of wool depend on the nature of the fibre that it becomes of paramount
importance in selection and improvement of breeds of sheep intended to

be fleece yielders to ascertain the tendencies of this character The wool
of the major portion of the sheep of India is so deficient tn scales that it

has come to be regarded as hair rather than wool Whether it be possi

ble to improve this property under tropical influences is a point of the
gravest doubt, but at all events, the recent expansions of the woollen trade
of India may with perfect safety be said to have been into regions known
to produce woolly fleeces It would be beside the scope ol this article

to deal with the origin and development of the British woollen manufac-
tures the reasons why Bradford naturally became the centre of the trade ;

the indebtedness to Flanders ; or the discovery at Worstead m Norfolk erf

a peculiar method of carding and weaving that gave the name worsted to

certain yarn Suffice it to say that the modern European manufactures are,

at the present day, regarded as far inferior to the articles formerly turned

out and -largely so through the fact that garments after a shower of ram
are apt to shrink so seriously as to be unwearable The manufacturer is

accused of having so manipulated his goods that the natural felting takes

place in the purchasers hands The discovery of a method of utilizing

goats and other hair along with woo) and of workmg up old woollen mate-
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nals into new fabrics (shoddy) have also greatly lowered the high esteem

in which European woollen goods were formerly held Indian wool appears
to be mainly used in Europe in the manufacture of carpets rugs and
blankets Throughout the length and breadth of India wool weaving may
be met with but mainly in the preparation of coarse blankets of a wool for

which there is little or no market in Europe Carpet weaving in spite of

all that has been said to the contrary still flourishes and that too outside

the precincts of the jails But it is in the Panjdb and Kashmir that a
high class indigenous industry exists in wool In the Panjdb owing to

the conservative policy of the rulers of Kashmir the quality of the goods
turned out is very inferior to that of Kashmfr itself Some writers have
tned to advance the idea that there is something in the climate or water of

Kashmfr favourable to wool weaving But the superiority of the goods of

that State can easily be accounted for by the policy that has secured the

better qualities of shawl wool and thereby favoured the weavers of Kash
mfr With a protective measure that retained to them the finest wools it

would have been strange indeed had the weavers of that State not attained

to a higher proficiency than their fellow countrymen colonised in British

territory So completely in fact has the shawl and pashmtna industry of

the Panjib been starved of the better wools that for many years now the

fleece used up by the looms in the Panjdb has been drawn mainly from
Persia The amount of true pashm woven in the Panjdb is in fact very

small Amritsar is the Bradford of India but it has had to share the fate

of competition in the production of cheap and inferior goods for a popular
market The industry is however a fairly flourishing one and of consider

ably greater importance than that of Kashmfr Within recent years also

several large power loom woollen mills have been established in Indn to

produce goods in direct opposition to the imports from Europe The
degree cf success that has attended this branch of the Indian woollen trade

the reader will hate some means of judging of by the statistical inform

ation furnished below But enough nas perhaps been said to illustrate

some of the leading governing factors in the Indian wool and woollen goods
trade In fact the remarks that follow will be seen to be referred to two
mam sections fa) Raw Wool and (6) Woollen Goods Each of these

being discussed under two sub sections viz imports and exports
and the whole classified under the headings External Trade by Sea Trans-
frontier Land Trade Coastwise Transaction and Internal Trade As
manifesting the modem character of the Indian external transactions m
Raw Wool it may be pointed out that in Milburn s Oriental Commerce (a

work published in 1813) there is no separate article devoted to wool

such as occurs on Sugar Silk Jute Cotton Indigo etc The Kashmfr
trade in shawls and fine woollen goods existed however and is briefly

dealt with but almost the only notice of wool is the occurrence of the name
m a list of things that were not admissible at the Government Customs
House at the Bombay Bunder but which could be taken in at the * Muzjid
Bunder 9 In 1805 tne Bombay imports of woollen goods were valued at

9345,399 for say £34529) last year (189091) the Bombay imports of

woollen goods were valued at R74 18 526 (or say £741 852* and the total

imports of woollen goeds for all India at Ri 81 82 126 (or say £1 818 212)

The first record of exports of raw wool appear* to have been in 1834 when
the quantity that left India was given at 69 94481 Once started however the

traffic syppears to have progressed rapidly It stood at 486 5288) in 1835

I 196 604© in 1836 2444 019ft in i837 and passing over a gap of 35 years

it became 24,122 562ft Up to about that date the distinction aid not

seem to have been considered necessary into Indian wool and foreign woo)

reexported from India By the latter is mainly meant the wool imported
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in the first instance by sea from the Persian Gulf or across the land fron

tier into Sind the Panidb the North West Provinces and Bengal Within
recent years partly through the establishment of direct communications
with Europe from Karachi and partly to the facilities that now exist

through the Sind Pishfn (Kandahar) Railway in carrying Baluchistdn
Afghanistan Kandahar and other trans frontier wools into Sind the traf

fic in foreign wool has assumed very considerable proportions The ex
ports of Indian and foreign wools conjointly came last year (1890-91)10

34 133 059^ and the previous year they stood at 38 272 528th Thus in 57
years the exports of raw wools from India had increased from 69 944,8* to

34 *33 #0598* The re exports are in fact rapidly becoming a leading
feature of India s wool traffic Twenty years ago they stood at only
128 342 lb. The returns of the Indian trade in wool are m fact replete

with startling evidences of expansion and these give very possibly but a
foretaste of a still greater future It will be seen in the special article on
Skins Vol VI, Pt III pp 244— 250 that the writer has endeavoured to

show that the Indian flock of sheep and goats cannot possibly be less than
50 000 000 since the skins supplied annually to the foreign and local mar
kets come to well on to 40 000 000 But of that flock perhaps more than
half are goats and of the remainder a large percentage yield so inferior a
fleece that when clipped and sold it is generally classed as hair instead of
wool It is the wool however of the village weavers of coarse blankets
rugs and inferior carpets but which as a rule escapes registration since it

is mainly used up locally The wool of Indian commerce to a very large
extent is imported across the land frontier or is derived from the Native
States of Rajputana Kattywar Cutch and of the Panj^b and the Himd
laya The only strictly speaking Indian wools that figure in trade re

turns are those of the Deccan and the mountainous tracts of South
India A writer quoted above (in the provincial sections) estimates that

30 000 000 sheep in India yield 1 1 1,000 ooolb of wool or about 4ft a head
per annum It is more than likely however that the sheep of the plains
of India do not yield on an average much over ijft a head Indian sheep
are generally sheared twice a year in Spring and again m Autumn
and at each shearing it is certain the average yield does not exceed one
pound But apart from this fact it is very doubtful indeed if there be
30 million fleece-yielding sheep in India if even so large a flock exists

at all Mr F M W Schofield (Notes on the Wool Production and
Wool Trade of India) accepts the assumption of 30 million sheep and cal

culating 2ft of wool per head with 20 per cent added for the wool hair

etc of all other animals (used up along with or as substitutes for wool)
he gives the total production at 72 millions or reduced to a population
of 250 millions as equivalent to a consumption of -j^th of a pound against
2jlb in England But such a calculation is obviously misleading for

unless each district produces its own supply the registration of transac
tions from district to district and province to province gives no indica

tion of even a consumption of itn of a pound The modern features of

the trade may be said in fact to point to a decline in the external demand
for the so-called Indian wool with a compensating increased consumption
of the foreign wools of India The exclusive location of the external traffic

in a limited area argues against an extensive supply diffused all over
India. This maj be exemplified by the returns of 1890*91 — &

Indian wool exported from Bombay 15 318 510
Foreign do dd 3 930 360
Indian wool exported from Sind 5 006,076
Foreign do do. 8^57,836

Total 33^112,802
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This leaves therefore, a little over one million pounds to have been

exported from the whole of the rest of India Before discussing the

traffic in India generally (foreign and local) it may be as well to examine

the sources from which Sind and Bombay obtained their supplies

Diinng the year in question Sind imported 104202568) of wool mostly

by the Sind Pishfn (Kandahar) Railway Of these imports Karachi re

exported almost entirely to England 8 857 856ft and consigned the

balance by coastwise trade to Bombay from whence it was re exported to

Europe Thus it may safely be said that of the modern exports of

wool well on to one third are carried by the ratlway that taps Baluchis

tdn and Afghanistan But of the Sind local woof a large proportion is

drained from the Panjdb and RAjputana though the sheep of Sind are

also fleece-yielders Turning now to Bombay it will be seen that during

the past ten years the import* coastwise have greatly fallen off with the

establishment of direct trade from Karachi to Europe It may however
be affirmed that the present traffic comes in round figures to 7 million

pounds drained from Sind Kattywar Cutch and Madras This leaves

therefore some 12 or 13 million pounds to be accounted for But an

examination of the rail and road traffic reveals the fact that the imports

of the port town of Bombay are derived mainly from Rdjputana (t to 8

million pounds) from the Panjdb (3 to 4 million pounds) and from

Bombay Presidency (2 to 3 million pounds) Of the imports from the

PanjAb a certain percentage is doubtless Rdjputana, Afghan and
Himdlavan wool that merely finds its way via the Panjdb to Bombay
In the Railway returns the distinction is not made into Indian and
Foreign Wool so that it is not possible to classify the returns Enough
has however been said to show that the wool exported from India to

foreign countries comes from Baluchistdn and Afghanistan Sind Rdj

putana Kattywar and Cutch and to a much smaller extent fiom the

Panjdb Bombay and Madras.
It is perhaps unnecessary to discuss this subject any further since the

tables that may now be furnished will fully exemplify the conclusions

that have above been drawn as also many other significant features of the

Indian Wool Trade

I —FOREIGN TRADE IN RAW WOOL AND WOOLLEN
GOODS

A —Raw Wool —The Foreign is not only by far the most valuable

section of the Indian Wool Trade but the one of which the most precisem
formation exists it will be seen to be illustrated by tables I to X below
Should future research prove the local trade in wool as co-extensive with the

foreign the facts regarding the latter must still remain of primary 1m
portance to the European manufacturer Indeed it may safely be said

that India s interest m wool so far as is presently known is in the imports
of British goods and the exports of raw wool But the demands of the people

of India for woollen fabrics are necessarily infinitely more restricted than for

cotton, or even silk The local industries may therefore be regarded as
engaged on the two extremes the very coarsest blankets and the finest

shawls and carpets These local industries cannot however be viewed as
holding a very high position from a national standpoint though the luxu
nous manufactures of Kashmfr and even of the Panjdb surpass in delicacy

of texture and beauty of design anything turned out by tne power looms
of Europe. The woollen goods of every-day use are mainly however
supplied by Europe, and the woollen mills that exist in India cannot

be regarded as having as yet anything like exercised comparatively the

S 1624
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influence effected upon external supply that has been attained by the cot

ton and jute manufacturers
Table I

R iw W ool Tnde of Indt 1 with Fnretgn Countnes

Cleaning

Atsorting
Conf with

PP 59* 597
0 /0, 0// 633
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Y ars Import Lxp rt (Foreign wool)
j

Exports (Indian prod ce)

ft R ft R ft R
1871 72 1 sn 4x1 4 23 4 9 128 342 37 986 34 123 56a 90 a8 997

187a 73 x 733 884 5 27 053 436 634 3 3 844 30 394 7*8 83 80 418

1873 74 1 254 900 3 85 624 647 826 2 84 966 30 333 373 93 83 357

1874 75 542 767 4 27 7X7 15* 353 60 8 31 290 782 95 99 009

187s 75 1 749 88 4 55 007 370 944 x 55 40 *3 767 69a 1 09 42 003

*876 77 2 <5 584 5 32 16 53* 364 * 55 4*5 24 056 767 1 07 73 730

1877 78 a 340 35 5 86 454 537 660 * 3 999 33 075 333 94 36 448

1878-79 a 722 041 6 7 72 \ 1 323 166 5 2 449 26 568 518 * 05 84,574

1879-8 3 5«4 939 8 7a 729 2 298 058 9 8 270 26 368 794 * 09 59 7*3

1880 81 2 775 554 7 23 434 3 45 43 *5 64 873 22 60 690 I 0 4* 37*

881 82 990 077 7 54 35 5 76 734 aa 76 945 21 580 618 8* 45 5*3

88a 83 2 781 357 6 89 3 3 4819 34 a* 24 37 3 56r 303 79 04 058

1883-84 2 526 942 6 51 368 5 98984 23 71 6 * 20 036 *96 75 58 409

1884 85 3 591 4*1 6 18 212 6 602 000 28 2 93* 18 928 *73 7* 35 7<5o

1885-86 3 095 036 7 77 217 8 179 584 33 37 918 23 148 763 87 23 2*1

1886-87 3 X70 582 8 07 573 10 540 478 44 32 555 23 *o8 643 89 95 5*7

1887 88 3 475 085 9 34 096 in 7 >x*
1

52 34 909 23 877 031 97 *3»48*

1888 89 4 500 319 12 48 829 13 56 968 6* 95 *73 3 960 S48 9687 5*9

889 90 5 100 556 13 67 440 4 402 296 69 35 *73 23 870 23a 1 08 56 J57

1890-91 4 335 836 ix 56 154 13 788 2l6 62 46 808 31 344 843 96 83 333

The more striking features of the above table will be found alluded

to in more than one place But it may be here pointed out that the

imports of foreign wool have increased from ii to say 5 million ft

during the past twenty years Th s result it will be seen by Table II

has been mainly through the larger imports of Mekran and Persian

wools The reexports ha\e immensely expanded vtg from I 8342ft

to 12 7S8 216ft This has been entirely through the great facilities

effected by Kardchi Wool can now be shipped direct from Sind to

Europe instead of having to bear the expense of transit to Bombay It

is also cleaned assorted and baled in Kardchi and also m Bombay by
methods which are year by year made to conform more and more with the

necessities of Europe Although all writers are agreed that there is still

great room for improvement in these directions still the increasing prices

paid for Indian ana re exported Indian wool show that progrett$ |s being

effected It is scarcely necessary to comment on the exports of Indian wool

The trade appears to have been stationary for the past twenty years <at least

Many writers indeed hold that the restriction of grazing lands, through

extension of cultivation and the establishment of forest reserves preclude

any material enhancement of the traffic in Indian wool The requirements

s. 1625
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of the counti-y it is urged are already contending with foreign demand
so that this side of the Indian wool trade may possibly decline rather than

expand

Table II

Analysts of the Imports (by Sea) of Raw Woolfrom Foreign Countries

Countries
from whence
Imported

1875-76 1880-81 1885 86 1890-91

lb R lb R 1b R lb R
U Kingdom 49 337 3 938 55 096 45 990
Germany 1 3
Aden 7 896 1 49
Arabia 53 304 7 378 31 864 6 435 47 5«0 9 45 * 60 *28 15 358
Mekran and
Sonmiant 73*5 746 1 33 058 1 294 328 3 50 847 1 018 871 l S 3 719 789 673 ai 595

Pe s a 945 909 3 0 747 1 37 460 4 43 598 1 873 046 5 44 843 3 20 aia 9 38 3 0

Turkey in Asia 76 793 31 497 la 768 3 308 5 801 34 330

Chi a (Ho g,

Kong) 11 200 3 550
Strait* Settle
ments 5880 400 67 a 70

Australia 78 863 33 409 *4 144 10 608

Other* 4 029 1 374 a 200 067

Total 1 749 88 4 55 007 3 775 554 7 *3 434 3 095 oafl 7 77 3 7 4 236 8*6 11 5$ >54

Pro inces to
which lm
ported—

Bengal 319 148 85 174 33 917 50 196 43 313
B mbay I 024 445

*

3 12 6 0 1 294 920 3 66 406 1 68 08 4 55 84 3 199 497 9 07 733
Sind 724 398 4» 838 1 480 634 3 57 028 339 644 2 89 016 987 133 3 06 1 15
Madras 26 4 I 3

j

Total 749 188 4 55 007 775 554 7 33 434 3 095 026 7 77 317 4 236 8a6 It 56 *54

FOREIGN

Raw Wool

imports.

1626

With regard to the foreign imports of raw wool it is perhaps only
necessary to add to what has already been said that the growth of the

transactions from Persia is the most noticeable It is somewhat re

markable that the paskmina manufacturers of Amritsar should prefer

the Persian to the wools that are brought to India across the land fron

tier This appears to be the case however since the rail borne trade

shows a very extensive export from Karachi and Sind to the Panjdb
Thus in 188889 5062 maunds were imported by the Panjdb of vhich

Karachi furnished 3678 maunds (or 301 ^96fc) and Sind S7i maunds
But Calcutta also sent 316 maunds to the Panjdb and this was very
possibly Australian wool

Table III

Analysts of the Foreign Wool Exported by Sea from India

Countries
to which
Exported

1875 7« 1880-81 1885 86. 189091

U Kingdom
France
Germany
U States
Others

ft R lb 1 R 1b R lb R
370944 * 55,4©! 3 111 809

33,6oo

aa

*5 50817
14 000

5*

8 173 535

6 048

33 35 393

a 635

13 645,3$0
136 056
»6 800

0i 87 848
50 310
8 750

Total 370,944 * 55 401 3,145,431 15 64,873 8 179 584 33,37 9*8 13 788 310 63 46,808

4* S 1627
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Province
from whence
Exported

1875 76 1880-81 1885 86 1*90-91

1b R lb R lb R ft R

Bombay

Sind

Bengal

370 944 1 55 40 1 069 824

a 075 585

22

4 55 390

II 09 437

56

2 435 034

5 754 560

10 82,998

22 54 930

3 930,360

8,857»856

i

18 34 170

44, 32,638

Total ' 370 944 * 55 4° 3 145 43 15 6^ 873 8 179 584 33 37 918 12 788 attf 62*46 808

Table IV
Analysts of the Indian Wool Exported by Sea from India

Cou tries

to which Ex
ported

1875 76 1 880-8 r 1885 86 1890-91

ft R lb R ft R ft R

U Kingdom 33 717,030 1 09 34 836 S 3 374 138 1 00 35 598 33 021 *©a 86 78,7*3 30 945 85 94 S3 96*

France 35 53 13 416 134 988 54 44 10 753 3000 334,964 iAmi
Italy * 344 600

Austria 30 300

U States 15 120 4 550 »4 590 *3 63 42 OOO 9,907

Japan 68 648 37 690 59 *36 30.90P 73 584 43,800

Mekran *#» *9 336 10

Others 5*773 691

Total 23 767 692 1 09 43 003 3 603 690 0 41 371 33 148 763 87 33,311 31 344 843 96 83 323

Provinces
fromwhe ce
Exported—

Bengali 10 R48 4 688 14 865 7 357 «4»077 4 5*6 713 367 3*48,030

Bombay 6 200 5 2 69 76 364 31 005 313 93 36 046 *7 3 3 354 66 44 647 15* 3 *8,5 0 70,84 18&

Sind 7 556 33a 39 60 950 I 576 485 7 96 458 5,793 333 ao 7* 085 5 006 076 2* 06 680

Madras 6 028 1 500 39 xoo 3963 307 990 44*335

Total 3 767 «93 09 43 003 23 602 69O 1 01 4 371 33 148 763 87 23 *11 * 1,344 843 96,83 333

Woollen
Goods
1628

B —Woollen Goods —Following the course pursued with the raw
wool a statement may in the first place be furnished of the Imports, Re-
exports and Exports of Woollen Piece Goods Shawls Braids etc. since

1871 7a The table No V of Imports shows a steady expansion of s$y
from 5 million yards of woollen piece goods in 1871 72 to 13 110 184 yards
m 1890 91 Tne traffic in shawls is no less remarkable these having in-

creased from 321,284 in 1875 76 to 1,085727 shawls m 1890-91 This
practically expresses the Bengal demand for English gaadily-icoloured

shawls which have become articles of a gentleman’s dress*

a. 1628
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Table V FOREIGN

Imports of Woollen Goods from Foreign Countries

Piece Goods Shawl* Braids Other Sort*

Yards R No R ft R ft R

i*7*-7* 4 *$« *40 44*03 650

f
No •) (

Rc x 99 039 4 50 357
18*3-73 M7a 570 65 43 57 1 t rued f a 93 7 8

[
No

J 3 58 010

1873-74 6068 538 58 36 43
4 re >•

1 in ft or
f

1 80 883 C return* ; 6 8a 083

1874 75 5 048 a8 *
49 93 576 (

*

urni *
V grosses ) 3 54 *68 ) c 3 a8 in

1875 76 7 333 6*9 7* 50 456 331 384 TO 14 939 137 M9 3 60 13 369 339 1 7* 095
*«76 n 6 69* 333 66 48 059i 355 36a 7 55 823 164 638 3 73 043 490 398 3 39 596
*877 7* 7 069 693 63 88 600 371 460 7 09 037 336 546 4 93 405 434 345 3 36 767
1878-79 7 6* 549 70 31 993 4*7 4 3 9 85 34* 176 350 3 86 435 533 865 3 76 655
1879-80 7 673 043 74 70 554 446 581 9 *3 554 190 745 3 50 4*7 593 158 5 34 339
1880-81 11 354 4*9 > >0 94 01 499 896 9,62 998 333 537 3 39 873 687 678 5 93 818
1881 8a 8 8s 816 93 3a 304 395 633 7 65 378! 33 437 4 65 407 678 034 7 59 33
1883 83 6 93* 779 77 53 049 349 764 8 09 545 43 783 4 67 38 8 3 7*4 8 19 75®
1883-84 9$ 6 93 95 70 474 59* 435 13 31 642 *58 303 3 04 85 957 58* 9 73 564
1884 85 10 700 138 1 00 *3 119 46 069 9 56 196 318 505 3 88 060 955 434 9 76 033

188S 86 11 333 358 1 13 56 364 6 6 78 13 18 054 363 348 4 70 7*6 * 039 34 9 73 573
1886-87 13 33 637 * * 93 5 5 740 787 17 08 30 290 342 4 59 356 899 664 9 38 645
1887 88 13 806 388 l 40 37 81 5 5 37* 10 73 689 *84 150 4 94 04 * 406 454 5 53 578
1888-89, 864 533 1 18 os 364 663 984 16 1 86 365 350 6 65 009 1 367 019 14 48 040
1889*90 10 315 33a 03,98 967 90 511 *3 43 540 374 639 5 *5 366 1 17a 331 13 95 575
1890-91 13 110 84 * 39 5 614 1 085 727 *9 3 543 *04 7 *0 5 59 786 * 437 056 17 40 83

* During these year* certain article* were returned a* pair* p ecc* or number*
a d were not a* in all subsequent year* expressed in yard* The total number of pair*

pieces etc which should be added to the figure* gi cn a craged from 30 000 to 40 000
How many yards these were eq Ivale t to I difficult to ascertain but their val le 1* given along
with that f the yards of actual piece good so that the cbl mn of values denotes the progression
of the total trade

Woollen
Good*.

Import*

1629

The re-export trade in Kashmir shawls declined very seriously with the

loss of the fashion in Europe for these articles The industry has however
changed its character Tne goods now exported are not only very much
cheaper than formerly but relatively so The traffic in cheap shawls and
pashmtna goods may m fact be regarded as at present on the ascendant
To the figures here shown fto obtain any tangible concept on of the total

trade in pashmtna), it becomes necessary to discover ana add the share of

the exports of Indian woollen goods derived from Amritsar These are
very possibly quite as much entitled to the name Kashmir shawls and
pashmtna as the goods returned in the table of re-exports Indeed there

is reason for the belief that a large share of the re-exports are British

shawls imported by India and re exported to other countries The isola

tion of Kashmfras a foreign country along with Baluchistdn Afghanistan
and Persia leads to considerable confusion in the returns both of the raw
wool and of the woollen manufactures that in hurope would be classed as
Kashmir or Indian shawls etc whether made in Kashmir or in Amritsar

Table VI
Tto-Kxports <f Foreign Woollen Goods from Indta to Foreign Countries

Piece Goods. Shawls
|

Braids Other sorts

Yds R No R ft R ft R

i8;i 7*
1872-71
1875-74
»«74-75

4VA57
98294
117 218

92,697

57 2*0
1 68689
1 24,142

irffciflS

Returned
conjointly
with value
of piece
goods

Return-
ed con
jointly

with
other
sorts

86567
28 206
13007

107

Be Export*.

1630
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Piece Goods Shawls Brains. Other Sorts

Yds R No R lb R lb R

1875 76 135 552 1 57 505 73o 3862
1876 77 131 087 1 28 471 2 375 11 167 33 620 21 916
1877 78 76764 96 665 5 36 122 610 57 8io
1878-79 136 998 1 29 138 2 201 7688 4 *9 75363 37,865
1879-80 85524 1 08 675 74 i * 954 5o 75 94 2*3 46444
1880-81 *35 077 1 49 897 1 128 4 390 250 425 37 944 48539
1881 82 *37 257 1 81 792 5 45 * 11 612 82 864 1 16686
1882 83 142 206 1 57 288 2 882 13885 56 420 78 803
1883 84 *74 3*4 2 04 242 5 691 25 955 90 200 110 404 1 27 694
1884 85 208 094 2 22 333 2 958 5 871 252 384 79 335 96 213
1885 86 264 577 2 64 522 3 186 14,487 75 829 83 3o3
1886-87 282 824 2 90 648 3 *04 10 624 1 18 284 * 58 852
1887 88 325 *78 3 38 123 4 279 11 233 202 1 7 2 07 341
188S 89 460 891 4 28 175 10 961 20 864 395 835 2jl 1 16 3 24 058
1889 90 329 609 3 29 220 10 718 21 322 3*7 214 1 53 944
1890-91 430,000 4 49 347 25 722 30 5*7 32 7 555 * 7 * 334

The remarks already offered regarding the Kashmfr shawls that
may be included in the registration of re exports are equally applicable to
the statistical information that exists on the subject of the exports of

Indian shawls and other woollen goods Indeed the value recorded for

the shawls (an average of R53 each) would justify the opinion that many
of them may have been fairly expensive articles which in trade would be
sold as Kashmfr shawls whether made in that State or not •

Table VII

Exports of Indian Woollen Goods to Foreign Countries

Piece Goods Shawls. Other Sorts

Yds R No R ft R
1871 7a

)
*7 39 * 16 77 191 ) K,

1 60095 \

1872 73 f No re- 33 1 *5 3 * 35 450 f No re- 2 13 503 f
•873 74 C turns • 32 473 19 97 368 t turns 1 60 502 )•

1874 75 > 28 873 16 69 787 ) 3 32 067
}

,875 76 331 975 30 053 16 12,980 102 227 3.96 947
1876-77 40* 629 2 1 9 889 28 385 16 69 132 335 615 2 70,878
1877 78 401 780 2 56 830 32 970 *5 08 535 298 61

1

3 *3 368
1878-79 401 788 2 26 090 26 113 12 40 1 16 307 046 3 81 973
1879-80 270 875 i 34 *39 21 378 8 88 382 470 474 4,43 620
1880-81 154 587 1 03 488 26 601 15 of 786 452 2*7 4 97 478
1881-82 193 561 1 16 476 16 652 12 41 640 504. 1*7 6 08,714
1882 83 192 147 1 38 928 12 090 771 718 484 018 672 848
1883 84 200 178 95 266 *2 754 SAl 675 475 323 569.063
1884 85 *55 3^7 67 879 *9 759 6 63 057 372.406 4 52,491
1885-86 *52 047 84 470 8885 308731 404.596 4 *4,282
1886-87 158 065 83 *97 7636 3*46 218 401 210 439,907
1887 88 212 203 93 454 12 046 4 05 993 535 3V 641 133
1888 89 196 015 I 46 250 8 *44 2 66,01

1

69* 653 808788
1889-90 207 783 1 27 419 7252 3 02,471 75 * 363 8 28 122
1890-91 322 546 95 266 4.580 a 43 7>6 553 839 7,02^83

• During these years the values of piece goods, bnuds and other
conjointly
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Having now shown the total Imports Re exports and Exports of woollen
goods for a period of twenty years it may be useful to analyse the returns

for each fifth year so as to show the countries from which or to which the

transactions have been made as also the degree of participation m the

traffic taken by the provinces of India

In the table which may now be given it will be seen that the British

manufacturers practically enjoy a monopoly in the supply to India of the

wcolien piece goods shawls etc which she requires Indeed the only

competitors against Britain (of any moment) are Germany and Austria

but these countries together furnished last year only say £380 000 worth
against £11361 344 worth (nominal value) of the British goods imported by
India

1 able VIII

Analysts of the value Returns of the Woollen Piece Goods Shawals etc

Imported into India by Seafrom borttgn Countries

Chief Countries from whence imported nd al e o the e Import*

Years amd Class
of Goons United

Kingdom
Cc

r

many A stria France Italy
Ara
bia

Persia
Strait

Sett!

ments

Grand
t tala

including
balances

not hown
eparately

R R R R R R R R R
<0 e Piece Goods <59 77 5*6 74868 49 4*i 4« 33* 9 333 9 663 33 37

y

7 50456

M Shawls 10 14 017 *0 14 939
B aid* 3 60 1 3 36 3

^ (Other Sort* « 58 3*3 1 87a 4 568 3 539 x 73 095

Total value 84 09d>78 76 740 49 495 43 300 9 447 >4 437 35,338 86 97 603

~ (
Piece Goods 04 g6 165 1 35 9i5 88 43 84 893 * 37 747 536 3 094 45 937 to 94 61

1

J Shawls 9,48 643 8 477 3984 1 059 9 ra 998

) Braid* 3 39 8 3 3 39 873
« ( Other Sorts 5 57 138 3 48c 1545 J3 7* 3 234 5 93 818

Total value* 1 33,41 749 1 36 055 pi 156 93 7i* a 32 *76 I 646 873 49 338 39 px 399

vo / Piece Goods 1,03 33 S 6 4 95 95 1 3 09 333 *6 583 7* 383 1 530 39 9 6 43 938 X 13 56 364
* J Shawls I* 43 3 7 5.* 8 39 889 3 553 33 353 13 *8 054

$ )
Balds 4 47 79* 4 70 736

- (.Other Sorts 8 75<55o xx 599 4 058 5* 773 xi 17 9 73 573

Total alue f 27,88 773 5 ia J68 *•53 179 a8 070 74 935 3 510 1 05 95* 55 416 39,18 6 0

•> /’Piece Goods 94 88 13* 16,70^53 1M7*03$ 2,39 909 9 56 x 945 3 895 I 39 51 614

f 3 Shawls at 97 446 I 830 379,805 4,38 946 130 484 3 8y6 39 30 543
1 Braids 4 99 577

|

7884 34 077 388 5 39 786
- C Other So-ts 14 38 384 t 33 930 31 689 3 133 8 0 1 3890 38,688 17 40 183

Total value *36 <3 445 *3^413
1

15,83,607 3 35 305
i

13 353 1 36 338 3 54*479 1 81,83 136

* The reason why the totals here shown are not what would be obtained bv adding together
the figures given is due to the table exhibiting only the chief countries and principal articles the
tola!* (both vertically and horizontally) ace the gra d totals of ail co ntries and in all classes of
woollen goods Of tne European countries, not shown Belgium may be stated to have within the
past eight or ten years begun to be important. A fairly consider hie amount of woollen goods is

Imported by post and GoWmment storesarc also of some consideration. These appear in the grand
total but not in the other columns.
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It is perhaps unnecessary to exhibit a detailed analysis of the shares
taken by the receiving provinces in the various classes of woollen goods
It may safely be said that Bengal takes very nearly the whole of the
shawls and braids and that Bombay receives a little more than Bengal of
the other classes Thus for example in 188586 Bombay took piece
goods to the value of JR 51 93 136 and Bengal R40 65 701 , in 1890 91 Bom
bay took R64 97 992 and Bengal R3946 510 worth Of the other provinces
Burma stands next in importance m the consumption of foreign piece goods.
In the two years just named that province took Ri4,82j69 and R18 82 675
worth respectively

The following table may however be given of the total imports of all

classes of woollen goods —

Table IX

Share of Imports taken by the
Provinces 1875 76 1880-81 r885-86 1890-91

1

R R R R

Bengal 47 5 i *>5 59 87 736 58> 274 75 334

Bombay 29 95 595 40 70 919 58 23 r8cr 74 '8 526

Sind 23 57 * 70*506 2 30 190 3 28 619

Madras 3 76 005 3 *3 884 365401
j

4,61,048

Burma 6 51 227 25 48 254 16 59 57 * 24,63 598

Grand T >tal 86*97 603 1 2991 299 *>39**8,6i6 1 81 82 136

The inferiority of Bengal wool the backwardness of the woollen manu
factures and the growth of a demand amongthe well to-do classes for winter
garments of English woollen goods and shawls are doubtless the reasons
for the large share taken by Bengal in the imports of woollen goods The
climate of Bengal as a whole being more tropical than Bombay it naturally
would be looked to as a country that should require less woollen goods to
head of population than the Western and Northern Provinces Moreover
the port town of Bombary rs concerned not only in the supply of foreign

woollen goods for that Presidency but for a large part of upper India
The demand for shawls by the immense population of Bengal is doubtless
the expression of a modem popular taste manifested by the middle classes

who consider a shawl as a necessity of a gentleman’s apparel Distance
from the woollen manufacturers of Northern India, has doubtless operated
also to favour imported goods rather than the more artistic, though more
expensive shawls of the Panjib and Kashmir

The table of the re export traffic which may now be given, demonstrates

the fact that a considerable section of this trade is very possibly in British,

German and Austria* goods sent to Persia, Arabia, the East Coast of

Africa, etc

S. *632
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Analysts df the Value Returns of Woollen Goods Re exported from India

(eg fret importedfrom Foreign Cou tries and thereafter exported
to Foreign Countries )

Count* es TO \ HICH Re e PORTED SHOWN BY THR ^ LUK OP THE COODS

YeA«8 AND
Claseks or United

Ki «
dom

Tur
key
in

Eu
rope

Ceylon. Persia.
A by*
sima Arabia

Ea t

Coa t

of

Africa

Aden
Strait
Settle

ment*

Crand
t tal. 1

tnclud
Ing

amounts
to coun
trie*

not
•epa
rately
shown

R R R R R R R R R R

& ( Piece Coods
£-{ Shawl

( Other Sort

so 320
t*5

1 886 31 613 97U
485

*3 544 20 088 11 063 1 57 505|

730
3,863

Total value 5044s 886 31 6 3 10 199 *3 544 30 088 11 062 1 63 097

W r Piece food*
& 1 Shawls
» (.Other S ft*

6 789

J3 393 *73«

3 508 47 540

4 3 8

9 *39

2^83

38 987

8,’ 7*

U 943

1 055

4 3*3
3 990
1 882

1 49,897

4.39S
48 539

Total value 10,18 3 736 3 508 5 758 1 622 47 139 15 9 98 9 185 a 03 836

( Piece Goods

£ } Shawl*
® (.Other Sorts

3 800

10 341

7 45
8,300

61 65*
1,800

1 936

n 9 *49

1 770

» 991
2 700

4* 737

36 33

8 5*5

15 588

l 044

IS 197

• 797

3 64 533

4 487
83 303

Total value 14 043 65 387 54 689 I OI 56.418 44658 16 632 17 994 3*3 312

<* / Piece Good
4 < Shawals

If (.Other Sort*

5,180

3i7«7
33, 36

30 339 97«
3,050
3 673

7 4*4
13 05*
3! 040

887

*57
400

4 77*

MS
55**57

*50
6foi 8

18 0O5
67*

8 646

*5 157

75*

4 168

4,49,347
30 517
»7«334

Total value 3*073 98 *35*98 **05 5*0 * 544 89363 61 5*5 *7 3*3 30077 651 198

PORBKtt

Woojtn

Value,

II -TRANS-FRONTIER LAND TRAFFIC IN RAW WOOL AND
WOOLLEN GOODS

A review of this trade had best be dealt with under the two sections

of (a) Raw Woo! (including p^shm) and (£) Piece Goods and Shawls
Raw Wool and Pashm —To exemplify the chief features of interest

in the traffic in raw wool it is necessary to furnish one or two tables of

the returns for the pist ten or twelve years This had best be done
under the two sections (a) Imports and ( b) Exports i—

'BHb
TRASS.

*633
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It will thus be seen that the average weight of the imports during the

'irst three years of the above senes came to 66 152 cwt and that the

average during the last three amounted to 137 527 cut so that the traffic

within the period was exactly doubled But there are certain very in

structive features of this prosperity The Sind Pishfn (Kandahar) Rail

way began to carry wool in 1880 81 Prior to that date the Baluchistan

ana Afgdnistdn wool had to be carried to the Indian marts on cvmels and
other beasts of burden The imports from thtse countries in 1879*80 came
to only 60300 cwt whereas the average amount during the past three

years carried by the Kandahar Railway alone came to 92 140 cwt It

would thus appear that the opening up of that railway has had the 1m
mediate effect of immensely expanding the import irom Kandahar A
similar though much smaller effect may be traced in the extension of

railway communication to Darjeeling the imports from Sikkim Bhutan
and Eastern Tibet having been recently greatly augmented During the

first nine years of the senes exhibited by the table the imports from Tibet

may be said to have averaged 4 000 cwt but in 188889 they became

5 643 cwt in 188990 6716 cwt and in 189091 11 859 cwt These and
other illustrations of the recent expansion of the trans frontier imports of

wool may be taken as a foretaste of a possible still greater expansion

should the means of facilities of transport continue to be improved and
extended It may be added in this connection that the average value of

the wool imported by the routes here dealt with came to 2 annas 9 pie

a pound the most expensive being that from 1 ibet (7 annas 9 pie) and the

cheapest from Bajaur ( 1 anna 7 pie) The Tibetan wools doubtless in

eluded pashm hence the higher rate but the superior wools of Kandahar
Kashmfr Nepal Bhutan and Sikkim may be said to have averaged during

the past twelve years 3 annas 4 pie a pound
The reader may have observed in connection with the statistical m

formation furnished above regarding the foreign trade in wool that the

Indian imports of raw wool fiom foreign countries (by sea) have steadily

increased from 1511411ft in 187172 to 5 100 s-i6ft in 1889-90 and

4,236 826ft in 1890-91 Also that the re exports of foreign raw wool from

India have expanded from 128 342ft in 1871 72 to 14402 296ft in 1889-90

and 12 788 2 1 Oft in 1890-91 An inquiry into the probable causes of these

very significant features of India s enhanced trade in wool manifests the

fact that the improvement in the import traffic by sea is due mainly to the

expansion of the Bombay port town and the Karachi receipts from Persia

The increased importance on the other hand of the re-exports of fori ign

wool from India is almost entirely due to the trans frontier imports by Sind

which find their way almost exclusively from Karachi <0 Great Britain

To the British woollen manufacturer therefore (whatever political opinions

may beheld regarding Kandihar), the Sind Pishfn Railway has become
an essential condition of a supply of wool which has immensely expanded

and is now yearly increasing in importance I he total receipts in raw

wool from across the frontier were in 1890 91 121 540 cwt (or say

13600000ft) and in 188990 147 132 cwt (or say i6->ooooolb) The
table given above has manifested the countries from which that very large

supply was drawn but it mav be useful to display the shares taken by the

provinces of India m these imports —

TRANS
FRONTIER

Raw Wool

Imports

S 1634
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%

Provtnces into which and countriesfrom whence Transfrontier ImporU
were made during the past/our years

IX
l
„ e
8
i

I'

Countries

from

whence

Ex

ported

1887 88

1

1888-89 1889-‘96 1890*01

Cwt R Cwt R 1 Cwt R Cwt R
i
t Lu Bela 7 283 1 07 830 8 395 31 436 8 305 I 30 036 6 351 93 133

Khelat 18 S9» 3 70 959 17 8 a 3 40 503 14 509 3 75 968 9 97A * 94*799
I
Ka dahar a 16O 180 4 410 1 34a 4*39*

4
1 Khorasan 110 3 700 «3 14,430 4*0 9 *30

W 1I
C ri hk 414 81 750 IIO 3 350 508 9 938

! Mekran la 9*

( Sind Pishin
Railway 65 607 8 94 180 98 486 13 40 500 101 784 3 85 4 0 76 153 10 36 S30

Total
9a iaa 3 83 879 135 093 18 31 889 135 749 18 15 954 93.038 *3,37 854

1r Sewestan a 035 37 13 a 736 67 330 3 673 79 300 3 736 79 806

J Tirah 05 0 1 17 3 209 1 6 1 1 643 36 383A
*4* Kabul 5 95a 98 055 4 1*3 71 170 3 35 i 50 Ifl9 4.707

;

78*«>93

5*
- Bajaur 666 7 565 614 0 59 436 6 083 349 3 740

1 Kashmir 344 5 *97 303 4 880 8a6 17 603 I 400 SO 795

1

Ladakh a 071 50 089 3 83 93 963 3 879 97 870 a 174 70 384
! libet 333 31,410 433 37 668 2 36 76 387 a 087 I 08 9*4

Total
ii ,383 2 31 028. II 487 2 77 374 13 5

’i

4 39 040
|

14370 3 93 54

1 Tibet a 373 60 603 5 307 1464 a 540 74 087 0465 1 77 38o

t\

Nepal 5 01 4
I

153 6 160 II 380

Z.
J

Total a ay; 60 694 5 31 1 41 766 a 546 74 347 6 47« I 77 60o

f
Tibet a 033 51 *54 14 358 z 815 33,978 3.307 64 839

1 Nepal 5 395 316 8 350 103 3604 861 10 947

I Sikkim 70 1 758 33 833 6 141 T *S
« iL Bhutan 1 Q56 a6 85a I 757 45 765 3 3n 05 733 3.478 07 974

Total 3 aao 81 059 a 19 55 315 5 333 1 03 456 7 «47 1 49 750

Grand ( Cwt 109 OO4 *7 5<5,78i 143 9 i° 33 96 344 147 133 *4 aa 697 *31 540 *0,57 411

INTO ^
British j
India w\lb 12 208 448

i

16 117 930 10 478 784 i3 0ta 486 ***

It may thus be noted that by far the most important section of the

trans frontier traffic is that which finds its way into Sind the fApjor por
tion of which is now conveyed by the Sind Pishin (Kandahar) Rauww* Of
the wool earned by that railway about three fourths passes straight through
the province to Karachi and is exported direct to Furope The balance may
be said to be conveyed coastwise to Bombay and there shipped to Europe
In fact, with the exception of the Panjdb imports, it may safely be affirmed
that the whole of the trans frontier wool leaves India for Great Britain*

s. 1634
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Exports —The exports from India in raw wool across the land frontier

are not very important During the past three years they stood at 271
cwt in 1888 89 197 cwt in 1889-90 and 177 cwt in 189091 The ex
ports were made almost entirety to Kashmfr

Piece Goods and Shawls —Turning now to the trans frontier traffic

m manufactured woollen goods and shawls considerable difficulty is ex
penenced in dealing with quantity since some of the entries are in pieces

others in cwt Under these circumstances it is felt to be the safer course
to exhibit the extent of the trade by the value of the goods During the
past three years the piece goods ” were valued at R7 37 675 for 1888-89 j

K8 77 389 for 1889 90 and R7 85 569 for 1890-91 It may be said that
fully three-fourths of this traffic was in Kashmfr goods The value of the
shawls stood at R6 17660 for 188889 R7 14 600 for 188990 and
Ri 96 500 for 1890-91 Almost the entire supply was drawn from the capital

(Kashmfr) itself The reader will however find the particulars dealt with in

the chapter on Pashm 8c Pashmina to greatly amplify thn> section of

the woollen trans frontier traffic and it need only be pointed out that since

the re exports from India are very small the trade denoted by the imports
from Kashmfr must be viewed as largely denoting the Indian consumption
of these goods.

Exports of Woollen Piece Goods— These were \alued at R3 82482 in

188889 R4 80 889 m 1889-90 and R6 19 241 in 189091 lhe three
chief items in these exports are usually the traffic to Nepal Zimme and
along the Sind Pishm Railway I ast year for example the woollen piece

goods consigned to Nepal were valued at Ri 35 959 to 7 imme Ri 03 340
and by Sma Pishm Railway R241 680 The other countries of impor
tance are Tibet Siam and the Northern Shan States The traffic in

shawls is not very important The following were the valuations of the
exports R27685 in 1888 89 R22 700 in 1889-90 and R518 in 1890 91
and these exports were entirely to Nepal It would thus appear that English
and French imitations of Kashmir goods do not now at least penetrate to that
State although some writers affirm that it is difficult to feel satisfied that a
shawl or dress cloth purchased in Kashmir has actually been manufac
tured there The danger however is rather that an article sold as of pure
shdl wool (the fleece ofthe Tibetan goat) is actually constructed of Persian
or Afgdnistdn wool cleverly designs and manipulated to be scarcely dis-

tinguishable from the genuine article This is certainly true of the manu
factures of Amritsar but there is nothing to prove to the contrary that
Kashmir does not obtain the so-called Ktrmdnt wool by its land routes and
the returns furnished above show that Kashmir even imports wool from
India, probably Australian merino

TRANS-
FRONTIER
TRADE
Xxittrtfc

M«ojBoo4«
& Shawls.

1636

Woollen PUoo
Goods.

1637

IIL—COASTWISE TRAFFIC IN WOOL AND WOOLLEN
GOODS

The chief features of interest brought out by the study of the returns of
the woollen trade earned along the coast of India may be said to be —
(a) the exemplification of the insignificance of the traffic in India asawhole
(b) the elaboration of the opinion formed from the study of the foreign
trade, vt§ that the chief seats of the enterprise in raw wool are Karachi
and the port town of Bombay and (c) the recent modifications In the
traffic that appear to be directly the result of the commerc al prosperity of
Kardchf ana of the province 01 §ind

Raw Wool —Following the course adopted with the foreign trade
two tables may be here furnished of the total imports and exports of
Indian and foreign wool for the past ten years —

S. 1639

coastwise;
163ft

Raw Wool*
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Raw Wool

Import*
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Stitement of the Imports Coastwise of Indian and Foreign Raw Wool
during the past ten years

Into Bengal Into Hombay
i... . _

Into bind
Into

^

Madras Into Burma Total Imports

lb ! R lb R lb R Ob R ft R ft R
Indian—

188 8a t 096 1 785 4 386 330 45 05 008 48 340 5 543 18 a '*4 435 584 45 ia 363
1883 83 a 1 746 7 5 6 a 770 763 38 90 a 48 348 6 36 a 840 757 39 04 090
1883 84 a 363 435 13 346 91

1

36 1 169 67 694 9 945 la 3 6 968 3<S 2 549
1884-8S 1 747 460 I 808 789 33 7 047 5rt 773 9 320

t

0 867 308 3 36,837

1885 86 1 193 I 260 0 79 47 3 03 333 46 868 4 501 10 840 108 3 09083
1886-87 1 335 130 691 5*3 ao 03 395 27 786 a 534 9694 a 560 6 970 ai8 ao 97 509
1887 88 5 889 235 7 64 812 3 * 630 3 304 5930865 17 68 1 16

1888 89 a 478 490 6 67 453 ao 74 7 8 80 198 I 265
, 6 705 128 ao 85 473

X889-90 8 963 309 25 10 596 71 08a 9 453 12 656 4,50 9*047 047 5 34 549
1890-91 8 76a 1 4*4 5 3»5 707 16 76 569 39 38o 4 467 5 413 849 16 8a 450

Foreign— 1

1881-82^
188a 83 r

1883 84 f
Scpar ate returns do not a ppear to hav e be en p ubllsh edfor these fears

1884 85J
1885 86 3* 55 1 591 605 3 87 731 *3 440 4 800 30 66 1 607 107 3 93 653
1886-87 140 *55 1 8 <;a 747 5 93 349 29 233 ia 800 *35 28 1 88a as4 606 584
1887-88 60 30 a 381 553 7 56 579 38 752 18 2 0 223 474 a 330 587 7 75 283
1888-89 8 1 2 362 704 7 g 907 17 930 5 900 98 403 a 280*830 7 36 331

1889-90 ao 50 3 apa 79 10 66 753 5 00 3 aoa 860 10 66 90a
1890-91 a 6 1 479 998 4 90 790 6 730 3 000 ai 531 1 486 930 4 94 317

Table XIV

Export* Statement of the Expo) ts Coastwise of Indian and Foreign Raw Wooldurtng
I64I the past ten years

From
Bengal

From Bombay From Sind FromMadras
From
Burma,

j

Total Exports

ft R ft R 1b R 1b R lb R ft R
Indian
1881 8a 80 340 347 087 1 oa 989 11 846 633 38 19 537 95 620 16 643 1 3*7 188' ta 390/566 39*39,387
188a 83 336 30 343 531 1 4 130 9 553 07 30 7 1 690 141 605 35 328 10 037 569 32 01 178
1883 84 16 800 4 040 105 654 28 890 8 068 285

1

36 07 09a 50 477 8 677 3 1 16 4*4 8 244 33 » 36 49 *13

1884-85 35814 9 873 93 634 ao 833 6 988 301 aa 64 837 14 897 3 575 3 365 316 7 133 Pi* 33-98 433
1885-86 43 5 i8 11 580 57 0 X4 12,061 6 469 431 17 37 670 560 30 6 570,533 *7 61 340
1886-87 47 402 7 640 50 808 ia 633 3 386 239 9 aa 738 7 673 3 105 896 40 3.393 017 9 45 156
1887 88 51 iafi 555 46 053 U 663 a 133 074 6 04 934 39,190 6 030 O 2 269 443 6 35 *73
1888-89 68 938 8 339 37 040 4 953 3 969 853

, 9 08 07a 60 037 5 7*5 984 8 3 126 84a 9 37 159
1889-90 31 7 *6

'

10 098! 37 784 8 075 3 975 394
1

II 98 130 335 9*9 44,300 1 4 380 713 ia 60503
1890-91 39 744 ta 934 9 536 1 746 l S96 064! 5 38 141 190 129 32 441 3 81a 340 a tay 285 5*71 59*

Foreign
1881 88
188a 83 >Sep arate returns do not seem to have bee n prese rved f or th ese years
1883 84

51884 85
1885-86

j
6 730 1 800 s 180 5*8 5 39 055

1

j

— 9 187 3*8 c*30 8f5
*886-87 33 303 8 914 a 074 670 6 41 990 4 r!

a 097 973 640 9*4
1887 88 35,088 it 540 a 108 400 6 85 875 a 31*488 6 97 4X3
1888-89 4 600 1 500 16464 5 680 a 885 576 9 86 S36 *,906640 9 93*fl®6

1689-90 3 191 708 10 41 093 3,191 701 ,10*41495

18909) 6 730 • 4oo 1 S3S 044 5,30 3pO « *,344,764 5 39/590

S. 1641
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It will be seen from the table of Imports Coastwise that Bombay
last year received 5 365 70 /ft of Indian wool and 1479998® of foreign

wool The following may be given as the analysis of these imports t—
Indian Wool Imported into Bombay Coastwise tn 1890 91

ft

From Sind 1 864 382
14S 904Madras

Ports within the Presidency
Goa
Cutch
Kattywar
Gaekwar s Territory

7 296
21 952
841 1 6

2477 181

4 816

Total 5 7<>7

Foreign Wool Imported into Bombay Coastwise tn 1890 gr

ib

From Sind 1 479 998

COASTWISE.

Raw Wool

Imports

1642

It will thus be observed that of the Bombay coastwise imports in Indian

wool the Native State of Kattywar is by far the most important source of

supph but that Sind makes a by no means bad second The foreign

wool imported by Bombay coastwise is drawn entirely from Sind so that

the imports by Bombay from Sind usually constitute fuliy half its total

coastwise receipts But a very important feature has been exemplified by
the table of coastwise imports to which it may be desirable to draw special

attention During the ten years dealt with the Bombay imports have
declined from 14 386 230® to 5 365 707ft and at the same time the exports

from Sind which went almost exclusively to Bombay have declined from
1 1 846 632ft to 1 896 064ft These very remarkable features of the modern
trade in Indian wool find their solution in the birth and growth of a direct

traffic from Kardchf to Europe The exports from Karachi of both classes

of wool came to 7 556332ft in 1875 76 last year they were 13 863 932ft

of which 8 857 8*>6ft were foreign wool brought mainly to Kardchl by the

Sind Pishin (Kandahar) Railway
It is perhaps unnecessary to say anything further on th^ subject of the

coastwise transactions Bengal Madras and Burma take no part it may
almost be said in the traffic a fact indicative of the comparative unim
portance of the wool of these provinces Madras supplies annually from
100000 to 300000ft to Bombay—the wool apparently of its mountain
breeds of sheep Bombay is the chief importing province and Sind the

exporting from which circumstance it may be concluded that so far as

can be learned by the study of the coastwise trade Kattywar Cutch
ftajputana Sind and the countries across the Sind and Baluchistan land

frontiers are the chief producing areas for the wool exported from Bombay
to Europe

Pjbcb Goods and Shawls.—Turning now to the subject of the traffic

in piece goods and shawls carried from port to port along the coast of

India The total value of the imports of Indian woollen goods coastwrde

was last year Ri 85 171 Madras took Ri 60 885 worth as follows from
Bengal £41,893 and from ports within the presidency Ri 13 769 worth
Thus it may be said that the coastwise transactions in woollen goods are

mainly m Madras manufactures carried from port to port within that presi

dency Of the imports coastwise of foreign woollen goods it may be said

that last year these were valued at R 1 5 91 647 of which R8 1 2 366 went from
Bombay and R4 30 745 from Bengal The receiving provinces were Sind

1*4,05,295 worth, Madras £3,56,987 worth, and Burma R4,58469 worth

s. 1643
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The Sind and Madras supply was drawn mainly from Bombay and the
Burma from Bengal The transactions in shawls are of no great moment
The total coastwise imports were valued last year at R47 807 of which
^34 505 went from Bengal to Burma Of braids and other sorts of woollen
goods the coastwise imports came to only Ri 08960 of which R43 684
went from Bombay to Sind and R32 502 from Bengal to Burma

These facts regarding the coastwise traffic in foreign woollen goods
for the year 1890 qi may be taken as denoting the markets that are
usually met by local maritime interchanges The figures alter from year
to year but not to such an extent as to necessitate elaborate tables One
point only need be here added namely that so far as can be inferred by
the coastwise sea transactions the Indian woollen mills do not appear to
have begun to affect the markets supplied by the merchants who traffic

along the coast The woollen goods used up along the sea board of India
may therefore be said to be derived mainly from foreign countries

IV —INTERNAL TRADE BY ROAD RAIL AND RIVER
The study of nearly every branch of Indian commerce is beset with

the difficulty of obtaining anything like satisfactory returns of the transac
tions carried by road rail and river The Government has recently
arranged that tne traffic on the railways should be classified according to

certain blocks That is to say each province is referred to a number of

blocks and the traffic tabulated according to movement to and from these
blocks Then again other tables give the transactions to external

blocks that is to say from a certain block m Bengal for example to a
block in the Panjdb Unfortunately, however there is no imperial review
of these provincial railway reports so that to give a statement of the
total trade as denoted by railway transations for any one )ear necessi

tates an elaborate balance sheet being prepared since the exports from
certain provinces are the imports by others But even when this labour has
been gone through the railway transactions by no means convey a concep-
tion of the total internal trade in any product Large quantities of com
mencal commodities are carried by the steamers and Native boats that

trade on the rivers and canals of India A balance sheet has to be made
out for these but the total of the rail and river traffic would by no means be
the grand total of the internal trade Though rail and river facilities of

transport are yearly draining an increasing share of the trade the Native
carts continue to largely participate in the transport of goods and their

diffusion from district to district Indeed with wool as with most natural

products extensn e village manufactures are met by supplies of a purely

focal character that would entirely escape all registration The road
trade of India is a matter beyond the power of present administrative

capabilities* though the imports and exports to and from certain large

towns by road are recorded through the necessities of municipal and fiscal

taxation

A review of the chief features of the rail and river borne trade of

India was however published for the year 1888-89 and as the remarks
already offered on tne Indian wool trade exhibit the returns of foreign

and coastwise transactions for that year the reader may find thlfbllowing

facts of interest as exemplifying more fully some of the opinions advanced
regarding the value relatively of the provinces of India in the wool sup-

ply The total imports of Indian and Foreign wool! by all provinces

and seaports came (in 1888 89) to 3 55 3*0 maunds (or say 28 1354231b )

But of that amount the following were the imports by Bombay port town

and Kardchi together vtz 2 94,363 ma#jnds (or 24,1374766ft) *0 that

there was left therefore for consumption m the whole of the rest of India
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and Woollen Goods (G Witt) SHBBP

:

Trade in Wool

(so far as the rail and river returns denote) about 5 000 ooft These
imports by Bombay and Kardchf mustihave been almost entirely exported
since the foreign transactions from India require about the amount here

shown to meet the registered despatches The share taken by Bombay in

the rail borne imports came to 9 958 737ft and by Kardchf 14 179030ft)

By reference to the tables already furnished the reader null see (table No
XII) that the Sind Pishin Railway carried to Kardchf in the year 1888 89
08486 cwt of raw foreign wool (or say 11 030432ft' this would therefore

nave left a balance on the total imports of Kardchf of 3 148 598ft which
may have been mainly Sind and Panjdb Indian wools It will be fur

ther seen from the study of the tables of foreign and coastwise trade that

the view here arrived at of Kardchf transactions approximates sufficiently

closely to the other statistical returns to justify the inference that the rail

borne statistics must have been fairly correct The same may be said of

the Bombay transactions the recorded imports by the port town along the

railways must have at least been all required to meet (with the coastwise

and foreign imports) the net export The imports by Calcutta by rail

came to only I 403 maunds (115046ft) and by the Madras sea ports to

I 876 maunds (153 832ft) so that the share of the rail borne imports taken
by Kardchf Bombay port town Calcutta and Madras came to 2 97 642
maunds or say 24406644ft which thus left a balance for the provinces

and Native States of India of the wool recorded as carried by the rail

ways amounting to only 4 728 776ft Unless therefore there be an exten

sive local production not registered the consumption of wool m the plains

of India may be said to be almost quite nominal and certainly nothing

like |th of a pound to head of population (the figure given by Mr
8chofield see f 654)

But of the imports received by the port town of Bombay by rail 24 523
maunds were obtained from Bombay Presidency 32 131 maunds from
the Panjdb and 64 500 maunds from Rdjputana Of the Kardchf im
ports 76 230 maunds are registered as obtained from Sind and 96 685
maunds from the Panjdb Of these items however it may be said that

the so called Sind imports are in reality the traffic by the Sind Pishin

Railway and of the Panjdb exports both to Bombay and Kardchf a very

large slice of these is Rdjputana wools But of the receiving provinces

Sind heads the list having derived 33 708 maunds from the Panjdb and

657 back from Kardchf The North West Provinces and Oudh stand

next in importance having obtained tn all 11960 maunds of which 10046
maunds came from the Panjdb None of the other provinces seem deserv

ing of special notice so far as the imports are concerned It may however

be remarked that of exporting provinces the Panjdb is by far the most im
portant having contributed t 74 1 19 maunds to Kardchf Bombay the

North West Provinces and ^ind Rdjputana stands next in importance
having contributed 66008 maunds to Bombay and the North West Pro-

vinces The opinions arrived at from the study of the foreign (sen and land)

trade and coastwise traffic is thus abundantly confirmed by the railway

returns vim that the wool producing provinces are the Panjdb and Rdj
putana but that the wool brought by land routes is in the present state

of the trade of greater interest than the indigenous produce Further that

the production and cosumption of wool in the plains of India may be
regarded as purely nominal

V—WOOLLEN MILLS OF INDIA*

Sufficient has perhaps been said already of the local manufactures of

India They are of very secondary consideration alongside of the value

of the imports of foreign goods and the exports of raw wool A$ remarked
the Pan ab more especially Amritsar is the seat of the Native woollen

INTERNAL.

WOOLLEN
MILLS

>445
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SHOREA
obtusa

Valuable Timber Trees

WOOLLEN
Mills

manufactures of India Carpet weaving is practised here and there through
out the country but it must be regaded as an industry to meet the require*

ments of the wealthy and mostly a foreign demand Blanket weaving is

pursued throughout India but it se ms probable that the traffic is purely
local and that the wool so used up is locally produced

Of the power looms it may however be said that the requirements of

the people of Upper India more especially and of the Native army is suflfi

cient to have encouraged the establishment of four or five large woollen
mills to compete with the foreign imported goods Two of these mills are

at Cawnpore in the North West Provinces another at Dhariwal m the

Panjdb and another at Bangalore in South India In Bombay it is said one
woollen mill has recently been constructed and that several of the cotton

mills have woollen departments Interest has thus been created in the

subject of woollen mills and it is possible this branch of enterprise may
in the future be considerably expanded

(W R Clark)
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SHOREA, Roxb Gen PI , I 193
A genus of valuable timber trees all the species of which abound in various

kinds of copalline resins I he members of the genus are indigenous to Tropical

Asia and the Indian Archipelago As all the species afford good timber, it is

only where theie is some special peculiarity about any particular one that it has
been deemed necessary to give it a separate place in this work

Shorea assamica, Dyer FI Br Ind , I 30j Dipterocarpejc
Vern —Makm Assamese
References —Gamble Man Ttmb 34 vt Ind Forester XI 20T

Habitat —A gregarious tree which attains a height of 90 to 100 feet

It was discovered originally by Mr Mann as forming a large forest on
the banks of the Dehing river in Upper Assam

Structure of the Wood —The timber is almost white when newly cut

but soon turns to a dark yellow or brown if exposed to the air Its gram
is very straight but not very close, it warps and splits when dried quickly

not otherwise It is durable when kept m a well ventilated place and free

from damp but is very liable to the attacks of white ants

Domestic Uses —A cheap timber for general purposes as common
deal is in England It is easily worked and is not wasteful It is there

fore interesting to have to add that there is such a quantity as will supply

the market for many jears to come

S gratissima, Dyer, FI Br Ind , 1 , 307
Syn —Hopka gratissima Wall
References —Kura For FI Br Burnt I I2T Watt Cal hxhtb Cat

11 228

Habitat —A glabrous tree found m the forests cf Tenasserim and
Singapore

Structure of the Wood — Generally cros^ grained Heartwood brown,

very hard

S obtusa, Wall / FI Br Ind
,
I 306

Syn —S LEUCOBOTRYA Mtq Vatica OBTUSA stead

Vera—Thtt-ya (=itchwood a name denved from the itching which is

caused when its chips or bark are brought into contact with the ski 1)

References —Kura For FI Burnt / tt8 , Gamble Man Ttmb 3q
Apltn Report on Shan States (i88y~88) Ind Forester /., 363 IV ,

292 VIII 416 X 134 Ga» Burma, I 128 i32

Habitat —A large tree common in the In forests all over Burma, frpm

Ava Prome and Martaban to Tenasserim and Siam , it ascends to an
altitude of 2,000 feet
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The Sal Tree (W R Clark) SHOREA
robutta.

Gum — It exudes a white resin

Structure of the Wood —Heartwood the colour of sdl (S robust*),
very hard and durable more even grained than that of either sal or
tngytn (S, siaraensis)

(Gamble

)

Weigl t from 52 to 67ft) per cubic foot

averaging 6o2b.

Domestic Uses —The wood is much valued on account of its durabi
lity it is used for canoes in house building for tool handles planes etc

ora

1654

DOMEST
Wood
i«55

Shorea robusta, GarIn / FI Br lnd 1,306 Beddome FI <ylv (4
The SAl Tree
Syn Vatica robusta Steud
Vera —Sdl sala salwa sdkhu sakhua sakher sakoh (resin*) rdl dkind

dainar Hind Sdl shed (resin*) rdl dhund Beng Saejun sekura
Koi Sarjom SanTal Sargi Bhumij Sakwa KhaRWA Sekwa
Okaon Bolsal Garo Sakwa Nepai Tetu l Lepcha Salna sonnghi
Uriya Sal sarei ritjal C P Sal kanddr sikhu koron N W P j

Koroh Oudh Sal se al (resin*) ral eard r sufed r kala dhina
Pb (resin*) Ral Deccan Sal (resin*) ral dhuna Bomb (resin*)
Rala guggtlu Mar (resin*) Ral Guz (resin*) Kungilwam Tam l

Gugal (resin*) Giggtlamu Tel Kabbu (resin*) guggala Kan J

En khve t Bukm (re^m — ) Dammala Sing Sala asvakart a (icsin*)
rdla gtggtlam Jioushi-kaha Sans j Kaikahr Arab Lale-modb bdn
Pkrs

Note— It is doubtful how far some of the above names denote the tree or the
resin Moodeen 8heriff says that in Persian Sdl denotes TectOna grandis

References —DC Prod XVI it 628 Roxb FI Jnd Ed CBC 4401
Brandts For FI 26 . Kura For FI Burnt 1 . tig Gamble Man
Ttmb 34 Stewart Pb PI 28 Rev A Campbell Rept Fcon PI
Chutia Nagpur No 8402 Mason Burma and Its People 528 7J7 757
Pharm lnd J 195 O Shaughnessy Beng Dtspens 221 Irvine
Mat Med Patna 91 Rankine Med Topog Sarun 71 Moodeen

228 also Mat Med S lndSheriff Supp Pharm lnd
V C Dutt Mat Med Hind 120 292 3 i6± S Arjun Cat Bomb

(in MSS
) 47

U 1/ SMI Ut* Ariel* II 1 rtvw i ~ V* J. I'M* iiumo
Drugs 20 Dymock Mat Med W lnd 2nd Ed 92 Dymo k Warden
& Hooper Pharmacog lnd l 195 Birdwood Bomb Prod 258 Baden
Powell Pb Pr 328 411 Atkinson Him Dist (X N W P Gao )
3o6 7 279 Econ Prod N W Pi ov Pt l (Gums and Resins) 5
Pt 111 (Dyes and Tans) 82 Liotard Dyes 33 Wardie

f
Dye Report

48 McCann Dyes & Tans Beng 1^7 ,
Church Food- Grains lnd 174

Christy New Com PI V 41, Man Madras Aim 1 3 i3 Nicholson
Man Coimbatore 401 Rept For Ad , Chutia Nagpur (1881) 4679
28 W W Hunter Orissa 1

1

5 app 1 7S app ill 120 app IV 170
app VI Settlement Reports —Punjab Kangra 22 N W P Shahfe-
hanpur ix

, C P Mundlah Dist 88 Bilaspore 76 . Chmdwara
Dtst no Ga&ettee s —Panjdb Hoshxarpur it N W P 111 248
IV Ixvxn C P (1870) 108 123 Mysore and Coorg 11 7 llJ 28
Agri Hortx Soc lnd —Trans VI11 , 109 (Pro ) 38 r Journ VI 40
IX (Set) Si, Vlll <Sel ) 179 Xlll 3 i6 322 . (New Ser es) Vll
126-128, lnd Forester —T 2t 74 76 77 7s 80 81 98 196 397 3o8
411 11 93 203 292 111 44,200 359 IV 46 99 100 292 324 367
V , 93 212 VI t2S 317 3451 Vll 42 222 Vlll / 14 270 3or 41s
IX i3 177 195 *55 349 401 413 459 471 607 X 60 3so 403
$a3 S45 XI *52 3is 436 Xll t88 261 397 434 Xlll 296 565
XIV 209 386 Indian Agriculturist Aug 14 1886 Oct 19 1880
Spons Encycl 1644 Smith Diet Econ PI 363

Habitat—A large, gregarious tree often covering certain interrupted

tracts—without the existence of connecting pitches It occurs along the
base of the Tropical Him&aya from the Sutlej to Assam in the Eastern
districts of Central India and on the Western Bengal hills In Chutia
Nagpur it is very abundant
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—a Dyeing and Tanning Materia] (W R Clark )

till three-quarters full and then placed on the furnace to boil, after which
they ate allowed to simmer for one-and a half hours till the liquor is a
vety deep red colour tt is then strained off into a fresh pot the chips are
thrown aside and when dry are used for the furnace as fuel Three pots
of the first boiled liquor fill one for the further boiling process so a fur

nace holding 21 pots would after boiling and straining give seven pots of

liquor which are generally placed in the centre line while the remainder,
refilled with chips are put on the sides of the furnace The strained liquor

is reduced to half its quantity by an hour’s boiling and half the pots are
free to take the fresh outturn of liquor from the remaining 14

The liquor gradually becoming stiff m about an hour great care must
be taken to keep it from burning and a3 soon as it attains the consistency

of treacle it is removed and poured into a trough When the trough is

full the contents are allowed to cool during the niv,ht and next morning
are poured into a circular pit 3 feet wide and 3 feet deep and so on with
each day’s outturn till the pit is full and a new one has to be dug

On a furnace of 21 pots in Ramgarh three Khairaha women engaged
at Ro-2-6 each per diem did the boiling and on an average turned out daily

16 seers of the extract One coolie (on R0-2-0 per diem) was employed
at the furnace for cutting bark etc two men for cutting poles and strip

ping bark one man for cutting fuel and a bullock cart tor conveying fuel

ana bark to the furnace During a period of 58 days (vt* from 2nd Feb
ruary 1886 to March 31st 1886) 291 maunds of tdl bark were boiled and
yielded 67 ghurras of extract, the average weight of a ghurra full being 14

seers the total weight of extract obtained was 23 maunds 18 seers and
the total expenditure R102 4-0 from which it will be seen that a maund
of sdl bark yielded 3 22 seers of extract

The semi fluid extract was analysed by Dr H Warth of the Central

Forest School who gives the following as its composition :

—

Water
Insoluble in

—

Water
Tannin

Balance soluble in

—

11 23

586
i« 73

per cent

Water 66 18 »

Total 100 00 »

Of the whole 7 79 „ ashes were left

u The colour of the iron precipitate is dingy green The tannin is

therefore of the same kind as that which is contained m Acacia Catechu
extract The tannin of gall apples gall tannin gives a bluish black
precipitate with iron and is tnerefore different 1 here was no Catechu
acid present*

For comparison I give you herewith the analysis of good genuine
Burmese (Rangoon) cutch which Mr Ribbentrop sent me in January
1882 —

Cutch Rangoon
Catechu acul 00 pc cent
Catechu—tannic acid 7 35
Insoluble in water 14 35
Soluble ui water 78 30

Total

Ashes ta the whole 18 89
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The method of analysis was the same m both cases—namely precipi

tation with gelatine

Your extract 19 thus apparently twice as good as Burmese clitch It

would be of scientific interest to know how much bark was used m the

preparation of the extract Would you desire a publication of the results

in tne Forester accompanied by a description to Mr Fisher the Editor?

I would gladly make any suggestion I could on the possible improvement
of the manufacture if you would kindly let it be known how tne extract

has hitherto been made
An analysis of the extract made by W N Evans Esq Editor of

Leather the Journal of the Tanning Trade shows that this extract con-

tains 3229 per cent of tannin and Mr Evans goes onto state that

The colour of the solution made by the extract will be rather against

its sale but otherwise judging fr un its strength as about equivalent to

chestnut wood extract of 30 degrees Bamm which is selling from £12 to

£15 per ton No certainty can however be given to its real commercial

value until it has been tested m some tannery the quality of the leather it

produces and the cost being the principal items involved'

Samples sent to the Cawnpore Harness and Saddlery Factory were

reported on as follows by the foreman of that establishment — Tne con

centrated essence of sal bark re eived has been tested and tried as far as

practicable with the quantity received The amount received vie ij oz

was tried up to 21 ozs of water or fourteen times its own weight and a

rich brown liquor of 24 was the result 1 he quantity received was so very

small that its tanning properties could not be fairly tested but judging

from appearance and taste I think it will be worth while to try it It

would be much better if it could be made solid instead of a liquid

as by doing this there is not so much fear of evaporation which will

cause the extract to vary in strength Oolonel Stewart the Superintend-

ent of the factory reported that the liquor obtained from the extract of

sal bark registered 24
0 of the barkometer and it is probable that if a

larger quantity had been sent a tougher infusion could have been made
Oolonel 8tewart adds that he had not had the means to test the extract

chemically to discover the exact amount of tannin and cannot make a
practical test of such a small quantity but is of opinion that the extract

would give good results as a tanning agent and it would be worth while to

have sufficient extract to tan a given number of hides and wishes to know
if it would be possible to obtain 5 cwt of this extract ?

”

Oil —The seeds yield an oil which is extracted by simple boiling

(Campbell)
Medicine.—* The resin is regarded as astringent and detergent and

is used in dysentery and for fumigations plasters etc The resin thrown

over the fire gives out thick volumes of fragrant smoke and is much used

for fumigating rooms occupied by the sick
Y

(Hindu Mat Med ) 6&kha-
ram Arjun states that he has seen good results follow the administra-

tion of sdl with sugar in the treatment of dysentery (Bombay Drugs, *0).

Mr Campbell states that the leaves are used medicinally by Hie Santids.

Special Opinions,— $ The resin is used bv Native doctors for wfeak

digestion gonorrhoea and as an aphrodisiac ana is prepared in the foHow

ing manner —A couple of ounces of the drug is powdered and fried in

cows %h{ about 10 minutes and the whole thrown into a basin of cold

water The mixture which floats on the surface W gathered icith the

fingers and constantly squeezed within the water!* In the course of a few

minutes it gams consistence and assumes a white colour Removing the

water from time to time and thus continuing the above process from half

an hour to one hour it gams the consistence and colour of butter This is
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Sal useful for Railway Sleepers 1W R Clat k )

collected and preserved A quantity the sire of a large nutmeg is given
internally twice a day (Surgeon Major D R Thompson MD CIE
Madras) Twenty grains of the pulverised res n mixed with a pint of
boiled milk taken every morning is considered a good aphrodisiac ' (bur
geon W F Thomas 33rd Regiment M N / M ingalore)

Food—The seed ripens at the commencement of the rains and is col
lected and eaten especially in times of scarcity by the Santals and low
caste tribes of Chutia Nagpur For this purpose it is mixed with wood
ashes and boiled for two or three hours well washed to free it from the
ashes mixed with the flowers of the mahua tree fBassia latifolia) and then
reboiled or roasted A sufficient quantity is cooked at one time to last

the family for two or three days (Journ Agrt Horti Soc Jnd

)

Church
m his Food Grains of India describes its nutrient ratio as 1 12 and its

nutrient value as io-> but remarks that the latter number is probably
above the truth for it is likely that a not inconsiderable part of the nutrients
in these hard seeds of unappetising appearance exists m an indigestible

condition

Structure of the Wood. -The sal one of the most valuable timber trees

in India has a distinct sapwood which is small in amount whitish and
not durable The heartwood is brown in co our finely streaked with
darker lines coarsegrained hard strong and tough with a remarkably
fibrous and cross grained structure The fibres of successive concentric

strata do not run parallel but at oblique angles o each other ihat

when the wood is dressed the fibre s appear interlaced It does not season
well but warps and splits in drying and even when thoroughly seasoned
absorbs sioisture with avidity in wet weather increasing ^th in bulk I

and correspondingly in weight* During the process of seasoning it dries

with great rapidity on the surface while beneath it remains as wet as
when first cut and evaporation goes on afterwards with extreme siowness
The effect of this peculiarity is to cover the surface all over with super-

fic al flaws from unequal shrinkage With proper precautions however it

can be made to dry slowly and under these circumstances it has been
found by numerous experiments that the ratio of drying is Jth of an inch

annually all round the piece of wood Sal when once thoroughly sea

soned stands almost without a rival as a timber for stiength elasticity

and durability which qual ties it retains without being sensibly affected

for an immense length of time Average weight of the seasoned $dl

about per cubic foot (Brandts Gamble)
Its transverse strength has been tested by numerous experiments

8ir D Brandis after along series of trials found that the mean value of

P (the co-efficient of transverse strength) fluctuates between 70S and 916
Domestic and Sacred.—The resin is used as an incense and by boat

builders instead of dammar for caulking boats It is employed by the San-

tals to plug holes in earthen and even metal cooking vessels Amongst
many of the wild tribes of Central India the lb%vivs are pinned into plates

and cups twisted into tobacco pipes or formed into the wrappers for home-
made agars (Rev A Campbell) The day fixed for a hunting expedition

is indicated by a branch of the sdl tree being given with a certain number
of leaves attached A leaf is plucked off daily and the last one is removed
on the rooming of the hunt

The timber is the one most extensively used m Northern India. It is

m constant request for piles beams planking and railing of bridges for

beams, doors, and window posts of houses for gun-camages, for the bodies

of carts, and above nil, for railway sleepers the yearU consumption of

which reaches some lakhs of cubic feet In Assam it is the favourite wood
for boat-building, and in the hills of Northern Bengal where it is found,
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The lagyin Tree of Burma

perhaps of the largest size now available the trttnks are hollowed out
into canoes Owing to the fact that when unseasoned it is not floatable

difficulty is experienced in most sdl forests in getting the timber out of the
forests in log This is however overcome by floating the logs either

with the assistance of boats or with floats of light wood or bamboos
(Gamble)

The charcoal from the timber is said by the Kol iron smelters
to be the best for their purpose and to produce superior iron The local

blacksmiths also prefer it for their work (Rev A Campbell)
The sdl tree called m Sanskrit Sdla and Asvakarna

,

is of interest

from a mythological point of view since the mother of Buddha is repre*-

sented as holding a branch of the tree m her hand when Buddha was
born and it was under the shade of a Sala tree that Buddha passed the
last night of his life on earth 1 he small branches of the sdla are used
by Indian villagers to detect witches , they write upon branches the
name of every woman over 1 2 years of age in the village the branches
are then placed in water and left for 4J hours, if any woman's branch
withers she is the witch (Pharmacog Indica)

Shorea siamenas, Miq / FI Br Jnd I 304
Sjra—

P

bntacmb suatis a DC P mambnsis Kurt Hopba (Shorka.?)
suava Wall

Vero, — Ingym enghyn Burm
References —DC Prod XVI 2 626 631 Xure For FI Br Burnt

I 119 Gamble Man Ttmb 39. Apltn Kept on Shan Slates 6 Ind
Forester IV 292 VIII 416 XIII 134.

Habitat —A large deciduous tree very frequent in the In and dry
forests of Burma more especially those of the Ava and Prome districts less

frequent from Pegu and Martaban down to Tenasserim It is distributed

to 6iam
Ream.— It yields a red resin

Structure of the Wood —Heartwood very hard heavy and cross-

grained , in this respect similar to that of sdl which it also resembles in

colour Weight about 55Gb per cubic foot

Domestic Uses —The wood is much prized for its durability It is

used in house building and for making canoes and bows and as pfanking

S Stellate, Dyerf FI Br Ind , I 304
Sya—

P

arashorea stellata Kurt
Vein. —Koung mhoo Burm
References —Kurt For FI Br Burm I 1 17 Gamble Man Ttmb 34

Habitat—An ervergreen tree frequent in the tropical forests of Martaban
rather rare along the eastern slopes of the Pegu Yomah up to 1 500 feet

elevation (Kurs')

Structure of the Wood.—White, hard and rough Weight about
50ft per cubic foot

Domestic.— It is used for canoes and boat-buildmg

S Talura, Roxb FI Br Ind
, /, 304 Wight Ic ,

t 164
Syn.—S laccifbra Heyne Vatica laccifbra W &
Vera—Talura, talari Tam ; Jalart Tel ; Jalarauda, jalari jalada,
Kan

References —DC Prod XVI
, « 63o Roxb , FI Ind , Bd C B C

441 Brandts For FI 26 Beddome FI Sylv . t 6 tstumble Man
Ttmb 34 Ltotard Dyes 33 37 Watson Kept tS 34 Gametteerx
Bombay XV 427 Madras Man Adm, if, 76 Man* CuddaPak
Dist Madras 263 Ind Forester, X $48 / XII 373

Habitat —A large tree, met with m the forests of Mysore and the east-

ern districts of Madras
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The Horn beam leaved Sida ( W R Clark )

SUM
carpinjfolia.

Structure of the Wood —Grey in colour very hard smooth with small

dark coloured irregularly shaped heartwood Weight about 70ft per

cubic foot

Domestic Uses.—It is much used for house-building and is largely

sent down to Madras for that purpose

ShoreaTumbuggaia, Roxb f FI Br Ind I 306 Wight h t *7
Syn.—S PKNiciLLATA A DC Vatica Tumbuggaia, W & A
Vern.—(Resin— ) Kala-damar Hind Beno & Dec \ Cangu Congo

tumbugat (Resin karuppu damar tumb ugat pishtn Tam Thnmbd
(Ream—) nalla-damar nalla ojan Tel Vanbogu (Resin—) kara
hundurukkatt tumbugai Pasha Malay

References.—PC’ Prod XVI it 630 Roxb FI Ind Ed C B C
440 Beddome, Ft Sylv 26 Gambit Man Txmb 39 Moodeen Sheriff
Mat Med Madras 48 Btrdwotui Bomb Pr

,
2^8 Watson Rep 6

20 32 37 Madras Man Adm II 76 Man Cuddapah Dist Madras
262 Ind Forester X 548

Habitat—A large tree of the Western Peninsula found in the dry
forests of Cuddapah and Palghdt in Mysore

Resin — It yields a dark coloured resin which is one of the common
drugs in all the large markets of India

Medicine.—The resin is recommended by Moodeen 8herlff as an
external stimulant and a substitute for Abietis Resina and Pix Bur
gundica of European Pharmacopoeias

Structure of the Wood —Smooth harder than that of idl but similar

in appearance Weight about 68fb per cubic foot

Domestic —The resin is used as a substitute for pitch The wood
is employed in house-building particularly for door frames and posts and
for raiters.

Shrews, see Rats, Mice ft Marmots Vol VI p 395

TIMBRE
x68o

DOMESTIC
x68x
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SIDA, Linn Gen FI I 203 982
M At VACFM

Sida carpimfolia, Linn FI Br Ind I 123 Wi^ht Ic t 95 f

The Hornbeam leaved Sida
Syn —^ acuta Burm S lanceolata Roxb S stipulata Cav

S Stauntoniana DC S scoparia Lour
Vem — Bandra karetn Hind Pita bardId shikar srt herela koreta bon

methi Beng ; Isbadi tsarbadi Deccan Bala.jangli-methi Bomb
Tufkarta, tukati chxkana pita, VIar Jungli-methl Guz Vatta
ttnppi malattangi maytr-manikham vtsha boddi chiti-mutti mutu va
pufogum Tam Malatanm Malay / Kdt say-nat pyen dan gna len
Burm Stnvadt babtla Andaman Pata or bald (generic names)
Sans

References —DC Prod 1,460 461 Roxb FI Ind Ed C B C st5

517 Tkwaite* En Ceyl PI 27 Dais & Gibs ,
Bomb FI T7 Mason

Burma and Its People 5/p 755 Rheede Hort Mai X t 5$ Pharm
Ind 3s Atnslte Mat Ind If 179 0 Shauffhnessy Beng Dtspens 215
Moodeen Sheriff Mat Med S Ind (tn MSS ) S3 Sakharam Arjun
Cat Bomb Drugs 18 Murray PI cf Drugs Stnd 5# Dymock Mat
Med W Ind 2nd Ed 99 Dymock Warden & Hooper Pharmacog
Ind Vol / 20* Useful PI Bomb (XXV Bomb Gao ) 228 Ltotard

Mem Paper-making Mat 3l Boswell Man Nellorc 142 Gasetleers —
Bombay XV 427 N W P IV Ixvtti Ind Forester XIV 273

Habitat.—A perennial under-shrub generally distributed throughout

the hotter parts of India

Fibre.—A good fibre is obtained from the stems
Medicine.—The root is medicinal and is described by Moodeen Sheriff

Ui his forthcoming Mate~ta Medtca of Madras as thin long cylindrical

s L690
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oil called balatatla prepared from a strong decoction of this drug mixed

with milk and sesamurn oil is used as an external application in the same

class of cases A powder of the root bark together with milk and sugar

is given for the relief of frequent micturition ana leucorrhoea (U C Dutt)

Sida huoullS, Wtlld FI Br Ind I 322

Sjn —S pilosa Ret* not of Cav S radicans Wall S multicau
lis Cav S nervosa Wall not of DC

Vern—Junka Beno Btr tandt bartar jokha sakam Santal Palam
pdst Tam Gdyapu dku Tel

References —DC Prod I #3 Roxb PI Ind Ed . C B C 5*

,

lhwattes En Ceyl PI 23 Dal9 & Gibs Bomb Ft 17 S ft W
Elliot FI Andhr 59 , Gaoetteers —Bomb V 24 XV 4*7 N W
P I 79 IV Ixvtti Mysore and Coorg I 56 Man Coimbatore

Dxst Madras 247

Habitat —A very variable herbaceou plant often procumbent dis

tnbuted generally throughout the hotter parts of India

Medicine.— Among the Santals the leaves are pounded and used as

a local application to cuts and bruises They are also given in the diar

rh<ra of pregnancy (Rev A Cam bell) In the Coimbatore district

they are ground up with cummin seed onions and the succulent portion

of aloe leaves mixed with buffalo butter milk and given to cattle

suffering from rinderpest (Ntcholso 1)

Food—The leaves are eaten by the Santals as a potherb (Rev A
Campbell)

Domestic—The leaves are employed to plug holes in iron or earthen

cooking pots

S rhomblfolia, Linn FI Br Ind 1
, 323

Syn —S canariensis Wtlld S compressa Wall

Vern —Swot berela sahadebi Hi no Pxtbald svet bereld Beno Athx

balla chettu Tam Atxbald Sans

References —DC Prod I 462 Roxb FI Ind. Ed C B C 517

Thwaxtes En Ceyl PI 28 Dal9 & Gibs Bomb FI 17 / Str W Elliot

FI Andhr i7,43 44 120 Str W Jones Treat PI Ind 5/9 755

Rheede Hart Mai X 18 Rumbhius Amb V t 19 Fleming Med
PI & Drugs {Astatic Reser XI) 178 ,

Irvine, Mat Med Patna 125

U C Dutt Mat Med Hind 292 . Murray Pi & Drugs Sind 59

Dymock Mat Med W Ind Ed 2nd 99 Atkinson Him Diet

(X N W P Ga* ) 306 Royle Fibrous PI 262 Christy New Com PI

VI 86 10 r Rep Agnc Dep Bengal (1886-87) 21 22 \ Gaoetteers —
Bombay XV 4*7, H W P IV , Ixvttt Mysore & Coorg I 58

Agn Horit Soc Ind —Journ Vul 62 63 90 (Pro ) lor 142 IX

146 149 (Pro) 60 101 X 61 XIV, 53 (Pro) 69 (New Series) *

I

(5>/) 65 VIII , u7 120 124 222 Ind, Forester, XIV 269 270 273

274,276 Spons Encycl I 99$

Habitat—A shrubby very variable perennial plant widely distributed

throughout the tropical regions of India.
, ^

Dr Watt (m the Selections from the Records of the Government of

India 1888 89) has furnished so detailed a report on this fibrous plant that

it does not seem necessary to do more here than to re-arrange the para

graphs of that paper according to the standard followed in this work

Dr Watt writes —The Flora of British India describes five varieties of

this plant reducing to these the forms that were made species by the early

writers It seems probable that the fibres afforded by these varieties will

not be found of equal merit that being so it would be desirable to have

them separately dealt with It is only by having all the varieties care-

fully cultivated and botanical specimens preserved (to allow of determin
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ation of the actual variety that afforded each particular fibre) that any
real progress can be made towards organizing and developing a trade in

Sida fibre By this means alone as it would appear can the conflicting

reports regarding Sida fibre be explained one sample reported on by
one author was the fibre from one variety and another sample from
another The folicwing brief abstract taken Dr Watt explains mainly
from the Flora of British India exhibits the varieties of Sida rhombifolia

Linn as accepted by modern botanists

* Var z —scabrida Wight & Arnott Prod 57

Whole plant sprinkled with rigid simple or 2—3 partite hairs 3

both sides of the leaves green not tomentose below Branches without

tubercles under the leaves Peduncles axillary solitary a little more than

half the length of the leaves jointed at the base Carpels bicuspidately

awned
This seems to be a form more particularly plentiful in South India.

* Var 2—retnsa Linn

Leaves obovate retuse hoary beneath toothed towards the apex

stipules longer than the petiole Peduncles solitary axillary equalling

the leaves jointed near the middle Carpels birostrate through the pre

sence of short awns
This form is fairly widely distributed being the S retusa, Wtlld as

in Roxburgh s Flora Indica {Ed CBC 517) where it is said to be

a native of Bengal 5 the S retusa of Dalsell & Gibson s Bombay Flari

where it is saia to be very common 99
the S chinensis, Rets as in

Roxburgh's Flora Indica (l c ) and also the S philippica, DC a form

met with on the Coromandel Coast It is the plant described by Rheede
Hort Mai X 18 and by Rumph Amb V t 19

* Var 3 —rhomboidea, Roxb FI Ind Ed C B C 5/7

A shrubby plant without tubercles on the stem Leaves rhomboid

lanceolate serrate hoary beneath stipules longer than the petioles

Peduncles more than half the length of the leaves jointed at the base

usually collected into leafy corymbs at the extremities of the branches

Awns of the capsules very short and inflected

This is the Mahdbald of Sanskrit writers the Shwet+bariala (white

barjala) of Bengal and the Atibala chettu Tblugu It is the S rhom
bifolia, Wall ; the S rhomboidea, Roxb as in W A Prod and

the S orientals Cav Roxburgh says it is a native of Bengal where it

blossoms during the cold season the flowers opening at noon It is met

with m some parts of Madras and seems also to be the plant reported on

in the Agn Hortx Soc Journal as affording the fibre which Major Han
nay sent from Assam In all probability this form is that which yields

the best quality of fibre

“Var 4.—obovata Wall

This is a large-leaved plant the broadly obovate leaves measuring 1}

by 2 inches hoary beneath and having the apex coarsely toothed and

the base drawn out or cuneate Peduncles longer than the petiole, but

shorter than the blade

* Var 5 — microphylla, Cav

Leaves small eliptic dentate hoary beneath. Peduncle slightly ex

ceeding the petiole Carpels 5—7 awned B „
This is tne plant described by Roxburgh (FI Ind Ed C*B C** $15)

which, he says, is a native of Bengal and which flowers the whole vear

round
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The Side Fibre [W R Clark)
SIDA

rhombifetis*

Var 6 —rhombifolla

To these five forms must be added the condition which would answer to

the type of the species—the Side rhombdolia, Wtlld as in Roxburgh s

FI Xnd , Ed C B C $t7—the Lai bartala (or red bartala) or bsrela of

Bengal and the Atibala of Sanskrit This Roxburgh states is a native

of Bengal and flowers during the rainy season Aitchison mentions it

as met with in the Panjdb

VAKEKTOB*
1709

SIDA FIBRE

The following is Dr Watt s account of Sida fibre j— * It seems probable
that the fibre experimented with in Bengal has been mostly obtained either

from the last mentioned or from the third variety (rhomboidea) These
therefore had better receive the first attention as they will most likely

be found to contain the best fibre. But the utilisation ofSida will mainlj
depend on the particular form that will produce the tallest stems with
the fewest branches and the highest percentage of fibre to weight of

stems It may readily be admitted that the feature on which the in

dustry will fail to be established will be the yield as compared with
jute Hitherto the few Reports that have appeared exhibit the yield

as considerably lower than that of jute Experimenters should now
ever not be too easily disheartened on this score for it must be borne
m mind that Sida has never been systematically cultivated while every
thing has been done that is possible to improve the yield and auality of

jute A few years cultivation may result in the production of a Sida stock

that would give a nearer approximation than has as yet been attained to

that of jute and the fibre will most certainly fetch a considerably higher
price than its rival The claims of Sida fibre do not rest on the statements
of one observer more than its rejection should depend on the results of one
experiment such as that recently reported on by the Agrt Horticultural

Society of India vis that it possesses like Hibiscus, Abutiiion, and
Saoseneria no advantage over that of jute

9 That opinion is probably
so far correct j but it is more to the verdict of the flax than the jute manu
facturer that we have to look since everything points towards the new fibre

entering the higher textile markets for which jute is quite unsuited To
make gunny bags of Sida would indeed be an extravagance and since

i

ute serves that purpose sufficiently well there would be nothing gained

>y disturbing the Bengal cultivators in order that Sida might be used as a
jute substitute Sida may however like Hibiscus cannabuius be grown
over a wide area where jute cultivation is impossible The flax manufac
turers of Europe admit that the time has come when they must seek for

flax substitutes In the opinion of many experts no fibre of modern times
affords better hopes of success than Sida and the matter may therefore be
earnestly recommended to the attention of Government as one well worthy
of the expenditure of a little money in the experiments here suggested
namely (a) to definitely determine which form of Sida yields the best fibre

($) where that can be most successfully grown (c

)

the present yield per
acre (d) the price at which the fibre could now be put into the market
and (*) to continue the experiments further in order to ascertain whether
or not the fibre-yielding property of the selected stock could be improved

04 in order to justify these recommendations an abstract of existing li

terature on this subject may be here given The first person who commer-
cially drew attention to this fibre was Major Han nay of Assam His
action followed a few years after Dr Roxburgh had described the van
ous species of Sida, in which he remarked under S rhombifolia, that 'the
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bark of this and the last (rhomboidea) yields abundance of very delicate

flaxy fibres and I think might be advantageously employed for many
purposes When the seed is sown thick on a good soil the plants grow
tall and slender without branching and in every way fit for such pur
poses ' Roxburgh would thus appear to have cultivated these plants
but in the report of his fibre experiments he nowhere alludes to hi? results

in testing the strength and endurance of the fibres obtained from them
such as he published with most other Indian fibres Major Hannay’s
observations seem to have been perfectly spontaneous, and it w*ts only

after his fibre had been communicated to the Agn Horticultural Society

that it was discovered to be obtained from Sida The following report on
Major Han nay s Assam fibre will be read with interest and not uncon*
nected with astonishment that the subject of it should have remained so
many years in abeyance This fibre very much resembles our best dress

ed jute It is very attractive in its appearance Its silvery bright and
clear colour its great cleanliness and its excellent condition are vi ell

exhibited—much better indeed than usually belongs to the great bulk of

the jute which is exported to Europe and hence might for such reasons
obtain some preferable consideration 9 After testing the strength of this

fibre, and ascertaining its indestructibility by water f am convinced it is

not jute but I am not prepared to give it a name But I think from
the length of the staple its similarity to silk and its great strength that

it would fetch a high price in England The line (only half an inch in

circumference) sustained after exposure to wet and sun for ten days 400ft

(
Journal Agn Hort Soc VIII (old senes) 1854 p 62)

subsequent volume the members of the Agri Horticultural Society had
their attention again directed to this fibre Major Hannay in 1853 sent

seed of the plant from which his fibre was obtained The plant was
cultivated m the Society s garden and a report published I have now
Mr Joseph Willis wrote to report on the specimen from our gardener
Mr McMurray s growth and preparation I find it of excellent length

being about 10 feet It is very completely freed from all ligneous ad-
herents and is in excellent condition having its silvery brightness or

lustre and colour m high perfection The fibre is remarkably round } it

is also fine being somewhat coarser at the root end than m the upper
parts and near the top extremity it becomes exceedingly fine The
strength although inferior to some of the best or strong fibres which have
beenDeforeus is nevertheless excellent I consider this fibre worthy of

the best attention of those who may be engaged in vegetable fibrous pro-

ductions and more especially so as it seems capable of being grown so

well in Lower Bengal 99 Mr Haworth another high authority recom-

mended the fibre to be tried on jute machinery and with this object a
sample was sent to the Chamber of Commerce Dundee and another to

Messrs Marshall & Co of Leeds In the lXth Vol of the \gr\

Horticultural Society s Jourral (quoted above) Mr McMurray gives par-

ticulars regard ng the method 01 cultivation adopted by him 1 he seed

was sown broadcast on the i6th May and the crop cut in September 1 he
stems were covered over by grass rubbish to cause fermentation which

took place in four days, and they were afterwards steeled i lor twelve

days The fibre was then cleaned by the same method as tsyfomed with

jute 1 f
Shortly after the date of these experiments the Calcini fil#a mar*

chants had their attention forcibly directed towards the estahft^ithem m
India of jute mills in opposition to those in Dundee for whtj^niey had
formerly been contented to supply the fibre. Major Hannay4* ^discovery

was thus lost sight of for nearly 40 years until in 1880 the Bengal Gov-
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The Side Fibre* (W R Clark)
rhombifolia.

emment drew the attention of the Society to the subject of the burrtala FIBRE,

fibie—the fibre of Side rhomboidea The samples of fibre then commum
cated by the Government to the Society had been furnished by Rajah
Kristendro Roy of Balihar in the district of Rajshaye These were re-

ported on by Mr Cogswell (Towrnfl/ Vol VI New Senes 224) who stated
that none of the samples haa been steeped long enough He recommend
ed that long stems should be steeped for seven to ten days and added
A large sample shoulchbe prepared and I will get it tested in one of the

jute mills to see what percentage of warp yarn can be spun from it and
a correct value shall be arrived at There is much in these samples of a
soft bright glossy clean fibre but it is very short in comparison with
jute barely half its length the value being very materially reduced in

consequence *

As a result of this report fresh samples of the fibre were prepared by
the Rajah and these Mr Cogswell considered had been oversteepea
and thereby considerably injured But he states To a few even
experienced men this fibre might be mistaken for that of fine jute though
not one-fourth of its average length when deprived of the root ends as

this has been Its colour is glossy bright in the extreme and of a very
high order The fibre is strong fine round and of excellent spinning pro-

perties and is well suited for the finest yarns of lute manufacturers some
of it is so silky as to render it in my opinion fit for higher purposes 1

value it at about R4 8 or R4. 12 per baz£r maund l think the flax manu
facturers at home would be read) consumers of it

It is perhaps as well to point out in this connection that by length of

fibre in the above Reports Mr Cogswell necessarily means length of the

fibre ribbons and not of the ultimate filaments Cotton, for example
would be a worthless fibre if fibres 10 15 and 20 feet long were required

by all manufacturers The length of the ultimate filaments and their

adhesions are in fact far more important points to the manufacturer of the

higher textiles than the length of ribbons composed of such filaments since

the bleaching carding and spinning into fine yam is consequent on the

degree to which the ribbons can be broken up It is noteworthy that

Mr Cogswell recognises that Sida fibre is fit for higher purposes”
than jute and that he very properly recommends it to the consideration

of flax not jute manufacturers There are few higher practical authorities

on fibres than Mr Cogswell and this testimony would seem therefore to

require only to be published in Europe for encouraging demands to be

made on the resources of the enlightened Native gentleman who is the

modem pioneer of this much neglected fibre. Recently however in order

to test the fibre-extracting machines sent in competition for the Govern
ment reward Sida fibre along with several others has been reported on
and the discouraging statement made that it possesses no advantage
over that of jute.” To prevent this opinion which seems to have been
formed on a provincial more than an imperial stand point in other words
a jute manufacturer s stand point from injuring the prospects of the Sida

fibre industry and thereby aeternng flax spinners and others from giving

their attention to this subject it appears desirable to reproduce here

the recent report published by Messrs Cross Bevan & King, in

which a chemical and microscopic compan on is drawn between Sida and
Jute.

w These distinguished chemists say 'Although closely similar to CHEMISTRY
Jute in structure and general chemical characteristics it is m appearance I7XX
a superior fibre; it is softer to the touch and m all respects more uniform

This superiority, moreover is confirmed by comparative chemical invest 1
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gation to show which we reproduce side by side analytical numbers ob-
tained for the two fibres —

Juts* Sida

Moisture to s 107
Ash 1 2 0*
Hydrolysis {a) 150

W 18*0 J 2 2

Cellulose 750 83 0
Mercerising t6 0 66
Nitration 125 0 1370
Acid purification 1 0 03
Carbon percentage 465 45 0

‘ In the relatively high percentage of cellulose we have the most 1m
portant factor of superiority It is interesting to note the correlations

with this cardinal point of difference of all other qualities determined
This fibre is undoubtedly worthy of extended investigation by practical

men
In conclusion it may safely be said that if Chemistry can be trusted to

indicate the properties of a fibre Sida is unquestionably an infinitely superior

fiber to jute Under hydrolysis (for bleaching and cleaning with an alkali)

it loses a very much smaller proportion of its weight is therefore less

easily disintegrated by the action of water and is consequently much
more durable Similarly it loses less under the acid purification and by
nitration obtains a considerably greater weight while it possess a much
larger percentage of cellulose A fibre with such properties to recommend
it is surely worthy of the time and expenditure necessary to ascertain

whether or not all these advantages are financially counterbalanced by
a less acreage yield

Although the only large sample of the fibre that has as yet beenS’ ced wa raised in Eastern Bengal it seems highly probable that

India or Bombay would prove better suited than the damper regions

of Bengal for the development of a Sida industry *
(Watt Sel Records

Govt of Ind)
Medicine —The medicinal properties of this resemble those of other

species The root of the var retusa is held in great repute by the Natives

in the treatment of rheumatism The stems abound in mucilage and are

employed by the Natives as demulcents and emollients both for external

ana for internal use

Sida spinosa, Linn , FI Br Ind /, 323
Syn —S alba and alnifolia Linn . S retusa, Wight S glandu

losa Roxb MSS S Boriara Wall

Vera.—Gulsakari jangUmdthl Hind j Gorakchdultd pllarbarila* bon
mithi Beng ffangli-mdthi Dec Maytr-mdmkkam Tah Maytlu
mdntkyam chtna muttama muttava pulagum ternalla benda, tel
Kndu menthyd Kan Maytr-mdmkkam . katta ventiyam Malay j Kxrtt

kdm-babtla man-mantkam Sino
f
Ndga-bald. Sans $

KulbaJuhbarri,
Arab Shanbalide-barn sham lithe-dash ti Pers

References —DC Prod I 460 tfr Roxb , PI Ind > Ed CBC 5*6/
Thwaites En Ceyl PI 38 Dale & Gibs Bomb FI % t7 Sir W
Elliot FI Andhr 3g 120 180 Moodeen Sheriff Mat Med 5 Ind
(tn MSS

)

55 U C Dutt Mat Med Bind 3 to Dymock. Mat Med
W Ind 2nd Ed , 99 Gazetteers —N W P I 79 Ixviit

Mysore and Coerg
t
1 57

Hatdtat*—A small shrubby perennial plant found throughout the

hotter parts of India from the North West Provinces to Ceylon, and dis-

tributed throughout the tropics generally
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Silene a Detergent (W R Clark) SILICA

Medicine —The leaves are demulcent and refrigerant and are useful tn

some cases of gonorrhoea gleet and scalding urine The root acts as a
gentle tonic and diaphoretic and is emplo) ed in mild cases of debility and
fever The leaves are bruised in water strained through cloth ana ad
ministered in the form of a draught , the root is used in aecoction prepared

in a similar manner to that of S carpimfolia ( Moodeen Sheriff) The roots

are useful also m the treatment of some forms of cattle disease.

MEDICINE.

Lmvm
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Root
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SIDEROXYLON, Linn Gen PI ,11 6SS

A genus of trees which takes its name (ciSspOf iron and wood)
from the hardness of the wood of its different species Seven species are
indigenous to the East Indies and the timber from all is more or less employ-
ed locally in the regions where they occur As no further economic informa
tion is available regarding six of the species it has been thought unnecessary

to give them more than this passing notice

[ Wight Ic t i a18 Sapotacbje

Sideroxylon tomentosum, Roxh FI Br Ind III 338
Syn —S ARMATUM Roth Sapota tomentosa ARMATA & ELKN

GOtDES A DC ACHKAS TOMENTOSA & ELENG01 DKS Bedd

Vera —Kanta hohul Uriya ; Pdld Tam Hudxgolla Kan j Thit-cho
Burm

References —DC Prod VI1

1

/75 Roxb FI Ind Fd C B C 202
Kurt For FI Birm II .116 Beddome FI Sylv t 23f also For
Man 142 , Gamble Man Timb 241 also xxtv bait & Gtbs B mb
FI i3g Graham Cat Bomb PI 105 Useful PI Bomb (XXV Bomb
Gat ) 89 Apltn Report on Shan States {1887 88) Gatetteer Bomb
XV 437

Habitat—A small or moderately sized tree of the Western Ghdts from
the Konkan southwards also of Ceylon and Burma

Food —The fruit a smooth yellow berry is used by the Natives in

pickles and curries It is eaten greedily by the Sambre
Structure of the Wood —Light reddish white fibrous rather heavy

Domestic —The timber is used for house beams and carpenters’
planes

SILENE, Linn Gen PI 1 147

Sllene Gnffithu, Bom FI Br Ind
,
I 220

Syn.—S Webbiana Wall / S multifida Edgew S viscosa Pers

References.—Attcktson m Journ Linn Soc X 78 / Gatetteer

N W P X 305

Habitat—A perennial herb found on the Western Himalaya from

Garhwdl to Kabul and Kishtwar at altitudes between 7 000 ara 11 000

feet distributed to Afghanistan

Domestic.—In Lahoul the root and leaves of this species mixed with

a natural impure carbonate of soda are added as a substitute for soap to

the water used by the Natives {Aitchtson) (Conf with Detergents Vol

111 , 8$)
SILICA.

Silica.— account of the various forms of Silica and the industrial

uses made of them the reader is referred to Rock Crystals, Vol II 170

Ctay, Vol , II ,360 Flint, Vol III 404; Glass, Vol III, 503; Quarts

Vol V , 378 , and Sand, Vol VI , Part II
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